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REFORMULATED GASOLINE

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22, 1994

House of Representatives,
Committee on Energy and Commerce,

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m., in room'

2123, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. John D. Dingell (Chair-

man) presiding.
Mr. Dingell. The subcommittee will come to order.

Today's hearing is a continuation of the subcommittee's examina-
tion of actions by the Environmental Protection Agency, the States,

regulated entities, and others concerning the timely implementa-
tion of the Clean Air Act in a fair and effective manner and in ac-

cordance with the law as enacted. The primary focus of this hear-

ing will be on the reformulated gasoline, RFG, rule required by the

1990 amendment to the Clean Air Act.

The statutory deadline for the rule was November 1991. The
EPA proposed a rule in July 1991 and at the same time engaged
in regulatory negotiations with a wide range of interests which re-

sulted in an agreement in principle in August 1991. Thereafter, a

supplementary rule was proposed in April 1992 and a second one

was issued in February 1993. Because of the delay, a deadline suit

was initiated by Chairman Waxman and others in February 1993.

The EPA was under a court order to finalize the rule by September
15, 1993. But the EPA missed that deadline and the court extended

again the statutory date to December 15, 1993. Subcommittee
members expressed concern about these ongoing delays to Adminis-

trator Carol Browner in the subcommittee's October 29, 1993 hear-

ing entitled "Oversight of Clean- Air Act Implementation," Serial

No. 103-97.
The basic rule was finalized in December. However, it was not

published in the Federal Register until February. Since then, the

EPA has proposed two changes regarding foreign refiners and etha-

nol that are not yet final. Also, the EPA has reportedly failed to

provide all the necessary guidance, interpretations, clarifications

and corrections to the basic rule. The hearing today is not about

the proposed rules, but about the process leading up to and after

the publication.
The subcommittee knows this has not been an easy rulemaking.

But it is also very difficult to understand why after more than 3

years the EPA still needs to republish the rule in order to make
corrections, clarifications, and interpretations, and issue guidance
to an industry that must be in full compliance with the law in just

(1)



a few months. The industry, the interests of consumers, the inter-
ests of the economy in general and interested users of fuel are all

in jeopardy. As of New Year's Day, 1995, the law requires that re-

formulated gasoline be used in nine nonattainment areas as well
as in several opt-in States. And it prohibits dumping of conven-
tional gasoline used elsewhere.
The subcommittee is concerned that we could have a serious na-

tional or regional gasoline shortage if this deadline is not met by
the suppliers and distributors of gasoline. The Chair wants EPA to
hear that very clearly.

If there is a shortage, we want the record to indicate that we
have explained this and have warned EPA of that strong prob-
ability.

However, it is interesting to note that suppliers are going to be
expected in a very doubtful way to comply. They are going to have
to do so under conditions where EPA does not at a minimum pro-
vide all the rules, guidance and interpretations in a timely fashion.
Even after a 3-year lead time for a rule, diesel fuel supply problems
and price spikes occurred last October and EPA had to exercise

prosecutorial discretion in the case of a number of violations. The
RFG rule is much more pervasive.
As part of the Venezuelan matter, I note at this time that when

the State Department sought information about foreign suppliers of

gasoline, it went to the Central Intelligence Agency for a consult-
ant's report rather than to DOE or EPA. That is neither easy to

explain nor is it reassuring. The subcommittee wants to hear from
the Energy Department and EPA about what each is doing to mon-
itor compliance to anticipate problems and to avoid supply disrup-
tions. Now, there is small reason to be satisfied that either Agency
has a good handle on the matter. The latest pending rule changes
further complicate the situation.

I have been a supporter of the use of ethanol. But according to

a June 21 staff memorandum, that without objection will be put in

the record at the appropriate point. President Bush's 1992 ethanol

proposal was apparently legally deficient. It violated the agreement
reached in the regulatory negotiation. It was not environmentally
neutral. It was burdensome, it was complex and it increased mobile
source volatile organic compounds, VOC emissions by 6 percent rel-

ative to the adjusted 1990 baseline.
The question here is how could such a proposal as this be helpful

to ethanol? Indeed, how could it be in the public interest? The lat-

est 30 percent mandate is said to suffer from some of the same
problems. We seek to learn if that is so.

In the case of foreign refiner, the results of the staff's review of
various documents has caused me to question whether the State

Department is functioning here as part of the executive branch of
the United States Government or a lobbying arm of foreign coun-
tries or foreign refiners and suppliers. EPA appears to have set
forth good and sound environmental reasons consistent with the
environmental policy as set forth in the statutes, particularly the
clean air statute for not allowing a refinery owned by Venezuela or

any other foreign nation to establish its own baseline for reformu-
lated gasoline export to the United States for distribution by
CITGO to the Northeastern United States.



The Venezuelan gasoline is high in sulfur and olefins. It creates

oxides of nitrogen, NOx, which can exacerbate ozone, but EPA ap-

parently contends that the rule is sound because of a volume cap
urged by the State Department to counter environmental concerns.

It is not clear how the law tolerates caps or other devices as a

mechanism to meet environmental concerns.

Now, it is clear that EPA has no jurisdiction over foreign refiners

such as those from Saudi Arabia, the United Kingdom, the Nether-

lands, Canada, and Venezuela except through importers like

CITGO to verify and access the needed data to ensure compliance
with the act. Yet the State Department jumped when Venezuela
raised the cry of GATT violation, apparently supported Venezuela

against the EPA, apparently encouraged the Venezuelans to trigger
a GATT panel, and generally urged concessions to Venezuela with-

out ever seeking a bilateral and enforceable agreement with Ven-
ezuela rather than a rule.

It is also clear that they did so without adequate consultation

with either EPA or DOE or sought to gather the facts as they
should have done in connection with that kind of matter.

In exchange, Venezuela did not withdraw its GATT challenge. In-

stead Venezuela continues to hold it over the EPA should a rule

favoring foreign refiners not be adopted by August 22, 1994.

It is not EPA's function to knuckle under to Venezuela nor is it

the function of EPA to knuckle under to the State Department car-

rying water on behalf of Venezuela. The issue here is the enforce-

ment of the laws of the United States as they are written by the

Congress, whether agencies of government like that or not.

The issue of enforcement of any rule in foreign countries still

does not appear to be resolved, except at more cost to the U.S. tax-

payer and at risk to the gasoline supplies of the driving public of

the United States.

We want to learn more about this matter and the use of GATT
challenges

—here and in the case of corporate average fuel economy
or CAFE—to further the economic interests of foreign countries

and to panic the United States to act in a fashion inconsistent with
its laws which treat all persons equally.

I am also concerned that the GATT process is secret, that the

September 1993 GATT submission of the Commission of the Euro-

pean Communities in the CAFE case is still labeled confidential,

and that the committee has not only had general difficulty in pro-

curing documents from the executive branch, but that we have not

been able to see the government's response to the commission's

charges which are aimed at benefiting foreign firms like Mercedes,

BMW, Volvo and Audi with their less efficient luxury vehicles.

Finally, the committee is going to examine again EPA's re-

sources, the transport of air pollution and a number of other imple-
mentation matters. We continue to remain concerned about the in-

adequacy of EPA's control or ability to control its consultants who
seem still to have an excessive amount of authority and influence

and sway in the conduct of the business of that Agency and a thor-

oughly inadequate supervision by that Agency.
I want to thank the witnesses for appearing here before us today.

And I look forward to the testimony.



The Chair, without objection, will put in the record the sub-
committee's correspondence and related materials as statements by
interested parties.
[The correspondence and related materials follow.]
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Subcommittee on Oversight and

Investigations

FROM: Subcommittee Staff

SUBJECT: Hearing on Implementation of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990

Introduction

On Wednesday, June 22, 1994, the Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations will continue its examination of efforts by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) , other federal agen-
cies, and others to implement the Clean Air Act (CAA) on a timely
basis and in accordance with the Act as amended in 1990. The
last hearing was October 29, 1993. The emphasis of this hearing
will be implementation of the reformulated gasoline (RFC) re-

quirement by January 1, 1995 without supply shortages, economic
disruption, or unexpected price increases or spikes. This
includes the decisions of the EPA to initiate new rule changes
regarding RFG and oxygenates through a purported ethanol mandate
and foreign refiner baselines. Other CAA issues to be covered
are: EPA funding and full-time equivalent (FTE) resources;
transportation conforrr.ity requirements regarding nitrogen oxides
(NOx) ; employee trip reduction requirements; and pollution
transport issues. We hope to address initially the matters
relating to the rules for RFG as they apply to foreign refiners.

The witnesses will be a panel consisting of the following
officials :

Ms. Mary Nichols, Assistant Administrator for Air and
Radiation, EPA

Mr. Ira Shapiro, General Counsel, Office of the United
States Trade Representative

Mr. Alexander F. Watson, Assistant Secretary for Inter-
American Affairs, Department of State
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Ms. Sally Katzen, Administrator, Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget

Ms. Susan F. Tierney, Assistant Secretary for Policy,
Planning, and Program Evaluation

The Clean Air Act requires that RFC be available in

many areas of the U.S. on New Years Day 1995. Because
of a long delay in issuing the RFG rule, the refiners,
pipelines, and others had about one year to comply.

Failure to comply can mean shortages or price spikes,
or both.

EPA has promised by July 1, clarifications, correc-
tions, interpretations, and guidance to the industry.

The EPA has proposed two new rules that, if adopted,
will affect efforts to comply with the RFG rule. Both
are pending.

The foreign refiners rule results from pressures by
Venezuela with the support of the State Department to
threaten GATT action against the U.S., even though the
EPA believed that assuring compliance with the Act by a

foreign refiner was problematic at best.

The Bush ethanol proposal was abandoned by the EPA
because it had serious legal problems and was not

environmentally neutral. The EPA' s new proposal estab-

lishing an ethanol mandate could suffer the same prob-
lems .

Background

Section 211 (k) of the CAA requires the greatest reduction in

emissions of ozone forming volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
achievable through the reformulation of conventional gasoline.
The regulation establishes requirements for RFG in gasoline
fueled vehicles in the following" nine nonattainment areas and in

opt -in areas. They are:

Cities required to use RFG:

New York, including Northern N.J. and Long Island
Los Angeles
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Chicago, including Gary, Indiana
Houston
Philadelphia, including Trenton, N.J. and Wilmington, Del.
San Diego
Milwaukee
Baltimore
Hartford

Cities/States Opting to use RFG:

Portland, Maine
Nashua/Manchester, New Hampshire
Boston and all of Massachusetts
Providence and all of Rhode Island
Albany and Buffalo, New York
Southern New Jersey
Greater Pittsburgh area
Suburban Maryland
Northern Virginia
Richmond and Tidewat2r, Virginia
Roanoke, Virginia
Louisville, Kentucky
Dallas- Fort Worth, Texas

The Act requires that EPA finalize the regulation one year
after enactment of the 1990 amendments to the CAA and that after
January 1, 1995 the following are violations:

" (A) the sale or dispensing by any person of
conventional gasoline to ultimate consumers in any
covered area.

" (B) The sale or dispensing by any refiner, blend-
er, importer, or marketer of conventional gasoline for
resale in any covered area, without (i) segregating
such gasoline from reformulated gasoline, and (ii)

clearly marking such conventional gasoline as 'conven-
tional gasoline, not for sale to ultimate consumer in a
covered area .

' "

In 1991 the EPA issued a proposed rule and conducted a

regulatory negotiation {Reg. Neg.). A Reg. Neg. agreement was
reached in principal in August 1991 and the first supplementary
proposed rule was issued in April 1992. In October 1992, former
President Bush announced that a one pound Reed Vapor Pressure
(RVP) waiver would effectively apply to RFG blended with ethanol
in up to 30% of the total market in northern cities. A similar
change would be made for southern cities that opt -in to the
program. Increased emissions that would occur due to the in-
creased volatility associated with ethanol would be offset by
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requiring the remainder of gasoline to meet more stringent RVP
standards. Former Administrator Reilly signed another supplemen-
tal proposal including the Bush changes, among other things, in
the days before President Clinton's inauguration. It was pub-
lished by Administrator Browner in February 1993.

Pursuant to a deadline suit by Chairman Waxman and others, a
September 1993 final publication date was extended until December
15, 1993. On that date the final rule was announced absent the
ethanol requirement, but it was not published in the Federal
Register until February 16, 1994. Also announced was a new
ethanol proposal which was issued on December 27, 1993 and is
still pending. It will help create a market for ethanol by
setting a 30% minimum for renewable fuel under the new RFG
program. On April 21, 19S4 a proposed rule on foreign refiner
baselines was published and is still pending.

The final RFG rule includes anti-dumping provisions to
ensure that components of gasoline removed during the RFG process
are not "dumped" into the conventional gas sold to areas of the
U.S. where RFG is not required. EPA documents say that EPA
expects about 40% of U.S. gasoline will be RFG, with the rest of
the conventional gas subject to anti-dumping.

The "1990 baseline" is the refiner's, blender's or

importer's 1990 annual average for various gasoline parameters.
It is relevant in 1995 and thereafter to certify RFG and to
measure compliance with anti-dumping. It is used to certify
compliance with the VOC and toxic reductions for refiners and
importers using a "Simple Model" in 1995, 1996, and 1997. The'

model uses a limited number of parameters to predict motor
vehicle emissions. Under it, refiners and' importers of RFG for
sulfur, olefins, and T90 cannot exceed its 1990 baseline {T90 is
a gasoline, measure describing its distillation curve at 90

degrees F. )

The rule requires domestic refiners to develop their 1990
baseline using one of three methods.

Method 1 : Requires use of 1990 finished gasoline property
data (for U.S. gasoline).

Method 2 : Requires use of 1990 gasoline blendstock data to
relate to the 199Q finished gasoline production.

Method 3 : Requires use of either blendstock or finished
gasoline data for any year(s) subsequent to a 1990
(until sufficient data is accumulated) to define
the finished gasoline properties for that period,
and relate it back to 1990 finished gasoline prop-
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erties via modeling based on refining differences
between the two periods .

Method of last Resort : Default to statutory baseline as
provided in the statute.

The EPA expects that few domestic refiners can use Method 1
for all relevant gasoline parameters and will be forced to use
Methods 2 or 3 which establish the quality of the gasoline for
the refinery on average.

Importers will have to use Method 1. They default to the
statutory baseline if adequate records are not available to
develop a 1990 baseline based on Method 1. An exception applies
to importers that are also refiners. An importer/refiner that
imported more than 75% of its 1990 gasoline to the United States
in 1990 is treated like a domestic refiner, and may use Methods 2

and 3 before defaulting to the statutory baseline. EPA believes
this applies only to importers of gasoline produced at certain
Canadians refiners.

Foreign refiners are not subject to the proposed RFC and
anti -dumping requirements, hence they do not develop 1990
baselines. Their product is regulated through the baseline
established for importers.

Uncertainty Created by the EPA in Meeting Deadline

Congress in enacting section 211 (k) gave the regulated
industry over three years to comply with a final rule. The EPA's
delay in finalizing the rule now gives the industry less than one
year. In fact, because of requirements of the final rule, the
RFC must be in the tanks by December 1, 1994. Further, a recent
article regarding Colonial pipeline shows that for many refiners
the practical deadline may be September 1994.

Last year, despite a three year lead time, there were price
spikes and regional shortages of diesel fuel nationally and in
California under EPA's and California's diesel rule. The RFC
rule is far more complicated.

Further, since the rule was promulgated, there have been a
number of industry requests for guidelines and interpretations
and the EPA said in a recent letter to the American Petroleum
Institute that it plans to issue a "Direct Final Rulemaking
(DFRM) as the most appropriate means" to make corrections and
clarifications. However, no DFRM has been issued.
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The baselines were required to be filed with the EPh on June
1, 1994. The EPA has not indicated what it plans to do with them
to ensure acceptance by the EPA. Delay creates uncertainty.

The ethanol and refiner rules could add problems in meeting
the deadline.

Questions

1. Section 211 (k) of the Act authorizes the EPA Adminis-
trator, on her own motion or petition by anyone, to, by
rule, extend the January 1, 1995 effective date of the
RFG rule in Marginal, Moderate, Serious, or Severe
nonattainment areas for additional year (with possible
extensions) if she determines, in consultation with the

DOE, that "there is insufficient domestic capacity to

produce gasoline." What are the DOE and EPA doing to

monitor efforts, particularly in the distribution

system, to ensure full compliance without disruption,
shortages, or price spikes nationally or regionally?
Are the DOE and EPA satisfied that such problems will
not occur? Are there serious concerns about the dis-
tribution system?

2. When are decisions on the pending rule changes
expected?

3. When will the EPA issue its Direct Final Rulemaking?

4. Has the EPA accepted the refiner baselines filed on

June 1 as in compliance or is the EPA reviewing them
and possibly going to require changes? What effect
will any changes or the timing of them have on meeting
the deadline?

5. DOE tables re: U.S. imports of gasoline for 1989-92
show a dozen countries, including Venezuela, importing
finished gasoline. In 1993, the initial finished

imported gasoline was 247 TBD or about 3.3% of U.S.

consumption. Most are spot purchases. Do the DOE and
the EPA know if they will continue to import RFG and
conventional gasoline? If not, what is the impact
nationally or regionally of their failing to do so?

6. According to State Department documents, that agency
asked the Central Intelligence Agency to obtain an

independent analysis from an oil consulting firm in

Houston, called Purvin and Gertz. The firm believes
that few foreign refiners were investing the large sums

necessary to product U.S. market-specific RFG. Report-
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edly, those representing independent dealers have
reached the same conclusion. Did State and the CIA
share this report with the DOE and the EPA and do those
agencies agree with it?

7. Also, in the case of the diesel rule, the EPA decided
to exercise prosecutorial discretion regarding enforce-
ment. Will the EPA follow the same approach for RFG?

Refiner Baseline and GATT Challenge

As noted, the final RFG rule did not establish a baseline
for foreign refiners. The Venezuelan firm of Petroleos de
Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA) is wholly owned by Venezuela and imports
some of its finished gasoline to the U.S. Some of the PDVSA
gasoline is sold under CITGO brand.

PDVSA was not a party to the Reg. Neg. although CITGO
participated and CITGO is a member of the National Petroleum
Association which signed the Reg. Neg. agreement. PDVSA partici-
pated in the rulemaking process and the Government of Venezuela
(GOV) has had numerous meetings and telephone calls with EPA
officials and other in the Government. {See attached EPA letter
of May 12, 1994 to Chairman Dingell) .

In an August 17, 1992 letter to the EPA, PDVSA' s law firm
contended that EPA's 1992 supplemental proposal was inconsistent
with Article III of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and that the exception in Article XX of GATT does not

apply. The firm said:

*** under the supplemental proposal published in

April 1992 a foreign refiner is not given the opportu-
nity to establish its own 1990 baseline to certify the
gasoline and blendstocks it exports to the U.S. as
reformulated or conventional. In short, foreign refin-
eries are excluded from the regulatory scheme, and
their ability to export gasoline and blendstocks to the
U.S. will be wholly dependent on the importer's ability
to meet the statutory baseline.

It is clear from Article XX that no general excep-
tion will apply and that no measure inconsistent with
the GATT will be justified by any exception under
Article XX if there is arbitrary or unjustifiable
discrimination between countries where the same condi-
tions prevail or if the measure is a disguised restric-
tion on international trade. In addition, once again.
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as far as Article XX (b) and Article XX (d) are
concerned, it is the responsibility of the party invok-
ing either of those exceptions to demonstrate that the
measure is truly necessary. The concept of whether a
measure is necessary is understood to mean that there
must be no alternative measure available that could
reasonably be employed and that is not inconsistent
with other provisions of the GATT.

The firm contended that under the Standards Code, it is
contemplated within the GATT "that certification of one country
will be fully acceptable to another country, so long as verifica-
tion occurs." The firm concluded that the proposed rules "disre-
gard this principle in its entirety by not affording foreign
refineries the opportunity to certify their gasoline exported" to
the U.S.

There is no indication from a review of EPA documents that
the EPA ever formally responded to these contentions. A "Draft"
memorandum, dated November 6, 1992, by an attorney in the EPA' s

General Counsel's Office which is marked "privileged and confi-
dential" by the EPA specifically addresses the GATT claim and
concludes that "treatment of foreign refiners proposed in the
regulations is necessary to ensure that the public health bene-
fits sought by Congress in enacting the clean fuels provisions of
the Act are accomplished."

The memorandum does not address the verification issue.
However, a January 5, 1993 EPA memorandum states that the lawyers
for PDVSA argued "that EPA' s oversight and enforcement audits
could be guaranteed through diplomatic instruments" and that Mr.
Edmund Bendetti, Minister/Counselor for Petroleum Affairs at the
Venezuelan Embassy in D.C. said "that such instruments, in
Venezuela's case, could be accomplished in short order." There
is no indication that such diplomatic instruments with the GOV
have ever been discussed or executed. Moreover, the documents
fail to discuss whether all countries now exporting gasoline to
the U.S. would agree to also execute such instruments. Also, it
is unclear whether the proposed rule applies to any foreign
refiner other than PDVSA.

The draft 1992 memorandum points out that notwithstanding
PDVSA's "good intentions," the U.S. "lacks authority to compel
foreign refiners to submit to verifying audits." The memorandum
states that "EPA's past attempts to subject foreign corporations
to EPA audits have been rebuffed."

"Many foreign refiners are nationalized operations
which could significantly interfere with U.S. efforts
to verify baseline representations. EPA has no author-
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ity to conduct an inspection of a foreign refiner's
records, to take samples for testing, or an effective
means to seek sanctions for violations of the certifi-
cation process. Accordingly, an ad hoc baseline cer-
tification standard for foreign refiners would be
impossible to administer."

The Subcommittee received two memoranda from domestic oil
interests which Chairman Dingell referenced in his letter about
this hearing. They disagree with PDVSA' s contentions regarding
GATT. It should be noted that the Sun and Mobil Oil Company
oppose the PDVSA claims and are CITGO's competitors.

The State Department has provided the Subcommittee with
documents that either are classified as Secret or Confidential.
(Such classified information has not been incorporated into this
memorandum.) The EPA documents show that in August 1993, EPA' s

Deputy Administrator Sussman met with the Venezuelan Oil Minis-
ter. There is a GOV claim that the EPA agreed to PDVSA' s own
baseline for an amount no greater than its conventional gasoline
exports to the U.S. in 1990. Any RFG above that would have to
meet the average baseline. They contend that the GOV also agreed
not to export conventional gasoline to the U.S. in the 1995-97

period. The GOV reportedly agreed to assume the burden of sub-

stantiating its technical data and not to challenge the rule in
the GATT.

State contends that later the American Petroleum Institute,
backed by Sun and Mobil, vigorously and successfully lobbied the
EPA to drop the draft agreement with the GOV contending that lax
foreign environmental standards give non-U. S. refiners a cost
advantage. It also contends that the API enlisted environmental
groups and regional air administrators who feared that PDVSA' s

gas higher olefin content would harm air quality. On the other
side of the matter, the Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers
of America (which is represented by the same law firm that
represents PDVSA) and Citizen Action urged EPA to allow foreign
refiners to establish their own baseline saying the increase in

gasoline supply would increase competition and decrease retail
gasoline prices.

In regard to the environmental issue, an EPA document from
"Mary" (presumably Ms. Mary Smith) to "Dick" (presumably to Mr.
Dick Wilson) states:

PDVSA olefins vs. others: The olefin level re-

ported by PDVSA in an August submission is 29.8%. I

spoke with Mike Sherman, PDVSA' s counsel, on Friday, to

clarify some of the numbers and he told me that they
will soon make a new submission showing the level to be
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22%. Apparently, one of the refineries miscalculated
and the 22% is the correct number. Moreover, he said
that because of the recipe they will use to make RFG,
the 1995 level will be 18%. All these numbers far
exceed the 9.2% CAA baseline number.

AA has the MVMA data on line for calendar year
1987 through 1991. In 1990, the average olefin level
was 9.276%, the maximum was 29.9% and the minimum level
was .4%. Looking at 1987 to 1991 altogether, 29.8% is
at the 99+ percentile, 22% is at the 98+ percentile and
18 is at the 95+ percentile. Not very good news re-
gardless of the olefin level PDVSA uses.

A March 24, 1994 letter to the State Department from the
President and Chief Executive Officer of CITGO states:

I should point out that the average 1990 gasoline
baseline so often referred to is not one number, but
nine individual gasoline parameter averages. There-
fore, all domestic gasolines will be higher or lower on
some of these parameters depending on the particular
refinery. While it is true that PDVSA gasoline is

higher in olefins and sulfur than average 1990 domesti-
cally refined gasoline parameters, other parameters,
particularly air toxics like benzene and aromatics, are
lower than average U.S. baseline parameters. Some
domestically produced gasoline will also be higher in
olefins and sulfur than the average baseline, and
indeed be very similar to Venezuelan gasoline. The
agreement EPA and PDVSA have reached should assure that
PDVSA gasoline will be as clean as most domestically
refined gasoline, and thus should not detrimentally
affect U.S. air quality problems.

As already noted, not all of PDVSA' s gasoline is exported to
the U.S. It cannot be said that the quality of PDVSA' s gasoline
production for the U.S. is established by determining what the
Venezuelan refineries do on average for 100% of their production.
Thus, this comparison by CITGO appears to be misleading.

Finally, an EPA memorandum of March 16 includes a document
marked by the EPA as "Confidential - Federal Agency Use Only Not
for Outside Distribution." It s^tates:

The quality of Venezuela's 1990 gasoline that was
imported into the U.S. was "dirtier" than 1990 U.S.
average gasoline, so that RFG produced to this baseline
would result in adverse air quality impacts relative to
U.S. average gasoline. Venezuela's 1990 gasoline had
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644 ppm sulfur and 22% olefins, as compared to 1990
U.S. averages for these parameters of 338 ppm and
10.6%, respectively. In consequence, RFG produced to
Venezuela's 1990 baseline would have as much s 13.9%
greater NOx emissions than U.S. average RFG. NOx
emissions are of particular concern in the Northeast
U.S. {Venezuela's primary market) because of the key
role NOx plays in ozone formation there. Venezuelan
gasoline represents 1/2% of gasoline consumption in
PADD I (PADD I is comprised of the U.S. east cost, plus
Pennsylvania) , but Venezuelan gasoline is consumed
primarily in the Middle Atlantic-New England areas and,
hence, its impact in these areas is more significant.

Although the USTR and State have since April 1993 conveyed
GATT concerns to the EPA, there is no analysis by either State or
USTR about the facts, the validity of the GATT concerns, or the

validity of the EPA contentions that the proposal is consistent
with GATT's Article XX. The USTR did make it clear that it would
mount a vigorous defense in any GATT proceeding.

On December 6, 1993, the Venezuelan Embassy sought a Decem-
ber 10 meeting of two Venezuelan officials with the Under Secre-

tary of State for Economic Affairs, Ms. Joan Spero, to explain
the position of the GOV, saying the EPA proposed rule "would
limit foreign supplies, mainly from Venezuela, of environmentally
sound reformulated gasoline in the United States market." (Prior
to this, on December 3, 1993, the Energy Minister, Mr. Alerio
Parra, met with Bowman Cutter who was reported to be receptive to
Parra's case.) In a December 10 letter to Ms. Spero, Mr. Parra
thanked her for the meeting and said:

As far as verification is concerned, we are will-
ing to discuss any proposal with EPA to guarantee that
the emission levels of VOCs, Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) , and
Air Toxics, will conform with EPA regulations.

On December 9, 1993 Ambassador Kantor met with Administrator
Browner and despite USTR staff urgings to the contrary withdrew
USTR's opposition to the proposed EPA rule.

On December 14, a meeting in Mr. Bowman Cutter's office and
chaired by him resulted in agreement to issue the proposed rule,
but to continue discussion with the GOV. On December 16, the EPA
issued a press release which did not mention the GOV or the
foreign refiners issue. A December 15, 1993 memorandum from Mr.
Alexander F. Watson states:

The Department of State has weighed in heavily
with EPA, however, on behalf of Venezuela. EPA has
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assured us it will be willing to continue talking to
you on the basis of your most recent offers in an
effort to arrive at a solution that meets environmental
standards and addresses your specific concerns.

On December 20, the EPA issued a statement on the use of indi-
vidual baselines by foreign refiners.

On January 11, 1994, the GOV initiated a two track approach
of requesting formal consultations under Article XXII of the GATT
and meeting with the EPA on the technical level. A formal letter
was presented to the USTR on January 14 which started a consulta-
tion period. The first consultation took place on February 11,
1994.

On March 8, 1994 the GOV put a GATT panel request on the

agenda for the March 23 GATT Council meeting in Geneva. The GOV
reportedly agreed to drop the request if agreement in principle
was reached prior to March 23.

As a result, a meeting was held at the National Economic
Council. The Summary of the meeting provided to us by the EPA is
as follows:

\ ,-
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Summary of NEC meeting on FDVSA

I. Miijor players at meeting

- OMB -
Sally Katzen, chaired meeting for Bo Cutter

- State — Joan Spero
- USTR - Charlene Barshefsky
- EPA - Mary Nichols

Others from EPA, DOE, SUte, USTR, NEC and the NSC were present,

n. Decision — Go with option 2 on attached briefing paper with conditions.

A. Option 2 in summary: EPA will change the RFG final rule issued last December
to provide for the use of verifiable individual baselines by foreign refiners in RFG only and
limited by their 1990 volume. Foreign refmers will have to use the statutory baseline for

RFG volume In excess of 1990 and for all conventional gasoline.

B. Conditions on selection of option 2 (ar laid out by Sally Katzen):

1. EPA lawyers will consult with USTR and State lawyers to ensure that we
cannot adopt option 2 without a rule change, (note to CB: a new rule is clearly needed).

2. The US ambassador will require the Venezuelans to withdraw their

pending GATT panel request and not publically announce the EPA change in position until

the politics of this (Hill, oil and others) can be worked in US. (note to CB: the US
ambassador is scheduled to meet with the Venezuelans at 5 pm, the 15th).

3. EPA will expedite the rulemaking to make this change and an NPRM will

be signed by the Administrator by April 21.

4. After the US ambassador talks to the Venezuelans, the Hill will be worked

as to why we are doing this, (note to CB: We will be saying that USTR had made it clear

that we will lose the GATT challenge resulting if we do settle with the Venezuelans. This

will resuh in a rule change that will allow individual foreign baseline use for all imported

RFG and conventional gasoline. For PDVSA gasoline, this means more NOx in the

Northeast.)

5. There will be an outreach to oil lead by DOE with the assistance of SUte

and USTR. EPA is to stay out of this process.

6. Venezuela will get no enforcement breaks in the revised rule, i.e.,

enforcement, monitoring and documentation must be equivalent to the domestics.

Sally also made it clear that there is to be no press leaks until we have worked this issue

with the various constituency groups.
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An EPA attachment to its March 16 memorandum includes a
Summary of a March 14 decision meeting which clearly shows that
the State Department amd the GOV were successful (see attach-
ment) .

The results of the March 14 meeting were conveyed on March
15 to the GOV by the U.S. Ambassador who said it was the final
U.S. offer and that it was what the GOV offered in December. On
March 19, the GOV accepted the offer on RFG, but the GOV wanted
to use its own baseline, with limits, for conventional gasoline
exports. The U.S. ambassador made it clear that the U.S. would
not agree. On March 22, the GOV accepted the U.S. proposal, but
required a final rule within five months from March 22 before the
GOV would withdraw its request for a GATT panel. However, the
GOV did not withdraw the GATT case. It merely suspended it and
reserved the right to request a panel at the end of five months.

In his June 13, 1994 letter tc the agencies testifying on
the panel. Chairman Dingell said:

The documents show that early this year the DOS
and the USTR used the GOV challenge under GATT to
leverage the EPA to adopt the compromise. This action
appears to set a precedent that the Siibcommittee wants
to address, taking into account the enclosed March 15,
1994 memoranda by representatives of the oil industry,
the present abil:i.ty

of the U.S. under GATT to block
GATT actions, the issue of retaliation, the changes in
the Uruguay Round to GATT, the pending CAFE challenge
by the European Union (see Washington Post article of
June 10, 1994), the overall threat to U.S. environmen-
tal laws, and the issues of equity for our domestic
refiners .

In a March 15, 1994 letter to State, USTR, and EPA, Chairman
Dingell and Representative Marjorie Margolies-Mezvinsky cited the
cable and said: /

It appears that the State Department and the EPA^
have entered into an agreement with Venezuela that
cannot be changed, even slightly, regardless of what is
said by the public as part of the rulemaking. That
makes a mockery of the rulemaking process. The deci- '

sion has been made and Venezuela has imposed a timeta-
ble. We question the legality of that action under the
Clean Air Act and the Administrative Procedures Act .

In an April 11, 1994 reply. Administrator Browner said "Let
me assure you at the outset that no final decision has been made

/..
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regarding any amendments to the reformulated gasoline rule" and
in an April 21, 1994 letter, she said:

As with all rulemakings, we will fully consider
all comments and information received before determin-
ing whether to issue a final rule and the content of
any final rule. As I am sure you are well aware, in no
way does a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking guarantee that
I will ultimately decide to either sign a final rule at
the conclusion of the rulemaking process or that a
final rule would be identical to that which was pro-
posed. The fairness and integrity of EPA' s rulemaking
process has been among my highest priorities as the
Administrator of EPA, and we will not vary from those
high standards.

Chairman Dingell's letter states:

The Subcommittee appreciates EPA's April 11, 1994
assurance that "no final decision has been made regard-
ing any amendments to reformulated gasoline rule" in

response to our concerns that the U.S. commitments to
Venezuela developed at Ms. Katzen's meeting and set
forth in a DOS cable are not consistent with the Admin-
istrative Procedures Act (APA) . However, if the EPA
does not adopt the proposal, will this be construed as
the U.S. breaking its word to the GOV and will the GOV
reinstate its GATT challenge with the possible conse-
quences that the Administrator feared in her remarks to
the White House? It seems to me that suggests that the
APA is being misused because of this threat. The EPA
will have no alternative, particularly since the DOS
and the USTR will continue to leverage EPA to finalize
the proposal.

Questions

Is the EPA's current contention that the NOx increase
from Venezuela's gasoline will not be great based on a
volume cap and does that apply to all foreign refiners,
other than Venezuela?

Is the new rulemaking enforceable in Venezuela and
other foreign countries? Who will pay audit costs?
Have State and EPA discussed a bilateral accord with
Venezuela rather than rely on a rule?
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Ethtmol Proposals

Just prior to the inauguration of President Clinton, in a
January 5, 1993 memorandum, cm EPA lawyer questioned the wisdom
of rushing to publish the second supplemental proposed rulemaking
(SNPRM) . He noted that EPA' s Office of Air and Radiation (OAR)
wanted it "out of the Agency. . . , presumably to make good on the
President's ethano'l initiative and to fast track the rest of the
package. It is not at all clear who seeks this other than senior
OAR officials. For example, the White House and 0MB certainly
did not embrace the ethanol deal eind agreed with it out of
political necessity near the end of a troubled presidential
campaign." He identified "several legal deficiencies with this
package, a number of which could be fatal if not changed in the
final rule." In the case of the ethanol provisions, he listed
the following:

"- lack of justification for the etheuiol deal.
"- unlawful delegation of rulemaking power by imposing the

ethanol deal on southern opt -in areas upon a governor's
request.

"- failure to consider commingling and other issues in
developing a program that is 'environmentally neutral',
as requested by the President."

This same EPA attorney, Mr. John Hannon, in a February 11,
1993 memorandum to the General Counsel marked "Privileged and
Confidential" elaborated on the "legal issues in the supplemental
proposal signed by former Administrator Reilly" as follows:

"Justification for the incentive Program

"The proposal contains no more than the rudiments of a
factual and policy justification. The preamble itself
contains a few paragraphs paraphrasing President Bush's
October 1992 annovmcement , reciting certain allegations
concerning the benefits derived from ethanol use. The
record support for these claims is almost non-existent.
In addition to a clearly inadequate factual justifica-
tion, there is also no discussion of a conceptual
framework for taking into consideration the various
statutory factors such as energy requirements.

"OAR understood OGC's- concern that this lack of a

justification would be a fatal defect to finalizing
this proposal, and understood the need to supplement
the proposal later if necessary to support a final
rule. There are real questions whether such a justifi-
cation could be prepared, as little if any work has
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been done to date and initial investigation of the
issues does not appear terribly helpful or ethanol .

"While a missing factual justification would in certain
cases be curable, there is real concern that the etha-
nol proposal exceeds EPA's authority even with a clear
justification. There is a significant risk that a court
would see these provisions as improperly elevating
national energy and other policies into central empha-
sis of the progran, displacing the statute's primary
focus on emissions reductions. The preamble to the
SNPRM attempts to avoid this by casting the provisions
as necessary to remove barriers to full market partici-
pation by ethanol."

" Environmental Neutrality

"The SNPRM claims that the ethanol provisions are envi-

ronmentally neutral when compared to the proposal
agreed upon in regulatory negotiations - the tighter
standards for non-ethanol blends should offset the
increased emissions from the ethanol blends. However,
the ethanol provisions fail to account for emission
increases from the commingling of ethanol blends gaso-
line with non-ethanol blends. Since the volatility of

gasoline blended with ethanol is not linear with the
amount of ethanol, commingling or mixing of ethanol
blends with non-ethanol blends results in additional
emission increases over what would occur without com-

mingling. This mixing can occur, for example in the

underground storage tanks at the retail level or in
motor vehicle gasoline tanks.

"EPA arguably would have discretion to exclude commin-

gling emissions from its performance standards, however
this would be inconsistent with the agency's emphasis
to date on regulating actual in-use emissions over the
life of covered vehicles. The proposal invites comment
on the commingling issue, e_.g. on the amount of commin-

gling, the emissions impact', and possible regulatory
approaches .

EPA briefing documents show that in June, July, and October
1993 that the Bush proposal violated spirit Reg. Neg., created
"substantial legal problems," and was "not environmentally neu-
tral." Indeed, a July 9, 1993 briefing memorandum for the EPA
Administrator states (pp. 15-17) as follows:
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The critical issue for the hearing is how, and to what
extent, does the December 1993 proposal address these EPA con-
cerns that were applicable to the Bush proposal. Does the
December proposal overcome these legal, environmental, and other
problems. EPA has reopened the final rule by virtue of the
ethanol mandate proposal . What is the impact of this late change
to supplies of RFG? What logistics problems will be encountered
if ethanol must be blended in RFG? Has EPA analyzed the capabil-
ity of the distribution network to accommodate the ethanol man-
date? Will disruptions occur?

In a June 20, 1994 letter to the Subcommittee, the Energy
Department released its analysis of the new proposal . The

following was included in the DOE letter:
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Proposed EPA Rule

Notes for Sue Tiemey on the Ethanol Mandate

On December 15, 1993, EPA announced a proposed modification to the 'final reformulated

gasoline regulations (also announced on E>»xmber 15).

This proposed rule would require that 30% of the oxygen required in reformulated gasoline be

provided from renewable sources (ethanol is currendy the only renewable oxygenate in the

market).

In summer months, when volatile gasoline emissions are controlled, the renewable oxygenate
must be used in the form of an ether (ETBE).

Averaging (over the year) and credits and trading are allowed, meaning that more ethanol

could be used in the winter or in the midwest, to offset summer requirements or in locations

where ethanol is less available.

EPA argues that this mandate will reduce U.S. oil use and provide economic benefits (the

Clean Air Act allows EPA to accoimt for the energy and economic impacts of reformulated

gasoline in issuing its regulations).

Our initial analysis indicates that under the most likely scenario, U.S. oil use and CXDj

emissions arc likely to increase as a result of the proposed mandate. We are looking into a

number of scenarios (assumptions) including ones which would cause oil use to decrease as a

result of this proposal.

EPA says that this mandate could increase ethanol production by as much as 60%. This

assumes substantial opt-in to the reformulated gasoline program beyond the basic nine-city

program and that all of the ethanol used to meet the reformulated gasoline requirements is

provided from new production facilities.

The increase in ethanol production could be substantially less if the ethanol that is currendy

used as a gasoline extender is shifted to reformulated gasoline markets. This is likely if the

market price of ethanol increases and causes its use as a gasoUne extender to be unprofitable.

If ethanol production is not significandy increased as a result of this mandate, the primary

beneficiary will be Archer Daniels Midland (ADM) since their ethanol profits would increase

and significant new compeddon would not occur.

If ethanol production does significandy increase, ADM would still benefit, but greater gains

would go to other food processors (e.g., Cargill) and com farmers.
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Confidentiality Concerns

In preparation for the hearing, the Subcommittee has re-
ceived many documents and this memorandum is based on a review of
those documents and other matters. In regard to some documents,
Chairman Dingell said:

I note that the USTR has identified five documents
as "confidential", the DOS has identified some docu-
ments as "Secret" and many more as "confidential," and
the EPA has asked that several broad categories of
documents be "preliminarily treated as confidential by
the Committee."

The reasons for such treatment of so many agency
documents are not readily apparent. Some documents
were apparently marked confidential when written. Some
of the documents provided by EPA and DOS under the
confidential category have also been provided by USTR
with no such restriction, such as various drafts of
EPA's option paper. The DOS documents include attach-
ments, such as a Citizen Action letter to the EPA, and
a letter to Ms. Spero from a Venezuelan Minister thank-
ing her for a meeting on the issue. The EPA material
includes various drafts of options, including one that
shows options other than the one adopted by EPA were
considered and talking points for environmentalists.
It also includes results of telephone conversations
with the law firm representing the Venezuelan refinery
and summaries of meetings with the Venezuelans, which
presumably should be in the EPA docket.

The Subcommittee cannot agree to such blanket
requests regarding these documents . The Subcommittee
has honored such requests when it is clearly shown that
there is a legitimate justification for confidentiality
of a particular document or portion thereof, but the
Subcommittee does not recognize blanket requests.

In a June 17, 1994 response, the State Department states:

Your letter also raises concerns over the classi-
fication of documents among those provided to the
Committee by the Department. These documents were
classified based on a contemporaneous judgment that
disclosure of information in the documents would have
harmed the national security, including the foreign
relations of the United States. In no case were docu-
ments classified in order to prevent or delay the
release of information that does not require protection
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in the interest of maintaining vital national security
interests.

In am effort to respond as quickly as possible to
your initial document request, we did not undertake at
the time the declassification review required to deter-
mine whether these documents continue to contain clas-
sified information. The reasons for originally classi-
fying documents were varied. By way of example, some
of the documents in question contained information
concerning internal assessments of our vulnerabilities
in the face of a potential trade dispute. Others
contained information provided to us by foreign govern-
ment officials with an expectation of confidentiality.
As stated in a recent meeting with your staff, the
Department stands ready to discuss with Members or
cleared staff the classification of any particular
document of interest to the Committee.

We recognize the possibility that with the passage
of time, not all of the documents labelled as classi-
fied continue to require classification. In response
to your letter, we have initiated a declassification
review of all the classified documents provided to the
Committee. We anticipate that this review will be
completed expeditiously. In the interim, the classi-
fied information you have received must be protected by
applying standards at least as stringent as E.O. 12356
on the handling of classified information.

The EPA has provided ethanol documents and asserted that
they are "Confidential euid Privileged." Other EPA documents are
under discussion because of a possible claim by the White House
of Executive Privilege.

Other Issues

A. Conformity

In issuing regulations under section 176 (c) of the CAA
concerning transportation projects, the EPA required a
demonstration of NOx reductions in ozone nonattainment
areas. The controversial provision is not required by the
Act and it was not in the proposed rule. On June 8, 1994,
the EPA Administrator^approved a notice of a "General pream-
ble for future proposed rulemaking" which states:

Clarification of EPA policy for areas with
monitoring data which demonstrates attainment is

particularly important because many areas already
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have such data and appear to qualify for exemption
from the conformity NOx requirements.

In order to avoid repetition, this General
Preamble describes guidance on NOx exemptions with
respect to the transportation conformity rule.
However, this guidance for transportation confor-
mity is intended to also apply with respect to
general conformity.

This General Preamble explains EPA' s policy
generally for future notice-and-comment
rulemakings taking action on requests for NOx
exemptions for specific areas. It contains EPA' s

preliminary interpretations of relevant provisions
of the Clean Air Act and the conformity rules.
The interpretations contained herein are not bind-
ing as a matter of law until final rulemaking
action is taken on each specific area . Opportuni-
ty for public comment on NOx exemption detern.ina-
tions made by EPA will be provided separately for
each area during these individual rulemakings.
(Underlining supplied.)

It is unclear how this provision and section 182 {f )

will resolve the concerns of the states about this provi-
sion.

B. Transport Pollution

In his June 13, 1994 letter to the EPA about the hear-
ing. Chairman Dingell noted that findings of the Lake Michi-
gan Ozone Control Program showed that some Moderate Ozone
nonattainment areas in Wisconsin and Michigan contribute
little emissions to the region, but they are the recipient
of ozone produced by emissions from upwind Severe area in
Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin which have later attainment
dates and more time to achieve attainment. A similar prob-
lem exists in Massachusetts and elsewhere. The EPA is

examining the development of a flexible policy to avoid the
possibility of these Moderate areas being penalized under
the "bump-up" provisions of the Act for pollution they
cannot control.
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Mr. DiNGELL. The Chair will now recognize members for opening
statements. In accordance with the rule, commencing with the dis-

tinguished gentlewoman from Pennsylvania, Ms. Margolies-
Mezvinsky.
Ms. Maegolies-Mezvinsky. I would like to thank the Chair for

continuing these hearings, for having this one today, and I look for-

ward to listening to the panel and asking questions.
Thank you.
[The documents submitted by Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky follow:]

The Role cf ET5E m Reformulated Gasoime

"be proposed Renewable Oxygenate ReguireTient (ROR) is not the only way to assure a role for

ethanol m refomnuiated gasoi:ne (RFG)

Ethanol. used m its alcohol form has r//o prccerties that are oDstacies to full acceptance as an

oxygenate m me re^nmg ana gasoime industry The first oDstacle is ethanois affinity to mix with

water which impeaes successful integration .nto the gasoime distnbution system The second

obstacle is that ethanol m alcohol form increases the vapor pressure of gasoime which increases

ozone-formmg hydrocarbon emissions

Ethyl tertiary butyl ether (ETBE) is a renewable oxygenate that utilizes ethanol m ether form it

has Similar properties to gasoime and is therefore more compatible with the gasoime distnbution

system ETBE does not increase the vapor pressure of gasoline, m fact, it has a lower blendmg

vapor pressure than methy tertiary butyl ether (MTBE)

ETBE provides a higher value for domestic ethanol and would be a supenor way to increase

ethanol's role m the fuels market because it is compatible with gasoline manufactunng and

distribution and because unuke ethanol. it can be used year round.

ETBE has been limited to tnal commercial quantities because of significant tax bamers that

prevent it from being competitive with other oxygenates

In order to make ETBE pnce competitive with other oxygenates, the current alcohol fuel tax credit

must be available at the pomt of first mixing of ethanol by the ETBE producer This ETBE

producer credit is revenue neutral under any demand scenario when compared to a like amount of

ethanol

The Intemal Revenue Service (IRS) has already rviled that the ethanol portion of the ETBE

qualifies for the tax credit currently granted for ethanol use However, the credit was designed for

splash blending technology where ethanol is added at a terminal just before delivery of splash

blended gasoime to a retail outlet it does not recognize the difficulties m captunng the tax credit

where ethanol is used to produce ETBE

The tax law was intended to facilitate the use of ethanol. in any form, as a transportation fuel

This could be accomplished if the IRS would develop a procedure for permnling all users, including

ETBE manufacturers, to utilize the income tax credit granted for ethanol. The Congressional

objective is met so long as ethanol. in some form, is competitive as a transportation fuel or

additive

It appears there is sufficient flexibility in cuaent tax law to allow the income tax credit to be claimed

by the producer of ETBE, but the IRS has not made that interpretation.

If the IRS could be encouraged to make that interpretation, ethanol, in ETBE form, would begin to

compete m the major gasoline markets previously unaccessible to it and would be used in RFG
without costly and unproductive mandates.

eiDG/n(- 5/18/94
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Environmtntal B*n«fiU of ETBE

Reformulated Gitollne

Rafonmulated Gasoline (RPG) will result in substantially lower emissions of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and toxics from motor vehicles. To satisfy the oxygen requirement, ethyl

tertiary butyl other (ETBE) has advantages relative to methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) and
ethanol that allow refiners to meet emission reduction requirements for reformulated gasoline
with less crude oil processing and possibly lower capital costs fo: refinery modifications.

ETBE advantages include lower blending vapor pressure, higher octane contnbution and

greater volume dilution.

RFG regulations require reductions in summer-time gasoline vapor pressure (RVP) to reduce
emissions of ozone-forming VOCs. Oxygenates that have tow blending vapor pressure allow

refiners to maximize crude oil yield by both maximizing the use of light hydrocarbons such as
butane (including butane from non-petroleum sources), and minimizing processing. This tends
to reduce refinery emissions and minimize the use of crude oil. ETBE has a 4 psi blending

vapor pressure compared to 8 psi for MTBE and 18 psi for ethanol.

ETBE provides a greater volume of oxygenate (12.7 vol%) to meet the 2.0 wt% oxygen
requirement for RFG than either MTBE (11 vol%) or ethanol (5 7 vol%). This means there

can be a greater dilution of total aromatics and benzene with ETBE. Therefore, refiners may
choose to do less processing in the refinery to meet RFG aromatic and benzene limits. Less

processing reduces refinery emissions. The greater volume also provides more dilution of

other emission increasing components such as sulfur, olefins and higher boiling hydrocarbons.
This also results in less processing being required to meet standards.

ETBE has a higher octane that the other oxygenates. The higher octane combined with the

higher volume provides a higher octane contribution which also allows refiners to reduce

refinery processing, reduce aromatics production and, therefore, reduce refinery emissions.

In addition, the use of ETBE directionally results in lower greenhouse gas emissions relative

to blending MTBE or ethanol in RFG.

Oxvoenatcd Oaaonna Tor CaitKMi tAonoM* Non-AHalnmem Afa«

Cartxin monoxida (CO) non-attainment areas onJy require the use of oxygenates. VOC and

toxic reductions are not required, l-lowever, if a refiner were to use ETBE instead of ethanol

to meet the oxygenate requirement, many of the emission reductions that are required in

ozone non-attainment areas would occur in CO norvattainment areas. For example, the

gasoline would result In VOC toxics, sulfur and NOx emission reductions that would not occur

with the eihanol/gasoline mixture. In comparison to ethanol blending, ETBE does not raise

the gasoline's RVP which reduces the effectiveness of the Oxy Fuel Programs. The RVP
increases from ethanol blending offsets a significant portion of the CO reduction benefit

associated with the oxygen.

ttJKhantmil
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ENERGY POLICY BENEFITS OF ETBE

Using ETBE instead of MTBE for RFG will not only increase the use of

domestic, alternative energy used in transportation fuels, but will also provide a

lower emission gasoline that will be more acceptable to environmentalists,

particularly when compared to ethanol blending.

World scale ether production units make high octane ethers by chemically

combining both butanes and alcohols from non-petroleum, alternative energy
sources. The resulting ether product is both oxygenated and compatible with

the existing gasoline distribution infrastructure and vehicle fleets. The alcohol

used to make the ether can be either methanol derived from natural gas in

making MTBE or ethanol fermented from corn starch in making ETBE.
However, even new ethanol production indirectly draws much of its energy from

natural gas via fertilizers, farming and ethanol process energy.

Also, ETBE's lower volatility allows even more butane blending in gasoline
without VOC increases to further replace gasoline volumes derived from

imported petroleum. The net result is that blending ETBE instead of MTBE for

oxygen in Reformulated Gasoline (RFG) will deliver 29% more non-petroleum

energy into gasoline and also provide 25% more octane which can be used to

further reduce refinery energy consumption for octane processing.

A comparison between the energy and material balances for the two ether

operations also show that more BTU's will be utilized from domestic Natural

Gas Producers with ETBE than with MTBE production. The domestic natural

gas advantage for ETBE is even greater if the methanol for the MTBE is

imported or the MTBE itself is imported. ETBE will only be made domestically
because of the ethanol incentives necessary to make it competitive for use in

U.S. gasoline. Based on projections for U.S. methanol and MTBE capacity,

the U.S. will be importing nearly 25% of its total methanol requirements in 1996
which will be equal to about 50% of the methanol consumed for domestic

MTBE. Any ethanol used to produce ETBE in these domestic ether operations
will likely back out imported methanol instead of domestic methanol production

(and the associated domestic natural gas). On the other hand, using ethanol

for ether manufacture should increase domestic natural gas consumption in the

production of ethanol and the growing.of corn as well as increase butane

utilization in gasoline. From a natural gas industry perspective, increased

butane (a natural gas liquid) utilization becomes more leveraging since it

produces about twice the revenues per BTU than natural gas.

June 13, 1994
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Mr. DiNGELL. The Chair recognizes now the gentleman from
/California, Mr. Waxman.
^ Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to commend you for holding this hearing. I want to begin
also by commending the Environmental Protection Agency for the

changes we have seen in the past 18 months in the Agency^s efforts

to carry out the Clean Air Act. In the first 2 years after the act's

passage, many of the most important regulatory actions mandated
by the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments were simply not carried
out.

In many cases, this was due to intervention from a hostile White
House. More than 60 different Clean Air Act rulemaking deadlines
were missed. In the end, to break free of the many rules tied up
in the White House review, I brought a legal action in the DC
Court of Appeals. This suit succeeded in securing a court-ordered
schedule for promulgation of a long list of rules including the rule

providing for the reformulation of gasoline.
Over the past iy2 years it has been a very different story. Pro-

posed regulations have not languished at the White House or the
0MB. EPA has broken the regulatory gridlock meeting the dead-
lines in the court-ordered schedule and producing a long list of im-

portant rules to improve the quality of the Nation's air.

So I want to commend EPA, this morning's witness Mary Nichols
and all of the air program staff for their hard work in getting the
air program back on track.

But that is not to say that all is well with EPA's efforts to carry
out the Clean Air Act. If that were the case, I don't know that we
would be having today's hearing.

Unfortunately, in one important area, EPA's actions and those of

other agencies are nothing to be proud of. I am, of course, referring
to the recent proposal to modify the reformulated gasoline rule to

carve out special provisions for the Venezuela government oil com-

pany.
As a matter of process, this proposal raises numerous serious

concerns. These include interference from other agencies, and an

apparent commitment to a foreign government that raises serious

questions regarding both consultation with Congress and the notice

and comment process the Agency is required by law to undertake.
As a matter of clean air policy, this proposal is equally troubling.

EPA's own data indicate that the exemption for Venezuelan oil will

lead to more nitrogen oxides pollution in the Northeast, a major
cause of ozone smog.
Perhaps most importantly, the proposed revision for Venezuela

oil speaks volumes about the administration's commitment to de-

fend our domestic health and environmental protection measures

against challenges from other nations under GATT. In that regard,
the signal this retreat sends to the international community is ex-

tremely unfortunate. I look forward to going into these and other
matters in detail in the course of today's hearings.
And I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired. The Chair

recognizes now the gentleman from Oregon, Mr. Wyden.
Mr. Wyden. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Mr.

Chairman, let me commend you for your ongoing efforts with re-
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spect to oversight in the Clean Air Act. I think this is a particu-

larly important session because it seems to me that the rulemaking
process is never especially elegant but this rulemaking process on
reformulated gasoline seems to me to be truly incoherent.

It seems that last December EPA issued a so-called final RFG
rule that discriminated against foreign imports and was challenged
before the GATT by Venezuela. Then after apparent intercession by
the State Department and perhaps a secret deal with Venezuela,
the EPA rewrote the rule using procedures that do not seem to

meet the standards of the Administrative Procedures Act,

Now, the Environmental Protection Agency is in effect caught be-

tween a rock and a hard place. The domestic refiners are unhappy
with the change and our trading partners believe that the rule still

discriminates against imports.
I am especially troubled about how the Environmental Protection

Agencv's initial rulemaking could produce a rule that the rest of
the aaministration felt was clearly GATT illegal. It seems to me
that EPA's rulemaking process has something of a blind spot with

respect to our international trade obligations and this is certainly
an area that we ought to be inquiring into further.

Finally, I would like to also know whether the State Department
reached an agreement with Venezuela and what the revised rule
would say before the public comment period, because if they did,
this would make a mockery of the Administrative Procedures Act.

If there was no secret deal, we ought to inquire what the admin-
istration's reason is for the Environmental Protection Agency's flip-

flop and why Venezuela has not pushed the GATT challenge even

though their representatives have told my stafi" they feel the re-

vised rule is still GATT illegal. If the rule is still GATT illegal, the
United States remains vulnerable to a challenge from another

country.
I would conclude by saying that we heard during the NAFTA de-

bate how important it was to defend our commitment to existing
environmental laws and regulations from trade challenges. So we
are going to have to ensure an administrative process that is fair,

that is effective, that is not flawed, as this one has been.
And I commend you, and, Mr. Chairman, I would also like to

commend the gentlewoman from Pennsylvania, Ms. Margolies-
Mezvinsky who, in my view, has also done outstanding work over
the last few months and has raised many of these same issues.

I yield back.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Ron Wyden follows:]

Prepared Statement of Hon. Ron Wyden, a Representative in Congress from
THE State of Oregon

Mr. Chairman: The Administration's rulemaking process on reformulated gasoline
seems to be incoherent.

It seems that last December, EPA issued a "final" RFG rule that discriminated

against foreign imports and was challenged before the GATT by Venezuela. Then,
after apparent intercession by the State Department, and perhaps a secret deal with
Venezuela, EPA rewrote the rule, using procedures that do not seem to meet the
standards of the Administrative Procedures Act. The EPA now seems to be caught
between a rock and a hard place

—domestic refiners are unhappy with the change
and foreigners believe the rule still discriminates against imports.
Mr. Chairman, EPA's rulemaking process is supposed to oe science-based, trans-

parent and not arbitrary, but the RFG example raises serious questions about what
is going on down at EPA. Last week, Reps. Waxman, Margolies-Mezvinsky and I
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sent a letter to President Clinton, cosigned by 53 Members of the House and 16 Sen-
ators, asking for information on this process. We have not yet received a satisfactory
response, but perhaps the witnesses today can shed some more light on things.

I want to know whether what went wrong with the RFG rule is an aberration
of a symptom of a more systemic problem.

I want to know how EPA's initial rulemaking process could produce a rule that
the rest of the Administration felt was clearly GATT-illegal—what was wrong with
the process that those concerns weren't aired earlier? Does the rule-making process
have a blind spot with respect to our international-trade obligations or is there an-
other explanation for the issuance of a rule that seems to have violated one of the
basic pillars of GATT?

I want to know whether the State Department reached an agreement with Ven-
ezuela on what the revised rule would say before the public comment period because
if they did, that would make a mockery of the Administrative Procedures Act. If

there was no secret deal, I want to know what the Administration's reason is for

this EPA flip-flop and why Venezuela has not pushed a GATT challenge even
though their representatives have told my staff that they feel the revised rule is still

GATT-illegal. If the rule is still GATT-illegal, the US remains vulnerable to a chal-

lenge from another country.
I want to know whether EPA can assure the committee that its revised rule is

science-based and able to withstand future GATT challenges. If the answer is no,
EPA should seriously consider pulling the revised rule and either leaving the exist-

ing rule in place or starting all over.

Finally, I want to know what the Administration feels is the messpge they are

sending other countries about our commitment to defend existing environmental
laws and regulations from trade challenges. Will the US rulemaking process produce
GATT-proof regulations or is the process so flawed that there may he a number of
other regulations vulnerable to challenge? Will the sorry spectacle around the RFG
rule embolden other countries to challenge US environmental laws and regulations?
Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding this hearing and look forward to exam-

ining these and other issues associated with the RFG program.

Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes now the gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you for holding this hearing today. Once again

you and your staff have been extremely helpful. For the past 30

years, this country has made the conscious and costly decision to

protect our environment and our citizens by enacting effective and
responsive laws.
We have weighed the price of action against the cost of inaction,

and we have rightly chosen to attack our problems. The Clean
Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the public health laws and countless
other acts have made our standards the envy and blueprint for the
world.
We should all be proud of that and should remain committed to

continuing that legacy so that our children and our grandchildren
can live in an environment where they can run outside without
fear of polluted air, drink water without the fear of contamination,
and live off the land without fear of toxins.

But I fear that this dream is in jeopardy today from a wily adver-

sary: The unchecked mantra of all trade agreements are good
agreements. In short, I am concerned that U.S. sovereignty is in

jeopardy due to the structure of the GATT. Whether we are talking
about environmental laws, health and safety laws, labor laws, or
even tax laws, I am concerned that we are now faced with lowering
our standards to yield to trade threats in a kind of race to the bot-

tom.

Hard-fought progress may be lost as we sink to a lowest common
denominator standard rather than challenging our competition to

rise to our levels of environmental protection, our levels of worker
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safety standards, our levels of public health laws. For years, we
have enacted national health and environmental laws, spending
billions of dollars to meet compliance standards in developing a

working partnership among businesses and workers and commu-
nities. Now our laws and standards may be lowered because of eco-

nomic threats by international competitors.
These laws are not the obstacles to free trade that our competi-

tors claim them to be. They were simply a part of doing business

intelligently and an essential part of protecting the health and

safety of our families and our children, a consensus our society has
reached to enhance our quality of life.

We cannot submit to the sad irony of requiring our farmers, our

industries, and our families to meet one standard while allowing
competitors foreign competitors to meet a lower standard. A level

playing field that welcomes into our market anyone who is willing
to meet the same laws as we require of ourseVes simply makes
sense. A religious crusade of free trade fundamentalism does not. •

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to talking about these issues,
about the general threat to U.S. sovereignty with the panel today.

I appreciate the Chairman's time.

Mr. DiNGELL. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Barton.

Mr. Barton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is I think very important that we have this oversight hearing

today. I was a member of this committee in 1990 when we passed
the Clean Air Act amendments. That was a very difficult piece of

legislation to pass because of regional problems and industry ten-

sions.

But one of the key components was that we would try to create

a level playing field in this country and in this region, and one of

the components of that was in the alternative fuel section where
there were tremendous pressures to advantage one particular alter-

native fuel over another.
We had a very carefully crafted compromise in which the 10 per-

cent oxygen content was a key component of that. I have some of

the concerns that have been expressed about the Venezuelan ex-

emption but I also have a serious concern about the 30 percent eth-

anol requirement for reformulated gasoline.
Based on the record that I have seen, I don't see any scientific

validity to that decision. It appears to be a political decision not in

the highest tradition of the executive branch and I would hope that

we are able to look into that some today.
I come from a region of the country where obviously we grow a

lot of corn, but we also produce a lot of natural gas. Arid the origi-

nal bill that was passed by this committee did create a level play-

ing field. I don't think the 30 percent ethanol rule when it is not

too hot in certain parts of the country makes a lot of sense, and
I hope that we are able to look into that.

I would also take certain exceptions with my distinguished friend

from California, Mr. Waxman. The Bush administration was not
hostile to the environment and the Bush EPA under Mr. Riley, I

think, made a very good-faith effort to implement the act as

passed.
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We had tensions in the Bush administration, the usual adminis-

trative/legislative tension which we have today with the Clinton
administration. With that, I would yield back the balance of my
time.
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes now the gentleman from Michigan, Mr.

Upton.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California, Mr. Moor-

head.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Well thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I commend you for holding this hearing on the administration's

implementation of the Clean Air Act amendments. Like you, I am
very concerned about the status of the reformulated gasoline rule.

The Clean Air Act amendments of 1990 require reformulated gaso-
line to be available in roughly one third of the United States gaso-
line markets by January 1, 1995.
Yet there is still a lot of uncertainty among refiners abort ex-

actly what must be in reformulated gasoline. This is troubling be-

cause if refiners and marketers are not given sufficient lead time
to begin the necessary modifications at the refineries, reformulated

gasoline will either not be available at all or will be only partially
available by January 1, 1995.

Thus, today I have a broad question for the administration wit-

nesses: What will happen on January 1, 1995, if refiners are not

given sufficient guidance by the EPA in time to meet the statutory
requirement for supplying reformulated gasoline? I would like to

know if the administration is making provisions to address this po-
tential problem.

I am sure none of us want to see physical shortages of gasoline
or the price spikes that accompany such shortages. I am also con-

cerned about the current requirement that 30 percent of all refor-

mulated gasoline contain ethanol.

The California Air Resources Board has opposed this require-
ment because it would have adverse fiscal and environmental im-

pacts on California. Not only would reformulated gasoline contain-

ing ethanol cost California consumers more than reformulated gas-
oline without ethanol, but these consumers would receive a lower
environmental performance from gasoline containing ethanol.

I do not believe that such a requirement can be justified in light
of California's current air quality situation. We need all the help
we can get. We don't need another load on our shoulders.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I don't think we can emphasize the impor-
tance of this issue enough. If there are physical shortages of gaso-
line on January 1, 1995 because of the failure of the administration
to act in a timely fashion to implement the Clean Air Act require-
ments, the entire Nation will suffer.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes now the distinguished gentleman from Col-

orado, Mr. Schaefer.
Mr. Schaefer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I, too, want to thank

you for holding this very timely hearing on the potential powder
keg we face in dealing with reformulated gasoline and the relevant

rulemaking. As many on this committee will remember, the refor-
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mulated gasoline issue was not an easy one to resolve in the Clean
Air Act amendments of 1990.

The provision that the Congress ultimately approved is a bold
one which requires refiners and marketers to produce and deliver

a new product to approximately one-third of the gasoline markets
in the United States by a date certain.

If done properly, this provision could help many areas meet the

Clean Air Act obligations. If it is done incorrectly, or if deadlines
are not met, then consumers could suffer and support for the Clean
Air Act could erode dramatically.
Given the challenges that the reformulated gasoline program

presents, it is troubling to find out, as the Chairman has already
noted, that we are now within 6 months of the deadline for provid-

ing reformulated gasoline into the specified markets and refiners

and marketers still do not have answers to a number of questions
on how the rule will work and how it will be enforced.

If this program does not work and there are supply problems or

price spikes, it will be consumers in this country who are going to

pay the price and you can be certain we are going to hear about
it.

It appears that one of the reasons that EPA has not yet re-

sponded to specific questions concerning the reformulated gasoline
rule is that the Agency is still working to resolve two outstanding
issues: The treatment of foreign importers and whether a mandate
for renewable oxygenates is necessary.

I share the Chairman's concern that there are still significant is-

sues unresolved at this late stage of the process. I am anxious to

hear how EPA intends to resolve these issues in a timely manner
to provide the regulated community with the certainty it needs to

comply with the rule.

I want to say that I appreciate that EPA does not have an easy
job in implementing the provisions of the Clean Air Act amend-
ments. The closer we get to the goals set out in the statute, the
harder it is going to be to actually meet these goals.
As the challenges under the Clean Air Act become more difficult,

I think it becomes even more important to rely on the creativity of

local and State governments and the flexibility of market-based so-

lutions. As EPA moves forward to implement the Clean Air Act
amendments of 1990, I urge them very strongly to rely to an even

greater extent on these principles.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is so important we hold this hear-

ing today and try to move ahead toward the date of January 1,

1995.

Mr. DiNGELL. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The Chair wants to observe that the gentleman from Colorado,

he and I worked very closely on this matter. I want to express my
thanks to him for his cooperation as we have gone forward.

The Chair now rises the distinguished gentleman from Oklahoma
who is not a member of the subcommittee but will be recognized
for an opening statement.
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STATEME^P^ OF HON. MIKE SYNAR, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Mr. Synar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And let me start off by
thanking you for allowing me to be here, and express to you my
shared concern over the reformulated gasoline rule.

First, I would just note that I have a lot of good friends at Sun
Oil Company, so I hope they don't take this personally; and second,
given all the previous opening statements, I think I now have a

good idea what it means to be 'crying in the wilderness."
I am concerned, as some of the other members have expressed,

about all aspects of the rule, including the oxygenates pro—'^^ons.
But I want to comment primarily on the question of impori,_. o^^so-
line.

With regard to the imported gasoline issue, there has been a tre-

mendous amount of confusion in much of the press and on the Hill

over both the nature of Venezuela's proposal concerning its base-
line and the process by which the issue was evaluated and decided

by EPA.
Let me make clear from the outset that just as EPA should not

confer advantage on one group over another, I am not here to ad-
vance imported gasoline over domestic gasoline. Venezuela's na-
tional oil company, PDVSA, did not seek special treatment under
the rule, it merely sought the same treatment as U.S. refiners. The
debate never was, and is still not, about allegedly "dirty" imported
gasoline or environmental protection; it is a nght over market
share. It is not about EPA flip-flopping in April 1994 and reversing
a good decision. It is about EPA flip-flopping in December 1993 and
making a sudden and highly questionable decision to reverse the
course they had been on with respect to a single standard.
EPA's decision to allow Venezuela's oil company to play by the

same rules as domestic refiners and to import gasoline subject to

the same standards as domestic gasoline will provide enormous
consumer and energy security benefits to the Northeast. I hope
that issue is not overlooked today as you discuss this rule.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to present
an opening statement and ask unanimous consent to turn in my
full statement.

[The prepared statements of Hon. Mike Synar and Hon. Cardiss
Collins follow:]

Prepared Statement of Hon. Mike Synar, a Representative in Congress from
THE State of Oklahoma

Mr. Chairman, thank you for giving me the opportunity to appear briefly with the
Subcommittee regarding EPA's reformulated gasoline rule and the process the

Agency employed in arriving at its December 15 decision and its subsequent pro-
posal concerning imported gasoline. While I tun concerned with all aspects of the

rule, including the oxygenates provisions, I would like to comment
today primarily

on the question of imported gasoline. I would also note parenthetically that I share

your concern that all aspects of the reformulated gasoline rule be as equitable and
accurate as possible. That is why I have asked GAO to use this rule as a case study
in a report for my Subcommittee on negotiated rulemaking under the Clean Air Act.

I am anxious to receive that report and would be happy to share the results with

you when we have them.
With regard to the imported gasoline issue, there has been tremendous confusion

in much of the press ana on the Hill over both the nature of Venezuela's [PDVSA's]
proposal concerning its baseline, and the process Iw which the issue was evaluated
and decided by EPA. Oddly, many key features of both have been distorted or ig-
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nored. It's as if we had crossed over into the world of Alice's looking-glass where
everything is reversed and nothing is what it seems.
Mr. Chairman, let me make clear from the outset: just as EPA should not confer

advantage on one group over another, I am not here to advance imported gasoline
over domestic gasoline, or to promote one company's product over another s. I am
simply here to suggest that information about this issue has been seriously mis-

construed, erroneously turning a good old-fashioned fight over market share into a
debate over environmental protection and alleged "special" treatment for Venezuela.
Venezuela's national oil company, PDVSA, md not seek "special" treatment under

the rule, it merely sought the same treatment as U.S. refiners. The debate was
never—and still is not—about allegedly "dirty" imported gasoline or environmental

protection; it is a fight over market share. It s not about EPA flip-flopping in April
1994 and reversing a good decision; it's about EPA flip-flopping in Decemoer 1993,
and making a sudden and highly questionable decision to reverse the course they
had been on with respect to a single standard.
Some critics of the later decision on imported gasoline have pointed to EPA's

seeming reversal after December as evidence of some kind of nefarious influence

being exerted over the regulatory process. But such suggestions focus only on half
of the story and, as a result, arrive at a skewed interpretation of events.

To have a complete picture of the regulatory process one must look to the events

before EPA's December 15 decision, not at events between December and April when
EPA issued the revised proposal.
On October 29, 1993, Administrator Browner told this Subcommittee that under

EPAs reformulated gasoline rules, the agency intended to hold all refiners to the
same standard. That is all Venezuela had requested, and PDVSA had submitted
ample information to the agency to justify EPA's original intention. And yet, in

early to mid-December, EPA reversed course and issued regulations containing a
double standard that clearly discriminated against PDVSA.
Why the change? In May 12, 1994 testimony before the Senate Committee on En-

vironment and Public Works, EPA Assistant Administrator Nichols stated that lave

in the process, she had made the decision to have two standards, one for domestic
refiners and one for imported gasoline, contrary to the strong recommendations of

the EPA technical staff. The agency's technical staff had studied the mass of infor-

mation supplied by PDVSA over the preceding months and had based their rec-

ommendation on that data. Unfortunately, it seems Ms. Nichols' decision was
grounded in another consideration—one that was wholly inconsistent with EPA's re-

sponsibilities under the Act. At the May 12 hearing, Ms. Nichols stated: ". . . It

seemed to me that in the context of the rule, we were doing enough things that
would be seen as being punitive by the American petroleum compames that R was
appropriate, that if we had a choice, to lean in the direction of doing something that
would favor their competitive position vis-vis the Venezuelans."
Mr. Chairman, I would submit that it is not EPA's prerogative under the Clean

Air Act to arbitrarily "favor [the] competitive position" of one class of refiners over
another. EPA has now come back, quite properly in my view, to correct that mis-
take.

Proponents of the double standard under the rule have also muddied the waters
on the question of the quality of Venezuela's gasoline, by suggesting that PDVSA's
gasoline is "dirty" compared to U.S. gasoline primarily because its olefin content is

higher than the U.S. average. In my view, this is the most specious argument of

all, since it ignores far more important facts about their gasoline and about the pa-
rameters covered by the rule.

With regard to the parameters, during the period 1995-1997, reformulated gaso-
lines will be judged by the so-called "simple model." Under its terms, the only pa-
rameters for regulation are Reid Vapor Pressure, oxygenates, benzene and aromat-
ics. Other parameters of reformulated gasoline

—such as sulfur, T-90 and olefins—
are not included in the simple model; instead, each U.S. refiner will be held to its

own 1990 baseline levels for these parameters. Under EPA's revised regulation,

qualified foreign refiners, such as PDVSA, would use the same standards as U.S.

refiners, with their own baselines for sulfur, T-90 and olefins.

In other words, qualified foreign refiners will not be advantaged or disadvantaged,
they simply will be treated the same as domestic refiners.

With regard to the allegation of some that PDVSA gasoline is problematic specifi-

cally because of its olefin content, it's important to focus on some additional facts

which opponents of EPA's later decision have ignored, thus greatly misconstruing
the real picture.

According to a recent comparison done by Octane Week, when Venezuelan regular-
grade gasoline is compared with regular-grade U.S. gasoline, in fact PDVSAs prod-
uct falls within the ranges of quality of regular-grade U.S. gasolines. Of course, it
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is worth noting that some domestic gasoline also exceeds the U.S. average with re-

spect to olefins and other components, so this is pretty much a case of the pot call-

ing the kettle black.

Importantly, PDVSA gasoline not only meets the regiilatory reqviirements in all

respects, it is actually better than the U.S. average when it comes to aromatics and
benzene—^the air toxic components of reformulated gasoline. So replacing U.S. prod-
uct with Venezuelan gasoline of the same grade will not have a negative impact on
the environment. I know your hearing will address these questions, and I hope this

particular question of environmental impact can be put to rest.

EPA's decision to allow PDVSA to play by the same rules as domestic refiners,
and to import gasoline subject to the same standards as domestic gasoline, will pro-
vide enormous consumer and energy security benefits to the Northeast, and I hope
that issue is not overlooked today.

Finally, I just want to comment about the criticism concerning the involvement
of other Executive agencies in this matter. Since EPA's December 15 rule clearly
discriminated against PDVSA and presented Venezuela with what I believe was a

strong GATT case, it seems to me entirely understandable that the White House,
and the U.S. Trade Representative and the State Department took an active inter-

est in this controversy. Indeed, it would have been far more surprising if they had

ignored the GATT problems raised by the EPA rule.

Mr. Chairman, there is no one I respect more than you when it comes to inves-

tigations. I am confident that when you examine the facts in this case you wUl agree
with me that while the Agency could have handled this problem more effectively
from the start, the end result is one that is both fair and equitable for refiners and
good for consumers and the environment.

Prepared Statement of Hon. Cardiss Collins, a Representative in Congress
FROM the State of Illinois

Mr. Chairman, I have a strong interest in one of the issues that the Subcommittee
is addressing today and I appreciate the opportunity to share my views on this mat-
ter at this time.
As you well know, the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) contained various pro-

visions intended to improve air quality in the United States. One of these provisions
is the requirement that areas with the worst air pollution, defined as "severe non-
attainment areas," implement an Employee Commute Options (ECO) program. The
purpose of ECO programs is to reduce the number of work-related trips and the
number of miles traveled alone in a car in these regions. Since automobiles are the

major cause of ozone pollution in many parts of the U.S., including the Chicago Met-

ropolitan Area, the CAAA seeks to get at the root of the problem by reducing auto-

mobile use. Specifically, the program requires employers with 100 or more employ-
ees in areas of severe non-attainment to cut the number of single employee trips
made in commuting to the office by 25 percent. Northeastern Illinois, including the

City of Chicago and other parts of my Congressional District, is required to estab-

lish an ECO program that is in place by July 1994.

As a strong advocate of the Clean Air Act and the Clean Air Act Amendments,
I am pleased that the City of Chicago is supporting the ECO program and is work-

ing to ensure its implementation by the law's deadline. In addition, I am pleased
that Chicago supports mandatory participation in this program rather than simply
voluntary participation. One of the important aspects of the ECO requirement is

that it recognizes that flexibility is needed to enable employers and affected cities

to shape an ECO program that is appropriate to local needs. I am confident that
northeastern Illinois will establish an ECO plan that is responsive the needs of af-

fected employers and employees and also seriously seeks to improve the poor air

quality of the Chicago Metropolitan Area.

Currently, there are efforts underway to reclassify northeastern Illinois as an area
of "serious" non-attainment instead of its current status as an area of "severe" non-
attairiinent. In my view, the reclassification effort could simply lead to extended

delays in the implementation of the ECO program and, unfortunately, the health
of the residents of northeastern Illinois who are already exposed to high ozone levels

cannot wait. Again, I am pleased to join with the City of Chicago in opposing these
efforts so that the work of complying with the CAAA and improving the area's air

quality can begin.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this important hearing and enabling me to

address this issue of importance to many of my constituents.
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Mr. DiNGELL, The Chair thanks the gentleman for his very help-
ful opening statement.
The Chair now advises that our first panel is a panel composed

of Mr. Alexander F. Watson, Assistant Secretary for Inter-Amer-
ican Affairs, Department of State; Ms. Susan F. Tiemey, Assistant

Secretary for Policy Planning and Program Evaluation, Depart-
ment of Energy; Mr. Ira Shapiro, General Counsel, Office of the
United States Trade Representative; Ms. Sally Katzen, Adminis-
trator, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Man-
agement and Budget; and Ms. Mary Nichols, Assistant Adminis-
trator for the Office of Air and Radiation, Environmental Protection

Agency.
Ladies and gentlemen, the Chair will indicate the order of rec-

ognition as the statements are made, but we will start with first,

Ms. Katzen; second, Mr. Watson; third, Ms. Tierney; fourth, Mr.

Shapiro; and last, Ms. Nichols.

As you well know, ladies and gentlemen of the panel, it is the

practice of the committee that all witnesses are to testify under
oath.

Do any of you object to testifying under oath this morning?
Very well.

The Chair advises that since you are testifying under oath, it is

your right to be advised by counsel.

Do any of you desire to be advised by counsel during your ap-

pearance here?

Very well.

Then the Chair advises that since you are testifying under oath,

copies of the Rules of the House and the Rules of the Committee,
Rules of Subcommittee they are at the witness table before you in

the red and blue books to advise you of your rights as you appear
here before us.

Ladies and gentlemen, if you have no objection then to testifying
under oath, would you each please rise and raise your right hand.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. DiNGELL. You may each consider yourself under oath, and

we will recognize you for your statement commencing with Ms.
Nichols—I'm sorry, Ms, Katzen. My apologies.

TESTIMONY OF SALLY KATZEN, ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE OF
INFORMATION AND REGULATORY AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF MAN-
AGEMENT AND BUDGET; ALEXANDER F. WATSON, ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY FOR INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS, DEPART-
MENT OF STATE; SUSAN F. TIERNEY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR POLICY, PLANNING AND PROGRAM EVALUATION, DE-
PARTMENT OF ENERGY; IRA S. SHAPIRO, GENERAL COUN-
SEL, OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTA-
TIVE; AND MARY NICHOLS, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR, OF-
FICE OF AIR AND RADIATION, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEC-
TION AGENCY
Ms. Katzen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee.
I welcome this opportunity to discuss the promulgation of a rule

on reformulated gasoline by the Environmental Protection Agency.
My involvement comes from the Executive Order on regulatory
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planning and review, Executive Order No. 12866, that was signed
by President Clinton on September 30, 1993.
The objectives of this order are to enhance planning and coordi-

nation with respect to both new and existing regulations, to reaf-

firm the primacy of Federal Departments and Agencies in the regu-
latory decision-making process, to restore the integrity and legit-

imacy of regulatory review and oversight, and to make the process
more accessible and open to the public.
Pursuant to Executive Order 12866, the Administrator of OIRA

is responsible for providing meaningful guidance and oversight so
that each Department and Agency's regulatory actions are consist-

ent with applicable law and the President's priorities and do not
conflict with policies or actions of another Department or Agency.

It is for this reason that one of my tasks is to seek to resolve dis-

agreements or conflicts between or among departments or agencies.
The order also contemplates that my office is to be the point of con-
tact for the Executive Office of the President for interacting with

persons outside the executive branch on pending rulemaking pro-
ceedings.
The order provides that the Administrator of OIRA receive oral

communications from persons outside the executive branch regard-
ing the substance of regulatory issues, that I invite representatives
from the issuing Agency, to meetings with outside persons, that I

forward written communications on regulatory actions to the issu-

ing Agency and that I maintain a public log of contacts with per-
sons outside the executive branch.
To return to the foreign refiners baseline issue in the RFG pro-

ceeding, as the Chairman noted, in 1991, 1992, and 1993, EPA pro-
mulgated several proposed versions of a rule on compliance with

statutory reformulated gasoline standards.
I understand that, as is its normal practice, EPA held a series

of meetings during the fall of 1992 and during 1993 to discuss the

proposed rule with, among others, representatives of PDVSA, the

government of Venezuela, domestic refiners, and officials of other

agencies.
I also understand that officials from the State Department, the

United States Trade Representative, and other agencies partici-

pated in discussions of the RFG issue, including having meetings
with representatives of Venezuela and PDVSA.
During the fall of 1993, in connection with my duties under Exec-

utive Order 12866, I met with a number of outside parties, includ-

ing representatives of domestic refiners on the RFG issue.

I also discussed the RFG issue with interested government offi-

cials, including members of the White House staffi And on Decem-
ber 13, I met with representatives of PDVSA to discuss the Ven-
ezuelan RFG issue.

On December 14, I attended a meeting on the Venezuela RFG
issue convened by W. Bowman Cutter, Deputy Assistant to the
President for Economic Policy and a member of the staff of the

NEC, the National Economic Council.
Mr. Cutter is a principal point of contact in the White House on

international economic policy issues.
I understand that on December 6, at the request of the Ambas-

sador from Venezuela, Mr. Cutter had met with the Ambassador
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and two other Venezuelan government officials. During that meet-

ing, Venezuela registered its concerns, including potential claims
under GATT regarding the RFG issue.

The Venezuelans argued that if EPA were to adopt an RFG rule

that would subject foreign and domestic refiners to different base-
line treatments, this would discriminate against Venezuela in vio-

lation of the GATT.
The December 14 meeting on the RFG issue was attended largely

by deputy-level officials. Its purpose was simple—and that was to

air the different perspectives
—the different views—of the Agencies

that were involved, given that the RFG rule under consideration by
EPA raised international economic and trade issues of concern .to

the Department of State and USTR.
While there were, of course, some real time constraints imposed

by the impending court deadline for promulgating a final rule—De-
cember 15, as the Chairman noted, was the date set by the Court—
the meeting was not marked by panic or undue urgency on the part
of anyone present. Much of the work had already been done.
EPA reported that it would not be possible to resolve the Ven-

ezuelan RFG issue prior to the court-ordered deadline of December
15 for promulgating the final rule. But EPA also reported that it

wanted to continue to meet with officials from Venezuela after the
final RFG rule was promulgated. It was agreed that the State De-

partment would advise Venezuelan officials that EPA wanted to

continue discussions notwithstanding the issuance of a final rule.

Some have raised questions as to why it was the State Depart-
ment that carried this message. The State Department is normally
responsible for communicating messages from the United States
Government to foreign officials.

Some have asked why we needed to talk to Venezuela at this

time at all. The answer is that—given that there would be a pro-

mulgation of a final rule—unless there was advice from the govern-
ment that EPA wanted to continue to meet with Venezuelan offi-

cials, Venezuelan officials might construe the issuance of a final

rule as the end of the matter.

Among the issues that EPA wanted to continue to discuss with
Venezuelan officials were those relating to the monitoring and en-

forcement of individual baselines, namely, those issues that could
not be resolved but were in the process of being resolved by the De-
cember 15 deadline.
On December 15, EPA announced the promulgation of the final

RFG rule. At the press conference announcing the rule, an EPA of-

ficial explained that EPA was still considering the Venezuelan RFG
issue and would continue discussions with PDVSA.
On January 14, 1994, the Venezuelan government requested for-

mal consultation on the final RFG rule pursuant to Article XXII of

the GATT. Venezuela claimed that the final rulo constituted dis-

crimination in violation of GATT because it did not allow foreign
refiners to establish individual baselines as domestic refiners were
allowed to do under the rule.

I understand that during February and March 1993, officials at

EPA, USTR and the State Department continued discussions on
the RFG issue with the Venezuelans, including a consultation pur-
suant to Article XXII of the GATT.
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I then chaired an interagency meeting on the RFG issue on
March 14, 1994. The purpose of this meeting was for EPA to report
on the status of its continued discussions with the Venezuelans and
to air the issues of what effect the various steps that EPA might
take in response to those discussions might have.
The meeting also provided an opportunity for airing of the issues

related to Venezuela's pending GATT challenge. Mr. Cutter had
again convened the meeting, but he was unable to attend and
asked me to chair the meeting, which I did.

I then convened and chaired two additional follow-up interagency
meetings and one interagency telephone conference call on the Ven-
ezuelan RFG issue during March and April 1994. These meetings
included discussion of informal inquiries from various congressional
offices regarding the Venezuelan RFG issue.

On March 23, 1994, EPA announced that agreement had been
reached between the United States and Venezuela and as part of

that agreement, EPA would propose to amend the portion of its

final RFG rule promulgated on December 15 that affects the cal-

culation of foreign refiners baselines and to take public comment
on that proposal.
The agreement calls on EPA to issue a proposed rule. It does not

require EPA to adopt that rule, if EPA determines after public
comment that such a rule would not be warranted.
On April 22, 1994, EPA promulgated the proposed RFG rule on

refiners baselines that would revise the December 15, 1993, final

rule. In announcing that proposal, EPA stated that it was particu-

larly interested in comments on alternative approaches—alter-

native regulatory approaches in this area—and comments on all of

the underlying factual assumptions, including environmental im-

pacts.
EPA also held a public hearing on the proposed rule on May 23.

The 30-day written comment period will expire tomorrow, June 23.

EPA officials have repeatedly stressed that the outcome of the

proposal process is open and has not been predetermined. I should
add that since April 1994, and consistent with my responsibilities,
I have continued to meet with representatives of parties, both for-

eign and domestic, to continue discussing these issues, and those
are all in our public log.

In short, I wish to state that I believe that the RFG rulemaking
process—including matters relating to the Venezuelan RFG issue—
have been conducted in a manner that is fully consistent with all

applicable law, including the APA, and with the Executive Order
1*^866. The RFG rule under consideration in the fall of 1993 gave
r'.se to important economic, environmental, and international trade

-jncems, in this case, involving a foreign government and an inter-

lational trade agreement to which the United States is a party. It

vas essential that the various interested departments and agencies
have an opportunity to air these issues.

I also want to add that the Clinton administration is committed
to a strong environmental policy and believes that a strong envi-
ronmental policy is good economic policy.
We look forward to working with this committee and other Mem-

bers of Congress to deal constructively with the issues that arise,
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as they inevitably will, with the intersection of economic trade and
environmental matters.

I would be happy to answer any questions that you may have.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Katzen follows:]

Prepared Statement of Sally Katzen, Administrator, Office of Information
AND Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget

I am
Sally Katzen, the Administrator of the Office of Information and Regulatory

Affairs (OIRA) in the Office of Management and Budget. I welcome the opportunity
to discuss the promulgation of a rule on reformulated gasoline by the Environmental
Protection Agency.
The Executive Order on Regulatory Planning & Review, E.O. No. 12866 (Septem-

ber 30, 1993), began a program to improve the regulatory review process. The objec-
tives of this Order are to enhance planning and coordination with respect to both
new and existing regulations; to reaffirm the primacy of Federal departments and

agencies in the regulatory decision-making process; to restore the integrity and le-

gitimacy of regulatory review and oversignt; and to make the process more acces-

sible and open to the public. In pursuing these objectives, the regulatory process is

to be conducted so as to meet applicable statutory requirements and witn due re-

gard to the discretion that has been entrusted to the Federal departments and agen-
cies.

Pursuant to Executive Order No. 12866, the Administrator of OIRA is responsible
for providing meaningful guidance and oversight so that each department and agen-
cy's regulatory actions are consistent with applicable law and the President's prior-

ities, and do not conflict with the policies or actions of another department or agen-
cy. Such guidance and oversight is to be directed to "significant" regulatory actions,
defined in the Executive Order as regulatory actions that are likely to result in

rules that may (1) have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more
or adversely affect the economy in a material way; (2) create a serious inconsistency
or otherwise interfere with an action taken or planned by another agency; (3) mate-

rially alter the budgetary impact of entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan programs
or the rights and obligations of recipients thereof; or (4) raise novel legal or policy
issues arising out of legal mandates, the President's priorities, or the principles set

forth in the Executive Order.

Among other things, the Executive Order calls for the Administrator of OIRA to

seek to resolve disagreements or conflicts between or among department or agency
heads, or between 0MB and a department or agency. It is also specifically con-

templated that OIRA is to be the Executive Office of the President's point of contact

for interacting with persons outside the Executive Branch on pending rulemaking
proceedings. The Executive Order provides that the Administrator of OIRA (or a

particular designee) shall receive oral communications from outside parties regard-
ing the substance of regulatory actions under OIRA review; that representatives
from the issuing agency shall be invited to meetings between OIRA personnel and
outside parties; that OIRA shall forward written communications on regulatory ac-

tions to the issuing agency; and that OIRA shall maintain a public log of contacts

with outside parties.
As the Committee is aware, in 1991, 1992 and 1993, EPA promulgated several

proposed versions of a rule on compliance with statutory reformulated gasoline
(RFG) standards. I understand that, as is its normal procedure, EPA held a series

of meetings during the fall of 1992 and during 1993 to discuss the proposed rule.

EPA officials met with, among others, representatives of Petroleos de Venezuela

(PDVSA), the government of Venezuela, domestic refiners and officials of other

agencies. I also understand that officials of the State Department, the United States
Trade Representative and other agencies participated in some of these and other
discussions on the RFG issue, including meetings with representatives of Venezuela
and PDVSA.
After at least one request for an extension, a federal district court imposed a

deadline of December 15, 1993, for EPA to promulgate a final RFG rule. During the
fall of 1993, in connection with my duties under Executive Order No. 12866, I met
with a number of outside parties, including representatives of domestic refiners, on
the RFG issue. I also discussed the RFG issue with interested government officials,

including members of the White House staff. On December 13, 1993, I met with rep-
resentatives of PDVSA to discuss the Venezuela RFG issue.

On December 14, 1993, I attended a meeting on the Venezuela RFG issue con-

vened by W. Bowman Cutter, Deputy Assistant to the President for Economic Policy
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and a member of the staff of the National Economic Council. Mr. Cutter is a prin-

cipal point of contact in the White House on international economic policy issues.

I understand that on December 6, 1993, at the request of the Ambassador of Ven-
ezuela, Mr. Cutter met with the Ambassador and two other Venezuelan government
officials. During this meeting, Venezuela registered its concerns—including potential
claims under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)—regarding the
RFG issue. The Venezuelans argued that if EPA were to adopt an RFG rule that
would subject foreign and domestic refiners to different baseline standards, this

would discriminate against Venezuela in violation of the GATT.
The December 14 meeting on the RFG issue was attended largely by deputy level

officials. The NEC—composed of the President, Vice President, Cabinet members
and senior White House officials—did not meet as a body of principals at this time,
and I understand that the NEC never met as a body of principals to discuss the
RFG issue.

The RFG rule under consideration by EPA raised international economic and
trade issues of concern to the Department of State and the United States Trade

Representative (USTR). Those issues involved a foreign government and a major
multilateral treaty to which the United States is a party. The purpose of the Decem-
ber 14 meeting was to allow an airing of issues arising from the different perspec-
tives of the interested agencies. While there were, of course, real time constraints

imposed by the impending court-ordered deadline for promulgating a final rule, the

meeting was not marked by "panic" or undue urgency on che part of anyone present.
EPA reported that it would not be possible to resolve the Venezuela RFG issue—

including questions relating to monitoring and enforcement of individual baselines—
prior to the court-ordered deadline of December 15, 1993, for promulgating a final

rule. But EPA also reported that it wanted to continue to meet with officials from
Venezuela after the final RFG rule was be promulgated. It was agreed that the
State Department would advise Venezuela officials that EPA wanted to continue
discussions notwithstanding the issuance of a final rule.

The State Department is normally responsible for communicating messages from
the United States government to foreign officials. It was necessary to advise Ven-
ezuelan officials that EPA wanted to continue discussions because without such ad-

vice, the Venezuelan officials might construe the issuance of the final rule as the
end of the matter. Among the issues that EPA wanted to continue to discuss with
Venezuelan officials were those relating to monitoring and enforcement of individual

baselines—namely, those issues that could not be resolved by the December 15
deadline.
On December 15, 1993, EPA announced the promulgation of a final RFG rule. At

the press conference announcing the rule, an EPA official explained that EPA was
still considering the Venezuela RFG issue and would continue discussions with
PDVSA.
On January 14, 1994, the Venezuelan government requested formal consultations

on the final RFG rule pursuant to Article XXII of the GATT. Venezuela claimed that

the final rule constituted discrimination in violation of GATT, because it did not
allow foreign refiners to establish individual baselines, as domestic refiners are al-

lowed to do.

I understand that during February and March 1993, officials of EPA, USTR and
the State Department continued discussions on the RFG issue with the Ven-

ezuelans, including a consultation pursuant to Article XXII of the GATT.
I chaired an interagency meeting on the RFG issue on March 14, 1994. The pur-

pose of this meeting was to allow for a report on the status of EPA's continued dis-

cussions with the Venezuelans, and to provide an opportunity for airing issues v/ith

respect to steps EPA might take in response to those discussions. The meeting also

provided an opportunity for airing of issues related to Venezuela's pending GATT
challenge. Mr. Cutter had convened this meeting, but was unable himself to attend.

I convened and chaired two additional follow-up interagency meetings, and one

interagency telephone conference call, on the Venezuela RFG issue during March
and April of 1994. These meetings included discussion of informal inquiries from

Congressional offices regarding the Venezuela RFG issue.

On March 23, 1994, EPA announced that an agreement had been reached be-

tween the United States and Venezuela regarding Venezuela's claim that the EPA's
reformulated gasoline rules do not provide national treatment for foreign refiners

and, hence, violate the GATT. While Venezuela had initially asked that both its re-

formulated and conventional gasoline be evaluated in the same manner as the gaso-
line of domestic refiners—permitting use of individual baselines—and, moreover,
that no volume restrictions apply, the compromise agreement provided that use of

individual baselines by Venezuela would be limited to 1990 volumes of only reformu-
lated gasoline.
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The agreement also provided that EPA would propose to amend the portion of its

final RFG rule, promulgated on December 15, 1993, that affects the calculation of

foreign refiners' baselines, and to take public comment on the proposal. The agree-
ment calls on EPA to issue a proposed rule; it does not require EPA to adopt that

rule if EPA determines, after public comment, that such a rule would not be war-
ranted.
On April 22, 1994, EPA promulgated a proposed RFG rule that would revise the

final rule of December 15, 1993, in the manner contemplated by the agreement with
Venezuela announced on March 23, 1994. In particular, it proposed that foreign re-

finers seeking to use individual baselines would be required, among other things,
(1) to permit gasoline inspections and audits, conducted by independent inspectors
and auditors at the foreign refinery, to establish the refinery-of-origin for any im-

ported gasoline that would be subject to an individual foreign refinery baseline; (2)

submit to an annual audit by a U.S.-based certified public accountant; and (3) pro-
vide any EPA inspector or auditor immediate and complete access to the refiner's

facilities for announced and unannounced inspections.
In announcing the proposed rule, EPA stated that it was particularly interested

in comments on alternatives and on all factual assumptions underl5dng the pro-

posal, including environmental impacts. EPA held a public hearing on the proposed
rule on May 23, 1994, and the 30-day written comment period will end on June 23,

1994. EPA officials have repeatedly stressed that the outcome of the proposal proc-
ess is open and has not been predetermined.

Since April 1994, consistent with my responsibilities, I have met with representa-
tives of private parties to discuss the RFG issue and the proposed rule promulgated
on Marcn 23.

I believe that the RFG rulemaking process, including matters relating to the Ven-
ezuela RFG issue, has been conducted in a manner that is fully consistent with ap-
plicable law and Executive Order No. 12866. The RFG rule under consideration in

the fall of 1993 gave rise to important economic, environmental, and international

trade concerns, in this case involving a foreign government and an international

trade agreement to which the United States was a party. It was essential that the

various interested departments and agencies have an opportunity to air these is-

sues.
The Clinton Administration is committed to a strong environmental policy, and

believes that a strong environmental policy is good economic policy. We look forward
to working with this Committee and other Members

.
of Congress to deal construc-

tively with the issues that arise at the intersection of economic, trade and environ-

mental matters.
I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Mr. DiNGELL. Thank you very much.
The Chair now recognizes Mr. Alexander Watson.
Mr. Watson, you may proceed.

TESTIMONY OF ALEXANDER F. WATSON
Mr. Watson. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, distin-

guished members of the subcommittee. I am very pleased to have
the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the imple-
mentation of the reformulated gasoline requirements with regard
to foreign refiners and related matters of the Clean Air Act.

In my comments I will both discuss the Department of State's in-

volvement in this issue and answer the questions addressed to the

Department in your letter of June 13, Mr. Chairman. And endeavor
to clear up any misapprehensions about the Department's efforts

on this issue.

Let me note that the Western Hemisphere has become one of our

largest and most d3mamic markets. U.S. exports to Latin America
and the Caribbean have more than doubled in 6 years, to about $78
billion in 1993, with the consequential implications for employment
in the United States.

We expect U.S. exports to the region to continue to grow impres-
sively in coming years. Promoting U.S. exports will be a major
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theme at the summit of the Americas in Miami this December.
Thus, it is very important to the success of our economic policy in

the hemisphere and the exports by American firms that our domes-
tic actions be consistent with our stated international goals.
The Department of the State first became aware of the RFG

issue in late 1992 when the Venezuelan government expressed con-
cern that the EPA's proposed rule for RFG might apply a standard
for foreign refiners different from the rule to be established for do-

mestic refiners. The Venezuelan government which owns Petroleos
de Venezuela, PDVSA, argued that the proposed rule would dis-

criminate against foreign refiners by basing compliance on individ-

ual baselines for all U.S. refiners while requiring foreign refiners

to meet the U.S. average baseline.

The Venezuelan government also noted that Venezuela has been
a reliable supplier of oil and petroleum products to the United
States. It refused to participate in the Arab oil embargo of 1973,
and increased its production during the Gulf War. Maintaining a

diverse, secure and reliable source of oil and petroleum products is

a very important U.S. foreign policy and security objective.
The Venezuelan government added that it was already making

major investments to comply with the Clean Air Act. It is currently
in the process of completing a refinery investment program to serv-

ice our market and meet our environmental laws.

In 1993, Venezuela awarded a 2-year, $2.2 billion contract for the

upgrade of its refineries to three U.S. firms. M. W. Kellogg, Bech-

tel, and Foster Wheeler. This contract is promoting high-tech ex-

ports providing highly skilled jobs in communities throughout the
United States.

As interagency discussions progressed, it became clear that any
final rule would have important implications for Venezuela. Thus,
experts from a variety of agencies, including the Department of

State, reviewed the matter in accordance with the APA and with
Executive Order 12866.
The Department became concerned that a regulation that did not

apply the same rules to a foreign product as a domestic product,
that is to say national treatment, could, absent environmental jus-

tification, expose the U.S. to a serious GATT complaint. Moreover,
the principle of "national treatment" is a fundamental element of

U.S. foreign policy.
The Department frequently cites this principle with foreign gov-

ernments in support of U.S. businesses in trade and investment
abroad. In insisting that our trading partners respect this policy

abroad, we argue that nondiscrimination against imports spurs
market competition, enhances consumer choice, and provides a

country's citizenry access to the greatest amount of goods at the
least cost.

These same benefits accrue to the U.S. Consumer when we pur-
sue these policies at home. It is one of the great advantages of an
open trading system.
We understand that the committee is concerned about the proce-

dures followed in reaching a decision on the proposed rule. Con-
versations between EPA and PDVSA were conducted through 1993.
The Department and the U.S. Embassy in Caracas performed their
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traditional role of receiving the views of the Venezuelan govern-
ment and communicating those of the administration.
The Department's efforts within the administration have been di-

rected at assuring that our international obligations and objectives
in both the environmental and trade areas were given full consider-

ation in the decision-making process and that we arrived at rules

which both fulfilled the Clean Air Act requirements and were to

the maximum extent possible consistent with our international ob-

ligations.
The EPA issued the final rule for RFG on December 15, 1993,

in order to meet a court-ordered deadline, but recognized in a De-
cember 16 press conference, as Sally Katzen just mentioned, that
it had not yet completed its analysis of the Venezuelan govern-
ment's most recent proposals. The EPA expressed a willingness to

continue conversations with the Venezuelans on this subject.
The Venezuelan government responded by communicating its in-

terest in further discussions. In addition, the Venezuelan govern-
ment began to pursue the matter under the GATT by requesting
formal consultations under GATT Article XXII.
There is now a proposed rule which provides an option whereby

foreign refiners would be able to use individual baselines under
certain circumstances. We support the EPA's April 21 decision to

issue a proposed rule for public comment. With the end of the pub-
lic comment period on June 23, we await the EPA's decision.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would now like to re-

spond very briefly to the four questions in your June 13 letter ad-

dressed to the Department of State.

Most of the questions in your letter, sir, are directed at other

agencies. I will specifically answer parts or all of questions 4, 5 and
6 which are directed at the Department.
Question No. 4: Mr. Chairman, you asked if the panelists agreed

that the final EPA regulation does not preclude importers or for-

eign refiners working through importers from participating in the
U.S. market. The Department of State agrees that the regulation
does not directly preclude participation. However, PDVSA, one of

the few refiners that have begun to make substantial investments
to meet the RFG requirements, would be seriously disadvantaged
because some of the parameters of its gasoline currently exceed the
U.S. average baseline while other parameters are below the base-
line.

If U.S. refiners were subject to the same U.S. average baseline,

by definition, a significant proportion would exceed the U.S. aver-

age baseline in some parameters and be exposed to the same dis-

advantages as PDVSA.
The proposed rule would apply equally to all foreign refiners. All

foreign refiners have not been consulted. Those that have ex-

pressed interest in the proposed rule have discussed the issue with
EPA.
Question 5(c): Mr. Chairman, you asked if the proposed rule

would allow PDVSA to double its market share, if that would be

acceptable from an environmental standpoint and if that would
provide PDVSA with a competitive advantage over U.S. firms.

Based on what we have been told by the Venezuelan government
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by the progress of PDVSA's refinery upgrade, PDVSA will not be
able to double its market share by 1995 under the proposed rule.

This is because the proposed rule would allow PDVSA to estab-

lish its own individual baseline with a volume cap based on its

1990 exports to the U.S. market. If PDVSA's refinery upgrade pro-

gresses to the point where its RFG production exceeds its 1990 ex-

ports, something we do not expect, this additional production would
have to comply with the U.S. average baseline.

Question 6: Mr. Chairman, you expressed concern that the threat
of a GATT complaint appeared to panic Department officials. The
Department opposed the establishment of separate standards for

domestic and foreign refiners long before the GATT complaint be-

came an issue.

The Department first became aware of this issue in late 1992, as

I indicated, when the Venezuelan government expressed its concern
about the proposed rule. We first expressed our concerns to EPA
in April 1993.
The GATT case did not arise formally until early 1994, well after

the final rule was issued in December 1993. As the records show,
we asked the Venezuelan government not to file a GATT complaint
because we believed it would unnecessarily complicate the dispute.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, in question 6(c): You asked if EPA's fail-

ure to adopt the proposed rule would be construed as the U.S.

breaking its word to the Venezuelan government and if the Ven-
ezuelan government would reinstate its GATT challenge. We un-
derstand fully, as the EPA has stated, that the EPA has not made
a final decision on this matter or prejudged its outcome.
We also understand that the EPA has not pledged to sign a final

rule at the conclusion of its rulemaking process or that a final rule

would be identical to the current proposal. Our understanding with
the Venezuelan government was to move forward with a proposed
rule which if adopted would revise the final rule promulgated on
December 15, 1993.
We told the Venezuelan government that this revision would be

subject to the EPA's rulemaking process and that there was no

guarantee of the outcome. If the propose rule is not adopted, the
Venezuelan government is free to resume its GATT case and we
anticipate that it would do so.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes the formal part of my prepared re-

marks. And I hope this testimony and my answers to your specific

questions and your committee's examination of the extensive State

Department files we have provided to the committee on this issue

will serve the purpose of this hearing.
I'll be glad to answer any further questions you or other member

of the committee may have.
Mr. DiNGtELL. The Chair will now recognize Ms. Tierney.

TESTIMO^fY OF SUSAN F. TIERNEY
Ms. Tierney. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the com-

mittee. On behalf of the Department of Energy, I am most pleased
to be here to discuss various issues surrounding the implementa-
tion of EPA's reformulated gasoline program which begins, as you
know, January 1, 1995.
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The Department of Energy believes that this program is an ex-

tremely important component of an overall Clean Air Act strategy
for achieving attainment in the air quality standard for ozone and
reductions in toxic pollutants. The program will affect essentially
all gasoline sold in the United States.

Approximately, one-third of the gasoline will have to be reformu-

lated, starting in 1995, for distribution and sale in the regions with
air quality problems, and the other two-thirds of gasoline sold in

the United States will be controlled by the anti-dumping regula-
tions which govern conventional gasoline.

Changes in equipment or operating procedures will be required
throughout the gasoline production and distribution system. Refin-
eries will have to have the necessary facilities in place to reduce
benzene and vapor pressure and produce the needed oxygenates to

meet the reformulated gasoline requirements. Additional storage
tanks and improved recordkeeping and tracking will be needed

throughout the distribution system.
While we don't anticipate disruptions arising from the reformu-

lated gasoline regulations, it is certainly possible, even likely with
a program of this complexity and size, that minor start-up prob-
lems could occur.

All parts of the government and industry have been and will con-
tinue to work together to assure the smoothest possible implemen-
tation of this program. For example, it is important for EPA to pro-
vide clear ana complete guidance to the industry on the details of

the implementing rules. The EPA and the Department of Energy
have been working together to smooth these transitions.

The Department and its Energy Information Administration will

need to gather and publish, as soon as available, data on the pro-
duction and inventory levels of reformulated gasoline.
As you know, this hearing covers a number of individual subjects

related to the reformulated gasoline program, and you have asked
the Department of Energy to comment on four issues, which I am
prepared to do.

The first issue is related to foreign refiners. The committee has
asked for comment on various issues relating to foreign refiners' in-

volvement in the reformulated gasoline program, especially the role

played by Petroleos de Venezuela, otherwise known as PDVSA.
Foreign refiners play a small but important role in suppl5dng petro-
leum products to the U.S. market. They supply products in parts
of the country where access to domestically produced products may
be limited.

These areas would include the upper Midwest and northern New
England. They also provide competition in product pricing in those
and other markets on the east coast. This area of the country using
the greatest amount of imported petroleum products. About 11 per-
cent of the gasoline used in 1993 on the east coast was imported.
A fifth of this, or about 2 percent of the total gasoline in those mar-
kets, came from Venezuela.
The Department of Energy is satisfied that EPA's announced

program concerning new baseline procedures for gasoline importers
will neither unfairly limit importers' access to U.S. markets nor

give an advantage to foreign suppliers that is not available to U.S.
firms. The proposed procedures, if adopted, will allow all refiners
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and importers the same opportunity to establish baseline charac-
teristics of their 1990 gasolines, provided that documentation is

satisfactory to EPA.
The second issue you asked the Department of Energy to address

has to do with challenges under the GATT rules. I defer to my col-

leagues from the Department of State and the U.S. Trade Rep-
resentative's Office on those questions.
With regard to the challenge of European auto manufacturers

under GATT to the corporate average fuel economy standards, I

have provided information on CAFE levels and penalties paid by
foreign auto manufacturers, as requested by this committee.

In our view, the CAFE challenge basically revolves around an ar-

gument that U.S. domestic manufacturers have a greater oppor-
tunity to average their fleet across a wide range of products in de-

termining their corporate average fuel economy level, and that this

would constitute an unfair advantage under GATT. We do not

agree with this position. Our view is that the CAFE standard pro-
vides all manufacturers with essentially the same opportunity. I

defer to the witness from the U.S. Trade Representatives Office for

further details.

The third area you have asked us to discuss concerns issues re-

lating to the implementation of the reformulated gasoline rules.

The Department of Energy staff has been working with responsible
offices in the EPA and with members of the refining industry to

identify and address possible implementation problems.
Over many, many months, these specific efforts have included

technical assistance to EPA in developing its "complex" reformu-
lated gasoline model; cost-effectiveness analysis of alternative year
2000 NOx reduction standards; identification of current ethanol

supply and demand patterns with their implications for necessary
ethanol movements; analysis of the implications of switch from JP4
to JP8 for specific refiners, and analysis of the ability to move to

refined product to PADD IV in the event of refinery closures.

In addition, more than a year ago, the Department of Energy
asked the National Petroleum Council to analyze through a

multiyear study a number of issues relating to the proposed refor-

mulated gasoline rules. That study which was submitted and pub-
lished in October 1993, concluded that the refinery industry was
fully capable of providing reformulated gasoline to the U.S. market
as well as complying with the conventional gasoline anti-dumping
rules. The study also concluded that the distribution system was
capable of efficiently moving the needed products to the required
markets.

I note that the study assumed that workable and flexible compli-
ance regulations were developed and promulgated with adequate
lead time for the industry to respond. EPA and the industry are

working to achieve that goal as we speak.
Industry's ability to comply with the reformulated gasoline pro-

gram could be affected by a multiplicity of factors. To meet the re-

formulated gasoline requirements, refiners must have a full under-

standing of all rules as well as the additional equipment needed for

achieving vapor pressure, oxygenate and benzene requirements.
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Additional tankage to accommodate the increased number of seg-

regated fuel components and the terminal blending equipment will

be needed throughout the systems.
And finally, an adequate supply of oxygenates including ethanol

will be needed.
Based on the results of the National Petroleum Council study

and recent contacts we have had with the refinery industry, we do
not anticipate any significant shortages or pricing problems as a re-

sult of the reformulated gasoline requirements that were promul-
gated by EPA on December 15. We will continue to work with the

EPA, our own Energy Information Administration, and industry to

identify any potential problems as early as possible.
For example, we are working with EPA to monitor refiners' ca-

pacity to produce reformulated gasoline and the capability of the lo-

gistics system to handle the required gasolines and oxygenates. We
will be meeting with east coast refiners to discuss their reformu-
lated gasoline production capabilities and plans as we did last sum-
mer.
We will be comparing this information to our estimates of likely

reformulated gasoline demand and to estimates of pipeline capacity
to ship reformulated gasoline from the gulf coast to the Northeast
States. We will also be discussing reformulated gasoline handling
capability in the logistics system with some of the key players such
as pipeline and terminal operators.
We will monitor production and inventory trends. We will exam-

ine early production and inventory data to compare to what we
thought would happen. These are a number of ways in which we
will keep monitoring progress and which will enable us and mem-
bers of industry to spot potential trouble spots, allowing the indus-

try to take action to avoid product shortages.
The fourth issue the committee has asked the Department to dis-

cuss, relates to EPA's proposed renewable oxygenate standard as

part of the reformulated gasoline program. The Department of En-

ergy has analyzed the energy and oil use and greenhouse gas emis-
sions impacts associated with the proposed renewable oxygenate
standard.
The draft analysis was provided to the EPA and Department of

Agriculture in March 1994, and was distributed to a number of ex-

perts outside government as part of a peer review process for our
internal study. This review process was completed in May, and our
final report was prepared in early June. Copies have been distrib-

uted to the committee as well as to EPA and the Department of

Agriculture,
Our analysis indicates that under a likely range of near-term

scenarios, the effects on oil use, energy, and greenhouse gas emis-
sions are essentially a wash. In the most likely scenario, total fossil

energy use will decline by about one-half percent to 1 percent,
while oil use will increase by perhaps 2 to 3 percent. Greenhouse

gas emissions will be essentially unchanged as a result of the re-

newable oxygenate standard.
In the long run, we expect greater benefits in terms of fossil en-

ergy reductions and greenhouse gas emissions reductions if ad-

vanced technology and alternative feedstocks such as cellulose re-

place current production practices.
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Our analysis also included an examination of the impact of the
renewable oxygenate standard on ethanol use, current ethanol
markets and ethanol transport needs.
Our analysis indicates that substantial increases in ethanol de-

mand can be expected, that we would expect diversions from exist-

ing use of ethanol in conventional gasoline markets and substantial
interstate movement of ethanol will be required in 1995. This is

particularly true if refiners meet the oxygenate requirement during
the winter months only, or during some fraction of the winter sea-
son.

We have not been able to analyze how these expected changes af-

fecting ethanol use will in turn affect the existing gasolines dis-

tribution system or the implementation of reformulated gasoline
program, since it is only now that refiners are making their plans
for the proposed renewable oxygenate standard and the reformu-
lated gasoline program. It is clear that increases in the need for

product segregation and storage in the transportation and distribu-

tion system will be one of the biggest impacts, along with ethanol
movement itself.

The reformulated gasoline rules combined with the anti-dumping
requirements are reducing the flexibility in the gasoline logistics

system. However, this is a very robust and flexible system.
The testimony of many witnesses at the May 1994 public hearing

on the proposal by EPA, supports the view that the logistic system
is capable of handling both reformulated gasoline and the renew-
able oxygenate standard requirements. The key issues that we will

be collecting information on this summer, as the various players in

the marketplace carry out their plans, are the following:
The reduced effective pipeline capacity and increased storage

needs due to increased product segregation that is required for the
increased number of grades and types of gasoline and distillate

fuels moving through the system; increased need for terminal

blending capacity; the transportation of ethanol itself and the po-
tential disruption foi conventional gasoline markets due to ethanol.

All of these issues are being examined by the administration, and
both the DOE and EPA are working independently and together
and are committed to doing everything to ensure that this is the
smoothest transition possible.

I thank the committee for this opportunity to testify. And I look
forward to your questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Tierney follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

SUSAN F. TIERNEY

I am pleased to be here to discuss various issues surrounding implementation of the

reformulated gasoline (RFG) program which begins, at the retail level, on January 1
,

1995 This program is a very impoaant component of the overall Clean Air Act

strategy for achieving attainment of the air quality standard for ozone and reductions

in toxic pollutants

The program will affect essentially all gasoline sold in the U S About one-third of

gasoline will have to be reformuiatea m i995. for distnbution and sale m the regions

with air quality problems, and the other two thirds will be controlled by the antidumping

regulations that govern conventional gasoline Changes m equipment or operating

procedures will be required throughout the gasoline production and distnbution system

Refinenes will have to have the necessary facilities to reduce benzene and vapor

pressure and produce the needed oxygenates to meet RFG requirements. Additional

storage tanks and improved recordkeeping and tracking will be needed throughout the

distnbution system While we don t anticipate any significant disruptions ansing from

the RFG regulations it is certainly possible, even likely with a program of this size, that

minor problems will occur

All parts of government and industry have been and will need to continue working

together to assure smooth implementation of the program For example, it will be

particularly important for the Environmental Proteaion Agency to provide clear and

complete guidance to the industry on the details of the implementing rules and for the

Department of Energy and the Energy Information Administration to gather and

publish, as soon as available, data on the production and inventory levels of

reformulated gasoline

This heanng covers a number of individual subjects related to the reformulated
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gasoline program The Depaameni of Energy s involvement m many of them has

been limited Therefore. I wiii have to defer to the other witnesses, particularly the

Environmental Protection Agency which has regulatory responsibility for the

reformulated gasoline program tor more detailed responses on many issues.

Foreign Refiner Issues

The committee has asked for comment on vanous issues relating to foreign refiners'

involvement in the reformulated gasoline program The issues of interest to the

Committee include the role played by Petroleos de Venezuela. S A (PDVSA) in the

imported gasoline market. EPA's interactions with PDVSA. and the ability of PDVSA

and other importers to certify RFG under the existing regulations.

Foreign refiners play a small but important role m supplying petroleum products to the

US They supply products in parts of the country where access to domestically

produced products may be limited such as the upper Midwest and northern New

England They also provide competition in product pricing On the East Coast (PAD

Distnct I), the area of the country using the greatest amount of imported petroleum

products, about 1 1% of the gasoline used m 1993 was imported and a fifth of this --

about 2% of total 2 4 million barrels per day used in this region-- came from

Venezuela. In response to the Committees request these gasoline import patterns

and trends are further descnbed in Attachment i to this testimony

The Department ol Energy is satisfied that EPA's announced proposal concerning new

baseline procedures for gasoline importers will neither unfairly limit importers' access

to U.S. markets nor give an advantage to foreign suppliers that is not available to US.

firms. The proposed procedures, if adopted, will allow all refiners and importers the

same opportunity to establish the baseline charactenstics of their 1990 gasolines

provided that documentation, satisfactory to EPA. can be developed
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General Agreement on Tanfts and Trade (GATT) Issues

The letter of invitation asked a number of questions regarding PDVSA's challenge

under GATT to the EPA rules. I defer to the other witnesses tor a response to these

questions.

The Committee also asked for an explanation of the GATT challenge by European

auto manufacturers to the corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards as well

as Its status and impacts Data on CAFE levels and penalties paid by foreign auto

manufacturers and other information was also requested and is included as

Attachment 2 to this testimony.

The nature of the CAFE challenge is complicated but basically revolves around an

argument that US domestic manufacturers have a greater opportunity to average

across a wide range of products in determining their corporate average fuel economy

level and that this constitutes an unfair advantage under GATT We do not agree with

this position, because of our view that the CAFE standards provide all manufacturers

essentially the same opponumty I defer to the witnesses representing the U.S. Trade

Representative for further details on the case and to the Environmental Protection

Agency for a response to the other parts of your question

Implementation of RFG Program

The Committee has asked panelists to discuss issues relating to implementation of the

reformulated gasoline rules, including what actions have been taken to monitor

compliance and identify any likely problems

The Department of Energy staff has been working and will continue to work with the

responsible offices within the Environmental Protection Agency and with members of

the refining industry to identify and address possible implementation problems. These

efforts have ranged from participation m the regulatory negotiation and the filing of
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detailed comments on EPA s notices of proposed rulemaking to analysis of specific

issues raised by EPA staff These specific efforts include

technical assistance to EPA m oeveioomg the "complex" reformulated gasoline

certification model.

cost effectiveness analysis o! alternative year-2000 NO, reduction standards.

identification ot current efnanoi suop'y ana demano patterns with implications

for necessary einanoi movements

analysis of implications o< the swacn t-om jP-4 to JP-8 for specific refiners, and

analysis ot the aoiiiiy to move refmea product to PADD IV m the event of

refinery closures

In addition, the National Petroleum Council at the request of the Department of

Energy, performed a detailed multi-year study addressing a wide range of issues

related to the reformulated gasoline rules This study was published in October 1993

and directly addresses questions of reformulated gasoline availability in 1995.

That study concluded that the refining industry was fully capable of providing RFG and

complying with the conventional gasoline antidumping rules. It also concluded that the

distnbution system was capable of efficiently moving the needed products to the

required markets. Two caveats are needed in interpreting these conclusions. The

first IS that the study assumed that workable and flexible compliance requirements

were developed and promulgated with adequate lead time for the industry to respond.

EPA and the mdusiry are working to achieve that goal right now. The second caveat

is that the study did not consider an oxygenate use mandate such as the renewable

oxygen standard, which would require a high level of ethanol use m place of MTBE.
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Irdustry's ability to comply with the reformulated gasoline rules could be affected by a

large number of factors To meet the reformulated gasoline requirements refiners

rr .St have a full understanding of all the oiies as well as the additional equipment

needed to achieve vapor pressure, oxygenate and benzene requirements. Additional

tankage to accommodate the increased number of segregated fuel components and

terminal blending will be required throughout the logistics systems. Finally, an

adequate supply of oxygenates will be needed. The availability of ethanol will be

particularly important if the proposed renewable oxygenate standard is finalized. (See

Below)

Based on the results of the National Petroleum Council study and recent contacts we

have had with the refinery industry, we do not anticipate any significant shortages or

pricing problems as a result of the reformulated gasoline requirements that were

promulgated by EPA on December i5 1993 However, we intend to work closely with

industry. EPA and DOE'S Energy Information Administration to identify any potential

problems as early as possible We will work with EPA to monitor refiners' capacity to

produce reformulated gasoline and the capability of the logistics systems to handle the

required gasolines and oxygenates We will be meeting with East Coast refiners to

discuss their RFC production capabilities and plans We will be companng this

information to our estimates of iikeiy RFG demand and to estimates of pipeline

capacity to ship RFG from the Gulf Coast to the Northeast We will also be discussing

RFG handling capability of the logistics system with some ot the key players such as

pipeline and terminal operators

We will also monitor production and inventory trends We will examine the early

production and inventory data to compare it to our estimates of what will be needed.

This should enable us and members of the industry to spot any potential trouble spots

and allow the industry to take action to avoid product shortages However, we need

to keep in mind that there is no historical data on RFG to allow compansons There

may be significant shifts m traditional patterns of supply that will limit our ability to
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draw firm conclusions This will make good communications between government and

industry even more important

Ethanol Mandate issue

The committee has asked us to comment on several issues related to the proposed

renewable oxygenate standard including the Department's analysis of its impact on

energy and the environment and on the possible effect it will have on smooth

implementation of the RFG program.

The Department of Energy has analyzed the energy and oil use and greenhouse gas

enissions impacts of the proposed renewable oxygenate standard. The draft analysis

was provided to the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of

Agriculture on March 17. 1994, and was also distnbuted to a number of experts

outside the government as part of a peer review process. This review process was

completed m May and the final report prepared m early June 1994 Copies of the final

analysis were provided to the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of

Agriculture on June 9 1994

Our analysis indicates that under a likely range of near-term scenanos. total fossil

energy use will decline one-half to one percent, while oi' use will increase two to three

percent and greenhouse gas emissions will be essentially unchanged as a result of

the renewable oxygenate standard In the longer njn we expect greater t)enefits m

terms of fossil energy and greenhouse gas emissions reductions if advanced

technology and alternative feedstocks such as cellulose replace current production

practices.

The analysis also included an examination of the impact of the proposal on ethanol

use. current ethanol markets and ethanol transport needs The analysis indicates that

substantial increases m ethanol demand, diversions from existing use in conventional
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gasoline markets and interstate movement of ethanol will be required in 1995 to meet

the requirements of the renewable oxygenate standard This is particularly true if

refiners have to meet the renewable oxygenate requirement dunng the winter months

only or during some traction of the winter season.

We have not been able to analyze how this increased level of ethanol use will affect

the existing gasoline distribution system or the implementation of the RFG program

since refiners have not yet made their plans for meeting the proposed requirements

It is clear, as cited m the letter of invitation, that increases m the need for product

segregation and storage will be one of the biggest im.pacts along with the ethanol

movement itself The RFG rules, combined with the antidumping requirements, are

reducing the flexibility of the gasoline logistics system New oxygenate use

requirements further stretch the capability of this system

The testimony of many witnesses at the May 23. 1994 public heanng on the proposal

supports the view that the logistic system is capable of handling both RFG and

renewable oxygenate standard requirements However, other witnesses disputed

this. Issues of the reduced pipeline capacity and increased storage neeas (due to

increased product segregation required for the greater number of grades and types of

gasoline and dyed distillate fuel oils), increased need for terminal blending capability,

the transport of the ethanol itself and the potential disnjption of conventional gasoline

markets due to ethanol being used m RFG markets all need to be considered before

one can be confident that no major problems will anse All these issues are being

examined as the Administration considers how to finalize its proposal The

Department of Energy will continue to provide data and analytical assistance to EPA to

help identify and quantify those issues

i thank the Committee for this opponumty to testify and I would be happy to answer

any questions
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Attachme^nt 1

I. VENEZUELAN IMPORTS OF GASOLINE TO U.S. 1989-93
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Attachment 2

CAFE RATINGS FOR BMW, VOLVO, AUDI AND MERCEDES, 1985-1994

(miles per gallon)

Model

Year

1885

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

BMW
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Mr. DiNGELL. Thanks, Ms. Tiemey.
Mr. Shapiro.

TESTIMONY OF IRA S. SHAPIRO
Mr. Shapiro. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I welcome the opportunity to be here on behalf of the USTR to

testify on this important issue.

Mr. Chairman, I think EPA's final rule promulgated on Decem-
ber 15, this rulemaking process and indeed the range of comments
by the members of the subcommittee, illustrate the complexity of
the issues when trade and environment intersect.

I think that all of us agree with Vice President CJore's comments
in Marrakesh in April, that: **We are not faced with a choice be-

tween trade and environment. We can—and must—have both."

But, Mr. Chairman, that doesn't mean that there may not be ten-

sions between the way our environmental laws are implemented
and our international obligations. And since this administration
came into office, it has been USTR's commitment as well as the
rest of the administration's, to try to resolve these tensions in a

way that allows us to have both: so that we can continue to protect
the environment whiie operating under a system of predictable
trade rules that protect our exports from discrimination and double
standards abroad.
And that approach, Mr. Chairman, has governed our handling of

trade and environment policies on a number of fronts, starting with
the NAFTA, our efforts in Geneva to strengthen the texts on sani-

tary and ph)d:osanitary measures and technical barriers to trade,
so that those texts would be far more sensitive to the rights of our

country to adopt and maintain high standards in the environment
and food safety arenas.
We have also made a strong effort to ensure that the new World

Trade Organization would have a permanent Committee on Trade
and the Environment with an ambitious program, and we have
been virtually alone in moving the international system on that

and have succeeded in moving it forward. We have also defended

vigorously and will continue to defend vigorously, U.S. environ-
mental and conservation laws against GATT challenges.
And in a recent letter to Peter Sutherland, the GATT Director

General, Mr. Chairman, Ambassador Kantor underscored his deter-

mination on a point that you raised which is to continue the efforts

that we have already begun to open up the process of dispute set-

tlement so that nongovernmental organizations, the Congress and
the public can have full confidence in decisions that are made in

trade cases with environmental implications.

Against that record, Mr. Chairman, and the commitment that we
have to bringing these difficult issues together, I would like to

briefly review our role in counseling EPA on the GATT implications
in the reformulated gasoline matter.

Also, I would say at the outset that throughout EPA's consider-

ation of these regulations, USTR was very conscious that this was
a Clean Air Act regulation that was at stake, and fulfilling the re-

quirements of the Clean Air Act was the overriding consideration.

In the fall of 1992, our staff was informed of the rulemaking
process for RFG under the Clean Air Act through contacts with
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EPA, Federal Register notices and information that was brought to

us by PDVSA representatives. In December 1992, EPA staff visited

USTR to explain the status of the reformulated gas rule, focusing
particularly on EPA's use of individual company "baselines" for do-

mestic refiners and "statutory baselines" for importers of foreign
reformulated gas.
At that time, and this is still back in 1992, USTR staff explained

to EPA the relevance of certain GATT provisions and offered pre-

liminary views on the options that EPA was considering. USTR's
GATT concerns, in fact, mirrored EPA's expressed regulatory con-

cerns that the rule promulgated be applied equitably between re-

finers.

During 1993, EPA consulted with representatives of PDVSA
about the possibility of allowing PDVSA refiners to establish an in-

dividual baseline. And when I say the "possibility," I mean the

workability of such a scheme in terms of Clean Air Act require-
ments.

In the fall of 1993, it seemed that EPA was close to reaching the
conclusion that Venezuela's concerns could be accommodated while

complying with the Clean Air Act requirements for reformulated

gas. However, in November 1993, USTR staff learned that EPA
was finalizing or planning to finalize a rule in December that
would not allow PDVSA to establish an individual baseline.

Our staff advised EPA again of the potential GATT implications
of the approach. We advised Ambassador Kantor that EPA was
planning to issue a rule which would treat foreign and domestic re-

finers differently and that Venezuela was likely to challenge in the
GATT.
Ambassador Kantor responded that the decision on a Clean Air

Act regulation was EPA's to make and that USTR would obviously
respect EPA's determination that the regulation was necessary to

meet statutory requirements and EPA objectives, and that position
was mirrored at our December 14 meeting where we provided ad-

vice on the potential GATT implications of the rule, but noted that
it was for EPA to decide what the Clean Air Act required.
At that time, EPA staff also advised us on the technical discus-

sions were ongoing with Venezuela and that the Agency had not

yet satisfied itself that it had identified the best solution to the
issue of whether to give foreign refiners individual baselines.

We understood that the door remained open, as EPA noted on
December 15, for further discussion of that question.
The next month, on January 14, the government of Venezuela re-

quested formal consultations with the United States under GATT
Article XXII. This was separate from the ongoing EPA and PDVSA
technical discussions, and we held consultations with Venezuela in

Washington on February 11 at which they alleged that the Decem-
ber 15 reformulated gasoline rule was inconsistent with GATT obli-

gations.
Their primary allegation was that the rule as formulated on De-

cember 15 was inconsistent with the principle of "national treat-

ment" embodied in Article III, which requires countries to provide
imports with treatment that is no less favorable than the treat-

ment afforded to similar products produced domestically.
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Now, on its face, the EPA rule promulgated on December 15 sub-

jects imported gasoline to different rules than those applied domes-

tically refined reformulated gasoline, and it does pose an unmistak-
able GATT question. This issue was under discussion within the
U.S. government for more than a year and recognized as a serious

potential issue.

Now, some have argued that even if EPA's rule were found to

present a case for treating an imported product less favorably in

violation of Article III, the United States could still assert a strong
defense under Article XX of the GATT.
As this committee knows. Article XX provides general exceptions

to basic GATT obligations, including for certain health and con-

servation measures. We have studied with interest, the GATT anal-

ysis submitted to us by representatives of the U.S. oil industry.

Unfortunately, their analysis of Article XX overlooks its plain

language, that Article XX exceptions are only available if health
and conservation measures do not constitute a means of, "arbitrary
or unjustifiable discrimination."

Article XX operates to strike a fine line between ensuring that
countries will be able to carry out their health, environmental, and
conservation policies effectively while at the same time not provid-

ing countries with a convenient cover for any deliberate discrimina-

tion.

Now, since under the GATT a country invoking one of the Article

XX exceptions is required to show why that exception applies, it is

up to the country promulgating the measure to show that the dis-

crimination is needed to protect health or promote conservation.

Accordingly, both before the time the rule was issued and after,

we have worked closely with the EPA as the Agency assessed
whether there was adequate justification for not affording Ven-
ezuelan refineries the opportunity to establish an individual base-

line. During February and March of this year, EPA staff deter-

mined that under carefully considered circumstances, it believed it

could establish, verify, and monitor an individual baseline for Ven-
ezuelan gasoline. This became the basis of the proposed regulation.
That process was nearly complete when Venezuela advised Am-

bassador Kantor that it would be placing on the agenda of the

March GATT Council meeting a request for establishment of a dis-

pute settlement panel. It was our position that before the GATT
panel was formed to examine Venezuela's complaint, the decision-

making process that EPA was engaged in ought to be permitted to

conclude, allowing EPA to determine whether the concerns raised

could be accommodated within the requirements of the Clean Air
Act.

Consequently, the U.S. Government made a proposal to Ven-
ezuela. We would not block their request for a GATT panel, at the

May meeting, if they basically did not seek one at the March meet-

ing and, ultimately, our then understanding of the agreement was
that EPA's issuance of a proposed rule would satisfy Venezuela,
and they would withdraw their request for a GATT panel.
As the State Department and others have indicated, as Mr. Wat-

son indicated, we provided no assurance to Venezuela as to the con-

tent of any final rule which was open for public comment, and was
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an important part of EPA reaching its decision on what the Clean
Air Act required.
Venezuela retains its ability to proceed with the GATT challenge

if it is not satisfied with the rule as it turns out.

Now, in the committee's questions, the committee has asked why
the administration simply did not accept the risk of losing a GATT
challenge on EPA's December rule. USTR believes that it is essen-

tial to try to make our country's environmental objectives and trade

objectives compatible where possible.
In this case, the Clean Air Act requirements have been and re-

main of overriding importance. We will—we were prepared and are

prepared to—defend any regulation that EPA ultimately issues on
this if EPA concludes that different treatment of Venezuela is

needed to accomplish the requirements of the act. But it has been
our view throughout the process that if the Act's requirements
could be accommodated in a way that didn't raise GATT concerns,
that that would be preferable and that we should not invite a
GATT challenge if the requirements could be met otherwise.

Mr. Chairman, T want to just turn briefly to your questions about
the pending GATT challenge on the corporate average fuel econ-

omy, or CAFE, requirements.
And I'm sorry that Congressman Waxman isn't here, but I did

want to say that I think he raised an important point about wheth-
er this case signifies anjrthing about our level of commitment to de-

fending U.S. environment health and safety measures. And I can

say, Mr. Chairman, unequivocally that it does not, and we are pre-

pared to defend very strongly U.S. health safety conservation and
environmental measures. We have done so in the cases of tuna/dol-

phin, involving the Marine Mammal Protection Act, and we have
been litigating, what we consider litigating, the CAFE case very
strongly now for over a year.

In this case, as you know, the EC has challenged the CAFE law
of the United States as well as the gas guzzler and luxury taxes.

The EC alleges that those three laws are inconsistent with our na-

tional treatment obligations under Article III. The panel met twice

last year and we have made numerous very detailed submissions—
copies of which are available to the public.
This dispute is ongoing, so I'm slightly constrained in what I can

say here. But I want to assure the committee that we have pre-
sented very strong arguments defending the CAFE requirements
and other measures. In contrast to other measures that have been

challenged under GATT, all three of these U.S. laws that have been

challenged are facially neutral.

They apply equally to domestic and foreign-built cars, so the EC
has made the principal argument that the laws have a "dispropor-
tionate impact" or discriminatory effect on their exports. And we
have made submissions that have been focused on pointing out why
that argument is misguided.

First of all, the CAFE law and the others are trade-neutral,

treating domestic and foreign cars identically, and the so-called

"disproportionate impact" is not enough to establish a claim under
GATT Article III.

Second, CAFE does not adversely affect imports as such or even
all European manufacturers. Companies from our most serious
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auto competitor, Japan, as well as some other European companies
such as Volkswagen have never paid CAFE's penalties.
The average CAFE, in fact, for all imports has been higher then

for domestic cars, so this is plainly not a statute that discriminates

against imported automobiles.

Third, the only parties that are supposedly disproportionately af-

fected are some European luxury car makers, largely Mercedes and
BMW, that have paid CAFE penalties since the mid-1980's as a
matter of choice, not because CAFE is discriminatory.
This is an interesting issue as the Chairman knows, because this

statutory scheme was on the books I think 18 years before this

challenge was brought. When CAFE was first enacted, there was
no indication that European manufacturers would not be able to

comply with its requirements. Indeed, at that time, and I think the
chart indicates this that I have attached to our testimony, Mer-
cedes-Benz and BMW actually had CAFE's above the "big three"
U.S. manufacturers.

Essentially, the fact is that after complying for several years,
several European companies chose to shift their product offerings

up-market to larger, more powerful and gas-guzzling automobiles.
We showed the GATT panel—we believe we have showed the
GATT panel—that the European car makers do produce more fuel

efficient cars in Europe but chose not to export them to the United
States. And the chart indicates the slippage in their CAFE ratings
from about 1983 and 1984, to the present time.

In contrast, U.S. manufacturers which have invested billions of

dollars in developing fuel-efficient technology and new product of-

ferings have met the CAFE requirements. Consequently, I would

say to the subcommittee that we have argued that the corporate
decisions of European manufacturers not to comply with our fuel

conservation law does not make CAFE discriminatory in any way
or in any way inconsistent with our GATT obligations.
And I would just conclude by saying that the reason we are con-

cerned and have fought this panel as vigorously as we have is that
the notion that a neutral statutory scheme could somehow be chal-

lenged successfully so long after its enactment, on the basis of the
concerns of several car makers, would be a serious extension of rea-

soning under national treatment.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Shapiro follows:]
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I welcome the opportunity to testify on behalf of USTR as
the Committee reviews the Environmental Protection Agency's
implementation of the Clean Air Act Amendments with respect to
reformulated gasoline. I will also address the Committee's
questions about the European Community's pending challenge under
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade to U.S. corporate
average fuel economy (CAFE) requirements.

EPA's final rule regarding reformulated gasoline,
promulgated on December 15, 1993, EPA's notice of proposed
rulemaking signed on April 21, 1994 and this hearing illustrate
the complex issues which can be posed when trade and
environmental issues intersect. I think we all ?gree with Vice
President Gore's statement last April in Marrakesh: "We are not
faced with a choice between trade and environment. We can -- and
must -- have both." But this does not mean that there may not be
tensions between the ways environmental laws are implemented and
our international obligations. Since this Administration came
into office, it has been USTR's commitment to try to resolve
these kinds of tensions so that we can "have both": so that we
can continue to protect our environment while operating under a

system of predictable trade rules that protect our exports from
discrimination and double standards abroad.

For that reason, this Administration has worked intensively
to make our trade and environment policies compatible in a wide
variety of situations, including this latest EPA regulation on
reformulated gas.

We insisted on and achieved a landmark supplemental
agreement to the NAFTA, dealing with the environment.

In Geneva, in December, we succeeded in negotiating changes
to the Dunkel text on sanit&ry and phytosanitary measures ( SPS )

and technical barriers to trade (TBT) which made those texts far
more sensitive to the right of this country to adopt and maintain
high standards in the environment and food safety arenas.

We made major efforts to ensure that the new WTO would
include a permanent Committee on Trade and the Environment, with
an ambitious work program. Virtually alone, we succeeded in

convincing our trading partners to create such a committee, which

they did in a Ministerial Decision on April 14, 1994.

Over the last year, we have vigorously defended U.S.
environmental and conservation laws against GATT challenges, and
supported the President's recent decision under the Pelly
Amendment to impose trade sanctions against Taiwan for its trade
in rhinoceros horns and tiger bones.

In a June 10, 1994 letter to GATT Director-General Peter
Sutherland, Ambassador Kantor underscored his determination to
continue efforts that we have already started to open up the
process of dispute settlement m the WTO so that NGOs and the
public can have confidence in the decisions made in trade cases
which have environmental implications.
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Against the background of that record, and that commitment
to the environment, I would like to briefly review USTR's role in
counseling EPA on the GATT implications of regulations it might
choose to adopt.

I know that the members of this Committee labored for years
over the myriad details of the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air
Act, including the reformulated gasoline program. While I am not
an expert, I understand that reformulated gasoline will
contribute to reducing levels of air pollution in our
metropolitan areas. USTR fully shares the Administration's, and
the Committee's, resolve to implement this program on time and in
a fully effective manner.

Throughout EPA's consideration of regulations for
reformulated gas, USTR was very conscious that a Clean Air Act
regulation was at stake, and fulfilling the requirements of the
Clean Air Act was the overriding consideration.

In the fall of 1992, USTR staff were informed of the
rulemaking process for reformulated gasoline regulations under
the Clean Air Act through contacts with EPA staff. Federal
Register notices, and information provided by representatives of
the Venezuelan oil company — Petroleos de Venezuela (PDVSA). In
December 1992, EPA staff visited USTR to explain the status of
the reformulated gasoline rule, focussing particularly on EPA's
use of individual company "baselines" for domestic refiners and
"statutory baselines" for importers of foreign reformulated
gasoline. USTR staff explained to EPA the relevance of certain
GATT provisions and offered preliminary views on some of the
options EPA was considering. USTR's GATT concerns in fact
mirrored EPA's expressed regulatory concern that its rule be
applied equitably between refiners.

During 1993, EPA consulted with representatives from PDVSA
on the possibility of allowing PDVSA refiners to establish an
individual baseline. In the fall of 1993, EPA appeared to be
close to reaching the conclusion that Venezuela's concerns could
be accommodated while complying with the Clean Air Act's
requirements for reformulated gas. However, in November 1993,
USTR staff learned that EPA was planning to issue a final rule in
December — in response to a court-ordered deadline — that did
not allow PDVSA to establish an individual baseline. USTR staff
again advised EPA of the potential GATT implications of such an
approach. USTR staff advised Ambassador Kantor that EPA was
planning to issue a rule which treated foreign and domestic
refiners differently and which Venezuela was likely to challenge
in the GATT. Ambassador Kantor responded that the decision on a
Clean Air Act regulation was EPA's to make, and that USTR would
respect EPA's dete^-mination that the regulation was necessary to
meet statutory requirements and EPA's objectives.

USTR's position at a December 14 inter-agency meeting was in

keeping with Ambassador Kantor 's decision. We were asked to, and

provided, advice on the possible GATT implications of a rule that
treated foreign refiners differently than domestic refiners, but
noted that it was for EPA to determine what the Clean Air Act
required.

At that time, EPA staff also advised us that technical
discussions with Venezuela were still under way, and that the

agency was not yet fully satisfied that it had identified the
best solution to the issue of individual baselines for foreign
refiners. When EPA issued its final rule under the court-ordered
deadline of December 15, we understood that EPA would leave the
door open for further refinement of the reformulated gas rule,
and EPA advised the public that possible solutions to the
Venezuela issue were still being considered.
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On January 14, 1994 the Government of Venezuela requested
formal consultations with the United States under GATT Article
XXII. This was separate from ongoing EPA-PDVSA technical
discussions. Consultations were held in Washington with
Venezuela on February II, during which Venezuela alleged that the
December 15 reformulated gas rule was inconsistent with U.S. GATT
obligations. Venezuela's primary allegation was that the rule
was inconsistent with the principle of "national treatment"
embodied in Article III, which requires countries to provide
imports with treatment that is no less favorable than the
treatment afforded to similar products produced domestically.

On its face, the EPA rule promulgated on December 15

subjects imported gasoline to different rules than those applied
to domestically-ref med reformulated gasoline. As such, it posed
an unmistakable GATT question. This GATT issue was under
discussion within the U.S. Government and recognized as a serious
potential problem for over a year as part of EPA's deliberations
on the rule.

Some have argued that even if EPA's rule were found to
present a case of treating an imported product less favorably, in
violation of Article III, the United States could assert a strong
defense under Article XX of the GATT. As the Committee knows.
Article XX provides general exceptions to basic GATT obligations,
including for certain health and conservation measures. We have
studied with interest the GATT analysis submitted to you by
representatives of the U.S. oil industry. Unfortunately, their
analysis of Article XX overlooks its plain language: the Article
XX exceptions are only available if the health or conservation
measures do not constitute a means of "arbitrary or unjustifiable
discrimination."

Let me illustrate this point wixih an example. If EPA were
to require foreign reformulated gasoline to be three times
"cleaner" than U.S. gasoline, it would surely have furthered the
objectives of the Clean Air Act. But this would be patently
discrimincitory, and would not have met the requirements of the
Article XX defense, and nor should it. Article XX must operate
to strike a fine line between ensuring that countries are able to

carry out their health, environmental and conservation policies
effectively, while at the same time not providing countries with
convenient cover for deliberate discrimination.

Since under the GATT a country invoking one of the Article
XX exceptions is required to show why the exception applies, it
is up to the country promulgating the measure to show that
discrimination is needed to protect health or promote
conservation. Accordingly, both before and after issuance of
EPA's rule on December 15, USTR staff worked closely with EPA as
the agency assessed whether there was adequate justification for
not affording Venezuelan refineries the opportunity to establish
an individual baseline. During February and March of this year,
the EPA staff determined that, under carefully limited
circumstances, it believed it could establish, verify, and
monitor an individual baseline for Venezuelan gas. That process
was nearly complete when Venezuela notified Ambassador Kantor on
March 8 that it would be placing on the agenda for the March 22

meeting of the GATT Council a request for the establishment of a

dispute settlement panel under GATT Article XXIII.

The Administration felt that, before a GATT panel was formed
to examine Venezuela's complaint, the decisionmaking process
should be allowed to conclude and permit EPA to determine whether
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the concerns raised in the EPA rulemaking process could be
accommodated within the requirements of the Clean Air Act. GATT
procedures allow the country whose measure is being challenged to
block a request for the establishment of a panel, but only once.
The U.S. Government therefore made a proposal to Venezuela. The
United States would not block a Venezuelan request for a panel at
the May GATT Council meeting if Venezuela would not seek a panel
at the March GATT Council meeting (which we would block).
Venezuela rejected this proposal, but agreed that it would
withdraw its request before the March 22 Council meeting if the
Administration appeared to be making progress by then. The
Administration's understanding was that EPA's issuance of a
proposed rule would satisfy Venezuela, and it would withdraw its
request. Of course,- the U.S. Government did not provide any
assurance as to the content of a final rule, if any. Venezuela
has retained its ability to proceed with a challenge if no
satisfactory final rule is issued.

The Committee has asked us why the Administration simply did
not accept the risk of losing a GATT challenge to EPA's December
rule. USTR believes that it is essential to try to make our
country's environmental objectives and our trade objectives
compatible, where possible. In this case, the Clean Air Act
requirements have been — and remain -- of overriding importance.
USTR was prepared — and is prepared — to vigorously defend a
GATT case if EPA concludes that different treatment for Venezuela
is necessary to accomplish the requirements of the Act, or if EPA
reaches that conclusion based on public comment on the new
proposed rule. But it was USTR's view throughout this process
that we should not invite a GATT challenge on reformulated
gasoline if EPA determined that the Clean Air Act requirements
could be realized in a way that did not raise such GATT concerns.

I will now turn to the Committee's questions concerning the
EC's pending GATT challenge to our corporate average fuel economy
(CAFE) requirements. As the Committee knows, a GATT dispute
settlement panel has been reviewing the EC challenge to CAFE, as
well as the gas guzzler and luxury taxes, since last year. The
EC has alleged that the three U.S. laws are inconsistent with
U.S. national treatment obligations under GATT Article III. The
panel met twice last fall, and we have made numerous, very
detailed submissions, copies of which have been available to the
public. With respect to CAFE specifically, we have received
assistance from EPA, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, and the Department of Energy.

This dispute is ongoing, so I am somewhat constrained in
what I am able to say. However, the United States has presented
very strong arguments to defend CAFE requirements and the other
measures, which are part of the public record. In contrast to
most measures that have been subjected to GATT dispute settlement
proceedings, all three of the U.S. laws challenged m the CAFE
dispute are facially neutral; in other words, they apply equally
to domestic and foreign-built cars. So, the EC's principal
argument has been that these laws have had a "disproportionate
impact" or a discriminatory effect on their exports.

Our submissions have argued that the EC's legal and factual
claims on CAFE are misguided for several obvious reasons.

o First, the CAFE law is trade-neutral, treating domestic and
foreign cars identically, and a so-called "disproportionate
impact" is not enough to establish a claim under GATT
Article III.
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o Second, CAFE does not adversely affect imports as such or
even all European manufacturers: compaiiies from our most
serious automotive competitor, Japan, as well as other
European companies (such as Volkswagen), have not paid CAFE
penalties. (EC exports account for less than 4 percent of
the U.S. market.) The average CAFE for all imports has
always been higher than that of domestic cars.

o Third, the only parties that are supposedly
"disproportionately affected" are some European luxury car
makers (largely Mercedes-Benz and BMW) that have paid CAFE
penalties since the mid-1980s as a matter of choice, not
because CAFE is discriminatory. When CAFE was first
enacted, there was no indication that European manufacturers
would not be able to comply with the requirements --
Mercedes and BMW had CAFEs above the Big Three U.S.
manufacturers at the beginning of the program. When the law
was drafted in 1975, three quarters of American cars had
fuel economies below 27.5 miles per gallon, which is the
current standard, while the fuel economy of imports was much
higher.

The fact is, that after complying with CAFE for several
years, European companies such as Mercedes and BMW shifted their
product offerings up-market to larger, more powerful -- and gas-
guzzling -- automobiles. We showed the GATT panel that European
car makers do produce more fuel-efficient cars m Europe, but
choose not to export them to the United States. There's a chart
attached to my testimony produced by the Traffic Safety
Administration that illustrates how, after achieving CAFEs near
the current standard of 27.5 miles-per-gallon in 1983 and 1984,
Mercedes' and BMW's CAFEs slipped to ^ust above 21 miles per
gallon in the second part of the decade. In contrast, U.S.
manufacturers, who invested billions of dollars in developing
fuel efficiency technology and new product offerings after 1975,
have met CAFE requirements .

In sum, we have argued that the corporate decisions of

European manufacturers not to comply with our fuel conservation
law do not make CAFE discriminatory or in any way inconsistent
with oar GATT obligations.

I would be pleased to answer further questions from the
Committee.
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Mr. DiNGELL. Thank you, Mr. Shapiro.
Ms, Nichols.

TESTIMONY OF MARY NICHOLS
Ms. Nichols. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have submitted written testimony, and yesterday also delivered

to your offices for the committee, answers to the questions that
were submitted in writing. And I would like to ask that those be
entered into the record.

I would like to just briefly make a few remarks and then if there
are additional questions, of course, we will be happy to answer
them.
Mr. DiNGELL. Without objection, that will be done. And we will

recognize you for such summary as you choose to give, Ms. Nichols.
Ms. Nichols. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for holding this hearing

today and particularly for putting the issue of reformulated gaso-
line into a broader context of implementation of the Clean Air Act.

I have brought along with me a chart which reflects where we
are with respect to implementation of the Clean Air Act amend-
ments of 1990. And I simply want to say and to thank you and oth-

ers for your comments earlier this morning that indeed EPA is

working very hard to implement the 1990 amendments aggres-
sively.
We were faced with a backlog of deadlines that had not been met

in the past and of rules that had not been issued, of decisions that
needed to be made. We believe that we have made major progress
within the last few months in cleaning up that backlog and would
simply like to point out using this chart, that to date we have now
issued emissions-reducing regulations which are addressed to, and
we expect will achieve about 90 percent of the reductions that are

required under the 1990 amendments.
In addition to that, we have seen major efforts on the part of the

States to submit implementation plans and amendments to their

plans that are required under the amendments. And perhaps most
importantly of all, despite the very poor weather conditions this

summer, the high temperatures and inversion levels, we are seeing
improvements continuing in the level of emissions, and even when
we are experiencing violations of the health standards, we are still

seeing overall, the trend lines are continuing to move in the right
direction, which is to reduce the overall levels of pollution in our

smoggiest areas.
We feel that the reformulated gasoline rule that is the major sub-

ject of the committee's attention today, is one of the critical compo-
nents of this success story and of our ability to not only achieve but
to maintain air quality standards in the future as driving numbers
of cars and the vehicle miles travel continue to grow. The reformu-
lated gasoline program is an important component of the State's

plans for achieving the mandatory 15 percent reductions in volatile

organic compounds that the act called for and it has been a popular
program.

It has been adopted by States that were not required to imple-
ment the program, so that today the entire Northeastern United
States has now opted into the program.
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EPA's goal in this administration has been to promulgate the

regulatory negotiation that was agreed to in 1991, to get the regu-
lations that describe the basic program out by the court-ordered
deadline of December 15, 1993, and as with this committee, to en-

sure that there will be an adequate supply of reformulated gasoline
on time when the program is scheduled to begin, with no price

spikes.
Since we came out with the proposal or with the final rule, ex-

cuse me, since the Administrator signed the final rule on December
15, we have indeed proposed changes around the margins of the

program. We have proposed two additions to the program which
were not part of the December 15 rule, and both of those are under
consideration at the moment. They are on slightly different time-

tables, but we have not made final decisions with respect to either

one of these items and we are reviewing and have sought very ex-

tensive public comment on these issues.

We did decide on December 15 to indicate to the Venezuelans
and to other interested parties, that we were open to considering
a change in the baseline calculation provision of the act, and I will

just take a second to, if I may, to amplify on that.

In the regulatory negotiation, EPA and all of the other parties

agreed that there would be a 3-year window from 1995 to 1998
under—during which companies would be allowed to apply for indi-

vidual baselines under the reformulated gasoline program, and
then in 1998, all would be subjected to the use of a complex model
which would ensure that everyone would be achieving the exact

same amount of reductions.

During that 3-year, phase-one period, companies could apply
based on data to establish their own individual baselines. When I

came to my job in November of this past year, 1993, I found that
this rule was nearing its final stage and this was one of several is-

sues that remained to be addressed.
I was aware at that time that the staff at EPA had reached a

considerable degree of comfort with the notion that there could be
a separate baseline established for foreign refiners as well as for

domestic refiners, the issue had not been explicitly addressed in

the "Reg Neg" at all. I, however, simply did not have time to ad-

dress that issue to be fully briefed on it and to reach a level of com-
fort that enabled me to make that proposal to the Administrator.

Therefore, when we went out in December 15 with the final rule,
we did not include any special treatment or any indication that for-

eign refiners would be allowed to achieve the same degree of con-
sideration for establishing a baseline as domestics would.
So to the extent that there has been a shift in position on the

part of the EPA, I think I need to acknowledge that there is a re-

sponsibility there on my part as a result of having come into the

process late, and my principal goal in all of this was to get the

major rule out. I believe that we have succeeded in doing that.

There is nothing about the proposal for a separate baseline being
allowed to the foreign refiners that will impact on the supply of re-

formulated gasoline. If anything, if foreign refiners are allowed to

qualify for separate baselines, that would only increase the avail-

able supply of reformulated gasoline when the program comes into

effect January 1 of next year.
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The other proposal that we are considering and that we have put
out for public comment deals with the role of renewable fuels in the

oxygenated portion of the reformulated gasoline program. As has
been indicated, 2 percent of reformulated gasoline needs to be oxy-

genate, and within that market, EPA is proposing that 30 percent
of the oxygenate be made from renewable fuels.

The purpose of this proposal was to separate the issue of renew-
able fuels from the basic reformulated gasoline proposal. Again, to

get the basic requirements out but also to take comment on a long-

standing policy of this and previous administrations that is de-

signed to promote the use of renewable fuels in the domestic mar-
ket.

Unlike prior administration proposals, the EPA's current pro-

posal does not involve any waiver or any danger of compromise on
the environmental benefits of the program. But it is designed to

consider whether we have adequate legal authority as well as the

technical basis to proceed with a program that would assure that
renewables are able to compete in the market for the oxygenated
fuels program.

I know you are going to have further questions on that, so I

won't expand any further. But I would simply like to reiterate that
the basic formula for reformulated gasoline has been known since

1991 when the "Reg Neg" was completed.
Refineries around this country and some foreign refineries, in-

cluding those in Venezuela, have already made the necessary
changes to their basic refining equipment that will allow them to

make reformulated gasoline that meets the requirements in the
Clean Air Act. The two issues that are under discussion here, the

foreign refiner baseline and the renewable mandate in the

oxygenated program, will not affect that basic issue.

It is our commitment that if we move forward with either of

those proposals, we will do so in a way that maintains the forward
momentum towards achieving full implementation of reformulated

gasoline rule, as Ms. Tiemey indicated, we have been working ex-

tensively with refiners, suppliers, transporters and others over the
last months on this rule. I will be happy to provide you with more
details about that later. But we are committed to assuring that this

program gets implemented on time and in the manner that was in-

tended.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Nichols follows:]
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, for the

opportunity to appear here this morning.

The efforts we will discuss today are, of course, part of the larger national

effort to reduce air pollution, so the first thing I would like to do this morning is

take a moment to bring you up to date on that national effort. My hope is to

provide a context for the ongoing discussion about resources and priorities, as well

as for the specific issues which we will address today.

To put It directly, the air quality news across America is good. This is

particularly true at the state and local level where governments are putting in place

the plans and rules necessary to meet the standards of the Act. While often the

focus tends to be on conflicts of failures, the broad picture is that the vast majority

of state implementation plan elements required under the Act are being completed

by our state and local paaners. EPA's continuing goal is to be supportive of our

governmental counterparts as they work to implement the ground level aspects of

the program. Almost without exception we are finding these partners to be

competent, committed participants in the effprt to achieve clean air.

Most importantly, the results of our )Oint efforts are clear. Let me give you

some background. According to the latest air quality data for the most recent ten-

year period:

: Every criteria pollutant for which we have national health standards is

showing consistent reductions across America; as you know, we have

national health standards for ozone, lead, nitrogen dioxide, carbon

monoxide, and particulates.

; Monitoring indicates that 46 of 98 ozone nonanainment areas

designated m 1991 are meeting the health standards for the last three

years. 27 have already applied for redesignation to attainment.
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3 Monitoring also indicates that 23 of 42 carbon monoxide areas are

showing air quality improvements in line with national health

standards.

In addition:

3 In March of this year, this Administration was able to finally break the

pattern of conflict and litigation on air toxics by issuing a major rule

regulating emissions from chemical plants, the largest source of air

toxics.

3 This rule will get close to 90 percent reductions from these plants -

VOC reductions alone from the rule are the equivalent of removing 38

million cars (this represents about one-quarter of all U.S. cars) from

the road - and it will provide targeted flexibility through averaging so

that companies can manage unusually high cost situations.

: More than two dozen additional toxics standards will be issued over

the next two years.

z Thanks to tough standards for vehicles and fuels, and excellent

response from American industry, emissions from cars, trucks and

buses continue to be reduced. These reductions are in spite of

increases in the number of vehicles on the road, and the number of

miles being travelled by each vehicle.

z In the area of mobile sources, we are now even beginning to get

reductions from new designs in lawn mowers, leaf blowers and chain

saws, and will soon be getting reductions from new designs in

outboard motors.

3 In short, following the renewed commitment demonstrated by the

Clean Air Act Amendments, and the strong commitment of this

Administration to implementation, we have completed rules that

account for almost 90 percent of the 57 billion pounds of emissions

reductions expected from the 1990 Amendments. Almost everyone is

making a contribution to the national effort to clean the air. And most
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importantly, those contributions are showing up in real reductions of

air pollution.

Given this level of progress, my overriding catioi.o :ourse, is to

build on the progress and keep our commitment to clean air.

Unfortunately and you know this well - much remains to be done in order

to achieve our goal. Despite this progress across the country:

; More than 50 million Amencans still live in areas which do not meet

ambient health standards;

- Far too many people are still exposed to air toxics from large and

small stationary sources, and from mobile sources;

- And as members of this Subcommittee well know, the people behind

these statistics are real, and often, m today's health care system, too

poor to be sick.

- Depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer, and the resulting increases

in skin cancer and cataracts continues to challenge us globally;

- We continue to struggle with visibility issues m our national parks,

even while sulfur dioxide reductions continue at an historic pace;

t While we have achieved significant reductions through technological

improvements in the mobile source sector, the continued growth of

vehicle miles traveled threatens to overwhelm our hard-won gains and

undermine the investments we've made; and finally.

"
Climate change resulting from greenhouse gas emissions remains as a

threat which could overwhelm any other efforts on pollution control

and environmental management.

To put It directly, we still have a long way to go. Despite real and tangible

progress, we face tremendous challenges in order to make the necessary further

emissions reductions. Certainly the record heat of last week, and the resulting air

quality problems, confirms that we cannot relax our efforts. The remainder of my

comments this morning will focus on the specifis of some of those efforts.
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Reformulated Gasoline Program

As you know, the final reformulated gasoline regulations were promulgated

by EPA on December 15, 1993. The reformulated gasoline program is one of the

most important ozone and air toxics programs in the 1990 Clean Air Act

Amendments. This one program will provide areas with about 30 percent of the

emissions reductions required by 1996. The first phase of the program begins in

January 1995, and will provide annual reductions of up to 140,000 tons of volatile

organic compound (or VOC) emissions; the second phase will begin in January

2000 and will provide additional VOC reductions in excess of 40,000 tons per year

and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) reductions in excess of 20,000 tons per year.

Companies in the fuels and related industries will have new growth

opportunities as a result of the reformulated gasoline program, and the closely

related oxygenated fuels program, in total, revenues are estimated to be higher on

average by $300 million to $400 million per year during the 1992 to 2000 time

period.

The reformulated gasoline program is required m the nine cities with the

worst levels of ozone pollution. The Clean Air Act also provides that the governor

of a state may opt into the reform program for any other ozone nonattainment

area. Currently, the governors of all states in the Northeast United States, from

Virginia through Maine, have opted into the reform program for the vast majority of

ozone nonattainment areas in their states. In addition, the Governor of Wisconsin

has opted m the ozone nonattainment portions of Wisconsin, and the Governors of

Kentucky and Texas have opted m for some, but not ail, ozone nonattainment

areas in their states. We estimate that with at current level of opt-ins,

approximately one-third of overall U.S. gasoline consumption will be reformulated

in 1995.

Under this program, reformulated gasoline will result in reductions in motor

vehicle emissions of ozone forming and toxics emissions. The levels of emissions

reductions are in two phases: Phase I standards apply from 1995 through 1999,

and the more stringent Phase II standards apply beginning in 2000. In addition,

NOx emissions may not increase relative to 1990 levels under Phase I, and under
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Phase II NOx emissions must be reduced. VOC and NOx emissions are regulated

because of their role in the formation of ozone pollution, and toxics emissions are

regulated because 50 percent of the cancer deaths from toxic air pollution are

attributed to motor vehicle emissions.

This program also requires that each refiner and importer must keep non-

reformulated gasoline (conventional gasoline) at least as clean as the gasoline

produced or imported in 1990, to prevent refiners from "dumping
"

into

conventional gasoline the dirty gasoline components remaining from the

reformulated gasoline refining process. These are the "anti-dumping"

requirements.

The anti-dumping standards, thus, are the quality of a refiner's gasoline m

1990, or the refiner's 1990 baseline. These 1990 baselines also form a portion of

the standards for reformulated gasoline, but only during 1995 through 1997.

1990 Baselines and Imported Gasoline

EPA proposed a limited use of individual baselines under the reformulated

gasoline standards as a result of the Regulatory Negotiation (Reg Neg) which EPA

conducted as part of the reformulated gasoline rulemaking. At the time of the Reg

Neg, in 1991, EPA could not adequately quantify the exact relationships between

all gasoline parameters and the levels of VOC, toxics, and NOx emissions. But

industry needed to know as much as possible in 1991 or 1992 about the

standards that would apply for reformulated gasoline in 1995, in order to have the

lead-time necessary to make refinery modifications. As a result, one of the key

agreements from the Reg Neg was that EPA would propose the so-called "simple

model" for certification of reformulated gasoline during 1995 through 1997. EPA

adopted these simple model provisions in the Final Rule.

The "simple model" sets industry-wide standards for those parameters for

which EPA could confidently predict the emissions effects of (for example, RVP,

benzene and oxygen). There were other parameters, however, for which we knew
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there was a likely emissions effect, but we did not know the magnitude of this

effect, these parameters are sulfur. T 90 (which is a distillation parameter), and

olefins. The simple model's approach for these three parameters is to hold each

refiner and importer to its individual 1990 baseline level for these parameters. If

each refiners and importers reformulated gasoline remains below their 1990

baseline levels for these parameters, then the U.S. average levels will remain

constant at approximately 1990 levels. As a result, we would avoid any adverse

emissions effects that would result from elevated levels of sulfur, T 90, and

olefins.

Beginning in 1998, however, the "simple model" may no longer be used for

certifying reformulated gasoline, and all refiners and importers must use the

"complex model."' The "complex model" is used to calculate the levels of VOC,

toxics, and NOx emissions for gasoline formulations in relation to Clean Air Act

baseline gasoline (which approximates 1990 U.S. average gasoline quality) , and

does not rely on individual baselines. The complex model is based on significant

amounts of EPA and industry emissions test data collected after the regulatory

negotiation to estimate the emissions effects of many gasoline parameters not

included in the simple model.

The reformulated gasoline regulations include procedures for establishing

baselines of 1990 gasoline quality that are different for domestic refiners versus

importers. Domestic refiners use: 1 ) actual test data from gasoline produced in

1990: 2) test data from 1990 blendstocks. or 3) gasoline and-or blendstock test

data from years subsequent to 1990 combined with an evaluation of the refinery

configuration to predict 1990 gasoline quality.

The final rule, however, only allows importers to establish baselines using

actual 1990 gasoline test data, or to default to the statutory baseline. The

regulations do not let importers use the other baseline-setting methods available to

domestic refiners, because they are not expected to be able to accurately predict

the quality of gasoline imported in 1990. We expect that few, if any, importers

will have adequate 1990 test data, however. As a result most, if not all. importers
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will be assigned the "statutory baseline" or "Clean Air Act" baseline, a baseline

that approximates the average qualitv of gasoline used m the United States m

1990.

All of my testimony to this point is background for the issue that is the

concern of this Subcommittee, the baselines that apply to imported gasoline.

Now. I would like to describe the events around what we call the foreign refinery

baseline issue.

Our first proposal for reformulated gasoline, m July 1991, treated all refiners

equally and did not draw any distinctions between domestic refiners and importers

with regard to baselines. This is consistent with our goal for all regulations, that

parties who are situated similarly be treated equally. At that time, we simply had

not identified the issue of baselines for foreign refiners as presenting difficult

questions.

One month later, m August 1991. the Regulatory Negotiation Agreement for

reformulated gasoline was signed. This Agreement does not address baselines for

imported gasoline one way or the other.

We revised our position on foreign refiner baselines in the subsequent April

1992 reformulated gasoline proposal, where we differentiated between domestic

and foreign refiners. By the time of that proposal, we had identified the foreign

refiner baseline issue, and were concerned about three possibilities if we allowed

foreign refiners to establish baselines: 1) that foreign refiners would not have the

data necessary to establish accurate baselines; 2) that EPA would be unable to

enforce a program that relied on foreign refinery baselines; and 3) that there would

be adverse environmental consequences from allowing individual foreign refiners to

choose whether or not to establish an individual baseline, what we call the

"gaming" issue.

The gaming concern was that those foreign refiners with "cleaner"than-

average gasoline, who could establish an individual baseline, would instead choose

the statutory baseline, and then degrade their gasoline quality. Those with

"dirtier" -than-average gasoline would likely choose to establish their own individual
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baseline. The net effect of this selection process could be a degradation in the

overall quality of imported gasoline.

In our April 1992 proposal, our solution to these concerns was to treat all

foreign refiners as a class, by assigning the statutory baseline to all imported

gasoline, unless the importer had actual test data on their 199C gasoline.

In response to our 1992 proposal, we received comments from Petroleos de

Venezuela (PDVSA), the Venezuelan national oil company. PDVSA complained

that the baseline-setting approach we proposed for imported gasoline was unfair,

in that domestic refiners would be able to use individual refinery baselines, while

imported gasoline would be held to the statutory baseline. PDVSA said they would

not be able to meet the olefin level m the statutory baseline until 1996 or 1997.

This IS true, according to PDVSA, even though the actual olefin levels of their

gasoline in 1995 will be cleaner than their 1990 baseline levels as a result of

refinery modifications they have made in order to produce gasoline to meet the

reformulated gasoline standards. PDVSA also said that the EPA proposal for

baseline-setting would violate the national treatment provisions of the General

Agreement of Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

EPA officials held a series of meetings on the foreign refiner baseline issue

during the Fall of 1992 and during 1993. Thdse included meetings with PDVSA

officials, with domestic refiners to hear their concerns, and with representatives of

other agencies, primarily officials from the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative

and the State Department, to better understand the GATT obligations.

Throughout these discussions, EPA's purpose was to identify the optimal

solution to the foreign refiner baseline issue, that would treat domestic and foreign

refiners as much alike as possible, and in accordance with the air quality objectives

of the reformulated gasoline program.

Our February 1993 proposal invited comment on allowing individual

baselines for foreign refiners with certain limitations. In September 1993, a fairly

specific approach to regulating foreign refinery baselines was discussed with

PDVSA that would have allowed limited use of foreign refinery baselines. While
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this approach seemed to address our concerns and to be responsive to the

concerns raised by PDVSA, we were not convinced it was the optimal solution

from an environmental perspective. In late 1993, we were evaluating a number of

additional options, some of which included modified "standards" for imported

gasoline that would rely on "complex model" analyses to achieve the necessary air

quality benefits.

Through these discussions and continuing into late 1993, we learned that all

foreign refiners probably are not the same with regard to our concerns. In

particular, we learned that PDVSA probably does have the data necessary to

establish accurate individual baselines for their refineries. In addition, we

concluded that we might be able to construct an enforcement program that works

well with foreign refinery baselines. Lastly, we became less convinced that

allowing foreign refiners the option of establishing individual baselines would result

in adverse environmental consequences from gaming.

We were faced with a court-imposed deadline for issuing the reformulated

gasoline final rule of December 15, 1993. As that date approached, we had not

fully resolved the issues involving foreign refiner baselines. As a result, we

promulgated the final rule with the baseline-setting approach that had been

proposed m 1992. At the press conference announcing the final rule, however, I

explained that EPA was still considering this issue, and would continue discussions

with PDVSA.

PDVSA responded to this invitation, and EPA held meetings with them

during December 1993. On January 14 of this year, however, the government of

Venezuela requested formal GATT consultations on the reformulated gasoline final

rule. EPA's discussions with the Venezuelan Government continued subsequent to

their request for GATT consultations, and culminated in an agreement which

addressed their GATT complaint on March 22, 1994.

Under this agreement with the Venezuelan Government, they temporarily

agreed to hold off further GATT proceedings. In return, EPA agreed to propose for

full public comment an approach for regulating impoaed gasoline that would allow
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limited use of foreign refinery baselines. This proposal was signed by

Administrator Browner on April 21, 1994 and published in the Federal Register on

May 2, 1994. A public hearing on the proposal was held on May 23, 1994.

Under the proposal, importers would be allowed limited use of baselines

established for a foreign refinery to demonstrate compliance with the reformulated

gasoline standards for gasoline produced at the foreign refinery and imported for

use in the United States. In effect, they would use the individual baseline the

same way domestic refiners use it in the formulated gasoline program. Use of

individual foreign refinery baselines would be limited in the following ways:

: EPA would have to specifically approve the baseline for the foreign refinery.

In oraer to obtain a baseline, the foreign refiner would have to submit a

petition to EPA, which would include the same types of gasoline and

blendstock testing data and refinery modelling analyses that domestic

refiners must submit, in addition, a foreign refiner would have to support its

baseline petition with a report prepared by an independent baseline auditor

As with domestic refiners. EPA would have to approve the auditor. One key

aspect of a foreign refiner s baseline petition is that it would have to

conclusively establish the quality and volume of gasoline that was used in

the United States in 1990. and not |ust the refinery's overall gasoline quality

in 1990.

: Individual foreign refinery baselines could be used by importers only to

demonstrate compliance with reformulated gasoline standards, and could not

be used to demonstrate compliance with antidumping standards. This limits

Its use to 3 parameters - sulfur, olefins, and T 90.

: The total volume of imported gasoline that could be subject to the individual

baseline for any foreign refinery would be limited each year to the refinery's

1990 baseline volume. This volume limit would ensure that the emissions

impact of allowing an individual baseline for a foreign refiner's gasoline

would be no worse beginning in 1995 than they were in 1990.
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o The importer would be required to establish the refinery-of-ongin for any

imported gasoline that would be subject to an individual foreign refinery

baseline, through gasoline inspections and audits conducted by independent

inspectors and auditors at the foreign refinery. In addition, an annual audit

by a US. based CPA would be required. The auditor would be required to

confirm that the gasoline loaded onto the ship was in fact produced at the

foreign refinery m question.

: EPA inspectors would have to be given full access to the foreign refinery to

conduct announced and unannounced inspections and audits related to the

individual foreign refinery's baseline or any gasoline produced at the foreign

refinery.

An additional constraint on use of individual baselines, that I discussed

earlier, is that individual baselines are relevant for reformulated gasoline

certification only during 1995 through 1997. Beginning in 1998 all compliance

determinations for reformulated gasoline are in relation to the statutory baseline.

This time constraint would also apply to importers using individual foreign refinery

baselines.

Importers would be able to use an individual foreign refinery baseline only if

all of these constraints and conditions are fully met. In the event any condition is

not met with regard to any foreign refinery, importers would not be allowed to use

that foreign refinery's baseline.

The proposal asks for public comments on the specifics of the approach I

have just described and its underlying assumptions, and on other ways of resolving

the foreign refiner baseline issue. In addition, we are especially interested in

receiving comments on any potential environmental and public health effects. I

want to assure you that I am strongly committed to full public participation in this

rulemaking process and have not come to any conclusion as to what the final

resolution should be.

I would now like to clear up some misimpressions about "dirty" Venezuelan

gasoline. While it is true the Venezuelan gasoline is projected to be somewhat
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dirtier in some respects in 1995 compared to statutory baseline gasoline, it is

proiected to be cleaner in others. If PDVSA were to keep its gasoline at 1990

levels for sulfur, olefins and T-90, the environmental impact would be an increase

in NOx of about two tenths of one percent in the Northeast U.S. compared to the

statutory baseline. If it cleans up its gasoline from its 1990 levels, as it

anticipates, the environmental effect will be a slight increase -
eight one-

hundredths of one percent - in NOx in the Northeast U.S. as compared to the

statutory baseline. This increase is in comparison to gasoline that meets the

statutory baseline. If, however, PDVSA's 1995 gasoline is compared to their 1990

gasoline quality (as is done for domestic refiners), there is np increase in emissions

due to sulfur, olefins and T-90 levels.

In addition, under the proposed approach PDVSA's gasoline is projected to

be slightly cleaner than statutory gasoline in terms of VOC emissions, and much

cleaner in terms of toxics emissions.

I would like to emphasize that the current proposal is a continuation of a

process in which EPA has been engaged for at least the past two years: to

identify the optimal solution to the issue of regulating imported gasoline under the

reformulated gasoline program, taking into account the requirements of the Clean

Air Act and the GATT, and the views of all who are regulated parties under the

reformulated gasoline program or who would benefit from the air quality

improvements resulting from the use of reformulated gasoline, in addition, the

current proposal is just that: it proposes an option for addressing the foreign

refinery baseline issue, and seeks public comment on this option. As noted earlier,

we held a public hearing on the proposal on May 23. The public comment period

is open through June 23. EPA is not obligated to promulgate a final rule that

follows the proposal. EPA will promulgate an approach for regulating imported

gasoline that differs from the December final rule only if we are convinced,

following full public comment, that the new approach is bener than the December

rule's approach.
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We are absolutely commined to, and have preserved the integrity of, EPA's

rulemaking process and the oppoftunity for public participation. No substantive

promises or agreements have been made that would require any particular outcome

from the current proposal.

Renewable Oxygenates Proposal

Another issue on which you requested testimony today is EPA's proposal

regarding the use of renewable oxygenates in the reformulated gasoline program.

Congress and the present and past Administrations have long supported the

development and use of renewable fuels to reduce oil imports, save fossil energy,

reduce global warming emissions, and develop domestic sources of fuel. This

support has taken the form of a number of legislative and policy initiatives,

including, for example, tax credits for renewable fuels and hundreds of millions of

dollars through the Departments of Energy and Agriculture invested in research and

development related to the production and commercialization of renewable fuels.

As a result of these initiatives, the renewable fuels industry has grown and

developed into a significant industry. In pursuing the renewables proposal, EPA's

objective is to ensure that the reformulated gasoline program is consistent with

this long-standing policy, and to obtain the benefits expected from such a policy.

Section 21 1(k)(1) of the Act directs EPA to establish reasonable

requirements for reformulated gasoline, including regulations to achieve the

greatest possible reduction in emissions of VOCs and toxics. When setting the

reformulated gasoline emission performance standards, the Agency is directed to

consider the cost of emission reductions, any non-air quality, and other air quality

effects, related health and environmental impacts, and energy requirements. As

mentioned previously, the Act stipulates certain compositional specifications, such

as the two percent oxygen content requirement. To meet this requirement,

oxygenates must be added to gasoline. The two most common oxygenates used

today are MTBE and ethanol. MTBE is an ether derived primarily from methanol,

which in turn is produced from natural gas. Ethanol is an alcohol produced
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primanly from corn, though it can be produced from other feedstocks as well. A

third oxygenate, ETBE, is an ether derived from ethariol.

The 1991 regulatory negotiation agreement formed the basis for EPA's

proposed rule on reformulated gasoline issued in April 1992. Just before that

proposal was announced, however, ethanol supporters raised concerns about the

role of ethanol m reformulated gasoline.

Splash-blending any alcohol, whether it be ethanol or methanol, with

gasoline raises the volatility of the blend, which leads to increased evaporative

emissions from motor vehicles. This makes it Difficult for such a blend to achieve

the summertime VOC emission reduction requirements of reformulated gasoline.

EPA has. however, always believed ethanol could play a significant role in

reformulated gasoline, either directly or in the form of ETBE which does not

increase gasoline volatility. Direct use of splash-blended ethanol m winter months

would pose no difficulties, and ethanol blended with low-volatility blendstocks

could be used in the summer months. Nonetheless, the ethanol industry and farm

interests expressed concern that EPA's proposed program would effectively

exclude ethanol from the reformulated gasoline market. They sought a surrsmer

volatility waiver for eihanol-based reformulated gasolines. Other signatories to the

regulatory negotiation agreement such as the oil industry, methanol and ether

producers, states, and environmental groups opposed such a waiver. At the

request of ethanol and farm interests, the Agency held a public hearing to receive

testimony on this and other issues m June of 1992 in Chicago.

In the fall of 1992, former President Bush announced a plan regarding the

use of ethanol in the RFG program. This plan included the Environmental

Protection Agency s proposal of a program to promote the use of ethanol and other

renewable oxygenates in the reformulated gasoline program during the summer.

This program would have granted ethanol blends the equivalent of a one psi

volatility waiver during the summer by requiring other reformulated gasolines to

have lower volatility m order to offset the volatility increase of the ethanol blends.
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The Bush ethanol proposal was opposed bv nearly all commenters. Ethanol

interests, state regulators, environmental groups, and the oil industry objected to it

on legal and environmental grounds and or claimed that the program would be

unworkable. Consequently, EPA decided not to promulgate the Bush ethanol

program as part of the final rule for reformulated gasoline, which was signed by

EPA Administrator Carol Browner in December of 1993.

In December 1993, the Agency also proposed a different strategy to help

assure a role for renewable oxygenates, such as ethanol, in an environmentally

friendly way. This proposal requires that 30 percent of the oxygen in reformulated

gasoline come from renewable sources, such as ethanol or methanol not made

from fossil fuels. To prevent detrimental environmental effects in the summer

months, the proposal would not count toward the 30 percent requirement

oxygenates such as ethanol which increase evaporative emissions when gasoline is

commingled muse. The proposal includes year-round, nationwide trading

provisions to minimize cost and maximize flexibiliry.

The intent of the current renewable oxygenate proposal would be to assure

that oxygenates, such as ethanol. and potentially MTBE or ETBE. produced from

renewable resources, have a substantial share of the reformulated gasoline

oxygenate market without sacrificing the environmental goals of the reformulated

gasoline program. EPA believes that this program will assure the diversity of

oxygenates in the marketplace. By assuring renewable oxygenates a place in the

market, this program will help stimulate commercialization of more advanced

technologies with even greater environmental and energy benefits. Expanding the

use of renewable fuels made from domestic resources such as corn, grain, wood,

and even garbage can help reformulated gasoline clean the air m our cities, lower

long-term emissions of harmful greenhouse gases, and reduce the use of fossil

fuels.

EPA believes it has statutory authority to promulgate such a program, which

EPA believes will provide beneficial effects on fossil energy consumption and
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greenhouse gas emissions. In the December proposal, EPA specifically asked for

comments on the issues of statutory authority, fossil energy consumption,

greenhouse gas emissions, and adequacy of ethanol supply, among other topics.

The Agency also held a public hearing on January 14, 1994 to receive testimony

regarding the renewable oxygenate proposal. The subsequent comment period

closed on February 14, 1994. In excess of 12,000 comments were received on

the proposal. The Agency is presently making final decisions and plans to

announce a final decision on the proposal by the end of this month. As part of this

process, we have coordinated with other Federal agencies, including the

Departments of Energy, Agriculture, Transportation, and Treasury and the Office of

Management and Budget.

I would also like to assure the Commmee that EPA is working closely with

fuel providers to assure the smooth implementation of the reformulated gasoline

program as a whole. As part of this process, we are working with refiners of all

sizes, pipeline operators, terminal operators, marketers, and oxygenate suppliers to

address and resolve potential problems before they occur.

Transportation Conformity

In your written questions you asked about the inclusion of NOx emissions

reduction requirements in the final transportation conformity rule. The rule's NOx

provisions were part of the proposed conformity rule. Over thirty commenters

specifically addressed the issue of what, if any, NOx requirements should be

imposed during the "interim" conformity period. Although the proposal did not

suggest such requirements, the transportation and environmental communities

were aware that they were an issue and provided comments on the desirability of

the type of provisions which were eventually included in the final rule.

Administrator Browner and DOT Secretary Pena, based on the public comments

received on the proposal and further study of the Clean Air Act, determined that
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the Act's conformJtv provisions require analysis of NOx emissions even before all

air quality planning has been completed.

You also inquired about EPA rules regarding the granting of exemptions

under Section 182(f) of the Clean Air Act from NOx provisions of the

transportation conformity rule. Just last week, on June 17, 1994, EPA published

a Federal Register notice simplifying this process for areas outside of the ozone

transport region. This simplified process is based on the philosophy that if an area

can demonstrate that it is already meeting the National Ambient Air Quality

Standards, then additional NOx reductions are not necessary and should not be

required. The process for obtaining a waiver has been simplified m several

manners. First, areas are only required to submit air quality monitoring data

showing attainment; no modeling or technical analysis will be necessary. Second,

the data will be reviewed and exemptions will be granted by the EPA Regional

Administrators, eliminating the time required for EPA Headquarters' review. Third.

EPA Regional Offices will work with DOT and local officials to coordinate the

exemption process with transportation planning and review so that delays in

transportation planning schedules can be avoided.

Employee Commute Options

You asked in your questions about how the Employer Commute Options

(ECO) program will operate. The ECO program requires large employers to offer

incentives to encourage the use of something other than single occupant vehicles

by their employees during commutes to work. While public transportation is one

obvious option, it is not the only choice available to commuters. Employers can

include a variety of strategies in their ECO plans that are not dependent on public

transit. Other strategies that can be used are carpooling, telecommuting, bicycling,

walking, flexible work schedules, employer-sponsored vanpools, and parking cash-

out programs.

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss these matters with you. I would

be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Mr. DiNGELL. Thank you.
The Chair is going to do some housekeeping work here, and then

we will recognize members for questions. So to get the house-

keeping business.
Mr. Watson, in a June 17, 1994 letter to the subcommittee, con-

cerning the classification of documents the State Department fur-

nished to the subcommittee, Wendy R. Sherman, Assistant Sec-

retary for Legislative Affairs wrote as follows:

"These documents were classified based on a contemporaneous
judgment that disclosure of the information in the documents
would have harmed the national security, including the foreign re-

lations of the United States. In no case were the documents classi-

fied in order to prevent or delay the release of information that
does not require protection in the interest of maintaining vital na-
tional security interests."

A number of these documents were furnished to the subcommit-
tee and they are marked "confidential." I understand the informa-
tion marked "confidential" requires protection so that our national

security is not harmed.
Is this a correct statement?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir.

Mr. DiNGELL. Very well.

Now, am I curious, one of the documents referred to the sub-
committee discussions and it is marked "confidential," discusses

ways agencies of the United States can make the Environmental
Protection Agency, EPA, "make more rapid progress."
Another confidential document talks about, "Preventing EPA

from acting alone." And then something about putting pressure on
EPA.

Still another confidential document discusses various actions

that need to be taken within the U.S. Grovemment.
Late yesterday afternoon, the Department told the subcommittee

that these portions are no longer classified.

Now I am pleased to hear that, but this does not sound like the
kind of information that would, "Have harmed the national secu-

rity, including the foreign relations of the United States." As was
stated in Assistant Secretary Sherman's June 17, 1994 letter.

Mr. Watson, without belaboring this matter, I have the distinct

feeling that some of these documents should not have been classi-

fied originally. I am pleased that over the last several days the De-

partment has worked with our staff to declassify some documents
and to make comments like these available for public disclosure.

However, these documents were developed some time ago, and it

is my hope that some time in the future, the Department will ex-

amine the use of confidentiality and do more to comply with the re-

quirements of law. I hope that you will convey those thoughts back
to the Department for me, if you please.
Mr. Watson. Well, I certainly will, Mr. Chairman.
I should point out, sir, that we have a couple of different grounds

for classifying documentation, that are the national security ques-
tions, but there also is a question of the "deliberative process"
grounds. In some cases, the classification was on that basis.

Mr. DiNGELL. That was not stated to the committee.
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Mr. Watson. It is not stated in Ms. Sherman's letter, I am trying
to clarify that, if I might, at this point. I also would be the first

to admit that there are times when a classification is put on an en-
tire document when certain portions of that document would not

necessarily have to be classified, but because other portions of that
document do require such classification, the overall document is

classified.

I think, Mr, Chairman, we have been as responsive as we pos-
sibly could to your subcommittee in providing I believe every docu-
ment that you have requested. And we have tried to declassify this

on a very rapid basis, as much as we possibly could, and we are
still working at that process. So I hope that the committee feels

comfortable that it has gotten everjrthing that we have in our pos-
session which would be useful to your deliberations.
Mr. DiNGELL. I do commend you for that, Mr. Watson, and you

have been very cooperative, and we appreciate it. As you know, the

Congress and the executive branch don't always see these matters

through the same eyes or from the same viewpoint.
Again, we commend you, and we thank you and we will continue

to work with you and hope that you will with us, to see to it that
these kinds of problems that exist with regard to the matters be-
fore us, and also other matters, are resolved in an amicable way.
Thank you, Mr. Watson.
The Chair is now going to recognize the distinguished gentleman

from California, the ranking minority member who has to be else-

where shortly.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your

courtesy.
Ms. Nichols, I would like to ask a few questions about whether

the oil refiners and marketers are going to be able to get reformu-
lated gasoline into the service stations by January 1, I know many
of them told me they don't have all the requirements they are

going to have in making these fuels, and unless they are able to

have them in the refineries by October 1, there is no way they can
meet those deadlines.

Is there a chance that you will be able to get them all the infor-

mation they will need by that time, and if they don't, what are you
going to do on January 1 when it isn't available or at least in

enough supply to meet the needs Of the country?
Ms. Nichols. Mr. Moorhead, as I indicated before, the essential

requirements for reformulated gasoline are the same as those that
were in the "Reg Neg" which was completed in 1991, that was the
December 15 rule promulgated, so since December, we have been
working very actively with the industry to make sure they under-
stand the basic requirements.
We have had a number of workshops that have dealt with issues

about program implementation, including how compliance would be
ascertained. We have also set up an electronic information system
to answer questions on a very short-term basis, and we are work-
ing to process the various individual baseline submissions that we
have received beginning on June 1.

We are issuing a question and answer format document in July,
on July 1, that will respond to all

Mr. Moorhead. That will be out by July 1?
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Ms. Nichols. That will be out by July 1; it responds to questions
that we asked the industry to submit to us by March 31, and they
have responded with hundreds of questions. We are responding
with detailed answers to all of their questions, and those will be
out on July 1.

In addition to that, we have formed a task force to deal with sup-
ply and implementation issues. The first meeting of that task force

is planned in July and it is going to be looking at how we can mon-
itor the supply issues and progress toward implementation.
The task force itself will help us to identify information and

tracking systems so that we can be monitoring the supply issues
on a very intensive basis.

As the Department of Energy witness indicated, this is an area
where the two agencies are working closely together. We are meet-

ing on a regular basis. And we believe that once reformulated gaso-
line begins to actually be introduced into the market, which we ex-

pect is going to happen as early as September, that we will be able
to monitor at that point how we are doing both on production and
distribution.

We are very mindful of the fact that there have been bad experi-
ences in the past when changes in fuel requirements have been in-

troduced and certainly the experience with the diesel fuel, the
desulfurized diesel fuel program a year or so ago was not a happy
one. But we feel that the issues that led to problems with supply
and prices in the case of that program, which was, fortunately, a
short-lived set of problems, but nevertheless, we would like to

avoid, primarily had to do with disasters that were truly unavoid-

able; primarily, the flooding in the Midwest which shut down barge
traffic and also closed off a major pipeline, as well as with the fact

that we have again defined what the areas where their program is

needed are, and what the basic parameters are, with enough lead
time so that refiners may be able to meet it.

Let me mention one other thing with respect to the proposal on
renewable oxygenates in the program which I know has caused a

great deal of concern and opposition on the part of the oil industry.
It is our intent in going forward with that rulemaking, if we do

proceed, to make sure that it is handled and enforced in such a
manner as not to create any disruptions in supply.
We are looking very seriously at possibilities for phase-in, also

for averaging across seasons, as well as allowing trading among
our refiners in the implementation of the program, and any en-
forcement would be calculated on the basis of the preceding year
of data, so that there will be additional time for any changes that
would need to be made, but this is the situation that we are also

watching very closely.
Mr. MOORHEAD. As you know, I come from a State that has very

serious environmental problems, but we have developed a lot of ex-

pertise over the years in dealing with this. In fact, if you fly into
LAX now, it is a whole lot cleaner than it was a number of years
ago when we used to go in. They have done a great job with that

problem, there are a lot of experts that have developed out there
that can tell you probably more about emissions and emissions
standards than there are in the national government.
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The Air Resources—California Air Resources Board, Ms. Schae-

fer, wrote to EPA on February 14, in opposition to this ethanol re-

quirement, and saying that it would—the proposal would increase

VOC emissions by 120 tons a day, would also increase NOx and
PMIO emissions. It seems to me that Chairman Schaefer strongly

disagrees with EPA's conclusion that the ethanol proposal does not

harm the environment.
Have you considered how this proposal would affect our efforts

in southern California to improve air quality to comply with the

goals in the Clean Air Act?
Ms. Nichols. Yes, Mr. Moorhead, as you may know, I come from

southern California myself, and, in fact, was once in Ms. Schaefer's

position when we were dealing with some of the earlier aspects of

reformulated gasoline in California. And I am very aware of the po-
tential air quality problems with blending of alcohol fuels into con-

ventional gasoline, which is why EPA, since I have been there, has
been on track not to make any compromises in the environmental
benefits of the program.

I believe that Ms. Schaefer's letter is based on a—I can't call it

a "misunderstanding," because the proposal was open-ended, but it

is based on an assumption that California would be required to use
ethanol in the summer months. It would be EPA's intention, if we
move forward with a proposal on use of renewable oxygenates, to

make it very clear that the State of California has the authority
and the ability not to allow use of splash-blended ethanol during
the warm months when evaporation could cause increases in emis-

sion.

So I would like to assure you and anyone else in California that

we would not proceed with the rule in any manner that would jeop-
ardize California's reformulated gasoline program.
Mr. Moorhead. One of the problems is that most of the ethanol

comes from the Midwest, and the supplies may not be available for

our refineries in California. If this rule was promulgated across the

country, it may take more ethanol than is available for a long pe-
riod of time. So there are going to be serious problems in that way,
especially in areas like California that are farther away. And I

know that what the people tell me in air quality control out there,
is that they will meet the goals that are set down, if you don't tell

them exactly what portion of everything they have to put into the

product, but they want the cleanest air they can get without having
to go to one particular source of energy which may hurt their pro-

gram rather than helping them.
Ms. Nichols. I understand and I support the objective. Califor-

nia does already use a considerable amount of ethanol as well as

other renewable fuels in its gasoline supply.

Again, I would point out that the proposal which is still in the

proposal stage, is for only 30 percent of that 2 percent of the gaso-
line, which is oxygenate to be from renewables and that in and of

itself does not require ethanol, even though, obviously, at this time
ethanol is the major source of renewable oxygenates.
There are opportunities, not only for ETBE in the program, but

also for other renewable fuels made from waste products, cellulose,
et cetera. And indeed, there is one firm in northern California

which has already announced its plans to market renewable meth-
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anol made from landfill gas, from gas that is recovered from land-

fills, which is a marvelous way to use that waste product which
would otherwise be vented into the atmosphere. Which is exactly
the kind of opportunities that we would hope to be encouraging if

we were to move forward with the renewable oxygenate program.
Mr. MOORHEAD. I know that regardless of what the percentages

are going to be, that they are very concerned about these restric-

tions that they will have about which particular type of additional
fuel would be necessary. And I know they have worked on meth-
anol a whole lot out in California, they have worked on all of these

fuels, because they really want to cut down the emissions as far as

they can.

But I hope that you consider California's situation so that these

people who have become experts in this thing can use whatever
method is necessary to meet the requirements of the law. And we
do have a different situation than we have elsewhere, and I hope
that you will pay special attention to Ms. Schaefer's letter and to

the special problems we have in meeting those requirements. Be-
cause if we don't, if we can't do it here, we are going to have to

meet those requirements in some other way that can be draconian.
And that would very much hurt our overall economic conditions in

California, which were already not too good.
And I thank the Chairman for giving me leeway.
Mr. DiNGELL. The Chair recognizes
Mr. MoORHEAD. I ask unanimous consent that additional ques-

tions can be answered in writing.
Mr. DiNGELL. Without objection so ordered.

And, of course, the Chair will be cooperative with the gentleman
in that matter.
The Chair is advising that the Chair has been recognized, includ-

ing the gentleman from California, for 10 minutes because of the

complexity of the questions, the fact that the questions and re-

sponses are going to take longer.
The Chair will now recognize the gentlewoman from Pennsylva-

nia, Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Ms. Nichols and Ms. Katzen, Exhibit 1 is an EPA document with

a March 16 date on it. It is entitled, "Talking Points on PDVSA."
It includes a memo of a phone call of March 16, 1994 from MMM
to CMB.

I assume that I am the MMM and that Carol Browner is the

CMB; is that correct?
Ms. Katzen. I have not previously seen this document and would

have no way of knowing, but I would assume you are the MMM.
Ms. Nichols. I didn't know any other MMM myself, but I also

had not seen this document before.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. As summary, it also includes a sum-
mary of NEC, an NEC meeting on PDVSA and a paper with the

heading of "Confidential—Federal Agency use only, not for outside

distribution," which sets forth two options with pros and cons and
a background information.
That information provides a rationale for the baseline approach

in the final rule, which, among other things, demonstrates that
Venezuela's gasoline produced in a 1990 baseline, would have as
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much as 13.9 percent greater NOx emissions than U.S. average
RFG. And seems to show that foreign refiners would have to meet
the importer's baseline.

But it then states, without explaining why: That in the case of

PDVSA, however, EPA believes there is adequate data to set an in-

dividual baseline using methods 2 and 3.

And if you want me to go over methods 2 and 3, I have them
here. Option 2, states that this action will result in increased NOx
emissions relative to the final rule for 19951997, but the mag-
nitude of harm is limited because of the volume cap. It also states

that Venezuela would agree to U.S. monitoring measurement pro-
cedures.
Absent a bilateral agreement with Venezuela, does the United

States have jurisdiction pursuant to the Clean Air Act and the

pending rule over the Venezuelan refineries, including purposes of

enforcement?
Ms. Nichols. Let me try to answer the question as I understand

it. The question relates to EPA's jurisdiction over foreign refiners

and foreign gasoline?
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Let me repeat it for you. My ques-

tion is, does the Unitad States have jurisdiction pursuant to the
Clean Air Act and the pending rule over the Venezuelan refineries,

including for purposes of enforcement?
Ms. Nichols. Yes. I believe that this answer will cover the scope

of the question. We don't believe that we can directly enforce U.S.-

type limits on the operations of refiners that are not within the

United States. But we do believe at this time that we have ade-

quate ability to enforce any quality requirements with respect to

gasoline that comes from abroad, based on our ability to monitor
and enforce at the terminal, at the point of importation. So the pro-

posal with respect to dealing with any foreign refiner that tries to

tab a baseline under the baseline proposal would be that we would
monitor the quality of the gasoline at the point of importation, that
the importer would be liable for substantial penalties if the data—
if the gasoline did not meet the requirements or if the foreign re-

finer did not submit to the audit requirements, or if the data that
were submitted were not false or incorrect. So that the penalties
would be applied against the company in the United States that
was actually importing that foreign" oil.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Ms. Katzen?
Mr. DiNGELL. If you would yield?
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Certainly.
Mr. Dingell. We have got a little problem here, if you don't have

a situation where you can require the production of all the informa-
tion necessary to establish a baseline, you don't really have the

ability to enforce the law or to define what the levels of pollution
or how they would be reduced or to address either the question of

dumping or the question of whether or not the reformulated fuel

in fact provides the necessary level of clean up. Isn't that right?
Ms. Nichols. The question is if we don't have the ability to get

the data, that presumes that we don't have the ability to get the
data.

Mr. Dingell. You don't have the ability to formulate a baseline
which lets you define whether or not there is dumping going on,
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or whether or not there is a situation in which they are in fact

meeting the necessary level of clean up by producing a reformu-
lated gasoline which provides the required level of clean up; isn't

that so?
In other words, if you can't require the production of adequate

information or if the refiner or the government or the importer
can't produce the necessary data or information, your ability to en-

force the law to achieve the necessary level of clean up cannot be

accomplished; isn't that right?
Ms. Nichols. That is why we would not propose it until I was

satisfied, based on my staffs analysis of the situation, that there
was the ability to obtain adequate data to establish a baseline. And
that's one of the issues that
Mr. DiNGELL. So what you are sa3dng here is you have some

doubt about the ability of EPA to procure the necessary data either

with regard to establishing the parameters of dumping or the pa-
rameters of the clean up of the reformulated gasoline; isn't that
what you are telling us?
Ms. Nichols. No, I believe what I was addressing was the ques-

tion of whether we would be able to enforce the law against a for-

eign company if they
Mr. DiNGELL. Put it that way if you want, but that's what I am

saying.
Ms. Nichols. But the petition process that the proposal lays out

requires that the data be submitted. We would not grant a petition
from any foreign refiner for its own baseline unless we were satis-

fied that the data was adequate. If it is adequate, then we would

proceed to the enforcement stage.
Ms. Katzen. That's correct.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. So, I would take it the answer is no,

basically?
Ms. Nichols. No, to what? I'm sorry.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. I am sorry.
Ms. Nichols. Do we have enforcement ability?
I think we do have enforcement ability at the end of importation

in the United States. I was just trying to draw a distinction that
it does not indicate that we are going to be jetting into foreign
countries and seizing oil at their refineries, but that once it comes
on to our shores, we believe we cannot only get access to the gaso-
line itself but also to all necessary data and records, and we will

not proceed to grant a petition to any refiner that wants to use its

own baseline unless we are satisfied that we have that data. That's
a sharper answer, perhaps, to the question.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky, Do you wish to add anything?
Ms. Katzen. No. I agree with that. It is not unusual to authorize

an entity to do something, contingent upon that individual or com-

pany agreeing to supply whatever data is necessary or agreeing to

waive whatever legal rights they may have to process, and other
such vehicles for effective enforcement. And my understanding is

that what EPA wanted to assure itself, before it put out a proposal,
that it had enough enforcement tools to be meaningful, and those
were the ones that were going to be presented for public comment.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. On March 14, 1994, a cable was sent

to the U.S. Ambassador to Venezuela from Secretary of State War-
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ren Christopher, which stated that the administration would pro-
pose that the existing final EPA regulation under the Clean Air Act
that had been signed by Administrator Browner in December 1993,
be revised to allow foreign refiners to establish their own baseline
standards for RFG.

I guess, then, that the December ruling was not a final one. It

is not a highly—is that not a highly unusual rulemaking process?
Ms. Nichols. If that question is addressed to me, I think the an-

swer is that we clearly distinguished—we promulgated a rule on
December 15 which did not allow for a separate ability for a foreign
refiner to petition for its own baseline. It only made that privilege
available to domestic refiners.

However, when we briefed the public and the press on this issue
on December 16, we made it very clear that we were still consider-

ing the possibility of allowing for a foreign refiner baseline process
to be established, discussions were continuing at that point with
representatives of the Venezuelan Oil Company on that issue, and
we wished to note that at the time we went forward. The rule was
a final rule, but we were not satisfied with that particular aspect
of it, that we had necessarily had the final answer on it.

It is a complex issue. We were not convinced that we had it right
on that particular point. And subsequently, as you know, we de-
cided to put out a proposal to allow the foreign refiners that base-
line.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. It seems that the Department of
State intervened in a process to bring about a change in a rule that
EPA had already made final. My question is, how does the process
come about? Was there pressure on the EPA from the Department
of State to continue negotiations with Venezuela. Weren't these re-

newed negotiations brought to the attention of those Members of

Congress who have shown interest in this issue from its inception?
Where did the communications break down?
My disappointment is that we thought we knew what was going

on, and all of a sudden, we hear about these exchanges, these tele-

communications, and despite the fact that we had been there from
the beginning, pretty much up-front, asking you what was going
on, all of a sudden, we found things—I mean, this is a summary
of the NEC meeting on PDVSA that was that 14th meeting, and
there are things in here that are v6ry distressing.
Let me just read one of the little notes. It says: The U.S. ambas-

sador will require the Venezuelans to withdraw their pending
GATT panel request and not publicly announce the EPA change in

position until the politics of this—in parentheses—the Hill, oil and
others, can be worked in the United States. And then it goes on
and on.

But—and there are many other things that are equally dis-

appointing, to say the least. Can you just explain this to me in this
case?
Ms. Katzen. There are two issues that you have combined in

your question, and I think both of them are very important ones
to pursue. One, is the EPA decision-making process, and State's in-

volvement in it, the involvement of other agencies, and the involve-
ment of representatives from the White House or 0MB, in that
process.
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The other issue is the extent to which there is adequate consulta-
tion between those who are involved in the first set of discussions
and Members of Congress and others who have expressed an inter-

est.

As to the first—the decision-making process
—I would have to

take issue with the notion that State intervened to make EPA
change its mind. At the December 14 meeting, which I attended,
it was very clear that EPA had already had extensive discussions

with the Venezuelans, and that, as Ms. Nichols noted in her oral

statement this morning, the EPA staff had reached a fairly high
degree of confidence that they could work out some of the enforce-

ment issues that had been plaguing them as to whether they could

go forward. With her arrival at EPA and her additional questions,
the staff was not prepared to say that they could do it on December
15. And yet, on December 15, a rule had to be issued because of

the court-imposed deadline.
The State Department did not come in and make EPA change its

mind. What EPA reported at that meeting was, "We have talked
to them. We have issues. We are working those issues. We can't get
it done in time. We want to continue to have those discussions."

That was EPA speaking, not the State Department speaking.
It was EPA who said if there is a way of solving these enforce-

ment and monitoring issues, then we would have the optimal solu-

tion. We don't know that yet, we need more time.
The problem was, if you are issuing a final rule, how do you give

yourself more time? And there the EPA used the good offices of the
State Department to communicate a message to the Venezuelans,
that even though this is called a "final rule" and it is final with

respect to the important aspects of the ingredients of the RFC—I

think this was the other point that Ms. Nichols was making earlier

in response to Mr. Moorhead—it was very important to let it be
known that very early what that portion of the rule would be, and
that that portion is to be final, so that people could get on with
their plans and comply by the January 1, 1995 date.

The other issue—enforcement—was a question that they could
not resolve in time, and when the rule was announced on Decem-
ber 15, the press report specifically noted that conversations would
continue with Venezuela on the foreign refiners baseline issue so

that it was not a surprise.
Now, that was the decision-making process in which I think

State did not act in an untoward fashion.

As to the consultations that Members of Congress had or did not

have, I am not privy to those, and others may wish to address that,
but I wanted to just talk about the rulemaking process as I knew
it.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Mr. Watson.
Mr. Watson. Thank you.
Might I just add one comment on that?
After the December 14 meeting, which I attended with Joan

Spero, the group asked me to contact the Minister of Energy of

Venezuela and convey to him this message, but I was not to do that
until I had been advised by EPA that Carol Browner had actually
issued the rule. And once that happened, I tracked down the min-
ister and conveyed the message that was agreed on in that meet-
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ing, and that message was to tell him the rule had to be issued.

And it was issued, and this is what it said.

And second, that the door was open for further discussions by the
Venezuelan government with EPA. But beginning with some of the

proposals that the Venezuelans had laid on the table, but by no
means accepting those, there was going to have to be a further dis-

cussion between EPA and Venezuela on these points, and that it

was in Venezuela's interests to move quickly and reengage EPA,
too, on these discussions so it could resolve this issue on a bilateral

manner. And I was hoping by this procedure—we were hoping by
this procedure to persuade them from going the GATT route.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Mr. Chairman
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentlewoman has expired.
Let me just pursue one point here with you, Ms. Katzen and Mr.

Watson.
The memorandum that has been discussed says as follows: "This

would have the advantages of preventing the EPA from going it

alone without the involvement of other interested agencies. It

would also create leverage on EPA to reach an equitable agree-
ment."

Now, we have a situation where EPA is the Agency that is sup-

posed to issue the rules. EPA is the Agency that is supposed to see

to it that the law is carried out, to interpret the law and to issue

the rule.

I am trying to understand what this language means. This
sounds very much to me as if this memorandum which is—has a

heading "the end game," leaves us now in a position where the
other agencies are trying to press EPA towards a particular result

which may or may not conform with requirements of law.

Now, what comment do you have on that?

This is your language in the memo. This is not my language. I

didn't have anything to do with it. You folks did, I did not.

Mr. Watson. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that nobody here had any-
thing to do with that language but me. Not the other panelist.
Mr. DiNGELL. Since this is your language, you tell us. Are you

trying to press the other agencies into pressing EPA to arrive at

a particular conclusion, and is this conclusion to conform with the

law, or is it to conform with something else?

Mr. Watson. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that you are referring to

a memorandum that was internal to the State Department.
Mr. DiNGELL. That's what Ms. Mezvinsky is referring to, and

that's why I am pressing you.
Mr. Watson. And sent to Joan Spero, and this is a memorandum

that is dated in February long after the December 14 meeting.
Mr. DiNGELL. Does it refer to the December 14 meeting, or does

it not?
Mr. Watson. Does not.

Mr. DiNGELL. Is it to accomplish the purposes of the December
14 meeting?
Mr. Watson. No, it is basically talking about what has happened

since that time following the Venezuelan government's taking this

issue to the GATT. And which became an issue then that imme-
diately involved other agencies as well as EPA. It was now a GATT
issue.
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Mr. DiNGELL. You are saying here it would also create leverage
on EPA to reach an equitable agreement. You say—^you, in that
memorandum you say this would have the advantage of preventing
the EPA from going it alone without the involvement of other inter-

ested agencies.
Now, EPA is supposed to make the rules. I am trying to under-

stand what you are trying to accomplish here in this action, par-
ticularly referring to imposing leverage on EPA and preventing
EPA from going it alone in connection with the rulemaking.
Mr. Watson. Not at all, sir. The EPA, of course, makes the rule.

There is absolutely no challenge to that. We can't

Mr. DiNGELL. The Congress so decided.
Mr. Watson. Right, I certainly wouldn't be challenging that. The

point was, however, throughout this entire issue, back in early
1992 through 1993 into 1994, the State Department was concerned
that national treatment be accorded to foreign suppliers like Ven-
ezuela, and there would not be this discrimination against a foreign
supplier. And this is the kind of issue that we were concerned
about when we brought the EPA's attention and other people's at-

tention from the outset.

We were trying, as the sentence in my memorandum to Ms.
Spero says, to reach an equitable agreement. That's all we were
after. We were never, ever, trying to, nor would we think about try-

ing to influence EPA in the substance of a technical nature of their
decision. All we wanted was an equitable agreement, and that's

what my internal memo to Joan indicates.

Mr. DiNGELL. Maybe you want to explain, Mr. Watson, what the
word "leverage" means. You used the word "leverage" which I think
is an admirable word. It is one which I appreciate. It is one that
means you are going to move somebody in a particular direc-

tion

Mr. Watson. I think, sir, you are now talking about a second

memo, that was a memo
Mr. DiNGELL [continuing], said if he had a lever large enough, he

could move the moon or the earth, if you had the proper fulcrum.

Leverage is powerful word and it indicates a powerful action.

Mr. Watson. Mr. Chairman, I think "leverage" appeared in a
memorandum from one of my staff members to me.
Mr. DiNGELL. It was your word.
Mr. Watson. It was in our Bureau, the State Department, in a

memorandum to me that that word was used. The point was it

seemed to us that the EPA was worh'ng to define the rule and de-
cide where it was going to go next, and discussing this with the

Venezuelans, and that we—our only interest was to make sure that
there was an equitable arrangement worked out that did not get
us into a lot of trouble in a whole variety of other areas, including
the GATT front, by discriminating against a foreign supplier. That
was the only point that we were working on in this regard.
And you might argue that my remarks to my superior, Joan

Spero, in this were perhaps a little overly energetic in this regard.
But it was not something that was done in terms of dealing directly
with EPA or any other agency. It was a memorandum internally
from me to Joan Spero trying to describe the situation as we saw
it at the time when Venezuela went to request a GATT panel,
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which is something that we had hoped to convince them not to do
earHer on.

Mr. DiNGELL. The gentlewoman from Pennsylvania just briefly.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. I just—could someone answer the

question, the second part of the question, that is, why weren't these
renewed negotiations brought to the attention of Members of Con-
gress who had expressed interest continually in this problem?
Ms. Nichols. I believe that in our December 16 report to Con-

gress
—

report to the public, I'm sorry, on the December 15 rule-

making, which issue was also the subject of a briefing, although I

can't provide you—I would have to go back and check to find out
when this occurred. We did indicate that we had said that we were
open to and were expecting to have continuing discussions on the
issue of the baseline.

I think the only thing that is not perhaps normal in this situa-
tion is that under other circumstances we would have not finalized
the rulemaking on December 15 with this issue left unresolved. We
felt we had to resolve it one way or another on December 15, in
order to meet the court-ordered deadline and to get the basic re-

quirements for the reformulated gasoline out. And that is what we
did.

But we did indicate in public that we had not reached a final
conclusion on the issue of whether we would consider a foreign
baseline and that we would be having further discussions and
thoughts on that topic.

I think that the failure of communications when we had crys-
tallized in that view, is an unfortunate one. Certainly, it was unfor-
tunate that Members of Congress and others learned of this issue
from reading about it in the press, and that was not ever anything
that was EPA's intent. Certainly, I don't believe that was the way
it should have been.

I—for my part, and for what I believe is EPA's part in this mat-
ter, it had been our intention to notify a number of interested
Members of Congress, as well as others, when we had reached the
conclusion that we were ready to go out with a proposal that would
consider allowing the foreign suppliers to petition for their own
baseline. But we had not done so until we were satisfied that this
was—that this was a decision which would result in giving us some
time to work on the problem. Afid we were as surprised as you
were when we found out that this had reached the
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. We were extremely surprised. I am

surprised that you are making final rulings without making final
conclusions.

I know my time is expired.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to have several documents placed in

the record in their appropriate place on the record.
Mr. DiNGELL. Without objection, so ordered. \

[The information follows:]
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Talking Poin4^ PDVSA

-'^i /

TTie final reformulated gasoline regulations signed December 15 hold foreign refiners

to !he Clean Air Act baseline and does not allow them to use individual baselines as

Venezuela requested.

Venezuela iugriously pursuing a QATT challgnpe. The trade apparatus in the

Administration feels that the GATT defense is weak because the RFG rule

distinguishes between foreign and domestic producen. The environmental case for

such a distinction is not strong because some domestic refiners may be dirtier in some

parameters than the Venezuelans. If GATT finds discrimination, then EPA would be

forced to reopen the RFG rule to give Venezuela everything including concessions on

issues which they might otherwise ixM seriously pursue.

The Administration is evaluating its options to avoid a GATT loss, including

examining possibilities of compromises with Venezuela prior to the next step in the

GATT challenge which is coming up soon.

^^^A.^^^^^/—
A«7 A Oorh-cA

'
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Tzomt Cheryl Holmstrom (CHOLHSTR)
To J wiorrana- c/i9
D«t«t Wednesday, March 16, 1994 10:06 am
Subject: MKM's call

MMM called for CMB this aa and I took the call. The following
are my notes.

re: a Venezuelan company, POVSA

(^
Last Fall 18 members signed on to a letter to convince EPA to

\ continue rulemaking. On Monday, USTR/State/OMB/EPA? had a

j meeting
unbeknovnat ^tf the Hill to consider reopening the

^ rulemaking and consider a modified baseline for PDVSA - i.e. the
cjaiTTty of oil would go do%m.

L
MMM has talked w/Panetta, Waxaan and others about this.
Says there would be many unhappy members.

'She's also unhappy that this happened w/o them being told.

Nancy Sutley put together talking pts on PDVSA.
CMB returned call at 10:00 AM. LM.

Thanks for your help. We're all set now.

CC: NSUTLEY

r^
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Summary of NEC meeiiof on PDVSA

I. M^or players at meeting

- OMB -
Sally Katzen, chaired meetlo{ for Bo Cutter

- State - Joan Spero
- USTR - CharleiM Barshefsky
- EPA - Mary Nichob

Others from EPA, DOE, State. USTR, NEC and the NSC were present,

n. Decision — Go with option 2 on attached brieflnf paper with conditions.

A. Option 2 in summary: EPA will change the RFC final rule issued last December
to provide for the use of veriTiable Individual baselines by foreign refiners in RFC only and
limitpj t)v their

\^ volume . Forelzn refiners will have to use the sUtutorv baseline for

RFC volume in excess of 1990 and for all conventional gasoline.

B. Conditions on selection of option 2 (as laid out by Sally Katzen):

1. EPA lawyers will consult with USTR and State lawyers to ensure that we
cannot adopt option 2 without a rule change, (note to CB: a new rule is clearly needed).

2. The US ambassador will require the Venezuelans to withdraw their

pending GATT panel request and not publlcally announce the EPA change in position until

the politics of this (HUl, oil and others) can be worked in US. (note to CB: the US
ambassador is scheduled to meet with the Venezuelans at 5 pm, the 15th).

3. EPA will expedite the rulemaking to make this change and an NFRM will

be signed by the Administrator by April 21.

4. AfUr the US ambassador talks to the Venezuelans, the Hill will be worked

as to why we are doing this. (noU to CB: We will be sajing thaLUSTR had made it clear

that we wlllJ«ejhe.GAITjAall«ng€J5SuUlng if we do settle with the Venezuelans. This

will result in a rule change that will allow indjytrfiial fnrpign bayllne use for all Imported

RFG and conventional gasoline. For PDVSA gasoline, this means more NOa in the

NortheastT

5. There will be an outreach to oil lead by DOE with the assistance of State

and USTR. EPA b to stay out of thb process.

6. Venezuela will get no enforeement breaks in the revised rule, i.e.,

enforcement, monitoring and documentation must be equivalent to the domestics.

Sally also made it clear that there is to be no press leaks until we have worked this issue

with the various constituency groups.
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issue

Whether to modify the provisions of the EPA December 15. 1993
reformulated gasoline (RFG) regulations that determine how to establish baselines
for imported RFG in order to address the GATT complaint of the Government of

Venezuela that the regulation treats foreign refiners unfairly compared to domestic
refiners, in light of the adverse consequences if the GATT challenge is lost that
include compensation/retaliation, jeopardy to U.S.-Venezuelan trade relations, and
portrayal of GATT as anti-environmental; and in light of adverse air quality

consequences that would result from the modification Venezuela seeks and
opposition by domestic refiners and others.

BACKGROUND

EPA issued final regulations on December 15, 1993, implementing the RFG
program required by the 1990 Clean Air Act (CAA) Amendments. The RFG
program begins on January 1, 1995. See . Supplemental Background document for

more detail. At the time that EPA issued the final RFG regulations, the

Administrction agreed to continue to explore with Venezuela possible modifications

to the rule to resolve their concerns.

The government of Venezuela initiated formal consultations under General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Article XXII concerning the baseline-

setting scheme required by the RFG program, alleging that the scheme
discriminates against foreign refiners. On February 11, 1994, U.S. representatives

(USTR, State, and EPA) met with Venezuelan representatives to commence formal

GATT consultations.

Venezuela requested that the parties continue Article XXII consultations,

with a further meeting held prior to March 14. Resolution of this issue before the

second consultation {if it can be resolved) is important to forestall escalation of the

Venezuelan objections into a formal GATT dispute settlement proceeding. (Under

GATT rules, if the dispute is not resolved by March 14, Venezuela may request the

formation of a dispute settlement panel to review its complaint.)

The Venezuelan GATT challenge presents difficult issues, and loss of the

GATT challenge has significant implications re. compensation/retaliation and U.S.-

Venezuelan relations and would also make it more difficult to achieve the

Administration's post-Uruguay Round goals on trade and environment issues in the

GATT. Sfifi. Supplemental Background docunrient for more detail.

EPA has held numerous discussions with representatives of Petroleos de

Venezuela (PDVSA) (the Venezuela national oil company). A number of options for
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settling this dispute were considered, and following is a pro/con discussion of the

best of these options versus retaining the approach in the final EPA rule. Although
Option 2 discussed below is not Venezuela's preferred approach, we believe

Venezuela will accept it.

OPTIONS

Retain the Final RFG Rule .

Individual baselines for domestic refiners; Clean Air Act (CAA) statutory
baseline for impoaers (and therefore, for foreign refiners).

Pros

Final Rule approach is supported by:

American Petroleum Institute (API), because of market-share

threat to some members, and inequity if foreign refiners

are given a 'break' (foreigns are not subject to U.S.

environmental laws or anti-dumping for non-US market

gasoline).

Strong support by Sun & Mobil, who compete with POVSA in

the Nonheast gasoline market. (If given an individual

baseline, PDVSA intends to double its share of this

market in 1995).

NESCAUM (Northeast states air consortium) because of

increased levels of NOx pollution (vs final rule) if PDVSA
gets individual baselines.

18 Senators and 31 Representatives, who wrote letters to EPA

stating that individual baselines should not be allowed for

foreign refiners (See Supplemental Background
Information for list of Members' names).

Environmental Community has not weighed in on this issue, but it is

expected that they would support the final rule for air quality

reasons.
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Cons

Venezuela is almost certain to pursue its challenge to the EPA rule.

Loss of the GATT challenge could have significant innplications:

Would undernfiine U.S. effectiveness in convincing new
Venezuelan Government to further open its economy to

U.S. goods, services, and investment, especially in the oil

sector.

Could jeopardize ability to achieve important Administration

trade/environmental objectives in the GATT and put anti-

environmental focus on GATT when Uruguay Round is up
for vote in Congress (by citing environmental statute as

protectionist measure).

May provoke Venezuela to initiate other environment-related

trade complaints, such as complaints over U.S. embargo
of tuna with respect to dolphin protection, and threat of

embargo on shrimp with respect to protection for sea

turtles.

RFG Rule would have to be modified, to allow individual

baselines for imported gasoline for both RFG and non-

RFG (Anti-Dumping).

If the RFG Rule is not modified within a reasonable time after an

adverse GATT panel decision:

Up to $150 million per year (3 year maximum) in

compensation/retaliation, which could result in loss

of U.S. export-supported jobs.

5 Representatives wrote letters to EPA stating that individual

baselines should be allowed for foreign refiners (See

Supplemental Background information for list of Members'

names).
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Foreign Refiner Individual Baselines wuh Volume Cap

A compromise position ihat provides partial, not full, use of individual

baselines by foreign refiners. Venezuela's GATT challenge seeks full

use of individual baselines, but they agreed to this approach in

September 1993.

A foreign refiner's individual baseline would be used for RFG only (not

Anti-Dumping), would be time-limited to 1995 ih 1997, and

would be volume-limited to the foreign refiner's 1990 U.S.

market gasoline volume.

In return, Venezuela would agree to U.S. monitoring/measurement
procedures.

Pros

Venezuela would accept option; avoids the GATT challenge and

possible adverse consequences of GATT Iocs which could

include compensation/retaliation, undermine opening of

Venezuelan economy, jeopardize GATT environmental

objectives, and provoke Venezuelan retaliation (See details

listed in Cons of Option 1).

A few groups (independent gasoline marketers in Northeast) support

the Venezuelan position, because the price of imported gasoline

represents a ceiling on the price that can be charged by U.S.

refiners.

Supported by 5 Representatives.

Cons

Results in increased NOx emissions relative to the Final Rule for

1995 - 1997, but magnitude of harm is limited because of the

volume cap.

Will be opposed immediately and during rulemaking by domestic

refiners. Northeastern air consortium, and 44 Congressmen.

(See details listed in Pros of Option 1).
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EPA REFORMULATED GASOLINE. FOREIGN REFINER BASELINE ISSUE
SUPPLEMENTAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Reformulated Gasoline IRFG) Reauirement s

Beginning on January 1. 1995. gasoline used in certain ozone nonattamment
areas (including most of the Northeast US) must be reformulated, and the non-
reformulated gasoline used in the balance of tne country must meet anti-dumping
(AD) standards. Congress included RFG in the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments to
reduce motor vehicle emissions of VQC. NOx, and toxics. VOC and NOx are

regulated because they cause ozone. Toxics are regulated because 50% of the
cancer deaths from toxic air pollution are attributed to motor vehicle emissions.

From January 1, 1995 to January 1, 1998, refiners and importers have two
options for certifying gasoline as RFG: the 'Simple Model," and "early use
Complex Model." Beginning in 1998 all RFG must be certified using the "Complex
Model." Under the Simple Model, RFG must meet standards for oxygen, benzene,
and RVP, and on an annual average basis 1990 baseline levels for sulfur, T-90. and
olefins. The Complex Model uses the physical and chemical properties of a

particular gasoline, as applied to the Complex Model (mathematical equations), to

predict the levels of VOC. NOx, and toxics motor vehicle emissions from the

gasoline. Under the Complex Model beginning in 1998, all RFG must achieve
VOC, NOx, and toxics emissions reductions relative to 1990 US average gasoline
quality specified in the Clean Air Act (the "statutory baseline"). Therefore, as of

January '<
. 1998 a refiner's/importer's individual baseline has no relevance to RFG

certification.

Non-RFG gasoline must meet anti-dumping standards relative to

refiner/importer baselines beginning in 1995 and continuing thereafter.

The final RFG rule requires domestic refiners to use individual baselines

representing each refiner's 1990 gasoline quality. A domestic refiner must
calculate its individual baseline using, in hierarchical order: Method 1 (1990

gasoline composition data). Method 2 (1990 blendstock composition data &
refinery modeling), or Method 3 (post- 1990 gasoline composition & refinery

modeling).

The final rule requires importers to calculate Individual baselines using
Method 1 data if available, and if not to use the statutory baseline.' EPA
anticipates that few if any importers will have Method 1 data and, therefore,

most/all importers will use the statutory baseline. Gasoline produced by foreign

' The only exception to this is where the importer also operates a foreign refinery,

and at least 75% of that foreign refinery's 1990 output went to the U.S. market. In

that case, the importer must follow the same procedure as domestic refiners. EPA

believes that only importers of gasoline produced at certain Canadian refineries will

meet this 75% test.
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refiners must, on average, meet the importer's baseline, and foreign refiners may
not establish individual baselines.

Rationale for the Baseline Approach in the Final Rule

EPA considered other baseline-setting approaches for imported gasoline that

would allow use of individual baselines by importers or by foreign refiners directly.
These other approaches were rejected because of adverse air quality

consequences, technical infeasibility, and enforcement concerns.

The quality of Venezuela's 1990 gasoline that was imported into the U.S
was "dirtier" than 1990 U.S. average gasoline, so that RFG produced to this

baseline would result in adverse air quality impacts relative to U.S. average
gasoline. Venezuela's 1990 gasoline had 644 ppm sulfur and 22% olefins, as

compared to 1990 U.S. averages for these parameters of 338 ppm and 10.6%,

respectively. In consequence, RFG produced to Venezuela's 1990 baseline would
have as much as 13.9% greater NOx emissions than U.S. average RFG. NOx
emissions are of particular concern in the tsioaheast U.S. (Venezuela's primary
market; because of the key lOle NOx plays in ozone formation there. Venezuelan

gasoline represents Vi % of gasoline consumption in PAOO I (PADD I is comprised
of the U.S. east coast, plus Pennsylvania), but Venezuelan gasoline is consumed

primarily in the Middle Atlantic-New England areas and, hence, its Impact in these

areas is more significant.

Setting individual baselines for importers using tvlethods 2 and 3 is not

possible for technical reasons. Method 2 uses blendstock data and refinery

modeling, but in the case of most importers there is no relationship between the

gasoline imported by an importer and any imported blendstock. Method 3 relies on

post- 1990 gasoline data and refinery modeling, but for most importers the gasoline

reflneries-of -origin in 1990 were different than the refineries-of-origin post- 1990.

Individual baselines cannot be established for most foreign refiners using

Methods 2 and 3 also for technical reasons. The refinery modeling aspects of

Methods 2 and 3 predict overall refinery gasoline quality. As a result, these

Methods are not appropriate for predicting the quality of refinery's gasoline that

went to the U.S. in 1990, where that portion constitutes only a fraction of the

refinery's overall 1990 gasoline production. In the case of PDVSA, however, EPA

believes there is adequate data to set an individual baseline using Methods 2 and

3.

If foreign refiners were given optional use of Methods 2 and 3, each refiner

could select the least cost (most polluting) option and thereby "game" the baseline-

setting process.
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Even if individual baselines could properly be set for foreign refiners, use of
these individual baselines would require EPA to establish the specific foreign
reftnery-of-origin for imported gasoline in order to apply the baselines to the proper
imported gasoline. As a result of fungible mixing that occurs in the gasoline
market worldwide. EPA is concerned it would be unable to establish foreign

refineries-of-origin with certainty for most imported gasoline. EPA also is

concerned that, under an individual foreign refinery baseline approach, it would be
unable to properly carry out at most foreign refineries the enforcement procedures
that apply to domestic refiners, including: baseline setting audits; reporting and
record keeping; independent laboratory sampling and testing; unannounced EPA
compliance inspections; and the imposition of civil penalties, injunctive relief, and
criminal sanctions.

Under the procedures intended for Option 2 (above) and in the case of

gasoline imported from Venezuela, however. EPA believes it would be able to

adequately establish the refinery-of-origin and extract from POVSA and Venezuela I

an agreement which wpuld provide for adequate enforcement procedures. /

Venezuelan Concern: Timing of Options

The 19,90 baseline sulfur level of Venezuelan gasoline (644 ppm) exceeds
the statutory baseline sulfur level (338 ppm). In 1995 Venezuela will be unable to

produce gasoline under the Simple Model that meets the statutory sulfur baseline

level and achieve its goal of doubling its 1990 U.S. n>arket share. Under the Final

Rule Venezuela probably will be constrained to its 1!:)90 U.S. market volume in

1995.

Venezuela also is concerned that the treatment of foreign refiners in the

Final RFG Rule ignores the fact that Venezuela has been a reliable source of oil to

the U.S., including Venezuela's non-participation in the Arab oil embargo and

Venezuela's increased oil production at the request of the U.S. after Iraq's invasion

of Kuwait in August 1990.

Timing is critical to Venezuela. Refinery modifications will enable them to

meet the statutory sulfur baseline by mid- 1996. Moreover, the RFG-baseline issue

goes away in 1998. when individual baselines have no application to RFG.

(However, if Venezuela escalates its objections to a formal GATT dispute

settlement proceeding, it would probably press for use of individual baselines for

anti-dumping, for which individual baselines continue to apply beyond 1998.)

Therefore, January 1995 through mid-.1996 is the period of concern for

Venezuela. To be accepted by Venezuela, Option 2 would have to be effective in
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advance of the RFG rule's January 1995 effective date. Options 2 would require
RFG rule changes through rulemaking, which will take a mminnum of 6 months.

Venezuela's GATT Challenge

On January 14 the Government of Venezuela formally requested GATT
Article XXII Consultations on the RFG rule. On February 11, USTR, State, and EPA
received a Venezuelan delegation and held the first round of GATT consultations.
At that meeting, Venezuela alleged the U.S. RFG rule violates U.S. GATT
obligations and that they nullify and impair Venezuela's rights under GATT.
Venezuela specifically asserted that the gasoline rule is inconsistent with the GATT
principal of national treatment, that it denies Venezuela most-favored nation

treatment, and that it constitutes impermissible restriction on imports under GATT.
The U.S. responded that it does not accept Venezuela's GATT interpretations.

However, the U.S. expressed a willingness to examine other potential options for

regulating RFG so long as they are consistent with environmental aims of the Clean
Air Act.

At the end of the February 1 1 consultations. Venezuela requested that a

second round be held in Caracas prior to March 14. Venezuela could request a

GATT panel to investigate the case after that date. A U.S. refusal to meet for a

second time might encourage Venezuela to press for a GATT panel. However,
agreeing to meet without anything to offer Venezuela would be counter-productive.

Consequences of Loss of GATT Challenge

If a country's measure is found to be inconsistent witi; the country's

obligations under GATT as a result of a GATT dispute settlement proceedings, then

the country is Obligated to correct the offending measure. If the country fails to

correct the measure in a reasonable period of time, the country is to provide

compensation to the challenging country. Compensation consists of providing to

the challenging country additional trade benefits (e.g., tariff cuts or quota

increases) roughly equivalent to the impact of the offending measure on that

country's trade. The U.S. currently lacks general authority to provide

compensation.

If the defending country fails to correct the measure within a reasonable

period of time and fails to provide compensation, then the challenging country may
withdraw equivalent trade concessions ("retaliate"). The challenging country may
choose to restrict trade in goods unrelated to the defending country's measure,

and in fact is likely to target trade in goods that will have a significant economic

impact on the defending country.
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The Government of Venezuela claims that under the final rule, it will lose
$150 million a year in gasoline sales over the period 1995 through 1997. The
actual amount would depend on the damages that occur after a GATT decision is

issued and a reasonable lime to correct the measure has expired. Of the $4.4
billion in 1993 U.S. trade with Venezuela. Venezuela could select from among the

following major U.S. exports: auto parts (approximately $300 million); wheat
($120.5 million); corn ($88 million); and soybean oilcakes ($95 million) and
soybeans ($35.6 million).

Venezuela is our second largest market in Latin America. Venezuelan GATT
retaliation in tariffs or quotas would cost American export-supported jobs which
would not all return because U.S. computer, auto-parts, and machinery exporters
would likely lose market share to their European and Japanese competitors.

On a broader scale, should GATT decide, justly or unjustly, that an
environrT>ental statute was being used as protectionism. U.S. efforts to strengthen
GATT environmental provisions could be damaged. Although, U.S. environmental

groups m3y portray senleme"t of this GATT issue as backing down from an
environmental measure in the face of GATT concerns.

Maintaining the final RFG rule could undercut U.S. credibility and
effectiveness in pushing Venezuela to open its economy further to U.S. goods,
services, and foreign direct investment, especially in the oil sector.

Venezuelan President Rafael Caldera took office on February 2. 1994 in the

midst of a difficult economic situation characterized by lower oil prices, a large
fiscal deficit, rising inflation, negative growth, a crisis in the nation's banking
system, and uncertainty over future economic policies. Oil plays a major role in

Venezuela, and Venezuela is our second largest source of imported oil. The RFG
dispute has become the most heated issue in U.S.-Venezuelan relations.

Expected Reactions to Allowing Individual Foreign Refinerv Baselines

During the Fall of 1993 when the RFG rule was being finalized, EPA received

strong adverse reactions to allowing individual foreign refinery baselines from

domestic refiners, state air organizations, and from the Hill. The American

Petroleum Institute (API) opposed individual baselines for foreign refiners, and Sun

and Mobil (who compete with Venezuelan gasoline in the Northeast US) were

strongly opposed. API and the oil companies portrayed individual foreign refinery

baselines as a "giveaway" to foreign refiners, with adverse air quality

consequences. NESCAUM (Northeast states'air consortium) opposed individual

foreign refinery baselines because of the NOx impact of Venezuelan gasoline in the

Northeast.
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One industry group representing independent marketers (SIGMA) supported
individual foreign refinery baselines, because they felt the price of innported

gasoline represents a ceiling on the price that can be charged by U.S. refiners. On
the other hand, gasoline retail dealers associations from Virginia, Pennsylvania, and

Long Island wrote letters opposing PDVSA.

EPA received letters signed by 54 Congressmen on this issue. 49

Congressmen were opposed to allowing individual foreign refiner baselines citing

the concerns of the domestic refiners and the adverse air quality consequences,
while S Congressmen took the opposite view because of gasoline price

implications.

Opposing individual foreign refinery baselines -- Senators: Baucus, Breaux,

Cohen, Ford, Graham, Johnson, Lautenberg, Lieberman. I^athews,

McConnell, Mikulkski, Mitchell, Robb, Sarbanes, Sasser, Specter,

Warner, and Wofford; Representatives: Andrews, Barton, Bevill,

Boucher, Brooks, Brown, Byrne, Chapman, Fields, Franks, Gallo,

Greenwood, Hall, Hastert, Hochbruchkner, Machtley, Martin,

McMillan, Mezvinsky, Mica, Moorhead, Oliver, Oxiey, Pallone, Quillen,

Richardson, Sisisky, Slattery. Smith, Tauzin, and Zeliff.

Supporting individual foreign refinery baselines -- Representatives: Frank.

Manton, Markey, Studds, and Synar.
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Privileged and Confidential
February 11, 1993

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Reformulated Gasoline Program under the Clean Air Act

FROM: John Hannon, Attorney
Air and Radiation Division

TO: General Counsel

This memorandum describes the Clean Air Act's (CAA)
reformulated gasoline program, applicable statutory provisions,
the rulemaking background to the program, and certain legal
issues in the supplemental proposal signed by former
Administrator Reilly.

I. Relevant Statutory Requirements

Regulations [§ 211(k)(l)]

Reformulated gasoline ("RFG") regulations shall require
the greatest achievable reduction in ozone- forming VOC
emissions (during the high ozone season) and toxics (during
the entire year) , taking into consideration cost as well as
"nonair-quality and other air-quality related health and
environmental impacts and energy requirements."

General Requirements [§ 211 (k) (2)]

A. Oxygen content

Oxygen content shall equal or exceed 2.0 weight
percent. EPA may waive requirement in part or whole
for any ozone nonattainment area if compliance with
this requirement would prevent or interfere with area's
attainment of a NAAQS .

B. NOx emissions

NOx emissions from "baseline" vehicles when using RFG
shall be no greater than when using baseline gasoline.
Baseline vehicles are defined as representative model
year 1990 vehicles. If compliance with the NOx limit
is technically infeasible, EPA may adjust or waive the
oxygen content as well as other specified requirements
to ensure "no NO^ increase."

C. Benzene content
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Benzene content shall be no more than 1.0 volume
percent .

Formula or Performance Standards [§ 211 (k) (3)]

A. Regulations shall require compliance with either a
formula or performance standard, whichever is more
stringent. This is determined independently for toxics
and VOCs . The SNPRM is based on performance standard
(§ 211 (k) (3) (B) ) as it is more stringent than the
formula {§ 211 (k) (3) (A) ) .

B. VOC performance standard, 1995-99 (Phase I)

RFG must achieve 15% reduction in mass of ozone- forming
VOC emissions. Comparison is between baseline vehicles
using RFG and baseline vehicles using baseline
gasoline. VOC controls only apply during the "high
ozone season," not year round. [§ 211 (k) (3) (B) ]

EPA has interpreted these percentages as minimums,
based on § 211 (k) {l)'s requirement for greatest
achievable reductions.

C. VOC performance standard, 2000 and later (Phase II)

RFG must achieve 25% reduction, except EPA may increase
or relax this requirement based on technological
feasibility (considering cost) . 20% set as minimum
reduction. [§ 211 (k) (3) (B) ]

D. Toxics performance standard

The performance standards for toxics control are
basically the same as for VOC control, except it is a

year round program addressing five specific toxic
substances, including benzene. [§ 211 (k) (3), (k)(10)]

Certification procedures [§ 211 (k) (4)]

EPA regulations are to include procedures for
certification of gasolines or slates of gasolines that
comply with the reformulated gasoline requirements.

State Opt-in [§ 211{k)(6)]

States may opt -in to the federal program. Upon receipt
of an application from a governor, the federal program will
apply to the ozone nonattainment areas requested by the
state. EPA is to publish notice of any such request, and
establish an effective date for the program in those areas.
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EPA may extend the effective date for opt -in areas for
up to two years if there is insufficient domestic production
capacity for reformulated gasoline. In general, areas with
less of a summertime ozone problem are to receive extensions
before areas with worse problems.

Credit Provisions [§ 211 (k) (7)]

The regulations shall allow transferable credits for
RFG that surpasses oxygen, aromatics\ and benzene
requirements .

Ant i -dumping provisions [§ 211(k)(8)]

The regulations shall establish a program to ensure
that the reformulated gasoline requirements do not lead to a
degradation in the quality of conventional gasoline marketed
in the rest of the country. The standards for conventional
gasoline are refiner specific, and are based on the
emissions characteristics of the gasoline sold by that
refiner in 1990. Average per-gallon emissions for VOCs,
NOx, CO, and toxics may not exceed the average per-gallon
emissions of that refiner's 1990 gasoline.

Emissions from entire vehicle [§ 211 (k) (9)]

The RFG and anti- dumping requirements are based on
emissions from the entire vehicle, including both exhaust,
or tailpipe, emissions, and non- exhaust emissions
(evaporative, running loss, and refueling emissions) .

Covered areas [§ 211 (k) (10) (D) ]

Reformulated gasoline must be sold in the nine ozone
nonattainment areas with the highest ozone design value for
1987 through 1989, with a 1980 population in excess of
250,000. EPA has interpreted this to mean metropolitan
Hartford, the New York/northern New Jersey/Long
Island/Connecticut area, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago,
Milwaukee, Houston, Los Angeles, and San Diego.

Statutory deadlines [ § 211(k)(l), (k) (4) (C) , (k)(8)]

Section 211 (k) contains three separate mandatory duties
requiring final action by November 15, 1991. EPA must issue

^ Aromatics requirements would only take effect if the
formula fuel under § 211 (k) (3) (A) is more stringent than the
performance standard under § 211(k) (3) (B) . EPA's recent SNPRM is
based on the performance standard, not the formula, therefore EPA
is not proposing an aromatics content requirement.
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regulations establishing requirements for reformulated gasoline
(§ 211(k))(l)), must determine the level of emissions of baseline
vehicles using baseline gasoline, and issue rules establishing
appropriate methodologies for measuring emissions of pollutants
(§ 211 (k) (4) (C) ) , and must issue rules establishing anti-dumping
requirements § 211 (k) (8) (A)). The consent order in the citizen
deadline suits filed by Congressman Henry Waxman and Sierra Club
requires EPA to take final action on these duties by march 15,
1993, except that if a supplemental proposal is issued by that
date then EPA must take final action by September 15, 1993.

II. Rulemaking background

Shortly after the passage of the Act, EPA initiated
negotiated rulemaking under the Negotiated Rulemaking Act of
1990, P.L. 101-648, establishing an advisory committee under the
Federal Advisory Committee Act^ consisting of representatives
from many different groups likely to be substantially affected by
the rule.

Given the one-year statutory deadlines in section 211 (k) , in
July 1991 EPA published an NPRM while the advisory committee was
still conducting negotiations.' This proposal described the
outline of the reformulated gasoline program and a long list of
options under consideration by the reg neg committee. The
subsequent negotiations culminated in an August 1991 Agreement in
Principle and accompanying outline of a proposal, signed by each
of the reg neg committee members. Several side-bar letters
between EPA and the individual committee members were signed to
remove their objections to the signing the Agreement and clarify
its meaning.

On April 16, 1992 EPA published a supplemental notice of
proposed rulemaking containing detailed provisions based on the
regulatory negotiation consensus, as well as detailed provisions
on areas not specifically covered by the agreement.* EPA held a
two day public hearing in Chicago, Illinois in June 1992,
focusing almost exclusively on concerns raised by the ethanol
industry.

The reg neg Agreement called for EPA to propose a "simple
model" (SM) for certification of reformulated gasoline, along
with reformulated gasoline performance standards for the years
1995 through 1999 (Phase I) . EPA proposed these in the April
1992 SNPRM. The Agreement also called for EPA to propose, by

^ 5 U.S.C. App. § 1, et seq.

' 56 FR 31176 (July 9, 1991).

* See 57 FR 13416 (April 16, 1992).
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November 15, 1992, a "complex model" (CM) for certification of
reformulated gasoline as well as reformulated gasoline
performance standards for the year 2000 and later (Phase II) .

III. Supplemental Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

The SNPRM signed by former Administrator Reilly proposed:

(1) implementation of the ethanol provisions announced by
President Bush on October 1, 1992;

(2) the Complex Model, including provision for its optional
use before it became mandatory;

(3) the Phase II VOC and toxics performance standards;

(4) a NOx performance standard for Phase II, under separate
authority of section 211(c) (1) of the Act;

(5) various modifications to the previous proposal,
including changes to the Simple Model, anti- dumping,
and enforcement provisions.

Internal and inter-agency review of this supplemental
proposal was completed in a very expedited time frame. For many
controversial issues, invitations public comment on a variety of
options was used to temporarily resolve internal agency
objections and provide flexibility for the new administration.

IV. Legal Issues of Most Concern

Ethanol provisions

1. Background and description of proposal

Under section 211 (k) (1), EPA' s reformulated gasoline
regulations must "require the greatest reduction in emissions of
[toxics and ozone forming VOCs] achievable through the
reformulation of conventional gasoline, taking into consideration
the cost of achieving such emissions reductions, any nonair-
quality and other air-quality related health and environmental
impacts and energy requirements." This authority is limited by
section 211 (k) (3), which under our interpretation establishes
minimum levels for the VOC and toxics emission reduction
standards (15% for Phase I, and 20-25% for Phase II) . Assuming
an adequate justification under the factors noted in section
211 (k) (1), EPA appears authorized to establish a less stringent
performance standard for ethanol blends than for other
reformulated gasolines, within the constraints of the minimum
reductions required by section 211(k) (3). The SNPRM's ethanol
provisions rely on this legal theory.
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Under the reg neg proposal, VOC reductions under the SM were
to be achieved from limits on the oxygen content and on the Reid
vapor pressure (RVP) of reformulated gasoline. RVP is measured
in pounds per square inch (psi) , and is a measure of gasoline's
volatility or propensity to evaporate. Motor vehicle emissions
decrease as the RVP of gasoline decreases, primarily through
reductions in evaporative and other non-exhaust emissions. The
oxygen content also reduces emissions, through reductions in
tailpipe emissions.

Under the SM, the RVP standard for RFG sold in the northern
parts of the country would be 8 . 1 psi, while for southern RFG it
would be 7.2 psi.. The minimum oxygen content of RFG gasoline
was set at 2.0% (wt.).' The same standards applied whether the
gasoline contained ethanol or not. Since ethanol increases the
RVP of gasoline by about 1 psi at typical blending percentages,
persons wishing to market ethanol blends of RFG would need to
purchase a sufficiently low RVP gasoline for blending such that
ethanol 's 1 psi RVP boost would not cause the final blend to
exceed the standard.'

The ethanol industry claimed this would effectively exclude
them from the RFG market. They claimed requiring sub-RVP
blendstock would either make ethanol blends uneconomical, or
would place their fate in the hands of the oil industry, who
would intentionally refuse to produce it such blendstock. In
either case, this would exclude ethanol from the RFG market.
They fought to obtain a one psi waiver for ethanol blends as a
solution to this problem. EPA, the oil industry, states and
others opposed the one pound waiver, claiming ethanol would in
fact be economical and sub-RVP blendstock would be available. In
addition, a one psi waiver was both unlawful and would
significantly reduce the emissions benefits of the reformulated
gasoline program.

President Bush resolved this by directing that EPA propose
changes to the RVP standard for RFG in the north that would
effectively amount to a one psi waiver, but would still be
environmentally neutral when compared to the prior proposal. For
RFG without ethanol the RVP standard would be tightened from 8 . 1

psi to 7.8 psi, while the standard for ethanol blends would stay
at 8.1 psi. The tighter standard on non- ethanol blends was
designed to offset the RVP boost from ethanol blends composing up

These were proposed as "per- gallon" standards for RFG.
For refiners that averaged, slightly more stringent standards
applied. The SM proposal is discussed in more detail later.

' The 1 psi increase in volatility for ethanol blends
causes a significant increase in motor vehicle emissions.
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to 30% of the market. Similar but less extensive changes were to
be proposed for southern RFG.

The SNPRM takes an apparently aggressive approach in
implementing President Bush's directive. For gasoline marketed
in the northern half of the country, the proposed Simple Model
RVP standard would be 7.8 psi if ethanol is not used. The RVP
standard is increased corresponding to the percentage of gasoline
blended with ethanol, ending back at 8.1 psi if a refiner blends
ethanol into 30% or more of its RFG production. A similar
standard setting process is used when ETBE, an ethanol based
ether, is used. The same approach is taken for the VOC
performance standards applicable when gasoline is certified under
the Complex Model.

The SNPRM establishes a procedure whereby each refiner or
blender starts with a "right" to blend ethanol in up to 30% of
their production and obtain the corresponding reduction in the
stringency of the RVP or VOC standard. These "ethanol blending
rights" may be traded, allowing refiners to use ethanol in up to
100% of their gasoline with a corresponding loosening of the RVP
standard above 8.1 psi. Each year EPA would require a commitment
from refiners specifying the percentage of their production that
would be blended with ethanol. If a refiner fails to either
trade or commit to use their full 30% ethanol blending rights,
EPA would reallocate these rights to other refiners and the
refiner who "lost" these rights would be penalized in future
years for not using or trading the full 30%. EPA also proposed
that refiners could sell or trade commitments to blend.
Combining this with RVP trading (discussed later) , ethanol use
could in effect be transferred from areas like New York to the
midwestern cities like Chicago that are much closer to the
ethanol production facilities and more used to the additive.

As this brief explanation indicates, the ethanol provision
is both very complicated and seemingly designed to provide strong
incentives for maximiun ethanol use. It appears to go far beyond
removing a potential barrier to ethanol 's participation in the
reformulated gasoline market.

2 . Legal issues

Justification for the incentive program

The proposal contains no more than the rudiments of a
factual and policy justification.^ The preamble itself contains a
few paragraphs paraphrasing President Bush's October 1992
announcement, reciting certain allegations concerning the
benefits derived from ethanol use. The record support for these
claims is almost non-existent. In addition to a clearly
inadequate factual justification, there is also no discussion of
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a conceptual framework for taking into consideration the various
statutory factors such as "energy requirements."

OAR understood OGC's concern that this lack of a
justification would be a fatal defect to finalizing this
proposal, and understood the need to supplement the proposal
later if necessary to support a final rule. There are real
questions whether such a justification could be prepared, as
little if any work has been done to date and initial
investigation of the issues does not appear terribly helpful for
ethanol .

While a missing factual justification would in certain
cases be curable, there is real concern that the ethanol proposal
exceeds EPA's authority even with a clear justification. There
is a significant risk that a court would see these provisions as
improperly elevating national energy and other policies into the
central emphasis of the program, displacing the statute's primary
focus on emissions reductions. The preamble to the SNPRM
attempts to avoid this by casting the provisions as necessary to
remove barriers to full market participation by ethanol.

Environmental neutrality

The SNPRM claims that the ethanol provisions are
environmentally neutral when compared to the proposal agreed upon
in regulatory negotiations - the tighter standards for non-
ethanol blends should offset the increased emissions from the
ethanol blends. However, the ethanol provisions fail to account
for emission increases from the commingling of ethanol blends of
gasoline with non-ethanol blends. Since the volatility of
gasoline blended with ethanol is not linear with the amount of
ethanol, commingling or mixing of ethanol blends with non-ethanol
blends results in additional emission increases over what would
occur without commingling. This mixing can occur, for example,
in the underground storage tanks at the retail level or in motor
vehicle gasoline tanks.

EPA arguably would have discretion to exclude commingling .

emissions from its performance standards, however this would be
inconsistent with the agency's emphasis to date on regulating
actual in-use emissions over the life of covered vehicles. The
proposal invites comment on the commingling issue, e.g. on the
amount of commingling, the emissions impact, and possible
regulatory approaches.

Base oxygen content for determination of the 30% market share

President Bush's October 1992 announcement and the SNPRM' s

proposals use a 30% market share for ethanol blends as the
benchmark for standard setting. However, the President's
announcement did not describe the amount of ethanol used to
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determine the 30% market share. Traditionally ethanol has been
blended at 3.5% (wt.)^ to take advantage of various state and
federal tax benefits. Reformulated gasoline under section 211 (k)
must contain a minimum 2.0% (wt) , with a provision for trading
oxygen credits between refiners. The SNPRM proposes basing the
30% market share on 2.7% (wt.) ethanol, basically as a compromise
between 2.0% and 3.5%.

EPA should have significant discretion on this issue,
however the proposal fails to provide a substantial explanation
for picking 2.7% oxygen as the benchmark. Since 2.7% would lead
to more ethanol use, this exacerbates the general concern about a
lack of justification for the ethanol incentives. In addition,
using 2.0% instead of 2.7% would help to minimize the commingling
problem noted above.

The SNPRM seeks comment on what percentage is appropriate,
from 2.0% to 3.5%.

RVP/VOC performance trading

Section 211 (k) explicitly authorizes trading programs
for compliance with the benzene and oxygen content requirements,
and EPA's prior proposal included such credit programs. Under
the reg neg agreement, EPA proposed an additional credit program
allowing refiners to comply on average with the VOC and toxics
standards. Section 211 (k) does not explicitly authorize this
form of averaging.

EPA claims that averaging increases refiner flexibility,
thus allowing refiners who average to save money even if the
standard is more stringent. Averaging thus provides EPA with a
basis for determining that a more stringent standard is
achievable. Section 211(k) {l)'s general authority to require the
"greatest achievable reductions" should therefore authorize EPA
to allow averaging. This legal rationale is modeled after a
similar approach successfully employed in establishing emissions
standards for heavy-duty motor vehicle engines. In line with
this, EPA previously proposed more stringent toxic and RVP
standards when compliance was met on average.

EPA's recent proposal would allow refiners to trade RVP
or VOC performance credits, as well as average. Such trading
between refiners would further increase refiner flexibility,
making it easier to use ethanol blends. However, EPA did not
propose a more stringent standard to go along with this increase
in refiner flexibility. There is no clear justification why the

This corresponds to 10% (volume) , the maximum amount of
ethanol that may be blended into gasoline under a waiver issued
by operation of law under section 211(f) (4) of the Act.
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more stringent standard used with averaging would still be
appropriate for purposes of trading. This leaves the RVP trading
subject to attack as unauthorized.

Southern opt -in areas

Section 211 (k) (6) authorizes states to opt- in to the
federal RFG program. EPA then sets the effective date for the
RFG requirements in those ozone nonattainment areas, but retains
authority to extend the effective date for up to two years based
on a finding of insufficient domestic production capacity. To
date, most of the eastern seaboard states have opt-ed in, as well
as Texas .

President Bush's October announcement included a

provision whereby southern areas of the country that had opted- in
to the federal RFG program could choose whether or not the
ethanol provisions would apply in their jurisdiction. If they
chose the ethanol provision, it would be structured around a 20%
ethanol market share instead of a 30% share. EPA's SNPRM
includes this provision.

It is highly questionable whether section 211 (k)
authorizes a state to choose what federal RFG standard applies in
its borders. Section 211 (k) (6) authorizes states to opt-in to
the federal program, in effect allowing a state to determine the
geographic scope of the federal program. It does not authorize a
state to choose the performance standards applicable in the area.
It is also very doubtful that EPA could defend a federal rule
that bases the stringency of a federal RFG standard solely on
whether or not a Governor requested such a standard.

The SNPRM raises these legal concerns, and invites
comment an option whereby a southern state could at any time
petition EPA to revise the RFG regulations to include appropriate
incentives for ethanol use.

In-use emissions model provisions

1. Background and description of proposal

Under the reg neg agreement, the VOC and toxics performance
standards for the first years of the RFG program would be
established using a "simple model" (SM) . For the VOC standard
this is somewhat of a misnomer, as the proposed SM standards are
straightforward content requirements - a maximum RVP is
established, as well as a minimum oxygen content.® The proposed

® The per gallon standards are 8.1 psi RVP for the north,
and 7.2 psi for the south. The minimum oxygen content
requirement is 2.0% (wt.). The standards for refiners that
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SM toxics standard is a percentage reduction, with compliance
measured using a simple model that accounts for a limited number
of gasoline parameters. Finally, under the SM a refiner's
sulfur, olefin and T-90 values' are capped at the refiner's 1990
average levels. These SM standards would apply until March of
1977, or four years after EPA promulgated a "complex model" (CM) ,

whichever occurred later.

This approach reflects the reg neg committee's general
agreement that an emissions model based on data from a wide
number of test programs would more accurately predict the
relationship between gasoline parameters and vehicle emissions
than limited test programs run by each individual refiner. The
SM is based on the limited amount of test data available during
the reg neg, with the CM to be developed after EPA and industry
performed sufficient testing to confidently construct a more
complicated model. The SNPRM signed by former Administrator
Reilly proposed this complex model. It is based on EPA testing
as well as testing conducted jointly b;/ the automobile and oil
industries.

During the reg neg, EPA used its in- use motor vehicle
emissions model (the MOBILE model) to develop the SM
standards.''" For purposes of the SM, the MOBILE model was used
to predict baseline emissions (emissions of 1990 motor vehicles
using baseline gasoline) and the RVP and oxygen levels needed to

average are slightly more stringent.

' T-90 measures what percent of the gasoline evaporates at
90 degrees F.

^° EPA's MOBILE model predicts in-use emissions for the
motor vehicle fleet, with the ability to vary inputs for average
temperatures, fleet characteristics, driving characteristics,
average mileage, average tampering rates, inspection and
maintenance programs and the like. It is widely used by states
and others for air pollution control purposes, including
supporting analysis for State Implementation Plan submissions.
EPA often uses the MOBILE model to evaluate SIP submissions and
for rulemaking purposes. EPA's MOBILE model has gone through
several revisions since it was first developed, with the most
recent version released in December 1992 (MOBILES. 0). EPA did
not want to rely totally on the MOBILE model for the reformulated
gasoline program as it was not based on testing specifically
aimed at determining how changes in a wide number of gasoline
parameters affect emissions of motor vehicles using model year
1990 technology.
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achieve a 15% emissions reduction from baseline emissions.'^
The SM standards adopted in the reg neg and proposed by EPA in

April 1992 were based on these calculations. The CM proposed by
EPA also relies heavily on EPA's MOBILE model, for example to
determine baseline emissions. Both the SM and CM are therefore
integrally tied to EPA's MOBILE model.

Both the reg neg agreement and EPA's April 1992 supplemental
proposal are based on a draft, pre-release version of
M0BILE4.1.^^ The SNPRM signed by former Administrator Reilly
continues this reliance on pre-release M0BILE4.1, despite the
release of MOBILES. in December 1992. Under the proposal the
pre-release version of M0BILE4.1 would be used for the SM
standards, as well as the CM performance standards used during
Phase I of the program (until 2000). MOBILES. would be used for
Phase II of the prograim.

Going from one MOBILE model to another changes both the
level of baseline emissions and the level of reductions expected
from a specific fuel reformulation. These also change depending
on the assumptions made regarding state inspection and
maintenance (I&M) programs. The SNPRM assumes basic I&M for
Phase I, and enhanced I&M for Phase II. These assumptions could
affect the stringency of the standard. For example, changing
from basic to enhanced I&M reduces the emissions benefit expected
from a set RVP level. With a set performance standard, assuming
enhanced as compared to basic I&M would tend to force refiners to
lower RVP even more or change other fuel parameters, including
those that affect exhaust emissions levels. In either case
additional expense and investment would be necessary.

2. Legal Issues

Reliance on an outdated MOBILE model

^^ The SM standards from the reg neg agreement were
expected to achieve a 15% VOC reduction in the north, and
slightly over 30% in the south, measured against baseline
gasoline. However, when compared to the RVP standards applicable
under separate EPA regulations, the SM standards were expected to

generate a 15% reduction in both the north and south. EPA's
authority to establish a performance standards requiring greater
than 15% reduction is based on section 211(k) (l)'s requirement
that the RFG regulations obtain the greatest achievable
reductions. The percentage reductions found in section 211 (k) (3)

are seen as the minimum reductions required for the program, with
EPA authorized to set more stringent standards if appropriate.

^^ The final version of M0BILE4 . 1 was released to the
public in November 1991.
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During Phase I of the RFG program, EPA's proposed
standards and emissions model are based on a currently outdated
MOBILE model, the pre-release version of M0BILE4.1. The only-
justification provided for relying on an outdated MOBILE model is
that changing to the more current version would change the
predicted baseline emissions level, and change the comparative
importance of exhaust and non- exhaust emissions in determining
the total vehicle emissions. This could make it harder for
certain refiners to comply with the standards, in effect
increasing the stringency of the standard for those refiners.
Reliance on the prior version of the MOBILE model avoids this.
The proposal claims that emissions data generated from the more
current versions of the MOBILE model show that there is no
environmental prejudice from using the old version because the
typical SM fuels should exceed the minimum 15% reductions
required by the statute.

The SM is concededly based on an outdated MOBILE model .

When EPA originally proposed the SM, it was claimed to represent
EPA's best efforts at modeling for reformulated gasoline.
Continued use of the SM after we have more accurate and
sophisticated models (the CM and MOBILES. 0) is based on the lack
of adequate leadtime for refiners to prepare for standards based
on these models. EPA claims that typical or average SM fv?ls
should exceed the 15% minimum by several percentage points even
when viewed from the more accurate lenses of the CM.

Continued use of the SM appears a reasonable approach given
the history of the SM, its limited use for a two year time
period, and the deference expected for initial implementation of
a new and complicated program. However, there is only limited
factual justification for the leadtime concerns, and there is
limited analysis of the extent of SM fuels that could fail to
meet the 15% standard. These logical gaps in our defense leave
the SM subject to attack.

Despite a four year leadtime, the Phase I CM would
continue reliance on this outdated MOBILE model. The
justification for this is weak. There is only a minimal showing
that refiners have inadequate leadtime to face a more stringent
standard, and no convincing explanation why any increase in
stringency couldn't, in any case, be resolved by using tlie more
accurate MOBILE model and then adjusting the standard. OMS feels
the choice of MOBILE model makes little practical difference with
respect to either stringency of the standard or in-use emissions
impact, and desires the less accurate model to minimize
objections from the refining industry. In effect EPA would need
to claim we are intentionally using an inaccurate model because
it doesn't make much difference. The inaccuracy of the Phase I

CM could be easily attacked as without substantial evidence and
arbitrary and capricious.
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The SNPRM does invite comment on what version of the
MOBILE should be used, and what prejudice there is, if any to
either refiners or the environment.

Reliance on a version of the MOBILE model that is lost

While the pre-release version of M0BILE4 . 1 was used as
a basis for the 1992 SNPRM and the current SNPRM, there is no
record of its contents. The program office has committed to
generating a replica of the lost MOBILE model and putting it in
the docket .

At this time there is no record support for EPA' s

proposed reliance on the lost model, and use of a replica is very
suspect record support.

I&M assumptions

EPA's recently issued enhanced I&M rule requires many
ozone nonattainment areas to implement enhanced I&M by January
1995, with authority for states to phase in the percentage of
vehicles tested until January 1996, and to phase in the severity
of the I&M emission standards until January 1998.
Notwithstanding these regulatory recjuirements, the SNPRM assumes
the existence of basic I&M for purposes of the CM throughout
Phase I of the program, until the year 2000, and assumes enhanced
I&M after that. The proposal claims that while EPA wants to base
it's program on actual in- use emissions, enhanced I&M won't be
fully implemented until the latter part of Phase I of the RFG
program and changing to an enhanced I&M assumption during Phase I
could require certain refiners to make additional investments to
be used for only a short period of time.

The SNPRM contains a fairly weak showing that it's
Phase I I&M assumption accurately reflects the status of I&M
programs during that time period. The assumption amounts to no
enhanced I&M until 2000, despite the requirements in EPA's
enhanced I&M rule. There is also a fairly weak showing that any
different assumption would cause serious problems for industry.
At the same time, EPA should have the flexibility to base its
model on a single assumption covering a time period where I&M
programs are moving from basic to enhanced I&M.

EPA may have the discretion under section 211 (k) to
base the RFG program on something other than actual in-use
emissions. The statute requires reductions in emissions but does
not define how we should measure emissions or what emissions to
include other than requiring that we look at emissions from the
whole vehicle. With an adequate rationale we might well have the
flexibility to exclude the effects of enhanced I&M programs from
our modeling.
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Such a position would however be inconsistent with the basic
approach taken by the agency to date. With no convincing
rationale for a change, intentionally excluding enhanced ISiM from
the Phase I model would clearly be suspect.

The SNPRM invites comment on what I&M assumption is

appropriate.

Dilution and other interactive effects

Neither the SM, the CM, nor their respective standards
take into account the emissions impact from the mixing of
different gasolines in the distribution network. This mixing
occurs during distribution through the pipelines, at the retail
outlets, and inside vehicles' tanks. The emissions impact from
commingling ethanol and non-ethanol blends is likewise not
accounted for.

EPA should have discretion in defining hew emissions
performance is defined and measured. For example, EPA should be
able to require the use of an emissions model as compared to
requiring actual vehicle testing, and to determine whether
emission reductions are based on actual, in-use emissions or
laboratory emissions. In the same vein, EPA should have
discretion to determine emission performance by locking either at
gasoline as it leaves the refinery (without any commingling or
other interactive effects), or as it enters the vehicle's c-ngine
(taking into account such effects) . This discretion, of course,
must be exercised in light of the primary goal of section 211 (k)
- reduction of in-use motor vehicle emissions in the county's
most smog polluted cities.

To date, EPA has taken as a basic approach that
emissions performance is based on reductions of actual in-use
motor vehicle emissions. At the ssime time, EPA's proposals have
deviated from this for various reasons, ranging from lack of
knowledge ^ reliance on a SM) to lack of leadtime (continued
reliance on SM even after CM has been developed, reliance on
outdated versions of a MOBILE model, etc.).

The SM standards do not account for interactive
effects, based at first on lack of information and later on
leadtime concerns. The propos3d CM and related performance
standards continue this approach and do not account for
interactive effects. The proposal does not provide a significant
justification for this. The issue has been avoided primarily
because it raises questions about the interactive effects from
ethanol blends. EPA should either include interactive effects in
its emissions model and standards, as best it can, or provide a

cogent explanation for why it does not.

The SNPRM does invite comment on what approach EPA should
take regarding interactive effects.
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The Venezuelans and the EPA held a preliminary meeting January
5 to explore options to resolve the reformulated gasoline trade
Oispute. Representing Venez-ela were embassy Minister
Counselor Grisante and PDVSA j Washington lawyer Mike Sherman
t>f Collier, Rill and Scott. EFA was represented by Mary Smith,
EPA Director of the Office of Mobile (pollution)_^.Sources,
George Lawefence, : also of Mobile sources and ag^EPA lawyer..
(Smith reports to DicK Wilson who reports to Assistant -

,.•...

Administrator NichdlV. ) '*%•-..*... i-" -..v.-iv'- iv,K;^^^4jK; ^.

According to Mr. Sherman, Smith explained that^the^EPA had
turned down the 'foreign refiner baselineV prop6sc;^t|^becauso it w

;14^
.would-allow .foreign refiners to be. given.the optij'^^.t.cf'^^.^^ax} •
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that Venezuela's probleraljias, the opposite^^.but said.^that-.the;{i'v '•';?;

let Venezuela comply would a l%'o -'core's tefca!''^^:.'Ji-'option tjiat would
loophol^' for others. Sherman proposed that.-PDVSA^ -^'^
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re.sponse is anticipated shoftlK-'
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Minister Parra told Ambassador Davido" January 10 that^he is

writirui EPA to formally request consultations on the,'issue ..

Venezuela also stands prepared to notify the GATT o^.-^the -ar-y-

dispute, for a second time, on January 25. . '??f^;v

State's examii\ation of foreign refinery slates ;sugge.stedi to ;us
that' few<£oreign refiners: were^inve^^ng the

IJ^r.ge. suni^|^:Ar- . ,

necessary to produce U':S. market-speCif ic reformulatedii'^.j
gasoline, we asked the CIA to obtain^an independent analysis
from Purvin and Gertz, an oil consulting firm in Houston that
it has on retainer. -
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Putvin and Gertz report (tab 1) that Latin America is the
principal foreign supplier of gasoline to the U.S., and will
also be the principal supplier of reformulated gasoline. In

addition to Venezuela's 50,000 b/d reform potential, even wit'
no EPA compromise, the Hess refinery in the virgin Islands
"would have no trouble" meeting EPA standards and supplying
about 45,000 b/d of reformulated gasoline to the U.S. market.

Purvin and Gertz believe the Europeans (France, Italy, Spain,
Netherlands? and U.K.) will be challenged to comply with both

European and U.S. environmental programs simultaneously. They
note that low margins on U.S. gasoline have reduced European
gasoline exports to the U.S. from 150,000 b/d a few years ago
to 50,000 b/d in 1993. Purvin and Gurtz still anticipate,
however, that the European refinery slate will be capable of

supplying over 50,000 b/d of reformulated gasoline to the U.S.

Purvin and Gurtz also report that Canada and Saudi Arabia could

supply 50,000 b/d and 20,000 b/d plus c' reformulated
respectively.

Comment: The Purvin and Gertz study helps to define the
universe of potential foreign reformulated gasoline refiners
and does not identify any unexpected major refiners of reform— which should comfort the EPA' to some extent. While' tife re .-.r^-

are more reform capable European refiners than we had -?'

anticipated, the aggregate European volumes are_ not large and
the report notes that European reform eiports'toVthe U.S. may
be displaced on the margin, by reform from the, too j^i-proximate 'i.rv,

Virgin Islands._^ We will share .the report ^informally with EPA^ ^^.g.^:j
if nothing elscT'to demonst^rate that we willVcbnt{nvXO.V.our r^^^t^^^^;.
constructive dialogue witJiT' them. .-.; -.^«„j?r .

'' ." "!

The findings of the report may^ also be of use m convincing the ^;^-'
Venezuelans to address the issue bilaterally and not;..before the

.

^.^„..

GATT. Although most foreign refiners that Purvin and' Gertz
'" ^-^<.^-

identified are not expected to have problems conforming to
EPA's statutes, a strong Venezuelan push in the GATT- would only?,-*r
attract the attention of third parties, potentially:ibogging ?§iff>
down the process, increasing potential USG liabilities

_'and

'

*Kf^*

diluting possible GOV benefits. We will also sensitize EPA to

the risk of third party complaints, which should provide added

impetus for them to resolve the outstanding issue with
Venezuela. An immediate and positive USG response to Minister
Parra's written request for consultations will be an essential
element of our strategy to diffuse this trade dispute on a

bilateral basis.- *?*< ^'J

''": ^--T.
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D r a f ted : EB^22EZSISI27
l/ri/ 94 7-lf7

6

Cleared : EB^yfyM'iS.j'Jl?

cc:Embassy Caracas
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DRAFT 11/9/92

MEMORANDUM — November 6, 1992

SUBJECT: PDVSA — FOSD Response

FROM: Fielding E. Lamason,' Jr., Attorney/Advisor
Field Operations and Support Division.
Office of Air and Radiation

TO: Jonathan Martel, Attorney
Air and Radiation Division
Office of General Counsel

This memorandum responds to the issies raised by Petroleos
de Venezuela, S.A. ("PDVSA") , as sximmarized in your Draft Note of
October 15, 1992. To reiterate:

PDVSA submits that the different rules for foreign and
domestic refiners regarding baseline determination are
unjustifiable and violate the General Agreement of
Tariffs and Trade ("GATT") .

PDVSA submits that it, like domestic refiners, has
sufficient data to develop its own 1990 baseline under
all three Methods, and that it would submit its
Venezuelan refineries to audits to verify its baseline
and certification data in the same manner as domestic
refiners.

PDVSA submits that the SNPRM approach violates the
GATT's National Treatment Clause, which states that
regulations affecting distribution and sales "should
not be applied to imported or domestic products so as
to "afford protection to domestic production ....
[Imported products from another party] shall be
accorded treatment no less favorable than that accorded
to like products of national origin ..."

PDVSA also submits that GATT exceptions for
measures: (1) necessary to protect human, animal or
plant life; necessary to secure compliance with laws or

regulations; or (3) relating to the conservation of
exhaustible natural resources, are not applicable.
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INTRODUCTION

EPA's proposed regulations to implement the reformulated
gasoline program provide that domestic refiners and importers of

foreign produced gasolines cc ild meet performance standards for
reformulated and conventional gasolines by different methods.
Domestic refiners would be required to use one of the three
Methods described above (in order of priority of stringency) or
to use a statutory baseline standard. Use of any Method or

statutory standard would be svbject to independent auditing and
EPA approval of the refiner's production history.

Importers, however, would be limited to use of the first
Method or to the statutory baseline alone.

PDVSA, a foreign refiner marketing through domestic in the
United States, seeks the ability, proposed to be available to
domestic refiners, to establish its gasoline baselines by
reference to historical production records under one or more of
the methods described above. PDVSA avers that it would be
amenable to EPA auditing for verification.

I. STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

A. Reformulated Gasoline

Section 211(k)(3) of the Act, establishing the reformulated
gasoline program, requires that VOC and toxic emissions from

gasolines be reduced relative to the emissions attributable to
the statutory "baseline gasoline" whose properties are
specifically defined in section 211(k)(10)(B) of the Apt. In the
alternative to statutory baseline standards, EPA has proposed
that for reformulated gasoline the parameters of sulfur, T-90 and
olefins shall be established by individual refinery records using
the Methods described above, or with reference to the statutory
baseline.

Importers would be required to establish an individual
baseline for sulfur, T-90 and olefins only under Method 1 (if

importers possessed sufficient documentation to support the
calculation) . All other parameters would be established by the
statutory baseline. EPA believes it is unlikely that importers
will have available the records required under Method 1.

Accordingly, most importers woulc default to that statutory
baseline for reformulated gasoline.

B. Anti-Dumping of Pollutants in Conventional Gasoline

S-ction 211(k)(^) (the "anti-dumping program") compliments
the reformulated gasoline program by providing for maintenance,
on average, of the current quality of conventional gasoline. The

program is intended to prevent refiners from introducing
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pollutants removed from reformulated fuel into conventional
gasoline marketable in other parts of the U.S.

The anti-dumping program requires that domestic refiners
calculate the current quality of conventional gasoline by use of
the more stringent of one of the prioritized Methods -or by use of
the statutory baseline. Domestic refiners would be subject to
independent audits and EPA approval to establish the refiners'
baselines.

Importers would be required to use the first Method
described above to establish a baseline for conventional gasoline
or to use ihe statutory baseline. EPA believes it unlikely that
importers will have availaole the records required under Method
I. Accordingly, most importers would default to that statutory
baseline for conventional gasoline.

II. JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN REFINERS AND
IMPORTERS

The regulations distinguish between refiners and importers
based on the amenability of each party to verification of 1990
production records. Domestic refiners are anticipated to have
adequate information available demonstrate production capability
with certainty.

A. Incentive to Game the System

If importers to were allowed to establish individual
baselines based on 1991-1992 data (a Method otherwise available
to domestic refiners) , it is likely these reported baselines
could be very high compared to that of a domestic refiner. There
would be no way (1) to prevent the importer from choosing high
emission gasoline to import in 1991-2 simply to get an
advantageous baseline and (2) to insure that 1991-2 gasoline was
the same as 1993 gasoline imported.

EPA believes that to allow importers to develop high
baseline emissions without the data required by Method 1 would
encourage gaming, i.e. . high emissions producing gasoline and
blendstocks could leave the U.S. (from a refiner with a
relatively low baseline calculated under one of the Methods) and
come back into the U.S. via an importer with a relatively high
baseline. This clearly would be dumping, as well as
environmentally and competitively detrimental. It would also
allow importers to meet a less stringent standard overall than
domestic refiners.

The same incentive to game the system exists for foreign
refiners. A foreign refiner could operate under an unverifiable
high baseline and import the product into the U.S. through an
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impcrter with a relatively high baseline. The foreign refiner
would realize a clear competitive advantage and contribute to
environmer .al degradation.

Accordingly, the proposed distinction between importers and
domestic refiners is justified based upon EPA's interest in
maintaining a level playing field for the regulated community,
the goal of the Clean Air Act to maximize environmental benefits
associated with the reformulated fuels program, and the
overarching public health goals sought to be protected by the
Act.

B. Domestic Refiners Prevented From Gaming the System by
Audits

The critical distinction between domestic refiners and
importers (and foreign refiners) is that domestic refi^'^rs are
anticipated by EPA to be amenable to verification a, -s to
ensure that their baselines are correctly certified. Otherwise,
where a domestic refiner determined that the statutory baseline
for conventional gasoline is dirtier .than individually calculated
parameters, the domestic refiner would choose the less stringent
statutory baseline. The country would lose environmental
benefits and the domestic refiner would gain a competitive
advantage .

C. Importers fand Foreign Refineries^ Not Amenable to
Audits

Because importers and foreign refiners are not amenable to
audited-verification by EPA-certified auditors, a foreign refiner
would have an incentive to claim that its individually calculated
parameters are much dirtier than the statutory standard. The
refiner might then be able to "dump" dirty conventional gasoline
into the United States, depriving the United States of the
intended environmental benefits of the statutory baseline
standard. The foreign refiner would gain a significant
competitive advantage due to EPA's inability to maintain a level
regulatoi-y playing field.

1. Notwithstanding PDVSA's good intentions, the United
States lacks authority to compel foreign refiners to submit to
verifying audits .

EPA's ability to monitor and aildit the baseline fuel
characteristics of foreign refiners are substantially inhibited.
In fact, EPA's past attempts to subject foreign corporations to
EPA audits have been rebuffed. Many foreign refiners are
nationalized operations which could significantly interfere with
U.S. efforts to verify baseline representations. EPA has no
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authority to conduct an inspection of a foreign refiner's
records, to take samples for testing, or an effective means to
seek sanctions for violations of the certification process.
Accordingly, an ad hoc baseline certification standard for
foreign refiners would be impossible to administe .

Accordingly, EPA's regulatory control exercised over
domestic refiners is not available for foreign refiners. EPA
therefore has proposed to hold foreign refiners to the statutory
baseline gasoline to establish standards for reformulated fuels.

2. It is apparent from the language of Section 211 (kW8)
that Congress intended to regulate the activities of domestic
refin&rs and domestic importers of foreign produced gasoline .

Congress did not intend to create a separate (and competitively
advantageous) certification program for foreign refiners.
Rather, foreign refiners were to be regulated through their u^e
of domestic importers.

3. PDVSA's offer to submit to full EPA authority for
verification-audits is not adequate to prevent gaming of the

system .

EPA would be unable to prevent a foreign refiner from gaming the
system by decidiz.g whether to submit data for individual baseline
and to submit to EPA authority based on whether the individual or
default baseline is more favorable.

Further, even if a privately owned foreign refinery agreed
to subait to EPA authority, there is a risk that the country in
which the refinery is located would prevent EPA inspectors to
enter to conduct audits and inspections. Accordin-^ly, the

regulations address foreign gasoline at the point of entry into
the United States, at which point EPA jurisdiction applies fully.

III. GATT COMPLIANCE

PDVSA c-rgues that GATT exceptions for measures necessary to

protect human, animal or plant life or nacessary to secure

compliance with laws or regulations are not applicable.

A. Health Concerns

1. Ozone

The primary purposes of the Clean Air Act in requiring
reformulated gasoline are to reduce ozone-forming VOC emissions

during the high ozoixe season and emissions of toxic air

pollutants during the entire year.
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Section 211 (k) requires EPA to certify reformulated gasoline
for use beginning in 1995 in gasoline-fueled vehicles in the
worst ozone nonattainment areas and "opt-in" areas. This program
compliments and builds upon the fuel volatility program
implemented by EPA since the summer of 1989.

Control of gasoline volatility is necessary to control the
formation of ozone precursors in automobile fuel emissions and
the secondary formation of particulate matter. Evaporative
hydrocarbon (HC) emissions from gasoline related sources are
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and contribute substantially to
the formation of ozone (and other photochemical oxidants) in the
atmosphere. Ozone formation is most active during the summer
months because the chemical reactions involved rely on direct
sunlight and high ambient temperatures.

Ozone is a powerful oxidant that reacts with a wide range of
substances. In humans, ozone irritates the respiratory system
and reduces lung function. Laboratory studies suggest thrt ozone
nay damage lung and other tissue. This damage may impair
breathing and immunity to disease for people with pre-existing
respiratory problems. Thus, violations of the National Ambient
Air Quality Standard for ozone are considered a serious public
health concern. Reduction in the exposure of humans to ambient
concentrations of particulate natter is associated with reduction
in morbidity and mortality.

In addition, oxidation by ozone and other photochemical
oxidants can impair plant tissue and reduce the yield of some
crops, as well as damage materials such as rubber products.

Ozone NAAQS nonattainment is almost entirely a summertime
problem. Approximately 96% of ozone violations occur during the
five month period from May through September. EPA's approach to
volatility control focuses on reducing emissions during these
five months.

The benefits of ozone reduction do not inure exclusively to
nonattainment areas. High VOC emissions in one area of the
country may be transported through the atmosphere and adversely
affect air quality in another area.

2. Toxics

A primary environmental objective of the reformulated
gasoline program is to reduce year round emissions of five major
toxic air pollutants: benzene, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, 1,3
butadiene, and polycyclic organic matter. Each of the five toxic
compounds of concern, increases cancer risk in exposed human
P'"pulat ions. Exposure may be through atmospheric exposure, but
also result from deposits of the compounds on soils and water.
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Noncancer human health impacts (early mortality,, disease
incidence, and decrease in the quality of life) may also be
associated with reductions of these five toxic compounds.
Adverse effects of the respiratory system, blood, reproductive
system and effects on the deve opina fetus are associated with
inhalation exposure to five to. .ins.

3. Compliance with Laws and Regulations

The audit-verification procedures proposed for the
regulations implementing the reformulated fuels program are
essential to ensure the accuracy of refiners' calculations of the
applicable baseline standards for the production of reformulated
and conventional gasolines. Because foreign refiners are not
amenable to EPA audits, the integrity of the program requires
that foreign refiners b6 held to a statutory default standard.

IV. CONCLUSION

The treatmant of foreign refiners proposed in the
regulations is necessary to ensure that ths public health
benefits sought by Congress in enacting the clean fuels
provisions of the Act are accomplished.
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Privileged and Confidential
February 18, 1993

MEMORANDUM Su /
SUBJECT: Legal Concerns on the Ethanr

'

t-j.^ he
Reformulated Gasoline Supplemental Propose*^

FROM: John Hannon, Attorney
Air and Radiation Division

TO: Michael H. Shapiro
Acting Assistant Administrator

for Air and Radiation

A supplemental notice of proposed rulemaking for the
reformulated gasoline program was recently forwarded to the
Federal Register for publication. It was signed by former
Administrator William Reilly, and contains among other provisions
a detailed proposal concerning gasoline blends containing ethanol
or other renewable oxygenates. Internal and inter-agency review
of this supplemental proposal was con^leted in a very expedited
time fraune. For many controversial issues, invitations for
public comment on a variety of options was used to temporarily
resolve internal agency objections and provide flexibility for
the new administration.

The ethanol provisions are expected to be very
controversial. This memorandum describes for your benefit
certain legal concerns that we expect will be raised during the
public comment period.

1 . Background and description of proposal

Under section 211 (k) (1), EPA's reformulated gasoline
regulations must "require the greatest reduction in emissions of
[toxics and ozone forming VOCs] achievable through the
reformulation of conventional gasoline, taking into consideration
the cost of achieving such emissions reductions, any nonair-
quality and other air-quality related health and environmental
impacts and energy requirements." This authority is limited by
section 211 (k) (3), which under our interpretation establishes
minimum levels for the VOC and toxics emission reduction
standards (15% for Phase I, and 20-25% for Phase II) . Assuming
an adequate justification under the factors noted in section
211 (k) (1), EPA appears authorized to estcdalish a less stringent
performance standard for ethanol blends than for other
reformulated gasolines, within the constraints of the minimiim
reductions required by section 211 (k) (3) . The SNPRM's ethanol
provisions rely on this legal theory.
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Under the reg neg proposal, VOC reductions under the SM were
to be achieved from limits on the oxygen content and on the Reid
vapor pressure (RVP) of reformulated gasoline. RVP is measured
in pounds per square inch (psi) , and is a measure of gasoline's
volatility or propensity to evaporate. Motor vehicle emissions
decrease as the RVP of gasoline decreases, primarily through
reductions in e.'operative and other non-exhaust emissions. The
oxygen content also reduces emissions, through reductions in

tailpipe emissions.

Under the SM, the RVP standard for RFG sold in the northern
parts of the country would be 8.1 psi, while for southern RFG it
would be 7.2 psi.. The minimum oxygen content of RFG gasoline
was set at 2.0% (wt.).^ The same standards applied whether the
gasoline contained ethanol or not. Since ethanol increases the
RVP of gasoline by about 1 psi at typical blending percentages,
persons wishing to market ethanol blends of RFG would need to
purchase a sufficiently low RVP gasoline for blending such that
ethanol 's 1 psi RVP boost would not cause the final blend to
exceed the standard.^

The ethanol industry claimed this would effectively exclude
them from the RFG market. They claimed requiring sub-RVP
blendstock would either make ethanol blends uneconomical, or
would place their fate in the hands of the oil industry, who
would intentionally refuse to produce it such blendstock. In
either case, this would exclude ethanol from the RFG market.
They fought to obtain a one psi waiver for ethanol blends as a
solution to this problem. EPA, the oil industry, states and
others opposed the one pound waiver, claiming ethanol would in
fact be economical and sub-RVP blendstock would be available. In

addition, a one psi waiver was both unlawful and would
significantly reduce the emissions benefits of the reformulated
gasoline program.

President Bush resolved this by directing that EPA propose
changes to the RVP standard for RFG in the north that would
effectively amount to a one psi waiver, but would still be

environmentally neutral when compared to the prior proposal . For
RFG without ethanol the RVP standard would be tightened from 8.1

psi to 7.8 psi, while the standard for ethanol blends would stay
at 8.1 psi. The tighter standard on non- ethanol blends was

designed to offset the RVP boost from ethanol blends composing up
to 30% of the market. Similar but less extensive changes were to
be proposed for southern RFG.

^ These were proposed as "per-gallon" standards for RFG.
For refiners that averaged, slightly more stringent standards

applied. The SM proposal is discussed in more detail later.

^ The 1 psi increase in volatility for ethauiol blends
causes a significant increase in motor vehicle emissions.
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The SNPRM takes an apparently aggressive approach in

implementing President Bush's directive. For gasoline marketed
in the northern half of the country, the proposed Simple Model
RVP standard would be 7.8 psi if ethanol is not used. The RVP
standard is increased corresponding to the percentage of gasoline
blended with ethanol, ending back at 8.1 psi if a refiner blends
ethanol into 30% or more of its RFG production. A similar
standard setting process is used when ETBE, an ethanol based
ether, is used. The same approach is taken for the VOC
performance standards applicedale when gasoline is certified under
the Complex Model .

The SNPRM esteiblishes a procedure whereby each refiner or
blender starts with a "right" to blend ethanol in up to 30% of
their production and obtain the corresponding reduction in the
stringency of the RVP or VOC standard. These "ethanol blending
rights" may be traded, allowing refiners to use ethanol in up to
100% of their gasoline with a corresponding loosening of the RVP
standard above 8.1 psi. Each year EPA would require a commitment
from refiners specifying the percentage of their production that
would be blended with ethanol. If a refiner fails to either
trade or commit to use their full 30% ethanol blending rights,
EPA would reallocate these rights to other refiners and the
refiner who "lost" these rights would be penalized in future
years for not using or trading the full 30%. EPA also proposed
that refiners could sell or trade commitments to blend.
Combining this with RVP trading (discussed later) , ethanol use
could in effect be transferred from areas like New York to the
midwestem cities like Chicago that are much closer to the
ethanol production facilities cind more used to the additive.

As this brief explanation indicates, the ethanol provision
is both very complicated and seemingly designed to provide strong
incentives for mciximum ethanol use. It appears to go far beyond
removing a potential barrier to etheuiol's participation in the
reformulated gasoline market.

2 . Legal issues

Justification for the ethanol incentive progrgun

The proposal contains no more than the rudiments of a
factual and policy justification. The preamble itself contains a
few paragraphs paraphrasing President Bush's October 1992
announcement, reciting certain allegations concerning the
benefits derived from ethanol use. The record support for these
claims is almost non-existent. In addition to a clearly
inadequate factual justification, there is also no discussion of
a conceptual framework for tadcing into consideration the various
statutory factors such as "energy requirements."

The lack of factual justification in the SNPRM does give EPA
the maximum flexibility on these factual and policy issues, as we
have not taken a clear position on them. However, OGC discussed
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it's concern with OMS that this lack of a justification would be
a fatal defect to finalizing this proposal. It was understood
that another supplemental notice would be required if EPA decided
to finalize the ethanol provisions. An additional supplemental
notice would help to provide a record support for EPA's final
position, and would be required to satisfy notice and comment
requirements .

While a missing factual justification would in certain
cases be curaiDle, there is real concern that the ethanol proposal
exceeds EPA's authority even with a clear justification. There
is a significant risk that a court would see these provisions as
improperly elevating national energy and other policies into the
central emphasis of the program, displacing the statute's primary
focus on emissions reductions. The preaimble to the SNPRM
attempts to avoid this by casting the provisions as necessary to
remove barriers to full market participation by ethanol.

Environmental neutrality

The SNPRM claims that the ethanol provisions are
environmentally neutral when compared to tha proposal agreed upon
in regulatory negotiations - the tighter standards for non-
ethanol blends should offset the increased emissions from the
ethanol blends. However, the ethanol provisions fail to account
for emission increases from the commingling of ethanol blends of
gasoline with non- ethanol blends. Since the volatility of

gasoline blended with ethanol is not linear with the amount of
ethanol, commingling or mixing of ethanol blends with non-ethanol
blends results in additional emission increases over what would
occur without commingling. This mixing can occur, for example,
in the underground storage tanks at the retail level or in motor
vehicle gasoline tanks. The proposal also does not account for
the emissions increases stemming from distillation differences
between ethanol and non-ethanol blends.

EPA argucibly would have discretion to exclude commingling
emissions from its performance standards, however this would be
inconsistent with the agency's emphasis to date on regulating
actual in-use emissions over the life of covered vehicles. The
proposal invites comment on the commingling issue, e.g. on the
amount of commingling, the emissions impact, and possible
regulatory approaches.

Base oxygen content for determination of the 30% market share

President Bush's October 1992 announcement and the SNPRM' s

proposals use a 30% market share for ethanol blends as the
benchmark for standard setting. However, the President's
announcement did not describe the amount of ethanol used to
determine the 30% market share. Traditionally ethanol has been
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blended at 3.5% (wt.)^ to take advantage of various state and
federal tax benefits. Reformulated gasoline under section 211 (k)
must contain a minimum 2.0% (wt) , with a provision for trading
oxygen credits between refiners. The SNPRM proposes basinq the
30% market share on 2.7% (wt.) ethanol, basically as a compromise
between 2.0% and 3.5%.

EPA should have significant discretion on this issue,
however the proposal fails to provide a substantial explanation
for picking 2.7% oxygen as the benchmark. Since 2.7% would lead
to more ethanol use, this exacerbates the general concern about a
lack of justification for the ethanol incentives. In addition,
using 2.0% instead of 2.7% would help to minimize the commingling
problem noted above.

The SNPRM seeks comment on what percentage is appropriate,
from 2.0% to 3.5%.

RVP/VOC performance trading

Section 211 (k) explicitly authorizes trading programs
for compliance with the benzene and oxygen content requirements,
and EPA's prior proposal included such credit programs. Under
the reg neg agreement, EPA proposed an additional credit program
allowing refiners to comply on average with the VOC and toxics
standards. Section 211 (k) does not explicitly authorize this
form of averaging.

EPA claims that averaging increases refiner flexibility,
thus allowing refiners who average to save money even if the
standard is more stringent. Averaging thus provides EPA with a
basis for determining that a more stringent standard is
achievable. Section 211(k){l)'s general authority to require the
"greatest achievadDle reductions" should therefore authorize EPA
to allow averaging. This legal rationale is modeled after a
similar approach successfully employed in establishing emissions
standards for heavy-duty motor vehicle engines. In line with
this, EPA previously proposed more stringent toxic and RVP
standards when compliance was met on average.

EPA's recent proposal would allow refiners to trade RVP
or VOC performance credits, as well as average. Such trading
between refiners would further increase refiner flexibility,
making it easier to use ethanol blends. However, EPA did not
propose a more stringent standard to go along with this increase
in refiner flexibility. There is no clear justification why the
more stringent standard used with averaging would still be
appropriate for purposes of trading. This leaves the RVP trading
subject to attack as unauthorized. "

This corresponds to 10% (volume) , the maximum aunount of
ethanol that may be blended into gasoline under a waiver issued
by operation of law under section 211(f) (4) of the Act.
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Southern opt -in areas

Section 211 (k) (6) authorizes states to opt -in to the
federal RFG program. EPA then sets the effective date for the
RFG requirements in those ozone nonattainment areas, but retains
authority to extend the effective date for up to two years based
on a finding of insufficient domestic production capacity. To
date, most of the eastern seaboard states have opt-ed in, as well
as Texas.

President Bush's October announcement included a

provision whereby southern areas of the country that had opted- in
to the federal RFG program could choose whether or not the
ethanol provisions would apply in their jurisdiction. If they
chose the ethanol provision, it would be structured around a 20%
ethanol market share instead of a 30% share. EPA's SNPRM
includes this provision.

It is highly questioncible whether section 211 (k)

authorizes a state to choose what federal RFG standard applies in
its borders. Section 211(k){6) authorizes states to opt-in to
the federal prograim, in effect allowing a state to determine the

geographic scope of the federal program. It does not authorize a
state to choose the performance standards applicable in the area.
It is also very doubtful that EPA could defend a federal rule
that bases the stringency of a federal RFG standard solely on
whether or not a Governor requested such a standard.

Thi> SNPRM raises these legal concerns, and invites
comment an option whereby a southern state could at any time

petition EPA to revise the RFG regulations to include appropriate
incentives for ethanol use.
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5 j.Smk^ - UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
\ ^1/^ '" WASHINGTON, O.C. 20460

l^ ^
OFFICE OF

AIR AND RADIATION

MEMORANDUM — January 5, 1993

SUBJECT: Meeting with Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A.

•^JO^f,
FROM: Fielding E. Lamason, Jr

Attorney/Advisor
Field Operations and Support Division

TO: Administrative Record

On January 5, 199 3, a meeting was held at EPA to discuss
issues pertaining to setting baselines for foreign refiners.
Dick Wilson, Mary Smith, Marc Hillson, Chip Lamason, John Hannon,
Jonathan Martel, David Van Hoostraten, Rick Rykowski, and Chris
Brunner (representing EPA) ; Sandy Gaines from the Office of the
U.S. Trade Representative; Michael Sherman, Jeff Beckington from
Collier, Shannon (counsel to PDVSA) ; and Humberto Vidal, PDVSA
Coordinator for Manufacturing (oversees refinery operations) ;

Miguel Salerno, PDVSA Manager of Budget (technical operations
expert) ; and Edmund Bendetti, Minister/Counselor for Petroleum

|

Affairs at the Venezuelan Embassy in Washington, D.C., attended./

PDVSA presented its argument in support of allowing foreign
refineries the option of establishing reformulated gasoline
program baselines using the proposed Methods 1, 2 or 3.

1. PDVSA argues that it is appropriate to model the Methods
for foreign refineries importing less than 75% of their total
production into the United States.

PDVSA presented the following summary of information
purporting to demonstrate that the Methods were appropriate for a

20% importer:

Identification of each cargo (date, volume, product
specifications, client, loading port, destination,
designation of independent inspectors.

Blender instruction records for each tank blended, type
of product, blending composition, tanks to be used
(blendstocks and products) .
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Operational log of all product transfers involved in
each tank blended.

Lab tests during the cargo operation (line tests and
ship tests) .

Quality certification of cargo verified by independent
inspectors.

— Records of volume loaded from each tank involved in
each 1990 cargo.

— Quality data of each blendstock during 1992, including
all fuel parameters.

~ Blendstock composition for each 1992 cargo.

PDVSA supplied a sample of the information that it would be
able to produce to verify its 1990 baseline (attached) .

Contractual information of each shipment.

2. PDVSA argues that there will be little incentive for
foreign refiners to "game" the system by defaulting to the
statutory baseline.

Michael Sherman suggested that, in PDVSA 's case, a high
olefin content would not def initionally be a dirtier gasoline
under the simple model. He stated that refiners in general would
not have economic incentives to alter capital equipment to change
olefin characteristics to game the system. Humberto Vidal stated
that the need for refiners to produce a consistent quality of
product would cut against altering the olefin content of gasoline
to achieve an economic advantage.

3 . PDVSA argues that EPA oversight and enforcement audits
could be guaranteed through diplomatic instruments. Edmund
Benedetti stated that such instruments, in Venezuela's case,
could be accomplished in short order.

In the event of commingling of products between the foreign
refinery gate and domestic importation, Sherman suggested that
the statutory baseline should attach.

Attachment
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POVSA Talking Points for Environmentalists

* PDVSA's gasoline exceeds the statutory baselines for olefins
(22%) and sulfur (644 ppm) by significant amounts. NOx
enissions are priaarily influenced by sulfur and olefins.
PDVSA's primary market is the Northeast.

* The settlement provides that foreign refiners will be
permitted to use their individual baselines for reformulated
gasoline (RFG) compliance for 1995-97 if they are verifiable
and only to the extent of their 1990 import volume. Any RFG
beyond their 1990 volume and conventional gasoline would have
to use the statutory baseline. The settlement would also
provide for enforcement equivalent to that imposed on domestic
refiners.

* In effect, the settlement would not result in a NOx increase
over 1990 levels as required by the Clean Air Act. It would
have a small (much less than 1%) NOx increase compared to the
RFG final rule.

* The probability of the U.S. loosing the GATT case brought by
the Venezuelan government is high. This is because we are
treating foreign refineries differently than domestics and the
U.S. is unable to defend itself under GATT's environmental
exception since some domestic refiners have some individual
gasoline baseline parameters that are as dirty or dirtier than
PDVSAs .

* A loss of the GATT case would require EPA to permit PDVSA to
use its individual baseline, without any volume restriction,
for both RFG and conventional gasoline. Since PDVSA has
indicated that use of its individual baseline would allow them
to double their 1990 imports, this loss would result in

significant NOx increases over 1990 levels.
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Department of Energy
Washington. OC 20585

August 19, 1992

HCMORAMIUN

TO: John J. Easton, Jr., EP-1
Assistant Secretary of Entrjy
Offic* of DoB»$t1c and
International Energy Policy

FROM: Rebecca U. Thomson, 6C-1S
Assistant General Counsel
for Legal Policy and Analysis-

RE: Legal Analysis of the Ethanol Options Paper

You have asked us to provide
a legal analysis of the f1ve<^thano;k

options- described In the attactied EP Ethanol Issue- Paper> After a general
discussion of the statute and proposed rulenaklng each option and its socnewhat

different legal issues are discussed.

STAlTirOftY BAOCMQUND

Introduction ^
Title II of the Clean Air Act Aaendnents of 1990' CCAAA'. 'the Acf,

'the Anendnents'} is designed to address, aoong other things, the fomation of

ataospharlc^uonftt or saog, and the eoisslon of carbon monoxide ('CO'), KOx« and

hazardous air pollutants (Wr toxicsf) fron tioblle sources. The Amendments
focus on the Reld Vapor Pressure ("RVP*) of gasolines and the formation and

emission of volatile organic compounds (*VOCs*).' 4be>Aaendments place heavy<
emphasis on-tJie de»i1 op»ent'0f refonwieted rwele^e iuli<m»»<iyj1ssion reductions.*

The Amen(tents require EPA to establish rules and certification procedures for
reformulated gasoline ('RFC') by November 1991. The process of fonaulating the
RFG regulations Is being conducted through a negotiated nileaaklng (*reg-neg')
which began In 1991. The April, 1992 NOPR provides standards that would result

^
Clean Air Act Amendments, Pub. L. No. 101-549. 104 Stat. Z399 (1990)

codified, as amended, at 42 U.S.C. § 754S.

^ CAAA sections 211(h) and 211(k)-(m}. Although this is a gross
slnplification of the complex chemical process of ozone formation that the CAAA
sedcs to address, basically reducing RVPrtduces volatility which, all othep
-variables being e<|ua1,- would reduce the VOCs formed and ult1mat»1y-the-eaount-of
-«zone produced;
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in percenta9« reductions of VOCs and air toxics and a RVP reduction from 9 psi

(lbs per square inch) to 7.2 psi in the southern and 8.1 psi in the Northern

nonattainnent areas. EPA called for coojaent on how to provide for the use of

ethanol in the RFS rulemaking.' It is the content of this latest proposed

rulemaking that has concerned the ethanol industry.

CAAA Section 211fh>>R«1d Vaoor Pressure

Because fuel volatility had Increased (and with that increase, came an

Increase In emissions of VOCs) since the phasedown of lead, Title II of the CAAA

required EPA to prohibit the sale during high ozone season, suomrtlaa, of

gasoline with a RVP in excess of 9 psi.- Regulations under this section oust

establish even more stringent RVP standards in nonattai nment areas, 'as the

Administrator finds necessary to generally achieve comparable evaporative

emissions (on a per-vehicla basis) in nonattainment areas, taking into

consideration the enforceability of such standards, the need of an area for

emission control, and economic factors.** RVP llBltat1on$-estabU$h«d-under.

this section are less stringent for fuel blends containing gasoline and-lOX

ethanol .'-

gtaa ^^^^^an 2llfk> - Rcfortnilated flas

Ti.a section 211(k) regulations oust require the greatest reduction 1n

emissions of ozone-fon»1 ng VOCs and emissions of air toxics achievable through

the reformulation of conventional gasoline. In making these rules, EPA must

consider the cost of achieving such eaission reductions, any nonalr-quallty and

other air-quality related health and environmental Impacti, and energy

requirements.^ N« sections 211(k)-(n) set forth In detail the requirements

(e.q oxygen, benzene, and heavy metals content and nitrogen oxide and carbon

inS^lde emissions) with which all reformulated gasoline ffl»ts;^comply.

€as can b« reforwlated through the addition of certain oxygenate* Cfi^
ethanol, ETBE, methanol and HTBE) •*<<*':«<»"« ««'*»'rT»**^t1tl'l^^^^^
change the volatility. mictlvlty (rate of ozone t?""*H*"te ,^ ;?r^^«
ozone formed per pound <rf Vas-. Percentage reductions for VOCs afld air toxics

are from "baseline vehicles' using "baseline gasoline" as defined In the Act,

i^. these reductions must be made from representative model year 1990 vehicles

using 1990 certification fuel during the high ozone season. Section 21Hk)(3)

^ 57 F«d. Reg. 13416 (1992) (to be codified at « C.F.R. pt. 80) (proposed

April 16, 1992).

* CAAA section 2n(h){l).

' CAAA section 211(h)(4). Pursuant to this subsection, for fue l blends

containing gasoline and lOS denatured anhydrous ethanol , the Wfll iimJUiBne-fisI

greater than the applicable limitations in section 211(h)(l)t

* CAAA Section 211(k)(l}.

'
CAAA sections 211 (1Q)(A] and (B).
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and the NOPR require reductions of ISt in eolstions of VOCs and air toxics by
1995, and up to 2SX reductions by 2000, relative to baseline gasoline.

The NOPR would provide refiners with two nodellng options to detemlne -

whether fuels neet the RFG requirenents. The so-called siBple aodel<1s described
in the NOPR and allows certification based on the fuel's content. The sinple
aodel looks at the effects of RVP and oxygenates on VOC ealssions and the control
of aronatics, heavy oetals and benzene to reduce air toxics. The cooplax node1
Is still being refined. In addition to the content restrictions contained in the

sinple model, the cooplex aodel will analyze other parameters fe.q. olefins and

sulfur) and their effects on VOCs, toxics, CO, NOx and ozone fomatlon.

Under Title II, reforwlated gasoline Is the only fuel that will be

allowed to be sold In the nine areas of worst ozone non-attainnent beginning in

199£.^ Tuel veriuma and ludHuilvrs will be prohibited rroa selling uncertified
fuel after January 1, 1995 in these areas. States nay elect to have this

requirenent apply to other cities with ozone non-attainnent probleos (so-called

opt-in areas).

CAAA Section 2U(ic)(7) also establishes a credit or averaging progran,
under which persons subject to the RFC requirenents will be allowed to pool

gasoline sold In a given nonattalnoent area for purposes of detemlning

coopliance with the RFG regulations. Under the credit program, a person may earn

credit for gasoline which does better than the content and emission requirenents
of the RF6 regulations. Such credits, once earned, nay be used In the sane.

nonatUinment area In which they were earned to offset the sale or use of-

gasoline which does not oMt the RFG content and ealsslon requirenents.. However,

credits nay not be used to the extent that such use would result In an average

content of air toxics in a nonatUlnoent area that is less stringent than would

occur without a credit prograa.' y^
Ethanol Industry Concerns.

Ethanol supporters have charged that EPA's proposed rulenaking

inplementlng these Title II requirenents would have the effect of excluding

ethanol fron being used under the agency's proposed fuels prograa. The ethanol

Industry coaplalns thatOAJf certification rules focus to» heavily on a fuel's*

•volatilltyMRW) ""^ not enough on-lts effects on air qutllty. Ethanol blends •

produce *-lowar- ealssions of-carbon aonoxlde than conventional gasoline and*

aethanol, bat Increase the volatility of fuelsi In the ease of ethanol this can

' Tha alaa areas are those designated as Severe or Extreoe and include

Baltiaore, Oilcago. Houston, Milwaukee, Hartford, New York City, Philadelphia.

San Olego and Los Angeles.

* Credits shall be granted to those who refine, blend, or iaport and

certify 'gasoline or a state of gasoline' that has a greater oxygen content (by

weight) than is required by section 211 (k) (2); has an arowtlc hydrocarbon

content (by voluae) less than Is the aaxlaua content required by section

211(k)(3]: or has a benzene content (by volum) that is less than the aaxlnua

content required by section 21Uk)(2].
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result In » greater potantlal to form ozone." The najority of the options
under analysis focus on ways for the regulations to deal with th« issues of

volatility and reducing VOCS. fhe fifth option sloply provides a tax incentive
for the use of ethanol.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS

Potion 1 fTwo-standard* RFS ReoulreaentU

Option 1 revises the refomuUted gasoline (RFS) certification models
in the following ways for Class C (Northern) ozone nonattal noent areas Included
in the RF6 program:

A. Hake the siople tnodel RVP requireoent aore severe by 1omr1ng-tha«
required RVP for base gasoline fron 8.1 psi to 7.2 ps1.>

B. Under the complejt ondel, require that*VOC uss ealssion reduction-''

requi resents be Increased froo 15% to 30S.*

C. RFG that Beets the oxygenate requireaents with ethanol need only
have an 8.1 psI RVP (siople node1) or achieve a ISt reduction of VOC

eaissions (cooplex nodel).

D. Provide ealssion credits for RFG that, under the sliple nodel,
achieves lower than a 7.2 psi RVP or, under the coaplex nodel,

achieves BOrs than a 30X reduction in VOC lass emissions.

Discussion y^
Provisions A,C, and of Option 1. which seek a more severe RVP .c<

than the 9 psi that Is aandated by section 211(h)(1), would be \

der the sUtute since the Adalnlstrator of the EPA ('Adainistrator') v)
requirement
permitted under
has the authority to make RVP requirsments more stringent In nonattainaent areas.

CAAA section 211(h)(1).

Provision B would require VOC reductions to be Increased fn» 15S to

30t, a change greater than any percentage reduction specifically described In

CAAA section 211(k)(3)(8). However, we would argue that since this section

provides the Adainistrator with flexibility to adjust the post-2000 2« reduction

requirement 'to provide for a lg<ser or greater reduction (emphasis added) based

on technological feasibility, considering the cost of achieving such reductions

1n VOC enlsftons" It would be reasonable to assert that he could find it

apprcjriate to Increase the percentage of reductions prior to 2000 If the

evidence would meet the statute's requireaents for cost and feasibility. CAAA

211(k)(3)(8). In addition, adding further support for this argiiaent, CAAA

,0

\

^*
Ethanol 's supporters point out that blended ethanol and gasoline has a

lower reactivity than ethinol or conventional gasoline, thus soaewhat reducing >

'

VOCs. Sfifi discussion of option 3. ^i>
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section 211(k)(l] provides that th« RF6 nilo for nontttalnoent areas 'ihall
require th> greatest reduction in aalsslons of ozona fomlno volatlla ominle
cowaounds (during the high ozone season) and enlssions of toxic air pollutants
(during the entire year) achievable through the refornulatlon of conventional
gasoline, taking Into consideration the cost of achieving such eolsslon
reductions, any nonalr-quality an other air-quality related health and
envlronoental iqiacts, and energy requiresents.* (emphasis added).

In fact, this Interpretation of the statutory language has been recently
employed by EPA in the RFG reg-neg >rfi1ch provides for^a change In VOC reductions
fros I5X to 3M in the Southern non-attalnffient regions A reasoaable argument
can be oade that these two sections of the statute would support the
Administrator's exercise of -discretion to change the VOCs eaisslon reductions to
30X If he had evidence of 'technological feasibility* and cost effectiveness.
Chevron. USA

,
tnc. v Natural Resources Defense Council Tne.. 467 U.S. 837 (1984)

{"Chevron").''

Provision 0, which would provide for trading. Is consistent with a new

policy that EPA Is about to establish providing for a sweeping ability to trade
emissions credits under the CAAA. This policy Is based on a broad reading of
the entire text of the CAAA and would provide that ^tny. party that reduces*

pollution below that-level aaiidated by the Act would receive an appropriate*
amount of pollution credits to trade with other partiest^

The more difficult problem presented by Option I is whether its

enactment by regulation is beyond the Administrator's delegated authority.

Although, as we have shown, one can make a reasoned argunent that the broad

language of section 211(k) would, when coupled with the Aoilnlstrator's Chevron

authority, permit the Administrator to Implement Option I by regulation, we

believe that -the more judicious (and defensible) conclusion>ould^ «thatsahe-

Admlnlstrator ladu the ability under the statute to maJce sdch sweeping changes

by regulation.

In order for the Acteinistrator to Implement the Option through
regulation,<he would nead-to present-evidence which, under flUjOSlU. need-only be*

reasonable and not->1rrefutab1e'that hchas mrt the-statute's .requirements as «

described in CAAA sections 211(k)(3)(b)and2ll(k)(liJrfor.-" cost effectiveness;,

technological feasibility; nonair-<|na11ty and other a1r-^a11ty related health*

"
Thm Court in Chevn)n held that agency interpretation of its enabling

statute shMid be granted deference if that interpretation is reasonable and the

statutory lamguage Is aobiguous.

^^
Tlie trading provision of CAAA section 211(7} Is not applicable to

paragraph of option 1. As mentioned, 211(7) functions as an averaging tool and

is not the kind of trading that Is contemplated io paragraph 0.

" EPA is In the process of promulgating such a policy and anticipates*
Finallzatlon by the end of September, -^n addition to a general trading rule, a •

series of technical annexes to descHbe how to calculate credits In different'

circumstances will make up the EPA proposal .•
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and environoental Impacts; and snergy requirements. Based on the analysis
perfomed by EP in its Ethanol Issue Paper, it does not appear that the
Administrator Mould b« able to sustain Uiis burden. Ue would note the following;

Q'A a) Cost -- EP's issue paper concludes that not only is there no cost
T"

'

advantage to using ethanol over other available oxygenates, but that
>

.^V ^ this option would Increase gasoline costs fron between $120 million to
Ni .> . / $175 Binion.

,
1 \. .

•

^
b) Envlronaental benefits -- There are no environoental benefits that,
oth«r oxygenates can not offer and, In fact, recent EPA studies show

V' that the use of ethanol can increase ozone non-attainment.
.\

/ J"

C) Energy security — It is true that ethanol Is a domestically
produced renewable resource and would provide energy supplies that ^
arguably could reduce the country's dependance on Imported oH. ^,
However, EP, and others have painted out that the energy required to

produce the fam products froa which ethanol Is made- (petroleuB based \i
fertilizer and fuel for fan eguipment) and the energy cost to« '^-''

refineries to aanufacture ethaoo! equals the energy. (BTUs} ultlaiately* y^
provided by the ethanol. EP points out that better alternatives exist.r

Although natural gas is not a renewable source, 1t Is domestic, abundant
and environoental ly benign and can be used to make methanol. -c-

y c".

In addition, we would add that it 1s clear that<the Aatndnents call for*

a "fuel neutral" approach;'* Soma critics of this option have argued that this

option (and others) will Inappropriately favor ethanol use.. It Is clear froa a

review of the statute and the provisions of this option that other. fuels would-

be placed under more stringent regulation than 1s now required and that ethanol.

would be regulated under a standard that would be less stringent.- S££ Option 1

at paragraphs A-C. -*
V

<

Finally, as EP has pointed out, the adoption of this Option raises other X'.

important policy issues Including the impact on CAAA implementation. First, It ^
"^

would appear to-tinderalfic the results of the reg-neg pn)cess> and, thus create ^
..

uncertainty In the reflnarv Industry as It begins to make the necessary <'
^

investment in new equlpoent.^' It is also possible that -states will choose to« V)-

•reject the Federal ftFG progriM substituting their own (perhaps based on the Bore * ^ '
^

str1ngent"Cal1fomi«)~prograB.i The result could be a patchwork* of state -"vc*

regulation that would do little to cost-effectively impleaent the RFG i^

^
<

requirements of Title II. z^" ^.v
v-

r"
Section 211*j requirements s^^, for RVP (CAAA § 211(h)); and NOx \-^ 'L^'

emissions and oxygen content (CAAA § 211(k) (2)) -pertain- to all oxr9«wi*e5ywt*
-just ethanoH'

"
In Hay. Roger Beach, president of Unocal Refining and Chair of the

National Petroleum Refiners Assn., said the "
'r«g-nag' agreement was an

unccnfortable cooproaise for our members [but] we signed because we sought

certainty upon which refiners could b«se timely Investment decisions. . .* 70

Platts Oil grain News no. 98, at 3. (May 20, 1992).
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Option 2 fCondttienal IVw-Standird'

This would r«qulp« laplenentatlon of Option 1 In a high orone season •

only if ft Is first det«r«i1ned that sufficient, cost-competitive supplies of sub-
RVP, non-oxjrgenated gasoline that QtJter»rii« meet RFG requirements (reformulated
blendstock for oxygenate blending (•RB08') were not available to ethanol blenders
in the prior ozone season. This test would be based on the ability of blenders
to purchase sub-RVP R606 at a price that is sufficiently close to normal RBOB to
insure profitability of ethanol blending. This profitability Is ultlitately •

dependent on the relative prices of ethanol and other oxygenates and the price
differences between sub-RVP RBOB, nonial RBOB and certified RFG available In a
nonattal mnent area.

.. i_,'

Discussion
*^^-<V^"

c"

Option 2 would have all aSmtbt^nas^Mtd cons discussed In the Option I . <^'l
"^

analysis. However, it would suffer from an additional legal deficiency.- While ^ ,
-

,

it Is now a coomonly accepted approach to consider the cost of envlronaental .z-^-

conpllance when choosing anong different envlronaental goals or coeipllance
^

.:

strategies, -tying laposltlon of an entire regulatory scheme to the availability^ ^'^s^
at a certain price, of sub-RVP RBOB is an unusual stretch: There Is nothing in .^ ^ X
the cost-effectiveness language of section 211 of the CAAA that would support oS^ c^' -

this approach. Indeed, it Is clear that the real mandate of CAAA section ^yC^-V
211(k)(l) 1s to take costs Into account when setting a given envlrowiental • ^

rf^"
standard, not to carve out a specific nrket share for ethanol.^. Ue believe ^.^ .^ .

that the litigation risks associated with Option 2 are quits high., even If an g?^'
excellent record were to be developed by EPA to support the proposition that the sT'

maximization of ethanol usage in the RFG program 1s in our national Interest.
The Inability of EPA to develop such a record, as was discuned In the Option 1

analysis, leaves this option vulnerable to a successful challenge.

oatlan 3 fEtli«no1-Walwr\

This option provides for a'^l'ptlRVP «a1ver> for RFG that neets the

oxygenate requi resents for ethanol.

There Is i» statutory authority for this option^ We understand that an

argument b<u been developed by the ethanol Industry lawyers that a 1 psi waiver
can be grartad because gasoline that Is blended with ethanol produces VOCs that

are lower 1b reactivity and, hence, when exposed to sunlight produce less ozone
than a non-tthanol foroulatlon at the saae RVP. We further understand that this
factual assartlon "Is disputed- by EP/V, which believes that a reactivity
differential. If any, would allow for only an RVP waiver between 0.2 - 0.3 lb.

.'* 'Such regulations shall require the greatest reduction in ealssion of
ozone foming volatile organic coopounds . . ., achievable through reforoulatlon
of conventional gasoline, taking into consideration the cost of achieving such
emission reductions. . .* CAM section 211(k}(l].
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However, In our view, thos* factual differances aside, no RVP waiver can be
granted to ethanol based on its allegedly lower reactivity -- the statute clearly
proscribes reduction In aass VOCs and not reductions in ozone Itself." CAAA
section 211(k). The meaning of the statute is so clear here that we believe EPA,
even drawing on the full aabit of Chevron , cannot administratively prescribe a
I psi RVP waiver.

Furthermore, to grant a waiver for ethanol would be Inconsistent with
EPA's development of a 'cooplex model* that will taJie into account the
characteristics of a gasoline fomulation that effects oione farmation. This

complex Bodel will take Into account oxygen content, benzene, heavy oetals,-
aroaatlcs, RVP, sulfur, olefins, the tenperature at which 90 percent of the fuel

vaporizes (T90), as well as other parawters for which sufficient data are-

available rvgardlng tbelr effects on ozone-foralng VOCs, toxic air pollutants, -

or NOx VBlsslons. - After the coaplex nodel has been adopted, the oodsl will

be used to detenaine whether a particular foraulatlon would comply with- EPA's
standards. Thus, there Is little justification for an ethanol waiver because /^ ,

'>

EPA's complex nodel will talce relevant j:haracter1 sties of ethanol Into account, ^rf
An ethanol waiver would be redundant./ '^A '^^

Qntlon 4 fComl1t1on«1 Ethanol Walverl

This option Is the same as Option 3 except that It would be Inpleoented

only If It If detenrined that sufficient, cost-coopetltive supplies of $ub-«VP,

non-oxygenated gasoline that otherwise meet RFG requirements (RBOB) are not

available to ethanol blende.rs.

This option is subject to the sane criticisms made of Option 3 and, like

It, would not be legally susUlnable. • ^
^BtlBn B fHyi-Tlll"''1« »lender«t-Cr«d1tl

This option amends the ethanol blenders' income tax credit to provide

a«U>S4-peik gallon non-taxable Income tax credit for the ethanolHue«to produce*

ETBE. ^e tax credit Is taken by the entity that blends HBE Into motor fue1.«

This option would require an aaendoent to Incooe Tax Regulation (26 CFR

part 1) under section 40 of the Internal Revenue Code of 19U (54 F.R. 48639).

This optloircwtalnly wuld pass equal protection scrutiny." EP has pointed out

'^
CAAA section 211(k)(3}. The reductions under this subsection 'shall be

on a mass basis.* Thus the statute focuses on reductions In mass VOCs rather

than the reactivity of such emissions.

'•
RF6 NOPR. 57 Fed. Reg. 13416. 13417 (April 16, 1992).

\

^ See, e.g. . Reqan v. Taxation Without ReoresenUtlon of Washington. 103
t;^

>(^

S.Ct. 1997, 2001 (i983r (Statutory clusiflcation Is valid If It bears a rat1o«a> v-

rclatlonslilp to ItsUlaata govertaeot purpose). Furthering use of ethanol to
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that this option has s«var»l advantage ovsr the other options under
consideration, but, of course, those advantages may be out-weighed by Its
negative iapact on Uie budget -- $356 Billion for FY '92-97.

lessen dependence on laported oil and to iMllorate sow envlronnental lopacts
would Met this test.

W
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Issue Paper on Fiv« Bthanol Options
I>efinicion of Options

Option 1 ( "iNro-stand&rd" RFG Requirements)

Revise the refozmulated gasoline (RFG) certification nodels
in the following ways for Class C (Korthem) nonattainment
areas Included in the RFG program:

o Itake the simple model RVF requlxement mora severe by
lowering the re<xulred RVP from 8.1 psi to 7.2 psi.

o Under the coo^lex model, require that VOC mass emission
reduction requirements be increased from 15% to 30%.

o RFG that meets the oxygenate reqtiirements with ethanol
need only have a 8.1 psi RVP (single model) or achieve
a 15% redaction of VOC emissions (complex model).

o Provide emission credits for RFG that, under the simple
model, achieves lo%rer than a 7.2 pal RVP or, under the
complex model, achieves more than a 30% redction in
VOC mass aoiisslons.

This option may or may not require legislation.

Option 2 (Conditional- "Two-8tazidarda«RrG«neqalreaents)

Option 1 except that it would be iaplemented for the
follo%iring ozone season only if it is determined that
sufficient, coat-competitive supplies of snb^RVP,
non-oxygenated gasoline that otherwise meets RFG
requirements (RBOB) are not available to ethanol blenders in

any given osona season, nils test would be based on the

ability of blenders to porebase sub-RVP RBOB at a price that
is sufficiently close to normal RBOB to insure profitability
of ethanol blending. This profitability is ultimately
dependent on the relative prices of ethanol and other

oxygenates and the price differences between sub-RVP RBOB,
normal RBOB and certified RFG available in a nosattainnent
area.

nils option requires legislation.

Option 3 (Kthanol Waiver)

Provide a 1 psi RVP waiver for RFG that meets the oxygenate
reqolrcsMnts with ethanol.

This option may or may not require leglslatlfm.
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Option 4 (Conditional Ktiianol Waiver)

Option 3 except that it would be ijBcl«ment«d only If it is
determined that sufficient, cost-competitive supplies of
sub-RVP, non-oxygenated gasoline that otherwise meets RTQ
requirements (RBOB) eure not available to ethanol blenders.

OAils option requires legislation.

Option 5 (Mon-taxable Blenders' Credit)

Amend the ethanol Menders' Income tax credit to provide a
$0.54 per gallon, non-taxable income tax credit for the
ethanol used to produce ETBZ. The tax credit is taken by
the entity that blends XTB£ into motor fuel.

This option requires legislation.
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Issae Paper an Five Ethanol Options
Advantages and Disadvantages

Option 1 ("Two-Standard" RFG Reqairenents) :

Advantages

o Might satisfy ethanol interests.

o Could Increase the use of ethanol in RFG.

Disadvantages

o Requires investment in fractionation equlpnent that cannot
be made quickly enough by 1995. These reqaireaents cannot
be met until 1997 or later.

o In 1997 and later, would Increase gasoline costs froa $120
million per year (minimum opt-in) to $175 million per year
(full opt-in) simply due to more stringent RVP reqoirementa .

o Would invalidate the reg-neg and cause RFG rules to become
highly uncertaJji, causing additional increased costs to the
refining industry.

o Host states with nonattalnment areas will prohibit the sale
of 8.1 RVP gasoline (simple model) or 15% VOC gasoline
(complex) model and thus defeat any benefit to ethanol this
option provides for that state.

o Many states may reject the Federal RFC program-ln its'

entirety and substitute their own RFG prograit, perhaps
modeled after California's RFG program.

o Could disrupt gasoline supplies and make RFG more costly
because refiners ifould face a patchwork of differing state
requirements instead of a standard Federal requirement.
These costs can net be easily aatimated but would be
measured in billions of dollars.

o The legal authority for EPA to implement two RFG standards,
one for ethanol and one for all other oxygenates, must be
based on the "energy requirements" of RFG. It will be quite
difficult to show that ethanol 's energy requirements are
substantially different than NTBE's energy requireaents in
terms of the fossil fuels that are osed to produce each
oxygenate, especially since the methanol/MTBZ industry will
assert that it is prepared to build substantial domestic
capacity using domestic natural gas.

o Ttie manipulation of Clean Air Act RFG requirements to pacify
eth«uiol interests will be transparent.
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Issue Paper on Five Ethanol Options
Advantages and Disadvantages

Option 1 { "Two-Standard" RFG Requirements )
:

(continued)

Will drajoatically Increase costs of compliance for U.S.
refiners, potentially resulting in more lost refining
industry jobs (142 refineries have been shut down since 1980

and Clean Air Act and other environmental requirements
threaten to shut dovm many more) .

Conclusion

With large oconomic costs, likely disruption of the Clean
Air Act, amd questionable legal authority, this option
should be rejected.
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Issue Paper on Five EtJianol Options
Advantages and Disadvantages

Option 2 (Condi tionaJ. "Two-Standard" RPG Requirements)

Advantages <

o Could increeise the use of ethanol 1 . RFC

Disadvantages

o Would not nicely satisfy ethanol interests due to the
uncerta-lnty and delay caused by the adalnistratlve
determination o£ the availability of sub-RVP gasoline
(eonditlonality process).

o The conditlonality process requires new legislative
authority and undercuts ai^ arguments EPA can sake about why
the "energy" requirenents of ethanol justify two RFC
standcurds. If these "energy" requirements justify a lower
environnental standard for ethanol, this lower environmental
standards should not be conditional on relative ethanol and
MTBE prices.

o The cnvironoental opposition to such a legislative proposal
would be substantial. In addition, the Administration could
end up fighting legislation tha.t is precipitated by opening
up the clean Air Act.

o The other disadvantages of option 1 also apply to this

option. ^
Conclusion

Since this option is unlikely to satisfy the ethanol
interests, oust be achieved through legislative action, and
has essentially all of the problems associated «rlth option
1, large economic costs, refining industry job losses axid

disruption of Implementation of the Clean Air Act, this

option should be rejected.
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Issue Pap«r on Five Etlianol Options
AdvantagAS and Disadvantages
Option 3 (Zthanol Waiver)

Advantages

o Would satiety ethanol interests.

o Would increase the use of ethanol In RTG.

Disadvantages

o Requires EPA to determine that adding ethanol to RFG does
not contribute to urban 02one fomation. EPA does not
believe that this view is scientifically supportable.

o Would increase VOC enisslons in RFG control areas with
additional control offset costs of froa |375 Billion

(minLiman opt-in) to $510 million (full opt-in) .

o Would invalidate the reg-neg and cause MX* rules to become

highly uncertain, increasing costs to the refining industry.

o Most states %rf.th nonattalnment' areas would prohibit the use

of ethanol in RFG in order to maintain the air quality
benefits of RFU, thus Invalidating the EPA waiver.

o Many states may reject the Federal RTQ program in its

entirety and substitute its own RFG program, perhaps modeled

after California's RFO program.

o Could disrupt gasollse sullies and make RFG mere costly
because refiners would face a patchwork of differing state

requirements instead of a standard Federal re<|uirefflent .

o The manipulation of Clean Air Act RFG requirements to pacify
ethanol Interests industry will be transparent.

o Substantial environmental opposition.

Conclusion

With increased VOC emissions and likely disruption o£ the

Clean Alx Act, this option should be rejected.
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Issae Paper on ?ive Ethanol Options
AdvantAg«s and Disadvantages

Option 4 (Conditional Ethanol Waiver)

Advantages

o Hlgbt satisfy ethanol interests.

o Would increase the ose of ethanol ia RFG.

Disadvantages

o Would not likely satisfy ethanol Interests dne to the
uncertainty and delay caused by the administrative
detemlnation of the availability of sub-RVP gasoline
(conditlonallty process).

o The conditlonallty process requires new legislative
authority and undercuts any azguaents EPA can sake about why
the "energy" reqnlxeoents of ethanol justify two STG
standards, if ttiese "energy" reqnirMMnts Justify a lower
environmental standard for ethanol, this lower environmental
standard should not be conditional on relative ethanol and
MVBE prices.

o Requires EPA to determine that adding ethanol to R76 does
not contribute to urtMui osona formation. EPA does net
believe that this view is scientifically supportable.

o The conditlonallty process would undercut any argument about
why adding ethanol to RPG does not contributivto' ozone
formation, if ethanol dees not contribute to ozone
formation, there is not reason to make the RVP waiver
conditional on the economics of the ethanol Indsstxy.

o The environmental opposition to this ptoposal would bs
substantial making it unllkaly that the Administration could
be successful, in addition, the Administration could end up
fighting legislation that is precipitated by opening up the
Clean Air Act.

o The otter disadvantagas of option 3 also a^ly to this
optlett.

Conclusion

This option most be achieved through legislative action.
Since it has e'ssentially all of the problems associated with
option 3, including large economic costs and disruption of
the Clean Air Act, this eption should be rejected.
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Issue Paper on Five Ethanol Options
Advantages and Disadvantages

Option 5 (Non-taxable Blenders' Credit)

Advantages

o Would Increase the use of ethanol in tiie most
envlroneientally beneficial form - ETBE< and in a nanner
refiners find moat attractive (Amoco and ARCO are building
IBTBE plants ) .

o If a revenue offset were provided, this legislative proposal
should be relatively easy to enact.

o Would not endanger implementation of Clean Air Act or
withdrawal of states from Federal RFG program.

o Has much lower econoo^c cost than other options.

o Would not increase costs or job losses In the U.S. refining
industry.

Disadvantages

o May not satisfy ethanol interests.

o Would create budget cost of $356 million for FT' 92 through
77' 97 and zeijalres eq:ual revenue offset.

Conclusion

While ethanol interests nay not be entirely satisfied with
tills option, the Administration is providing the industry
the most environaientally acceptable way to use ethanol in
summertime RFS. Since ethanol 's use is onrestricted in the
other two-thirds of the year, this should be enough, while
this option dees require a revenue offset, coo^ared to the
economic cost of the other options, it is relatively
inexpensive.
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Mr. DiNGELL. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Califor-

nia, Mr. Waxman.
Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Watson, I have in my hand a copy of a March 1994 State

Department cable sent to the U.S. Ambassador to Venezuela. This
cable which ht-r been leaked all over town and reprinted in the
trade press, outlines a deal to be offered to Venezuela, and without

objection, I would like to put this cable in the record at this point.
Mr. DiNGELL. Without obiection, so ordered.

[The information follows:]
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Mr. Waxman. In essence, the cable explains that Venezuela

agrees to abandon its GATT challenge if the USEPA will propose
revisions to its final Clean Air Act rulemaking on reformulated gas-
oline to allow the Venezuelan oil company to establish its own
baseline, something the rule currently prohibits. The cable ex-

pressly provides that the Venezuelan government must agree not
to publicize the matter until the U.S. Government has time to con-

sult with Congress and other interested parties.
Mr. Watson, leaving aside for a moment the troubling question

of whether the State Department should be informing the Ven-
ezuelan government of policy decisions before they are shared with

Congress or other interested parties, I would like to ask you what
the State Department means by the term "consult" as it is used in

that cable?
If that is—if what's anticipated here more along the lines of sim-

ply informing the Congress and others of this policy?
Mr. Watson. Well, Mr. Waxman, I was not in the March 14

meeting myself which produced the instruction that this cable was
designed to implement. But my understanding from one of my col-

leagues that was in that meeting was that the intention was to dis-

cuss the question with the Congress as soon as it—the basic idea
had been passed by the Venezuelans to see if they had found it at

all reasonable and we expected an answer immediately from them.

Unfortunately, they did not answer for a week. It was much longer
than anticipated.
But perhaps I should defer to others who are in that meeting at

that time, Mr. Waxman, to give you more precise response.
Mr. Waxman. It is really not just a question of just a meeting.

It is a question of what the cable said. Ajid I can't see how you can
consult in any meaningful way with the Congress, when the State

Department, as per the words of this cable, had already committed
to a specific course of action.

The cable describes a commitment to a foreign nation that State

certainly wouldn't have turned around in reverse so, what did it

mean to "consult" with us?
Mr. Watson. The commitment, sir, was simply to move forward

with a proposed rule. It wasn't anj^hing definite. And as has been
mentioned by several of us in our testimony this morning, there
was no specific guarantee ever given to the Venezuelans what the

precise outcome of this process would be.

It was that we were not even prepared to go forward with a pro-

posed rule, putting it out for public discussion—unless the Ven-
ezuelans were willing to agree to those conditions that are stated
so clearly there.

Mr. Waxman. Like almost everyone else who follows these mat-
ters, I first learned about EPA's intention to propose this revision
to the reformulated gasoline rule in trade press accounts of the
State Department cable.

Does it strike you as appropriate for the Department of State to

be, in effect, announcing EPA policy; and can you tell us please
what role Congress reserved for the State Department in making
clean air policies?
Mr. Watson, Well, as Sally Katzen mentioned in her testimony

earlier, Mr. Waxman, the normal course of events, it is the State
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Department that transmits the messages to foreign governments
and receives them back from them. And as you can see from this

telegram, that there was a meeting of a variety of executive branch
agencies which produced an instruction, and the State Department
was simply the agent sending that instruction forward to our em-
bassy and asking our ambassador to convey it to the Venezuelans
and get their agreement, which he did succeed in doing and re-

ported back a week later when they replied.
So what the State Department is doing here, Mr. Waxman, is

conveying to a foreign government, and in very specific points
which the ambassador was to use, what the executive branch, what
the administration's proposal to the Venezuelan government was.
Mr. Waxman. You don't maintain that the Clean Air Act gives

authority to everybody in the executive branch to decide on regula-
tions to enforce the Clean Air Act; do you? It specifically says that
the Environmental Protection Agency may promulgate those regu-
lations; isn't that your understanding of the law?
Mr. Watson. I certainly would not disagree with that.

What I was tr3ring to say is what was happening in this case is

that the Department of State was transmitting a message from the
administration here
Mr. Waxman. But in that other memo where there is a para-

graph rightfully called the "end game," says: This would have the

advantages of preventing the EPA from going at it alone without
the involvement of other interested agencies. Preventing the EPA
from going it alone. Doesn't EPA have the legal authority to go it

alone on regulations?
Mr. Watson. Of course, it has the authority to determine the

regulations, and that's what—precisely what it is doing.
Mr. Waxman. In fact, when EPA promulgates a regulation, it has

to scrupulously follow the mandates of the administrative proce-
dures action.

Are you familiar with that law, Mr. Watson?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir.

Mr. Waxman. That law establishes very strict rules to ensure
that public comment is carefully considered by the responsible
agency. And in the promulgation of regulatory actions, it is my fear
that the cable we have been discussing indicates that the adminis-
tration is committed to a specific course of action and does not in

fact intend to give genuine consideration to comments received in

the formal rulemaking process surrounding revision of the reformu-
lated gasoline rule.

The cable describes a scenario where Venezuela takes a specific
action, or rather refrains from taking one, and the United States
in return takes a specific regulatory action. If we fail to take that

action, Venezuela will file a GATT challenge, something the admin-
istration has made quite clear it wished to avoid with this kind of

pressure.
Do you really expect that the revision of the RFG rule will be

genuinely open to revision or withdrawal as a result of the public
comment process?
Mr. Watson. Well, I certainly can't speak for EPA and how it

was going—how it is going to go through the rulemaking process,
because that's entirely within its province. What I tried to say a
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minute ago was that my understanding of the decision arrived at
on the 14th was to convey to the Venezuelans the idea that if they
took certain action, or refrained from taking certain action, the
EPA will put forward a proposed rule, proposed ruk for public com-
ment, following all the rulemaking procedures, with no guarantee
what the result of that process would be.

Mr. Waxman. And if that proposed rule were not finalized, what
would happen?
Mr. Watson. If that proposed rule were not finalized
Mr. Waxman. There would be a GATT challenge. If you are offer-

ing Venezuela: Don't challenge us under GATT because we are

going to go with this proposed rule.

They are not satisfied with the proposed rule, they want a final

rule that is going to be in their interests, isn't that what you would
expect?
Mr. Watson. They would certainly be within their rights to go

to the GATT. But that
Mr. Waxman. That was a quid pro quo from your negotiations

with Venezuela. You were negotiating with Venezuela not to do

something in exchange for which—not that you just give them a

proposed rule out there for which others can comment, but that

they are going to hope—they are go>ng to expect to get this rule
the way they want it.

Mr. Watson, Well, the arrangement proposed here was that they
would suspend their efforts with the GATT while the proposed rule
was put to—through the normal procedures here.
Mr. Waxman. That was a temporary suspension?
Mr. Watson. Temporary suspension, sure.

Mr. Waxman. I am interested in learning more about the State

Department's involvement in this rulemaking. It is my understand-

ing that your Agency has submitted to this committee a volumi-
nous collection of documents on the matter.

Unfortunately, the bulk of these materials are apparently classi-

fied by the State Department as "secret," which means while I am
free to personally wade through these boxes of documents, my pro-
fessional environmental staff who has worked for this committee on
these issues for more than a decade, is not.

I would like to know why we would have such a restriction on
the ability of the staff to review these documents—the first time it

has ever been necessary for my staff to have "top secret" clearance
to do Clean Air Act work, I think it is a ridiculous situation.

I would have hoped this administration would resist that ever-

present government inclination to classify everything around as a
"national security secret."

Let me be very clear, I don't think we can tolerate a situation
where the State Department is meddling in EPA rules and then

turning around and claiming that the relevant documents concern-

ing the Department's involvement are "secret." Under the terms of
the Administrative Procedures Act, these documents belong in the

public docket for this rule.

Mr. Watson, I request that you work with us and this sub-
committee and the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
to secure whatever reclassification of these documents is going to

be needed to provide to public access. And I further ask that you
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assist us in promptly securing whatever clearance is necessary to

have unrestricted access to all relevant documents; will you do
that?
Mr. Watson. Certainly.
Let me just say, I don't think the State Department has been

meddling in EPA's rulemaking. Our participation in this process
has been completely legitimate in accordance with Executive Order
12866, and in no way have we been meddling or acting in an inap-
propriate fashion.

Mr. Waxman. I disagree with that. It seems to me what I have
is a clear statement by the State Department that you are going
to leverage, use pressure on EPA, and then you are going to even
seek to negotiate what the proposals will be, and, in effect, box
EPA into going along with those proposals. But at any rate, cer-

tainly you would want everybody to get the documents that you
have and let us review them? Is there any reason why that
shouldn't be made public?
Mr, Watson. We have provided, I believe, every document re-

quested by this committee to the committee. And we have under-
taken an immediate and very rapid and urgent classification re-

view of documents. And we have already managed to declassify a

great number of them, which the committee has and are available

to the public now, and we are continuing this process.
So we are proceeding very, very rapidly. In fact, we had a specific

request from the committee as late as Monday, and you know we
have—a rather complicated procedure for reviewing the classifica-

tion of documents, its not done by myself, or somebody like that,
and these people have been working frantically to try to produce
as much declassified material as they can.

I think they have been very responsible. They will continue to do
it. And we would be delighted to work with you in that regard.
Mr. Waxman. Well, we expect you to work with us and we expect

these documents to be available. And I must say, since my time is

up and I do have other questions, I will come back perhaps to some
of these various issues later, but I can't read this in any other way,
that State is trying to pressure EPA, and I think that is inappro-
priate. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes now the gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Watson, according to the December 15, 1993 memorandum

that we have spoken about from you to Under Secretary Spero, you
refer to the December 14 meeting in Bo Cutter's office, and set

forth the proposed message to the Venezuelans, which, among
other things, said that the State Department "has weighed in heav-

ily with EPA on behalf of the Venezuela."
That comment leaves me with the impression that the State De-

partment in a sense was acting as an independent agent on behalf
of the Venezuelans rather than helping to support the EPA.

In January, Mr. Watson, Venezuela escalated the matter by call-

ing for GATT consultations; is that correct? In January?
Mr. Watson. I believe it was in January when they requested

the GATT consultations.
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Mr. Brown. Mr. Shapiro, then there is a State Department
memorandum from "ARA," to Mr. Watson, indicates that with the
GATT challenge over the horizon, "USTR is now as anxious as we
are to resolve this issue and feels that the interagency approach
will encourage EPA to make more rapid progress."
The memorandum goes on to say, "We recommended in our last

memo that Ambassador Davidow meet with Energy Minister Parra
to encourage the government of Venezuela to formally request bi-

lateral non-GATT consultations with the EPA. This would serve
the purpose of formally placing the ball in EPA's court."

Then went on to say that: Trade rep now wants to formalize
PDVSA-EPA technical meetings by adding interagency participa-
tion. USTR, State, Energy and possibly Treasury and Venezuelan
officials to comply with the formally requested GATT bilateral con-
sultations. In effect, GATT consultations would be grafted onto the

ongoing PDVSA-EPA meetings. This would have the advantages of

preventing the EPA from going it alone without the involvement of

the other interested agencies.
I'm still reading from the memorandum. "It also would create le-

verage on EPA to reach an equitable agreement."
Finally, "formal consultations would provide EPA an opportunity

to explain any agreement in terms of U.S. treaty obligations."
I was surprised to see these comments about the USTR in light

of some of Mr. Kantor's earlier comments. Why did the State De-

partment and USTR believe it necessary to leverage the EPA to

reach that agreement with the Venezuelans is that appropriate?
Mr. Shapiro. Mr. Brown, I haven't ever seen that document and,

frankly, I am not sure that is an accurate characterization of our

position. I mean, our position
—USTR position is as stated, as I

stated before, we had, starting in late 1992, a concern about the

possible GATT issue that we communicated with EPA for them to

think about in their process.
The preference of dealing with the Venezuelan question, of Ven-

ezuelan refiners, if PDVSA could be given a baseline that could be
verified and basically could satisfy Clean Air Act requirements,
was always from the standpoint of USTR preferable, but the caveat
was that the Clean Air Act requirements had to be met. That was
Ambassador Kantor's position in the December memo that went to

him when he responded to us.

After December 15, we had a situation where EPA had deter-

mined that it was finalizing the rule, number one; and number two,
continuing to discuss the Venezuelan issue with PDVSA to see if

anything could be worked out that satisfied the Clean Air Act re-

quirements. We certainly have hoped that a GATT challenge could
at that point be avoided if the Clean Air Act requirements could
be met.
But frankly—and I got a note from my people to note that we

have been pursuing the GATT consultations and have frankly
viewed that as a separate process from the technical consultations
that were going on with EPA—obviously, there is some desire to be

kept informed, but we have only been doing the GATT consulta-
tions to the best—you know, to the best of my knowledge.
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Mr. Brown. You—at the beginning said you don't think it is a

proper characterization of USTR by State. Have you ever disputed
that with State?
Mr, Shapiro. I didn't know about that characterization.
Mr. Brown. Mr. Watson, is it a fair characterization?
Mr. Shapiro, it is a proper characterization?
Mr. Watson. I would certainly accept Mr. Shapiro's characteriza-

tion of the USTR position. What I believe you are referring to are
internal memoranda between me and some of my staff which didn't

go—and an additional one from me to Joan Spero that went no fur-

ther than that, and were not manifested in any way, and were im-

pressions that people have of the situation at a given time. And if

those are not accurate, I would be the first to drop them imme-
diately.

In terms of your first point, though, when you referred to a
memorandum of December 15, I also would like to ask you to take
a look at one of, I think it is December 21, that has been released
in full, which is a description from me to Joan Spero.

It was an update on Venezuela and the reformulated gasoline
issue in which it also indicates quite clearly how closely we are

working with EPA and how I was using and talking with Ven-
ezuela—the issues—guidance provided precisely by EPA officials

and others. So there wasn't anything sort of untoward going on
here at all. It was perfectly well coordinated.
And when I made those first calls to the Venezuelans on the

evening of the 15th after being informed by EPA that I could do

so, it was on the basis of instructions worked out by the inter-

agency group in the NEC meeting, and certainly totally in accord-
ance with what EPA wanted me to do. So I just wanted to clarify
that for the record. Because I think the December 21 memo which
records what actually did happen is perhaps more accurate than
what I had said earlier that I would propose to do following what
the December 14 meeting.
Mr. Brown. Your characterization of USTR's position, which Mr.

Shapiro certainly disputes, fine, I accept that.

If your characterization was that as we just outlined, did that af-

fect the EPA's activities in—a misreading of USTR's position?
Mr. Watson. I don't think so, but I would have to ask EPA, sir.

I don't think so, because I don't think any of this—what we are

talking about here went anywhere outside the State Department.
These are impressions of people in the State Department, descrip-
tive of a situation. They weren't in position to be manifested by
anybody to anybody else, and that's why nobody at this table be-
sides myself has ever seen these papers.
Mr. Brown. Let me shift gears for a moment to

Mr. Waxman. Would the gentleman jdeld, just before you aban-
don that?
Mr. Brown. Certainly.
Mr. Waxman. I have to dispute that. You may not think it is un-

toward, but I certainly think it is untoward for our Ambassador to
meet with the Energy Minister from another country to encourage
that other country to formally request bilateral non-GATT con-
sultations with EPA. This would serve the purpose of formally plac-
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ing the ball in EPA's court. That strikes me as telling a foreign
government to come in and press us to change our laws.
Mr. Watson. No, sir.

Mr. Waxman. I don't see that as the role of either the Trade Rep-
resentative or the State Department.
Mr. Watson. No, sir, the important thing was to get the Ven-

ezuelans rather than pursuing an alternative course of going off

and going to the GATT, of immediately taking up the offer which
EPA was making on the night of the 15th and 16th, to continue
discussions with the Venezuelans. That was the point of that, was
to get the Venezuelans engaged with EPA immediately and not go
off on some other tangent because they misinterpreted the situa-

tion.

Mr. Waxman. Place the ball in EPA's court, sounds like a dif-

ferent connotation to me.
Mr. Watson. That's the way you want it when you are going to

hit the ball and EPA wanted to proceed
Mr. Waxman. But you are helping the other guys deliver the

serve.

Mr. Watson. No, we are telling them to get the ball into the
court where it can be hit by the EPA.
Mr. Waxman. Sounds to me like a sticky wicket.
Mr. Brown. Ms. Nichols, an EPA document said Venezuela gaso-

line would, "have as much as 13.9 percent greater NOx emission
than U.S. average RFG."
My State, Ohio, and many other States, potentially will lose in

highway money, billions of dollars. Ohio potentially could lose hun-
dreds of millions of dollars because of NOx requirements. Yet, Ven-
ezuelan oil may be allowed with this NOx increase—and back in

the Administrator Browner, in a March 30 letter to Governor
Voinovich in Ohio, indicated that she would soon be issuing condi-
tional waivers on the NOx for those areas that have not violated

ozone quality standards in the past 3 years. Eight Ohio regions
could qualify for those waivers.
When can we reasonably expect, now that 3 months have gone

by, those waivers to be issued from EPA so that Ohio and other
States can proceed?
Ms. Nichols. I believe that these requests are being worked on

currently in our North Carolina office, to verify data that has been
submitted about the status of modeling in those areas. I can't give
you a precise date, but I believe that based on that letter, both the
State and the Department of Transportation are quite confident
that there won't be any impediment to States moving forward with
their transportation plans.
Mr. Brown. Mr. Chairman, one more last question. How do you

reconcile that we do this for Venezuela and we don't do this for

Ohio, or we do this for Venezuela air quality and—for our air qual-

ity for Venezuelan oil, but we don't do this in the Midwest, which
have these NOx issues, or much of the rest of the country?
Ms. Nichols. Well, Mr. Brown we are dealing with a rule here

that is applicable across the United States. The reformulated gaso-
line will be sold in, roughly, 30 percent of the country, 30 percent
of the gasoline will be reformulated gasoline all through New Eng-
land, some in the Midwest, and some elsewhere.
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Clearly, we have got a huge market for gasoline here and we
have a very important set of emissions reductions to be achieved.

Overall, as a result of this rule, gasoline that is reformulated will

be 5 to 7 percent lower in NOx as an average, as a pool of gasoline,
as a result of our reformulated gasoline rule. And I am very proud
of the NOx reductions that are going to be achieved as a result of

the rule. And it is because of the credit from that rule, in part, that
we are able to look at the NOx situation in different areas overall,
from the point of view of what else is going to be needed for attain-

ment, and the fact that there will be NOx reductions coming from
this rule as well as other automotive rules that EPA has promul-
gated that allows States to move forward with some of their trans-

portation construction plans.
The issue of a potential foreign refiner baseline under this rule

is a question in my mind of whether a foreign refiner will be al-

lowed to be treated in the same way as a domestic refiner. The fun-

damental underlying question which unfortunately for me at least,
was dealt with in the "Reg Neg" which was long before my time
at EPA, but which was agreed to by everybody, was the concept of

establishing separate baselines in the first place.
If there is a separate baseline allowable to a refiner, and it is

only allowable to one who is based in the United States, the ques-
tion is, what is the environmental basis for a blanket discrimina-

tion against a foreign refiner? That was the question that I was
forced to address.

My preference, as I suppose you could say as an American, as a

Democrat, or whatever, would be to favor American companies
wherever it is legitimate to do so. But as a Federal official imple-
menting a rule here, I have to ask myself a number of questions,
and one of them is how do we get the maximum environmental
benefits out of this rule in a way which is also fair and assures an

adequate supply of the product?
Those are the questions we have asked for comment on in this

rulemaking. And those are the considerations that will go into

making a decision.

Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes now the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Bar-

ton.

Mr. Barton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't know about the
rest of the panel, but I have heard about all I want to hear about
Venezuela for a while. I want to switch to something a little bit

closer to home.
Ms. Nichols, in your written testimony, on page 20, we are talk-

ing about this 30 percent requirement for ethanol, and you say: In
December 1993, the Agency proposed a different strategy for help
assure a role for renewable oxygenates such as ethanol, and in an

environmentally friendly way. Then you go down to the bottom of
the page, it says: The intent of the current renewable oxygenate
proposal would be to assure that oxygenates such as ethanol and
potentially MTBE or ETBE produced from renewable resources
have a substantial share of the reformulated gasoline oxygenate
market.
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Now, where in law in the Clean Air Act and Energy Policy Act,
or any other act, is there a requirement that EPA promulgate pro-

posals that guarantee a substantial share of any market?
Ms. Nichols. Mr. Barton, there is, no requirement that we do

so

Mr. Barton. So there is no requirement.
Ms. Nichols. It is not
Mr. Barton. Thank you. I am not going to listen to 5-minute an-

swers, because I have only got minutes. OK.
Now, this hearing has been going on for about 3 hours, and I

have had adequate time for once really to review all the docu-
mentation that has been provided, and the staff has done an excel-

lent job of that.

We have over 50 Senators that have sent either a collective letter

or individual letters to EPA objecting to this 30 percent require-
ment for ethanol. We have 115 House Members who have sent ei-

ther group letters or individual letters.

Now, I have another document here that was prepared to brief

the Administrator of the EPA on July 9, 1993, it said ethanol in

reformulated gasoline
—now the staff has given it to each of us.

Do you have that document.
Ms. Nichols. I do.

Mr. Barton. OK. I would like if it is possible, Mr. Chairman, to

put it into the record, if it is not already in the record.

Mr. DiNGELL. Without objection, we will insert that in the record
at the appropriate time.

Mr. Barton. All right.
A lot of this goes to the proposed Bush administration proposal

that would have given a waiver on the read vapor pressure for eth-

anol. And some of the—some of it, I am going to read into the
record is directly at that and I will stipulate that on the record.

But the concerns are the same on page 16 of this document, this

briefing to the EPA Administrator, it says: Concerns with the etha-
nol proposal.
Now, this is specifically on the Bush administration proposal

that would have given a—would have given a waiver on the read

vapor pressure, but it says: "It violates the spirit of the "Reg Neg"
and may jeopardize future "Reg Neg." Substantial legal problems
to justify legally need to show that ethanol energy and other bene-
fits are substantial enough to override environmental impact.

"Can't do. No significant energy business. Not more cost-effective.

Even if ethanol had clear cost and energy benefits, it would be a
clear legal stretch to turn an environmental regulation into an eco-

nomic subsidy slash energy regulation versus tax credits, energy
requirements, et cetera.

"Justification proposal almost nonexistent. Providing justification
now without reproposing violates notice and comment require-
ments, significantly increasing the risk of litigation on not only this

but many other elements of the RFG program."
Now, again, I want to stipulate that that was specifically to the

Bush administration proposal to allow the waiver to the vapor
pressure, but the same arguments could be used for this. This is

no substantive difference, there is no by proxy scientific validation.
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In fact, later on in this briefing, it says simply we need to do some-

thing to help the farm lobby.

Now, as the senior EPA official here today, do you—are you pre-

pared to stipulate on the record that there is any other justification
for this 30 percent set-aside other than a pure political consider-

ation to help the farm lobby?
Ms. Nichols. I will not so stipulate.
Mr. Barton. Well, an honest answer.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to yield back the balance of my time

because I would like to submit a number of questions for the

record. But I will say that I want to commend the lady for answer-

ing honestly.
Ms. Nichols. I think you may have misinterpreted my answer.

I won't stipulate that there is, that the only basis is a political one.

If I have misinterpreted a double negative, then I am going to

have to withdraw, especially since I am under oath.

I interpreted your question here as: Would I stipulate that was
the only basis for such a proposal? And I would not.

I think from your enthusiastic reply to my answer, you inter-

preted it at the opposite way from what I intended.

Mr. Barton. Well, I interpreted it that you admitted that it was

simply for political considerations that has been submitted.
Ms. Nichols. No, I did not, sorry.
Mr. Barton. Then I'm going to ask a few more questions.
You see, I. thought that was too

Ms. Nichols. It was too easy.
Mr. Barton [continuing], frank of an exchange ther^, to be hon-

est. OK. You kind of discombobulated me there a little bit.

Let me ask this final question on the statutory authority.
On December 21, 1993, the final regulatory impact analysis for

reformulated gasoline, which is an EPA document, it says that:

EPA does not believe that it has the authority under either Section

211(C) or 211(K), to impose the—suggest the provisions. So again
I am taking that to admit that in your first answer that there is

no statutory authority to do what has been done?
Ms. Nichols. May I respond?
Mr. Barton. Gentlemen.
Ms. Nichols. I do not believe that is the correct interpretation.

As you correctly cited the initial—the briefing paper, EPA did not

believe that it had the legal authority to promulgate the Bush pro-

posal because of the environmental problems. It also believed that

it would create, if it were mingled with the regular rule, a risk to

the overall rule.

As I indicated before, our number one objective
—

get the reformu-
lated gasoline program promulgated.
We did that on December 15, with no mention of the subject of

ethanol or renewable oxygenates, for a reason. It was to insulate

that program and get it moving forward.

However, because there were still concerns and interests within

EPA and elsewhere about this issue of what the role of renewables
was going to be under the program, we undertook a separate notice

and proposal in order to solicit the broadest possible comment, not

only on the technical issues of the environmental and energy bene-

fits or problems with such a proposal, but also the legal issues. And
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we have received voluminous comment on those issues, which we
are still addressing.
Mr. Barton. I am told there were over 12,000 comments that

have been received. I am also told that the vast majority of those
comments are very negative on the proposal, with the exception of
some that are directly engaged in the ethanol industry.
Ms. Nichols. I think you quoted letters from Members of Con-

gress. I believe we have heard from every single Member of the
United States Senate on one side or another of this proposal.
Mr. Barton. The Chairman has been kind to let me go on be-

yond the 5 minutes.
I sense no scientific justification using the EPA's own review ma-

terials. There are no environmental benefits to this. It really ap-
pears to me that someone somewhere has made a political decision
to simply set aside a certain percent of the reformulated gasoline
market or the alternative fuel market for a very specific industry
segment, which was not the intent of the Clean Air Act.

In fact, we went to great lengths to try to level the playing field.

And I would hope that this committee would take whatever appro-
priate steps necessary to maintain the spirit of the act as passed
in 1990.

I would yield back to the Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Colorado, Mr.

Schaefer.
Mr. Schaefer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Nichols, as you know, the domestic oil industry has been re-

quired over of the past years to put enormous amounts of money
into upgrading their facilities, some $37 billion, I have been told,
and a large part of that is due to our passage of the Clean Air Act.
If we look at what our U.S. companies are doing, and we are telling
our foreign sources to do the same thing, are we not treating one
different than the other?
Ms. Nichols. Mr. Schaefer, I think the question—the way I

would formulate the question—what is the role of EPA in terms of

trying to protect the environment of our citizens here in the United
States? It isn't my jurisdiction to protect the environment in other

countries, although we do undertake some measures to promote
U.S. environmental policies and U.S. environmental protection
abroad under various types of aid and educational programs.
But with respect to the reformulated gasoline program, our juris-

diction is over the product that is sold in the United States. We
need to make sure that that product also meets the strictest pos-
sible environmental standards.
Mr. Schaefer. If we have jurisdiction, we also have the jurisdic-

tion to tell that foreign producer that it has to meet those same
regulations.
Ms. Nichols. Yes, we do.

Mr. Schaefer. So, therefore, at this point in time, would you say
that they are not playing under the same rules?
Ms. Nichols. I believe that under the December reformulated

gasoline final rulemaking, we did discriminate between domestic
and foreign refiners. We did it for what we believed was a purpose,
which was to assure that we had adequate control over the gasoline
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supply and that we were getting the benefits of the program. And
that is why we allowed domestic refiners to establish their own
baseline for the 3-year, phase 1 of this program, but did not allow

that same privilege to the domestic refiners.

However, serious issues were raised to the EPA by at least one

foreign company that indicated that they were at least as capable
of meeting every single test that was being applied to the domestic

refiners and therefore that we were simply being discriminated

against on the basis of being foreign.
If that is the case, that would be a serious difficulty, in my esti-

mation, because it would imply that we were cutting off the market
for an environmentally beneficial product simply on the basis of

country of origin, which I don't believe would be something that

would be appropriate for us to do.

Mr. SCHAEFER. Does anybody else want to comment on this at

all? All right.
It just seems to me we are under different rules. And I find that

very distasteful.

I want to focus for a moment on the renewable oxygenate re-

quirement my friend from Texas brought up.

Now, I have been a strong supporter of alternative fuels for a

long period of time. During the consideration of the Clean Air Act—
most of the members of this committee remember the bruises and

bumps many of us took on this issue—^but we worked hard to put
incentives in to ensure renewable fuel development; as a matter of

fact, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, which is in my
district, is doing a lot of research in this area, and I am really sup-

portive of these efforts. However, it doesn't mean that I support the

EPA's attempts to mandate a renewable oxygenate requirement for

RFG when we in Congress, during the time of the Clean Air Act,

worked very diligently to have an even playing field out there.

So in the lead-up to that, may I ask Ms. Nichols, what effect

would the ethanol ETBE mandate have on the oxygenated fuel pro-

grams from the CO nonattainment areas?

Ms. Nichols. Mr. Schaefer, the proposal, and I would emphasize
once again that it is still a proposal for a renewable content man-
date within the reformulated program applicable on a year-round
basis. It would be—it would, we suspect

—as implemented by the

oil companies, would probably result in more ethanol being used in

the winter months rather than in the summer months, when that

is easier to do, although it is somewhat unpredictable how this

would work out over the long term.
But the requirements for reformulated gasoline in the areas that

have CO problems in the winter would stay the same in terms of

the performance standards, so there would be no diminution in the

CO benefits from the reformulated gasoline proposal whatsoever.

There would be no change.
Mr. Schaefer. Well, what has been used out there for

oxygenates is MTBE, up to this point in time. We pushed really
hard to make sure that this was allowable under the Clean Air Act.

Ms. Nichols. Yes.
Mr. Schaefer. Now if we get to the point we are talking 30 per-

cent, we are basically disregarding MTBE. Since it doesn't meet
those requirements; am I not correct?
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Ms. Nichols. Mr. Schaefer, I just wanted to remind you that the

proposal only deals with a fraction of the oxygenate. Seventy per-
cent of the oxygenates that are used on a year-round basis would
still be from nonrenewable sources or could be from nonrenewable

sources, so there is no reason why MTBE would not continue to be
used in the places where it is currently being used for meeting the
CO standard.

It is possible that at some point in the future MTBE will be
made from renewable sources, and this would be a good thing I be-

lieve, and I think you would share that belief from an overall U.S.

energy policy point of view.

Mr. Schaefer. Well, we are betting on the farm here. We don't

know what is possibly going to be out there. And my real concern

is that are we going to have enough ethanol available? In Colorado,

particularly in our winter months, we've gone a long way toward

eliminating non-attainment days. As a matter of fact, it was only
1 day last year.
Ms. Nichols. Excuse me. My staff has just handed me a note

that indicates that 30 percent of the winter program in Colorado

was, in fact, met with ethanol, 30 percent
Mr. Schaefer. Yes, I know, and this i^ a problem that I am con-

cerned with, to start shipping all of this to Mr. Moorhead in Cali-

fornia, what is it going to do to our prices out there. And how much
corn are we going to be able to grow in order to produce this? We
are going to have a lot of skinny hogs around.
Ms. Nichols. Well, the Department of Agriculture seems to feel

confident that they can meet the demand.
Mr. Upton. I just might add I have one county in my district

that has more hogs than people, but we have a lot of corn to take
care of them.
Mr. Schaefer. Right. I was going to ask you. You say, who, the

Department of Agriculture has done this study? Has DOE done a

study on this and are they reasonably confident that we have

enough of this product to supply everything that we need in renew-
able resources in this country?
Ms. TiERNEY. We are confident that there will be sufficient

amounts of ethanol. Taking a look at the United States as a whole,
we think that there are uncertainties about the movement of the

ethanol. We think that it may shift ethanol from its current use in

the conventional gasoline market, not the oxygenated gasoline mar-
ket. And so we think that there will be changes after this proposal
is in place, should it be adopted, but we think overall there is

enough ethanol.
Mr. Schaefer. I know my time has expired here, Mr. Chairman,

and I do have a few other questions that I would like to submit
in writing if it would be satisfactory.

Again, I am very concerned. You have indicated that on July 1

we are going to have most of these problems cleared up as far as

our refiners go. I would really seriously hope that you hold to that

deadline, because it is almost too late by that particular time.

I thank the Chair.

[The information follows:]
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Questions to the EPA

Questions About the Record

1. Section 307(d)(4)(B)(i) of the Clean Air Act provides the following:

All documents which become available after the proposed rule

has been published and which the Administrator determines

are of central relevance to the rulemaking shall be placed in

the docket as soon as possible after their availability.

Please indicate whether the Administrator has determined that the following

documents are of "central relevance" to the renewable oxygenate rule and placed

them in the appropriate public docket, Le., docket No. A-93-49:

"The Impact of a Proposed EPA Rule Mandating Renewable Oxygenates for

Reformulated Gasoline: Questionable Energy Security, Environmental, and

Economic Benefits?" by Vito Stagliano, Resources for the Future, February
1994.

o "Evaluation of the EPA's Proposal for Renewable Oxygenates." by Dr. James

Sweeney, May 1994.

o The attached compendium of Congressional letters.

What other documents, records, correspondence or other information, if any, has

the Administrator determined are of "central relevance" to the renewable oxygenate

rulemaking? Have these documents been placed in docket No. A-93-49?

2. In its testimony before the Subconunittee on Oversight and Investigations on June

22, 1994, EPA stated that it would include into the official record the results of the

Department of Energy's June 8, 1994, study of the renewable oxygenate rule

entiUed "Analysis Memorandum: Energy Requirements and COj Equivalent
Emissions." Please indicate whether this study has been included in the omdal
docket of the renewable oxygenate rulemaking.

3. What is the relevant docket for EPA's renewable oxygenate rule under section

307(d) (2) of the Clean Air Act? How does the docket relate to public docket A-92-

12 and other EPA dockets for fuel regulations? Please provide a copy of the

statement in the Federal Register in which the public was directed to "the docket"

relating to the EPA's renewable oxygenate rule.
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4. Please identify the statement of basis and purpose for EPA's renewable oxygenate

rule. Did the eight pages of the preamble to the renewable oxygenate proposal

summarize all of the factual data on which the proposal was based, all of the

methodologies used in obtaining the data and in analyzing the data, and all the

major legal interpretations and policy considerations underlying the proposed rule?

5. By requesting comments in at lesst two dozen specific areas throughout the

renewable oxygenate proposal, did EPA intend to support the proposal through
factual data, methodologies, analyses, interpretations and policy considerations

submitted by the public after EPA's proposal was published and before the end of

the public comment period? Did EPA consider publishing an advance notice of the

proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) instead of a proposed rulemaking regarding the

renewable oxygenate proposal? If not, why not?

6. Has EPA included ail of the interagency review documents (as described in s-^Hlion

307(d)(4)(B)(ii)) in docket No. A-93-49? Please provide copies of the docket showing
that all such documents have been included.

StatntOTY Authority

1. In the December 21, 1993, draft Final Regulatory Analysis For Reformulated

Gasoline . EPA, in discussing various options for encouraging ethanol use in RFG,

rejected a mandate to "use ethanol as tiie oxygenate in certain fraction of the RFG
the [refiners] produce". EPA said:

"EPA does not believe that it has the authority under either

§211(c) or §211(k)(l) to impose the suggested provisions..."

Nevertheless, in the preamble of the renewable oxygenate proposal, EPA cites

§211(k)(l) as authority for this proposal, nease explain this discrepancy and EPA's

statutory authority for this mandate.

2. Congress carefully maintained a policy of fuel neutrality in both the Clean Air Act

Amendments of 1S>90 (CAAA) and the Energy Policy Act. During the debate of the

CAAA and the Energy Policy Act, the U.S. Congress considered and rejected

several proposals that would have mandated increased use of ethanol. Please

explain how the renewable oxygenate mandate is consistent with this policy of fuel

neutrality.

3. EPA's renewable oxygenate rule would establish a standard that would require that

renewable oxygenates be produced with a net 20% reduction in carbon dioxide

emissions. What legal authority does EPA have to establish such a standard?
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Use of Mandate

1. On page 18 of its testimony presented to the Oversight and Investigations

Subcommittee on June 22, 1994, EPA acknowledged that Congressional initiatives

have helped renewable fuels and oxygenates to grow into a significant industry.

Notwithstanding other Congressional initiatives, Congress maintained fuel neutrality

in the Clean Air Act Amendments. What specific information has EPA received to

reach the conclusion that renewable oxygenates will not continue to make a

significant contribution to gasoline markets, and thereby justify any specific

requirement for their use at a prescribed percentage?

2. Why is it necessary to have a mandate for renewable oxygenates when the ethanol

industry testifled at the EPA hearing on January 14, 1994, that ethanol production

capacity will double by 1996 without a mandate?

3. Some have said that, absent incentives and/or mandates, ethanol will not have a role

in reformulated gasoline. However, in the RFG preamble, EPA stated:

EPA...does not agree that ethanol is excluded from the

marketplace under the provisions of the April 16, 1992

proposal. In fact, as under the recently implemented
wintertime oxygenated fuels program, ^hanol is

expected to significantly increase its market share under

the reformulated gasoline program.

EPA makes substantially the same statement several additional times in its

December 21, 1993, draft Final Regulatory Impact Analysis For Reformulated

Gasoline . If these statements truly reflect EPA's thinking, why does EPA find it

necessary to propose a mandate for the use of renewable oxygenates?

4. The preamble to EPA's renewable oxygenates proposal discusses a February 26,

1992, ethanol proposal made by EPA pursuant to former President Bush's

announcement that he wanted ethanol to effectively compete in the RFG program.
However, the preamble indicates that the EPA had a number of "concerns with

respect to its legality, energy beneflts, and environmental neutrality" and that since

then the "concerns have been enhanced". The preamble then concludes:

While EPA maintains that the program would have provided
an economic incentive for the use of renewable oxygenates in

reformulated gasoline up to a 30% market share, EPA
acknowledges that the proposal would have intruded into the

efficient operation of the marketplace, impacting the cost of

the reformulated gasoline program. As a result, after taking
into account the cost, non-air quality and environmental
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impacts, and energy impacts, EPA has found itself with no

choice but to back away from the renewable oxygenate

provisions of the February 26, 1993, proposal.

How does EPA's recently promulgated rule overcome these concerns?

Supply Distribution

1. In the preamble to its renewable oxygenate proposal, EPA cited the difAcuities

encountered during the introduction of low sulfur diesel fuel last October in

deciding tc require a one-month transition period for RFG in the distribution

system. A very large part of the nation's production and sales of ethanol is

concentrated in the Midwest, quite some distance from cities on the East and West
coasts where renewable oxygenate will be required in RFG. One notable difference

between the diesel situation last year and the upcoming introduction of RFG is that

low sulfur diesel is manufactured and shipped through the same facilities as was
diesel prior to the low sulfur regulation, yet problems in distribution still occurred.

a. Given that vast quantities of ethanol will have to be uprooted from traditional

markets and transported to opposite ends of the country in a distribution

system that has never been tested for this use, what assurances can EPA
provide that the existing distribution system can accommodate this mandate?
How will EPA assure motorists that supply problems will not accompany the

introduction of RFG?

b. What plans and/or actions has EPA taken, especially given the significant

delays in promulgating a regulation for RFG, to assure timely compliance with

the revised regulations and to ensure that there will be no supply, distribution

or price disruptions of any kind on January 1, 1995?

c. Isn't it true that the ethanol mandate will interfere with the way gasoline is

transported today, Le., primarily through fungible pipelines?

d. Won't the mandate require segregated shipments of RBOB (reformulated
blendstock for oxygenate blending)? If segregated shipments are indeed

necessary, won't that result in reduced overall pipeline shipping capacity? If

the overall shipping capacity is reduced, won't this result in shortages of

conventional gasoline in some areas?

2. Substantial amounts of ethanol are used to achieve reductions in carbon monoxide
non-attainment areas.
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a. What effect will the ethanoI/ETBE mandate have on the oxygenated fuel

programs for carbon monoxide nonattainment areas?

b. Isn't the renewable oxygenate mandate likely to shift ethanol supplies away
from the oxygenated fuel market and into the RFG market? Isn't this likely to

increase costs to consumers in carbon monoxide nonattainment areas?

c. Couldn't such a shift cause shortages for the oxygenated fuels program and

potentially increase consumers' costs?

3. What is the likely competitive effect of providing a guaranteed ethanol market

where a single company dominates the ethanol market?

4. In promulgating the RFG rule, EPA has imposed new requirements for additional

reporting, recordkeeping, and quality assurance. The renewable oxygenate
mandate will add significantly to this burden. Both of these rules will add new

requirements. Has EPA examined the impact (including market dislocations and

possible closures) of the renewable oxygenate mandate on the refining industry or

the consumer? If not, please describe EPA's rationale for failing to conduct such

an analysis.

KVfi implfMHirtaHon Issues

According to the petroleum industry, EPA's failure to issue a direct final rule has

denied the industry crucial guidance they needed on a timely basis. For example,
1990 gasoline baseline with full documentation had to be submitted by June 1, 1994,
but EPA has failed to respond to industry's request for written clarification of the

requirements. Given the tardiness of this clarification, some refiners may not be

able to or may choose not to revise their baseline in time to meet production

requirements in September for some areas.

a. Wouldn't you agree that this baseline should be optional rather than a

requirement if a refmer has already submitted a baseline in accord with his best

interpretation of the final rule.

b. How will EPA respond to the large volume of baseline submissions? What
resources does EPA have to review these baseline submissions?

c. Can EPA commit to approving these submissions by September?
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Permitting for RFG Facilities

When this Subcommittee held its hearing on aspects of the Clean Air Act

Amendments of 1990 last October, there were questions concerning actions that

EPA had taken to challenge activities by some refiners to convert refineries to make

reformulated gasoline. In short, EPA was challenging whether refiners had the

necessary permits to proceed with construction of reformulated gas facilities.

a. Given the obvious concerns of the Subcommittee that refiners and

marketers may not have adequate time to comply with the reformulated gas

rule, can you assure the Subcommittee that EPA is doing everything

possible to expedite, rather than hinder, the issuance of permits necessary

for refiners to make reformulated gasoline?

b. Please provide the Subcommittee with a State-by-State (or region-by-region)

breakdown of the status of Federal, State or local permits required by the

reformulated gasoline program, and a list of the reasons why refiners may
not have yet received the necessary permits.
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lanitd (States Sam
WASHINGTON. DC 20510

March 2, 1994

Honor2ible Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Ms. Browner:

We are writing to make clear our opposition to the
Environmental Protection Agency's proposed rule to mandate the
use of ethanol and ETBE in reformulated gasoline (RFG) . This
rule was proposed as an adjunct to the RFG rule which was
finalized in December 1993.

We strongly urge you to withdraw this proposal. EPA's
attempt to choose the RFG oxygenate "winner" is troubling and
inappropriate. This rule will create chaos in the marketplace,
cause serious RFG deiiverability problems, and unnecessarily
increase the cost of RFG to consximers. Lastly, and most
importantly, the rule will result in no clear environmental
benefits. In fact, according to testimony by state air pollution
control regulators, the fuel mandate could adversely affect air
quality, with increases in volatile organic, carbon monoxide and
greenhouse gas emissions.

During deliberation over the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments,
the 1992 Energy Policy Act, and during the regulatory
negotiations, policies that would have mandated a market share
for particular fuels were considered and rejected. For many
years. Congress has consistently moved towards improving markets
and efficiency and away from costly intervention. The proposed
ethanol mandate clearly violates the reg-neg agreement and is
counter to much of what Congress has done in the last twenty
years .

The ethanol industry is already one of the most subsidized
industries in the world, without accoxinting for the vast
quantities of nonrenewable fossil fuels used in production, the
industry provides only enough fuel to displace a little more than
one day's worth of oil. in exchange, the ethanol manufacturers
receive a <550 million check from the taxpayer. Under the EPA
mandate, this industry will drain the U.S. Treasury and Highway
Trust Fund of an additional $340 million annually. Given the
need to reduce the federal deficit, a decision to increase the
subsidy is simply inexplicable.

'

we are extremely concerned that, if adopted, this rule would
create serious disruptions in the supply, distribution and
marketing system for RFG in the United States. The refining
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Environmental Protection Agency
Page 2

industry must meet a January 1, 1995, deadline to supply RFC.
Significant pl2Lns and investments have been made in reliance on a
fuel neutral RFG rule. This last minute attempt to promote a
particular additive will wreak havoc on preparation for the
orderly introduction of RFG into the marketplace and increase the
cost to consumers.

Finally/^EPA's claim that the environment will benefit is at
best debatable. In fact, air quality may get worse as.a result.
We urge you to consider carefully the comments provided at the
EPA hearing by ttte state air quality administrators ;

(STAPPA/ALAPCO) . Increased eth^ulol use could, for 4>^azBple,
increase ozone in the periods before and after the summer high
ozone season. In addition, several reports, including studies by
the Office of Technology Assessment, the General Accounting
Office and the Environmental Defense Fiind, raise serious
questions about the claim that ethanol will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Absent clear evidence that increased ethanol use will
benefit the environment, EPA's proposal should not even be
considered.

We urge you to reject this market mandate and withdraw this
proposal.

Sincerely,

j0sjq^ I. Lieberman
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ftnorable Carol M. Browner

March 2, 1994
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March 2. 1994 Letter to Carol Browner

P?q? 1

Malcolm Wallop
J. Bennett Johnston
Joseph I . Lieberman
Don Nickles

Bill Bradley
Pete V. Domenici
Arlen Specter
Trent Lott

Page 2

Bob Graham
Frank R. Lautenberg
William S. Cohen
Barbara A. Mikulski
Connie Mack
Paul S. Sarbanes
Dennis DeConcini
Robert F. Bennett
Edward M. Kennedy

Bob Smith
John D. Rockefeller,
John B. Breaux
Kay Bailey Hutchison
Richard C Shelby
William V, Roth, Jr.
Harris wofford
Alan K. Simpson

IV

S£3S-L

Christopher J. Dodd
Joseph R. Biden, Jr.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan
John F. Kerry
Charles S. Robb
Frank H. Murkowski
Barbara Boxer
Dianne Feinstein
Sam Nunn

David L. Boren
Alfonse M. B'Amato
Howell Heflin
Robert C. Byrd
Judd Gregg
Ted Stevens
Orrin Hatch
Jeff Bingaman
John Warner

Slade Gorton
Claiborne Pell
Richard Bryan

Mark 0. Hatfield
Patty Murray
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Cons^tii of tie ®iut^ ^taUfi

Jifovat of IB^tfxtsttotsttbtsi

abuf^Staa. B€ 20515

March 25, 1994

Use Honorable Carol Browner
Adminlcermeor
U.S. E.P.A.
401 M Streec, S,V.

HaBbingron, D.C. 20460

Dear Artmjnistracor Srow&er:

We are vrltiztg ro cossnene as cla* B.P.A. *8 proposed rule to
aandate che iise of ethaaol aad EXBS In retoaaolaced gasoline
(RPO) . mis rtile was proposed as an adjuncc co zhm RKS rule
Kblch vas finalized ia Decesiber, 1993.

He urge the E.P.A. to vichdxaw ehls proposal which xoandittes

the use of specific additives in SPG. Ihis proposal runs counter
to coagressional intent to maintain fuel neutralicy in the ftfC

program. Purthexatore, we are extreately coscexsed that S.P.A«'8

attempt to select the- RPG osgrgenata •winner^ creates chaos in the

narkecplace. cay cause serious RPC dellverability probleaa
leading to shortages of supply, which aaay, therefore. lT>crease
the cost of KF6 to coneunwprs, and has questionahle esvlxonmental
results as a natios«wide progxwa.

As stated ahovc, we believe that this rule runs counter ro

etacucory direction. The S.P.A. , itself, is on record as saying
it is without legal authority to issue an ethanol xoandata. Tn
one of the Agency's own documents, its Pinal Regulatory Impact
Analysis for Seformulated Gasoline, we read, "B.P.X. laas no legal
authority«under the Clean Air Act to provide such a mandate for
the Mse of ethanol .

• Obviously, there is a clear conflict of

legal interpretation of the Act.

Additionally, in an earlier letter from 71 Representatives
and 28 Senators to the President last fall the authors aaib^ 'The
Act is entirely fuel neutral and only requires achieveaient of the

specified emission reductions." The point can be no more dear.

Purtherssore , we are concerned by the fact that this mandate
will drain the V.S. Treasury and High*ra.y Trust Fund of an
(E.P.A.) estimated $340 million per year. All the while, the
Federal govemmest will continue to provide subsidies to the
ethanol industry amounting to SSSO million per year- As saembers
who are interested I2 repairing our decaying infrastructure and
«ho seek a balanced budget such a. decision to favor a specific
industry at sucb a cost is singly not raasoiuible.
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Ke are also concaxned thac« 12 adopted, zhxa rule would
creace serious dlsrttpcioas in the supply-, discri^utlon, asd
narkecing eyacea £or KFG. The re^iaijag induecry nusc meec a

Jamiary i, 1995. statutory deadline to supply RFG. Significant
plans and investments h£ve been made in reliance upon a fuel
neutral KPG rule. The fact that the rule governing the
cocq»ositlon of that product may cl^onge and is still months from
being finalized nay mean that this nation loay face unavoidable
and major shortages of supi»ly, accocqpanied by rising prices. We
believe that a more orderly transition or introduction of KFG<
into the inax)cetplac»3 xsist take into account the n«ed to pro^de
sufficient st^plies and a recognition of the naxoifacturlng
process behind thac effort. We do not vmnt to foster an economic
crisis.

Finally, of considerable concern to us Is the merit of taie
claim that the enviroaseat vlll benefit by adopcing this role.
In fact, air quality may get worse as a direct result of this
rule. Increased ethanol use could increase ozone in the periods
before and after the sunaer high ozosie season.

Zn addition, several reports, including studies by the
Office of Technology Assessment, the General Accounting Office,
and the gnvironmental Defense Fund raise serious questions abouc
the claim that ethanol will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Zn
face, chese studies indicate that an increase in ethanol
coosusption may increase these emissions. Absent clear evidence
thar ethanol will benefit the environmene, we feel the proposal
lades coopelling scientific justification for its adoption.

We, therefore, re8peccf^llly xirge thac this rule be
withdrawn. Thanlc you for your tiaie luad cone ideracion of our
concerns.

Sincerely,lacereay, /%

Sherxod Brown
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U.S. Rapreaencaclves sifjnlng letter
to O.S. Environaencal Proceccion Agency

AiOmlnlstracor Carol Browner

Ackerman (NY)
Archer (TX)

Armey (TX)
Andrews (ME)
Andrews (TX)
Baker (CA)
Barton (TX)

Bentley (MD)

Bilbray (NV)
Bilirakis (FL)
Blute (MA)
Boehlert (NY)
Bonilla (TX)
Brewster (OK)
Brown (OH)
Brown (CA)
Borski (PA)
Boucher (VA)
Callahan (AL)
Calvert (CA)
Carr (MI)
Cardin (MD)
Castle (DE)

Chapman (TX)
Coleman (TX)
Cox (CA)

Cunningham (CA)

DeLay (TX)
Doolittle (CA)
Doman (CA)
Dreier (CA)
Fields (TX)
Filner (CA)
Fowler (FL)
Frank (MA)

Gallegly (CA)
Gallo (NJ)
Gejdenson (CT)
Geren (TX)
Green (TX)

Hayes (LA)
Hall (TX)
Hochbrueckner (NY)
Hughes (NJ)
Hutto (FL)
Inhofe (OK)
Istook (OK)
Jefferson (LA)
Johnson (CT)

Johnson (GA)
Johnston (FL)

Kennelly (CT)
Kim (CA)
King (NY)
Kolbe (AZ)

Laughlin (TX)
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (FL)
Linder (GA)

Livingston (LA)
Lowey (NY)

McCrery (LA)

McCurdy (OK)
Mclnnis (CO)
McKeon (CA)
McMillan (NC)

Machtley (RI)
Mancon (NY)
Meehan (MA)
Mica (FL)

Moakley (MA)
Molinari (NY)
Mollohan (WV)

Montgomery (MS)
Moorhead (CA)
Neal (MA)
Olver (MA)
Orton (UT)
Pallone (NJ)
Packard (CA)
Parker (MS)

Payne (VA)
Richardson (NM)
Rohrabacher (CA)
Santorum (PA)

Sarpalius (TX)
Saxton (NJ)
Schaefer (CO)
Schiff (NM)
Schenk (CA)

Shays (CT)
Shaw (FL)
Shuster (PA)
Skeen (NM)

Slaughter (NY)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
Snowe (ME)

Stenholm (TX)
Studds (MA)

StXiinp (AZ)
Swift (WA)

Synar (OK)
Tauzin (LA)

Tejada (TX)
Thomas (CA)
Torkildsen (MA)
Vucanovich (NV)
Wise (WV)
Wolf (VA)

Young (AK)
Zeliff (NH)
Zimmer (NJ)
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'^TROM THURMOND
^OUTH CAROUNA

COMIMTTICS

Bnittd 3tat^<^tnatt
ARMED snviccs

JUOlCU«T
VCntUMt' AFFAIfU

'-OR AMO wuAN KsouKts WASHINGTON. OC 20S10-4001

March 1, 1994

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
AdminiBtrator, Environmental Protection Agency
4 01 M Street, SU
Washington, DC 20460

Deair Ms. Browner:

I an writing to oxpress my concern regarding the proposed HPA
rule requiring that thirty percent of ;:he oxygenate roquized under
the reformulated gasoline (RFG) program be derived from renewable
sources .

Please be assured that I understand the agency's commitment
to the use' of clean burning domestically produced ethanol.
However, the burdensome mandate contained in the proposed rule is
inconsistent with a major principle of the Clear Air Act, that
performance standards for AFO should be "fuel neutral."

That principle requires a market based approach be used in
determining which oxygenates will moat efficiently and
economically meet the clean air standards.

I urge you to review the proposed rulemaking and take
whatever action is necessary to ensure that the final rule
complies with the principles of the Clean Air Act and avoids
costly mandates.

With kindest regards and best wishes.

Sincerely,

(ofil(nf\;B'L SlC-A/e^J

Strom Thurmond

ST/lk
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TMAO COCMaAN cOMUfTTT
IIIIW I '" AawCULTUDE, h

ANO roMi

COMM/TTC

lanitd States Senate ^„^'
WACMNCrON. DC 206 1 0-2402 aOVERNMEMTA

COMMITTf
«WU(A

ASMINItTK

l£l£CT COUV
INDIAN At

F«broazy 17, 1994

Tha Honorable Carol K. Browner
AdainloOrator
Eavixonaental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S. V.
Weehington, 0. C. 204(0

Deer Ms. Browner t

Z aa writing to exprees my voncom wil^h ^he proposed rule
which would mandate taarkct sharas for oxygenates uuod in
reforamlated gasoline (R?G).

While I support the use of dooeetically produced ethanol nnd
feel it will be very benefioial to tazaiert and the environmenc ,

the proposed rule appears to violate the 'fuel neutral' pooition
in the Clean Air Act. Allowing a market-based approach co
determine what type of RJ(S will allow the attainoent of clean air
standards at the lowest possible price to consumers.

Z hope that you will reconsider this rule and Allow for the
aorlcet to deteraine the best oxygenate for various geographic
regions. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely, .

THAD COCBKAM
United States Senator

TC/hs
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Phil GAamm
TCSAS

WASMfNOTON. o. c. eosio*«ao2

I

Pebniaiy IS, 1994

Th* Honorable Carol M. Browner

AdjninistFator, Environmental Protection Agenqr
401 M Street, SW
Washififton, DC 20460

Dear Mc. Browner

I lax wriiiag to express my concem about a proposed EPA rule which would mandate a

30% market share for "renewable* oxyftsatts used In rsfbxzmilated gasoliae (RFG).

Tliis proposed rule would setm to violate a major prine^le of the Clean Air Act, chat

pezfocmance standards for RFG should be "fuel neutni." With that standard in place,

the free market can detexotoe what type of RfG. will help dries attain clean air

standards at the lowest possible cose The effideofy of this.program is compromised
when let'Bsides determine the wimen and losers In the RFG marketplace.

{ urge you to reconsider the wisdom of this proposal and work to ensure a level playing
field for RFC. Thank you for your conaideiation.

Youxs respectfully,

PHILGRAMM
United Sutes Senator

PG»m
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U3. iuiue of 'RcprtsentanDcs

jgrtn iniimui on eanStfu and inooctgidsns

tf die

C<S3Sb ir Scajg 83ii Couuonu

April 21, 1994

The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary
Secrecary
Deparcmenc of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.H.
Washington, D.C. 20S8S

The Honorable Carol M. Brovmer
Adminiscracor
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M street, S.H.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Secretary O'Leary and Administrator Brovmer:

After much delay, the Environnental Protection Agency (EPA)

promulgated on February 16, 1994 new regulations for
certification and enforcement o£ reformulated gasoline (RFO) and
provisions for unreformulated or conventional gasoline (59 F.R.
7716) . The regulations were effective on March 18 and, pursuant
to the Clean Air Act (CAA) . chey require retail sale of RFQ to

begin on January 1, 1995.

Our office was informed by EPA this afternoon that EPA has
decided to proceed with the reopening of the regulations
regarding Venezuelan gasoline by issuing a proposed rule, which
wa were told would be signed today. This course is deeply
disturbing to the Subcoomittee . It represents an aibrupt revertfa.
in the direction that we had baen led by EPA to believe the
Administration was heading on this issue over the coxurse of the
last several we«ks. During that time, we had understood that epa
was considering the issuance of an advanced notice of proposed
rulemaking (ANPRM) that would allow a period for comment on the
question of whether EPA should proceed at all with a proposed
rule. Today, without any prior notice to the Subcommittee, EPA
has apparently determined to move forward precipitously without
giving any interested parties a fair opportunity to express thei.
views on that question.

For these reasons, as well as for the reasons set forth in
our earlier correspondence on this issue, the Subcommittee
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/
The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary
The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Page 2

requests your reply, pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of
the House of Representatives, to the following questions:

1. At the October 29, 1S93 hearing by the Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations on implementation of the CAA, I

expressed concern that the delay in promulgating regulations
might cause a delay in implementation by those subject to
the regulations, resulting a shortage o£ conventional and
reformulated gasoline and higher prices. Any such shortage,
whether local, regional, or national, would seriously affect
the U.S. economy and general traneportAtion needs.

The EPA and the Department of Energy (DOE) at that hearing
assured me that the Administration does not expect
shortages. However, the EPA and California did not expect
problems when the low-sulfur diesel rule was implemented
last year. Thus, I remain concerned. That concern is
exacerbated by the Administration's decision to propose a

change mandating a renewable oxygenate requirement and to

change the February 16 rule to satisfy Venezuela. Both
actions create uncertainty and raise difficult legal issues.

Please describe the actions each of your agencies have taken
or plan to monitor timely compliance with the regulations
and to ensure that there will be no shortages of gasoline oc

any kind beginning on January 1, 1995. under the regulations
as finalized on February 16. To comply with these

regulations, the gasoline will likely have to be delivered
and stored long before January 1. What situations could
arise that might disrupt supplies cf either conventional or
reformulated gasoline or fuels for other uses, taking into
consideration contracts for supplies, changes in contracts
to accommodate ethanol changes, permits, tank capacity,
transportation, lead time, blending, and other factors?
Based on the latest information availzible to your agencies
since the hearing, do you anticipate any shortages or
pricing problems? To what extent will these two propocals'
affect compliance by January 1. 199S? Wnat pricing issues
could arise under the RFG rule, with or without these two

proposals?

2. EPA* staff tells us that Venezuela was not a party to the

regulatory negotiation for this rule. Did anyone represent
foreign interests, including Venezuela's interests, such as

the seller of Venezuelan gasoline in the U.S.? If not, why
not? To what extent were the proponents of the ethanol
proposal participants in the regulatory negotiation (Reg.

Neg.) and signers to the "Agreement in Principle" of Augusc
19917 Please explain to what extent, if at all, this

proposal differs with that agreement.
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The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary
The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Page 3

3. With regard Co the new echanol proposal, the EPA preamble to
the new regulations dlscusaee a February 26, 1992, echanol
proposal made by the EPA pursuant to former President Bush's
announcement Chat he wanted ethanol to effectively compete
in the RFG program. Aa a supporter of the use of ethanol, I

share that view. However, the preamble indicates that the
EPA had a number of "concerns with respect to its legality,
energy benefits, and environmental neutrality" and that
since then the "concerns have been enhanced." The preamble
then concludes:

While EPA maintains that the program would
have provided an economic incentive for the use of
renewable oxygenates in reformulated gasoline up
to a 30V market share, EPA acknowledges that the
proposal would have intruded into the efficient
operation of the marketplace, impacting the cost
of the reformulated gasoline program. As a
result, after taking into account the cost, non-
air quality and environmental impacts, and energy
impacts, EPA has found itself with no choice but
to back away from the renewable oxygenate
provisions of the February 26, 1993 proposal.

Representatives Sherrod Brown and Jack Fields, in a February
22 letter to the EPA, state that the EPA "is on record as

saying it is without legal authority to issue an ethanol
mandate." They refer to EPA's final Regulatory Impact
Analysis in support of this statement.

Did the DOE have concerns similar to those mentioned in the

preamble by the EPA? Please provide all internal and inter-'

agency letters, memoranda, and other documents in DOE's and
EPA's files about those ethanol related concerns.

Please explain how this new proposal overcomes each of cha
above concerns. Please provide the statutory authority tot
such a mandate. Caking into consideration the policy of
section 250 (b) of the CAA.

4. Please explain the origin of the new ethanol proposal and
the* decision to propose it in December. Was this decision
made by the EPA or others? Please provide all internal and

interagency memoranda and other documents in EPA' a files

concerning Che making of the decision to propose a new
ethanol rule.

5. The encloeed March 7, 1994 article in- w<»w Fuels Report

alleges chat the DOE is considering whether to release a n-t'-

"controversial" analysis. Please provide a copy of all
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versions of the analysis Co the Subcommittee and include
them in the rulemaking record. What is the status of the
analysis and is the DOB planning to withhold or delay its
release?

6. Please explain the effect of the ethanol mandate on energy
use and greenhouse gas emissions from the gathering of the
new material through the consumption of the final fuel. Is
the effect significant and of concern to the DOE or the EPA
or both?

7. Does the ethanol proposal achieve the primary regulatory
objective of the RFG and does it include specific
performance criteria to qualify oxygenates as renewable?
Does it violate the principle of fuel neutrality under the
CAA and the Energy Policy Act of 1992? what are the
benefits of the proposal?

8. If the ethanol proposal is not adopted by the EPA« will
ethanol be able to conpete effectively in the RFG program?
If not. why not?

I request your response to the above matters by May 25.
1994. Please include the letter and your reply in the rulemaking
record.

With every good

John 0. Oingell i

Chairman ^
Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations

^«<

Enclosure

cci The Honorable Oan Schaefer, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Henry A. Haxman. Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Ranking Reptiblican Member
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
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The Honorable Philip R. Sharp, Chairman
Subcominittee on Energy and Power

The Honorable Michael Bilirakis, Ranking Minority Member

Subcommittee on Energy and Power

The Honorable Sherrod Brown, Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Znvestigationa

The Honorable Marjorie Margolies-Mexvinaky, Member
Subcommdttee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Jack Fields, Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce

The Honorable Calvin Kent, Administrator
Energy Information Administration

Mr. Robert E. Rubin, Assistant to the President
for Economic Policy

Ms. Mary Nichols, Assistant Administrator for Air
and Radiation, EPA
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ECONOMIC AND COMMERC
LAW SUBCOMMITTEE

Oulltngton. SC 20315
March 11, 1994

The Honorable Carol Browner
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Administrator Brovmer:

This letter is written in response to the E.P.A.'s proposed
rule to mandate the use of ethanol and ETBE in reformulated
gasoline (RFG) . I would like to take this opportunity to express
my opposition to this proposed addition to the RFG rule which was
finalized in December 1993.

This proposal runs counter to Congressional intent and I

most respectfully urge you to withdraw it. The 1990 Clean Air
Act was to be fuel neutral so that the marketplace would decide
winners and losers, not the Congress nor the E.P.A. The Clean
Air Act does not give the E.P.A. the authority to provide a

mandate for the use of ethanol. This is stated in E.P.A.'s own
Final Regulatory Impact Analysis for Reformulated Gasoline.

Additionally, in a letter to the President signed by 71

Representatives and 28 Senators last fall the authors said, "The
Act is 'entirely fuel neutral and only requires achievement of the

specified emission reductions." I feel that this letter, which I

co-signed, made this point quite clear.

Furthermore, I am concerned by the fact that this mandate
will drain the U.S. Treasury and Highway Trust fund of an
(E.P.A.) estimated $340 million per year. All the while, the
Federal government will continue to provide subsidies to the
ethanol industry amounting to $550 million per year . As a member
who is interested in repairing our aiCiayill^ ifltrastructure but
who also wishes to continue this administration's efforts to
lower the deficit, I find a decision to favor a specific industry.,
at such a cost to be unreasonable .

As you know, the refining industry must meet a January 1,

1995, statutory deadline to supply RFG. I am concerned that, if

adopted, this change may cause a serious disruption in the supply
of oxygenates. The RFG-producing industry has invested millions
of dollars in reliance upon a fuel neutral RFG rule. The fact
that the rule governing the composition of that product may
change and is still months from being finalized may mean that
this nation may face unavoidable and major shortages of supply,
accompanied by rising prices.
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I believe that any introduction of RFG into the marketplace
must take into account the need to provide sufficient supplies
and a recognition of the manufacturing process behind that effort
if we are to avoid an economic crisis. I also believe that we
must provide consistent rules regarding reformulated gasoline if

industry is to meet the January 1, 1995 deadline.

In addition, several reports, including studies by the
Office of Technology Assessment, the General Accounting Office,
and the Environmental Defense Fund raise serious questions about
the claim that ethanol will reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Consequently, absent clea^ evidence that ethanol will benefit the

environment, I feel the proposal lacks compelling scientific

justification for its adoption.

I, therefore, respectfully urge that this proposed rule be
withdrawn and would appreciate being advised of your intended
actions. In the meantime, with every good wish, I am

>^. _^,^
I. . *A

^2^A^>^^<'^-^
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The Honeratle vrillian J. Clinton
President of the United States
The White ftuu;te
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, O.C 20SOO

Dear Mr. President:

Ths Environrsencal Protection Agency (EPA) is in the process of
a ntleaaJcing that would mandate in the nine U.S. cities with rhe
vorst ozone pollution 30 percent of the oxygenaca In re£oraulated
gasoline be derived from renewable sources. EFA proposes the rule
in response to the clean Air Act, and justifies it on the grounds
of energy security and environmental ennaneement . The proposed
rule would affect gasoline blended with ethanol (gasohol) only, and
would affecrively ser aside substantial seqaents of the narkni- for
gasohol in tnose nine non-attainment areas.

The proposed rule, should it baeena final and should the
existin? motor fuels excise tax eyempcion for gasohol renain in

place, would have very significant adverse impacts on the financial
integrity of the federal Highway Trusi; runU, the ability or the
Trust Fund to adequately finance highway infrastructure
investments, equity among highway users, and provide totally
unnecessary tax subsidies to a growing industry. I am, therefore,
writing to voice my grave concerns about this rule, and to suggest
a modification.

Currently, gasohol with 10 percent ethanol enjoys two fuel tax
exemptions that total 6 cents par gallon — a S.i eanta per gallon
exemption from the federal motor' fuels excise tax and another
exeaption of 0.6 cent per gallon for fuels that contain ethanol.
These axenptiena deprive the Highway Trust fund of some of the
revenues it otherwise would receive. Given the historical gasohol
consumption level of B.5 billion gallons per year, the Trust Fund
is losing $510 million every year.

If the proposed rule takes erfaot, revenue lost to the Highway
Trust fund would ce an additional $465 million a year. But because
states could choose to participate in the reformulated gasoline
program as part of their implementation plans to comply with the
Clean Air Act, revenue lost to the Trust Fund could be far greater
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than vhat tha proposed rule would direody indicaca. ir the
reCorauxacad gaaeline progrsn is widely adopted by the states, as
many have indicated they would do, the potential revenue loss by
the Trust Fund could well exceed SI billion a year. Thae is on top
of the 5510 million loss the Trust Fund currently suffers every
year.

It is Inconceivable that the Trust Fund could sustain these
levels or revenue deprivation without seriously jeopardizing its
£anancial Integrity. The ability of the Trust fund to adequately
finance worthwhile highway infrastructure investments that

beneficially affect our nation's economic coapetltlveness would be
drastically eurtaixea. You caapaigned on the promise of greater
infrastructure inveetnent. The proposed rule, in concert with
existing tax breaics for gasohol. would clearly be a stap in tha

wrong direction.

The federal gevernoant haa been extroBiely generous
-- perhaps

too generous — to the ethanol industry. In addition to the notcr
fuels excise tax exenption, the industry receives substantial
ineoma tax benefits, including the alcohol mixtures credit wnich
blenders can take in lieu of the motor fuels excise tax exenption,
the pure alcohol fuel credit for retailers, and the small ethanol

producer credit, cost to the Treasury in terms of lost revenues
froa the pure alcohol fuel credit is the single fastest-growing
line item in the federal budget, rising 133% to SlOO nillicn in FY

1995 from FY 1994, and is expected to continue to increase rapidly.

Congress enacted these subsidies in 1977 to lovor the selling
price of exihanol fuels so that they would be competitive with other
wotcr fuels. Since then technology has greatly advanced, lowering
production costs, and the industry has matured beyond the stage
where it needs federal tax assistance. Ethanol fuels consumption
has Increased rore than 22 fold between 1979 and 1991, from 4

ralliion gsllone to nearly 900 nlllion gallons. Gasohol now

accounts for about 8 percent of the motor fuels nar)tet. Today, the

ethanol Industry boasts a capacity of almost l.s billion gallons of

alcohol that could he blended to make about 15 billion gallons of

gasohol. And that capacity continues to grow, it is doubtful that
the industry needs the existing subsidies to remain prosperous.

The proposed rule, if the existing tax subsidies continued,
would aignif icantly Increoae those subsidiea, leauitlrg in furx&er
distortion of the motor fuels market. The nine ozone non-

attairjsent areas are estimated to consume 25.8 billion gallone of

gasoline a year. To meet the JO percent renewable oxygenate
requirement as proposed by the EPA, 7.74 billion gallons of gasohol
would be demanded.
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Wa finane* our nation's highway infrastructure by u9*ir taxas
levied on the principle of equity of paynants among users —
vehicle operators should pay according to the aaount of highway
they use. Exempting ethanol-blend fuels froa the federal motor
fuels excise tax does violence to that principle by requiring
vehicles running on gasoline to incur a higher par mile cost than
an idencioal vahiela running on gaaohol.

The original purpose of the tax subsidies for gasohol was to
encourage its use ar a time when it was not coat-competitive and we
were net requiring its use. if we now, pursuant to the proposed
rule, shift our policy to rBQuirina the use of oasohol in parts of
the fuels narxet, we snould not continue to also incencivize its
use through tax subsidies. We should either require or incentivize
the use of gasohol, but it is absurd and fiscally irreeponsiblo to
do g££ll.

If you believe that the benefits of the proposed rule varrant
making that rule final, then I would urge you to modify the rule to
provide that it becomes effective only upon repeal of the tax
ubsldlas for gaeohoi, and that you advocate chac repeal, ooing so
would protacr the financial integrity of the Highway Trust Fund,
help reduce the budgec deficit, provide sufficient funds to finance
needed hli^liway infrastructure investments, and restore equity of

payments among highway users.

ee: Hon. Carol Browner
Hon. Leon Panetta

KYMtae

NORMAN V.

Chair, Coaultt^e on
Public Worxs/and Transportation
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The Honorable Carol Brovmer
Admlnlscraccr
U.S. Environmencal Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.w.

Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Adininistrator Brovmer:

1 am writing to conrment on the EPA's proposed rule to inandate

the use of ethanol and ETBE in reformulated gasoline (RFG) . This
rule was proposed as an adjunct to the RFG rule which was finalized
in December 1993.

I urge the EPA to withdraw this proposal which mandates the

use of specific additives in RFG. This proposal runs counter to

Congressional intent to maintain fuel neutrality in the RFG

program. Furthermore, I am concerned that EPA's attempt to select
the RPQ 'winner* could create chaos in the marketplace, may cause
RFG deliversibility problems leading to shortages of supply and

possibly increasing the cost of RFG to consumers, and has

questionable environmental results as a nationwide program.

EPA's recent proposal to inandate ethanol/ETBE in RFG runs
counter to statutory direction. I along with 70 of my colleagues
wrote a letter to President Clinton last fall which stated: *The
Act is entirely fuel neutral and only requires achievement of the

specified emissions reductions." The point cannot be stated any
more clearly.

Moreover, the EPA is itself on record as saying it is without

legal authority to issue an ethanol mandate. In the Agency's Final

Regulatory Inpact Analysis, it states: "EPA has no legal authority
under the Clean Air Act to provide such a mandate for the use of
ethanol." Obviously, there is a conflict of legal interpretation
of the Ace.

I am also concerned that the EPA's mandate will drain the U.S.

Treasury and Highway Trust Fund of an (EPA) estimated $340 million
per year. All the while, the Federal government will continue to

provide subsidies to the ethcinol industry amounting to $550 million

per year. Given the need to repair decaying infrastructure and to
reduce the budget deficit, these costs are ein?jly not reasonable.

THts stationirt Mmno ON *Anm u.i*OToni(CTao>»ii9i>
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Another concern is that this rule. If adopted, could create
fisrlous disruptions in the avpply, distribution, and marlceting
system Cor RFG. The refining induatry nist meet a January 1. 199S
statutory deadline to supply RFG. Significant plans and
investments have been made in reliance upon a fuel neutral RFG
rule. The fact that the rule governing the composition of that
product may chemge and is still months from being finalized may
mean that this nation may face unavoidable and major shortages of

supply, accompanied by rising prices. Z believe that a more
orderly transition for introduction of RFG into the marketplace
must take into account the need to provide sufficient supplies and
a recognition of the manufacturing process betbind that effort.

A final concern is the merit of the claim that the environment
will benefit by adopting this rule. In fact, air quality may get
worse as a result of this rule. Increased ethanol use could
increase ozone in the periods before and after suaner high ozone
season.

In addition, several reports, including studies by the Office
of Technology Assessment, the General Accounting Office, and the
Environmental Defense Fund, raise serious questions about the claim
that ethanol will reduce greenhouse gas eoiissions. In fact, these
studies indicate that an increase in ethanol eonainnption may
increase these emissions. Absent clear evidence that ethanol will
benefit the environment, the proposal lacks eonpelling scientific
justification for its adoption.

For these reasons, I respectfully request that the proposed
rule be withdrawn. Thank you for your consideration.

With tram regards.

Sincerely,

12- ^*y-
XCV HYDEN

it of Congress
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March 10, 1994

The Honorable Carol Browner ,„ 4,,,

AdalniBCrator. Environmental
Protection Aasncy

401 M Street, s.w.

Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Carol:

ThlB is to send along my comments regarding the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposal to mandate the
use of a minimum amount of ethanol in the production of

reformulated gasoline.

My primary concern is that there be a level playing
field in terns of selection of any particular oxygenate for
reformulated gasoline required under the Clean Air Act
Amendments. However, the EPA Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
appears to require that 30% of the oxygen content of
reformulate gasoline (RFG) must come from renewable
oxygenates, prioicurily ethanol.

My understanding of the Clean Air Act was that the 1995

requirements for use of reformulated gasoline be essentially
neutral as to which oxygenates are used, thus allowing the

private marketplace to determine the appropriate balance,
while still meeting the statutory requirements for vehicle
emissions reductions. Such a process would help alleviate any
potential disruptions in RFG supply and distribution.

I urge the EPA to withdraw the proposed rulemaking
mandating the use of a minimum eimount of ethanol as an
additive for RFG, and propose a more fair rulemaking to
achieve the same required degree of emissions reductions.

Thanks for your consideration.

y^ ^ ttncgx'ely yours.

>4^
jh
ce: Tom Parker

, Jay. Dickey.

ji- Cum/. —^ aOl,
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EPA'S RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM CONGRESSMAN DAN SCHAEFER

Questions about the Record

QUESTION 1:

Section 307(d)(4)(B)(i) of the Clean Air Act provides the following:

All documents which become available after the proposed rule has been

published and which the Administrator determines are of central relevance to

the rulemaking shall be placed in the docket as soon as possible after their

availability.

Please indicate whether the Administrator has determined that the following documents are of

"central relevance" to the renewable oxygenate rule and placed them in the appropriate public

docket, Le^, docket No. A-93-49:

o "The Impact of a Proposed EPA Rule Mandating Renewable Oxygenates for

Reformulated Gasoline: Questionable Energy Security, Environmental, and Economic

Benefits?" by Vito Stagliano, Resources for the Future, February 1994.

o "Evaluation of the EPA's Proposal for Renewable Oxygenates," by Dr. James

Sweeney, May 1994.

o The attached compendium of Congressional letters.

What other documents, records, correspondence or other information, if any, has the

Administrator determined are of "central relevance" to the renewable oxygenate rulemaking?

Have these documents been placed in docket No. A-93-49?

RESPONSE:

Each of the documents listed above has been included in the docket for the renewable

oxygenate rule (docket NO. A-93-49). All documents submitted to the Agency through

comments or other correspondence received or through meetings with non-Agency personnel

were included in the docket. In addition, all documents used by EPA in developing the final

rule were also entered into the docket. In general. EPA does not determine document by

document whether the criteria of §307(d)(4)(B)(i) have been met; instead, EPA routinely

submits all documents to the docket as described above.

QUESTION 2:

In its testimony before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations on June 22, 1994.

EPA stated that it would include into the official record the results of the Department of

Energy's June 8, 1994, study of the renewable oxygenate rule entitled "Analysis

Memorandum: Energy Requirements and CO, Equivalent Emissions." Please indicate

whether this study has been included in the official docket of the renewable oxygenate

rulemaking.

RESPONSE:

Yes, the cited document is in the docket.
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QUESTION 3:

What is the relevant docket for EPA's renewable oxygenate rule under section 307(d)(2) of

the Clean Air Act? How does the docket relate to public docket A-92-12 and other EPA
dockets for fuel regulations? Please provide a copy of the statement in the Federal Register

in which the public was directed to "the docket" relating to the EPA's renewable oxygenate

rule.

RESPONSE:

A copy of the Federal Register notice for the renewable oxygenate proposal is included here

as Attachment A. As the "ADDRESSES" section on page 68343 indicates, the docket for

this rule is A-93-49 with dockets A-92-12 and A-91-02 incorporated by reference. The

public is given information on how they can obtain access to materials in this docket. The

difference between this docket and the others listed above is that docket A-93-49 contains

information specific to the development of the renewable oxygenate program, while the other

dockets contain information relevant to the development of the reformulated gasoline rule

promulgated in December 1993. The public was directed to examine the other dockets for

further information related to reformulated gasoline that may be relevant to the development

of this rule.

QUESTION 4:

Please identify the statement of basis and purpose for EPA's renewable oxygenate rule. Did

the eight pages of the preamble to the renewable oxygenate proposal summarize all of the

factual data on which the proposal was based, all of the methodologies used in obtaining the

data and in analyzing the data, and all the major legal interpretations and policy

considerations underlying the proposed rule?

RESPONSE:

EPA's basis and purpose for the renewable oxygenate proposal are presented throughout the

Preamble to the proposal; see Attachment A. EPA considered all information available to it

as of December 1993 in developing the regulation proposed on December 23, 1993. The

Preamble identified much of the information that was used. In many cases, the reader was

referred to the Technical Support E>ocument or to items in the docket to the rule (A-93-49)

or the dockets for the reformulated gasoline rule (A-91-02 and A-92-12) for additional

information. EPA believes that all information used in the development of the proposal was

adequately identified for the public in either the Preamble, the Technical Support Document,

or the docket A-93-49.

QTJESTION 5:

•

J requesting comments in at least two dozen specific areas throughout the renewable

-.iygenate proposal, did EPA intend to support the proposal through factual data,

methodologies, analyses, interpretations and policy considerations submitted by the public
after EPA's proposal was published and before the end of the public comment period? Did
EPA consider publishing an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) instead of a

proposed rulemaking regarding the renewable oxygenate proposal? If not, why not?

RESPONSE:

Through the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, EPA sought to collect any and all information
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available from the public on each aspect of the proposal. We identified specific issues of

concern as well as general topics related to the rule on which we sought input from the

public. We considered all information provided to us during the development of the final

rule.

Starting with an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) is always a viable

option in any rulemaking activity. However, the timing of the start of the reformulated

gasoline program did not permit EPA ample time to pursue this route. Since the public
dockets for the RFG rule (A-91-02 and A-92-12) contain substantial evidence and background
information on the issues of the concerns of the ethanoi industry and previously proposed

programs for the use of renewable oxygenates in reformulated gasoline, the Agency felt it

was unnecessary to >uirt with an ANPRM and mstead moved forward with a Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking in December 1993.

QUESTION 6:

Has EPA included all of the interagency review documents (as descnbed in section

307(d)(4)(B)(ii)) in docket No. A-93-49? Please provide copies of the docket showing that

all such documents have been included.

RESPONSE:

All interagency review documents have been included in the docket. A copy of the docket

index is attached as Attachment B.

Statutory Authority

QUESTION 1:

In the December 21, 1993 draft Final Regulatory Impact Analysis For Reformulated

Gasoline . EPA, in discussing various options for encouraguig ethanoi use in RFG, rejected a

mandate to "use ethanoi as the oxygenate in certain fraction of the RFG the [refmers]

produce." EPA said:

"EPA does not believe that it has the authority under either §21 1(c) or

§211(k)(l) to impose the suggested provisions..."

Nevertheless, in the preamble of the renewable oxygenate proposal, EPA cites §211(k)(l) as

authority for this proposal. Please explain this discrepancy and EPA's statutory authority for

this mandate?

RESPONSE:

The provisions referred to in the text quoted above were provisions suggested in comments
EPA received on the original ROS (the so-called Bush Proposal, proposed by the Agency
under direction of former President Bush). These comments said EPA should mandate either

the use of ethanoi or the production of sub-RVP RBOB for blending with ethanoi instead of

the more general renewab'c oxygenate requirement proposed. The provisions as suggested,

however, contained many of the same problems as the ROS, and the quote above means EPA
would not be authorized to adopt them based on those problems.

The final renewable oxygenate program does not single out a specific oxygenate. Rather, it

provides that a minimum amount of renewable oxygenates will be used, resulting in various
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benefits for the nation as discussed throughout the final Preamble. The legal justification for

this action is discussed thoroughly in Section ID.A of the Preamble.

To summarize, EPA believes that this action is fully consistent with the authority granted in

Section 211(k). The legislative history of the development of Section 211(k) supports this

interpretation and fails to show a contrary intent.

QUESTION 2:

Congress carefully maintained a policy of fuel neutrality in both the Clean Air Act

Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) and the Energy Policy Act. During the debate of the CAAA
and the Energy Policy Act, the U.S. Congress considered and rejected several proposals that

would have mandated increased use of ethanol. Please explain how the renewable oxygenate
mandate is consistent with this policy of fuel neutrality.

RESPONSE:

The Agency's interpretation of the relationship between Congress' desire for fuel neutrality

in the debates over the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) and the 1992 Energy

Policy Act are discussed in detail in Section EDA 3.d of the Preamble to the Final Rule for

the Renewable Oxygenate Program. EPA has concluded that the renewables requirement is

consistent with the authority granted the Agency by Congress in the CAAA.

QUESTION 3:

EPA's renewable oxygenate rule would establish a standard that would require that renewable

oxygenates be produced with a net 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions. What legal

authority does EPA have to establish such a standard?

RESPONSE:

In the proposal, EPA identified for consideration the optjon to establish a performance
standard for renewable oxygenates based upon emissions of CO, and/or other greenhouse

gases. However, as discussed in Section III.C of the Preamble (to the final rule), the

Agency decided not to promulgate such standards. The reasons for this decision included:

1) the degree of scientific uncertainty associated with quantifying energy consumption and

emissions of different greenhouse gases throughout the entire life cycle of various

oxygenates; 2) the lack of scientific consensus on the relative warming potential of various

greenhouse gases, notably VOC and NOx (the bulk of the emissions other than CO,); 3) the

difficulty and cost associated with collecting and venfying the necessary data to implement a

performance-based standard for renewable oxygenates.

Use of Mandate

QUESTION 1:

On page 18 of its testimony presented to the Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee on

June 22, 1994, EPA acknowledged that Congressional initiatives have helped renewable fuels

and oxygenates to grow into a significant industry. Notwithstanding other Congressional

initiatives. Congress maintained fuel neutrality in the Clean Air Act Amendments. What

specific information has EPA received to reach the conclusion that renewable oxygenates will

not continue to make a significant contribution to gasoline markets, and thereby justify any

specific requirement for their use at a prescribed percentage?
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QUESTION 2:

Why is it necessary to have a mandate for renewable oxygenates when the ethanol industry

testified at the EPA hearing on January 14, 1994, that ethanol production capacity will

double by 1996 without a mandate?

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS 1 & 2

The current situation in the oxygenate market indicates that in the initial years of the

renewable oxygenate program, ethanol or ETBE (produced from ethanol) will be the primary
renewable oxygenates used in RFG. As discussed in Sections I and IV of the final

Regulatory Impact Analysis for the renewable oxygenate rule, ethanol production capacity

and use is increasing dramatically as a result of the reformulated gasoline prc^.^am and other

programs. However, the growth seems to be short of what could occur had some of the

restrictions inherently present in the RFG program not been necessary. Based on experience

with the oxygenated fuels program, renewable oxygenates likely would have reached about

30 percent of the total RFG oxygenate requirement if such restrictions did not exist.

Furthermore. EPA believes this rule is necessary to ensure that the RFG program is

consistent with other Congressional and Administrative efforts in support of renewable fuels.

Past Administrations and the Congress have long promoted the use of renewable fuels

through a variety of mechanisms, including extensive research at USDA and DOE, the 54

cent/gallon tax credit for renewable fuels, the RVP waiver for conventional fuel provided in

the Clean Air Act, and the oxygenate requirements for winter oxygenated fuel and

reformulated gasoline (RFG). The current Administration and Congress continue to support

renewable fuels. When developing the RFG program, EPA recognized that some of the

provisions of the program are less than favorable to the renewable fuels industry, causing

new investments in renewable fuels to be uncertain. Thus, EPA's renewable oxygenate

program represents an effort by the Agency to promote the long-term goal of increased

renewable fuels use and at the same time reduce emissions of ozone-forming and toxic

airpoUutants. The renewable oxygenate program contributes less than one percent of total

U.S. gasoline volume.

QUESTION 3:

Some have said that, absent incentives and/or mandates, ethanol will not have a role in

reformulated gasoline. However, in the RFG preamble, EPA stated:

EPA... does not agree that ethanol is excluded from the marketplace under the

provisions of the April 16, 1992 proposal. In fact, as under the recently

implemented wintertime oxygenated fuels program, ethanol is expected to

significantly increase its market share under the reformulated gasoline

program.

EPA makes substantially the same statement several additional times in its December 2 1 ,

1993 draft Final Regulatory Impact Analysis For Reformulated Gasoline . If these statements

truly reflect EPA's thinking, why does EPA find it necessary to propose a mandate for the

use of renewable oxygenates?

RESPONSE:

This renewable oxygenate program is expected to yield energy benefits and potentially yield

global warming benefits that would enhance the substantial environmental benefits expected

from the reformulated gasoline program. EPA still stands behind its statement that

renewable oxygenates would not be excluded from the RFG program without this program.

EPA believes, as stated above in the response to Questions 1 & 2, that renewable oxygenate
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production capacity would come on lir- even without this program. However, EPA does not

believe that renewable oxygenates would reach the level currently achieved in the oxygenated
fuels program (which would likely be achieved under the RFG program absent the VOC
emission performance requirements) without the 30% requirement.

QUESTION 4:

The preamble to EPA's renewable oxygenates proposal discusses a February 26, 1992

ethanol proposal made by EPA pursuant to former President Bush's announcement that he

wanted ethanol to effectively compete in the RFG program. However, the preamble
indicates that the EPA had a number of "concerns with respect to its legality, energy

benefits, and environmental neutrality" and that since then the "concerns have been

enhanced". The preamble then concludes:

While EPA maintains that the program would have provided an economic

incentive for the use of renewable oxygenates in reformulated gasoline up to a

30% market share, EPA acknowledges that the proposal would have intruded

into the efficient operation of the marketplace, impacting the cost of the

reformulated gasoline program. As a result, after taking into account the cost,

non-air quality and enviroimiental impacts, and energy impacts, EPA has

found itself with no choice but to back away from the renewable oxygenate

provisions of the February 26, 1993, proposal.

How does EPA's recently promulgated rule overcome these concerns?

RESPONSE:

EPA has relied heavily on the public comment period and on interactions with participants in

the regulatory negotiation to aralyze issues and make any necessary modifications p-lor to

promulgating the final rule. Such was the case with the "Bush" proposal, wherein EPA
requested comments in the proposal on numerous aspects of its provisions to soUcit help and

assistance in evaluating any concerns and allow EPA to make the necessary adjustment to the

fmal rule. In the case of the Bush proposal, however, the more in-depth evaluation of these

concerns led to the conclusion that the proposal should not be finalized. The Preamble and

Regulatory Impact Analysis to the December 1993 fmal rule for reformulated gasoline

provide an in-depth analysis of the various reasons why EPA rejected the February 1993

Bush proposal.

Many of the concerns with implementing the Bush proposal, however, such as reduced

environmental benefits, lack of energy benefits, and the program being too burdensome, are

not present with the Renewable Oxygenate Requirement. Since ethanol is not given credit

toward meeting the requirements of the program during the summer months, the summertime

VOC emission increases and lack of energy benefits that would have resulted from the Bush

proposal are avoided. In addition, the provisions of the renewable oxygenate program are

much more feasible to implement and as a result much less burdensome to the industry than

the Bush proposal would have been. A full explanation of EPA's legal authority for the

Renewable Oxygenate Program can be found in Section HI. A. of the Preamble to the fmal

rule.

Supply Distribution

QUESTION 1:

In the preamble to its renewable oxygenate proposal, EPA cited the difficulties encountered

during the introduction of low sulfur diesel fuel last October in deciding to require a one-

month transition period for RFG in the distribution system. A very large part of the nation's

production and sales of ethanol is concentrated in the Midwest, quite some distance from

I
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cities on the East and West coasts where renewable oxygenates will be required in RFG.
One nouble difference between the diesel situation last year and the upcoming introduction

of RFG is that low sulfur diesel is manufactured and shipped through the same facilities as

was diesel prior to the low sulfur regulation, yet problems in distribution still occurred.

a. Given that vast quantities of ethanol will have to be uprooted
from traditional markets and transported to opposite ends of the

country in a distribution system that has never been tested for

this use, what assurances can EPA provide that the existing
distribution system can accommodate this mandate? How will

EPA assure motorists that supply problems will not accompany
the introduction of RFG?

b. What plans and/or actions has EPA taken, especially given the

significant delays in promulgating a regulation for RFG, to

assure timely compliance with ihe revised regulations and to

ensure that there will be no supply, distribution or price

disruptions of any kind on January I, 1995?

c. Isn't it true that the ethanol mandate will interfere with the way
gasoline is transported today, ix^, pnmarily through fungible

pipelines?

d. Won't the mandate require segregated shipments of RBOB
(reformulated blendstock for oxygenate blending)? If segregated

shipments are indeed necessary, won't that result in reduced

overall pipeline shipping capacity? If the overall shipping

capacity is reduced, won't this result in shortages of

conventional gasoline in some areas?

RESPONSE:

EPA specifically requested comments on the issue of the appropnate level of the renewable

oxygenate requirement, the potential need for a phase-in period, and supply-related issues

generally. EPA received several responses on these issues from sources mcluding the

Department of Transportation, USDA, the ethanol and petroleum mdustries, and others.

EPA fully considered all of these comments. In addition, EPA has conducted a detailed

analysis to determine whether sufficient renewable oxygenate supply, distribution, tankage,
and blending capacity would be available in 1995 and 1996 to meet the program
requirements. EPA has determined that it is feasible for sufficient feedstocks, production

capacity, transportation capacity, and blending capacity to be available to meet the full 30

percent requirement by 1996. EPA's analysis shows that current ethanol production is

sufficient to meet the needs of the program for 1995. However, EPA considers it

appropriate to minimize to the greatest extent possible any disruption that would be caused

by the diversion of ethanol from existing markets. Hence, the final rule includes a phase-in
schedule of 15% in 1995 (prior to January 1, 1996) and 30% thereafter. This phase-in will

minimize the need to shift ethanol from existing markets or to transport it to markets far

from the regions where it is produced. It will also allow the time necessary to build

additional capacity, particularly for storage and blending. Section I of the Regulatory Impact

Analysis provides additional details of EPA's analysis.

EPA has begun to work with affected parties to ensure smooth implementation of this

important program. Among other things, we have held several public workshops and issued

an extensive Question and Answer guidance document on July 1 . We will continue to work

closely with industry by having additional workshops and information updates. We are also

working closely with the Department of Energy to monitor the supply of RFG.
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F^A, in cooperation with DOE, has also established a RFG Implementation Taskforce. 'P.i

purpose of the RFG Taskforce is to provide a more formal forum for all affected parties,

including refiners, blenders, marketers, and pipeline operators to discuss and resolve issues

associated with the implementation of the program. A supply and distribution workgroup has

been established by this Taskforce to explore issues associated with the availability and

logistics of the delivery of RFG and conventional gasoline.

Because of materials incompatibility and ethanol's affinity for water (which exists within

pipelines), ethanol and elhanol blends cannot be shipped via petroleum pipelines. (ETBE,

however, can be transported via pipeline.) As a consequence, there will be an increase in

the volume of ethanol shipped via other modes (rail, barge, truck).

QUESTION 2:

Substantial amounts of ethanol are used to achieve reductions in cartwn monoxide non-

attainments areas.

a. What effect will the ethanol/ETBE mandate have on the

oxygenated fuel programs for caitx)n monoxide nonattainment

areas?

b. Isn't the renewable oxygenate mandate likely to shift ethanol

supplies away from the oxygenated fiiel market and into the

RFG market? Isn't this likely to increase costs to consumers in

carbon monoxide nonattainment areas?

c. Couldn't such a shift cause shortages for the oxygenated fuels

program and potentially increase consumers' costs?

RESPONSE:

In developing the final rule. EPA examined current levels of ethanol production and current

demand for ethanol (outside of the reformulated gasoline program). In order to address

concerns over displacement of ethanol from existing markets, EPA promulgated the

renewable oxygenate program with a two-year phase-in of the requirement for the use of

renewable oxygenates in reformulated gasoline, l'^% in the first year (1995) and 30% in each

year thereafter. As discussed in Section m.F of the Preamble, EPA believes that a phase-in

is necessary to limit the displacement of ethanol use from current markets (as well as limiting

supply disruptions and severe cost increases resulting from the current limitations on ethanol

storage and blending).

QUESTION 3:

What is the likely competitive effect of providing a guaranteed ethanol market where a single

company dominates the ethanol market?

RESPONSE

As discussed in Section n of the Preamble, the renewable oxygenate program will encourage
the development and use of all renewable oxygenates (including ethanol and ETBE, the latter

particularly beginning in the year 2000 when the Phase II reformulated gasoline standards

take effect) produced from a variety of feedstocks (grains, cellulosic materials such as wood,

waste products). As a result, competition in the renewable oxygenate market will be

encouraged and enhanced. This is evidenced, as discussed in Section I of the Regulatory

Impact Analysis, by the large number of new elhanol production facilities expected to come

on-line by the end of 1996.

I
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QUESTION 4:

In promulgating the RFG nile, EPA has imposed new requirements for additional reporting,

recordkeeping, and quality assurance. The renewable oxygenate mandate will add

significantly to this burden. Both of these rules will add new requirements. Has EPA
examined the impact (including market dislocations and possible closures) of this proposed
renewable oxygenate mandate on the refining industry or the consumer? If not, please

describe EPA's rationale for failing to conduct such an analysis.

RESPONSE:

EPA has prepared a Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) for the renewable oxygenate rule and

this RIA has been submined to OMB for review. The RIA addresses the additional costs

associated with the renewable oxygenate rule. Furthermore (and as discussed in greater

detail in the response to the previous questions), EPA has conducted an analysis to determine

whether sufficient capacity exists to implement the renewable oxygenate mandate and has

stressed the importance of keeping market disruptions to a minimum.

RFG Implementation Issues

QUESTION:

According to the petroleum industry, EPA's failure to issue a direct final rule has denied the

industry crucial guidance they needed on a timely basis. For example, 1990 gasoline

baseline with full documentation had to be submitted by June I, 1994, .but EPA has failed to

respond to industry's request for written clarification of the requirements. Given the

tardiness of this clarification, some refiners may not be able to or may choose not to revise

their baseline in time to meet production requirements in September for some areas.

a. Wouldn't you agree that this baseline should be optional rather

than a requirement if a refiner has already submitted a baseline

in accord with his best interpretation of the final rule.

•
b. How will EPA respond to the large volume of baseline

submissions? What resources does EPA have to review these

baseline submissions?

c. Can EPA commit to approving these submissions by September?

RESPONSE:

EPA has taken the position that baselines may be updated to reflect changes made in the

DFRM. Many of the changes made in the DFRM are special situations that would impact

only a few submitters. As was the case previously, EPA reserves the right to request any
additional information or corrections needed to complete the review and approval of a

baseline.

EPA has made the review and approval of the RFG baselines a top priority. Review of those

baselines received by the June I, 1994 deadline is well underway. However, many of the

baseline submissions received were not complete, and an equally large volume of

submissions is not due until September I, 1994. Baseline submissions that were complete

and received by June I, 1994 could be approved by September. However, given the volume

of incomplete and late submissions, most baselines will not be approved by then. In the July

1, 1994 RFG Question and Answer document, EPA said that refiners may produce RFG
before a baseline is formally approved, but that refiners are responsible for meeting, on

average, the baseline levels that ultimately are approved. Refiners should have sufficient

knowledge to detefmine the likely baseline levels, and to plan accordingly, however.
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Permitting for RFG Facilities

QLIESTION:

When this Subcgmminee held its hearing on aspects of the Clean Air Act Amendments of

1990 last October, there were questions concerning actions that EPA had taken to challenge

activities by some refmers to convert refineries to make reformulated gasoline. In short,

EPA was challenging whether refiners had the necessary permits to proceed with constnjction

of reformulated gas facilities.

a. Given the obvious concerns of the Subcommittee that refiners

and marketers may not have adequate time to comply with the

reformulated gas rule, can you assure the Subcommittee that

EPA is doing everything possible to expedite, rather than

hinder, the issuance of permits necessary for refiners to make

reformulated gasoline?

b. Please provide the Subcommittee with a State-by-State (or

region-by-region) breakdown of the status of Federal, State, or

local permits required by the reformulated gasoline program,

and a list of the reasons why refiners may not have yet received

the necessary permits.

RESPONSE:

a. The Clean Air Act is structured so that primary responsibility for the issuance

of permits rests with state or local air pollution agencies. Therefore,

EPA's role is limited to providing technical assistance and oversight for those

agencies. EPA has given high priority to expeditious review of proposed

permits for RFG projects. When requested by permit applicants or air

pollution control agencies, EPA has provided technical and policy assistance

during the application and review process. EPA firmly believes its actions

have helped move forward, rather than hinder, the issuance of air quality

permits for RFG projects.

As you may know, EPA has initiated enforcement against a refiner who began

construction without construction permits required under the Clean Air Act.

While EPA is committed to assist in the expeditious issuance of permits, we

also will continue to act against those sources that seek competitive advantage

by ignoring the requirements of the Clean Air Act.

b. As we state in (a), above, permits are generally issued by state or local

agencies. EPA does not generally receive information concerning the status of

permits in process. While EPA could gather that information, it would be

extremely burdensome for the Agency to do so. The state and local agencies

responsible for permitting are in the best position to respond to such request.

i
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ATTACHMENT A

Federal Register / Vol. 58. No. 246 / Monday. December 27. 1993 / Proposed Rules 68343

early and normal retirement benefits

stated in the form of a joint and lurvivor

annuity: descriptions of the
projections

and assumptions on which the benefit

statement is based, or the date of the

information on which the beneOt

statement is based.

23. What vanalions. if any. in the

information required to be contained in

benefit statements should be considered
for insurance contract plans (as

described in section 301(b) of ERISA
and section 412(i) of the Code):
individual account plans: employer
stock

plans:
and class-year plans?

24. What information should be

required to be furnished participants
with no vested benents?

25. Should benefit statements for

underfunded plans be required to

include information concerning the

funding status of the plan and the

benefit coverage limits of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation?

Recordkeeping

26. What methods of record retention

hould be permitted for individual

benefit information?
27. How long should individual

benefit information be required to be
retained?

28. In the case of multiple employer
plans, what reporting requirements
should be imposed on employers with

respect to the furnishing of individual

benefit information to the plan
administrator?

29. Identify *nd explain any
individual benefit recordkeeping

problems which are unique to multiple

employer plans. How should these

problems be addressed?
All fubmitted comnnnta will be mad*

a part of the lecotd of ptocaeding
referred to herein and %idll be availabia

for public inspection.

Signed at Washiogtoo. DC^this 1 7th day of
December. ISU.

OkaaBaij.
Aaislani Seattaryfor Pension and Welfare

Benefits. US. Department ofLabor.

(FR Doc 93-3t]6S Filed 12-23-03: S:4S ami

ca MM

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

40CFRPwtaO

(AMS-fRL-aiT-q

Regulation of Fueia end Fuel
AddMvae: Renewable OxyQemIt
Requirement for Refonnulalad
Qaaollne

AOCNCV: Envifotunental ProtecUoa

Agency.

ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking.

SUMMART: This proposal concerns a

program to maximize the energy and
other benefits from the reformulated

gasoline program, while obtaining
significant emission reductions in ozone
forming volatile organic compounds and
toxic air pollutants. Specifically, the

program would require that 30 percent
of the oxygen content of reformulated

gasoline come from renewable

oxygenates. Technical analyses show
that the production of such -oxygenates
is more energy efficient than that of

other potential oxygenated additives
and the use of such oxygenates would
offset the use of imported crude with
fuels produced from com. grain, wood,
and even organic waste. As a result, the

program would reduce foreign oil

imports, create investment and jobs in

America, reduce fossil energy use, and
lower emissions of harmful greenhouse
gases. This proposal also contains a

description of the proposed enforcement
mechanisms associated with this

requirement

OAm: The comment period will close
on February 14. 1994. EPA will hold a

public hearing on this proposal on

January 14. 1994. in the Washington. OC
area beginning at B ojn.

AOOREMCS: Send comments to Public
Docket A-93-49 at the address below.
Materials relevant to this NPRM ore

contained in Public E>ocke(s A-91-02,
A-92-12. and A-93-49 located at room
M-ISOO. Watorsida Mall (ground floor),

U.S. Environmental Protaction Agency,
401 M Street SW., Washington, DC
20460. The dockat may be inspected
bom 8 ojn. until 12 noon end from 1JO
pjn. until 3 pjn. Mdodoy ihrtnigh

Friday. A reetoBibta be may be charged
by Q>A far copying docket materials.

The pubUcboaiing wiO be held at the

Hyatt Ragancy, Ciystal Gty, 279«

Jafletioa Davis Ifi8ii%»ay. Arilngtoo. VA
22202. Telaphane: 703-418-1234.

FON nOTmei MFONMATION CONTACT:
Paul Madiiele. Regulation Development
and Support Division. U.S EPA
(RDSD-12). 2S63 Plymouth Road.
Ann Aibor. Ml 4810S. telaphane:
(313) 668-4204.

joann lackaon-Stepbens. Regulation

Development and Support Division,

U.S. EPA (ROSD-12).2S6S Plymouth
Rood. Ann Aibor, MI 4810S.

telephooe: (313) 668-4276.

To request copies of this action

contact: Dalofas Frank. Regulation

Development and Support Division.

U.S. EPA (RDS1>-I2). 2S65 Plymouth
Rood. Ann Aibor. Ml 48105. telephone:
(313) 668-429S.-

SUP«>(.£MEKTAAY IMFOMIATKX:

Background

The federal reformulated gasoline

program is designed to improve air

quality by reducing motor vehicle

emissions of toxic and iroposphenc
ozone-forming compounds, as

prescribed by section 211(k) of the

Clean Air Act as amended (CAA or the

Act). The Act mandates certain

requirements for the .-efomiulated

gasoline program. Section 2ll(k)(2)

requires a minimum content of 2

weight percent oxygen and maximum
content of 1.0 volume percent benzene
and Section 211(k)(3) sets minimum
performance standards for emission
reductions of ozone forming volatile

organic compounds (VOC) and air

toxics. In addition. Section 211(k|(l)
directs EPA to promulgate regulations

establishing requirements for

reformulated gasoline, and that such

regulations require the greatest
reductions in VCX^ and toxics emissions,

taking into consideration the cost of

achieving such emission reduaions.

non-air-quality and other air-quality
related health and environmental

impacts and energy requirements. To
obtain the benefits described below
from this proposal, and to make sura
these emission standards are met in

such a way as to
properly

reflect these

statutory criteria, today's action

proposes a yeor-roimd requirement that

thirty percent of the statutory oxygen
compositional spedGcations for

reformulated gasoline be obtained from
renewable oxygenate*. To ensure that

the ozone benefits of the reformulated

gasoline program are unaffected by
today's proposal, it is EPA's expectation
that only ranawable oxygenates that do
not exhibit volatility related

commingling efiitcts when mixed with

gasoline (e.g. ETBE) will ba acceptable

during the VOC control period (summer
months) to comply with the

requirements being proposed today.
Both ETBE and ethanol are expected to

be acceptable during the non summer
months. Also included in today's

proposal are provisions for averaging
and credit trading in onler to provide
maximum flexibility for refiners and
fuel importers.
There is considerable history behind

EPA'i decision to propose a renewable

oxygenate laquirsment. In response to

A's April 1992 publication of the

Supplemental Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking (SNPRM) (S7 FR 13416.

April 18. 1992) for reformulated

gasoline, members of the ethanol

industry submitted comments to EPA
which expressed their concern that the

proposed reformulated gasoline
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rulemaking, would efTectiveiy exclude

ethanol from the reformulaled gasoline

market. In an attempt to address the role

of ethanol. the Agency proposed «

renewable oxygenate program (ROP) (58

tTl 11722. February 26. 1993) at the

direction of former President Bush to

promote the use of etiianol and other

renewable oxygenates in reformulated

gasoline. The objective of the ROP was

to promote the use of renewable

oxygenates in the reformulated gasoline

program in the summer while,

theoretically, maintaining the overall

enviromnenlal benefits of the program.
As explained in the preamble and RIA

for the reformulated gasoline final rule.

EPA had a number of concerns with

respect to the ROP proposal, and
decided not to promulgate the ROP. The
ROP proposal created an increase for the

use of renewables but in no way asstired

their use. Also. EPA's analysis indicated

that the proposal would not maintain

the environmental benefits instead VOC
emissions would increase significantly
under such a proposal. The
commingling effect of mixing ethanol

blends with non-ethanol blends in

consumers' fuel tanks, the effect of

ethanol on the distillation curve of the

blend, and unrestricted early use of the

complex model would have sacrificed

40 to 50 percent of the VOC control that

is required under section 211(kM*) for

reformulated gasoline during the

summer.
The final rulemaking for reformulated

gasoline, consistent with the agreement
reached through regulatory negotiation,
does not include additional provisions
to promote the use of renewable

oxygenates. Therefore, uiKertainty
remains regarding the magnitude of the

role renewable oxygenates will play in

reformulated gasoline.
EPA believes a number o( arguments

support a program to ensure a minimum
level of panicipation of renewabt*

oxygenates in reformulated gasoline.
The U.S. now imports neariy half of the

oil we use Half of our trade deficit is

from imported oil. and it is getting
worse. Since 1972 we have spent 1.3

trillion dollars on imported oil—money
which could have provided investment
and jobs in America. Crowing oil

consumption not only diminishes a

limited primary energy source but also

increases emissions of greenhouse gases.

Expanding the use of renewable fuels,

such as ethanol, from resounss such as

com. grain, wood, organic waste

products, and even garbage can help
clean up our air. cut dependence on

foivign oil. create investment and jobs
in America, reduce primary energy use

by 20% or more as compared to

nonrenewable oxygenates, and lower
emissions of harmful greenhouse gases.

Today's proposal is intended to

address the role of renewable

oxygenates in reformulated gasoline by
introducing a program to iaciease th»-

use of such oxygenates in a manner that

ensures environmental, energy, and
economic benefits. As just summarized.
EPA believes there are sigtuHcant
benefits for renewable oxygenate use in

reformulated gasoline, and today's

proposal is based on EPA's general

authority in Section 211 (k)(I) to

establish requirements for RFC and the

directive in section 211(k)(l) to consider
such environmental, energy, and
economic benefits in structuring the

emission reduction requirements for the

reformulated gasoline program. Today,
the United States imports nearly half of

all oil used, with two-thirds of this oil

being used for transportation.

I3ependenca on imported oil costs the

U.S. 540-80 billion each year, and the

cumulative cost over the last 20 years
has reached S1.3 trillion (in current

dollars). Payments for imported oil are

the largest single cause of the U.S.

inlemattonat trade deficit, a deficit

which reached S84 billion In 1992 and
is expected to exceed SlOO billion in

1993. Payments for imported oil

represent a transfer of wealth from the

United States to oil-exporting countries.

Absent policies to reverse current

trends, projected U.S. dependence on

imported oil will increase to 60-70% by
the year 2010.

Money now spent on imported oil or

oxygenates could instead be spent for

renewable fuels made from feed stocks

currently grown or processed in the

United States. This would keep capital
in the U.S.. provide domestic \aha,

strengthen our oational security, and

support wide variety of American

agricultural and fuel industries.

Economists have estimated that 23.000
to 30.000 jobs are lost for every billion

dollar* which is sent abroad to pay for

iropoits. To the extant that the

renewable component of the

reformulated gasoline program keep*
American money in the country, it will

keep American jobs here as well.

Assuming that the retwwable

component is mat with ETBE in the

summer moolhs and ethanol during the

rest of the year, and also assuming this

30% renewable componeni displaca*

imports for foreign oxygerutes, the

program will create and sustain in

excess of 10.000 new domestic jobs. As
discussed below, reformulated gasoline
made mth renewable oxygenates

requires the use of less imported crude
oil and less energy.

In addition. EPA believes there is a

justification for a renewable oxygenate
program based ois environmental
benefits from renewable fuels. The.-e :s

growing concern about greenhouse gas
emissions, particularly from fossil fuels;

in fact, the Climate Change Aaion Plan

identified transportation as the sector

with the greatest potential for growth in

greenhouse emissions. The number of

vehicle miles traveled in the United
States has doubled over the last twenty
years and is expected to continue to

grow at a rapid rate. Expanding the use
of renewable fuels from feed stocks sL:ch

as com. grain, wood, organic waste

products, and even garbage, can

potentially yield large reductions in the

emissions of greenhouse gases. Today s

proposal is consistent with curre.nt

national efforis to stabilize greenhouse
gas emissions by the year 2000. EPA
believes that the use of renewable fuels

also reduces consumption of prim sry

energy sources such as petroleum and
natural gas.
The Agency believes that the 30

percent requirement for renewable

oxygenates is an appropriate level. This

requirement ensures that renewables
will not be excluded from the market.

yet it allows the remaining 70 percent
of the market to be open to all fuels,

regardless of point of origin or

renewable content.
As a result of concerns with the

February 26. 1993 ROP. other options
considered for simplifying that

proposal, and other ahematives
recommended by commenters. EPA has

rejected them and is instead proposing
today's renewable oxygenate program.
(The reader is referred (o Section n of

the Preamble and Section I of the RIA
for the reformulated gasoline firuil

rulemaking for a description of the

options and alternatives to the ROP
considered.) Today's proposal is for a

program to be
applied

in conjunction
tvith the reformulated gasoline program
and is designed to

supplement
the

agreement for reformulated gasoline
reached through regulatory negotiation.
It does not alter the performance
standards or other provisions for the

reformulated gasoline outlined in the

fiiul rulemaking for reformulated

gasoline. In addition, the program does
not mandate the use of any particular

oxygenate, but rather ensures some use

of a certain subset of oxygenates.
The reader is referred to the technical

support document contained in the

docket for additional ditcutsion of

today's proposal. The reader may also

refer to the 1993 NPRM IS8 FR 11722.

February 26. 1993). the Final Rule, the

February 1993 Draft Regulatory Impact

Analysis (DRIA). the Final Regulatory

I

1
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Impact Analysis (RIA). and Public

Dockets A-91-02 and A-92-12 for a

thorough description of the goals and

regulatory development of the

reforrr.ulated program as it relates to

toda\ 5 action.

The reTiamder of this preamble is

of^an-.ied .n;o the following sections:

II Renewable Oxygenate Proposal for

Refomulaied Gasoline

III Enforcement of the Renewable Oxygenate
Requirement

IV Federal Pree.mption
V Environmenul. Energy, a.id Economic

Impacts
VI. Public Participation
VII. Compliance with Regulatory Flexibility
Act

VUI. Statutory Authority
IX. Admioiscative Designation and

Regulatory Analysis
X. Compliance with the Paperwork

Reduction Aa

n. Renewable Oxygenate Proposal for

Refonnulated Gasoline

A. Description of the Proposed Program

Reformulated gasoline is required lo

contain 2.0 weight percent oxygen
(Section 211(k)(2)(B) of the CAA). A
number of oxygenates have or are

currently being used in gasoline, such as

methyl tertiary butyl ether (MT3E).
ethanol. ethyl tertiary butyl ether

(ETBE). tertiary butyl alcohol and

tertiary amyl methyl ether (TAME). All

of these oxygenates Involve the use of

alcohols in their production, and most
involve methanol or ethanol. Based on
a study conductrH by the Department of

Energy (DOE) (submitted to EPA as a

comment on the ROP proposed on

February 26. 1993) and Q»A'f own
analysis, all oxygetiates reduca the

amount of crude oil needed to product
gasoline on essentially a gallon par

gallon basis (i.e.. each gallon of

oxygenate used saves a gallon of cnid*

oil). The lack of incramenul supply of

domestic crude means that assantially
all of this crude oil saving* appUet to

crude oil imports, with important

energy, national security, and balanca of

trad* impacts. Of all the oxygonates
evaluated. ETBE shows tha greatest

crude oil savings at 13 percent pw
gallon of reformulated gasoline, sioca it

must be used at the greatest volume

percentage to meet the minimum

oxygen content. However, tha OOE
study implicitly assumed that all

oxygenate* would be producad
domestically. While tha usa of impoftad

oxygetutes would still reduca czuda oil

usa and oil imports, it would maraly
substitute importing one form of aneigy
for another. In fact, importing

oxygenate* worsen the current lituation

from an economic point of view. Tha

new imports would be high value

products involving a significant amount
of processing and labor in their

production, but which can then be
added direaly to gasoline. The
supplanted imported crude is a more
basic energy source and requires

processing and labor prior to its use.

Therefore, only an increase in the use of
domestic oxygenates would reduce both
the amount of crude oil and oxygenate
imports to the U.S.

This broader evaluation of basic

energy requirements is important in

interpreting the study's results regarding
ethanol. The DOE study shows tlut

crude oil use increases slightly with the

use of renewable ethanol blends relative

to domestic MTBE blends. However, as

mentioned above, this ignores the

importation of both methanol and
MTBE. It also assumes that all of the

butanes n>quired to produce MTBE
come from natural gas. while in practice
as much as a third of the incremental

MTBE is expected to use refinery (i.e..

crude oil) based isobutylena.
Consideration of this refinery-based

isobutylene would eliminate any benefit

of MTBE blends over ethanol blends.

Also, the use of domestic, renewable
ethanol would clearly reduce high value

energy imports relative to imported
methanol or MTBE.
A second

aspect
of the energy impact

of the reformulated gasoline program is

the total amount of fossil energy needed
to pnxluca reformulated gasoline with
the various oxygenates. Total fossil

energy is important because it tends to

correlate wiUi total carbon dioxide (COi)
emissions and glottal warming impact.
Tha OOE study show* that tha ethers

made from ranawabla alcohol* (in this

ca*a com baaadathanol) can sava naarty
IS

paicsnt
of tha total fosfil anatgy par

galum of ather or about 1.6 percent of

tha total fiMttil energy needed par gallon
of rafotmulatad gasoline conuining 2.0

weight parcent oxygen, relative to using
MTBE mada from natural gas-ba«ad
methanol (Saa Technical Support
Documant in tha docket for derivation

of the abova figures).
Tha DOC study also show* that tha

blending of mnawable ethanol also

save* total fossil energy relative to

natural ga* based MTBE. if tha increasa

in Raid vapor pressure (RVP) asaodatad

nvith ethanol need not ba countaraaad.

However, tha nimmar VOC amisaioa

performanca
atandards requita athanol

bland* to ganarally hava tha tama RVP
a* other bland*, which raquiia* tha base

gasolina to hava a lower RVP than tha

b^ gaaoUna that can ba blandad with

othar oxygenates. Tha additipiul anargy
naaded to lower tha base gasolina RVP
for athanol blends is greater than tha

energy saved by producing ethanol
instead of MTBE. Thus, while

generating energy savings in the p.on

summer months, ethanol used in

summer reformulated gasoline woLld
not be expected to produce an enerj;.

savings.
Furthermore, the use of ethar.ol

directly in summer reformulated

gasoline increases VOC emissions in

two ways not reflected in either the

simple or complex models. First, the

commingling of ethanol and non-

ethanol blends in vehicle fuel tanks

causes an increase in RVP over and
above the simple averaging of the fuels'

RVPs. leading to a further increase in

evaporative VOC emissions Second,

ethanol increases fuel evaporation at

130'F. a temperature typically reached

in the vehicle fuel tank during summer

driving, more than other oxygenates.
While some of the non-commmgiing
ethers also increase fuel evaporation at

130*F. the increase caused by ethanol is

much greater. Based on an analysis
contained in the Regulatory Impaa
Analysis (RIAI for the final rule

implementing the reformulated Kasoline

pro^m. the commingling and
distillation effects could increase total

vex emissions by 5 percent (relative to

MTBE blends) when ethanol blends

comprise 30 percent of the market.

Thus, it would not be appropriate to

encourage ethanol (or other

commingling alcohol) blends through
the renewable oxygenate program
during the summer high ozone season

when the VOC emission performance
standarxls apply. However, outside of

the ozone season, when VOC reductions

ar« not required in reformulated

Aasolina for ozone control. EPA believes

domestic ethanol blends would produce
both imported and total fossil energy

savings and potential CO} emission

leductioa*.

Both EPA and OOE analyses also

show that methanol produced from

biomass. such a* vrood or organic waste

products, would lava fossil energy
talativa to natural gas-based methanol

and would raquira assantially no use of

crude oil (Sea Technical Support
Document). This savings would occur

with tha diract usa of methanol or

through tha production of methanol-

basad athars. Again, if not encouraged
for usa during tha high ozone season,

tha usa of methanol should not raise

VOC amission patformanca concern*

(methanol, lika athanol. produces

commingling ralatad RVP increases and

incraaia* in fuel evaporation at 130*F).

Based on tha abova aiulysis. EPA
baliava* that tha tisa of renewable

oxygenates would laduca the need for

imported crude oil or oxygenates in the
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production of reformul»led gasoline. It

is also clear that the use of renewable

oxygenates, or at least the alcohol

portion of the oxygenates, would reduce
the total fossil energy needed to produce
reformulated gasciine, and could

provide greenhouse gas emission
reductions EPA therefore proposes to

require that 30 percent of the require i

2 weight percent oxygen content of all

reformulated gasoline be produced
using renewable oxygenates. This level

of renewables should increase the crude

oil. greeobouse gas emission, and

domestic economic benefits of the

program. The majonty of the oxygenate

proiected lo be used to produce
reformulated gasoline absent this

program is expected to be domestic
ethers made from domestic methanoL

Significant amounts of othanoi are also

expected to be used, but primarily in the

winter when the VOC emission

requirements do not apply. However,

significant amounts of ethers are also

expected to be importec or domestically

produced from imported methanoL The

proposed 30 percent renewable

requirement should have minimal

impact on the domestic methanol-based
ethers, since these ethers should have
the lowest cost structure of all the

oxygenates not qualifying under this

requirement. In other words, the

domestic methanol based ethers are

expected to compose the majority of the

70 percent of reformulated gasoline not
affected by the program. The proposed
program should have the graateat impact
on imported ethers and imported
methanol, since tbelr capacity wouM
oot likely b« needed to fijifill the 70

percent of the relbnituUted p«««liiv
market not r«quir«d to ba miawabU.
Supplanting this inpoited oxygeoat*
supply would be domestic renewabl*
alcohols (in the winter) and ethos

produced from these aloohob tjmx
nnmdi. The great maiority of th«
renewable alcohol is expactad to ba
dooiestic ethonol, since it ia Iba only

. alcohol produced froni lewmaablaa ia

any great quantity. Howevor, EPA
expects that this program could gonatata

significant interest in domestic
renswabia methanol procsssas and over
time both alcohols could be produced in

significant quantities. Thus, the

combination of domestic nonrenewabto
etheis and domestic renewable stbefs

and alcohols should provide a

comUintioa of reduced high vahia

enatgy impotts (with the atteiKlant

improvanenf in the nation's balanca of

trade and employment status) and a

potential reduction in COj emissions,
while maintaining substantial

competition between oxygenate sources

to ensure competitive market pricing.
EPA is proposingto define renewable

oxygenates to include all ethers if these

ethers are produced from renewable

ethanol or methanol. These ethers can

be used anytime dunng the year.

Renewable oxygenates are also proposed
10 include domestically produced
renewable ethanol and methanol, but

only if used during the non-high ozone
season. Renewable ethanol and
methanol are proposed to be methanol
and ethanol produced from feed stocks
other than petroleum, natural gas. coal,

or peat. EPA is considering adopting a

performaiKe based requirement to

ensure a net reduction in total fossil

energy utilization of between 5 and 20%
and net greenhouse gas emission
reductions up lo 20% associated with
the production and use of renewable
oxygenateVg'Ajca<^j*jjs^ggtjnenU op
tba above d#f|nfiiMn«<swairas.0Q tite

desirabitftj ipf
a parictfTiunca haai|4

definition antfananr^MsiWa.ijtmtsi^ of

such a par{ormaDcal>a*e<rd'eRnitM)nr
EPA 15 aware that it is possible that

some ethers produced from natural gas-
based methanol may utilire less energy
than certain other ethers produced from
corn-based ethanol. For example, this

could ba true for TAME produced from

refinery isoamylenes versus ETBE
produced from field butanes. However,
this is due to the difference in the

source of the isoolefins used in the ether

production process. Use of com-besed
ethanol with refinery isoemylenes
should save energy relative toTAME
using natural gas-bas«d methanol, just
as CTBE from Geld butanes will save

anaigy latativa to MTBC. Tbsrefbra. Q>A
is not ptt)posiflg that alhsn such as

TAME from natural gss-6asad methanol
with petantislly low energy uiaga ba
iadudad in tha program.
EPA Is also awora that the production

of highar alcohols, such as
proponols

and hutanols. from renewable feedstock

may also produce aneigy and crude oil

uvings. However, we are oot aware of
technical analyses which detail tha

nacassary and likely pnxhiction
procassas. nor tha raiiilllng energy and
crude oil hsianras Wa wiU ooosidar

their inclusion if it can be demoostntad
that thay also provida similar aoetgy
and auda oil booaSto.

oU and•it^'HilNH^atail with
roaiwiblg KijfiiHlii. EPA also

haaUb afhctt lattUit tod«« iw alMu-
tha potantlal iaiia%»al>U OKyamatas.

0. EJrierU and IkiraCion of(^ fVogroin

EPA pTtipoass that the renewable

oxygenates requirement apply to 30

percent of the oxygen content of

reformulated gasoline and apply year
round. The 30 percent requirement
would be measured on an oxygen-
equivalent basis and would be applied
to l.'ie minimum oxygen content of 2.0

weight percent oxygen. This means that

on average all reformulated gasoline
would be required to have at least a 60

weight percent oxygen content (2.0

times 30 percent) provided by
renewable oxygenates. This requirement
would be applied to all refiners or

importers of reformulated gasoline and/
or reformulated blend stock for

oxygenate blending (RBOBI on average
throughout the year, excluding
oxygenate blenders. Refiners and

importers of reformulated gasoline
would also be able to generate and trade

any excess use of renewable oxygenates
to other

producers desiring lo use less

renewable oxygenates. Therefore, all the

current methods that provide fle.xibilily

to fuel producers in meeting the oxygen
requirement for reformulated gasolines
would be extended to meeting the

renewable oxygenates requirement. In

addition, for purposes of this proposed
program averaging and trading would be

expanded to allow such activities to

occur yeer round and between various
non-attainment areas, since the

emissions performance of the various
reformulated gasolines would be
unafrected. EPA-requasti canuoeot on
the extension and exponaioo of the

oxygen averaging and trading concepts
caataiaert ia tha tefonculaled gasolijia

program to this ptopoaad ranawabla
-

oxygenate program.
EPA considered requiring greater and

lesser lavals of raoawabia oxygenates.
EPA baliavas tha 30 parcant Imal

Sroducas
a signif.cant level of tha

snefils mentionsd above while still

ensuring feasibility and a diverse supply
of oxygenates (Ia. low cost through
competition). EPA taquasts comment,
howavatj an tha propesad 30 parcant
level and oa tha advontogaaad
disadvantagas of diOwoaslavals.
Given tha current absoace of bio-

methanol capacity, renewable

oxygenates would likely be ethanol

based. Tha 30 parcant level would

require an average production of

roughly 630 million galloiu of ethanol

per year. This Is about 80 percent of

elhanol's current production capacity of

roughly one billion gallons per year. As
tha vast majority of ethanol is currently
sold outside of the refonnulaled

gasoline areas, this would moan a

significant near-term geographic shift of

ethanol use (in tha form ofCTBE or

ethanol). Additional ethano! capacity on
the order of 0.5-1.0 billion gallons per

y'^r could likely be added In a couple

I
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of yean, as m&ny current plans for

additional capacity exist, but have been
on hold pend-.ng resolution of iha likely
hjfjre demand for ethanol.

With .-"sp-fc: 10 ether prod'iaion.
near-term s-.,pplv problems could also

arise from >." s.b<i^iuliop of ccn-based
e'^.irio! for natural eas-based methanol.
ET3£ produCio.T u;:::zes both ethanol

produaion capac.'y iri e'her

prodjctian cipac.fy Th.5 reduces the
amount of MTEE and el.Hanol which can
b« blended directly into gasoline, while

only replacing roughly one-half of this

reduction with ETBE. The increased
methanol capacity cannot be easily used
in gasoline, because of methanol's very
high RVP blending value and its water

sensitivity. However, the inclusion of

ethanol in the program during the

winter should eliminate the need for

any reduction in total national

oxygenate capacity during this time.

Summer oxygenate demand is lower
than winter demand due to the absencs
of demand from the oxyfuel program.
Projected 1995 MTBE capacity was
expected to be sufficient for summer
reformuUled gasoline. Therefore. ETBE
capacity should also be sufficient EEA
lequMU oa«8iMn»oi» Ilia tacfanicM

feasibility oCth* 30 percent lequiiwl

level for the ISM^progiBmaDAaB
whether thuwpgrewm shoiiMrJx

phased In over time.
Also. EPA considered proposing

different renewable oxygenate levels

between gasolines meeting the Region 1

and 2 VC)C performance .;:andards.

(Region 1 refers to those areas of the

U.S. where temperatures are relative

high during the summer and where 7J
RVP gasoline is required to be sold (in

ozone aoa-att«inment areas) under
EPA's Phase RVP

program. Regioo 2
refers to the rest of the nation, which i*

relatively cooler and where 9 RVP
gasoline is required.) EPA's previous
proposed ethanol incentive program
encouraged up to 30 percent ethanol
blends in Re«ion 2. but only 20 percent
in Region 1. EPA rejected such
ciEferential levels here, as the cost of

piodiicing Region 1 fuel with non-
renewable oxygenates could be less than
the cost of producing Region 2 hiel with
renewable oxygenates, despite the

tatter's higher RVP. Differential

renewable oxygenate levels could
therefore encourage the over-productioa
of Region 1 fuel and its sale in Regioo
2 as a way to reduce the amount of

renewable oxygenates required. In Phaaa
of the reformulated gasoline progiam.

the RVP distinction between Regions I

and 2 essentially disappean. so the

incentive to overproduce Region t fiisl

vroutd be even greater. EPA requests
commenu on the abseiu:a of a

distinction in the required levels for

Regions t and 2.

EPA considered nominal oxygen
levels other than 2.0 weight percent
oxygen when applving the 30 percent
criteria. EPA's previous ethanol
incentive proposal used 2.7 weight
percent oxygen, based primarily on the
fact that mo^ ethanol blends were
produced at a higher level of 3.5 weight
percent oxygen, but the simple model
generally reiitricted oxygen levels to 2'
weight percent Ethers currently may
not lawfully be used at 3.5 weight
percent oxygen and the average
requirement for reformulated gasoline is

only 2.0 weight percent oxygen.
Therefore, use of the 2.0 weight percent

oxygen level would result in the use of

renewable oxygenates for not only 30

percent of the oxygen, but also in

roughly 30 percent of the volume of
reformulated gasoline, at least for

summer gasoline when commingling
alcohols are not allowred. rnmmann aw
requeitad an tills i'idttii-. —
EPA also considered and rejected

limiting the renewable oxygenate
requirement to the summer, or high
ozone seasort. EPA's previously

proposed ethanol incentive program
applied only during this time, in part
because we projected that a signiflcant
fraction of reformulated gasoline would
likely contain ethanol in the winter
even without an incentive. However.
EPA believes that the benefits discussed
earlier occur regardless of the time of

year the renew&le oxygenate is used
and assuranca of its use. even in the

winter, seems warranted. Therefore, the

requirement Is being proposed as

applying year round. EPn'raqiiests
cooiflMBt iNT^Ba ispact^JiuivfiMgreitfr
On* coasaquanoa of the vaar round

i«quii«aMnt is that renewabla

oxygaoataa could ba used preferentially

diuing one aeasoa or tha other. In

paitioular, sinca ethanol would qualify
as a ranawabla oxygenate during tha

winter and is aenetally cheaper
than

ETBE (particularly tvithout the need to

adfusl RVP). ethanol could ba used in

more than 30 parcant of winter

refonnulatad gasoline and renewable

ethers used in much less than 30

percant of summer gasoline. By
allowing such year round averaging the

same overall benefits to the nation are

provided white at the same time

minimizing tha cost and ma»iminng the

flaxibiUty for refiners td comply witb
tha raquiiaments. EPA faquaali
oOBaaot Mik* daainbility of these

outcooaa. paitirulariT<m Mnrfrmight
aflKt tha tMridngs onli* oxyganate
tnaifcals.

Tha final fisasibility issue relates to

tha initial implamentation of tha

program. The reformulated gasoiip.e

program will be in effect on January i.

1995. Even with a very aggressive

rulemaking schedule. EP.\ does not

foresee being able to promulgate this

renewable oxygenates program e3rl:er

than June of 1994. Some time is

necessary for ethanol producers to

adjust their production schedules, for

ether suppliers to set up contracts for

the purchase of renew;ible alcohoo ar.d

f=r ^iel producers to set up <uppl:es of
renewable ethers. Refortr.ulatsd gasoline
producers may also have to adjust O-.eir

gasoline production plans for a <iitfersrit

oxygenate, though use of ETBE may
simplify those plans due to its low RVP
and higher volume per unit oxyg-rn.

Regarding ether producers. EP.A beiieve<

that at least half of current MTBE
capacity is capable of producing ET9E
with no addition of equipment. I:' 'his a
true, then conversion of current SfT'r.E

capacity to ETBE production should not

be a limitation on implementation.
Refiners and importers of refomulaied

gasoline also need to begin distribution

of their fuel prior to January 1. 1995 in

order to have turned over the

distribution system in time to meet the

1995 requirements. EPA requests .

comment on the amount of tiir.e needed
for the vatiotULDresjifatory actions

described above to occur in order to

avoid hi^ tranj|ttiaq.cests and possible

disruption inj^pj4)yijj)ijUQ.tiifLea^^i?St

possible date this program could'be

implemented.'Q>A also requests
cnmmani oa the tAygfilaget and

disadvantages oTa sugpd
ImptamanliHon. %irhere the amount of

raytiradianawabla oxygenatewould be

incieased In Iiicratnaat)UB>at '...

identifiable time periods (i.«., gradually

incraaaia^lairaU far tba period prior to

tha IMS hlghwans siiiaa ihi 199&

Mgh ozona saa«aa.aad tharaafler). .

m. Enforcement ofthe Renewable

Oxygenate Requirement

Tile proposed enforcement scheme for

the renewable oxygenate requirements
would be similar to the enfortrement

scheme used for the reformulated

gasoline requirements. The proposed
renewable oxygenate average standard.

0.60 wt% oxygen from renewable

oxygenate, would apply to imporiers.
and to refiners separately for each

refinery.! and would have a calendar

• IIh rMMlaaar a( ihl> pnuAl* MQion n(tn w
ra6xwfB tad leiparm* coU«ctlv«4y «s rifincn. but

all iihiww 10 fWiaan appir «qtully (o onponan
unltM ortaarwiM noiad. Nom (h« downstr«4ffl

osvfMiaM Maodan would not ba not tubtaci lo iti*

r«n*w«bU ovyfaaala nqumnafltt.
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year averaging period.' No per-gallon
slandard would be included, however.

Renewable oxygen credits could be

created by any refiner who uses more
renewable oxygenate than is required,
and renewable oxvgen credits could be

used by any reHner to achieve

compliance with this slandard. The
conditions and requirements for credit

creation, transfer and use that would

apply to renewable oxygen credits are

the same as the conditions and

requirements that apply under

reformulated gasoline for benzene and

oxvgen credits.

L'nder the proposal, the definition for

renewable oxygenate is different in the

case of oxygenate used with
reformulated gasoline and RBOB that is

VOC-controlled versus that used with

reformulated gasoline and RBOB that is

not VOC-controlled. In the case of VtX-
controlled gasoline and RBOB. the

oxygenate would have to be an ether,

while in the case of non-VOC<ontrolled

gasoline and RBOB the oxygenate could
be either an ether, or ethanol or

methanol. The reasons for these

distinctions are discussed in Section (I

of this preamble. In either case, the

proposal would require that the ether or

alcohol be derived from a source other

than petroleum, coal, natural gas. or

peat.
Mechanisms are being proposed for

establishing the renewable nature of

oxygenate. These proposed mechanisms
are that the reflner would have to

purchase the methanol or ethanol from
its producer, and would have to retain

documents obtained from that person
that certify the renewable source of the

methanol or ethanol feed-stock. In the

case of any methanol- or ethanol-bassd

ether claimed to be renewable

oxygenate, the refiner would have to

obtain documents that state the name
and address of the ether pnxluction

facility, and the specific nature and
source of the feedstock used to produce
the methanol or ethanol. I

comment on this |

mechanisms requiredTOnRmiMHng
the renewable soum oIos^tpMate.
EPA is considering a petition process

whereby EPA could expand the

deHnition of renewable oxygenate to

include alcohols other than ethanol and
methanol, and ethers other than those

produced using ethanol and methanol.
Possible criteria that could be used in

1 RtConnulattd gasoliiM p<oduc«d during 1994 (or

UM in 199S will b» av«rag«d with g«lotiM

pfoducvd in 1993 under (h« nfonnulaiad guolin«

reculationt. TbU appr04ch lo «v«ngtns ot guolin«

pnducad during 1994 would ba followvd tor

rtn«%«ibl« ovyganat* tvvrvfing, <7Miing «n

avvnging p«riod (hat la longOT than ona y«ar (or

l9e«-199Saal)r.

such a petition process include factors

such as the renewable nature of the

alcohol or ether, the amount of energy
used in producing the alcohol or ether,

and any air quality implications of using
the alcohol or ether with gasoline. EPA
is requesting comment on such a

petition process generally, and in

particular on any criteria that would be

appropriate for use in guiding EPA's
decisions on a petition.
Under the proposal, refiners would be

required to include in renewable

oxygenate compliance calculations all

reformulated gasoline and RBOB
produced during the averaging period.
RBOB would be included in the

compliance calculations even though
refiners are not required to account for

oxygen in the case of RBOB under the

reformulated gasoline program.
EPA is proposing that refiners be the

party responsible for meeting the

renewable oxygenate standard lor RBOB
for several reasons. Refiners control the

type and amounts of oxygenate that may
be added to RBOB. As a result, if

oxygenate blenders were required lo

meet the renewable oxygenate standard

they would be required not only to

obtain an adequate supply of RBOB
suitable for blending with renewable

oxygenate, but also must obtain the

particular renewable oxygenate
included by the refiner in the RBOB
product transfer documents. EPA
believes that in many situations

adequate su pplies of these specific
forms of RBOB and/or oxygenate would
not be available to downstream

oxygenate blenders, and that in

consequence it often would not be
feasible for downstream oxygenate
blenders lo achieve the renewable

oxygenate standard. This availability
concern is due in part to the fact that

downstream oxygenate blenders in

many cases are small entities, who may
lack the market force necessary to

compel adequate supplies of the

appropriate RBOB's and oxygenates at

the appropriate time.

Trading in renewable oxygen credits

potentially could aid oxygenate
blenders in meeting the renewable

oxygenate standard. However, this

would require a multitude of small

entities to trade renewable oxygen
credits and with significant transaction

costs. EPA does not believe there are

any significant benefits that result from

applying the renewable oxygenate
standard to downstream oxygenate
blenders that would justify these

additional costs.

EPA's proposal would allow refiners

to include in renewable oxygenate

compliance calculations the renewable

oxygenate that is added by downstream

oxygenate blenders, provided the reiTner

carries out an appropriate quality
assurance program over the downstrean

oxygenate blender. Absent such a

program, the refiner would have to

assume that a non-renewable oxygenate
was blended downstream. Even where a

refiner is able to include renewable

oxygenate blended downstream,
however, the refiner could not use this

oxygen to meet the reformulated

gasoline oxygen standard applicable to

the refinery, under § 80.41. because
under the existing reformulated gasoline

requirements the reformulated gasoline

oxygen standard must be met by the

downstream oxygenate blender for

RBOB used by the oxygenate blender.

The proposed conditions restricting
when refiners could include in

compliance calculations the renewable

oxygenate added downstream are

similar to the restrictions contained in

the downstream oxygenate provisions
under the reformulated gasoline

program. The proposed conditions deal

with refiner control and oversight over

the downstream blending operation, and
are intended to ensure that when
refiners claim credit for downstream

blending of renewable oxygenate that

the oxygenate added is renewable, that

the renewable oxygenate is added to the

RBOB produced by the refiner, and that

the volume of renewable oxygenate
claimed is correct.

EPA requests romments on its
"

prorKsat lo epfity the renewable

oxygenate standard to refiners and

importers of RBOB: and to not apply
this standaoLl* downstream oxygenate
blenders.
The renewable oxygenate

requirement* would apply to

reformulated gasoline sold in the two
covered areas in the Stale of California.

Los Angeles and Son Diego. This raises

enforcement-related complications
because in most cases refiners who
produce gasoline for use in California,

beginning in March. 1996 are exempt
from most reformulated.gasoline
enforcement mechanisms. See § 80.81.

The California examption is based on
the fact that beginning in March 1996.

all gasoline used in California will ba

subject to the California Phase II

reformulated gasoline State standards

("California gasoline"), which EPA has

concluded are at least as stringent as the

federal Phase I rafoimulated gasoline
standards. As a result, refiners who

produce California gasoline are exempt
bom most federal raformulated gasoline
enforcement requirements, including

designating gasoline as either

reformulated or conventional gasoline.
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iwsrd IcMptng' tnd mpoitliig. RafliMn
of CaliioraU gMolin* an not «)B«iipC
bonvww. Cram msotiiij tb* iMlanl
rabnnulated gajoline «'«"'<"Hi Tha
•xamption for California gaaoUne U
dstaribad In detail in tha rafbrmulatad

gasoUna final rule preamble.
As a remit of this exemptian in the

rafonnuUtad gaaoline rule, refiners who
produce California gaaoline will not be

required to follow procedures neoaany
to attablith (he voiuma of g««/«n»i^ that
is (old into tha two federal refennulatad

gasoline coveiad areas locatad in
California. It Is tha voiuma of gaaoUoa
used in these two covered areas that ts

sub)ect to tha renewable oxygenate
requirement
EPA propoaes to resolve this difficulty

bjr raquiiing refiners of Califboiia

guolina to meat tha tanawabia

oxygenate standard for a spadSad
parcantage of their voiuma of CaUfomla
gasoline. This specified parcantaga
would be derived bom the historic

vohimas of gasoline used in Loa Angelas
and San Oiego («rfaidi EPA baUaew to
be 7 btlllon galloos par yaar). as

Eared

to tha historic vafaDM of
aa ossd In other poftlaas oftiM
ofCaUlbniU (wfakh EPA bOmtm

to be 6 billion gdloos par jraat). tM^
this approach, each taflnar who .

ptOduOaS C^Ufrwnim
gtmrtUwtm WOOldba

required to maat tha lanawabU
oxvganata standatd tor S4% of thair
volume of Califoniia gasoUna^
An additiaaal

rompllfstlou tarCaUfamia
rsktaa 10 tha dUhnot dafinidaM «f
raaawabia oxjffMata that •pplr la
wfcnaMltxtihoUmlk« is VOC>

/ VoL 5«. Nft 24a / Mocdiy. Dacanrfwr 17. I9M / Pfopoaed Rulaa 68349

la additioo. rsflaats who produce
CaUfamla aasolins tvould be requiiad to

Icaap records ud submit rspoits

nacaaaaiy to establish coopUanca with
tha i«oa«rabla oxyganats standard.
EPA Is saaUng"—ttih on ><«

prapoaad appRMcfa far appiytng the
raoawabia Qxyaeoata tequirsmaot to
CaUtenU fMoliaa. tacbiaiiM tha
aeaimipWoB about tha parcaotMe of
CalltnnriafeanU^MMiii rii^ jLvtf,!
r*famulalwl BMoUaa ooveiwl anas,
and tha racoriheepliig and reporting
that la naoasaanr far raOnan of
CaUfamla gaanMni to aatabllafa

mmpliinns wtlti the laiiaeialila

Qxygepsta atsBqard.
ISa raoawahia oxyasaata propoaal

would raqoiia saTanTmies of rsoord

kaapdig bayood that otharwiaa required
far raCoiBmlatad gaaoUna: Racorda
aaaodatad with astabliahlng tbe aouca
ofalcohol or atfaardaioMd to ba
lauawahla apcyaiata. tacnrda assnriarad
with CaUfamla guoUna. SDd lacord*
asaocialad with uaa of oiqrgaoata
buooadby oownatiaam <

ifartte

.aadtfaa

MUaoqitH osdltB.

tha prehibitlaa of sutoand local
controls under sectioo 211(cH4)
therefore do not apply.

V. EnvironaHalaL riiaijj. and
Ecoooouc [nuMcts

The eovironmental impacts of this

program are benafidaL Since tha

propoaed renewable oxygenate

requirement would not modify any of

the emisslan perfonnanca standards

applicable
to rafocmtilatad gasoline, the

only environmental impacts would Im
thoee not oovereil by tha simple or

complex models used to determine

compliance. That* are three such
emissioD impects.
The that is tha current potential for an

Inoeesa in die RVP of tha gasoline pool
due to foatoommin^ing in vehicle fuel

tanks and dta aatood is tha affect of

mid-range feat «<t«n»f«<^ (a.g., the <

ttacdao of hat evaporated at 130*F) on

Both of tfaaaa aflacts «rfalch coocam
the fannatiaa ofocooa wars-addreaaed
in tha Ragulatory Impact Analysis far

tha Final RuJa fartha laformulatad

gasoihw prapam. RanrdliM tha

crwimfngHmlVPafisctathanolblands
are tha flotfftMla wUdiccuaa this

Inmiss, (MaHiannl bUndi would also

pradnca socfa an KVP inczeaaa. but they
are not ao^aotad toba used In

lafamiulatad naoUna during tha Ugh
oaooa seeaoajBased oa tha analyris in

tha lOA, tha ooauningUna raaulting from
a30% atfaaaol biaod m^at shazo

«raald iacraaaa Itaa afiscUva avaraga
KVP of tha aHoUaa poot aad lacraasa

to<itVnC amiMlnna flwhutii^ botfc

MIVOC
I%MnafL-Ihaaaa«f

^

thia

auUurt
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lOuM (TtnsUte directly into in-uw
OC •miuioiu from gawlina fueled

•hiclas In raformuUted guoUna trau.
'hU nipmcnt] 1 4.000 annualized tons

if VOC control in lhe«« arew.
The third emission impact relates to

greenhouse gas emissions, and la

partJcuUr. <Xh emissions. Because more

fossil anergy is generally used in the

production of methanol from natural gas

than Is used in producing ethanol from

com. ne< COi emission t»ductions ar«

expected under the program proposed
here. However, since there are no
issuraDOes that the moat efHcianl

prooeseea will be used to pitxluoa the

oxygenates required through this

propoaal, comments are requested on
the datirabillty of adding OOj emissloa
reduction criteria for oxygenate* (o

qualify as "renewable". In particular,

com^nents are requested oo the

proposed option of requiring that the

production of renewable oxygenate*
demonstmta up to a 20% reduction In

CX}] emissions as compared to

reformulated gasoline from crude oil

and nonrenewable oxygenates. Since

CO] emissions are not the only emission

from the production of renewable

oxygenatee (CFO. NOx. N;0. Methane,
etc) that may aflect global warming.
EPA also requests comment speciQcally
on the magnitude of theee emisaioos
from the prt>ductiaa of cumnt
renawabto oxygenale*. and how beat to

looorporale other such emitatoo* Into

such • COi redttctioo arilarU.

Tb« prtmaiy economic UnpacU of tUa

propoaal Include tha ouda oil (aring*.
the added cxMt of producing and ud^
Ih* ranewabla oxyoraata. to* radtictioii*

In revenue* to tha U.S. Highway Thial

Fund, and tha impada oo tha —rioua-
oxygenate tod fuel InduatitM aflKtad. ft

was already mentiaoed ibaom thai tk»
uaa of ETBE tn Uau ofMTBC alMMU
reduce crude oil cooaumptloa by \JII%-

par gallon of reformulatad jwollna
Assuming half of all crude oil la iiaad to

produce gasoline. 32.1 panaol of all

gasoline will have to be refannulatad

and that 4 3.8 percent of thM will baaold

during the hi)^ 0200% eeaacCiwiba

summer portion of this praMM wtMiM
reduce total U.S. ronwimptaa« ofouda
oU by 0.13 pafcant over end aboe* dia

saving* already occurring throufb tba

raformtilatad maoUoa program, or

roughly WOO Dairela par dar. Slnoa lb*
U.S. Impoit* roughly half of ItaowlaaU
and all of tha laving* can ba axpadad
to

apply
to

Impotta.
total UnportaM

cnioe oil should dacreaaa by 0.28

percent
In the winter, ethanol u*a will

likely predominate
and produce dtgbtiy

"•- 'til* to its higher oxygao

and MTBE While the impact of this

firogrera

-s axpectod to be positive. EPA
sells sufHcienl information lo project

the size of these imports absent this

program. Therefore. EPA requests
comment on the energy impacts of this

proposed program during the winter
monthV

In the Regulatory Impact Analysis to

the final rufe for the reformulated

gasoline program. EPA estinuted that

the production and use of ETBE lo

reformulated gasoline would cost S0.073

per gallon more than that for NfTBE.
keformulated gasoline at 2.1 weight

pennnt oxygen must contain 12.8

volume percent ETBE. Therefore. ETBE
containing reformulated gasolines are

projected 10 cost S0.0093 per gallon
more than those with MTBE. This figure
includes the difference* in octane, RVP
and oxygen content of the two ethers.

Extending this cost to 30 percent of all

reformulated gasoline us*d during the

high ozone season, the total annual cost

to the nation would'be $48 million.

During the winter. EPA expect* much
of the renewable oxygenate vvill ba
ethanol. When Its octane and diluting

properljee are takan into account, and
Its high RVP nae<^ not be counteracted,
ethanol 1* much ch«*p«r than MTBE or

ETBE. At tha *am* time, there tend to

be additiooal coet* to dUtnbuting
ethanol and It* gaeoUna bJendstock dua
to tba water aotttMa oattue of athanoL
WUIa Ibaaa nay bakaca my *avlBg* In

prodocliaa co*t*, EPA doea oat prc^fsct

aiqriiat addilioiMl <»(t* in iba winter
dtia to tbia paDBoaaajiftMraaB.
Rapadteloat HlgbwaylVual Pund

iwslpta. EPA protaeta tbat«M idUIIoo

galiaaa4ila(hnol %»auU b^iuad par

jmtmiAm Ibia pigiaw.
Ifatbanol ware

thaanly laaaenma UKjigiiala aaad. At
a lax oadlt ar10.S«^par idlaB. tbla.

«M»siltlava('
riMrf*

airway

I a Dttnbar af likdvatriaa and
E aactor* dwa totbta I

I and nal Inooma* ofboth
cam bnoan aad atbaool prodDoara
abooM iteaa%BiloaBUy. dua to higbar
cora aod atiaaai^taBand aod prioM

able to pass on higher oxygenate costs

10 the consumer, the net income of the
oil industry would not be affected.

VL Ptiblk Partidpatlan

EPA invites comment on all
aspects

of

today's action. EPA has specifically

requested comments on a number of

specific areas throughout the previous
discussion. A list of these and other

speciHc areas for comment follows:
—EPA's statutory authority.
—The extent to which renewable

oxygeiutes will be used in

reformulated gasoline absent

today's proposal.—The economic energy, and crude oil

import benerus to the nation

resulting from today's proposal.—Any other approaches which could ^ «

used to achieve the same objective.—Likelihood that the renewable

oxygenate requirement will be met
with domestically produced
oxygenates absent a requirement to

this effect and whether such e

requirement would be desirable and

legally permissible and any other

suggested approaches to ensure the

domestic beiverits of this program.—The cUmete change aspects of the

propoaal.
—The definition of rene' 'ble

oxygenates.—^The need for performance based
st^n'lard* for fossil energy or

greanhoua* go* emlisioru.—Health aflectadata regarding
renewable oxygenates that may
potantially ba used aa a result of the

piugian.
—Tha tpproariata laval hr tba

tanawabla c*ygan*ta raquiiamaot,
U* baaibUity. laadHlma

laqulraoiaat*. tba potential tiaad for

a pbaaa-in partod, and any otbar

sufplfiaiatad laauaa.

—Tba nad and (uaMBcallon (or a year-
round cmpaus In Uau of a au-.vnar

only program.
—Tba allowancB far ya*r luund

avaiaging ol raoawabia oxganata

pataa aM|iyert* oaold

Kaaanua* and dX lorrma* af

-Tha appUcabUMy of tba ptogram only
to pcuuucaB 01 nfuiluulatad

gaaoUna mlb*r tban including

MiMaapaifaaoa
raaaddMboalv

Ukaty fcca blgbar oKygaoaM COM*.

However, their crude proo»«*ingOOa>*

would likely decreoae due to ETBT*
areetar volume (and dilutiiig propertia*)-"" '»<H« oH Industry U

lialatad prtyialooa.
Lao tba ainady prooulgalad

liaa uiugiam.—A patMoB pnicaaa to lachtda

additlaaai raoawabla asygaoatea.
A public baarin^iag^rrilng toda', '*

paofiMal will ba bald on Jaooary 14.

19M baginaing at 9 a.m. In tha

WMbingloQ DC area. Saa aoomcsscs.

Tba commant partod for today'*

pn>po*al will cloaaon February 14.

1903.
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vn. CofnpUaiica With Kegnlatory

flaibUity Ad
Th« Regulatory Flexibility Art (RFA)

of 1960 (Pub.L. 96-354). requim
Faderal regulatory agencies to cc isider

the impact of rulemabng on "small

•ntities." If a rulemaking will have a

significant impart on small aniitiei.

agencies must consider regulatory

alternatives that minimizes economic

impact
The Regulatory Flexibility Art (RFA)

of 1980 requires federal agencies to

examine the effects of the renewable

oxygenate regulation and to identify

significant adverse imparts of federal

legulatloni on a substantial number of

small entities. Because the RFA does not

provide concrete deflnitions of "small

entity." "significant Impart." or

"substantial number," EPA has

established guidelines estting the

standards to be used in evaluating

impacts on small businasaea.' For

purposes of the renewable oxygenate

requirement for reformulated gasoline, a

small entity Is any business which is

mdepcndently owned and
operated

and
not dominant in its field as aofined by
SBA regulations under section 3 of the

Small Buslnesa Art.

The Agency believes that the

renewable oxygenate program being

proposed today is unlikely to have a

slgniBcant economic Impart on a

substantial number of small entitlaa.

The renewable oxygenate program will

secure a market in the refbimulated

gasoline program for oxygenate

producers wnile simultaneously

allowing refiners flexibility in Ailfi'Ung
the statutory oxygenate reqalrenMoi. in

addition EPA deddad againal applying
the raquiiMMOt to downstmm
oxyganat* blandert. many of whicli urn

smul aotitlaa. Aa dlarasaaH abov*. thla

%<n>uld ha*« raquirad aadt blender to

maintain at least two souroas of

oxyMnaia, one lenawabla and oiM not
Such an approach would prove to ba
either uneconomical or Ineohr*

significant tnnsartioo costa olalad to

avenging and trading.

Administrator oaitiflaa &( this

propoaal will not have a signiiicant

impact on small entities.

Howcvar. EFAinviias oaoaant on
Iha ousatioa iirilniiiHi it Iiii|im n —
small aotitlaa. EPA ala»f«quesu all

•tU. Imlim—ml PMMaioe A«Mcy.

Tinnill— e nil ihi tsfkusj nnftillln ftfl*

tTA 0<Boee< Mkr.Plaaalat, tad Kmimtk».
l«a«. UiUam. UA hilii—mil rronctlaa

A«aacT. MtaonadMi to AariMSM AaniaMratas,

-Aawf*! UnlMd CaklaUaa tir h^aknndai Ik*

^^^«tal«yFl^d^ltUtyA««.-Oa>cia<^^Ucy.

relevant data which justify any
conclusions submitted.

VUL Statutory Authority

Section 2ll(k)(l) provides that EPA is

to promulgate regulations "establishing

requirements for reformulated gasoline"
in specified ozone nonattainment areas

(the Hrst sentence of Section 211(k)(l)).

and that such regulatioiu must require
the "greatest redurtions achievable

through the reformulation of gasoline,
taking into ctinsideration" various
fartors such aa cost, available

technology, health and environmental

imparts, and energy requiramenta (the

second sentence of Section 21 l(k)(l)).

EPA Interprets the first sentence of

Sertion 2n(k)(l) aa broadly providing
EPA with the authority to entablish any
and all reasonable requirements that are

designed to achiova the results stated in

the second sentence. Aa discussed

previously. Q>A baliavaa that the

reformulated gasoline emission

performance standards combined «vith a

requirement that refiners and Importers
use a spadGed paroentaga

of renewable

oxygenates Isnos to maximize
achievenwnt of the objecHvea of Section

211(kHl)—it should result in the

greatest reductiona achievable while

tending to optimixs the combioation of

energy requliemenla. costs, and health

and fenTtronmant^l impacts.
In efliict. EPA beliavea that the second

sentence of Section 211(kNt) does not

limit It to pramulgation of emission
radurtiao stsniiards H requires that

Ei'A's regulations ensors a certain

result, and piovtdee EPA with the

diaoetloti to adopt apprcpriata
raquiiemoata rtaalgnen to acUara that

raault
In adiflifaH. tlH flnt aaBtaac^or

Sactloa 211(KX»wmM aptiaar to grtnt
>A fa(«a4iwHal authoirtty to

pm^iitato Maeeaable KMuimDanta for

lafafiBalltad flMoUne. iDMpandaotof
and In eddltkio l»the obUgittott to

ie(|iiife tte ^MlHt MJileeabae VOCand
toxifii amiarions raihictioaa under Iha

second aantanoe of Sactlan 21KkXH
Fortha i—wns <Mcribed aeriler. BPA
believes iteppmpiteta to«xan:iaa thla

general atithflrtty by proposiagto
rsquiie th« nee of lauaalible wayfHiatsa.
TUa inCMpfatattan ofSectfoo

2ll(kXl) la tjuualsfnt with Ae oiqrgn
oomant laoulnDitta of Section

21 l(kX2). EPAdom tarMievs

aunpUaHewiik the lenawable

oxygenate pfovWona «*iU tnleifsra witb

the aUBtrofrtOMM to ooaply with the

oxygM oatfMM MadieoMnta of Saigtla»

211(kN2). WtUk EPA baJewea that

Sectiao 21l(kX2) would not appear to

provide Independent authority far the

renewable oxyianate raquirsmenl. EPA

is instead relying primarily on the

general grant of authority in Sertion
2n(k)(l). While the legislative history
of Sertion 211(k)(2) indicates that in

general Congress believed several

oxygenates could be used to meet its

requirements.) this does not indicate an

intention to limit EPA's otherwise broad

grant of authority under Sertion

211(k)(l). EPA also invites comment on

whether Section 2' Vk)(2) would

provide an independent source of

authority for a renewable oxygenate
requirement.

Finally, EPA believes that Sertion

211(k)(4) does no) preclude the
renewable oxygenate provisions
proposed herein. Sertion 2Il(k)(4)
states that the Administrator "shall

certify a fuel formuUtionor slate of fuel

formulations as complying with this

subsertioo if such fuel or fuels—(i)

comply with the requirements of

paragraph (2), and (ii) achieve

equivalent or greater redurtions
• • •

than are achisived by a reformulated

gasoline meeting the applicable

requirements of paragraph (1)." This
could be interpreted as requiring
cartlfication of a fuel that met tiia

oxygen and other CBquirements of

paragraph (2) and the emissions

requinments of paiagraph (2) even if it

did not comply with the proposed
raiMwable oxygeoala requirement.
Section 211(k)(l). however, authorizes

EPA to establish requirements above
and beyond those required undec
paragraph (2) and (3). and Sertion

2Il(kXl) und (4; 3U8t be read together
to

prcrvlde
a meaningful interpretation

10 both
provtaiooa.

EPA believes that a

rsaaonabla Inlerpralatiao raqulrea
csftlflcatioa ofa Aiel aa raformnlatad as

long aa it compUea with the

rsquirsBMots ofpuatpaohs (2) and (3).

as well aaany additianal raquirsmeata
asHbHshed ondar paiai^pb (1). Sinca

the MDewabWoKygnute ptovisioa is an
additional leqolieaiaiit astabliahad

under Sectloa 211(kMl). cartlflcation b
not leqolrsd uodar Sectiao 21 l(k)(4HB|

unless a hial or alala of Aials complies
writh the raqoirsmeo

DL AdaiaMrativa DsaignatiaB and

Kapdalory Aaalyaia

Pursuant to Executive Order 12aM.
|SS FK S172S (October 4. ig«3)l the

Agency must delannine whether the

regulatory action la "stgnlltcant" and

th—famubteta to0MB review and the

raqubamsnta of the bacuttve Oder.
The OrderdeBnaa"significant

• Sa.M. iia Caaf. Bac S tsaST (Ooofaw ».
1««SIU« OvMb«1«fc lis CMg. Hk. H last

(Uay U. ISSelOlae^ Uchirdaaa. oclns tnont
ahw ihlaai tba oMigr aaa oihar bnoflu opKt*
>» l>«— o< aoa»«tc iriMiaqrawaml
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27. 19fl3 / Propo<ad Rule*

raguktoty •ctlon'*u OM tlut ii likely
to Noilt In • rule tbet may.

(1) Have an annual affKt on the

•conemv ofSIM milUoa or man or

adtretMly afiect in a mateiial way the

aconotny, a Mctor of th« •coooot,

productivity, compatitiaa. >ob*. tha

aoTiranaiant. public health or lafMy, or

State. IocbI. or tribal goreminentc or

conimunitia*;

(2) Oaat* a aariooa toconaiatancy or

othanvlae intariarB with an at:tion taken

or planned by another agency:

0) MatariallT alter the budgetaiy

impact
of entitlement gianti. uaer fMa.

or loan prognma or the fi^ti and

obllgatiott* of radplanta theNa£ or

(4) Raise norel legal or poUar iasue*

aiiilng out of legal mand^aa. the
Praaidant'* prioritlae. or the prlndplee
«et forth in ine Executive Order.

Pursuant to the term* of Executive
Order 12808. the Admlniatrator haa
dateimined that thla piupuned lule la a
"lignfflrant lagulatoiy action'* baaed on
the above criteria. Aa audi, thla action
was (ubmitted to OMB for review.

Qiangee made in raapoDse to QliilB

auggestiona or lecommandatians will

appear In the Final Rule and b*
dacumented In the pubUc racottL EPA
Air Docket A-a2-l2.

X. OM iipJIence w4tfa thePteavwotlc-
lAct

T^ie iafoimatian coUectlan

requiiamanta in thia propaeed rule will
be submitted far approval to the OOce
of ManagaiBant and BodoM (OMB)
undar ta* Paperwork Rednctiaa Aid. 44
U.S.C 3501 at sea.A saperata retell
Regletar Bodo* will be pubUafaad
rimniilng riimiiiMili lai Ilia liiiiiaulm
coUectlOB requlramaiU. TWflael wJ»
will raapond to anyOMB orp«Mte
OQounanta on iIm infcmetiatt «-»«iiy»t<»

^

rsquirameBts contained ia thla pcopeeaL

Liat oT Sofafeels< 40CnrnlM
Environmental protecll—«Alr

pollution contxoL Fuel edriMew.
Gasoline. Motor vehido pallBbea.
Penahiaa. Reporting «adne»dkaapin«
raquiraments.

DMd: Onmbar IS. 1M3.
CarrfK-arawMT.

For the raaeea* set forth in the

preoibie. part 80 oftttle 40 of the Co^
of Federal ReguleMoaaU propoeeJtube
emeoded es foUowa:

^ANT M-raOULATIONS OT
ANowa.Aoofnva

1. The eutbortty dtatiea far pertM
contiaaae to reed ea fellowe:

AiSbacttr SteOooM 114. 211 tad 301(al of

th«Omd Air Actu uiMDdad. 42U^C
7414. 7S4S and raoKa).

2. EPA propoeea
that 1 80.83 be added

to read *m follows:

fson Hananeftls e«»gana>e

(a) Dtpaitioa ofnnnrabU oxygenate.
<1) For purpoaea of

subparta O and F
of thia pan 80. a ranewable oxygenate Is

defineo:

(i) In the cue of oxygenate added to
reformulated gasoline or RBOB
designated aa VOC-oontroUed. as any
ether that la produced using produced
ethanol or methanol that Is dailvod from
a source ether than petraleuni. coal,
natural gaa. or peat: and

(11) In the caaa ofoxygenate added to
r*fbnnul«ted gasoline or RBOB not

designated aa VOC«aDtrolled, aa any
produced ether, or produced ethanol or
methanol, that ia dvlved bom a aoutoe
other than petroleum, coal, natural gas.
or peat
WRatemd.
(b) JTenewoh/e'omenats standard.
(1) During each calendar yeer the

reformulated gasoline end RBOB that la

produced by any refiner at eedi

teflnety. or is Imparted bv any Importer,
diall contain a vafamie of ranavraUa

oxygenate such ttiat the rafhrnmUted

fMollne and RBOB. oa average, haa an
oxjian ooBtaoi from such ranewable

oxygenate that i* equal to or greater than
O.ao«rt«.

(2)0] The ni jgaiiala weed to meet the

standMd miliar |Nfa9apb(b)(l) ofthis
aacdon may alao fa* vaaid to mast any
oxgn atoodaid iaid« 1 80,41: aooomt
that

^otbevaidfagraay

naim ranemnbfa iiiyaaiiule, In the «

of any raflaer that produoaa RBOB. or

any impoMK tte ImportaRBCA Oa
oxjraanat* that la blended with the
RBOB may notbe indaded with the
reflnar'a or lapactar'e ooapUaaoa
calculadone adar paiapaph (d) of this

(l)Tha<

appBcablai

aadiflnsand

(21 Tt« H&iar« importar I

overaign faquueoMBti apeElflaQ is

fS 8a80(a) a] thaoiMii m.
(d) 0?iiTrift*ffrf i^Tn'^fiifff?n

(1) Any rafiaarfar each oflla

raflnariea, and any impartar ahalL far

each calendar year averaging period,
determine compliance with the
ranewable oxygenate standard by
calculating:

(i) The renemrabla oxygen compliance
total using the following fennula:

<^»-[i ViJ'0.60
where

CTn>the compliance total for renewable
oxygen

Viathe volume of gasoline or RBOB
batchi

n^the number of batches of gasoUn* and
RBOB produced or imported during
the calendar year averaging period

and
(11) The renewable oxygon actual total

using the following formula:

AT„-X(V, .RO,)
M

when
ATnBthe actual total for renewable

oxygen
V(>the vohmie of gasoline or RBOB

batchi
ROk«the oxygen content In wt%, in the

form otfMneljte oxygenats oi

guollne or RBOB batch 1

n^tha number of betches of gasolin* or
RBOB produced or imparted during
the averaging period

(lii) Compare the 'enewable oxygen
ectuai total erith dM ranewable oxygen
complianoa totmL

(2}(1) The actual total must be equal to

or yaetar than the oompUanoa totals to

•cUaee eoHipiianoe. attract to the
oedtt ttmuim pisvlaictta of paragraph
(aloflhfoaaoben:

(U) IfIhnHBewable oxyfan actual

total to laaa than te ranewable oxygen
"aao* total. laaawaUe oxygen
maet be obtained from another

raflaer or importer in order to achieve

oompUanoi}
(ill) The total nimibar of ranewable

oxyfan credita required to achieve

compliaac* ia nalnilated by subtracting
the ranewableoxygen actual total from
the lanawable oocygan compliance total:

and
Ov) If the ranaevabta oxygen actual

totit ia peatar than the reMvrable
ibaaoa total, ranewable

OAVgan civdllaen generated.
(v) TIm total nuinbar of reiMwahle

ojmm aedtts which may be traded to

enoUMT ra&aar far a leflnaiy. or to

aaothaf lapoftar, ia calculated by
anbtacUnc the ranewable oxygen
oampUanea total bom the renewable
oonaaB actnal total.

(e) Oedlt tean^tn. Compliance with
the tanawabk oxygenete standard
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specified in paragraph (b)(1) of this

section may be achieved through the

tra ^sfer of renewable oxygen credits,

provided that the credits meet the

criteria specified in § 80.67(h)(1) (i)

through (iv) and § 80.67(h) (2) and (3).

( f) Use of methanol or ethanol as a

rent: -^ able oxygenate. Methanol or

ethann;. or an ether produced using
methanol or ethanol. may be treated as

renewable oxygenate only if:

(1) The methanol or ethanol meets the

renewable oxygenate definition under
'

paragraph (a) of this section: and
(2) The refiner or importer is able to

establish in the form of documentation
obtained from the person who produced
the methanol or ethanol. that the

methanol or ethanol was produced from
a source other than petroleum, coal,

natural gasoline, or peat.

(g) Record keeping. Any refiner or

importer shall for a period of Gve years
maintain the record specified in this

paragraph (g) in a manner consistent

with the requirements under $ 80.74,

and deliver such records to the

Administrator upon request. The
records shall contain the following
information:

(1 ) The use of methanol or ethanol as

a renewable oxygenate documents

required under paragraph (f) of this

section: and

(2) The volume, type, purity, and
sources of any renewable oxygenate
used.

(h) Reporting requirements.
(1) Any refiner for each refinery, or

any importer, shall for each batch of

reformulated gasoline and RBOB
include in the quarterly reports far

teformuUted gasoline reqiilred by
S 80.75(a) the weight percent oxygen In

the form of renewable oxygenate
contained in the gasoline, or RBOB
subsequent to oxygeiute blending (if

allowed under paragraph (c) of this

section).
,

(2) Any refiner for eacfa lefinory, or

any importer, shall submit to the

Administrator, with the fourth quarterly

report required by S 80.79(a). a report
for

all reformulated goaoUiM and RBOB that

was produced or importad during the

previous calendar year averaging period,
that includes the following information:

(i) The total volume of refonnulatad

gasoline and RBOB:
(ii) The compUanoa total for

ranewabla ox^an:
(iii) The actual total tat renewrabk

oxygen:
(iv) The number of ranrewabU oxygen,

dedlta gsneiated as a raeult o( actual

total lanawabla oxygen being graatar
than complianoa toul renawabl*

oxygen:

(v) The number of renewable oxygen
credits required as a result of actual
total renev.able oxygen being less than

compliance total renewable oxygen:
(vi) The number of renewable oixygen

credits transferred to another refinery or

importer.
(vii) The number of renewable oxygen

credits obtained from another refinery
or importer and

(viii) For any renewable oxygen
credits that ore transferred from or to

another refinery or importer, for any
such transfer.

(A) The names. EPA-assigned
registration numbers and facility .

identification numbers of the transferor
and transferee of the credits:

(B) The number of renewable oxygen
credits that were transfaned: and

(3) The date of transaction.

(i) Benewable oxygenate nquirements
for reformulated gasoline used in the

State of California. Notwithstanding the

provisions contained in $80.81. any
refiner or

importer
of California

gasoline, as defined in $ 80.81. shall:

(1) Meet the renewable oxygenate
standard specified in paragraph (a) of
this section, for a portion of the volume
of the California gasoline produced by
the refiner or imported by the importer,

equal to the total volume produced or

imported multiplied times 0.S4; and
(2) With regard to any renewable

oxygeiute content of any California

gasoline produced or imported, meet-

(i) The detsnnination of properties
requirements of $ 80.8S(e):

tii) Thaindopendent analysis

raquirament of S 8aa9(f):

(iii) Tha fecerd keeping requirements
ofS8a74:and

(iv) Tha reporting lequimnenta of

S80.7S.

IFR Doc <3-3tMl Filed 11-23-93: 8:4S ami

40CntPwt2S8

(Fm.-4aM-3i

FbianeW Aaauiano* ttodMniama tor

Loch Qowanmiant^iMom wio
Opa^vo^ of MiifilCapal Sowq WSMft

Conservation and Recovery Act. Those
regulations require owners and

operators of municipal solid waste
tandfiUs (MSWLFs) to demonstrate
financial assurance for the costs of

closure, post-closure care, and
corrective aaion for known releases

associated with their facilities. The

regulations currently specify several

mechanisms that owners and operators

may use to demonstrate financial

assurance for those costs. This proposed
rule would increase the flexibility

-

available to owners and operators by

adding two mechanisms to those

currently available: A financial test for

use by local government owners and

operators, and a guarantee by local

governments that wish to guarantee the

costs for an owner or operator. This

proposed rule also would increase the

flexibility available to owners a.nd

operators by allowing them to use

certain combinations of allowable

mechanisms to demonstrate financial

assurance.

Consistent with the other mechanisms
allowed imder the current landfill

criteria, the financial test and guarantee

proposed in this rule ore designed to be

self-implementing, with greater

flexibility allowed in States that have

received approval for their subtitle

MSWLF programs.

OATCS: Comments on this proposed rule

must be submitted on or before February
25. 1S94.

AOBICT: Envinmmantal Protactiaa

Agency.
ACnowi Propoaad^ulo,

may Ttyf pnv<|.niinMllf I PintTriwi

Apnqr (EPA) propoaaa to amend tba
flnatwtai aasuEBncB prtsvisiona of tbo

Municipal Solid Waste Landfill Oitarla.

which wrora pnnuii^atad on Octobar 9,

1991. under subtltW D of tha Raaouioa

; Written comments on this

proposal should be addressed to the

dodLat clerk at the following address:

Envtttmmantal Protection Agency,
RCRA Docket (OS-30S). 401 M Street

SW.. Waahington. DC 20460.

CommoDtan should send one origiiul

and two copies and pUoi the docket

number (F-9>-tCFP-FFFFF) on the

oommants. Tha dodoet is open from 9

a.m. to 4 pjn.. Monday through Friday.

except for Federal holidays. Docket

material* may ba reviewed by

appointment by calling (202) 260-9327.

Copiaa of dockat matariaU may be made
at no coot, with a maximum of 100

pagaa of material from any one

rsgulatai7 dockat Additional copies are

S0.19 par page.

fCK mNTMDI ffOMMATKJM OOMTACT:

RCRA HotUaa at 1-800-424-9348 (in

Waahington. DC caU (703) 920-9810).

For other infiofmatian contact Ed Coe at

(703) 30a-a624. Offloa of SoUd Waste.

VS. EnvirtMunantal Protection Agency.
401 M Stnat SW.. Waahington. CC
204M.
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ATTACHMENT B

DOCKET A-93-49

CATEGORY II-F

Intair Agoncy Raviaw Materials

DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE OR DATE OF
WMgER RECEIVED TITLE (AS APPLICABLE) DOCUMENT

II-F-1 Renewable Oxygenate Requirement None
for Reformulated Gasoline
Proposed Rule: Preamble and
Regulations — Cooanents from OMB

DOCKET A-93-49

CATEGORY II-G

Pertlnttnt Rapoirts

DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE OR
NUMBER RECEIVED TITLE (AS APPLICABLE^

II-G-1 EPA Report: A Technology for
Reduction of C02 Emissions from
the Transportation Sector

II-G-2 U.S. Department of Energy Report:
Assessment of Costs and Benefits
of Flexible and Alternative Fuel
Use in the U.S. Transportation
Sector

DATE OF
DOCUMENT

1992

December 1990

i
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jJl!:
^jN 2 0-1994

|i£;
DOCKET A-93-49

j j

CATEGORY II-G I EPA AIR DOCKET

NUMBER

II-G-3

II-G-4

II-G-5

P«rt:ln«nt Reports
DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE
PECEXVEP TITLE (AS APPLICABLK^

OR

II-G-6

II-G-7

II-G-8

"Alcohol Fuels Impacts from
Increased Use of Ethanol Blended
Fuels" by the General Accounting
Office

"Global Harming Impact of Ethanol
Versus Gasoline" by S.P. Ho of
Amoco Oil Conq}any

"The U.S. Department of Energy
Biofuels Research Program,

"
by

Bull, Stanley R., et.al .

Presented at Energy from Biomass
and Hastes Conference XIV,
Orlando Florida.

"Fuel Ethanol from Cellulosic
Biomass," Science. Vol 251.
Lynd, Lee R., fij^jO^

"Economic Stakes of Motor
Biofuels and Effects of
Industrial Development" by Bull,
Stanley R. Presentation at First
Motor Biofuel European Forum in
Tours, France

"How Much Energy Does it Take to
Make a Gallon of Ethanol?" by
David Morris and Irshad Ahmed of
the Institute for Local Self-
Reliance

DATE OF
DOCUMENT

July 1990

Oct. 1989

1990

3/16/91

May 1994

December 1992
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NUMBER

II-G-9

II-G-10

DATE
RECEIVED

II-G-11

II-G-12

DOCKET A-93-49

CATEGORY II-G

Pertinent Reports
COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE
TITLE fAS APPLICABLE!

OR

"Evaluation of the EPA's Proposal
for Renewable Oxygenates", by-
James L. Sweeney of Stanford
University.

"The Economic Intact of EPA
Proposed Regulation Mandating a
30 Percent Share for Ethanol in
Reformulated Gasoline", by Thomas
Host, and Leslie Cameron of
Horst, Frisch, Colowery, & Finin,
Inc.

"Ethanol Mandates are Inefficient
Farm Policy", by W. David
Montgomery & Christor of Charles
River Associates.

"The Inqjact of a Proposed EPA
Rule Mandating Renewable
Oxygenates for Reformulated
Gasoline: Questionable Energy
Security, Environmental and
Economic Benefit", by Vito
Stagliano. Resources for the
Future.

DATE OF
DOCUMENT

May 1994

2/17/94

1/31/94

February 1994
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DOCKET A-93-49

CATEGORY III-A

Notlc* of Proposed Rul«iDaJcl.og

DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE OR DATE OF
tsaSBEE PECEIVED IITLS (AS APflilCABLE) PQCUMBMT

III-A-1 Renewable Oxygenate Requirentent 12/15/93
for Reformulated Gasoline
Proposed Rule: Preamble and
Regulations

DOCKET A-93-49

CATEGORY III-B

Propo8«<l Support Oocumant

DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE OR
HQIffiEB RECEIVED TITLE (AS APPLICABLE^

III-B-1 . Technical Support Document:
Renewable Oxygenate Mandate for
Reformulated Gasoline

DATE OF
DOCUMENT

December 1993

DOCKET: A-93-49
Category i VI - A

Recfuest or Order Seeking or Directing
Reconsideration or an Administrative Stay

NUMBER

VI-A-1

DATE REC'D
IN DOCKET

PETITIONER. TITLE.
DESCRIPTION. ETC.

Emergency Petition
for Stay and
Exhibits, Vol. 1 and
2, from American
Petroleum Institute
and National
Petroleum Refiners
Assoc.

DATE OF
DOCUMENT

July 13,
1994
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DOCKET A-93-49

CATEGORY rV-^F

Transcript ot H*arlng

DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE OR
imiffiSB RECEIVED TITLE fAS APPLICABIJS^

rv-F-1 Renewable Oxygenate Requirement
Public Hearing Attendee List

IV-r-2 Welcome/Opening Statement by
U.S. Bnvironmental Protection i

Agency

IV-F-3 Congressman Glenn Poshard of
Illinois

XV-F-4 Congressman Thomas W. Ewlng of
Illinois

IV-F-5 Congressman Jim Nussle of Iowa

IV-F-6 Illinois Farm Bureau, Ronald
Warfield

IV-F-7 Illinois Com Growers
Association, Bob Fitzpatrick

IV-F-8 Clean Fuel? Development
Coalition, Roger Burken

IV^F-9 Sunthetic Energy, David E.

Hallberg

rV-F-lO Cargill, Inc., Tom Geiger

IV-F-11 Nebraska Ethanol Board, Todd C.
Sneller

IV-F-12 Elxxon Company, Joe T. McMillan

IV-F-13 Conoco, Inc., Gary Edwards

IV-F-14 American Petroleum Institute,
William F. Okeefe

lV-F-15 Charles River Association, W.
David Montgomery

IV-F-16 National Association of State
Departments of Agriculture, Sarah
Vogel

IV-F-17 Iowa Department of Agriculture
and Iowa Office of Renewable
Fuel, Dale M. Cochran

DATE OF
DOCDMENT

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94
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DOCKET A-93-49

CATEGORY IV-F

Transcript ot BmmxrLng

DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE OR DATE OF
{jQlffiEfi RECEIVED TITLE (AS APPLICABLE) P<?CPMENT

IV-r-18 ^ state and Tesritorlal Air 1/14/94
Pollution Program Administcatocs
and the Association of Local Air
Pollution Control Officials, S.
Hilliam Becker

IV-F-19 Highway Uses Federation, Taylor 1/14/94
Bowlden

IV-r-20 National Petroleum Refiners 1/14/94
Association, Roger Hemninghaus

IV-F-21 Petrolevan Marketers Association 1/14/94
of America, John J. Huber

IV-F-22 Pfekin Energy, Jack Huggins 1/14/94

IV-F-23
'

Downstream Alternatives, Inc., 1/14/94
Robert E. Reynolds

IV-F-24 Renewable Fuels Association, Eric 1/14/94
Vaughn —

IV-F-25 Governor Terry Branstad of Iowa 1/14/94

IV-F-26 Governor E. Benjamin Helson of 1/14/94
Nebraska

IV-r-27 Oxygenated Fuels Association, 1/14/94
Fred C. Craft

IV-F-28 American Farm Bureau Federation, 1/14/94
Bryce Neidig

IV-F-29 Behalf of Governor Jim Edgar 1/14/94
(Illinois), Allen Grosboll

IV-F-30 Behalf of Governor Halter D. 1/14/94
Miller (South Dakota), Roger
Scheibe -

IV-F-31 Behalf of Governor Toomy G. 1/14/94
Thompson (Wisconsin), Jeffrey
Kni^t

IV-F-32 Governor Ame Carlson of 1/14/94
Minnesota

IV-F-33 National Renewable Energy 1/14/94
Laboratory, Charles Nyman
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Transcript of Haarlng
i

DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE OR
NUWeSR PBCEIVEP TITLE (AS applicable)

lV-F-34 Valero Energy Company, Linda
Stuntz

IV-F-35 American Methanol Institute,
Raymond A. Lewis

IV-F-36 Methanex Corporation, Frederick
R, Anderson

IV-F-37 Citizens for a Sound Economy;
Wayne T. Brough

IV-F-38 American Enterprise Institute,
Robert W. Hahn

IV-F-39 National Corn Growers
Association, Pete Wenstrand

IV-F-40 Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Gregg Marlemd

IV-F-41 Institute for Local Self
Reliance, David Morris

IV-F-42 ARCO Chemical Company, William J.
Piel

IV-F-43 American Biofuels Association,
Bill Holmberg

IV-F-44 American Corn Growers
Association, Robert Koskan

IV-F-45 National Grain Sorghinn Producers,
Jere L. ffhite

IV-F-46 Nebraska Corn Growers
Association, Richard Plock

IV-F-47 Honorable Bill Barrett

IV-F-48 Congressman Jerry F. Costello of
Illinois

IV-F-49 Natural Gas Supply Association,
Nicolas J. Bush ^

DATE OF
DOCUMENT

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94

1/14/94
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CATEGORY IV-H

Inter-Agency Review Mat:ejcl9.1s

DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE OR DATE OF
IIUMSEB RECEIVED TITLE (AS applicable) document

IV-H-1 Working Draft of Renewable 6/8/94
Oxygenate Requirement for
Reformulated Gasoline: Preamble
and Regulations

IV-H-2 USDA comments on the Working 6/13/94
Draft of Renewable Oxygenate
Requirement for Reformulated
Gasoline: Preamble and
Regulations

IV-H-3 Effects of Increased Ethsmol Use 6/20/94
on Federal Government Outlays and
Net Farm Income (Memorandum from
John W. McClelland, USDA, to
Richard Wilson, EPA)

IV-H-4 Final Regulatory Impact Analysis 6/24/94
for the Renewable Oxygenate
Requirement for Reformulated
Gasoline - DRAFT

IV-H-5 Regulation of Fuels and Fuel None
Additives: Renewable Oxygenate
Requirement for Reformulated
Gasoline Final Rule - DRAFT

DOCKET A-93-49

CATEGORY V

FIMAL ACTION

DATE COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE OR
WUMgER PJBCEIVEP TITLE (AS APPLICABLE^

V-A-1 Renewable Oxygenate Requirement
for Reformulated Gasoline:
Preamble and Regulations

V-B-1 Regulatory Impact Analysis and
Summary and Analysis of Comment
For: the Renewable Oxygenate
Requirement for Reformulated
Gasoline •

DATE OF
DOCUMENT

6/29/94
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NUMBER
DOCUMENT

DOCKET: A-93-49

CATEGORY: II-D

Correspondence Received from Persons Outside the Agency

DATE REC'D
IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION.

DATE OF
ETC.

II-D-01 01-04-94

Il-D-02 01-13-94

II-D-03 01-14-94

II-D-04 01-14-94

II-D-05 01-14-94

II-D-06 01-14-94

II-D-07 01-14-94

II-D-08 01-14-94

II-D-09

Il-D-10

01-14-94

01-14-94

II-D-11 01-14-94

II-D-12

II-D-13

01-14-94

01-19-94

II-D-14 01-19-94

II-D-15 01-19-94

R. Saxon, private citizen, to R. Wilson, 12-16-93
Office of Mobile Sources, EPA.

J. D. Eckley, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-09-94
Docket.

R. McKain, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket .

L. Hobart, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

A. Brown, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-10-94
Docket .

Mr. & Mrs. C. Zinunerman, private citizens, 01-11-94
to EPA Air Docket.

R. Postin, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-10-94
Docket .

E. W. Osterbur, private citizen, to EPA 01-11-94
Air Docket.

D. Guth, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

D. Proehl, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

E. G. Proehl, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

R. Hixenbayh, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket .

L. King, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket .

R. Rice, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket .

J. A. Zelhart, pr"ivate citizen, to EPA 01-13-94
Air Docket.
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CATEGORY; II-D

Correspondence Received from Persons Outside the Agency

NUMBER
DOCUMENT

DATE REC'D DATE OF
IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION. ETC.

II-D-16 01-19-94

II-D-17 01-19-94

Mr. & Mrs. S. Ferguson, private citizens, 01-09-94
to EPA Air Docket.

M. D. Caldwell, private citizen, to EPA 01-11-94
Air Docket.

II-D-18 01-19-94 M. Weber, Webers Christmas Forest, to
EPA Air Docket.

01-10-94

II-D-19 01-19-94

II-D-20 01-19-94

II-D-21 01-19-94

C. w. Herrmann, Charles W. Hermann, Inc., undated
to EPA Air Docket.

G. Fogel, Macoupin Service Company, to 01-14-94
EPA Air Docket.

M. B. Duncan, private citizen, to EPA undated
Air Docket.

II-D-22 01-19-94

II-D-23 01-21-Cl

II-D-24 01-21-94

L. Mohr, private citizen, to EPA Air
Docket .

A. M. Schafer, private citizen, to EPA
Air Docket.

M. Tuttle, private citizen, to EPA Air
Docket.

undated

01-12-94

01-14-94

II-D-25 01-21-94 John F , McLean County Service Co. undated

II-D-26 01-21-94 B. Bertsche, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-15-94
Docket .

II-D-27 01-21-94

II-D-28 01-21-94

II-D-29 01-21-94

D. Mills, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

W. Metz, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

M. L. Mills, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket .

II-D-30 01-21-94 T. and A. Johnson, private citizens, to EPA 01-13-94
Air Docket.
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Correspondence Received from Persons Outside the Agency

DATE REC'D DATE OF
NUMBER IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION. ETC.
DOCUMENT

lI-D-31 01-21-94 L. A. Poppe, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

II-D-32 01-24-94 E. Zinunerlein, Illinois Agri-Women, to EPA 01-14-94
Air Docket.

II-D-33 01-24-94 J. Reep, private citizen, to EPA Air Docket 01-13-94

II-D-34 01-24-94 S. W. Stahl, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

II-D-35 01-24-94 B. Kloepping, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-22-94
Docket.

II-D-36 01-24-94 E. E. Campbell, private citizen, to EPA 01-07-94
Aim Docket.

II-D-37 01-24-94 D. E. Manns, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

II-D-38 01-24-94 K. L. Smith, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

II-D-39 01-24-94 C. W. Hasz , FS Carroll Service Company, 01-17-94
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-40 01-24-94 W. H. Tweedy, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

II-D-41 01-24-94 H. E. Huddlestun, private citizen, to EPA 01-11-94
Air Docket.

II-D-42 01-24-94 J. Rinscherff, private citizen, to EPA undated
Air Docket.

II-D-43 01-24-94 R. Sims, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-18-94
Docket.

II-D-44 01-24-94 L. C. Kersten, Private citizen, to EPA 01-14-94
Air Docket.

II-D-45 01-24-94 L. L. Horn, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-13-94
Docket .
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CATEGORY : II-D

Correspondence Received from Persons Outside the Agency

DATE REC'D DATE OF
NUMBER IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION. ETC.
DOCUMENT

II-D-46 01-24-94 E. Rich, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-17-94
Docket .

II-D-47 01-24-94 G. Wesner, Bureau Service Company, to EPA 01-17-94
Air Docket.

II-D-48 01-24-94 D. Oehler, Prairie FS Fuels, Inc., to EPA 01-14-94
Air Docket.

II-D-49 01-24-94 M. Champion, private citizen, to EPA Air 01- -94
Docket .

II-D-50 01-24-94 Mr. and Mrs. F. Williams, private citizens, undated
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-51 01-24-94 L. and F. Wildman, private citizens, to 01-14-94
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-52 01-24-94 J. A. Wrubbels, Jr., private citizen, to 01-19-94
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-53 01-24-94 C. and H. Miller, private citizens, to EPA 01-20-94
Air Docket.

II-D-54 01-24-94 J. A. Stetson, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-19-94
Docket .

II-D-55 01-24-94 W. Schaffer, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket .

II-D-56 01-24-94 A. Nelson, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-15-94
Docket .

II-D-57 01-24-94 A. Stamberger, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

II-D-58 01-24-94 N. Gaither, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket .

II-D-59 01-24-94 F. And K. Steckler, private citizens, to 01-18-94
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-60 01-24-94 M. and J. Maurer, private citizens, to EPA 01-12-94
Air Docket.

i
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DATE REC'D DATE OF
NUMBER IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION. ETC.
DOCUMENT

II-D-61 01-24-94 D. Medaris, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

II-D-62 01-24-94 P. Gilles, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

II-D-63 01-24-94 Mr. and Mrs. D. Newcomer, private citizens, 01-12-94
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-64 01-24-94 M. Somner, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket .

II-D-65 01-24-94 E. Bacher, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-15-94
Docket.

II-D-66 01-24-94 Mrs. M. E. Crawford, private citizen, to 01-12-94
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-67 01-24-94 J. Payne, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

II-D-68 01-24-94 R. D. Walker, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

II-D-69 01-24-94 D. Riegh, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

II-D-70 01-24-94 W. Forth, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket. . .

II-D-71 01-24-94 8 letters, FS Livingston Service Co., 01-17-94
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-72 01-24-94 R. Clark, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-13-94
Docket .

II-D-73 01-24-94 S. J. Cunningham, private citizen, to EPA 01-11-94
Air Docket.

II-D-74 01-24-94 E. Baye, Governor, State of Indiana, to 01-14-94
Carol M. Browner, Administrator, EPA.

II-D-75 01-24-94 D. Wettstein, Flanagan State Bank, to 01-14-94
EPA Air Docket.
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DATE REC'D DATE OF
NUMBER IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION. ETC.
DOCUMENT

Il-D-76 01-24-94 T. L. Eveland, Kern Oil & Refining Co., 01-18-94
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-77 01-24-94 27 letters, private citizens, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket .

II-D-78 01-24-94 E. B. Schertz, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-13-94
Docket .

II-D-79 01-24-94 D. L. Flake, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-18-94
Docket .

II-D-80 01-24-94 R. D. and D. J. Keener, private citizens, 01-14-94
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-81 01-24-94 J. Strullmyer, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket .

II-D-82 01-24-94 L. A. Wessel, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

II-D-83 01-24-94 B. L. Bensema, Interstates Electric & 01-20-94
Engineering, to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-84 01-24-94 R. M. Williamsons, private citizen, to EPA 01-12-94
Air Docket.

II-D-85 01-24-94 H. C. Randolph, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-18-94
Docket .

II-D-86 01-24-94 W. Stimport, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-18-94
Docket.

II-D-87 01-24-94 M. Carpenter, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

II-D-88 01-24-94 P. and E. Sancken, private citizens, to EPA 01-18-94
Air Docket.

II-D-89 01-24-94 Mr. and Mrs. L. Code, private citizens, to 01-17-94
EPA Air Docket.

Il-D-90 01-24-94 J. C. Huffstutler, private citizen, to EPA 01-19-94
Air Docket.
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DATE REC'D DATE OF
NUMBER IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION. ETC.
DOCUMENT

II-D-91 01-25-94 T. Bline, Roanoke Farmers Association, to 01-19-94
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-92 01-25-94 D. J. Thompson, Eminence Grain and Coal 01-18-94
Association, to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-93 01-24-94 D. R. Adeuns, Farmers Grain Company, to EPA 01-20-94
Air Docket.

II-D-94 01-24-94 D. D. Zimmerman, Zimmerman Farms, Inc., to 01-18-94
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-95 01-25-94 R. Dickhut, Adams County Farm Bureau, to 01-19-94
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-96 01-25-94 3 letters, Stephenson Service Company, to 01-19-94
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-97 01-25-94 J. Gillespie, Gateway FS, Inc., to EPA Air 01-20-94
Docket .

II-D-98 01-25-94 A. Wagner, Mason County Service Company, 01-21-94
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-99 01-25-94 23 letters, Livingston Service Co. , to EPA 01-17-94
Air Docket.

II-D-100 01-25-94 F. Boyle, Clear Creek Farm, to EPA Air 01-17-94
Docket .

II-D-101 01-26-94 W. J. Campion, Campion Brothers, to EPA Air 01-15-94
Docket.

II-D-102 01-26-94 D. Condit, Condit's Ranch, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

II-D-103 01-25-94 C. Meisenheimer, Meisenheimer Farms, to 01-20-94
Docket.

II-D-104 01-25-94 T. L. Wolf, Wolf Farms, to EPA Air Docket. 01-13-94

II-D-105 01-26-94 M. L. Anderson, S/M -Service Co., to EPA Air 01-18-94
Docket.
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DATE REC'D DATE OF
NUMBER IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION. ETC.
DOCUMENT

II-D-106 01-26-94 J. E. Nugent, Railroad Commission of Texas, 01-13-94
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-107 01-25-94 T. R. McMillen, TAMPAM Farms, Inc., to EPA 01-18-94
Air Docket.

II-D-108 01-25-94 D. R. Johnson, Growmark, Inc., to EPA Air 01-19-94
Docket .

lI-D-109 01-25-94 J. W. Spradlin, Piatt County Service Co., 01-19-94
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-110 01-25-94 G. Ludwig, LaSalie County Farm Supply Co., 01-19-94
to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-111 01-26-94 J. Kelly, Gardner Sales & Service, Inc., to undated
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-112 01-25-94 12 letters, corn growers, to EPA Air Docket undated

II-D-113 01-25-94 12 letters, residents not involved in corn undated
growing, to EPA Air Docket.

II-D-114 01-24-94 89 letters, private citizens, to EPA Air varied
Docket. 01-94

II-D-115 01-24-94 167 letters, private citizens, to EPA Air varied
_ Docket. 01-94

II-D-116 01-24-94 150 comment cards, Iowa corn farmers, to undated
EPA Air Docket.

II-D-117 01-24-94 29 comment cards, private citizens, to EPA undated
Air Docket.
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NUMBER

IV-D-01

IV-D-02

IV-D-03

IV-D-04

IV-D-05

IV-D-06

IV-D-07

IV-D-08

IV-D-09

IV-D-10

IV-D-11

IV-D-12

IV-D-13

IV-D-14

IV-D-15

DOCKET: A-93-49

CATEGORY: IV-D

Correspondence Received from Persons Outside the Agency

DATE REC'D DATE OF
IK DOCKET COMMENTER OR flDDRESSEE. TITLE". DESCRIPTION DOCOMENT

01-04-94 R. S2UCon, private citizen, to R. Wilson, 12-16-93
Office of Mobile Sources, EPA.

01-13-94 J. D. Ecldey, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-09-94
Docket.

01-14-94 R- McKain, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

01-14-94 L- Hobart, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

01-14-94 A. Brown, private citizen,, to EPA Air 01-10-94
Docket.

01-14-94 Mr. & Mrs. C. Zimmerman, private citizens, 01-11-94
to EPA Air Docket.

01-14-94 R. Postin, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-10-94
Docket.

01-14-94 E. W. Osterbur, private citizen, to EPA 01-11-94
Air Docket.

01-14-94 D. Guth, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

01-14-94 D. Proehl, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

01-14-94 E. G. Proehl, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

01-14-94 R. Hixenbayh, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

01-19-94 L. King, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

01-19-94 R. Rice, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

01-19-94 J. A. Zelhart, private citizen, to EPA 01-13-94
Air Docket.
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NUMBER

IV-D-16

IV-D-17

IV-D-18

IV-D-19

IV-D-20

IV-D-2 1

IV-D-22

IV-D-2 3

IV-D-24

IV-D-2 5

IV-D-2^

IV-D-2 7

IV-D-2 8

IV-D-2 9

IV-D-30

Correspondence Received from Persons Outside the Agency

DATE REC'D DATE OF
IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION DOCDMENT

01-19-94 Mr. & Mrs. S. Ferguson, private citizens, 01-09-94
to EPA Air Docket.

01-19-94 M. D. Caldwell, private citizen, to EPA 01-11-94
Air Docket.

01-19-94 M. Weber, Webers Christmas Forest, to 01-10-94
EPA Air Docket.

01-19-94 C. W. Herrmann, Charles W. Hermann, Inc., undated
to EPA Air Docket.

01-19-94 G. Fogel, Macoupin Service Company, to 01-14-94
t EPA Air Docket.

01-19-94 M. B. Duncan, private citizen, to EPA undated
Air Docket.

01-19-94 L. Mohr, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

01-21-94 A. M. Schafer, private citizen, to EPA 01-12-94
Air Docket.

01-21-94 M. Tuttle, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

01-21-94 John F , McLean County Service Co. undated

01-21-94 B. Bertsche, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-15-94
Docket .

01-21-94 D. Mills, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket .

01-21-94 W. Metz, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket .

01-21-94 M. L. Mills, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

01-21-94 T. and A. Johnson, private citizens, to EPA 01-13-94
Air Docket.
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NPMBER IN DOCKET COMMENTKR OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESgRIPTIOW DOCOMENT

rv-D-31 01-21-94 L. A. Poppe, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

IV-D-32 01-24-94 E. Ziimberlein, Illinois Agri-Women, to EPA 01-14-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-33 01-24-94 J. Reep, private citizen, to EPA Air Docket 01-13-94

rv-D-34 01-24-94 S. W. Stahl, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

IV-D-35 01-24-94 B. Kloepping, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-22-94
Docket.

IV-D-36 01-24-94 E. E. Ceunpbell, private citizen, to EPA 01-07-94
Aim Docket.

IV-D-37 01-24-94 D. E. Manns , private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket .

IV-n-38 01-24-94 K. L. Smith, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket .

IV-D-39 01-24-94 C. W. Hasz, FS Carroll Service Company, 01-17-94
to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-40 01-24-94 W. H. Tweedy, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-11-94
Docket.

IV-D-4'i 01-24-94 H. E. Huddlestun, private citizen, to EPA 01-11-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-42 01-24-94 J. Rinscherff, private citizen, to EPA undated
Air Docket.

IV-D-43 01-24-94 R. Sims, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-18-94
Docket .

IV-D-44 01-24-94 L. C. Kersten, Private citizen, to EPA 01-14-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-45 01-24-94 L. L. Horn, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-13-94
Docket.
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DATE REC'D DATE OF
FPMBER ?N POCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION DQCOMENT

IV-D-46 01-24-94 E. Rich, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-17-94
Docket .

IV-D-47 01-24-94 G. Wesner, Bureau Service Company, to EPA 01-17-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-48 01-24-94 D. Oehler, Prairie FS Fuels, Inc. , to EPA 01-14-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-49 01-24-94 M. Champion, private citizen, to EPA Air 01- -94
Docket .

IV-D-50 01-24-94 Mr. and Mrs. F. Williams, private citizens, undated
to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-51 01-24-94 L. and F. Wildman, private citizens, to 01-14-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-52 01-24-94 J. A. Wrubbels, Jr., private citizen, to 01-19-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-53 01-24-94 C. and H. Miller, private citizens, to EPA 01-20-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-54 01-24-94 J. A. Stetson, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-19-94
Docket.

IV-D-55 01-24-94 W. Schaffer, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket .

IV-D-56 01-24-94 A. Nelson, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-15-94
Docket .

IV-D-57 01-24-94 A. Stamberger, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket .

IV-D-58 01-24-94 N. Gaither, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket .

IV-D-59 01-24-94 F. And K. Steckler, private citizens, to 01-18-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-60 01-24-94 M. and J. Maurer, private citizens, to EPA 01-12-94
Air Docket.
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:v-D-61 01-24-94 D. Medaris, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

:v-D-62 01-24-94 P. Gilles, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

:v-D-63 01-24-94 Mr. euid Mrs. D. Newcomer, private citizens, 01-12-94
to EPA Air Docket.

:v-D-64 01-24-94 M. Sommer, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

y-D-65 01-24-94 E. Bacber, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-15-94
Docket.

V-D-66 01-24-94 Mrs. M. E. Crawford, private citizen, to 01-12-94
EPA Air Docket.

V-D-67 01-24-94 J. Payne, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

V-D-68 01-24-94 R. D. Walker, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket.

V-D-69 01-24-94 D. Riegh, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-12-94
Docket .

V-D-70 01-24-94 W. Forth, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-14-94
Docket.

V-D-71 01-24-94 8 letters, FS Livingston Service Co., 01-17-94
to EPA Air Docket.

V-D-72 01-24-94 R. Clark, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-13-94
Docket.

V-D-73 01-24-94 S. J. Cunningham, private citizen, to EPA 01-11-94
Air Docket.

V-D-74 01-24-94 E- Baye, Governor, State of Indiana, to 01-14-94
Carol M. Browner, Administrator, EPA.

V-D-75 01-24-94 D. Wettstein, Flanagan State Bank, to 01-14-94
EPA Air Docket.
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IV-D-76 01-24-94 T. L. Eveland, Kern Oil & Refining Co., 01-18-94
to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-77 01-24-94 27 letters, private citizens, to EPA Air 01-12-94-
Docket.

IV-D-78 01-24-94 E. B. Schertz, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-13-94
Docket.

IV-D-79 01-24-94 D. L. Flake, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-18^94
Docket .

IV-D-80 01-24-94 R. D. and D. J. Keener, private citizens, 01-14-94
to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-81 01-24-94 J. Strullmyer, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket .

IV-D-82 01-24-94 L. A. Wessel, private citizen, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

IV-D-83 01-24-94 B. L. Bensema, Interstates Electric & 01-20-94

Engineering, to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-84 01-24-94 R. M. Williaunsons, private citizen, to EPA 01-12-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-85 01-24-94 H. C. Randolph, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-18-94
Docket .

IV-D-86 01-24-94 W. Stimport, private citizen, to EPA Air 01-18-94
Docket .

IV-D-87 01-24-94 M. Carpenter, private citizen, to EPA Air uhdated
Docket .

IV-D-88 01-24-94 P. and E. Sancken, private citizens, to EPA 01-18-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-89 01-24-94 Mr. and Mrs. L. Code, private citizens, to 01-17-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-90 01-24-94 J. C. Huffstutler, private citizen, to EPA 01-19-94
Air Docket.

I

i
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IV-D-91 01-25-94 T. Bline, Roanoke Fanners Association, to 01-19-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-92 01-25-94 D. J. Thompson, Eminence Grain and Coal 01-18-94
Association, to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-93 01-24-94 D. R. Adeuns, Farmers Grain Company, to EPA 01-20-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-94 01-24-94 D. D. Zimmerman, Zimmerman Farms, Inc., to 01-18-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-95 01-25-94 R. Dickhut, Adams Coxinty Farm Bureau, to 01-19-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-96 01-25-94 3 letters, Stephenson Service Company, to 01-19-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-97 01-25-94 J. Gillespie, Gateway FS, Inc., to EPA Air 01-20-94
Docket.

IV-D-98 01-25-94 A. Wagner, Mason County Service Company, 01-21-94
to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-99 01-25-94 23 letters, Livingston Service Co., to EPA 01-17-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-100 01-25-94 F. Boyle, clear Creek Farm, to EPA Air 01-17-94
Docket .

IV-D-101 01-26-94 W. J. Campion, Campion Brothers, to EPA Air 01-15-94
Docket.

IV-D-102 01-26-94 D. Condit, Condit's Ranch, to EPA Air undated
Docket.

IV-D-103 01-25-94 C. Meisenheimer, Meisenheimer Farms, to 01-20-94
Docket .

IV-D-104 01-25-94 T. L. Wolf, Wolf Farms, to EPA Air Docket. 01-13-94

IV-D-105 01-26-94 M. L. Anderson, S/M Service Co. , to EPA Air 01-18-94
Docket .
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IV-D-237 02-14-94 Dunkerton Cooperative Elevator undated

IV-D-238 02-14-94 McDonough FS, Inc. (Docket Error ; Comment 02-07-94
for A-91-73, 4-28-94)

IV-D-239 02-14-94 Iowa River FS, Inc. (Docket Error ; Comment 02-07-94
for A-91-73, 4-28-94)

IV-D-240 02-14-94 Stephenson Service Company 02-07-94

IV-D-241 02-10-94 Illinois Corn Growers Association 01-28-94

IV-D-242 02-14-94 Country Companies (3 letters) 01-27-94

IV-D-243 02-14-94 MFA Oil 02-11-94

IV-D-244 02-09-94 Carroll County, Overall Economic Develop- 02-03-94
ment Committee

IV-D-245 02-17-94 Holzinger Real Estate Agency Inc. 02-04-94

IV-D-246 02-17-94 W.B. Johnston Grain Company 02-14-94

IV-D-247 02-17-94 Ray Wiegand's Nursery Inc. 02-11-94

IV-D-248 02-14-94 Estebo, Schnobrich, Frank & Solie, Ltd. 02-11-94
(2 letters)

IV-D-249 02-14-94 H. Daggett, House of Representatives, State 02-08-94
of Iowa

IV-D-250 02-14-94 M. E. Bartz, The Senate, State of Iowa undated

IV-D-251 02-14-94 State of South Dakota, Governor's Office 01-10-94

IV-D-252 02-14-94 C. Hurley, House of Representatives, State 02-08-94
of Iowa

IV-D-253 02-14-94 State of Connecticut, Office of Policy and 02-08-94
Management

IV-D-254 02-14-94 City of Christopher (IL) 02-09-94

IV-D-255 02-14-94 B. Braun, House of Representatives, State 02-03-94
of Iowa
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IV-D-256 02-14-94 Sheriff of Franklin County 02-08-94

IV-D-257 02-14-94 G. Blodgett, House of Representatives, 02-06-94
State of Iowa

IV-D-258 02-14-94 Blue Earth Industrial Service Company 02-07-94
(13 letters)

IV-D-259 02-09-94 Federated Rural Electric 02-04-94

IV-D-260 02-09-94 West Central Cooperative 02-03-94

IV-D-261 02-09-94 Blooming Prairie Development Corporation 02-04-94

IV-D-262 02-09-94 California Energy Commission 02-14-94

IV-D-263 02-11-94 Galveston-Houston Association for Smog 02-11-94
Prevention (Docket Error ;Comment for A-91-73,
4-28-94)

IV-D-264 02-17-94 Maryland Energy Administration 02-14-94

IV-D-265 02-14-94 Consumers Power (Docket Error ; Comment for 02-14-94
A-91-/3, 4-28-94)

IV-D-266 02-17-94 T. Cross, House of Representatives, State 02-14-94
of Illinois

IV-D-267 02-17-94 D.R. Leitch, House of Representatives, 02-14-94
State of Illinois

IV-D-268 02-17-94 Northrup King Co. (3 letters) 02-17-94

IV-D-269 02-15-94 City of Windom, (20 letters) 02-09-94

IV-D-270 02-14-94 State Bank of Toulon (4 letters) 02-11-94

IV-D-271 02-09-94 AMCORE Bank 01-26-94

IV-D-272 02-17-94 State Bank of Whittington 02-10-94

IV-D-273 02-09-94 State Bank of Prairie Du Rocher 02-05-94

IV-D-274 02-08-94 First Busey Trust & Investment Co. 02-01-94
(13 letters)

IV-D-275 02-14-94 The First National Bank of Sparta 02-10-94
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IV-D-276 02-17-94 Sparta Area Chamber of Commerce 02-08-94

IV-D-277 02-14-94 Illinois Com Growers Association 02-14-94
(testimony and attachments A thru X)

IV-D-278 02-14-94 Interstate Natural Gas Association of 01-31-94
America

IV-D-279 02-15-94 John Wood Community College - Agriculture 02-10-94
Education Center

IV-D-280 02-15-94 Renville Economic Development Authority 02-09-94

IV-D-281 02-15-94 State of lowa. Department of Economic 02-04-94
Development

IV-D-282 02-15-94 The Water Foundation 02-10-94

IV-D-283 02-15-94 Howard/Cooper County Regional Port 02-08-94
Authority

IV-D-284 02-15-94 C. Balanoff, Illinois State Representative 02-14-94

IV-D-285 02-15-94 The National Bank of Plymouth (7 letters) 02-07-94

IV-D-286 02-17-94 State of Illinois, Environmental Protection 02-10-94
Agency

IV-D-287 02-17-94 R. Durbin et al. Congress of the United 02-11-94
States

IV-D-288 02-17-94 The Sun Company, Inc. 02-14-94

IV-D-289 02-15-94 lOP Associates, Inc. , on behalf of CBI undated
Ethanol Producers Group

lV-D-290 02-15-94 American Coalition for Ethemol undated

lV-D-291 02-15-94 First State Bank (Biggsville) undated

IV-D-292 02-15-94 United States Postal Service (Camp Grove, 01-24-94
IL)

IV-D-293 02-15-94 Cylinder Co-op Elevator Company undated
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IV-D-294 02-15-94 State Bank of Sherreurd (2 letters) 01-20-94

IV-D-295 02-15-94 Missouri Highway and Transportation 02-14-94
Commission

IV-D-296 02-16-94 Benton Area Chamber of Commerce 02-04-94

IV-D-297 02-16-94 State of Texas, Energy Conservation Office 02-11-94

IV-D-298 02-14-94 Missoiiri Com Growers Association 02-94
(Com Grower Membership Update)

IV-D-299 02-14-94 P. Harper, State of Iowa, House of Repre- 02-10-94
sentatives

IV-D-300 02-17-94 California Renewable Fuels Coimcil 02-14-94

IV-D-301 02-08-94 First State Bank of Caunpbell Hill 01-31-94

XV-D-302 02-08-94 Jackson-Union Counties Regional Port 01-31-94
District

IV-D-303 02-08-94 A. Borlaug, The Senate, State of Iowa 02-03-94

IV-D-304 02-08-94 T. Vilsack, The Senate, State of Iowa 02-04-94

IV-D-305 02-08-94 First State Bank of Newman 01-29-94.

IV-D-306 02-08-94 State Bank of Arthiir 01-28-94

IV-D-367 02-08-94 Wayne-White Counties Electric Cooperative 01-31-94

IV-D-308 02-08-94 S. Greiner, State of Iowa, House of 02-02-94
Representatives

IV-D-309 02-16-94 Farmers State Bank of Madelia 02-09-94

IV-D-310 02-16-94 Texas Petrochemicals Corporation 02-09-94

IV-D-311 02-16-94 Hynds, Rooks, Yohnka & Mattingly 02-01-94

IV-D-312 02-16-94 Iowa Com Growers Association 02-16-94

IV-D-313 02-16-94 Oxygenated ^els Association, Inc. 02-14-94
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IV-D-314 02-16-94 ARCO Chemical Company (corrected version) 02-15-94

IV-D-315 Ja-Fe-94 Letters from private citizens (7250+) Ja-Fe-94

IV-D-316 Ja-Fe-94 Comment ceords from private citizens (4300+) Ja-Fe-94

IV-D-317 Ja-Fe-94 Comment cards from private citizens (650+) Ja-Fe-94

IV-D-318 02-11-94 R. Durbin, et. al.. Congress of the United 02-22-94
States, Washington, D. C.

IV-D-319 02-22-94 T. M. Allen, New York State Department of 02-22-94
Environmental Conservation

IV-D-320 02-22-94 M. P. Zanotti, Valero Refining Company 02-14-94

IV-D-321 Ja-Fe-94 Letters from private citizens (1500+) Ja-Fe-94

IV-D-322 02-22-94 Letters from private citizens 01-04-94

IV-D-323 02-14-94 T. Urevig, Watonwan County Corn Growers 01-26-94
Association

IV-D-324 02-14-94 G. Edwards, E.I. du Pont de Nemours and 02-09-94
Company

IV-D-325 02-14-94 J. A. Schafer, State of California, Air 02-14-94
Resources Board

IV-D-326 02-14-94 C. A. Moyer, Demetriou, Del Querela, 02-14-94
Springer & Moyer

IV-D-327 02-14-94 L. Pearce, State of Nebraska, Nebraska 01-28-94
Energy Office

IV-D-328 02-14-94 M. Tatsutani, Natural Resources Defense 02-14-94
Council

IV-D-329 02-14-94 L. Boswell, J. Dwyer, State of Iowa General undated
Assembly

IV-D-330 02-14-94 Governor E. B. Nelson, Nebraska, Governor's 02-11-94
Ethanol Coalition

i

i
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IV-D-331 02-14-94 Letters from Private Citizens (53)

IV-D-332 02-15-94 R. L. Lawson, National Coal Association

IV-D-333 02-14-94 A. B. Early, Sierra Club

IV-D-334 02-17-94 Board of Directors, et. al., Scotland
County Farm Bureau

IV-D-335 02-17-94 Rep. J. Meyer, House of Representatives,
State of Iowa

IV-D-336 02-17-94 J. H. Nelson, Exchange State Bank

IV-D-337 02-17-94 M. Larson, Northrup King Co.

IV-D-338 02-17-94 R. T. Columbus, Collier, Shannon, Rill
& Scott, submitting comments on behalf
of The Society of Independent Gasoline
Marketers of America

IV-D-339 02-22-94 W. B. Black, Stc^te of Illinois, House of

Representatives

IV-D-340

IV-D-341

IV-D-342

IV-D-343

IV-D-344

IV-D-345

lV-D-346

IV-D-347

IV-D-348

02-22-94 E. Colbert, Weldon State Bank & Trust

02-22-94 Nebraska Corn Development Utilization And
Mjurketing Board

03-08-94 F. R. Anderson, Cadwalader, wickersham &

Taft

03-10-94 D. Rutherford, State Rep., Illinois

03-10-94 L. W. Hicks, State Rep., Illinois

Ja-Fe-94

02-14-94

02-14-94

02-08-94

02-03-94

02-03-94

02-13-94

02-14-94

02-07-94

02-08-94

undated

03-04-94

undated

02-10-94

03-17-94 J. Redden, Mayfield-Graves County Emergency 02-14-94
Planning Committee

03-02-94 L. Gordon, Gordon Implement Co.

02-24-94 Letters from Private Citizens (49)

02-24-94 Letters from Private Citizens (70)

02-17-94

Ja-Fe-94

Ja-Fe-94
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IV-D-349 02-15-94 Letter fron Chris Dunkel (Private citizen) undated

IV-D-350 02-22-94 Letters fron Private Citizens (2) Ja-Fe-94

IV-D-351 03-15-94 Letters from Private Citizens (13) Fe-94

IV-D-352 03-29-94 Letters fron Private Citizens (38) undated

IV-D-353 03-29-94 Letters from Private Citizens (43) Ja-94

iV-D-354 03-29-94 Letters from Private Citizens (17) Ja-94

IV-D-355 03-29-94 Letters from Private Citizens (27) Fe-94

IV-D-356 03-29-94 Letters from Private Citizens (65) Fe-94

IV-D-357 03-29-94 Letters from Private Citizens (15) Ja-Fb-ffe-94

IV-D-358 03-18-94 T. J. Homer, Illinois House of 03-11-94

Representatives

IV-D-35J 03-15-94 V. Demuzio, Illinois State Senate 02-25-94

IV-D-360 03-23-94 Governor Ann Richards, Texas 12-23-93

IV-D-361 03-23-94 Governor Terry E. Bremstad, Iowa 12-30-93

IV-D-362 03-23-94 Senator Mike Lybyer, Missouri Senate 02-11-94

IV-D-343 03-23-94 Minnesota Com Growers Association 02-11-94

IV-D-364 03-23-94 Ohio Com Growers Association none

IV-D-365 03-23-94 Governor David Walters, Oklahoma 12-06-94

IV-D-366 03-23-94 Conoco, Inc. 02-11-94

IV-D-367 03-23-94 Total Petroleum, Inc. 02-14-94

IV-D-368 03-23-94 Anoco Oil Conpany 02-25-94

lV-D-369 03-23-94 St. Joseph Area Chamber of Commerce 02-11-94

IV-D-370 03-23-94 E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Conpany 02-09-94
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IV-D-371 03-23-94 California Air Resource Board

IV-D-372 03-23-94 Secretary of Transporation

IV-D-373 03-23-94 Secretary of Transporation - Clarification

IV-D-374 03-23-94 Letters from Private Citizens (46)

IV-D-375 03-29-94 Ralph Dunn, Illinois State Senate

IV-D-376 03-29-94 George P. Shadid, Illinois State Senate

IV-D-377 03-29-94 Department of Transporation (Brian J.

Smith)

IV-D-378 03-29-94 United States Senators, Senators Carol-
Mosley-Braun, et. al.

IV-D-379 03-29-94 Women Involved in Farm Economics

IV-D-380 R3-29-94 Mississippi Corn Growers Association

IV-D-381 03-29-94 Central Illinois Public Service Company

IV-D-382 03-29-94 Letters from Private Citizens (16)

IV-D-383 03-31-94 Letters from Private Citizens (18)

IV-D-384 03-15-94 J. J. Dollinger, private citizen

IV-D-385 03-31-94 Letters from Private Citizens (42)

IV-D-386 03-31-94 Letters from Private Citizens (17)

IV-D-387 03-31-94 Hancock County Economic Development
Association

IV-D-388 03-31-94 WIFE Women Involved in Farm Economics
(Press Release)

IV-D-389 03-31-94 T. Sieben, Illinois State Senate

IV-D-390 03-31-94 Illinois Farmers Union

IV-D-391 04-06-94 Amoco Oil Company

DATE OF
DOCUMENT

02-14-94

02-14-94

03-04-94

Ja-Fe-94

02-14-94

02-25-94

03-04-94

03-10-94

03-07-94

02-21-94

undated

Fe-94

Fe-94

02-11-94

Ja^te-Ife-94

Fe-Ma-94

02-07-94

03-10-94

02-08-94

02-24-94

02-25-94
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mBSBSE

IV-D-392

IV-D-393

lV-D-394

IV-D-395

IV-D-396

IV-D-397

IV-D-398

IV-D-399

IV-D-400

IV-D-401

IV-D-402

IV-D-403

IV-D-404

IV-D-405

IV-D-406

IV-D-407

IV-D-408

rV-D-409

IV-D-410

IV-D-411

DATE REC'D DATE OF
IV POCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT

04-12-94 Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal for Illinois 03-25-94
Farm Bureau

4/4-4/13 Letters from Private Citizens (8) April-94

04-26-94 B. McNutt, Office of Energy Demand Policy, 03-11-94
U.Sj—Degartment of Energy

02-17-94 D. R. Kleckner, American Farm Bureau 02-14-94
Federation

05-03-94 S. M. Frank and R. Patrick, Sonnenschein 03-25-94
Nath & Rosenthal, submitting on behlaf of
the Illinois and Ohio Farm Bureaus

05-03-94 FPC-1: UHI Corporation 04-06-94

05-03-94 Bearings, Inc. 04-06-94

05-03-94 A. W. Chesterton Co. 04-06-94

05-03-94 R. Zwach, et al. Board of Redwood County undated
Commissioners

05-03-94 Letters from private citizens (30) various

4/25-5/6 Letters from private citizens (36) various

05-09-94 B. Hannon and B. Hade, Methanex undated

05-04-94 D. R. Lund, Lund Implement Co. 04-30-94

05-09-94 T. Deal, American Petroleum Institute 05-05-94

05-09-94 L. Larson and J. Larson, North Star Sales 05-01-94

05-11-94 D. T. Deal, American Petroleum Institute 05-11-94

2/16-5/11 Letters from private citizens (83) various

05-20-94 R. Greco, American Petroleum Institute 05-02-94

05-20-94 McJunkin Corporation 04-06-94

05-20-94 M. K. Booth, Speciality Service Products 04-22-94
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05-20-94 Dr. B. W. Dingus et al., Greater Lawrence
County Area

DATE OF
DOCtmENT

04-20-94

NUMBER

IV-D-412

IV-D-413 05-20-94 S. Harvey et al., Harveys Inc. 04-27-94

IV-D-414 05-20-94 L. Colker et al., W. VA. Electric Supply 04-27-94
Company

IV-D-415 05-20-94 B. J. Vollrath et al., Scioto Valve & 04-27-94
Fitting Co.

IV-D-416 05-20-94 M. F. Stephens, The Elk Horn Coal 04-26-94
Corporation

IV-D-417 05-20-94 D. G. Vitter, Phillips Supply Co. 04-06-94

IV-D-418 05-20-94 U. S. Department of Energy 05-13-94

IV-D-419 05-20-94 Letters from Private Citizens (14) Various

rv-D-420 05-31-94 W. J. Piel, Arco Chemical Company 01-31-94

IV-D-421 05-31-94 D. M. Cochran, Iowa Department of Agri- 05-02-94
culture and Land Stewardship

IV-D-422 05-31-94 Governor Terry E. Branstad, Office of the 04-21-94
Governor, Iowa

IV-D-423 05-31-94 Governor Jim Guy Tucker, Office of the 04-12-94
Governor, State of Arkansas

IV-D-424 05-31-94 American Stainless & Supply Inc. 04-06-94

IV-D-425 05-31-94 Governor Walter D. Miller, South Dakota 05-04-94

IV-D-426 05-31-94 Testimony of Mary Nichols, Assistant Admin- 05-12-94
istrator, EPA

IV-D-427 05-31-94 Testimony of Senator Malcolm Wallop, Com- 05-12-94
mittee on Energy and Natural Resources

IV-D-428 05-31-94 Testimony of John A. Riggs, Dep. Assistant 05-12-94

Secretary, U.S. DOE
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IV-D-429 05-31-94 Testimony of Senator Bill Bradley, New 05-12-94
Jersey

IV-D-430 05-31-94 Testimony of Linda G. Stuntz, Oxygenated 05-12-94
Fuels Association

IV-D-431 05-31-94 Testimony of Eric Vaughn, Renewable Fuels 05-12-94
Association

IV-D-432 05-31-94 Testimony of Steven R. Berlin, CITGO 05-12-94
Petroleum Corp.

IV-D-433 05-31-94 Testimony of Robert J. McCool, American 05-12-94
, Petroleum Institute

IV-D-434 05-31-94 Testimony of A. Blakeman Early, Sierra Club 05-12-94

IV-D-435 05-31-94 Testimony of Michael J. Bradley, Northeast 05-12-94
States for Coordinated Air Use Management
(NESCAUM)

IV-D-436 05-31-94 Testimony of David Morris* Institute for 05-12-94
Local Self-Reliance

IV-D-437 05-31-94 Testimony of Thomas A. Daschle 05-12-94

IV-D-438 05-31-94 Testimony of Senator Charles Grassley, Iowa 05-12-94

IV-D-439 05-31-94 Testimony of Congressman Thomas W. Ewing 05-12-94

IV-D-440 05-31-94 Testimony of the Highway Users Federation 05-12-94

IV-D-441 05-31-94 Testimony of the National Petroleum Refin- 05-12-94
ers Association

IV-D-442 05-31-94 Testimony of the Rocky Mountain Institute 06-20-85

IV-D-443 5/13-5/31 Letters from Private citizens (44) various

IV-D-444 06-14-94 M. Singh, Argonne National Laboratory, 06-06-94

Analysis Memorandum: Energy Requirements
and C02-Equivalent Emissions of RFG
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Jv-D-445 06-14-94 K. Stork, Argonne National Laboratory, 06-06-94
Analysis Memorandum: The Impact of the
Proposal on Ethanol Availability for use
as an Oxygenate in RFG, Oxygenated Gasoline
and Gasohol

IV-D-446 06-23-94 C. S. Moore, Recreation Vehicle Indiana 05-03-94
Council.

IV-D-447 06-23-94 J. DeSutter, Grundy County Farm Bureau 05-23-94

IV-D-448 06-23-94 J. Engler, governor, state of Michigan 05-02-94

IV-D-449 06-23-94 G. G. Moore Huntington Steel 04-25-94

IV-D-450 06-23-94 C. F. Drown, JABO Supplu Corporation 04-26-94

IV-D-45X 06-23-94 Mot? on Industries, Inc. 04-06-94

IV-D-452 06-23-94 D. M. Cochran, Iowa Department of Agri- 05-02-94
culture and Land Stewardship

rv-D-453 06-23-94 C. D. Amos, St. Louis Regional Clean Cities 04-29-94
Program

IV-D-454 06-23-94 B. N. B. Hannon, Methanex Corporation 06-23-94

IV-D-455 06-23-94 B. Roberts, governor, state of Oregon 05-06-94

IV-D-456 06-23-94 S. Vogel, Department of Agriculture, state 05-09-94
of North Dakota

IV-D-457 06-23-94 Iowa Corn Growers Association

IV-D-458 06-23-94 T. G. Thompson, governor, state of Wisconsin 05-09-94

IV-D-459 06-23-94 T. Irvin, Georgia Department of Agriculture 05-04-94

IV-D-460 06-23-94 R. Harris et al.. Governor's Ethanol Coal- 05-24-94
ition. National Corn Growers Association,
Renewable Fuels Association, Clean Fuels
Development Coalition, American Farm Bureau
Federation

IV-D-461 06-23-94 W. M. Rosenbury, Terra Industries, Inc. 05-26-94
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IV-D-462 06-23-94 B. C. Jones, governor. Commonwealth of 04-25-94
Kentucky

IV-D-463 06-23-94 A. R. Klann, Arkenol Inc." 06-07-94

IV-D-464 06-23-94 E. T. Schafer, governor, state of North 05-20-94
Dakota

IV-D-465 06-23-94 T. Barlow, Kentucky Corn Growers Association 04-11-94

IV-D-466 06-23-94 Letters from private citizens (105) various

IV-D-467 06-23-94 Comment cards from private citizens (29) none

IV-D-468 06-23-94 L. G. Antle, Department of the Army, Corps 03-23-94
of Engineers, Water Resources Support Center,
to L Wyborny, EPA

IV-D-469 06-23-94 C. Quinn, Port of New Orleans, to L. Wyborny 06-02-94
EPA

IV-D-470 06-23-94 R. Groschen, Minnesota Department of Agri- 05-24-94
culture, to L. Wyborny, EPA

IV-D-471 06-23-94 B. Dunner, to L. Wyborny, EPA 03-07-94

IV-D-472 06-23-94 E. J. Thom, Arco Chemical Company 04-18-94

IV-D-473 06-30-94 J. M. Cleary, TOSCO Refining Company, to C. 03-21-94
Browner , EPA

IV-D-474 06-24-94 T. Moore, Randolph County Board of Com- 06-02-94
missioners, to EPA

IV-D-475 06-24-94 E. R. Crow, Randolph County -Dept. of Econ. 06-02-94
Development, to EPA

IV-D-476 06-30-94 G. Schremp, California Energy Commission, 04-07-94
to A. Cooney, EPA

IV-D-477 06-24-94 J. R. Satrum, Georgia Gulf Corporation, to 06-17-94
EPA

IV-D-478 06-30-94 L.L. Boswell, State of Iowa General Assem- 06-30-94
bly, to EPA

\
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IV-D-479 06-30-94 L. J. Wilson, State of Iowa, Department of 02-04-94
Natural Resources, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-480 06-30-94 J. Engler, Governor of Michigan, to C. 02-09-94
Browner , EPA

IV-D-481 06-30-94 S.M. Frank and R. W. Patrick, Sonnenschein 03-25-94
Rath & Rosenthal, to EPA Air Docket

IV-D-482 06-30-94 D. Heinrich, Kane County Farm Bureau, to 02-11-94
EPA Air Docket

IV-D-483 06-30-94 A. D. Rossi, Illinois House of Represent- 01-21-94
atives, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-484 06-30-94 C. L. Dunlap, Crown Central Petroleum Corp., 02-08-94
to C. Browner, EPA

lV-D-485 06-30-94 W. J. Piel, ARCO Chemical Company, to EPA 01-31-94
Air Docket

IV-D-486 06-30-94 D. Mark, INdependent Refiner/Marketeers 01-28-94
Association, to EPA

IV-D-487 06-30-94 G. Edwards, E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co., 02-09-94
to M. Nichols, EPA

IV-D-488 various Comments from private citizens (62 comment various
cards)

IV-D-489 various Comments from private citizens (23 letters) various

IV-D-490 07-06-94 Air Systems, to C. Browner, EPA 04-06-94

IV-D-491 07-06-94 Red Star, to C. Browner, EPA 04-06-94

IV-D-492 07-06-94 Alltech Biotechnology Center, to C. Browner 07-06-94
EPA

IV-D-493 07-06-94 R. R. Casey and G. R. Pirtle et al, Ohio undated
Farm Bureau

IV-D-494 07-06-94 M. E. Kovack, Medina County Auditor, to EPA 06-05-94
C . Browner
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IV-D-495 07-06-94 N. Cope, Coulmbiana County Farm Bureau, Inc, 06-02-94
to C. Browner

IV-D-496 07-06-94 E. Smith, Hocking County Farm Bureau, Inc., 05-27-94

IV-D-497 07-06-94 L. Swenson, National Farmers Union, to C. 06-06-94
C . Browner , EPA

XV-D-498 07-06-94 R. W. King, Sun Company, Inc., to M. Nic- 05-31-94
hols, EPA

IV-D-499 07-06-94 T. E. Branstad, Office of the Governor, 06-01-94
Iowa, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-500 07-06-94 B. G. Gower, Lyondell Petrochemical Co., to 05-31-94
C . Browner , EPA

IV-D-501 07-06-94 D. M. Cochran, Iowa Department of Agri- 05-27-94
culture and Land Stewardship, to C. Browner,
EPA

IV-D-502 07-06-94 G. Carruthers, The Advancement of Sound 06-09-94
Science Coalition, to EPA Air Docket

IV-D-503 07-06-94 D. L. Swalm, Texas Olefins Company, to C. 06-02-94
Browner, EPA

IV-D-504 07-06-94 R. Vesper, Ohio House of Representatives, 06-08-94
to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-505 07-06-94 J. E. Haring, Pasadena Research Institute, 05-31-94
to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-506 07-06-94 D. W. Lamb, UNOCAL Petroleum & Chemicals 06-23-94
to N. Nichols, EPA

IV-D-507 07-06-94 E. Bayh, Office of the Governor, Indiana, to 06-01-94
H. Nichols, EPA

IV-D-508 07-06-94 J. Brewer, American Agriculture Movement, 06-10-94
Inc., to EPA Air Docket

IV-D-509 07-06-94 K. M. Coombs, Caribbean Methanol Company, 06-07-97
Ltd, to C. Browner, EPA
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IV-D-510 07-06-94 D. R. Kleckner, American Farm Bureau Fed., 06-16-94
to, C. Brovmer, EPA

IV-D-511 07-06-94 P. Meade, the New England Council, to C. 06-10-94
Browner, EPA

IV-D-512 07-06-94 A.S. Beharry, Trinadad and Tobago Ltd., to 06-13-94
C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-513 07-06-94 R. F. Suthoff, et al. Enzyme Development 05-18-94
Corporation, to EPA Air Docket

IV-D-514 07-06-94 K. Ryan, Ryan Trucking, C. Browner, EPA 05-20-94

IV-D-515 07-06-94 R. B. Gwynn, Agricultural Minerals and Chem- 05-26-94
icals Inc. , to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-516 07-06-94 C. E. Fields, et al., Harris Calorific 04-06-94
Sales Co., Inc., to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-517 07-06-94 H. Smith, Hocking County Farm Bureay, Inc., 05-27-94
to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-518 07-06-94 G. Voinovich, Office of the Governor, State 06-01-94
of Ohio, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-519 07-06-94 Letters and comment cards from private various
citizens (220 estimated)

IV-D-520 07-07-94 J. Nussle, et al.. Congress of the United 05-27-94
States, House of Representatives, to W.
Clinton

IV-D-521 07-07-94 C. E Grassley, et al.. United States Senate, 05-12-94
to W. Clinton/C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-522 07-07-94 T, Harkin, et al.. United States Senate, to 05-23-94
C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-523 07-11-94 R. Durbin et ?il.. Congress of the United 02-11-94
States, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-524 07-11-94 Rep. D. Bereuter, Congress of the United 02-14-94
States, to EPA Air Docket
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IV-D-525 07-11-94 Rep. F. Grandy, Congress of the United 02-14-94
States, to EPA Air Docket

IV-D-526 07-11-94 Sen. P. Granun, United States Senate, to C. 02-15-94
Browner, EPA

IV-b-527 07-11-94 Sen. T. Cochran, United States Senate, to 02-17-94
C . Browner , EPA

IV-D-528 07-11-94 Sen S. Thurmond, United States Senate, to 03-01-94
C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-529 07-11-94 M. Wallop et al.. United States Senate, to 03-02-94
C . Browner , EPA

IV-D-530 07-11-94 Rep. D. Bereuter, Congress of the United 03-04-94

States, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-531 07-11-94 Rep. J. Dickey, Congress of the United 03-10-94

States, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-532 07-11-94 Rep. J. Brooks, Congress of the United 03-11-94

States, tj C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-533 07-11-94 Rep. R. Wyden, Congress of the United 03-21-94

States, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-534 07-11-94 Rep. J. Fields, Congress of the United 03-25-94

States, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-535 07-11-94 Rep. S. Hoyer, Congress of the United 03-28-94

States, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-536 07-11-94 Rep. M. Collins, U.S. House of Represent- 03-29-94

atives, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-537 07-11-94 Rep. J. Dingell, U.S. House of Represent- 04-21-94

atives, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-538 07-11-94 Rep. J. Nussle et al.. Congress of the 05-06-94
United States, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-539 07-11-94 Rep. Michel et al.. Congress of the United 05-27-94

States, to C. Browner, EPA
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IV-D-540 07-11-94 Rep. D. Gallo, Congress of the United 06-29-94
States, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-541 07-11-94 D.W. Lamb, Unocal Petroleum Products & Chem 06-23-94
icals Division, to M. Nichols, EPA

IV-D-542 07-11-94 R. J. McCool, Mobil Oil Corporation, to M. 06-20-94

Daily, Chicago / cc C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-543 07-11-94 D.J. and M.M. Amberg, private citizens, to 04-01-94
President Clinton

IV-D-544 07-11-94 R. Rommey, candidate for U. S. Senate, to undated
C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-545 07-11-94 B. M. Joyce, Terra Industries, Inc., to C. 05-23-94
Browner , EPA

IV-D-546 07-11-94 Rep. A. G. Eshoo, Congress of the United 06-14-94
States, to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-547 07-19-94 N. Brummond, Thurston County Farm Bureau, 07-19-94
to C. Browner, EPA

IV-D-548 07-19-94 C. J. DiBona, American Petroleum Institute 06-21-94
to EPA

IV-D-549 07-19-94 B.N.B. Hannon, Methanex Corporation, to 05-20-94
EPA Air Docket

IV-D-550 7-19-94 Comments from private citizens (14) to EPA various
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IV-D-106 01-26-94 J. E. Nugent, Railroad Commission of Texas, 01-13-94
to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-107 01-25-94 T. R. McMillen, TAMPAM Farms, Inc., to EPA 01-18-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-108 01-25-94 D. R. Johnson, Growmark, Inc., to EPA Air 01-19-94
Docket .

IV-D-109 01-25-94 J. W. Spradlin, Piatt County Service Co., 01-19-94
to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-110 01-25-94 G. Ludwig, LaSalle County Farm Supply Co., 01-19-94
to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-lll 01-26-94 J. Kelly, Gardner Sales & Service, Inc., to undated
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-112 01-25-94 12 letters, corn growers, to EPA Air Docket undated

IV-D-113 01-25-94 12 letters, residents not involved in corn undated.

growing, to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-114 01-24-94 89 letters, private citizens, to EPA Air varied
Docket. 01-94

IV-D-115 01-24-94 167 letters, private citizens, to EPA Air varied
Docket, 01-94

IV-D-ll'6 01-24-94 150 comment cards, Iowa corn farmers, to undated
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-117 01-24-94 29 comment cards, private citizens, to EPA undated
Air Docket.

IV-D-118 01-28-94 69 comment cards, private citizens, to EPA undated
Air Docket.

IV-D-119 01-28-94 138 letters, private citizens, to EPA Air varied
docket. 01-94

IV-D-120 01-28-94 P. M. Brown, National Bank of Petersburg, 01-24-94
to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-121 01-27-94 R. Higgins, McLean County Service Company, 01-18-94
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to EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-122 01-27-94 H. Stimmel, Sibley Grain Company, to EPA 01-17-94
Docket .

IV-D-123 01-27-94 K. Meier, Stephenson Service Company, to 01-19-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-124 01-27-94 J. F. Nelson, C. & J. Service Company, to 01-21-94
EPA Air Docket.

IV-D-125 01-27-94 J. Plambeck, Growmark, to EPA Air Docket. 01-24-94

IV-D-126 01-28-94 Missouri Corn Growers Association and undated
Corn Merchandising Council.

IV-D-127 01-28-94 B. Webber, Goldman Associates, to EPA Air 01-24-94
Docket .

IV-D-128 01-28-94 J. Bessen, Livingston Service Co., to EPA 01-17-94
Air Docket.

IV-D-129 01-28-94 R. Miller, Miller Farms, to EPA Air Docket. 01-23-94

IV-D-130 01-28-94 R. Dickhut, Dickhut Farming, to EPA Air 01-22-94
Docket .

IV-D-131 01-28-94 K. Sandberg, Haug Implement Co., to EPA Air 01-26-94
Docket .

V*

IV-D-132 01-28-94 D. Teiger, Haug Implement Co . , to EPA Air 01-26-94
Docket .

IV-D-133 01-28-94 J. Kriegel, Cominco Fertilizers., to EPA undated
Air Docket.

IV-D-134 01-31-94 . S. M. Pirsig, Greater Rural Opportunities 01-28-94

Working (GROW)

IV-D-135 01-31-94 P. Edwards, Ashland Farmers Elevator Co. 01-27-94

IV-D-136 01-31-94 S. Farr, Farmers & Merchants State Bank 01-26-94

XV-D-137 01-31-94 D. D. Lynch, S^int Peter Area Chamber of 01-28-94
Commerce
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IV-D-138 01-31-94 L. Harms, First State Bank of Red Bud 01-21-94

IV-D-139 01-31-94 R. J. Kennedy, Carroll County Rural Elec- 01-24-94
trie Membership Corp.

IV-D-140 01-31-94 D. L. MundaOil, City of Winnebago 01-26-94

IV-D-141 01-31-94 H. A. Davis, Petefish, Skiles & Co. Bank 01-20-94

IV-D-142 02-02-94 Letters from private citizens 01-94-94

IV-D-143 02-02-94 Letter from Hon. J. Leach, Congress of 01-24-94
United States

IV-D-144 02-02-94 Letter from Mr. D. Hintzman, private 01-15-94
citizen

IV-D-145 02-02-94 Letter from J. B. Barlow, Bureau County 01-21-94
Farm Bureau

IV-D-146 02-02-94 Letter from Gov. Voinovich, State of 01-20-94
Ohio

IV-D-147 02-02-94 L. A. Heacock, National Bank of Fairbury 01-21-94

IV-D-148 02-02-94 E. F. Martin, Amcore Bank 01-25-94

IV-D-149 02-02-94 R. W. Tanton, Amcore Bank 01-25-94

IV-D-l&O 02-03-94 S. W. Becker, STAPPA/ALAPCO 01-31-94

IV-D-151 02-04-94 R. P. Donaldson, Rayovac Corporation 02-03-94

IV-D-152 02-04-94 T. D. Cashman, Charter Bank 02-04-94

IV-D-153 02-04-94 J. G. Frevert, The American Society of 01-31-94
Farm Managers and Rxiral Appraisers, Inc.

IV-D-154 02-04-94 D. Reitz etal, Randolph County Board of 01-31-94
Commissioners

IV-D-155 02-04-94 D. R. Lovett, Dixon Industrial Development 01-25-94
Association

IV-D-156 02-04-94 D. D. Newton, Elliott State Bank 01-31-94
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IV-D-157 02-04-94 D. J. Hassman, First National Bank of 01-28-94
O'Neill

IV-D-158 02-04-94 J. L. Seed, Jackson-Union Covmties 02-04-94

Regional Port District

IV-D-159 02-07-94 S. W. Kiker, Georgia Gulf Corporation 02-04-94

IV-D-160 02-07-94 D. Legner, First State Bank of Princeton 01-11-94

IV-D-161 02-07-94 R. B. Fell, Global Octanes Corporation 01-07-94

IV-D-162 02-07-94 D. G. Briggs, Louisiana Independent Oil 01-28-94

& Gas Association

IV-D-163 02-07-94 D. Hirsch, County Clerk and Recorder, Perry 02-01-94

County, IL

IV-D-164 02-07-94 B. Millard, The First National Bank, Arenz- 02-01-94

ville, IL

IV-D-165 02-07-94 C.W. Troxel, The City of Clinton (IL) 01-12-94

IV-D-166 02-07-94 R. Taylor, The Senate, State of Iowa 02-02-94

IV-D-167 02-07-94 S. A. Smaby, Enron Clean Fuels Company 02-04-94

IV-D-168 02-07-94 J. L. Seed, Jackson Coxinty Housing Author- 01-27-94

ity

IV-D-169 02-09-94 J- H. Adler, Competive Enterprise Inst- 02-09-94

itutes (CEI)

IV-D-170 02-10-94 K. D. Hartje, Midwest Power 02-^08-94

IV-D-171 02-10-94 S. A. Leahy, Council of Great Lakes undated

IV-D-172 02-14-94 T. D. Emero, Beaver Alternative Energy, Inc 02-11-94

IV-D-173 02-14-94 G. Grey, Western States Petroleum Asso- 02-11-94

elation (WSPA)

IV-D-174 02-14-94 M. J. Bradley, Northeast States For Coor- 02-11-94

dinated Air Use Mzmagement (NESCAOM)
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IV-D-175 02-14-94 T. W. Gelger, Carglll Ethanol
"

02-10-94

IV-D-176 02-14-94 Indiana Com Growers Association 02-14-94

lV-D-177 02-14-94 W. E. Frohboese, Morris AG-Energy Company 02-11-94
Inc.

rv-D-178 02-14-94 R. C. Bruton, Mitchell Energy & Development 02-11-94
Corp.

IV-D-179 02-14-94 R. B- Vind, Western Petroleum Importers Inc 02-11-94

IV-D-180 02-14-94 C. L. Green, Ultramar Inc. 02-11-94

IV-D-181 02-14-94 K. H. Bullerdick, Giant Industries, Inc. 02-11-94

IV-D-182 02-14-94 A. Farmer, Tosco Refining Company 02-11-94

IV-D-183 02-14-94 D. W. Lamb, Unocal Petroleum & Chemical 02-11-94

IV-D-184 02-14-94 D. B. Smith, Chevron U.S.A. Products 02-11-94
Company

IV-D-185 02-14-94 P. N. Merrill, American Biofuels Asso. 02-14-94

IV-D-186 02-14-94 Sunthetic Energy of America 02-14-94

IV-D-187 02-14-94 A. J. Smith III, Brightstar Technology Inc 02-14-94

IV-D-188 02-14-94 J. C. Pruitt, Texaco Inc. 02-14-94

IV-D-189 02-14-94 The National Gorn Growers Association 01-14-94

IV-D-190 02-14-94 R. Warfield, Illinois Farm Bureau 02-14-94

IV-D-191 02-14-94 U. R. Stemfels, National Petroleum 02-14-94
Refiners Association

IV-D-192 02-08-94 T. E. Fevold, Hertz Fauna Mauiagement Inc. 02-03-94

IV-D-193 02-08-94 L. L. Pohlmaui, Hertz Faurm Management Inc. 02-03-94

lV-D-194 02-08-94 F. M. Cushing, The Coastal Corporation 02-14-94
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Correspondence Received from Persons Outside the Agency

DATE REC'D DATE OF
NUMBER IN DOCKET COMMENTER OR ADDRESSEE. TITLE. DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT

IV-D-195 02-08-94 L. Wu, Energy & Environmental Research 02-11-94
Center

'

IV-D-196 02-14-94 W. Alton Jones Foundation on behalf of the 02-14-94
Environmental Defense Fund

IV-D-197 02-14-94 H. V. Cowsert, Banterra Bank 02-14-94

IV-D-198 02-14-94 D. A. Durantie, Clean Fuels Development 02-14-94
Coalition

IV-D-199 02-14-94 J. T. McMillan, Exxon Company, U.S.A. 02-14-94

IV-D-200 02-14-94 Ad Hoc Ethanol Committee 02-14-94

IV-D-201 02-14-94 M. J. Hanshaw, CITGO Petroleum Corporation 02-11-94

IV-D-202 02-14-94 J. J. Huber, Petroleum Marketers Asso- 02-05-94
ciation of America

IV-D-203 02-14-94 W. F. O'Keefe, American Petroleum Institute 02-14-94

IV-D-204 02-14-94 B. Wade, The Methanex Corporation 02-14-94

IV-D-205 02-14-94 M. Espy, Department of Agriculture 02-11-94

IV-D-206 02-14-94 G. D. Johnston, Cenex/I^and O' Lcdces AG 02-07-94
Services

IV-D-207 02-14-94 Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation 02-14-94

IV-D-208 02-15-94 Whatcom County Sheriff's Office (Docket 02-14-94
Error ; Comment for A-91-73, 4-28-94)

IV-D-209 02-15-94 Lawn Hill Cooperative (Docket Error ; Comment 02-14-94
for A-91-73, 4-28-94)

IV-D-210 02-14-94 Kentucky Corn Growers Association; Kentucky 02-14-94
Small Grain Growers Association

IV-D-2H 02-14-94 Marathon Oil Company 02-11-94

IV-D-212 02-14-94 Pennzoil Company 02-14-94

IV-D-213 02-14-94 Phillips 66 Company 02-14-94

IV-D-214 02-14-94 Texas Corn Growers Association 02-14-94
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IV-D-215 02-14-94 National Renewable Energy Laboratory 01-14-94

IV-D-216 02-14-94 City of Chicago 02-10-94

IV-D-217 02-14-94 Natural Resources Defense Council 02-14-94

IV-D-218 02-14-94 Ethanol Marketing and Management Services 02-14-94

IV-D-219 02-14-94 Koch Refining Company 02-11-94

IV-D-220 02-14-94 Fina Oil and Chemical Company 02-11-94

IV-D-221 02-14-94 National Association of State Departments 02-14-94
of Agriculture (NASDA)

IV-D-222 02-14-94 Mobil Oil Corporation 02-11-94

IV-D-223 02-14-94 Beaumont Methanol Corporation (BMC) 02-11-94

IV-D-224 02-14-94 American Methanol Institute 02-14-94

IV-D-225 02-15-94 National Association of Manufacturers 02-14-94

IV-D-226 02-15-94 United States Business & Industrial Council undated

IV-D-227 02-15-94 Information Resources, Inc. (IRI) 02-15-94

IV-D-228 02-14-94 General Motors, Environmental and Energy 02-14-94
Staff

IV-D-229 02-14-94 Maple Lawn Farms 02-14-94

IV-D-230 02-14-94 Arkansas Farm Bureau Federation 02-14-94

IV-D-231 02-14-94 Ohio Farm Bureau Federation 02-10-94

IV-D-232 02-14-94 Michigan Farm Bureau 02-01-94

IV-D-233 02-10-94 Williamson County Farm Bureau 02-03-94

IV-D-234 02-14-94 Pike County Farm Bureau (3 letters) 02-07-94

IV-D-235 02-17-94 North Carolina Farm Bureau Federation 02-08-94

IV-D-236 02-14-94 Hertz Farm Management 02-03-94
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Kevin Stork

Argonne National Laboratory
lime 6, 1994

Analysis Memorandum: The Impact of the Rei.ewable UAyymio.. .oposal on
Ethanol Availability For Use as an Oxygenate in RFG,

Oxygenated Gasoline and Gasohol

Notation:

CG
RFG
OG
RFG/OG

gasohol

Conventional gasoline
Reformulated gasoline

Oxygenated gasoline for CO control

RFG with 2.7% wt. oxygen (except in CA w/here oxygen is fixed at

2.0% year round)

CG with 10% vol. ethanol

Introduction:

This is a revised analysis of the implications for ethanol supply and demand of the

December 15, 1993, EPA renewable oxygenate proposal (ROS). If adopted, the

ROS will effectively mandate the use of corn-based ethanol (or the ethanol-derived

ether ETBE) as an oxygenate for 30% of the reformulated gasoline pool until such
time as other renewable oxygenates are economically competitive.

The analysis is cast to represent possible situations at the beginning of the

program in 1995, but may also be applicable to a mature program. It is not yet
known whether the ROS, if adopted, will apply as early as 1995. In this analysis it

is assumed that it will apply. This analysis also assumes that initially ETBE will be
unavailable for use in the summer (taken to be five months, including

approximately two weeks lead and lag time between seasons). Three seasonal
cases are considered and credit trading is accommodated.

A 12-month case represents total demand for fuel ethanol in 1995. Though ETBE
is not expected to be used extensively in 1995, the 12-month case represents the
ethanol utilization rates which would result if it were possible to oxygenate year-
round with renewables.
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A 7-month case represents the use cf the volume of ethanol required annually

during a reasonable estimate of the length of the winter RFG season/ The winter

season would be a split season during a calendar year. The first part of the season

is assumed to run from January through April in this analysis. The second runs

from October through December.

Finally, a 4-month, or "front-loaded", case represents a possible first-year scenario

in which lack of experience with the program among refiners contributes to

uncertainty in the markets for ethanol and renewable-oxygenate credits. The front-

loaded case represents an extreme in monthly demand for ethanol which could

arise as a result of refiners' attempts to bring their renewable oxygenate

obligations into balance during the beginning of the bipartite winter season. While

it is unlikely that all refiners would attempt to fulfill the requirement for renewable

oxygenate use during the first part of the winter, individual refiners, particularly

those outside of the ethanol producing regions, could attempt to satisfy the ROS
requirement during the first part of the winter season to avoid being short credits

later in the year.

The result of a front-loaded scenario is increased demand for ethanol in RFG
destined for retail sale from January through April or, equivalently, increased

demand for ethanol credits. In addition to a first-year scenario, the front-loaded

case may also be a reasonable model of the mature program facing disruptions in

the ethanol market.

Credit trading is analyzed by distinguishing between those states likely to be net

credit sellers (called producer states) and net credit buyers (non-producer states).

An analysis of the maximum generation and sale of credits follows the seasonal

analysis.

Revisions to the original analysis:

The original analysis has been expanded to address comments from reviewers.

Revisions based on the comments are as follows:

• Fuel demand has been estimated for 1995 by scaling the data used in the

original analysis, FHWA 1992 gasoline and gasohol sales data. The scaling

' The winter season may be somewhat shorter in practice for some refiners. In particular, for

Gulf Coast refiners serving markets in the northeast, seven months may be an overestimate of the

useable winter season.
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factor (4.80%) is the increase in gasoline demand over the period^.

The current analysis is based on an opt-in scenario currently considered

likely rather than on the nine-city and full opt-in cases considered originally.'

A full opt-in case could still be considered to be the nnost extrenne limit on

analysis, though it has not been presented here (due to the other revisions in

the analysis, the results of the original full opt-in case would not be

appropriate for comparison with the current analysis). As in the original

analysis, population serves as the measure of gasoline demand.

The demand for fuel ethanol due to the oxygenated gasoline program tor CO
non-attainment areas has been included in this revision. According to EIA,

about 30% of oxygenated gasoline for CO control (OG) is oxygenated using

ethanol. This figure was applied to expected demand for OG in the analysis.

Fuel ethanol production capacity has been adjusted to 85% of the nameplate

capacity reported in the original analysis. The expected ethanol capacity, as

in the original analysis, includes currently operable capacity and capacity

under construction which should be available by the start of the program.*

Key Assumptions:

• 1992 motor fuel use patterns hold for future years. For example, a state

which used 15% gasohol, 5% OG and 83% CG (where some of the gasohol

serves as OG) in 1992, it is assumed that the same proportions would hold

for subsequent years in the absence of RFG and the ROS.

• Seasonal variation in gasoline consumption was ignored.

' Mr. David Chien, of the U.S. Energy Information Administration, provided the data for the

scaling factor from model runs for ElA's Annual Energy Outlook 1994.

' Data on opt-in are from the list of Opt-lns available from the EPA QMS computer bulletin board

in January, 1 994: A current list may be used for a subsequent revision of this repoa if it is

significantly different.

*
Dr. John McClelland, of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, provided ethanol capacity data

and interpretive assistance on ethanol capacity figures. From those data, it appears that

approximately 6% additional ethanol capacity may be available from idle facilities which are too

small to be competitive currently but which could brought on-line by 1 995 if the price of ethanol

rises sufficiently. The results of this analysis indicate that the additional capacity would not change
the outcome for the cases under which there is an Insufficient supply of ethanol.
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• Gasohol and OG account for total fuel ethanol use outside of the RFC

program.*

• Ethanol is used to oxygenate 30% of OG absent the ROS. 6

Renewable oxygenate credits can not be carried over between different

calendar years. Also, credits can not be accumulated prior to the beginning
of manufacture of gasoline for retail sale in January, 1995/

Volume of fuel consumed is proportional to population (i.e., if 60% of a

state's population is in a non-attainment area then 60% of it's gasoline

demand is assumed to be met with RFG and 40% with either conventional

gasoline, oxygenated gasoline or gasohol according to proportions of CG,
OG and gasohol in the remaining pool).

Gasohol sales are evenly distributed within a state. Absent RFG, attainment

areas and non-attainment areas are assumed to use gasohol in proportion to

their populations.

Results:

Seasonal Analysis Results:

Table 1 summarizes the net national supply (demand) for fuel ethanol under two
ethanol utilization scenarios for each of the seasonal cases. Net supply implies

ethanol production capacity in excess of demand.

' Gasohol and gasoline sales volume data were collected by the Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA). The data for 1992 are the latest available from FHWA, which no longer collects gasohol
data. These values understate actual gasohol use because they are based on tax revenue data.

States which tax gasoline and gasohol at th^ same rate have commingled data.

• The CAA-mandated use of oxygenates during the winter in thirty-nine CO non-attainment

areas went into effect on November 1, 1992. That requirement (oxygen at 2.7% vrt) can be met

with gasohol (oxygen at 3.5% wt). At most, two months of the 1992 gasohol data include

gasohol sold specifically to satisfy this mandate.

^
Credit generation for renewable oxygenate use will begin in 1994 when gasoline for January,

1995, delivery begins. However, the one-time credit roll over from calendar-year 1994 to 1995 is

ignored.
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Table 1,

Summary of Seasonal Results

(MM gal)
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7-month Analysis:

• There will be demand for ethanol in excess of capacity over the period of

461 MM gal, given expected ethanol capacity and an unchanged level of

ethanol demand in areas not using RFC.

• If demand for ethanol in the gasohol and OG markets is not met, there is

excess supply of fuel ethanol of 93 MM gal.

• Meeting RFG demand requires an 83% reduction in use of ethanol for OG
and gasohol during the period.

4-month Analysis:

• There will be demand for ethanol in excess of capacity over the period of

565 MM gal, given expected ethanol capacity and an unchanged level of

ethanol demand in areas not using RFG.

• Even if demand for ethanol in the gasohol and OG markets is not met, there

is excess demand for fuel ethanol of 249 MM gal.

• Meeting RFG demand requires the elimination of all use of ethanol for OG
and gasohol during the period and an increase in expected production

capacity of approximately 55%.

The 7-month seasonal case, which represents the likely longer-term operation of

the ROS during Phase I of the RFG program, requires approximately 88% capacity
utilization to satisfy the ROS atone.

'°
This suggests that a full-winter season

would be sufficient to accommodate annual fuel ethanol demand under the ROS
only if essentially all fuel ethanol which would otherwise be used in gasohol and
OG is diverted to the RFG pool during the period.

If ethanol demand outside of areas requiring RFG (i.e., gasohol and OG) is to be
met, demand during the 7-month period would be 1,259 MM gal. This is greater
than the domestic production capacity for ethanol and so would require drawdown

'''

Assuming the ethanol capacities have been adjusted properly (i.e., that 85% of nameplate is

recti, average ethanol capacity utilization was 85% for Jan. -Apr., 1993, and 93% for Jan.-Mar.correct), average
1994

6
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of inventory. Ethanol inventory as reported by EIA" ranged from 75-120 MM gal

during 1993. This suggests a working inventory of approximately 50 MM gal

available for draw down. Meeting the demands due to both the ROS and the

gasohoi/OG markets would require inventory levels or ethanol production capacity

to be increased in the future.

Regional Analysis Results (Credit Trading/Ethanol Movement):

Primary ethanol producing states are those PADD II states with at least 30 MM
gal/year fuel ethanol capacity. These include: IL, IN, lA, KS, MN, NE, ND, OH and

TN. Collectively, they contain more than 97% of existing ethanol capacity. These

ethanol producer states are the most likely net credit sellers. The maximum use of

credits is considered below to establish the minimum necessary level of additional,

incremental ethanol movement.

Blending renewable oxygenates into more than 30% of RFG gallonage or at oxygen
levels above 2.1% wt. (up to 3.5% maximum) generates credit for trading.

Maximum credit generation was considered under the three seasonal scenarios by

assuming 90% of the RFG consumed in ethanol producing regions to be

oxygenated with ethanol to 3.5%.'^ For credit-trading analysis, the non-producer

states (all RFG-consuming states which are not among the primary ethanol

producers listed above) are assumed to use the minimum required level of ethanol

in RFG and RFG'OG and to use no ethanol outside of the RFG pool. The results are

summarized in Tables 2 and 3:

'*
Weekly Petroleum Status Report, Table B2.

" The 90% figure allows for outstanding MTBE contracts and other constraints on refiners'

ability to oxygenate with ethanol. If 100% of RFG in the producer regions is oxygenated with

ethanol to the 3.5% level, in each case approximately 14% additional credit would be generated.
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Table 2.

Maximum Generation of Credits

MM Gal.

Period of

Credit

Generation
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Table 3.

Net Ethanot Movement
MM Gal.
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requirement can be satisfied.''

The use of ethanol to oxygenate RFG during a seven-month winter season would

require essentially all available fuel ethanol capacity during the 1995 winter

season. This could severely limit the availability of ethanol for traditional gasoline

blending into gasohol and OG, Increases in ethanol capacity beyond those

estimated or use of stocks could mitigate shortages.

The front-loaded case (a four-month season for ethanol use under the ROS) would

produce monthly demand in excess of supply even if ethanol is used only in RFG
and RFG/OG and no ethanol is available for gasohol or OG blending during the

period.

Assuming no use of ethanol outride of the RFG pool and maximum use of credit

trading, flow of ethanol to the states requiring RFG would have to increase over

current levels in the 7-month case by approximately 80%. Substantial change in

the distribution of ethanol within states would abo be required. Total interstate

transportation of ethanol would have to increase by 46%.

Even with increased production capacity and inventory drawdown, total interstate

transportation of ethanol would have to increase by 157% to satisfy the ROS in

the 4-month scenario and would also require the elimination of all gasohol and non-

RFG OG. Transportation to non-producer states would have to increase by 276%.

"
If midwestern refiners blend ethanol into low-RVP blendstock, ethanol could be used directly

during the summer season. Presumably, refining such blendstock would be economical at some
value of oxygenate credit, but it is beyond the scope of this paper to speculate on what value

would be required.

10
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Appendix: Ethanol Distribution Spreadsheet

iO% RFG requires ethanol; VOI.U»£S in MILLIONS OF GALLONS ANNUALLY:
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Surplus (Shortage) of Fuel
EtOH assuming no change in

gasohol use patterns outside
of areas using RFC

State {'95 OPER.CAP) ("95 MAX. CAP)

Surplus (Shortage) of Fuel
EtOH assuming ALL EtOH IS
USED IN RFG (i.e., no OG
out of RFG areas & no gasohol)
('95 OPER.CAP) ('95 ^4AX . CAP.)

Alabam
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State

Annualized Equivalent Volume EtOH for
EtOH only during winter season in RFG.
(i.e., no EtOH is used in gasohol ;

EtOH used in OG only if RFG required;
no summer ETBE)

Jan. -Apr.
Full Winter (First Year
(7 Months) of Program)

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connect icu
Delaware
Dist. of C
Florida
Georgia
Hawa i i

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachuse
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississipp
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampsh
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Caro
North Dako
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvan
Rhode Isla
South Caro
South Dako
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virgi
Wisconsin
Wyoming

232

33
10
6

0.0
129.9
12 ,3

,0

.0

20.8
0.0

13.3
57.7
73.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

10
117

154

134
11

124

65

0.

0.

0.

0.

406.
0.

59.
18.
11.
0.

0.

0.

0.

227.
21.
0.

0.

36.
0.

23.
100.
128.

0,

0,

0.

0,

0.

0.

0.

18.
206.

0.

269.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

235
19

217

114

Total 1,208 2,114
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OG

State

Annualized Equivalent Volume EtOH for

EtOH only during winter season in RFG

but keeping demand for gasohol &

unchanged outside of RFG areas.
Jan. -Apr.

Full Winter (First Year

(7 Months) of Program)

Alabama
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Mr. DiNGELL. Just one question. The gentleman from Colorado

was talking about supply. You indicated that you could shift etha-

nol from one use to another. Isn't that going to cause some distor-

tions, not only in this market, but in other markets?
Ms. TiERNEY. We think that the principal distortion will be in

the cost parameters for those providing conventional fuel. I should

say, profit parameters. Don't expect to see a change in the market

price for conventional gasoline, because that is—there is too small

an amount of this to be a price-driver, and we don't think it will

be a problem.
Mr. DiNGELL. Do you have studies at the Energy Information

Agency on that particular matter?
Ms. TiERNEY. We have submitted for the record a study that

looks at the effect of—whether or not we would expect to see an
increase in the demand for ethanol; whether or not there is suffi-

cient ethanol in the marketplace, on aggregate, to meet that de-

mand, and where movements of ethanol would come from should

they be required to come from somewhere, such as in the conven-

tional gasoline market; and you have that, you have that study in

the record.

Mr. DiNGELL. Is that also in the rulemaking record, however?
Ms. TiERNEY. We have given that study in draft form to EPA this

spring, and we then proceeded to have a peer review; and we have

just finalized this and have given it to EPA as well.

Mr. DiNGELL. That is in the EPA record, Ms. Nichols?

Ms. Nichols. Yes, Mr. Chairman, it is.

I would also just like to add that this issue that you have raised

and that Mr. Schaefer raised is precisely the reason why EPA is

so seriously looking at the idea of a phase-in of any requirement
for reformulated oxygenates; that would help to keep these distor-

tions and spikes down.
Mr. DiNGELL. Now, my very wise and dear friend, Mr. Finnegan,

just whispered in my ear, is that going to require another rule-

making?
Ms. Nichols. No.
Mr. DiNGELL. You don't think so?

Ms. Nichols. We noticed the proposed idea of a phase-in in the

notice on the 30 percent mandate proposal.
Mr. Schaefer. Would the Chairman yield one quick second on

this?

Mr. DiNGELL. Sure.

Mr. Schaefer. When is Energy going to know what the terms—
if there is a going to be a phase-in. Are they going to know this

by July 1?

Ms. Nichols. Absolutely. That is our intent.

Mr. Schaefer. By July 1. It is on the record.

I might ask Ms. Tierney also, in your studies on availability of

ethanol, are there studies also of how this type of additive to the

gasoline could possibly have an effect on cars, and in particular,
the working condition of cars, in particular the older models' gas
tanks, rubber gaskets, anything that comes in contact with them?
Ms. TiERNEY. No. I don't think we have looked at that. Recogniz-

ing that today ethanol can be used up to 10 percent in conventional
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gasoline delivered in regular service stations, and it is in many
cases up to that level.

Mr. SCHAEFER. That is precisely what I am asking. What hap-
pens if we up that and it is more highly concentrated?
Ms. TiERNEY. We are not upping that. The proposed rule, as I

understand it, would have a 2 percent oxygenate requirement—ex-

cuse me, of which 30 percent would be renewable oxygenates, re-

newable ethanol, excuse me.
Ms. Nichols. May I jump in here, excuse me, but on the auto

issue I think perhaps EPA has some information based on the win-
ter oxygenated fuels program that you are familiar with, which has
been using ethanol to a considerable extent, as well as ETBE and
MTBE, and we have been talking to the auto companies. We don't

have a formal written report on this, but we have a good deal of

informal dialogue with the companies, and there have been no indi-

cations of problems with the automobiles as a result of the pro-

gram.
Mr. ScHAEFER. Even on the older cars, even with things like

vapor lock or anything else, particularly in high altitudes?

Ms. Nichols. Yes, that is correct.

Mr. ScHAEFER. Well, any of that information, Mr. Chairman, I

would certainly like to have you deliver, Ms. Nichols. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Upton.
Mr. Upton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Nichols, in the Chairman's letter to EPA about this hearing,

he called attention to the Lake Michigan ozone control program
findings as they affect moderate areas in Michigan, as well as in

Wisconsin. He noted that the EPA has been considering a "flexibil-

ity policy" for the Great Lakes region; and he also indicated that

Congress did not intend to require a 'T3ump-up" to more stringent

requirements due to the pollution that they did not control.

I guess my question is, where are we on this, or what is the sta-

tus of this policy?
Ms. Nichols. This is a policy, Mr. Upton, which is applicable not

only to western Michigan, but to many other portions of the United
States as well, which is why we are trying to proceed on a national
basis and not just engage in sort of State-by-State policy guidance
on an issue of this importance.
What we are trying to do is to deal with the principle that you

have mentioned, that areas that are in a nonattainment status, in

part due to the contribution of areas upwind that they have
Mr. Upton. A large part.
Ms. Nichols [continuing], that they have control over, should

not be unfairly penalized as a result of it And there is a potential

problem in the Clean Air Act in the sense that areas that are rel-

atively clean, even though they do have violations, may—are re-

quired under the Act to attain sooner than areas that have a more
severe ozone problem. So you get this anomaly that an area which
has less pollution under its own control could be asked to do things
that are more onerous sooner than areas that have a worse pollu-
tion problem and that are contributing to the health problems of

their neighbors downwind.
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The approach that we have tried to develop and which we are in

the process of developing a formal policy position on is to say that

areas that would not be responsible for reducing the pollution that

was not of their own making, but would only be asked to take those

measures which are considered reasonable in light of their own
contribution to the problem.
This is an issue that somatimes leads to difficulty in explanation

or implementation in certain local areas where the people may feel

that they really don't have any problem of their own making at all;

and I myself have visited in Michigan and have met with rep-
resentatives of the Muskegon and Lansing area, and I understand
that there is still some concern on their part about how much of

the pollution is their own versus the import, which we are docu-

menting in modeling studies.

But our feeling is that we should be able to work out a policy
under which areas such as western Michigan would only be re-

quired to do those measures which would affect things that are rea-

sonably under their control, and not have to bump them up—
"bump up" is a term I guess we use to mean put them into a cat-

egory that more severe areas would have to implement.
Mr. Upton. Do you have a guess as to when that policy might

become formal? What steps have you taken?
Ms. Nichols. We recognize that this is going to be an issue for

every State that has to submit a nonattainment plan in November
of this year, and so we are working very hard to get the formal

guidance out as soon as we can. It will certainly be out by the end
of the summer, but I can't give you an exact date.

Mr. Upton. I know that I am most interested, and maybe we can
have some meetings in July to talk about this further. I know that

the entire Michigan delegation, the Chairman as well as myself,
are most interested, as well as a number of other States; and I

think we are going to have a vote soon so I will 3deld back the bal-

ance of my time.

Thank you very much.
Ms. Nichols. We will be happy to meet with you.
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Ms. Nichols, an EPA document which is a summary of the NEC

meeting on PDVSA has been made available to the committee. It

is in Exhibit 1.

Now, in that, there appears at the middle of the page—it says,
"Conditions on selection of Option 2 as laid out by Sally Katzen:

EPA lawyers will consult with USTR and State lawyers to ensure
that we cannot adopt Option 2 without a rule change. Note to CB:
A new rule is clearly needed .

"Two, the U.S. ambassador will require the Venezuelans to with-

draw their impending GATT panel request and not publicly an-

nounce the EPA change in position until the politics of the Hill—
until the politics of this, parenthesis, Hill and others, close paren-
thesis, can be worked out in the U.S. Note to CB: The U.S. ambas-
sador is scheduled to meet the with the Venezuelans at 5 p.m. on
the 15th, close parenthesis.

"Three, EPA will expedite the rulemaking to make this change
and an NPRM will be signed by the administrator by April 21.
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"Four, after the U.S. ambassador talks to the Venezuelans, the

Hill will be worked as to why we are doing this. Parenthesis, Note
to CB: We will be saying that USTR had made it clear that we will

lose the GATT challenge ruling if we do settle with the Ven-
ezuelans. This will result in a rule change that will allow individ-

ual foreign baseline use for all imported RFG and conventional gas-
oline. For PDVSA gasoline, this means more NOx in the northeast.

"Five, there will be an outreach to oil led by DOE with the assist-

ance of State and USTR. EPA is to stay out of this process.

"Six, Venezuela will get no enforcement breaks in the revised

rule, i.e., enforcement, monitoring and documentation must be

equivalent to domestics."
This sounds a little to me like a deal.

Now, maybe you want to tell us that this is not a deal. I was of

the view that EPA was engaged in rulemaking. This doesn't sound
like a rulemaking; this sounds like a back-room deal.

Now, maybe Ms. Katzen wants to tell me that you and Mr. Wat-
son and the others haven't got a deal here. But you say this is an
EPA document and major players are meeting—0MB, Sally

Katzen, chairing the meeting for Office of Management and Budg-
et; State, Joan Spero for USTR; EPA, Mary Nichols. I guess this

is your memo.
So was a deal cut here or was a deal not cut here?

Ms. Nichols. I am happy to respond.
This is not a memo that I prepared; I don't know who did pre-

pare, it or to whom it was addressed. I know it was produced to

you, so it was in the files of a member of my staff, and I am not

going to deny that I was at the meeting.
I am happy to acknowledge that I was at the meeting, but I can't

comment on the tone of the memo.
Mr. DiNGELL. So you were at the meeting.
Is this memo a fair reflection of what was said at the meeting?
Ms. Nichols. I think it is fair to this extent, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. Fair to this extent. All right. Now you want to

qualify that.

Now tell me in what way you have qualified this.

Ms. Nichols. OK, here is the qualification. I was there, I stated

that EPA was prepared to go forward with a notice of proposed
rulemaking on the issue of foreign refiner baselines, that I person-

ally was willing to recommend to the administrator that she issue

such a notice of proposed rulemaking by April 21. This was on
March 14, I believe; I thought a month would be an adequate time
to prepare the notice of proposed rulemaking.

I made that statement because I was satisfied at that time that

we had enough information to justify making the proposal to go out

in a public process and solicit comment on the issue of the foreign
refiner baseline. If that is a deal, then that was the deal.

Mr. DiNGELL. Well, it sounds like a deal. EPA goes forward, all

of these things happen, and Venezuela gets different treatment.

Ms. Nichols. The other issues, I think, are the
Mr. DiNGELL. But doesn't Venezuela get different treatment

under this than anybody else?

Ms. Nichols. No, they do not.

Mr. DiNGELL. They don't?
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Ms. Nichols. First of all, it is a notice; and second, if the notice

is to result in a final rule, what Venezuela could potentially get is

the opportunity to apply for its own baseline as if it were a domes-
tic company. So it is not getting treated differently.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, let's read what the State Department said to

Joan Spero before the meeting. It says, "EPA administrator Carol

Browner is not expected to attend the March 14 meeting"—this is

the meeting that this other document refers to—"and will be rep-
resented by EPA Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation,

Mary Nichols," that is you.
"EPA will not advocate either the volume cap set compromise op-

tion or retain the fmal RFG rule, parenthesis, do-nothing option,
but will wait for the interagency group to endorse one option. The

meeting will be chaired by Sally Katzen of 0MB.
"Carter of NEC is in Detroit at the GS7 jobs conference. At the

March 14 meeting, we should seek interagency support for EPA's
volume cap option to resolve the U.S.-Venezuelan reformulated gas-
oline RFG dispute. This option would allow Venezuela to set its

own baseline for the first 650,000 barrels per day of RFG exports
to the U.S. with a stricter average U.S. baseline applying to all ad-

ditional exports. This option restricts the competitive pressure on
domestic refiners and limits any potential environmental effects

from Venezuela's relatively dirtier gasoline."

Now, this is—remember, the State Department's position that

Venezuela has got relatively dirtier gasoline. This option was ac-

cepted by the GOB last September, and the EPA now believes it

can adequately measure and monitor Venezuelan compliance.
Now, "We should also obtain interagency agreement to have EPA

draft and 0MB clear a proposed rule change to be published in the

Federal Register by April 21. USTR would then draft a credible

message spelling out the USG offer and conditions to the GOB.
This would allow USG to persuade the GOB to drop its March 23
GATT panel request. If necessary, USG could send a delegation to

Caracas to finalize the USG offer, thereby resolving the dispute."

Now, what this tells me is that the State Department had in-

structed their person there to cut this deal—how the whole busi-

ness was going to be—how it was all going to be nicely orchestrated

after this whole thing was done.

This document here tells me about how you folks discuss this

and everything sells. It says, "Decision: Go with Option 2 on at-

tached briefing paper, with conditions." This is the briefing paper.

Now, what I am trying to figure out is, did you have a deal with
the Venezuelans? Was this, in fact, a regulation, a regulatory proc-
ess? Were you going down there cutting a deal with the Ven-

ezuelans, and then coming up here and issuing a regulation?
I have always understood—and perhaps I am a bum.pkin, but I

have always understood that regulations were issued after notice,
a hearing, opportunity to be heard, a full record, and the decision

is made on the record. I don't see anything in here that says that

this decision is going to be mads on any kind of record that has
been made by EPA; but rather, you folks, the State Department,
Ms. Katzen—and I don't see you in this, Mr. Shapiro; I guess
maybe you missed out. Oh, Charlene Barshefsky was there; my
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apologies. But I think this is the way the record appears to have
been made.
Ms. Katzen, Mr. Chairman, if I may, since these words in the

memo, are attributed to me i

Mr, DiNGELL. All I was doing is reading your document. I wasn't
at these meetings.
Ms. Katzen, I understand. I have never before seen the internal

State Department memo of what they hoped to accomplish at the

meeting, but I can tell you that
Mr, DiNGELL. It was successful. Because unless I am grossly in

error, this is the rulemaking that is going forward. Am I in error
on this, Ms. Nichols?
Ms. Nichols. Mr. Chairman, you have, I think, put two things

together.
Mr. DiNGELL. I have added one and one and gotten two.
Ms, Nichols, No. You have assumed that the final rule is a pro-

posal.
Mr. DiNGELL. Or one in six-tenths

Ms. Nichols. But you have added a proposal together with an

ongoing rulemaking and turned it into a commitment on a final,

which is absolutely not the case and which never happened.
Administrator Browner has not made a decision on whether to

grant this concept of allowing the foreign refiners to petition for

their own baseline. We are still in rulemaking on this issue. The
comment period closes tomorrow on this issue.

Mr. DiNGELL. Now, let's look at this. Here you have got poor Mr.
Watson and poor Mr. Shapiro worried sick about a GATT chal-

lenge. You have Ms. Katzen presiding over the meeting. You
have—who is this wonderful lady from the State Department,
again, who was there?
Ms. Katzen. Joan Spero.
Mr, DiNGELL. Ms. Spero shows up with this briefing document in

her pocket, or her briefcase or whatever, and they are going with

Option 2.

Now, here are the pros and cons on Option 2. This is a confiden-
tial Federal agency only, not for outside distribution, and I apolo-
gize for being outside that. This is part of Exhibit 1.

Now, here are the pros. It says, "Venezuela would accept option,
avoid GATT challenge and possible adverse consequences of GATT
loss, which could include compensation/retaliation, undermine
opening of Venezuelan economy, jeopardize GATT environmental

objectives, provoke Venezuela retaliation, parenthesis, details listed

in Cons of Option 1, close parenthesis."
Now, the next thing, "A few groups, parenthesis, independent

gasoline marketers in the northeast, close parenthesis, support the
Venezuelan position because the price of imported gasoline rep-
resents a ceiling on the price that can be charged by U.S. refiners."

And then it says, "supported by five representatives."
"Cons. Results in increased NOx emissions relative to the final

rule for 19951997, but the magnitude of harm is limited because
of the volume cap. Will be opposed immediately and during rule-

making by domestic refiners, northeastern air consortium and 44

congressmen."
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Now, I am not for or against this; I just want to make sure that

your rulemaking is done properly. So here we have got Ms. Spero's

instructions, we have got the summary of the meeting on PDVSA,
which is an EPA document, and then we have got the confidential

Federal agency use only, "not for outside distribution" document.
All this says to me is that, at the meeting, you discussed a deal;

the supporting documents say what the deal is, how it is going to

be cut, what it is going to do, Venezuelans like the deal, and the

rulemaking goes forward to essentially do exactly what these three

documents say you guys were going to do.

And all I am trying to find out, is whether EPA is really doing
the fine, independent work that it is supposed to do; in a rule-

making which is supposed to be open, which is supposed to func-

tion on the basis of a record and which is supposed to be fair and

impartial to all, not involving special deals cut on behalf of the

Venezuelans at the behest of our good friends at the State Depart-
ment, not presided over at a special meeting where, not EPA con-

ducts the meeting, but Ms. Katzen conducts the meeting, and you
folks are under pressure.
Now, can you tell me that a deal wasn't cut here?
Ms. Nichols. Mr. Dingell, I believe that I went to the meetmg

with a proposal that was EPA's choice as to what it proposed to do;
that we had a discussion with other interested members of the ad-

ministration, presided over by Ms. Katzen; and that when I left the

meeting, we proceeded along the path that I had intended that we
would proceed in the beginning, which was, if I may just say, to

make a regulatory proposal for an open notice and comment rule-

making, which is currently in process and which has been very

open and full of notice.

Mr. Dingell. Where in these documents does it say that this is

going to be a fair and open notice rulemaking, notice and all that

sort of stutf has already gone out—notice and opportunity for pub-
lic hearing and proposed regulations were all out? This is all out

before.

Ms. Nichols. No. I don't know what you are talking about.

Ms. Katzen. This speaks about an NPRM being released—a no-

tice of proposed rulemaking being released—and I think it is essen-

tial to make two points in context.

Mr. Dingell. Well, before you do that, wasn't the final rule out?

Ms. Nichols. There was a final rule that was issued on Decem-
ber 15. The notice of proposed rulemaking that was issued in April
was a notice for an amendment to that rule, which supplements
that.

Mr. Dingell. OK. So you sent your notice out for an amend-
ment?
Ms. Nichols. Yes.
Mr. Dingell. And then Mrs. Katzen, or Ms. Katzen, you have

the meeting, and then all of these wonderful things happen. And
I am trying to find out how this becomes a regular rulemaking that

meets the test of the Administrative Procedures Act, the require-
ments of the Clean Air Act and other things.
Ms. Katzen. I can understand the confusion, and that is why I

want to clarify two aspects of this that have been mentioned re-

peatedly.
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The administration's position has consistently been that agencies
that are responsible for implementation and promulgation of regu-
lations have the responsibility to do so. This is something that Con-

gressman Waxman noted earlier, something that you have been
concerned about. So EPA is clearly the one that has the decision-

making authority here, and that we all respect.
At the same time, it is not unusual to have an agency issue a

regulation or think about issuing a regulation that will affect an-
other agency. DOT, the Transportation Department, may issue a

regulation that has implications for the Energy Department. DOT
may issue a regulation that has implications for EPA. When that

happens, they come to 0MB, and we have an interagency group
discuss it. The DOT would make the decision, but the other agency
would be heard first.

In this instance, EPA made the decision, and that is shown
under II, "Decision." That decision reflected Mary Nichols' presen-
tation of what she was prepared to recommend. It is not stated
here. It is an EPA document; I can't state why or who framed the

contents, but I do know that her testimony here is exactly what
happened at the meeting.
When the meeting began, and I called the meeting to order, the

first person I called on was Mary Nichols, who told us what EPA's
decisions were with respect to this work. Before State spoke, before

USTR spoke, before NSC or anyone else spoke, Mary Nichols an-
nounced what it was that they had decided to do; and that was to

issue a notice of proposed rulemaking. It was clear to all of us, and
was in fact discussed, as I mentioned in my opening statement.
Mr. DiNGELL. You say that after this, that Ms. Nichols and EPA

issued a notice of proposed rulemaking?
Ms. Katzen. She said that she was prepared to recommend a no-

tice of proposed rulemaking to go with Option 2 and that she would
recommend that to the Administrator.
Mr. DiNGELL. Oh, Option 2.

Ms. Katzen. Option 2 would lead to a notice of proposed rule-

making. She talked about how soon she thought she could produce
such a draft and how long it would take 0MB to review it. It was
a discussion of process.
Mr. DiNGELL. Was this a public proceeding
Ms. Katzen. It would become
Mr. DiNGELL [continuing], with the public involved at all?

Ms. Katzen. With a notice of proposed rulemaking, it becomes a

public proceeding. The EPA
Mr. DiNGELL. How about this wonderful meeting where all of

these wonderful agreements are worked out?
Ms. Katzen. The only agreement was to help implement EPA's

determination to issue a notice of proposed rulemaking, which
would start a public proceeding at which notice and comment
would be received and evaluated by EPA.
Ms. Nichols. Mr. Chairman, are you suggesting that we should

have a public proceeding before we decide to issue a notice of pro-

posed rulemaking?
Mr. DiNGELL. Let me make a comment, Ms. Nichols. I must look

a little dumb today. I probably got my gullible face or gullible suit

on, and maybe I ought not wear these washed suits.
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But here is the Environmental News, Wednesday, December 12,

1993. This says, "EPA finalizes reformulated gasoline rule," and it

doesn't mention anything about Venezuela nere. But five days
later, EPA comes out with a statement of use of individual base-

lines by foreign refiners in the reformulated gasoline program.
That comes out later.

But now you people are at a later time getting this wonderful

meeting where you are all discussing these things, and there is no

public notice about that. It is not included in any part of the rule-

making procedure; it is not set out or set forth in any part in any
form in any of the proceedings which took place; it is not a part
of the record.

This subcommittee had to get these documents after considerable

distress on the part of the EPA and the State Department and
other good folk down there who really didn't want this all coming
out. And I find this to not reflect the kind of rulemaking that I

thought we had when we had rulemakings involved with the issu-

ance of regulations.
And now maybe—maybe Ms. Nichols decided that she was going

to have a—make a rulemaking. But there was one rulemaking al-

ready going on. Now we are going to have the second rulemaking
after this meeting, and it looks to me like we have a carefully

cooked rulemaking which is going to achieve a preordained set of

results in which public comments, public opportunity for input
—

and I don't know whether I agree with what you are doing with

regard to Venezuelans or not—is going to be disregarded and you
are going to come up with the result which is set forth here in the

minutes of the meeting that were kept by somebody, Ms. Nichols

said it wasn't she.

Now, can you deny that that is the case, and can you deny that

that is not the appearance that that is the case?

Ms. Katzen. I stated here under oath that when EPA issued the

notice of proposed rulemaking, it was clear to all concerned that

they would receive comments and would evaluate those comments,
and that there was absolutely no deal or no agreement whatso-

ever—and I stated so unequivocally, under oath—that a final rule

would issue tracking the notice of proposed rulemaking.
The arrangement was to have a temporary suspension of the re-

quest for a panel by issuing a notice of proposed rulem.aking and

receiving the information by which EPA could make the decision.

I have participated in every one of these meetings; I do not know
of any deal that a final rule had to be issued.

Mr. Watson has said that he anticipates that if the final rule

does not fairly track the notice, Venezuela may well return its re-

quest for a panel under the GATT, and that is what we expect will

happen. But it was clear throughout our discussion, and since, that

EPA was not to be told, and would not be told, how it would resolve

this matter. It was EPA's judgment that would be made, and when
a final order came out, that would be EPA's independent judgment.
I state so unequivocally.

It was an agreement to send out an NPRM, at which point the

APA comes into practice, at which point the public notice comes
into practice. But there was no precooked outcome of this particu-
lar process, sir.
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Mr. DiNGELL. Well, let's discuss here what happened.
Now, on March 25, 1994, Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky and I wrote

a letter down there.

[The information follows:]
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March 25, 1994

OfMnft • »lT7GlMaM« MVur* tIAf f OMMCTOA

The Honorable Warren Christopher
Secretary
Department of State
2201 C Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20520

The Honorable Michael Kantor
U.S. Trade Representative
600 17th Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20506

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Secretary Christopher, Ambassador Kantor, and
Administrator Browner:

Since writing to you on March 21, 1994 about a proposed rule
to amend regulations promulgated by the Environmental Protection
Agency lEPA) last December on reformulated gasoline (RFG) , a new
State Department cable has come to the Committee's attention. It
sets forth a summary of meetings and telephone calls between the
U.S. Ambassador and Venezuelan officials regarding the reopening
of the regulations. It includes a March 22, 1994 letter to the
Minister of State, Mr. Alberto Poletto, and a March 22 reply from
the Minister, and briefly describes the so-called "September
compromise .

"

The U.S. letter includes a commitment by the U.S. to propose
the reformulated gasoline rule by April 20, 1994 m exchange for
Venezuela agreeing to withdraw a request for formation of a GATT
panel m Geneva, Switzerland, but not the withdrawal of the GATT
challenge. The Venezuelan reply indicates an acceptance of the
U.S. offer "without limitations or additional modifications" if
the offer is "put into effect as a final regulation within a
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period of five months" from March 22, 1994. Venezuela indicated
that it would reopen the request for a panel if the regulatory
process is interrupted or "if at the end of five months, this
question has not been conc3usively resolved."

It appears that the State Department and the Environmental
Protection Agency have entered into an agreement with Venezuela
that cannot be changed, even slightly, regardless of what is said
by the public as part of the rulemaking. That makes a mockery of
the rulemaking process. The decision has been made and Venezuela
has imposed a timetable. We question the legality of that action
under the Clean Air Act and the Administrative Procedures Act.

The State Department cable indicates that there have been
several meetings and dircussions with officials from Venezuela
about this matter since last summer. The Committee requests a

list, in chronological order, of all such meetings, including the
identity of the participants, and all letters, memoranda,
telegrams, and other relevant documents since last September in
your files concerning the Venezuela matter. Please also explain
the alleged discrimination claimed by Venezuela.

The cable states that the proposal "is consistent with the
concepts discussed" with Venezuela last September. Please
explain why those concepts were once rejected by the EPA and/or
Venezuela last year and why they are acceptable to both at this
time. The cable further states that any foreign refiner could
cap its sulfur and olefin levels at the refiner's 1990 levels, if
the relevant data are verified to EPA's satisfaction. We
understood that such verification was a concern to EPA for
several reasons, including data reliability. How has EPA
overcome those and other concerns? Are sulfur and olefins the
only pollutants of concern?

Please respond to this letter and our March 24 letter by
April 20, 1994.

With every good wish.

Sincerely,

JOHN D. DINGELL
CHAIRMAN

MAkJQftlE MARGCLIES'-MEZVIfJSKy (J \^
MEMBER OF CONGRESS
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cc: The Honorable Carlos J. Moorhead, Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Philip R. Sharp, Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy and Power

The Honorable Michael Bilirakis, Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Energy and Power

Mr. Robert E. Rubin, Assistant to the President
for Economic Policy

Ms. Sally Katzen, Administrator
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget
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OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT^u ;/,V in ^„ „ tXtCUIIVt OhHUbOl- THt^ '"*' lo P,^ c 53 WASHINGTON
20506

'
,.. IT It-:

Wm

The Honorable John Dingell
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6115

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is a further response to your letter of Mr-~h 25, 1994
on the matter of the Environmental Protection Agency regulations
implementing the reformulated gasoline program of the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990. Your letter requested a list of meetings
since last summer between USTR and representatives of the
Government of Venezuela or Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A. With
this letter, I am enclosing a list of such meetings.

For your information, USTR staff also met with
representatives of U.S. firms in the petroleum refining and

marketing sectors on two occasions during this same period of
time. In addition, the issue was discussed at two meetings
before last summer: on January 5, 1993 EPA held a meeting with
PDVSA and PDVSA counsel which a USTR staff person attended, and
the Government of Venezuela raised the issue at a U.S. -Venezuela
Trade and Investment Council meeting on April 23, 1993.

Sincerely,

Ira S. Shapiro
General Counsel

Enclosure
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LIST OF MEETINGS
BETWEEN nSTR AND VENEZUELAN GOVERNMENT
OR PDVSA OFFICIALS OR REPRESENTATIVES

Svunmer 1993 to March 1994

Decetnber 3, 1993 EPA meeting with PDVSA counsel (Bill
Scott and Mike Sherman of Collier,
Shannon, Rill, and Scott) ; USTR staff
person attended part of the meeting.

December 10, 1993 Venezuelan Energy Minister Parra and
President-elect's emissary. Ambassador
Sosa, meeting with USTR officials.

February 11, 1994 Consultations under GATT Article XXII
between US Government and Government of
Venezuela; USTR, State, and EPA
officials attended.

March 11, 1994 Government of Venezuela meeting with
USTR officials re GOV position on
Article XXII consultations; State,/EB
official attended.
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I r c.vC .

'"lififrED states environmental protection agency
L-VK/-," ^ m ft SU WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460km

11.S. ^>Mi«'^f2f^«
«»JJ,J9S.

THE ADMINISTRATOR

The Honorable John Dingell

Chairman

Committee on Enei^y and Commerce
United States House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to your letters of March 21 and 25, 1994 on Clean Air Act rules for

reformulated gasoline (RFG) as they apply to foreign refiners, I want to assure you that I

understand your concerns. I am fully committed to maintaining the United States' status as a

world environmental leader under this Administration, and I am equally committed to

conferring with you and Members of the House Energy and Commerce Committee on the

critical issues within your jurisdiction. Let me assure you at the outset that no final

decision has been made regarding any amendments to the reformulated gasoline rule. I look

forward to fully consulting with you, as well as considering public comment, with regard to

what action, if any, should be taken.

As always, you have my assurance that the EPA will promptly provide all relevant

documents to the Committee, along with responses to your specific questions. I firmly
believe that we can work together to make sure that principles of environmental protection

are not jeopardized while at the same time making sure that trade issues are managed fairly

and consistently. The issues raised by the reformulated gas rule are complex and

challenging, and EPA is committed to working with you on this issue.

^<-tik£^^
Carol M. Browner
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Mr. DiNGELL. It said in that letter—this is on March 25, and I

will put that in the record, too—it said, "The U.S. letter includes
a commitment by the U.S. to propose the reformulated gasoline
rule by April 20, 1994 in exchange for Venezuela agreeing to with-
draw a request for formulation of a GATT panel in Geneva, Swit-

zerland, but no withdrawal of the GATT challenge."
The Venezuelan reply indicates an acceptance of the U.S. offer,

"v/ithout limitations or additional modifications," if the offer is put
into effect as a final regulation within a period of 5 months from
March 22, 1994. And then it goes on to say, "Venezuela indicated
it would reopen the request for a panel if the regulatory process is

interrupted, or if at the end of 5 months, this question has not been

conclusively resolved."

Ms. Katzen. That is consistent with my statement, yes, sir; that
is right.
Mr. DiNGELL. Now, the letter goes on to say this: "It appears that

the State Department and the Environmental Protection Agency
have entered into an agreement with Venezuela that cannot be

changed even slightly, regardless of what is said by the public as
a part of rulemaking."
That makes mockery of the rulemaking process. The decision has

been made and Venezuela has imposed a timetable. We question
the legality of the action under the Clean Air Act and the Adminis-
trative Procedures Act.

Now, in response to that, I get a letter back from Carol M.
Browner, dated April 11, in which she says, "In response to your
letters of March 21 and 25, 1994, and the clean air rules for refor-

mulated gasolines as they applied to foreign refiners, I want to as-

sure you that I understand your concerns. I am fully committed to

maintaining the United States status as a world environmental
leader under this administration, and I am equally committed to

conferring with you and members of the House Energy and Com-
merce Committee on critical issues within your jurisdiction.

"Let me assure you at the outset that no final decision has been
made regarding any amendment to the reformulated gasoline rule.

I look forward to consulting with you. As well as considering public
comment with regard to what action, if any, should be taken."

Now, the interesting thing is that here I have got a series of

meetings, you have agreements with the Venezuelans, and the
whole process starts. You can say whatever you like, and it may
very well be that this is as innocent as a spring rain; but I have

got to say the appearances are all wrong, and whether you like it

or not, Ms. Katzen, it looks to me—and I suspect to the majority
of the people who are sitting in this room, if they are not Ven-
ezuelans—that a deal was cut involving Venezuela, the State De-

partment, perhaps EPA. And I am trying to figure out whether you
folks at EPA were involved in the deal or not.

It kind of looks like you were, that certain things were going to

happen, and that a certain kind of rule was going to be issued.

Now, I don't have any statement to make on the substance of the
rule. But if the substance of the rule can be shown to increase NOx
loadings in parts of this country, and if it can be shown that the

regular, orderly process required by the clean air law and the regu-
lar, orderly process required by the Administrative Procedures Act
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was not followed, then I think we all have a problem that is going
to be hard to explain to the people.
Now, what comments do you want to make?
Ms. Katzen. I agree with you, that if there were violation of

the APA or the normal processes, there w<^-
' ' "

ive concern;
and my testimony was that we took s'

- that there
would not be that kind of inconsiste^xcy wilxx ^t'f- ~>^^ law, and
that that was done by creating the process that would lead to a no-
tice of proposed rulemaking without any kind of commitment on
the final rule.

The very letter that you read from stated that Venezuela said
that if it doesn't get what it wants, it would resubmit its request,
and that contemplates, therefore, that EPA may not follow in its

final rule what it said in the notice. I think that that is the best
evidence that all that was agreed to was a notice and we now fol-

low the public comment route to the final rule.

And I agree with you that the appearances are
Mr. DiNGELL. Would you observe with me, Ms. Katzen, that the

notice was put in place after Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky and I sent
the letter down?
Ms. Katzen. I didn't see the letter, but if the date was after—

was before April 21, then it would have predated the notice.

Mr. DiNGELL. It can be inferred—perhaps incorrectly, but in-

ferred nonetheless—that what transpired here was they got the let-

ter and then they decided that maybe just then they would issue
a different kind of notice.

Ms. Katzen. Mary? I

Mr. DiNGELL. Do you want to comment on that, Ms. Nichols?
Ms. Nichols. Let me just add something in addition to the letter

that you read from Ms. Browner to yourself and Ms. Margolies-
Mezvinsky.

I have copies of letters, which I believe were also furnished to

you as part of your request for documents, from the Administrator
to Warren Christopher and to Mickey Kantor on April 21 in which
she says, "Today I have signed a notice of proposed rulemaking
seeking comment on the appropriate environmental regulations for

the importation of foreign reformulated gasoline into the United
States. On December 15 I signed a final rule that included a provi-
sion tying imported gasoline to different criteria than that of do-
mestic."
And then, skipping through a bunch of this, I just want to read

this: "In light of concerns expressed by Members of Congress over
this approach and the process leading to it, I am writing to be cer-

tain that you are fully aware of EPA's regulatory processes. As
with any rulemaking, we will consider all public comments before

determining whether to issue a final rule, and the content of any
final rule. I want to reiterate that I have made no final decision
on this matter or prejudged its outcome. I can make no guarantee
that I ultimately will decide to sign a final rule at the conclusion
of our rulemaking process, or that a final rule would be identical
to a proposal." And then she signs.

I would just like to say, that is where I believe we are now.
Mr. DiNGELL. And that letter was sent after we—after Ms.

Margolies-Mezvinsky and I sent the letter down to EPA?
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Ms. Nichols. That is correct.

Mr. DiNGELL. And we are delighted that we were able to have
this favorable impact on EPA. We think that that is good.
Mr. Shapiro. Mr. Chairman, I weighed in hesitantly, having had,

possibly, the benefit of not having been involved in the initial meet-

ing.
Mr. DiNGELL. And you should be very delighted about that. My

advice to you is that you should be very careful about getting in

too deeply in this matter, and let those that are now deeply in it

to remain deeply in it without your assistance.

Mr. Shapiro. I understand that that would be the dictate of com-
mon sense, but I do have to say, Mr. Chairman, on your last point,
it is quite clear from all of our documents, including documents
that were written well before your letter and Ms. Margolies-
Mezvinsk^s letter, that the agreement that was reached had to do
with a notice of proposed rulemaking; and you have those docu-
ments and certainly can refer to them, but
Mr. DiNGELL. Somehow or other I am not as comfortable about

the fact that you just related to a notice of proposed rulemaking
and didn't relate to the making of a rule.

Mr. Waxman. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. DiNGELL. The Chair has exhausted his time some while

back. I am going to have to yield to other members.
Mr. Waxman. Would you yield to me to pursue this from a dif-

ferent perspective?
Mr. DiNGELL. Sure.
Mr. Waxman. I think the Chair has done a very clear job of ex-

pressing to all of you involved how one might look at this situation

as an inappropriate way for EPA to be establishing its proposed
rulemaking under this kind of pressure.

But, Mr. Shapiro, I want to look at this from the perspective of

GATT and what those implications might be. I think it looks ter-

rible.

After all of the statements that this administration has made
about how it will fight to defend our health and environmental pro-
tection laws if they are challenged under trade agreements, Ven-
ezuela threatens to challenge probably the single most important
program for bringing cleaner air to the Nation's cities, and the re-

sponse is to immediately put up a white flag.

Only 3 months ago—3 months earlier, EPA had, in a final rule-

making action, expressly rejected Venezuela's argument, citing

problems in enforceability and substantial increases in nitrogen
oxide pollution, a central cause of smog in the northeast. In fact,

EPA found that gasoline produced under this special baseline

sought for Venezuelan oil would produce as much as 13.9 percent
greater nitrogen oxide emissions than average U.S. reformulated

gasoline.

Now, several points in your written testimony: For example, in

the first two paragraphs on page 3 you refer to the EPA rules

treating foreign refiners differently than domestic refiners. The im-

plication seems to be that the rule may be discriminatory and may
therefore violate GATT. I would like to clarify this matter further.

The EPA rule treats baseline data from foreign refiners dif-

ferently than baseline data from domestic refiners because of legiti-
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mate concerns that such data is less verifiable and because individ-

ual baselines and foreign refiners would be more difficult to en-
force. And, Mr. Shapiro, am I correct that it would not be a GATT
violation to treat baseline data for foreign refiners differently in the

data, and the enforcement difficulties are, in fact, different?

In other words, it is not, in my understanding, a GATT violation

to treat foreign and domestic refiners differently if there is a basis
for such distinction; isn't that correct?

Mr. Shapiro. Congressman, it is certainly not a GATT violation
to treat them differently if there is a sufficient justification in

terms of health and the environment. The question, however, that
had been debated within the administration, and the question that

PDVSA, the domestic oil industry and others had been debating
through 1993, was whether it was possible to define a baseline for

a foreign refiner.

And our concern throughout, and the discussion we had with
EPA was that if to conclude that, you need to treat them dif-

ferently to further the Clean Air Act requirements, then that is

fine. However, the question has been, is it necessary to treat them
differently? If you concluded it wasn't necessary and that there was
a way for them to verify their baseline, then it becomes a difficult

GATT case. And the only—frankly, the only thing that we—^you

know, that we have been talking about here is the fact that

throughout 1993, EPA tried to grapple with that issue.

Mr. Waxman. And they came to a conclusion about that issue,
didn't they, in December? Then you get these documents—I want
to just hold up this document. Most of this is blank white space.
I don't even have the full text of it, because it is considered too top
secret for people to be able to read, especially those of us who wrote
the law.

But here what we do have available to us is that there is an en-

couragement for Venezuela to come back and threaten—refrain
from threatening a GATT challenge in order to box EPA/State's
concern with Venezuela. The U.S. Trade Representative is worried
about a GATT challenge, and so everything is all sort of flipped
around, and now EPA is proposing a rulemaking to see if maybe
they should change their mind.
But the important thing, from a GATT perspective, is this was

an ideal opportunity for the United States to go to the GATT and
demonstrate our resolve to stand by our environmental rules. The
RFG rule is a masseur to help protect our health here at home
rather than on the high seas, like the tuna/dolphin decisions.

The EPA rule finally seeks to treat unverifiable baseline data dif-

ferently from data that is verifiable. A good case can be made that
it is exactly the kind of provision for protecting domestic health
and the environment that GATT Article 20 was intended to allow.
Instead
Mr. DiNGELL. If the gentleman would permit, I want to get back

to the documents here, because I just found another one. I want to
thank the gentleman.
Mr. Waxman. Let me just finish this point.
Mr. DiNGELL. I don't want to argue policy on this; I want to

argue what happened.
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Mr. Waxman. I just want to finish this one point, and then I will

be through and I won't even ask for another round. But I think I

can complete my thought here.

What I am trying to fmd out, from a GATT perspective, instead

of, at the hint of a challenge, we assure Venezuela the rule will be

changed and EPA's final rule will be able to turn.

Mr. Shapiro, I don't think that other countries are likely to over-

look this fact, that Venezuela got a big reward for its threatened
GATT challenge, and I think that is a signal that this reversal

sends to the international community. If we are going to leave this

issue with this kind of appearance, it is a message that it is open
season on U.S. laws, and given this kind of performance here, how
can I and others now be expected to trust that the administration
v/ill show any resolve in defending other laws, such as California's

Proposition 65, the nutrition labeling of the Education Act, or any
others on the long list of laws that are likely to be challenged
under this international agreement.
Mr. Shapiro. Congressman, we have not only defended vigor-

ously the tuna/dolphin case, which you mentioned and we defended

aggressively the CAFE cases, et cetera, and we intend to vigorously
defend all health environment and safety laws passed by the Con-

gress of the United States. This was a question that was being con-

sidered by EPA through 1993 about how to handle the question of

Venezuela's baseline. And we counseled them and this becomes
somewhat difficult because I may yet have to try to defend what-
ever final rule comes out, but we counseled them and they were

fully aware that the strength or weakness of the GATT case turned
on the strength or weakness of the justification for differential

treatment and it is not unreasonable for them to consider that in

terms of promulgating the rule, but the overriding thing for Am-
bassador Kantor and us was what the Clean Air Act required in

their judgment.
Mr. Waxman. First of all, didn't they consider that this Decem-

ber, and second, under this kind of a threat, what signal does that

send to the rest of the world if we are going to then put the pres-
sure on EPA.
Mr. Shapiro. But, Congressman, they did consider it in Decem-

ber, bu. you know from Ms. Nichols' testimony that she testified

that her staff" had reached a level of comfort that Venezuela's base-

line could be verified. She then said she hadn't been there long

enough and the focus was on the other parts of the rule so she
hadn't reached that level of comfort yet. Therefore on December 15

they would—they issued a statement saying that this issue was
still under discussion.

This was no—you know this was no eleventh hour intervention.

This was an issue that had been discussed for years and clearly

they had some concerns that mirrored some of our concerns.
Mr. Waxman. Well, I just ask you to take a look at this in light

of that cable that was sent by the State Department suggesting
there was a quid pro quo if they didn't bring a GATT challenge
that EPA would then come up with a different proposed rule as

long as we told the Venezuelans not too publicize it. I raise that,
Mr. Chairman.
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I thank you for this opportunity to raise it because not only does
this all look very bad from a perspective of EPA's procedures, fol-

lowing the Clean Air Act mandates, but it is ominous to me in

terms of what it is going to mean for the future of American laws
that may be challenged, in fact, being encouraged to challenge
under GATT because of what has gone on here.
Mr. Shapiro. Well, Congressman, I know that we won't get into

this much more, but I am happy to spend whatever time with you,
and I know Ambassador Kantor would like to talk to you, about
that and try to address those concerns, because I don't think the
issue of a rulemaking, that was trying to grapple with the difficult

trade and environment issue can be compared to the—an existence
of a statute that has already been passed or a State law like propo-
sition 65.

Mr. Waxman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I yield back.
Mr. DiNGELL. Now, here is the sequence of things. On March 14,

the meeting that we have been discussing takes place. We sent a
letter a little after that in this March. I get a response from Ms.
Browner at EPA on 11 April and Ms. Nichols on March 2, 1994.
You got a memo from Mr. Dick Wilson to you and that states as
follows. "State and trade rep under heavy pressure re GATT pres-
sure from Venezuela. As a result they want the administration to

decide quickly whether to settle with Venezuela or not. We are

working on a joint options paper with them. Latest version is at-

tached. State has contacted NEC and apparently there will be a

meeting on March 14. This is a meeting that we have been discuss-

ing earlier.

"At 1:30 p.m. to discuss the issue. Our options are basically those
we discussed when we issued the final rule. Now, that final rule
was issued back in December. PDVSA has offered to cap imports
under an individual baseline to 1990 levels as they did before. They
will not agree to other limitations that would assure air quality
levels equal to our final rule." Last sentence I am going to repeat.
"They will not agree to other limitations that would assure air

quality levels equal to our final rule."

Now, what are the other limitations that Venezuelans could not

agree to that would assure equal air quality. Could you tell us
what those are please, Ms. Nichols?
Ms. Nichols. I think so. As we have been discussing, but I would

just like to bring us back, if I could for a moment, to what the un-

derlying issue is here, under the reformulated gasoline proposal
final rule, sorry, the final rule for the 3-year phase 1 period, U.S.
manufacturers can apply for a separate baseline. Their baseline
could be higher. It could be cleaner or it could be less clean than
the average, the U.S. average.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, they wanted a baseline which gave them

dirtier gasoline which adversely impacts our air quality.
Ms. Nichols. Venezuela's gasoline is on average, for sulfur and

olefins, dirtier than the average U.S. gasoline. That means there is

some U.S. gasoline which is dirtier than Venezuela's. There is some
that is cleaner. They are below the middle. They are below the av-

erage.
When Venezuela approached us about the issue of applying for

a separate baseline, we were concerned. I was concerned, I believe
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my staff was concerned that any separate baseline treatment for

Venezuela would result in less NOx control, therefore more NOx
being emitted in the reformulated gasoline program than if we held
Venezuela to the statutory baseline. There is no dispute about that.

But the question was what could we do to alleviate that effect if

we were going to treat them the same way as a domestic.
Mr. DiNGELL. And what you decided to do is give them a baseline

which let them function dirtier.

Ms. Nichols. If we were going to treat them equally because we
couldn't justify discriminating against them, the issue was in a way
that we could limit that or reduce the amount of increase in NOx
from using Venezuela's own baseline. One of the proposals that I

believe the staff floated and that Mr. Wilson referred to in his

memo was that Venezuela might voluntarily agree to reduce other

parameters of their gasoline so as to give an overall cleaner impact
in the United States. And it is that, as I understand that memo,
as I recall the discussions that they were declining to do. They did

agree to cap their

Mr. DiNGELL. That was one of the limitations they declined to do.

Ms. Nichols. But they agreed to a cap. They did not agree to do
even further reformulations in order to make their gasoline even
cleaner because their position was that their gasoline for that 3-

year period would be at least as clean as the average of other gaso-
line that was being sold and I would just say
Mr, DiNGELL. But you had no way of checking that, because you

couldn't go down to look at their books and the only persuasion you
could lay on this matter was to address it at the importer level;

isn't that right.
Ms. Nichols. No. Prior to the time that we went out with the

proposal, the staff was convinced and they convinced me that they
could get audited data as part of any petition that they would re-

view that would satisfy them as to whether the baseline was met
or not.

Mr. DiNGELL. We will come to that. We will come to that at a
time later because I want to recognize other members. The Chair
is going to recognize the gentleman—Mr. Hastert is not here. The
chair is going to recognize the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to follow up a lit-

tle bit on Mr. Waxman's questions and this hearing has been dis-

turbing in the sense of kind of where we as a country, where we
are going as a country. Numbers announced yesterday in the Com-
merce Department whether we have a—we had a $8 billion trade
deficit for the month of April. Not particularly good news, putting
it mildly and at the same time we seem sort of in this race to the
bottom on environmental standards, public health and labor stand-
ards and wages and even tax laws.
There seem to be that kind of underlying our trade directions.

U.S. law seems to elicit, as this Venezuela issue shows, U.S. law
seems to elicit trade threats, as Congressman Waxman said, as
U.S. law seems to elicit these trade threats and Venezuela seems
to be successful or there is certainly discussion of their success in

making happen what they wanted to happen with their trade
threats. What that sends around the world is a message that sends
to others with the imminent if in fact it is approval by this body
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of GATT, our standard of living in a sense seems to be almost an
obstacle to free trade as we, one thing after another happens on
these kinds of issues and I look at where we have come as a coun-

try.
I live in a city that is on Lake Erie west of Cleveland, the City

of Loraine and Lake Erie has, if any of you saw it 15 years ago
and see it today, you see what the society has done people working
together and cleaning up part of the greatest body of freshwater in

the world. The Chairman lives near that lake, near the same body
of the Great Lakes.
What it has done for the country and look at what CAFE stand-

ards have done. You look at what food safety standards have done.

You look at public health laws and worker safety and all the things
that this Nation has done so very well year, after year, after year
and it has been a body of law that we, with some consensus have

together over a—going back to the book, "The Jungle," and where
we were and where we have come. Whether it is food safety or coal

mines and one thing after another and, Mr. Shapiro, your comment
was so perfect when you said earlier, you said the notion of that
neutral statutory scheme could be challenged so many years after

its enactment, that was the quote, and you went on to say I didn't

get the direct quote after, but that is a troubling sort of phenome-
non that we have for this country for so many years done that so

very well, put together this public health consensus to make all of

our lives better and that standard of living is more and more seen
as an obstacle to free trade if the way that the free trade fun-

damentalists in this country seem to be thinking about all of this.

My question is, how do you—especially Ms. Nichols and Mr. Sha-

piro and Mr. Watson, especially the three of you, how do you use

your offices to make sure that U.S. sovereignty is not challenged
in terms of those issues I was just discussing and how do you use

your offices to prevent that race to the bottom?
Are standards being lowered and our quality of life and our

standard of living not even so much—not even the standard of liv-

ing so much materially, but in terms of protecting the public, how
do you use your officers? It is a philosophical question of practices
but a practical one.

How do you use your offices, the three of you, to make sure that

doesn't happen with the next NAFTA or with GATT or with using
super 301 and all the tools that we ought to have in our trade arse-

nal?

Perhaps, Mr. Shapiro, you start with that.

Mr. Shapiro. Mr. Brown, I would basically agree with you t) at

a lot of things have happened in the country in the last 20 or 30

years that don't—^you know, that don't make us happy in terms of

direction, but that the body of laws, health, safety and environment
laws that we have on the books is a very important thing for us.

And that we are committed—on NAFTA, we disagree—^but we are
committed to trying to maintain our standards and raise other pec
pie's standards and not engage in a race to the bottom in terms of

health and environment and safety.
We spent an extraordinary amount of time in NAFTA and we are

prepared to do it L. GATT to ensure that those standards would
remain high and what I was trying to suggest to Congressman
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Waxman was that, you know, those statutes on the books and our

ability, you know, our willingness and our ability to defend them
and to keep our standards is distinctly different from a rulemaking
where we are simply considering whether a foreign or a domestic
refiner ought to be treated differently.
With respect to our trade policy generally, we believe that it is

important that we maintain an open market because we are fight-

ing to maintain eveiybody to open up other people's markets and,

frankly, there was a period of time that we went through as a

country where our markets were open and others were not com-

parably open and we are trying to deal with that disparity.
Mr. Brown. Ms. Nichols.

Ms. Nichols. Yes. Mr. Brown, let me just say two things.
First of all, I believe that my obligation in every discretionary

area that I have under the Clean Air Act is to try to adopt stand-
ards that are progressive; that is, that implement the Clean Air
Act in a way that is protective of public health as possible, as well

as to make sure that other important ingredients of American life

are maintained.
With respect to how this plays out in the rest of the world, we

do engage very actively in a variety of measures to try to make
sure that the rest of the world, both is aware of better U.S. envi-

ronmental technologies and higher U.S. standards and that we ad-

vocate implementing those wherever possible. We support activities

in Europe and in other forums to try to make standards go up to

make them more protective of public health and to reflect what we
have learned here.

We have been involved in various initiatives to help disseminate
environmental technologies that have been pioneered in this coun-

try because of our strict regulations. Some of the regulations that
I indicated up here, for example, are leading directly to innovations
and to products which were now being marketed abroad and we are

helping to try to support that growth in the U.S. economy through
advocacy of strict standards and good technologies abroad.
We take that issue of our role in the rest of the world very seri-

ously. We are not at all interested in trying to diminish our rules

in order to make them more accessible to foreign competition. My
only interest in proposing the rulemaking that I did on the foreign
refiner baseline was to make sure that we had considered ade-

quately and fully all the implications with regard to fairness and
to supply as well as to the environment. And I assure you that the
administrator is going to look at this very closely before she makes
any decision on whether to go forward with a rule.

Mr. Brown. Mr. Watson.
Mr. Watson. Yes, Mr. Brown. You have asked some provocative

questions. Needless to say, we in the State Department and other
embassies overseas are working hard to support the efforts that
were described here by Ms. Nichols and Mr. Shapiro. Let me give

you a couple of examples for you. We are struggling, for instance,
to protect the intellectual property rights of American manufactur-
ers, universities and others that produce the intellectual genius
that drives this country forward in technology and make sure that

techr^ology is not stolen by others overseas.
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We think that makes a difference here in the kind of country we
have. We support environmental improvement overseas and, in

fact, that that will be one of the salient themes at the Summit of

the Americas we will be holding in Miami in December. Vice Presi-

dent Gore is deeply involved with this trying to encourage other
countries to adopt environmental standards that are similar to

ours, cooperate with them in making sure that they can achieve

those things.
We are vigilant overseas working with the domestic agencies and

trying to discover when there are products that are coming in from
overseas that do not meet our standards. We, of course, deal with
the migration question, a very, very difficult one for a country like

ours built on waives of immigrants, but we have to be able to man-
age that in a way our society can absorb that.

We work on that question every day and, needless to say, one of

the most important ones is the drug problem where we do the best

we can overseas with relatively limited resources to try to encour-

age other governments and work with them to keep the production
and trafficking of narcotics down as best we can to keep it out of

our country and from poisoning our people. So those are just four

or five areas that come to my mind right now but we are working
to try to help improve and maintain the quality of life that Ameri-
cans deserve.
Mr. Brown. Ms. Tiemey, did you want to add something?
Ms. TiERNEY. Could I add just a brief comment? Mr. Watson has

indicated that the State Department works with other agencies in

looking at international markets. A good example is our work to-

gether on looking at international energy markets and looking at

trade barriers and such as tariffs or other imperfect market oppor-
tunities that preclude foreign participation such as the participa-
tion of U.S. firms in those markets.
We spend a great deal of time in looking at those market assess-

ments and consult with foreign governments about how we can use
our own national treatment policy to advance similar national

treatment policies in those community countries.

Mr. Brown. Thank you, thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired. The Chair

observes that there is a vote on the Floor. We will recess. We will

return here at 2:50. The committee stands adjourned until that
time.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. DiNGELL. The subcommittee will come to order. The Chair

recognizes the gentlewoman from Pennsylvania.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. This is a question for Ms. Nichols.

It is a little—it is a different direction than we are now moving
down a different path, a different tributary. It is my understanding
that on February 28 of this year EPA provided a completeness de-

termination to the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Re-

sources, DER. That was for the State Implementation Plan, SIP,
for reasonably available control technologies, RACT.
The commonwealth, using its rulemaking procedures, took the

appropriate action to complete the promulgation of the regulations.
However, almost 5 months later, EPA has indicated in court docu-
ments that it plans to reconsider its completeness determination
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before July 1. It is also my understanding that the issue of concern
relates to the case-by-case RACT approach. These regulations were

approved by the commonwealth's quality board on November 15,
1993 and EPA provided documents on December 15, but did not ex-

press concern related to case-by-case determinations.
In fact, EPA has provided written comments four times in 2

years regarding the RACT SIP and never raised a concern related

to the case-by-case determinations. My first question is have I ac-

curately and fairly described EPA's actions in regard to the current
status of the commonwealth's RACT SIP?
Ms. Nichols. I believe that your characterization of that is cor-

rect, yes.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. How 2an EPA justify its current ac-

tion 5 months after the determination of completeness and 2 years
of discussion with the Pennsylvania DER, which time the EPA
never raised the issue of case-by-case determinations of RACT; that

is, at least they didn't raise those issues in writing to the common-
wealth?
Ms. Nichols. I think that the situation we are in with respect

to the Pennsylvania NOx RACT determination is in some degree of

uncertainty at the moment because of the fact that we were sued
in the Third Circuit Court of Appeals on that decision and are eval-

uating what to do in light of the allegations that were raised in the

litigation. I have been briefed on the subject and we agreed, as a
result of the briefing, to reconsider in order to determine whether
there was a basis for settling the litigation.
The specific concern with the legality of our position in Penn-

sylvania on the case-by-case NOx RACT is that EPA has taken an

apparently inconsistent position. This was done on the regional
level. One of the things that makes administering the Clean Air
Act a challenge as well as interesting is that we do have regional
administrators who deal directly with the Stai.es on a number of

policy issues. This is one where apparently different regions had is-

sued different interpretations on the same section of the Clean Air
Act and it was important to me, as well as important to our posi-
tion with the Department of Justice, that EPA itself reevaluate the
decision and which of these conflicting interpretations we were

going to pursue, so that is where it is right now.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. So
Ms. Nichols. We informed the State of Pennsylvania. Is that the

case? I know they are unhappy. They would like an unequivocally
holding to the previous position, but we didn't feel that we were
able to do that.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. It is also my understanding that

EPA's February determination resolved the threat of mandatory
Clean Air Act sanctions facing Pennsylvania which EPA was other-

wise obligated to impose on July 15 of this year. However, if EPA
rescinds the completeness determination, Pennsylvania is then fac-

ing a July 15 sanction that would require the two-for-one emission
offset requirement which is actually a ban for Pennsylvania on new
construction.
Ms. Nichols. Yes, and that is one of the very important consid-

erations that we are taking into account with respect to an3rthing
we would communicate to the court or any decision we would make
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on this issue. It is not EPA's intention and I personally will do ev-

erything I can to make sure that we are not putting Pennsylvania
in jeopardy of immediate sanctions as a result of misinterpretation
or advice that they were given by EPA.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. That would mean that there

wouldn't be any more Federal funds for highway construction or

those things, correct.

Ms. Nichols. We would do our best to make sure that would not

happen as a result of any actions we might take.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. How do you expect the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania to address any new concerns raised by EPA
in effect in only 10 working days? I mean there has been a long
period of time obviously that has transpired with regard to these
issues. And how can EPA move forward with these actions when
the Department of Environmental Resources has believed because
EPA told them so that everything was OK with the RACT SIP?

I mean I hear in your answers that you are tr5dng to solve this.

Before you there are—^there is—it is very time-sensitive at this

point.
Ms. Nichols. I believe that if after this brief period of reconsid-

eration of our position, which we have indicated we will complete,
I believe, by the end of this month, we were to decide that we could

not continue with our current position on the Pennsylvania NOx
RACT SIP that we would have to find a way for the State to pro-
ceed to fix the SIP during which period of time they would not be

subject to mandatory sanctions and that is-

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. So they would be given a grace pe-
riod.

Ms. Nichols. Exactly.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Do you plan to do this with other

States?
Ms. Nichols. We don't have any other States that are in pre-

cisely the same situation as Pennsylvania with respect to the tim-

ing and each of the rules are slightly different, which is one of the
reasons why this is still under review at the moment, but we have
had other States where this type of RACT rule without specific lim-

its has been included.

The difference is Pennsylvania is the only State that I am aware
of where their idea was that they would submit a separate case-

by-case RACT determination for each and every source as part of

the rulemaking, but in, I believe, one other State, at least, that I

am aware of in Georgia, they are interested in doing something
similar using the Title V permits as a mechanism for making those
RACT determinations and so that is one of things that I am trying
to address before we make a final decision about Pennsylvania.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. And for our purposes, who is the

best person, you, for them to get in touch with?
Ms. Nichols. With respect to EPA's decision-making in this

process, on my staff, it is the Office of Air Quality Planning and
Standards that is addressing this issue and the director of that of-

fice is John Seitz.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Thank you very much. Thank you,
Mr. Chair.
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Mr. DiNGELL. The time of the gentlewoman has expired. The gen-
tleman from Illinois, Mr. Hastert.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. DENNIS HASTERT, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. Hastert. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before I start my ques-
tions today I want to thank you and certainly Mr. Finnegan from

your staff for including the Employee Trip Reduction Program on
the agenda for today's hearing.
As you know, this is an issue of critical importance not only to

me and other northern Illinois Members, but also to Members from
other States, some of whom serve on this committee.
For Illinois alone, the Employee Trip Reduction Program could

affect as many as 5,400 employers in the northern Illinois area
with about 2 million employees at an estimated cost of between $77
to $300 million annually. If you project that out, it would be $2.8
billion over the 14 years of the projected life of the program.

Like you, Mr. Chairman, I support the Clean Air Act goals, but
we need to scrutinize this expensive program and consider the
other practical options that will reduce emissions and allow us to

meet the goals. Again, Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for

your help and now to my questions.
Ms. Nichols, I think this falls pretty much in your purview here.

What, in your opinion, is the primary goal of the Clean Air Act?
Is it to improve air quality or to regulate automobile use? If it is

to improve air quality, why should EPA care what means the
States employ to reach attainment?
Ms. Nichols. Well, that is a very good question. The answer, ob-

viously, is that we believe that the principal goal of the Clean Air
Act is to achieve health-based air quality standards throughout the
United States to deliver those benefits to the people of this country.
In carrying out the mandates of the Clean Air Act, EPA has strived

and is striving wherever possible to interpret those mandates with
the maximum degree of flexibility.
The provision of the law that you are referring to, which is the

employee trip reduction provision, is a very specific section of the
1990 Clean Air Act amendments which requires achievement or at

least plans by employers to achieve specific levels of trip reduction
on the part of their commuting work force. It is different in the
sense that it is very prescriptive about what the goal is and the

goal is to change the ridership, the average ridership patterns, not
to achieve a specified level of emissions reductions.
That particular piece of the provision is in the statute. What we

have been trying to do is to find every possible way to interpret
that provision consistent with what we believe the underlying in-

tent of Congress was which is to get the air quality reductions, but
we are trying to proceed carefully not only because we want to be
within the letter of the law, but also because we believe there was
another purpose expressed for this particular provision at the time
it was passed and that is that unlike other measures which are

dealing just with emissions, this section deals with ridership, with

VMT, vehicle miles traveled or trips and we believe that the reason
for this provision, which is a pretty

—it is a small piece, as you
know, of the overall act, even though it has this potentially major
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impact that you are describing, we think that the purpose of it was
to try to deal with the growth in vehicle miles traveled, which is

in many cases wiping out the benefits of some of the very expensive
technological controls that we have placed on vehicles and on gaso-
line.

We have done a number of things with the Surface Transpor-
tation Act and the conformity requirements to try to make sure

that our transportation programs are not undermining our clean

air goals, but we still have a long way to go. This particular pro-

gram, if we can interpret it and allow the States and local govern-
ments to interpret it flexibly enough, provides us with some oppor-
tunities to pioneer some demonstration programs that will help
alter people's travel patterns without imposing unnecessary man-
dates or costs on them and we think that if we can do that, that

it will have some benefits, but, frankly, it is a very difficult and

problematical provision of the law.

Mr. Hastert. I appreciate your position of trjdng to find innova-

tive ways and especially ways to try to interpret this program so

it doesn't impose really ominous costs or impositions on people try-

ing to work.
One of the things that I would like to do Mr. Chairman, is to

submit a letter that I have for the record. Recently, Administrator
Browner responded to a letter from Senator Lautenberg, stating
that the agency is committed to providing for maximum flexibility

in the Employee Trip Reduction Program or ECO Program.
In fact. Administrator Browner states that the EPA would allow

States to improve employer plans that focus on reducing trips dur-

ing the season of high pollution levels. This, of course, would pri-

marily apply to the summer season when ozone levels are high.
This action is a step in the right direction, but why stop there?

What is EPA's position on episodic or stand-by emission controls,

controls that kick in only when air quality standards threaten to

be exceeded?
Ms. Nichols. We have—Mr. Hastert, we have indicate d to States

that have asked us about this that we are willing and agreeable
to seeing them try these types of programs if they believe they
have a mechanism for making them work, so we have tried to be

encouraging to people who think they have a way of implementing
a stand-by program.
We do have two concerns. One, obviously, is the practical one of

can you get the information out in time for people to actually

change their plans on any given day and the other has to do with
the limitations on our predictive capabilities.
One of the things, unfortunately, that we have found in the past

is that we are not terribly good at knowing when there is going to

be a smog alert day. We can be hovering on the edge of it because
of bad weather and on a day when you think it is going to go over

the top it doesn't; yet on another day when the weather isn't quite
as bad, it turns out you have an ozone alert. And no one knows for

sure exactly how to predict it.

That is why we moved in tne direction of tht seasonal approach
because we felt if you could bracket the smog season and put the

program in place for that period of time, you would have it covered.
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I would just also like to say that this program is one that, al-

though it is mandatory that these plans be developed, there are no
sanctions if the average vehicle ridership levels are not achieved.

In other words, I hate to say that we are trying to do something
that has no effect, but in fact we are asking people to do something

experimental and I think the law was cleverly written in the sense

that it isn't putting people in jeopardy of fines or other penalties

if, in fact, they can't make it.

Mr. ELastert. I appreciate your answer on this in trjdng to find

different ways to implement the program. In your opinion, does Ad-
ministrator Browner currently have the necessary authority to ap-

prove State implementation plans or SIPs that would allow em-

ployers to implement ECO programs on an episodic basis and let

me go back to one statement she made.
I am from Illinois. We understand snow days in Illinois. All of

a sudden we close down the system and people don't go to work
and they don't go to school. This is the other side of this issue. In

the summertime, when ozone sderts are in place, we understand
the weather conditions. If we had to shut down 5 or 6 days in the

summertime and implement these extraordinary procedures I think

that would be economically much more acceptable for workers and

employers than trying to implement them for a whole year or en-

tire season at a time. So I think we can understand that and put
those procedures in place on those days.

My question to you, does Administrator Browner allow these

types of changes on an episodic basis?

Ms. Nichols. I don't think we have specifically asked that ques-
tion at this point and so I wouldn't want to give you an answer
now. I think what we have said to the States is we encourage you
to try to develop such a program if you believe you can make it

work and it will meet the goals of the statute, we will work with

you to try to get it approved.
Mr. Hastert. Well, that is something that is important to me.

I think we would like to work with you to try to develop such a

program. I know that the Act's provisions do not allow episodic con-

trols to apply to smokestacks, but do not disallow them for clean

air and automobile emissions.

Ms. Nichols. There is some case law and some history on the

issue of intermittent controls on stationary sources which I know

gives our lawyers great concerns about whether episodic controls

could be approvable or not and that is why I am being careful

about saying whether we could approve it or not because regardless
of our desires, in this instance we would also be bound by their in-

terpretation.
Mr. Hastert. As you may know, there is some dispute in Illinois

about our classification and both the State and Region 5 agree that

some of the monitors were not properly calibrated and there were

some problems there. While I won't get into the details of the error

here, I do want to ask you about the margin of error deemed ac-

ceptable. It is my understanding that the policy of a plus or minus
15 percent margin of error in an air-monitoring area was estab-

lished in 1977 for the purpose of area designation. The margin of

error was trjdng to compensate for what we didn't know.
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Additionally, this error was defined to correct for unknown error,
as I said, not for those which can be identified. With the 1990
amendments narrowing the ozone categories, the significance of

even minor area errors can now have a large economic impact on
affocted areas without corresponding environmental benefit. Is

there any plan to revisit this arbitrary margin of error issue?
A case in point, this, does make a difference. There was one mon-

itor in our area that wasn't calibrated that had a 57 or 58 percent
differentiation and it has thrown the whole area into a severe
ozone nonattainment area.

Ms. Nichols. I appreciate the impact of what you are saying
and, obviously, these are matters that can make a big difference in

terms of their effect on a region. My understanding is that EPA did

a field study in 1991 that looked at the issue of reclassification and
that the request of the State of Illinois is currently under review
within Region 5 and that is where it is right now.

If I can help by getting any more information on that I would be

happy to give it to you.
Mr. Hastert. A lot of this stems, first of all, on the plus or

minus 15 percent and the margin of error because we think that

has kind of thrown us into a situation that is not justifiable. If we
could start to work out some of the problems on these episodic is-

sues and we can work this problem through on an episodic basis

where, obviously, it is not an issue year round or not even an issue

most days of the year. We really look forward to working with you
on this.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to enter this letter into the record.

Mr. DiNGELL. Without objection.
Mr. Hastert. Thank you very much for your cooperation and for

allowing me to bring this issue up today. I appreciate it.

[The letter follows:]
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July 8, 1994

The Honorable Carol Browner
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M street, S.w.
Washington, O.C. 20460

Dear Administrator Browner:

Pursuant to the recent hearing held by the Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations regarding the Clean Air Act, attached
are the additional questions that I stated that I would submit to
the Agency for written responses after the hearing. Please provide
me with the information requested by Monday, July 18, 1994. My
office address is 2'\5S RHOB.

If you have any questions regarding this request, please
notify my legislative coiinsel, Charli Coon, Charli's telephone
number is 5-2738.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

erely.

nis Has^ei
rgy & Commerce Committee

cc: The Honorable John Dingell
Chairman, Energy and Commerce
Committee
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Questions Submitted for the Record
Subcoiraiittee on Oversight and Investigations

by J. Dennis Hastert
June 22, 1994 Hearing

1. Referring to the 25% increase in APO (average passenger
occupancy) , can you refer me to any scientific studies that
document the feasibility of this particular standard?

2. In a recent Washington Post op ed piece (May 30, 1994) Ms.
Browner stated "We recognize the need to move beyond one-si3e-
tits-all regulations...". However, EPA requires that every
extreme and severe non-attainment area increase vehicle
occupancy (i.e. reduce automobile trips) by the same
percentage (25%) regardless of actual air quality conditions
and notwithstanding circumstances that differ significantly in
various areas. For example, last year Chicago reported no
ozone exceedances whereas Los Angeles had 14 3 exceedances
during that same time period. Yet, both locations are
required to reduce vehicle usage by the same amount. Does
such an arbitrary approach make sense in light of the
demonstrably varying conditions within any particular non-
attainment area?

3. In 1991, the USEPA removed the Kensosha County air monitoring
station from the Chicago ozone non-attainment area. Does this
mean that, for monitoring purposes, these two air monitoring
stations are no longer used to measure the air quality of the
Chicago area?

If this decision had been made in 1988, the Chicago area would
have been classified as a serious, rather than severe, non-
attainment area, based upon data from the remaining 22

monitoring stations in Illinois and Indiana. Isn't that
correct?

If so, USEPA has modified the baseline upon which the Chicago
area's environmental programs are based. Such a change will
permanently "skew" future measurements against this baseline.
Isn't that true? Please explain why or why not.

4. Administrator Browner has been quoted on many occasions as
wanting to reduce the economic impact of EPA regulation on

industry. However, EPA has estimated the cost of the ECO

program nationwide at from $1.2 to 1.4 billion per year
(Employee Coiuroute Options Guidance . December 1992) . Given the
very modest rec^'ictions in vehicle emissions achievable through
employee trip reduction programs (on the order of 1-2%,
according to the Joint DOT/EPA Report to Congress . August
1993), as compared to their cost, how do you justify going
ahead with this program?
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EFA's Responses to Questions from the Honora±)le J. Dennis Eastert
Fursuemt to the June 22, 1S94 Hearing before

the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

Question 1 ;

Referring to the 25% increase in APO (average passenger
occupancy) , can you refer me to any scientific studies that
docvunent the feasibility of this particular standard?

Answer ; -- - .-

In setting the 25% target in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA) , Congress drew on the example of the South Coast Air
Quality Management District (SCAQMD) in California. Three
Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR) targets, based on location within
the District were fashioned to result in approximately a 25%
increase in average vehicle ridership in the Los Angeles, San
Bernardino, Orange and Riverside Counties. To date, studies
undertaken by the SCAQMD have shown an increase in AVR, but no
area within their jurisdiction has yet achieved che 25% increase.

Question 2 ;

In a recent Washington Post op ed piece (May 30, 1994) Ms.
Browner stated "We recognize the need to move beyond one- size-
fits-all regulations...". However, EPA requires that every
extreme and severe non- attainment area increase vehicle occupancy
(i.e. reduce automobile trips) by the same percentage (25%)
regardless of actual air quality conditions and notwithstanding
circumstances that differ significantly in various areas. For
example, last year Chicago reported no ozone exceedances whereas
Los Angeles had 143 exceedances during that same time period.
Yet, both locations are required to reduce vehicle usage by the
same amount. Does such an arbitrary approach make sense in light
of the demonstrably varying conditions within any particular
nonattainment area?

Answer ;

Under the CAAA, Congress required that all severe and extreme
ozone nonattainment areas and serious carbon monoxide
nonattainment areas establish programs aimed at reducing commute
trips to the work sites of large employers.

Our continuing effort here at EPA is to make the program work,
within the limits set by Congress, in ways that make sense at the
local level. The Agency has worked closely with state and local
air and transportation officials and as a result, state and local
agencies have substantial discretion to design and implement
their ECO programs. For example:
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• states can sec differing ridership targets for employers in
different parts of a nonattainment area -- such as downtown
and suburban areas.

• A state ECO program can protect employers from penalties if
an employer fails to meet trip reduction goals when a good-
faith effort has been demonstrated.

• A state may establish a regional trip- reduction program as a
means of meeting the ECO requirement. A state may
demonstrate that the regional program would produce -trip
reductions equivalent to those from a successful ECO
program, and employers- would not be required to submit
individual plane. An example of such a program would be

parking cash-out on a regional level. At little or no net
cost, employers would offer employees the option of cash
rather than en^loyer-paid parking.

Question 3a ;

In 1991, the USEPA removed the Kenosha County air monitoring
station from the Chicago ozone non- attainment area. Does this
mean that, for monitoring purposes, these two air monitoring
stations are no longer used to measure the air quality of the
Chicago area?

Answer ;

Because of Kenosha County's pre-enactment nonattainment
designation, Kenosha County, Wisconsin, was designated as
nonattainment for ozone by operation of law upon enactment of the
Clean Air Act (Art) . As part of the Chicago- Gary-LaJce County,
IL-IN-WI Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (CMSA) ,

Kenosha County was initially included in the Chicago -Gary-Lake
County ozone nonattainment area, which was classified as severe
nonattainment with 17 years to attain based on the 1987 through
1989 ozone design value (representative peak ozone concentration)
at the Chiwaukee Prairie monitoring site in Kenosha County. The
1987 through 1989 ozone design value at the Chiwaukee Prairie
monitoring site was 0.190 parts per million. Past analyses have
shown that peak ozone concentrations in excess of the ozone
standard in Kenosha County were primarily due to ozone precursor
emissions in the Chicago area. This made the Kenosha monitoring
sites the peak impact sites for determining the classification of
the Chicago-Gary- Lake County ozofie nonattainment area.

The State of Wisconsin was given formal notice of the designation
of Kenosha County in a Jamuary 28, 1991 letter from Valdas V.

Adamkus, Regional Administrator, to Tommy G. Thompson, Governor
of Wisconsin. The State replied, in March 14, 1991 and June 4,

1991 letters, that Kenosha County should be included in the
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Milwaukee-Racine ozone nonattainmenc area for administrative
purposes. The rationale for this proposal was that it was
logical from a planning and regulatory perspective to include
Kenosha Couiity with neighboring Wisconsin Counties. The State of
Wisconsin believed that the inclusion of Kenosha County in the
Chicago -Gary- Lake County nonattainment area would require
extensive and unnecessary reformulation of planning and data.
Keeping Kenosha with the Milwaukee -Racine nonattainment area,,
which was also to be classified as severe nonattainment for ozone
based on an ozone design value of 0.183 parts per million
monitored in the area, was viewed as serving to ease the
administrative burden of both the State of Wisconsin and of the
State of Illinois. As a result of the inclusion of Kenosha
coiinty in the Milwaukee -Racine nonattainment area, the ozone
design value monitored in Kenosha County served to change the
classification of the Milwaukee -Racine nonattainment area from
severe- 15 to severe- 17.

The transfer of Kenosha County to the Milwaukee -Racine
nonattainment area for administrative purposes does not override
the technical observation that the Chicago area emissions are the
primary contributor to the high ozone levels monitored in Kenosha
County. It is technically appropriate, based on past
observations, to conclude that the ozone design values monitored
in Kenosha County should be assigned to the Chicago-Gary-Lake
County ozone nonattainment area. Therefore, for monitoring
purposes, the transfer of Kenosha County to the Milwaukee -Racine
nonattainment area has not eliminated the consideration of the
ozone monitoring data for this County from the determination of
the designation and classification of the Chicago-Gary-Lake
County ozone nonattainment area.

Question 3b;

If this decision had been made in 1988, the Chicago area would
have been classified as a serious rather than severe, ozone
nonattainment area based upon data from the remaining 22
monitoring stations in Illinois euid Indiana. Isn't that correct?

Answer ;

This is incorrect. Well before the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990, EPA, the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, and the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources were considering the
cause of high ozone concentrations in Southeastern Wisconsin. As
part of that consideration, the timing and location of peak ozone
concentrations in Illinois and Wisconsin were considered along
with resultant wind directions and wind speeds on high ozone days
to assess the cause of the ozone standard violations. These data
•iriri-i rrit-QH t-hat- rhiraao area emissions contributed significantly
to the high ozone concentrations in Kenosha County. Therefore,
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it is appropriate to consider the ozone design values at the
Kenosha County monitors as indicators of the classification of
the Chicago area regardless of which attainment area is assigned
to contain Kenosha County.

Question 3e !

If so, USEPA has modified the baseline upon which the Chicago
area's environmental programs are based. Such a change will

permanently "skew" -f-uture measurements against this baseline.
Isn't that true? Please explain why or why not.

Answer ;

Rs noted above, EPA has not modified the baseline upon which
Chicago area's environmental programs are based. EPA believes it
has not erred in the classification of the Chicago-Gary-Lake
County nonattainment area based on ozone design values monitored
in Kenosha County. These design values are relevant to the
Chicago area despite the nonattainment area to wbich Kenosha
County was ultimately assigned. The assignment of design values
was made based on technical, scientific observations, whereas the

assignment of Kenosha County to the Milwaukee- Racine ozoiia

nonattainment area was made based primarily on administrative
considerations (it was noted that the Kenosha County emissions
primarily impact peak ozone concentrations downwind in the
Milwaukee area) .

It should be noted the ultimate emission control programs for the
Chicago-Gary-LaJce County and Milwaukee -Racine ozone nonattainment
areas will be decided based upon photochemical modeling being
conducted as part of the Lake Michigan Ozone Study and Ozone
Control Program. It should also be noted that, since both areas
are classified as severe-l7, both areas are sul5ject to the same
statutory requirements under the Act,

Question 4 »

Administrator Browner has been quoted on many occasions as
wanting to reduce the economic impact of EPA regulations on
industry. However, EPA has estimated the cost of the ECO program
nationwide at from i51.2 to 1.4 billion per year ( Employee Commute
Options Guidance , December 1992) ., Given the very modest
reductions in vehicle emissions achievable through employee trip
reduction programs (on the order of 1-2%, according to the Joint
D0T/2PA Report to Congress August 1993), as com.pared to their
cost, how do you justify going ahead with this program?
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Anawer ;

Congress has mandaced that EPA euid affected states carry out this
program as a means to reduce air pollution and traffic
congestion. EPA is committed to flexible implementation of the
ECO program in order to minimize the costs. Employers required
to implement ECO have a wide range of options to chose from in
designing their plans. En^loyers' plans may promote compressed
work weeks, mass transit, vanpools, carpools, telecommuting,

'

bicycling and walking, or working at home. EPA has given states
the ability to grant employers a range of options to achieve
ECO's goals. For example:

• States can allow employers to reach ECO ridership targets by
averaging among different work sites, or by obtaining
credits from other employers who achieve greater- than-
required trip reductions.

• States may allow credit for employees arriving in clean- fuel
vehicles .

• States may accept credit for children dropped off at
daycare .

• States may approve employer plana that include subsidies to
employees such as subsidies for transit or ridesharing that
are applied only during that state's season of high
pollution levels. As a result, employers may focus a
significant portion of their ECO resources on the time of
year when air pollution levels most warrant trip reduction
efforts.
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Mr. DiNGELL. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Bliley.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. BLILEY, JR., A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. Bliley. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for your courtesy in al-

lowing me, though not a member of this subcommittee, but a mem-
ber of the full committee, to sit in. I have one question for Ms.
Nichols. I have a brief statement and then a question.

I have a question concerning Virginia's current efforts to split an
acceptable State implementation plan revision for the northern Vir-

ginia area. As you know, most of the disagreement is centered on
the type of inspection and maintenance program the State will ad-

minister in northern Virginia, whether the State will be allowed to

use the current network of service stations to conduct emissions in-

spection or whether it will have to go to a centralized testing pro-

gram.
It is my understanding that the Virginia Department of Natural

Resources has submitted a new plan to EPA's region 3 office in

Philadelphia and that the plan is currently being reviewed.
I do not want to ask specific questions about Virginia's submis-

sion because I know that it is still undergoing review in the region
and that would be unfair to you. However, I do have a question
about the overall approach that EPA is taking when it tries tc

work with States to meet the requirements of various Federal envi-

ronmental laws, including the Clean Air Act.

I have been encouraged by some of the things I have heard from
EPA recently on the subject. For example, in a recent op-ed piece
in the Washington Post, Administrator Browner acknowledged
that, **We need to move beyond one size fits all regulations."

My concern is that this attitude does not seem to be shared by
the represjntatives of EPA who are working directly with the Com-
monwealth of Virginia. For example, earlier this month, region 3
Administrator Peter Costmyer sent a letter to Governor Allen ad-

vising him that Virginia's SIP revision was unacceptable.
In connection with this letter, Mr. Costmyer was quoted in the

Washington Post as saying that Virginia would have to comply
with the Clean Air Act, our way." That is EPA's way or risk losing
Federal highway funds.

It is my sense that as State and local governments attempt to

meet the requirements of the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments, it

will be more important than ever for EPA to work with these gov-
ernment officials to consider flexible approaches, adapted to par-
ticular circumstances. I am interested to know whether you agree
and if so how EPA headquarters is working to apply that policy in

its day-to-day work.
Ms. Nichols. Well, thank you for the question. And it is a broad

one. I will try to respond and reference the issue of Virginia's in-

spection and maintenance plan because this is one where we do
have specific regulations on the books that would seem to be very
prescriptive about the type of program that States need to enact.

As you may recall, last year there was a good deal of publicity
and controversy between EPA and the State of California over this

same issue of whether a State would be allowed flexibility to design
its own program and in that instance the Administrator indicated
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a willingness to work with the State to make sure that the State

was allowed to design its own program with as much flexibility as

possible as long as the fundamental parameters of the program
were met.
We have approved many different types of inspection and main-

tenance programs. For example, the State of Nevada has a pro-

gram that is decentralized. It is not run by a contract. It is run by
independent garages, it is a test only plan. The Atlanta region has
a hybrid program which is partially test only, partially test and re-

pair. California is also a hybrid program which is attempting to use
a lot of some new technology from remote sensing to try to identify
the biggest emitters, the largest violators in the automotive sector.

So there is a good deal of room for individual programs in this

area. I know that Virginia has recently sent its program to the re-

gional office. They are looking at it closely. They are conferring
with our staff in headquarters and before they make any final rul-

ings on this issue, I would have a chance to look at it. But as you
indicated, and I certainly support the statements that you quoted
from the administrator, we really are trying to pioneer an effort to

treat States as competent full partners in the process of imple-

menting the Clean Air Act and to impose restrictions only where
it is necessary to make sure that the underlying emissions reduc-

tions are achieved.
Mr. Bliley. Thank you very much. So I gather from your re-

sponse that EPA has taken in the past and will try as far as they
can and the law allows to adopt a flexible approach in the future

in dealing with States, Virginia and others.

Ms. Nichols. Yes, sir.

Mr. Bliley. Thank you, Ms. Nichols. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
I appreciate your indulgence.
Mr. DiNGELL. The Chair thanks the gentleman. Ms. Nichols, do

you agree or disagree that Section 101 of the Clean Air Act pro-
vides that the purposes of Title I are, "now to protect and enhance
the quality of the Nation's air resources so as to promote the public
health and welfare and the productive capacity of its population."
Do you agree or disagree?
Ms. Nichols. Well, I believe that is a correct quotation and I do

agree with it.

Mr. DiNGELL. Thank you. Now, do you agree or disagree that

such purpose extends to Title II of the act including Section 211-

K, which requires the RFG program and the anti-dumping provi-
sions?
Ms. Nichols. I don't have the act in front of me, sir, and I can't

answer the question as to what the exact modification of 101, of

211(k) is. I would be happy to get back to you on that.

Mr. DiNGELL. That would be appropriate, but Section 101 is a

statement of policy.
Ms. Nichols. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. Would I be fair in inferring that it applied to the

entirety of the bill?

Ms. Nichols. I would expect that a broad statement of policy
like that would be applicable across the board, but I don't want to

give a legal interpretation. I am not licensed in the District of Co-

lumbia. Only in California.
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Mr. DiNGELL, Now, I would assume that down at EPA that some-

body would have the answer to these questions.
Ms. Nichols. I would assume so, too, and I would be happy to

ask.
Mr. DiNGELL. Since there is some diligence down there in inter-

preting the statute that somebody would know the answer to those

questions, would you please consult with them and inform the com-
mittee?
Ms. Nichols. I would be happy to do so.

Mr. DiNGELL. Now, would you agree or disagree that in inter-

national negotiations only matters like climate, sulfur dioxide emis-

sions, oxides of nitrogen, VOCs and toxics, as well as greenhouse
gases, the administration has urged that other nations follow our
lead in adopting requirements similar to those in the Clean Air
Act?
Ms. Nichols. Yes, I am aware of a number of those.

Mr. DiNGELL. Now, it is fair to note, however, that few countries

such as Venezuela have followed our lead. Is that also a fair state-

ment?
Ms. Nichols. I can't answer the question as far as what air qual-

ity standards Venezuela has adopted as a general matter. I know
that our success has been mixed. Some countries allege that they
have higher air quality standards or better air quality standards
than we do, but overall I think our program leads the world and
I don't think any other country
Mr. DiNGELL. It has been our policy when they go to these inter-

national conferences that we take a strong position on the environ-

ment and urge others to follow us.

Ms. Nichols. Yes, that is correct.

Mr. DiNGELL. Now, Mr. Watson and Ms. Nichols, this question
is to you, if you please. It is my understanding that pursuant to

the purposes of the Clean Air Act, EPA believed that its December
RFG ru]3, that is, the reformulated gasoline rule, was a necessity
from a health standpoint and that there was a valid justification
to differentiate because—^between refiners and importers. Is that

correct or not?
Mr. Watson. Well, I don't think I should answer for the EPA.
Mr. DiNGELL. Let me give you^the question again. It is my under-

standing that pursuant to the purposes of the Clean Air Act, EPA
believed that its December reformulated gasoline rule was nec-

essary from a health standpoint and that there was a valid jus-
tification to differentiate between refiners and import centers, be-

cause as shown in Exhibit 3, domestic refiners are subject to ver-

ification audits and to enforcement to ensure that their base lines

are correctly certified while foreign refiner is not and, as such,
could gain a significant competitive advantage due to EPA's inabil-

ity to maintain a level regulatory playing field.

Ms. Nichols. I guess I had better answer that question because
it is a question about EPA's position on things, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. All right.
Ms. Nichols. As of the time of the final rulemaking in December

of last year, it was my position and I so advised the Administrator
that although this was an issue that was in substantial dispute
and that I was concerned about, that I felt I was uncomfortable
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with changing what had been the earlier staff recommendation
which was to set a separate baseline for foreign refiners because
of the enforcement considerations that you have just cited.

Mr. DiNGELL. Now, then, I guess perhaps we will let you both
discuss this, Mr. Watson and Mr. Shapiro, too, if you please. Isn't

that a reasonable basis under the exception, Article 20, of the

GATT for the United States to defend the EPA rule? On grounds
that this was a measure which was not. A, unduly discriminatory

against importers and foreign producers and, B, it was necessary
for the protection of the health and the environment and the well-

being of the American people?
Mr. Shapiro. Mr. Chairman, I would say that if that were the

conclusion, if the conclusion stayed as it was in December, that

that was necessary in order to protect the health of the American

people, I would say that that would be an Article 20 defense, yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, isn't that really implied both by the language

of the statute, by the rulemaking, by the findings in the rule-

making and by the fact that to exercise the rulemaking powers,
EPA had to essentially make a finding that these steps were nec-

essary for the health and the well-being of the American people?
Mr. Shapiro. Yes, that is right and the only concern, of course,

is the one that has been referred to before which is that as of De-
cember 15. EPA basically said that they were continuing to discuss

this with Venezuela and that that issue was still something of an

open issue.

Mr. DiNGELL. Well, I find all of this to be something with which

you and I seem to both be comfortable. But I also find a situation

where potentially to behave otherwise would be to confer an eco-

nomic advantage on the Venezuelan refiners who really don't have
the ability to audit or to check their information or verify or audit

the information that they get and so we would never know if we
did not take this course that we would, in fact, have a situation

where we were assured that the rules were, first of all, fair to

American refiners and, second of all, that they were going to be

adequate to ensure that the Venezuelans were producing a gasoline

which, in fact, could be found by our EPA to meet the requirements
of protecting the health and well-being of the American people.
Ms. Nichols. May I just respond because
Mr. DiNGELL. Sure.
Ms. Nichols. I think this is really an issue about facts and the

question is are the facts there that would justify that finding.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, if you can't go down there and audit them

and they don't have to produce the data and the information, you
are never going to know whether. A, you are treating our people

fairly, or, B, they are complying with our environmental laws in

the same way that our people are.

Ms. Nichols. Yes, Mr. Chairman and that is precisely what the

issue is that the staff was reviewing and had—and that I had not

fully reviewed at the time that we came out with the December
final rule, but during that period of time, PDVSA the Venezuelan
oil company, did, in fact, submit data to EPA which EPA's tech-

nical staff reviewed which made them feel comfortable that they
would be able to be satisfied at a later point if they could get it
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audited and get the company to agree, which they would have to

under a petition process, would satisfy them.

They thought—they believed that quality of data and quantity of

data and ability to verify it was there. It was that information that

gave us enough comfort to go out with a proposal. Not a final rule-

making but only a proposal to entertain the idea of doing a rule-

making. But the specific issue there is that the inspectors, as part
of this petition process, would have to be given full access in addi-

tion to audited reports being presented, audited by an auditor; that

is, that EPA would certify anybody who was taking advantage of

this proposal and coming in with a petition would have to agree as

a part of the petition to submit to inspection at the refinery site

by U.S. inspectors. That is a provision in the proposal.
Mr. DiNGELL. Thank you.
Now, Ms. Nichols, under the proposed rule, as I understand it,

the importer such as CITGO could use a baseline established for

a foreign refinery as that report
—as that importer's individual

baseline; is that right?
Ms. Nichols. Yes, that is correct.

Mr. DiNGELL. Now, but then I note that the importer does not

establish the baseline; is that correct?

Ms. Nichols. The issue here is whether the baseline is applied
to an individual refiner or to an importer and the baseline is ap-

plied to the company that is selling the gasoline.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, but the matter is really quite simple. Either

the importer establishes a baseline or he doesn't. We have agreed
he does not establish the baseline. Is that right?
Ms. Nichols. He uses the refiner's baseline.

Mr. DiNGELL. He uses the refiner baseline and the refiner is the

one that establishes the baseline.

Ms. Nichols. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. That is done on a petition to you.
Ms. Nichols. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. To EPA, is that right?
Ms. Nichols. That is correct. That is the proposal.
Mr. DiNGELL. Then that imposes additional costs and burdens on

EPA because a foreign refiner must submit a petition to your office.

You have to process that, send inspectors to travel to the refiners

for inspections and audits and so forth; isn't that right?
Ms. Nichols. Well, it is the same as the provision for domestic

refiners who establish their own base lines as well. They also have
to submit petitions which we have to review. At most, we think

this would apply to two maybe three foreign refiners that would try
to avail themselves of this same process, so the only added cost

would be for the travel for the inspector. I am not sure whether the

travel costs to Venezuela from Washington, DC or Ann Arbor are

greater than those to Houston, but probably they are.

Mr. DiNGELL. All right. Let's look a little further. The proposal,

however, precludes EPA from enforcing these requirements against
a foreign refiner; isn't that so?

Ms. Nichols. The proposal is that we inspect at the refinery, but
that the penalties are assessed against the importer.
Mr. DiNGELL. But you don't enforce it, do you? You have no au-

thority to issue penalties or to apply penalties.
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Ms. Nichols. The penalty that we—^we believe we have authori-
ties to issue penalties against anyone who is doing business in the
United States and we would go directly
Mr. DiNGELL. But the refiner doesn't do business in the United

States. He sells to the importer.
Ms. Nichols. Correct. So we would be enforcing against the im-

porter.
Mr. DiNGELL. So the importer, the refiner either refuses to co-

operate or gives us false information. What penalties and sanctions
can you level against the refiner?

Ms. Nichols. The refiner is out of business in the United States
because the importer is not about to take any more of his gasoline
if the importer is paying penalties on account of that refiner having
given him bad data or bad gasoline.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, then, you do that and then immediately our

good friend, Mr. Watson, here gets a call from the Venezuelan gov-
ernment complaining that we are violating GATT, I have no doubt.
And then what do you do with that, Mr. Watson? You call EPA and
Mr. Watson gets you and Mr. Shapiro and others together and you
have another meeting like we have discussed earlier and then you
are back before the committee again.
Mr. Watson. I would be very, very comfortable in having EPA

enforce its rule precisely as it is laid out in its proposal and with
the regulatory mechanisms that it has, sure, it would have to do
that.

Mr. DiNGELL. There we have a situation where the Venezuelans
have not subjected themselves to U.S. jurisdiction. They can't be
fined. And so here we have got CITGO, which is an importer of

Venezuelan gasoline, supplier to—a major supplier to the North-
east United States, you say you can't bring any more Venezuelan

gasoline so CITGO doesn't bring in a bunch of Venezuelan gasoline
and then I have got a bunch of people who are jobbers, they are
down here complaining to their Congressmen.
You have got a bunch of people who are dealers, they are down

here complaining to the Congress because they can't get CITGO
product. Then you have got a bunch of motorists up in the North-
east who can't get CITGO product. So their credit cards are no

good and you have got gasoline station lines up there and you have

got a bunch of long-term contracts between CITGO and the school
boards and the transportation authorities in the Northeast and
they can't get product and they are down here talking to the Con-

gressmen.
What are we going to do about this business of having shut off

all of the import of CITGO because they weren't cooperating with

you on this matter? Are you prepared to deal with all these angry
Congressmen and Senators and folk like that that are going to be
mad at you for all the problem you have created in their districts?

Ms. Nichols. If CITGO isn't allowed to sell Venezuelan gasoline,
I guess they are out of business, period. I guess it is six of one, a
half-dozen of another.
Mr. DiNGELL. I am wondering if you have enough sand in your

craw down there at EPA to take aboard this kind of political situa-

tion in your backyard because you can't bring in any more CITGO
gasoline.
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Ms. Nichols. We are dealing with a tough and competitive mar-

ketplace out there, but I think that EPA has a pretty good history
of assessing fines and penalties against oil companies that don't

comply with our various fuels requirements and these cases are

tough, but we bring them.
Mr. DiNGELL. This is a rule which applies only to Venezuela and

CITGO or does it apply to all foreign refiners, for example, the
Saudis or the Iranians or Iraqis or the Dutch or the British.

Ms. Nichols. The proposal would make this petition process
available to any foreign

—any foreign supplier that could meet the
tests in terms of the information, the quality, the quantity of the
data that need to be supplied and that would submit to the inspec-
tions.

As a practical matter, based on the inquiries and the comments
that we have received during this public comment process, with re-

spect to reformulated gasoline, we only were aware of two compa-
nies that might be interested in doing it, one of v;^'"ch is PDVSA.
Mr. DiNGELL. All right, now CITGO says—rather not CITGO, but

the Venezuelan national oil monopoly says, well, we are not going
to sell any more in the United States, but we are going to put this

on the spot market. What are you going to do about the spot mar-
ket? For example, the Chinese from Manchuria are putting in a lot

of gasoline from the spot market—a lot of gasoline in the spot mar-
ket.

The spot market is moving gasoline into this country from almost

every refiner in every place in the world depending upon refining

capacity, whether it is being fully used or not and how the prices
are and how much transportation costs are.

Now, does this rule apply to the spot market?
Ms. Nichols. Yes, it does.

Mr. DiNGELL. It does, so your enforcement mechanism on the

spot market is to say you can't bring any more gasoline in; is that

right?
Ms. Nichols. It has to meet the base line under the Clean Air

Act.

Mr. DiNGELL. How are you going to have a base line on the spot
market?
Ms. Nichols. We enforce it at the retail outlet and if it doesn't

meet the standards, the gasoline can't be sold and there is a fine

assessed.

Mr. DiNGELL. How do you know what the base line is in the case
of the spot market?
Ms. Nichols. It is Clean Air Act baseline, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. For imported fuels?

Ms. Nichols. Yes. There is a baseline set in the Clean Air Act.
The only difference here is that we are letting domestics, and
maybe if this proposal goes forward, some foreigners allow—will be
allowed to achieve a separate baseline. That is—it is a separate
baseline of their own that they are being allowed to establish.
Mr. DiNGELL. How does a refiner that doesn't have a baseline get

a Clean Air Act baseline? If they have never sold before in this

country, they don't have a baseline.
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Ms. Nichols. The Clean Air Act spells it out. You wrote it into

the Clean Air Act what the baseline is. The numbers are actually
there in the statute.

Mr. DiNGELL. I am not talking about the regular market, I am
talking about spot market. Do you understand the difference be-

tween the two?
Ms, Nichols. I believe I do, but it is the same situation.

Mr. DiNGELL. The spot market is where people put gasoline in

and take it out of a market which exist outside of regular contract
structure of the industry.
Ms. Nichols. Right. But we are able to assess penalties against

the wholesaler, against the retailer all the way up the chain of cus-

tody for violations of reformulated gasoline, if we find we are going
to be out there testing gasoline at the gas stations.

Mr. DiNGELL. But you can't do that against the refiner, can you?
Ms. Nichols. If it is a refiner that does not have a baseline of

its own because it hasn't been able to give us the data and we
haven't, we haven't approved it, then if it is not meeting the Clean
Air Act baseline, they are in violation of the rule.

Mr. DiNGELL. I wish I were as comfortable with that statement
as you are. We will pursue this particular matter with some cor-

respondence.
Now, Mr. Shapiro, last September the Commission of the Euro-

pean Communities—and I am going now to some questions relative

to other matters—apparently on behalf of Mercedes, BMW, Audi
and a group of European luxury manufacturers, initiated a GATT
case against the United States.

Now, that claims that in the 1990's, European automobile mak-
ers have suddenly been harmed by the 1975 CAFE law. This is 19

years ago.
Am I correct in my understanding that after some almost 20

years of not initiating a challenge, they have concluded that the

averaging concept is harmful to them because they have not chosen
to sell their several models of cars in the United States and become
a multi-line manufacturer?
Mr. Shapiro. Mr. Chairman, I think that does reflect the situa-

tion and reflects the argument they are making. As I tried to indi-

cate in my opening statement, we have, as you know, strongly op-

posed that, and we think that their arguments have no basis in

terms of GATT national treatment, that the act, which has been on
the books as long as it has, was trade-neutral.

Mr. DiNGELL. Well, I want you to know that I—^this committee
and I have worked with you and with Mr. Kantor for a consider-

able time and I think you are good public servants and diligent in

looking after the well-being of the American worker and the Amer-
ican manufacturer.

Now, let's go a little further. In 1975, these firms were quite fuel-

efficient, and they did not have to undergo the changes that were

required of U.S. domestic makers who had not caught up with
them or who were not at that time even with them on efficiency
and quality; is that right?
Mr. Shapiro. Mr. Chairman, that is right. At that time they

were actually more fuel-efficient than our domestics were. And for

whatever reasons, and they have their own commercial reasons,
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they have chosen not to improve fuel economy; indeed, to go the
other way—higher cost, high-performance models, gas-guzzlers, es-

sentially.
Mr. DiNGELL. Now, there are two complaints that they probably

could assert. One is the question of gas guzzler tax, and of course

the other is the question of the corporate average fuel economy. I

assume—are they complaining about both?
Mr. Shapiro. They have asserted three, actually, Mr. Chairman.

They have added the luxury tax as well.

Mr. DiNGELL. Of course the luxury tax is applied to U.S. models
in exactly the same way if they meet the same prices; isn't that

right?
Mr. Shapiro. Absolutely.
Mr. DiNGELL. I remember when I was a lawyer and I had a bad

case, I used to throw up all matter of questions in the complaint
in the hope that a judge or jury might just find some merit some-
where. Do you think there is a little of that going on here?
Mr. Shapiro. Well, Mr. Chairman, I am not sure, but I do think

that the notion that they got troubled by the luxury tax and de-

cided at that time to bring in two other statutes that go back, you
know, considerable time, is a problem.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, now, we have a curious process here. I gather

it is secret in that the Europeans do not reveal to public view their

claims and the United States does not reveal its reply; is that

right?
Mr. Shapiro. Actually, Mr. Chairman, we have taken to making

public our submissions. We have also—as you know. Ambassador
Kantor feels strongly about this, as you do—pushed to make the

process a more open one, but theirs are still confidential.

Mr. DiNGELL. Is that going to persist under the new GATT trea-

ty?
Mr. Shapiro. Under the new GATT, we have gotten an agree-

ment that at least nonconfidential summaries would be made avail-

able.

Mr. DiNGELL. Nonconfidential summaries.
Mr. Shapiro. Yes. But it does not go as far as we would like, and

Ambassador Kantor has stated repeatedly our desire to make this

part of the process, the dispute settlement part of the process
which is sort of, in our view, somewhat like litigation, so those

briefs ought to be available.

Mr. DiNGELL. Now, I had a—if I were to put a copy of the Euro-

pean submission of September 1993 and I were to put it into the

record, would I be violating the law?
Mr. Shapiro. Mr. Chairman, I wouldn't say you would be violat-

ing the law. I think that it would be contrary to the practice of the
GATT thus far. It would also be contrary
Mr, DiNGELL. It would be contrary to our understanding?
Mr. Shapiro. Yes. It would be contrary to our understanding ex-

plicitly with respect to this case as well. And I should say, Mr.

Chairman, that, as is typical, when confidentiality is requested, if

we agree to it, we have classified that document as well.

Mr. DiNGELL. Now, Ms. Tiemey and Ms. Nichols, as you know,
I have been concerned about the compliance with the RFG rule,
and the antidumping provisions, and I have been troubled that
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they would have a significant impact on refiners, pipelines, and the

entirety of the distribution systems.
We have heard that the DOE has been working with EPA to

identify problems and that the National Petroleum Council did a

study last October about the industry's capability to comply.
Now, this is a matter of very : oal concern, because it involves

both the time that it is going to take the EPA to get things going
forward; it involves the time that it is going to take the refiners

to retrofit or to adapt their facilities to produce the gasoline that
is going to be required, and that is going to be both to produce the
reformulated gasoline and to address the questions that are associ-

ated with the antidumping rule, which is going to impact severely
on both refining and distribution practices.

Now, we have been advised that the National Petroleum Council
did a study last October about the industry's capability to comply.
That was before the RFG rule was finalized and before two more
rules were proposed.

I am concerned that there has been no mention today of analysis
of these matters by the Energy Information Administration, and I

would like to ask you if, first of all, if some work has been done

by the Energy Information Administration on this analysis?
Ms. TiERNEY. I heard about six questions in there, so I think I

am going to answer the last one first. And I understood it to be a

question of whether or not the Energy Information Administration
had been a party to studies about adequacy of supply.
The EIA is involved today in ensuring that as we go forward this

summer and in the fall and into the winter, that we get as close

to real-time-data reporting on inventories and production as pos-
sible, and I assure you that we will do everjrthing we can to make
the turnaround time between delivery of information from the in-

dustry to EIA verified and made public so that we can track that

together. I mean that you and we and everyone interested can
track inventories.

I should, in response to some other questions, indeed, the Na-
tional Petroleum Council issued its report last fall. We have com-
mented on that in our testimony. I think in fact we filed a copy of

the summary in our testimony to you this week. They indicate,

they think that the system is flexible enough to handle the trans-

action—potential transaction problems associated with distribution

of reformulated gasoline.
As you note they issued that report before the final rule, but

there was information clearly available in the public record that
was along the lines that EPA eventually adopted in the December
rule, and that is consistent with what the National Petroleum
Council used in its analysis. But for the renewable ethanol provi-
sion.

So we don't have the benefit of the National Petroleum Council's

views on that. That is one of the reasons that DOE in the Argonne
Laboratory took an examination of the question of what do we ex-

pect to occur in the ethanol production market. And we examined
the question of what we would expect in terms of increases in de-

mand, trends vis-a-vis the other uses of ethanol today in conven-
tional gasoline markets and transportation-related issues, moving
ethanol from its area of production, principally in the Midwest to
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its area of use under a renewable oxygenate requirement, which
would be principally in California in the northern Midwest and in

the Northeast coast.

We anticipate that there will be real transporta"* i—let's see
how to phrase this. I have been trying to ^^ way the re-

port did. There will be a lot more r^^ ed than we
have ever seen before.

We have been
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, there is no, for example, there is no ethanol

in the Los Angeles base at all, is there?
Ms. TiERNEY. I think there is.

Mr. DiNGELL. Do you? I have been informed there is not.

Ms. TiERNEY. In the winter carbon monoxide program.
Ms. Nichols. Yes. There is in the wintertime.
Mr. DiNGELL. There is?

Ms. Nichols. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, I am going to ask you to

Ms. TiERNEY. There is one more thing that we have been work-

ing on, and in fact this has been the leadership of EPA. EPA, I

think it is your enforcement office, has established a working group
of members of the Federal agencies, including the Department of

Energy, as well as members of the industry that will meet periodi-

cally. Has it met yet, in fact?

Ms. Nichols. No, it has not met yet.
Ms. TiERNEY. Let me pass the rest of this to Mary.
Ms. Nichols. It is under the Office of EO that it has been initt--

ated. It is under the direction of Mary Smith who heads up our
fuels office and it has not yet met, but the group has been des-

ignated and they plan to meet for the first time in July.
Mr. DiNGELL. So what you are telling me is you have a group

that is going to meet and advise you about supply and other prob-
lems, but they have not yet done so; is that what you are telling
me?
Ms. Nichols. Well, there have been many informal meetings;

this is just the advisory group.
Mr. DiNGELL. What is in the hearing record with regard to the

ethanol rule? Do you have anything in there at all on supply, and
what is in the rule—rather, the hearing record on the rule on refor-

mulated gasoline?
Ms. Nichols. There is a substantial at of information, both in

the original
—the existing rule and additional information has been

submitted in the rulemakings, both on the foreign refinery baseline
issue and on the renewable issue on supply. Primarily in the re-

newable rulemaking, because there is concern that has been ex-

pressed about the impact of being required to meet a mandate on
various individual company's abilities to furnish the gasoline be-
cause of their concerns about availability and timing of the man-
date. That is one of the major arguments for doing any mandate
in a phased manner, as well as allowing more flexibility and com-
pliance.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, my good friend Mr. Finnegan and I are going

to communicate with you in writing about the information, and,
Ms. Tiemey, we are going to be expressing some interest in what
studies have been made by EIA on this matter, what communica-
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tions by EIA have been made to EPA on this matter, and we will

have some other questions.
Now, we very frankly would like to have a study on this from

EIA of looking to the final rule and so forth on the supply situa-

tion, including distribution situation, pipeline problems, tankage
problems, the atgree to which smaller refiners will produce RFG
and a number of other relevant factors, and we will have a written

request on that to you so that you can assist the committee.
Ms. Nichols. Great.
Mr. DiNGELL. Now, I got an interesting question. I was looking

here at the briefing papers that went to Secretary—or rather to

Administrator Browner, and it essentially is a commendation of

discussion of the Bush compromise proposal and the new proposal
that is going to be coming forward under this administration.

I noted that the proposal allowed for 30 percent of RFG to have
ethanol with higher RVP, but RVP increase made up by 70 percent
lower RVP.

I was wondering, isn't that the same as the new proposal that
this administration has?
Ms. Nichols. No, it is not, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiNGELL. How is it different?

Ms. Nichols. The principal environmental problem with the
Bush proposal was that it allowed for commingling of gasoline with
the lower revapor pressure and the ethanol and gasoline that oth-

erwise did not have ethanol, and that the mixing actually would
lead to greater emissions of volatile organic compounds during peri-
ods when the gases were being mixed. This was the concern that
was raised by the States; it was raised by environmental organiza-
tions, that there was this added burden on air quality.

In addition, of course, the refineries objected to having to formu-
late lower revapor pressure gasoline in order to make up for the
additional VOC emissions that came from splash blending the etha-

nol.

So it was a proposal that was not supported by anybody.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well, I tell you what I am going to request is, first

of all, one, both of them had a 30 percent ethanol requirement; did

they not?
Ms. Nichols. The number 30 percent appears in a variety of dif-

ferent places in various proposals.
Mr. DiNGELL. But both in the current proposal before EPA and

in the Bush proposal.
Ms. Nichols. Yes, that is correct.

Mr. DiNGELL. All right.

Now, on the briefing papers for the administrator were an item
of concerns with ethanol proposal. And that was at page 16, 17 ana
18.

Ms. Nichols. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. I would appreciate it if you would at your early

convenience submit to us for purposes of the record a statement of
how these criticisms of the Bush proposal differ from—or rather
how they could not be made about the proposal that this adminis-
tration has put forward.
Ms. Nichols, I will be happy to explain why this proposal
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Mr. DiNGELL. And if you please go down one by one identifying
each and every complaint you had about Mr. Bush's proposal and
then explain why this criticism doesn't apply to the package that
was brought forward by this administration.
Ms. Nichols. Be delighted to.

Mr. DiNGELL, Ladies and gentlemen, the Chair wants to thank
you. The bells have rescued us again from ourselves, and I want
to thank you all for being here and for your patience. Ms. Katzen,
you will observe that we have had the room warmed up slightly.
Ms. Katzen. You have indeed, sir.

Thank you.
Mr. DiNGELL. And you also observed that we had all of you out

in time that you could go about your business and do some of the

important things that were mentioned to me when we recessed.
The Chair thanks you all for being present. We appreciate your

kindness and courtesy to the committee.
Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 4 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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August 15, 1994

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Administrator Browner:

Since asking the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
respond to questions relative to the Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations' June 22 hearing on the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990, several other matters have come to our
attention that are also relevant to the issues raised for that
hearing. Therefore, pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of
the House of Representatives, I request your response to the
enclosed additional questions by September 15, 1994.

Finally, also enclosed for your information, review and
comment is a further opinion of the General Accounting Office
(GAO) responding to the EPA' s comments on GAO's October 21, 1993
opinion regarding sanctions.

With every good wish

John D. Dingell
Chairman

Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations

Enclosure

The Honorable Dan Schaefer, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
BY

CHAIRMAN JOHN D. DIN6ELL
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS

RE: CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT
HEARING OF JUNE 22, 1994

August 15, 1994

In my June 28 letter, I asked aibout the status of a
redesignation to attainment for the Detroit moderate
nonattainment area. Since then, I understand the proposed
redesignation has been published. That is good and I urge
that final action be expedited. However, I received the
enclosed June 21, 1994 letter from Governor John Engler, as
well as tables from Michigan's Department of Natural
Resources, and an EPA update of the Detroit redesignation,
which all raise concerns that the EPA process for
consideration of redesignations and SIP revisions continues
to be too slow and overly burdened by lengthy and,
apparently, duplicative regional and headquarters review.
(I understand that prior to November 1992, Tennessee
formally asked the EPA to redesignate Memphis as an
attainment area for carbon monoxide, but the EPA has not yet
acted on the request . ) The EPA generally contends that such
review is needed to assure uniformity. I seriously question
that uniformity is assured by duplicative reviews.

This is a longstanding problem at the EPA. In fact, at an
April 27, 1987 hearing, I said:

The Subcommittee has shown that after nearly
5 years many State Implementation Plans known as
(SIPs) , and revisions thereof, still appear to be
in limbo with neither approval nor disapproval by
EPA. In Region 5, which includes Michigan, Illi-
nois, Ohio, Wisconsin, and Indiana, only one SIP
for ozone has been approved, that is Wisconsin's
plan.

The Chair understands that EPA is trying to
devise shorter schedules. But unless one believes
in the tooth fairy, one cannot be optimistic given
the procedural requirements of section 307 of the
law.

Thereafter, the EPA esteiblished several task forces and
committees to address the problem. When Congress enacted
the 1990 amendments to the Act, we thought we took steps to
resolve the problem. But apparently it persists.
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I understand that -the EPA has established yet another
committee to once again examine the SIP process. Please
identify the committee and its participants, the matters it
is considering, and explain its purpose and status. Please
provide a copy of the reports of prior EPA committees or
task forces that addressed SIP problems and explain what
action was taken regarding their recommendations. Also, in
the case of the Tennessee redesignat ion, please explain the
delay. Please identify by state, all other redesignation
requests pending at the EPA as of July 31, 1994, including
the date of the request and its status.

I also asked about related SIP matters in my letter of April
5, 1994. A reply is long overdue. I request that reply by
August 31, 1994.

2 . I understand that the EPA is contemplating providing
flexibility to the states in the filing of complete
attainment demonstrations by granting conditional approvals
if the states meet 80 percent of federal requirements.
Reportedly, the EPA is considering a regional plan option.
Supposedly, states are having airshed modeling and inventory
problems resulting in incomplete demonstrations. I question
whether EPA has such flexibility under the Act, and request
an explanation of these proposals and purported problems.
It should include a discussion of the legal basis for such
actions, taking into consideration the court's recent
holding regarding committal SIPs. Please explain how the
EPA plans to provide such flexibility and whether it would
be granted generally or on a case-by-case basis.

3. As you know, in July 1992 the EPA promulgated Title V
operating permit rules after considerable controversy. The
1992 publication resulted in a lawsuit that has been the
subject of settlement discussions. However, no settlement
has resulted and the court has not ruled on the matter. As
a matter of fact, a briefing schedule has yet to be filed.
Despite this, the EPA recently published for comment
substantial changes to the ''.992 rule and, according to the
proposal, this is not the last of the changes. Final action
on the proposal is not likely before December or next year.

I am troubled about the timing of this proposed change in
the permit rule for two reasons. First . as noted, the
proposal is not based on a settlement or court order. At
best, it represents EPA's best guess of what the litigants
might accept to resolve the controversy. The litigants and
others are free to express themselves in any way and to
renew the litigation regardless of the outcome of the
proposal. At the same time, a March 21, 1994 document by
the EPA allows the litigants to retain as confidential many
matters discussed in the settlement negotiations that
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resulted in no agreement. I question the appropriateness of
that arrangement, now that the EPA has engaged in a public
process. Second , many state and local governments are
relying on the 1992 rule and have already developed permit
programs and submitted them to the EPA for approval . The
situation creates uncertainty for the states, local govern-
ments and the regulated community.

Please explain why the EPA decided that at this critical
time, new rulemaking is sound in the absence of a settlement
binding the litigants or a resolution by the court of the
lawsuit. Please explain why the EPA is maintaining
confidentiality regarding discussions with the litigants.
What is the nature of these documents?

The notice states:

. . .EPA wants to minimize any disruption
caused by these revisions. The Agency is thus
proposing that State and local program approvals
be governed by the version of part 70 in effect at
the time of a program's submittal, except that
programs submitted within 6 months after the
publication date of the part 70 revisions will be
judged by which ever version of part 70 the
permitting authority chooses.

Please provide the legal basis for this proposal, recog-
nizing that under the Administrative Procedures Act a

proposed rule has no effect and could even be abandoned and
reproposed.

Additionally, I request that the EPA explain why it has not
also revisited the Bush Administration decision, based on
its interpretation of the Clean Air Act, to limit the
application of the permit program to major sources. During
the earlier rulemaking, I criticized that decision because I

believed then and now that the interpretation is contrary to
the lav/. Is this an issue in the lawsuit? The Bush
Administration indicated that renewal of that decision would
be examined prior to the end of five years. Will this be
part of this rulemaking? If not, why not?

I appreciate your June 16, 1994 reply to my concerns about
budgeting at the EPA. You st^te that "Congress did not give
EPA all the resources" initially requested for fiscal year
1994. I believe that problem stems from the fact that the
Administration changed its requests after submitting the
budget in order to fund other priorities. Given the budget
constraints, EPA suffered cuts to provide for such
priorities. This has occurred again for fiscal year 1995.
I understand that the House Committee on Appropriations had
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to take $70 million slated for the EPA to fund a last minute
White House request for the space program. Thus, EPA
priorities are adversely affected when Administration
initiatives, however laudable, are designated as higher
priorities. That is not the fault of Congress.

Implementation of the Climate Change Action Plan is not a
statutory or court ordered priority. In fact, from a
statutory standpoint, the responsibility lies primarily at
the Department of Energy under the Energy Policy Act of
1992. Nevertheless, it appears to receive a greater
priority at the EPA than the priorities set by statute or
court order.

You state that the final 1994 operating plan reprogrammings
sent to Congress for approval "reduced funding levels for
Clean Air Act (CAA) activities by less than the amount
shown" in my letter. I do not want to quibble over whose
figures are correct. The fact remains that Subcommittee
Chairman Waxman and I supported increased funding for the
EPA in FY 1994 and 1995, with particular emphasis on funding
to meet statutory and court ordered mandates. I believe
that the House Appropriations Committee listened and reacted
favorably. However, the EPA, through reprogramming ,

thereafter reduced funding levels for the CAA activities
without informing the Committee on Energy and Commerce and
this Subcommittee either before or after the fact. For
example, no one at the EPA provided the enclosed May 5
letter to the Appropriations Committees until our staff
asked about the matter a few weeks ago. The EPA
Comptroller's Office apparently thinks we have no oversight
interest in such matters. Because of that interest under
Rules X and XI of the House of Representatives, I request
that this situation be corrected and that the Committee on
Energy and Commerce be informed of all such requests when
made. I also request a copy of all requests for
reprogramming in FY 1994, showing the increases and
decreases for the various activities and the impact on each
program.

Did the May 5 reprogramming of $16.6 million for Abatement,
Control, and Compliance come from climate activities? I

understand that you plan early in FY 1995 to reprogram FY
1995 funds in order to restore this sum to the climate
activity. I request that you explain this strategy and its
impact on Global Climate and Clean Air Act priorities, as
well as the need for such a reprogramming. What funds will
be raided in FY 1995 to restore funding for the global
climate activity?

Will reprogramming and other actions ensure that the EPA
will meet all air toxic deadlines for 1997? Your letter
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indicates compliance with "near-term court-ordered
deadlines." What are those deadlines? What about the
statutory deadlines?

5. The July 29, 1994 edition of Inside EPA reports that a
conflict is brewing between the Science Advisory Board and
the EPA program offices about national ambient air quality
standards. That troiibles me, and I request an explanation
from you and the Board, together with the Board's letter on
revising the sulfur dioxide standard. Also, what is the
status of the EPA review of each of the national ambient air
quality standards as required by any court agreement and the
statute? In each case, please provide an updated timeteOsle
for such review and decision.
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ComptToDer General

of the United States

WutOnston, D.C 20648

B-253214.2

July 22, 1994

The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman, Subconunittee on Oversight

and Investigations
Committee on Energy and Commerce
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This responds to your letter of March 22, 1994, and previous
communications, recjuesting our comments concerning a
memorandum of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
General Counsel dated November 23, 1993 (EPA Opinion) . The
EPA' s General Counsel disagreed with the conclusions reached
in our October 21, 1993 opinion, B-253214. In that opinion,
we concluded that: (1) after a finding of State
Implementation Plan (SIP) deficiency with respect to a SIP
revision required under Part D of the Clean Air Act, EPA is

required, under section 179 of the act, to allow states 18
months to correct the deficiency before imposing sanctions;
and (2) EPA is not authorized to formally propose sanctions
against a state under the Clean Air Act until it finds that
the state's SIP submission is deficient.

Our comments on the EPA Opinion follow.

I. TIMING OF CLEAN AIR ACT SANCTIONS

A. Language of the Statute

The essence of EPA's opinion concerning the language of
sections 179 and 110 (m) of the Clean Air Act is that the two
provisions are consistent in that one (section 110 (m))

provides EPA with the discretionary authority to impose
sanctions "at any time (or at any time after) " it makes a

finding of SIP deficiency, while the other (section 179(a))
states that EPA's discretionary authority converts to a

requirement to impose sanctions 18 months from the time a

finding is made. EPA Opinion at 8. Under this reading of
the statute, section 179(a) serves only to impose a limit on
the period of time EPA may exercise its discretionary
authority under section 110 (m) to withhold sanctions after a

finding of deficiency.

While EPA's reading of the statute may appear plausible, in
our view, there are difficulties associated with this
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reading that make it doubtful that it accords with the
intent of Congress.

First, as discussed in our original opinion and summarized
below, we believe that the language of the statute does
present a conflict concerning the timing of sanctions, at
least with respect to SIP submittals under Part D of the
act, such as the enhanced vehicle inspection and maintenance
program submittal at issue in our opinion.

Section 179 specifically applies to findings of deficiency
with respect to such submittals. Further, it provides that
sanctions "shall apply" after a finding of deficiency,
"unless such deficiency has been corrected within 18
months." EPA appears to argue that the only effect of this
language is to require the imposition of sanctions after 18
months, because, EPA states, the language is not worded in
such a way as to prohibit sanctions prior to 18 months. EPA
Opinion at 8 .

As we read the quoted language, section 179 standing alone
does more than merely require the imposition of sanctions
after 18 months against states whose Part D SIP submittals
have been found deficient . It also provides those states
the opportunity to correct the deficiencies within a finite
period (18 months) and thereby avoid sanctions entirely. In
short, section 179 appears to ensure to the states an
18-month grace period. If the states do not correct the
deficiencies within that 18-month grace period, then, as
section 179 expressly requires, sanctions "shall apply."

Section 110 (m) appears, by its terms, to authorize EPA to
impose sanctions "at any time (or at any time after) " the
finding of deficiency in the SIP submittal. However,
section 110 (m) does not purport to authorize EPA to override
the 18-month sanctions cloc)c in section 179. In fact,
section 110 (m) contains no reference at all to the sanctions
timetable of section 179.

Thus, in our view, the statutory language presents a
conflict with respect to the timing of sanctions. If
section 179 provides states with the opportlinity to avoid
sanctions by correcting deficiencies within 18 months of the
finding, then EPA may not impose sanctions "at any time"
after the finding—as section 110 (m) seems to authorize—but
must wait until the 18-month cloc)c has run its course. On
the other hand, if section 110 (m) provides EPA with
discretionary authority to in^ose sanctions "at any time"

B-253214.2
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after the finding, then the 18-month grace period—which
section 179 appears to provide—is rendered a nullity.*

A second reason for our doubt concerning EPA' s construction
of sections 110 (m) and 179 is that, in two other provisions
of the Clean Air Act, Congress explicitly provided that
those sanctions provisions should operate in the way EPA
argues that sections 179 and 110 (m) operate. As we noted in
our earlier opinion, sections 502(d) (2) (A) and 502 (i),
concerned with operating permits, also provide for the 18-
month grace period prescribed in section 179. It is
significant that both of these sections also contain
separate provisions explicitly authorizing EPA to impose
sanctions before the expiration of the 18-month grace
period. No such provision is found in either section 110 (m)
or section 179. The lack of a similar override provision
makes it quite uncertain, in our view, whether Congress
intended section 110 (m) as an instrument through which EPA,
in matters involving Part D submittals, could override the
18-month clock of section 179.

In this connection, EPA offers the theory that the explicit
provision in section 502 granting EPA discretion to impose
sanctions prior to the expiration of the 18-month grace
period under that section is evidence that Congress had the
same intention with respect to sections 110 (m) and 179,
which lack a similar override provision. EPA cites no
authority for this rule of construction. Indeed, the law is
to the contrary. See, e.g., Keene Corp. v. United States .

113 S.Ct. 2035, 2040 (1993) ("it is generally presumed that
Congress acts intentionally and purposely" when it "includes
particular language in one section of a statute but omits it
in another") (quoting Russello v. United States . 464 U.S. 16,
23 (1983)) .

A further reason for our doubt concerning EPA' s

interpretation of the statute is that, in our view, the
agency's construction of the first sentence of section
110 (m) —as authorizing EPA to impose sanctions against a
state immediately upon a finding of deficiency—produces an
incongruous or inexplicable result, when juxtaposed with the
24_-month clock required by the second sentence of section
110 (m). That is, under the second sentence, the state is
guaranteed a full 24 months to correct deficiencies if its
political subdivisions are principally responsible, but,
under EPA' s reading of the first sentence, no time at all if
the state itself is responsible.

'Because we do not find the language of sections 110 (m) and
179, construed together, at all plain, we believe that the
cases cited in EPA' s opinion requiring deference to the
plain meaning of the statute are inapposite.

3 B-253214,2
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EPA asserts that there is nothing either incongruous or

inexplicable about its interpretation of the two sentences
of section 110 (m). As EPA explains it:

"... EPA may choose not to impose sanctions
earlier than 18 months after the finding, if

appropriate, but if EPA chooses to exercise its

discretionary authority, the availability of
statewide sanctions earlier than 24 months after
the finding is limited by whether a political
subdivision of the state is principally
responsible for the deficiency." EPA Opinion at

14.

We do not believe EPA's explanation resolves the incongruity
resulting from its construction of the statute. As EPA

concedes, under the second sentence of section 110 (m), a

state is guaranteed a full 24 months if its political
subdivisions are principally responsible for the deficiency.
By contrast, under EPA's interpretation of the authority
provided to it in the first sentence, the state is

guaranteed no grace period at all if the state itself is

responsible. To be sure, EPA may choose not to impose
sanctions earlier than 18 months after a finding but, under
EPA' s interpretation, the agency has no obligation to afford
the state any time to correct deficiencies.

Compounding the incongruousness of the result produced under

EPA's construction of the statute is the matter of the

sanctions to be imposed. Section 179(a), which allows a

state 18 months to correct deficiencies before sanctions
"shall apply," provides for the imposition of only one of

the two available statutory sanctions, unless EPA finds a

lack of good faith, in which case both sanctions apply. By
contrast, under EPA's interpretation of section 110 (m) , the

agency has discretion to impose "either or both the highway
funding or 2 to 1 offset sanctions at any time after EPA
makes a finding pursuant to section 179(a)." EPA Opinion at

27.

Under EPA's interpretation, the agency has full discretion
to- impose both statutory sanctions on a state, without

regard to considerations of bad faith, at any time after the

finding of deficiency. However, under the express language
of section 179(a), after the 18-month clock has run its

course, only one of the two available sanctions are to be

applied, unless there is a finding of bad faith. Thus,
EPA' s interpretation does not resolve the incongruity
discussed above.

B-253214.2
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B. Legislative History

In our earlier opinion, we stressed that the legislative
history as a'whole and the most pertinent portion of it in
particular—the Report of the House Conunittee on Energy and
Conunerce*—support the conclusion that the Congress
intended to allow states 18 months to come into compliance
after EPA determinations of SIP deficiency before sanctions
may be imposed. In responding to our discussion of the
legislative history of sections 179 and 110 (m),

* EPA
argues that each piece in iisblation is not persuasive.*

*The House Energy and Commerce Committee considered and
amended both sanctions provisions at issue here, and the
House language prevailed on these provisions. See 136 Cong.
Rec. E3713-14 (daily ed. Nov. 2, 1990) (statement of Chairman
Dingell) .

*EPA points to an additional elementof the legislative
history, the House Public Works and Transportation Committee
Report, which states that "H.R. 3030 provides discretionary
authority for the EPA Administrator to impose sanctions."
H.R. Rep. No. 490, Part 3, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1990).
From this statement, EPA concludes that the Public Works and
Transportation Committee believed that EPA has discretionary
sanctioning authority under section 110 (m) separate from the
mandatory authority of section 179. EPA Opinion at 21.
However, the context of the quoted sentence is a discussion
of the range (rather than the timing) of sanctions available
for the EPA Administrator to select and the Committee's
views as to the circumstances under which one of the
sanctions should be selected rather than the other. Id.
Thus, it is likely that the Committee's use of the word
"discretionary" refers not to alternate authority under
section 110 (m), but instead to the EPA Administrator's
prerogative under the enacted section 179 to choose which
sanction to impose.

*For example, the EPA General Counsel urges that statements
in. hearings by officials of her own agency concerning the
Administration precursor to the law that was enacted as the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 are not to be relied upon.
We do not view these statements as determinative of the
intent of Congress . We take them into account only as part
of the whole history of the sanctions provisions, and only
to the extent that they shed light on it. In this regard,
we believe that the EPA spokesperson's uncontradicted
comments during congressional hearings after the Energy and
Commerce Committee amended the bill, to the effect that
states would "have" 18 months to correct deficiencies so as
to avoid sanctions, support the position that Congress meant

(continued. . .)

5 B-253214.2
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However, neither EPA nor we have identified any evidence in
the legislative record to indicate that Congress intended to

grant EPA authority to impose sanctions on states whose SIPs
EtA determines to be deficient immediately after that
determination .

EPA concedes that the Energy and Commerce Committee Report
is probative concerning the intent of Congress with respect
to the sanctions provisions. However, we disagree with the
agency's view of the Committee's report language.

The Committee report directly answers the question at issue
here. It says: "To give states operating in good faith an

opportunity to correct their failures, 18 months is provided
for States to correct deficiencies before sanctions apply .

"

H.R. Rep. No. 490, Part 1, at 228 (emphasis supplied) . EPA
contends that this language "indicates that EPA has the
authority to cut short the 18-month period." EPA Opinion at
20. Focusing on the clause, "to give states operating in

good faith an opportunity to correct their failures," EPA
argues that this clause means that "EPA must have the
authority to provide less time to states not correcting
deficiencies in good faith." Id.

We do not agree with this reading of the Committee language.
The report says that ". . .18 months is provided for States
to correct deficiencies before sanctions apply." Id.

(Emphasif supplied.) The 18-month grace period is afforded
to all states whose SIP submittals have been found
deficient. The report does not suggest that EPA has
authority, under section 110 (m) or otherwise, to provide
less time to states which the agency believes are not
correcting deficiencies in good faith.

Indeed, the language of section 179 and its legislative
history establish that the distinction in the treatment of
states operating in good faith and those that are not does
not lie in the amount of time they receive to correct
deficiencies. Both receive 18 months. The distinction in
treatment lies in the number of sanctions to be imposed on
them if they fail to correct the deficiencies by the end of
the 18-month grace period. As the Committee report states:

*( . . .continued)
to allow such a grace period. See Provisions of H.R. 3030,
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1989, that Fall Within the
Jurisdiction of the Committee on Public Works and
Transportation . 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 45 (1990) (statement of
Richard D. Wilson, Director, Office of Mobile Sources, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency) .

6 B-253214.2
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"If the State has not corrected such deficiency
within 18 months from the Administrator's finding,
determination, or disapproval, one of the two
listed sanctions in section 179(b) is to apply
immediately upon expiration of such 18-month
period .... Both sanctions are to apply at the
expiration of the original 18-month period if the
Administrator finds that the State is not making a
good faith effort to rectify the deficiency."

Thus, in our view, the clause on which the EPA Opinion
focuses—"to give states operating in good faith an
opportunity to correct their failures"—should be read as
stating a self-evident proposition. That proposition is
that states operating in good faith in an effort to correct
their deficiencies can make effective use of the 18-month
grace period for that purpose 2md avoid the imposition of
sanctions. We do not read it to authorize EPA to cut short
the grace period for those states it determines are not
acting in good faith.

EPA also argues that the Committee language quoted above
discussing the operation of section lT9(a) only sets forth
the internal requirements of section 179(a), and does not
contradict EPA's interpretation of section 110 (m). EPA
Opinion at 19. Even if this is true, the fact remains that
there is nothing in the Committee report's discussion of the
sanctions provisions to suggest that EPA might have
discretionary authority, under section 110 (m) or elsewhere
in the statute, to disrupt the detailed sanctions timetable
established by section 179 and outlined in the Committee
report. The Committee's section-by-section analysis of
section 110 (m) contains no suggestion that the provision was
intended to override the 18-month timetable of section 179.
Indeed, the Committee's analysis does not mention the "at
any time" language. In our view, the language of the
Committee report, taken as a whole, demonstrates that the
only timetable for the imposition of sanctions is the
18-month period provided in section 179.-

C. Purpose of the Sanctions Provision's

EPA argues that our interpretation of the statute runs
counter to the purpose of the Act because it would allow a
guaranteed extension of 18 months beyond statutory due dates
for states, rather than providing an incentive for states to
make diligent efforts toward timely compliance throughout
the 18-month period. EPA Opinion at 15. According to EPA,
Congress's "desire to encourage quick compliance with SIP
requirements can be inferred in section 179(a), where one or
both sanctions are imposed automatically after 18 months.
Id. at 10.

7 B-253214.2
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While we do not doubt that Congress's objective in enacting
the sanctions provisions was to encourage states to come
into compliance with Clean Air Act requirements, in our
view, the establishment of an 18-month grace period to

provide states an opportunity to come into compliance is

consistent with that objective. Given the complexity of the
Clean Air Act requirements, it was realistic for Congress to
afford states this period of time to correct deficiencies
before the imposition of severe sanctions on them.
Moreover, contrary to EPA' s assertion, \inder the statutory
scheme as we view it, stat«s would have a strong incentive
to make good faith efforts toward timely compliance
throughout the 18-month period, because if EPA determines
that they have not done so, it must impose two sanctions on
them.

D. Effect of Section 110 (m)

EPA points out that our reading of the sanctions provisions
does not give effect to the "at any time" language in

section 110 (m). In attempting to explain the presence of
the "at any time" phrase in section 110 (m), we suggested
that one possible explanation could be inadvertence. We

recognize the obvious problem with this view of section
110 (m)

—it reads the "at any time" language out of the
statute as surplusage. This kind of statutory construction,
we agree, should be employed only sparingly. It constitutes
a rare exception to the normal rule of statutory
construction, that every word of a statute should be given
effect, if possible. For that reason, we were reluctant to
endorse inadvertence as the explanation, but offered it only
as a possible one.

We have considered other possible explanations for the "at

any time" phrase—explanations that permit a construction of
sections 179 and 110 (m) which would accord full weight to
both provisions without diminishing the force of either. We
have been unable to find any possible explanation that is

without serious flaws. Whatever function, if any, the "at

any time" language of section 110 (m) may serv^e, we remain

unpersuaded, through our analysis of the language of the

provision and its legislative history, that it authorizes
EPA to override the 18-month grace period of section 179.

E. Standard of Review in Federal Court

EPA states that the standard of review to be used by a
federal court called upon to examine an agency construction
of a statute it administers was articulated in Chevron
U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. . 4 67

U.S. 837 (1984) and its progeny. We agree that the standard
of review used by federal courts in such circumstances is
the one set forth in Chevron . We also recognize that, under

8 B-253214.2
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Chevron , courts often accord deference to agency
interpretations of law. However, we do not believe that the
Chevron doctrine would compel a court to accept the EPA' s

interpretation of the Clean Air Act provisions at issue
here.

As EPA notes. Chevron teaches that when a court reviews an
agency's construction of a statute it administers, the first
question is whether Congress has spoken to the precise
question at issue. 4 67 U.S. at 842. In Chevron , the
Supreme Court stated: "If a court, employing traditional
tools of statutory construction, ascertains that Congress
had an intention on the precise question at issue, that
intention is the law and must be given effect." 4 67 U.S. at
843, n. 9. (Emphasis added.) Thus, judicial deference is
constrained by a court's obligation to honor the clear
meaning of the statute, as revealed by its language,
purpose, and history. Ouinlivan v. Sullivan . 916 F.2d 524,
526 (9th Cir. 1990) . Accord Klic)citat County v. Columbia
River Gorge Comm'n . 770 F. Supp. 1419, 1427 (E.D. Wash.
1991) (first step in judicial review of an agency's
construction of a statute is to consider whether Congress
has addressed the precise question at issue, either in
statutory language or in its legislative history and if so.
Congress's interpretation is controlling); Lam)cin v. Bowen .

721 F. Supp. 263, 267 (D. Colo. 1989) (pivotal issue with
respect to any agenv;y interpretation of a statute is
congressional intent; in reviewing agency construction of a

statute, court first considers whether Congress addressed
the precise question at issue, either in statutory language
or in legislative history) .

As discussed here and in our earlier opinion, we find
evidence of congressional intention, principally through the
legislative history, on whether section 110 (m) of the Clean
Air Act, which states that EPA may impose sanctions "at any
time (or at any time after) " a finding of SIP deficiency,
authorizes EPA to impose sanctions on a state for SIP
deficiencies with respect to Part D requirements of the
Clean Air Act prior to the expiration of the 18-month grace
period set forth in section 179 of the act. We conclude
that Congress intended for EPA to wait the 18-month grace
period.

We ac)cnowledge that the issue presented here is a complex
and difficult one. Both readings of the language of the
statute and its legislative history present difficulties in
understanding congressional intent. Thus, it is possible
that a court might reach a conclusion different from ours.

B-253214.2
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and in such circumstances, might give deference to EPA' s

interpretation of sections 110 (m) and 179.'

II. PROPOSAL OF SANCTIONS PRIOR TO
A FINDING OF SIP DEFICIENCY

EPA continues to maintain that it may legally issue a formal
proposal of sanctions against a state before it has found
that the state's SIP is deficient and even before the state
has submitted its SIP.* We remain unpersuaded that such
action by EPA is legally authorized.

First, as discussed in our earlier opinion, we believe that
a proposal of sanctions prior to a finding of SIP
deficiency—or even the submittal of the SIP—is not
consistent with the statutory scheme plainly contemplated in
the Clean Air Act. In that opinion, we stated that the
statutory sanctions scheme contemplates a multi-step
process, beginning with the submittal of a SIP and ending
with the imposition of sanctions. While EPA concedes that
the process we discussed is "one reasonable approach," the
agency points out that this process is not explicitly set
forth in the statute. EPA Opinion at 30.

However, EPA does not dispute that the statutory sanctions
scheme clearly contemplates a process commencing with the
state's submittal of its SIP or SIP revision. '^^or does EPA
dispute that the key condition precedent to the^imposition
of sanctions is a finding of inadequacy by EPA. The finding
provides the legal basis, required by both section 110 (m)

and section 179, for proceeding to the imposition of

'As far as we know, EPA' s authority with respect to the
timing of sanctions has not been litigated. We note that
there is a recent Court of Appeals decision on petitions to
review the EPA' s vehicle inspection and maintenance final
rule. This decision addresses issues other than the ones in
our October 21, 1993, opinion. However, in passing, the
court appears to adopt, without discussion, the EPA view as
to .when it may impose sanctions. Natural Resources Defense
Council V. EPA , No. 92-1535, 1994 U.S. App . LEXIS 10129, at
*7-8 (D.C. Cir. May 6, 1994).

•as noted in our original opinion, EPA' s April 13, 1993,
letter to California Governor Pete Wilson stated that EPA
could propose sanctions in anticipation of the state's
actual failure to submit an adequate SIP by November 15,
1993. Even though that deadline has now passed, we address
EPA' s comments on this issue because, as reflected in its
November 23, 1993, opinion, the agency continues to assert
that it has the authority to propose sanctions prior to

finding a SIP deficient.

10 B-253214.2
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sanctions. Thus, we believe—and EPA agrees—that the
Administrator's authority to impose sanctions on a state,
whether under section 110 (m) or under section 179,'' is

predicated on and triggered by a finding under section 179
that a state's SIP is deficient. If that condition
precedent has not been satisfied, no legal basis for
sanctions exists, and therefore sanctions cannot be imposed.
In our view, if there is no legal basis for the imposition
of sanctions, there also can be no legal basis for formally
proposing them.*

Second, we believe that the "notice" of sanctions afforded
by a proposal of sanctions prior to a finding of SIP
deficiency would not satisfy the notice and comment
requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) . As
we noted in our earlier opinion, a proposal of sanctions
under such circumstances would constitute no notice at all,
because it could not possibly "provide sufficient factual
detail and rationale for the rule to permit interested
parties to comment meaningfully." Florida Power & Light Co.
v. United States . 846 F.2d 765, 771 (D.C. Cir. 1988), cert,
denied . 490 U.S. 1045 (1989).

Such a proposal of sanctions could not provide the rationale
for the imposition of sanctions because that rationale would
not yet exist. Under EPA' s theory of adequate notice, the
agency would be free to propose (but, EPA concedes, not
impose ) sanctions against a state before the state has

'As we stated in our original opinion, we do not believe
that section 110 (m) is an alternative to section 179 for
the imposition of sanctions after a finding of SIP
deficiency with respect to a required Part D plan revision
such as the one at issue here. However, assuming arguendo
that section 110 (m) does provide such alternative authority,
for the reasons outlined in this section and in our earlier
opinion, we do not believe EPA may legally propose sanctions
against a state under section 110 (m) before finding that the
state's SIP is deficient.

•epa is correct when it points out that section 110 (m) does
not expressly address the question of when sanctions may be
proposed . EPA Opinion at 25. However, EPA also asserts
that the language of the section stating that EPA may impose
sanctions "at any time (or at any time after) " EPA maJces a

finding of deficiency necessarily implies that EPA has the
authority to propose sanctions before it issues the final
finding. Id. We do not believe such an implication is
warranted. Indeed, this language more li)cely means only
that a finding triggers the authority to impose sanctions.

11 B-253214.2
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submitted its SIP if EPA believes the SIP, when ultimately
submitted, might be found deficient. Followed to its
logical extreme, under this theory, EPA would be free to
propose sanctions against every state well before the
deadline for SIP submittals. The grounds for such proposed
sanctions would be that each of the states might submit a

SIP revision that EPA might find deficient, and therefore, a

legal basis for sanctions might come into existence at some
point in the future.

EPA, of course, has not threatened, nor even suggested,
taking such extreme action. Nonetheless, it is difficult to
see what legal curbs would bar the agency from doing so
under its theory of adequate notice, other than EPA' s

discretionary exercise of restraint. In our view, such
"notice" is speculative and conditional and, as such,
clearly violates the requirement that, "The process of
notice and comment rulemaking is not to b.e an empty
charade." Connecticut Light and Power Co. v. NRC . 67 3 F.2d
525, 528 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied . 459 U.S. 835 (1982).*

Moreover, as also discussed in our earlier opinion, in many
cases, EPA will not be able to provide definite and
sufficient information on at least two of the issues that

•epA further argues that, with respect to the proposal of
sanctions against California that was at issue here, there
is less ground for concern that the proposal to impose
sanctions would not provide sufficient notice, because the
proposal to impose sanctions was to be made after the
proposed disapproval action. EPA Opinion at 28. This was
so, according to EPA, because, on the basis of its '

"conditional approval" regulation, EPA had already proposed
to approve, and in the alternative, proposed to. disapprove,
California's "committal" SIP committing the state to adopt
the EPA-required enhanced vehicle ISM program by November
15, 1993, depending on whether California adopted the
requisite authorizing legislation and regulations to allow
the state to meet its comjnitment .

AS noted above, EPA' s action proposing to approve, and in
the alternative, to disapprove, California's "committal" SIP
was taken pursuant to the agency's "conditional approval"
procedure. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit has recently ruled this procedure unlawful.
Natural Resources Defense Council v. Environmental
Protection Agency , No. 92-1535, 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 10129
(D.C. Cir. May 6, 1994). Thus, whatever merit EPA' s

argument may have had, it has none now, because its legal
underpinning—the "conditional approval" procedure—has been
held invalid by the Court of Appeals.

12 B-253214.2
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EPA itself concedes would be relevant to the imposition of
sanctions under section 110 (m). According to EPA, two
issues in a section 110 (m) rulemaking are: (1) the timing
of the sanction or sanctions; and (2) the extent of the
geographic scope of the sanction or sanctions. EPA Opinion
at 27."

Under the explicit language of section 110 (m), sanctions
cannot be imposed statewide during the 24-month period
following a finding of SIP deficiency where a political
subdivision is principally responsible for the deficiency.
Thus, EPA frequently will not be able to give definite
notice of the geographic scope or of the timing of sanctions
prior to the determination of SIP deficiency because at such
a premature stage it will not be known which political
subdivision will be at fault, since no fault will yet exist.
In its opinion, EPA asserts that it will be able to give
notice concerning these issues but does not explain how it
can do so.

For the reasons set forth above and in our original opinion,
we believe that even if EPA were correct in its contention
that it may use section 110 (m) to impose sanctions on a
state for deficiencies in Part D SIP submittals, it may not,
consistent with the statutory scheme of section 110 (m) or
the notice and comment requirements of the APA, propose
sanctions before making the requisite finding under
section 179.

"EPA identifies as a third issue in the section 110 (m)

rulemaking the question of which sanction or sanctions it
will impose. See EPA Opinion at 27. It is not clear from
EPA' s discussion how it will exercise the discretion it
claims it has under section 110 (m) to determine which
sanction or sanctions it will impose. Thus, as EPA admits,
it is possible that the finding of SIP deficiency may play a
role in EPA' s determination concerning which sanction or
sanctions to impose. EPA Opinion at 27. Therefore, prior
to the SIP deficiency determination, EPA may not be able to
provide sufficient notice concerning this issue either.

13 B-253214.2
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We hope our comments are helpful to you. In accordance with
our usual procedures, this opinion will be available to the
public 30 days from its date.

Sincerely yours.

^roller General
)f the United States

14 B-253214.2
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UNITED STATES 6MVIR0NMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
» WASHINGTON. DC 20460

MW 5 1994 :»=«

Honorable Louis Scolcas
Cha.izina.n, Subcoiranietee on

VA, HDD and Independ«nc Agencies
CoBsalccee on Appropriations
Eouse o£ Reprssencatives
Washington, C.C. 20S15

Daar Mr. Chairman:

The purpose of cbis lacter is co in£orsi you of four

repro^rassnings which exceed che $500, COO reprogramming
limitation. The first reprograimning is to our Fiscal
Year 1993 Operating Plan carried over in FY 1994 for the

Superfund appropriation. This reprogranming of $15 million
restores partially the administrative expenses reduction
taken during the Enacted Operating Plan process .

The remaining three raprograaodngs are to the FY 1994

Program Research and Operations Appropriation (PRO) , Abate.T»er.t,

Control, and Compliance (ACfcC) . auid Research and Develcpmest
(RfcD) appropriatiaas. The PRO reprogramming realigns 56,720.2
across the Agency to cover the FY 1994 locality pay.

The AC&C reprooramming replaces the $16. 6M previously
identified for the National Action Plan. Of these Cunds, $15. OM
will support high priority Clean Air Act projects, and S1.6M will

support Office of Policy Analysis actiyicies which proroot*
implementation of Che Clean Air Act.

The finJLl reorogramming is for $877,000 in the Research and

Development appropriation. 'This reprograasaing represents a

realignment of funds within the Office of Research and

Development to support the Butte Mine Waste Technology Pilot

Progreun.
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Ti-.e sncloaed inforsacior. fully explains -ije acwicr. w« ar*
calcin?- I hope rh.«se accicns neec with, your acproval. i; : ca:
provile further decaile, pleas* let me know.

"

sincerely.

/ i
Kachiya S. Scbaoll
Coaipcroller

Enclosures (4}

bcc: Michelle Burketc
Elizabeth Craig (33021
BO Branch Chiefs (3302;
Karen Johnson (OC)
Fora Sec/B?C (3 302 J

3302 - A3ROWN/ato/5/04/94 26:- -1176
DOCUMENT CKECKZD THROUGH SPSlvCK£CK

David O'Connor (33013
Terry Ouverson (3302)
Sharita McLean, OARM (3131}
Budget Division Files
Official File Code: 412=.;

DISK: CongReprog/C0NL£7R
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20460

c^

0CT3 B94
OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL
AND LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman
Siibcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed, for insertion into the hearing record, are EPA's
responses to follow-up questions from the June 22, 1994 hearing
before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations on EPA's
implementation of the reformulated gasoline requirements. I hope
this information will be useful to you cind members of the
Subcommittee .

If you or your staff have any questions regarding this
information, please contact Mary Nichols, Assistant
Administrator, Office of Air cind Radiation at (202) 260-7400.

Sincerely,

Christopher P. Hoff
Deputy Director
Legislative Analysis Division

Enclosure
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ERA'S RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM CHAIRMAN JOHN D. DINGELL
FROM THE JUNE 22, 1994 HEARING

QUESTION 2:

To what extent do you expect RFG to be exported to the U.S. from countries other

than Venezuela? Do you anticipate conventional gasoline exports after January 1,

1995 to the U.S. from such countries? Are such exports, even though small

percentage-wise, important to the U.S. suppliers? Will the proposed foreign refiner

baseline rule apply to such finished gasoline, if the shipments are not RFG?

ANSWER 2:

Petroleos de Venezuela (PDVSA) is the only foreign refiner which has formally

approached the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) about importing RFG,

although through informal inquiries and discussions EPA has become aware of a

few other potential foreign sources of RFG in Europe, South America, and Canada.

In addition, the government of Spain sent a diplomatic note through the State

Department objecting to the December 15 rule regarding foreign refiner baselines.

We do expect that the U.S. will receive a limited volume of both RFG and

conventional gasoline from such countries starting on January 1, 1995.

Despite the small percentage of gasoline from foreign sources consumed in the

U.S., it is clear that foreign gasoline plays an important role in the U.S. gasoline

market. There is a significant contingent of gasoline importers and blenders who

bring incremental supply to the market and typically do so at very competitive

prices. And in some areas of the U.S. that are served not by gasoline pipelines but

by water ports, importers may supply a substantial portion of the gasoline market.

A prime example is Boston, where approximately 15% of the gasoline market is

supplied by importers.

QUESTION 3:

As I understand the proposed foreign refiner rule, it authorizes an importer, like

CITGO, to use a baseline established for a foreign refinery as the importer's

individual baseline, but the importer does not establish the baseline. That is done

by the foreign refiner by petition to you. Is that correct?

The proposal appears to preclude the EPA from enforcing these requirements

against the foreign refinery, including applying penalties. As I understand the

proposal, if the requirements are not met, the importer's baseline reverts to a

baseline that would apply absent the foreign refiner's baseline. In short, the

proposed rule does not subject the Venezuelans to U.S. jurisdiction. They can't be

fined, for example. Do you agree? If yes, how does the rule overcome EPA's

concerns about enforcement, etc., of last year? Is this in reality a special rule for

one entity that runs counter to the general purpose of the Clean Air Act of
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uniformity and non-discrinninatlon as between regulated entities, particularly those

that are also competitors? Why is that a proper rule, taking into consideration your

reply and that of Ms. Tierney to Questions 1 and 2? Why not enter into a bilateral

agreement with Venezuela rather than a rule?

ANSWER 3:

You are correct in stating that in the proposal, individual foreign refiner baselines

must be established by the foreign refiner under the requirements of §80.84 of the

proposed rule. Foreign refiners desiring to establish such baselines must petition

the Administrator following the requirements of §80. 84(c). Any importer who

imports gasoline from a foreign refinery with an individual baseline may apply that

baseline to any fuel produced at that refinery.

You are also correct in your description of the enforcement tools proposed by EPA

to assure compliance with the RFG program under the foreign refiner baseline

proposal. EPA's authority to impose and enforce requirements on foreign refiners

is not as clear as its authority over persons who import gasoline into the United

States. As a result, EPA has elected under the proposed rule to hold domestic

importers liable for the quality of imported RFG. Foreign-produced reformulated

gasoline would be subject to the full array of monitoring and enforcement devices

available to EPA. EPA believes that importers' potential liability, including but not

limited to exposure to potential relegation to compliance with the statutory

baseline, will be adequate to ensure that importers will import gasoline using an

individual foreign refinery's baseline only where the importer has sufficient

confidence the requirements of this program will be met. These compliance

monitoring and enforcement provisions, along with additional gasoline tracking

requirements, are equivalent to EPA's compliance monitoring and enforcement

authority over domestic refiners, and they overcome EPA's earlier concerns about

the enforceability of individual foreign refinery baselines.

Far from being a "special rule" which favors one entity, this proposed regulation

applies equally to all similarly situated importers and is an attempt to resolve the

complicated issue of baselines for foreign refiners with the intent of achieving

several important, but different, goals. One goal is that the environmental benefits

intended for reformulated gasoline by the Clean Air Act (CAA) be realized. The

other goal is that all regulated parties who are similarly situated be treated alike,

with the differences in treatment between domestic and foreign refiners limited to

those measures necessary to appropriately accommodate differences in their

situations and protect human health and environmental values.

There are a number of reasons why EPA's proposal of this rule on foreign refiner
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baselines is a more appropriate approach than a bilateral agreement between the

United States and Venezuela. First, a bilateral agreement would apply only to

PDVSA, whereas the EPA's proposed rule will apply to all foreign refiners

equitably. Second, a bilateral agreement could not address the roles and

responsibilities of the domestic importer in bringing foreign RFG into the country,

which would create an enforcement problem which is fully addressed by EPA's

proposal. And third, while it is clear that EPA has proposed this rule following

requirements for public participation, notice and comment under the CAA, it is

unclear what public ppcess, if any, would be associated with a bilateral

agreement.

QUESTION 5:

I understand that the CAA requires EPA to establish appropriate tolerances for

RFG. Has that been done and are they consistent with Reg. Neg.? If not, why
not? What other rules are needed under section 21 1 (k) of the CAA relative to RFG
and related matters and what is the status of such rules?

ANSWER 5:

Section 21 1(k)(2)(B) of the CAA requires EPA to establish an enforcement test

tolerance for oxygenate testing, and using its discretion, the Agency has also

adopted enforcement testing tolerances for Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP) and

benzene. EPA chose to announce these tolerances in the Preamble to the Final

Rule, and to not include them as part of the final regulations. This is consistent

with the Regulatory Negotiation "Agreement in Principle" which contains the

provision that "EPA will establish appropriate test tolerances." The downstream

test tolerance for RVP is 0.30 pounds per square inch (psi), the tolerance for

oxygen is 0.30 weight percent, and the interim tolerance for benzene is 0.21

volume percent. In the case of benzene, the Preamble also describes a process for

establishing a more permanent tolerance based on additional laboratory test data.

Administrator Carol Browner signed the Technical Amendments to the RFG Final

Rule on June 27, 1994 and the Renewable Oxygenate Requirement Rule on June

30, 1994. Also, EPA published a comprehensive guidance document on the RFG

program titled "Reformulated Gasoline and Anti-Dumping Questions and Answers"

on July 1, 1994. Besides the proposal currently under consideration, there are no

additional rules needed to implement the RFG program.

QUESTION 6.

At the Subcommittee's hearing, EPA and DOE claimed that the industry had

adequate time to prepare for compliance with the RFG rule. EPA and DOE noted

that the final RFG rule issued in February 1994 was substantially similar to the

parameters of the rule contained in the Reg. Neg. agreement. Of course, the DOE

and EPA testimony did not mention that in 1993 the EPA also proposed the Bush
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ethanol rule. According to EPA documents provided to the Subcommittee, that

proposal was not consistent with the Reg. Neg. That proposal crep^'^d uncertainty
which was not resolved until December when the EPA ah^'^-'--'—^ In a letter to

the Subcommittee on June 21, 1994, the American jte (API) said:

Even though Congress provided the industry with over three years lead time,

the refining industry now has only three months before the RFG production
will begin and the industry still does not know what fuel it must sell on

January 1, 1995. ...The issues needing clarification are not minor ones, but

are major concerns that directly affect the implementation of the RFG rule.

For example, refiner baselines were due to EPA by June 1, 1994 but the

industry never received crucial guidance (in the form of a direct final rule)

that was needed for preparing their baseline submissions.

As you know, the refiners form only a part of the industry that provides gasoline to

consumers.

The Secretary of Energy, in her June 20, 1994 reply to my letter of April 21, said

that the DOE does not "anticipate any significant shortages or pricing problems" as
a result of the RFG requirements. The Subcommittee's concern is the lateness of

final promulgation of the RFG rule, the delay in providing guidance, clarification,

and corrections of the rule and needed interpretations, the addition of two new
proposals, and the many other factors that could contribute to forming shortages
or pricing problems. The Subcomminee, like the DOE, is particularly concerned
about the distribution system and the logistics generally. Has DOE or EPA
analyzed the capabilities of the product distribution system to handle numerous
grades of gasoline, storage capacity constraints, etc., to ensure that there will be

adequate supplies of RFG? If yes, please provide the results. If no, please explain

why not.

ANSWER 6:

EPA has been working closely with DOE and the oil industry to calculate the

anticipated demand for RFG and ensure smooth implementation of the RFG

program. Since most of the nation's refining industry will comply with the RFG

regulations using the simple model, refiners have been on notice of the essential

parameters for RFG certification since August 1991 when the Reg Neg Agreement

in Principle was signed. It contained the exact parameters of the simple model,

and industry has used the resulting lead time to prepare to comply.

EPA took implementation and logistics concerns into consideration as much as

possible during the Reg Neg and rulemaking processes with a particular emphasis

on maintaining the fungibility of the distribution system. From the very beginning,

we have actively solicited industry input. EPA staff has met frequently with

members of the oil industry to discuss operational issues, and organizations such

as API, the National Petroleum Refiners Association, importers, marketers, and

pipelines have shared their ideas and concerns with us. We have addressed many

of these concerns in "Reformulated Gasoline and Anti-Dumping Questions and

Responses," distributed on July 1, 1994. EPA has also hosted and participated in

a series of workshops to discuss RFG supply and operational issues, and has
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established a Taskforce which convened on July 22, 1994 to address and monitor

these issues throughout the next five months, as we approach the January 1,

1995 program start date.

Finally, as previously mentioned EPA has conducted a detailed analysis to

determine whether sufficient renewable oxygenate supply, distribution, tankage,

and blending capacity would be available in 1995 and 1996 to meet the program

requirements and this analysis is contained in the Regulatory Impact Analysis to

the final rule. As a result of its own analysis, and after careful consideration of all

comments received, EPA determined that it is feasible for sufficient feedstocks,

production capacity, transportation capacity, and blending capacity to be available

to meet the full 30 percent requirement for 1996.

QUESTION 7:

The 1990 baseline values for certain fuel properties are, as the API points out, a

vital element of complying with the simple model RFG requirements. The rule

provided industry with the opportunity to adjust actual 1990 refinery production
documentation if 1990 was an unrepresentative year. It is my understanding that

industry submitted an adjusted and an unadjusted baseline. Production of RFG is

likely to begin as early as September. If EPA has not approved these baselines by

September can industry utilize their submitted adjusted baseline for purposes of

producing RFG and conventional gasoline for 1995?

In the case of diesel fuel, the EPA had to exercise prosecutorial discretion. What is

the EPA plan regarding enforcement after December 1, 1994?

ANSWER 7:

The refinery specific 1990 baselines serve two purposes in EPA's regulations.

First, under the anti-dumping provisions of the final rule, refiners must ensure that

their conventional (non-reformulated) gasoline produced in 1995 and later years is

no more polluting than the gasoline they produced in 1990. Second, during the

first three years of the reformulated gasoline program, the individual baseline

establishes certain specific performance requirements for refiners and importers.

After the first three years, all refiners will have to meet the same performance

standards for RFG relative to the baseline specified in the CAA.

The Agreement in Principle reached through regulatory negotiation in August 1991

described the basic requirements for the refinery specific baselines. This was

supplemented in EPA's proposal in the Spring of 1992. Even though the final rule

was not signed until December 1993, refiners have been on notice for some time

as to the kind of information needed to develop an individual baseline and the role

the baselines would play in EPA's regulations for both reformulated and
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conventional gasolines. The final regulations clearly described the baseline

requirements and how the baselines are to be determined. Refiners that faithfully

follow the final regulations in submitting their baselines should be confident that

EPA will approve it, and as such, should be confident of the terms of their actual

baseline.

EPA received 185 refinery, importer, and blender baseline submittals in keeping

with the June 1 deadline for such submittals. EPA is currently processing these

baselines and will attempt to act on as many as possible by September 1 .

However, many of the baseline submittals were not complete. For these baselines,

EPA will work closely with the refiners to ensure a complete submittal and an

approvable baseline. In addition, if refiners still needed to collect data to determine

their baseline, their submittals are not due to EPA until September 1 . EPA expects

as many as 100 additional baselines to be submitted by the September 1 deadline.

We will do everything possible to expedite the process and approve these

submittals in time for the initiation of the RFG program on December 1 at the

refineries. However, most (if not all) refiners must begin producing RFG earlier

than December and as such may have to do so without an approved baseline. If

this is the case, then to the extent they faithfully followed our regulations, they

should be confident that EPA will approve their baseline and, thus, confident that

the baseline they submitted is what they will be required to comply with. Even if

their baseline submittal is not approvable without modification, however,

compliance with the baseline is a year-round average requirement. As a result,

they do not necessarily have to comply with their baseline for the fuel they

produce at the beginning of the program as long as they are able tci make up any

shortfall later in the year.

EPA does not expect any significant RFG supply problems, or a need for any use of

prosecutorial discretion associated with RFG implementation in 1995. The various

reasons leading to the supply problems in the case of diesel fuel are not applicable

to the start of the RFG program. In 1993, there was a shortage of low-sulfur

diesel in the midwest because flooding prevented normal barge traffic and caused

soil erosion, shutting down a major midwestern supply pipeline. Moreover, there

was an unanticipated demand for low-sulfur diesel over high-sulfur diesel fuel.

Finally, terminals and retail stations were required to comply with the requirements

on the same day, allowing some upstream regulated parties to attempt to come

into compliance very close to the deadline. In contrast, the RFG rule contains a

phase-in period which will prevent any last- minute compliance problems.

Terminals must begin supplying RFG on December 1 , 1 994. This will allow a
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phase-in at the retail stations, avoiding any last minute demand spikes. The RFG

program areas have been well-defined, and EPA has been working closely with

DOE and the gasoline industry to monitor the anticipated demand for RFG. DOE

expects there to be sufficient supply for RFG areas.

QUESTION 9:

Has EPA/DOE analyzed the capability of MTBE facilities to convert to produce
ETBE? What logistical problems will be encountered if ethanol must be blended
with RFG?

ANSWER 9:

EPA has analyzed both the ability of MTBE production to be shifted to ETBE

production, and any logistical problems that might result with increased ethanol

blending as a result of the renewable oxygenate program. It is a relatively

straightforward process to convert existing MTBE production facilities to ETBE

production, although it may still require anywhere from six months to two years to

obtain the necessary permits and make the facility modifications. The potential for

logistical problems during 1995 from the requirement for additional ethanol

blending is one of the primary reasons EPA phased in the renewable oxygenate

requirement in the final rule.

These issues were discussed at length section III.F. of the Preamble for the final

rule and section I. of the Regulatory Impact Analysis.

QUESTION 10: \

While I support the use of ethanol, I am also concerned that the EPA, in proposing
and promulgating rules, ensure that they comply fully with the applicable law

which, in this case is section 21 1 of the CAA. EPA's integrity in rulemaking is, at

the very least, open to question when the EPA acts otherwise. After examining
Exhibit 8, together with Subcommittee Exhibit 4 which is a February 18, 1993
memorandum marked by the EPA as "Privileged and Confidential" from an anorney
in EPA's Air and Radiation Division, and the above DOE materials, I am troubled to

find that the EPA proposed the Bush rule with so linle legal justification and

question whether the most recent ethanol mandate is any better legally or

otherwise after reading these exhibits.

At the hearing, I requested that the EPA consider the EPA concerns {pages 15-19)

expressed in the July 1993 briefing memorandum (see exhibit 8) about the Bush

proposal and explain how and to what extent those concerns are eliminated or

substantially mitigated by the EPA's latest proposed ethanol mandate. In providing
this response, please take into consideration exhibit 4 and the DOE analysis
referenced above.

ANSWER 10:

EPA has relied heavily on the public comment period and on interactions with
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participants in the regulatory negotiation to analyze issues and make any necessary

modifications prior to promulgating the final rule. Such was the case with the

"Bush" proposal, wherein EPA requested comments in the proposal on

numerous aspects of its provisions to solicit help and assistance in evaluating any

concerns and allow EPA to make the necessary adjustment to the final rule. In the

case of the Bush proposal, however, the more in-depth evaluation of these

concerns led to the conclusion that the proposal should not be finalized. The

Preamble and Regulatory Impact Analysis to the December 1993 final rule for

reformulated gasoline provide an in-depth analysis of the various reasons why EPA

rejected the Bush proposal.

Many of the concerns with implementing the Bush proposal, however, such as

reduced environmental benefits, lack of energy benefits, and the program being too

burdensome, are not present with the Renewable Oxygenate Requirement. Since

ethanol is not given credit toward meeting the requirements of the program during

the summer months, the summertime VOC emission increases and lack of energy

benefits that would have resulted from the Bush proposal are avoided. In addition,

the provisions of the renewable oxygenate program are much more feasible to

implement and as a result much less burdensome to the industry than the Bush

proposal would have been. As a result, many of the concerns expressed in

exhibits 4 and 8 do not apply to the Renewable Oxygenate Program as finalized. A

full explanation of EPA's legal authority for the Renewable Oxygenate Program can

be found in section 111. A. of the Preamble to the final rule.

QUESTION 11:

Since writing to the EPA in our June 1 3 hearing letter about transportation

conformity, the Administrator published a "General preamble for future proposed

rulemakings" which I understand is the notice she referenced in her letter of March
30 to the Governor of Ohio. I do not understand how that notice is helpful to Ohio

and other states. It is not a rulemaking and it states that the interpretations

therein are not binding "as a matter of law." In addition to responding to the

Subcommittee's question in my June 13 letter about conformity, please explain

how this notice can grant conditional exemptions of the conformity NOx
requirements and why is it not applicable in the Northeast?

Also, why does the EPA want to apply these conformity requirements in

attainment areas. Please explain the legal basis for that policy. What is the status

of that idea?

ANSWER 11:

The June 17 "Conformity: General Preamble for Exemption from Nitrogen Oxides

(NOx) Provisions" states EPA's general policy with respect to the granting of NOx
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exemptions from the requirements of the general and transportation conformity

rules for certain areas outside the Ozone Transport Region which have three years

of monitoring data demonstrating attainment. The notice is intended as a guidance

document that explains how EPA generally intends to act on requests for NOx

conformity exemptions for affected areas.

This General Preamble does not of itself grant conformity NOx exemptions because

the Administrative Procedures Act requires EPA to undertake notice and comment

rulemaking for each area-specific conformity NOx exemption. Consequently, the

preliminary interpretations regarding intended Agency action on such requests that

are expressed in the General Preamble do not become binding, as a legal matter,

until the Agency has taken final action applying any such interpretations in a

particular rulemaking on an individual area's exemption request. The policy

expressed in the June 1 7 General Preamble represents a significant streamlining of

the NOx exemption process, because it revises previous EPA policy which required

exemption requests to be submitted as a state implementation plan (SIP) revision,

and to be approved only as part of a redesignation request with an approved

maintenance plan. The General Preamble states current EPA policy to allow

exemption requests to be submitted and processed separately from-and even in

the absence of--the redesignation request and maintenance plan. EPA has taken

further steps to expedite the exemption process by delegating to the Regional

Administrators the authority to grant conformity NOx exemptions based on

monitoring data demonstrating attainment.

The transportation (and general) conformity rule allows for NOx exemptions if EPA

finds that an area meets the same substantive tests established by section 182(f)

of the CAA. Section 182(f) of the CAA establishes separate tests for areas inside

and outside the Ozone Transport Region (OTR). It is clear from a technical

standpoint that monitoring data showing attainment of the ozone standard is

sufficient to demonstrate satisfaction of the section 182(f) test for areas outside

the Ozone Transport Region since that test is based on a demonstration that

"additional NOx reductions would not contribute to attainment"; therefore, the

recent General Preamble applies to these areas. Uncertainty with respect to how

areas m the OTR would satisfy the more stringent test required by the Act for such

areas as a technical matter has caused EPA to deliberate longer on the possibility

of providing appropriate guidance regarding exemptions for those areas.

Exemptions even for areas in the OTR with monitoring data indicating attainment

have not yet been ruled out.
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In the notice of proposed rulemaking for transportation conformity, EPA indicated

that the statute was ambiguous with respect to whether conformity applied only in

nonanainment areas, or in attainment areas as well. See 58 FR 3771-3772

(January 1 1 , 1993). EPA received significant public comment arguing that the

statute should be read to apply conformity also in attainment areas, based on the

wording of CAA section 176(c)(1) and the policy merits of such applicability.

Similar comments were received arguing that conformity did not apply in

attainment areas.

EPA continues to believe that the statute is ambiguous, and that it provides

discretionary authority to apply these transportation conformity procedures to both

attainment and nonattainment areas. EPA stated in the preamble to the final

transportation conformity rule that EPA plans to carry out a separate rulemaking

proposing to apply transportation conformity procedures to certain attainment

areas (e.g., areas for which air quality is close to nonanainment levels). See 58 FR

62190-62191 (November 24, 1993). This rulemaking would take comment on the

basic proposal to apply conformity in attainment areas and on the specific

application of conformity in certain categories of attainment areas. EPA does not

yet have an established schedule for the promulgation of this rule.

QUESTION 12:

Michigan submitted a redesignation for Southeastern Michigan last November (see

enclosed letters from Governor John Engler). I understand that EPA's Region V
has supported it, but Headquarters has not yet acted. The Governor believes that

the state has performed all the requirements to achieve such redesignation.

However, your staff recently told us that there are still some problems. I would

appreciate your looking into this matter and providing me with an update of the

status of this request, including identifying any actions that the state must take

and why.

ANSWER 12:

The EPA proposed approval of the request to redesignate the Detroit-Ann Arbor,

Michigan area to attainment on July 21, 1994 in the Federal Register . The public

was afforded an opportunity to comment on the proposal from July 21 through

August 22, 1994, and again from September 8 through September 23, 1994. A

substantial number of comments were submitted, including comments from the

Natural Resource Defense Council, American Lung Association of Michigan and the

Sierra Club. A number of Canadian interests also expressed concerns with the

redesignation, incluaing the environmental coalition Pollution Probe, the Canadian

Lung Association, the Ontario Ministry of Environment and Energy, Citizens
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Environment Alliance, the Deputy Minister's Office of Environment Canada, the

Windsor Legislative Assembly and the International Joint Commission. In order to

successfully finalize approval of the redesignation, EPA must finally approve rules

specifying reasonably available control technology for sources of volatile organic

compound emissions, revisions to the national motor vehicle inspection and

maintenance rule, and the section 182(f) NOx exemption petition, as well as

address all concerns raised by the commenters noted above, it is anticipated that

the redesignation should be finalized by December 1994 or January 1995.

ERA'S RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM CONGRESSMAN SHERROD S. BROWN

QUESTION 1:

As you know, my concerns regarding the RFG rule have centered around the

process in which this decision has been made and the effect it will have on my
constituents in northeast Ohio. Recently, we have witnessed the difficulties

encountered during the introduction of low sulfur diesel (which is only a minor

portion of the fuel market) when the government only allotted a one month
transition period for that specific fuel to be incorporated into the distribution

system.

As you know, this new rule will effect nearly 1/3 of the entire U.S. gasoline market
and billions of gallons of fuel. Faced with the fact that there still is not a final rule

on the ethanol provision, and we have barely six months until the new product
must be available across much of America, I am concerned about our ability to

meet this deadline. Consequently, is the EPA concerned about recreating similar

spot shortages and/or price spikes as we make this dramatic change in such a

short time frame? Is there enough time for all effected industries to meet such a

deadline? What studies has EPA done on this?

In addition, it is my understanding that there are special requirements for the

storage and transportation of ethanol and gasoline. Without a final rule in place,

have you studied the impact on pipelines, barges, rail, and trucks, and is there

sufficient capacity to move this new product? To your knowledge, have the

affected industries proceeded with the necessary capital expenditures to build the

new infrastructure required for this change to ensure that they meet the January 1 ,

1995 deadline?

Do you anticipate any cost difference to the consumer once the new RFG is on
line? How much difference?

Another of my concerns centers around the availability of sufficient tank storage

space. The tight time frame may very well prohibit producers from being able to

build new storage tanks for RFG and, therefore, may require them to utilize existing

storage tanks to hold this new product, at the expense of other stored fuels. Since

I believe these operators are good business people, assume they will displace their

lower value products to make way for this new, mandated product during this time

of tank shortage. I understand that in many cases the lower value products are

home heating fuel. Could we potentially see a shortage of this product this winter

due to a displacement of this product and a lack of sufficient tank space across the

country? Have you considered this possibility?
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In short, as we approach the deadline of January 1, 1995, has EPA given enough
time to make sure that the market can make a seamless transition from one

product to another?

ANSWER 1:

The final rule requiring renewable oxygenates was signed by Administrator

Browner on June 30, 1994 and was published in the Federal Reoister on August 2,

1994. The final renewable oxygenate rule imposes a year-round requirement that

will be phased in over a two-year period. 15 percent of the minimum 2.0 percent

oxygen content of reformulated gasoline is required in the form of renewable

oxygenates from December 1, 1994 through December 31, 1995. After January

1, 1996, 30 percent of the minimum oxygen content in reformulated gasoline must

be met by renewable oxygenates. The renewable oxygenate requirement must be

met on an annual average basis. The final rule allows generation and trading of

renewable oxygen credits in order to allow refiners and importers maximum

flexibility.

In the proposed rule, EPA had proposed to require that renewable oxygenates be

used to meet 30 percent of the 2.0 weight percent oxygen requirement for the

RFG program. At the time of the proposal. EPA was concerned whether adequate

supplies of renewable oxygenate would be available and whether the distribution

infrastructure was sufficient during the initial years of the program without

disrupting existing markets or incurring excessive costs. EPA specifically

requested comments on the issue of the appropriate level of the renewable

oxygenate requirement, the potential need for a phase-in period, and any other

supply-related issues of concern to commenters. EPA received several responses,

including information about current and projected supply of renewable oxygenates

and information regarding the logistics of renewable oxygenate distribution, in

response to the proposed rule.

EPA has conducted a detailed analysis to determine whether sufficient renewable

oxygenate supply, distribution, tankage, and blending capacity would be available

in 1995 and 1996 to meet the program requirements and this analysis is contained

in the Regulatory Impact Analysis to the final rule. As a result of its own analysis,

and after careful consideration of all comments received, EPA determined that it is

feasible for sufficient feedstocks, production capacity, transportation capacity, and

blending capacity to be available to meet the full 30 percent requirement for 1996.

Prior to 1996, EPA's final rule requires that renewable oxygenates be used to meet

15 percent of the 2.0 weight percent oxygen content requirement under the RFG

program. The 15 percent phase-in is necessary because it addresses lead time
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concerns, ensures a more orderly start up of the program and will minimize the risk

of any price spikes or market disruptions.

EPA does not anticipate any cost increase over and above the cost of the RFG

program to consumers as a result of the renewable oxygenate program.

QUESTION 2:

It is my understanding that because of this mandate, demand for ethanol will

increase in the Northeast, West, and South. Ir. order to meet demand, ethanol

supplies in the Midwest will be shifted to those new areas creating a strain on

midwestern supplies. Have you studied the effects of regional shifts in supply of

ethanol on the consumer? Can you assure me that regional shortages and price

spikes, principally in the Midwest, will not occur?

ANSWER 2:

EPA has considered data on current and expected ethanol operating production

capacity from several commenters including the U.S. Department of Energy, the

U.S. Department of Agriculture, and industry sources. A review of the data

indicates that current and expected ethanol production exists will be sufficient to

meet the needs of the renewable oxygenate regulation. Additional capacity is

expected to come on line for the remainder of 1994, 1995, and 1996.

In developing the rule, EPA wanted to minimize to the greatest extent possible the

diversion of ethanol from existing markets to meet the needs of the renewable

oxygenate program and recognized that shifts in supply might have adverse effects

on consumers. EPA believes that sufficient renewable oxygenate production

capacity will be available to meet the 15 percent renewable oxygenate requirement

for 1995 without any real need for shift of supply from existing markets.

Adequate capacity to supply a 30% renewable oxygenate requirement without a

supply shift is expected to exist by 1996. As discussed in the answer to previous

question, the renewable oxygenate requirement will be phased in at the 15 percent

level in 1995, with the 30 percent requirement taking effect after January 1,

1996. This phase-in will allow necessary time to build capacity and will minimize

any disruptions.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OCT U BOA

OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL
AND LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. IHouse of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed, for insertion into the hearing record, are EPA's responses to

additional follow-up questions from the June 22, 1 994 hearing before the

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations on EPA's implementation of the

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1 990. I hope this information will be useful to you
and members of the Subcommittee.

If you or your staff have any questions regarding this information, please
contact Mary Nichols, Assistant Administrator, Office of Air and Radiation at (202)
260-7400.

Sincerely,

Christopher P. Hoff

Deputy Director

Legislative Analysis Division

Enclosure
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EPA'S RESPONSES TO ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FROM
CHAIRMAN JOHN D. DINGELL

PURSUANT TO CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT
HEARING OF JUNE 22, 1994

QUESTION 1 : ! understand that the EPA has established yetanother committee to

once again examine the SIP process. Please identify the committee and its

participants, the matters it is considering, and explain its purpose and status.

Please provide a copy of the reports of prior EPA committees or task forces that

addressed SIP problems and explain what action was taken regarding their

recommendations.

RESPONSE : In the past few years, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) has delegated many of the state implementation plan (SIP) processing

responsibilities to the Regional Offices. The most important delegation is the

decision-making and signature on SIP actions which has been delegated to the

Regional Administrator. On February 1993, a work group was formed to revise the

delegation authority for certain approval/disapproval categories of SIP's (see

enclosed October 4, 1993 memorandum titled, "Changes to State Implementation

Plan (SIP) Tables"). The changes suggested by the work group were effective on

October 4, 1993. The new delegation provided the first steps toward maximum

flexibility maintaining legal sufficiency.

In an effort to continue to streamline SIP processing procedures to meet our

requirements for promulgation, EPA expanded the charge of the work group to

other areas of SIP processing where improvements can be implemented. The

group will provide recommendations to simplify SIP review, content, and

documentation procedures to make SIP's more useful for internal, public and state

customers. Some of the changes are to maximize regional authority, while
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assuring clear accountability and adequate national consistency. A report from the

group will be completed by January 1995. Once the report is completed, a copy

will be provided. Although we are working to finalize our report, it is important to

emphasize that the implementation of SIP improvement recommendations is an

ongoing activity in partnership with the Regional Offices.

QUESTION 1 (Cont'd.) : Also, in the case of the Tennessee redesignation, please

explain the delay.

RESPONSE : Tennessee requested the redesignation of Shelby County (Memphis)

on October 30, 1992. On May 19, 1993, EPA determined that the State's

submittal was complete under the general completeness criteria of 40 CFR part 51,

appendix V, sections 2.1 and 2.2. Section 107(d)(3)(D) requires EPA to approve

or deny any redesignation request within 18 months of receipt of a complete State

redesignation submittal. The EPA published a direct final approval of Tennessee's

request on July 26, 1994 (59 FR 37939); no adverse comments were received.

This redesignation was effective August 31, 1994. Thus, EPA approved the

request within the timeframe established by Congress.

QUESTION 1 (Cont'd.) : Please identify by state, all other redesignation requests

pending at EPA as of July 31, 1994, including the date of each request and its

status.

RESPONSE : As you requested, below is a table of pending redesignation requests

for ozone and CO. The table shows progress made by the EPA Regional Offices in
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acting on redesignation requests. Please note that review and processsing of these

requests have been delegated to the Regional Offices according to regional

priorities. The table includes several requests that have been approved as "direct

final" (59 FR 24054, May 10, 1994), which means each action is published both

as a proposal and a final in the Federal Register on the same day. This allows the

Agency to proceed with a direct final action if no adverse comments are received.

If EPA receives adverse comments, each final action will be withdrawn and

comments will be addressed in a subsequent notice. For some of these direct final

actions, we are waiting for approval to become effective at the state level

(generally 30 to 60 days after publication of final approval). For other direct final

actions, we are either waiting for the comment period to end, or we have received

adverse comments that we must address. Therefore, we consider these direct

final actions "pending" until the comment process is complete and the approval

becomes state effective.

QUESTION 1 (Cont'd.) : I also asked about related SIP matters in my letter of

Aprils, 1994. A reply is long overdue. I request that reply by August 31, 1994.

RESPONSE : Our reply was sent on August 30, 1 994.
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QUESTION 2 : I understand that the EPA is contemplating providing flexibility to

the states in the filing of complete attainment demonstrations by granting

conditional approvals if the states meet 80 percent of federal requirements.

Reportedly, the EPA is considering a regional plan option. Supposedly, states are

having airshed modeling and inventory problems resulting in incomplete
demonstrations. I question whether EPA has such flexibility under the Act, and

request an explanation of these proposals and purported problems. It should

include a discussion of the legal basis for such actions, taking into consideration

the court's recent holding regarding committal SIPs. Please explain how the EPA

plans to provide such flexibility and whether it would be granted generally or on a

case-by-case basis.

RESPONSE : The EPA issued guidance to states on September 1 , 1 994 concerning

the November 1994 ozone SIP submittals. This guidance is included in a

memorandum titled, "November 1994 submittal Policy." A copy of this

memorandum is enclosed. Under this guidance, if ng submittal is made, EPA will

make a finding of failure to submit. Any submittal that is made will be determined

to be either incomplete or complete. A finding of completeness means that a

submittal may be eligible to be considered for full or conditional approval. It does

not mean that the submittal is necessarily approvable. A finding of incompleteness

starts an 1 8-month sanctions clock that can only be stopped by EPA's finding that

the state has made a complete submittal.

In order for any submittal to be complete, it must include: (a) modeling for

all selected episodes that meet EPA requirements; (b) a demonstration of how the

area will achieve the post- 1996 rate-of-progress reductions and adopted rules for a

specified amount of those reductions; and (c) an attainment demonstration with

adopted rules for a specified amount of the reductions needed for attainment.

For the rate-of-progress requirement, states must submit rules for at least 80
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percent of the necessary reductions, except serious areas which are required to

submit rules for all of the reductions. States must also submit rules for at least 80

percent of the reductions needed for attainment. If a state submits a plan that

does not contain all of the reductions needed for attainment and rate-of-progress, it

must submit a justification of why additional time is needed for the remaining rules

and a commitment to adopt the remaining rules. Where a regional strategy is being

used, a state may submit a ^lan including 80 percent of the reductions needed in

the modeling domain to implement that regional strategy.

Plans that pass the completeness criteria would be eligible for consideration

for either full or conditional approval (if the plan includes commitments).

The EPA intends to rely on section 110(k)(4) of the Act, as amended, for

authority to conditionally approve SIP's involving commitments to submit additional

rules at a future date. This provision grants EPA broad authority for conditional

approval. Recently, the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit invalidated certain

conditional approvals by EPA when the States provided commitments to submit

the entire set of required rules at a specified time in the future. In NRDC v. EPA .

22 F. 3d 1125 (D.C Cir. 1994), the Court interpreted section 1 10(k) (4) to authorize

approval of "substantive, but not entirely satisfactory" SIP submittals. The Court

went on to hold that even though EPA was not justified in conditionally approving

those SIP submittals, it was proper to extend the statutory time frame for state

submission of two of those submittals (enhanced l/M and NO^ PACT) because

factors beyond the states' control caused the delays.
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The EPA believes that section 110(l()(4) as well as the principles of the case

referenced above justify its completeness and conditional approval policies for the

November 1994 ozone nonattainment submittals. The SIP submittals that provide

for a modeling demonstration, a high percentage of the required reductions, and an

explanation for relying on commitments for the remainder of the reductions

constitute a "substantive" submittal worthy of at least consideration for conditional

approval. In addition, the types of state explanations, described above, needed to

justify the gap in controls, as well as the delay in submissions, render this policy

consistent with the Court's approval of SIP submittal date extensions.
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QUESTION 3 : Please explain why the EPA decided that at this critical time, new
rulemaking is sound in the absence of a settlement binding the litigants or a

resolution by the court of the lawsuit. Please explain why the EPA is maintaining
confidentiality regarding discussions with the litigants. What is the nature of these
documents?

Please provide the legal basis for this proposal, recognizing that under the
Administrative Procedures Act a proposed rule has no effect and could even be
abandoned and reproposed.

Additionally, I request that the EPA explain why it has not also revisited the Bush
Administration decision, based on its interpretation of the Clean Air Act, to limit

the application of the permit program to major sources. During the earlier

rulemaking, I criticized that decision because I believed then and now that the

interpretation is contrary to the law. Is this an issue in the lawsuit? The Bush
Administration indicated that renewal of that decision would be examined prior to

the end of five years. Will this be part of this rulemaking? If not, why not?

RESPONSE : Question 3 concerns several aspects of EPA's recent efforts to revise

the regulations implementing title V of the Act as amended in 1 990. First, you

question EPA's decision to propose revisions to several parts of the rule that are

the subject of litigation, even though settlement on the relevant issues has not

been reached and a court has not yet ruled. It is true that the petitioners did not

reach consensus on the specifics of a rule revision. In view of the very different

interests and perspectives of the various state, environmental group, and industry

petitioners, it is not surprising that no final agreement among all the parties was

reached. Prospects for a settlement would have been greater if EPA had chosen to

settle any given issue just with the party or parties raising it, but EPA instead

chose a more inclusive negotiation process that allowed all parties to participate in

the discussion of a single petitioner's issue. As a result of this process, a

surprising degaae of consensus was achieved, but full consensus was not, at least
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in part because of a lack of information on the potential effect of different

competing approaches. The proposed revisions embody a frarpework containing

several options whose proposal was agreed to by all petitioners. The EPA and the

petitioners agreed that the proposal would provide an appropriate opportunity for

vetting the remaining areas of disagreement and obtaining additional information

and input relevant to choosing between competing options.

You also expressed concern with the fact that EPA is maintaining the

confidentiality of discussions with the litigants and documents exchanged among

them in the context of settlement negotiations. It is commonplace that the

contents of settlement discussions and documents are held confidential, even after

settlement is reached, unless all participants agree to release them. Confidentiality

agreements allow the participants in settlement negotiations to engage in more

candid and broad-ranging discussions than might otherwise be advisable if the

discussions were to be made public. In any event, the outcome of the settlement

discussions in this case has been made public, first by release in March of this year

of a document describing EPA's plans for proposed rule revisions, and later, by

issuance of a Federal Register notice proposing specific revisions. That proposal

contains explanations for the various suggested revisions, and as a legal matter

must stand on its own merits. The EPA believes that release of prior settlement

documents would add nothing substantive to the explanation provided in the

Federal Register notice.
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You were further concerned that the recent proposal would confuse states

that were relying on the current 1 992 rule to develop and submit their permit

programs to EPA for approval. The preamble to the proposed revisions indicates

that states continue to be subject to the statutory and regulatory requirement to

submit title V programs to EPA for approval by a specified date. The preamble also

indicates that the sufficiency of a state's submittal will be judged against the

current rule until any revisions to the rule are promulgated. What the preamble

explores is the option of allowing states to choose which version of the rule to be

judged by--the original rule or any revision of the rule--if they submit their programs

for EPA approval within a specified period of time after any revisions of the rule are

promulgated. This would give states that designed their programs to conform to

the then current rule the opportunity to be judged against that rule instead of the

revised rule. In any event, any state whose program received approval under the

original rule would have 1 to 2 years to revise its program as needed to conform to

the revised rule, and submit those revisions to EPA for review.

Finally, you inquired why EPA has yet to revisit its decision to limit the initial

applicability of the part 70 program to only major sources. This issue, like some

others, is also the subject of current litigation, but is not covered by the August

29, 1 994 proposal. EPA plans to address this issue and possibly several others in

a second proposal to revise the permits rule that EPA plans to issue next year.
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QUESTION 4 : I also request a copy of all requests for reprogramming in FY 1 994,

showing the increases and decreases for the various activities and the impact on

each program.

Did the May 5 reprogramming of $16.6 million for Abatement, Control, and

Compliance come from climate activities? I understand that you plan early in FY
1 995 to reprogram FY 1 995 funds in order to restore this sum to the climate

activity. I request that you explain this strategy and its impact on Global Climate

and Clean Air Act priorities, as well as the need for such a reprogramming. What
funds will be raided in FY 1995 to restore funding for the global climate activity?

Will reprogramming and other actions ensure that the EPA will meet all air toxic

deadlines for 1997? Your letter indicates compliance with "near-term court-

ordered deadlines." What are those deadlines? What about the statutory

deadlines?

RESPONSE : Please see Attachment to Question 4 for copies of EPA's

reprogramming letters sent to the House Appropriations Committee on FY 1 994.

In developing EPA's operating plan for FY 1994, the Agency proposed to

reprogram $24.4 million to the Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP). The

Appropriations Committees did not accept $16.6 million of the reprogramming. .

The Committees allowed the Agency to target the money to other activities,

subject to approval by the Committees. The Agency decided to Iceep the funds

within the Office of Air and Radiation ($15.0 million) and the Office of Policy,

Planning, and Evaluation ($1.6 million) and "forward fund" FY 1995 projects, that

is, fund projects included in the FY 1995 budget request. The FY 1995 funds

freed up from funding FY 1 995 activities in FY 1 994 would then be applied to

CCAP activities in FY 1995. The Administration sent an FY 1995 budget

amendment to the Appropriations Committees to make the FY 1995 President's
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request consistent with the forward funding actions.

We intend to mal<e every effort to meet Clean Air Act deadlines and avoid

having our priorities set by the courts. A list of our "near-term court-ordered

deadlines" is attached. Because of the limits on Pi^ 1994 resources and the

prospect of tight budgets for future years, we have begun exploring ways of

meeting the requirements of the Clean Air Act and other environmental statutes

more efficiently. As an example, we are investigating ways to involve states and

industry in setting Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards

that will identify critical issues and available data early in the standards-setting

process and reduce the resources required for each standard.

The resources that we devote to implementing the Climate Change Action

Plan bring direct clean air benefits. Our voluntary energy efficiency and methane

programs reduce emissions of "criteria" pollutants (e.g., sulfur dioxide [SOjl,

nitrogen oxides [NO^], and volatile organic compounds [VOCs]) and air toxics (e.g.,

heavy metals, such as beryllium, cadmium, copper, chromium, manganese,

mercury, nickel and silver), as well as greenhouse gases. The criteria pollutants

reduced by specific actions are shown in the chart below. These reductions will

help states meet their Clean Air Act implementation plan obligations as well as

their toxic air pollution control objectives.
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Action Number
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Our energy efficiency programs also reduce other forms of pollution

associated with electricity generation: boiler ash, scrubber waste, acidic drainage,

coal mining waste, radioactive waste, and natural gas leakage.

Due to the pollution prevention potential of these activities, we are currently

working to introduce these programs into the SIP process. The driving forces for

this new effort are:

SIPs are falling short in providing the necessary reductions for meeting

ambient air quality standards;

SIPs are requiring costly end-of-pipe controls and the outlook is for even

more costly actions; and

the voluntary initiatives under the Action Plan offer sizable "profitable"

reductions in criteria pollutants that can be realized when key barriers are

overcome.
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QUESTION 5: The July 29, 1 994 edition of Inside EPA reports that

a conflict is brewing between the Science Advisory Board and the EPA program
offices about national ambient air quality standards. That troubles me, and I

request an explanation from you and the Board, together with the Board's letter on

revising the sulfur dioxide standard. Also, what is the status of the EPA review of

each of the national ambient air quality standards as required by any court

agreement and the statute? In each case, please provide an updated timetable for

such review and decision.

RESPONSE : Staff members from the Science Advisory Board and the air program

office have been conducting discussions among themselves and with the Chair of

the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) on how CASAC can most

effectively implement its mandate to provide independent advice and

recommendations on issues involving national ambient air quality standards

(NAAQS). These discussions have included the following issues:

1 ) The utility of the CASAC's carefully distinguishing between: a) technical

information on health issues that the Administrator may consider when determining

whether new or revised NAAQS are appropriate, and b) broader issues referenced

in the CASAC charter;

2) The completeness and clarity of the record leading to the CASAC's

"closure" letter; and

3) The efficient generation of clear and accurate closure etters following

public meetings.

The discussions to date have been productive and should enhance the working

relationship between CASAC and the Agency.

Attached is a copy of the CASAC closure letter on sulfur dioxide (see
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Attachment to Question 5).

The status of the NAAQS reviews is provided below:

1) Carbon Monoxide: Final decision announced August 1, 1994;

2) Lead: Focus is on bringing sources into attainment with the existing

standards;

3) Nitrogen Dioxide: Work in progress - court-ordered

schedule, proposal February 15, 1995, final action March 31, 1996;

4) Particulate Matter: Work in progress - schedule at issue in pending

litigation;

5) Ozone: Work in progress, proposal mid- 1996, final action mid- 1997;

6) Sulfur Dioxide: Work in progress, court-ordered schedule - either (1) final

action on primary standard portion of 1988 proposal, or (2) reproposal by

November 1 , 1 994; if reproposal, final action by 1 2 months after close of

comment period.
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COURT-ORDERED DEADLINES
August - March 1995

TITtE
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June 17, 1994

Mr. Charles J. DiBona
Chief Executive Officer
American Petroleum Institute
1220 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Mr. Urvan R. Sternfels
President
National Petroleum Refiners Association
1899 L Street, N.W.., Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Messrs. DiBona and Sternfels:

Enclosed is the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investiga-
tions' letter to several agencies concerning a hearing on June
22, 1994 regarding implementation of the Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1990. The Subcommittee will concentrate on issues of imple-
mentation of the reformulated gasoline (RFG) and anti-dumping
requirements of the Act, the related rule, and related issues.

The Subcommittee is particularly interested in ensuring full
compliance with the law, including assurance that the January 1,
1995 deadline will be met by all concerned without any national
or regional supply disruptions or price spikes, taking into
account experiences last year nationally and in California
regarding diesel fuel. The Subcommittee continues to be con-
cerned that significant problems could hinder reaching that
objective. The Subcommittee wants to know what problems, actual
or perceived, are occurring in meeting this deadline and seeks to
learn what is being done or not being done by your industry and
others to solve them now. We want to be satisfied that the
regulated industry and the government are identifying and antici-
pating problems and addressing them. Thus, I would appreciate,
for the hearing record, the comments of your member firms and
organizations concerning this objective. Please provide a copy
thereof to the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department
of Energy so that they are equally familiar with your concerns.
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Mr. Charles J. DiBona
Mr. Urvan R. Stemfels
Page 2

With every good wish

John D. Dingell
Chairman

Subconnnittee on Oversight and
and Investigations

Enclosure

The Honorable Dan Schaefer, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
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The Honorable John D. Dingell. Chainnan

U.S. House of Representatives
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation

of the

Committee on Energy and Commerce
Room 2323

Rayburn House Office Building

Washington. DC 20515-6116

Dear Representative Dingell:

Your subcommittee has requested that we respond to anticipated RFC implementation problems
and our efforts to resolve them. We are pleased to provide our experience and future plans and

hope that we can contribute towards resolving problems with future legislation and regulations.

Fina Oil and Chemical Company is an integrated oil company with large chemical operations and

is headquartered in Dallas. We have two refineries and several plastics and chemical plants. We

primarily market gasoline and fuel products in the South. Southwest, and Midwest; however, we

also have provided a significant volume of gasoline in the Northeast through our Trading Services

Division. Excluding any problems with the new EPA regulations, we would like to continue

supplying commodity gasoline to the driving pubhc at the lowest possible cost.

Unfortunately, the new EPA regulations on RFC and ROS (ethanol mandate) will prohibit us from

supplying gasoline into certain areas which will most likely develop a shortage, primarily the

Northeast U.S. In theory, the Clean Air Act Amendments established 1990 as the base year.

Thus, gasoline supply should be equivalent to 1990 volumes and quality except where mandated

otherwise. After the U.S. EPA finalized the regulations, we are unable to continue operations to

provide the volumes of gasoline we delivered in 1990.

Even though we blended significant volumes of gasoline from both domestic and imported
blendstocks to provide gasoline for the Northeast in 1990. the final EPA regulations prohibit us

from using the 1990 quantity as a baseline. This creates artificial economics as we would be

competing with others who use their actual baseline. To supplement this loss, we would consider

importing finished gasoline from our affiliated refinery in Belgium, however, since we were not

importing finished gasoline (only blendstocks) in 1990. we must import only statutory baseline

gasoline. This puts us at economic disadvantage as others can use their own baseline.

FINA, Inc.

P.O. Box 2159 • Dallas. Texas 75221 • (214) 750-2893 • FAX (214) 750-2570
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The Honorable John D. Dingell

August 15. 1994

Page 2

The U.S. EPA seems to believe that anyone with a 1990 baseline volume of gasoline can continue

to supply product in the future. This is definitely not the case. Preliminary supply studies, such

as the one by Bonner & Moore Associates, show a shortage of RFG in the Northeast. We would

, under normal nonconstrained economic conditions, provide the gasohne from our Gulf Coast

Refinery; however, again the EPA outright manipulation of market forces may prohibit us from

supplying this need. The ROS (ethanol mandate) requires that we supply RFG oxygenates based

on 15% ethanol in 1995 and 30% ethanol in 1996 +years. As ethanol supply is primarily in the

Midwest and ETBE facilities are elsewhere, the logistics of handUng ethanol and ETBE wUl be

extremely difficult and expensive. Even though oxygenate credits for ethanol can, theoretically,

be purchased, this does not eUminate any of the logistic problems. Also, credits will be available

in specific regions only.

In summary, Fina Oil and Chemical Company would like to continue supplying low cost gasohne

to the American driving pubhc; however, the new U.S. EPA regulations make it extremely difficult,

expensive, and even impossible in certain areas. We hope the U.S. Congress can help resolve the

problems before shortages of gasoline develop, prices escalate, and actual performance goes

down (lower mileage). As in the past, the oil industry reputation will suffer even though we have

very little control of the situation.

Best regards.

dc^
Michael J. Coucii

Vice President

MJC/awm
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American Petroleum Institute

1220 L Street, Northwest ---

Washington, D.C.2Q005 fIN
(202) 682-8100 JtJ gi, flUG "2 PH I*: 25

?5L.':;CC+f,'!iiTr- ^»j

Charles J. DIBona
President

August 2, 1994

The Honorable John Dingell

Chairman

Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations

Committee on Energy and Commerce

Raybum House Office Building, Room 2323

Washington, DC 20505-6116

Dear Mr. Dingell:

At your JI^VfMNMM% on implementation of the reformulated gasoline (RFC) rule,

both EPA Assistant Administrator Mary Nichols and DOE Assistant Secretary Susan Tiemey
stated that the petroleum industry has been aware of the major elements of the RFC program
since 1991 when the reg-neg agreement was signed. Both witnesses implied that only minor

issues needed to be resolved with the industry. However, this is not the case and API

believes the record must be set straight

API is surprised that both EPA and DOE would minimize the significance of the

outstanding issues. First, EPA just recently issued a final rule mandating refiners to use

"renewable oxygenates" in RFG. The 1991 reg-neg agreement, like the 1990 Clean Air Act

Amendments, was expressly fuel-neutral. Between then and last December, when EPA

proposed the renewable oxygenate rule, companies were planning and investing on the basis

of the 1991 agreement Until now, the industry did not know with certainty which

combination of oxygenates could be used to meet the RFG oxygen requirement.

Even with this rule, the industry is faced with the daunting task of complying with this

mandate with less than three months before some RFG shipments will begin. For example,

the logistical problems supplying California with the required volumes of ethanol/ETBE could

be particularly difficult Indeed, EPA, in the renewable oxygenate final rule, expressed

concern about the availability of sufficient tankage for renewable oxygenates. Given the

serious implications of EPA's belated renewable oxygenate rule, API and NPRA filed with

the D.C. Circuit a petition for judicial review on July 13 and on July 21 separate motions for

a court stay and summary reversal.

An equal opportunity employer
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The Honorable John Dingell

August 2, 1994

Page 2

Second, the recent EPA proposal to allow foreign refiners to establish their own
baselines also poses problems for the industry. The final rule on this issue is not expected
until the end of August Such a late change in the treatment of imports would make it more
difficult for U.S. refiners to forecast demand for domestic RFC, and will hamper the smooth

implementation of the RFG program.

Finally, the industry has only recently received critical guidance on a number of other

issues related to implementing the RFG program. EPA just released a Direct Final

Rulemaking (DFRM) that corrects many mistakes and inconsistencies in the final RFG rule.

The industry had requested that this DFRM be issued by the end of April to assist refiners in

assembling their baselines, which were due June 1. The release of the DFRM after baselines

were submitted means that refiners may have incomplete submissions or may have to revise

their baseline submissions, complicating EPA's ability to approve the baselines quickly. The

industry must have its baseline submissions approved by September 1 in order for refiiners to

know their target levels for fuel parameters for both RFG and conventional gasoline.

Even the DFRM provides no certainty at this time because any issue in the DFRM can

be objected to through written comments, in which case the issue in question will be

withdrawn from the final rule. Industry will not know which issues in the DFRM are

finalized and which are rejected luitil September 19 at the earliest

EPA has also just released a "Question and Answer" (Q/A) document that provides
some of the needed clarification on how EPA interprets the final RFG rule. Because of the

rule's complexity, this Q/A document is nearly 200 pages long. Yet even with the release of

the Q/A document areas of uncertainty still remain in the RFG rule. For example, EPA has

been reevaluating its q)proach to test tolerances, despite clear language both in the statute and

in the preamble to the final RFG rule. The industry needs EPA to reaffirm its commitment to

the application of appropriate test tolerances. EPA must also act promptly to begin the

round-robin testing program needed to develop the benzene test tolerance and revise, as

necessary, the interim tolerance provided in the preamble.

In closing, the industry remains committed to the timely implementation of the RFG
rule. We appreciate EPA's diligence in working with industry to implement the RFG
program; it is in everyone's interest that the RFG program be implemented as smoothly as

possible. However, the basic RFG program, as described in the reg-neg agreement was only
seven pages long. In contrast the final RFG rule and accompanying documentation is over

1000 pages long and extremely complex and provided contradictory or unclear guidance on

many issues. In addition, the Administration reopened significant portions of the RFG rule,

such as the renewable oxygenate program and foreign refiner baselines, further adding to

industry uncertainty.
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The Honorable Joltn Dingell

August 2, 1994

Page 3

EPA has recognized the need to correct and clarify the final rule, and we have worked

closely with EPA to achieve the needed guidance. However, the Administration's position

that only minor issues needed to be resolved in the RFG rule is totally inaccurate.

We appreciate this opportunity to clarify the record. Please call me if you have any

questions.

Sincerely,

cc: Honorable Carol Browner

Honorable Hazel O'Leary
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is the lead regulatory agency for reformulated gasoline projects in Southern California.

By definition, the work in question does not involve any emissions increases. In other

words, we have been challenged by EPA for expediting project implementation to ensure

on-time compliance with the agency's reformulated gasoline rule! On March 24, 1994 the

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals granted Unocal's motion to dismiss the court matter of

stopping Unocal's pre-construction activities. EPA is considering appeal of the ruling and
has referred the case to the Department of Justice which we expect will file a civil

complaint against Unocal.

In addition to the permitting issues outlined above, we are still awaiting EPA's response
on several important reformulated gasoline implementation questions, including baseline

submissions which were due on June 1 . Because of Unocal's refinery configurations, the

baseline issues affecting operations are particularly complex and were not comprehended
in EPA's final rule. As a result, we filed a baseline petition with EPA and contacted EPA
staff requesting that they address our petition in a timely fashion. We stressed that

without resolution of the baseline issue, we would not be in position to know what fiiel

we would need to begin producing in the fall. Although EPA issued the direct final RFG
rule on July 1 , it will not be published in the Federal Register for several more weeks.

The Question and Answer document was likewise issued on July 1 and is currently being
reviewed. More importantly, we have not received EPA's response to our baseline

petition and are concerned that, in view of the large volume of baseline petitions received

by EPA, we may not receive its response until after we have begun producing RFG. This

could have an adverse effect on our RFG production since several of the basic

stipulations of the rule are based directly on the refmer's baseline fiiel properties.

EPA has also not responded to our request for clarification of the analytical test methods

to be used in determining compliance with the RFG regulation. Specifically, for the

determination of aromatics and oxygen content, EPA has proposed methods which are not

widely used within the industry at this time. EPA has recognized this and has proposed
to allow existing ASTM methods as alternates for aromatics and oxygen determination

until January 1, 1997, provided results fi-om these alternate methods can be correlated

back to the preferred methods. Without precise definition of how we are to establish the

correlation between test methods, we can not assess whether this is a viable compliance
alternative for us. If our existing methods (i.e., alternates) can not be satisfactorily

correlated with EPA's preferred methods, we will have to expedite procurement,

installation and calibration of new analytical equipment while simultaneously attempting

to certify reformulated gasoline at our refinery laboratories. This is hjirdly consistent

with providing industry adequate lead time for compliance.

EPA's Renewable Oxygenates Regulation (ROXY) also poses significant complications

for us in implementing the RFG rule. Due to the length of the summer season in

Southern California and the sizable vapor pressure increase typically observed when

ethanol is blended in gasoline, it is unlikely that refiners will be able to satisfy any part of

the mandated renewable oxygenate volume requirement with ethanol. As a result, the

rule will effectively become an ETBE mandate; because only ETBE could avoid the
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vapor pressure/carbon monoxide problem in the winter and get credit in the program

during the summer. This raises several questions, including the availability ofETBE
(particularly in California) and the ease of conversion of existing MTBE processes to

ETBE. We have seen no evidence from EPA that ETBE will be available at the levels

required to satisfy demand. Although we believe that conversion ofMTBE units to

ETBE is not particularly difScult from a technical standpoint, we are concerned that the

conversion cost can vary significantly and that the volume ofETBE produced after

conversion may be substantially lower than the corresponding MTBE volume.

EPA has not examined the impacts on refiners of California gasoline that are in the

middle of refinery construction to meet 1995/96 federal and California RFG
requirements. An important corollary of the ROXY rule's potential to become an ETBE
mandate in California is that ETBE has a significantly different effect than MTBE on the

distillation characteristics of the gasoline it is added to. Specifically, the 50 percent

distillation point (T50) of the fuel is only reduced approximately half as much as it would

be through the addition of the equivalent oxygen as MTBE. This is particularly important

in California, where the state's Air Resources Board (ARB) has mandated a T50

maximum of 210 degrees Fahrenheit as part of California's Phase 2 RFG specifications.

To simultaneously comply with ARB's T50 and vapor pressure specifications while

satisfying EPA's proposed renewable oxygenate requirements, California refiners may
need to reexamine and possibly revise, their reformulated gasoline projects. This could

obviously have serious consequences as it is unlikely that the industry could reposition

itself by early 1996 when California reformulated gasoline is required.

In addition to adversely impacting construction schedules, an ETBE mandate could have

devastating economic impact for certain refiners of California gasoline. Tax laws do not

allow ETBE producers or users to claim the excise tax exemption; they can only claim the

credit on income taxes. Many companies (including Unocal) are restricted in the ability

to claim that credit under Alternative Minimum Tax rules. Therefore, the ROXY
requirement in California becomes an ETBE mandate without the tax credit essential to

its potential economic effectiveness. Once implemented, the ROXY rule will raise the

cost of already expensive California gasoline beyond any ability of the consiuner to

comprehend and further complicate the serious concerns in the state for a smooth

introduction of reformulated gasoline.

Since the closing of the ROXY rule comment period, EPA has taken yet another action

that significantly hinders our ability to plan for smooth transition to the reformulated

gasoline era. EPA's proposed Federal Implementation Plan (FIP) for California proposes

the reclassification of Sacramento's ozone non-attainment status from "serious" to

"severe". If this occurs, Sacramento will be required to comply with the Federal RFG

regulation twelve months after its reclassification date, or as early as February, 1996.

Compliance with the Federal RFG rule would also subject Sacramento to the ROXY
requirement on the same date. Sacramento is not part of the supply and distribution

system of southem California. Only southern California areas have, until now.
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anticipated any involvement with EPA's RPG program. We have no plans for the

manufacturing or distribution ofEPA RFG in northern California markets.

The potential inclusion of Sacramento in the ROXY program raises additional serious

concerns regarding 1) the availability of ETBE, 2) distribution system logistics (i.e., how
can refiners segregate Sacramento through a distribution system that supplies most of
northern California, and 3) permitting for any additional refmery or terminal

modifications that may be needed to supply Sacramento. History shows that engineering

planning, environmental review, permitting, facility construction/modification and testing

will take substantially longer than the one and a half years that remain from now to

February, 1996.

Unocal encourages your subcommittee to continue its efforts to encourage EPA to

respond to industry's RFG implementation concerns and to fully air the facts about the

renewable oxygenates rule. We would be happy to answer any additional questions you,
or your subcommittee may have.

Sincerely,

Dennis W. Lamb

Manager, Fuels Planning

cc: The Honorable Dan Schaefer

The Honorable Carlos Moorehead

NLE\roxy_com
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August 15, 1994

The Honorable John D. E>ingell
Chairman
House Committee on &iergy and Commerce
2328 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515-2216

Re: HJL 4624 - Foreign Refiner Baseline

Dear Chairman Dingell:

I am aware that you have communicated with Subcommittee

Chairman Stokes regarding the foreign refiner baseline issue. I concur

with the concerns you have voiced.

As President of CTTGO Petroleum, I am convinced that PdVSA can

meet the requirements of EPA's proposed rule. I share yoiu- concern that a

prohibition of Fiscal Year 1995 funds will only serve to diminish

enforcement of this rule and raise unwarranted environmental concerns.

Since CITGO stands behind the quality of all of its products, including

imported gasoline, it is critical that EPA have the wherewithall to enforce

the rule.

Sincerely,

xc: The Honorable Carlos J. Mobrehead

Ranking Minority Member
Conunittee on Energy and Conmierce

The Honorable David R. Obey
Chairman
Committee on Approbations
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March 24, 1994

Mr. Warren Christopher

Secretary of State

Department of State

2201 C Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I would like to commend the Administration for its decision to

initiate rulemaking that allows Venezuela to continue participation in the

U.S. gasoline market. CITGO is the major buyer and seller of gasoline
from Venezuela. This issue is important because approximately 210
CITGO distributors in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states depend to

some extent on PDVSA gasoline. These distributors supply 5,200 retail

gasoline outlets that employ some 42,000 people. Our customers

appreciate the reliability of gasoline supply that CITGO maintains, and
become concerned when gasoline supply is constrained.

I would also like to clarify what I believe are some inaccuracies

contained in recent correspondence you have received regarding the

"cleanliness" of gasoline supplied to the United States by Venezuela's

Petrdleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA). Recent statements made by the

American Petroleum Institute (API) and the National Petroleum Refining
Association (NPRA) are in our opinion misleading. Both of these groups
recently sent you a letter implying that air quality standards would be

compromised should PDVSA be allowed to continue supplying gasoline
to the U.S market. I do not believe this to be the case.

I should point out that the average 1990 gasoline baseline so

often referred to is not one number, but 9 individual gasoline parameter

averages. Therefore, all domestic gasolines will be higher or lower on
some of these parameters depending on the particular refinery. While it

is true that PDVSA gasoline is higher in olefins and sulfur than average
1990 domestically refined gasoline parameters, other parameters,

particularly air toxics like benzene and aromatics, are lower than average
U.S. baseline parameters. Some domestically produced gasoline will also

be higher in olefins and sulfur than the average baseline, and indeed be
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very similar to Venezuelan gasoline. The agreement EPA and PDVSA
have reached should assure that PDVSA gasoline will be as clean as most

domestically refined gasoline, and thus should not detrimentally affect

U.S. air quality problems.

With reference to market concerns some companies may have, a

report dated September 2, 1993, by the Congressional Research Service

concluded the following:

In sum, it would appear that granting PDVSA its own 1990

baseline would not lead to a change in gasoline brand

market shares significantly larger than occurs regularly from

the mix of market forces at large. It would, however, reduce

slightly, in markets served by PDVSA, the pressure for

higher gasoline prices generated by the RFC program's

requirements.

I appreciate the opportunity to clarify this matter, and would be

happy to discuss it with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,

fonEHall
President and Chief Executive Officer

xc: Anthony I.ake

I
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July 5, 1994

The Honorable John D. Dingell

Ch£iinnan

Subcomminee on Oversight and Investigations

Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6116

Dear Mr. Dingell:

In your June 17,1 994 letter to the American Petroleum Institute and the National

Petroleum Refiners Association you stated your Subcommittee desires to know what

problems the refining industry may have regarding the implementation of the Clean Air

Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA). Specifically your Subcommittee is seeking

assurance that the implementation of the reformulated gasoline (RFC) and anti-dumping

requirements of the CAAA will occur by the January 1, 1995 deadline. The following are

comments fi-om Texaco Refining and Marketing Inc. (TRMI) on this topic.

TRMI is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Texaco Inc., which is a multinational

integrated oil company incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware. TRMI's

principal business is the refining of crude oil and the marketing of gasoline and other

petroleum products refined from crude oil. TRMI has 100% ownership of four refineries

and 50% ownership of three refineries, all located in the United States of America. These

refineries have a combined crude oil processing capacity of approximately 830,000

barrels of crude oil per day.

TRMI perceives that there may be significant problems with the implementation

ofRFC and conventional gasoline regulations. These problems may manifest into spot

shortages of gasoline with concomitant short-term price spikes. In general, TRMI's

concerns center upon the late promulgation of the rule (December 15, 1993 ~ nearly two

years passed the original deadline) and the incompleteness of the rule. At this late date,

refiners are still waiting for the EPA to announce several controversial rule-making

decisions that should have been addressed in finality in the promulgation. Time is a

commodity that manufacturers may not waste. TRMI had to financially commit to

producing RFC two years ago, well before the 'final' promulgation of the rule. We can
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only hope our educated guesses are substantially correct as this drama continues to

unfold. Our specific comments follow:

• Timeliness of 1990 Baseline approval. One of our refineries submitted its 1990

Baseline during March of 1994 for approval and has yet to receive comment upon it.

Since this was the first and only submission during that time fi-ame, what will be the

turnaround time on 1990 Baselines this Summer when all manufacturers have to

submit? How does one manufacture RFG beginning this Fall when one does not

know its Baseline?

• The renewable oxygenate proposal. TRMI has made significant investment in

processing units that produce oxygenates that are not considered renewable. TRMI

has also committed to long term contracts of non-renewable oxygenates to ensure the

market demands for RFG were met. How are we suppose to carry out our

manufacturing plans when the rules are being changed at the eleventh hour? How are

we to tell our shareholders that a significant investment in the production ofRFG has

been rendered worthless by regulatory fiat?

• Independent sampling and testing and compliance surveys. Heretofore quality

assurance of gasoline has been through 'trust but verify'. The industry has been

trusted to comply with applicable standards, and regulatory agencies have spot

sampled and enforced significant penalties for noncompliance. This program has

worked well for more than 50 years, supplying the United States with the highest

quality gasoline in the world. With the new regulations trust has been thrown out.

The industry (hence the consumer) must spend tens of millions of dollars annually on

independent sampling, testing and surveys. What is the emissions cost effectiveness

of this portion of the regulation?

• Despite prohibition of publication of Confidential Business Information under 18

U.S.C. Section 1905, EPA plans to publish 1990 Baseline data in the Federal

Register. Our company, as well as others in the petroleum industry, consider refinery

Baseline data to be Confidential Business Information. Publication of such data could

result in reduction of competition in the industry, with an attendant increase in the

price of gasoline to the consumer.

The presumptive liability portion of the regulation assumes every party in the

distribution chain is guilty when an infraction has been discovered. This will result in

too much conservatism by the various parties in the distribution chain, causing costs

to increase and reducing gasoline supplies.
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TRMI appreciates your subcommittee's consideration of these issues.

Sincerely,

^XliA^
Charles T. Walz

Vice President of Refining

rfin

cc: The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary, Secretary

Department of Energy

The Honorable Carol M. Browner, Secretary

Environmental Protection Agency
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CITGO Petroleum Corporation po box 3758

Tulsa OK 74102-3758

June 21, 1994

Hon. John D. Dingell, Chairman

Subcommittee on Oversight & Investigations

Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: Hearing on EPA's Reformulated Gasoline

Rule - 30% Renewable Oxygenate Mandate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

CITGO Petroleum Corporation applauds your inquiries concerning

implementation of EPA's reformulated gasoline (RFG) rule under the 1990 Clean Air

Act Amendments. Earlier this month, I testified before Senator Johnston's Committee

on the important environmental and energy policy issues presented by EPA's proposed

"renewable oxygenate" mandate which, as you know, in effect guarantees a 30% market

share for ethanol. CITGO has a unique perspective which we beheve may be helpful to

your Subcommittee's inquiries. Accordingly, we would appreciate your inclusion of this

letter in the record of the Subcommittee's investigation.

CITGO is a large refiner of crude oil and a branded marketer of refined

petroleum products, including gasoline, diesel fuel, aviation jet fuel and heating oils. Of

direct relevance to your Subcommittee's hearing, CITGO is one of the largest

shareholders in Colonial PipeUne, the major refined petroleum product pipeline serving

the mid-Atlantic and Northeastern U.S. -
regions where CITGO has a significant market

presence and where EPA's ethanol mandate could have some of the most severe adverse

price and supply consequences. CITGO's concerns about the potentially dire

consequences of EPA's ethanol mandate are based upon our own experience with the

supply and logistical problems associated with marketing of ethanol-blended gasolines.

During the mid-1980s, CITGO was the Nation's largest marketer of ga^hol; thus, we

have first-hand experience with the unique supply and logistical demands created by

ethanol.

Based upon our experience, CITGO is convinced that EPA's ethanol mandate will

have severe supply and price repercussions in the marketplace. Ethanol has several

undesirable properties as a motor fuel component, including miscibility with water and

the ability to act as a solvent for petroleum residues. Because of these properties.
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gasolines containing ethanol cannot be transported by the national pii}eline distribution

system for gasoline. These properties also impose special requirements for storage of

both ethanol and ethanol-blended gasolines.

The great bulk of the nation's supply of refined petroleum products is shipped by

pipelines in which a variety of refined petroleum products are shipped in "batches."

These pipelines are the most efficient and cost effective means of shipping large

quantities of refined petroleimi products and are also the safest and most

environmentally benign form of petroleum product transportation.

The inability to ship ethanol-blended gasolines by pipeline will necessitate local

terminal blending of ethanol with gasoline blendstocks formulated specifically for this

purpose (so-called "RBOB") to produce the oxygenated gasolines mandated by EPA.
Several adverse logistical consequences are likely to resist from this course:

First, there is a geographic mismatch between supply and demand. The
Mid-Atlantic and Northeast regions, which will require ethanol blending under the

EPA mandate, are located far from the major domestic ethanol production
facilities. These facilities are concentrated in the upper Midwest, near the areas

in which the industry's corn-based feedstock is grown. This geographic mismatch

will necessitate truck, rail or barge shipment of ethanol supplies from the Mid-

west to the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast, Weather-related and other interruptions
in this flow of ethanol to markets where its use has been mandated is likely to

result in spot-shortages of oxygenated gasoline even though adequate supplies of

gasoline blendstocks are available.

Second, many of the market areas in which ethanol will have to be blended

are not currently equipped to conduct ethanol blending. The terminal facilities

that serve these areas lack the segregated storage needed to accommodate large

quantities of ethanol. In the case of many of these terminals, legal and/or
environmental considerations, or simply a lack of land, will preclude the

installation of the additional tankage to permit local ethanol blending. Where
that is the case, terminal operators will be forced to reduce the slate of petroleum

products they carry in order to permit conversion of existing petroleum product

storage to segregated ethanol storage. The reduction in storage is likely to be

concentrated on products with historically smaller margins, such as heating oil,

and could reduce the availability of these products in the marketplace.

Moreover, where additional tankage can be constructed, including at

specialized terminals, the result will be higher costs. Even then, obtaining the
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required construction permits and construction of the additional tankage cannot

be completed by the proposed December 1, 1994 terminal conversion date. This

would place the industry in the dilemma of choosing whether to comply with the

law or permit shortages to occur.

In any event, even if the overall availability of petroleum products remains

adequate, changes in distribution patterns induced by EPA's ethanol mandate will

have to occur. In simple terms, EPA's mandate for blending of ethanol in

gasolines in the Mid-Atiantic and Northeast is likely to result in higher prices, not

only for gasolines, but also for the heating oil consimied in these regions.

Third, if the implementation date remains imchanged and marketers act in

an economically rational manner, the storage problems associated with ethanol

blending are likely to become critical during periods of switch-over between

ETBE blends in the summer and ethanol blends in the winter. (Such a

winter/summer switch, while inefficient, may be the only way to satisfy the 30%
mandate in the first year.) The RBOB required to blend ethanol in the winter

will be different from, and must be segregated from, the ETBE blends required in

the summer. These fuels cannot be commingled so tankage at both terminals and

retail locations must be converted to fuels containing the different oxygenates. If

the industry is to avoid outages in the marketplace, both types of fuels must be

produced, shipped, and stored at the terminals during the transition periods in the

spring and fall. In far too many instances, the storage tanks required to segregate

these products do not exist and cannot be built within the required time-frame.

Fourth, the recent EKDE/National Petroleiun Council Study entided "U.S.

Petroleum Refining" has confirmed the general rule that the more grades of

produa shipped in a pipeline, the lower its effective capacity. EPA's ethanol

mandate will require a proliferation of additional gasoline blendstocks. This will

result in reduced pipeline efficiency and have an adverse effect on the availability

and price of gasoline and other fuels.

The Colonial Pipeline is the primary source of gasoline supplies for the

Northeast besides those produced within the region. Current levels of petroleum

product demand have already required the Colonial Pipeline to operate at

capacity during several periods in the past year. Even without the ethanol

mandate, EPA's rules for reformulated gasoline will add a minimum of 4 grades

(premium and regular grade unleaded/northern and southern) on the pipeline.

The ethanol mandate would effectively mandate a minimum of 4 additional grades

I
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of ethanol blendstock (RBOB), further reducing the effective capacity of Colonial

Pipeline.

CITGO believes that a likely consequence of the reduction in the effective

capacity of the Colonial Pipeline is that additional waterbome shipments of

petroleum products will be required from refineries located on the Gulf Coast to

terminals serving the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast Compared to pipeline

transportation, waterbome movements have greater risk of environmental damage
due to spills. And, imlike pipeline shipments, waterbome shipments are subject to

weather-related disruptions, increasing the risk of periodic, temporary spot-

shortages.

The increased waterbome shipments of petroleum products induced by the

reduced efficiency of the Colonial Pipeline will place additional pressure on the

limited nimiber of Jones Act tankers that may lawfully participate in domestic

transport of products between two U.S. ports. The increased demand for these

tankers will invariably drive up shipping costs and raise the price of gasoline and

other fuels on the East Coast

Persons unfamiliar with the competitive realities of gasoline marketing have

suggested that ETBE is the panacea that will overcome the logistical and supply-related

problems inherent in ethanol blending. There are two fundamental reasons why this

view is wrong. First in the near-term there is simply not enough ETBE capacity. The

reality that ethanol is the onfy near-term option undercuts ETBE as a long-term solution.

Ethanol blending will require investments in facilities and equipment that would be

rendered useless by a subsequent switch to ETBE, making this ^ong-term" solution less

cost effective once the initial commitment to ethanol blending has been made. Second,

even if ETBE capacity were adequate, ethanol would still enjoy a cost advantage over

ETBE. Because of this cost advantage, some gasoline marketers are likely to opt for

ethanol over ETBE on a long-term basis. In today's highly competitive gasoline

marketplace, no gasoline marketer can afford to willingly cede a cost advantage to its

competitioiL Accordingly, competition and costs are likely to drive the renewable

oxygenate selection decision toward ethanol - rather than ETBE —
notwithstanding the

severe supply, logistic and environmental risks posed by ethanol blending.

Most ethanol is currently produced and sold in the Midwest, while the price and

supply consequences of EPA's mandate will be felt in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast

Thus, EPA's proposed ethanol mandate will provide a relatively marginal subsidy for a

small group of ethanol producers in the Midwest at great expense and inconvenience to

motorists and homeowners in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast, and to taxpayers
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nationwide who, through the federal motor fuel excise tax exemption for gasohol, will

pay an additional $340 Million in subsidies to ethanol producers. Incredibly, the tax-

subsidized, guaranteed market share produced by EPA's ethanol mandate will largely

benefit a single company which appears to control more than 65% of domestic ethanol

production capacity with virtually no regulatory oversight or supervision.

Sincerely,

Steve Berlin

Senior Vice-President,

Finance and Administration

Chief Financial Officer

cc: Rep. Dan Schaefer, Ranking Minority Member

Rep. Sherrod Brown

Rep. Marjorie Margolies-Mezvinsky

Rep. Henry A. Waxman

Rep. Cardiss Collins

Rep. Ron Wyden
Rep. John Bryant

Rep. Carlos J. Moorhead

Rep. Joe Barton

Rep. Fred Upton
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The Honorable John D. Dingell

U.S. House of Representatives

Subconunittee on Oversight & Investigations of the

Committee on Energy & Commerce

Raybum House Office Building

Room 2323

Washington, DC 20515-61 16

Dear Representative Dingell:

Attached are some comments from Clark Refining & Marketing, Inc. on concerns on implementing the

gasoline regulations of the CAA. This is in response to your request for comments on significant

problems that could hinder implementing the final gasoline regulations of the CAA. A fax of the

attachments was sent today, July 21, 1994.

Sincerely,

CLARK REFINING & MARKETING, INC.

Carl J. LaFoy

Manager, CAA

CJL/db ^
Attachments +0 P"»nr»
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Clark Refining's Concerns About The
Gasoline Regulations of the CAA

7/21/94

Looking Forward
From a here-looking forward view on trying to improve the current situation on

implementing the gasoline regulations of the CAA, I would propose that the following

actions be taken by the EPA:

1] Have the EPA issue monthly Q&A's and regulatory clarifications/changes until all issues

have been cleared up. This is important considering the extremely tight schedule until

the CAA regulations start. I don't feel that waiting several months on responses to

critical issues is an option any more.

2] Promptly issue a summary or preliminary release of the enforcement procedures; and as

a minimum, an updated version of the preliminary additive regulations.

3] The U.S. has very efficient and proven commodity systems. Allow benzene, oxygen,
and ROS credits to be efficiently traded by third party brokers. Forcing refineries to

have to deal on a one-to-one basis with other refineries creates needless inefficiencies.

These brokers could even be forced to purchase an excess amount of credits to help

insure all remaining credits traded are valid.

4] Allow a little more time and flexibility by changing the rule from requiring all RFG terminal

tanks be turned over by 12/1/94, to requiring that all material going into RFG terminal

tanks be RFG starting 12/1/94. Abuse of this flexibility could be minimized by requiring

RFG terminal tanks be at 1/2 or lower inventory if not turned over by 12/1/94 to qualify

for RFG status.

5] Resolve the following specific issues:

A) The EPA limits oxygen to 3.5Wt% in winter, and 2.7Wt% in summer. These limits do

not allow for any error or reasonable change in properties at best, and unfeasibility in

some cases, to add at least 10.0LV% ethanol in the winter or at least 7.7LV% in the

summer, which happen to be cutoffs for receiving federal tax credits. See the

"Oxygenate Blending Options" attachment for details.

The EPA considered this effect and modified the maximum wrt% oxygen in

conventional gasoline, (see Item 1 of the Direct Final Rule, pages 20-21 which are

attached), yet the EPA has not been consistent by not extending the oxygen wt%
limits in RFG.

A possible solution would be to eliminate the 3.5Wt% limit as the 3.5Wt% limit only

applies to ethanol and ethanol is limited to 10LV% with existing regulations, and to

either eliminate the summer 2.7Wt% limit or modify the 2.7Wt% limit to allow the for

the greater of 2.7Wt% oxygen or 8.1LV% ethanol, (7.7LV% plus 0.4LV% ethanol

tolerance).
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5] Continued: (Specific issues needing to be resolved)

B) The commingling rule of no mixing of summer Ether-RFG and Ethanol-RFG will

cause a major retail logistical nightmare if there is a supply disruption of Ethanol-

RFG. Switching from summer Ethanol-RFG to Ether-RFG will require pumping out

retail tanks before backfilling.

This is a very difficult situation to coordinate when you have over 150 stations in an

RFG area and you need to perform this task within a days to minimize stores running

out of gasoline. Also, other companies may be converting at the same time which will

overwhelm the retail trucking system. Significant retail store outages will be an

outcome.

The EPA needs to allow commingling summer Ethanol-RFG and Ether-RFG to switch

from Ethanol-RFG to Ether-RFG in retail store tanks if commingling is unavoidable

due to a major refinery production outage of Ethanol-RFG. A reverse switching from

Ether-RFG to Ethanol-RFG would also need to be allowed once the refinery outage
has been eliminated. An initial estimate is that less than 2/3 of a day of the total

gasoline demand from a company's retail system would be commingled by such an

outage.
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Perspective

Looking back, I feel the following overall points are important to stress concerning our

current situation:

1] The EPA has in general been somewhat reasonable in trying to get the regulations to fit

the intent of the CAA; however, the EPA has not been economically efficient in their

solutions. One only has to begin to understand the complexity of the existing

regulations and determine that most of the benefits could be obtained with far simpler

regulations .

2] The EPA has not been timely in issuing their regulations. Just weeks ago they issued

another 2 1/2 inches of RFG related regulations, and they still have yet to issue their

final additive regulations for 1995 or their enforcement procedures for RFG. This is a

critical problem. We have been given a overly rigorous schedule of 10 1/2 months from

the initial release of the regulations in 12/93, to be fully capable of producing RFG by

1 1/1/94 (RFG production has to starl early 1 1/94 in order to comply with the requirement

that all terminal RFG tanks be converted by 12/1/94). A tight but reasonable schedule is

over three years as justified below:

A) Three months to properly read, understand, and interpret the regulations.

B) Four months to establish a baseline.

C) Eight months to explore options and determine the most efficient and economical

means to comply.

D) Over two years to permit and implement capital projects.

E) A start up grace pehod of a minimum of six months following implementation of

capital projects to adjust a new mode of operation.

A) It takes time to properly read, understand, and interpret the regulations. Time is

needed to identify and strategize solutions to the new limitations and constraints

regulations impose. Additional time will also be needed later to determine solutions

to opportunities and regulatory changes that will arise during the implementation

period.

B) After you understand the regulations, you first have to do additional work before you

can even apply the regulations, i.e. determine baselines. Baseline methodology is

still not completely set, and determining your baseline takes months of hard work and

at considerable cost.

C) Next you have to determine economic ways to comply. The process is critical to be a

cost efficient refiner, and takes at least eight months to properly explore options.

D) Finally you begin to implement projects. A process that is slowed down significantly

by the difficulty of going through the permitting process. Refinery capital projects can

often take years to implement. Even rush projects take at least 6-12 months.

E) No capital project starts up without some difficulties. Allow at least six months to

adjust to your new mode of operation after the capital projects are initially operational.

This period is critical to help ensure no or very few violations.
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Clark Refinina's Concerns About The
Gasoline Regulations of the CAA

7/21/94

3] Until any enforcement document states otherwise, refineries are presumptuously guilty
until proven innocent, to the tune of default of 25 days at $25,000/day per property per
occurrence. Yet the EPA doesn't meet deadlines, makes mistakes, doesn't issue

enforcement procedL:es well before the fact, and no one can fine them.

4] Fungible gasoline has made the U.S. refinery distribution system the most efficient in the

world. Why jeopardize breaking something that has given so much value to the

consumers. Bottom line, CAA regulations will drive the cost to consumers higher just
from new logistical constraints.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any comments or questions.

Sincerely,

Carl J. LaFoy
Clark Refining & Marketing
8182 Maryland Ave.

St. Louis, MO 63105-3721

(314)854-1514

(314) 854-1580 (fax)
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Oxygenate Blending Options

Item Oxy Wt%
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Citizen Action J

1 120 19th Street N.W.. Suite #630

Wastiington. DC. 20036
(202)775-1580
(202) 296-4054 (FAX)

Dear Representative:

^k HAR 2k

«.Si/^?^

'
/2- 02 • ,'• 7

«« March 22, 1994

It has come to our attention that Rq). Jack Fields (R-TX) is circulating a letter to

members of the House of Rq>resentatives opposing the Environmental Protection Agency's

proposed renewable oxygen standaro CROS) for the Reformulated Gasoline (RFG) program. We
urge you not to sign this letter for several reasons.

First, the EPA's proposed Renewable Oxygen Standard would only require 1.6 volume

percent of all reformulated gasoline (about 2S% of the nation's total volume of gasoline expected
to be sold in 1995 will be reformulated) be derived from renewable resources. The remaining
98.4 percent will still be components manufactured from crude oil.

Second, the EPA's proposed ROS is designed to provide Americans with cleaner-burning,

renewable fuel components as opposed to dirty, non-renewable, imported oil-based

hydrocarbons. Unless the United States begins to shift to alternative domestic fuels and improves
the fuel economy of its transportation system, we will continue to increase the environmentally
and economically costly importation of foreign oil and foreign methyl tertiary butyl ether

(MTBE), the U.S. refining industry's oxygenate of choice.

Third, it must be pointed out that the American Petroleum Institute and major refiners

like Chevron, Mobil, Shell and Exxon are spending millions of dollars in misleading public

relations efforts designed to frighten consumers and turn Congress against the EPA's excellent

initiative. The major oil refiners have a clear vested interest to maintain their market dominance

and to prevent the entry of competing fiiels. The major oil refiners have shifted billions of

investment dollars away from U.S. energy industry into foreign oil ventures and have directly

and indirectly increased U.S. dependence on the Persian Gulfand other politically insecure areas

of the world.

The EPA's ROS proposal will promote domestic energy sources. It will promote

competition and it will contribute to cleaner air. We urge you to support the EPA's ROS, not

oppose it.

Sincerely, ,

Edwin S. Rothschild

Energy Policy Director

®'
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NATIONAL PETROLEUM REFINERS ASSOCIATION

Fomided 1902

SUITE lOOO. 1899 L STREET. N W . WASHINGTON. DC 20036
Telephone (202> 457-0480

URVAN R. STERNFELS
Prcsldenl

July 21, 1994

Honorable John D. Dingell, Chairman

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigaiion

Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 205 1 5-6 1 1 6

Dear Chairman Dingell:

This letter is written in response to your of June 17th request for information from the

U.S. refining industry on significant problems which could hinder the smooth implementation
of the reformulated gasoline program January 1, 1995. We would like to bring to your
attention circumstances which could prevent us from meeting this deadline.

Successful implementation of the RFG program is extremely important to the domestic

refining industry. We and our members are doing everything possible to prepare for the

transition, anticipate and resolve potential problems and obtain needed information and

determinations from EPA. However, as we move ahead with this massive program that

impacts one third of the marketed gasoline in this country, some aspects of the supply and

logistic phases of this program are not going to be met without some inconveniences and

possible disruptions. Late decisions on critical elements of the program by EPA have caused

delays in planning and implementation for RFG manufacture and distribution by many of our

members.

For successful implementation of the RFG program, the industry needed certainty. We
are concerned that EPA has encumbered the final RFG program with so many special interest

provisions that it will be unable to provide the necessary guidance to the industry as it begins
to implement this massive and important program. We again reiterate our position that the

certainty, which this industry and all participants in the negotiated rulemaking process sought,
has been lost.

Since your subcommittee hearing on June 22nd, EPA has released its final rule on
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renewable oxygenates. NPRA is very disappointed by this final rule which will impose
unwarranted and costly burdens on domestic refiners both large and small, disrupt the largest

ever transition to clean, reformulated gasoline and actually result in more energy consumption
with no environmental benefit. Indeed, it is clear from the rules' preamble that the use of

ethanol has attendant negative environmental consequences. NPRA has joined with the

American Petroleum Institute to file a petition for stay with the Environmental Protection

Agency and a petition for review and a stay of the final rule with the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia. There is concern within the industry that there will be

irreparable harm in the form of either noncompliance with the RFC rules or forgo sales of

gasoline to RFG-covered areas where many NPRA members have made substantial substantial

investments for the purpose of selling gasoline to consumers. We are enclosing the

documents which we have filed with the court on the ethanol mandate. We regret that this

court action had to be taken to invalidate a bad rule which exceeds the bounds of authority

the Congress granted EPA in the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act

In addition to the cost and operational burdens associated with mandated use of

ethanol, the regulation imposes a host of new questions about industry's requirements. At

this late date, many of our members simply do not know how to carry out the renewable

oxygenate mandate. EPA has indicated they will issue a question and answer document to

clarify the regulation. We have no idea when this will be issued, but with RFG production

beginning for many companies as early as September, we do know that the answers will come
too late.

EPA's recent proposal accommodating the government of Venezuela changing the

foreign refiner baseline sp)ecifications is also very unsettling. We are greatly concerned that

the review and comment process for EPA's new proposal will only be cosmetic, and that EPA
will have no choice but to finalize the proposal because of the pre-existing agreement
between the Clinton Administration and the government of Venezuela. The PDVSA proposal

adds to refinery uncertainty, is plainly unenforceable and will undermine the competitiveness
of the domestic refining industry.

NPRA continues to be concerned about EPA's proposed detergent additive rule and

the impact it could have on gasoline supplies January 1, 1995. The proposal, which is far

more complex than necessary to accomplish the goals of the Clean Air Act, is not being given
the proper attention within the agency. EPA is now telling industry that a final rule will not

be released until October. Issuance of an extremely late and overly complex detergent

additive regulation, scheduled to become effective on January 1, 1995, poses an additional

uncertainty during the implementation of the RFG program. We believe the addition of

onerous detergent additive requirements, which provide little if any environmental benefit, run

the risk of interfering with the implementation and smooth introduction of the RFG program.
We have attached a copy of our February 11th comments to EPA on this proposal.
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To implement the CAAA and EPA regulations, the industry has sponsored several

workshops to deal with the requirements. On March 7th and 8th, ^fPRA hosted a RFG
Workshop with EPA to discuss specific requirements of the regulation and on May 25th API
hosted a woricshop with EPA to discuss the compliance survey required under the averaging

provisions. NPRA has also been participating in the development of a consortium to conduct

the compliance survey as well as a separate consortium to perform the fuels and fuel additives

testing requirements of Section 211(b) of the CAA.

EPA has just released its direct final rule amending the regulations o;. reformulated

and conventional gasolines as well as a Questions & Answers document on the final RFG
rule. Our early impression from the industry is that there is still not adequate direction and

it will probably be necessary for EPA to answer many additional and specific RFG questions
almost on a refinery by refinery basis. Many of the questions submitted by industry to EPA
involved guidance regarding the submission of baseline information which was due June 1st.

Now, unfortimately, based on the recently issued guidance, much of the baseline information

submitted to EPA is probably incomplete.

Public education and information by both industry and the Environmental Protection

Agency about the program are essential. The clean fuels program is a massive new program
and the general public needs to be informed about it so that any abrupt changes in gasoline

supplies can be anticipated. We believe this is a responsibility of both the domestic refining

industry and the Environmental Protection Agency, and we intend to participate in this

process.

NfPRA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the transition to a new clean fuels

program. We would like to stay in contact with the Subcommittee on this subject as the

January 1st deadline approaches, and after January 1 when gasoline supplies will be purchased

by the public.

Sincerely,

cc: Honorable Carol Browner, Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency, w/o
attachments

Honorable Hazel O'Leary, Secretary, Department of Energy, w/o attachments

David Finnegan
- Counsel, House Energy & Commerce Committee, w/o attachments
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fFIMiT MIchaelJ. Couch

^U ja IT PH 3-. 09 Vice President p, ^^

0VE.sl^^^?^'^^^"°^^
My 13, 1994

^
D6(^

The Honorable John D. Dingell, Chakman
U.S. House of Representatives

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation

of the

Committee on Energy and Commerce
Room 2323

Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6116

Dear Representative Dingell:

Your subcommittee has requested that we respond to anticipated RFC implementation problems
and our efforts to resolve them. We are pleased to provide our experience and future plans and

hope that we can contribute towards resolving problems with future legislation and regulations.

Fina Oil and Chemical Company is an integrated oil company with large chemical operations

and is headquartered in Dallas. We have two refineries and several plastics and chemical plants.

We primarily market gasoline and fuel products in the South, Southwest, and Midwest; however,

we also have provide! a significant volume of gasoline in the Northeast through our Trading
Services Division. Excluding any problems with the new EPA regulations, we would like to

continue supplying commodity gasoline to the driving public at the lowest possible cost.

Unfortunately, the new EPA regulations on RFG and ROS (ethanol mandate) will prohibit us

from supplying gasoline into certain areas which will most likely develop a shortage, primarily

the Northeast U.S. In theory, the Clean Air Act Amendments established 1990 as the base year.

Thus, gasoline supply should be equivalent to 1990 volumes and quality except where mandated

otherwise. After the U.S. EPA finalized the regulations, we are unable to continue operations

to provide the volumes of gasoline we delivered in 1990.

Even though we blended significant volumes of gasoline from both domestic and imported

blendstocks to provide gasoline for the Northeast in 1990, the final EPA regulations prohibit us

from using the 1990 quantity as a baseline. This creates artificial economics as we would be

competing with others who use their actual baseline. To supplement this loss, we would

consider importing finished gasoline from our affiliated refinery in Belgium, however, since we
were not importing fmished gasoline (only blendstocks) in 1990, we must import only statutory

baseline gasoline. This puts us at economic disadvantage as others can use their own baseline.

FINA, Inc.

P.O. Box 21 59 • Dallas. Texas 75221 -(214) 750-2893 • FAX (21 4) 750-2570
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The Honorable John D. Dingell

July 13, 1994 -
Page 2

The U.S. EPA seems to believe that anyone with a 1990 baseline volume of gasoline can

continue to supply product in the future. This is definitely not the case. Preliminary supply

studies, such as the one by Bonner & Moore Associates, show a shortage of RFG in the

Northeast. We would , under normal nonconstrained economic conditions, provide the gasoline

from our Gulf Coast Refinery; however, again the EPA outright manipulation of market forces

may prohibit us from supplying this need. The ROS (ethanol mandate) requires that we supply
RFG oxygenates based on 13% ethanol in 1995 and 2io% ethanol in 1996 +years. As ethanol

supply is primarily in the Midwest and ETBE facilities are elsewhere, the logistics of handling

ethanol and ETBE will be extremely difficult and expensive. Even though oxygenate credits for

ethanol can, theoretically, be purchased, this does not eliminate any of the logistic problems.

Also, credits will be available in specific regions only.

In summary, Fina Oil and Chemical Company would like to continue supplying low cost

gasoline to the American driving public; however, the new U.S. EPA regulations make it

extremely difficult, expensive, and even impossible in certain areas. We hope the U.S.

Congress can help resolve the problems before shortages of gasoline develop, prices escalate,

and actual performance goes down Oower mileage). As in the past, the oil industry reputation

will suffer even though we have very little control of the situation.

Best regards.

.^Juiu4^
- f^-^

Michael J. Couch

Vice President

MJC/awm
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RECEIVED "^
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' "^ ^-

fv —I ei. _^^i. Chairman and "X/a C_manKNia SnanWOCK
SU'CC^!."ITTr£ QH

Chiel Executive Onicer JjO i"
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July 15. 1994

A -

The Honorable John 0. Dingell

Chajmnan

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

Committee on Energy and Commerce

Raybum House Office Building, Room 2323

Washington, D.C. 20515-6116

Dear Chairman Dingell:

Converting forty percent of the nation's gasoline supply to reformulated gasoline

("RFC") at the end of this year could cause local supply disruptions and price

spikes. Dallas-Fort Worth ("DFW') is an area where such disruptions could

occur. The DFW area is a traditional market for Diamond Shamrock and we are

committed to supplying a significant volume of RFG from our McKee, Texas

refinery to that market through our 360 mile pipeline.

However, the DFW area has a high potential for supply intenruptions because

ERA'S mandated renewable oxygen standard significantly reduces logistical

flexibility. Mandating even as little as fifteen percent of the RFG to contain

renewable oxygenates in 1 995, at this late date, is very disruptive to the plans

which Diamond Shamrock has been pursuing for the last year to supply the

maximum amount of RFG to the DFW area. We have already secured supplies

of oxygenates but it is not ethanol based and does not meet the mandate. We,
therefore, do not currently have any supply of renewal oxygenates and cannot

meet the mandate unless we acquire those supplies. Ethanol will not meet our

requirements since we do not have the appropriate blending system installed at

our DFW terminal and doubt that we can have it completed by the start- of the

mandate period.

Additionally, supplies to the DFW area could be further reduced as pipelines

adjust their operations to avoid violations caused by incidental mixing of

reformulated gasoline with conventional gasoline during transmission per the

continued.

Diamond Shamrock PO Box 696000. San Anionio. Texas 7826»«000. Phone: 210 641-6800. Fax 210 641-8885
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The Honorable John D. Dingell

Page 2
"*

July 15. 1994

regulations and the additional guidance provided by the EPA on July 1. 1994.

Diamond Shamrock wants the Subcommittee to be aware that the restrictions

being placed on pipelines supplying the DFW area could cause serious RFG

shortages.

Mandating renewable oxygenates and restricting pipeline utilization threatens

adequate supplies to the DFW area and creates the possibility of price spikes.

We share your concerns and hope that the Subcommittee can identify actions

which will reduce the possibility of local price spikes in areas like DFW.

Sincerely,

Roger R. Hemminghaus
Chairman and CEO
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NATIONAL PETROLEUM REFINERS ASSOCIATION

Fonvdcd 1002

SUITE 1O0O. 1899 L STREET, N W.. WASHINGTON. DC. 20036
Telephone i 202 i 457 0-580

I «VA\ R. STERNTELS
Presidem

June 7, 1994

Honorable John Dingell

Chairman

House Committee en Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515-6115

Dear Mr. Chairman:

It has come to our attention that your Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee may
hold hearings on the requirements of the domestic refining industry to provide reformulated

gasoline (RFC) to the nine ozone non-attainment areas and other areas that opt into the

program beginning January 1, 1995.

The National Petroleum Refiners Association (NPRA) represents a large diversity of

oil industry interests including nearly all large and small independent refiners and large,

integrated refiners, many of whom also act as blenders, importers, and distributors. NPRA
was intimately involved in the negotiated rulemaking (Reg Neg) process that preceded
issuance of a very complicated and elaborate regulation i::;arly two years after the required

date.

The domestic refining industry is committed to doing all that it can to ensure that

sufficient product supplies are available to the marketplace beginning January 1, 1995. We
have often advised the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that the refining industry'

must have "certainty" and confidence in the final rule so that it can make the necessary
commitments for hardware and resources to meet the January 1, 1995 requirements. NPRA
has repeatedly pointed out to EPA that, given the delays in promulgating the RFC final rule,

the comple.xity of the regulation, and additional proposals which affect marketplace decisions,

there can be no assurance that the RFC program will be implemented without significant

disruption.
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NPRA is working diligently to ensure that our members are fully apposed ot the final

rule. On March 7 & 8. NPRA and EPA hosted a two-day workshop attended by almost 300

industry people. On May 25ih. we hosted, with the API and EPA. a day-long workshop
on the Compliance Survey provisions of the final rule. And. we continue to urge EP.^ to

resolve the many questions regarding implementation and enforcement arismg from the

complicated regulations. >fPRA is estabhshing an "RFG HOTLINE" for our members who
seek answers to questions about the regulations and which will serve as a mechanism for

identifying problem areas. We are asking EPA to as,sist us in answenng the questions.

NPRA is concerned that EPA continues to "tamper" with the RFG final rule. EPAs
proposed "ethanol mandate." requiring that 30% of the oxygen content of RFG come from

renewable oxygenates, was issued the same day that the final RFG rule was announced.

EP.A's recent proposal accommodating the government of Venezuela changing the foreign

refiner baseline specifications is also very unsettling. Both of these issues, to this date,

remain unresolved, and one or both will likely be subject to litigation should the proposals be

adopted. The certainty, which this indusa7 and all panicipanis in the Reg Neg sought, is

being lost as portions of the final rule are reopened, and the integrity of the negotiated

rulemaking process is being compromised by last minute political accommodations.

We also continue to be concerned about EPA's proposed detergent additive rule and

how it might impact gasoline supplies January 1. 1995. NPRA requested a more fie.xible

program in our comments to the Agency. If EPA continues to pursue the type of program
outlined m its additive proposal and it does not notify industry of its decisions until

September, some companies may not be able to comply with the clean air act's detergent

additive provisions required in all gasolines by January 1. 1995.

The convergence of these broad and very complex rules, very shon time frames and

many critical unresolved issues, diminish the likelihood for a smooth transition on Januan,' 1.

Nevenheless. the domestic refining industry is committed to doing its best to ensure that the

introduction of reformulated gasoline is as smooth as possible next January.

Please let us know if there is any additional information which we can provide. We
would be pleased to work with you and your Committee.

Sincerely.

cc: Dave Finnegan

Attachments

^:^^i,^^/cr^^d^y^^^^^
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NATIONAL PETHCLEUM REr:NERS ASSOCJATICN
F.mmhil l:»i:

SUITE :0OO ia99 L STREET. NW WASHINGTON D C. 20036
TtuiP"ONi Jo:- 4S704ao

November 10. 1993

The Honorable Carol M. Browner

.-.uministraior

Uniied States Environmental Protection Agency

401 M Street. SW
VVxshington. DC 20460

Dear M.S. Browner:
i

Thi.s letter i.s written on behalf of the members of the Nadonal Petroleum Refiners

.A.s.sociation. NPRA repre.scnts a large diversity of oil industry interests including large and

small independent rcllners as well as' large integrated refiners, many of whom al.so act xs

biendcn;. imponcrs. and distributors. We have worked cooperatively with the EnvironmeniaJ

Prmcction Agency throughoui the extended reformulated gasoline rulemaking proccs.s with ihc

intent oi heip'ing the Agency promulgate the most economic and workable program po.s.sible.

In a number of meetinss with the EPA. including my recent meeting with you. .NPRA.

API. and member companies have rai.sed concerns over .NO, mandates and other key RFC

i.ssue.s. It appear; that vour Aaencv mav have underestimamd our cnnccms. Since that

meeun-: with you. we have learned that EPA now intends to include large. Year 2000 NO,

reductions in the llnal reformulated gasoline regulations
due to be issued this December. As

c.xpre.s.sed in our written comments o"n this rulemaking. NPRA believes that the inclu.sion ai

.\0, reduction requirements would be a .serious breach of the Reg .Neg .Agreement by EPA. a

ML-naiop.- to ihi.s landmark agreement. NPRA member companies worked in good faith dunng

ihc regulatory negotiation process to develop cost effective reformulated gasoline

reuuircmcnLs' which would meet the environmental goals of the Qear. Air .Act. and provide

rciiners with tle.xibiiity to assure adequate production
and distribution of gasoline. Impo.sing

mandates for .NO, reductions will significandy
reduce the Hexibility which refiners pea-civeu

1(1 he part i)f the Res .Nes Asreement. Some of our membeis who negotiated this rulemakin;:

m i:oi)d tiuth and have alreadv beaun to plan for its implementation may now find RFC

pniduciion economicallv infeasible. Moreover, such an abrogation of the letter, as well xs the

spint >)/• Che Agreement 'would frustrate our mutual interest in voluntary efforts to achieve

luiiire balanced environmental improvements.

While we rccoimize future reductions in NO, may be necessar>' for some areas o. :hc

,„...,,. ^,„._;, _„ .u- Vonh^-cT -n u-H„".-r .i7nne attainment, there are manv E.-A proLT-ms
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("or siauonary sources that will result in reduced NO, levels at a much lower cost per ton than

national mobile source NO, reductions. Even wi±out mandated NO, reductions. Year 2000

ret'ormuiaied gasoline on the average will result in significant reductions in NO,. Mandatins
these reductions to all reformulated gasoline will unnecessarily limit individual refiner

flexibility, increase the cost of producuon and reduce die potential for supplies.

The recent National Petroleum Council (NPC) rcpon paints a dismal outlook for ±e
U.S. refining industry, which will expend S37 billion in this decade for environmental

requirements compared to a S3 1 billion book value. The NPC study does not even

contemplate a cost for NO, reduction for Year 2000 gasoiine, which would require extensive

new desulfurization capacity and billions more in capital investment.

On another related RFC issue. WRA -apposes any proposal which would allow

foreign refiners to establish a baseline o±er than the CAA baseline. Allowing special

treatment for foreign refiners will have anricompetiiive impacts on U.S. refiners and. as in the

case of ±e PDVSA request, may significantly increase the volume of higher emission RFC

gasoline. Acceptance of this proposal would also be inconsistent widi the terms hammered

out in the intensive Reg Neg deliberauons.

Fmally, in your testimony of October 29, 1993 before the Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, you stated that, widi

respect to the December 15, 1993 promulgation deadline for this rule, EPA has "been assured

by fuel providers fuiat it] allows adequate lead time for reformulated gasoline to be produced

and distnbuted by the program's stan-up on January 1, 1995." This comment fails to reflect

ver}' serious reservanons. expressed by our members to your agency in written and verbal

comments, on the critically shon time left to finalize and implement plans to produce and

disuifaute diis new and unique product, and at the same time meet the new anddumping
controls on conventional gasoline. While we firmly believe that our members will do all they

can to assure adequate and timely supplies of reformulated and convenuonal gasoline, delays

and lack of anticipated flexibility in ±e program will impede their ability to do so.

Our most lecent submittal to EPA's public docket (August 13. 1993) reiterated our

concern with delays and urged die Agency to provide maximum
flexibility and options for

compliance in the final rule. We included critical elements in this docket submittal and

earlier comments that would assist our members in meeting the stamtory deadline without

compromising the quality of the reformulated gasoline program. Primary elements of concern

e.\pressed in our latest submittal were die need for.
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I) utilization of industrv siaiidard test methods and their reproducibility limitauons in

seitins enforcement tolerances and policy ^without which rndustn^ will be forced to

meet more stnnEeni compliance specifications
than agreed to m Reg Neg).

2) realistic perfonnance standards based on a finished complex model.

3) a laboratory cenification program to replace
the EPA proposed independent

sampling and testing program,

4) unrestricted early vse of the complex model.

5) fungibiiiiy of all' certified products under ei±er the simple or complex models, and

6) a final rule consisting of regulatory negotiation principles with no special preference

provided to the ethanol industry.

Many of these elements direcdy affect the ability of a number of our members to meet supply

requirements anticipated for January' 1, 1995.

Thank you for your attention to these very senous matters. We would be pleased to

lunhc describe or discuss our concerns with you and your staff

Sincerely,

'^Z;^^

:c: Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation
of the Committee on Energy and

Comme.-ce. United States House of Representatives

Senate E.nergy Committee

Se.^ate Environment and Public Works Committee
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NATIONAL PETROLEUM REFINERS ASSOCIATION
Founded 1902

SUITE 1000. 1899 I. STREET. N W WASHINGTON O C 20036
TCLCPHONC (202) 437-0480

May 10, 1994

Ms. Mary Smith

Director, Field Operations and Support Division

United States Environmental Protection Agency
Mailcode 6406J

501 3rd Street

Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Ms. Smith,

NPRA's Ad Hoc Motor Fuels Strategy Group met in Houston on April 20, 1994 in an

effon to determine the most effective way to work together and with EPA toward a successful

implementation of the RFG regulations. In response to your request at the RFC workshop,
we have attempted to identify problem areas in the regulations and issues which require

resolution immediately. Some such issues identified during our meeting are listed below and

discussed in more detail in the attachment to this letter.

1. The prohibition on combining reformulated gasoline with conventional gasoline

may severely rcstrin the supply system during the transition to reformulated.

gasoline.

2. The prohibition on adding nonoxygenate blendstocks to RFG, and the

prohibition on adding oxygen to RFG except if the RFG is OPRG, decrease

available gasoline supplies during the transition from summer to winter fuel.

3 Unless baselines are approved by September 1, 1994, refmers will not have

sufficient time to adequately plan for 1995 gasoline production.

4. If registration numbers for refiners and importers are not issued in a timely

fashion, there may be confiision during the initial transfers of RFG.

5. The Industry does not cuirentiy have in place an adequate mechanism to

comply with all of EPA's prodiict transfer documentation.

6. It may be too late for EPA to require the use of an EPA baseline submission

form or a specific baseline submittal format
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7 Limiting refiners to a single independent sampler/tester is overly restrictive, and

nia%' result in disruptions during gasoline shipping.

8. EPA must clarifs- and understand the role of the gasoline volume obtamed and

reponed b>' the independent sampler/tester. Failure to do so will likely result in

confusion and disputes between industry and the Agency.

In past con-espondence NPRA has pointed out to EPA that given the delays in

promulgating the RFG regulations and the complexity of the regulations, we carmot be

assured that the RFG program can be implemented without significant market disruption. The

uncertainry and new requirements of the renewable oxygenate program increase the level of

our concerns. We urge EPA to be prepared to deal with initial problems and we seek your

cooperation in our efforts to minimize potential disruptions. NPRA proposes to establish an

RFG hot line for industry to seek answers to questions about the regulations and to serve as a

mechanism for identifying problem areas. NPRA will keep EPA and DOE informed on

problem areas and requests that EPA assist us in answering questions.

NPRA believes the above issues are critical and deserve immediate attention in order

to avoid further conflision and to assist in the initial start-up of this very complex regulation.

Some may require simple clarification and by their noncontroversial nature may be remedied

through the direct final rule. NPRA requests an oppommity to discuss these issues in more

detail at vour convenience.

Sincerely,

Urvan R. Stemfels

URS/drm

Enclosure

cc: Carol Browner. Administrator, U.S. EPA
Mary Nichols.Asst. Adm.. Off. of Air & Radiation, EPA
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Anachment

RFC Issues Requiring Immediate Resolution

I . Prohibition on Combining RFG and Conventional Gasoline

§80.78(a)(I0) of the regulation reads: "No person may combine any reformulated

gasoline with any conventional gasoline and sell the resulting mixture as reformulated

gasoline." This provision is likely to cause supply problems during the transition from

conventional gasoline to reformulated gasoline at terminals and retail outlets serving covered

areas. Reformulated gasoline delivered to a tank which contains |mv conventional gasoline

will alwavs become conventional gasoline. Strict compliance with §80.78 will require

inventory in tanks at retail outlets and terminals to be entirely pumped out and "air dry"

before reformulated gasoline is introduced.

There are no surplus tanks at retail outlets and product terminals. In fact, terminals

serving both covered areas and attainment areas will be tankage limited as they reconfigure

their storage to accommodate both products. A requirement to pump out old inventory will

remove those tanks from service. This will reduce supplies during the transition period,

piobably leading to disruptions in the marketplace.

Mixing Simple Model RFG and conventional gasoline to provide for the introduction

of RFG by December 1, 1994 will not cause air quality to deteriorate. In fact, pumping out

tanks will cause significant VOC emissions. EPA must provide industry with assurance that

combining RFG and conventional gasoline will be allowed as needed to accomplish the initial

and future transitions from conventional gasoline to RFG.

2. Prohibition on Blending Oxygenates and Other Components with RFG

Current industry practice is to do some blending at terminals in order to correct off

specification blends and to seasonally adjust blends in order to improve vehicle driveability.

Specifically, as colder weather approaches, butane is added to summer grade gasoline

remaining in tanks in order to increase RVP and improve cold start performance. In addition,

the CAAA of 1990 requires those areas not in attainment for CO to use 2.7 wt% oxygen

gasoline during part of the winter. At times it may be necessary to add oxygenate to finished

blends already in terminals in order to arrive at the minimum oxygen content required by law.

§ 80.78(a)(5) says, in essence, that a refiner may add nonoxygenate blendstocks to

RFG. §80.78(a)(6) says that no person may add oxygenate to RFG unless such RFG is

designated OPRG. Since adding a nonoxygenate blendstock will generally require adding an

oxygenate in order to maintain the oxygenate limits, this section makes it impossible for

terminals (refiners) to enhance the starting characteristics of finished blends or to reach the

minimum 2.7 wt% oxygen required for the CO programs on blends that are already in the

terminals.
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§80.78(a)(15) says diat blendsiock added to RFG must meet RFG standards. If a

quantity of RFG is off specification, there must be the capability to bring that matenal up to

specification regardless of whether the blendstocks meet RFG requirements or not.

If no person can downgrade VOC-controlled RFG to non-VOC-controlled RFG

through light end blending or to upgrade non-OPRG to OPRG by oxygen addition, about the

only option left is to seal the tanks and await the next simimcr season. Such an action would

be extremely costly and would reduce potential gasoline supplies in areas served b>' the

terminals.

3. Baseline Approval

In order to provide adequate time for planning and scheduling for 1995 gasoline

production, refiners must have certaint}' on baseline parameters by Sepiember 1, 1994.

Without this certaint}', their ability to produce adequate quantities of RFG or conventional

gasoline is in jeopardy. Therefore, NPRA suggests that if EPA is unable to confirm

acceptance of a refiner's baseline submittal by September 1, 1994 or 30 days after submittal,

if that is later, NPRA believes the refmer must be able to utilize the submmed baseline as

verified hv auditors for 1995 compliance whether or not it bewOmes the fmal approved

baseline.

4. Registration Numbers

§80.76 requires producers and importers of reformulated gasoline to register by

November 1, 1994 or three months prior to production or importation of reformulated

gasoline, whichever is later, in order to be assigned a registration number by the EPA.

§80.65 requires that RFG be at any location other than retail outiets and wholesale purchaser-

consumer facilities by December 1, 1994. §80.77(j) requires that transfer documents include

die EPA assigned registration number of both the transferrer and the transferee if they are a

refiner, importer, or oxygenate blender.

The reality of distribution system transit times and turnovers requires that some

reformulated gasoline be produced, transferred and transported as early as September, 1994.

If registration numbers are not available by the date, refiners will be unable to comply with

the above requirement. Furthermore, if independent samplers/testers do not have their

registration numbers, refmers will not be able to comply with sampling and testing

requirements.

To remedy this, NPRA suggests that EPA allow the industry to continue using their

same transfer documents in which they identify each other by company name as they have in

the past until January 1, when the reformulated program is in fiill swing and the EPA has

issued all registration numbers.
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5. Product Transfer Document

Section 80.77 contains the requirements for Product Transfer Documentation.

According to this section, the transfer document must include the name and address of the

transferor, the name and address of the u-ansferee, and the location of the gasoline at the time

of the transfer. This must be provided in addition to a complete description of the product

being transferred.

Although this information appears to be straightforward, it may not be readily

available under certain types of gasoline marketing practices. Gasoline is a commodity that is

typically transponed either by product pipelines or barge from the refinery to the supply area.

The transportation network dictates which areas are served by which refineries.

A refiner)' owned by one compan)- may agree to supply a competitor's terminal

located in an area served by that refiner}' in exchange for supply of gasoline in another not

directly served by its own refinery. These product trades may occur any number of times

while the actual shipment of gasoline travels along to its destination.

Current pipeline transfer documents are either transferred electronically, faxed or

manually delivered to the receiving terminal. This practice must be allowed to continue, and

multiple transfers of title will have to be accommodated.

In the case of truck shipments, the sequence of physical custody of a truck load of

RFG is from terminal to common carrier to retail outlet, but the sequence of legal title may
be from the terminal to exchange partner to marketer to common carrier to retail outlet.

There may be several "paper" transfers between multiple exchange parmers prior to transfer to

the marketer. The ultimate retail destination is often not knovra by the terminal operator. In

addition, the terminal may be unattended, and all shipping documents are printed

automatically as the truck is loaded.

Rather than generating a new document for each transfer of title, we suggest that only

one document accompany a trackload of RFG. The original tsrtmnal would be listed as the

transferor, and successive parties would add their respective names to the document upon
transfer.

Alternatively, one document could be generated upon the physical transfer of the RFG
between the terminal and the common carrier. The transferee would be listed as either the

exchange parmer, marketer, common carrier, or retail outlet, depending on the information

that is available to the terminal at the time of transfer.

6. Baseline Submission Form

Baseline submissions are due by June 1, 1994. Many refiners are well into the process

of developing, auditing and submining baselines and, therefore, caimot be requested to utilize

a form not yet available. NPRA believes that because of the lack of final forms and formal
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procedures for baseline submittal, EPA should be flexible in accepting good faith baseline

submissions as prepared by each individual refiner. Refiners should also be notified of this

flexibility as soon as possible.

7. Single Independent Sampler/Testers

Some companies feel allowing registration of only one independent lab is too

constraining particularly when it is coupled with the 30 day notification of change

requirement. There can be occasions where it is necessary to switch labs quickly (i.e.

inability of first lab to carry out contract, performance quality issues, product trading, etc.).

Allowing registration of more than one lab per refinery would provide a secure contingency

plan. Some refineries may want to utilize more than one lab during the year for their

sampling/testing requirement. NPRA would propose that the EPA allow this, but EPA would

still adhere to directing each lab to test up to 10% of the total batches sampled.

In product trading, the inspection company is mutually agreed upon. With only one

inspection company approved for a facility, there is no flexibility for mutual agreement which

may restrict trading possibilities.

8. Independent Sampler Volumes

At Section 80.65(f) of the reformulated gasoline rule, EPA has prescribed requirements

for independent sampling and testing of produced or imported RFG or RBOB. Prescribed for

both options offered in paragraph (1) of this section is the requirement for the independent

sampler to collect a representative sample from each batch of produced or imported RFG or

RBOB. At paragraph (3) EPA further requires that the independent sampler and tester obtain

the assigned batch number, volume of the batch, tank identification number, date and time of

RFG certification and independent sample collection, and the grade of the batch.

NPRA recognizes that certain information on storage tank and gasoline grade is

necessary to confirm that gasoline sampled and tested by both parties are the same. However,

we are concerned that EPA may not appropriately use the batch volume information as

collected by the independent sampler and tester. We expect the independent sampler will

report the total volume of gasoline according to the tank gauging tables pertaining to that

tank. This batch volume is necessarily the produced batch volume and represents the batch

blend as ceniiled by the refiner or importer at the time of production and ready for shipment.

In most instances, this batch blend or produced volume will not and can not represent the

actual shipped or tendered volume of RFG or RBOB. The refmer or importer must ultimately

report the shipped or tendered volume in its batch EPA reports and use this same volume in

its compliance calculations.

The difference between the independent sampling and testing batch blend or produced

volumes and the refmer's or importer's produced and shipped volume reported will most

typically be the tank heel or gasoline remaining in the tank at the time of the subsequent
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batch blend or impon operation. In no situations will the batch volumes as reponed by the

independent sampler be less than the produced and shipped volume reported by the refiner or

importer.

To prevent further confusion and to help ensure smooth implementation while

maintaining enviroiunental goals of the program. NPRA believes EPA must publicly

acknowledge to all parties that the subject volumes are not necessarily the same. EPA should

specify' that:

1 . Independent sampling and testing volume is the volume of produced or imported

batches of RFG or RBOB,
2. Refiner and importer volume used for compliance determinations is the shipped or

tendered volumes for certified batches, and

3. Refiner and importer volumes reported to EPA in batch reports is the volimie specified

in 2. above.

This clarification would be consistent with the attest engagement procedures found in sections

80.125 through 80.130 and provide improved clarity for those responsible for implementing

the rules. This clarification would be helpful if included in EPA's direct final rule since it is

considered to be EPA's intent and is noncontroversial.

EXAMPLE:

A refiner produces a batch of RFG into a tank and certifies the tank's volimie as

1 00.000 barrels of RFG using approved test methods. An independent sampler/tester confirms

the batch blend volume at 100,000 barrels and samples the tank for testing and reporting.

Subsequently, the refiner ships only 75,000 barrels fi-om this tank. This refiner would

report in required batch reports to EPA only 75,000 barrels and the same volume would be

utilized to demonstrate compliance. The independent sampler/tester volume would not be

adjusted based on shipments, but remain the produced volume of 100,000 barrels.

Following shipments, the refiner blends an additional 50,000 barrels on top of the

remaining 25,000 ban-els, yielding a tank volume of 75,000 barrels certifiable as RFG. The

independent sampler/tester would confirm the new batch blend volume as 75,000 barrels and

sample the tank for testing and reporting. The refiner would report the volumes shipped from

this new batch.

I
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NATIONAL PETROLEUM REF!NERS ASSOCIATION

Founded 190!

SUITE lOOO. 1B99 L STREET. N.W.. WASHINGTON. O.C. 20036
TcurMOMI IZ02I <IS7.O4a0

DBVAN R. SRBNFELS

February II. 1994

Air Docket Section (LE 131) U.S. EPA
U.S. EPA Attention: Docket A-91-77

401 M Street, SW 2565 Plymouth Road

Washington D.C. 20460 Ann Arbor. MI 48105

Dear Sir or Madam:

The National Petroleum Refiners Association (NPRA) is pleased to submit comments in

response to EPA's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking entitled "Regulation of Fuels and Fuel

Additives: Standards for Deposit Control Additives". At the January 11, 1994 hearing. NPRA
provided oral testimony which summarized our views and concerns related to this proposal. Oiu'

written conmients are intended to expand upon our oral statement, rather than testate our

comments, and to respond to questions raised by die Agency at the hearing. We urge EPA to

give fiill consideration to our oral statement and therefore, for reference, we have included a copy
of this testimony as Attachment A.

Id our oral testimony, we requested that EPA grant the request for extension of the

conmient period for this regulation. In the absence of a formal extension of the conmient period,

NPRA is submitting these conmients within the published comment period deadline. However,
in view of the potential impacts of this regulation on our industry, the unanticipated complexity
of the proposed rule and other ftiel related regulations under review or recently finalized, NPRA
requests that EPA give fiill consideration to subsequent coimiients filed by NPRA after the

published comment period closing date. NPRA will try to highlight areas where supplemental
comments can be expected. -

NPRA again emphasizes our concern that the deposit control additive proposal is far more

cornpiex than needed to acconq^lish the goals of the program as specified in the Qean Air Act

Amendments (CAAA). The CAAA simply specify that deposit control additives be used in ail

gasoline and that EPA determine a level of acceptable dosage. The Legislative history for this

portion of the CAAA clearly states that the purpose of the regulations is to protect against

degradation of engine emissiotis due to engine deposits. This goal would be accomplished by

requiring that all gasoline be treated with detergent additives and does not require the extreme

measures proposed to assure each gallon of gasoline will contain a specified level of additive

protection.
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The mwhanicm of dcposit fonnaiionis relatively slow. Any change in engine cleanliness

and therefore air quality inqjacts are slow and not catastrophic. Even the measurement tool for

deteimining deposit formation tendency requires a 10.000 mile test, roughly a years worth of

normal consumer driving. Because it is unlikely that consumers will consistently receive severe

deposit forming gasoline, the impaa of occasional severe gasoline batches will be Tnimmal

Furthermore, the use of well arittiriz^'^ gasoline wiU tend to reverse the adverse impacts of an

occasional batch of severe gasoline. The extra tier of complexity introduced by EPA to address

the concern over severe gasoline is extreme and an over complication to an already fragile

system.

NPRA's oral comments focused first on timing of the proposed regulations. We urge
EPA to give careful consideration to the implementation of the detergent additive regulation in

view of the ^t that the industry will be implementing numerous regulatory compliance
initiatives with very little lead time. The coizq}lexity and costs associated with the recently

finalized reformulated gasoline regulations will result in significant environmental benefits. We
believe the addition of onerous detergent additive requirements, which provide little if any
environmental benefit over that already being accomplished, nu the risk of interfering with the

implementation and smooth introduction of the reformulated gasoline program. The reformulated

gasoline regulations are over two years late and the recent renewable fiiels proposal, along with

litigation likely to follow, leave the industry with little planning guidance. NPRA believes that

the detergent additive regulation can be simplified while still realizing the intended environmental

benefits and not interfering with other more beneficial regulations. Specifically the sampling and

testing of gasoline should be i^itninatpH from the rule.

Our oral comments focused on five areas: (I) Timing Issues; (2) Certification Issues; (3)

Downstream Monitoring of Parameters; (4) Enforcement Strategics: and (5) Record Keeping.
Our written subinission will expand on these comments and attempt to respond to

questions/issues raised at the hearing. Again we urge EPA to review our oral comments included

as Attachment A.

Sincerely,
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SUPPLEMENTAL NPRA COMMENTS

TIMING ISSUES

NPRA's oral testimony pointed out the need for additional time to comply with the

proposed regulations in view of the concurrent regulatory requirements and the uncertainty of the

industry's ability to fiilly coinply with the interim program by January 1, 1995 and then again
with the final program by January 1, 1996. Again we reiterate our concerns and point out that

the CAAA appeared to recognize the potential difficulties in implementing these regulations by

including the provision that industry utilize detergent additives by January 1, 1995 even if the

regulations were not finali7i«ri We again urge EPA to develop detergent additive regulations
which provide for an effective detergent additive program, but also allow refiners sufficient time

for full inqilementation. Consistent with the stamte, the additive mandate could begin on January

1. 1995, but the full accounting, enforcement, etc., programs could be phased in on a reasonable

timetable.

At the January 1 1 hearing EPA requested that industry suggest a compromise between the

EPA proposed 120 day certification review period and the industry suggested 30 day period.

NPRA believes that ifEPA simplifies its overall detergent additive program additional resources

wiU be available for the certification process. We again urge EPA to establish the minimum

certification time period to allow new technology to enter the marketplace as soon as possible.

CERTinCATTON ISSUES

In general, we believe the question of separate certifications for octane grades and

gasoline types (i.e., reformulated, conventional,oxygenated, etc.) should be left to the discretion

of the refiner. EPA, in its preamble to the proposed rule, states that it is considering allowing

specific grades of gasoline to be certified separately from the remaining pool of gasoline of a

supplier. We strongly suppon the separation of different grades and products as an option to be

exercised by the gasoline/additive blender. As EPA notes, premium grades may require a lower

concentration of detergent additive to maintain the same level of deposit control. Hence,

separation of premium fiom the rest of the gasoline pool for the purposes of con^lying with this

rule may result in a cost savings to a refiner.

In the case of oxygenated fiiel, we support ±e second option enunciated by EPA which
would allow separate certifications of oxygenated and nonoxygenated fuel while maintaining the

option of obtaining a single certification for both at the discretion of the refiner. This is

particularly important for ethanol blends where prior research indicates that significandy more

detergent may be needed. We refer you to a paper, SAE 90 2109, for further technical

documentation on the impact of ethanol on detergent requirements.
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EPA raised the concem that some volume of gasoline would be outside the parameter

ranges of the certification fuel and should therefore should be considered severe gasoline in terms

of deposit formauon. We again emphasize that on average fuels will be suffiaentiy addiuzed

and the ^mall volume falling outside this range will not result in environmental degradation. We

felt that the 65% selection was a constructive suggestion because it provided for greater than

average protection while avoiding costly excess additization and its possible deleterious side

effects. Furthermore, considering the severity of the test for certificaiion (using the most severe

of vehicle engine technologies under the most severe driving cycles) and the probability that

many detergent blenders will use generic certification for all gasoline, the Agency has more than

sufficient assurance that additive levels will be mote than arirqiiatr to protect against possible

greater deposit forming tendencies of severe gasolines. A single certification level has layers of

conservative assunqinons and therefore even the severe gasoline of concem to EPA is not likely

result in any real increase in deposit fotmatioiL

EPA should recognize that fiiture gasolines will tend to be more similar, with fewer

batches approaching the severe leveL Reformulated gasoline regulations, particularly when the

complex model becomes manriar^iH will significantly restrict the parameter ranges of reformulated

gasoline. Some volume that now has parameters dose to or at EPA's severe range will be"

reformulated and the resulting parameters will likely be better than average gasoline today.

Refiners will be forced to better plan equipment outages (which in the past may have accounted

for some production of severe gasoline) to remain in compliance with reformulated gasoline

requirements.

Anti-dunq)ing regulations wiD assure that conventional gasoline does not deteriorate from

past quality ranges. Furthermore, modifications initiated to produce reformulated gasoline will

in some cases improve the quality of reformulated gasoline. For example, a refiner may install

fluid catalytic cracking feed desulfuiization facilities to reduce the sulfiir content ofFCC gasoline

(one of the largest volume con^onents). This will reduce the sulfiir content of all FCC gasoline,

both that used in reformulated and conventional gasoline. Thus EPA has yet another level of

conservative assumptions built into the detergent additive program that provides fimher assurance

that gasoline will be adequately additized. The 65% level for gasoline produced in 1995 and

beyond is far more conservative than the 65% lange for pre- 1995 gasoline used to establish

additive dosages for the detergent rule.

As pointed out in our oral testimony, we believe that detergem certifiers iruist be able to

blend fiiels from normal refinery components to assure the availability of timely supplies. At the

hearing, EPA requested comment on how the agency can be sure that these fiiels are

representative of actual fuels in the market. As long as the fuels meet the parameters required

for certification fiiels, they should be rtii^^f*^ for examining the effectiveness of a detergent

The use of typical refinery blendstocks in constructing test fiiels was typical of operations used

to support the reformulated gasoline regulations and predictive models. We see no reason why
EPA should now become concerned that these fiiels do not represent true conditions.
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Paragraph 80, 144(a)2 specifies that test fiieis must be contained in new, sealed containers.

Cunent testing facilities have tanks that are cleaned and reused for new batches of test fuels.

The required use of new drums is unieasonablc, expensive, would generate a lot of waste and

runs counter to responsible conservation of resources and energy.

DOWNSTREAM MONITORING OF PARAMETERS

NPRA believes that our January 1 1 oral comments provide substantial justification for

elimination of the terminal sampling and testing requirements. The refining industry, petroleum
marketers and EPA had numerous discussions during the development of the reformulated

gasoline regulations concerning the (Ufficulties, costs and inability to condua routine compliance
sampling and testing at the terminal level. For this reason EPA adopted refinery gate certification

for reformulated and conventional gasoline. We believe that EPA understood and was leceptive
to industry concerns and should do so again for the deposit control progranL

ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY

NPRA's oral testimony strongly opposed the onerous weekly mass balancing, zero

tolerance and liability provisions of the proposed enforcement program. Current gasoline

terminaling practices used by the industry allow for efficient, cost effective and con^titive
distribution of gasoline to consumers. The onerous provisions set forth in EPA's proposal would

disrupt existing relationships between suppliers and place uimecessary burdens and costs on the

industry and eventually consumers.

The following figure illustrates an exchange transaction used at some terminals; however,
note that there are many variations to these transactions.

TITPICALEXCHANQEIBANSACTION
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The pany who receives product at a track rack romindy owns the additive and the

equipment which injects it The additive is injected upstream of the gasoline meter, so the

customer is billed for both the gasoline and additive volume. Company "A" owes Company "B"

the volume of produa delivered through the mcten, less the amount of additive injected.

Company "A" pays "B" a like volume at the pipeline origin less an adjustment to account

for the additive. Since additive treatment rate; are small and many rack locations are involved,

these adjustments are rarely done weekly. A longer time period for balancing also allows

tenrinals with CTnalln- number of loads per month per additive system to have enough volume

for closer accuracy.

In response to EPA's inquiry as to typiral balancing practices, industry is surveying

members J"f^ hopes to quantify industry practice in subsequent comments.

The proposed regulation requires a "ia<:«! balance record 1:!t (a) each injector for automated

locations with meters; (b) each storage tank for locations without meters; and (c) each batch for

hand blending locations. Item (c)
"naifc<: hand treating virtnaMy impossible. Miiny companies

sell branded gasoline to Distributors who require the earner's driver to add appropriate quantities

of detergent at the terminal or retail site. The drivers would be considered the blenders of record

and would not have information available to produce amass halannng record. A simpler process

would be to have the driver sign a document for each batch specifying thatA amount of additive

was placed in Y gallons of ga»"i'"^

In addition, the final nile should allow the detergent blender to choose the mass balance

method most suitable to his system. Thus a facility with mfffrrs on each injector and total meters

from the detergent inventory should be allowed to iittliTe the total meters for mass balance

determinations. To disallow this flexibility would discoinage operators from adding individual

injector meters for additional quality control. NPRA has additional concerns in this area and

intends to submit supplemental conunents.

The requirement for 100% blending tolerance would be a near impossible task unless

blenders targeted to significandy over-additize. New aiiinrnarrd addidve injector systems

generally work by injecting additive in pulses. Typically one pulse of addidve is injected for

every 40 gallom of gasoline fed into a truck trailer. The automated system allows a driver to

key-in the amount of gasoline he wants to lift, and the compiitrrized system calculates the

amount of additive needed, automatically adding it as the gasoline is loaded. However, it is

possible that in the "iirfrfi'» of a loading procedure the driver may need to shin down the blending

operaiioiL Since the automated systems are not designed to blend additive at a constant flow,

a shutdown and restart could result in more or less than target additive being injected

As mentioned above, in many circumstances the owner of the injecting equipment is not

the terminal operator and is not present at the terminal locaaoiL Yet the owner of the injection

facilities is responsible for maimaining the equipQBnt. In the case o.' Tnaitm^anrf problems it

is not always possible for the owner to respond inomcdiately. Providing a tolerance for additive
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conccntrarion would allow an additive blender to remain in compliance when circumsiarces

beyond his control result in an under-additized bauh. Over the longer term, mass balancing

records would provide assurance that on average gasoline is additized appropriately without the

need for continual high overtrcaiment to assure thai upsets do not cause noncompliance. We arc

aware of situations in California where operators set injection rates at 110% of the certified rate

in order to assure conqiliance to California zero downward deviation allowance.

In Section 80.157(b) EPA proposes to require detergent tank gauging at the beginning and end

of the mass balance period and using the difference in combination with the difference between

additions and subtractions from the tanlf to deurmine actual detergent usage. To determine mass

balance compliance the EPA should simply apply the metered outlet quantity of detergent (i.e.,

the subtractions from the tank) during the mass balance period and compare this to the gallons
of gasoline treated during the period.

EPA ^)peais to require tank gauging in combination with more accurate total meter

readings. This approach conqiromises accuracy of the balances and inq>oses additional record

keeping and recording requirements. A detergent blender's operatjon that monitors tank

inventories against purchas«i and outgoing quantiaes should not be of interest to EPA and serves

no purpose in the mass balance process. A similar problem is noted in the determination of

gasoline and post re5nery component gallonage during the mass balance period (also found in

section 80.157(a) and (c)). NPRA may provide further comments in this area.

The proposal requires quarterly calibration tests for equipment and retention of calibration

records. This calibration should be for measurement meters only and not for individual injectors.

Also the quarterly calibration is more extreme than that required for gasoline metering and should

be no more frequent than aimual. Companies will be recalibrating on their own each time a

problem is suspected.

NPRA does not believe that it is leasonable to expand liability to those who unknowingly
use and then perhaps transfer under-additize gasoline or to those who transfer product which is

later under-additized. A gasoline marketer who sells to distributors has no control of the product
after it leaves the terminal.

The Proposed Regulation requiring mass balancing records to be kept for five years is

inconsistent with the government's paperwork reducdon policy. This policy requires that

collected infoimadon not be held for more than three years. NPRA recommends that the time

period be reduced to two years as is the standard for CARB certiCcadon. Two years is sufficient

for inspecdons of mass-blending facilides.

The proposed reguladon requires that each mass balance record must be maintained at the

blending facility together with the product transfer documents of the base gasoline, post refinery

component, and detergent that were blended together and were the subject of the rnaii balance
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accounting record. This requirement would require massive amounts of p^)er to be saved, soned.

and collated for each balancing period. The actual physical transfer of documents should not tx

required. EPA should allow a company to con^ile idevant information and perform the

balancing at a central location through electronic media A simmiary report of the process can

be sent to each blending location for follow up. The detailed informauon can be obtained from

electronic media and marfr available to EPA at the time of an audit
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TECHIliOLOGY

Spill, RFG rules promise

trouble for U.8. pipelines
Warren R. True Pipcline/Gas Processing Editor

The
effects of current and

impending govemmen-
tai regulations on U.S.

pipeline operations occupied
much of April's API Pipeline
Conference in Houston.

Entire sessions were de-

voted to ramifications of the

Oil Pollution Act of 1990 and

goveriwnentally niandaicu
rules for reformulated gaso-
line.

Other papers discussed
how the U.S. Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission
may regulate oil-pipeline
rates in the future and what
issues individual state legis-
latures may be examining.

If pipeline operators
weren't hearing what gov-
ernments planned, thev
were hearing what their

own industry wanted them
to do, mostly in the form of

standards, such as API 2610
for terminal and tank facili-

ties, or recommended prac-
tices, as for ensuring crude
oil L]uality at terminal and
tank sites.

0PA90 rules
C. G. Broussard, Shell

Pipe Line Corp., Houston,
reviewed recent actions bv
federal agencies to imple-
ment the Oil Pollution Act of

1990, how in some instances
the industry has reacted to

those actions, and what thev
mav mean if carried out.

From the pipeline operat-

ing industry's point of view,
she said, major elements of

the act include the follow-

ing:
• A comprehensive feder-

al liability scheme
• A single, unified federal

fund for response costs and
claims

• Stronger federal over-

sight and control of oil spills
• Revision to response

planning requirments
• Tougher criminal, civil,

and administrative penalties
• No pre-emption of state

laws addressing oil spills.

The various federal agen-
cies that have become re-

sponsible for implementing
the act are: Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA),
U.S. Coast Guard (USCG),

Department of Interior's

Minerals Management Ser-

vice (MMS), National Oce-

anic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration (NOAA), and

Department of Transporta-
tion's Research and Special

Programs Administration

(RSPA).

Following is a summary of

her remarks concerning con-

tingency plans, damage and

facility plans, and the fu-

ture.

Contingency plans
In October 1993, the EPA

issued a proposed rule to

revise the current National

Oil and Hazardous Sub-
stances Pollution Contingen-

cy Plan.

Broussard said the Ameri-
can Petroleum Institute re-

sponded to the proposed
rule by identifying many
parts which are inconsistent,

impractical, or confusing.
For pipeline operators, the

most burdensome of the

proposed rule's require-
ments will be procedures
and techniques for identify-

ing, containing, dispersing,
and remo\ing oil and haz-

ardous substances.

Both the EPA and the

USCG will develop area con-

tingeno,' plans in accordance
with which owners and op-
erators of pipelines and re-

lated facilities must act.

Further, land pipelines
must certif)' to RSPA that

they have reviewed applica-
ble area contingency plans
and have facility response
plans (at, for example, a

pipeline or pumping station)
that are consistent with the

area plans.

Although the USCG has
drafted several area plans,
the EPA has released rela-

tively few.

MMS was delegated re-

sponsibilitv for issuing regu-
lations concerning financial

responsibility' for offshore fa-

cilities including state sub-

merged lands and pipelines,
determination of acceptable
methods of financial respon-

sibility, and the specification
of necessarv or unacceptable
terms, conditions, or de-

fenses.

On Aug. 25, 1993, MMS
issued an advanced notice of

proposed rulemaking.
In it, MMS extended fi-

nancial responsibility re-

quirements to all facilities in,

on, or under navigable wa-
ters of the U.S. or subject to

the jurisdiction of the U.S.

Land pipelines which cross

na\-igable (vaters, therefore,

would be required to have a

$150 million certificate of fi-

nancial responsibility to con-

tinue operating.
Broussard said that MMS'

"strained definition of off-

shore facility'

"

and its inter-

pretation of financial re-

sponsbility requirements
"will have a far reaching im-

pact on many pipeline com-

panies as they try to obtain

the necessary evidence ot

nancial responsibility (insu

ance, guaranty, indemnit

surety bonds, letters of ere

it or self-insurance)."

Damages; facility plans
Another agency, NOA/

issued on Jan. 7, 1994, i

notice of proposed rulemal

ing for natural-resourc

damage assessments ar
has been soliciting pubi
comments in several wori

shops since.

The rule provides
lengthy process for dete

mining "proper compens.
tion" to the public for injur
to natural resources. Th.

process, said Broussart

may result in "enormou
costs" to the pipeline indu^

try.

Four federal agencies
-

USCG. RSPA, EPA, an
MMS— were delegated th

responsibility to draft rule

outlining requirements fo

preparing and submitting to

cility response plans fc

agency review and, in som
instances, approval.
The USCG has jurisdictio:

over marine transfer tacili

ties (e.g., docks and piping
RSPA, over land pipelines
EPA, over nontransporta
tion facilities (e.g., bulk ter

minal storage); and MMS
for offshore pipelines.
The USCG, RSPA, am

.MMS have issued interim fi

nal rules; EPA, only a pro

posed rule. She said all fou

are expected to be out witi

final rules this month.
In RSPA's intenm rule

Section 194.103 requires ai

operator to identifv whici

line sections in a respons>
zone mav cause significan
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harm to the environment.
The rule then states that j

line section must meet the

classification if it is larger
than o in., longer than 10

miles, and meets anv of five

critena that have do with the

segment's spill histon', its

steel make up (electnc-resis-

tance welded), and its loca-

tion relative to drinking wa-
ter and environmentallv sen-

sitive areas

If any line section in a

Civen response zone meets
the cntena, then the entire

'esponse zone is so classi-

led For pipeline operators
o determine whether a seg-
nent qualifies means each
Oct in the zone must be

•valuated on each of the five

ntena The consequent re-

earch and documentation

equirements are extensive.

Pipeline operators have

biected especially to the cri-

.Tion that relates to envi-

^nmentallv sensitive areas,

rguing that the definition is

verly broad and vague But

hile EPA works out the

nal rule, which may or may
M resolve the problem of

ifinition, operators must

'mpiv with requirements of

e mtenm final rule.

RSPAs intenm final rule

io requires each facility's

sponse plan to be consis-

nt with the nahonal con-

igencv plan and each ap-
cable area contingency
in.

But operators who operate
items in several states,
» said, may be required to

alvze facility response
ns against several differ-

: area plans that, being
• or region specific, mav
e varying planning and

ponse requirements,
troussard also objected to

RSPA intenm rule's re-

rement that each opera-

identify and ensure, bv
tract or other approved
ins, the resources neces-

to remove a worst-case

harge and to mitigate or

vent a substantial threat

worst-case discharge
ut oil pipelines often ex-

d over hundreds of

.'S. This requirement,
elore, becomes extreme-

•nerous and, for remote

lities. impossible to

i
achieve in the hrtie frames

I
outlined.

Pipline operators depend
I on a mvnad ot contractors,

response organizations, co-

operatives, and others to re-

move and mitigate a spill.

Identificahon of these re-

sources that are available

within spcific time frames is

unrealistic, she said.

More to come
Mator regulatory issues

that will affect the pipeline

industry in the future, in-

clude:

• Storage tank liner re-

quirements and secondar)'
containment
• Natural resource dam-

age assessment implementa-
hon
• Environmentally sensi-

tive area delineation and

protection
• Utilization of geographic

information systems.
Broussard noted that, as

federal agencies complete
their rules and conclude nu-

merous studies and area

contingency plans mandated

by the Oil Pollution Act of

1990, the industry can look

for increasing cost and regu-

latory burdens.

Pipelines and RFC
The additional liabilities

and documentation associat-

ed with reformulated gaso-
line (RFC) wiU make RFC
more difficult to handle than

such other grades handled
in the past, according to

Ralph L. Thompson of Colo-
nial Pipeline Co., Atlanta.

Many in the industry,
however, are still trving to

interpret the RFC regula-
tions, he said.

Fungiiiiiity and specs
To a common carrle^

probably the most important
part of the RFC regulations
deals with fungibility be-

cause addition ot RFC to

current pipeline movements
will strain existing tankage
Moreover, building more

tankage in congested distri-

bution areas is difficult, at

best, if not impossible.

Segregahon of gasolines

requires pipelines to use

large tanks for small vol-

umes. That causes, said

Thompson, a loss of tankage
capacity which could result

in less throughput and re-

duced shipper service. Fun-

gibility of products enables

pipelines to use large tanks

for large volumes.

Simple-model RFC during
1995-1997 IS hingible. Sim-

ple-model gasoline from one

refinery can be commingled
with simple-model gasoline
from another refiner)'.

At the same time, gasoline

produced by a refiner to

meet the per-gallon speafi-
cahons can be commingled
with gasoline produced by
another refiner to meet the

average specifications.
Phase 1 complex-model

gasoline during 1995-1997,

however, must be segregat-
ed from the refinery to the

retail outlet. This requires

segregation of each batch of

1995-1997 complex mode'

gasoline through the distn-

bufion system.

Complex-model gasoline

produced for January 1998

and later will be fungible.

Simple-model gasoline will

drop out at the end of 1997.

Reformulated base for ox-

ygenate blending (RBOB) is

fungible, if the type and
amount of oxygenate to be

blended are the same. RBOB
IS the blendstock for refor-

mulated gasoline, before

ether (or alcohol) is added,
in other words, RFC without

oxygenate.
RBOB produced for blend-

ing with ethers from differ-

ent refiners is fungible, as

well. RBOB produced for

blending with ethanol from
different refiners is fungible,
but RBOB for ethers is not

fungible with RBOB for eth-

anol

RBOB produced for blend-

ing with a refiner's designat-
ed oxygenate is segregated
and carmot be commingled
with any other RBOBs.

It's unclear at this fime,

said Thompson, how much
RBOB will have to be moved

through common-carrier

pipelines.
The pending decision on

the -renewable oxygenate
standard will affect pipeline
movements of RBOB. For

the present, he said, RBOB
on Colonial will be segregat-

ed.
I

RFC specifications tor the
i

simple and complex model ,

are on a per-gallon or an i

average basis: the refiner can
j

elect to use the per gallon or '

average specification para-
meters

I

Pipeline specifications for

simple model RFC will be
.

written with average specifi-
:

cations. The controlling |

parameters for the simple .

model are volatility, oxygen
content, and benzene

|

Colonial will handle com-

plex-model RFC as a segre-
j

gated batch unhl 1998, even !

though tv^o batches of com-
j

plex-model RFC can be com-
;

mingled unhl then unless

the two refiners' baselines

are identical, a condition Co-
lonial believes unlikelv.

After 1998, as stated earli-

er, the complex model be-
;

comes fungible and replaces I

the simple model At that
|

time pipeline specifications i

for the complex model will
|

be written with average
spedficafions.
As for fungible specifica-

tions for RBOB, Thompson
knew of no pipeline or refin-

er who had tackled that vet.

Colonial had not, he said: at

present, anv RBOB move-
ment on Colonial will be

segregated .

RFC rules for handling
conventional gasoline ad-

dress increases in emissions.

The requirements will not

affect current pipeline speci-
fications for conventional

gasoline

Thompson said EPA earli-

er proposed use of phen-
olphthalein as the required
marker for convenfional gas-
oline.

Held tests using phen-
olphthalein as a gasoline
marker, however, suggest
that it does not mix with

convenfional gasoline. In-

stead of remaining in the

test batch of gasoline, the

phenolphthalem was later

found in water, on pipeline
surfaces, and m other prod-
ucts.

In the final rule, EP.A

elected not to designate j

gasoline marker until alter-

nabve markers had been
tested. EPA has indicated

that a final decision mav not

I

I
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be published until atter the

beginning of the RFC pro-

gram in December.

Product codes

Thompson explained that

representing the characteris-

tics of each product grade
with a two or three-character

code is accomplished with

pipeline product codes. Each
new product grade will re-

quire a new product code.

The most significant

change for pipeline opera-
tors, he said, will be the

number of new product
grades required to handle
RFG and RBOB, and he cited

Colonial as jn example.
Currently, Colonial ships

41 different grades of gaso-
line. It plans to revise all

gasoline product codes so

that a code is assigned for

each grade and volatility
class.

A new code for each grade
of RBOB, conventional, sim-

ple model, and complex
RFG means a total 147
codes. The total number of

possible gasoline codes if

fungible batches are moved
on a segregated basis is 269.

Transfer documentation
On each occasion when

custody or title to any refor-

mulated gasoline or RBOB is

transferred, other than
when gasoline is sold or dis-

pensed for use in motor ve-

hicles at a retail outlet or

wholesale purchaser-con-
sumer facility, the transferor

will provide to the transferee

documents which include
the following information:
• Name and address of

the transferor

• Name and address of

the transferee

• Volume of the gasoline
at the time of the transfer
• Locahon of the gasoline

at the time of the transfer
• Date of the transfer.

Thompson said that these

are only the first five lines of

documentation and consist

of information typically on

pipeline tickets today.
In addition, the gasoline

must be identified as the fol-

lowing:
• Conventional or refor-

mulated
• Volatile organic com-

pounds (VOC) or non-VOC
controlled

• Region 1 or Region 2

• Oxygenated or non-oxy-

genated
• Simple or complex
• Minimum or maximum

standards for benzene, oxy-

gen, and Rvp
• VOC and NOx emis-

sions

• Identification as RBOB
• Refiner registration

number
• Designation of oxygen-

ate and amount for blending
with RBOB
• Staten»ents about com-

bining RBOB with RBOB.
In the case of conventional

gasoline, a statement is re-

quired conoeming the mix-

ing of coaventional and
RFG.

In the past, pipelines have

used the pioduct code on
the ticket as certification that

the produd delivered to a

shipper met all the specifica-
tions of the pipeline product

specification sheet for that

particular code.

To meet the EPA transfer

documentation require-
ments for RFG, RBOB, and
convenhoiul gasoline, each

product-specification sheet

will include the required
documentation. Colonial

hopes, said Thompson, that

EPA will aBow the pipeline

product awte to represent
the additional Infomiation

required on the transfer doc-

ument.

Operations
A certificate of analysis is

required finm the refinery
before RFG is released into a

pipeline.
In the&ulme. Colonial will

be working toward use of

electronic dita-transfer capa-
bilifies to speed the process
of passing infcmnafion from
the refiner to llie pipeline.

By recei\'ing batch certifi-

carion information in a time-

ly manner, ftie pipeline will

be able to aoffipt the refiner's

batch for shipinent.

Pipelines w31 begin lifting

RFG and RBOB fi-om refin-

ers 30 to 70 da.5S before Dec.

1, the period length depend-
ing on the pipeline transit

Hme from the refinery to the

retail outlet.

Shippers will go through a

transition period to convert

both terminal and retail

tanks from conventional to

RFG.
RFG will have to be se-

quenced in blocks through
the pipeline to avoid addi-

tional interfaces with con-

ventional or distillate prod-
ucts. The different grades of

RFG in a pipeline movement
will be sequenced together.
As Coloruat understands

the regulations, said Thomp-
son, RFG will have to be cut

clean at delivery locafions.

This means a cut from con-

ventional to RFG will be on
100% RFG gravity, a cut

from RFG to conventional

will be on first indication of

gravity change.
This type of batch cutting

will increase the loss of RFG
to conventional gasoline. By
reducing the number of in-

terfaces at which RFG is next

to nonconforming products,
the amount of downgrading
of RFG into conventional

gasoline or transmix will be
reduced.

Oversight programs
A quality-control over-

sight program is voluntary
but essential, Thompson
said. The regulations recom-
mend a carrier have a quali-

ty-control oversight program
in place to test Rvp, oxygen,
and benzene on RFG and
RBOB.

Pipelines already have es-

tablished oversight pro-

grams. The testing on RFG
and RBOB recommended by
EPA will be included in cur-

rent testing procedures.
The regulations specify

the test methods to use for

testing RFG. The EPA meth-

ods are in most cases elabo-

rate laboratory procedures

impractical in the field, said

Thompson.
For an oversight program,

pipelines will have to use

alternate field test methods
and correlate the test results

with the approved test

method.
EPA-recommended test

methods and typical pipe-
line test methods will onlv

differ on certain tests.

EPA and the pipelines will

both use ASTM D5191 for

Rvp. The EPA will use
D3606 for benzene while the

pipelines will use D3606,
D4815, D4420, and portable
IR analvzers.

The EPA will use the GC-
OFID method to test oxvgen
and allow D4815 until 1998;

the pipelines will use D4815
or portable IR analyzers.
EPA will enforce rules for

Rvp, oxygen, and benzene
content. The agency will not

take enforcement action,

however, if a sample tests

over the standard but within

the tolerance downstream of

the refinery.
Record keeping require-

ments for pipelines are the

following:
• Product transfer docu-

mentation for all RFG,
RBOB, or conventional gaso-
line.

• Data retained for any
sampling and testing of RFG
or RBOB include location,

date, time, tank or truck

identification for each sam-

ple; identification of who

sampled and who conducted
the test; results of tests; and
for noncompliance, actions

taken to stop sale and mea-
sure to prevent future non-

compliance.
All records must be kept

for 5 years.

Unanswered questions
Thompson said some un-

answeied questions remain:
• Will the EPA allow the

blending of RFG-fuel oil

mix, that is at their interface,

into RFG in geographic areas

where there is no conven-
tional gasoline?
• Will the EPA allow

blending RFG-conventional
mix into conventional gaso-
line?

• Will pipeline product
codes be sufficient transfer

documentation to identify

product characteristics,
minimum and maximum
specifications, and required
statements?
• WiU the EPA clarify the

use of alternate test methods
for oversight programs as a

defense?
• Will the E?A clarify its

position on product docu-

mentation during change-
over transition periods?

*
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American Petroleum Institute

1220 L Street, Northwest

Washington, D.C. 20005

(202)682-8100

Charles J. DiBona
Pfesideni

June 21, 1994

The Honorable John Dingell

Chairman

Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations

Committee on Energy and Commerce

Raybum House Office Building, Room 2323

Washington, DC 20505-6116

Dear Mr. Dingell:

This letter is in response to your June 17 letter to API and NPRA regarding

implementation of the Clean Air Act requirements for reformulated gasoline (RFC). We will

briefly summarize the petroleum industry's major concerns on implementation of the RFG

rule. Individual companies may provide you with their own specific concerns as well.

API has been a full and active participant throughout the RFG rulemaking. We are

committed to implementing the RFG program without delay and as smoothly as possible.

However, the industry is in the position of trying to implement a program that has several

major unresolved concerns: the renewable oxygenate mandate, foreign refiner baselines, and a

host of implementation issues that specifically affect industry planning. Even though

Congress provided the industry with over three years lead time, the refming industry now has

only three months before RFG production will begin, and the industry still does not know

what fuel it must sell on January 1, 1995.

This uncertainty can cause a number of specific problems. For example, the proposed

renewable oxygenate mandate would add yet another layer of complexity onto the nation's

supply and distribution system. Ethanol cannot be shipped by the existing pipeline

distribution system, and will have to be brought to market by truck, barge, or rail car. Even

in the case of ETBE (the ethanol-derived ether), the ethanol needed to make ETBE will have

to be shipped from the Midwest to the ETBE plants (probably on the Gulf Coast) before

being blended with the gasoline. The initial demand for ethanol would likely draw ethanol to

the RFG markets from its current markets in the Midwest.

The increasing complexity of the proposed renewable oxygenate mandate would also

tax the storage capacity of the supply and distribution system. Additional product grades

mean additional storage requirements, and there simply is not enough time to design, permit .

An equal opportunity employer
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and construct such tankage. We have attached API's testimony from Gary Edwards of

Conoco (from the January 14 EPA public hearing) and Bob McCool of Mobil (from the May
12 Senate Energy Committee hearing) for your further information.

The new EPA proposal to allow foreign refiners to establish their own baselines also

poses problems for the industry. This type of change in the treatment of imports will make it

more difficult for U.S. refiners to forecast demand for domestic RFG, and will hamper the

smooth implementation of the RFG program.

Moreover, both the renewable oxygenate mandate and the foreign refiner baseline

proposal will undercut the emissions benefits of RFG that Congress intended. This is why the

Sierra Club, other environmental groups, and state government organizations have opposed
both proposals (see attached Sierra Club testimony on foreign refiner baselines). The latest

DOE study confirms the lack of any greenhouse gas benefits from the proposed renewable

oxygenate mandate.

Finally, the industry is concerned about the lack of written guidance being provided by
EPA on such a highly complex program. The issues needing clarification are not minor ones,

but are major concerns that directly affect the implementation of the RFG rule. For example,
refiner baselines were due to EPA by June 1, but the industry never received crucial guidance

(in the form of a direct final rule) that was needed for preparing their baseline submissions.

Now refiners may be in the position of having to revise their baselines based on a tardy EPA
direct final rule. We have attached copies of our correspondence with EPA on numerous
other issues related to implementation of the RFG program.

We are also awaiting the release of a "question and answer" document that EPA has

committed to providing by July 1. This document will address a number of critical

interpretations of the RFG rule. We understand that this document will be voluminous

because of the complexity of the RFG rule. EPA must release this by July 1 if the industry is

to fully comprehend these clarifications before RFG production begins.

In closing, I would like to reiterate the industry's commitment to the implementation
of the RFG program. Because of the short timing and high degree of uncertainty, however,
there is no room for error by either EPA or the industry.

I hope this information has been helpful. As the process goes forward, we will

provide you with supplemental information. Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any
questions.

Sincerely,

enclosures
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Testimony of

Gary Edwards

Executive Vice President

Conoco inc.

My name is Gary Edwards and I am Executive Vice-President of Refining, Marketing,

Supply and Transportation for Conoco.

Today I would like to address the burdens that the proposed ethanol mandate will

impose on the nation's refining, supply and distribution system. My main point today
is that this proposed gasoline rule will impose unnecessary expense and complexity all

along the manufacturing and distribution system, what we call the value chain. The

proposal will increase the costs of gasoline to consumers and will likely disrupt the

efficient operation of the product distribution system.

I want to walk you through each step of this value chain, illustrating the problems
raised by this proposal. I want to emphasize that while the petroleum industry strongly

opposes the proposed ethanol mandate, we continue to believe that ethanol and

ETBE have important roles to play in both the RFG and oxygenated fuels program. At

Conoco, for example, we blended nearly 10 million gallons of ethanol in 1993,

comprising 30% of our oxygenate uses. Conoco is clearly not opposed to the use of

ethanol. To use the vernacular of this Administration, Conoco is "pro-choice," not anti-

ethanol.

Now, let's begin our assessment of the value chain at the refinery. Refiners have to

obtain feedstocks, upgrade those feedstocks and distribute products into the market

place.

Refiners will need to obtain ethanol feedstock to produce the ETBE oxygenate blend

required during the summer ozone season. We do not have an efficient distribution

system to handle ethanol on the scale envisioned in this proposal. Substantial refining

capacity for the RFG markets is concentrated on the Gulf Coast and California. From

there refined product will be shipped by pipeline to the RFG markets in the Northeast,

Midwest, and California. The ethanol production capacity, however, is concentrated in

the Midwest.

Because ethanol cannot be shipped through the pipeline system, refiners will be

scrambling to purchase adequate volumes of ethanol feedstock and to have those

volumes shipped by barge or tank car.

The practical effect of this proposed mandate is to redistribute, in a very limited time-

frame, the existing ethanol supply from its natural market in the Mid-West and Rocky
Mountains to the Gulf Coast, California and consumers in eastern nonattainment

regions. Feedstock costs and transportation fees will likely be at a premium because

of the limited lead-time and the fact that current supplies are probably not adequate to

meet the additional demand that this mandate will create.
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Once we get the ethanol to the refinery gate, the problems continue. The immediate

problem we face is the capability to produce ETBE. One assumption EPA seems to

make is that roughly half of the affected refiners will manufacture ETBE with no

additional investment. Unfortunately, Conoco's refineries will incur costs to make the

conversion from MTBE to ETBE. I would frankly be surprised if 50% of my
competitors are able to make the conversion from MTBE to ETBE with no additional

equipment or other expenditures. At a minimum, investments in distillation, piping,

and storage will have to be made to accommodate a shift to ETBE production in our

facilities. These investments must be designed, permitted , and constructed while we

simultaneously prepare for all of the other requirements of reformulation.

At the next step in the value chain, we encounter more problems. The ability to trade

fungible barrels in transit is the mechanism that allows for the efficient delivery of

gasoline from the refining center on the Gulf Coast to the demand centers of the East.

This mechanism is important because it allows refiners to adjust to local fluctuations in

supply and demand.

To appreciate the magnitude of the problems posed in the product distribution system,
let's consider briefly the distribution of RBOB. We assume, and we think the Agency
correctly assumes, that the industry will supply RBOB for the purpose of ethanol

blending. But the requirements associated with RBOB are extremely burdensome.
This proposal burdens RBOB suppliers with record-keeping, tracking and sampling

requirements. One of the major problems we will face is the requirement that we
enter into contractual relations with designated renewable oxygenate blenders in order

to satisfy documentation requirements. These administrative requirements may well

disrupt the efficient functioning of the industry's product distribution system.

For example, imagine trying to account for the oxygenate blended into a refiner's

RBOB after a typical series of transactions. RBOB could easily be sold on exchange
to another refiner who in turn sells it to a wholesaler who may yet sell it again to an

ethanol blender. To hold the original refiner responsible for the actions of that blender

is simply not feasible.

It is not clear to us how we would implement these fuel tracking and segregation

requirements. I understand that this type of tracking system was rejected in the reg-

neg agreement and opposed by even the ethanol industry when proposed in February
1993.

Compounding all the problems is the overriding concern that refiners will have

extremely limited lead time to comply with this proposed mandate. The final rule

stipulates that RFG must be made available at the terminals on December 1, 1994,

which is one month sooner than anticipated. Given inventory turnover and product

transport time, we must be manufacturing fuel that satisfies the reformulated gasoline

requirements no later than September of this year. At best the industry has 9-10
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months lead-time from when the final RFG rule was signed last month, even though

Congress contemplated about three years based on the 1990 Clean Air Act. Even if

EPA sticks to its extremely ambitious schedule and issues a final decision in June, the

industry would have less than three months lead-time left to comply with this 11th hour

mandate.

In closing let me reiterate that the industry is not opposed to ethanol. The proposed
mandate will create inefficiencies in a very efficient value-chain. These concerns, as

I've noted above, include the following:

Feedstock costs, transportation costs, and motor fuel costs will rise as

existing ethanol supplies will have to be re-distributed from their current

natural markets.

MTBE producers will be required to make additional equipment
investments to convert to ETBE production.
Enforcement provisions are complex and burdensome and require a level

of paper tracking that will be virtually impossible to implement.

Finally, the time given to satisfy this last minute mandate is, by virtually

any standard, unreasonable.

This concludes my written remarks and I now turn the panel's presentation to Bill

O'Keefe.

»

I
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American Petroleum Institute

1220 L Street, Northwest

V\fastiington, D.C. 20005
202-682-8000 ^

TESTIMONY OF
THE AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE

BEFORE THE SENATE ENERGY COMMITTEE
MAY 12, 1994

Introduction

I am Robert J. McCool, Executive Vice-President of Refining and Marketing for

Mobil Oil Corporation. I am testifying today on behalf of API, the American Petroleum

Institute, whose membership includes over 300 companies engaged in all aspects of

the petroleum industry. API members represent 85% ol the nation's refining capacity

and directly market a substantial portion of the gasoline sold in the United States. API

and its member companies were parties to EPA's regulatory negotiation, or reg-neg,

for the clean fuel requirements of the Clean Air Act Amendments. Our members are

in the process of making the investments necessary to implement these requirements.
API appreciates the opportunity to testify before this hearing.

We are here today to express our strong opposition to EPA's proposed
renewable oxygenate requirement for reformulated gasoline (RFG), which in essence

mandates a government gasohol program. The proposed mandate goes weii beyond
EPA's statutory authority and represents an ill-advised government intrusion into the

marketplace. We are also concerned that the proposal imperils the reg-neg process
which government and industry have worked so hard to develop.

The proposal cannot be justified on environmental, energy security, or

economic grounds. The mandate may, in fact, have adverse environmental

consequences. Moreover, the proposal will impose significant costs. Finally, this

proposal ignores the problems such a mandate would impose on the existing supply
and distribution system. Mandating specific oxygenates will complicate product

storage, blending, and distribution in a system that already includes oxygenates. My
testimony today will briefly cover each of these points.

Before I begin, however, I would like to emphasize that while API strongly

opposes the proposed mandate, we are not anti-ethanol. We believe that ethanol and
ETBE have growing roles to play in both the RFG and oxygenated fuels programs. In

fact, EPA asserts in the Regulatory Impact Assessment for the RFG rule that ethanol

and ETBE will play important roles even without the currently proposed mandate.

Mobil, for example, uses ethanol in those markets where it makes economic sense.

Indeed, the ethanol industry presented a chart (Attachment 1) at the January 14, 1994
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EPA hearing which showed that ethanol production capacity will double by 1996

without a final ethanol mandate . With such impressive growth projections, it would

seem there is little need for a government-imposed mandate.

Lack of Legal Authority

Put simply, EPA does not have the statutory authority to issue this mandate.

The RFG portion of the Act only grants EPA the authority to establish regulations

which are intended to reduce VOC and toxics emissions. It established clear

performance standards that RFG would be required to meet, providing refiners with

the flexibility to meet them in the most cost-effective manner. Yet EPA would subvert

this concept by imposing an oxygenate mandate requireme.it.

Furthermore, EPA itself acknowledged that it does not have the authority for

this proposal when it stated in its Regulatory Impact Analysis for the final RFG rule

that "EPA has no legal authority under the Clean Air Act to provide such a mandate
for ethanol." Yet the same day that the RFG rule was released, EPA also released

this proposed mandate that ignores the Agency's own legal analysis.

In fact, nothing in the legislative history of the Clean Air Act Amendments
indicates any Congressional intent to allow EPA to mandate specific oxygenates.
When Congress adopted the RFG requirements for oxygenates, it did not single out

renewable oxygenates for special treatment. The two percent oxygen requirement
contained in the Act did not specify any preference for a particular type of oxygenate.
The legislative history is also clear that the RFG requirements were to be oxygenate-
neutral.

EPA should abandon its proposed mandate and concentrate instead on

implementing cost-effective, science-based environmental standards, not the method
to be used in meeting those standards.

Undermines the Req-Neq Process

The proposal also undermines the reg-neg process that was used to reach

agreement on the RFG rule. The regulatory negotiation law, as I understand it, is an
effort to develop regulations through consensus building and not through an

adversarial process that results in lawsuits. This objective is severely undercut when
the negotiated mle is rewritten after it is adopted, in a manner which clearly favors one
of the negotiating parties.

At EPA's invitation, all involved parties-including the oil industry, the ethanol

industry, consumer representatives, and environmental groups-participated in good
faith in the regulatory negotiation process. During the negotiations, the oil industry
made significant and costly concessions, including accepting provisions in the final rule

beyond those required in the Clean Air Act, in order to reach consensus and achieve

the benefits of reg-neg. These benefits include 1) developing requirements on a
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sound technical basis; 2) preserving valuable lead time; 3) achieving regulatory

certainty; and 4) avoiding litigation. While all participants had concerns with some

aspects of the results, each agreed not to contest a final rule that reflected the reg-

neg agreement.

If the proposed mandate is adopted, it w/ill demonstrate a total disregard for the

reg-neg process by unilaterally abrogating this agreement to benefit one party--a party
that participated in and agreed to the reg-neg requirements. There will be little reason

for parties to engage in this arduous process in the future.

Lack of Environmental, or Energy Security Benefits at a Significant Cost

Contrary to EPA claims, the proposal will not produce any environmental or

energy security benefits. In fact, numerous state and environmental organizations
have opposed this mandate because their analyses indicate it lacks any environmental

benefit and could have the potential for environmental harm. The Sierra Club, the

Environmental Defense Fund, the California Air Resources Board, and NESCAUM, the

trade association for the northeastern states, have cited the likelihood that the

proposed mandate will worsen ozone problems and global warming. Even the

Department of Energy, in a recent draft analysis, determined that the mandate would

lead to increases in greenhouse gas emissions.

EPA also maintains that its proposal will enhance energy security by reducing
oil imports. But this estimated reduction is at best trivial-a fraction of one percent of

total imports. Put another way, EPA's estimate of 9,000 barrels of avoided imports is

about the amount consumed in two minutes every day. Even this minuscule reduction

is refuted by the Department of Energy, which estimates that the proposed mandate
will increase oil use and energy consumption.

Even if EPA's estimate is correct, the economic costs of this import reduction

will be huge. Using EPA's own estimates, the cost of the meager 9000 barrels a day
of imported oil supposedly avoided would be over 140 dollars per barrel , or about nine

times the current cost of crude oil.

Independent economic analyses of the proposed mandate confirm the lack of

any benefit to the U.S. economy. The organization Resources for the Future, in a

February 1 994 paper, concluded that "employment will be redistributed rather than

created" by the proposal. Professor James Sweeney, who is chairman of the

Engineering-Economic Systems Department at Stanford University, examined the

proposed mandate at the request of API. Professor Sweeney calculated that the

economic cost of the mandate -.vould exceed $350 million per year, and would
therefore tend to reduce jobs. He also confirmed that the proposal did not improve air

quality, leading him to conclude that the proposal is "singularly devoid of benefits, yet

imposes substantial costs on society." We have provided copies of these and other

studies to the Committee as part of our testimony, and we would appreciate the

Committee's assistance m re-opening the EPA docket so these significant new
analyses can be reviewed and considered.
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Logistical Problems & Industry Uncertainty

Finally, the proposed mandate prolongs the uncertainty abbut what the final

RFG requirements will be. The petroleum industry already faces a tremendous

challenge in implementing the RFG rule. Refinery modifications, proliferation of

product grades, increased storage needs, product distribution system changes, and

product segregation requirements are just a few of the demands that the industry must
address in the few remaining months before the RFG production begins this fall.

For example, ethanol cannot be shipped by the existing pipeline distribution

system, and will have to be brought to market by truck, barge, or rail car. Even in the

case of ETBE, the ethanol needed to make ETBE will have to be shipped from the

Midwest to the ETBE plants (probably on the Gulf Coast) before being blended with

the gasoline.

We are dismayed that EPA is not more sensitive to the leadtime and logistical

problems imposed by this proposal, given the start-up problems encountered last Fall

with the far less complex and far more certain low sulfur diesel rule. This proposal will

affect one-third of the gasoline produced-a program that dwarfs the low-sulfur diesel

program in its impact and complexity.

However, given the mandate proposal, the RFG program remains incomplete.
The industry still does not know what fuel we must sell on January 1 , 1995. Even if

EPA manages to issue a final rule in June, the industry would have less than three

months before RFG production begins.

Summary

In closing, I would like to reaffirm the petroleum industry's commitment to the

RFG program and its smooth implementation. It is in everyone's interest that the RFG
program be successfully implemented so that its environmental benefits will be fully

achieved. However, our ability to prepare for this program is being seriously
undermined by the Administration's constant re-opening of important issues related to

the RFG program that benefit narrow special interests.

To summarize our points, the proposed mandate:

Is well beyond the scope of EPA's statutory authority, and if

implemented, will undoubtedly lead to litigation.

Calls into question the credibility of future reg-neg activities.

Will not benefit the environment.

Will not enhance energy security.
Will increase consumer costs.

And will be extremely complex to implement.

For all these reasons, EPA should abandon the proposed mandate and keep the final

RFG program oxygenate-neutral as required by the Clean Air Act.
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ATTACHMENT
American Petroleum institute

1220 L Street, Northwest

Washington, D.C. 20005

(202) 682-8240

^P
G. William Frick

Vice President

Health. Environment and Safely

January 13, 1994

Ms. Mary Smith, Director

Field Operations and Support Division

U.S. EPA
401 M Street, S.W. (EN-397F)

Washington, DC 20460

Dear Ms. Smith:

API has appreciated the opportunity for constructive interactions with you and your staff

on fuels enforcement issues. Based on answers to questions in the November 1993 Enforcement

of Volatility Regulations, Questions and Answers document, our conversations, and the discussion

of EPA's reformulated gasoline enforcement policy in the preamble to the final RFG rule, we
believe that EPA's enforcement policy requires further clarification before the beginning of this

summer's Phase n RVP season.

We need clarification of EPA's RVP enforcement policy in light of the answers in EPA's

November 1993 Enforcement of Volatility Regulations, Questions and Answers document. On

page 47 of that document, in the answer to question 21, EPA states:

that it will take enforcement action only when it measures the RVP of the gasoline

at more than 0.3 psi RVP greater than the applicable standard, provided that the

responsible party measured the RVP at or below the standard.

The issue in need of clarification arises from this answer's reference to "the responsible party."

Our understanding is that EPA is referring only to refiners in this instance, not downstream

parties. It is our understanding that EPA is not including downstream parties here because, as

reflected in the answer to question 22 on pages 47 and 48 of the same document, EPA states that

downstream parties may accept the gasoline as long as the downstream party's oversight testing

does not indicate that the gasoline is above the standard plus the enforcement tolerance.

We believe that the above interpretation of EPA's enforcement policy is correct based on

our conversations with you and your staff. Based on those conversations, the following is our

understanding of EPA's RVP enforcement policy for conventional gasolines, and the Phase II

RVP program:

An equal opportunity employer
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Page Two

1 . Refiners may ship conventional sunimer gasoline (or simple model VOC-controUed RFG)

provided that the refiner has tested the RVP of the fuel to be not greater than the RVP
standard and has the appropriate documentation of the RVP test result.

2. Any subsequent downstream RVP analyses showing a result not greater than the standard

plus the 0.3 psi enforcement tolerance would not trigger an enforcement action. The only

point within the distribution system where an RVP test must show a result not greater

than the standard is prior to release at the refinery. The refinery's analysis is thus

considered the benchmark for certification of compliance.

3. Any RVP test result for conventional summer gasoline (or simple model VOC-controUed

RFG) downstream from the refinery that does not exceed the standard plus the 0.3 psi

enforcement tolerance wojld be an element of defense for the party conducting the

testing. For example, for conventional gasoline distributed this summer in the North, a

party with a test result greater than 9.0 psi but not greater than 9.3 psi could use this RVP
test result as an element of defense.

Furthermore, based on the discussion of enforcement tolerances in the preamble to the

RFG final rule, we believe that points 1-3, above, also accurately reflect EPA's enforcement

policy for the RFG program. In the preamble to the final RFG rule, EPA clarified that:

EPA intends to withhold prosecution of downstream parties such as pipelines and

terminals, where proper sampling and testing by the downstream party shows that

the product exceeds [the] standard but tests within the tolerance set by EPA, and

where there is no reason to believe that the party caused the gasoline to exceed

the standard. ... no enforcement action will be brought if the sample is over the

standard, but within the tolerance.

Sections Vn.B.3. and VI1.B.4.

Because of the critical importance of this issue to the industry for the Phase II RVP
season, we need written confirmation that this interpretation is correct Moreover, because

pipeline shipment cycles for Phase D RVP gasoline will begin shortly, a prompt reply is needed.

Please call Bob Greco at 682-8565 if you have any questions.

Very Truly Yours,

fL^.^,^

G. William Frick
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i fSLi ^ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
I ^i/Z °

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

''-.^oiv''

NAR 4 1994

CJFFICEOf
AIR AND RADIATION

G. William Frick
American Petroleum Institute
1220 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Frick:

Thank you for your January 13, 1994 letter requesting
clarification of certain enforcement issues relating to the RVP
test results required for distribution of conventional gasoline.
Specifically, you have asked for clarification regarding our
policy of taking enforcement action only where EPA measures the
RVP of the gasoline at more than 0.3 psi greater than the
applicable standard, provided that the "responsible party"
measured the RVP at or below the standard. Your understanding is
that the term "responsible party" refers only to refiners, and
that parties downstream from the refiner may accept and
distribute gasoline as long as their oversight testing does not
indicate that the gasoline is above the standard plus the 0.3 psi
enforcement tolerance.

We agree that parties downstrezun from the refiner may accept
and distribute gasoline as long as their oversight test results
are within the 0.3 psi enforcement tolerance, assuming that the
average of the refiner's test results is at or below the
standard. A downstream test result that is above the standard
but within the 0.3 psi enforcement tolerance would not trigger an
enforcement action (assuming that the average of the refiner's
test results are at or below the standard.) However, as you
know, if EPA tests a product to be above the applicable standard
plus the tolerance, all parties in the distribution chain will be
presumed liable in accordance with 40 C.F.R. $ 80.28 of the
volatility regulations. In this case, a party downstream from
the refiner that is presumed liable for the violation would be
able to satisfy the test element of its defense if its test
results are within the 0.3 psi tolerance. A refiner, of course,
would not be able to satisfy the test element of its defense to a
downstream violation unless the average of its test results is at
or below the applicable standard.

An EPA test result of gasoline sampled at a refiner's
facility that is above the applicable standard but within the
tolerance generally will not trigger an enforcement action,
assuming that the average of the refiner's test results are at or
below the standard. As indicated above, if EPA tests the

Pnnted on Recycled Paper
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gasoline to be above the standard plus the tolerance at any
facility, including the refiner's facility, it may bring an
enforcement action.

In your letter, you also indicate your belief that the above
stated policies accurately reflect EPA's enforcement policy for
the RFG program. Although we do not have a formal enforcement
policy for the RFG program in place at this time, we intend that
any such policy generated in the future will be consistent with
existing enforcement policies, including the RVP enforcement
policy, and the cited statement in the RFG preamble.

I trust this adequately responds to your request. If you
wish further clarification of these or any related issues, please
contact Marilyn Bennett of my staff at (202) 233-9006.

Sincerely yours

-Smith
jtor

Field Opera'tfon^ ana Support Division
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ATTACHMENT

2
bruary 25, 1994

CLARIFICATIONS IN THE RFG FINAL REGULATIONS: ENFORCEMENT

Toxics

On page 6 of "Reformulated GasoIine/Anti-dumping Rnal Rule Enforcement Provisions

Response to Comments," EPA states that the summer toxics model should be used for

all VOC-controlled RFG. Does this apply to both the simple and complex models?

Should this be explicitly included in the RFG regulations?
For example, § 80.42(b)(1) states "[t]he following equations shall comprise the

simple model for toxics emissions in VOC control region 1 during the summer
period." For the purpose of calculating exhaust and evaporative VOCs in

determining toxics emissions, § 80.42(a) defines "summer" as "The period of May
1 through September 15." Should the definition of "summer" in § 80.42(a) be

replaced by the instruction to use the summer toxics model and calculate exhaust
and evaporative VOCs for all VOC-controlled RFG?

Also, writh respect to the complex model, § 80.45(e)(1)(i) states that "[s]ummer
toxic emissions performance of gasolines in VOC Control Regions 1 and 2 shall

be given by the following equations: ..." Summer and winter are repeatedly
referenced in § 80.45(b). Does "summer" mean all VOC-controlled RFG? Does
"winter" mean all non-VOC-controlled RFG?

12/1/94

These questions address §§ 80.65(a)(1) and 80.78(d).

Will terminals that serve at least one RFG covered area be required to have

complying RFG by December 1, 1994?

May a terminal and/or truck distribute conventional gasoline to a retail station in

a RFG covered area during December 1 994, recognizing that the retail station tank
must comply with the applicable RFG standards on January 1, 1995?

When does the independent analysis requirement, § 80.65(f), begin? Does it

begin with RFG or RBOB batches produced on December 1 , 1 994 or does it apply
to every RFG or RBOB batch produced in 1994?
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Simple and complex model limits

For simple model RFG, § 80.42(c)(1) states that "[i]f the properties of the fuel being

evaluated fall outside the range shown below, the model may not be used to determine

the VOC or toxics performance of the fuel. ... RVP 6.6 - 9.0 psi" (emphasis added).

Because RVP is not a term in the winter toxics model, non-VOC-controlled RFG or RBOB
should not have any RVP limit. Will non-VOC-controlled simple model RFG or RBOB be

certifiable if it has RVP greater than 9.0 psi? Will the winter toxics model determine the

toxics performance of simple model non-VOC-controlled RFG or RBOB regardless of the

measured RVP value?

For complex model RFG, § 80.45(f) (1)(i) lists an acceptable range for RVP of 6.4 - 10.0

psi. Section 80.45(f)(2) states that "[f]uels with one or more properties that do not fall

within the ranges described in above shall not be certified or evaluated for their emissions

performance using the complex emissions model described in paragraphs (c), (d), and

(e)." (emphasis added). According to § 80.45(e)(2)(i), winter toxics emissions

performance will be determined with the RVP set at 8.7 psi. Because the RVP value is

a constant in the winter toxics emissions performance calculations, non-VOC-controlled

RFG or RBOB should not have any RVP limit. Will non-VOC-controlled complex model

RFG or RBOB be certifiable if it has RVP greater than 10.0 psi? Will the winter toxics

model determine the toxics performance of complex model non-VOC-controlled RFG or

RBOB regardless of the measured RVP value?

For conventional gasoline, § 80.45(f)(1)(i) lists an acceptable range for RVP of 6.4 - 1 1 .0

psi. This upper limit should not apply to winter (non-Phase II RVP) conventional gasoline.

Enforcement of simple model RFG
Downstream from the refinery, EPA will enforce only the applicable min/max parameters

(RVP and oxygen content max for VOC-controlled; > 1.5 wt% oxygen content; 1 .3 vol%
benzene content), the product transfer and product segregation requirements?

RFG batch numbers
With respect to § 80.65(d)(3), must the batch numbers (the right-most three digits) be

sequential without skipping any numbers, such as 001 , 002, 003, 004, or may batch

numbers be skipped such that the batch numbers reported are 005, 009, 015 (where the

missing numbers could be other petroleum products)?

RFG Covered Area

Section 80.75(i) requires refiners to report annually to EPA on the identity of each

covered area that was supplied with any averaged reformulated gasoline during the

previous year. Section 80.68 summarizes compliance survey requirements for each
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covered area which is supplied with any gasoline for which compliance is achieved on

average. How many RFG covered areas are there?

Section 80.2(hh): "Covered Area - each of the geographic areas specified in § 80.70 in

which only reformulated gasoline may be sold or dispensed to ultimate consumers."

Sections 80.70(a) through (1) list the nine mandated RFG covered areas. Sections

80.70(j)(1 ) through (1 5) list RFG opt-in areas. Does this suggest that there are 24 RFG
covered areas?

Does § 80.70 mean that, for RFG opt-in areas, RFG covered areas are not one-to-one
with ozone nonattainment areas as they are for the nine mandated covered areas?

Example (1): Section 80.70(e) defines the Philadelphia-Wilmington-Trenton RFG
covered area as parts of four States and this is a single RFG covered area. The

Washington ozone nonattainment area is an interstate ozone nonattainment area
like Philadelphia-Wilmington-Trenton. Yet Washington, DC-MD-VA is not a single
RFG covered area and is distributed among three RFG covered areas?

Example (2): there are two ozone nonattainment areas in Massachusetts. Yet, §
80.70G)(7) states The entire State of Massachusetts." Does Massachusetts have
one or two RFG covered areas?

Example (3): § 80.70G)(3) lists "The following Kentucky counties: (i) Boone; (ii)

Campbell; (iii) Jefferson; and (iv) Kenton." Section 80.70(j)(4) lists: "Portions of the

following Kentucky counties; (i) Bullitt; and (ii) Oldham." The Louisville ozone
nonattainment area is Bullitt County (part), Jefferson County, and Oldham County
(part). The Cincinnati-Hamilton ozone nonattainment area includes Boone,

Campbell and Kenton counties in Kentucky. Shouldn't Jefferson County be
included in the same RFG covered area as parts of Bullitt and Oldham Counties?

Why doesn't Kentucky have just one RFG covered area as do the RFG opt-in
areas in Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
and Texas?

EPA has defined two widely dispersed RFG covered areas: 28 counties in Pennsylvania
in § 80.70G)(10) and 28 counties and cities in Virginia in § 80.70G)(14). Section 80.68
summarizes compliance survey requirements for each covered area which is supplied
with any gasoline for which compliance is achieved on average. When EPA selects either

of these two RFG covered areas for a compliance survey, does EPA really expect

samples to be collected over such a wide area within a seven-day period on short notice?

Oxygenates
API believes that oxygenates should be permitted to be added to RFG, regardless of its

designation as VOC-controlled or not and regardless of its designation as OPRG or not.

I
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On (or near) page 20 of "Reformulated Gasoline/Anti-dumping Final Rule Enforcement

Provisions Response to Comments," EPA states that oxygenates may be added only to

non-VOC-controiled OPRG. However, § 80.78(a)(6) does not mention non-VOC-
controlled:

No person may add any oxygenate to reformulated gasoline, except that

oxygenate may be added to reformulated gasoline that is designated as

OPRG provided that such gasoline is used in an oxygenated fuels program
control area during an oxygenated fuels control period.

Should this restriction (non-VOC-controlled only) be in the final rule (i.e., §§ 80.69(f) and

80.78(a)(6)) or is it a mistake in the Response to Comments?

Perhaps EPA is worried that ethers and alcohols should not be mixed in VOC-controlled

RFG. However, because this is prohibited by § 80.78(a)(8), it would not be necessary
to edit § 80.78(a)(6) to include a restriction for non-VOC-controlled OPRG.

API believes that oxygenates should be permitted to be added to RFG, regardless of its

designation as VOC-controlled or not and regardless of OPRG or not because:
• a little added oxygenates will not significantly degrade \he complex model VOC or

NO, value;
• oxygen content may be as high as 2.7 wt% for simple model VOC-controlled RFG;
• terminals serving the New York City area should have the flexibility of "topping-off"

the oxygen content of VOC-controlled RFG in September 1995 to create OPRG
supplies;

• terminals serving the New York City area should have the flexibility of "topping-off'
the oxygen content of VOC-controlled RFG in April 1 996 to create OPRG supplies;

•
adding oxygenates could "correct" off-spec RFG.

The New York City area's oxygenated gasoline control period begins on October 1 at

retail. Therefore, RFG at 2.7 wt% oxygen content must be distributed by local terminals

during September 1995 to NYC-area retail stations. Because other oxygenated gasolinij

programs in the Northeast do not begin at retail until November 1
,
1 995, the predominant

RFG demand is for 2.0 wt% oxygen content during September. These terminals should
have the flexibility to add an appropriate oxygenate to RFG supplies with less than 2.7

wt% oxygen content on hand during September and early October 1995 to create OPRG
for the NYC area.

During September 1995, many terminal tanks will be changing over from VOC-controlled
RFG to non-VOC-controlled RFG. Terminals should be permitted to add an appropriate

oxygenate to RFG to create OPRG during this change-over period.

Similarly, the New York City area's oxygenated gasoline control period ends on April 30
at retail. Therefore, RFG at 2.7 wt% oxygen content must be distributed by local
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terminals during March and April 1996 to NYC-area retail stations. Because other

oxygenated gasoline programs in the Northeast end at retail at the end of February, the

predominant RFG demand is for 2.0 wt% oxygen content during March and April 1996.

These terminals should have the flexibility to add an appropriate. oxygenate to RFG
supplies with less than 2.7 wt% oxygen content on hand during March and April 1996 to

create OPRG for the NYC area.

During April 1996, many terminal tanks will be changing over from non-VOC-controlled

to VOC-controlled RFG. Terminals should be permitted to add an appropriate oxygenate
to RFG to create OPRG during this change-over period.

Oxygenate and RBOB
Section 80.69(b), requirements for oxygenate blenders, seems to conflict with § 80.69(e),
additional requirements for oxygenate blenders who blend oxygenate in trucks. Will §

80.69(b)(4) apply to oxygenate blenders who blend oxygenate in trucks? If so, then each

truck compartment must be assigned a batch number and would the requirements of §

80.69(e) replace the requirements of § 80.69(b)(4)(i)?

Off-spec RFG
Suppose that a downstream party tests RFG and the test result indicates that the RFG
does not comply with a min/max standard. What can that party do to correct the

problem?

A. Blend a non-oxygenate blendstock, retest and keep the RFG designation.
This may not be an option.

No person may combine any reformulated gasoline with any non-oxygenate
blendstock except:

(!)
A person that meets each requirement specified for a refiner under this

subpart; and

(ii) The blendstock that is added to reformulated gasoline meets all

reformulated gasoline standards without regard to the properties of the

reformulated gasoline to which the blendstock is added.

§ 80.78(a)(5).

This alternative is apparently not feasjble or practical. The party that conducted
the downstream test will not likely want to assume the responsibilities of a refiner. Could

this party blend a non-oxygenate blendstock to off-spec RFG without incurring the

obligations of a refiner?
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B. Add oxygenate, retest and keep the RFG designation.

This is apparently a feasible option for OPRG. However, this may not be an option
for non-OPRG because of the restriction in § 80.78(a)(6), quoted above under

"Oxygenates," that prohibits adding any oxygenate to non-OPRG.

C. Add RFG, retest and keep the RFG designation.
Is this a feasible option as long as VOC-controlled RFG/ethanol is not mixed with

VOC-controlled RFG/non-ethanol oxygenate between January 1 and September 15, so
as not to violate § 80.78(a)(8)? This option is mentioned in § 80.78(c)(1)(ii)(B).

D. Add the marker and change the designation to conventional gasoline.
Would this option require that the party assume anti-dumping responsibilities for

this volume?

6
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February 25, 1994

ERRORS IN THE RFG FINAL REGULATIONS: ENFORCEMENT

Definitions

Section 80.2(nn) refers to missing paragraphs (pp), the definition of an oxygenated fuels

program control area, and (qq), the definition of an oxygenated fuels program control

period. What are they? They should be included.

Simple model limits

Section 80.42(c) reads, in part: "Oxygenate content - 3.5 vol %;" "vol" should be

replaced with "weight" and "Oxygenate" should be replaced with "Oxygen".

RFG designations

Section 80.65(d)(2)(v)(B) states that all RFG and RBOB must be designated as meeting
the NO, standard on a per-gallon or average basis. This should be revised to require this

designation only for RFG or RBOB certified using the complex model.

RFG release at a refinery

Section 80.65(e)(1) states that a batch of simple model RFG may not be released by the

refinery phor to the receipt of a RVP test result. The RVP test result should not be

required prior to the release of non-VOC-controlled simple model RFG and § 80.65(e)(1)

should be revised accordingly.

Section 80.65(f)(4) provides for an exemption from the independent analysis requirements

specified in paragraphs (f)(1 ) through (3). This exemption should also apply to paragraph

(e).

Compliance surveys

Because the NO, survey is only required for complex model RFG and is not required for

simple model RFG, this restriction should also be added to §§ 80.68(c)(3), (c)(4)(ii),

(0(10), and (0(1 3)(v)(L).

Section 80.68(c)(9)(ii)(B) incorrectly refers to "paragraph (c)(8)(i)(B)" when the correct

reference is to paragraph (c)(9)(i)(B).
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With respect to § 80.68(c)(13)(v)(G), the calculated VOC values for samples collected

between June 1 and September 1 5 should also be reported.

With respect to § 80.68(c)(13)(v)(H), calculated VOC values should only be required for

samples collected between June 1 and September 15. NO, values should not be

required after 1999 for samples collected between June 1 and September 15 because

Phase II RFG NO, summer surveys will not be required (per § 80.68(c)(3)).

Section 80.68(c)(1 3)(v)(L) states, in part, "beginning on January 1 . 2000, the average NO,
emission reduction percentage." This should be revised to include Phase I complex

model RFG and to exclude Phase II RFG samples collected between June 1 and

September 15 because Phase II RFG NO, summer surveys will not be required (per

§ 80.68(c)(3)).

RFG covered areas

Section 80.70(j)(1 5)(i) should be deleted because the Governor of Virginia did not include

Smyth County in his RFG opt-in request to EPA.

Reportino/recordkeepinq

Section 80.75(f)(2)(ii)(A) has two identical paragraphs, (IJ and (2). One of these should

be revised to read "gasoline which is designated as VOC-controlled and oxygenated fuels

program reformulated gasoline".

Because the categories in § 80.75(f)(2)(ii)(A) only apply to oxygen credit trading,

§ 80.75(f)(2)(ii) should be revised to replace "paragraph (f)(2)(i)" with "paragraphs

(f)(2)(i)(E), (F), (G), and (H)".

Product transfer documentation

In § 80.77(g)(2)(iii), "VOC-controlled" should be inserted between "case of" and "gasoline"

because it is not required for non-VOC-controlled RFG.

Section 80.77(g)(2)(iv) should be edited to indicate that the VOC value is only required

for VOC-controlled RFG.

Fourth Quarter 1997 and 1999

Refineries producing simple model RFG in 1997 will have to begin producing Phase I

complex model RFG in the fourth quarter of 1997 in order that terminal and retail station

tanks are turned over by 1/1/98. Likewise, refineries must produce Phase II RFG in the

fourth quarter of 1 999.
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Section 80.40{i)(1)(i): "No refinery may be subject to a combination of simple and complex

standards during any calendar year." A refinery producing simple model RFG for the first

three quarters of 1997 (and perhaps the early part of the fourth quarter of 1997) would

then switch over to Phase I complex model RFG production during the fourth quarter of

1997. Section 80.40(i)(1){i) should be edited to permit this transition.

Section 80.40(j) defines early use of the complex model as "before January 1
, 1998." At

some point during the fourth quarter of 1997, refineries will begin producing Phase I

complex model RFG using the generic 1 998-1 999 baselines, not the refinery-specific early

use baselines. This paragraph should be revised to reflect this change-over.

Section 80.67(i) states that 1994 "average" RFG batches should be combined with 1995

batches for the purpose of compliance calculations. Sections 80.67 and 80.75(a) should

be revised to permit Phase I complex model "average" RFG batches produced in the

fourth quarter of 1997 to be combined with 1998 batches for the purpose of compliance

calculations. In addition, permit Phase II "average" RFG batches produced in the fourth

quarter of 1999 to be combined with year 2000 batches for the purpose of compliance
calculations.

Sections 80.77(g)(2)(iv) and 80.78(a)(9) should be revised to change-over prior to January

1, 1998.

Prohibited activities

In § 80.78(a)(1)(v)(B), the reference to "below" should be replaced by "less than or equal

to". In § 80.78(a)(1)(v)(C), the reference to "above" should be replaced by "greater than

or equal to".

Preamble errors

The "Total VOC" values in the second half of Table IV-1 (Phase II Baseline Emissions)

are incorrect for Summer Region 1 and Region 2; the incorrect values reported are

1306.48 and 1215.10 milligrams/mile. The correct values for Phase II are 1466.31 and

1399.07 milligrams/mile, which are (1) the sum of the Phase II values for nonexhaust

VOC and exhaust VOC listed in this table and (2) the values included in Table 5 of

§ 80.45(b)(3).

In Section VII. E.3, EPA states the following:

The per-gallon minimum is included in order to cap the averaging range.

It is set at a level that is 2.5% less stringent than the per-gallon standard

in the case of VOC, toxics , and NOx emissions performance.

(emphasis added).
"Toxics" should be deleted from this sentence because there is no toxics min/max

standard for RFG complying with the toxics standard on average.
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February 25, 1994

Questions & Clarifications--Anti-Dumping Regulations

General

1. The rule is overly restrictive on the following types of terminal operations:

a. Blending gasolines (e.o.. midorade from premium and regular). This

practice would make a terminal a "refiner" subject to anti-dumping

regulations (baseline, blendstock accounting, etc.)

b. Blending gasolines and blendstocks to bring off-spec conventional gasoline

into compliance. This practice would also make a terminal a "refiner"

subject to anti-dumping regulations.

The same problems exist in the RFG regulations. EPA needs to acknowledge that

these are permissible terminal activities for conventional gasoline. We recommend
that terminals could report to EPA off-spec adjustments after they occur (i.e., not

have to wait for EPA approval).

2. What marker will be required for conventional gasoline? What are the implications
to the enforcement of both the conventional gasoline and the RFG program if a
marker requirement can not be implemented on January 1, 1995?

3. The petition and approval process for non-EPA approved analytical methods needs
to be consolidated and expedited. API is compiling a list of such non-approved
methods used by its members.

Individual Baseline Determination

4. The rules for domestic refiners who import gasoline in 1995 are not clear:

a. §80.91 (b)(2) states that the compliance baseline is the CAA default

baseline;

b. §80.101 (f)(3) states that the compliance baseline is the refiner's 1990

aggregate baseline;

It was our understanding that (a) was the appropriate baseline. Implementation
of (b) would be contrary to EPA's extensive efforts to prevent "gaming" of

baselines, and we are unaware of this option ever being proposed.
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The definitions of summer and winter gasolines for the purposes of Method 1

baseline establishment are overly simplistic. Section 80.91(d) defines a summer
month as any month in which summer grade gasoline is produced, and winter

months are defined as any non-summer month. How should refiners account for

months in which both summer and winter grade gasoline are produced? In such
months refiners should be allowed to count their summer samples toward their

summer baseline and their winter samples toward their winter baseline.

The equation in §80.91 (e)(4)(i)(B) is not clear. What does EPA mean by "blending
RVP of oxygenate"?

Standards Applicable to Refiners and Importers

7. The regulations regarding limits on the complex model is contradictory. In the anti-

dumping regulations, §80.1 01 (f)(3) indicates that a refiner's baseline can exceed
the complex model limits for conventional gasoline. This section is consistent with

the anti-dumping requirements in the Clean Air Act. However, §80.45(f)(2) in the

RFG regulations stipulates that conventional gasoline cannot exceed the complex
model limits. The RFG regulations should be amended.

8. In §80.101(1), EPA requires the testing of every batch of conventional gasoline

prior to its leaving the refinery. This requirement would preclude the on-the-fly

blending of conventional gasoline, since no exceptions are allowed. We do not

believe that EPA intended to interfere with methods for blending conventional

gasoline, particularly since anti-dumping compliance is an annual average
program. EPA should amend the mle to refer to "sampling" batches where it

currently discusses "testing" batches.

Similarly, the recordkeeping requirements are unclear. §80.101(i)(2) allows

refiners to analyze a "composite sample" from many batches. Yet §80.1 04(a)(2)(i)

and §80.1 05(a)(5) require records for each batch. Sections 80.104 and 80.105

should be amended to be consistent with section 80.101.

9. EPA has deleted the OXCON term from the equation for determining compliance
for exhaust benzene emissions under the simple model. In the 1 992 SNPRM EPA
proposed including the OXCON term as an option (§80.1 04(b)). In the 1993
SNPRM only the equation with the OXCON term was proposed (§80.101 (c)(1)).

Yet EPA inexplicably omitted the terni from the final RFG rule (§80.1 01 (g)(1)).

Why did EPA make this change? The OXCON term should be restored to the

exhaust benzene equation.

1 0. The applicability of standards in §80.101 (c) is not clear. Do these provisions apply

by refiner, regardless of how its refineries are aggregated? These provisions
should apply to either individual refineries or aggregated refineries, depending on
the refiner's choice of grouping refineries according to §80.101 (h).
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Regulation of Fuels and Fuel Additives

Standards for Reformulated and Conventional Gasoline

"Technical" Issues Re: RFG Certification

ISSUES REQUIRING CORRECTION

§80.42(0) Simple Model. Limits (p. 557)

• The 10-45 vol % range for aromatics should be made consistent with the range
used in the Complex Model. As stated currently, it is more restrictive.

• The oxygenate content range of - 3^ vol % should be changed to an oxvoen
content range of - 4 weioht % . (Emphasis underlined.) The wider range

recognizes the variability in the density of gasoline blendstocks that is inherent in

translating the legal limit for ethanol in gasoline (10 volume %) from a volume
basis to a weight basis.

§80.45 (b)(3) Complex Model baseline emissions (p. 560)

• Calculation of Winter toxics baseline for aldehydes and POM needs to be made
consistent with the approach used in the Simple Model. The RIA describes the

procedure used to detemfiine the Complex Model winter baseline toxics emissions:

(a) The Complex Model database is used to determine con-ected ratios of

Toxic/VOC for each of the individual toxics.

(b) These ratios are then multiplied by the appropriate winter VOC baseline to

determine the baseline emissions level for each of'the five toxics.

While this approach is not incorrect for benzene and. 1 ,3-butadiene, which are

believed to be emitted as a constant percentage of the total VOC for both summer
and winter, it is incorrect for formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and POM, which are

believed by EPA and others to be emitted at a constant level for both summer and
winter. Note that the baseline values described in the RIA for the Simple Model

for formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and POM were developed using the assumption
of constant levels for summer and winter.

The correct baseline values for formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and POM can be

calculated by multiplying each of the individual winter ToxicA/OC ratios (shown in

the RIA) by the baseline VOC determined by inputting the winter baseline fuel into

the summer Complex Model for VOC.

-1-
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§B0.45(c)(1)(iv)(C) Linear Extrapolations (Page 568-569 for Phase 1) Part (5)

•
Setting E300 to 95 when target fuel E300 is greater than 95 is incorrect for the

VOC model. The E300* edge target is correctly set by Part (6) based on the

equation based on aromatics. Part (5) is apparently confusing the overall CM
E300 edge of 95 for fuels with an E300 between 95 and 100. The "flat line"

extrapolation on E300* is described in part (iii).

• Part (1 3) incorrectly sets a AE300 for high E300 levels and should be omitted. As

described in Part (iii), E300* at high levels is a "flat line" extrapolation not a linear

extrapolation. Part (U) should be revised to be "If the E300 level of the target

fuel equals or exceeds 72 volume percent, then AE300 shall be set equal to

zero."

• These comments also apply to the Phase 2 E300 extrapolation (§80.45(c)(1 )(iv)(D)

Linear Extrapolations (Page 569-571 for Phase 2).

§80.45(c)(3)(i) (VOC Region 1 - Phase 1 evaporative VOC equations
- Page 572)

• The sign on the first order RVP term in running loss equation should be '+':

V0CRL1 = [0.00279 x (RVP*)] + [0.1096 x RVP] - 0.7340

§80.45(c)(3)(ii) (VOC Region 1 - Phase 2 evaporative VOC equations
- Page 572-573)

• Incorrect coefficients in the hot soak (first order RVP term) and refueling (first order

RVP term) equations (change marked in bold and underlined).

VOCHS1 = [0.006654 X (RVP^) - fO.08094 x RVP] + 0.2846

V0CRF1 = fO.004767 X RVP] + 0.01 1859

NOx Model

§80.45(d)(1)(iv)(A) and (B) Linear Extrapolations (Pages 579-580)

• Table 7 incorrectly contains an E300 entry. Part (B) also references E300 in the

text. The equations correctly do not Include an E300 extrapolation.

The \oJf) equation for both the Phase 1 and 2 models is missing the term for the

first order sulfur term for high emitters. The YNOx(t) terms for both Phase 1 and 2

should be modified as follows (change marked in bold and underlined).
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For Phase 1

YnoxW = 100% X 0.82 X Iexp(n,(et))/exp(n,(b))
-

1] +

100% x 0.18 X texp(n2(et)/exp(nj(b))
-

1] +

{[100% x 0.82 x [exp(n,(et))/exp(n,(b))] x

[{[(-0.00000133 X SULU + 0.000692] x ASUL} +

{[(- 0.000238 X AROU + 0.0083632] x AARO} +

{[(0.000733 X OLEU) -
0.002774] x AOLE}]} +

{[100% X 0.18 X [exp(n2(et))/exp(nj(b))] x

K0.000252 X ASUU *

{[(- 0.0001599 X AROIJ + 0.007097] x AARO} +

{[(0.000732 X OLEU) -
0.00276] x AOLE}]}

For Phase 2

YnoxO) = 100% X 0.738 X [exp(n,(et))/exp(n,(b))
-

1] +

100% X 0.262 X [exp(n2(et)/exp(n2(b))
-
1] -i-

{[100% X 0.738 x [exp(n,(et))/exp(n,(b))] x

[{[(• 0.00000133 X SULU -t- 0.000692] x ASUL} -i-

{[(- 0.000238 X AROy + 0.0083632] x AARO} +

{[(0.000733 X OL^ -
0.002774] x AOLE}]} +

{[100% X 0.262 X [exp(n2(et))/exp(n2(b))] x

riO.000252 X ASUU -i-

{[(- 0.0001599 X AROU + 0.007097] x AARO^ +

{[(0.000732 X OLEU -
0.00276] x AOLE}]}

-3-
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Toxics Model

§80.45 (e)(1)(ii) Summer toxics performance (Page 582).

The Phase 1 summer toxics performance in VOC Region 2 base should be 47.58
instead of 47.59 (consistent with Table 5 on page 561). The revised equation
should be (changes marked in bold and underlined):

T0XICS2% = [100% x (T0XICS2 - 47.58 mq/mi))/(47.58 mg/mi)

§80.45 (e)(2) Winter toxics performance (Page 584).

• The winter toxics (aldehyde) calculation needs to be corrected to use only 8.7 psi

(similar to other winter toxics calculations).

§80.45 (e)(3) Year-round toxics performance (Page 587-588).

• This entire item appears to be incorrect and unnecessary. This section should be
deleted because the compliance calculation for averaged standards (including
toxics which is an annual average) is contained in §80.67(g) Compliance
Calculation (pages 698-700).

Limits of the Model

§80.45 (f) Limits of the Model (Pages 599-601).

• This section fails to provide for legal reformulated and conventional gasoline winter

RVP levels. The RVP range of 6.4 - 10.0 psi for reformulated gasoline (6.4
- 1 1.0

psi RVP for conventional gasoline) excludes legal winter gasolines. An exemption
for higher RVP (up to 15 psi) winter gasoline must be added to the rule to

accommodate legal reformulated and conventional gasolines that exceed 10-11 psi

RVP maximum. In non-legal terms, a possible addition to this section might be:

(iii) The RVP range for reformulated and conventional gasolines in parts (i)

and (ii) apply only to summer periods v^en VOC controlled gasolines are

required. During the winter, 8.7 psi is used in the complex emissions mode!
to certify reformulated gasoline^and conventional gasoline for anti-dumping
and the actual fuel RVP property is permitted to increase to legal limits.
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Vehicle Testino to Augment the Model

§80.48(c) Augmentation of the Complex Emission Model by Vehicle Testing.

• The statistical analysis procedures for new parameter addition testing which are

specified in this section need to be changed. The specified procedures require the

assessment of interactions with all parameters In the Complex Model. This cannot
be done using, the seven 'new parameter addition' test fuels specified at

§80.49(a). The requirement to assess the Interactive effects should therefore be

dropped. The alternative, adding a sufficient number of fuels such that the

interactions could be appropriately addressed, would dramatically increase the cost

of the vehicle test option, making it even less attractive than it is currently.
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ISSUES REQUIRING CLARIFICATION

Preamble, Section IV.G Future Model Revisions

• Clarification is required regarding the exact criteria that EPA proposes to use to

determine that "sufficient new information is available to warrant" the issuance of

a "revised complex model' through a "formal rulemaking process."

• How would the timing for implementing a "revised complex model" be handled

particularly with respect to the continued use of a company's or an industry's

Augmented Complex Model? The language on p. 83 of the Preamble, p. 648 of

the Regulations, and p. 271 of the RIA is confusing and contradictory on this point.

Preamble, Section IV.H Complex Model Performance of Simple Model Fuels

• Clarification is required on the exact calculation method (and assumptions) used
to evaluate the performance of a Simple Model ethanol RFG with the Complex
Model. It is unclear, for example, whether RVP was adjusted when evaluating
winter ethanol RFG.

§80.45(c)(1)(iii)(A) and (B) Flat Line Extrapolations (Clarification needed) (Page 564)

• The entire description of the extrapolation edge targets and A values needs
clarification. The attached Table 1 summarizes the property limits and

extrapolation janges and types for all the RFG specification models based on the

EPA Complex Model spreadsheet equations.

• The last sentence (page 564) for each phase describing using the linear

extrapolation model for E300* values greater than 94 Is misleading, and may not

be correct. E300* Is an edge target which is capped by the appropriate equation

(based on 'aromatics level) to a maximum of 94. The E300* cap is a "flat line"

extrapolation and not part of the "linear" extrapolations described in part (iv) of the

same* section.

§80.48(f) Augmentation of the Complex Model with the results of Vehicle Testing

•
"

The methodology specified in this section requires clarification. Specifically, the

language defining "8" in sub-section (ii) references subsection (i) to refer to fuel

properties. Subsection (i)' refers to the unaugmented model and fuel parameter

ranges, not to a specific fuel. We believe that the appropriate reference is the fuel

described in the language which defines "A" in this subsection.

-6-
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§80.48{h) of Regulations and Preamble, Section V.F, Augmenting the Models Through
Testing, Duration of Augmentation

• Unless there is a minimum of three years between the time a revised model is

promulgated and required use, the language in the Preamble and the Regulations
is contradictory. In the case of a model revision wherein an augmentation is either

entirely excluded or included in a modified form, the Preamble clearly states that

the augmentation will be available for use '...in its original form, in conjunction with

the complex model for which the augmentation was issued...' The Regulations
state: 'The augmentation in question may only be used... with the complex
emission model in effect as of the date of the manufacture of the fuels.

'
For

producers which meet EPA's production requirements, the augmentation is

available for up to three years after a model revision. Thus, if the revised model
leadtime is less than three years, the regulations require two different models to

be used in conjunction with the augmentation, in conflict with the Preamble.

3/01/94
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ATTACHMENT
American Petroieum Institute

1220 L Street, Nonhwest 3
Washington, D.C. 20005

"^

202-682-8155
202-682-8051 (fax)

t

James E. Williams

Senior Associate

May 2, 1994

Ms. Mary T. Smith, Director

U.S. EPA, Field Operations & Support Division

401 M Sueet, SW (6406J)

Washington, DC 20460

Dear Mary:

Thank you for meeting with our representatives at your offices on March 24, 1994, to discuss the RFG
benzene test tolerance. We appreciated you participating, even though you were in the midst of other urgent

maners. While you were in the meeting we distributed and reviewed a proposed mechanism for establishing

a new benzene enforcement test tolerance in response to EPA's call for a cooperative EPA-API round robin

testing program. After you left the meeting, discussions continued with your staff, and with Janet Bearden

of the Oifice of Air Enforcement for about 90 minutes.

As a follow-up to the meeting, I prepared the attached summary, annotating a copy of API's proposal with

our understandings of the responses, resolutions, and action items associated with each numbered item. Also

attached is a separate list of aaion items to be completed by EPA and API expeditiously.

During tiie March 24 meeting we emphasized the need to move ahead quickly given the December 31, 1994,

deadline set by EPA. API noted it is essential that EPA and API reach full wrinen consensus on the

program in advance so that misunderstandings do not arise which could impair the ability of either API or

EPA to meet the deadline. We also staled that the deadline for completion of the round robin may need to

be extended to the extent that EPA might not meet deadlines mutually agreed to.

As noted in my message of Friday, April 22, we understand that your staff may be unable to provide an

EPA response to our March 24 proposal until the division of responsibility between FOSD and the new

Office of Air Enforcement is clarified. This delay is of great concern to us given the time line discussed

on March 24 (see item 11 of the meeting summary).

API is ready to provide any assistance necessary to ensure that the benzene test program proceeds as quickly

as possible.

Sincerely,

9^ I^axLuut^^^

cc: Janet Bearden

An aqual opportunily employer
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Benzene Enforcement Test Tolerance

API-EPA Meeting of March 24, 1994

Action Items

EPA

• Respond to API proposal; propose specific, quantitative lab qualification criteria.

• Clarify division of responsibility between FOSD and the new Office of Air Enforcement.

• Contact NIST regarding reference material.

• Check with EPA OGC regarding lab test result data confidentiality.

API

• Recommend ASTM D 3606-92 benzene-ethanol peak resolution procedures.

• Consider means of managing round robin since EPA does not wish to do so.
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DRAFT prepared by API; Date 3-23-94

(Shared with EPA on March 24, 1994).

(API/EPA Action Items Are Shown in Bullets and Bold Italics)

Mechanism for Establishing Benzene Enforcement Test Tolerance

1 . Precision Statistic and Applicability: The enforcement test tolerance established by this

mechanism will be the reproducibility limit as defined within ASTM standard E
456-90a, Standard Terminology Relating to Quality and Statistics. The enforcement test

tolerance established shall apply to all testing conducted downstream of refineries and

import facilities.

9EPA asked if the limit would be based on a 1-sided or 2-sided test. EPA thought it

should be 1-sided.

•A copy ofASTM E 456-90 was left with EPA for them to review.

2. ILS Protocol: The reproducibility limit shall be determined via an interlaboratory study

(ILS) conducted in accordance with ASTM standard E 691-92, Standard Practice for

Conducting an Interlaboratory Study to Determine the Precision of a Test Method. Any
exceptions shall be documented as to reason and technical justification and shall be

mutually agreed to by API and EPA in advance of deviation from ASTM E 691-92.

•AP/ and EPA must agree upfront on what methodology/statistics will be used. It was

agreed that this is essentialfor timely completion.

*EPA needs some time to study the ASTM methodology before committing to it.

•A copy ofASTM E 691-92 was left with EPA for them to review.

•John Holley, Chief, Data Analysis and Management Section, was designated as the

EPA contact person. Jim Williams was designated as the API contact person.

3. ASTM D 3606-92 Peak Resolution: EPA shall define in chromatographic terms its

statement in section 80.46(e)(2) that 'Instrument parameters must be adjusted to ensure

complete resolution of the benzene, ethanol and methanol peaks..." EPA and API shall

agree upon and validate the specific measures to be taken. Clear instructions shall be

provided to laboratories as part of the ILS protocol. These measures and instructions

shall not constitute a departure from ASTM D 3606-92 methodology.

•EPA stated that the statement in section 80.46(e)(2) was taken directlyfrom the API
comments submitted to EPA on the RFC rule on August 14, 1992. The API comments
were as follows: A recent Auto/OU AQIRP round robin revealed that ethanol and
methanol may cause slight interference with D-3606 when they are present in the blend

(SAE Paper Number 920324). Instrument parameters can be adjusted to ensure

complete resolution ofthe benzene, ethanol and methanol peaks, but these parameters
are not currently described in ASTM D-3606. ASTM Subcommittee D02.04 on
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Hydrocarbon Analysis has a study group investigating improved gas chromatographic

procedures which are not affected by the presence of oxygenates. These include a gas

chromatographic method of measuring benzene, toluene, and xylene using equipment
similar to that used in ASTM D-48I5 oxygenate method as well as a revised version of
ASTM D-4420. EPA should consider adopting one of these methods when they are

completed and should participate in their development.

*API will recommend to EPA specific measures to be taken.

Laboratory- Qualifications: Laboratories participating in the ILS shall meet qualifications

specified in E 691-92 item 9.3. If a laboratory has all qualifications with the exception

of familiarity with the test method but plans to run the method in 1995 and commits to

become familiar with the test equipment and its operation prior to the ILS, that

laboratory will be allowed to participate. Additionally, labs shall (1) demonstrate results

within D-3606-92 reproducibility on a two-component qualification sample; (2) provide

chromatogram(s) of runs including calibration parameters; and (3) demonstrate separa-

tion of ethanol and benzene peaks as defined in paragraph 3 above.

•Mort ofthe discussion centered on what objective criteria should be used to determine

ifa lab is qualified. Discussionfocused on API's proposed Item 8, Reference Material,

covering criteria for determining confirmation of instrument calibration. EPA

suggested that a screening round robin could be conducted up front, and only the

"best
"
labsfrom the screening round robin wouldparticipate in the actual round robin.

API representatives pointed out that individual deviations were expected to be random,
and therefore, a participating laboratory may not have the same result for subsequent
runs. There was general agreement among all in attendance that this was the case.

*EPA viewed the round robin as documenting what is achievable using the "best labs ",

and not to document current practice of all labs.

*EPA will propose specific quantifiable criteria.

*API was concerned that there may not be enough time to do a screening round robin.

Number of Laboratories Participating: A representative cross section of the population

of qualifying laboratories must be included. The US participation goal shall be 25 to 35

laboratories. EPA's Ann Arbor motor vehicle emission laboratory shall be included;

EPA shall have the opportunity to recruit up to 17 independent laboratories. API shall

have the opportunity to recruit up to 17 refinery and pipe line laboratories.

^EPAfelt that it could not consider managing the program if a large number of labs

were included.

*There was some uncertainty about the definition of refinery versus independent labs.

*API indicated that a larger number of labs would allow the program to continue even

if a few labs dropped out.

Cost Sharing: All participating laboratories will be asked to waive fees. In the event that
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some selected independent labs are unwilling to waive fees API and EPA will share

equally in paying fees billed at rates not to exceed normal commercial fees. EPA shall

pay all costs incurred by EPA in participating in the ILS. API shall supply gasolines

having benzene concentrations in the range of to 1.5 vo]% for EPA's use in selecting,

packaging and distributing lest materials for the ILS. EPA shall bear all costs of

certifying, packaging, and distributing the reference material (RM).

• EPA stated thai it can not payfor those independent labs that are unwilling to waive

fees.

7. ILS Planning and Administration: EPA and API shall form a joint task group to plan and

administer the ILS in accordance with procedures detailed in ASTM E 691-92. EPA
shall have responsibility for actively managing the ILS according to ASTM E 691-92

procedures, including issuing the jointly developed protocol, packaging and shipping

samples, communicating with laboratory ILS supervisors, monitoring progress, and

receiving and inspecting data. EPA shall provide to API opfwrtunity for input on key

decisions regarding EPA's management of the ILS. API shall receive any and all

laboratory data at the same time EPA receives such data.

•EPA indicated that because of budget and manpower constraints, it would be very

difficultfor EPA to payfor or manage the program. As long as a specific protocol has

been agreed to, EPA does not care to manage the program, especially ifa large number

of labs participate. If there are only 7 labs participating as EPA had originally

proposed, EPA might reconsider.

Confidentiality: Data shall be held in strict confidence by EPA. Data will not be

released by EPA for either EPA or API analysis until all labs have reported their results.

EPA shall assure that confidentially is maintained so that the identity of laboratories

providing a specific result or set of results is not disclosed. For data analysis purposes

the results submitted by the various labs must be coded.

•EPA was not sure if it could maintain confidentiality. EPA stated that generally, a

company must show that it will be economically disadvantaged before EPA can

maintain confidentiality ofdata submitted to the Agency. Otherwise, EPA is obligated

to release the data if requested. EPA will get a clear interpretation from its legal

counsel.

8. Reference Material: A reference material (RM) certified by NIST (if possible) shall be

used as a check standard to confirm instrument calibration prior to analyzing the ILS test

materials. An RM test result within thecurrent reproducibility documented for ASTM
D 3606-92 (0.28

• measured vol% benzene) shall constitute confirmation of calibration.

If the RM test result does not confirm calibration, the instrument shall be recalibrated;

in no instance will a RM test result be used to adjust the instrument or test results.

The RM shall consist of two components allowing rapid preparation and certification

according to a methodology acceptable to both EPA and API so as not to jeopardize

timely completion of the ILS. Additionally, EPA shall be responsible for assuring that

-3-
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the RM is readily available to laboratories for the duration of the federal reformulated

gasoline program. ILS test results submitted by any laboratory shall not be discarded

solely on the basis of that laboratory's RM result(s).

*EPA will contact NIST to see what schedule they could meet regarding reference

materials. EPA agrees that RMs are to be used only to check calibration, and not for
actual instrument calibration.

9. Test Materials: A range of commercial winter and summer gasolines containing not less

than 1.5 wt% oxygen in the form of MTBE, ETBE, TAME or ethanol shall be used as

test materials. The maximum benzene concentration shall be approximately 1.5 vol%.

EPA shall be responsible for packaging and distributing the test materials.

* There were no major points of disagreement from EPA.

10. Deadlines: Deadlines for completion of the ILS testing phase, for statistical analysis of

the ILS data and for announcement of the new benzene enforcement test tolerance shall

be established by EPA consistent with time lines jointly established by EPA and API.

*No comments from EPA.

11. Time Line and Milestones: API and EPA shall jointly prepare and commit to strict

adherence to a time line for completion of the ILS including milestones for the following
activities and decisions:

. Define RM.

. Clarify EPA peak resolution concerns.

. Determine & document D 3606-92 peak resolution procedures.

. Finalize lab qualification criteria.

. Reach full agreement on ILS protocol.

. Distribute mutually agreeable ILS protocol.

. Procure and package RM.

. Nominate laboratories.

. Distribute RM.

. Deliver candidate test materials to EPA.

. EPA selects and packages test materials.

. EPA distributes test materials.

. Commence ILS testing in laboratories.

. EPA and API receive data from laboratories.

. EPA review in-progress statistical analysis with industry.

. Complete statistical analysis.

. Announce new benzene enforcement test tolerance.

. Announce effective date.

*API noted that the first item would have to be completed by mid-April; the next three

items by the end of April; the items through nomination of labs by the end of May;

-4-
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commence ILS testing in laboratories by mid-August; and EPA and API receive data

from laboratories 60 days later.

12. Consequence of Missing ILS Completion Deadline: EPA shall provide for changing the

effective date in the event that EPA fails to meet milestones for EPA action jointly set

by EPA and API.

•EPA saw no problems, provided those items for which EPA has responsibility are

clearly specified.

13. Dispute resolution: API and EPA agree to submit irreconcilable disputes concerning

exclusion of data, statistical analysis and conclusions to binding arbitration as mutually

agreed prior to the beginning of the ILS.

•EPA indicated that it is not likely that EPA will make this commitment.

Meeting Attendees:

API:

Joe Kaufman, Phillips

Betty Anthony, Amoco
Adam Schubert, ARCO
Jim McCann, Texaco

Jim Williams, API

Bob Greco, API

EPA :

George Lawrence

John Holley

Mary Smith (Part time)

Bruce Kolowich (By conference call)

Janet Bearden

Dave Kortum

-5-
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ifVMonir<vj I UN. U L 20460

MAR 31 1994
ATTACHMENT

4

Dear Concerned Party:

In the past, and prior to the implementation of a

regulation, we have asked interested persons to submit questions
concerning the manner in which EPA intends to implement and
enforce the regulation. Subsequently, the questions are answered
in a "Question and Answer" (Q i A) document prepared by EPA and
distributed to all interested persons.

Accordingly, in anticipation of the January 1, 1995
implementation date for the reformulated gasoline (RFG) and anti-
dumping regulations published on February 16, 1994 (59 FR 7716),
we are requesting that interested persons submit questions
concerning EPA's implementation and enforcement of these
regulations. Please submit your questions by May 1, 1994, so
that they may be included in a Q i A document. This document is

exp:^cted to be completed by July 1, 1994, and will be
automatically sent to you since you are on our mailing list of
interested persons. (Note: Our mailing list was mostly derived
from attendees of the RFG Workshop held in Washington, DC, on
March 7-8, 1994. If you know of other persons who may not be on
our list, but who may be interested in submitting questions or
receiving the Q & A document, please feel free to pass along this
notice) .

If you have questions, please send then to:

Marilyn Bennett
Field Operations and Support Division (6406J)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460
FAX: (202) 233-9557

If you require more information, you may contact
Marilyn Bennett at (202) 233-9006, or Whitney Trulove-Cranor at
(202) 233-9036.

Sincerelyi^-.

Maryv'^ Smith

D^r^ctor
Field '?perationV^nd Support Division
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American Petroleum Institute

1220 L Street, Northwest

Washington, DC. 20005

202-682-8000 $
MEMORANDUM

DATE: May 2. 1994

TO: Marilyn Bennett, EPA

FROM: Bob Greco. API /^C>

Subject: Questions for EPA Q/A Document

Attached are a list of questions related to the final RFG rule for inclusion in EPA's

upcoming Q/A document. These questions represent a compilation from API and its

members; some companies may choose to submit additional questions. Also, API may
provide further questions as issues arise.

API appreciates your consideration of these questions, and we look forward to your
release of the Q/A document by July 1 . If you have any questions, please call me at

(202) 682-8565 or Tim Hogan at (202) 682-8323.

An aqual opponunily •mployer

I
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May 2. 1994

CLARIFICATIONS IN THE RFG FINAL REGULATIONS

Technical corrections

Sections 80.128(e)(2), 80.128(e)(5) and 80.129(e) incorrectly refer to § 30.72. a reserved

section; they should refer to § 80.69.

Simple and complex model limitf

What is the consequence if a test result shows a value that is outside one of the ranges
in §§ 80.42(c) and 80.45(0(1)? Would it be a violation if a refinery batch report showed
a value outside of one of these ranges? Would it be a violation if an EPA test result

showed a value outside of one of these ranges?

Compliance surveys

Shouldn't page 4 of Dave Kortum's handout at the March 7 workshop be revised to read

"First year: 1 20 surveys for 7 (not 9) RFG covered areas" because § 80.81 (b)(1 ) exempts
the Los Angeles-Anaheim-Riverside and San Diego RFG covered areas from the

compliance survey requirements?

With respect to § 80.68(b)(2). what is the source for annual gasoline volume data by
covered area?

When will EPA announce the value for ANSi,996? How can the survey plan for 1995 be
submitted by refiners to EPA by 9/1/94 without knowing the value for ANSi,995?

When will EPA announce the value for ANSI,9B6? The final 1995 sun/ey reports for

oxygen, benzene and toxics may not be submitted to EPA until December 1995 or

January 1996. How can the survey plan for 1996 be submitted by refiners to EPA by
9/1/95 without knowing the value for ANSI,996?

Section 80.67(a)(2) describes a compliance procedure for oxygen and benzene content

averaging. If a refinery participates in a compliance survey, then § 80.67(a)(2) does not

apply? Section 80.67(a)(2) would apply only if a refinery decides to average oxygen or

benzene and does not participate in a compliance survey?

How many RFG compliance survey areas will there be in 1995? At the March 7

workshop, Dave Kortum said that the compliance survey areas will be the ozone
nonattainment areas.
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Shouldnl page 8 of Dave Kortum's handout at the March 7 workshop be revised by

deleting "no" in "no tolerance applied" to read "Samples outside of max/min not used to

obtain survey value for that parameter (tolerance applied)" because § 80.68(c)(6) reads

"plus any enforcement tolerance ..."?

Could a refiner comply with a RFG standard on average without actively (e.g., financially)

participating in compliance survey option 1 or 2? Does § 80.67(a)(1), or any other

paragraph in the regulations, mean that a refiner, importer or oxygenate blender must

actively (e.g., financially) participate in the compliance survey requirements in order to

meet the RFG standards on average, with the exceptions for benzene and oxygen in §

80.67(a)(2), and, therefore, there would be no "free riders?"

Section 80.68(a)(3) descril)es a penalty for failure to carry out compliance survey option

1. Would this same penalty also apply to failure to carry out compliance survey option

2?

Would survey failures in 1999 result in Phase II ratchets in 2000?

Could survey failures prior to 1999 result in Phase II RFG ratchets in 2000?

With respect to § 80.68(b)(4)(ii), failure to conduct a simple model RFG survey would not

result in a Phase I complex model NO, ratchet because simple model RFG has been

deemed to comply with the NO, standard?

There will be a one-week NO, summer survey for Phase I complex model RFG. If this

fails, would the ratchet apply only to VOC-controlled Phase I complex model RFG

produced in the following year? Or does it apply to all (including non-VOC-controlled)

Phase I complex model RFG produced in the following year?

There will be a NO, survey series for Phases I and II complex model RFG conducted

between January 1 and May 31 and between September 16 and December 31. If this

fails, would the ratchet apply only to non-VOC-controlled complex model RFG produced
in the following year? Or does it apply to all (including non-VOC-controlled) complex
model RFG produced in the following year?

RFG covered areas

EPA recently announced (59 FR 18967; April 21 , 1994) that Putnam County, NY and the

Northern part of Orange County, NY are now part of the Poughkeepsie ozone

nonattainment area and that Southern Orange County is now part of the New York-

Northem New Jersey-Long Island ozone nonattainment area. Putnam and Orange
Counties in NY were not included in the list of RFG covered areas in § 80.70 presumably
because they were not classified by EPA in the November 6, 1991 Federal Register

notice as part of an ozone nonattainment area. EPA notes now (59 FR 1 8970) that the

effective date is January 15, 1992 for the designation and classification that Southern

I
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Orange County is part, of the New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island ozone

nonattainment area and that Putnam County, NY is part of the Poughkeepsie ozone

nonattainment area. EPA also states that the effective date is April 21, 1994 for the

designation and classification that the Northern part of Orange County, NY is now part

of the Poughkeepsie ozone nonattainment area; however, EPA also states that the

effective date is November 15, 1990 for Northern Orange County for purposes of

detennining the scope of a RFG covered area under CAA Sections 211(k)(10)(D) and

211(k)(6).

Should EPA add Southern Orange County, NY (Blooming Grove, Chester,

Highlands, Monroe, Tuxedo, Warwick, and Woodbury) and Putnam County, NY to

the list of RFG covered areas in § 80.70 because the designation and classification

effective date is in 1992?

Should EPA add Northern Orange County, NY (Towns of Cornwall, Crawford,

Deerpark, Goshen. Greenville, Hamptonburgh, Middietown, Minisink, Montgomery,
Mount Hope, Newburgh, New Windsor, Port Jervis, Wallkill, Wawayanda and the

City of Newburgh) to the list of RFG covered areas in § 80.70 because the

effective date for purposes of determining the scope of a RFG covered area under

CAA Sections 211(k)(10)(D) and 211(k)(6) is in 1990?

OPRG designation

It will be confusing for refineries to apply the OPRG designation in some cases.

EPA requires that RFG batches be designated at the refinery as OPRG or not:

Gasoiine or RBOB must be designated as oxygenated fuels program
reformulated gasoline if such gasoline:

(A) Contains more than 2.0 weight percent oxygen; and

(B) Arrives at a terminal from which gasoline is dispensed into

trucks used to deliver gasoline to an oxygenated fuels control

area within five days prior to the beginning of the oxygenated
fuels control period for that control area;

§ 80.65(d)(iii).

Refineries may find it confusing to designate a RFG batch correctly and confidently
because non-OPRG can have oxygen contents greater than 2.0 wt% (and less than 2.7

wt%) and be distributed from terminals serving both one (or more) combination RFG
covered area/oxygenated fuels program control area and one (or more) combination RFG
covered area/non-oxygenated fuels program control area during the winter.

Refineries will be shipping RFG up a fungible pipeline for non-oxygenated program non-

VOC-controlled RFG (oxygen content will be less than 2.7 wt%). This RFG could end up
in 30 or so RFG covered areas in the Northeast in the end of September and during eariy
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October 1 995. Local terminals with adequate tankage and proper segregation procedures
could serve RFG oxygenated fuels program control areas and RFG non-oxygenated fuels

program control areas throughout the winter. As such, many terminals may have the

tankage and demand to store and distribute 2.0 and 2.7 wt% oxygen content RFG during
the winter to different areas. Because this terminal serves one (or more) combination

RFG covered area/oxygenated fuels program control area, all winter RFG supplies at this

terminal must be designated as OPRG - even though some of it is in segregated tanks

with significantly less than 2.7 wt% oxygen content?

Let's assume that the pipeline's fungible non-OPRG specification is 2.0 wt% oxygen
content The actual oxygen content is likely to be higher that 2.0 wt%. Should this RFG
be designated at the refinery as OPRG because an oxygen content test result could be

higher than 2.0 wt% and some of this batch could end up in a terminal serving the NYC
area after September 25, 1 995 or another Northeastern oxygenated fuels program control

area after October 25. 1995?

Most of this RFG could be used in RFG covered areas that are also not oxygenated fuels

program control areas. Should the refinery "play it safe" by designating this fungible RFG
as OPRG even though it is significantly less than 2.7 wt% oxygen content?

Importers

Assuming that the importer of record uses more than one import terminal, are the

averaging and reporting of imported RFG necessarily on the basis of each combination
of importer/individual terminal or is it on the basis that the importer sends one report for

all terminals in a PADD and has a separate aggregate averaging pool for each PADD?

Does "on the basis of all averaged reformulated gasoline and RBOB imported by
the importer" in § 80.67{b)(2)(i) mean that the importer should or can aggregate
across import terminal facilities in a single PADD when the average standard is

identical for each import terminal?

Does "shall meet the averaged standards separately for the averaged reformulated

gasoline and RBOB imported into each group of facilities that is subject to the

same standards" in § 80.67(b)(2)(ii) mean that the importer should or can

aggregate across terminals in the same PADD with the same average standards?

If an importer has more than two import terminals within a PADD, may the importer
of record elect "per gallon" compliance for some import terminals and "average"
compliance for other import terminals within the same PADD or must all imported
RFG within a PADD be designated consistently?

Does "(a]ny ... importer that ... imports any reformulated gasoline or RBOB, ... shall

submit quarterly reports ... for all such reformulated gasoline or RBOB imported
by each importer* in § 80.75(a) mean that EPA does not expect the importer to

I
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necessarily report separately for each import terminal facility?

Sections 80.76(c)(3) and (d) do not specifically mention separate import terminal

facilities. EPA does not expect the importer to include a list of specific import

terminals as part of the registration? If EPA does expect the importer to include

a list of specific import terminals as part of the registration and if an importer is

unsure of what terminals might be involved in importing gasoline (conventional or

RFG), does EPA see any downside for such importer potentially over-registering

terminals as a co/itingency?

Most terminals that import gasoline do not have company labs to perform analyses

required by EPA for determination of gasoline properties. Such import terminals also are

required to participate in the independent sampling and testing program. Does EPA
intend that the lab performing the independent testing be distinct from the lab that

performs the analyses for RFG certification or anti-dumping purposes? If so, where in

the rule might such a prohibition be found?

Could a refiner or importer use an independent lab to simultaneously comply with the

certification and independent sampling and testing requirements with one test?

May the importer of record choose to use for RFG certification purposes the properties
of the cargo based on an analysis performed by a foreign laboratory for the seller, or

must the certification of imported gasoline be based on an analysis of the landed cargo,
and hence performed by a domestic laboratory?

RBOB
Is it accurate to conclude that there are no specific property or composition standards for

RBOB since it is a blendstock and not a finished product?

Should the refinery report actual (RBOB alone) or blended (RBOB plus oxygenate)

properties (such as Ijenzene content by volume) for RBOB batches on the quarterly
RFG/RBOB batch report?

What volume should the refinery use on the quarterly batch report for RBOB batches?

Since the refiner's analytical data are based on a blended product (the RBOB plus the

oxygenate), it would seem correct to base the volume on an RBOB plus oxygenate
calculation; otherwise, the weighted averages, etc. won't be mathematically correct. With

averaging, refiners would use the combined RBOB plus oxygenate volumes as the

denominator for calculating volume-weighted averages. For the RFG/RBOB averaging

reports, the refinery should report the volume-weighted averages assuming that the

RBOB batches were blended with oxygenates for both volumes and properties?

Should the product transfer documentation for RBOB, per § 80.77(g)(2), simply state that

the RBOB will, after addition of the designated oxygenate, conform to the applicable
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maximum/minimum standards for RFG?

RBOB and low RVP conventional oasofine

Assume that a refiner produces VOC-controlled ether-only RBOB for VOC Region 2 and

that each refinery batch is distriljuted to multiple terminals. Some terminals add MTBE
and redesignate it as RFG. The remaining terminals add the conventional gasoline

marker and redesignate it as conventional gasoline (for use in ozone nonattainment areas

requiring conventional gasoline with RVP lower than the federal Phase II RVP limits). A
terminal with adequate tankage couki do both.

Sections 80.69(a)(5) and 80.69(d) restrict the distribution of RBOB only to oxygenate

blenders registered with EPA. If a terminal does not serve a RFG covered area and will

not add oxygenate to RBOB, is it still required to register with EPA as an oxygenate

blender in order to receive RBOB?

If a temiinal (1 ) receives RBOB and redesignates it as conventional gasoline after adding

the conventional gasoline mariner and (2) does not add oxygenate to any RBOB. would

§ 80.69(b), requirements for oxygenate blenders, be waived?

California exemptions

Are laboratory test methods that are recognized by CARB allowed to be used (in lieu of

the EPA prescribed methods) for certifying federal RFG for use in California prior to

commencement of the CARB Phase 2 RFG program?

Califomia refiners are exempt from the independent sampling and testing requirements
in § 80.81(b)(2). Does this exemption allow California refiners to use a computer-
controlled in-line blending operation without first obtaining an exemption from EPA?

How will the California enforcement exemption be impacted if CARB modifies the start

date for the Phase 2 program? Are regulatory language changes required to maintain

the exemption if CARB modifies the date? How will the California enforcement exemption
be impacted for refiners that receive such variances? How will EPA handle overlapping

averaging periods in this case?

In-line blending and conventional gasoline

Section 80.101(i)(1) requires testing of conventional gasoline "prior to such gasoline ...

leaving the refinery." Given that the anti-dumping program was never intended to

interfere with long-standing industry practices for conventional gasoline production, does

this preclude refiners from using in-line blending for conventional gasoline?

Registration

On page 23 of Peter Lidiak's handout at the March 7 wori<shop, NO, emissions

performance (complex model) is incorrectly listed under the 3rd quarter. The averaging

report for NO, emissions performance (complex model) is due with the 4th quarter report,

6
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per § 80.75(g), with two averaging pools: VOC-controlled and non-VOC-controlled RFG.

Does a refiner need an EPA registration number before its first RFG shipment in 1994

because § 80.77(j) requires this registration number on the product transfer document?

Baseline determinations

What happens if a refiner meets the legal deadline for submitting baseline determinations

and EPA does not approve or disapprove the baseline prior to the refiner having to

produce RFG for 1-1-95 compliance? In this case, what baseline would a refiner use to

blend in order to be in compliance?

Reporting volumes to EPA
Section 80.75(a)(2)(iii) requires refiners to report the volume of each batch of RFG to

EPA. Should the refiner report the tank volume at the time that a sample is collected?

If so. this may result in double-counting because the tank would not be emptied before

blendstocks are added to produce the next batch.

For example, the tank volume is 100,000 barrels for batch 1 and a sample is

collected. There are two shipments from this tank, a 50,000 barrel shipment and
a 20,000 barrel shipment. The tank is then blended up to 90,000 barrels for batch

2 and sampled with subsequent shipments of 28.000 barrels and 44,000 barrels.

Should the reported volume fo- batch 1 be 100,000 barrels or 70,000 barrels?

Should the reported volume for batch 2 be 90,000 barrels or 72,000 barrels? If

EPA selects the tank volume (100,000 barrels for batch 1), then there will be

double-counting if the tank is not emptied before beginning the next blend. If EPA
selects the sum of the shipments from the tank, then the batch volume may be
determined the day (or a few days) after the sample is collected.

Section 80.65(f)(3)(i)(B) requires that the designated independent sampling and testing

company record the volume of the batch. Should this volume be the tank volume at the

time that the sample was collected? Should this volume correspond to the volume

reported by the refiner in the quarterly batch report? If EPA wants to avoid double-

counting and directs the refiner to report the sum of shipments, what volume value should

the independent sampling and testing company record and report to EPA?

Covered area report

Refineries are required by § 80.75(i) to report the identity of each covered area that was

supplied with any averaged reformulated gasoline produced at each refinery during the

previous year. Because EPA does not expect a refinery to track every RFG shipment to

a RFG covered area, EPA does not expect a refinery to keep watch over where

exchanges or sales to "middle men" end up?
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Miscellaneous

Downstream from a refinery, how empty must a ship, t)arge or storage tank be when

service is changed from conventional gasoline to RFG (i.e.. tank bottoms stripped out,

vacuumed, water washed and vacuumed)?

For RFG, must a cargo document containing specific volumetric and quality specifications

information be placed on board a barge before it sails or can this' information be faxed

to a cargo receiver? If a barge must physically carry RFG product transfer documents,

then in multiple delivery situations what type of volumetric information is required?

Will EPA accept alternate testing methods for sulfur, benzene and aromatics?

For a refiner producing conventional gasoline, may oxygenate added at a non-proprietary

terminal be included in the determination of the conventional gasoline properties, provided

the refiner has a quality assurance program at the terminal to ensure the oxygenate was

added?

What is a satisfactory quality assurance program that ensures oxygenates are being

added to RBOB at a non-proprietary terminal?

For a refiner producing conventional gasoline, may the election of using the simple or

complex model until 1998 be changed annually?

Coukl a refiner who distributes only in an attainment area produce all or part of his

gasoline as RFG and maricet as conventional gasoline without including the RFG portion

in meeting his 1990 baseline requirements? What are the recordkeeping implications?

With respect to § 80.41(h)(1), what is the definition of "no" in "no heavy metals"?

Terminals

Could a terminal accept delivery of a batch of RFG that is designated as OPRG when
that terminal does not serve a RFG covered area that is an oxygenated fuels program
control area? Coukj a terminal permit delivery of OPRG to a RFG covered area that is

not an oxygenated fuels program control area?

Assume that two terminals, both located in an a RFG covered area, supply gasoline to

both the RFG covered area and to outlying attainment areas that can use conventional

gasoHne. Two gasoline suppliers with terminals in this area coukJ set up an arrangement
in which one temninal stocks only RFG and the other stocks only conventional gasoline

(perhaps there is not enough tankage for both terminals to each stock RFG and

conventional gasoline). The suppHers woukj then arrange an exchange so that both

companies lift RFG for the RFG covered area from one terminal and conventional

gasoline for the attainment area from the other terminal. With respect to § 80.65(a),

would there be any violation by the terminal located in an RFG covered area selling only

6
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conventional gasoline to stations in the attainment areas?

If a tenninal tests a shipment of product and determines that it significantly deviates from

the specifications, is the terminal operator liable for corrections/disposal of the product?
Do the non-transportation rules in § 80.79(c) Quality Assurance Program (2)(i) apply in

this case? Can a tenninal operator presume that the manifest is correct and use that for

defense in case of challenges further downstream?
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SPA'S RFG ENFORCEMENT
QDE8TI0M AND ANSWER DOCUMENT

Ouestiopi
The generation of interfacial mix between dissimilar batches of

petroleum product is an inherent occurrence in pipeline
transportation. Historical pipeline practices have involved the

disposition of this interfacial mix through blending to the
available quality margins of the product grades handled. All

previous EPA fuels programs (unleaded gasoline, volatility control,
desulfurization, oxygenated gasoline) have been successfully
incorporated into pipeline operations utilizing these historical
interfacial mix disposition practices. However, RFG will have no

"margin of quality". Therefore, no dissimilar product may be

displaced into RFG through pipeline product batch handling, i.e.,
RFG must be protected. "Protecting" RFG will result in less RFG
volumes available in the marketplace than were produced at the

refinery. Can interfacial mix continue to be displaced into the

quality margin of conventional gasoline? Would the disposition of
interfacial mix into conventional gasoline through pipeline product
batch handling practices result in pipeline companies being deemed
blenders (refiners) under the Anti-Dumping regulations? Would the

disposition of interfacial mix have any impact upon refinery based

RFG/Anti-Dumping compliance calculations?

ABSVft
Since the intention of the Anti-Dumping regulation is to assure
conventional gasoline quality is maintained at the level present in

1990, pipeline handling practices of interfacial mix should not be

changed from the practices employed in 1990. Therefore, the

disposition of the interfacial mix in the available Non-RPG product
quality margins continues to be an acceptable practice. Given the

refinery based compliance format of the Anti-Dumping regulation,
interfacial mix disposition as described, neither results in a

pipeline company being deemed a blender nor would the practice have
any affect upon refinery compliance calculations.
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Sun Company, Inc.
Ten Penr Center
1801 Market Slrifel

Ptiiiaaeiphia PA igirr

April 28, 1994

Mary Smith
Field Operations and Support Division (6406J]
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, DC 20460

Dear Ms. Smith,

Attached are questions I would like to submit on behalf of
Sun Company for the Reformulated Gasoline Question and Answer
Document. If you have any questions please contact me at
(215) 977-3133.

Sincerely,

^
David J. Tropp yy
Manager Fuels Quality Assurance

or.T/r In

B. C. Oavic
A. F. Talbot
J. C. VankosKi
R. W. King
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RgyORMULATED QABOLINE HBGDIATIOM QOESTIOKS
SUN COHPAWTr 4/26/94

1.) With regard to the product transfer document [ 80.77 (q) (2)] ,

would it be acceptable to simply classify the tuel as to its

type (SIMPLE/COMPLEX MODEL, RFC, CONViaiTIONAL, RBOB, VOC
CONTROL, OPRG) and exclude the mininrum and naximua standard
as they are dictated by the fuel type specified. This would
help alleviate the growing amount of information required on
transfer documents.

2.) The requirement of section 80.77(j) to provide all EPA

assigned registration numbers for transferors and tramsferees
if registered on all product transfer documents creates a
rather enormous administrative task (keeping track of all EPA

registration numbers) . It would seem more prudent to require
only the refiner, importer or blender producing or importing
the product to provide their own registration number on the
document as the transferee and exclude this requirement from
downstream parties (carrier & terminals unless a blender) .

3.) with regard to oxygen content of gasolines.
What is the maximum oxygen content a refiner, importer or
blender may certify (including blending allowances) for the
following:

Conventional Gasoline containing Ether
Conventional Gasoline containing Ethanol
Reformulated Gasoline NON-OPRG containing Ether
Reformulated Gasoline OPRG containing Ether
Reformulated Gasoline NON-OPRG containing Ethanol
Refomulated Gasoline OPRG containing Ethanol

4 . ) At the March NPRA Reformulated Gasoline workshop the EPA
stated that OPRG cannot be sold in areas not requiring OPRG.
This creates significant distributions system problems. If
there is a concern by the EPA related to averaging a possible
solution would be to require parties who choose to average
oxygen to account for and document OPRG sales in NON-OPRG
areas. There should be no restrictions on those who do not

av©rago ojr/gen.

5.) Section 80.69(b)(4) indicates that an oxygenate blender that
choosoB to average ie required to ^ect eaoh batch (^ruck) of

product. In the case of computer controlled truck blending
would documentation of the metered volumes of components be
sufficient given an overeigbt prograa as outlined in this
section?

€ . ) In the event a refiner purchaEes fIniehod gaaoline and uses
that gasoline as a blendstock should this purchase be backed
out of the refiners compliance calculations for reformulated
and conventional gasoline averaging purposes. This would be
similar to purchasing a blendstock that is already included in
the supplying refinery baseline.
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7.) Please define any restrictions on mixing Ethanol and Ether
zuels.

8 . ) A procedure has been outlined by the EPA for the certification
ot oxygen content by meter tor the oxytuel program.
Can this method be used for certification of oxygen content in
reformulated gasoline? Is an exemption for in-line blending
required?

9.) Will the EPA notify industry of a compliance survey failure
prior to the deadline to nominate averaging or per gallon
compliance for the subsequent year?
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Amoco Oil Company
Ma.l Code 1604
200 Easi Ranaoion D- ve

Chicago, ilnnois 6060l-7'25

Plannina & Aaministranon
312-856-7657

T'ectc wO'cc'a:e S'.jces

April 29, 1994

Marilyn Bennett
Field Operations and Support Division (6406J)
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M St SW
Washington, DC 20460

Dear Marilyn:

In response to EPA' s request, I am attaching a preliminary set of

questions for your QSlA document. Additional questions may arise
as we continue our consideration of how to comply with the
reformulated gasoline rule. I realize that to meet your July 1

response deadline you may not be able to address questions that
surface later in this process, but I will continue to forward
additional questions as they appear. Given the complexity of
this rulemaking, EPA may have to issue a series of Q&A documents
so any questions which cannot be incorporated in the July 1

document may be able to be addressed in subsequent QStAs.

We appreciate EPA's willingness to provide timely guidance on
this important program. If you have any questions about the
attachment, please call me at (312) 856 7657.

Sincerely,

.-^^
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Questions for EPA QScA Document

Mixing

- Is it correct that the regulations do not prohibit the mixing
of ETBE RFG and MTBE RFG at any point in the distribution system?

- Can ether RFG and alcohol RFG be mixed outside the VOC season
provided the substantially similar requirements are not violated?

- Is it correct that the regulations do not prohibit the mixing
of RFG with conventional gasoline for sale outside RFG covered
areas?

- Is it correct that the regulations do not prohibit the mixing
of VOC- controlled RFG with non-VOC controlled RFG for sale
outside the VOC season?

- Is it. correct that any oxy RBOB cannot be mixed with ether RFG?

Sales

- Please confirm that the following can legally be shipped and
sold both by terminals and retail stations:

-- OPRG in a non-OPRG area (this is analogous to the current
practice where oxygenated fuel can be sold in a non-
oxygenated fuel area)

-- Southern RFG in a Northern RFG area

-- RFG in a conventional gasoline area

Oxy Blending

- What testing must an oxygenate blender conduct at the point of

blending? Must OFID be conducted or is a volume reconciliation
acceptable for in-line rack blending as it was under the oxy fuel

guidelines? Will the testing have to be conducted on each batch
or at a certain interval such as is defined for QA/QC purposes?

- How will the production of conventional blendstock for
oxygenate blending (CBOB) be handled? CBOB would be produced if
ethanol were added at the terminal to meet, for example, winter
oxygenated fuel requirements. Wouldn't the CBOB be considered
for blendstock accounting purposes at the refinery as gasoline
and thus have no impact on blendstock accounting?

- The regulations appear to restrict the addition of oxygenates
to only OPRG. Is that correct? Why couldn't additional oxygen
be added to RFG if needed to meet the needs of an oxy fuel city?
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Compliance

- What rounding convention will be applied for the various
standards set in the rule and to what significant digit it must
be taken? For example, if the RVP max is 8.3 psi, how will an
8.31 reading at the refinery be classified? What about 8.34?
Please clarify the rounding for all regulatory requirements.

- The RVP tolerance downstream of the refinery is .3 psi. Again,
what is the rounding convention? How will EPA consider a

measurement by EPA of 8.61 psi for Northern RFG?

- The regulations (Federal Register p. 7814 Section
80.41 (h) (2) (iii) ) and EPA's draft reporting forms imply that the
sulfur, T90 and olefin restriction associated with the simple
model do not apply on a refinery basis for a refiner with more
than one refinery, but instead apply to the refiner's aggregation
of his refineries as chosen under the antidumping program. Is

that correct?

Reporting/Recordkeeping

- Transfer Documents:

Can volumes provided by pipelines be used on a refiner's
product transfer document? Pipelines often own the custody
transfer meter and thus provide shipment data to refiners.
Therefore, could a refiner rely upon transfer documents produced
by a pipeline to meet the refiner (i.e., shipper's)
responsibility as it relates to the generation of transfer
documents? Would such a document provide an adequate defense for
the refiner?

-- Will product codes, such as are currently in use by
pipelines, be sufficient for compliance with the product transfer
document requirements if the additional information specified in
the regulations is contained in a central product code

description as opposed to being printed on each transfer
document?

-- Product transfer documents require a registration number.
Doesn't this mean that parties must register with EPA earlier
than the regulations indicate? The regulations say refiners must

register on the date RFG production begins or November 1

whichever is later?

-- Please clarify what is meant by "RBOB distinguishing
properties" for transfer document purposes. Does this just mean
the type of RBOB and the amount and type of oxygenate to be
added? Is any information about max/mins needed?

-- Will each compartment of a truck loaded at the rack at

the refinery be deemed a different batch of RFG and thus need a
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batch ID or could the invoice number serve as the unique
identification number for that shipment?

Transitions

-- During a transition period, refiners will produce VOC-

controlled RFG that is blended with non-VOC-controlled RFG

downstream of the refinery in order to blend down RVP prior to

the beginning of the VOC season. How will the resultant mixture

be classified and identified on the product transfer document

issued for instance by a terminal?

- Similarly, since all tanks cannot be drained, in the fourth

quarter of 1997, as refiners switch from the simple model to

mandatory use of the complex model simple model gasoline will

have to be combined with complex model gasoline downstream of the

refinery and perhaps at the refinery itself. How should the

resultant mixture be classified? How will this be handled for

enforcement purposes? for the compliance survey?

Pipelines

- Pipelines will not be considered refiners if they mix interface

in gasoline (e.g., inclusion of RFG interface in conventional

gasoline) will they?

- Are there any circumstances where a pipeline could be

considered an oxygenate blender?

Downgrading

- What procedures must be followed if product is downgraded,

e.g., RFG is downgraded to conventional gasoline? What

procedures, if any, apply at the refinery as opposed to

downstream of the refinery?

- What, if any procedures will apply to off -spec products? How

do these procedures apply at the refinery? for pipelines? for

terminal operators? at retail?

In-Line Blending

- The petition process referred to in Section 80.

references RFG. Will in-line blenders of RBOB also be allowed to

become exempt from the independent sampling/testing requirements

through EPA approval of a petition?

- How will refiners who produce conventional gasoline using in-

line blending be treated? At the March workshop EPA seemed to

indicate that conventional gasoline batch information (e.g.,

properties) based on in-line blending could be used for complying
with the antidumping program. Is that correct? Would this apply

automatically to conventional gasoline production or would a

petition be required as it is for RFG production?
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Credit Trading

- The regulations and reporting requirements imply that credit
trading for oxygen and benzene is allowed across nonattainment
areas not just within an area. Is that correct?

Testing

- What field test methods are acceptable for QA/QC programs
downstream of the refinery? Can a field test method be used as a
defense if it is correlated with an EPA specified lab test
method?

- If RFC is shipped from a refinery through a proprietary
pipeline system to a terminal must the pipeline test the fuel or
would testing at the refinery and the terminal be sufficient?

Winter RFC

- Please clarify the treatment of gasoline (both RFG and
conventional) with typical winter RVPs . The regulations seem to
imply that RFG with an RVP of higher than 10 psi and conventional
with a greater than 11 psi RVP cannot be certified. Isn't it
correct that such fuels would be certified as legal fuels but
that for the purpose? of determining their emissions 8 . 7 psi RVP
would simply be entered into the model?

New Volume

- Is a new volume correction needed only when the 1990 volume is
exceeded on an aggregate basis rather than for each individual
refinery? Are new volume corrections to be applied on an annual
average basis or seasonally?

Simple/Complex Model

- Must the complex model be used to certify RFG with an oxygen
level of greater than 2.7 weight %?

Blendstock Accounting

- How will sales to traders/brokers where the end use of the
blendstock is not known upon sale be considered for the purpose
of refiners' calculations regarding blendstock accounting?
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PHILLIPS 66 COMPANY
ll±'3) A DIVISION OF PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY

BARTLESVILLE. OKLAHOMA 74004 PHONE; 918 661-6600

May 1, 1994

Questions for EPA Q&A Docximent on RF6

Marilyn Bennett
Field Operations and Support Division (6406J)
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M. Street, S.W,
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Ms. Bennett:

Phillips Petroleum Company is concerned that, when applied to
refiner blending at proprietary terminals, the reformulated
gasoline and antidumping regulations are ambiguous. Thus, we
believe clarification of EPA's intent and enforcement policy
regarding these facilities would be helpful. Specifically,
areas addressing how blenders of oxygenates and other
blendstocks, in combination with finished conventional gasoline
from company owned refineries or from others, are to establish
baseline volumes, determine compliance volumes and emissions
performance, or aggregate with other refiner owned facilities
having either the antidumping statutory baseline or an
individual baseline. We encourage the EPA to clarify these
issues in the planned "Questions and Answers" document.

Attached are specific questions we request EPA consider for
further discussion in the Q&A document. In addition, we believe
it imperative that EPA provide refiners opportunity to modify
Jvine 1, 1994, baseline submissions should clarification in the
Q&A document vary from assumptions refiners used in meeting the
submission deadline.

Thank you for this opportunity to further clarify the intent and
requirements of the regulations. Feel free to contact me if the
attached questions are not understood or if additional
information is needed.

Sincerely,

Gary A. Schoonveld
(918) 661-4066

Attachment

CO: Mary T. Smith, EPA Director
Field Operations euid Support Division
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Marilyn Bennett
Questions for EPA Q&A Document on RF6

May 1, 1994

Questions to EPA on Reformulated Gasoline
and

Antidun^ing Regulations

May 1, 1994

Further clarification by EPA relative to terminals that add
blendstocks to finished conventional gasoline is needed. We

interpret the final rules to require these facilities to have a

facility baseline unless they are included with another refinery
because of close integration or geographical considerations? In
most cases these facilities will not have Method 1 data.
Consistent with EPA's definition of blenders, we believe these
facilities have the default baseline if Method 1 data does not
exist?

Will EPA reconfirm that terminals where blendstocks are added to
finished conventional gasoline are considered blender-refiners and
that these facilities can be grouped per paragraph 80.101(h) with
other blender-refiner facilities owned by the same refiner for

compliance purposes?

Can EPA confirm that blender-refiner facilities can be grouped per
paragraph 80.101(h) with refining facilities owned by the same
refiner for compliance purposes.

What is the baseline volume for a terminal where blendstocks and

oxygenates are added to finished gasoline? If blendstocks are
added to finished motor gasoline received from others, should the
baseline volume exclude this finished gasoline?

A facility which did not blend in 1990 but may do so in the future
would have a zero baseline volume with industry average default
baseline properties. Can this facility be grouped for compliance
purposes with other refiner owned facilities (refineries or

blending facilities)? What is the mechanism for establishing the
baseline volume and properties for this facility?

Compliance calculations for blending facilities and refineries that
are grouped need to be further clarified. Will EPA confirm that
the compliance baseline for this grouping is the volume weighted
compliance baselines of the facilities? For example, a grouping of

one (1) refinery and one (1) blending facility owned by the same
refiner:
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Compliance Baseline = (volume of blendstock added at the
blending facility

* blending facility baseline
+ volume of gasoline produced at the refinery
* refinery baseline)
/ (volume of blendstock added at the blending

facility
+ volume of gasoline produced or shipped from

the refinery)

Furthermore, the compliance calculations for this type of grouping
should be :

For Simple Model :

(blendstock volumes added at the blending
facility
* parameter of the blendstock
+ gasoline volume produced at the refinery
* parameter of the gasoline)
/ (blendstock volume added at the blending

facility
+ gasoline volume produced at the refinery)

compared to the group compliance baseline.

For Complex Model emissions:
(blendstock volumes added at the blending
facility

* pseudo parameter of a blendstock-baseline
gasoline

+ gasoline volume produced at the refinery
* parameter of the gasoline)
/ (blendstock volume added at the blending
facility

+ gasoline volume produced at the refinery)
compared to the group compliance baseline.

Where in the final antidumping regulations are oxygenate blenders
excluded from the antidumping requirements? An exclusion (s) is
discussed in the preamble at Section IX. B.

Will EPA provide refiners opportunity to modify June 1, 1994,
baseline submissions should answers to questions vary from
interpretations refiners have already had to make in order to meet
the submission deadline?
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OMvron

^ Chevron
Clean Air Act

Compliance Team

Walnut Creek, Ca.

April 28, 1994

Marilyn Bennett

Field Operations and Support Division (6406J)

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460

The attached tour pages contain additional questions concerning the reformulated gasoline and

antidumping regulations that Chevron Is submitting (or your review and inclusion In your

'Question and Answer* document.

We have previously submitted questions via the API t)ut are sending these separately In order to

meet the May 1 deadline and due to our specific interest in the issues covered by these questions.

Thank you

c^Ovw sifiX^
Harry Hall ()
Chevron Clean Air Act Compliance Team

Manager

FAX (510) 977-7590

bcc:

API Bob Greco / Tim Hogan
DABea
AJ Jessel

WR Scott
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Chevron Questions For the EPA RFG/

Antidumping July Q&A Document

Question 1

Reference section 80.202(f) Compliance Baseline Determinations:

Situation; A refinery makes all conventional gasoline. For elgfit months of the year the refinery

makes this conventional gasoline to a summer (7.8 psi) RVP specification and to a winter

(higher RVP) specification the other four months of the year. In 1998, the refinery increases

production of conventional gasoline beyond Hs 1990 volumes. Is It correct that Veq (paragraph

(0(4)(i)) and CBl (paragraph (f)(4) (iii)) are computed without regard for whether the

Incremental gasoline is produced as summer or winter gasoline? Are the correct values for DBi

found In 80.91 (o)(5)(iv)-NEW (proposed for Direct Final Rulemaking), the 'annual average
anti-dumping statutory baseline'? Are the correct values for Bi the numbers computed pursuant
to 80.91 (f)(2)(i), the 'individual annual average baseline emissions'?

Specific Example: Chevron's Hawaii refinery makes non-VOC controlled conventional gasoline

year round. Assuming the refinery complies using the complex model, per paragraph (g)(6),

anti-dumping compliance calculations will use the winter complex model found in 80.45. If

Chevron's Hawaii refinery elects to Increase production of conventional gasoline in 1998 or

later, is it correct, in computing CBl, to use values for DBi found in 80.91 (c)(5) (iv)-NEW,
the 'annual average anti-dumping statutory baseline' and not the values referred to In 80.91

(c)(5)(ii) (column headed 'Winter' In chart found In 80.45 (b)(3))? If so, this interpretation
would appear to force increased production of conventional winter gasoline to meet a combined
winter/ summer baseline. Was this EPA's Intent?

Question 2

Reference section 80.101(g) Compliance Calculations :

Section 80.101(g)(1) requires the computation of an annual average value for each parameter
or emissions performance during the averaging period'. Paragraph (g)(1)(li) presents an

equation for computing averaged parameters based on individual batch data (APARM). Are the

values computed for APARM then substituted in the appropriate equations found In 60.45? If so,

should the words 'for each batch' in paragraphs (g)(1)(iii
-
v) be eliminated? If not how are

averaged values for emissions performance to be calculated from the values of APARM?

Sections 80. 101 (g)(5 and 6) designate which model to use, summer or winter, to compute
batch emissions performance. 40 CFR 80.27 contains both RVP limits by geographical area and

by control period. Are 'summer gasolines' to be detennined by both limits? Should any gasoline

produced to the applicable RVP limit be designated as summer regardless of what time of year it

was produced? Or should summer gasoline be only that gasoline meeting the RVP limit and

produced during the control period?
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Question 3

Conventional gasoline refiners and importers who elect the simple model to determine

oompliance during the 1995-1997 period will need to test for T90. olefins, sulfur, benzene

and aromatics. They must then report T90, olefins, sulfur and exhaust benzene average results

on an annual basis. Will these refiners and importers need to test and report any of the other

quality parameters? Will simple model RFG refiners and Importers and their independent labs

need to test and report T50, E200 or E300?

Question 4

The Antidumping regulations state that for baseline detennination volumes shall be reported to

the nearest barrel. RFG and conventional reports ask for volumes in gallons. Since refiners and

Importers generally work with barrel units Is it appropriate for production volumes to be

rounded to the nearest barrel and then converted to gallons for reporting purposes?

Question 5

Are Importers required to aggregate each of their facilities for compliance purposes? For

Instance will an importer that Imports gasoline Into multiple PADDs aggregate the like gasolines

irrespective of PADD for compliance purposes? Would the importer submit one quarterly and

/or annual batch report or submit reports for each PADD?

Question 6

The company registration form includes the requirement to provide infonnation on where

company records will be kept. It is likely that the required records will be kept at multiple

sites; current year records may be stored and handled locally by facility, prior year records

may be stored at central offsite storage facilities to accommodate local capacity constraints, and

some of the records may be stored electronically in central and /or local computers. EPA

personnel have Indicated that they are considering removing this requirement from the company
registration form. What is the status of this issue? If the requirement remains what is the EPA's

intent on record storage location?

Question 7

Section 80.101 (i) Sampling and Testing provides a composite sampling and testing option to

determine conventional gasoline properties. One provision to this option is that composite

samples will need to be prepared as described In section 60.91 (d) (4) (ill). entitled

'Compositing Procedure'. Part B of this procedure requires that "properties of the retained

samples shall be adjusted for toss of butane by comparing the RVP measured right after blending
with the RVP determined at the time that the supplemental properties are measured.* No
further details are given.

1 ) Please detail how this process would work.

2) Conventional gasoline refineries meeting simple model average standards must
monitor their T90, olefins, sulfur and exhaust benzene (function of benzene and

aromatics) results. Since RVP is not required for antidumping compliance in the
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simple model case will the butane adjustment step be required for composite samples at

simple model refineries?

Question 8

According to 80.75 (k) Reporting Requirements for eariv use of the complex model, early use

complex model RFG refiners and importers need to submit an early use election report 60 days

prior to the beginning of the calendar year during which such standards would apply. Will a

refinery not Involved In RFG production but electing earty use of the complex model for its

conventional gasoline production be rvqulnid to submit the same report?

Questions

Antidumping section 80.101 (e) Product to which standards do not aoplv. Indicates that

'Caltfomla gasoline' should be excluded from a refinery's compliance calculations.

"California gasoline' Is defined in 80.81 as 'any gasoline that Is sold, Intended for sale, or made
available for sale as a motor vehicle fuei in the State of California and that (Q is manufactured

within the State of California; (ii) is imported into the State of Califomia from outside the

United States; or (ill) is imported into the State of California from Inside the United States and

that is manufactured at a refinery that does not produce reformulated gasoline.'

Based on these sections Is ft a correct Interpretation that starting in 1995 a Califomia refinery

or importer producing or importing conventional gasoline solely for the California marl<et would

exclude all its' gasoline from baseline compliance calculations and therefore not have any

reporting requirements?

Question 10

Section 80.65 (f) (2 (i) &(ii)) Independent analysis requirement, states that any importer

shall designate one Independent laboratory for each Import facility at which RFG of RBOB is

imported and identify the designated independent laboratory to the EPA according to the 80.76

registration requirements.

However, section 80.76 (c) (3) requires separate facility registrations only for refineries and

oxy blending facilities. The current draft facility registration fonns also do not address import

facilities. How and where do Importers provide the required facility information?

Question 11

Section 80.79 (c)(1)(ii)(B)
Quality Assurance Program provides for intentional blending

with complying product to correct off-test RFG at temninals. We request confirmation of our

understanding that this activity does not classify the terminal as a refiner.
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Question 12

Many tenninals do not have the equipment or personnel available to conduct on-site testing for

quality assurance purposes and therefore plan to use the services of an off-site laboratory. We
are concerned about exposure during the interval of time required to obtain test results. What is

the EPA's enforcement attitude to this situation assuming that the terminal meets transfer

document and quality assurance requirements but releases product that subsequent test reports

show is out of specification?

Question 13

Importation of either a reformulated or conventional gasoline requires the transferor to provide
the transferee with product transfer documents. Typically, a cargo will arrive from a foreign
source in a foreign-flag spot chartered vessel. The vessel, if considered the transferor' is not

subject to federal regulations and, therefore, could not be relied upon to provide fully acceptable
transfer documents. The importer, however, is In a position to generate documentation with all

requisite data. If so, will the EPA oonsider these documents as acceptable for liability defenses?

Question 14

Starting with the first tender of RFQ shipped later this year, transferors are required to provide
transferees with transfer documents detailing the type of RFG (VOC or non, oxy program or not,

simple or complex) and various minimum or maximum quality statements (oxygen, benzene and
RVP for simple and oxygen, benzene, VOC and NOx for complex).

In Califomia, the Los Angeles and San Diego areas are both RFQ and oxygenated program covered
areas. Further, the oxygenated program in Califomia requires 1.8 -2.2 weight % oxygen for

control areas during the winter control periods as opposed to 2.7% elsewhere. Since RFG sold in

California will satisfy the oxygenated program requirements without additional oxygenate will

transfer documents be required to differentiate between RFG and 0PRG7

Question 15

Please clarify how the facility aggregation option would work. Recent EPA report drafts suggest
that facility aggregation would only apply to simple model anti-dumping and RFG sulfur, T90 and
olefins compliance. Is this correct?

Question 16

The federal oxygeriated program requires transfer documents to contain oxygenate type and

oxygen weight % and volume % information on each oxygenated geisoline movement. The RFG
program requires a min/ max oxygen statement which essentially duplicates the oxy program
requirement. Is it sufficient to only print the RFQ required message rather than both the oxy
program and the RFG program messages?
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Western States Petroleum Assoaation

C11128

Gina Grey

April 28, 1994

Ms. Mary Smith. Director

Fie'd Operations & Support Division

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street

Washington, D. C. 20460

Western States Petroleum Association:

Questions on Final RFC Rule

Dear Ms. Smith,

The Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) appreciates the opportunity to

submit a list of questions on issues pertaining to the fmal Reformulated Gasoline

Rule. Consistent with your direction at the March 7-8 NPRA workshop and

subsequent conversations with your staff, we have divided our questions into three

categories. The first is a short list of what WSPA believes to be non-controversial

issues that could be potentially addressed via the issuance of the proposed direct

fmal rule. The second list includes the most time sensitive issues on which WSPA
feels clarification is urgently required as we prepare for the introduction of federal

RFG in Southern California. The third list includes issues associated with the

introduction of CARB's Phase 2 reformulated gasoline on 3/1/96.

Direct Final Rwie Issues

1. Predictive Model Certification

The California exemption provided in the final EPA RFG rule is limited to

gasoline certified witfi the CARB model, in that notification to EPA is required

within 30 days of such certification, including a written demonstration that the

CARB-certified formulation is in compliance with the federal RFG standards.

Furthermore, if such demonstration is not submitted, the exemption is

automatically and (immediately) lost. The formulation certified with the CARB
model will have to provide emissions reductions equal to, or greater than.

505 N. Brand Blvd.. Suit* 14O0 • Clandal*. California 91203 • (S18) 543-5352 • FAX (Sia) 545-0954
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gasoline produced to the corresponding CARB Phase 2 gasoline standards, and

EPA recognizes gasoline produced to the CARB Phase 2 standards will clearly

meet EPA's Phase 1 pollutant reduction targets (see comments on California

enforcement exemption in Preamble to the Final Rule). WSPA therefore

recommends EPA extend the California exemption to CARB model-certified

gasoline formulations through 1999 and eliminate the requirement for separate
notification within 30 days of CARB model certification over the same period.

Once the California model is finalized, WSPA is prepared to undertake a

statistical demonstration that all feasible CARB model formulations will

simultaneously meet all Phase 1 EPA pollutant reduction targets.

2. Loss of California Exemption

The California exemption provided in the final RFG rule can be lost as a result

of an assessment of a civil, criminal, or administrative penalty for violation of

the federal RFG or antidumping regulations, or for violation of CARB's Phase 2
RFG regulation. The affected party may petition EPA "for relief, in whole or in

part from the applicability of such provisions, for good cause. Good cause may
include a showing theit the violation for which a penalty was assessed was not a

substantial violation of the Federal or California RFG standards." WSPA
believes the reasons provided for potential revocation of the exemption are

unintentionally broad, and recommends EPA apply narrower criteria, including
establishment of willful wrongdoing and/or documentation of repeat offenses

over a specified period of time before revocation of the exemption can occur.

Short-Term O&A Questions

1. Oxygenate Reqairements for 1994-1996.

a. WSPA believes, under the anticipated California winter oxygenate waiver

extension, California winter gasoline during the 1994/95 and 1995/96 winter

seasons can be oxygenated at the 1.8-2.2 wt% level as this has been accepted by
EPA as equivalent in practice to the level achieved under EPA's 2.0 wt% per

gallon minimum specification (1993 SNPRM Preamble, pp. 111-112).

Furthermore, WSPA believes the 1 .8-2.2 wt% oxygen target employed in

Southern California will not be affected by the introduction of reformulated

gasoline on December 1, 1994. Is this correct?
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b. What oxygen level will be required in reformulated gasoline produced for

Southern California during the summer of 1995? The final RFG rule states

reformulated gasoline will have to be oxygenated at the 2.0 wt% per gallon

minimum level. WSPA believes that, if 1.8-2.2 wt% oxygen has been deemed

equivalent to a 2.0 wt% minimum during the winter, it should also be deemed to

be equivalent in summer.

c. What oxygen level will be required in reformulated gasoline produced for

Southern California during the summer of 1996? CARB Phase 2 Gasoline

specifies a 1.8-2.2 wt% oxygen range starting 3/1/96. WSPA believes , under

the California exemption from EPA's RFG rule, refiners will be allowed to target

1.8-2.2 wt^o in Soutiiem California during the summer of 1996. Is this correct?

d. The California predictive model is expected to permit CARB Phase 2 gasoline
formulations with oxygen contents less than the 1 .5 wt% per batch minimum
allowed under EPA's RFG rule. WSPA believes , CARB Phase 2 gasoline,

regardless of the certification method used, should be considered as meeting all

Phase 1 federal RFG provisions and , consequently, the 1 .5 wt% minimum per
batch oxygen requirement does not apply. Is this correct?

2. Test Methods

WSPA's understanding is CARB-approved analytical test methods are acceptable
for certification of both: a) 1995 EPA reformulated gasoline to be sold in

California's ozone non-attainment areas, and b) CARB Phase 2 RFG starting on

3/1/96. Furthermore, it is WSPA understanding all CARB test methods are

acceptable for this purpose (i.e., both the recommended method and i^jproved

equivalent methods). Is this correct?

For aromatics testing of conventional and federal reformulated gasoline batches,

EPA requires its own GC/MS method but will accept D13 19-93 (the FIA

method) until 1/1/97 provided a correlation of the FIA test results back to the

GC/MS can be demonstrated. Since EPA's GC/MS method is not used outside

of EPA's Ann Arbor laboratory, what steps do refiners desiring to use the FIA

method need to take in order to certify the FIA method for their aromatics

testing? Can these steps be completed in time for the introduction of EPA
reformulated gasoline later this year?
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3. Product Segregation

Due to distribution system limitations, a number of situations can arise where

reformulated gasoline may need to be downgraded at a terminal for pipeline or

marine shipment. Examples include the redesignation of EPA reformulated

gasoline as conventional gasoline in 1995, CARB Phase 2 RFG as EPA RFG in

1996, and CARB Phase 2 RFG as conventional gasoline in 1996. Assuming the

gasoline to be downgraded was certified with the appropriate CARB approved

methods prior to leaving the refinery, is additional testing required (i.e., by the

EPA-approved methods) before it can be redesignated?

Longer Term O&A Questions

1. Change in Choice of Model for Compliance

EPA's final RFG rule specifies refiners must select either the simple or complex
model for compliance during the 199S-1997 period. Refiners choosing to use

the complex model must notify EPA sixty days prior to the start of the year they

plan to use it. The model selection cannot be changed during the year. Prior to

3/1/96. refiners are likely to be producing simple model gasoline due to the

inability to segregate complex model RFG in the distribution system.

Simultaneously simple model antidumping gasoline will be in force during this

period. A refiner that begins producing CARB Phase 2 RFG on 3/1/96 and

produces no EPA reformulated gasoline may find complex model antidumping is

preferred for his conventional gasoline. WSPA believes refiners should not have

to endure another 10 months before they can switch to complex model

antidumping gasoline on 1/1/97. WSPA recommends a one-time model

designation change be allowed on 3/1/96 for refiners producing only CARB
Phase 2 RFG and conventional gasoline aAer 3/1/96 provided notification is

given to EPA by 1/1/96.

If you have any questions, please contact Aeron Arlin with WSPA at (818) 543-

5333 or Nick Economides with Unocal at (213) 977-6848.
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cc; Chct France (EPA-Ann Arbor)
Paul Machiele vBPA-Ann Arbor)

George Lawrence (EPA-Washington))
Bob Kenney (EPA-Washington))
Peter Venturini (CARB)
Dean Simeroth (CARB)
Tom Jennings (CARB)
Bob Greco (API)

Terry Higgins (NPRA)
WSPA Fuels Subcommittee

WSPA Compliance Task Force
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ATTACHMENT

American Petroleum Institute 5
1220 L Street. Northwest

Washington, DC. 20005

(202) 682-8240 lb

G. William Frick

Vice Piesidanl

Health, Environmcnl and SalMy

April 13, 1994

Mr. Richard D. Wilson, Director

Office of Mobile Sources

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, DC 20460

Dear Mr. Wilson:
ft

API appreciated the time and effon your staff devoted to the NPRA workshop on

March 7-8. As a result of the workshop discussions, we understand that EPA may issue a

"direct final" rule to clarify a number of issues associated with the final rule for reformulated

gasoline G^FG). Such a rule would allow EPA to quickly address certain non-controversial

clarifications.

API strongly supports the issuance of a direct final rule, since it would provide
clarification on some time-sensitive issues that are crucial to a smooth implementation of the

RFC program. To assist EPA in issuing this rule, we have outlined below those issues that

we recommend be included in the direct final rule. Most of these were raised at the NPRA
workshop.

Definition of Summer and Winter "Months"

The definition of summer and winter "months" for the purposes of 1990 baseline

establishment using Methods 1, 2, and 3 needs to be clarified. Designating all of a month's

gasoline production as "summer" leads to several accounting problems. First, the

summer/winter split in the Method 1 baseline equation in §80.91(e)(2)(iii) yields baseline

values that do not match the summer/winter volumes actually produced and used in the

equation in §80.90(a). The definition of summer/winter in §80.91(e)(2)(iii) should be changed
so that gasoline properties of each gasoline batch (i.e., RVP) are used to make the distinction

between sun\mer and winter gasoline.

In addition, §80.9 1(d) defines a summer month as any month in which summer grade

gasoline is produced, and winter months are defined as any non-summer month. For refiners

using Method 3, this definition prevents refiners who produced summer gasoline in more than

An equal oppotunity employee
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nine months of the year from meeting the minimum sampling requirements. Refiners using

Method 3 should be given the option of designating a month as "winter" if more than 50% of

the volume of gasoline shipped during the month exceeded summertime RVP limits.

Finally, the summer/winter definition in §80.9 1(d) would prevent refiners who

produced summer gasoline in more than nine months from using Methods 2 and 3 to establish

their baseline values. Refiners using Methods 2 or 3 should be given the option of

designating blendstocks (and their measured properties) as "winter" if more than 50% of the

volume of gasoline shipped during the month exceeded summertime RVP limits.

Complex Model Limits for Conventional Gasoline

In the anti-dumping regulations, §80>10 1(0(3) indicates that a refiner's baseline can

exceed the complex model limits for conventional gasoline. This section is consistent with

the anti-dumping requirements in the Clean Air Act. However, §80.45(f)(2) in the RFG

regulations stipulates that conventional gasoline cannot exceed the complex model limits.

The RFG regulations should be clarified to allow refiners to establish their own refinery

baselines at levels that exceed the current limits for RFG.

Simple Model Limits for Conventional Gasoline

Section 80.42(c) limits the maximum benzene and aromatics concentrations for simple

model conventional gasoline to 2.5 vol% and 45 vo!%, respectively. The upper benzene and

aromatics limits for conventional gasoline under the complex model, however, are 4.9 vol%

and 55 vol%, respectively (Table IV-3), which are consistent with the anti-dumping

requirements in the Clean Air Act. These simple model limits, when combined with the

compliance calculation in §80.101(i)(l), would force some refiners to "reformulate"

conventional gasoline, and only for the three years that the simple model is in effect. The

simple model benzene and aromatics limits should thus be changed to be consistent with the

complex model limits.

Oxygen Limit for RFG

The upper limit on oxygen content for simple and complex model gasoline are 3.5

wt% and 3.7 wt%, respectively. These limits might prevent the blending of ethanol into

gasoline up to the legally allowable limit of 10 percent by volume (vol%3 because of the

varying density of gasoline. For example, a blend of 10 volume percent ethanol into a base

gasoline of average density would comply with the 3.7 wt% oxygen limit on an annual

average basis. However, the same 10% ethanol blend into a base gasoline with lower
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densities (such as those found in SWRI survey data) can lead to an oxygen content as high as

3.96 wt%.' EPA should revise the upper oxygen limit to 4.0 wt% for both the simple and

complex model to allow refiners to blend 10 vol% ethanol into RFGs and conventional

gasolines with lower densities.

Refiner Baseline Determination

The requirements for domestic refiners who import gasoline in 1995 are not clear.

Section 80.91(b)(2) states that the compliance baseline is the Qean Air Act default baseline,

while §80.101(f)(3) states that the compliance baseline is the refiner's 1990 aggregate

baseline. It was our understanding that the approach in §80.9 1(b)(2) was the appropriate

baseline. Implementation of the latter approach would be contrary to EPA's extensive efforts

to prevent "gaming" of baselines, and we arc unaware of this option ever being proposed.

Attest Engagement Reouirements

In Subpart F, section 80.125(d), the attest engagement requirements, when conducted

by internal audit staff, have been restricted to Cenified Internal Auditors (CIAs). Staff

Certified Public Accountants (CPAs) have been excluded, even though CPAs have undergone

rigorous training and are fully qualified for this role. Furthermore, many companies do not

have a CIA on staff. This section should be revised to include staff CPAs.

Oxygenate Blender Testing Requirements

Section 80.69(b)(4) requires oxygenate blenders that choose compliance on average to

analyze each batch for oxygen content. For terminals that blend RBOB and an oxygenate
into trucks, this requirement means that every compartment of every truck must be analyzed.

The cost associated with this level of sampling and testing would essentially preclude the

averaging compliance option at terminals.

Terminals should be allowed to comply with EPA's guidelines for the winter

oxygenated fuels program (57 FR 4413) as an alternate compliance option. This approach

would eliminate the conflicting requirements between the Federal RFC rule and state

regulations based on EPA's oxy-fuel guidance. This would also resolve the upper oxygen
limit issue identified above, since EPA's oxy-fuel guidelines allow the use of a default

gasoline density assumption.

'This issue is more thoroughly explained in an April S. 1994 letter from Phil Bush (Amoco) to Paul Machiele

(EPA).
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In addition to the issues identified above, the attached list identifies several technical

corrections and typographical errors that need to be made to the final rule. API provided

many of these corrections to EPA prior to the NPRA workshop, and we recommend that EPA
also include these corrections in the direct final rule. Because of the need for immediate

resolution of these issues, we strongly urge you to issue a direct final rule by April 30.

If you have any questions, please contact Bob Greco at (202) 682-8565.

Sincerely,

^cl-(
G. William Frick

attachment

cc: Chet France

Mary Smith
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April 13. 1994

CORRECTIONS IN THE RFG FINAL REGULATIONS: ENFORCEMENT

These items have been selected from a list dated February 25, 1994 that was previously
submitted to EPA.

Definitions

Section 80.2(nn) refers to missing paragraphs (pp), the definition of an oxygenated fuels

program control area, and (qq), the definition of an oxygenated fuels program control

period. What are they? They should be included.

Simple model limits

Section 80.42(c) reads, in part: "Oxygenate content - 3.5 vol %;" "vol" should be

replaced with "weight" and "Oxygenate" should be replaced with "Oxygen".'

RFG designations

Section 80.65(d)(2)(v)(B) states that all RFG and RBOB must be designated as meeting
the NO, standard on a per-gallon or average basis. This should be revised to require this

designation only for RFG or RBOB certified using the complex model.

RFG release at a refinery

Section 80.65(e)(1) states that a batch of simple model RFG may not be released by the

refinery prior to the receipt of a RVP test result. The RVP test result should not be

required prior to the release of non-VOC-controlled simple model RFG and § 80.65(e)(1 )

should be revised accordingly.

'
In addition, for consistency with the cover letter. 3.5 should be changed to 4.0.

1
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Section 80.65(f)(4) provides for an exemption from the independent analysis requirements

spedlied In paragraphs (f)(1) through (3). This exemption should also apply to paragraph

(e)-'

Compliance surveys

Because the NO, survey is only required for complex model RFG and is not required for

simple model RFG. this restriction should also be added to §§ 80.68(c)(3). (c)(4)(ii),

(0(10). and (c)(13)(v)(L).

Section 80.68(c)(9)(ii)(B) incorrectly refers to "paragraph (c)(8)(i)(B)" when the correct

reference is to paragraph (c)(9)(i)(B).

With respect to § 80.68(c)(13)(v)(G). the calculated VOC values for samples collected

between June 1 and September 15 should also be reported.

With respect to § 80.68(c)(i3)(v)(H). calculated VOC values should only be required for

samples collected between June 1 and September 15. NO, values should not be

required after 1999 for samples collected between June 1 and September 15 because
Phase 11 RFG NO, summer surveys will not be required (per § 80.68(c)(3)).

Section 80.68(c)(1 3)(v)(L) states, in part, "beginning on January 1
, 2000, the average NO,

emission reduction percentage." This should be revised to include Phase I complex
model RFG and to exclude Phase II RFG samples collected between June 1 and

September 15 because Phase II RFG NO, summer surveys will not be required (per

§ 80.68(c)(3)).

*
Specifically. EPA approval of computer-controlled in-line blending equipment per §

80.65(f)(4) should also mean that the refiner would be exempt from:

(1) § 80.65(e)(2)
- because there would not be an independent lab's test result - and from

(2) the following part of § 80.65(e)(1): 'by collecting and analyzing a representative sample
of gasoline taken from the batch, using the methodologies specified in § 80.46. This

collection and analysis shall be carried out either by the refiner or importer, or by an

independent laboratory. A batch of simple model reformulated gasoline may be released

by the refiner or importer prior to release of the refiner's or importer's test results except

lor test results for oxygen, benzene, and RVP." - because computer-controlled in-line

blending is a continuous, not batch, operation and these test methods would delay release

of the gasoline.
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RFG covered areas

Section 80.70(j)(1 5)(i) should be deleted because the Governor of Virginia did nol include

Smyth County in his RFG opt-in request to EPA.

Repofting/recordkeeping

Section 80.75(f)(2)(ii)(A) has two identical paragraphs. (1) and (2). One of these should
be revised to read "gasoline which is designated as VOC-controlled and oxygenated fuels

program reformulated gasoline".

Because the categories in § 80.75(f)(2)(ii)(A) only apply to oxygen credit trading,

§ 80.75(f)(2)(ii) Should be revised to replace "paragraph (f)(2)(i)" with "paragraphs
{f)(2)(i)(E). (F). (G). and (H)".

Product transfer documentation

In § 80.77(g)(2)(iii). "VOC-controlled" should be inserted between "case or and "gasoline"
because it is not required for non-VOC-controlled RFG.

Section 80.77(g)(2)(iv) should be edited to indicate that the VOC value is only required
for VOC-controlled RFG.

Prohibited activities

In § 80.78(a)(1)(v)(B). the reference to "below" should be replaced by "less than or equal
to". In § 80.78(a){1){v)(C), the reference to "above" should be replaced by "greater than
or equal to".

Preamble errors

The "Total VOC" values in the second half of Table IV-T (Phase II Baseline Emissions)
are incorrect for Summer Region 1 and Region 2; the incorrect values reported are

1306.48 and 1215.10 milligrams/mile. The correct values for Phase II are 1466.31 and
1399.07 milligrams/mile, which are (1) the sum of the Phase II values for nonexhaust
VOC and exhaust VOC listed in this table and (2) the values included in Table 5 of

§ 80.45(b)(3).

In Section VII.E.3, EPA states the following:

The per-gallon minimum is included in order to cap the averaging range.
It is set at a level that is 2.5% less stringent than the per-gallon standard

in the case of VOC. toxics , and NOx emissions performance.

(emphasis added).
"Toxics" should be deleted from this sentence because there is no toxics min/max
standard for RFG complying with the toxics standard on average.
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ADDITIONAL CORRECTIONS IN THE RFG FINAL REGULATIONS: ENFORCEMENT

TTjese additional items have been identified since the Febmary 25, 1994 list.

Section 80.41 {h)(2)(iii) incorrectly references § 80.101(g); the correct reference is to

§ 80.101(h).

In § 80.42(b)(3), the simple model winter toxics equations for FORM and ACET incorrectly

include EXHV0CS1; EXHV0CS1 should be replaced with EXHVOCW.

Section 80.42(j)(2) refers to paragraph (j)C)(') that does not exist.

Section 80.45(f)(1) incorrectly references paragraphs (a), (c) and (d); this list should read

-(c). (d) and (e)".

TAME should be included in § 80.65(e)(2)(ii)(A).

Sections 80.65(0(1)0) and (ii)(C) are missing the suffix in § 80.46.

Section 80.69(b)(3) incorrectly refers to § 80.67(e); the correct reference is to § 80.67(f).

Section 80.70(j)(14)(xvii) lists "Richmond County;" this should be replaced by "Richmond

City" because Richmond County is an ozone attainment area and is not part of the
. Richmond-Petersburg ozone nonattainment area.

Section 80.81(h) incorrectly refers to § 80.66; the correct reference is to § 80.46.

Section 80.90(e)(2) incorrectly refers to itself;
"

... in paragraph (e)(2) of this ..." should

be replaced by
"

... in paragraph (e)(1) of this ..."

In the equation for Method 2 in § 80.91 (e)(2)(iv), N^ should be replaced by n^; n, should

be replaced by N,; and
p,

should be replaced by p^.

In § 80.91 (e)(4)(i), the equations for UR and BR should have terms divided by 100 in

order to convert percents to fractions.
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Regulation of Fuels and Fuel Additives
Standards for Reformulated and Conventional Gasoline

"Technical" Issues Re: RFG Certification

tSSUES REQUIRING CORRECTION

§80.42(c) Simple Model. Limits (p. 557)

• The 10-45 vol % range for aromatics should be made consistent with the range
used in the Complex Model. As stated currently, it is more restrictive.

• The oxygenate content range of - 3^ vol % should be changed to an oxygen
content range of - 4 weight % . (Emphasis underlined.) The wider range
recognizes the variability in the density of gasoline blendstocks that is inherent in

translating the legal limit for ethanol in gasoline (10 volume %) from a volume
basis to a weight basis.

§80.45 (b)(3) Complex Model baseline emissions (p. 560)

• Calculation of Winter toxics baseline for aldehydes and POM needs to be made
consistent with the approach used in the Simple Model. The RIA describes the

procedure used to determine the Complex Model winter baseline toxics emissions:

(a) The Complex Model database is used to determine corrected ratios of

ToxicA/OC for each of the individual toxics.

(b) These ratios are then multiplied by the appropriate winter VOC baseline to

determine the baseline emissions level for each of the five toxics.

While this approach is not incorrect for benzene and 1 ,3-butadiene, which are

believed to be emitted as a constant percentage of the total VOC for both summer
and winter, it is incorrect for formaldehyde, acelaldehyde. and POM, which are

believed by EPA and others to be emitted at a constant level for both summer and
winter. Note that the baseline values described in the RIA for the Simple Model
for formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and POM were developed using the assumption
of constant levels for summer and winter.

The correct baseline values for formaldehyde, acetaldehyde. and POM can be
calculated by multiplying each of the individual winter ToxicA/OC ratios (shown in

the RIA) by the baseline VOC determined by inputting the winter baseline fuel into

the summer Complex Model for VOC.
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§80.45(c)(1)(iv)(C) Linear Extrapolations (Page 568-569 for Phase 1) Part (5)

•
Setting E300 to 95 when target fuel E300 is greater than 95 is incorrect for the

VOC model. The E300* edge target is correctly set by Part (6) based on the

equation based on aromatics. Part (5) is apparently confusing the overall CM
E300 edge of 95 for fuels with an E300 between 95 and 100. The "flat line"

extrapolation on E300* is described in part (ill).

• Part (1 3) incorrectly sets a AE300 for high E300 levels and should be onnitted. As
described in Part (iii), E300* at high levels is a "flat line" extrapolation not a linear

extrapolation. Part (14) should be revised as: "If the E300 level of the target fuel

equals or exceeds 72 volume percent, then AE300 shall be set equal to zero."

• These comments also apply to the Phase 2 E300 extrapolation (§80.45(c)(1 )(iv)(D)

Linear Extrapolations (Page 569-571 for Phase 2).

§80.45(c)(3)(i) (VOC Region 1 - Phase 1 evaporative VOC equations
- Page 572)

• The sign on the first order RVP term in running loss equation should be '+":

V0CRL1 = [0.00279 x (RVP^)] + (0.1096 x RVP] - 0.7340

§80.45(c)(3)(ii) (VOC Region 1 - Phase 2 evaporative VOC equations - Page 572-573)

• Incorrect coefficients in the hot soak (first order RVP term) and refueling (first order

RVP term) equations (change marked in bold and underlined).

V0CHS1 = [0.006654 X (RVP')]
- [0.08094 x RVP] + 0.2846

V0CRF1 = fO.004767 X RVP] + 0.01 1859

NOx Model

§80.45(d)(1)(iv)(A) and (B) Linear Extrapolations (Pages 579-580)

• Table 7 incorrectly contains an E300 entry. Part (B) also references E300 in the

text. The equations correctly do not include an E300 extrapolation.

The YNo,(t) equation for both the Phase 1 and 2 models is missing the term for the

first order sulfur term for high emitters. The YMo,(t) terms for both Phase 1 and 2

should be modified as follows (change marked in bold and underlined).

-2-
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For Phase 1:

YnoxW .= 100% X 0.82 X [exp(n,(et))/exp(n,(b))
-

1] +

100% X 0.18 x [exp(nj(el)/exp(n2(b))
-

1] +

{[100% x 0.82 X [exp(n,(et))/exp(n,(b))] x

[{[(-0.00000133 X SUUJ + 0.000692] x ASUL} +

{[(- 0.000238 x AROU + 0.0083632] x AARO) +

{[(0.000733 x OLE|„)
-
0.002774] x AOLE}]} +

{[100% X 0.18 X [exp(nj(et))/exp(nj(b))] x

[{0.000252 X ASUU ->•

{[(- 0.0001599 X AROI,,) + 0.007097] x AARO} +

{[(0.000732 X OLEU -
0.00276] x AOLE}]}

For Phase 2:

YnoxO) = 100% X 0.738 X [exp(n,(et))/exp(n,(b))
-

1] +

100% X 0.262 X [exp(n2(et)/exp(nj(b))
-

1] +

{{100% X 0.738 X {exp(n,(et))/exp(n,(b))] x

[{[(- 0.00000133 X SUU„) + 0.000692] x ASUL} +

{[(- 0.000238 x AROU + 0.0083632] x AARO} +

{[(0.000733 X OLEIJ -
0.002774] x AOLE}]} +

{[100% X 0.262 X [exp(nj(et))/exp(nj(b))] x

[(0.000252 X ASUU +

{[(- 0.0001599 X AROI,,) + 0.007097] x AARO} +

{[(0.000732 X OLEl.,)
-
0.00276] x AOLE}]}

-3-
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Toxics Model

§80.45 (e)(1)(ii) Summer toxics performance (Page 582).

• The Phase 1 summer toxics performance in VOC Region 2 base should be 47.58
instead of 47.59 (consistent with Table 5 on page 561). The revised equation
should be (changes marked in bold and underlined):

T0XICS2% = [100% X (T0XICS2 - 47.58 mg/mi)}/(47.58 mg/mi)

§80.45 (e)(3) Year-round toxics performance (Page 587-588).

• This entire item appears to be incorrect and unnecessary. This section should be
deleted because the compliance calculation for averaged standards (including
toxics which is an annual average) is contained in §80. 67(g) Compliance
Calculation (pages 698-700).

Limits of the Model

§80.45(c)(1)(iii)(A) and (B) Flat Line Extrapolations (Clarification needed) (Page 564)

• The entire description of the extrapolation edge targets and A values needs
clarification. The attached Table 1 summarizes the property limits and

extrapolation ranges and types for all the RFG specification models based on the

EPA Complex Model spreadsheet equations.

• The last sentence (page 564) for each phase describing using the linear

extrapolation model for E300* values greater than 94 is misleading, and may not

be correct. E300* is an edge target which is capped by the appropriate equation

(based on aromatics level) to a maximum of 94. The E300* cap is a "fiat line"

extrapolation and not part of the "linear" extrapolations described in part (iv) of the

same section.

§80.45 (f) Limits of the Model (Pages 599-601).

• This section fails to provide for legal reformulated and conventional gasoline winter

RVP levels. The RVP range of 6.4 - 10.0 psi for reformulated gasoline (6.4
- 1 1.0

psi RVP for conventional gasoline) excludes legal winter gasolines. An exemption
for higher RVP (up xd" 15 psi) winter gasoline must be added to the rule to

accommodate legal reformulated and conventional gasolines that exceed 10-11 psi

RVP maximum. In non-legal terms, a possible addition to this section might be:

-4-
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(iii)
The RVP range for reformulaled and conventional gasolines in parts (i)

and (ii) apply only to summer periods when VOC controlled gasolines are

required. During the winter, 8.7 psi is used in the complex emissions model

.to certify reformulated gasoline and conventional gasoline for anti-dumping

and the actual fuel RVP property is permitted to increase to legal limits.

-5-
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10 "il^

% UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48105

^&^'
ATTACHMENT office of

AIR AND RADIATION

6

Mr. Robert Greco
American Petroleum Institute
1220 I. St, NW
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Mr. Greco:

As you know, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

promulgated final regulations for the reformulated gasoline program
on December 15, 1993 and published them in the Federal Register on

February 16, 1994 (59 FR 7715) . Review of the final regulations,
both witliin EPA and by outside parties, has identified several
errata in the regulations as published in the Federal Register
(e.g., typographical errors, omissions and inconsistencies) . For

instance, in an April 13, 1994 letter to Richard Wilson, Director
of EPA' s Office of Mobile Sources, the American Petroleum Institute

(API) highlighted what it believes are errors in the regulations.

EPA also believes that several areas of the regulation would
benefit from clarification. EPA believes that modification of
these provisions would help ensure smooth implementation of and

compliance with the rule while maintaining the environmental goals
of the program. The aforementioned API letter also outlined
several issues which API believes require clarification for smooth

implementation of the reformulated gasoline program.

The enclosure lists those items EPA seeks to correct and/or

clarify, as well as EPA' s planned action relating to each item.

Those items which warrant further explanation are briefly
discussed.

EPA believes that a Direct Final Rulemaking (DFRM) is the most

appropriate means of correcting and/or clarifying the items listed
in the enclosure because EPA' s intended changes are not expected to

substantively impact the rule, hor the environmental goals of the

program, and thus are not expected to be controversial.
Furthermore, timely changes are necessary because of the deadline
for individual baseline submissions (generally June 1, 1994), and
the commencement of the reformulated gasoline program (December 1,

1994) .
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The purpose of this letter is to obtain your view on whether
the changes listed are in fact noncontroversial and, thus,

appropriate for inclusion in a DFRM. Your response, however, in no

way limits your ability to comment later on any aspect of the DFPJ-I.

By soliciting coirunents from you and other interested parties at

this time, we hope to exclude from the DFRM those items that are

likely to be controversial and therefore not appropriate for a

DFRM.

If EPA proceeds with a DFRM, the actions contained therein
will be effective 60 days after publication in the Federal

Register. However, if notice is received within 30 days of

publication that adverse or critical comment will be submitted, or

that an opportunity to submit such comment at a public hearing is

requested, EPA will withdraw the specific provision (s) identified

by the commenter. EPA may or may not pursue the withdrawn

provisions via the normal rulemaking process at a later date. All

provisions in the DFRM which are not adversely commented on will
become effective in 60 days.

As stated, we are soliciting your comment in advance of

issuing the DFRM, and would appreciate your response no later than

April 27, 1994. Comments should be directed to: Mr. Dave

Korotney, U.S. EPA, Fuel Studies and Standards Branch, 2565

Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48105. You may also fax your
comments (313-741-7816) . If you have questions concerning this
letter, please contact Mr. Korotney at (313) 666-4507.

Please note that corrections and clarifications of other

portions of the reformulated gasoline regulations (such as

enforcement provisions concerning reformulated and conventional
gasoline) may be included in the DFPJ^ even though they are not
listed or discussed in the enclosure.

Thank you again for your continued interest and involvement in
the reformulated gasoline program.

Sin cerely yours.

^^ Chester J. France, Director
Regulation Development and Support Division

Enclosure
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H^ \ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN 48105

OFFICE OF
AIR AND RADIATION

Mr. Robert Greco
American Petroleum Institute
1220 L St, NW
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Mr. Greco:

Recently we sent you a set of items that the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) is considering correcting and/or clarifying
in a Direct Final Rule. The issues were sent to you to determine
if any of the it".»»'<s mioht be ^d'^^ersely corr.mented on, and therefore
would not be appropriate for inclusion in a Direct Final Rule.

Page 12 of the list of issues that you received contained two
items that should not have been included in that list. Enclosed
you will find a corrected version of page 12 of the issues list.
Please replace your page 12 with the one enclosed with this letter.

Comments concerning any of the items should still be sent to
the EPA by April 29, 1994 through Mr. David Korotney, U.3. EPA,
Fuel Studies and Standards Branch, 2565 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor,
MI 48D0S. Yo\j may also fax your comments (313-741-7816). If you
have any questions, please contact Mr. Korotney at (313) 668-4507.

Thank you again for your continued interest and involvement in
the reformulated gasoline program.

0:erely
yours,

~'c.r' Chester J. France, Director
Regulation Development and Support Division

Enclosure
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Enclosure

Potential Direct Final Rulemaking Issues

Class 1 : Errata requiring explanation.

1. REGULATION REFERENCE: 80.42(c;(l)

ISSUE: The valid range limits for RVP in the Simple Model are more
restrictive than those for the Complex Model.

CHANGE: Change the lower limit of RVP in the Simple Model from 6.6

psi to 6.4 psi.

EXPLANATION: Since RVP is controlled under the Simple Model, and
the change would only affect cleaner fuels by allowing them to be
certified, the change should not adversely affect the environment
at all. As for driveability, there is no incentive to go lower in
RVP than the Simple Model requirements. The change allows
California reform to be certified outside of California, and
maintains consistency throughout Phase I of the program.

2. REGULATION REFERENCE: 80.42(c)(1)

ISSUE: The valid range limits for aromatics and benzene in the

Simple Model are more restrictive than those in the Complex Model .

CHANGE: Raise the high end of the valid range for aromatics in the

Simple Model from 45 vol% to 55 vol%, and raise the high end of the
valid range for benzene from 2.5 vol% to 4.9 vol% .

EXPLANATION: This change would ensure that the Simple Model could
be used for as many conventional fuels as possible to show

compliance under the anti-dumping program without the need to

extend the valid range (see item #7 below) . The change would not
affect RFG compliance, since both benzene and aromatics are
controlled by the RFG standards for benzene and toxics. Also,

consistency would be maintained throughout Phase I of the
reformulated gasoline program. This change would extend the Simple
Model's linear relationship for benzene and aromatics to these new
limits for the valid range. Note that the Complex Model also

contains a linear relationship for these two parameters in the

extended portion of the Simple Model valid range.
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3. REGULATION REFERENCE: 80.45(e) (3)

ISSUE: The calculation of year-round toxics performance is not
performed on an individual refiner's volume-weighted basis, but
rather on a fixed (average) volume-weighted basis.

CHANGE: Since the correct calculation methodology for year-round
toxics is given in 80.67(g), paragraph 80.45(e) (3) will be revised
to reference 80.67(g).

EXPLANATION: The year-round toxics calculation methodology
described in 80.45(e) (3) was used to set the standards, and should
not have been included in the regs for certification calculations.
The change restores the Agency's intent for the proper calculation
methodology.

4. REGULATION REFERENCE: 80.91(d) (1) (i) (A) {1)

ISSUE: Present definition of "summer month" and "winter month"
severely restricts or eliminates the winter period for some
refiners, refineries or importers, and inappropriately sends winter
data to the summer calculation and vice versa.

CHANGE: Redefine "simmer month" and "winter month" for data
purposes. For months with both summer and winter fuel production,
require data on actual "summer" or "winter" gasoline, when
available, to be used in the summer or winter calculation,
respectively. If such data is unavailable, a summer month would be
any month in which half of the gasoline produced meets summer
volatility standards. A winter month would be any month which is
not a summer month.

EXPLANATION: Reduces or eliminates unavailability of "winter"
gasoline data. Use of actual seasonal data in the correct seasonal
calculation of fuel parameters increases accuracy of the baseline
determination. Where actual data is unavailable, 50 percent
requirement for defining which data goes to which seasonal
calculation also increases accuracy of the baseline determination
relative to current definitions of "summer" and "winter".

5. REGULATION REFERENCE: 80 . 91 (e) (5) (viii)

ISSUE: Wor)t-in-progress (WIP) caps on fuel parameters under the

simple model are inconsistent with the caps under the complex model
and add an unnecessary and inconsistent secondary level of control
on emission performance.

CHANGE: Delete simple model fuel parameter caps in section
80. 91 (e) (5) (viii) . Set WIP simple model parameter caps for each
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WIP, using the complex model Clean Air Act baseline emissions
limits.

EXPLANATION: EPA intended to allow WIP adjustments to relieve
severe hardship where the adjustment did not allow emissions to
increase significantly relative to the Clean Air Act baseline. The
methods EPA chose to constrain WIP adjustments had inconsistent
effects depending on simple model or complex model use. This
modification would ensure that the fuel parameter constraints on
WIP adjustments under the simple model would be more consistent
with the emissions performance constraints under the complex model.

6. REGULATION REFERENCE: 80.91(e)(7)

ISSUE #1: The final regs were intended to allow baseline
adjustments to relieve the burden for those refiners with
significant 1990 JP-4 production. Significant was defined in the
regs as a 1990 JP-4 production to 1990 gasoline production ratio
which equaled or exceeded 0.5. In addition, adjustments were
limited mainly to single refinery refiners. As it turns out, few
refiners which produced JP-4 in 1990 (and meet the other
requirements specified for a JP-4 baseline adjustment) will cjualify
for the needed relief under the final regs.

CHANGE: Alter the 1990 JP-4 to gasoline production ratio from 0.5
to 0.2. Extend the provisions to multi-refinery refiners as long
as they meet the same JP-4 to gasoline production ratio criteria.

EXPLANATION: Consistent with the intent of the provisions.

7. REGULATION REFERENCE: 80.91(f) (2) (ii)

ISSUE: The regs allow but do not specify the conditions and
limitations for using the Complex Model outside of the valid range
limits for conventional gasoline should a refiner's individual
baseline contain a parsuneter which falls outside the valid range
limits specified in 80 .45 (f ) (1) (ii) . Furthermore, no provisions
were promulgated for using the Simple Model under these conditions.

CHANGE: Under either the Simple Model (for aromatics and benzene)
or the Complex Model, the valid range limits for conventional
gasoline will be extended for a given fuel parauneter in the
following manner for both baseline and compliance determination:
The use of either model outside the valid ramges specified in the
regulations (i.e. use of either model within the "extended" valid
ranges) will be limited to flat-line extrapolations from the end of
the specified valid ranges, wherein no emission benefit or
detriment is given. Flat-line extrapolation for the purposes of

extending the valid range limits is equivalent to entering a value
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into the Complex Model for the fuel parameter being extended which
is equal to the end of the valid range specified in the

regulations.

For compliance purposes for those baseline parameters outside the
valid range, individual batches of fuel will permitted to exceed
the baseline level, but with the following constraints. The
extended limits will be set equal to the value of the refiner's
individual baseline plus the fixed values shown below for extending
the high end of the valid range, or minus the values shown below
for extending the low end of the valid range:

Oxygen
Sulfur
RVP
E200
E300
Aromatics
Olefins
Benzene

EXPLANATION: This change will minimize the reformulation of
conventional gasoline under both the Simple and Complex Models, in
accord with the Agency's original intent.

0.4
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American Petroreum Institute

1220 L Street, Northwest

Washington. DC. 20005

(202} 682-8240 $
ATTACHMENT

8

G. William Frick
Ve* Pitfitnt

Hcaim. Eninionmtnt ina Safety

May 18. 1994

Mr. Richard D. Wilson, Director

Office of Mobile Sources

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street. SW (ANR-455)

Washington, DC 20460

Dear Mr. Wilson:

The American Petroleum Institute (API) appreciates the hard work you and your staff

have devoted to the reformulated gasoline (RFG) program. This is a very complex program
and one that will affect every gallon of gasoline sold and every motorist in the United States

whether through the RFG requirements themselves or through the antidumping program for

conventional gasoline. I think you would agree that the petroleum industr>' through our active

panicipation in the reg-neg and the subsequent rulemakings has worked cooperatively with

EPA to ensure that the RFG program will be workable.

Nevertheless, the industry is faced with a serious challenge due to a number of

outstanding issues and the severely constrained lead time for implementing the program.
Issuance of the final rule last December left the industry with only 9-10 months before RFG

production is likely to begin. And, there are still portions of the program that either require

additional guidance and clarification or that have not yet been decided (e.g., renewable

oxygenates and foreign refiner baselines).

The purpose of this letter is to raise several items of immediate concern to your

anention and to request a meeting to discuss how to best ensure that the RFG program is

implemented smoothly. I can assure you that the industry' is making every effon to provide

for a smooth transition to RFG. However, we are increasingly concerned that there are issues

that must be resolved promptly if the program is to roll out smoothly in 1995. and that our

already limited lead time is shrinking even funhcr.

As we saw all too clearly with the low sulfur dicsel program, each new regulator>'

program strains the refining and distribution systeni. And, the diesel program was simple

compared with RFG. To ensure smooth implementation of the RFG program, we must work

together to clarify the rule's requirements and to resolve any remaining uncertainties.

In that spirit. I am enclosing a timeline for RFG implementation that we have shared

»ith your suff. They have not disagreed with any of the milestones that we identified. We

An •quil opponun^ly employer
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Mr. Richard D. Wilson

May 18. 1994

Page 2

hope you will review the timeline as well and that it can serve as a "living" document to help

all of us keep our eyes on the target and to clearly define the steps necessary to get there.

I am also attaching recent correspondence with Mary Smith and Chet France which

highlights a few of our most immediate concerns. We support EPA's development of a direct

final rule to address errors and to resolve inconsistencies in the December 16 final rule.

However, it is our understanding that this rale is unlikely to be issued before the beginning of

June. In my April 13 letter, we had stressed the industry's need for guidance on these issues

by the end of April.

This will not be timely enough to provide the guidance needed for preparation of

refiners' baseline information which is due to EPA by June 1. As you will see in the leners,

there are several important baseline issues, such as the definition of "winter" and "summer"

months for determining the sufficiency of refiners' data, as well as clarification of the

baseline for refiners who also are importers. Without this guidance, refiners simply do not

know how to prepare their June 1 submissions.

In addition, prompt guidance is crucial in another area. In proposing the use of a new
test method for aromatics (i.e.. the GC-MS), EPA recognized that this method was not

currently in widespread use. Therefore, EPA appropriately provided a two-year period where

refincn could continue using ASTM method D 1319-93 if it was correlated to the GC-MS
method. However, EPA has not provided sufficient definition of the GC-MS to allow such

correlation. If the correlation cannot be done, refiners will have to purchase new equipment,
install it and ensure that it is operating properly. It is highly unlikely that all this can be

accomplished by September when some refiners will have to begin RFG production in order

to meet EPA's new requirement that RFG be at terminals by December 1. Thus, immediate

EPA action regarding this correlation is critical.

Your prompt anention to issues such as those outlined in this lener is essential. We
will be conucting you shortly to set up a meeting to address these and other RFG
implementation issues that need to be resolved.

Sincerely,

enclosures

cc: Chet France

Mary Smith
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CHRONOLOGY-RFG IMPLEMENTATION

* indicates statutory/regulatory deadline

E indicates EPA action item
/ indicates industry action item

/ indicates completion

1994 CALENDAR

5/18/94

APRIL

4/11 •Request received from EPA for implementation questions for Q&A
document

4/15 E/I Define reference material for benzene testing program

4/21 •Foreign refiner baseline proposed rule released —

4/22 •Senate hearing (Baucus) on foreign refiner baselines

4/30 E Direct final rule on time-sensitive issues needed

E/I Benzene Test Tolerance Development:
Clarify EPA peak resolution concerns

- Determine and document D3606-92 peak resolution procedure
Finalize lab qualification criteria

MAY

5/1 I •Questions submitted to EPA for Q&A docxmient

5/2 / •Comments submitted to DOE on DOE/Argonne ethanol analyses

5/12 •Senate Energy Hearing on renewable oxygenate program

5/23 EPA public hearing on foreign refiner baselines

5/31 E EDI implementation guidelines on reporting should be provided by EPA

5/31 E/I Benzene Test Tolerance Development:
Reach fiill agreementon and distribute testing protocol

~ Procure and package reference materials

Nominate paulicipating laboratories
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JUNE

6/1* /

6/1 E

6/23 /

end E
June

Auditor-approved baselines due to EPA

Need EPA guidance on correlatingASTM D 13 19-93 with GC/MS method

for aromatics

Comment Deadline for foreign refiner baseline proposal

Final rule on renewable oxygenate program expected

JULY

7/1 E

111 E

111 E

111 I

111 E

AUGUST

8/1 E

early

August

EPA Q&A document released

Decision needed on sufficiency of pipeline product codes to satisfy

the documentation/disclosure requirements

EPA must finalize hard copy registration form and RFG/anti-dumping

report format

Decision on conventional gasoline dye/marker needed by industry for

comphance on 1/1/95

cannot become effective without six month leadtime

EPA needs industry petitions submitted for in-line blending exemptions
(in order to approve by 9/1)

Registration numbers for independent S£impling and testing facilities to

be issued.

Guidance needed on downgrading procedures, including disposition of

interfacial product mixes

Refiners purchase new GC-MS equipment to analyze aromatics in RFG
if (necessary)

~ assumes one month leadtime needed for start-up and calibration

prior to analyzing RFG shipments beginning in September

8/15 Ell Commence benzene testing program in laboratories
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late E EPA final rule on foreign refiner baselines expected
August

SEPTEMBER

9/1* / RFG Compliance survey design to EPA

9/1 E Industry needs baseline approval. If not, baseline submitted in June to

EPA should apply until 1/1/96

9/1 E Industry needs EPA approval of in-line blending petitions

9/1 E Decision needed on documentation requirements for RFG inventory
turnover in the distribution system during tramsition periods

9/1-9/30 Some RFG shipments likely to begin. Independent sampling and testing

begins with first RFG batch. (Refiner registration number required on
transfer documentation.)

OCTOBER

10/15 EPA and API receive benzene testing data fi-om laboratories

10/15 E Court-imposed deadline for EPA to finalize deposit control additive rule

Industry needs preliminary guidance on expected requirements
prior to 10/15 to ensure compliance by 1/1/95.

NOVEMBER

11/1* I Refiner registration with EPA
refiners must be registered three months prior to production of
RFG or by 11/1/94, whichever is later. (Regulatory requirements
will be clarified to require refiners to register prior to shipping
their first RFG batches.)

11/1* I Early use of complex model report for 1995 with baseline values due to

EPA
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DECEMBER

12/1* /

12/1* I

All terminals serving RFG-covered areas must begin to distribute

complying RFC

Funds for 1995 RFG compliance survey must be in escrow and the

survey contract must be in effect.

1995 CALENDAR
JANUARY

1/1* / Only RFG can be sold in RFG-covered areas

Anti-dumping requirements effective

Pooled variance for complex model RFG VOC/NOx tolerances needed (to

preserve 3 year leadtime)

Data due to EPA from benzene roimd robin testing program

Interim rule on deposit control additives becomes effective

Reports due to EPA:
1st quarter R^G batch report
1st quarter renewable oxygenate report (if applicable)

Computer-controlled in-line blending report
1995 RFG compliance designation report (which parameters are

averaged vs. per-gallon, and whether using the simple model or

complex model early)

1/1*
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AUGUST

8/31* / Reports due to EPA:
2nd quarter RFG batch report
2nd quarter renewable oxygenate report (if applicable)

Computer-controlled in-line blending report

NOVEMBER

11/1* / Early use of complex model report for 1996 with baseline values due to

EPA

11/30* / Reports due to EPA:
3rd quarter RFG batch report
3rd quarter renewable oxygenate report (if applicable)

Computer-controlled in-line blending report

Simple model RFG RVP averaging report

Complex model RFG VOC averaging report

1996 CALENDAR
JANUARY

1/1* New benzene test tolerance becomes effective

if 7/1/95 announcement ofnew tolerance is delayed, effective date

is also delayed to preserve six month lead time

1/1* / Final rule on deposit control additives becomes effective

FEBRUARY

2/29* / Reports due to EPA:
4th quarter RFG batch report
4th quarter renewable oxygenate report (if applicable)

Computer-controlled in-line blending report
1995 RFG benzene, toxics, oxygen, early use of the complex
model, and NOx averaging reports
1995 per-gallon RFG report
1995 conventional gasoline report
Benzene and oxygen RFG credit transfer report for 1995
RFG covered area report for 1995
1995 simple model RFG sulfur, T90, and olefins averaging report
1995 renewable oxygenate report (if applicable)
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MAY

5/30* I 1995 attest engagement report for conventional gasoline due to EPA

5/31* / Reports due to EPA:
1995 RFG compliance audit report
1st quarter RFG batch report
1st quarter renewable oxygenate report (if applicable)

Computer-controlled in-line blending report
1996 RFG compliance designation report (which parameters are

averaged vs. per-gallon, and whether using the simple model or

complex model early)
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American Petroleum Institute

1220 L Street, Northwest

Washington. C 20005
202-682-8000

4>

May 18. 1994

Mi. Chester J. France, Dircaor

Regulation Development and Support Division

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
2565 Plymouth Road

Ann Arbor, MI 48105

Dear Mir-france
-1'^ 1

The American Petroleum Institute (API) provided EPA on April 13 with a list of

issues related to the final RFC rule that needed to be addressed in a direct final rule. At that

time we expressed the industry's need for guidance on these issues by April 30, particularly

the definition of "summer" and "winter" months for baseline determinations. Prompt

guidance on issues related to baseline determination was especially crucial, since the deadline

for baseline submissions is June 1.

We understand that EPA is moving for\^ard with a direct final rule, and we appreciate

the effons of your staff to provide some resolution to these issues. However, any EPA

guidance received even today is too late to incorporate in baselines to be submitted June 1 .

Without this formal guidance, refiners have had to assemble their data for establishing"

baselines on an ad hoc basis. Individual companies have paid hundreds of thousands of

dollars and allocated countless man-hours to develop their baselines by June 1. We
understand that EPA has already received some baseline subnnissions, and it is imperative that

EPA not penalize refiners for the good faith efforts taken to date.

API urges that EPA give refiners the option to revise and resubmit their baselines to

lake into account the rule changes and clarifications that will occur after EPA issues the direct

final rule. However, it is imperative that EPA not compel refiners to revise baselines

according to guidance not available while the baselines were being prepared. EPA should

also provide refiners with the option of a limited extension of the baseline submittal deadline

e.g., one month after the direct final rule is finalized. While this option may not be attractive

to refiners that must begin shipping RFG in September, an extension may be of benefit to

other refiners with later shipping schedules.

The baseline determinations constitute the fist critical date in implementing the RFG
program, and API is greatly concerned that the continuing uncertainty over the baseline

submissions could adversely impact the smooth introduction of the RFG program. It is in

everyone's interest that EPA quickly address these concerns.

An tquii opponunit) •mployer
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Mr. Chester J. France

May 18, 1994

Page 2

Wc would appreciate a written response as quickly as possible. Please call inc at

(202) 682-8565 if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Zy^^<^ ^
Robert Greco

Senior Regulatory Analyst

cc: Richard Wilson
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American Petroleum Institute

1220 L Street. Northwest

Washington. DC 20005
202-682-8000 $

May 18. 1994

Ms. Mary T. Smith, Director

Field Operations and Suppon Division

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W. (6406J)

Washington, DC 20460

Dear M^S^th: (j

The American Petroleum Institute (API) appreciated the opportunity to submit

clarifying questions to EPA related to the RFC rule for inclusion in EPA's upcoming "Q&A
document". We understand that EPA intends to issue this document by July 1. API urges

EPA to supply this guidance as soon as possible.

In addition to the questions that will be addressed in the Q&A document, API has

identified two issues (described below) that require clarification as soon as possible.

Resolution of the baseline determination question is particularly critical, since refiners must

submit their baselines to EPA by June 1 .

Refiner Baseline Determination

The requirements for domestic refiners who impon gasoline in 1 995 are not clear.

Section 80.91(b)(2) sutes that the compliance baseline is the Clean Air Aa default baseline,

while §80. 101(f)(3) states that the compliance baseline is the refiner's 1990 aggregate

baseline. It was our undersunding that the approach in §80.91 (b)(2) (i.e., the statutory

baseline) was the appropriate baseline. Implementation of the latter approach would be

contrary to EPA's extensive efforts to prevent "gaming" of baselines, and we are unaware of

this option ever being proposed.

GC-MS Correlation for Aromatics

The final RFG rule specifies the use of EPA's GC-MS method for measuring
aromatics, but allows the use of ASTM method D 1319-93 for aromatics until January 1,

1997 for the purpose of meeting the industry requirements under 80.65(e), provided that it

correlated with EPA's GC-MS method . According to the preamble of the final rule.

An aquai oppotuniiy •mployer
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Ms. Mary T. Smith

May 18, 1994

Page 2

"This two yeai transition period should provide sufficient time for industry to

purchase equipment and become familiar with the new method. In addition,

during this time period, it is anticipated that EPA and industry can discuss any

problems that might arise as a result of the new method being promulgated."

API appreciates that EPA is allowing the use of D 1319-93 for two years, but would like

further guidance as to how a conelation with the GC-MS method can be developed at this

time. Since EPA's GC-MS method is not fully defined, refiners cannot reasonably develop a

correlation with D 1319. Without this correlation, refiners will have no choice but to

purchase new equipment, install it, and ensure that it is operating properly. It is highly

unlikely that all this can be accomplished by September when some refiners will have to

begin RFG production.

Currently we understand that ASTM D02.04 Section M on Mass Spectrometry is re-

drafting the GC-MS method in cooperation with EPA staff in Ann Arbor to further define the

method. We also understand that the EPA staff in Ann Arbor have conducted some studies in

their laboratory which was reported to show a reasonably good correlation between ASTM D

1319-93 and their GC-MS test method.

API recommends that EPA either consider the rwo methods to be equivalent for now

or allow the industry- to use a correlation based upon EPA's existing data (if appropriate) until

the GC-MS method is refined and a better correlation can be developed. If EPA feels that

additional data from D 1319 is needed to develop a correlation with their GC-MS method, it

could be provided by industry laboratories.

We have also included an RFG implementation schedule that has been revised based

on our discussions. This schedule is intended to be a "living" document, and we hope to

periodically review it as we progress towards the stan-up of the RFG program.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 682-8565.

Roben Greco

Senior Regulatory Analyst

enclosure

cc: Richard Wilson
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Hon. John D. Dingell, Chairman

Subcommittee on Oversight & Investigations

Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: Hearing on EPA's Reformulated Gasoline

Rule - 30% Renewable Oxygenate Mandate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

CITGO Petroleum Corporation applauds your inquiries concerning

implementation of EPA's reformulated gasoline (RFG) rule under the 1990 Qean Air

Act Amendments. Earlier this month, I testified before Senator Johnston's Committee

on the important environmental and energy policy issues presented by EPA's proposed
"renewable oxygenate" mandate which, as you know, in effect guarantees a 30% market

share for ethanol. CITGO has a unique perspective which we believe may be helpful to

your Subcommittee's inquiries. Accordingly, we would appreciate your inclusion of this

letter in the record of the Subcommittee's investigation.

CITGO is a large refiner of crude oil and a branded marketer of refined

petroleiun products, including gasoline, diesel fuel, aviation jet fuel and heating oils. Of

direct relevance to yoiu Subcommittee's hearing, CITGO is one of the largest

shareholders in Colonial Pipeline, the major refined petroleum product pipeline serving

the mid-Atlantic and Northeastern U.S. -
regions where CITGO has a si^iificant market

presence and where EPA's ethanol mandate could have some of the most severe adverse

price and supply consequences. CTlGO's concerns about the potentially dire

consequences of EPA's ethanol mandate are based upon our own experience with the

supply and logistical problems associated with marketing of ethanol-blended gasolines.

During the mid-1980s, CITGO was the Nation's largest marketer of gasohol; thus, v/e

have first-hand experience with the unique supply and logistical demands created by

ethanol.

Based upon our experience, CITGO is convinced that EPA's ethanol mandate will

have severe supply and price repercussions in the marketplace. Ethanol has several

undesirable properties as a motor fuel component, including miscibility with water and

the ability to act as a solvent for petroleum residues. Because of these properties.
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gasolines containing ethanol cannot be transported by the national pipeline distribution

system for gasoline. These proj)erties also impose special requirements for storage of

both ethanol and ethanol-blended gasolines.

The great bulk of the nation's supply of refined petroleum products is shipped by

pipelines in which a variety of refined petroleum products are shipped in "batches."

These pipelines are the most efficient and cost effective means of shipping large

quantities of refined petroleum products and are also the safest and most

environmentally benign form of petroleum product transportation.

The inability to ship ethanol-blended gasolines by pipeline will necessitate local

terminal blending of ethanol with gasoline blendstocks formulated specifically for this

purpose (so-called "RBOB") to produce the oxygenated gasolines mandated by EPA.
Several adverse logistical consequences are likely to result from this course:

First, there is a geographic mismatch between supply and demand. The
Mid-Atlantic and Northeast regions, which will require ethanol blending under the

EPA mandate, are located far from the major domestic ethanol production
facilities. These facilities are concentrated in the upper Nfidwest, near the areas

in which the industry's corn-based feedstock is grown. This geographic mismatch

will necessitate truck, rail or barge shipment of ethanol supplies from the Mid-

west to the Mid-Adantic and Northeast Weather-related and other interruptions

in this flow of ethanol to markets where its use has been mandated is likely to

result in spot-shortages of oxygenated gasoline even though adequate supplies of

gasoline blendstocks are available.

Second, many of the market areas in which ethanol will have to be blended

are not currently equipped to conduct ethanol blending. The terminal facilities

that serve these areas lack the segregated storage needed to accommodate large

quantities of ethanol. In the case of many of these terminals, legal and/or
environmental considerations, or simply a lack of land, will preclude the

installation of the additional tankage to permit local ethanol blending. Where
that is the case, terminal operators will be forced to reduce the slate of petroleum

products they carry in order to permit conversion of existing petroleum product

storage to segregated ethanol storage. The reduction in storage is likely to be

concentrated on products with historically smaller margins, such as heating oil,

and could reduce the availability of these products in the marketplace.

Moreover, where additional tankage can be constructed, including at

specialized terminals, the result will be higher costs. Even then, obtaining the
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required construction permits and construction of the additional tankage cannot

be completed by the proposed December 1, 1994 terminal conversion date. This

would place the industry in the dilemma of choosing whether to comply with the

law or permit shortages to occur.

In any event, even if the overall availability of petroleum products remains

adequate, changes in distribution patterns induced by EPA's ethanol mandate will

have to occur. In simple terms, EPA's mandate for blending of ethanol in

gasolines in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast is likely to result in higher prices, not

only for gasolines, but also for the heating oil consimied in these regions.

Third, if the implementation date remains unchanged and marketers act in

an economically rational manner, the storage problems associated with ethanol

blending are likely to become critical during periods of switch-over between

ETBE blends in the summer and ethanol blends in the winter. (Such a

winter/simuner switch, while inefficient, may be the only way to satisfy the 30%
mandate in the first year.) The RBOB required to blend ethanol in the winter

wiU be different fi'om, and must be segregated from, the ETBE blends required in

the summer. These fuels caimot be commingled so tankage at both terminals and

retail locations must be converted to fuels containing the different oxygenates. If

the industry is to avoid outages in the marketplace, both types of fuels must be

produced, shipped, and stored at the terminals during the transition periods in the

spring and fall. In far too many instances, the storage tanks required to segregate

these products do not exist and cannot be built within the required time-frame.

Fourth, the recent DOE/National Petroleum Council Study entitled "U.S.

Petroleum Refining" has confirmed the general rule that the more grades of

product shipped in a pipwline, the lower its effective capacity. EPA's ethanol

mandate will require a proliferation of additional gasoline blendstocks. This will

result in reduced pipeline efficiency and have an adverse effect on the availability

and price of gasoline and other fuels.

The Colonial Pipeline is the primary- source of gasoline supplies for the

Northeast besides those produced within the region. Current levels of petroleum

product demand have already required the Colonial Pipeline to operate at

capacity during several jjeriods in the past year. Even without the ethanol

mandate, EPA's rules for reformulated gasohne will add a minimum of 4 grades

(premium and regular grade unleaded/northern and southern) on the pipeline.

The ethanol mandate would effectively mandate a minimum of 4 additional grades
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of ethanol blendstock (RBOB), further reducing the effective capacity of Colonial

Pipeline.

CTTGO believes that a likely consequence of the reduction in the effective

capacity of the Colonial Pipeline is that additional waterborne shipments of

petroleum products will be required from refineries located on the Gulf Coast to

terminals serving the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast. Compared to pipeline

transportation, waterborne movements have greater risk of enviroimiental damage
due to spills. And, unlike pipeline shipments, waterborne shipments are subject to

weather-related disruptions, increasing the risk of periodic, temporary spot-

shortages.

The increased waterborne shipments of petroleum products induced by the

reduced efficiency of the Colonial Pipeline will place additional pressure on the

limited number of Jones Act tankers that may lawfully participate in domestic

transport of products between two U.S. ports. The increased demand for these

tankers will invariably drive up shipping costs and raise the price of gasoline and
other fuels on the East Coast.

Persons unfamiliar with the competitive realities of gasoline marketing have

suggested that ETBE is the panacea that will overcome the logistical and supply-related

problems inherent in ethanol blending. There are two fundamental reasons why this

view is wrong. First, in the near-term there is simply not enough ETBE capacity. The

reality that ethanol is the only near-term option undercuts ETBE as a long-term solution.

Ethanol blending will require investments in faciUties and equipment that would be
rendered useless by a subsequent switch to ETBE, making this ^ong-term" solution less

cost effective once the initial commitment to ethanol blending has been made. Second,
even if ETBE capacity were adequate, ethanol would still enjoy a cost advantage over

ETBE. Because of this cost advantage, some gasoline marketers are likely to opt for

ethanol over ETBE on a long-term basis. In today's highly competitive gasoline

marketplace, no gasoline marketer can afford to willingly cede a cost advantage to its

competition. Accordingly, competition and costs are likely to drive the renewable

oxygenate selection decision toward ethanol - rather than ETBE -
notwithstanding the

severe supply, logistic and environmental risks posed by ethanol blending.

Most ethanol is currently produced and sold in the Midwest, while the price and

supply consequences of EPA's mandate will be felt in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast.

Thus, EPA's proposed ethanol mandate will provide a relatively marginal subsidy for a

small group of ethanol producers in the Midwest at great expense and inconvenience to

motorists and homeowners in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast, and to taxpayers
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nationwide who, through the federal motor fuel excise tax exemption for gasohol, will

pay an additional $340 Million in subsidies to ethanol producers. Incredibly, the tax-

subsidized, guaranteed market share produced by EPA's ethanol mandate wiU largely

benefit a single company which appears to control more than 65% of domestic ethanol

production capacity with virtually no regulatory oversight or supervision.

Sincerely,

Steve Berlin

Senior Vice-President,

Finance and Administration

Chief Financial Officer

cc: Rep. Dan Schaefer, Ranking Minority Member

Rep. Sherrod Brown

Rep. Marjorie Margolies-Mezvinsky

Rep. Henry A. Waxman

Rep. Cardiss Collins

Rep. Ron Wyden
Rep. John Bryant

Rep. Carlos J. Moorhead

Rep. Joe Barton

Rep. Fred Upton
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SUITE :000 1899 L STREET. N W WASHINGTON DC 20036
Telepmone io: 457 0^80

November 10. 1993

The Honorable Carol M. Browner

Administrator

United States Environmental Protection Agency
40! M Street. SW
VVa.shmgton. DC 20460

Dear Ms. Browner;

This letter is written on behalf o( the members of the National Petroleum Rcfmcrs

As.sociation. NPRA represents a large diversity of oil industry interests including large and

small independent refiners as well as large integrated refiners, many of whom al.so act xs

blenders, imponers. and distributors. We have worked cooperatively with the Environmental

Pnuection .Agency throughout the extended reformulated gasoline rulemaking process with ihe

intent of helpmg the .Agency promulgate the most economic and workable program po.ssihle.

In a number of meetings with the EPA, including my recent meeting with you. .NPR.A.

.API. and member companies have rai.sed concerns over .NO, mandates and other key RFC

issues. It appears that your .Agency may have underestimated our concerns. Since that

meeung with you. we have learned that EPA now intends to include large. Year 2000 NO,
redueiions m the fmai reformulated gasoline regulations due to be issued this December. A.s

expres.sed in our wntten comments on this rulemaking. NPRA believes that the inclusion .n

NO, reduction requirements would be a .serious breach of the Reg Neg .Agreement by EP.A. a

signaior\- to this landmark agreement. NPRA member companies worked in good faith during

the regulatory negotiation process to develop cost effective reformulated gasoline

requirements which would meet the environmental goals ot the Clear. Air .Act. and pro\iue

rciiners with llexibility to assure adequate production and distribution of gasoline. Imposing
mandates for NO, reductions will significantly reduce the fie-xibility which refiners perceived

10 he part ^.)\ the Reg .\eg .Agreement. Some of our members who negotiated this rulemaking

in ;:oi)d laith and have already begun to plan for its implementation may now find RFG

production economically infeasible. Moreover, such an abrogation of the letter, as well as the

^pI^l 1)1' the .Agreement would frustrate our mutual interest in voluntary effons to achieve

luuire hala.".ced en'.ironmcnial improvements.

While we recognize future reductions in NO, may be necessary for some areas i)l ihe

.\'ii!;ir\ . such as the Northeast, to achieve ozone attainment, there are many EP.A programs
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for stationary sources that will resiJt in reduced NO, levels at a much lower cost per ton than

national mobile source NO, reductions. Even without mandated NO, reductions. Year 2000

reformulated gasoline on the average will result in significant reductions in NO,. Mandating
these reductions to all refomiulated gasoline will unnecessarily limit individual refiner

fiexibility, increase the cost of production and reduce the potential for supplies.

The recent National Petroleum Council (NPC) report paints a dismal outlook for the

U.S. refining industry, which will expend $37 billion in this decade for environmental

requirements compared to a S3 1 billion book value. The NPC study does not even

contemplate a cost for NO, reduction for Year 2000 gasoline, which would require extensive

new desulfurization capacity and billions more in capital investment.

On another related RFC issue. NPRA opposes any proposal which would allow

foreign refiners to establish a baseline other than the CAA baseline. Allowing special

treatment for foreign refiners will have anticompetitive impacts on U.S. refiners and, as in the

case of the PDVSA request, may significantly increase the volume of higher emission RFC

gasoline. Acceptance of this proposal would also be inconsistent with tiie terms hammered

out in the intensive Reg Neg deliberations.

Rnally, in your testimony of October 29, 1993 before the Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, you stated that, with

respect to the December 15, 1993 promulgation deadline for this rale, EPA has "been assured

by fuel providers [that itj allows adequate lead time for reformulated gasoline to be produced

and distributed by the program's stan-up on January 1, 1995." This comment fails to reflect

very serious reservations, expressed by our members to your agency in written and verbal

comments, on the critically shon time left to finalize and implement plans to produce and

distribute this new and imique product, and at the same time meet the new antidumping

conu-ols on conventional gasoline. While we firmly believe that our members will do all they

can to assure adequate and timely supplies of reformulated and conventional gasoline, delays

and lack of anticipated flexibility in tiie program will impede their ability to do so.

Our most recent submittal to EPA's public docket (August 13, 1993) reiterated our

concern with delays and urged the Agency to provide maximum flexibility and options for

compliance in tiie final rule. We included critical elements in tins docket submittal and

earlier comments that would assist our members in meeting the stamtory deadline without

compromising the quality of the reformulated gasoline program. Primary elements of concern

expressed in our latest submittal were the need for
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1 ) utilization of industry standard test methods and their reproducibility limitations in

setting enforcement tolerances and policy (widiout which industry will be forced to

meet more stringent compliance specifications than agreed to in Reg Neg),
2) realistic perfonnance standards based on a finished complex model.

3) a laboratory cenification program to replace the EPA proposed independent

sampling and testing program,
4) unrestricted early use of the complex model,

5) fungibility of all cenified products under either the simple or complex models, and

6) a final rule consisting of regulatory negotiation principles with no special preference
provided to the ethanol industry.

Many of these elements directly affect the ability of a number of our members to meet supply
requirements anticipated for January 1, 1995.

Thank you for your attention to these very serious matters. We would be pleased to

further describe or discuss our concerns with you and yoiu" staff.

Sincerely,

Subcommittee on Oversight inH Jnvesrig'"'"'! of the Committee on Energy and

Commerce. United States House of Representatives

Senate Energy Committee

Senate Environment and Public Works Committee
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NATIONAL PETROLEUM REFINERS ASSOCIATION

Founded 190S

SUITE lOOO. 1899 L STREET. N W.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20036
TU.irMOnc <202) 437.0400

Febniaiy 11, 1994

Air Docket Section (LE 131)

U.S. EPA
401 M Street, SW
Washington D.C. 20460

U.S. EPA
Attention: Docket A-91-77

2565 Plymouth Road

Ann Arbor, MI 48105

Dear Sir or Madam:

The National Petroleum Refiners Association (NPRA) is pleased to submit comments in

response to EPA's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking entitled "Regulation of Fuels and Fuel

Additives: Standards for Deposit Control Additives". At the January 11. 1994 hearing, NPRA

provided oral testimony which summarized our views and concerns related to this proposal. Our

written comments are intended to expand upon our oral statement, rather than restate our

comments, and to respond to questions raised by the Agency at the hearing. We urge EPA to

give full consideration to our oral statement and therefore, for reference, we have included a copy

of this testimony as Attachment A.

In our oral testimony, we requested that EPA grant the request for extension of the

comment period for this regulation. In the absence of a formal extension of the comment period,

NPRA is submitting these comments within the published comment period deadline. However,

in view of the potential impacts of this regulation on our industry, the unanticipated complexity

of the proposed rule and other fuel related regulations under review or recently finalized, NPRA

requests that EPA give fiill consideration to subsequent conunents filed by NPRA after the

published comment period closing date. NPRA will try to highlight areas where supplemental

conunents can be expected. -

NPRA again emphasizes our concern that the deposit control additive proposal is far more

complex than needed to accomplish the goals of the program as specified in the Gean Air Act

Amendments (CAAA). The CAAA simply specify that deposit control additives be used in all

gasoline and that EPA determine a level of acceptable dosage. The Legislative history for this

portion of the CAAA clearly states that the purpose of the regulations is to protect against

degradation of engine emissions due to engine deposits. This goal would be accomplished by

requiring that all gasoline be treated with detergent additives and does not require the extreme

measures proposed to assure each gallon of gasoline will contain a specified level of additive

protection.
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The mechanism of deposit fonnation-is relatively slow. Any change in engine cleanliness

and therefore air quality iiiq)acts are slow and not catastrophic. Even the measurement tool for

determining deposit formation tendency requires a 10,000 mile test, roughly a years worth of

normal consumer driving. Because it is unlikely that consumers will consistently receive severe

deposit forming gasoline, the iapact of occasional severe gasoline batches will be m'"'mal

Furthermore, the use of well additizrd gasoline will tend to reverse the adverse impacts of an

occasional batch of severe gasoline. The extra tier of complexity introduced by EPA to address

the concern over severe gasoline is extreme and an over complication to an already fragile

system.

NPRA's oral conoments focused first on timing of the proposed regulations. We urge
EPA to give careftil consideration to the in^lementation of the detergent additive regulation in

view of the fact that the industry wiD be implementing numerous regulatory compliance
initiatives with very little lead time. The complexity and costs associated with the recently

finalized reformulated gasoline regulations will result in significant enviromnental benefits. We
believe the addition of onerous detergent additive lequirements, which provide little if any
environmental benefit over that already being armmpMshrd, run the risk of interfering with the

implementation and smooth introduction of the refanmilated gasoline program. The reformulated

gasoline regulations are over two years late and die recent renewable fiiels proposal, along with

litigation likely to foUow. leave the indusoy with little planning guidance. NniA believes that

the detergent additive regulation can be sinqilified while still realizing the intended environmental

benefits and not interfering with other more beneficial regulations. Specifically the sampling and

testing of gasoline should be ^»immat»-H from tbe rule.

Oiu- oral conmients focused on five areas: (1) Timing Issues; (2) Certification Issues; (3)

Downstream Monitoring of Parameters; (4) Enforcemeiit Strategies; and (5) Record Keeping.
Our written submission wiD ejqnnd on these comments and attenqn to respond to

questions/issues raised at the hearing. Again we urge EPA to review our oral comments included

as Attachment A.

Sincerely,
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SUPPLEMENTAL NPRA COMMENTS

TIMING ISSUES

NPRA's oral testimony pointed out the need for additional time to comply with the

proposed regulations in view of the concurrent regulatory requirements and the uncertainly of the

Industry's ability to fully comply with the interim program by January 1, 1995 and then again

with the final program by January 1, 1996. Again we reiterate our concerns and point out that

the CAAA appeared to recognize the potential difBcuities in implementing these regulation's by

including the provision thai industry utilize detergent additives by January 1, 1995 even if the

regulations were not finalized. We again urge H'A to develop detergent additive regulations

which provide for an effective detergent additive program, but also allow refiners sufficient time

for fiill implementation. Consistent with the stamtc, the additive manriatr. could begin on January

1, 1995, but the fiill accounting, enforcement, etc., programs could be phased in on a reasonable

timetable.

At the January 1 1 hearing EPA requested that industry suggest a con^romise between the

EPA proposed 120 day certification review period and the industry suggested 30 day period.

NPRA believes that ifEPA simplifies its overall detergent additive program additional resources

will be available for the certification process. We again urge EPA to establish the minimum

certification time period to allow new technology to enter the maricetplace as soon as possible.

CERTFICATION ISSUES

In general, we believe the question of separate certifications for octane grades and

gasoline types (i.e., reformulated, conventional,oxygenated, etc.) should be left to the discretion

of the refiner. EPA, in its preamble to the proposed rule, states that it is considering allowing

specific grades of gasoline to be certified separately from the remaining pool of gasoline of a

supplier. We strongly support the separation of different grades and products as an option to be

exercised by the gasoline/additive blender. As EPA notes, premium grades may require a lower

concentration of detergent additive to maintain the same level of deposit control. Hence,

separation of premium from the rest of the gasoline pool for the purposes of complying with this

rule may result in a cost savings to a refiner.

In the case of oxygenated fiiel, we support the second option enunciated by EPA which

would allow separate certificadons of oxygenated and nonoxygenated fuel while maintaining the

option of obtaining a single certification for both at the discretion of the refiner. This is

particularly important for ethanol blends where prior research indicates that significantly more

detergent may be needed. We refer you to a paper, SAE 90 2109, for further technical

documentation on the impact of ethanol on detergent requirements.
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EPA raised the concern that some volume of gasoline would be outside the parameter

ranges of the certification fiiel and should tfaeiefaie should be considered severe gasoline in terms

of deposit formation. We again rrnr*"*"^ that oo average fiiels will be sufi5ciendy additized

and the smaU volume falling outside this range will not result in enviromnental degradation. We
felt that die 65% selection was a constructive suggestion because it provided for greater than

average protection while avoiding costly excess additization and its possible deleterious side

effects. Furthermore, considoing the severity of the test fior certification (using the most severe

of vehicle engine tedmologies under the most severe driving cycles) and the probability that

many detergent blenders will use genedc rrrrififation for all gasoline, the Agency has more than

sufficient assurance that additive levels will be moe than arirquatr to protect against possible

greater deposit forming tendencies of severe gasolines , A single certification level has layers of

conservative assuQq)Qons and tfaeiefoie even the severe gasoline of concern to EPA is not likely

result m any real increase in dqxsit fotmatiaiL

EPA should recognize that fiioire gasolines will tend to be more similar with fewer

batches approaching the severe leveL Reformulated gasoline regulatioiis, paiticularly when the

conq)lex model becomes maniiati^ wiD significant restrict die parameter ranges ofreformulated

gasoline. Some volume that now has parametes dose to or at EPA's severe range will be

reformulated and the resulting parameters will lOcdy be better dian average gasoline today.

Refiners will be forced to better plan equqiment outages (which in the past may have accounted

for some producdon of severe gasoline) to remain in compliance widi reformulated gasoline

requirements.

Anu-dumping regulations wiD assure that convendonal gasoline does not deteriorate fiom

past quality ranges. Furthermore, modifications initiatrri to produce reformulated gasoline will

in some cases improve the quality of reformulated gasolinft For example, a refiner may install

fluid catalydc cracking feed desulfiirization facilities to reduce the sulfur content ofFCC gasoline

(one of the largest volume conqxments). This wiU reduce the sulfur content of all FCC gasoline,

both that used in reformulated and conventional gasoline. Thus EPA has yet another level of

conservadve assunqdons built into the detergent additive program that provides further assurance

that gasoline will be adequately aHrfiriTpH The 65% level for gasoline produced in 1995 and

beyond is far more conservative than the 65% range for pre- 1995 gasoline used to estabUsh

addidve dosages for die detergent rule.

As pointed out in our oral testimony, we believe that detergent ceitifiers must be able to

blend fuels from normal refinery conqionents to assure the availability of timely supplies. At the

bearing, EPA requested comment on how the agency can be sure that these fuels are

represcntadve of actual fuels in the market As long as the fiiels meet the parameters required
for cerrification fiiels, they should be adrquate for examining the effecdveness of a detergent
The use of typical refinery blendstocks in constructing test fiiels was typical of operadons used

to support the reformulated gasoline regulations and predictive models. We see no reason why
EPA should now become concerned that these fiiels do not represent true condiUons.

86- 479
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Paragraph 80. 144(a)2 specifies that test fuels must be contained in new, sealed containers.

Cimcnt testing facilities have tanks that are cleaned and reused for new batches of test fuels.

The required use of new drums is unreasonable, expensive, would generate a lot of waste and

runs counter to responsible conservation of resources and energy.

DOWNSTREAM MONrmRTNG OF PARAMETERS

NPRA believes that our January 1 1 oral comments provide substantial justification for

elimination of the terminal sampling and testing requirements. The refining industry, petroleum

marketers and EPA had numerous discussions during the development of the reformulated

gasoline regulations concerning the difficulties, costs and inability to condua routine compliance

sampling and testing at the terminal level. For this reason EPA adopted refinery gate certification

for reformulated and conventional gasoline. We believe that EPA understood and was receptive

to industry concerns and should do so again for the deposit control program.

ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY

NPRA's oral testimony strongly opposed the onerous weekly mass balancing, zero

tolerance and liability provisions of the proposed enforcement program. Current gasoline

tcrminaling practices used by the industry allow for efficient, cost effective and competitive

distribution of gasoline to consumers. The onerous provisions set forth in EPA's proposal would

disrupt existing relationships between suppliers and place unnecessary burdens and costs on the

industry and eventually consumers.

The following figure illustrates an exchange transaction used at some terminals; however,

note that there are many variations to these transacdons.

TYPICAL EXCHANGETRANSACTION

nPEUNE
ORIQIN

COMPANY 'B*

TBIMINAL

HPELIHEOHCnHaTWAKaKlHt a»MtM

COMPANY "B"

DELIVERSTO

COMPAMy'A'
DEUVBUTOV

.^'

COMPAMY'A'
AOIXnVE

COMPAMY'A*
DEUVBISTD

CUSTOMEn

NOTE COMPANY A QETS BIU£D ON VWATOOES THRU METER
*A* IS BILLED FOR THE VOUJME OF ITSOWNAOOmVE
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The pany who receives product at a truck rack routinely owns Che additive and the

equipment which injects it The additive is injected upstream of the gasoline meter, so the

customer is billed for both the gasoline and additive volume. Conqjany "A" owes Company "B"

the volume of product delivered through the meten, less the amount of additive injected.

Company "A" pays "B" a like volume at the pipeline origin less an adjustment to account

for the additive. Since additive treatment rates are small and many rack locations are involved,

these adjustments are rarely done weekly. A longer time period for balancing also allows

terminals with smaller number of loads per month per additive system to have enough volume

for closer accuracy.

In response to EPA's inquiry as to typical balancing practices, industry is surveying

members and hopes to quantify industry practice in subsequent comments.

The proposed regulation requires a mass balance record for (a) each injector for automated

locations with meters; (b) each storage tank for locations without meters; and (c) each batch for

hand blending locations. Item (c) makes hand treating virtually impossible. M.my companies
sell branded gasoline to Distributors who require the earner's driver to add appropriate quantities

of detergent at the terminal or retail site. The drivers would be considered the blenders of record

and would not have information available to produce a mass balancing record. A simpler process
would be to have the driver sign a document for each batch specifying that X amount of additive

was placed in Y gallons of ga«ilii«»

In addition, the final rule should allow the detergent blender to choose the "laQt balance

method most suitable to his system. Thus a facility with meters on each injector and total meters

from the detergent inventory should be allowed to utilize the total meters for mass balance

detenninations. To disallow this flexibility would discourage operators firom adding individual

injector meters for additional quality control. NPRA has additional concerns in this area and

intends to submit supplemental comments.

The requirement for 100% blending tolerance would be a near inqjossible task unless

blenders targeted to significantly over-additize. New automateri additive injector systems

generally work by injecting addidve in pulses. Tj'pically one pulse of addidve is injected for

every 40 gallons of gasoline fed into a truck trailer. The awomatrd system allows a driver to

key-in the amoimt of gasoline he wants to lift, and the computerized system calculates the

amount of addidve needed, automatically adding it as die gasoline is loaded. However, it is

possible that in the middle of a loading procedure the driver may need to shut down the blending

operation. Since the automated systems are not designed to blend additive at a constant flow,

a shutdown and restart could result in more or less than target additive being injected.

As mentioned above, in many circumstances the owner of the injecting equipment is not

the terminal operator and is not present at the terminal locadon. Yet the owner of the injection

facilities is responsible for maintaining the equipment, hi the case of maintenance problems it

is not always possible for the owner to respond immediately. Providing a tolerance for additive

4
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concentration would allow an additive blender to remain in compliance When circumstances

beyond his control result in an under-additized batch. Over the longer tertn, mass balancing

records would provide assurance that on average gasoline is additized appropriately without the

need for continual high ovenreaiment to assure that upsets do not cause noncompliance. We are

aware of situations in California where operators set injection rates at 1 10% of the certified rate

in order to assure compliance to California zero downward deviation allowance.

In Section 80.157(b) EPA proposes to require detergent tank gauging at the beginning and end

of the mass balance period and using the difference in combination with the difference between

additions and subtractions from the tank to determine actual detergent usage. To determine mass

balance compliance the EPA should simply apply the metered outlet quantity of detergent (i.e.,

the subtractions from the tank) during the mass balance period and compare this to the gallons
of gasoline treated during the period.

EPA appears to require tank gauging in combination with more accurate total meter

readings. This ^iproach compromises accuracy of the balances and imposes additional record

keeping and recording requirements. A detergent blender's operation that monitors tank

inventories against purchased and outgoing quantities should not be of interest to EPA and serves

no purpose in the mass balance propess. A similar problem is noted in the determination of

gasoline and post refinery component gallonage during the mass balance period (also found in

section 80.157(a) and (c)). NPRA may provide further comments in this area.

The proposal requires quarterly calibration tests for equipment and retention of calibration

records. This calibration should be for measurement meters only and not for individual injectors.

Also the quarterly calibration is more extreme than that required for gasoline metering and should

be no more frequent than annual. Companies will be recalibrating on their own each time a

problem is suspected.

NPRA does not believe that it is reasonable to expand liability to those who unknowingly
use and then perhaps transfer under-additize gasoline or to those who transfer product which is

later under-additized. A gasoline marketer who sells to distributors has no control of the product
after it leaves the teiminal.

RECORD KEEPING

The Proposed Regulation requiring mass balancing records to be kept for five years is

inconsistent with the government's paperwork reduction policy. This policy requires that

collected information not be held for more than three years. NPRA recommends that the time

period be reduced to two years as is the standard for CARB certification. Two years is sufficient

for inspections of mass-blending facilities.

The proposed regulation requires that each mass balance record must be maintained at the

blending facility together with the product transfer documents of the base gasoline, post refinery

component, and detergent that were blended together and were the subject of the mass balance

accounting record. This requirement would require massive amounts of p^>er to be saved, sorted
and coUaied for each balancing period. The actual physical transfer of documents should not be
required. EPA should allow a conqjany to conqjile relevant information and perform the
balancing at a central location through electronic media. A summary report of the process can
be sent to each blending location for foUow up. The detailed information can be obtained fix)m
electronic media and made available to EPA at the timf of aa audit
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NATIONAL PETROLEUM REFINERS ASSOCIATION
Founded 1 90S

SUITE 1000. 1899 L STREET. N W WASHINGTON. DC 20036
TCLEPHONC ( 202 ) 457-O4e0

May 10, 1994

Ms. Mary Smith

Director, Field Operations and Support Division

United States Environmental Protection Agency
Mailcode 6406J

501 3rd Street

Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Ms. Smith,

NPRA's Ad Hoc Motor Fuels Strategy Group met in Houston on April 20, 1994 in an
effort to determine the most effective way to work together and with EPA toward a successful

implementation of the RFG regulations. In response to your request at the RFC workshop,
we have attempted to identify problem areas in the regulations and issues which require
resolution immediately. Some such issues identified during our meeting are listed below and
discussed in more detail in the attachment to this letter.

1 . The prohibition on combining reformulated gasoline with conventional gasoline

may severely restrict the supply system during the transition to reformulated

gasoline.

2. The prohibition on adding nonoxygenate blendstocks to RFG, and the

prohibition on adding oxygen to RFG except if the RFG is OPRG, decrease

available gasoline supplies during the transition from summer to winter fuel.

3 Unless baselines are approved by September 1, 1994, refmers will not have
sufficient time to adequately plan for 1995 gasoline production.

4. If registration numbers for refmers and importers are not issued in a timely
fashion, there may be confusion during the initial transfers of RFG.

5. The Industry does not currently have in place an adequate mechanism to

comply with all of EPA's product transfer documentation.

6. It may be too late for EPA to require the use of an EPA baseline submission
form or a specific baseline submittal format.
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7 Limiting refiners to a single independent sampler/tester is overly restrictive, and

may result in disruptions during gasoline shipping.

8. EPA must clarify and understand the role of the gasoline volume obtained and

reported by the independent sampler/tester. Failure to do so will likely result in

confusion and disputes between industry and the Agency.

In past correspondence NPRA has pointed out to EPA that given the delays in

promulgating the RFG regulations and the complexity of the regulations, we cannot be

assured that the RFG program can be implemented without significant market disruption. The

uncertainty and new requirements of the renewable oxygenate program increase the level of

our concerns. We urge EPA to be prepared to deal with initial problems and we seek your

cooperation in our efforts to minimize potential disruptions. NPRA proposes to establish an

RFG hot line for industry to seek answers to questions about the regulations and to serve as a

mechanism for identifying problem areas. NPRA will keep EPA and DOE informed on

problem areas and requests that EPA assist us in answering questions.

NPRA believes the above issues are critical and deserve inomediate attention in order

to avoid further confusion and to assist in the initial start-up of this very complex regulation.

Some may require simple clarification and by their noncontroversial nature may be remedied

through the direct final rule. NPRA requests an opportunity to discuss these issues in more

detail at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Urvan R. Stemfels

URS/drm

Enclosure

cc: Carol Browner, Administrator, U.S. EPA

Mary Nichols,Asst Adm., Off. of Air & Radiation, EPA
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Attachment

RFG Issues Requiring Immediate Resolution

1. Prohibition on Combining RFG and Conventional Gasoline

§80.78(a)(10) of the regulation reads: "No person may combine any reformulated

gasoline with any conventional gasoline and sell the resulting mixture as reformulated

gasoline." This provision is likely to cause supply problems during the transition from

conventional gasoline to reformulated gasoline at terminals and retail outlets serving covered

areas. Reformulated gasoline delivered to a tank which contains ajny conventional gasoline

will alwavs become conventional gasoline. Strict compliance with §80.78 will require

inventory in tanks at retail outlets and terminals to be entirely pumped out and "air dry"

before reformulated gasoline is introduced.

There are no surplus tanks at retail outlets and product terminals. In fact, terminals

serving both covered areas and attainment areas will be tankage limited as they reconfigure

their storage to accommodate both products. A requirement to pump out old inventory will

remove those tanks from service. This will reduce supplies during the transition period,

probably leading to disruptions in the marketplace.

Mixing Simple Model RFG and conventional gasoline to provide for the introduction

of RFG by December 1, 1994 will not cause air quality to deteriorate. In fact, pumping out

tanks will cause significant VOC emissions. EPA must provide industry with assurance that

combining RFG and conventional gasoline will be allowed as needed to accomplish the initial

and future transitions from conventional gasoline to RFG.

2. Prohibition on Blending Oxygenates and Other Components with RFG

Current industry practice is to do some blending at terminals in order to correct off

specification blends and io seasonally adjust blends in order to improve vehicle driveability.

Specifically, as colder weather approaches, butane is added to summer grade gasoline

remaining in tanks in order to increase RVP and improve cold start performance. In addition,

the CAAA of 1990 requires those areas not in attainment for CO to use 2.7 wt% oxygen

gasoline during part of the winter. At times it may be necessary to add oxygenate to finished

blends already in terminals in order to arrive at the minimum oxygen content required by law.

§ 80.78(a)(5) says, in essence, that a refiner may add nonoxygenate blendstocks to

RFG. §80.78(a)(6) says that no person may add oxygenate to RFG unless such RFG is

designated OPRG. Since adding a nonoxygenate blendstock will generally require adding an

oxygenate in order to maintain the oxygenate limits, this section makes it impossible for

terminals (refiners) to enhance the starting characteristics of finished blends or to reach the

minimum 2.7 wt% oxygen required for the CO programs on blends that are already in the

terminals.
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§80.78(a)(15) says that blendstock added to RFG must meet RFG standards. If a

quantity of RFG is off specification, there must be the capability to bring that material up to

specification regardless of whether the blendstocks meet RFG requirements or not.

If no person can downgrade VOC-controIled RFG to non-VOC-controUed RFG
through light end blending or to upgrade non-OPRG to OPRG by oxygen addition, about the

only option left is to seal the tanks and await the next summer season. Such an action would
be extremely costly and would reduce potential gasoline supplies in areas served by the

terminals.

3. Baseline Ai>proval

In order to provide adequate time for planning and scheduling for 1995 gasoline

production, refiners must have certainty on baseline parameters by September 1, 1994.

Without this certainty, their ability to produce adequate quantities of RFG or conventional

gasoline is in jeopardy. Therefore, NPRA suggests that if EPA is unable to confirm

acceptance of a refiner's baseline submittal by September 1, 1994 or 30 days after submittal,

if that is later, NPRA believes the refiner must be able to utilize the submitted baseline as

verified by auditors for 1995 compliance whether or not it becomes the fmal approved
baseline.

4. Registration Numbers

§80.76 requires producers and importers of reformulated gasoline to register by
November 1, 1994 or three months prior to production or importation of reformulated

gasoline, whichever is later, in order to be assigned a registration number by the EPA.

§80.65 requires that RFG be at any location other than retail outlets and wholesale purchaser-
consumer facilities by December I, 1994. §80.77(j) requires that transfer documents include

the EPA assigned registration number of both the transferrer and the transferee if they are a

refiner, importer, or oxygenate blender.

The reality of distribution system transit times and turnovers requires that some
reformulated gasoline be produced, transferred and transported as early as September, 1994.

If registration numbers are not available by the date, refmers will be unable to comply with

the above requirement. Furthermore, if independent samplers/testers do not have their

registration numbers, refmers will not be able to comply with sampling and testing

requirements.

To remedy this, NPRA suggests that EPA allow the industry to continue using their

same transfer documents in which they identify"each other by company name as they have in

the past until January 1, when the reformulated program is in fiill swing and the EPA has

issued all registration numbers.
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Product Transfer Document

Section 80.77 contains the requirements for Product Transfer Documentation.

According to this section, the transfer document must include the name and address of the

transferor, the name and address of the transferee, and the location of the gasoline at the time

of the transfer. This must be provided in addition to a complete description of the product

being transferred.

Although this information appears to be straightforward, it may not be readily

available under certain types of gasoline marketing practices. Gasoline is a commodity that is

typically transported either by product pipelines or barge from the refinery to the supply area.

The transportation network dictates which areas are served by which refineries.

A refinery owned by one company may agree to supply a competitor's terminal

located in an area served by that refinery in exchange for supply of gasoline in another not

directly served by its own refmery. These product trades may occur any number of times

while the actual shipment of gasoline travels along to its destination.

Current pipeline transfer documents are either transferred electronically, faxed or

manually delivered to the receiving terminal. This practice must be allowed to continue, and

multiple transfers of title will have to be accommodated.

In the case of truck shipments, the sequence of physical custody of a truck load of

RPG is fi-om terminal to common carrier to retail outlet, but the sequence of legal title may
be fi^om the terminal to exchange partner to marketer to common carrier to retail outlet.

There may be several "paper" transfers between multiple exchange partners prior to transfer to

the marketer. The ultimate retail destination is often not known by the terminal operator. In

addition, the terminal may be unattended, £ind all shipping documents are printed

automatically as the truck is loaded.

Rather than generating a new document for each transfer of title, we suggest that only
one document accompany a truckload of RFC. The original terminal would be listed as the

transferor, and successive parties would add their respective names to the document upon
transfer.

Alternatively, one document could be generated upon the physical transfer of the RFG
between the terminal and the common carrier. The transferee would be listed as either the

exchange partner, marketer, common carrier, or retail outlet, depending on the information

that is available to the terminal at the time of transfer.

6. Baseline Submission Form

Baseline submissions are due by June 1, 1994. Many refiners are well into the process
of developing, auditing and submitting baselines and, therefore, cannot be requested to utilize

a form not yet available. NPRA believes that because of the lack of final forms and formal
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procedures for baseline submittal, EPA should be flexible in accepting good faith baseline

submissions as prepared by each individual refiner. Refiners should also be notified of this

flexibility as soon as possible.

7. Single Independent Sampler/Testers

Some companies feel allowing registration of only one independent lab is too

constraining particularly when it is coupled with the 30 day notification of change

requirement There can be occasions where it is necessary to switch labs quickly (i.e.

inability of first lab to carry out contract, performance quality issues, product trading, etc.).

Allowing registration of more than one lab per refinery would provide a secure contingency

plan. Some refineries may want to utilize more than one lab during the year for their

sampling/testing requirement. NPRA would propose that the EPA allow this, but EPA would

still adhere to directing each lab to test up to 10% of the total batches sampled.

In product trading, the inspection company is mutually agreed upon. With only one

inspection company approved for a facility, there is no flexibility for mutual agreement which

may restrict trading possibilities.

8. Independent Sampler Volumes

At Section 80.65(f) of the reformulated gasoline rule, EPA has prescribed requirements

for independent sampling and testing of produced or imported RFG or RBOB. Prescribed for

both options offered in paragraph (1) of this section is the requirement for the independent

sampler to collect a representative sample fi-om each batch of produced or imported RFG or

RBOB. At paragraph (3) EPA further requires that the independent sampler and tester obtain

the assigned batch number, volume of the batch, tank identification number, date and time of

RFG certification and independent sample collection, and the grade of the batch.

InFRA recognizes that certain information on storage tank and gasoline grade is

necessary to confirm that gasoline sampled and tested by both parties are the same. However,
we are concerned that EPA may not appropriately use the batch volume information as

collected by the independent sampler and tester. We expect the independent sampler will

report the total volume of gasoline according to the tank gauging tables pertaining to that

tank. This batch volume is necessarily the produced batch volume and represents the batch

blend as certified by the refiner or importer at the time of production and ready for shipment.

In most instances, this batch blend or produced volume will not and can not represent the

actual shipped or tendered volume of RFG or RBOB. The refiner or importer must ultimately

report the shipped or tendered volume in its batch EPA reports and use this same volume in

its compliance calculations.

The difference between the independent sampling and testing batch blend or produced

volumes and the refiner's or importer's produced and shipped volume reported will most

typically be the tank heel or gasoline remaining in the tank at the time of the subsequent
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batch blend or import operation. In no situations will the batch volumes as reported by the

independent sampler be less than the produced and shipped volume reported by the refiner or

importer.

To prevent further confusion and to help ensure smooth implementation while

maintaining environmental goals of the program, NPRA believes EPA must publicly

acknowledge to all parties that the subject volumes are not necessarily the same. EPA should

specify that:

1 . Independent sampling and testing volume is the volume of produced or imported

batches of RFG or RBOB,
2. Refiner and importer volume used for compliance determinations is the shipped or

tendered volumes for certified batches, and

3. Refiner and importer volumes reported to EPA in batch reports is the volume specified

in 2. above.

This clarification would be consistent with the attest engagement procedures found in sections

80.125 through 80.130 and provide improved clarity for those responsible for implementing

the rules. This clarification would be helpful if included in EPA's direct final rule since it is

considered to be EPA's intent and is noncontroversial.

EXAMPLE:

A refiner produces a batch of RFG into a tank and certifies the tank's voliune as

100,000 barrels of RFG using approved test methods. An independent sampler/tester confirms

the batch blend volume at 100,000 barrels and samples the tank for testing and reporting.

Subsequently, the refiner ships only 75,000 barrels from this tank. This refiner would

report in required batch reports to EPA only 75,000 barrels Jind the same volume would be

utilized to demonstrate compliance. The independent sampler/tester volume would not be

adjusted based on shipments, but remain the produced volume of 100,000 barrels.

Following shipments, the refiner blends an additional 50,000 barrels on top of the

remaining 25,000 banels, yielding a tank volume of 75,000 barrels certifiable as RFG. The

independent sampler/tester would confirm the new batch blend volume as 75,000 barrels and

sample the tank for testing and reporting. The refiner would report the volumes shipped from

this new batch.
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June 7. 1994

Honorable John Dingell

Chairman

House Committee on Energy and Commerce

U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515-6115

Dear Mr. Chairman:

It has come to our attention that your Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee may
hold hearings on the requirements of the domestic refining industry to provide reformulated

gasoline (RFG) to the nine ozone non-attainment areas and other areas that opt into the

program beginning January 1, 1995.

The National Petroleum Refmers Association (NPRA) represents a large diversity of

oil industry interests including nearly all large and small independent refmers and large,

integrated refiners, many of whom also act as blenders, importers, and distributors. NPRA
was intimately involved in the negotiated rulemaking (Reg Neg) process that preceded

issuance of a very complicated and elaborate regulation nearly two years after the required

date.

The domestic refining industry is committed to doing all that it can to ensure that

sufficient product supplies are available to the marketplace beginning January 1, 1995. We
have often advised the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that the refining industry

must have "certainty" and confidence in the final rule so that it can make the necessary

commitments for hardware and resources to meet the January 1, 1995 requirements. NPRA
has repeatedly pointed out to EPA that, given the delays in promulgating the RFG final rule,

the complexity of the regulation, and additional proposals which affect marketplace decisions,

there can be no assurance that the RFG program will be implemented without significant

disruption.

Finn

DftP
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NPRA is working diligently to ensure that our members are fully apprised of the final

rule. On March 7 & 8, NPRA and EPA hosted a two-day workshop attended by almost 300

industry people. On May 25th, we hosted, with the API and EPA, a day-long workshop

on the Compliance Survey provisions of the final rule. And, we continue to urge EPA to

resolve the many questions regarding implementation and enforcement arising from the

complicated regulations. NPRA is establishing an "RFC HOTLINE" for our members who

seek answers to questions about the regulations and which will serve as a mechanism for

identifying problem areas. We are asking EPA to assist us in answering the questions.

NPRA is concerned that EPA continues to "tamper" with the RFC final rule. EPA's

proposed "ethanol mandate," requiring that 30% of the oxygen content of RFC come from

renewable oxygenates, was issued the same day that the final RFC rule was announced.

EPA's recent proposal accommodating the government of Venezuela changing the foreign

refiner baseline specifications is also very unsettling. Both of these issues, to this date,

remain unresolved, and one or both will likely be subject to litigation should the proposals be

adopted. The certainty, which this industry and all participants in the Reg Neg sought, is

being lost as portions of the final rule are reopened, and the integrity of the negotiated

rulemaking process is being compromised by last minute political accommodations.

We also continue to be concerned about EPA's proposed detergent additive rule and

how it might impact gasoline supplies January 1, 1995. NPRA requested a more flexible

program in our comments to the Agency. If EPA continues to pursue the type of program

outlined in its additive proposal and it does not notify industry of its decisions until

September, some companies may not be able to comply with the clean air act's detergent

additive provisions required in all gasolines by January 1, 1995.

The convergence of these broad and very complex rules, very short time frames and

many critical unresolved issues, diminish the likelihood for a smooth transition on January 1 .

Nevertheless, the domestic refining industry is committed to doing its best to ensure that the

introduction of reformulated gasoline is as smooth as possible next January.

Please let us know if there is any additional information which we can provide. We
would be pleased to work with you and your Committee.

Sincerely,

cc: Dave Finnegan

Attachments -yq ^'if^Yt

^:^i,^^^/^..d^^yd^^
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state of Wisconsin \ DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
101 South Webster Street

• u 1 1 . no Box 7921

|3 Hrlll"^" Madison, Wisconsin 53707
/ , TELEPHONE 608-266-2621

Qeorga E. Mayor crR: •J^ly.llT^x p^i ._ ;. TELEFAX 608-267-3579

Secretary ,,,<. ooi"^s3 ISV. 5 1 H^"' •'-"-
AIR MGMT. TELEFAX 608-267-0560

O'. TOD 608-267-6897

June 22, 1994 File Code: 4503-10

-To

The Honorable John Dingell, Chair

Committee on Energy and Commerce
Room 3323

Raybum House Office Building

Washington DC 20515

SUBJECT: June 22 Hearing on Attainment of Ozone Air Quality Standard

Dear Congressman Dingell:

I understand that the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations will be conducting

hearings on issues related to the attaiimient of the ozone air quality standard on June 22,

1994. The purpose of this letter is to provide my comments on two important issues related

to the attaiimient of the ozone standard in Wisconsin. I am asking that you use your
influence with USEPA to pursue administrative solutions to these issues.

The first issue relates to bump-up of nonattainment areas that are downwind of other

nonattainment areas with a more severe classification. As you know, the more severe the

classification the later the attainment date. This creates a problem for downwind
nonattaiimient areas that are dominated by transported pollutants from upwind areas. Under

these circumstances, the downwind area will find that it's virtually impossible to achieve

attainment of the ozone air quality standard until the upwind area achieves significant

emission reductions. However, this may not occur until well past the attainment date for the

downwind area. An example may help illustrate this point. Kewaunee, Manitowoc and

Sheboygan Counties in Wisconsin are moderate ozone nonattainment areas with an attainment

date of 1996. These rural counties are downwind of Milwaukee, Chicago and Gary, which

are severe ozone nonattainment areas with attainment dates of 2007. Due to the small

amount of pollutant emissions in Wisconsin's moderate ozone nonattainment areas, pollutant

emission reductions, beyond those already required in the Clean Air Act, in these counties

will not be effective in reducing ozone concentrations. Yet these areas could potentially be

bump-up to serious nonattainment and be required to implement additional ozone control

measures, simply because they are downwind of severe ozone nonattainment areas.

The second issue relates to the background level of pollution coming into the Lake Michigan

region. Preliminary results from the Lake Michigan Ozone Study indicates that the

background level of ozone coming into the Lake Michigan Region can be over 100 ppb (for
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reference the ozone air quality standard is 120 ppb). With concentrations approaching the

standard coming into the region, I am sure that you'll agree that attaining the standard in the

Lake Michigan region will not be a simple task. However, the most important finding is that

large portions of the eastern United States are victims of transported pollution. Large slow

moving weather systems that are responsible for high ozone concentrations in the Lake

Michigan region circulate polluted air throughout the eastern US. We all contribute to the

problem. In other words, ozone pollution is not a urban problem nor is it a limited regional

problem, it's a problem that is national in scale and needs to be addressed on a national basis.

USEPA's previous ozone control efforts have focused primarily on local and regional

groupings of nonattainment areas. Our analysis indicates that national ozone control measures

aimed at reducing the background level of pollution need to be added to the urban scale

efforts to effectively achieve attainment of the ozone air quality standard. Since everyone in

the eastern United States contributes to the ozone problem, the most equitable solution is one

that spreads the responsibility for the problem to all those who contribute rather than

implementing draconian measures in certain urban areas and leaving other areas in the

country with few regulations.

I am not asking for you to revise the Clean Air Act at this point. I would rather see you use

your influence with USEPA to develop administrative solutions to the problem. If USEPA
fails to properly address these issues, we may need Congressional action.

Thank you for your time in considering my comments on these important issues.

Sincerely,

George ^Meyer U

Secretary

cc: Donald Theiler - AM/7
Charles Thompson - DOT
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United States Department of State

i/zr

Washington, D.C. 20520 jj-u

APR 2 6 1994 3

CO tr

UNCLASSIFIED || ^ ;:^

(with CONFIDENTIAL attachments) >S ^ 13^

Dear Mr. Chairman: ";;: =r ^r^

We are responding to your letter of March 25 regardin^tho^
Auministration' s activities concerning the ref orT.ulated 5 ~^

gasoline (RFG) rule, as it will be applied to foreign "^

refiners. In the interest of providing you with the documents
requested in your letter as soon as possible we are
transmitting these to you today. The answers to the other
questions in your letter will be provided in a separate
letter.

Your letter requested all letters, memoranda, telegrams and
other relevant documents since last September concerning the
PFG matter. In an effort to be responsive to the interests of
Congress, we have searched the files of the relevant offices of
the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs and the Bureau of Economic
and Business Affairs, as well as files from the Office of the
Under Secretary for Economic and Agricultural Affairs, for
documents generated from September 1, 1993, to the present. As
noted in discussions with your staff, we will also search files
in the Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and
Scientific Affairs and will provide you with any additional
final documents we find in a timely fashion.

We have divided the 91 final documents we have identified
into two groups. The first group of 83 documents is being
delivered to the House Energy and Commerce Committee's
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations in Room 2323
Rayburn. The second group consists of eight documents of

higher sensitivity for the reasons discussed with your staff on
April 22. In an effort to accommodate your request, and in
accordance with our discussions with your staff, we are pleased
to make these eight documents available to Committee members
and appropriately cleared Committee staff under special
standards that place these documents under the direct custody
of the Subcommittee staff director, who will strictly control
access.

The Honorable
John D. Dingell, Chairman,

Committee on Energy and Commerce,
House of Representatives.

UNCLASSIFIED
(with CONFIDENTIAL attachments)
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UNCLASSIFIED
(with CONFIDENTIAL attachments)

Many of the documents we are providing to you contain
classified information. Under Executive Order 12356, the
Department may not disseminate classified information outside
the Executive Branch except under conditions that ensure that
the information will be given protection equivalent to that
afforded such information within the Executive Branch. We ask
that you and your staff protect the classified information you
are receiving by applying standards at least as stringent as
E.O. 12356 on the handling of classified information. We ask
that only staff members with a need to know this information
and with appropriate security clearances be permitted to
examine these documents, that the classified documents r.ot be
duplicated, and that they not be removed from Rayburn 2323 or
the main Committee Room. (We ask that the documents be stored
in Rayburn 2323, which we understand contains your secure
storage facilities.) Finally, we ask that your Committee
return the materials at the conclusion of your review.

The unclassified documents in the materials we are
delivering to you have been included with the classified
documents in chronological and categorical order so that you
have a comprehensive set of documents and so that the
unclassified documents may be reviewed in context. The
unclassified documents may be copied and removed, and these
copies may be reviewed by uncleared staff members. As is our

practice, we have redacted specific identifying information for
senders and receivers of documents below the rank of Assistant
Secretary, as well as the names of drafting and clearing
officers.

We are committed to providing you and members of the
Committee with the information you need to perform your
legislative duties, consistent with the Executive Branch's need
to protect sensitive foreign policy information and internal
deliberations. Please feel free to contact us again if we can
be of further help.

Sincerely,

Wendy R. Sherman
Assistant Secretary
Legislative Affairs

Enclosures: As mentioned. —>> •fo iCS

/wHi-h roNFTnFNTTAT. attachments)
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United States Department of State

"
mtihii^n, D. C. 20520

Ueai Mr. Chairman:

We are responding to your letter of March 25 regarding the
reformulated gasoline (RFG) rule and the foreign refiner
issue. Our letter of April 26, 1994 transmitted pertinent
St;ate Department documents per your request and indicated that
written responses to your questions would follow under separate
C'^ver. This letter provides our answers to those questions.

Yon requested a list, in clironologica 1 order, of meetings
li"l(l with Venezuelan officials on the subject of reformulated
M.Tr-.ol ine . We have broken down this request into two
r•,^^oc|^>T: ies . xhe first concerns meetings held by the U.S.
Fiiihnssv in Venezuela, the second concerns meetings held in
Wnshitntori .

In the normal course of U.S. Embassy Caracas' dialogue with
Vt>neziiela since September, the reformulated gasoline issue was
ininpd by Venezuelan officials numerous times in a variety of
'•'•niexts. Several of the State Department reporting cables
fi'Mii U.S. Embassy Caracas provided to the Committee reflect
iiisfiances where the subject was raised.

T'< be as responsive as possible to this request, we have
.tIp" identified, at Tab 1, meetings at which the issue was
dtn'-ussed at greater length. For each meeting there is a cable
v;l<i'-|i leports on discussion and identifies participants. We
hnvt' listed these meetings chronologically, and provided the
<~ahle number as well as either the cable's subject line or a

l>ii<>f subject summary. All referenced cables were submitted to
Ml" (.."'iminittee with our letter of April 26, 1994.

The Honorable
.lohn D. Dingell, Chairman,

Committee on Energy and Commerce,
House of Representatives.
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The issue was also raised by Venezuelan government
officials during the course of bilateral meetings held at the
Department of State in Washington. A chronological listing of
such State Department meetings at which the issue of
reformulated gasoline was raised, with reference to any
relevant documents, is attached at Tab 2.

You also asked for an explanation of the discrimination
claimed by Venezuela. Venezuela argues that, under the
December 15 final rule, it is unfairly denied an option for
compliance available to domestic refiners. While domestic
refiners are being asked to keep three substances at their
firm-specific 1990 level, foreign refiners must keep these
substances at or below the average U.S. level, creating what
Venezuela believes to be a greater burden on foreign refiners.

Your remaining questions concern EPA's decision making
process and are best answered by that agency.

We are committed to providing you the information you need
to perform your legislative duties. Please feel free to
contact us again if we can be of further assistance to the
committee .

Sincerely,

Wendy R. Sherman
Assistant Secretary
Legislative Affairs

Enclosures: As mentioned.
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Tab 1

U.S. Embassy. Caracas
(All meetings held in Caracas.)

DATE CABLE SUBJECT LINE OR BRIEF SUMMARY CABLE No.

10/8/93 Venezuela complains to embassy about negative
media reports on Venezuelan reformulated gasoline.

Caracas 93 9145

12/1/93 "Venezuelan President Expresses Consternation to
A/S Watson over U.S. Reformulated Gasoline Policy"

Caracas 93 10657

12/1/93 "Ambassador and NSC Discuss RFC with Energy
Minister"

Caracas 93 10703

12/13/93 "Caldera Advisor Talks of Trip to U.S., Economic
Plans"

Caracas 93 11059

1/10/94 Minister of Energy tells Ambassador that
Venezuela will present a letter to the USG by the
end of the week requesting GATT consultations on
reformulated gasoline dispute.

Caracas 94 263

1/14/94 Government of Venezuela presents Charge with a

letter addressed to USTR Kantor formally
requesting consultations under GATT over
reformulated gasoline.

Caracas 94 389

3/1/94 Ministry of Energy and Mines telephones embassy
to inform that Venezuela will request a second
round of GATT consultations in Caracas on March
7-8. Embassy tells Venezuela U.S. will not be
able to send delegation to Caracas on such short
notice.

Caracas 94 1676

3/8/94 On March 8 Venezuelan Ministry of Foreign Trade
provides embassy with letier from Foreign Trade
Minister Poletto to Ambassador Kantor officially
advising the USG that the GOV will request that a

GATT panel convene on reformulated gasoline issue
at the next GATT council meeting in Geneva on
March 23.

Caracas 94 1933
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(Tab 1 Con't)

U.S. Embassy. Caracas

3/9/94 On March 9 Ambassador telephones Foreign Trade
Minister Poletto to ask that Venezuela forgo
request for GATT panel, which they do not.

Caracas 94 1932

3/15/94 "Ambassador Meets with Energy and Foreign Trade
Ministers on Reformulated Gasoline"

Caracas 94 2129

3/17/94 Venezuela responds to offer of March 15. Seeks
written presentation of proposal.

Caracas 94 2234

3/19/94 "Ambassador Meets With Foreign Trade Minister On
Reformulated Gasoline"

Caracas 94 2252

3/22/94 "Reformulated Gasoline - GOV Accepts U.S. Offer"

Caracas 94 2344
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Tab 2

Department of State. Washington

DATE BRIEF SUMMARY OF MEETING

10/31/94 American Petroleum Institute, Mobil Corporation
and Sun Oil call on EB Bureau to raise concerns
over Venezuelan reformulated gasoline.

11/24/93 Petroleos de Venezuela rep Armando Segnini and
counsel Mike Sherman call on EB Bureau to raise
concerns over reformulated gasoline.

12/4/94 Venezuelan Energy Minister Parra calls on Bureau
of Inter-American Affairs (ARA) and EB Bureaus to

highlight Venezuelan concern over issue.

12/10/94 Venezuelan Energy Minister Parra and President
Elect Caldera envoy hold meeting with Under
Secretary for Economic and Agricultural Affairs
Mrs. Spero. ARA, EB staff attend.

(Briefing memo for the Under Secretary and daily
report summarizing meeting submitted to
Committee. )

12/17/93 Venezuelan Embassy Minister Counselor Luis
Grisante attends holiday party at Department,
and, on the margins, indicates Venezuelan
consternation about EPA's December 15 final rule.

2/11/94 Article XXII GATT Consultations held between
inter-agency U.S. Government delegation and
Inter-Agency Venezuelan delegation at USTR. (See
Reporting Cable: "GATT Consultations with
Venezuela: Reformulated Gasoline.")

3/1/94 Petroleos de Venezuela rep Armando Segnini and
counsel Bill Scott call on EB staff to p "ovide
update on Venezuelan energy developments and to

express interest that bilateral USG-GOV
consultations continue.

3/3/94 Former Venezuelan Embassy Economic Counselor,
Luis Grisante, who had just become Deputy Finance
Minister, pays farewell call on EB, ARA
officers. Grisante devotes call to overview of
the new Venezuelan economic program but

expresses hope that U.S. consultations with
Venezuela, handled by Venezuela's trade ministry,
continue .
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United States Department of State

^Ei' Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We are responding to your June 13 letter regarding the
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee
on Energy and Commerce and its oversight of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990 (CAA) .

We received your invitation to a public hearing regarding
the CAA scheduled for Wednesday, June 22, 1994, and will
provide testimony on that date. The Department of State will
be represented by Ambassador Alexander F. Watson, Assistant
Secretary for Inter-American Affairs. Under Secretary Spero is
committed to chair the annual U.S. -Korea Economic Sub-Cabinet
Consultation on June 22.

Your letter also raises concerns over the classification of
documents among those provided to the Committee by the
Department. These documents were classified based on a

contemporaneous judgment that disclosure of information in the
documents would have harmed the national security, including
the foreign relations of the United States. In no case were
documents classified in order to prevent or delay the release
of information that does not require protection in the interest
of maintaining vital national security interests.

In an effort to respond as quickly as possible to your
initial document request, we did not undertake at the time the
declassification review required to determine whether these
documents continue to contain classified information. The
reasons for originally classifying documents were varied. By
way of example, some of the documents in question contained
information concerning internal assessments of our
vulnerabilities in the face of a potential trade dispute.
Others contained information provided to us by foreign
government officials with an expectation of confidentiality.
As stated in a recent meeting with your staff, the Department
stands ready to discuss with Members or cleared staff the
classification of any particular document of interest to the
Committee.

The Honorable
John D. Dingell, Chairman,

Committee on Energy and Commerce,
House of Representatives.
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We recognize the possibility that with the passage of time,
not all of the documents labelled as classified continue to

require classification. In response to your letter, we have
initiated a declassification review of all the classified
documents provided to the Committee. We anticipate that this
review will be completed expeditiously. In the interim, the
classified information you have received must be protected by
applying standards at least as stringent as E.O. 12356 on the
handling of classified information.

We remain committed to work cooperatively with you on this
matter.

Sincerely,

Wendy R. Sherman
Assistant Secretary
Legislative Affairs
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United States Department of State

Wdihington, DC. 20520

UNCI
(with CONFIDENTIAL attachments)

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Attached are the results of the review of the State
Department documents concerning the Venezuelan reformulated
gasoline issue which you requested of Assistant Secretary
Watson during the June 22 hearing before the House Energy and
Commerce Committee. As your Committee Counsel requested on
October 4, we reorganized the documents according to whether
the document was (1) declassified and released, (2) its
classification was retained in whole or (3) its classification
was retained in part. To help in ascertaining exactly what was
deleted from the documents released in part, we also included
on intact classified copy marked with excisions. We have also
recopied some of the xciroxed documents whose legibility was
impaired. As a result of this review, 48 documents were
Leieased in whole, 32 documents were released in part, and 26
were denied release in whole.

As you may note, all of these documents were provided to

yoii prior to the June 22 hearing, as your earlier letter
requested. These documents were the result of an extensive
liearch of the files in the relevant offices of the Bureau of
Inter-American Affairs and the Bureau of Economic and Business
Affairs, as well as the files from the Office of the Under
Secretary for Economic and Agricultural Affairs, for documents
generated from September 1, 1993. We also searched files in
the Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and
Scientific Affairs as your staff requested.

The documents are being delivered to the House Energy and
Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations in Room 2323 Rayburn. We are pleased to make
these classified documents available once again to Committee
members and appropriately cleared Committee staff under special
standards that place these documents in the direct custody of
the Subcommittee staff director, who will control access.

The Honorable
John D. Dingell, Chairman,

Committee on Energy and Commerce,
House of Representatives.

UNCLASSIFIED
(with CONFIDENTIAL attachments)
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UNCLASSIFIED
(with CONFIDENTIAL attachments)

-2-

Under Executive Order 12356, the Department may not
disseminate classified information outside the Executive Branch
except under conditions that ensure that the information will
be given protection equivalent to that afforded such information
within the Executive Branch. We, in addition, ask that you and
your staff protect the classified information you are receiving
by applying standards at least as stringent as E.O. 12356 on
the handling of classified information. We ask that only staff
members with a need to know this information and with
appropriate security clearances be permitted to examine these
documents, that the classified documents not be duplicated, and
that they not be removed from Rayburn 2323 or the main Committee
Room. (We ask that the documents be stored in Rayburn 2323,
which we understand contains your secure storage facilities.)
Finally, we ask that your Committee return the materials at the
conclusion of your review.

As explained in the earlier letter of transmittal, we
originally transmitted the unclassified documents in the
materials we delivered to you with the classified documents in
chronological and categorical order so that you had a

comprehensive set of documents and so that the unclassified
documents could be reviewed in context. The unclassified
documents may be copied and removed, and these copies may be
reviewed by uncleared staff members. As is our practice, we
have redacted specific identifying information for senders and
receivers of documents below the rank of Assistant Secretary,
as well as the names of drafting and clearing officers.

We are committed to providing you and members of the
Committee with the information you need to perform your
legislative duties, consisten*: with the Executive Branch's need
to protect sensitive foreign policy information and internal
deliberations. Please feel free to contact us again if we can
be of further help.

Sincerely,

Wendy R. Sherman
Assistant Secretary
Legislative Affairs

Enclosures: As mentioned,

UNCLASSIFIED
(with CONFIDENTIAL attachments)
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Review Results - "C" Exemptions

CI

C2

Deliberative Process

State Secrets

C3

C4

Category (1)

Category (2)

Category (3)

Category (4)

Category (5)

Attorney-Client

Executive Legislative Confidentiality

C5

C6

C7

C8

Proprietary Information

Statutory

Other Agency Origin

Attorney-Work Product

inter- or intra-agency pre-decisional discussions or

reconunendations.

classified information.

information provided in confidence by officials of foreign

governments,
information provided by a confidential source on matters

relating to national security,

information communicated by US officials to foreign

government officials to further US foreign relations

objectives,

confidential assessments, analyses and recommendations by
US officials for US decision-makers in the foreign
relations field,

information revealing the identity of US officials and

employees concerned with foreign relations matters

who, because of their participation in special events,

may be the target of terrorist actions.

communications between lawyer and client.

conununications between the Executive Branch and the

Congress where there was an expectation of

confidentiality. It will not apply to normal

Department of State unclassified congressional reports
or notifications unless there is some overriding

expectation of confidentiality.

cot\fidenticil commercial information.

information required by statute to be kept confidential.

documents originating with other federal agencies.

material prepcired by an attorney in contemplation of

litigation.

C9 Active Law Enforcement iixformation related to law enforcement activities
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Petroleum

Venezuel a and the U.S.
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o Venezuela is our second largest foreign oil source,
supplying 1.2 million barrels per day of oil and refined
products (15 percent of U.S. daily imports).

o Venezuela owns 100 percent of Citgo Petroleum, the ninth
largest oil product distributor in the U.S.

Citgo's Gulf Coast oil refineries and 12,000 service
stations provide Venezuela a secure long-term crude
customer and enhance Venezuela's reliability as a

supplier to the U.S. market.

o The GOV continues to play a moderating role in OPEC.
Venezuela did not join the 1973 Arab oil embargo and
Venezuela increased oil production zfter the Iraqi-Invasion
of Kuwait, helping to ease the supply crisis.

Venezuela i:; the only OPEC country outside the Persian
Gulf with significant surge, or emergency, oil

production capacity.

Venezuela's Energy Sector Opening

o Venezuela nationalized its oil sector in 1976, putting
state owned Petroleos de Venezuela (PDVSA) in monopoly
control of oil production and distribution.

o PDVSA has developed an ambitious 33 billion USD program to

expand crude oil production capacity from 2.3 million b/d
to 3.5 million b/d by 1997.

PDVSA is taxed at a rate nearing 85 percent of export
revenues, making it a cash cow for the GOV, but

complicating the firm's expansion program.

Short of its own investment resources, the GOV has taken
moderate yet concrete steps to welcome foreign companies
back:

In August, the GOV and Venezuela's congress approved
the 5.6 billion dollar "Cristobal Colon" Liquified
Natural Gas joint-venture between PDVSA and Exxon,
Shell and Mitsubishi. The companies could, if natural

gas prices firm, proceed as early as 1997, marking the

first foreign equity participation in the oil sector
since the nationalization.

PDVSA has recently awarded 16 service contracts to

private oil companies, in two rounds, to reactive
smaller, shut-in oil fields. Five of the contractors
are American and one, Benton Oil, is already producing
oil on a fee per barrel basis.
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mmm
Conoco will participate with PDVSA in a 2 billion
dollar project to produce heavy oil in Venezuela,
which Conoco will upgrade and refine in Texas.

Several U.S. companies are negotiating future
joint-ventures or "strategic associations' with PDVSA.

Venezuela has not shown the political willingness to open
its "patrimony* — the light and medium crude sector to
full fledged foreign exploration, production or equity
investment.

A limited pool of international oil company capital,
technology and resources is now actively being committed to
countries that offer the best terms. Unless Venezuela
allows greater equity participation in its light and medium
sectors, it will lose out on investment to Kazakstan,
Azerbaijan, Russia, and to a lesser extent Peru, Argentina
and Colombia.

^^t.Mr

B
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The EPA and Ref ormulat-ert Gasoline
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The GOV is very concerned over a pending statute from EPA that,
as circulated in draft, would half their anticipated exports of
reformulated gasoline (120,000 b/d to 60,000 b/d) to the U.S.
after 1995. The GOV petitioned the EPA for equal treatment
under the statute, yet EPA has come under fire from U.S.
refiners not to be flexible to the Venezuelan request. A
final, as of yet still undecided, ruling is to be issued
December 15. However, we have reason to believe that EPA will
rule against GOVs request. The GOV has put this issue high on
their economic agenda with the USG. Likely interlocutor is Oil
Minister Alirio Parra or other senior economic officials.

o The Clean Air Act of 1990 mandates the use of reformulated
(cleaner burning) gasoline, starting in 1995, for nine plus

> U.S. cities with poor air quality.

~o EfPi has yet to determine the final standards — ingredients
I

— for reformulated gasoline. On December 15, the EPA will
issue transition standards for 1995-97; one uniform

! standard will apply after 1997.
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During the 1995-97 transition period, EPA's dlALt st^^tute
proposed that each American refiner hold each of three
pollutants (sulfur, T-90, olefins) to firm specific 1990
levels while cleaning the rest of the gallon. Foreign
refiners would be asked to hold these pollutants to the
average U.S. 1990 levels (not firm specific).

Some U.S. refiners would be above average, some below, yet
all would comply so long as they held the three pollutant
levels to thfiix firm specific 1990 "baseline" level. A
foreign refiner could not use its own 1990 baseline level.

A "below average" U.S. gallon would comply, while an
identical foreign gallon would not.

PDVSA argues it has the data to establish its 1990
"baseline". PDVSA admits that its 1990 gallon of gasoline
is 30 percent higher than the U.S. average in Olefins but
argues that, with its lower sulfur and T-90, its
reformulated gasoline will pose no greater environmental
effect.

The GOV argues that a different standard for U.S. vs.
foreign products is a violation of GATT article three on
national treatment.

State and USTR reviewed the GOVs GATT argument and have
concluded that EPA's initial statute holds potential GATT
liabilities for the USG. We have shared this assessment
with API. Although we have no jurisdiction over the
particulars of the statute. State (EB) and USTR have voiced
concerns with EPA over the GATT issue on several occasions.

•!»•' • n. r^ 4rati r
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At our urging, EPA Deputy Administrator Sussman accepted
Minister Parra's appointment request on August 2. GOV
lawyers later reached a tentative compromise, suggesting
that EPA may allow POVSA its own baseline, but it would
only apply to the volume of gasoline they exported to the
U.S. in 1990 (60,000 b/d.)

Above that level, PDVSA would have to comply with the

average U.S. baseline — allowing them nor more than
an additional 30,000 b/d of exports.

The GOV wishes to see the compromise incorporated in
the final statute,

The American Petroleum Institute has entered the fray,
wishing to deny PDVSA the right to set its own 1990
baseline.

API, Sun Oil Company and Mobil argue that a stricter
standard on imported gasoline is necessary because
foreign refineries are not required to meet the full

range of U.S. environmental standards and therefore
gain a significant cost advantage.

They also argue that Venezuelan reformulated
gasoline's higher olefin content would be injurious to
the environment.

API has also taken a nationalistic bent — criticizing
foreign influence in Washington.

API and PDVSA/Citgo have mobilized constituencies
(environmentalists, U.S. refiners vs. regional distributors
that would welcome price competition) and EPA has received
letters from the Hill on both sides of the issue.

In a highly charged atmosphere, EPA is under intense
pressure not to grant PDVSA its own baseline. The issue
has been referred for a final decision to EPA Administrator
Browner who must rule by December 15.

II
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This message is originating from a Panafax UF-600AT in the Sun
Company Government Relations Office at 555 13th Street, N.W.,
Suite 1010 East, Washington, DC 20004-1109.
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PES Daily Activity Report-

Venezuelan Challenge to EPA Reformulated Gasoline Regulations t

Venezuela has initiated a GATT challenge to EPA's final
ceformulated gasoline regulations issued on December IS, 1993.
Notwithstanding objections from the trade community, EPA's
regulations implementing the reformulated gasoline program
required by the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments provided for
individual' baselines for domestic refiners, with importers
required to meet Clean Air Act statutory baselines. Venezuela
alleges that such treatment constitutes unfair discrimina.tion.
Currently, discussions are underway within the USG concerning a

possible compromise whereby foreign refiners would be given the
option to establish individual baselines if they provide
guarantees of access for U.S. audits/inspections and reliable
gasoline tracking methods. Use of individual baselines would
be capped at 1990 import volumes, with imports above this cap
governed by Clean Air Act statutory baselines. Venezuelan and
U.S. representatives commenced informal GATT consultations on
February 11; Venezuela has requested another meeting by March
14 in Caracas.
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United Sutes Department of Sute

JTa^ingtcn, DC 20520

MEMORANDUM

TO: EB

FROM: EB/IEP
S a: ac

?g|sUBJECT:
o
/r 'J O

Independent Report on Reformulated Gasoline.

« a) o: c
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~^he Venezuelans and the EPA held a preliminary meeting January
° °S to explore options to resolve the reformulated gasoline trade
-"fiispute. Representing Venezuela were embassy Minister

(Vmnselor Grisante and PDVSA's Washington lawyer Mike Sherman
2 of Collier, Rill and Scott. EPA was represented by Mary Smith,
;? EPA Director of the Office of Mobile (pollution) Sources,

> ui George Lawerence, also of Mobile sources and an EPA lawyer.
I>< (Smith reports to DicH Wilson who reports to Assistant
^ u Administrator Nichols.)
< s
oS According to Mr. Shernan, Smith explained that the EPA had
~- turned down the 'foreign refiner baseline' proposal because it

would allow foreign refiners to be given the option of
establishing their own, baseline or of adhering, t^^ the average
U.S. baseline. EPA, Smi£h claimed, feared thalr&'ortie' 'cleaner'

I- —

^

(European) foreign refiners would lower their standard to the
"dirtier" U.S. baseline, thus reducing the overalt^'quality of
the imported reformulated gasoline pool. Smith acknowledged
that Venezuela's problem was the opposite, but said that the
option that would let Venezuela comply would also create a

loophole" for others. Sherman proposed that PDVSA
reformulated be held to emissions, not ingredient, standards
and EPA said it would consider this concept and get back to
him. Sherman is now on consultations in Caracas and an EPA
re.'tpoiise is anticipated shortly.

Mii\is».ec Parra told Ambassador Davidow January 10 that he is
writinq EPA to formally request consultations on the issue.
Venezuela also stands prepared to notify the GATT of the
di-spute, for a second time, on January 25.

•State's examination of foreign refinery slates suggested to us
that few foreign refiners Here investing the large sums
necessary to produce U.S. market-specific reformulated
gasoline. We asked the CIA to obtain an independent analysis
from Purvin and Gertz, an oil consulting firm in Houston that
it has on retainer.

IJ

AHACHMENT NOT IN FILE
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Purvin and Gertz report (tab 1) that Latin America is the

principal foreign supplier of gasoline to the U.S., and will
also be the principal supplier of reformulated gasoline. In

addition to Venezuela's 50,000 b/d reform potential, even with
no EPA compromise, the Hess refinery in the Virgin Islands
"would have no trouble" meeting EPA standards and supplying
about 45,000 b/d of reformulated gasoline to the U.S. market.

Purvin and Gertz believe the Europeans (France, Italy, Spain,
Netherlands and U.K.) will be challenged to comply with both

European and U.S. environmental programs simultaneously. They
note that low margins on U.S. gasoline have reduced European
gasoline exports to the U.S. from 150,000 b/d a few years ago
to 50,000 b/d in 1993. Purvin and Gurtz still anticipate,
however, that the European refinery slate will be capable of

supplying over 50,000 b/d of reformulated gasoline to the U.S.

Purvin and Gurtz also report that Canada and Saudi Arabia could
supply 50,000 b/d and 20,000 b/d plus of reformulated
respectively.

Comment: The Purvin and Gertz study helps to define the
universe of potential foreign reformulated gasoline refiners
and does not identify any unexpected major refiners of reform— which should comfort the EPA to some extent. While there
are more reform capable European refiners than we had
anticipated, the aggregate European volumes are not large and
the report notes that European reform exports to the U.S. may
be displaced on the margin by reform from the more proximate
virgin Islands. We will share the report informally with EPA,
if nothing else to demonstrate that we will continue our
constructive dialogue with them.

The findings of the report may also be of use in convincing the
Venezuelans to address the issue bilaterally and not before the
GATT. Although most foreign refiners that Purvin and Gertz
identified are not expected to have problems conforming to
EPA's statutes, a strong Venezuelan push in the GATT would only
attract the attention of third parties, potentially bogging
down the process, increasing potential USG liabilities and

diluting possible GOV benefits. We will also sensitize EPA to
the risk of third party complaints, which should provide added

impetus for them to resolve the outstanding issue with
Venezuela. An immediate and positive USG response to Minister
Parra's written request for consultations will be an essential
element of our strategy to diffuse this trade dispute on a

bilateral basis.

1/11/94
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CODE II
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SSS
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United States Department of

Ifhahington, D.C. 20S20

Sute

ACTION MEMORANDUM

FROM:

SUBJECT:

E - Mrs. Spero

ARA - Alexander F. Hatso

J>'

9404509

•94 !';.R-4 P4:53

^
Inter-agency Meeting on Venezuelan Reformulated

Gasoline, March 14

REQUEST ;

£US£QS£:

a a
E E

i5s>5 - -

Qj >< iiJ U' >^ *J^

a ui o a 4

That you agree to participate in an inter-agency
sub-cabinet meeting on March 14 to make a

political-level decision on Venezuelan
reformulated gasoline (RFG). He understand the
NEC staff is arranging this meeting for 1:30 P.M.

Resolve the RFG issue and prevent the Venezuelan
government from taking the U.S. to a GATT panel
at the end of the Article XXII eo-day
consultation period which ends on March 14.

Venezuela will need an indication of U.S.
intentions regarding RFG by March 14 or it may
formally request a GATT panel to find against the
U.S. State, USTR and EPA staff concur that
Venezuela should be offered the September
Compromise (see below). However, EPA will not
take a final decision without convening a

sub-cabinet meeting similar to the one held on
December 14 .

The latest version of the EPA options memorandum,
to be completed before the meeting, includes two

options: 1) retain the final RFG rule (do
nothing); and 2) adopt foreign refiner individual
baselines with a volume cap (previously known as
the September Compromise). Several options
related to the early use of EPA's complex model
were discarded by EPA because they would be
difficult to implement in a timely manner and
could lead to a significant deterioration in air

quality if extended to domestic refiners.

.. o <
^ u. a.
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9J CARACAi 9226

BREAKFAST MEETING ON TiMSwaJsMriR
** ACTE'iAflVCLY, HOr^fSMMnfrtlPil

04/07/94 113349 PRINTER: HI

iULO P''

IftHWRlrBk-i^UwIlii

PACc 03 CARACA 0l9i261?!T75Z
THE U.S. SOME TIME JUIINO THE NEXT SIX WEEKS AND WCULO
SEEK A MEtTINC WITH StCRETARY O'LEAKY AT THAT TI-E IF HE
HAD NOT «£T WITH HER IN LONDON. THE PRECISE TIMING OR
DETAILS OF PARO.a'S U.S. TRIP HAVE NOT YET PEEN SET. WE
WILL ADVISE WHEN HIS PLANS 3EC0.ME hqre DEFINITE.
5. ACC3R0ING TO HOYEKt THE ONLY SPECIFIC ITE>«S 'ARRA
PLANS T3 RAISE WITH SECRETARY O'LEARY ARE THE U.S.
DOMESTIC OIL AND GAS INITIATIVE ANOt IF IT REMAINS
UNRESOLVED. THE ISSUE OF VENEZUELAN EXPORTS OF
REFOPMULATEO JASOLINE TO THE U.S. (SEE REFTEL).
6. COMMENT: ALTHO'JGH HE HAS O.NLY A FEW MONTHS LEFT IN
OFFICEt PARAA REMAINS AN AUTHORITATIVE VOICE ON

ENERGY ISSUESf ON GOINGS-ON WITHIN OPECt
DEVELOPMENTS IN THF OPENING OF VENEZUELA'S
FOREIGN FlRHSf AND ON VENEZUELAN PLANS FOR

IN THE ENERGY SECTOR IN THE U.S. IN
REMAINS THE U.S.'S SECOND LARGEST

FOREIGN SUPPLIER OF OIL. WE RECOMMEND SECRETARY O'LEARY
AGREE TO MEET WITH HIM IN LONDON OR IN WASHINGTON.
7. ACTION REQUEST: PLEASE ADVISE IF THERE IS ANY
POSSIBILITY ?F A KEdTISG dETWEEN SECRETARY O'LEARY AND
MINISTER PARRA IN LJI4aQi^aN.QCb)&iCU2A OR 25. DAVIOOW

PETROLEUM AND
ON THE LATEST
OIL SECTOR TO
FURTHER INVESTMENTS
ADDITION, VENEZUELA

PAGE
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TASS; ENRG. EPET, VE
SUBJECT: ENERGY MINISTER PARRA TO VISIT WASHINGTON ON

OR ABOUT NOVEMBER 12
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[ 38

CI AE -00
E "ME -00
ITC-Ol
0K8 -

i

SIR- I 6

REF: CARACAS 9226

I. MAURO HOYER. PERSONAL ASSISTANT TO ENERGY ANO MINES
MINISTER ALIRIO PARRA. TOLD US TODAY THAT THE MINISTER
WILL VISIT THE U. S ON OR ABOUT NOVEMBER 12 ANO WILL
SEEK AN APPOINTMENT WITH ENERGY SECRETARY O'LEARY
APPARENTLY. PARRA WILL SPEND ONLY ONE WORr I NC DAY IN
WASHINGTON hOYER told US THE GOV WILL SEEK THE MEETING
WITH SECRETARY OLEARY VIA THE VENEZUELAN EMBASSY IN
WASHINGTON. AS EXPLAINED BEFTEL. EMBASSY STRONGLY
RECOMtCNOS SECRETARY OLEARY MEET WITH MINISTER PARRA.
DavIOOk

V
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The Government o£ Venezuela has raised this issue several
times with EPA, DOE, USTR Capitol Hill, and State over the
last six months.

They have insisted that they would take EPA's sta, ite

to the GATT, seeking retalitory measures against the
U.S., unless their concerns are met.

Our own internal review of the statute suggests that
it might be a violation of article three of the GATT
regarding 'national treatment.'

We have told the Venezuelans that the matter is out of our
jurisdiction.

We did suggest to EPA that they should sit down with all
interested parties, including U.S. refiners and the
Venezuelans, to find a GATT acceptable compromise.

Over the last few years, we have been pressing the
Venezuelans very hard to open up their energy sector to
U.S. oil companies — and have realized some success to
date.

Exxon, Shell and Mitsubishi have gotten Venezuelan
Government and Congressional approval to go ahead with
the 5.6 billion dollar Cristobal Colon LMG project —
the first majority foreign equity stake in Venezuela's
oil sector since nationalization in 1976.

Venezuela has awarded five service contracts to
American firms to reactivate idle oil field in
Venezuela. One of the firms, Benton oil and Gas, is

already producing oil. The other four have just
gotten the go ahead. (Maxus. Occidental, Moshbacher
Energy, Olympic) .

Conoco is involved in a 2 billion dollar project to

produce and upgrade Venezuelan heavy oil.

The Venezuelans are exploring "strategic association*
joint ventures withv^everal major U.S. oil companies.

Venezuela is also a major procurer of oil and gas field
equipment from the United States — purchasing over one
billion dollars per year, through its Houston subsidiary.

lilPf
rv
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Dr. Alirio A. Parra is currently Minister of Energy and Mines
of Venezuela and a highly respected economist in energy circles
worldwide. His career spans more than three decades as a

public servant and private consultant.

Educated at Cambridge University and George Washington
University, Dr. Parra started his career as Assistant Attach^
for Petroleum Affairs at the Venezuelan Embassy in Washington
D.C. Between 1958 and 1970 he was Chief Economist of the
Ministry of Energy and Mines. He has been senior partner of
the consulting firm Parra, Ramos and Parra and a consultant in

energy matters to the World Bank, the Inter-American
Development Bank, and the United Nations.

As 8 member of the Presidential Commission on Oil Reversion in
1975, he helped shape the smooth transition of the Venezuelan
oil industry from foreign multinational corporations to the
newly created national oil company Petr61eoK de Venezuela
(PDVSA), of which he became a founding Member of the Board
(1975-1990) and Managing Director for International Trade. He
was Managing Director (CEO) of Petrdleos de Venezuela (Europe)
from 1S84 to 1990 and later Senior Advisor to the Chairman of
the Center for Global Energy Studies in London.

He has been a keynote speaker at numerous conferences worldwide
and his speeches and papers have been printed in journals and
newsletters such as Petroleum Intelligence Weekly and the
Middle East Economic Survey. He has published over 50 papers
on petroleum economics, energy and geopolitics. He is also a

past president of the International Association of Energy
Economics (1989) and of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Companies (OPEC) (1992-93). Until March 1992 he was Chairman
of the British Institute of Energy Economics. Ha is also a
member of the Reform Club in London.

As Energy Minister, he also presides over the Shareholders'
Assembly of the PDVSA, the parent company of the U.S.
independent oil companies Citgo and Unoven. Through the
ownership of these oil refining and distribution networks, U.S.

energy security has been strengthened and Venezuela has
attained secure outlets for its crude and refined products.

Venezuela has the sixth-largest proven oil reserves in the
world and is the second-largest foreign supplier to the U.S. of
crude oil and refined products. In terms of non-oil trade,
Venezuela is the U.S.* second largest trading partner in Latin
America.
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E - Mrs. Spero

ARA - Alexander r. Watson Af^"^"^

Altrlo Parra. Minister of

>• !i

Appoi ntment Request:
Energy of Venezuela

Office call at Energy Minister Parra 's request

To exchange views on global energy issues and
concerns and to discuss bilateral issues.

OTHER APPOIHT-
MKiiTS smmHT; Energy Minister Parra is meeting with Energy

Secretary O'Leary.

BACKGROtnro;

LQCATIOM :

Energy Minister Parra would like to discuss
the prospects for global energy development
and bilateral issues, including the domestic
oil and gas initiative and environmental
protection regulations relating to
reformulated gasoline. Venezuela is the
second largest supplier of imported oil to the
United States, as well as our second largest
export market in Latin America. Venezuela
will hold elections on December S; a meeting
with Energy Minister Parrs would serve as a

reminder of U.S. interest in preserving the
democratic process in Venezuela.

Friday. November 12 for 30 minutes between
12 noon and 2 p.m.

Tour Office

I'
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Venezuela heading away
from tradie liberalisation
By Staptwn FMIw k«
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Venezuela Vote

Stirs G)ncem

Over Economy^
By Tod Robbenco

CARACAS. VenexwU. Dec
mWith tbe vou «tiO being counted »!

tu Sundajr't presidential electiontc

bere, «ncenu are suifadnj already^

,
about the apparent winner** threat

t^\
revene many el hit

predecessor^
U^-«)pported ecenonic poBdes. ^

Raiaei Calden. a 77-year-old forCf
ner preaident who appears to have

woo the vote, lent lipitlt during Iheo
campaigF that be would hah currentii
cflorta at pcivatizaag itate«woed en-^
teipraei. fiberaliiing tnde «nd>^
boMting laze* to laiie leveoue for»)

the caib^trapped govenuneot b-
tematiooal ioveatan in Veneruela
eaMeaaeJ coocen at that itaoce.

But cnalytti bere ay Calden
coukd bee maqr obttades carrying
oat U* pledges, capedally coander•

iof that hit precaiioat campaign co- u
afitxc d oommuiuiti and rijht-vrins- <
er« fa expected to carry l&le pobtkal ^
weight is tbe kgiskture. Tbe official u.

"vole eotmt hu yet to be anaouoced °
for (he presidaitial and kgblative z

J, electioBt, but aD ntjot candidate* ^
L have eooeaded victory to Calden. fc

- Both tbe Clintaa and Budi admio- <
• btiaiiuui cocsmged frce-marbet uj

: poboe* bere a* part of a eficft to
°

bolster tegraoal ecoKxaic aotegriticio

^ tad open Latin American marltetj to

.. , U.S. investon. Privatiatiaa tad oth-

er frte-coarlMt meanres had at-

tncted biSioos of doOan in U.S, Eu-

•MVDaZUZU.All,CAl

AFAEICUKU

J o z J
tlJ X OI UJE 111 o O

Reform Shift

Feared in

Venezuela

viwizuturwAi5

:an and Asian investment, espe-

ly in this country's huge petro-

sector, where $12 bilbae worth

^qCSSQigo-run projecu are beng ne-

g^jgrted.
„, o^tpezuela, the third-largest ei-

~p«ritj of petrotewi to the United

.^StaCe. had expressed a desire (or

tgOiiMn in tbe North Ameticaa Free

XAdd Agreement, and on Sunday it

^l^pded a regional trade accord

9«^exico and Coloabia. But Cat-

«ayt be is rethinking Veouue-
on foreign trade far tbe

and does not eipect hit

to join any Ibniul partner-
the United States during
IT term.

told reporien today that he
'

privatiatiaa ^ neither bad

', nor it it a panacea* (or Ven-

* econoiiuc iBs and said be

future pnvatBation
-M a case-by-case boat, b gen-

•'it added, 1 am against this ep-
& of pnvatuatiua.*

3il trade-fiberaEatioo pofide:

I SnCtt«-n»rh<tr«(onosofCalden't

Srocfoson have been highly bd-

H poftUr among poor and nuddte-daa
z '5 ywfeniflans. b Bterviews through-

o o '^tCinat,
a eaammnly expressed

ff^'k that (oreigoen would come

fcey to exploit Vfarniebn resources

wtg^ the nation watched wagev

bup^t power and Eving standards

dropanid adeepenng recessun.

tEdonhng to offidil statistics. 40

peCQit «( tbe popubtiao Eves in

pogiTty while infiatioo it approacfa-

in^rannoal nte of <S percent b
hi»-«unpai(n, Calden pledged to

cojtmbt "the oebnout economic

po^lhat has caused to much ham
to fi^ country.* But to br be has

been^jwrt on tpedfict, other than a

proKUK to repeal a 10 percent val-

ucjSfed tax on csnsamer goods.

uitfivi foreign nvestnjest. par-

tKtll^dy in petroleum projects, has

been ^perceived by nany Vcnexue-
lan^M encroachment on cbexished

naCul patrimaoT. and Calden

op^Oy exploited thai sentiment dw-
intJiilcampaign against tbe two lr>-

ditjon^ ruling parties that have al-

tenutely shared die presidency lor

the past 3S years.

W9n

BSTboth o( those paities, the so-

ciat-CVistian Ccpei and social-dem-

ocntK Democntic Action, tuptnrt

existing free-mariu! programs, and

tbe^
tre expected to maintain their

domloant positions in the legislature.

Because Calden it likely to (ace a

poUQ^l impasse in tbe legislature,

diptoigau and other analysu dis-

counted many g( his campaign

pledges as popuEst bluster. Never-

theks*. during hb previous presiden-

tial tenn in 1969-73. Calden exhib-

ited;;! clearly protectiaaist bent.

AnoM other actions, be abrogated a

U.£*a)eiuelaa tnde accofd.

ObC ^)loinat eaid, however, that

Cal^ appean to have matured

tia^>j)>ea.
This man it no wild-eyed

ndica^ aor it ke Eving in the past.

He's pretty pngmatic . . . once you

tlasMhrough the jmgle a( campaign

•b«tc<fc-'

tg^ of tbe countiy't fmnnmir
tahMoo fies in ill abSty to attract

faralgi capital, the Cploout said.

anCulden wvold titk frightening

iav^ldn away i be (bOows through

witttTlaos to renegotiate the coua-

tiy>^ biOioo foreign debt

"^St certainly going la want to

maSt'the iiit. i topic «( . . . muhi-

btetil csnoeia,* the iSplcmat taid.

niut. I dont IhiidL kH help attnet

{foreign apitaQ by embariring oo a

lenegotiatioo.'

Fwo Pahna. poeral manager d
tbe-86o( ASea Hamilton consulting

fimDiere, taid (hat despite Calden't

boii(,flatetDen2s, be ^ipurtd to be

tssembSng a rcasagetnest team that

ndudes many af tbe free-market

lup^belers who adviied previous

govftuneots.

Ajnoog theo. Ctldeia reportedly

B ooaslering reinstating Alirio

Parn^formet president of the Or-

ganSilJon of Petroleum Exporting

''"'Wtl** as «3 minists. Parra. an

ardqitiupporter of prrvatiatian and

(ree^tiarfcet reforms, resigned as oil

min&ar bst May when president

Cards'Andres Perei was impeached
00 cortuptioa durges.
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2 JtJttrcnched huMa
Rejected in Veneaiela

\

CARACAJ, Veneaieli. Dec t - It-
tarl CaMen Rodrwio. populki witt
s rapMiusn hr hoaaiy. was alKtDd
fici idt ai loday, dam «aiar aurngf*

Mr. Caldm.n.«feevai
to ttw aartr tnoii, wmt nomad la
tfOee by ««MnwlBlUMd atalut d»
l«o ^itlM Uwi hrw alwreaicd la

iwenuni; Mm caumry far IS yaara.
Abfoaifd h)- pelliKal cam^iios aa«

«r«nMiK' mrtMn. ikp vaien ^ll(ra^
tt lowani iwa aidcpnidnu candidain,

, Mr. Cakirra wid Aadret VrtAjqan. of
ikr tatfirsi Cauu> piny. Mr. CaMera,
a4iu raptured akoui 3i patM a( Ike
««ar. arroraau la ttM nuvaya, vtl
lakaoMleaaiML^Ikclai aC
bacairrt aata kur paite.
\ VMb«mtVwMPM.andmiidiarihe
: <*alairal inwart aetna 10 ha«< «raiaad
••»• '' __-nm nm rt mm ^»m pagola
•ea0tt Ikat draeoaeyanuM parWk

. rraatdm taaite J. Vdaiquctaanfad
dv naina laday.

*

"Saaie piii> 1i win keep oa iklnkMi
dial tr aokaajKB a adMary cai^ kal

dir iBajarvy win tbaife Ikai dnasciaqr
dw •rar." prtdKtad Ratad Pattta,

. 41 a pfdiitnelan «*a aarvtd as a pal
.

: vairkrr Ik -M*.. CaUtfa'* Canv•^
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Embajaua de Venezuela
V/ashinoton, D. C.

N" 2142/M-124

.-7

The Hononble Joan E Spero

Under Secretary for Economic

and Agricultural Afbin
U.S. Department of Suie

Room 7256

2201 C Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20S20

Dear Mrs. Spero:

1^

OEP*ffTIHeWT Of STATE

(Hi?E!.EASE ( ) DECLASSIFY

jEXCae ( » DECLASSIFY

, , ,jcNr W PART

( ) OcLcTE Non-R»«pon«lv« Info

FOIA ExtmpUooa^

PA e-""p»i~"

December 10, 1993

Joan' Spero/l 2/13/9 3

«
|FPCfC0R^7?t<- Drtt./^/g/AV

MR CaM* Only:

EO Citatkma.

T8 uihofily t

( ) CLASSIFY M ( )8or« ) C OADf

( ) DOWNGRADE 18 to J ) 8 or ( J C OAP»

It was a pleasure to meet with you today. We truly believe that we have a sound, solid

position that stands on its own technical merits. Venezuela's reformulated gasoline, not

withstanding its higher olefins content, but because of its much lower aromatic and benzene

content, will result in an 18 percent greater reduction in toxic emissions than the average U.S.

reformulated gasoline.

hi as verification is concerned, we are willing to discuss any proposal with EPA to

"guarantee that the emisaon levels of Volatile Organic Components (VOQ, Nitrogen Oxide

(NOX), and Air Toxics (TGX) will conform with EPA regulations.

If Venezuela 'u not permitted to use its own baselines for 1990, the American consumer

will be deprived of environmentally sound gasoline from my country during the transition period

199S-97, and this will ultimately become a trade restricting measure.

Sincerely,

of Energy and Mines
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JUUO SOSA RODRIGUEZ

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Aabasador JuUo Son Rodrfpici b oot cT die bbcX «it«»t«f«t«K*^ bosiacsanen and

public flfures la Veneueb. His CuOy ku been BoUble la acricultun for screnU

gencritloac.

H* wai bora la Cwveu la 1923 aad wm educated la Ycneadat FVvaco tad tho
Ualtod SUUs. He boldt defrecs ta dvll aad pctrolcaia eofioflcflat, aad studied at

Cornell UaiTentty aad the UalTerdty of Oklabooia.

He started Us career ia tbe oO bdustry b tbe aiid 1940*8, bat quickly oioTcd to

fouad his own coostructioa conpaay 'EdUkadones cJL", oac of tbe largest la its

Held, aow run bjr one of bis sobs. He later founded 'Seguros Orlaoco", one of the

largest insurance fiwnpani— fa Venenela, of which he remains Tlc»<hainnaa of the

board.

He Is abo founder aad fhalrmaa of tbe board of ladustrlas Venoco, CJk., one of the

leading efaemkal and petrochemical fwnpaalw b Venezueb. Ia the early 1980's, he

founded Banco dd Orinoco, of which he b abo fhalrman of the board.

Ia the pubDe arena, be was Ambassador tnm Veocxueb to the United Stetcs between
1969 and 1971 and a founding Member of the Board of Dlrectoa of Petroleos de

Venezueb (FDVSA), tbe natboal ofl company, b 1975-197<. In 1992, be was

appointed to serre b the sb member Preddcotbl Commbsioa which recommended
a set of measure* to reform the Jodlcbl and poOtkal systems, broaden the scope of

people's partldpathm b the democratic process, strengthen the autonomy of the

Central Bank, aad reduce the fbcal dcOdL

TS authority <o

rTcUsilFYas ( )Sor( ) C OADR

|( I DOWNGSAOE TS to ( ) S or ( ) C OAOH
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AUKIQ A. PARRA
BIOGSAFmCAL NOIS

Dr. Alizio A. Pun b euRcody Vflnlster of Eoergy tad Mlaet of Vcnezueli and

a hifhly respeoed tconomin ia cnagf drde* worldwide. Kit career spans (hrou^h more

tfaaa du«e decade* of public service as well u a private coosuloni.

Bdaciftrf H CambrideB Unhcnitjr, Bsflud, tad Tbe Oeorfe WuhlBftoa

Unlvcnity, Dr. Pam ttuted his oraer as a Assistant Aaach^ for PtaokuiB Affairs at the

VtDcxuelaa Embassy ia Washiiigtea D.C Betwon 195t aad 1970 he was Chief

Pi.rt«r>mt« of the Kflaissry of Eaeriy tod Mlaet. He has beca Senior Parmer of the

«w^«ntriin film Pun, Rmos aad Pam (PRiiP) and t consultant So <acr|y matxen to the

World Bank, Tht Interameticaa Development Bank and the Usuted Hatioos.

At • meaiber of (ha Pretideatltl CommlMJon on OQ Sevenloa ta 1975, he helped

shape the smooth txansiiioa of the Venezuelan oil industry from dte forei|n oil

mtilrinttional corpontioas (o the newly caretted national oil company Petrdleos de

Venezuela S.A.. (PDVSA), of which he became a foundint Member of the Board (197S-

1990) aad Manacing Director for latemadonal Trade. He was Managing Director

(CEO) of Petr6leoi de Venezuela (Europe) from 1984 to 1990 and later Senior Advisor

to tbe Chairman of the Center for Global Energy Studies in London.

Ee has been a ktynota weaker at Bomerous oonfereaees worldwide and his

ipcffThfi ai>d papes have been printed in journals and newsleoen such as Petroleum

Intdligence Weekly and the Middle East Econotnic Suivey. He has published well over

SO papers oo petroleum economics, energy and geopolitics. He is also a past president of

the Intematioaal AssodatioQ of Energy Economics (1989) and of the Organiiadon of

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEQ (1992-93). Until March 1992, he was Chairman

of the British Instiiuis of Energy Economia (BIE£) and is also a member of the Reform

At Energy Mlalatcr, he also presides over the Shareholders' Asseatbty ofPDVSA,
tbe parent oompaay of U.S. iadependent oil companies Qtgo and Unovcn. Through the

owneship of these oil refining and distribution nerworks, U.S. energy security has been

sticngtheoed and Vcaezuda has attained secure outlets for iu crude and refined produeu.

Vcoestela tanks sixth uaoof tbe oountrles with the largest pravca eO reserva in

tbe world, is U.S. second foreign supplier of crude oil and refined products and in lerms

of aoo-oil Hade Venezuela is U.S. secood largest tndmg partner in Latin America.

..ury ••-ld .-<T OF STATE IS/FPCfCDR ,^0Q
"
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10/20/9-^ 135705 PRINTER: HG
93 CARACAS 11029

UNCLASSIFIED
DISCUSS REFOAMULATEO GASOLINE* DESCRIBED THE PROBLEM AS
"VERY SERIOUS" FOR VENEZUELA* ANC POSSIBLY AFFECTING

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 03 CARACA 11029 01 3F 02 132127Z
SOtOOO BARRE.S PER DAY OF VENEZUELAN GASOLINE EXPORTS TO
THE U.S. VELASQUEZ SAIO HE HAD ASKED SOSA TO ACCOMPANY
PARi^A ON THE VISIT TO WASHINGTON BECAUSE THE CALOERA
GOVERNMENT WILL HAi/E TO DEAL dlTH THE ISSUE IN THE FUTURE,
*. ROOSEM* IN TJR<t SPEAKING PUBLICLY ON THE ISSUE FOR
THE f IRST TI*<6» SAIO IT HAD BECOME A AFFAIR OF STATE FOR
VENEZUELA ANO ADOED THAT THE ACTIONS OF U.S. REFINERS
COULO ALTER THE LO'iGSTANOI'NG GOOD ECONOMIC ANO POLITICAL
RELATIONS RELATIONS 3ETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES.
ACKNOWLEDGING THAT THE EPA IS AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY
AUTONOMOUS l^i ITS OcCISIONSt ROOSEN SAID THAT
OISCRIMINATI^IG AGAINST VENEZUELAN GASOLINE WOULD
CaNT;<AOrCT THE FRtt-T'rt ADE POLICIES OF THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT AND VIOLATE THE CATT.
5. ROOSEN WENT ON TO SAY THE USG IS COMPLETELY FAMILIAR
WITH THE TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF VENEZUELAN GASOLINE ANO
REFERRED TO VENEZU?LA»S RECORD AS A SURE AND RELIABLE
SUPPLIE" OF JIL TO THE U.S. FOR 70 YEARS. HE SAID THE
P««ESSURe EX=^TEu Br U.S. REFINERS AMOUNTED TO UNFAIR
TRADE TACTICS PROMPTED BY NARROW PROFIT MARGINS IN A

HIGHLY COMPETITIVE '<Aa<ET. ROOSEN ALSO WARNED THAT ThE
BATTLE OVER ^EFORMOLATEO GASJLINE COULD BE THE FIRST IN
A SERIES OF ?RaT£CTIONIST ATTACKS ON VENEZUELAN OIL
EXPORTS BY CE^TATJ SE3MEHTS OF THE U.S. OIL INDUSTRY.
*. PARRA AND SOS* SPOKE OF THEIR VISIT TO WASHINGTON
ANO VIGOROUSLY UEFENDEO THE VENEZUELAN POSITION. PARRAt
*S HAD VELASQU5Z, DESCRIBED REFORMULATEO GASOLINE AS AN
A«=F4IR rjF STATE ANO AOOEO* "WE HAVE THE MORAL AnO

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 0<. CARACA 11029 01 CF 02 132127Z
TECHNICAL AJTHJRITlT TO OBTAl>t THE SAME TREATMENT AS U.S.
REFINERS. WE ARE ^OT SEEKING AN EXCEPTION. JUST EQUAL
TREATMENT."
7. COMMENT: REFORMULATED GASOLINE HAS BECOME A MAJOR
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUE KEREt GOING FAR BEYOND THE
VALUE OF THE fcXPORlS THAT MOULD BE AFFECTED BY A

NEG/.TIVE tPA RJLING. RI5HTLY OR WRONGLY, THE ISSUE IS
SEEN HERE AS THE FIRST TEST OF PRESIDENT CLINTON'S

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED / PAGE
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XO/20/9* 13570S PRINTER: Ho
^3 CARACAS 11029

PAGE 01
ACTION ARA-01
IMFO LOG-00

C-Ol
E-01
JUSE-00
OPIC-03
SS-00

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

CARACA 11029 02 OF 02 132123Z

ACOA-17 AIO-01 CEA-01 CEO-Ol
OASY-00 OINT-05 OOOC-00 ITCE-00
FR3-01 HA-09 H-01 TEOE-OC
LaB-O-V L-03 ADS-00 NSAE-00
PA-02 PH-02 PRS-01 P-01
STR-i6 TRSC-00 T-00 USIE-00

OFDFAE 132124Z /38
132122Z OEC S3

FM AMEMBASSY CARACAS
TO SECSTATF WASHOC IMMEDIATE *751
INFO WHITEHOJSE WAShOC
USOOC WASHOC
OOE WASHOC
UNCLAS SECTION 02 OF 02 CARACAS 11029
STATE F^R ARA AND 68
STATE PLS PASS USTR FOR SURO-BREDIE
NSC FOR FEIN3ERG
USDOC FOR 3134/USF:S/0I0/0/WH/TAFT

*331/I£P/WH/OSA/BRUCE AND ZEIGER
DOE FOR PUMPHRtY

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 02 CARACA 11029 02 OF 02 132123Z
E.O. 12356: N/A
TAGS: EPET, ENRGf PRELt VE
SU9JECT: REr0R«4ULATE0 GASOLINE RECEIVES MAJOR MEDIA

ATTcNTIO^ AFTER GOV OFFICIALS SPEAK OUT
POST-NAFTa HA3E POLICY TOWAROS VENEZUELA AND LATIN
AM£PJCA. WP CAN EXPECT AN EXTREMELY NEGATIVE REACTION
HERE, FROM G3V OFFICIALS AND THE PUBLIC, IF THE EPA'S
DECISION ON OeCEMeeR 15 GOES AGAINST VENEZUELA. THE
GOOD V<ILL ANO -40PE GENERATED BY THE SUCCESSFUL
CONCLUSION 3? THc >1AFTA WOULD RAPIDLY DISSIPATE. ^
DAVIC)OW

UNCLASSIFIED

CIAE-00 CTMt-00
EB-01 EXME-00
INR-00 ITC-01
OES-09 OMB-Ol
SNP-00 SP-00
EPAE-00 /oasw

V

PAGE
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aACTIOM: UA<01)

aiNFO: 0(00) P(01) T(00> M(00) C(01) CIU(OO)
OOOE(OO) EKOI) INKOO) rilSE(00> 10(01) mcoo)
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ACTIO* E-01

INFO lOG-00 MtT-OO AKM-OI TEOE-00 AOS-OO tS-OO

-OFESQ 1322062 /M
1322042 DEC 93

FN AieWAtST CAMCAS
TO tCCSTATE WAtWC ll*)E0IATE 47S4

INFO MITEIMUSE UASISC
USOOC WASWC
DOE IMSNDC

CAUCAS 11033

STATE F0« AHA, A/S UATSOM, AW Ei, A/t tPEM

iTATE >' 'JkSC PASS USTI F0« lUM-UEDIE AND ETA

OOi H* M»NIET

t.O. 12SM| N/A
TAOII EKT, ETU, EMN, MIL, «C
SUiJCCT: LETTE* TO SEOUTART FROM FOMtl OCNM ON
EFOnUUTES CASOIINE

1. KWIAATl TNC SCCatTAAT NAI lECEIVEO LHTEI FMM
VEK2UEUUi FOMIOI MINISTn STATIM THAT A NEGATIVE
DCCISIOM Oil TNE tEFONNJLATfO MS ISSUE WOUU UMt
MWFU. IWACT OM TNC VENOICLAN ECOOtT A« TM
INTEUAL rollTICAL SITUATICH. EIB SUflACT.

2. FaUKINC IS TNANSUTEB TEXT OF LETTEl DATS
DCCe«CI 10 FHM MINISTEI OF FCNEICM AFFAIIS FEMAIM
OCMA AMTICN TO SCCtETAAT CMISTCPm. LETTEX UM HUB
OEIIVEUD TO DOI iT OKECTO* OF NOFA ECONOMIC AFFAIU
OFFICE TNIS AFTEINOCM.

3. SEOIN TEXT: TOUt EXCCLLEIKT: I M TAKINC TNi
OPPOIIUIITT TO MtiTE TO TOU IX UFEtENCC TO TNC FINAL
HWUTtON CM KFONMJLATES SAtOllNE WMICM TIE

EXVIKMCNTAL MOTECTION AOBKT OF TNE UMITB STATES
(ETA) WILL tC ISSUING ON IS DCCEI«CI, 1993, A TOPIC
WICN NAS GIVEN IISC TO POLITICAL DCMTI IN TNIS COUMTIT.

4. TIK MOUUTIOa WGULO DISdlNIIATC ACAINH VK
VENtZUCLAI PtOOUCT, IN VIOLATICi OF AATICU III OF TNE

GENEUL ACIEEMENT ON TAXIFFS AW TRADE (GATT), lEUTIVE
TO TNE PtINCIPLE OF NATIONAL TNEATMENT OF INPOtTEO COOOS
IT TNE CCNTNACTING PAATIES.

5. out PErtOlEUI CtXPANT (POVU) NAS ESTIMTEO THAT TNE

ISSUANCE OF SUCN A DCCISIOM WOUU AFFECT OUt EXPORTS OF

•EFONMXJkTED GASOLINE TO TIK UMITEB STATES, tEOUCING
THEM IT SO TNOUSAW lAMELS A OAT, IN SPITE OF IMPONTANT
INVEST1CNTS OF ONE IILLIOI OOLIAXS THAT VtNEZUClA NAS

NAM IN ITS OOCSTIC lEFININC nSTEM AW IN INC UNITED
STATES UIOUING US IT 199S TO C(M>IT WITN TNE KOUIIED
ENVIIOWENTAL PMCCDUtES IN TNIS HATTER.

/002W

EFFORT OM PHOUCTIOI CAPACIH WAS (AISED TO LEVELS
lEOUlia IT TIC SCAKin OCMCUTtD IT TM CONFLICT. WE
NAVI KU UITI TNE UNITS ITATES IN VCIT INPOITAIT
OECISICN* POi Tout OOUNTIT II TNC SCOMin COUNCIL OF
TNC UNITES NATIONS, M WELL AS TNE RECENT CASES OF LIITA
AW IRAQ.

T. TNE aOSE POLITICAL AW ECONOMIC TIES lETWEEN OUI
COUNTRIES CAUSE US TO NOPC THAT VENEZUELA'S POSITION AS
A TRUSTUORTNT NEIIISPRERIC PUTNER WILL IE RECOGNIZED AW
THAT TNE FREE TRACE PRINCIPLES WNtCN WE NAVE PURSUED SO

VIGOROUSLT IN TNE URUOUAT ROUW IE WILL PRESERVED.

S. A NEGATIVE OECISIOM WOULO NAVE AN EVEN GRUTER
EFFECT ON OUR ECONCNT AW WILL CIEARLT NAVE A NEGATIVE
INTERNAL POLITICAL WACT ON DEMOCRATIC STUILTT AW ON
TNE VENEZUELAN OFVCLOPMENT PROCESS. SIGNED: FERNANDO
OCNOA ANTICN. EW TOR. OMfMI
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6. TOU ARE AUARE THAT VEIEZUCU HAS SEEN AW CONTINUES
TO IE AN IMPORTANT SUPPLIER OF PETROIEIH AW ITS

PRODUCTS TO THE UNITED STATES. PROOF OF THIS NAS KEl
OUR CONSTAMCT II TROURLED TIMES, IN PEIICOS Lltt TNC
SECOW WORLO WAR OR THE RCaST OULF lUR, WHEN WITN
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^C^ CIT*.^

»o

:»:

Decanber 15, 1993, 6:15pm

Mrs. Spero:

Ambassador Watson asked that I pass the following

information to you:

Amb Watson has spoken to the Venezuelan Minister

of Energy and so advised Bo Cutter's office.

Tbe Minister is revising a cantiunique that he

already prepared in the event our decision was

negative to reflect that the EPA and the GCW

will continue discussions.

I (Amb. Watson) believe, however, that the

comtunique will also include a reference that

GOV is appealing to the GATT. I think that s

OK.

With respect,

CC:
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Talking Points Provided bv EPA Director Dick Wilson
to A/S Watson on 12/15/93

1. EPA is putting out a final rule that is unchanged from the

one the EPA was working on before.

2. EPA has had long discussions with the Venezuelans who put
forth interesting proposals to deal with the environmental
issues, but, unfortunately, we ran out of time.

3. However, the door is still open to further discussions if

the Venezuelans are still interested.

Press Briefing Regarding Venezuela
bv EPA Assi.stant Administrator Marv Nichols on 12/16/93

Q. Isn't this a protectionist measure?
(question by unidentified Venezuelan journalist)

A. No, what we were announcing was not the final say-so on
Venezuelan fuel. The program does not go into effect until

January 1, 1995. State and EPA will be talking to the GOV
to see if there is a way to resolve the situation,
(rough paraphrase by EPA Public Liaison Officer John Kasper)

Q. To what end will the EPA and the Venezuelans hold these

meetings?
(question by Piatt's Oilgram Reporter Gerald Karey)

A. The EPA was approached by Venezuela (during the -

reformulated gasoline rulemaking process) with some ideas
and proposals for different ways of treating foreign
refiners. We will be looking at those proposals in the
future. We expect to continue conversations with the

government and the Venezuelan oil industry,
(extract from Piatt's Oilgram News of 12/17/93)

12/17/93
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""SMfciliJJ^"'(SeVcRAL ARTICLES ^0T6tf *tT-WdCtr'AT^ECT SOtOOO BARRELS
OF GASOLINE EXPORTS PER PAY WITH A VALUE OF SOME USD 150

hfHiTln (in irr I ii^

PAGE 03 CARACA Ilt73—Ot OF-02 ITISIOZ
MILLION PER fEAR), AND IN VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 3 OF THE
GATT. PARRA DESCRIBED THE OECISION AS CONTRARY TO THE
POLICIES OF COM»<ERCIAL INTEGRATION AND FREE TRADE
ESPOUSED 5Y THf U.S. IM THE NAFTA AND THE r4EW GATT
ACCOKO. HE FOUNO IT PARADOXICAL THAT THE EPA HAD ISSUED
THE REGULArnsS ON THE SAME DAY THAT TrIE U.S. AND OTHER
COUNTRIES HAD SIGNED THE WORLD'S MOST IMPORTANT TRADE
ACCORD.
4. PARRA CONTINJEJ THAT IN FORMULATING THE REGULATIONS.
PROTECTIONIST PRESSURES HAD PREVAILED OVER ENVIRONMENTAL
ISSUES. HE SAID VENtZJELA UlULD IMMEDIATELY BEGIN THE
PROCESS OF BRINGING ITS CASE faEFORc THE GATT. HE ALSO
%' 10 THt GOV kJOULO RESUME DISCUSSIONS WITH EPA IN AN
ATTFMPT TO PERSUADE IT TO REVOKE THE DISCRIMINATORY
ASPECTS OF T4E >> ?GULATIONS.
5. PARRA NOTED THAT THE GOV AND POVSA HAD WORKED
CLOSELY WITH THE e?A FJR THREE YEARS AS THE AGENCY
PRFPARED ITS REGULATIONS. HE REITERATED THAT VENEZUELAN
GASOLINE MET ALL THE NEW U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL REOUIREMEMTS
AND HAD EMISSIONS LEVtLS EQUAL TO OR BELOW THE U.S.
AVERAGE. PARRA EXP».ESScO CONC ER.'l THAT THE EPA OECISION
CREATED AN UNFAIR PRECEDENT AGAINST EXPORTERS OF
PETROLEUM PRJOUCTS SUCH AS VENEZUELA BY USING
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS FOR PROTECTIONIST PURPOSES.
5. DESPITE HIS CRITICISM OF THE EPA DECISION. PARRA
E'«PHASIZED THAT "THE DOORS A*E NOT CLOSED TC FURTHER
NEGOTIATIONS" WITH THE U.S. AND THAT HE WAS STILL
HOPFFUL THAT AN EQUIT^^LE >lGRcEMENT COULD 3E REACHED

PAGE C* CARACA lllTii"Ol OF 02 ITlfllOZ

^EFO'f THE RESTRICTIONS BECOJ^c EFFECTIVE Vt 1995. ALL
THE Pr'.ESS STO'lIES PICKED UP ON THIS ASPECT OF THE
MINISTER'S REMARKS AND MADE IT CLEAR THAT A SOLUTION
THAT MET VENEZUELAN CONCERNS WAS STILL POSSIBLE.
7. COMMENT: NEITHER THE WIDESPREAD PRESS COVERAGE NOR
THE CRITICISE OF THE EPA DECISION WAS A SURPRISE.
MINISTER PARRA'S TONEt HOWEVER, ONE WHICH HE CONVEYED
EFFECTIVELY TO THE PRESS, WAS MODERATE. OBVlOUSLYt THE
CONCILIATORY RESPONSE IS BASED ON VENEZUELAN

hHHTiO Bl'l iilWL USE

Li i artJft<fiJHijhj^i / PAGE
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CALOERA SAID THE U.S. GASOLINE MARKET IS CRITICALLY
IMPO!lTANT FOR VcNEZUELA, BUT 010 NOT ADDRESS THE
SPECIFIC PROBLEM OF REFORMULATED GASOLINE. VENAMCHAM
MEMBERS MEPe VtRlT PLEASED BY THE FRIENDLY SPIRIT OF
CALDEKA'S REHA<KS« PARTICULARLY IN VIEW OF THE FACT
THAT MOST MEMBERS OPENLY FAVORED CANDIDATE
ALVAREZ-PAZ. ANO GIVE^J THAT BUSINESS VIEWS CALDERA'S

P»GE 03 CARACA 11176 01 OF 03 1718232
COMING ADMINISTRATION AS POTENTIALLY A LOT LESS
PR0-3USINESS TSA^ RECENT GOVERNMENTS. END SUMMARY.
3. VENAMCHAM ELECTED OFFICERS AT THE GENERAL MEETING.
A COMPLETE LIST 0= OFFICERS HILL BE SU3MITTE0 BY

SEPTEL FOR INPUT nTO THE NATIONAL TRADE DATA BANK.
4. IN HIS REMARKS* AMBASSADOR DAVIDOW PUBLICLY
REITERATED PR£S[:)E>JT CLINTON'S CONGRATULATIONS TO
CALDcRA ON HIS ELECTION AND APPLAUDED THE PEOPLE OF

VENEZUELA FOR THEIR DEDICATION TO DEMOCRACY. HE
EMPHASIZED THAT fie LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH THE
CALOERA GOVERNMENT ON AREAS OF COMMON INTtREST ANO
THAT COMMERCIAL RELATIONS ARE HIGH AMONG THE AREAS FOR

COOPERATION. HE APPLAUDED THE VtNAMCHAM'S PAST
EFFORTS IN SJPPORT OF GOVtRNM£NT-TO-GOV£RNMENT EFFORTS
TO ADVANCE TH>£ ECONOMIC AGENDA. HE NOTED THAT CALOERA
COMES TO PO-ER SISJLTANEDUSLY WITH The ENTRY INTO
FORCE OF THE NAFTA ANO THE URUGUAY ROUND OF GATT* ANO
NOTED THAT CALDERA'S GOVERNMENT WILL DETERMINE
VENEZUELA'S PA.'^TKI' AT ION IN HEMISPHERIC AND GLOBAL
TRAOP ACREEMFNTS. HE NOl ED THAT AS COUNTRIES DEVELOP
VAST TRADr, INrVITA^LY ISSUES ARISE OVER SPECIFIC
GOODS IN TPADE. HE SAID GOVERNMENTS MUST RECOGNIZE
THAT THIS IS PA(<T 3F THE PROCESS AND THAT .FORKING

TOGETHER THfSE PROBLEMS CAN 3t RESOLVED. THE
AM3ASSAD0R INVITED PRESIDENT CALDtRA TO RELY ON
VENAMCHAM AS AN ALlY ANO SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE ON TRADE
POLICY. THE AMBASSADOR STATED OUR HOPE TO GET TC WORK
EARLY CN THE FOUR BILATERAL ACCORDS (IPRt BIT.

OOUWLt-TAXATIOMi AND SUBSIOIESJ IN THE HOPE OF

PAGE 04 CAR'.CA 11176 01 OF 03 1716232
COMPLETING THEM WITH THE NEW GOVERNMENT.
5. IN HIS REMARKS, VENAMCHAM PRESIDENT STEPHEN FELLOWS
NOTED THAT NOW THAT THE VENEZUELAN ELECTION IS OVER,
VENAMCHAM HO=ES FOR POLITICAL STABILITY ANO A PROGRAM
OF NEW ADVANCES IN ECONOMIC .MODERNIZATION. HE NOTED
THE CH»MBE.<'S CDNCSRN OVER THE REFORMULATED GASOLINE
ISSUE ANO PLEOGEJ TO SUPPORT GOV EFFORTS IN ATTEMPTING
TO MAINTAIN THE U.S. MARH.ET FOR THIS CRITICAL
VENEZUELAN PRODUCT. He REFERRED TO THE NAFTA ANO SAID

M«M«i««e«*AMwM*«« / PAGE
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THAT VENEZUELA S-tOULD HAVE THE AIM OF JOINING IN AN
EXPiVMOeO HHMISPHSRIC TRAOt AGREEMENT. HIS REMARKS
ALSO INCLUOfO COMMENTS AND A3VICE TO CALOERA ON THE
IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMIC STABILITY ANO ON THE IMPORTANCE
OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN THE COUNTRY.

«UMU«aiii«aUM*k-#««>
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LIIIIILLI Ul I ILIJIL UJL
CONCERNS ARE A TENScNCV TO £NOORSE PROTECIONIST IDEAS
ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAiLt SUGGESTIONS THAT EXCHANGE
CONTROLS SHOULD NOT BE RULED OUTt AND COMMENTS BY
CALOERA ON T-«c NEED TO MODERATE THE COUNTRY'S "ALL IN
FAVOR" ATTITUDE ON PRIVATIZATION. BUSINESS GENERALLY
HAS INDICATED SKEPTICISM AND RESERVED JUOGMENTt
WAITING FOR CALOERA TO BEGIN TO OUTLINE POLICYi WHICH
HE HAS YET TO OJ IN Af^Y DETAIL. WHILE HE CONTINUED

PAGE 03 CARACA 11176 02 OF 03 1716242
THIS TACTi: OF SNEAKING ONLY IN GENERALIZATIONS AT THE
VENA»1CHAM AD3R!:SS» HIS TONE <(AS REMARKABLY
CONCILIATORY. ESPE:IALLY IN CONTRAST TO HIS CAMPAGIN
ADDRFSS TO HE GROUP IS SEPTEMBER. WHE^E HE MADE
SEVERAL REMARKS THAT HINTED THAT BUSINESS NEEDED TO BE
TAXED MORE TO SUPPORT THE COUNTRY'S POOR. EMBASSY
VIEWS CALOSRA'S DECISION TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
VENAMCHAM MEETING. SO SOON AFTER HIS ELECTION. AS A

POSITIVE SISNAL 3F THE IMPORTANCE THE PRESI OENT-ELECT
ATTACHES TO U.S. VENEZUELAN BILATERAL RELATIONS* AND
PARTICULARLY TO HIS INTEREST IN NOW ESTABLISHING GOOD
WORKING RELATIONS WITH VENEZUELAN BUSINESS ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE ISSUES. ALTHOUGH THE COMMENT ON A

WESTERN HEMISPHERE FREE TRADE AGREEMENT WAS NON

PAGE
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United States Depanmeni of State

Washington, D. C. 20520

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM L ;..J
9329235
'95 OtC-iil i'.j-- Af-

TO: E - Mrs. Speco

FROM: ARA - Alexander F Watson

SUBJECT: Update on Venezuela and the Reformulated Gasoline Issue
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On December 14 I spoKe to Ambassador Davidow in Caracas and
briefed him on the results of the interagency discussion on
Venezuela and the EPA's reformulated gasoline program. I told
him we would be providing him with an EPA approved statement to
use with GOV officials and the Venezuelan press.

On December 15. I called Venezuelan Minister of Energy
Parra and gave him with a verbal summary of the EPA's
intentions regarding Venezuela. My conversation followed
verbal talking points provided by Dick Wilson, Director of
EPA's Office of Air Quality and Radiation (Tab 1). I provided
the same information to Ambassador Davidow, who briefed
President-Elect Caldera's Transition Team Head, Dr. Julio Sosa
Rodriguez, and PDVSA President Gustavo Roosen.

On December 16, the EPA issued a press statement and
conducted a press briefing on the reformulated gasoline rule
issued on December IS. The press statement did not mention
Venezuela or the foreign refiners issue (Tab 2). The press
briefing, conducted by EPA Assistant Administrator for Air and
Radiation Mary Nichols, included two questions that related to
Venezuela: one by an unidentified Venezuelan journalist and one
by « Platf a Oilo ram News correspondent. Nichol's answers
included and expanded on the talking points provided by Wilson.

On December 20, at ARA's request, the EPA issued a press
statenient on the use of individual baselines by foreign
refiners (Tab 3). This statement puts in writing the talking
points provided by Wilson and has been forwarded to Ambassador
Davidow for use with GOV officials and the Venezuelan Press.

COV officials have been moderate, the tone of their remarks
tempered by the possibility of a negotiated solution. Press
coverage was initially moderate, but became more negative over
the weekend. You may also wish to review the attached Platfs
Oiloram News article of December 17, which is the only major
U.S. news item we have seen onthis subject to date (Tab 4).
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Attachmgnts:

Tab 1 - EPA Talking Points of December 15 plus Q&A's From
EPA Press Briefing of December 16

Tab 2 - EPA Press Statement of December 15

Tab 3 - EPA Press Statement of December 17

Tab 4 - Piatt's Oilgram News article of December 17
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Talking Points Provided bv EPA ni rprf-^r pick wilsnn
to A/S Watson on 12/lS/q:^

1. EPA is putting out a final rule that is unchanged from the
one the EPA was working on before.

2. EPA has had long discussions with the Venezuelans who put
forth interesting proposals to deal with the environmental
issues, but, unfortunately, we ran out of time.

3. However, the door is still open to further discussions if
the Venezuelans are still interested.

Press Briefing Reaardino v«»n«.Kii«.l«

by EPA Assistant Administrator Marv Nirhols on la/lfi/Qi

Q. Isn't this a protectionist measure?
(question by unidentified Venezuelan journalist)

A. No, what- we were announcing was not the final say-so on
Venezuelan fuel. The program does not go into effect until
January 1, 1995. State and EPA will be talking to the GOV
to see if there is a way to resolve the situation,
(rough paraphrase by EPA Public Liaison Officer John Kasper)

Q. To what end will the EPA and the Venezuelans hold these
meetings?
(question by Piatt's Oilgram Reporter Gerald Karey)

A. The EPA was approached by Venezuela (during the
reformulated gasoline rulemaking process) with some ideas
and proposals for different ways of treating foreign
refiners. We will be looking at those proposals in the
future. We expect to continue conversations with the
government and the Venezuelan oil industry,
(extract from Piatt's Oilgram News of 12/17/93)

12/17/93
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ACTION E-01
INFO LOG-00

CARACA 00263 1122112

OASV-00 ANHR-Ol TEOE-00 ADS-00 SS-00
18FBE0 1122122 /38

? 112211Z JAN 94
FM A?<EMBASSY CARACAS
TO SECSTATE HASHOC PRIOSITY 5410
INF3 WHJITEHOUSE WASriOC
USOCC WASHOC
00 E WASHOC
^mmmmmmmKBa&BBt caracas 00263
STATE FOR ARAt Ed» AND U/S SPERO
STATE PLS PASS JSTa FOR SURO-BREOIE
STATE PLS PASS EPA
006 FOR PUMPHREY
USOCC FOR 3134/USFCS/OIO/O/WH/TAFT

433l/I£P/WH/aSA/BRUCE AND 2EIGER
E.O. 12356: N/A
TAGS: EPET, ETROt zHHii PRELt VE
SUBJECT: REFORMwItATEO GASOLINE: VENEZUELA WILL GO TO

THE GATT
mr

/002W

eiiii iLu mm
vm

4M*
4M€

MINES HAS TOLD
TO THE USG BY
CONSULTATIONS

PAG= 02 CAiJACA 00263 1122I1Z
ilEF: 92 CARACAS 11C33 AND PREVIOUS
1. SUMMARY. THE MINISTER OF ENERGY AND
AHBASSAOOR Th; GHV HILL PRESENT A LETTER
THE ENO OF THIS Hi'.*. rrnHALLY ;^EaUESTING
UNT=R THE C*TT TO RESOLVE THE REFORMULATED GASOLINE
OISO'JTE AND WILL ALSO RAISE THE ISSUE AT THE NEXT GATT
•^t^TING IN C-'=N£VA ON JANUARY 25. PARRA SAYS HE HANTS TO
1ES0LV= THE ISSUE JUICtLY, HAS AL^EAJY WRITTEN EPA
ADMINISTRATOR B«OWNERt AND IS PREPARED TO SENO HIS
ASSISTANT TO WASHINCTaN FO?. TALKS. ENO SUMMARY.
2. "MINISTER OF ENERGY AND MINdS ALIRIU PARRA AOVISEO ..

THE A'^DASSAOOR 0^ JANUARY 10 THAT THE GOV PLANS TO
PROCEED WITH ITS G»TT CASE AGAINST U.S. POLICY ON
REFO'IULAIED GASOLINE. PA«RA SAID THE GOV WILL PRESENT
TMt JS'; WITH A LETTER ilY THE END OF THE WEEK (I.E.t BY
JANUARY 14) FORMALLY REQUESTING CONSULTATIONS ON THE
ISS'j«=. IN AODITION, WORKING THROUGH FOREIGN TRAOE
MI^JISTER MIGUEL <0JRIGUE2f THE GOV WILL FORMALLY RAISE
THE ISSUE AT THE NEXT GATT MEETING IN GENEVA ON JANUARY
25. PARRA nOICATEO THAT VENEZUELA FELT IT HA3 NO
CHOICE aur to move fo-^ward with its gatt case but was
DOING so RCLJCTANTLY.
3. OARRA ALSO N0TE3 THAI SE HAD WRITTEN EPA
AOMINISTRATOX BRIhNER I»( LATE OECEMBERt ADVISING HER OF
Tnr GOV'S INTEREST IN PURSUING DISCUSSIONS WITH THE EPA
TO RESOLVE T^-tE ISSUE.

c

iXB

PAGfc
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PAGE 03 CAR AC A 00263 112211Z
4. COMMENT: :LEAHLYt PARRA ASKEO TO SEE THE AMBASSADOR
TO PLACE VENcZUELA'S GATT MOVE IN AN APPROPRIATE
CONTEXT. THE GOV WOULD LIKE TO RESOLVE THE ISSUE
WITHOUT FURTHER DELAY ANO WITHOUT EXTENSIVE GATT
ACTIVITY. THE VENEZUELANS SEEK TO FEEL THAT AFTER YEARS
OF CONSULTATrO*4S WITH THE EPAt THE TECWHCAL ISSUES KAVfc

BEEN THOROUGHLY REVIEWED. WHAT IS PEOUIREDt THEY
BELIEVEf IS THE rfILL TO HAKE A DECISION TO RESOLVE THE
OISPUTE. V6NEZJELA IS THEREFORE LOOKING FOR A CONCRETE
PROPOSAL FROI EPA, RATH£R THAN ADDITIONAL DISCUSSIONS OR
SUGGESTIONS THAT REQUIRE FURTHER STUDY. SUCH ACTIONS
ARE LIKELY TO dE PERCEIVED HERE AS OILATOHY. OAVIOOW

J Ul ULLRL UJC

PAGE
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INFO WHITEHO'JSt WASH DC
USOOC WASHOC
DOE WASHK
USMISSION SENEVA
UNCLAS SECTION 01 OF 02 CARACAS 00389
STATE FOR ARA» EB» AND U/S SPERO
OCE FOR PUMPHRrY
USOOC FOR JIS'V/USFCS/OIO/O/WH/TAFT

*331/IEP/WH/3SA/aRUCE AND ZEIGER
GENEVA ?0R UST*
STATE PLS PASS EPA
STATE PLS PASS USTR-AfSASSAOOR KANTOR
E.O. 12356: N/A
TAGSt EPET, ETRO. GATTt ENRGt PRELt VE

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 02 CAPACA 00309 01 OF 02 1422 12Z
SUBJECT: REFORMULATED GASOLINE: GOV FORMALLY REQUESTS

CO'ISULTATIONS UNDER THE GATT
REF: CARACAS 263 AND PREVIOUS
1. SU»iMARY. AS EXPECTEOt ON JANUARY 14, THE GOV
PRESENTED CH^HGfc WITH A LETTER AODRESScO TO USTR KANTUR
FORMALLY REOUbST ING CONSULTATIONS UNDER THE GATT OV=R THE
RFFQi^MULATED GASOLINE ISSUE (PARA 5). THE GOV'S STRONG
PREFERENCE RGMAINSt HOWEVER, TO RESOLVE THE DISPUTE
OUIC<LY IN BILATERAL TXLKS WITH THE USG. END SUMMARY.
2. AS EXPECTEOt ON JANUARY 14» VENEZUELAN FOREIGN TRADE
MINISTER MIGUEL RCORIGUEZ McNDOZA PRESENTED CHARGE WITH A

LETTER AOORESSED TO U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE KANTOR
FORMALLY REOJESTINS CONSULTATIONS UNDER THE GATT OVER THE
REFORMULATED GASOLINE ISSUE. THE MINISTER MAOE IT CLEAR
THAT VENEZUELA WAS PROCEEDING WITH ITS GATT CASE
RELUCTANTLY ANO THAT ITS STRONi; PREFERENCE WAS TO RESOLVE
THE DISPUTE 2UICKL< IN BILATERAL DISCUSSIONS WITH THE USG.
3. RODRIGUEZ CONTINUED THAT UNDER GATT RULES THE TWO
PARTIES WILL HAVE SO DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THE LETTER
REQUESTING CONSULTATIONS TO RESOLVE THE DISPUTE. IF AT
THE ENO OF TIME THERE IS STILL NO SOLUTION* HE SAID THE
GOV WOULD REQUEST THAT A GATT PANEL CONVENE TO REVIEW THE
CASE. BOORIGUEJ ALSO SAID VENEZUELA WOULD FORMALLY RAISE
THE ISSUE AT THE NEXT GATT MEETING IN GENEVA ON
JANUA»Y25-27. HE OFFERED TO PROVIOE EMBASSY WITH AN
ADVANCE COPY OF THE REMARKS THE VENEZUELAN REPRESENTATIVE

UNCLASSIFIED / PAGE
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WILL MAKE IN GENEVA.
UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 03 CARACA 003(19 01 OF 02 l<f22l2Z

4. SOURCES AT THE STATE OIL COMPANY. POVS* » TELL US THE

GOV HAS HIRED THE 4RN0L0 AND PORTER LAW FIRM TO REPRESENT

IT IN ITS GATT CASE. ARNOLD AND PORTER HILL WORK WITH

PDVSA'S U.S. LAW FIRK, COLLIER SHANNON. RILL. AND SCOTT.

IN 09EPARING THE CASE.
5. THERE FOLLOWS AN I-^FOR^IAL TRANSLATION OF MINISTER
RODRIGUEZ* LETTER TO AMBASSADOR KANTOR. EM3ASSV WILL

POUCH ORIGINAL LETTER IN SPANISH TO ARA/AND. 3EGIN

UNOFFICIAL TRANSLATION:
CARACAS. JANUARY 14. 199*

THE HONORABLE
AMBASSADOR MICHAEL KANTOR
UNITED STATES TRAD: REPRESENTATIVE
OFFICE OF THE U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
600 SEVENTEENTH STREET. N.W.
WASHINGTOt). O.C. 20506
DEAR MR. AMdASSAD0<:

THE PURPOSE OF THIS LETTER IS TO INFORM YOUR

EXCFLLSNCY THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF
UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIEO / ''*^E
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STATE FOR ARAt EB» AND U/S SPcRO
DOE FOR PUMPH^EY
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4331/IEP/WH/OSA/BRUCE AND ZEIGER
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"AGE 02 CARACA 00339 02 OF 02 1422132
SUBJECT: RFFORMULATEO GASOLINE: GOV FORMALLY REQUESTS

CONSULTATIONS UNDER THE CATT
VENEZUELA IS HEREBY REQUESTING CONSULTATIONS WITH THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN ACCORDANCE
WITH ARTICLE XXII: I DF TrtE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS
AND TRADE.

THIS RETJEST IS RELATED TO THE &INAL DECISION MA')E BY
THE ENVIilONM^NTAL PROTECTION AGENCY WITH RESPECT TO
"REGULATION OF FUELS AND FUEL ADDITIVES - STANDARDS FOR
RcFijRMULATEO AND CONVENTIONAL GASOLINE*" TO BE CODIFIED
UNDHR NUMERAL 4> OF THE CODE Or FEDERAL REGULATIONS* PART
eOt A RULING THAT INFRINGES UPON VENEZUELA'S RICHTSi AND
VIOLATES U.S. OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE AFOREMENTIONED GENERAL
AGREEMENT.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S DECISION WILL
NEGATIVELY A-FECT THE VENEZUELAN ECONOMY AND SPECIFICALLY
WILL HAVE AN IMPACT ON VENEZUELAN GASOLINE EXPORTS TC THE
UNITED state; t WHICH IN 1993 AMOUNTED TO US S 478 MILLION.

THE GOVERNMENT CF VENEZUELA CONSIDERS THAT THE
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S REGULATION DISCRI»«IN ATES
IN THE U.S. AGAINST IM'ORTEO GASOLINEt FAILS TO FULFILL
OBLIGATIONS OF THE UNITED STATESt AND VIOLATES RELEVANT
PROVISIONS "JF THE GENERAL AGREEMENT. AND THEREFORE*
REQUESTS THAT CONSULT ATir^NS flE HELD AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE DATE.

SINCERELY*
UNCLASSIFIED / PAGE
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PAGE 03 CAftACA 00339 02 CF 02 142213Z
SICNEO/MIGUEL RODRIGUEZ MENOOZA

MINISTER OF STATE
END UNOFFICIAL TRANSLATION. HORLEY
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UNCLASSIFIED
IN WHICH PRIVATE INVEST3RS CAN PARTICIPATt: .

4. ARRIETA tNOICATEO THE NEW OR^SIOENf AMD BOARD OF
OIRECTCRS OF POVSA WILL BE ANNOUNCED AT OR JUST 9EF0RE
THE NeXT PO^SA SHAftEHOLOERS MEeflNC ON MARCH 22. HE
SAIO THERE 40UL0 >)E SJME CHANCES AT THF TOP BUT PROHISED
THE McV; POVSA PRESIDENT AND MOST OF THE DIRECTORS WOULD

'JNCLA$SIFIEO
UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 03 CARACA 01394 01 OF 02 1622202
COHt FROM ..ITHIN THE INDUSTRY. (COMMENT: EXCEPT FOR
THE T«0 9REiI0E\TS NAiEU BY CARLOS ANDRES »»=REZf T"E
HEAD OF POVSA HAS TiADIT lONALLY BEEN NAMEU FROM THE
RANKS Or THE INDUSTRY. END COMMENT.)
5. ON OIL PRICES* AR4IETA SAID THE VENEZUELAN EXPORT
BASKET «AS CUROENTLT SELLING FOR USD 11.50 PER BARRELt
WHILE THE AVERAGE PRICE SO FAR IN 1994 WAS A90JT USO
12.00 PER BARREL. HE ADDED THE GOV EXPECTED THE PRICE
OF THE VENEZUELAN BASKET TO AVERAGE USO 12.50 PER BARREL
FOr» ALL OF 1994. (COMMENT: ARRIETA'S PREDICTION OF A

USO 12.50 PER BARREL PRICE APPEARS TO CONTRADICT HIS
STATEMENT OF THE PREVIOUS DAY THAT THE GOV WAS COUNTING
ON AN AVERAGE 1994 PRICE OF USO 11.50 PER BARREL FOR THE
VENEZUELAN EXPORT BASKET. THE MINISTER DID NOT OFFER AN
EXPLANATION FOR THE APPARENT DISCREPANCY. END COMMENT.)
6. ARRIETA WAS ALSO CRITICAL OF VENEZUELAN POLICY ON
PETROCHEMICALS* SAYING FAILURE TO DEVELOP THIS SECTOR
EARLIER HAO LED TO A LACK OF COMPETITIVENESS AND TO
FINANCIAL LOSSES. AS HE tUf IT* "WE MUST NOW CRY LIKE
WOMEN OVER WHAT ME 013 NOT KNOW HOW TO DEFEND LIKE
MEN." DESPITE LOW PRICES FOR MANY PETROCHEMICAL
PRODUCTS* ARRIETA SEEMS TO BELIEVE THE PETROCHEMICAL
SECTOR WORLDWIDE IS HEALTHY AND OFFERS 6000 PROSPECTS
FOR GROWTH.

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED / PAGE
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RESOLVE THE GASOLINE ISibE £>T LATERALLY, THEY RFKAIN WARY
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PAGE 0» CARACA CIS76 022029Z
AFTER WHAT THEY PtRCEIVE TR t£ THE TURN-a:? OiJMn IN THP
•J.S. P0SITI3M LAST YEAR. THE GOV WILL, THSKEFO;ir,CONTINUE TO PURSUE IH^Irt CASE IN THE GUT UNTIL SOTHSIDES HAVE AGREED 0^ A SOLUTION AND PRaB/'SLY UMTIL THAT
SOLJTIC\ HAS BEEN I MPLEMENTED. DAVIOQW
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( M^ELEASEMr. Warren Christopher

Secretary of State

Department of State

2201 C Street, N.W. -^^.^ E„„p„on..
Washington, D.C. 20520 pa Exemptiona.

Dear Mr. Secretary:
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I would like to commend the Administration for its decision to

initiate rulemaking that allows Venezuela to continue participation in the
U.S. gasoline market CITGO is the major buyer and seller of gasoline
from Ven<"7'jela. This issue is important because approximately 210
CITGO distributors in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states depend to

some extent on PDVSA gasoline. These distributors supply 5,200 retail

gasoline outlets that employ some 42,000 people. Our customers

appreciate the reliability of gasoline supply that CITGO maintains, and
become concerned when gasoline supply is constrained.

1 would also like to clarify what I believe arc some inaccuracies
contained in recent correspondence you have received regarding the
"cleanliness" of gasoline supplied to the United Sutes by Venezuela's
Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA). Recent statements made by the
American Petroleum Institute (API) and the National Petroleum Refining
Association (NPRA) are in our opinion misleading. Both of these groups
recently sent you a letter implying that air quality standards would be

compromised should PDVSA be allowed to continue supplying gasoline
to the U.S market. I do not believe this to be the case.

I should point out that the average 1990 gasoline baseline so
often referred to is not one number, but 9 individual gasoline parameter
averages. Therefore, all domestic gasolines will be higher or lower on
some of these parameters depending on the particular refinery. While it

is true that PDVSA gasoline is higher in olefins and sulfur than average
1990 domestically refined gasoline parameters, other parameters,
particularly air toxics like benzene and aromatics, are lower than average
U.S. baseline parameters. Some domestically produced gasoline will also
be higher in olefins and sulfur than the average baseline, and indeed be
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Mr. Warren Christopher
Page 2

March 24, 1994

very similar to Venezuelan gasoline. The agreement EPA and PDVSA
have reached should assure that PDVSA gasoline will be as clean as most

domestically refined gasoline, and thus should not detrimentally affect

U.S. air quality problems.

With reference to market concerns some companies may have, a

report dated September 2, 1993, by the Congressional Research Service
concluded the following:

In sum, it would appear that granting PDVSA its own 1990
baseline would not lead to a change in gasoline brand
market shares significantly larger than occurs regularly firom

the mix of market forces at large. It would, however, reduce

slightly, in markets served by PDVSA, the pressure for

higher gasoline prices generated by the RFC program's
requirements.

I appreciate the opportunity to clarify this matter, and would be

happy to discuss it with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,

ron E. Hall

President and Chief Executive Officer

xc: .\nthonv I^e
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3/2tt

-+eh Congressman Dinggll: State, USTR, EPA
and DOE representatives briefed staff members for House Energy

-^nd Commerce Committee Chairman Oingell (0-Nichigan) and
wjmmittee Member Margorie Margolies-Mezvinsky (0-Pennsylvania)
/n March 25. Committee/Dingell staffer Ed Finnigan questioned
/why the September Compromise was accepted now and not last
September—the presumption being that the EPA changed its
position only as a result of the GOV'S threatened GATT panel.
EPA spokesman Dick Wilson acknowledged the seriousness of the
threatened GATT panel, but said the EPA would have changed its
position with or without the threat. The Conunittee also
requested a list of all meetings between the USG and GOV
officials on the subject of RFC since last summer, plus all
letters, memoranda, telegrams and other relevant documents
since last September on this subject. Dingell-Christopher
letter of 3/25/94.
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-4<^- rigfinqs on RFC AQrcement: ; EPA issued

press release on the U.S. -Venezuelan reformulated gasoline
(RFG) agreement on March 23. This was followed by inter-agency
briefings of the House, Senate, domestic oil industry and
environmental NGO's on March 24. The briefings included an EPA

explanation of the latest developments in EPA's rule-making

process, a USTR update on the GOVs GATT actions and a State

Department description of the overall U.S.-Venzuelan economi

relationship. House staffers expressed irritation that

Congress had not been pre-advised of the Administration's
intended course of action, whereas Senate staffers were
concerned about the role U.S. GATT obligations might have had

in undermining U.S. environmental law. The environmental NGO'i

were generally receptive to the EPA's presentation, while the

domestic oil industry reaction was politely skeptical. The

same inter-agency briefing will be provided to the staffs of

Congressman Dingle (D-Michigan) and Margolies-Mezvinski
(D-Pennsylvania) on March 25.
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'f^' .Re&Qiui^idn^y 'rfG Dispute : The USG and the GOV reached
agreement on March 22 to resolve the reformulated gasoline
(RFC) dispute, the most contentious issue in U.S.-Venezuelatv
relations. Under the agreement, the USG will modify the EPA
December 15, 1993 regulation for the import of RFG to allow
Venezuela to establish and use its own baseline for RFG exports
to the U.S. with a volume cap equal to the volume of gasoline
exported to the U.S. in 1990. In return, the GOV will withdraw
its request for a panel at the March 23 GATT Council Meeting
with the understanding that the GOV will resume its request if
the revised rule does not go into effect by August 22. The
agreement will not result in an increase in pollution over 1990
levels. EPA issued a press release on the subject on March
23. An inter-agency group will begin briefing interested
members of Congress and other interested parties on March 24.
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2/15/94

&^-^^J
-

SSJ*^ r^*^ Conclu t^ft^ First: Ro.ind of nATT Consultations: State

Ut<;>»^;-i«j'^ARX'»»rfd EB), USTK and EPA representatives overcame the weather

and met with their Venezuelan counterparts on February 11 for

the first round of the GATT Article XXII Consultations on

reformulated gasoline. The Venezuelan delegation's opening
statement complained that the EPA's December 15, 1993 ruling on

reformulated gasoline violates both Article III (national
treatment), Article I (roost favored nation treatment) and

Article XI (import restrictions) of the GATT in addition to

imposing estimated damages of $150 million per year in lost

sales of reformulated gasoline during the 1995-1997 period.
The Venezuelan delegation also presented 29 written questions
about the EPA ruling. The U.S. delegation questioned the

Venezuelan interpretation of the GATT statutes, but expressed a

willingness to explore options for resolving the dispute that

would not compromise U.S. environmental concerns. Both sides

agreed to provide written answers to each other's questions by

February 28. The Venezuelan delegation then invited the U.S.

delegation to conduct the next round of consultations in

Caracas prior to March 14 (presumably during the weeK of

February 28). There was no mention of the technical options
that had been informally discussed by the GOP and the EPA

earlier this month. EPA hopes to have an options memo prepared
for EPA/inter-agency consideration during the week of February
21. An inter-agency agreement on an option would pave the way
for a de facto settlement outside the GATT consultations.
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fQQ^nr Reformulated Gas GATT Consultation s: State (ARA and

UE6jJ;.ySTR, EPA and DOE representatives met on February 9 to
coordinate the USG approach to the GATT Article XXII
Consultations on reformulated gasoline scheduled to begin on
February 11. The Article XXII Consultations are designed to
share information and are not expected to lead to a negotiated
settlement at this time. The USG will take a cautious approach
since anything the USG says can be used against it in a future
GATT panel. The February 9 meeting concluded with a

recognition that an inter-agency political decision must be
taken soon. This is because it will take several months to
enact any changes in the existing EPA reformulated gasoline
regulation and PDVSA will need substantial lead-time to
accomodate the final ruling which goes into effect on January
1, 1995. EPA agreed to prepare a final policy options paper
that EPA/inter-agency principals could consider by the end of
February. A USG-GOV agreement on one of these options would be
the first step to the resolution the dispute.
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March 30. 1994

I. Daily Report

~ (U) EPA. USTR and State Continue Hill Briefings on
Reformul ated Gasoline

o EPA, USTR and EB/IEP briefed House Environment and Health
Committee staff on reformulated gasoline and Venezuela
March 30.

EPA was able to clear up several factual
misunderstandings with staff members on substance.

o However, staff reflected considerable ire over process,
suggesting that EPA was putting a done deal on the table.

— Congress would have liked to have been consulted in
advance and it feels the public comment period that
will follow the proposed rule change publication is a

day late and a dollar short.

o EPA responded that, as a rule-making agency, it wants to
apply laws equally across the board. When EPA became
convinced that it could verify, monitor and enforce
foreign refinery baselines, it moved to propose a change.

— If other parties can effectively challenge Venezuela's
ability to comply, EPA can'raodify or rescind the rule
change.

o USTR explained that the U.S. is often the first to
complain when other countries set two standards, one for
domestic products and the other for imports.

o Staff also accused USTR of wanting to cut and run at the
first sign of an environmental GATT challenge.

— USTR noted it is now vigorously defending other
environmental GATT challenges, such as the one against
U.S. automobile fuel efficiency standards (CAFE).

— USTR indicated that the existing reformulated gasoline
rule would be difficult to defend on environmental
grounds given the different standards for foreign and
domestic product.
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March 22

i^ Venezuela Accepts Reformul ated Gasoline Deal

Today Venezuela accepted a U.S. compcomise and will pull
back its request for a GATT panel on U.S. reformulated
gasoline rules on the agenda for the March 23 GATT council
meeting.

The GOV accepted our offer to issue new regulations by
April 22 allowing Venezuela to set its own baseline for
reformulated gasoline imports, but capped at 1990
Venezuelan export volumes. The deal will be confirmed in
an exchange of letters, to take place today. The deal
returns to the terms of a tentative compromise worked out
between EPA and Venezuela late last year.

We rejected last-roinute Venezuelan pressure to allow a

baseline for their conventional gasoline imports.

If the USG does not proceed with the new regulations as
agreed, or they are changed after the comment period, the
GOV has explicitly reserved the right to seek a GATT
panel.
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United States Department of Sute

Fas/iington, D.C. 20S20

*.i )

MEMORANDUM

TO: EB

FROM: EB/OGE

SUBJECT: Tour Meeting with API on Reformul ated Gasoline

III .•!—
;.;U

Vi '. .'I l-I III UJ

SUMMAKY: API plans to raise its concerns over pending EPA
statutes, due out the end of the year. They claim the new regs
would provide Venezuela an unfair advantage for its
reformulated gasoline exports. API asserts that EPA should not
allow regs that would favor Venezuela and that a stricter
standard on imported gasoline is necessary because foreign
refineries are not required to meet the full range of U.S.
environmental standards and therefore gain a significant cost
advantage. The Government of Venezuela (GOV) asserts that a

different standard for U.S. vs. foreign products is a GATT
violation. State and USTR met with EPA April 29 to raise our
concerns over any potential GATT issues, suggesting that EPA
discuss the issue further with the GOV. ERD SUHMART.

BACKGROUMD

The Clean Air Act of 1990 requires EPA to issue Ujl^
statutory guidelines by the end of the year for the mandatory
Introduction of reformulated (cleaner burning) gasoline into
several U.S. metropolitan areas. EPA guidelines will introduce
reformulated gasoline in two-stages. The first 'transition*
stage, 199S-1997, is intended to provide refiners time to refit
and will allow for different levels of compliance. From 1997
on there will be one universal reformulated gasoline standard,
set by the 'complex model.* EPA has not yet finalized the

complex model and it revnains the object of much debate.

EPA published its duXt transition period statutes in the

spring, hoping to receive public comment and issue final
statues by September 15 of this year. EPA has closed its
comment period, but will not issue the statues until the end of
1993.

AMERICAH REFIHERS

The EPA's duCl statute essentially directs each U.S.
refiner to 'clean up* its gasoline from a baseline of that
refiner's average 1990 gallon of gasoline. Refiners would have
to hold three pollutants, olefins, T-90 and sulfur, at their

mmB
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1990 levels while cleaning up the rest of the gallon in line
with the EPA's prescribed "simple model." Thus, even after
reformulation, a gallon of Mobil reformulated gasoline could
contain very different levels of olefins, T-90 and sulfur than
a gallon of Texaco, or any other brand, of reformulated
gasoline.

EPA would also aggregate the levels of olefin, T-90 and
sulfur found in each U.S. refiners gasoline into a national
average or "statutory baseline." If a refiner can not prove
its 1990 levels of the three components, it would have to meet
the average. If a refiner was substantially cleaner than

average, it would not have the option of lowering its standard
to the average. A U.S. refiner that was a bit dirtier than the

average statutory baseline, however, would only have to hold
its own levels of the three pollutants constant, it would not
have raise its compliance to the statutory baseline average.

In addition to the statutes Cor reformulated gasoline,
above, the EPA would monitor to see that a U.S. refiner's
conventional gasoline was "no dirtier* than its gasoline in
1990. The EPA wants to assure that refiners do not simply
shift excess pollutants out of reformulated gasoline and dump
them into conventional gasoline.

FOREIGB RgFIBERS

EPA told us 4/29 that they could not estimate each foreign
refiner's 1990 specs for these three components; nor could most
countries be trusted to provide EPA with scientifically valid
1990 profiles. For that reason, EPA's draft statute requires a

foreign refiner to hold its olefins, T-90 and sulfur at or
below the U.S. statutory baseline average of 1990 — as well as
to comply with the rest of the simple model.

Setting a uniform standard for foreign reformulated
gasoline exports to the U.S. poses advantages and disadvantages
for foreign suppliers:

iforeign refineries whose levels of the three pollutants are
better than the U.S. average need make no adjustment of these
pollutants to meet the new standard.

oiaAfii)i)iHl:y
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Those foreign refiners with higher levels of the three

pollutants could 'cherry pick" clean elements to make
reformulated gasoline, shifting dirty elements into their
domestic conventional gasoline; an option not open to U.S.
refiners. (Foreign conventional gasoline exported to the U.S.
market, however, would also have to be no dirtier than that
exported to us in 1990.)

PISADVAyiAGES

A foreign refiner with a dirtier gasoline than the U.S.

average would have to reduce the three pollutants until it met
the U.S. average. Venezuela's argument is that this provision
sets a higher hurdle for foreign firms than for domestic ones.

VENEZUELA'S PREDICAMEHT

Venezuela's gasoline exports to the United States were
cleaner than the U.S. average in sulfur and T-90 but dirtier in
terms of olefin content. They assert that they cannot reduce
olefins to the U.S. average level without cutting their
anticipated exports of reformulated gasoline in half, at a

significant financial loss. PDVSA is asking EPA for the
opportunity to set its own 1990 baseline, just as U.S.
companies are able to do. PDVSA tells us they have invested
600 million dollars so far to comply with reformulated gasoline
standards and that they will be ready to meet the stricter
"complex* model in 1997 like everybody else.

PDVSA and the GOV argue that they have made a strategic and
very expensive decision to outfit their refining sector towards
the U.S. market. They claim that U.S. producers are more
worried about Venezuelan competition than air quality. The GOV
has emphasized that the U.S., which can not meet its own
petroleum needs, gains energy security from Venezuela's moves
to more fully Integrate itself as a prime U.S. supplier. (They
are our number two supplier oC imported oil at about 1.2 iinbd

or 15 percent of our imports.)

COHFLICTIIIG gHVIROHMEMTAL CLAIMS

Both API and PDVSA have put forth environmental claims and
counter-claims that we are not in a position to evaluate.
PDVSA claims that their reformulated gasoline, because it is
lower in T-90 and sulfur than other brands, will have no worse
an effect on the environment than other transitional brands.
API claims that with higher olefins, Venezuelan reformulated
gasoline would be relatively more injurious to the environment.

'lisiHeii|u|
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STATE'S INVOLVEMEHT

The Venezuelan embassy in Washington and ranking GOV
officials have raised the issue repeatedly over the last year
with U.S. embassy Caracas, EPA, Capitol Hill, ARA A/S's Aronson
and Watson, EB/OGE, and Secretary of Energy O'Leary. On August
2, Venezuelan Oil Minister Parra met with EPA Deputy Director

Sussman in Washington to discuss the issue and work out a

compromise.

CI

^u August 2, EPA Deputy Administrator Sussman met with
Venezuelan Oil Minister Parra in Washington. Ho Department
representatives were present.

Cl

\

10/27/93
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Subject: otace Comments on Draft paper.
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On January 14 the Government of Venezuela formally requested
GATT Article XXII Consultations on "Regulation of Fuels and
Fuel Additives — Standard for Reformulated and Conventional
Gasoline." On February 11, USTR, State, and EPA received a
Venezuelan delegation and held the first round of GATT
consultations. At that meeting, Venezuela alleged that U.S.
reformulated gasoline statutes violate U.S. GATT obligations
and that they nullify and impair Venezuel a

'

s rights under,that
GATT. Venezuela specifically asserted that the gasoline rule
is inconsistent with the GATT principal of national treatment,
that it denies Venezuela most-favored nation treatment and that
it constitutes impermissible restriction on imports under
GATT. The U.S. responded that it does not accept Venezuela's
GATT interpretations. However, the U.S. expressed a

willingness to examine other potential options for regulating
reformulated gasoline so long as they are consistent with
environmental aims of the Clean Air Act of 1990.

At the end of the February 11 consultations, Venezuela
requested that a second round be held in rararas prior ^" "arch
IJ.

Venezuela, and other refiners, will need
substantial lead-time to prepare for the rule's entry into
force on January 1, 1995.

Page two
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Under Cons Second Tick:
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...compared to domes-tic 'refiners . Dores'.ic refiners argue that
foreign lefineta gain a jcoinpetative advantaje because they are
not subject to U.S. enviccnmental laws and can shift dirter
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air quality cons«»"" «»>'•<"'«
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This Is a conpromlae, position that provides partial, not f>jl]

foreign refiner baselina's. Venezuela's GATT chaUense seeks .
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EPA's final rale fasaed on Decanber 15, 1993, proTi(]ed that

— domestic refinen must use indiridiul bsselliK {uoUdc panunetcrs (oleTms,

folfiir tnd T-9Q) for compUaoce puiposes for rcTonnubted tASoUae (RFG)
for 1995-97 only and for conTmtional casoline (CG) almys, and

-
fortign Rfinenmnst use the Oean Air Act spedTiedCstatutoir) baseline (the

statntnry baseDne b the arcnije of aO 1990 U^. fasaline) for both RFG and

CG.

On JamiaiT 14, 1994, the xoremmeiit of Venezuela (GOV) asked for fonztal GATT
consoltatloiB dtine theKFG mle as dIscT(minstor7 to forticn refmers because GOV
fiamyt that ttkij voold not be afTorded the option of nssa£ their own bascllnr as

domestic reCnen woold.

On March 9, GOV asked that their request for a GATT panel be taken up at the

GATT councO n'**ing on March 23rd In Genera.

A GATT chaDense presents diOkutt Issues for the VS.

The ResolutloH

The VS. has asited to a^^r partial!? address tlie (jOVs concerns in order to

resolre ibSa ksat. The Rsolotion proTldes that EPA trill Issue a proposed rule that

pennits fordcn refiners to use their individual baseHius for RFG compliance for

1995-97 if they are Tcrifiable and only to the extent of their 1990 import Tohime.

Any RFG beyond thar 1990 Tolume and CG would have to nsc the itatutory

basdine. (The rules for CG are not aflected.) The proposed nle vould also

provide for enforcement documentatloa and monltarios equlTslest to that Imposed
OQ doQfccstic FeGners*

Tbe proposed nde will be issued by April 20 and wUl be followed by a public

commfnt poiod.

envyuiM«H H "-«

'TA'

"n-.^^. -.. .— •-^w
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Need for RaolutJon

1. General

mmm
' The re&olution arouli a potentiaSj costly and difncuh GATT dlspote setUeneot

process and aroids a GATT paod on this Issue.

2. EnTJronmentfll

« A successful GATT dulkn^e would rtQulre the U.S. to amenjiQ^e KFG and CG
refulatiooj t« permh foreiffu reHoen to ass their Indlridual baseline, withoot any
Tohuoe restriction, for bothSFG and CG. Slnre use of ladlridnal baselines without

restriction w9ji14aI1ow a doubUot of Venmirtan (isoUne Imports, this loss would

resnh in 9^^^^ NOx increases orer 1990 lerels because of the hl^ olcTin and

sulfor kTds^^u gasoline. The resohitlon would not resnh In a NOx Increase OTer

1990 krels as rtqtdnd by the Gean Air Act. It would have a small (mnch leu than

1%) NOx iiyT<^<* compared to the current RFG final nih.

3. Huk

Cl

A GATT panel andiht, Justly or unjustly, that a U.S. enTimnmeiital rtgulatlnn was

beJDj nsed as protectioaism would dama£e tJS. eflorts to itren{th£n GATT
environmental proridoBS.

4. Domfrtrif Tteflner Impact -t-v

A successful GATT chaDenje would allow Venemela to useu^ IndiTidua] baseline,A/
imcanstnlned, for both RFG and CG.

,O

mimm
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United Slates Department of Stale

Washington, D. C. 20S20

V^'

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM
urr. s/s

TO:too
c u uS~- FROM

SUBJECT

^,£a— D

BCT:C EPA Pt

Mrs. Spero

DanrmmTruTTo"

oposed Refocnulated Gasoline Statute Poses^
Concerns

SumaTT. We are concerned that proposed EPA "statutes" could

leave us open to a $ 1 billion dollar GATT damage claim. As

mandated by the Clean Air Act of 1990, the EPA must issue the

statutes regulating the components of reformulated (cleaner

burning) gasoline. The current deadline is December 15. The

statutes are now under 0MB review. EPA's language would deny

foreign refiners an option for meeting pollutant-content levels

available to U.S. refiners. Venezuelan government owned

Petroleos de Venezuela (PDVSA) argues that its exports to the

U.S. market will be restricted by its inability to take

advantage of this option. Should the statutes take effect,

GOV has indicated it will take the U.S. before a GATT panel
the

CI

The Venezuelan Energy Minister and

President -Elect Caldera's Transition Director will be in

Washington December 10 to raise this issue at senior levels of

the USG. (Appointment request accompanies.) End Summary.

DISCUSSIOH

EPA'S proposed reformulated gasoline statutes mandate that, for

the 1995-1997 period, U.S. refiners hold three gasoline
components (sulfur, olefins, T-90) at their individual 1990

baseline level. Foreign refiners would be required to keep
these substances at the average U.S. level of 1990 —
essentially creating a different, and in some cases stricter,
standard.

• EPA argues that it can neither verify the baselines of

foreign owned refineries with certainty nor enforce U.S.

penalties should they alter their data.

EPA says it can verify and enforce a uniform average
U.S. baseline measuced at the port of entry; thus, EPA

claims, a potential 'double standard" is necessary for

the statutes to be administered.

• U.S.- owned refineries abroad, however, would be allowed
their own individual baaelinea.

SJf'llj^J f>(^""-i— »>
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Venezuela argues that, like U.S. refiners, it has the data
to establish its own baseline. PDVSA admits that its
olefin levels are higher than the U.S. average but points
cut that a U.S. refiner would be allowed to .<iell gasoline
with similarly high olefin content. Venezuela claims that
emissions Ccom burning its reformulated gasoline would be
as clean or cleaner than the U.S. average.

Venezuela asserts that EPA's motive has less to do
with the environment than with satisfying concerns
raised by U.S. refiners who want to reduce competition
from Venezuela.

The GOV'S assertion is strengthened by the fact that EPA
had readied a tentative agreement with Venezuela in August
that met many of PDVSA's concerns. The agreement would
have allowed PDVSA its own baseline fur 60,000 b/d of
product, with the average U.S. baseline applying to
additional volumes.

Venezuela agreed to assume the burden of
substantiating its technical data and not to challenge
the statutes in the GATT.

The American Petroleum Institute, bacKed by refiners Sun
and Mobil, vigorously end successfully lobbied EPA to drop
the draft agreement with Venezuela.

API argues that lax foreign environmental standards
give non-U. S. refiners a cost advantage.

API enlisted environmental groups and regional air
quality administrators who feared that Venezuela's
higher olefin content would harm air quality.

We informed API that the statutes were beyond our
jurisdiction but that we did raise legitimate GATT concerns
with EPA. We suggested to API that its environmental
concerns would be satisfied with a uniform cap on olefin
levels, that would apply to domestic and foreign product.

API was not receptive.

The Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America,
joined by Citizen Action, called on EPA to allow foreign
refiners to establish their own baseline. They believe
that the resulting increase in gasoline supply would
increase competition and decrease retail gasoline prices.
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If B panel is convened, and finds against the U.S., we

could block adoption of the panel report, as we
djd

«hen

GATT ruled that U.S. prohibition of tuna imports from

Mexico was GATT-illegal.

we are the only party to have suffered a negative finding

on an environmental regulation.
Additional biocheoi i«ji>orts wouia

promote perceptions of U.S. willingness to act unilaterally

in defiance of GATT.

. If the panel report should be adopted, U.S. exports to
\}^^<<^

Venezuela could be subjected to duties designed to ^ t^ U^
'

counterbalance the estimated $ 1 billion in damages
^'^pX^

suffered by Venezuela. —'— —

Venezuela is the second biggest market for U.S.

exports in Latin America; 1992 exports weie $ 5.4

billion. (Major export categories include machine

parts, automotive parts, passenger vehicles and

computers) .

'we are awaiting the formal o«B request for Inter-egency

comments on the EPA statutes.

C\ ._ ,„ the interim, we are working with USTH and Treasury

to coordinate a written response to 0MB and to prepaie

principals for high level telephone calls to EPA, 0MB

and NEC.

^tate and Treasury oppose the proposed statute on GATT and

.-onsumer Interest grounds. U«* b iili ii T t »rTn i H 1 1 bHO

>V pei A U uii OAIT i f a i i nrtir ^

^iii.'^iu^'J'^lJ^i ;.,
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s/s-s
oxs
HZIS/dtm

TOi United SutM Deputmeat of ^)ate

R^tUt^KM, aC 20520

firCDS/S -IRK/RflO

W)EC-S AD 12

/CnON MEMORANDUM
S/S

i

75
7

UnblePSMSw)

DEC -9 G93

J

uo

Pkft

8 9

10:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

E - Mrs. Spero

EB - Daniel K. T«cullcpl^'

ABPolHtwant Baauaatf Alirio Parri. VenMtit>l«q
EneroT Hlnlatar. and Julio Soaa Rodrlouez,
TrinalHon Dlractor for Pregldant-Eleet Cal<l#rii,

I
— BEflUESi: Ottiet call at Eaecyy Hlnister Parra's ccqueit.

{! PURPOSE ; Venesuela Is concerned that EPA's proposed

^ reformulated yasoline statute will violate GATT.

i
° The Venetuelana will ask you to weigh in with EPA,

I 0KB and the NEC in an effort to aaiend the statute.

pTfiEW APPQTNT- Energy Secretary O'Leary
ftFWTS SOOCHT : Treasury Secretary Bensten

EPA Deputy Administrator Sussman

(Note: On December 3 Parra met with NEC - Bowman
Cutter, who was receptive to Parra's case. Cutter
suggested interested agencies weigh in with EPA
Deputy Administrator Sussman. Parra also met
December 3 with Ed Casey and Dick Hecklinger.)

BACKCBQUUQ: EPA's proposed reformulated gasoline statute will

'deny foreign refiners like Venezuela an option for

meeting pollutant-content levels available tq,U.S.
refinera. Energy Hlnister Parra and Mr Sosa,'

representing President-elect Caldera, believe the
statute to be a violation of GATT and wish to reach
a compromise with EPA before it is issued on
December IS. CI

Mr Sosa is also likely to be named Finance Minister
and the meeting would provide an important early
opportunity to urge the Caldera Administration not
to back away from Venezuela's current
macro-economic reform program.

UUUHC: Friday* December 10« for 30 minutes after 10:00 a.m.

ISCtXUm: Your Office.

UUii
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111

f^EDIA : Hone.

pPOPOSED
p/^BT TCI PANTS; IL.S^

etf Notetaker

Venezuela

Xlirio Parrs
Energy Minister ri

Julio Sosa Rodrlquez
Transition Director for

President-elect Caldera

Venezuelan Ambassador
Consalvi

mr^^p^FWDATIQM

That you agree to meet Energy Minister Parra and Mr. Sosa

after lO:oS«!m. Friday. December 10. Cor 30 minutes.

./((EC
•

1893

Approve

Date

Time

Disapprove

Attachment:

Caracas 106S7
CZ

\

j*% *! '•* *^*-
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United States Department of Stale

Wathington, D. C. 20520
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Di^C in 1993

atctc

goo
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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

E - Mrs. Spero

EB
[

HCISE

'I
z

OS

'53

J o

VI

lu a a

u HI tJ hjCO "

;ij

Yout Meeting with Alirio Patca, Venesuelan Energy
Minister and Julio Sosa Rodriquer, President-Elect
Caldeca's Transition Director
Friday December 10, 1993; 11:30 AM
Your OC£ice

I. PURPOSE

• To listen to Veneruelan Energy Minsiter Parra's concerns '

that a proposed BPA statute would discriminate against
foreign gasoline refiners and therefore violate CATT.

• To impress 'upan Venezuela's likely Finance Minister, Sosa

Rodriguez, the importance that the USG places on sustained
economic reforms in Venezuela.

II. ICFY POINTS

• To implement the Clean Air Act of 1990, EPA will issue
statutes December IS regulating the introduction of
reformulated gasoline into the U.S. market during
1995-1997. The proposed statutes would deny foreign
refiners like Venezuela an option for meeting
pollutant-content levels available to U.S. refiners.

(Background paper at Tab 1.)

Venezuela argues that the statute will restrict its

exports to the U.S. If the statute is implemented the
GOV will file a co<Kp)»^nt with a GATT panel.

c\
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• Since the Venezuelans first raised the issue, we have told

them that it is beyond our jurisdiction. However, State

has facilitated numerous meetings between Minister Parra

and senior Administration officials: (EPA - Deputy
Administrator Sussman, NEC - Bo Cutter, DOE - Secretary
O'Leary, Treasury - U/S Summers).

• The Venezuelans reached a tentative agreement with EPA in

August, but it fell victim to intense opposition by U.S.

refiners.

• Although Venezuela offers U.S. companies no access to its

downstream (retail) fuels sector, Parra should be commended

for progress in opening Venezuela's upstream energy sector

to foreign investment, a sea change since nationalization
in 1976. Three projects are particularly noteworthy:

The $ 5.6 billion Cristobal Colon liquified natural

gas project (Ezzon, Shell and Mitsubishi with PDVSA),

approved by the GOV this year;

Conoco's participation in a 2 billion dollar project
to produce heavy oil in Venezuela and upgrade it at

Conoco refineries in Texas; and

PDVSA's award of 16 service contracts, in two rounds,
to private oil companies (5 American) to reactivate
shut-in oil fields.

ECONOMIC REFORM

• Caldera c(\me out against Perez Administration reforms,
which he says benefit the rich at the expense of the

working class.

Perez unified the exchange rate, liberalized trade,

privatized state-owned enterprises, removed price
controls, slashed subsidies, and opened the energy
sector, at the margins, to foreign investment.

X

c>
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TALKIMG POI

In Response to Pacra's Demarche on Reformulated Gasoline:

• We have been giving this issue careful study since your
government first raised it many months ago. While we do
not have jurisdiction over this issue, we have made every
effort to facilitate your meetings with senior
Administration officials so as to assure you the
opportunity to make Venezuela's case.

S a a
£ <<
t: O O
Sou

tn
o t
CO 0)

I y

We are pleased that you have come to Washington to
meet with your counterparts in the Clinton
Administration. There is no substitute for personal
dialogue.

As you can appreciate from your own experience as Energy
Minister of a major oil producing country, energy
regulation is extremely complex.

I am happy to relay your concerns to the EPA, and to urge
them to take another look at this issue.

^iECOMOHIC REFORM

"Sto raise with S^^a Rodriguez:

>- >.

(J 5 <

O O Z :

u

I-
uj a a

in aL* >( . -J 'J aJ ul

We congratulate Presldent-Elect Caldera on his December S
election victory and look forward to working closely with
you and the new team.

We hope the new government will find ways to provide for
Venezuela's social needs while maintaining a strong
economic and investment climate.

We note, however, that President-elect Caldera campaigned
against the economic reforms of the Perez Administration.

He promised to repeal the VAT, maintain gasoline
subsidies, review the pending cases of privatization
and seek to renegotiate tho fnraion d'^*-

C2^

FfF'p'
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United Sutes Department of State

Ifathingtoi, B.C. 20S20

EPA's Proposed Reformulated Gasoline Statute

t> O .T «

"l°V^

S o; a
^Q Q* < <coo
J o o
J Summary.
CO
~

7"

CO ff .

As mandated by the Clean Air Act of 1990, the EPA must issue
^the statutes regulating the components of reformulated (cleaner
"burning) gasoline. The current deadline is December IS. The

Sg statutes are now under OMB review, where we have voiced our
> a <'PP°^^'^^*'"- EPA's language would deny foreign refiners an
S 9 option for meeting pollutant-content levels available to U.S.
2 J refiners. Venezuelan government owned Petroleos de Venezuela
oS (PDVSA) argues that its exports to the U.S. market will, be

restricted by its inability to take advantage of this option.
-^^^ Should the statutes take effect, the GOV has indicated it will

take the U.S. before a CATT panel.

The Venezuelan Energy Minister and
President-Elect Caldera's Transition Director will be in

Washington December 10 to raise this issue at senior levels of
the use. (Briefing Memo accompanies.) End Suimary.

Cl

c;

DISCUSSION

EPA's proposed reformulated gasoline statutes mandate that, for
the 199S-1997 period, U.S. refiners hold three gasoline
comp'^nents (sulfur, olefins, T-90) at their individual 1990
baseline level. Foreign refiners would be required to keep
these substances at the average U.S. level of 1990 --

essentially creating a different, and in some cases stricter,
s tanda rd .

a
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yiFit*
U.S.- owned refineries abroad, however, would be allowed
their own individual baselines.

Venezuela argues that, like U.S. refiners, it has the data
to establish its own baseline. PDVSA admits that its
olefin levels are higher than the U.S. average but points
out that a U.S. refiner would be allowed to sell gasoline
with similarly high olefin content. Venezuela claims that
emissions from burning its reformulated gasoline would be
as clean or cleaner than the U.S. average.

Venezuela asserts that EPA's motive has less to do
with the environment than with satisfying concerns
raised by U.S. refiners who want to reduce competition
from Venezuela.

c;

Venezuela agreed to assume the burden of
substantiating its technical data and not to challenge
the statutes in the GATT.

The American Petroleum Institute, backed by refiners Sun
and Mobil, vigorously and successfully lobbied EPA to drop
the draft agreement with Venezuela.

API argues that lax foreign environmental standards
give non-U. S. refiners a cost advantage.

API enlisted environmental groups and regional air
quality administrators who feared that Venezuela's
higher olefin content would harm air quality.

We informed API that the statutes were beyond our
jurisdiction but that we did raise legitimate GATT concerns
with EPA. We suggested to API that its environmental
concerns would be satisfied with a uniform cap on olefin
levels, that would apply to domestic and foreign product.

API was not receptive.

The Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America,
joined by Citizen Action, called on EPA to allow foreign
refiners to establish their own baseline. They believe
that the resulting increase in gasoline supply would
increase competition and decrease retail gasoline prices.

I

(

d
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If the panel report should be adopted, U.S. exports to

veneruela could be subjected to duties designed to

counterbalance the estimated $ 1 billion in damages

suffered by Venezuela.

Venezuela is the second biggest market for U.S.

exports in Latin America; 1992 exports wer? S 5.4

billion. (Major export categories include machine

parts, automotive parts, passenger vehicles and

computers) .

State oppose the proposed statute on GATT and
^ ^

consumer interest grounds.

We have made 0MB aware of our concerns. Given the short
^

ime-
rai^e^g ^^ ^^^ nKeiy to put the rerormuiated statutes

ou t lyi formal inter-agency clearance.
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United Stales Department of Stale

Washington, D. C. 20S20
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TO:

THROUGH:

FROM:

SUBJECT

JE
P - Mr. Tarnoff

ARA - Alexander F. Watson

Venezuelan Concerns Regarding EPA Regulations Cor
Reformulated Gasoline

To implement the Clean Air Act of 1990, the EPA will issue
statutes on December IS regulating the import of refornmlated
gasoline during 1995-97. These statutes would provide
different treatment foe O.S. and foreign suppliers. The
Venetuelans have expressed concerns regarding the statutes on
the grounds that they Tiolate OATT Article III, which calls for
non-discriminatory treatment of imported products.

ARA and EB are concerned about the BPA regulations for a

variety of reasons: If Teneruela takes the EPA niling to the
GATT and the GATT rules against the 0.8. , 0.6. exports could be
subjected to duties designed to counterbalance the •stlmated $1
billion in damages suffered by Venezuela.

a

the BPA
regulations go against our whole posture vls-a-vls trade for
the entire hemisphere. As we argue for free trade In the
hemisphere, we would be a protectionist action with important
economic consequences for a leading Latin American country.

Last Week the GOV presented a compromise solution to the
EPA. The Venezuelans would reduce total emissions to the
average U.S. level for reformulated gasoline in return for
greater flexibility on the measurement of olefins (the most
serious problem for Venezuela's reformulated gasoline). In
view of Venezuelas concerns and last week's proposal, I

recomnended that 0/S Spero call the EPA and encourage the BPA
to treat foreign refiners equally, but if not, to give the
Venezuelan proposal serious consideration. I also recommend
that 0/S Spero call the RBC and 0MB and suggest that they urge
the EPA to support equal treatment or a compromise solution.
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93 CARACAS 11032 P
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PAGE 01
ACTION ARA-Ol
INFO LOG-00

C-01
FRB-03
L-03
PH-02
TRSE-00

CARACA 11032 132142Z

CEA-01
OOEE-00
T60E-0C
NSCE-00
SNP-00

/076W
0F£166

132141£ OtC 93
FM AHEHBASSY CARACAS
TO SECSTATe WASHOC IHMEDIATE 4753

i^ia^i«a«irt*Mka4B«a« CARACAS 11032

ACDA-17
OASV-00
HA-09
ADS-00
PRS-Ol
r-00

AIO-01
OOOE-00
H-01
NSAE-00
P-Jl
USIE-00

CIAE-00
Ea-01
INR-00
OMB-Ol
SP-00

CONE-00
EXIM-06
ITC-01
OPIC-08
SS-00

CTME-OJ
E-Ol
JUSC-00
PA-Ol
STR-16

132142Z /38

E.O. 12356; OECL> OAOR
TAGS: PREL. ETROt VE
SUBJECT: NEED FOR CONTINCFNCY GUIDANCE: REFORMULATED

|{. MMMMMMi - ENTIRE TEXT.
Ui, SUMMARf; miS IS AN ACTION CABLE. SEE PARA 5.

Yb^'SfBCE ISSJ/Ntt ON OSCEMocR 15 OF REGULATIONS
PROHIBITING IMPORTATION INTO US OF VENEZUELAN REFORMULATED
GASOLINE cRG-1 1995 TO 1997 IS DEVELOPING INTO A MAJOR
BILATERAL ISSUE. POST NEEDS EFFECTIVE PUBLIC AFFAIRS
GUIDANCE TO LIMIT 3AJ1AGE. ENO SUMMARY.
3. VENEZUELAN Pi*ESS AMD GOVERNMENT ARE UORKING THEMSELVES

PAGE 02 CARACA 11032 1321422
INTO FEVER PITCH A90UT THE EXPECTED DECEMBER 15 ISSUANCE
OF EPA REGULATIONS ON REFORMULATtO GASOLINE. ISSUE IS

i^EING PORTRAVED Mc*E AS A PROTECTIONIST EFFORT BY U.S. OIL

COMPANIES UTILIZING ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS. NORMALLY

CAUTIOUS GUSTAVO RlOSENt HEAD OF POVSAt HAS LABELLED IT

THE FIRST LINK IN A CHAIN OF ANTI-VENEZUELAN OIL
PROTECTIONISM. PRESIDENT-ELECT CALOERA'S DISPATCH OF

ECONOMIC HEAVV.4EIGHT JULIO SOSA TO US TO ARGUE VENEZUELA'S
CASE ALONGSIDE MINENERGY PARRA OF CURRENT GOVERNMENT IS A

SURE SIGN THAT ^EXT ADMINISTRATION WILL MAKE THE

REF0RMULATEi3 CASE ISSUE A LITMUS TEST OF U.S. TRADE

INTENTIONS. PRESIDENT VELASQUEZ RAISED THE ISSUF IN

PRIVATE CONVERSATION WITH AMBASSADOR DECEMBER 12.
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PAGE 01
ACTION ARA-Ol
INFO LOC-Ot?
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500i-00
TEDE-00
0H3-01
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A 10-01
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IN?-00
OPIC-08

CEA-Ol
EXIH-06
lTC-01
SNP-00

CIAE-00
E-Ol
JUSE-00
SP-00

CTME-00
FRB-03
AOS-00
SS-00

C-Ol ^

HA-09
NSAE-00
STR-16

I4>ia31Z DEC 93
FM AIEMBASSY CARACAS
TO SECSTATc HASrt'JC IMMEDIATE <.770

OEPTTREAS WASHDC I'»".cOIATE

INFJ USUOC taASMOC
WHITEHJUSt WASHDC
DOS 4/IBWOC T •••--•'•. r?%
C.t»

I I"
I ^< - III IJL CARACAS

TRtAiftKY FOi< OASU/lil-E- WYATT

•10478A 141S332 /38

11059

ANDUSOaC FOR 313*/USP:S/0ir/0/WH/TAFT
*331/ItP/HH/OSA/ZIcGtR

STATE PASS FE::£i<AU (RESERVE BOARD-JOHN FfRNALO AND NY
PEO-ELLIOTT UCHITcLLc
STATE PLS PASS 'JiXX FDR SUAnr3R£DIE
NSC FOR FEINTERG

C0NFn=»!TI4L
CONFIOENTIAL

PA'iS 02 CA<ACA 11059 1418322
03«i rO^ PUMPhREY
E.O. 1235&: CcCL:3»0».
TAGS: ECCN, E^IN. eP:T, EN'G* PRcLt ET*0.
SUSJ?CT: CA-'^EOA AOVIija TALKS OF TCI* TG

OL4NS
1. : - ENTIRE T=XT.
2. A»«')ASSA1TR -=T WITH CAUDERA'S SENIOR ADVISOR JULIO
S0S4 OS OeCE-'.ER IJ TO DISCUSS HIS VISIT TO WASHINGTOM
PS"rVlJ'JS WE=K TO Lub3Y AGAINST EPA REFORMULATED CAS
REGjLATIOSS that C3ULC SERIOUSLY HAR»* VENEZUELA. SCSA
SAID THAT
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United States Department of State

Assistant Secretary of State

Bureau ofInter-American Affairs

Washington. D.C. 20520-6258

December 15, 1993

MPMQRANDUK

TO: E - Ms. Spero

FROM: Alexander F. Watson

SUBJECT: Venezuelan Reformulated Gasoline

}^^
Based on last night's meeting in Bo Cutter's office, I

propose to convey the following message to Venezuelan
Petroleum Minister Alirio Parra when notified by Carol
Browner that I nay do so:

Ne understand that you have made interesting offers
to the BPA in your meetings with them this week on the
reformulated gasoline issue. As you are aware, we are
under e court order to promulgate the rule. It absolutely
must be issued by midnight tonight. There is simply not
time to resolve the reformulated gasoline issue before
then. EPA Administrator Browner will be signing today a

rule that reflects the original negotiated rule-making
agreement.

The Department of State has weighed in heavily with
EPA, however, on behalf of Venezuela. EPA has assured us
it will be willing to continue talking to you on the basis
of your most recent offers in an effort to arrive at a

solution that meets environmental standards and addresses

your specific concerns.

If this is okay with you and your colleagues, I would

propose to convey this statement to Ambassador Davidow in
Caracas so that he may make the same presentation to
President-elect Caldera to avoid inappropriate reaction
from that key quarter.
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IMMEDIATE CARACAS, GENEVA IMMEDIATE

IMMEDIATE BOGOTA

E.O, 12356: DECL: OADR

TAGS! ECON, EPET, EINV, VE
(A U>

SUBJECT: Gatt Consultations with Venezuela: Reformulated 55^
Gasoline — "

oof

m
1. Summary. Article XXII Consultations on u.s.
reformulated gasoline regulations were held between the
United States Government and the Government of Venezuela
on February 11 at the offices of the United States Trade

Representative in Washington. The GOV opened with a

statement alleging that the U.S. reformulated gasoline
regulations, "the gasoline rule," violate US GATT

obligations and that they nullify and impair Venezuela's

rights under the Gatt. The GOV asserted that

C5

The USG

responded that it aoes not accepc cne Venezuelan

interpretation of the above GATT Articles. Howevter, the
USG expressed a willingness to examine other potential
options for regulating reformulated gasoline so long as

they are consistent with the environmental aims and

requirements of of the Clean Air Act of 1990. The
Venezuelans submitted. a ..liat. of,^1 written questions to
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be answered by trie weeic oc teoruary ^o anu xnuicacea tndu

'they would soon propose a date for a second round of gatt
consultations to be held in Caracas before March 14. end
sufnmary

2. Article XXII :1 Consultations on the y.s. reformulated
gasoline regulations were held between the United States
Government and the Government of Venezuela on February 11
at the offices of the United States Trade Representative
in Washington, the gov delegation was chaired by mauro
hoyer, executive assistant to the minister of energy and
mines, and included juan francisco misle, gov geneva
mission; clara coro, ministry of energy and mines; maria
estela bermudez, institute of foreign trade; miguel
salerno and otto rodriguez of petroleos de Venezuela and
Venezuelan embassy representatives victor cedeno, maria
sanglade and carlos rossi. %.he u.s. delegation was
'chaired by daniel brinza, ustr office of general counsel
and included ustr officers sandy gaines, ralph ives,
karen lezny, epa attorneys John hannon and Fielding
Lamason and state officers perry ball (ara/and) and
matthew mcmanus (eb/iep) .

3. The Venezuelan delegation opened the meeting by
expressing appreciation that the us delegation was able
to host the meeting despite the closing of the federal
government due to a snow emergency, mauro hoyer then

argued that

C^

s.
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^hik...

(commenc ;

some Canadian, but no Venezuelan, refineries will likely
qualify under this provision, end conunent)

article xi

6.

Economic Impact

c>

GATT Questions

8. US Delegation chair Daniel Brinza thanked Hoyer for
his remarks and for agreeing to meet in Washington. He
asked the Venezuelan delegation about their basis for

citing the least trade restrictive principle and inquired
if they were referring to the existing gatt or the new

gatt. Venezuela responded that /•

orinza responaea that this croad C ^
interpretation of gatt is not shared by the usg.

9. Brinza then questioned Venezuela's invoking of both
article XI (import-restrictions) and article III
(national-treatment) noting that in past gatt
jurisprudence either article XI or article III were
cited, but not both. The Gov responded that

,

r^'^^fOQiprr
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»wi
10. brinza asked the Venezuelans to elaUborate on their
claim that the gasoline ru)a v^vM cause them economic
harm.

e^

11. brinza asiced if Venezuela was referring to

paragraphs sections a, b or c of nullification and

impairment under article xxiii:!. misle replied that "

12. brinza emphasized that the usg believes the gasoline
rule is gatt consistent, brinza then offered an

explanation of the u.s. regulatory process, he explained
that, to change a rule like the one in question, the usg
would first have to publish a notice in the federal

register, solicit and respond to public comment, with
requisite waiting periods, and then issue the new rulr.
Brinza added that the usg is open to pursuing technical
discussions with Venezuela on the subject and plegded
that usg officials would be available to discuss any
technical concerns that Venezuela might have, brinza
stressed however that, were the usg to explore an
alternate rule, it would have to be fully consistent with
clean air act environmental aims and requirements.

13. mauro hoyer resDond»H •b**-

C^

X

14. brinza reiterated that the usg does not believe the

gasoline rule to be gatt inconsistent, be endorsed the
continuation of technical talks together with a

willingness to continue formal consultations and

recognized that Venezuela has an interest in a timely
resolution of the process and indicated that we would

shortly refer the issue to the decision making layer of
the usg.

15. hoyer concluded Venezuela's comments by presenting
the U.S. delegation with C

P
LiiiU
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SUBJECT: NEM VENEZUELAN ENERGY MINISTER CALLS FOR

"PRODUCER-CONSUMER FORUM"
1. IN REMARKS TO THE PETROLEUM PRESS ON
THE NEW VENEZUELAN MINISTER OF ENERGY ANO KINESt
ARRIETAt APPEARED TO CALL FOR ANOTHER TYPE OF
PROOUCEA-CONSUHER DIALOGUE* ARRIETA SAIO HE PLANNED
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MARCH, THAT OPEC SEEK TO ESTABLISH A PERMANENT FORUM
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1. CCNFIoiNTlAL - ir.TmE TcXT.
2. SUIMAr.Y: TSI3 lA^Lt REOiJESTS hASr-lNGT3k ACTION. THE
S?V "AS NOW CO'E 9ACK <<ITH A RESPONSE TO THE OFFER Wc
Phii = NTEO T: THE>« OS <ARCh 15. THE GOV SEEKS A WRITTSH
JPESHMATION nF 2'JK P^OPaSAL. .IE SUSGcST THAT WE
N = GCTIATE A SI/J:.TA'.£JJS EXCHANGE OF LETTERS THAT WOULD
CONPIR'* 3uR jFF£5 I >: RETiJ<»..\ ?0R A M.<ITT=N CC^frlTM^NT ON
TH6K PART TO /ITHOftAW THE ARTICLE 23 PETITION ANO ACCEi-T
OUR 3P0P0SAL. I"c LETTERS MOULD EECOM£ OFFICIAL ONLY UPCN
"^JTUAL ACCEPfA'iCt OF THE TEXTS.

IN THIS CABLE WE SUJG=ST
A PLAN OF ACriO>J WHICH W= THIN< PROVIDES OPPORTUNITY FOR
RESCLVlNi This ISSJE^N our T=>«KS. IH^'£0IAT£ WASHINGTO*.
ACTION IS REJUESTEC. END SUMMARY.
3. A-aASSAOT« SPC^t SEPARATELY EVENING MARCH IT WITH
MIN€\5RGY a;^^IETa AN? HINFOREIGN TRADE POLLETOt THE TWO
OFFICIALS TO WH01 HF HAD. PR£SENT£D OUR PROPOSAL ON
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3/ii/;>4

Inter-aqencY Meeting on Venezuelan Reformulated Gasolina :

U/S Speco and will be
attending a March 14 inter-agency meeting at tne NEC to try and
resolve the U.S. -Venezuelan reformulated gasoline (RFG)
dispute.

C|

c/

ifii^ Ambassador Davidow Comments on Re formulated Gasolinp :

Ambassador Davidow sent a first person cable to U/S Spero
highlighting the importance of what is at stake with the
upcoming decision on reformulated gasoline.
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3/10/94

Decision Due on Reformulated Gasoline : State (U/S Spero)
OSTR and EPA will participate in a NEC meeting on March 14 to

try and resolve the reformulated gasoline (RFC) dispute with

Venezuela.
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3/2/94

W»^ Update on Reformulated Gasoline: EPA has completed the

preparation o£ its options memo for the resolution of the

reformulated gasoline dispute and this memo will be presented
to EPA Administrator Carol Browner early next week. The NEC

has also called for an inter-agency meeting to discuss the

issue at 1:30 PM on March 14.

Elsewhere, cne GOV

has asked USTR for a second round ot GaTT consultations to ta

place in Caracas on March 8. USTR is preparing a response
recommending a later date (after the March 14 meeting). If t

dispute is not resolved at the March 14 meeting, the GOV is

expected to take the U.S. to a GATT panel at the end of the

60-day Article XXII consultation period which ends on March
13.
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2/23/94

Interagency Discussion o f EPA Ootiona Memo: State
(ARA/AND and EB/IEP), USTR and EPA representatives met on
February 23 to discuss the first draft of an EPA options memo
for the resolution of the reformulated gasoline dispute with

nezuela. The memo's four options include: retaining the
PA'S December 15, 1994 final rule; returning to the already
egotiated "September Compromise'; adopting the recently
discussed 'complex model* performance standard; and accepting
modified version of the complex model.

c\

Given U/S Spero's travel
schedule, an interagency meeting would need to take place on

Friday, March 4 or Monday, March 7 if a decision is to be made
before March 14, the end of the initial 60-day period for
bilateral consultations under Article XXII of the GATT. Once a

political-level decision is made, the resolution of the dispute
and the termination of the GATT case would be negotiated by
USTR and the GOV in the form of a MOU.
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tesoWing the reformulated gasoline issue.
|
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_ Tnter-aqenry Meeting on Re fnrmHabed Gasoline. EPA has

accepted our request for an interagency meeting on reformulated

asoline, now set for Friday.

6l

We hope to have a

formal USG offer for the GATT talKs which could begin as soon

as February 13.
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<«« GATT Consultabions Held With Venezuela on
ormulated Gasoline

USTR, EB, ARA and EPA officers slid into town February 11
to hold GATT Article XXII consultations with a Venezuelan
delegation.

Venezuela went on record to state that EPA reformulated
gasoline regs violate GATT Article I, most-Eavored nation
treatment. Article III national-treatment, and Article
XI, import restrictions.

Venezuela argued that the EPA regs would bar $ 450
million dollars worth of its gasoline from the U.S.
over three years, cost it a return on a US $ one
billion investment and lose it market share.

Ci

Venezuela requested a second round of GATT consultations
before March 14, in Caracas. Both sides submitted a list
of written questions to be answered by February 28.

After the consultations, EPA informed the rest of the U.S.

delegation that it has obtained all the technical data
needed. EPA staff will prepare a decision memo by
February 18 in anticipation of a principals meeting they
will try to arrange the week of February 21.

ozr,\r:nr.:'ii of state
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f^ vpnp?:iieia Turns UP t-he Heat on Reformulated Gaso lJne

March 8. Venezuela put its request for a GATT panel on

„.S. reformulated gasoline rules on the agenda for the

March 23 GATT council meeting.

C.A

The NEC hosts a sub-cabinet meeting March 14 to decide a

U.S. response.
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state. USTR antl'^PA^'pt^P^Yi' ftf>^F^hruarv in r.f^jjCaasu l tfl L i ons with Venezuela on R..f n rmu lae«.rt Ca55onnp

o We (EB/IEP, STA, ARA/AND) met this morning with EPA and
USTR about the pending first round of talks with Venezuela
over reformulated gasoline.

o Advance word from Caracas is to expect a delegation
February 10. USTR will organize the agenda with our input.

o At today's meeting, EPA agreed with our request to have
its emissions" lab people from Ann Arbor at the table so
that remaining technical/scientific emissions questionscan be addressed.

CI

USTR General Counsel will brief the USG team February 9
and both EB and ARA will also be at the table February
10.

'it.-jT OF biAre ,<- ^„ >i^ ,

( 1 CCL.islFY I £0 c,tat,ons
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4fi4 USTR Hosts Rehearsal for GATT Consultations on
Vpnezuela's Complaint about our Reformulated Gasoline
Rgqulations

o On February 9 USTR hosted State (ARA, EB), EPA, and Energy
Department staff to run through the agenda for the

February 10-11 GATT Article XXII consultations that
Venezuela has requested on the trade impact of EPA's new
reformulated gasoline regulations.

Article XXII consultations are designed to share
information. A negotiated settlement is not expected
at this time by either party.

Q

In earlier informal talks with Venezuela, EPA identified
several options to diffuse the dispute.

At tomorrow's consultations, the USG will propose
that EPA and Venezuelan technical staff meet outside
of the formal agenda, probably on February 11, to

thoroughly discuss these options.

EPA has already committed to preparing a final policy
options paper by the end of February for consideration by
inter-agency principals.
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progress to be made in more clearly spelling out the options
avai lable in

IN
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EB/IEP - Glen Rasg

Thursday. Januarr 6. 1994

Daily Report

CI

t«^ Venezuela Reopens Dialogue With EPA on Reformulated
Gasoline

c Venezuelan embassy reps and their Washington attorneys
have begun preliminary talks with EPA in the wake of EPA • s

December 15 issuance of statutes on reformulated
gasol ine .

o EPA is examining' Venezuela s case at its Michigan air
quality labs, and notes that it may yet find an emissions

1 option which could be extended to Venezuela as well as
i I domestic refiners.

" The talks are still very preliminary. The goal is for
EPA's technical level to explore with GOV representatives
a few options that would provide Venezuela greater market
access, but that would be acceptable to the domestic
I ef i ners .

o Separately, domestic refiners are pushing EPA to ease
onerous provisions of the statute which significantly
complicate the distribution and marketing of reformulated
gaso 1 ine .

if ' .''-^.!l|-5— ,
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^QOAjigfi^irr.tyfn —

WllMiiJilfl.

legislates that EPA must issue statutory guidelines by the endof the year for the mandatory introduction of reformulated
^leaner burning) gasoline into U.S. metropolitan areas withor air quality. EPA published its draft statutes in the
ring, • .

^" "-"^

C"^

and DOE.
We ace following the issue closely with EPA
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United Sutes Department of Sute

ITaahinfion. DC 20520

TO: ARA - Alexander F Watson

3^1

-•
: -c

: i O
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liUSiEl]

but took exception to his statement that CITGO had "observed"

the reg-neg, but was not a signatory. She said it would be

mote accurate to say that CITGO had "participated" in the

reg-neg, but was not • signatory. She said that CITGO was on

one of the four "work groups" of the reg-neg, but was not on

the major corwnittee. She also explained that the two main

refiner associations, the American Petroleum Institute (API)

and the National Petroleum Refiners Association (NPRA) both

signed the reg-neg on behalf of their members, which is why

most of the U.S. refiners did not sign. CITGO is a member of

the NPRA, so It can be argued that the NPRA signed on its

behalf.

Th* EstabH»hm*nt of Baaelinea

As to your apecific questions regarding the baselines, the

agreement on baselines for domestic refiners was worked out in

the original reg-neg agreement signed in August 1991. This

agreement was silent oij baselines for foreign refiners. The

EPA-Venecuclan verbal agreement to establish an individual

baseline for PDVSA was reached in a private meeting between

Venetuelan Energy Hinistet Parra and EPA Deputy Administrator

Robert Sussman In August 1993.

Th* M«i«t Step

A»»«rhm#i»t:
,

Tab I - Cltlsen Action Letter to EPA Administrator Browner

iruT™™!:U
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INFORMATION MEMORANDUM
S/S

United Stales Department of Stale /^

Woihin^lon. I). C. 20520

CI

\m\

: U o

^i.-l

TO:

FROM:

Mrs. Spero

Daniel F,. TJlulio"

SUBJECT:^ EPA Proposed ReforraulBted Gasoline Statute Poses^
(JATX Concerns

cposed EPA "statutes" could
ler GATT damage claim. As
990, the EPA must issue the
of reformulated (cleaner
adline is Decex.ber 15. The

EPA's language would deny
ting pollutant-content levels
uelan government owned
ues that its exports to the
its inability to take
the statutes take effect, the
U.S. before a GATT panel.

Sunmarr.
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Venezuels argues that, like U.S. refineis, it has the data
to establish its own baseline. PDVSA admits that its
olefin levels are higher than the U.S. average but points
out that a U.S. ceflner would be allowed to sell gasoline
with similarly high olefin content. Venezuela claims that
emissions from burning its reformulated gasoline would be
as clean or cleaner than the U.S. average.

Venezuela asserts that EPA's motive has less to do
with the environment than with satisfying concerns
raised by U.S. refiners who want to reduce competition
from Venezuela.

The GOVS assertion is strengthened by the fact that EPA
had readied a tentative agreement with Venezuela in August
th«t met many of PDVSA's concerns. The agreement would
have allowed PDVSA its own baseline for 60,000 b/d of
product, with the average U.S. baseline applying to
additional volumes.

Venezuela agreed to assume the burden of
substantiating its technical data and not to challenge
the statutes in the GATT.

The American Petroleum Institute, bacKed by refiners Sun
and Mcbil, vigorously and successfully lobbied E.^A to drop
the draft agreement with Venezuela.

AFI argues that lax foreign environmental standards
yive non-U. S. refiners a cost advanteye.

API enlisted environmental groups and regional air
quality administrators who feared that Venezuela's
higher olefin content would harm air quality.

We informed API that the statutes were beyond our
jurisdiction but that we did raise legitimate GATT concerns
with EFA. We suggested to API that its environmental
concerns would be satisfied with a uniform cap on olefin
levels, that would apply to domestic and foreign product.

API was not receptive.

The Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America,
joined by Citizen Action, called on EPA to allow foreign
refiners to establish their own baseline. They believe
that the resulting increase in gasoline supply would
increase competition and decrease retail gasoline prices.
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'I B panel is convened, end finds against the U.S., we

could blocK adoption of the panel report, as we did vhen
GATT ruled that U.S. prohibition of tuna imports from
Mexico UBS GATT-i llegal .

We are the only party to have si:ffered a negative finding
on an «"nvi ronTient a 1 regulation ,

^___
•

~T\ Additional bfocked reports would Cj^)
promote perceptions of U.S. willingness to act unilaterally ^-^^/

in dff^^nce of f^ATT.

If the panel report sliould be adopted. U.S. exports '°^l^u''*^^
Venezuela could be subjected to duties designpd to t^\^,^i.'
counterbalance the estimated $ 1 billion in damages ^-Jj^
suffered by Venezuela. . 0^'^

Venezuela is the second biggest market for U.S.

exports in Latin America; 1992 exports were S 5.4

billion. (Major export categories include machine

parts, automotive parts, passenger vehicles and

computers) .

/we are awaiting the formal OMB request for inter-agency
comments on the EPA statutes.

In the interim, we are working with USTR and Treasury i

to coordinate a written response to OMB and to prepaie
principals for high level telephone calls to EPA, OMB
and NEC.

State end Treasury oppose the proposed statute on GATT and
consumer interest grounds. Mn hr 1 i r it UHTn i i 1 11 n 1^"

[i|^l
II n rnT grau niir —
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United Slates Department of State

Waihingwn. D. C. 20520
K

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM
__ S/S

'93 DLC-a >;:V -'n

TO: E - Mrs. Spero

FROM: ARA - Alexander F Watson

^ < <

£ C-" U

SSSUD.TECT: Update on Venezuela and the Reformulated Gasoline Issue
3

On December 14 I spoke ^o Ambassador Davidow in Caracas and

M;riefcd liim on the results of the interagency discussion on -

!.vonozuela., and the EPA's reforrnulated. gasoline proq/ara. J.told .

-hid wc 5^c'uld .be,providingJ^h'in wi'tlV^an.EPA'^'apprpved^^^^ to.tM

'use w i t h'vC0V2 o Ef i c i a I'sij a n(f?' t he'^Ve ne': 5 el'a'n fp re s s'-^l/^i^'^f , ;
•

I

. - .:.-^.~...*:..r.^P-Mj/*,» . .-..-•..-.•n-Sj»..!jwi'->-i -. ;.•.;:, .,>-»;:-^--iVj;i'.. r'-v--" •V.^--':r-Jl-^:
"•'-

. •» .- ..-.- „ .
.T

;«:•_,;, -..-^.^
— .-.V

I called Venezuelan Minister of Energy

t-' wT i:O t,T <

O D zU uj
-

^°

uj a a

0= UJ (

President-Elect' ^Cajdera's Transi^tipn Teera^Hesdy'Dr. JulTo Sosa..' _,,,,

RodriguVz'v ond'^'PDVSA^'Presidcnt'''Gust'avbJ;no6sen^^^^ ^ '^v'liiSi*'*

v-v^V-P" -yp't'cmbe r ' 16
,;

.- 1 he" EPA issued
a^^^r

e s
s^._s

t a
fceri^jvtjj^and.^ii^^

con'ducte'd^*^? "press tsr ief incj
'

on the' reformuYated-;-3aspline^?ruie
issued on Pecciiiber^.l5. T)ie press statement did'nbt mention
Venezuela oT^'fie foreign ref iners- issue (Tab"2). The press
i.^tiefing.' conducted by EPA Assi^iant, Adininis tra tor for Air and

R
" ' ' " " ' "" " '

Vc

by a U^llls. QilqiLani" Nc"s c

nded on* the talking points provided by Wilson

ill*-*

«2j:i

included and expar

On December 20, at ARA's request, the EPA issued a press
statement on the use of individual baselines by foreign
refiners (^ab 3) . "-This statement. puts in writ ing.^the talking
points pcov'ided by Wilson and lias^'been forwarded '"t6*"Ambassador

UaviSow fo'f use with- GOV of f icials'^ahd the Venezuelan Press.

•;ov officials h^ive been moderate, the tone of their remarks

'.nmperoti iiy the pos.'iibi 1 i ty ot a negotiated solution. Press

coverage was initially moderate, but became more negative over
the •••.eel'.eiid . You may also "ish to review the attached p] jt t

'

5

01 lor on News article of December. 17, which is thd?,only major
U.S. news item we have seen on this, subject . to date (Tab 4).

:,>3f-
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^"
u,!'-^*-'

A^^arhments: •^'

Tab 1 - EPA Talking Points of December 15 plus Q&A's From

EPA Press Briefing ot December 16

Tab 2 - EPA Press Statement of December 15

Tab 3 - EPA Press Statement of December 17

Tab 4 - Piatt's Oilgram News article of December 17
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•
United Suies Depi-rocm of Su'.e

Bureau (^Inier-Amtrican Affairt

Washingion. DC. 20S20-625S

TO: ARA - Alexander F Watson

FROM: ARA - Ed Casey

SUBJECT: Update on Reformulated Gasoli'

SummarY

4

_ ^ . rj''^'*
* ^TT ch«ll«ii9« ov«r th« hodsoft,

USTR is now as anziVnia as we are to cesolv* this Issue and
feels that the inter-agency approach will encourage BPA to sake
onre rapid progress. In the technical talks already undetn^y,
the GOV and BPA are charting aceas^f coapcoadse. A piidlng ;-

GATT suit will likely also afford IPA an opportunltr tftlS&laln
any conpronise in %fnii of U.f. treaty .<p|»l|jAtioni

GOV Takes it; ta th« CATT... ^^ .

Twe recooBModed in our laat aeao' that'ltaibassador Da^tdow ^
meet with Knergy Miniater Parra to jncoutaaf the GOV t<^i^^ -

formally requeat bilateral, non-CATl, uonsuttations with the
EPA. Thia would aerre the purpose _of fonaally placing .th»J>all
in BPA's courtJ Mlni^MBtfm|if| X
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Tha KnA Cm—

UST8 now wants to Coraalis« tiM POVSA-IPA tochnlcil
meatlngt by iddlng tnfvquacf p«cticlp«tloa (OSTSy Stat**
Energy and possibly txeastity) snd OOV efCidsls tQ coa^lr-witli
th« foraally requ«st«d GAIT bilat«ral coMultstlona .^ la
effect, the GATT consultstlona woald tm fraCt«4 6tat'«PgMi!,
ongoing PDVSA-BPA ••tings. Tbis woald bav^ tha adwKtagas of
preventing the BPA froa going it alone witboat tlM

.
I^olTeawnt

of the other interested agencies. It woal^'also creata
leverage on BPA to r^acb an eguitabl* agraaaant. Finally,
formal consultationa would provide BPA an opportunity to
explain any agraaaant in teras of 0.8. treaty obligations.
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United Slates Ucpartmenl of blair

V(uhii>fton. D. C. 20S20

9 4 J <> 3 / 7

I .- r jb

BRIEFING MEMORANDUM
S/S

TO:

TROM:

SUDJECT:

I. PURPOSE !

Inter-aqency M«etlng on Venezuelan Refocmulated

Gasoline
Time: 1:30 p.m., March 14

Place: Roon 180. OEOB

r.

^
II'

1) To seek iater-agoncr support for IM's 'Foreiga Reflaer
indlTidual Batoliooi ifith ToluM Cap Optloa* to rosolvo tbo
U.S.-Tenesuelan rofonaulatod gaaolln* (irO) disputoi aod a)
to obtain lnt«r-a«encr agraeaaat to proTldo the TaaMuelaas
with a apocieic data by which BPA would publlah a proposed
changa of the existing RFO regulations in tbo Federal
Register. Both actions ara^naadad to pravaat the OOVttem I

taking the 0.8. to a OATT ilVlitigatlvo panel on Narch^TlT'^
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-2-

EPA Administrator Carol M. Browner is not expected to
attend the March 14 meeting and will be represented by EPA
Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation Mary Nichols.

EPA will not advocate either the 'Volume Cap'
(September Compromise) option or the 'Retain the Final
RFC Rule' (do nothing) option, but will wait Cor the

Inter-agency group to endorse one option..

o The meeting will be chaired by Sally Xatsan of ONB; Bownan
Cutter of the NBC la In Detroit at the G-7 Jobs Conference.

At the March 14 Iteatlng

o We should seek inter-agency support for EPA's 'Volume Cap*
option to resolve the U.S. -Venezuelan reformulated gasoline
(RFG) dispute.

This option would allow Venezuela to set its own
baselin* for the first 60,000 bacrels/day of RFG
exports to th« U.S. with the stricter ST«csg« U.S.
baselin* applying to all additional exports.

This option rsstricts th« competitive pressure on
domestic reeiMra'aisa liaits avr poteittial ^.^
envlroosMntal effects from Venesaela's relatively
-dl'rtler-'Vasoi'liie.

-- **^ -^. .;w*».9»^

This option was accepted bf the GOV last September and
the EPA now believes it can ade^ately owasure/monitor
Venesuelaa cbopliance.

o He should also obtain inter-agency agreement to have the

EPA draft, and ONS clear* a propoaed rule change to b*

published in tb« Federal Register by April 21.

USTR would then draft a credible owssage spelling out

the USG offer and conditions to the GOV.

This would allow the USG to persuade the GOV to drop
its March 23 GATT panel request.

If necessary, the USG could send a delegation to
Caracas to finalize the USG offer, thereby resolving
the dispute.

Attachments:
Tab 1 - Talking Points
Tab 2 - Embassy Caracas cables on reformulated gasoline:

Caracas 1998; Caracas 1933; and Caracas 1932
Tab 3 - White House Venezuela Briefing Paper

i
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INFORMATION MEMORANOUM^^

L lilted Slates Depanment of Male

9'aihington. D. C. 20520

9>02i?2

TO: E - Mrs. Spero

FROM: ARA - Alexander F. Watsoni

SUBJECT: Update on Venezuela and Reformulated Gasoline
"A^

Summary
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Tha End Gatam ^
USTR now wants to eormalis* th« GOV-BPA technical meetings

by adding USG interagency participation (State, USTR and
Energy) to comply with the formally requested GATT bilateral
consultations. In effect, the ongoing GOV-BPA meetings would
be expanded into GATT consultations. This would have the
advantage of preventing EPA from acting alone without the
involvement of other interested agencies. It would also put
pressure on EPA to reach an equitable agreement. Finally,
formal consultations would give BPA • chance to explain any
agreement in terms of U.S. treaty obligations.
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JOMM OmCELi. MICMKUW. CHAMHAM
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oftiit

fwiiiuliiff 00 SocTgg mi ConKrcc

August 29, 1994

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Administrator Browner:

As you know, the Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations, pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of the
U.S. House of Representatives, requested from the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) documents that were in EPA files for our
hearing of June 22, 1994 concerning implementation of the Clean;
Air Act (CAA) provisions regarding reformulated gasoline.

The agency provided many of those documents. However, by
letter of June 17, 1994, EPA' s Deputy General Counsel, Gary S.

Guzy, advised the Subcommittee that the EPA has been coordinating
the treatment of certain documents with the White House. Mr.

Guzy, in supplying some documents, said:

"Certain other documents are not being produced at this
time, as the Special Counsel to the President is continuing
to examine them to determine whether they are subject to
executive privilege. Mr. Cutler notes that he expects to
discuss with you and the Subcommittee whether a mutually
satisfactory accommodation can be reached that will take
account both Congress' interest in obtaining information and
the privilege accorded to deliberations within the Executive

Bran^.''

Sinoi- Chen, Administration officials provided the
Subcommittee' staff with a list which very briefly describes 14

documents in EPA files which they believed warranted further
discussion. Some documents appear to have been prepared at the

EPA, while others apparently were prepared elsewhere and copies
were provided to the EPA. In addition, representatives of the

Office of the Special Counsel to the President met with
Subcommittee staff to discuss the documents contained on the list

relative to possible claims of Executive Privilege regarding some

or all of these documents. 1 appreciate the willingness of these

Administration officials to meet with the Subcommittee staff as

we fulfill our important oversight responsibilities and to
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The Honorable Carol M. Brovmer

August 29, 1994

Page 2

discuss these matters. It is helpful.

However, I do not believe that such claims generally attach
to documents in EPA files and I am troubled that your agency
apparently transferred any of these documents to the White House.

They should have remained with the agency while such discussions
took place. I request that all of these documents be returned to

the EPA and that in the future your agency not transfer documents

subject to a Subcommittee request in EPA files to any other

agency .

Based on discussions to date, to the documents numbered 1

through 4, 7 through 9, and 10 through 12, I believe that there
is no question that the EPA should have provided them to the

Subcommittee and I request that you do so. As to the other

documents, the explanation provided to date through these

discussions is insufficient to fully assess the nature of the

documents or the Administration's contentions about the possible
application of Executive Privilege. Therefore, to the extent

that you do not provide these documents or any of the above

numbered documents to the Subcoamittee, I request that you

respond to the matters specified in Attachment A about those

documents .

The requested information should be provided by Friday,

September 16, 1994. If you or your staff have any questions
about this request, please contact Reid P.P. Stuntz, Staff

Director and Chief Counsel of the Stibcommittee, at

(202) 225-4441.

With every good wis!

Chairman
Subconmiittee on

Oversight and Investigations

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Dan Schaefer
Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

Mr. Lloyd N. Cutler
Special Counsel to the President

The Honorable Jean Nelson
General Counsel
Environmental Protection Agency
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ATTACBMENT A

1. Please provide a detailed description of the documents that

you are not providing to the Subcommittee, as follows:

a. In the case of a document not prepared by the EPA,
please explain how and when the EPA received the
document and why the EPA received it. In the case of
all the documents, please identify the offices at the
EPA where the document and all copies thereof are
located or, prior to transfer to the White House, were
located.

b. Please also provide the name, title, and agency
affiliation of the author of each document; the
name(s), title(s), and agency affiliation (s) of the
addressee (s) ; the date of the document euid the number
of pages of the document; a brief description of the
subject matter and purpose of the document; the names
and titles of all individuals employed by the EPA
(other than addressee) trzinsmitted copies of the
document; and, if known, the names and titles of all
individuals employed by the Executive Office of the
President (other them addressee) transmitted copies of
the document by the EPA or amy other agency amd the
transmittal date.

2. Please identify whether smy document not provided was

prepared for, or related to, a meeting involving the
President or individuals employed by the Executive Office of
the President and please identify: the names, titles, and
affiliation of all meeting participants; the date of the

meeting; the subject matter and purpose of the meeting; and
the purpose of the document in relation to the meeting.

3 . For each of the documents not provided, please identify any
such documents: prepared for the President or at the
President's request; sent to the President for his review;
reviewed personally by the President; or discussed with the

President at a meeting.

Please provide the date of any such request, review, or
discussion and identify the specific pages of the document
reviewed by, or discussed with, the President.

4 . Please describe the legal basis or other reasons for not

providing the documents in question to the Subcommittee.
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<yEPA Environmental News
~

EPA ANNOUNCES REFORlVfULATED GASOUNE RULE

Martha Casty 20MC(M378

Sec«sbcr 14. 1993

Tbe U.S. Eavironinemal Pnxeoion Agency today announced tvo actions to help cities

rednca uaog, boost tlie Midwest economy and help America's fanners. EPA announced plans

to issue a final rale and a proposed lule that undencoie Hk Adsiinistntion's commitment to

addressing the concerns of oates, industry, fannen, and enviionmental and consumer gra^s.

Piist. EPA win isane its icfisnnulatfid gamline rale, a major clean fuel program under

tbe Qean Air Act. This nle wiU reduce smog fonning emissions in tbe nation's largest dties

by nearly 30 percent by the year 2000, bringing substantially cleaner air and health bescfiu.

Second, EPA will issue a sqarate proposal to help assure a maiicet for lenewable fuels, such

as ethanol and ETBE, in tbe lefonnula^ gas program.

The reformulated gawHnc rule represena one of the most significant stq>» forward in the

battle against urban smog. Tbe rule will provide refiners with the standards they need to begin

producing this ckaoer gasnlim in 1993.

The impact of the renewable fuel pioposal would be to create tdditioaal demand fbr

renewable ftiels. This wiQ bring jobs and investment to farmen and lednce our dependence on

imported oiL EPA'i proposal would help fanners by boosting the demand for ethanol and
ETiSE while protecting our esvitonmeoL

-30-

OfTKMl. FOflM W (7 901
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Unhad Skim Oanw<unt»«««, ttfuuUoa
Cnvmnnwnlal Pni(*7d0n And PiibAa ARaa
/^;«nqf (ivIOT)

EnvironmentaiNews

nx TXMXLttma mrcnrnjam 9A§m,vn was

Kuth* C«t«7 «0t-X««-4S7l

TQ« n.8. BitvironiMntal Proteotlon uganoy to4«y anneuAoed fcWQ

aotions dMigaad to b«lp citl«» r«dao« mmoq, boost th« Ifi4w«st

eoonoay and b«lp A»*riaa'a famMrs. Tb« aganoy lasuaa a Cinal rola

and a propoaad ml* that uadoracora tha Adninlatratlao's

comltaant to a prooaaa that addressaa tba ceaooma of stataa.

Industry, taiamvu, and anviconmaotal and conauaar groops la

dotamlainf policy.

Vlrsti m. issaad ita rafonulatad gaaolina rol«« a aajor
olean foal prograa iiadar tb« claaa Air Aot. Xhla rala vlLl radocoj
SB09 fonlng ««lsal6as ik tha nation'* latfaat oitlaa by naariy 90
paxcant by ttaa yaar 2000, bringing •obstaatially olaanor air and
haalth benaClta. Xn addlUoa, MPX la aakisg for conant en a-
separato propoaaX to aasuva a aarfcat for rawMibla faala« naaaly
athanel and BTSI, an oocyganata aada £xob ethaaol, la tha
refonnaiatad gas prograa.

Tha agancy said tha rafoxanilatad gaaollna |irograa la cna of
tba Boat •svironaaittally algnificant initlatlvaa proridad la tbs
clean Air Act for oontroillag eaona'toralBa coapoanda and togde
aalaaiona.

Z9k Adainlstrator Carol K. Btovnar uld, "Tha raforaulatad
fual prograa ia cna of tba aoot offactive vaya to radUO* oiooa
eaiaaiooa and It it the flrat program to diraotly addraaa toxlo
eBiasiona fros aotsr vahielaa. Ihla fadaral prograa vU.1 graatly
hfllp nany araaa to aobiava air quality atandarda and isfarova publio
health for Billions of Aaaricana.*

Tba a«cood action ia a eoparate proposal to aasura a aarkat
for ranavBbls faala, naiMly athiuwl and ETBC in tha r«foxBal«tad
9as prograa. rh» proposad ruleaaking vould aMura that a ID
p*ro«nt sbara ot tha oxygan r*gaixed in tha rafoniulatad gaaollna
prograa would coaa Crea r«a*wahla oxyganatas.

R-ata -aora-
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"n>s rena'<r.bl(' Cutl proposAl womUI or*ate additional ti«clc«t«

for c^J:.&nQl 'tid ET8B. T&U vlil bring job* and IntMtaant to
CarfBAiTK and raduoa our tlap«tndanc« on Inported oil«

* Brovnar said.
-t»X*m )>rocosal would help Caxsora by boosting tha daauid ear
ttthanQl and KTBE vblla protecting our anvironaent."

Agricalfcura secratary Hikm Kapf, ooavonting on EPA'a rula,
st«t«d, "ihia proposal daaonatntas Praaidant Clinton* a atroag
coaud,tKant to aupport atlunol and tti« ctbanoi MImc EtBZ. Ona ofy ^op prioritiM is liqiroTina farm Inooa* and thla initlativa vill
do juat tluit. ranaara vill aajoy naar Bftck«t dasasd for tbair oon
utd otbar oonoditlaa uaad to aaka othAliol. Jobi i& rural traas
and n«v iavoataant will ba or««t«d bf tbia pmyoaal. At tha saaa -

tlaa, va vill ba proteotlsv our anvlironaoat and ioprevlng tha
natilon's anarqy eacority.?

oeoiw la a oev«r« irritant that daaafaa lung tiaiqa and

«ggr«VBtea respiratory di«M««. BH^oaura to alavttad levala aty
caus« paxsanant Ivoq daaaga. Otona ia tbM rasolt et cheaical
raaotiona involving bydrocorbona* aitrogaa ooddac and aunlifht.

Vabicie coiaaiona u« aatiaatad to b« reaponaibla for about
half ot tha canoar risk aaaooiatad with all air toxio pollatanta.
vacdonaily, thoy contrlbota 3d earoent o< tb« volatila erganis
coapounda (voc) in tha air and about 46 peroant of nitrogen oiddea,
ttia two priaary pollatanta that fOKS eaona*

ch« oiaaa jOr kat T»qftirmt% tha raCotsuldtcd guolina progna
to bagin Jan* 1, 199S« la araaa vlUi tha biglieat Icvala oro«Sna«
Zbosa dtlaa arat Loa Aagalaa, Baltlaera. Chlnagn» Eoustaa,
KilVBokaa, »av York City, Pbiladalphla^ aaa Oiago and EartfoM.
Othar araaa that VKoaad tha osona air goaliCy atandaxd aay alao
partloipftta In tha rafaranlatad gaaollsa pxograa* 2< all allgibia.
araaa ^ iota tha prograa, raXoraulatad gasolino wo«ld
Bcoount for about SB paroaat o< U.S. gaaollaa salea* 80 far.-

Waahinotonf O.C.« «• vail aa booh er all oC tb« Mft^ttaixaaBt -

areaa ia 13 atataa have adoptad tha prograSt aooooiitiag for about
30 parcent of a.fi. rual aarkat. (A liat of araaa and countiaa
foUova.)

Rafomilated gaaolina is expacte^l Initially to raduoa voUtila
voca and toxio pollutants froa vhiolca lo to 17 paroant ralativa
to 1990 boMlina gaaolina. By tha year 3000, VOC raduotioaa vill
)>• radncad S9 to 39 parcaat. Toade aaiaaions vill bo rodoead by 20
to aa paroent and KOX by B to 7 paroant.

In addition to haalth and environaental banafita tha uaa sf
roforxnlatad gaaolina la tha nina raguixed areaa vill raduoa daaaad
tar oil iaports by 300,000 barrels a da/t

Ifaa agency expeota to axpadita tha rulasaklng for tha proposad
>0 paroant ranawabla foals reguireaant vith a public haaring in
mid-January 1994 and Isaua a final rula next Juna.

Today's rula on refanrolatad gaaolina vill ba published la tha
Fadaral Saglster in January 1994.

Tha rule alao vill bo availabls on the T«chnolo<7y Tranafer
Bulletin Board Syatea. To aooaea tha bulletin board plaasa calli

B-ata * t
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EPA STATEMENT ON
THE USE or IMDXVIOOAL BASELINES BY FOREIGN REFINERS

IN THX RSrORNULATiO} CASOLINE FROCaUUC

In BP&'a filial reguIatioDs on refozaalated gasollna,
proBiulgat«d on Oeoeaber IS, 1993, foreign refiners are not
allowed to have Individual baselinee. Tbe average baseline
est<U)li6hed in the clean Air Act ABendaents of 1990 knist be used
by foreign refiners.

This issna is teohnioally caaplioated and vas subject to a
great deal of discussion diuring devalopaant of the reforaulated
gasolino regulations. EPA offioials bad disooBsiona with
officials of the Veneruelan govemnant and reprssentatives of
PDV6A bot vera unable to resolve all environaanta 1 Issues prior
to the oourt-ordered doadlina of Deoenber IS for proBOlgatlon of
the regnlationa .

ZPK is interested in continuing disoussions vith Venesuela
on the issue of foreign refinery baselines. Hie door is still
open and it nay be possible to resolve this natter in a way %rtiiah
satisfies tbe conoems of Venesoela and achieves the U.S.
environmental objectives of the Clean Air Act.
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twEPA Note to Correspondents

vadnesdaT, Xareb 23, 1994

EPA STATEXEUT OH OXTT SETTLEMENT VZTH VEHEZDEIAH GOTERIIXEHT

Martha Caeey 202-260-4378

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency today announced

that an agreement has been reached between the United States and

Venezuelan Governments regarding Venezuela's claim that the EPA's

reformulated gasoline rules do not provide equal treatment for

foreign refiners and, hence, violate the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trades (GATT) .

When EPA issued its final rule for cleaner, "reformulated"
gasoline on the court-ordered deadline of December 15, 1993, it
was in the midst of discussions with the Venezuelan Government on
this issue. Since no agreement had been reached by the court-
ordered deadline, EPA's final rule raised issues for Venezuela
under the GATT. At the time, however, the Agency stated that it
would continue to consider Venezuela's concerns about free trade
and gasoline imports.

Feeling that the relief sought by the Venezuelan's might
produce the least environmentally desirable outcome, the U.S. and
Venezuela have negotiated a compromise. Venezuela had initially
asked that botii their reformulatt.a and conventional gasoline be
evaluated in the same manner as for domestic refiners and that no
volume restrictions would apply. Ur^er the compromise, however,
Venezuela has agreed to limit use of this approach to 1990
volumes of only reformulated gasoline.

Under this agreement, EPA would propose to amend the portion
of its reformulated gas rule that ajTfects the calculation of

foreign refiners' baseline and take public comment on the

proposal. The agreement results in the voc and toxic reductions
required by EPA's ciirrent regulations and for a no KOx increase
over 1990 levels as required by the Clean Air Act. Moreover, it

avoids a GATT challenge, which if successful, could result in

significant adverse trade and environmental ramifications for the
U.S.

-more-
R-67
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EPA's reformulated gasoline rules provided that each
domestic refiner and importer be assigned a baseline for its 1990
gasoline (average quality of a refinery's gasoline in 1990),
aga3.nst which reformulated and conventional gasoline compliance
would be measured. The rule provided that domestic refineries
use individual refinery data during 1995 through 1997 to
calculate their reformulated gasoline baselines. Importers,
because of difficulties associated with tracking and verifying
data for foreign sources of gasoline, are reqfuired to use a
baseline provided for in the Clean Air Act. Venezuela claimed
that this scheme did not provide for equal treatment between
foreign and domestic refiners and, hence, violated the GATT.
Beginning in 199B all refiners, both domestic and foreign, aust
use the reformulated gasoline baseline specified in the Clean Air
Act.

On January I4 , 1994, the Venezuelan Government asked for
formal GATT consultations with the U.S. and on March 9, asked
that their request for a GATT panel be taken up at the next GATT
council meeting on March 23 in Geneva. A GATT panel would have
formally reviewed Venezuela's claim that the reformulated
gasoline rules are discriminatory.

Venezuela sought through the GATT process the use of
individual baselines for foreign refineries, for all reformulated
and conventional gasoline imported in 1995 and thereafter. The
compromise announced today resolves the pending GATT issue. The
baseline rules for conventional gasoline are not affected. The
proposed rule will be issued by April 20, followed by a public
comment period. It is expected that, if finalized, the rule
change will only be utilized by Venezuelan refineries.

##
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March 21, 1994

JI»:DF:crv

The Honorable Warren Christopher
Secretary
Department of State
2201 C Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20520

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

The Honorable Michael Kantor
U.S. Trade Representative
600 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

Dear Secretary Christopher, Administrator Browner, and
Ambassador Kantor:

Enclosed is a February 7, 1994 letter I wrote about a new
Administration policy, which I generally- support, to govern the
use of trade measures to enforce environmental objectives. In
that letter I said:

I have long compla
in Europe and elsewhere
importantly, do not eff
laws and rules similar
rhetoric is high, but t

enforcement actions, do
failure has significant
environment and for our
trying to compete. It

industry and others to

ined that many other countries
have not adopted or, most

ectively enforce environmental
to those in the U.S. Their
heir actions, particularly
not match the rhetoric. This
implications for the global
industries and workers in

also adds to pressures from
weaken our laws and regulations.

Since then, I have been advised by Administration
representatives that the Venezuelan Government has filed a

challenge under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
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to the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) reformulated
gasoline (RFG) regulations. While I have not yet seen the
documents filed by the Venezuelan Government, I understand that
Venezuela is protesting that the regulations treat them
differently than domestic refiners. As you know, this was a
matter of concern at the hearing of October 29, 1993 by the
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, which I chair.

Reportedly, you have collectively and tentatively indicated
a fear that the GATT challenge might succeed and, therefore, at a
meeting on March 14, 1994, you concluded that you should offer
Venezuela "the September compromise" (see enclosed State
Department cable) . I am greatly troubled by this reaction to
Venezuela's challenge, because it was my understanding that the
EPA, in promulgating the RFG rule, concluded that Venezuela's
gasoline presented a significant environmental problem for the
United States, particularly in the northeast and mid-Atlantic
area. A particular concern is nitrogen oxide emissions and the
high-sulfur content of the gasoline. That concern is heightened
by the recent petition by the northeastern states to adopt
California standards (see enclosed information provided by the
U.S. oil industry). The Venezuela challenge also raises economic
and competitive concerns for the U.S. industry.

It is my understanding that the EPA action was consistent
with the provisions of Article XX of the GATT, including
subparagraphs (b) , (d) , and (g) . Further, I have great
difficulty understanding why the U.S. Trade Representative and
the State Department are apparently so willing to placate
Venezuela, rather than actually contest the challenge,
particularly in light of the matters discussed in my February 7,
1994 letter.

While I fully recognize that a challenge might be
successful, I am not certain that would be a terrible result. I

also understand that the U.S., in order to protect our
environment and public health, need not accept the results of
that challenge. Moreover, if Venezuela prevails, the U.S. can at
that time consider reopening the rule. The U.S. does not need to
panic now.

I am also concerned that a reopening of the RFG rule could
result in delaying its implementation by those regulated by that
rule. Such delays could cause gasoline shortages, next January
1, which I am sure the Administration wants to avoid.

Pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of the House of
Representatives, I request a copy of the Venezuelan challenge, as
well as information regarding the content of the Venezuelan
gasoline from the standpoint of emissions, including sulfur
emissions; information regarding the impact of such a proposal on
the northeast, should any of those states adopt California
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standards; and, most importantly, information about the impact of
reopening the rule on the ability of those subject to the rule to
comply on-time and avoid a gasoline shortage. Please also
explain in detail the proposed September compromise with
Venezuela that might be part of the proposed new rulemaking.
What discussions have occurred with representatives of Venezuela
and who participated in them? What, if any, commitments to
Venezuela have been made regarding this matter?

Please provide all such information before any decision is
made regarding reopening of the rule. At this time, I see no
reason why the Administration should bow to this challenge and
reopen the rule. I am particularly troubled that you have
apparently concluded that the compromise is appropriate, even
before the rulemaking takes place.

With every good wish^

JOHN D. DINGELL
CHAIRMAN

Enclosure

cc The Honorable Carlos J. Moorhead, Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce

The Honorable Henry A'. Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Philip R. Sharp, Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy and Power

The Honorable Michael Bilirakis, Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Energy and Power

Mr. Robert E. Rubin, Assistant to the President for
Economic Policy
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March 25, 1994

The Honorable Warren Christopher
Secretary
Department of State
2201 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20520

The Honorable Michael Kantor,
U.S. Trade Representative
600 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

The Honorable Carol M. Brovmer
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Secretary Christopher, Ambassador Kantor, and
Administrator Browner:

Since writing to you on March 21, 1994 about a proposed rule
to amend regulations promulgated by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) last December on reformulated gasoline (RFC) , a new
State Department cable has come to the Committee's attention. It
sets forth a summary of meetings and telephone calls between the
U.S. Ambassador and Venezuelan officials regarding the reopening
of the regulations. It includes a March 22, 1994 letter to the
Minister of State, Mr. Alberto Poletto, and a March 22 reply from
the Minister, and briefly describes the so-called "September
compromise .

"

The U.S. letter includes a commitment by the U.S. to propose
the reformulated gasoline rule by April 20, 1994 in exchange for
Venezuela agreeing to withdraw a request for formation of a GATT

panel in Geneva, Switzerland, but not the withdrawal of the GATT

challenge. The Venezuelan reply indicates an acceptance of the
U.S. offer "without limitations or additional modifications" if
the offer is "put into effect as a final regulation within a
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period of five months" from March 22, 1994. Venezuela indicated
that it would reopen the request for a panel if the regulatory
process is interrupted or "if at the end of five months, this
question has not been conclusively resolved."

It appears that the State Department and the Environmental
Protection Agency have entered into an agreement with Venezuela
that cannot be changed, even slightly, regardless of what is said
by the public as part of the rulemaking. That makes a mockery of
the rulemaking process. The decision has been made and Venezuela
has imposed a timetable. We question the legality of that action
under the Clean Air Act and the Administrative Procedures Act .

The State Department cable indicates that there have been
several meetings and discussions with officials from Venezuela
about this matter since last summer. The Committee requests a
list, in chronological order, of all such meetings, including the

identity of the participants, and all letters, memoranda,
telegrams, and other relevant documents since last September in

your files concerning the Venezuela matter. Please also explain
the alleged discrimination claimed by Venezuela.

The cable states that the proposal "is consistent with the

concepts discussed" with Venezuela last September. Please

explain why those concepts were once rejected by the EPA and/or
Venezuela last year and why they are acceptable to both at this
time. The cable further states that any foreign refiner could
cap its sulfur and olefin levels at the refiner's 1990 levels, if

the relevant data are verified to EPA' s satisfaction. We
understood that such verification was a concern to EPA for
several reasons, including data reliability. How has EPA
overcome those and other concerns? Are sulfur and olefins the

only pollutants of concern?

Please respond to this letter and our March 24 letter by
April 20, 1994.

With every good wish.

Sincerely,

JOHN D. DINGELL
CHAIRMAN
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cc: The Honorable Carlos J. Moorhead, Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Philip R. Sharp, Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy and Power

The Honorable Michael Bilirakis, Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Energy and Power

Mr. Robert E. Rubin, Assistant to the President
for Economic Policy

Ms. Sally Katzen, Administrator
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget

I
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April 21, 1994

The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary
Secretary
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20585

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Secretary O'Leary and Administrator Brovmer:

After much delay, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

promulgated on February 16, 1994 new regulations for

certification and enforcement of reformulated gasoline (RFC) and

provisions for unreformulated or conventional gasoline {59 F.R.

7716). The regulations were effective on March 18 and, pursuant
to the Clean Air Act (CAA) , they require retail sale of RFC to

begin on January 1, 1995.

Our office was informed by EPA this afternoon that EPA has

decided to proceed with the reopening of the regulations
regarding Venezuelan gasoline by issuing a proposed rule, which
we were told would be signed today. This course is deeply
disturbing to the Subcommittee. It represents an abrupt reversal

in the direction that we had been led by EPA to believe the

Administration was heading on this issue over the course of the

last several weeks. During that time, we had understood that EPA
was considering the issuance of an advanced notice of proposed
rulema)ciTig (ANPRM) that would allow a period for comment on the

question of whether EPA should proceed at all with a proposed
rule. Today, without any prior notice to the Subcommittee, EPA

has apparently determined to move forward precipitously without

giving any interested parties a fair opportunity to express their

views on that question.

For these reasons, as well as for the reasons set forth in

our earlier correspondence on this- issue, the Subcommittee
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requests your reply, pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of
the House of Representatives, to the following questions:

1. At the October 29, 1993 hearing by the Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations on implementation of the CAA, I

expressed concern that the delay in promulgating regulations
might cause a delay in implementation by those subject to
the regulations, resulting a shortage of conventional and
reformulated gasoline and higher prices. Any such shortage,
whether local, regional, or national, would seriously affect
the U.S. economy and general transportation needs.

The EPA and the Department of Energy (DOE) at that hearing
assured me that the Administration does not expect
shortages. However, the EPA and California did not expect
problems when the low- sulfur diesel rule was implemented
last year. Thus, I remain concerned. That concern is
exacerbated by the Administration's decision to propose a

change mandating a renewable oxygenate requirement and to
change the February 16 rule to satisfy Venezuela. Both
actions create uncertainty and raise difficult legal issues.

Please describe the actions each of your agencies have taken
or plan to monitor timely compliance with the regulations
and to ensure that there will be no shortages of gasoline of

any kind beginning on January 1, 1995, under the regulations
as finalized on February 16. To comply with these
regulations, the gasoline will likely have to be delivered
and stored long before January 1. What situations could
arise that might disrupt supplies of either conventional or
reformulated gasoline or fuels for other uses, taking into
consideration contracts for supplies, changes in contracts
to accommodate ethanol changes, permits, tank capacity,
transportation, lead time, blending, and other factors?
Based on the latest information available to your agencies
since the hearing, do you anticipate any shortages or
pricing problems? To what extent will these two proposals
affect compliance by January 1, 1995? What pricing issues
could arise under the RFC rule, with or without these two
proposals?

2. EPA" staff tells us that Venezuela was not a party to the
regulatory negotiation for this rule. Did anyone represent
foreign interests, including Venezuela's interests, such as
the seller of Venezuelan gasoline in the U.S.? If not, why
not? To what extent were the proponents of the ethanol
proposal participants in the regulatory negotiation {Reg.
Neg.) and signers to the "Agreement in Principle" of August
1991? Please explain to what extent, if at all, this
proposal differs with that agreement.
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3. With regard to the new ethanol proposal, the EPA preamble to
the new regulations discusses a February 26, 1992, ethanol
proposal made by the EPA pursuant to former President Bush's
announcement that he wanted ethanol to effectively compete
in the RFG program. As a supporter of the use of ethanol, I

share that view. However, the preamble indicates that the
EPA had a number of "concerns with respect to its legality,
energy benefits, and environmental neutrality" and that
since then the "concerns have been enhanced." The preamble
then concludes:

While EPA maintains that the program would
have provided an economic incentive for the use of
renewable oxygenates in reformulated gasoline up
to a 30% market share, EPA acknowledges that the

proposal would have intruded into the efficient
operation of the marketplace, impacting the cost
of the reformulated gasoline program. As a

result, after taking into account the cost, non-
air quality and environmental impacts, and energy
impacts, EPA has found itself with no choice but
to back away from the renewable oxygenate
provisions of the February 26, 1993 proposal.

Representatives Sherrod Brown and Jack Fields, in a February
22 letter to the EPA, state that the EPA "is on record as

saying it is without legal authority to issue an ethanol
mandate." They refer to EPA's final Regulatory Impact
Analysis in support of this statement.

Did the DOE have concerns similar to those mentioned in the

preamble by the EPA? Please provide all internal and inter-

agency letters, memoranda, and other documents in DOE's and
EPA's files about those ethanol related concerns.

Please explain how this new proposal overcomes each of the
above concerns. Please provide the statutory authority for
such a mandate, taking into consideration the policy of
section 250(b) of the CAA.

4 . Please explain the origin of the new ethanol proposal and
the' decision to propose it in December. Was this decision
made by the EPA or others? Please provide all internal and "

interagency memoranda and other documents in EPA's files

concerning the making of the decision to propose a new
ethanol rule.

5. The enclosed March 7, 1994 article in New Fuels Report

alleges that the DOE is considering whether to release a new
"controversial" analysis. Please provide a copy of all
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versions of the analysis to the Subcommittee and include
them in the rulemaking record. What is the status of the
analysis and is the DOE planning to withhold or delay its
release?

6. Please explain the effect of the ethanol mandate on energyuse and greenhouse gas emissions from the gathering of the
new material through the consumption of the final fuel. Is
the effect significant and of concern to the DOE or the EPA
or both?

7. Does the ethanol proposal achieve the primary regulatory
objective of the RFG and does it include specific
performance criteria to qualify oxygenates as renewable?
Does it violate the principle of fuel neutrality under the
CAA and the Energy Policy Act of 1992? What are the
benefits of the proposal?

8. If the ethanol proposal is not adopted by the EPA, will
ethanol be able to compete effectively in the RFG program?
If not, why not?

I request your response to the above matters by May 25,
1994. Please include the letter and your reply in the rulemaking
record.

With every good

John D. Dmgell 1 V^
Chairman y

Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Dan Schaefer, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
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The Honorable Philip R. Sharp, Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy and Power

The Honorable Michael Bilirakis, Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Energy and Power

The Honorable Sherrod Brown, Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Marjorie Margolies-Mezvinsky, Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Jack Fields, Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce

The Honorable Calvin Kent, Administrator
Energy Information Administration

Mr. Robert E. Rubin, Assistant to the President
for Economic Policy

Ms. Mary Nichols, Assistant Administrator for Air
and Radiation, EPA
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New Fuels ReportALCOHOL WTJ-lfJa HEW rUtL MfOCT g
"

tortrngworUtvidi on oxygenates, akehob, and otfmaltenutive/ueit

Vol 16 Na 10 • March 7. 1994

DOE MAY BURY ANALYSIS THAT PAINTS NEGATIVE PICTURE OF EPA PROPOSAL

The Departmeot of Energy U eontemplMing whether to relMse the resuht of a n«w analysis of the energy

and oil Input requirements of ethanol use in refoimulitad sasoline that docs not paiot a positive picture for

ethaool in temu of global wanning and reduction of oil input benefiu, according to DOE and industry

officials. Tlie Environmental Protection Agency highlighted these benefits as a rationale for the proposed

renewable oxygenate standard (ROS) that would require renewable oxygenates to be used in 30 poecnt of the

reformulated gasoline (RFC),

While extremely hesitant to discuss the highly eoatrevcrsial analysis, infamed sources said that DOE

recreated an oil and energy input analysis originally included in OOE'i comments on a previous EPA

proposal to allow a vol-.iihty waiver for ethanol. The preliminary results of the analysis
- which currently are

undergomg in-house review at DOE - found that despite EPA claims to the contrary, the use of ethanol and

ETBE in gasoline prgvides little or no oil rgguctign ^efijt.

OngtMnyTihe agency di<rnot"pla]r to releuc the mTomiation that tnay discredit EPA's proposal, which

was promulgated with the political backing of dte Clinton Administration. One source explained that since the

ROS IS an Administration proposal, it was iDappropriate for other federal depanmeou to criticize the

proposal One DOE ofBcial said that 'DOE wanted to submit (the analysis], but EPA would not accept it'

because of political ramifications.

However, (actioos withla DOE felt that it could not bnry iaformatioD that would be critical to the

rulemaking and effect the nation's ftiture energy balance, according to a source close to the issue. He

explained thai DOE is not interested in advancing markets for ethanol produced from com. the primary

beneficiary of the proposal. DOE is has invested extensive resources in research to develop ethanol from

biomass feedstocks, according to the source. He speculated that some factions in the depanment might not

want to allow this proposal - which would significantly benefit com-based ethanol. possibly to the detriment

of ethanol from cellulosic feedstocks - to be fuulized without the input from the new analysis.

A DOE spokesman refiised to elaborate on the analysis or speculau as to when it might be released. He

stressed thai the analysis is net yet complete and that the assumptions used are undergoing extensive review.

Another DOE source stressed that the analysis is 'a bcan-couating kind of thing. It is not a poison pill for this

r.»K""^ "c cKooniiea mai inis aoes not mean that DOE opposes the proposal- in any way.*
Another industry source accused the policy office that conducted the study of skewing the resuiu based

OB a long-standing bias against ethanol. He said that, as a result, high-level officials at the DOE Office of

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Enerjy "have assured the ethaool industry that the office will work

cooperatively with the policy office and the analysis will receive fiill interd^aitmental review" before any
results are released.

The onginal DOE fossil fuel and energy consumption analysis of ethanol, completed in May 1993 as part
of DOE testimony during the RFG ruleraakmg last year, is extensively referenced in EPA's ROS. The
original analysis demonstrates a minor benefit in energy and fossil fuel reduction from ethanol use. However,
DOE concluded the enerxy gains to be so slight that it refiued to recommend EPA's proposal thai would

grant special treatment to ethanol through a volatility waiver. DOE said that "since there are no energy,
eovtronmeatal or economic benefits from the ethanol proposal, we do not believe there is a basis to proceed
with if (New Fylt Repori, June 14. p.l).

Neneiheless. EPA selectively quoted the DOE study in the ROS to prove that "aU oxygenates reduce
the amount of crude oil needed to produce gasoline on essentially a gallon per gallon basis." For example.
EPA notes in its proposal that "the DOE study shows that the ethen made from renewable alcohols (in this

ease com based ethanol) can save nearly IS percent of the total fouil energy per gallon of ether or about 1.6

percent of the total fossil energy needed per gallon of reformulated gasoline. . . relative to using MTBE made
from natural gas-based methanol."
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A DOE source explained that the DOE study *wai quoted in a way that needed some clarification.* He

stated the comments were ambiguous, could be interpreted incorrealy and alto 'could be used to suppen the

basis of the proposal.' Similarly, an EPA source said that there wetc significam difTerences between the vapor

pmsure waiver scenario for which the analysis was originally prepared and the current proposal which

require* etbanol use in 30 percent of the maricct.

For example, he explained that the original analysis included the enetsy required to produce the low

volatility gasoline required as a blendstock for ethanol during the summer monitu. He said that 'lower Reld

vapor pressure gasoline talca more energy to produce at the refinery.' As a result, the summary concluded

thai the "analysis indicates that the use of ethanol in lieu of MTBE in phase I nd phase II summer

refomuiiied gasoline will increase energy and oil us*.*

An EPA source said that because of thae dUfcrcBcefl between the two proposals, EPA needed to use

the DOE study as a starting point for assumptions, then go backward and recalcu late . He said that "the DOE

analysis was not focused on the proposed rule.* The new analysis will account for the modifications in the

proposal An EPA source said that despite the late release of d>e information, the information could still be

included in the federal record, since DOE is a federal agency.
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CLEAN AIR REPORT. THURSDAY. MARCH 10. 1994
Due to administration pnaaun . . .

ENERGY DEPARTMENT MAY BURY STUDY CRITICIZING EPA ETMANOL MANDATE
Depvtroent ofEoofy offidab «e debating wbdhcr to fekase die itsuhs ofa dcw itudy ofEPA't proposed

cthwol mandate whicb criticizes the nse ofthe ftiel in the federal refonnulaied (tsoline protram. according to DOE
and industry ofTiciaU. DOE researdwn have found that EPA's ethanol mandate docs not help the VS. an green-
house gas emissions or oil imports by the amouu dained by the agency, ny the loiirces. EPA emphasized these

benefits as a rationale for requiring elhanol to be nsed id 30 percent ofthe refonnulated gasoline sold dtrough the

federal program when it issued die proposal in December.
While hesitant to discuss the highly cootroversial analysis, infonned sources say that DOE has recreated an oil

and energy input analysis originally inchided in the depstroem's comments on a previous EPA proposal to allow a

volatility waiver for ethanol. The preliminary results ofdie analysis — which cwreotly are undergoing in-house

review at DOE - are dial, despite EPA cUms to the cootraty, the use ofedianol and the fuel additive ETBE (ethyl

tertiary butyl ether) in reformulated gasoline provides litde or no reductions in o9 imports.
DOE did not plan to release any infotniatica which may discredit EPA's elhanol proposal, developed by the

Clinton administration after intense political pressure fion con-growing states. One source explains that since the

elhanol mandate is an adminiitratioa proposal, it is Inappropriate for other federal departments to criticize the

proposal. One DOE official says thai 'DOE wanted to submit [the analysis], but EPA would not accept it" because
of political ramifications. ,

However, ofTlcials witbio DOE feel that they cannot bary the ftady, which ceaM be critical for parties

fighting EPA's ethanol mandaie. DOE officials arc also aware tha EPA's elhanol "«~<«t» igay have a negative

impact on the nation's future enoxy requirements, according to a source close to the issue. The source says that

DOE is not interested in helping to expand the market for ethanol produced from con, die primary source ofthe

compound. DOE has invested extensive resources in mcaiiJi to develop elhanol finm biomass feedstocks, according
to the source. The source qieculaies that same faclioos b the department might not approve of diis proposal

- which
would significantly benefit com-based edtanol, possibly to the detriment ofelhanol finm ceDukisic fecdstodcs - to

be finalized without submitting the new analysis to EPA.— - A IX>E spokesman refiised to elaborate on the analysis or speculate as to when it might be released. DOE
officials stress that the analysis b not yet complete and thtf the assumptioiis used are undergoing extensive review.

Another DOE source says the analysis is *^ bean-counting kind ofthing, h b not a poison pill for thb proposal." The
source says "this [results of the study] does not mean that DOE opposes the proposal in any way."

An ethanol industry source accuses DOE's policy office ofskewing the rnuhs based on a longstanding bias

against the fuel The source says dial as a result, high-level officials at die DOE Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy "have assured the ethanol industry diat die office will work cooperatively with die policy office
and the analysis will receive full interdepartmental review" before any results are released.

The original DOE fossil fuel and energy consumption analysis of ethanol, completed in May 1993 as part of
department testimony submitted during last year, b extensively referenced in EPA's elhanol proposal. The analysu
demonstrates a minor benefit in energy and fossil fuel reduction from ethanol use. However, DOE concludes die

energy gains to be so slight thai h refused to fiilly support EPA's proposal waiver. DOE officials say dial "since diere
are no energy, environmental or economic benefits from die ethanol proposal, we do not believe there b a basb to

proceed with it"

Nonetheless, EPA sclecthely quotes from the DOE study on the elhanol rcqoirement to prove that "all

o»)e«n»<e» reduce the amouni of cnide oil needed to produce gasoline on essentially a gallon per gallon basb." For
example, EPA notes in its proposal diat "the DOE study shows dial die ethers made from renewable alcohob (In diis

case, com-based elhanol) can save nearly 15 percent of die total fossn energy per galkm of ettier or about 1.6 percent
of the total fossil energy needed per gallon of reformulated gasoline . . . relative to using MTBE made from natural

gas-based methanol
"

A DOE source believes the original department snidy "was quoted in a way dial needed some clarification."
The source says EPA comments are ambiguous and could be interpreted incorrectly and also "could be used to

support the basis of the proposal
"
Similarly, an EPA source says that Uiere were significant differences between die

vapor pressure waiver scenario for which die analysis was originally prepared and the current proposal which
requires ethanol use in 30 percent of the market.

For example, the source explains dial die original DOE analysb included die energy required to produce die
low volatility gasoline required as a blendstock for edianol during die summer mondis. The sources says dial "lower
Reid vapor pressure gasoline takes more energy to produce at die refinery." As a resuh. die summary concludes dial

die "analysis indicates diat die use of edianol in lieu ofMTBE in phase I and phase II summer reformulated gasoline
will increase energy and oil use."
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June 13, 1994

The Honorable Warren Christopher
Secretary
Department of State
2201 C Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20520

The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary
Secretary
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Aver.ue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20585

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460

The Honorable Michael Kantor
U.S. Trade Representative
600 17th Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20506

Ms. Sally Katzen
Administrator
Office of Information and

Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget
Old Executive Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Secretaries Christopher and O'Leary, Administrator Browner,
Ambassador Kantor, and Ms. Katzen:

Pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of the House of

Representatives, the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
of the Committee on Energy and Commerce is continuing its over-

sight of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAA) .
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I request that each of your agencies appear before this
Subcommittee at a piiblic hearing regarding the CAA scheduled for
Wednesday, June 22, 1994, at 10:00 a.m. in Room 2123 of the
Rayburn House Office Building. The emphasis of this hearing will
be the implementation of the reformulated gasoline (RFG) require-
ments (and related matters) of the CAA by January 1, 1995 without
supply shortages, economic disruption, or unexpected price
increases. However, other CAA implementation issues regarding
EPA funding and full-time equivalent (FTE) resources, trans-
portation conformity requirements regarding nitrogen oxides
(NOx) , employee trip reduction requirements, and pollution
transport issues will also be covered. I request that the panel
for this hearing consist of the Energy Department (DOE) Assistant
Secretary familiar with the RFG matters eind the following other
officials who have been engaged in decisions relative to proposed
rulemakings regarding RFG:

Ms. Joan Spero, Under Secretary for Economic
and Agricultural Affairs
Department of State (DOS)

Ms. Charlene Barshefeky, Ambr.ssador
United States Trade Representative (USTR)

Ms. Mary Nichols, Assistant Administrator for Air and
Radiation, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

Ms. Sally Katzen, Administrator
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget (0MB) .

I request that the panelists be accompanied by the following
persons who have been involved in RFG matters: Mr. Alexander F.

Watson and Mr. Perry Ball of the DOS; Ms. Karen Lezny, Ms. Carmen
Suro-Bredie, Ms. Sandy Gaines, Mr. Ralph Ives, and Mr. Don Brinza
of the USTR; and Ms. Mary Smith, Mr. Richard Wilson, Mr. John
Hammon, Mr. Chip Lamason, and Mr. George Lawrence of the EPA.
Such persons should be available for questions.

Please confirm by June 17, 1994 by telephoning the Subcom-
mittee office (202-225-4441) the attendance of all the panelists
and their staff.

It is my hope and expectation that the matters relating to
the rules for RFG as they apply to foreign refiners will be
addressed initially so that the representatives of the DOS, the
USTR, and the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) will not have
to remain for the entire hearing. However, I want to ensure that
the record is complete on all RFG issues and that the Members
will have ample time for questions. Thus, I cannot assure these
agencies of an early dismissal.
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Each panelist is requested to submit a written statement of
any reasonable length, which should respond to the enclosed
Statement of Issues, to be included in the official hearing
record. The panelists will be permitted up to ten minutes to
summarize orally their statements. Thereafter, they will be
expected to answer the questions of the Subcommittee. Each
panelist should also be aware that, in accordance with its usual
practj.ce, the Subcommittee will employ the following procedures:

(1) witnesses are required to provide sworn testimony;

(2) witnesses should provide the Subcommittee with 30
copies of their prepared statement no later than two
business days in advance of their testimony;

(3) witnesses should provide the Subcommittee with an
additional 70 copies of their prepared statements in
advance of their testimony; and

(4) witnesses have an absolute right to be represented by
counsel, who may advise witnesses on their Constitu-
tional rights, but who cannot testify. If appearing as
a witness, counsel will be sworn.

A copy of selected provisions of the Rules of the U.S. House
of Representatives applicable to this Subcommittee is enclosed
for your information.

Also, I appreciate the prompt response of your agencies to
our request for documents concerning the matters relating to
foreign refiners, although I note that the EPA and the DOE have
not responded to our request for documents regarding the ethanol
matter. I note that the USTR has identified five documents as
"confidential", the DOS has identified some documents as "Secret"
and many more as "confidential," and the EPA has asked that
several broad categories of documents be "preliminarily treated
as confidential by the Committee."

The reasons for such treatment of so many agency documents
are not readily apparent. Some documents were apparently marked
confidential when written. Some of the documents provided by EPA
and DOS under the confidential category have also been provided
by USTR with no such restriction, such as various drafts of EPA's
option paper. The DOS documents include attachments, such as a
Citizen Action letter to the EPA, and a letter to Ms. Spero from
a Venezuelan Minister thanking her for a meeting on the issue.
The EPA material includes various drafts of options, including
one that shows options other than the one adopted by EPA were
considered and talking points for environmentalists. It also
includes results of telephone conversations with the law firm
representing the Venezuelan refinery and summaries of meetings
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with the Venezuelans, which presumably should be in the EPAdocket .

The Subcommittee cannot agree to such blanket requests
regarding these documents. The Subcommittee has honored such
requests when it is clearly shown that there is a legitimateDustification for confidentiality of a particular document or
portion thereof, but the Subcommittee does not recognize blanket
requests. I therefore request by June 17, 1994 that each agency
requesting such confidentiality explain in writing which docu-ments provided to the Subcommittee require confidential or secrettreatment and why. Please be advised that I have serious doubtsthat confidentiality is required to protect the U.S. position
regarding any possible GATT challenge because the GATT issues areone of the reasons for this hearing. I also have serious doubtsabout EPA contentions in regard to ethanol that the documentscould affect challenges of the rule, since the legality of the
rule has been discussed by EPA in its preamble. Nevertheless I
will consider your explanations.

'

Thank you for your assistance and cooperation with the work
of the Subcommittee. Should you have any questions regarding the
substance or the procedures of the hearing, please contact Mr.
David B. Finnegan, Committee Counsel, at (202) 225-3147.

With every good wish

JOHN D. DINGELL
CHAIRMAN

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Dan Schaefer, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Sherrod Brown, Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Marjorie Margolies-Mezvinsky, Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Fred Upton, Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Jack Fields, Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce

The Honorable J. Dennis Hastert, Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce
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STATEMENT OF ISSXTES
REGARDING

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT
AMD INVESTIGATIONS' HEARING

OF JUNE 22, 1994

June 13, 1994

In addition to the matters set forth in our letter of March
25, 1994 to the EPA concerning budgeting and CAA implementation
issues (including deadline suit issues), our letter of April 21,
1994 to the EPA and the DOE, and our letters of March 21 and 25,
1994 to the DOS, OSTR, and the EPA, I request that your written
testimony address the following issues:

Foreign Refiner Issues

1. I understand that the firm Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A.
(PDVSA) is owned or controlled by the Government of
Venezuela (GOV) , which is a good neighbor and friend of
the U.S., cuid that PDVSA exports gasoline to the north-
eastern U.S. and Puerto Rico for distribution almost
exclusively by CITGO. PDVSA quite properly wants to
continue such efforts. The EPA, with aid from the DOE,
should indicate the amount of the gasoline and blend-
stocks exported to the U.S. by PDVSA annually since
1989. Are the exports direct to the U.S. or through
other countries? What is the principal U.S. markets of
this product? Please identify all other exporters of
refined gasoline to the U.S., including those from
Canada, Europe, the Middle East, and the Virgin Is-
lands, and the amount of such exports annually since
1990.

2. I understand that PDVSA did not participate in the RFG
regulatory negotiations (reg. neg.) or sign that agree-
ment. However, CITGO participated and the National
Petroleum Association, of which CITGO is a member,
signed the agreement . Is CITGO a subsidiary of PDVSA?
To what extent must the EPA under the reg. neg. law
provide for participation of foreign refiners? Who is
bound by the reg. neg.? Am I correct in understanding
that PDVSA ouid all foreign refiners thoroughly aired
their concerns aUaout the EPA proposals in the
rulemaking process?

3. An August 14, 1992 letter" to the EPA from the law firm
representing PDVSA states that the July 1991 proposed
rule allowed foreign refiners to establish their own
baselines for reformulated and conventional gasoline,
but a 1992 supplemental proposal precluded such refin-
ers from establishing their own 1990 baseline to certi-
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fy the gasoline and blendstocks exported to the U.S. as
RFG or conventional gasoline. Did the EPA plan to
regulate foreign refiners through the baseline estab-
lished for importers like CITGO? What is wrong with
that approach? Please explain the purpose of an August
meeting between the GOV and EPA Deputy Administrator
Sussman. Was a baseline for PDVSA tentatively agreed
to at that meeting? Please explain the September
compromise and the one considered in early December by
the EPA, but not adopted. How do these differ from
that proposed in the new rulemaking?

Do all panelists agree that the final EPA regulation
covers both domestic refiners and importers of refined
product and does not preclude importers or foreign
refiners working through importers from participating
in the U.S. market? Will the proposed rule apply
equally to all foreign refiners and have they been
consulted?

In regard to RFG certification during 1995-1997, I

understand that the EPA developed four methods of

setting a refiner's baseline for use in the simple
model. Three of the methods required detailed histori-
cal information. The fourth is a "default" to the CAA
baseline. Both domestic refiners and importers are

required to use method one if the information is avail-
able. If the information is not available then domes-
tic refiners must use method two, or, if data are not
available to compute the baseline using method two,
they must use method three. The domestic refiners
cannot use method four, the "default" baseline; instead
EPA's regulations require the generation of new data,
if necessary, to compute its baseline using methods one
to three. If method one data are not available, im-

porters must use the "default" baseline. This, in
effect, requires foreign refiners to use this baseline.
The EPA had doubts it could satisfy the statute's
requirement of "adequate and reliable data," because it

reportedly was concerned about the reliability of data
from foreign refiners and the ability of the U.S. to
ensure enforcement, including levying fines and impos-
ing prison terms on violators in foreign countries (as
it can do on U.S. refiners) . The EPA was also con-
cerned about "gaming."

In a December 9, 1993 letter to EPA Assistant Adminis-
trator Mary Nichols, PDVSA' s lawyer disputed this
"gaming issue," saying "it simply does not provide a
rational basis for the agency to refuse to permit the
limited use of a foreign refiner's own baseline" and
that the "focus of the 'gaming' issue throughout the
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ruleiMcdcing has involved conventional gasoline, not
reformulated gasoline."

(a) Does the EPA agree with this claim of PDVSA?
Please explain how the pending EPA proposal differs
from the December 1993 RFG rule. Will foreign refiners
and domestic refiners be treated identically? If no,
what are the differences?

(b) I, understcuid that the RFG rule "simple model"
sets a cap on sulfur, T-90, and olefins at the
refiner's individual baseline and that PDVSA' s gasoline
exceeds statutory baselines for olefins and sulfur by
significant amounts. How does the new rulemaking pro-
posal deal with sulfur, T-90, and olefins? Vfhat is the
NOx increase compared to the RFG rule? Some suggest
that the increase is small. However, the EPA and the
states in the northeast are striving to curb even the
smallest NOx emissions to achieve attainment. Why is

any such increase accepteible in the northeast? Is it a

legitimate concern under Article XX of GATT?

(c) The 1994 DOS documents show that in 1995
PDVSA will not be able to produce gasoline under
the EPA rule that meets the sulfur baseline and
reach its goal of doubling its 1990 U.S. market
share. Will the proposed rule allow PDVSA to dou-
ble its market share? If yes, why is that accept-
able from an environmental standpoint? Is that
giving this firm a competitive advcuitage over U.S.
firms?

(d) Are foreign refiners subject to U.S. environ-
mental laws or anti-dumping laws for non-U. S. market
gas? Does the EPA have the same jurisdiction over
foreign refiners as it has over importers and domestic
firms to enforce any data access arrangements? If the
answer is no, is that a legitimate concern under Arti-
cle XX of GATT? How is that concern addressed in the
proposal? Does the proposal add burdens and costs to
the EPA? What are the drawbacks to the voluntary
access arrauigements?

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Issues

6. It is my xinderstanding that PDVSA raised GATT issues in
1992 and that the DOS, USTR, and Treasury Department
staff orally conveyed GATT concerns to the EPA begin-
ning in April 1992. I also understand that Ambassador
Kantor, in December 9, 1993 discussions with Adminis-
trator Browner, declined to press these GATT concerns
and supported the EPA, despite urgings by USTR staff on
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December 8 that he support the DOS. The DOS, however,continued to support the GOV. On December 14, 1993
Ms. Sally Katzen convened a meeting on the proposed'
regulation. It was agreed not to change the EPA deci-
sion, but to continue discussions with the GOV and
PDSVA. On March 14, 1994 another meeting was held byMs. Katzen at which the EPA position on the RFG rule of
December 15, 1993 was changed on condition that the GOV
withdraw its pending GATT panel request. On March 24,
1994, the EPA Administrator reported to the White House
that the EPA had reversed itself and that the new
agreement with Venezuela will provide better environ-
mental protection than would be achieved if the U.S.
lost a GATT challenge.

The documents available to the Subcommittee indicate
that the GATT threat by the GOV appeared to panic the
DOS and USTR officials participating in these meetings,
even though there is no legal or other analysis among
the documents by the DOS or the USTR about the GATT
threat taking into account Article XX.

The documents show that early this year the DOS and the
USTR used the GOV challenge under GATT to leverage the
EPA to adopt the compromise. This action appears to
set a precedent that the Subcommittee wants to address,
taking into account the enclosed March 15, 1994 memo-
randa by representatives of the oil industry, the
present ability of the U.S. under GATT to block GATT
actions, the issue of retaliation, the changes in the
Uruguay Round to GATT, the pending CAFE challenge by
the European Union (see Washington Post article of June
10, 1994), the overall threat to U.S. environmental
laws, and the issues of equity for our domestic refin-
ers .

(a) I request that the USTR explain the ap-
plicable GATT provisions under which Venezuela
entered a challenge, the defense afforded the U.S.
under Article XX of GATT, the strict nature of
this process, the history and sensitivity of GATT
to national environmental policies, the ability of
the U.S. to block adoption of a GATT panel report
and preclude compensation under the present GATT
and the Uruguay Round, the obligations under GATT
to change our laws and regulations, the issue and
basis for retaliation against U.S. markets under
GATT today and the Uruguay GATT, including the
extent to which retaliation can put pressure on
the U.S. to change its rules or laws.
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(b) I request that the USTR, the DOE, and
the EPA also explain the nature of the GATT chal-

lenge by the Europeans to the CAFE law, which
originated in our Committee, the status of the

challenge, aind the consequences to energy conser-
vation and the environment in the U.S. and to the
U.S. domestic auto industry. I am concerned that
the Europeans want the U.S. to change the CAFE so
that they can export their inefficient luxury cars
to the U.S. market without incurring penalties, to
the detriment of energy conservation and global
climate efforts. What is the CAFE for model years
1985 to the present for BMW, Volvo, Audi, and
Mercedes? What penalties have they paid annually
since model year 1985? Does the CAFE law preclude
them from averaging over their total fleet sold in
the U.S.? Do they sell in the U.S. all models
that they manufacture in Europe? Is that their
choice?

(c) The Subcommittee appreciates EPA's April
11, 1994 assurance that "no final decision has

been made regarding any amendments to reformulated

gasoline rule" in response to our concerns that

the U.S. commitments to Venezuela developed at Ms.

Katzen's meeting and set forth in a DOS cable are

not consistent with the Administrative Procedures
Act (APA) . However, if the EPA does not adopt the

proposal, will this be construed as the U.S.

breaking its word to the GOV and will the GOV
reinstate its GATT challenge with the possible
consequences that the Administrator feared in her
remarks to the White House? It seems to me that

suggests that the APA is being misused because of

this threat. The EPA will have no alternative,

particularly since the DOS and the USTR will con-

tinue to leverage EPA to finalize the proposal.

Implementation of RFG Rule Issue

7 . On several occasions the Subcommittee has expressed
concern about meeting the RFG rule requirements on time

and about gasoline supply problems. I request that the

DOE and EPA indicate what actions they have taken to

monitor compliance by refiners, pipelines, etc. Are

problems anticipated?

8. As you know, the final rule was to be promulgated in

1992. Under court order, that deadline was extended
until December 15, 1993 and the final rule was
announced at that time. On December 27, 1993 an etha-

nol proposal was published. However, the final RFG
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rule was not published until February 16, 1994. 6n
March 31, 1994, the EPA asked interested persons to
submit questions "concerning the manner in which EPA
intends to implement and enforce the regulation." Has
the EPA received questions and provided answers? Do
the questions raise issues pertinent to timely imple-
mentation?

The EPA Director of the Regulation Development and
Support Division, in a letter to the American Petroleum
Institute (API) , said:

"Review of the final regulations, both
with EPA and by outside parties, has identi-
fied several errata in the regulations as
published in the Federal Register (e.g.,
typographical errors, omissions and inconsis-
tencies) .

"EPA also believes that several
areas of the regulation would benefit
from clarification.

"EPA believes that a Direct Final
Rulemaking (DFRM) is the most appropri-
ate means of correcting and/or clarify-
ing the times listed in the enclosure
because EPA' s intended changes are not
expected to substantively impact the
rule, nor the environmental goals of the
program, and thus are not expected to be
controversial .

"

The DFRM has yet to be issued. I understand that if
the EPA does issue a DFRM, it will be effective 60 days
after publication, unless there are objections. Please
explain this DFRM process and why after so much time
has passed since the statutory date for the rule that
there are so many implementation problems. (I under-
stand that the industry sought guidance from EPA about
the baseline data due on June 1 and requested a re-
sponse prior to June 1 as part of the DFRM, but it was
not provided.) To what extent is the EPA delaying the
DFRM because of a lack of resources due to budget cuts,
reprogramming, and the ethanol and foreign refiner
rules?
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11. In a May 18 letter to the EPA, the API states that the
RFG rule specifies use of "EPA GC-MS method for measur-
ing aromatics," rather than the use of "ASTM method D
1319-93." Apparently, the EPA is allowing the industry
to use the old method until 1997 "provided that it is
correlated with EPA's GC-MS method." The API says the
EPA method "is not fully defined." API says that
because of this, the industry cannot make a correlation
with D 1319 which will require refiners to "purchase
new equipment, install it, and ensure that it is oper-
ating properly. It is highly unlikely that all this
can be accomplished by September when some refiners
will have to begin RFG production." Please explain why
the EPA is prescribing such a method, particularly when
its Ann Arbor laboratory is still refining it. What is
its origin cind purpose? What was wrong with the ASTM
method?

Ethemol Mandate Issues

12. One oil company notes that in the past 30 years there
has been a proliferation of product grades in the U.S.
This firm says that the most dramatic increase came
from EPA rules under the 1990 amendments to the CAA.
More than 250 separate grades will exist in 1995,
compared to eight in 1965. The pipelines can handle
this under normal circumstances, but consider the
enclosed article about the Colonial Pipeline. The firm
contends that the number of tauiks at each terminal "is
a critical factor in determining how many products are
handled by a pipeline." The firm believes the ethanol
rule adversely affects pipeline terminals. It adds:

"Another operating problem concerns the
"trans-mix" or "interface" material in a

pipeline ***. Since one product grade abuts
the preceding one and the trailing one as
they move along, some mixing occurs at the
interface points. Today, the "trans-mix" is
"downgraded," i.e., pumped into the tank
which receives the lower grade of the prod-
ucts interfaces -- thus no extra tankage for
trans -mix is needed. New CAAA regulations
not only dramatically increase the volume and
number of trans-mix materials, but EPA has
also yet to rule on how to handle the trans -

mix liquids. Even if downgrading is allowed,
there is a loss in value. ROR further exac-
erbates the problem because it mandates the
usage of more product grades .

"
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The Subcommittee requests that the EPA and DOE address these
matters in addition to responding to the questions in our
earlier letter. Is the distribution system being taxed to
its limits by the existing rule? What will the ethanol
mandate do to it?

Other CAA Implementation Isaues

13. Congressman Ralph Regula and others proposed a limita-
tion on funding for the Transportation Department
concerning section 176(c) of the CAA. His concern
relates to the requirement for a demonstration of
nitrogen oxide (NOx) reductions in ozone nonattainment
areas. The provision is not specifically required by
the statute. The proposed rule did not include the
requirement . It was adopted in the final rule and has
been the subject of controversy in Ohio and elsewhere.
State and local officials believe it will have a chill-
ing effect on transportation projects and related jobs.
Also, in some areas like Wisconsin, officials know that
NOx can exacerbate the ozone problem.

The EPA's June 8, 1994 letter to the Appropriations
Committee opposing the limitation explains:

The Environmental Protection Agency and
the Department of Transportation have been
working together closely to offer assistance
to state and local governments to ensure
smooth implementation of the transportation
conformity requirements. In addition, EPA is
in the process of revising and clarifying its
policies regarding Clean Air Act Section
182(f), under which areas that can show they
meet the ozone standard can be relieved of
the transportation conformity's interim NOx
requirement .

(a) Please explain the requirement and its
purpose, the need for it, the legal basis for it,
and why it was adopted in such apparently rigid
form for all ozone nonttainment areas, even those
as different as Wisconsin and Houston, Texas? Did
the National Academy of Sciences study under sec-
tion 185B of the CAA conclude that NOx is a prob-
lem for all ozone nonattainment areas?

(b) Section 182(f) requires determinations
when the EPA approves state implementation plans
or revisions. That could be many months from now.
In a March 30, 1994 letter to the Governor of
Ohio, the EPA Administrator said she would soon
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sign a notice announcing "EPA's intention to grant
conditional exemptions of the conformity NOx re-
quirements for areas that have not violated the
ozone air quality standard in the past three years
under an expedited process .

" On June 8 the EPA
approved a "simple waiver application process."
How will the process resolve Mr. Regula's concerns
and those of others?

(c) I understand that the EPA also wants to
apply conformity to attainment areas, but has
postponed the matter. Please explain why EPA
believes this is good policy. Does the CAA re-

quire it? Does it authorize it?

14. I understand that on March 17, 1994, the EPA issued
preliminary findings of the Lake Michigan Ozone Control
Program which shows that some moderate areas in Wiscon-
sin and Michigan contribute a small fraction of total

regional emissions, while they are the recipient of
ozone produced by emissions from upwind severe
nonattainment areas in Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin
which have much later attainment dates. In July 1993,
the EPA wrote Senator Riegle that the EPA was exploring
potential options cibout the failure of these areas to
meet the standards by the shorter dates mandated in the
CAA and about the flexibility that may be available
under the CAA to avoid the bump up of areas that expe-
rience continuing air quality violations attributable
to upwind areas. I agree that Congress did not intend
that a Moderate area with a 1996 deadline should be

bumped up to Serious because of the transport of pollu-
tion from another nonattainment area that has a later
deadline to control that pollution. The change in

categories should be due to the area's own contribution
to its problem.

In a March 7, 1994 letter to Senator Levin, Assistant
Administrator Mary Nichols said:

"However, EPA recognizes that ozone
transport may make it very difficult if not

impracticable or impossible for Muskegon and
Grand Rapids to comply with the requirements
that these areas demonstrate or actually
achieve attainment by 1996. EPA is continu-
ing to develop a poli<:y to address this very
complicated problem. This policy must ac-
count for the national scope of this issue,
and in particular its potential application
to the Northeast United States that Congress
established as an ozone transport region
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under section 184 of the Act. This policy
must also account for the timetable for com-
pleting ozone air quality modeling and for
developing SIP control measures for all of
the areas involved, including those causing
the problem upwind as well as those impacted
downwind .

"

I understand that Massachusetts also wrote to the EPA
on January 14, 1994 about this matter and that in March
the EPA noted that a "tension exists" between the EPA's
"staggered attainment deadlines" and the transport of
pollution from more polluted areas to less polluted
areas .

I applaud the EPA for addressing this concern. Howev-
er, I am concerned that it is still not resolved and,
just as importantly, that the EPA is possibly consider-
ing imposing additional requirements on the upwind
states that may cause controversy to the detriment of
these Moderate Areas. I would appreciate learning more
about the status of this flexibility policy for the
Great Lakes region, the Northeast, and elsewhere.

15. Enclosed are several articles critical of the Employee
Commute program under section 182(d) (1) (B) of the CAA
and EPA "Talking Points" about the program. Please
explain how this program works in those portions of
consolidated metropolitan statistical areas where
public transit is inadequate or non-existent and other
modes of transit are not workable. What flexibility is
afforded? Also, Congressman c. Dennis Hastert is
concerned about the classification of the Chicago areas
as Severe. He says that Illinois officials believe
this to be in error. Is their belief correct and what
is being done about it?
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June 28, 1994

Mr. Alexander F. Watson
Assistant Secretary for Inter-
American Affairs

Department of State
2201 C Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20520

Ms. Susan F. Tiemey
Assistant Secretary for Policy,

Planning, and Program Evaluation
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20585

Ms. Mary Nichols
Assistant Administrator for Air

and Radiation
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Mr. Watson, Ms. Tiemey, and Ms. Nichols:

At our June 22, 1994 hearing, I indicated that, pursuant to
Rules X and XI of the Rules of the House of Representatives, the
Subcommittee would have additional questions relating to the

implementation of the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act.
Enclosed are the Subcommittee's questions, as well as questions
by Representative Sherrod Brown. I request your response by July
20, 1994.

Also, I reiterate ray request at the hearing that the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of Energy
(DOE) keep the Subcommittee informed of any actual or anticipated
problems that will affect complieince with the New Year's Day 1995
date for providing adequate supplies of reformulated gasoline
(RFG) and conventional gasoline and for preventing the dumping of

components of gasoline into conventional gasoline. Also, the EPA
should keep the Subcommittee informed of ouiy delay in the promul-
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gation of needed guidance, interpretations, clarifications, and
corrections to the December RFG rule.

The Subcommittee is continuing to work with the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency and others in the Administration to obtain
the remaining documents relating to ethanol matters and appreci-
ate the cooperation received thus far in this regard.

Please include this letter and our earlier correspondence
related to the June 22 hearing in the pending rulemaking records
relating to the foreign refiners baseline and the ethanol man-
date.

With every good wish

John D. Dingell
Chairman

Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations

Enclosure

The Honorable Dan Schaefer, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Sherrod Brown, Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Leon E. Panetta, Director
Office of Management and Budget

Ms. Sally Katzen, Administrator
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget

Mr. Ira Shapiro, General Counsel
Office of the United States Trade Representative

Dr. Helmut A. Merklein, Administrator
Energy Information Administration

Ms. Jean C. Nelson, General Counsel
Environmental Protection Agency
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into a bilateral agreement with Venezuela rather than a
rule?

Ms. Tiemey, I request that the Energy Information Adminis-
tration (BIA) conduct an auoalysis by October 1994 which
examines the final RFG rule, the meuay guidamces, interpreta-
tions, etc., the pending rules (if adopted), the aibility of
the distribution system to handle these matters, including
identifying any pipeline and tanlcage problems, the extent to
which smaller refiners will not produce RFG and potentially
create supply problems, and all other relevamt factors

affecting gasoline supplies nationwide, regionally, and by
state. The amalysis should include expected RFG supply
sources beginning December 1, 1994 for each Sub- PAD in PADD
I from local refineries, pipelines, barges and inserts.

Ms. Hichols, I understand that the CAA requires EPA to
estcJDlish appropriate tolerauices for RFG. Has that been
done and are they consistent with Reg. Neg.? If not, why
not? What other rules are needed under section 211(k) of

the CAA relative to RFG and related matters amd what is the
status of such rules?

Ms. Kiohbls and Ms. Tiemey, at the Subcommittee's hearing,
EPA and DOE claimed that the industry had adequate time to

prepare for compliance with the RFG rule. EPA and DOE noted
chat the final RFG rule issued in February 1994 was substan-

tially similar to the parcimeters of the rule contained in

the Reg. Neg. agreement. Of course, the EPA and DOE testi-

mony did not mention that in 1993 the EPA also proposed the
Bush echanol rule. According to EPA documents provided to
the Subcommittee, that proposal was not consistent with the

Reg. Neg. (see, for example, the Subcommittee's Exhibit 8

which is enclosed) . That proposal created uncertainty which
was not resolved until December when the EPA oQaandoned it.

In a letter to the Subcommittee on June 21, 1994, the Ameri-
can Petroleum Institute (API) said:

Even though Congress provided the industry
with over three years lead time, the refining
industry now has only three months before the RFG

production will begin and the industry still does
not Jcnow what fuel it must sell on Jamuary 1,

1995.

. . .The issues needing clarification are not
minor ones, but are major concerns that directly
affect the inplementation of the RFG rule. For

example, refiner baselines were due to EPA by June
1, 1994 but the industry never received crucial
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guidance (in the form of a direct final rule) that
was needed for preparing their baseline submis-
sions.

As you know, the refiners form only a part of the industry
that provides gasoline to consumers.

The Secretary of Energy, in her June 20, 1994 reply to my
letter of i^ril 21, said that the DOE does not "anticipate
any significgmt shortages or pricing problems" as a result
of the RFG requirements. The Subcommittee's concern is the
lateness of final promulgation of the RFG rule, the delay in
providing guidance, clarification, and corrections of the
rule and needed interpretations, the addition of two new
proposals, and the many other factors that could contribute
to forming shortages or pricing problems. The Subcommittee,
like the DOE, is particularly concerned about the distribu-
tion system and the logistics generally. Has DOE or EPA
analyzed the capeibilities of the product distribution system
to handle numerous grades of gasoline, storage capacity
constraints, etc., to ensure that there will be adequate
supplies of RFG? If yes, please provide the results. If
no, please explain why not.

7. Ms. Nichols, the 1990 baseline values for certain fuel
properties are, as the API points out, a vital element of
complying with the simple model RFG requirements. The rule
provided industry with the opportunity to adjust actual 1990
refinery production documentation if 1990 was an unrepresen-
tative year. It is my understanding that industry submitted
an adjusted and an unadjusted baseline. Production of RFG
is likely to begin as early as September. If EPA has not
approved these baselines by September Ccua industry utilize
their submitted adjusted baseline for purposes of producing
RFG and conventional gasoline for 1995?

In the case of diesel fuel, the EPA had to exercise prosecu-
torial discretion. What is the EPA plan regarding enforce-
ment after December l, 1994?

8. Ms. Tlemey, the DOE reply of June 20 to my letter of April
21, 1994 includes a February 16, 1994 memorcindum (Ted) 7)
from Mr. Carmen Difiglio to Mr. Charles Kyle Simpson. It
describes the EPA proposal and sets forth a so-called
"Stakeholders Views" and Mr. Difiglio' s opinion as follows:

Stakeholder groups are predictably polarized
by EPA' s proposal . The methcmol industry cuid

gasoline refiners oppose it. Farm states euid the
ethanol industry support it. The proposal partic-
ularly benefits Archer Daniel Midlands since it
would increase the price of ethanol. In my opin-
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ion, the proposal will not increase ethsmol in-
vestment over currently planned capacity. None-
theless, the proposal enjoys support from farm
interests since EPA smd ethanol advocates claim
that it will significantly increase ethanol pro-
duction.

Do you agree with this view amd opinion? The memorandxim
also states that DOB has coo^leted an analysis of EPA' s
ethanol proposal that could be provided to the EPA even
though the comment period ended.

In a memoraxidum of February 16 to you (Tab 6) , the DOE staff
mentioned the controversial nature of the euialysis smd sug-
gested three options on how to proceed. They recommended a
peer review option to selected reviewers. In a March 22,
1994 memoremdum (Taub 13) to you, marked "confidential," the
DOE General Counsel concurred with your plam to seek peer
review. He called it a "judicious step in light of the
significemt in^lications of DOE's preliminary findings." He
also agreed with your plan to share the analysis with the
EPA "without delay." He then said:

Finally, I would recommend that the draft
technical analysis be presented objectively, with-
out any policy evaluations. Given the controversy
surrounding this rulemaking action and the time
constraints under which EPA is operating, it is

certainly prudent to release these preliminary
findings now for peer review, rather them waiting
until the draft final rule is submitted to 0MB for
interagency clearance.

Another undated memorsmdum (Tab 8) from you to Messrs. White
and Nordhaus concludes:

The EPA ethanol proposal is estimated to
increase ethainol use by between 30% and 90%.
Under the most likely scenario, oil use and green-
house gas emissions would increase (3% and 1%

respectively) and fossil energy use would decrease
(2%) . Achieving positive greenhouse gas inpacts
would require that at least 25% of the ethsmol
used in reformulated gasoline be derived from
cellulosic feedstocks. This is \uilikely to occur
until after the year 2000. There are no likely
circumstamces under which the proposal would re-
duce oil use.

The memoramdum alerts Messrs. White and Nordhaus that "these
results will be controversial and could undercut the legal
basis for the proposal." You sought their findings and com-
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ments by March 4, 1994. You also said that because of the
"complicated nature of the analysis," you planned to circu-
late a "staff draft for peer review." When was the draft
analysis provided to the EPA amd made public and when was
the peer review started amd conqpleted? Now that the emaly-
sis is final, please provide the policy review that Mr.
Nordhaus urged you not to provide to the EPA.

In a March 8 memorandum (Tab 9) to you, Mr. Carmen Difiglio
states:

I have received word from General Counsel
that their review of our analysis will taike eUoout
a week to complete. In the meomtime, we have
beg\in to consider the effect of changing our
ethanol plant efficiency assun^tions. He have
assumed that all new ethanol plants have the same
overall efficiency and carbon emission character-
istics of the industry average. Considering the
variety of different sizes and designs of new
plants this is probedsly a good assuntption. Howev-
er, we havfc begun an analysis of how the results
would be affected if all new ethanol plants repre-
sented the best practice.

The memorandum adds:

In our analysis of the energy impacts of the
mandate, the negative oil, energy use and COj
consequences stem from the winter ethanol portion
of the mandate. Slightly positive oil and energy
use benefits are shown for the summer ETBE mauadate
by itself. My recommendation is to support the
summer ETBE mandate on the basis of reduced emis-
sions and energy use. The Department could ac-
tively support the sxjmmertime ETBE maindate amd
oppose the wintertime ethanol mandate or singly
support the ETBE mandate and remain silent on the
winter mandate.

The ethanol industry clearly benefits from
the summer and winter mamdates since they guaram-
tee a market amd cam inflate ethanol prices.
However, if the ethamol industry only received the
summer ETBE mamdate, they would effectively be
getting what they originally wamted, i.e. . the 1

psi vapor pressure waiver. The vapor pressure
waiver only affected the summer use of ethamol,
not the winter use. The industry originally was
content to compete with MTBE so long as gasoline
did not need a lower vapor pressure in order to
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use ethanol during the summer. A summertime ETBB
mamdate effectively provides the industry more
benefits than a 1 psl waiver since ethanol must be
used, regardless of its market price. Even with
the 1 psi waiver, it is unlikely that ethanol
would have captured more thein 30 percent of the
oxygenate market, and it could have been less.

What is the status of that recommendation?

Finally, an "Issue Siommary" {Tab 15) states:

EPA's legal justification for this proposal
rests on claimed reductions in U.S. oil use cind
emissions of greenhouse gases resulting from the
use of renewable oxygenates.

DOE is participating in interagency meetings
on this proposal. A final rule is expected in
June. Major issues include:

The Department of Agriculture has proposed to
bar trading between the summer emd winter
progrsun. This would insure that ETBB is used
during the siunmer. DOE staff has opposed
this proposed change.

EPA is considering phasing in the progreim:
15% in 1995 then 30% in 1996 euid thereafter.
DOE staff has supported this proposed change
since significant logistical obstacles would
make it difficult for refiners to respond to
a 30% mandate in less than 6 months.

EPA is considering adding a "shoulder season"
to prevent commingling of ethanol -blended
reformulated gasoline with ether-blended
reformulated gasoline. This would be
achieved by lengthening the summer season so
that commingled gasoline does not get used
during the summer ozone season. DOE has not
had an opportunity to comment on this propos-
al but intends to oppose such a chemge.

EPA staff has acknowledged that it has no
capcibility of its own to provide an assess-
ment of the proposal's impacts on oil use or
greenhouse gas emissions eind is relying on
DOE to help them do so. DOB provided an
analysis of these impacts to EPA and the
Department of Agriculture. We are answering
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their technical questions omd responding to
their requests to modify assunptions euad

input data.

Please provide a list of such meetings and of the attendees
for each. Why did the DOE oppose the Department of Agricul-
ture's ban on such trading? Please explain the "logistical
obstacles" that would make it difficult for refiners to
respond to a 30% mandate and please explain how a phasing in
will lessen those obstacles. What is the impact on the
distribution system of either proposal? Please explain why
the DOE opposes a "shoulder season."

9. Ms. Nichols, has EPA/DOE analyzed the capability of MTBE
facilities to convert to produce ETBB? What logistical
problems will be encountered if ethanol must be blended with 4
RFG? 1

10. Ms. Nichols, while I support the use of ethanol, I am also
concerned that the EPA, in proposing and promulgating rules,
ensure that they con^ly fully with the applicable law which,
in this case is section 211 of the Clean Air Act. EPA's
integrity in rulemeUcing is, at the very least, open to
question when the EPA acts otherwise. After examining
Exhibit 8, together with Subcommittee Exhibit 4 which is a
February 18, 1993 memorandum marked by the EPA as "Privi-
leged and Confidential" from an attorney in EPA's Air and
Radiation Division, and the aho-ve DOE materials, I am trou-
bled to find that the EPA proposed the Bush rule with so
little legal justification and question whether the most
recent ethanol mandate is auiy better legally or otherwise
after reading these exhibits.

At the hearing, I requested that the EPA consider the EPA
concerns (pages 15-19) expressed in the July 1993 briefing
memorandum (see Exhibit 8) about the Bush proposal and
explain how and to what extent those concerns are eliminated
or substantially mitigated by the EPA's latest proposed
ethanol mandate. In providing this response, please take
into consideration exhibit 4 and the DOE analysis referenced
above .

11. Ma. Nichols, since vnriting to the EPA in our June 13 hearing
letter cLbout transportation conformity, the Administrator
published a "General preeunble for future proposed rule-
makings" which I understand is the notice she referenced in
her letter of March 30 to the Governor of Ohio. I do not
understand how that notice is helpful to Ohio and other
states . It is not a rulemaking and it states that the
interpretations therein are not binding "as a matter of
law." In addition to responding to the Subcommittee's
question in my June 13 letter edsout conformity, please
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explain how this notice can gremt conditional exenqptions of
the conformity NOx requirements oind why is it not applicable
in the Northeast?

Also, why does the EPA want to apply these conformity re-

quirements in attainment areas. Please explain the legal
basis for that policy. What is the status of that idea?

12. Ms. Nichola, Michigem submitted a redesignation for South-
eastern Michigan last November (see enclosed letters from
Governor John Engler) . I understajid that EPA's Region 5 has
supported it, but Headquarters has not yet acted. The
Governor believes that the state has performed all the re-

quirements to achieve such redesignation. However, your
staff recently told us that there are still some problems.
I would appreciate your looking into the matter and provid-
ing me with an update of the status of this request, in-

cluding identifying any actions that the state must teUce emd
why.
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Queationa by
The Honorabla Sherrod S. Brown

As you know, my concerns regarding the RF6 rule have cen-
tered around the process in which this decision has been
made eind the effect It will have on my constituents In
northeast Ohio. Recently, we have witnessed the difficul-
ties encountered during the Introduction of low sulfur
diesel (which is only a minor portion of the fuel market)
when the government only allotted a one month tremsition
period for that specific fuel to be incorporated into the
distribution system.

As you know, this new rule will effect nearly 1/3 of the
entire U.S. gasoline market and billions of gallons of fuel.
Faced with the fact that there still is not final rule on
the ethanol provision, emd we have barely six months until
the new product must be available across much of America, I
am concerned about our aiblllty to meet this deadline.
Consequently, is the EPA concerned sibout recreating similar
spot shortages and/or price spikes as we maJce this dreunatic

change in such a short time freune? Is there enough time for
all effected industries to meet such a deadline? What
studies has EPA done on this?

In addition, it is my understanding that there are special'
requirements for the storage and transportation of ethanol
and gasoline. Without a final rule in place, have you
studied the impact on pipelines, barges, rail, and trucks,
and is there sufficient capacity to move this new product?
To your knowledge, have the affected industries proceeded
with the necessary capital expenditures to build the new
infrastructure required for this chemge to ensure that they
meet the January 1, 1995 deadline?

Do you anticipate any cost difference to the consumer once
the new RFG is online? How much difference?

Another of my concerns centers around the availed)ility of
sufficient tank storage space. The tight time frame may
very well prohibit producers from being able to build new
storage tanks for RFG and, therefore, may require them to
utilize existing storage tanks to hold this new product, at
the expense of other stored fuels. Since I believe these
operators are good business people, I assxame they will
displace their lower value products to make way for this
new, mandated product during this time of tank shortage. I

understand that in many cases the lower value products are
home heating fuel . Could we potentially see a shortage of
this product this winter due to a displacement of this
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product and a lack o£ sufficient tsmk space across the
country? Have you considered this possibility?

In short, as we approach the deadline of Jemuary 1, 1995,
has EPA given enough time to medce sure that the market ccua

maJce a seeunless transition from one product to emother?

It is my understeuiding that because of this mandate, demeuid
for ethanol will increase in the Northeast, West, and South.
In order to meet dememd, ethemol supplies in the Midwest
will be shifted to these new areas creating a strain on
midwestem supplies. Have you studied the effects of re-

gional shifts in supply of ethemol on the consumer? Can you
assure me that regional shortages emd price spikes, princi-
pally in the Midwest, will not occur?
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Putvln and Gertr report (tab 1) that Latin America is the
principal foreign supplier of gasoline to the U.S., and will
also be the principal supplier of reformulated gasoline. In
addition to Venezuela's 50,000 b/d reform potential, even with
no EPA compromise, the Hess refinery in the virgin Islands
'would have no trouble' meeting EPA standards and supplying
about 45,000 b/d of reformulated gasoline to the U.S. market.

Purvin and Gertz believe the Europeans (France, Italy, Spain,
Netherlands? and U.K.) will be challenged to comply with both
European and U.S. environmental programs simultaneously. They
note that low margins on U.S. gasoline have reduced European
gasoline exports to the U.S. from 150,000 b/d a few years ago
to 50,000 b/d in 1993. Purvin and Gurtz still anticipate,
however, that the European refinery slate will be capable of

supplying over 50,000 b/d of reformulated gasoline to the U.S.

Purvin and Gurtz also report that Canada and Saudi Arabia could
supply 50,000 b/d and 20,000 b/d plus c* reformulated
respectively.

Comment: The Purvin and Gertz study helps to define the
universe of potential foreign reformulated gasoline refiners
and does not identify any unexpected major refiners of reform
-- Which should comfort the EPA" to some extent. Whlle'-tlj^re
are more Reform capable European refiners than we had =.V

anticipated, the aggregate European volumes are,. not large and
the report notes that European reform exports' to;;€he U.S. may
be displaced on the margin by reform from the^roo^^i-prozimate -.j;.

-V'*J-

The findings of the report may^, also be of use in convincing the
Venezuelans to address the issue bilaterally and not;,.before the
CATT. Although most foreign refiners that Purvin and' Gertz
identified are not expected to have problems conforming .to

EPA's statutes, a strong Venezuelan 'push in the GATT. would only>-»:;
attract the attention of third parties, potential'lyibogging ^B»,
down the process, increasing potential USG liabilities and *f5?Cv

diluting possible GOV benefits. We will also sensitize EPA to
the risk of third party complaints, which should provide added
impetus for them to resolve the outstanding issue with
Venezuela. An immediate and positive USG response to Minister
Parra's written request for consultations will be an essential
element of our strategy to diffuse this trade dispute on a

bilateral basis; »V<,
S««-

Drafted:EB
l/fl/94 7-147 6

Cleared:EB.grt »iU4;LLf!Ly

ARA,£22237
cc: Embassy Caracas
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Privileged and Confidential
February 18, 1993

MEMORANDUM ^>^ ^

SUBJECT: Legal Concerns on the Ethanol Provisions in the
Reformulated Gasoline Supplemental Proposal

FROM: John Hannon, Attorney
Air and Radiation Division

TO: Michael H. Shapiro
Acting Assistamt Administrator

for Air and Radiation

A supplemental notice of proposed rulemaking for the
reformulated gasoline program was recently forwarded to the
Federal Register for publication. It was signed by former
Administrator William Reilly, and contains aunong other provisions
a detailed proposal concerning gasoline blends containing ethanol
or other reneweible oxygenates. Internal amd inter-agency review
of this supplemental proposal vras con^leted in a very expedited
time frame. For many controversial issues, invitations for
public comment on a variety of options was used to tenporarily
resolve internal agency objections omd provide flexibility for
the new administration.

The ethanol provisions are expected to be very
controversial. This memorandum describes for your benefit
certain legal concerns that we expect will be raised during the
public comment period.

1 . Background and description of proposal

Under section 211(k)(l), EPA's reformulated gasoline
regulations must "require the greatest reduction in emissions of
[toxics and ozone forming VOCs] achievable through the
reformulation of conventional gasoline, taJcing into consideration
the cost of achieving such emissions reductions, any nonair-
quality amd other air-cjuality related health and environmental
impacts and energy requirements." This authority is limited by
section 211 (k) (3), which under our interpretation estaiblishes
minimum levels for the VOC and toxics emission reduction
standards (15% for Phase I, and 20-25% for Phase II) . Assiuning
an adequate justification under the factors noted in section
211 (k) (1), EPA appears authorized to estaUalish a less stringent
performance standard for ethamol blends tham for other
reformulated gasolines, within the constraints of the minimum
reductions required by section 211 (k) (3). The SNPRM's ethamol
provisions rely on this legal theory.
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Under the reg neg proposal, VOC reductions under the SM were
to be achieved from limits on the oxygen content and on the Reid

vapor pressure (RVP) of reformulated gasoline. RVP is measured
in pounds per square inch (psi) , and is a measure of gasoline's
volatility or propensity to evaporate. Motor vehicle emissions
decrease as the RVP of gasoline decreases, primarily through
reductions in evaporative and other non-exhaust emissions. The

oxygen content also reduces emissions, through reductions in

tailpipe emissions.

Under the SM, the RVP standard for RFG sold in the northern
parts of the country would be 8.1 psi, while for southern RFG it
would be 7.2 psi.; The minimum oxygen content of RFG gasoline
was set at 2.0% (wt.).^ The same standards applied whether the

gasoline contained ethanol or not. Since ethanol increases the
RVP of gasoline by about 1 psi at typical blending percentages,
persons wishing to market ethanol blends of RFG would need to

purchase a sufficiently low RVP gasoline for blending such that
ethanol '3 1 psi RVP boost would not cause the final blend to
exceed the standard.^

The ethanol industry claimed this would effectively exclude
them from the RFG market. They claimed requiring sub-RVP
blendstock would either make ethanol blendp uneconomical, or
would place their fate in the hands of the oil industry, who
would intentionally refuse to produce it such blendstock. In
either case, this would exclude ethanol from the RFG market.

They fought to obtain a one psi waiver for ethanol blends as a
solution to this problem. EPA, the oil industry, states amd
others opposed the one pound waiver, claiming ethainol would in
fact be economical and s\ib-RVP blendstock would be availeible. In

addition, a one psi waiver was both unlawful and would

significantly reduce the emissions benefits of the reformulated

gasoline program.

President Bush resolved this by directing that EPA propose
changes to the RVP standard for RFG in the north that would

effectively amount to a one psi waiver, but would still be

environmentally neutral when compared to the prior proposal. For
RFG without ethanol the RVP standard would be tightened from 8.1

psi to 7.8 psi, while the standard for ethanol blends would stay
at 8.1 psi. The tighter standard on non-ethanol blends was

designed to offset the RVP boost from ethanol blends composing up
to 30% of the market. Similar but less extensive changes were to

be proposed for southern RFG.

^ These were proposed as "per- gallon" standards for RFG.

For refiners that averaged, slightly more stringent standards

applied. The SM proposal is discussed in more detail later.

^ The 1 psi increase in volatility for ethemol blends
causes a significant increase in motor vehicle emissions.
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The SNPRM Calces an apparently aggressive approach in
implementing President Bush's directive. For gasoline marketed
in the northern half of the country, the proposed Simple Model
RVP standard would be 7.8 psi if ethanol is not used. The RVP
standard is increased corresponding to the percentage of gasolineblended with ethamol, ending back at 8.1 psi if a refiner blends
ethanol into 30% or more of its RFG production. A similar
standard setting process is used when ETBE, an ethanol based
ether, is used. The same approach is taUcen for the VOC
performance standards applicable when gasoline is certified under
the Complex Model .

The SNPRM estadDlishes a procedure whereby each refiner or
blender starts with a "right" to blend ethanol in up to 30% of
their production and obtain the corresponding reduction in the
stringency of the RVP or VOC standard. These "ethanol blending
rights" may be traded, allowing refiners to use ethanol in up to
100% of their gasoline with a corresponding loosening of the RVP
standard above 8.1 psi. Each year EPA would require a commitment
from refiners specifying the percentage of their production that
would be blended with ethanol. If a refiner fails to either
trade or commit to use their full 30% ethanol blending rights,EPA would reallocate these rights to other refiners and the
refiner who "lost" these rights would be penalized in future
years for not using or trading the full 30%. EPA also proposedthat refiners could sell or trade commitments to blend.
Combining this with RVP trading (discussed later) , ethanol use
could in effect be transferred from areas like New York to the
midwestern cities like Chicago that are much closer to the
ethanol production facilities and more used to the additive.

A3 this brief explanation indicates, the ethemol provision
is both very complicated and seemingly designed to provide strongincentives for maximum ethanol use. It appears to go far beyond
removing a potential barrier to ethamol 's participation in the
reformulated gasoline market.

2. Legal issues

Justification for the ethanol inrpntive program

The proposal contains no more than the rudiments of a
factual and policy justification. The preamble itself contains a
few paragraphs paraphrasing President Bush's October 1992
announcement, reciting certain allegations concerning the
benefits derived from ethanol use. The record support for these
claims is almost non-existent. In addition to a clearly
inadequate factual justification, there is also no discussion of
a conceptual framework for taking into consideration the various
statutory factors such as "energy requirements."

The lack of factual justification in the SNPRM does give EPA
the maximum flexibility on these factual and policy issues, as we
have not taken a clear position on them. However, OGC discussed
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it's concern with OMS that this lack of a justification would be
a fatal defect to finalizing this proposal, it was understood
that another supplemental notice would be required if EPA decided
to finalize the ethanol provisions. An additional supplemental
notice would help to provide a record support for EPA's final
position, «md would be required to satisfy notice and comment
requirements.

While a missing factual justification would in certain
cases be curaible, there is real concern that the ethanol proposal
exceeds EPA's authority even with a clear justification. There
is a significant risk that a court would see these provisions as
improperly elevating national energy and other policies into the
central en^hasis of the program, displacing the statute's primary
focus on emissions reductions. The preamble to the SNPRM
attempts to avoid this by casting the provisions as necessary to
remove barriers to full market participation by ethanol.

Environmental neutrality

The SNPRM claims that the ethainol provisions are
environmentally neutral when compared to the proposal agreed upon
in regulatory negotiations - the tighter standards for non-
ethanol blends should offset the increased emissions from the
ethanol blends. However, the ethsmol provisions fail to account
for emission increases from the commingling of ethanol blends of
gasoline with non- ethanol blends. Since the volatility of
gasoline blended with ethanol is not linear with the amount of
ethanol, commingling or mixing of ethemol blends with non-ethanol
blends results in additional emission increases over what would
occur without commingling. This mixing can occur, for exeunple,
in Che underground storage tanks at the retail level or in motor
vehicle gasoline tanks. The proposal also does not account for
Che emissions increases stemming from distillation differences
between ethanol and non-ethanol blends.

EPA arguably would have discretion to exclude commingling
emissions from its performance standards, however this would be
inconsistent with the agency's emphasis to date on regulating
actual in-use emissions over the life of covered vehicles. The
proposal invites comment on the commingling issue, e.g. on the
cimount of commingling, the emissions impact, and possible
regulatory approaches.

Base oxygen content for determination of the 30% market share

President Bush's October 1992 amnouncement and the SNPRM' s

proposals use a 30% market share for ethanol blends as the
benchmark for standard setting. However, the President's
announcement did not describe the aunount of ethanol used to
determine the 30% market share. Traditionally ethanol has been
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blended at 3.5% (wt.)' to take advantage of various state and
federal tax benefits. Reformulated gasoline under section 211 (k)
must contain a minimum 2.0% (wt) , with a provision for trading
oxygen credits between refiners. The SNPRM proposes basing the
30% market share on 2.7% (wt.) ethcinol, basically as a compromise
between 2.0% and 3.5%.

EPA should have significemt discretion on this issue,
however the proposal fails to provide a substemtial explanation
for picking 2.7% oxygen as the benchmark. Since 2.7% would lead
to more ethanol use, this exacerbates the general concern about a
lack of justification for the ethamol incentives. In addition,
using 2.0% instead of 2.7% would help to minimize the commingling
problem noted above.

The SNPRM seeks comment on what percentage is appropriate,
from 2.0% to 3.5%.

RVP/VOC performance trading

Section 211(k) explicitly authorizes trading prograuns
for compliance with the benzene and oxygen content requirements,
and EPA's prior proposal included such credit programs. Under
the reg neg agreement, EPA proposed em additional credit prograun
allowing refiners to con^jly on average with the VOC and toxics
standards.' Section 211 (k) does not e3q)licitly authorize this
form of averaging.

EPA claims that averaging increases refiner flexibility,
thus allowing refiners who average to save money even if the
standard is more stringent. Averaging thus provides EPA with a
basis for determining that a more stringent standard is
achievable. Section 211(k) (l)'s general authority to require the
•greatest achieveOile reductions" should therefore authorize EPA
CO allow averaging. This legal rationale is modeled after a
similar approach successfully employed in estodjlishing emissions
standards for heavy-duty motor vehicle engines. In line with
this, EPA previously proposed more stringent toxic and RVP
standards when compliance was met on average.

EPA' s recent proposal would allow refiners to trade RVP
or VOC performance credits, as well as average. Such trading
between refiners would further increase refiner flexibility,
making it easier to use ethanol blends. However, EPA did not
propose a more stringent standard to go along with this increase
in refiner flexibility. There is no clear justification why the
more stringent standard used with averaging would still be
appropriate for purposes of trading. This leaves the RVP trading
subject to attack as unauthorized.

This corresponds to 10% (volume) , the maximum cunount of
ethanol that may be blended into gasoline under a traiver issued
by operation of law under section 211(f) (4) of the Act.
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Southern opt -in areas

Section 211 (k) (6) authorizes states to opt -in to the
federal RFG prograun. EPA then sets the effective date for the
RFG requirements in those ozone nonattainment areas, but retains
authority to extend the effective date for up to two years based
on a finding of insufficient domestic production capacity. To
date, most of the eastern seeUsoard states have opt-ed in, as well
as Texas .

President Bush's October eumouncement included a
provision whereby southern areas of the country that had opted- in
to the federal RFG program could choose whether or not the
ethanol provisions would apply in their jurisdiction. If they
chose the ethanol provision, it would be structured around a 20%
ethanol market share instead of a 30% share. BPA's SNPRM
includes this provision.

It is highly questionable whether section 211 (k)

authorizes a state to choose what federal RFG standard applies in
its borders. Section 211 (k) (6) authorizes states to opt-in to
the federal program, in effect allowing a state to determine the
geographic scope of the federal program. It does not authorize a
state to choose the performance standards applicable in the area.
It is also very doubtful that EPA could defend a federal rule
that bases the stringency of a federal RFG standard solely on
whether or not a Governor requested such a standard.

The SNPRM raises these legal concerns, and invites
comment an option whereby a southern state could at amy time
petition EPA to revise the RFG regulations to include appropriate
incentives for ethanol use.
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CRA PETROLEUM ^
ECONOMICS MONTHLY
miipg.Vwiegcr«Jg. Voiam»g,Niimfag8 May 1994

JlMt Wait UntU N«ga Ymt

"^tlt Tin cext year" ued to be thft iptiag laotto «f tiM Qevdttd lodini ud
cKher pexstnaai lodB( bMcbafi tesDi. However* i&eLMgoe' s fluthar expouiaa
and lbs iuuixluvtiozx of s tbiec-divifilon, ihnc-iov&d pisyofftouxsamest bave

aide It fouible £r Soar additional tBtas to dreim otf 1 Warid Sexia victory w'

lana^cadofSepteoba. Tbu.tb«t«aa7b«I»pefKa8velaadlnl994.

Oil ftlltws and erode ofl imidiietQ wiU hiM to wiit ontfl 1995. Hswevcc, th»

wait may be itrottfawUlB. BscaAly, woU fbaaeial naitea biv9 a^^
ccstdCM art CQQOBntBd ^boat xnflitlaii. Saeont btcvciafli i& CdCDUiodity priCM teoni

to SQSDOtt tofltr fl^nssoaBJiflBt ***r*"^'dj^ cowssfiflt wnicyPBafccn dsni iDBrv ia

oo nasoa to wooy.

Tbe stmadoa id crude m<ria» oxtay Mema to ofbii tht fovmnneat'i vi0w.

Suppliea ce already caniaaiBsd aadftmbar dfidBBaais ia note for 1992 udleu

tbe Inq cmbarso la lifbd. If this doaa fiot happea, JobiiBBtlaOy bigbsr prices

coqU occar nes yaar.

Alter sevend ^td yMTl. {MCline nflflen eoakl snjoy aTMT ef trnly great margixu
ia 199Stf cevgovtnuaestregaiatioBaealinpoRin|ta£acDiiland(«8olio9 8re

°

impoged. g tfaeae regnlationi iwa left aaBhangwrt, dwy coold cot faaoHne tayona
ia hilf ud add u isaehM 25 tD SO p«G«Bt «7 niail prioea. Thna. zBfioBS iraold

anjoy aoce-ln«i<tanay profit kveia. althoofh they will probably spead the lot
of the decade iryloi to prove (bai tha htgharpRBei teaalted fiom dB iBgoladona

and aot toma odKT <

fliBni«»dbT»aabetatfotiQlltailUwrAI»i«M«.a^""a<«fc« linDi "of ^B^s^Jfi^i w* ipliiimwrtTWWf ^wiij**

cBAXuesuvEB AasooAzn

FAX: (*X»I «1»J1» »Xi(»«)<CJIIi
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AIAY REPORT SUMMARY

Wc covtftese topia in dns isiaa of ttas CRA Pamitam EeoHomia Monthly,

1) eoimnodify ioflaBoa ad the a«de qU ptlces. 2} cnris OKJBBt d«v«Iopae^
and 3) tfai djKliiia ta optB imnat 00 (be New Yod:Menamib BxdiBig& Tbo
tide ("Jiot Wait Uodl Nte Ye«0 rataO da fisMOinL wiMB tM non tec

S«c Coast retail prices op by ai oBiefaM SO pinena IWS. ihriBf xi£iMn a

ooO'Ui->''iiwdiBO yiufitt

Sccdim 2 (•'Wliat OO TTMlCtS 8«en iBviBVi the neeatf iBoeiaa in commodity

pnoes. IOB9-ttntt ktweac fitM. aad «a pciM«. GovvBiiwtt offisakJM^
'*yri )" iwThffTThr*Trflfri*Tii tiJBTTit **«?*"™r"y *» flwyy»j«i iffl^p;*" nig fdio

ipiii. TliBM oflkiils nu7 to inoDS. TlM ptojectBd cnid« «ttsi^^/dem^
o^^aQfi0 asoeas cd oft q^qc udp ut^ qcock €t£BB0C& ^DOOiflSt asaofloiflK Qb \jj4

BPA fisidatioaa, «hk:h ia «£Eim idn liiott US it90iti OfMfiaamilife^

These legaiadoBi cooid faooae 199S psoQiM pdcM by « flmeh aa 90 pereenc in

the wciatpoaae seeoca Snob laEea jtenues wooM^ gieat flews ftarmfiacri in

nurres fbradditioBalieguladoa.aadletaliavaadfalbBS.W'ciecpmrnnnridiatda

oil bidaaoy aaka po&cyaakBn and tbs pobUfi Siwan ofdie pnca insieaaes dai

may ocoar if d» regolniioos are 80( oodifisd.

Section n ("9e»oni Bnekwnrdatioa?*^ oulyxea xeoenc devetepmcms in die

erode medcac Moeh ef die sfaap iaoease in diewn pctee is cqdaiaed by

aperalKrw pnrchMes. wfaioh aeenno tove ggggenaed becfcwawlattoa in US
iBlaad oode madtBO. Bowever, die pnee ioeiMse his bean oxecactiatBd by die

"Cashing Cn«hian."tsitBaboB%«fliitdaicdbed and aeaadtndris pqbHcariott in

19n. Widi die Cnatdon, die anHOHl pdce swine is anpUfied vtan dMM am

itroQS SBiaonAl inoBBSc^tt ooBasBptMBiB dienppv Bndwcai and logisdcal

fartlldM a>B puibed to eapadty.

Seedeam (**A Corioa Cofaiddaice?^ nrrlawi da deottne in open iBBtesc OQ

die New Yotk MsRanila Eichanga aineedis beiianingef 1994 cod tttt ahanse

in die obacactCT 9fda parddpno. OPTC data lereal dittsml open imcsest has
'frrtr*^ by man dan 190.000 coattacta. Hie decOna baa occutfcd despiGB « daip

inocase in >peeaiatlve padnsaa. We fBgsat diat pnt ofdto drep in open imcsBst
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any be snxlbQced to tbe liqind^ofi of fooira aad swap poKtiaos bdd by
Metall^BMllachaft.

I. WHAT 00 TRADERS dEE?

PdfiM of (svetal ixw eoamnodiiies have luot ihuply daring ifac flzn aunOtt of

1994. 7te £co/tomuf (May 21* 1994) aotBS dut ill piopiiMity eotnmodtty iad^
inoaaNd by Ifi pKcmi tfaxoagfa Miy. afier lutng onljr 3 pew^at ia «fl of 1993.

Aceordkg to the editDCi, Us pdst ofCOOm llM filOt by aimoit 70 peicntt. wfaik

prices of wool, alunaana, eottoa. copper, aiekaL, and robber hsvB xafinoMd by
betweoa 20 and JO peiteaL Fe&oiBiira priea hcve iocraned daziag the nae
p«ciod by a xnocb m 40 peiceot.

llictt ittfitCMtt hAve mnled d» fiaaaeiai fflsriutt aad «eBBxbttt»d B) tfaa

nmiu iiiiiiimuflO isd sovcnuoosBt ocBcuIf continuo to utnst ev&yuiM thac ThsiB

is ao dustt of ioflitifla. Om woedett If^ n« QQSset A fevtow offiM ma^^
for amy camniDditia indicaffi Ifaitsappiy tad dematid is pSKsiouly balBxeed.

Por exaaqpk. iavmtaras ofiaponut foodsuib codi« earn ad wttttt sre low.

rfani, r"**^* ofminy gniiif wiHziM afanply ifthotunniMr bdaipi muhwr poor

uiuv< 7^ hiianrfi bstwoea cooee supply sad dnnand is ilso wnoBitiiiB dac to •

wone.tfaan.cjfpfcad qop. ad to eonsoqueat inctaMe ia coftbe priow ia not

terribly sorprisiasr

Tbo pvatBstnsk of eeaaafidity inftsrion. bowevecanaes from tbo oil tootor.

Worldwide inveatodtt of endAflfldpmdaetwetedrtwadowatttaaiicgcpectedly

hi^ me dsrlag to flat qaata, taosdy beeauso ofbtghsr-diMfpiojcaed
conaninptian id Notii Amrflm, Stoda an sow foraessted ta iBoene at « lo«er«

dua-expacTcd obb tai tta ces afto year da* to to unfoRwEn speed of

economic snrwtb and ORSCs ^WiirHl to bold to its M»and-half 1993 pndocdoa

qDOQL'Tbs conibuiaQofi oflocmwd comUBptloa sad stsady OFEC <jiLipui will

beeaonglitopushcnuiepncesMcherin 1994.

WbUc sQcii ptlcs lfli3tues OQfbt to wdoy ecasotxde pcdkyaaton, a won! of

eartioo ia ia oidsr. Tlw pHoe hinraae expeiianeed to daco is not Tccy ilUftwinii

fcrno to one expexaattd ia pnor yaoi. Indeed, azaaaaxiii a gtaph of otode

pricaa &om Mctcb 1985 to to piesnc CPicun 1) leveds dutto cancat qfcte is

Uttis dlfEvnt fiom pnoe iaocasea ia Mach 1916. Januacy 19S9, aadlatD 1991.

In ahoiu jnaeaaa over to past moash tza aoc woedseaie by tomitelvo.
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fUl two pttcam in 1995. liftins inflatioo <iUe> tem QiB piojecsBd 3 pereeot

Tha Htctm Pria inervftM

OPEC oil nrhriatrni ssi be paidonsQ tot sccictly h&viBS donbn Abont th» gil

jotocBxt sttuiy. Cmcufif the locost smiqcbcc ofcvnux. T wt SsptsmbBr tfasy loct

aod estabUshed new qooui. 11m pnnditB fownQy gTBHtad the agraeoABt «i^

opplanso. However, tzadcn nEpaadsd ilmoii ImoediaaBiy by aaOJxig tte ^^tt^
down. Tl» pnca deelias iccelwatwd— ac the mhrianw rxpccted -» urbea OFEC
Med 19 coc prodDfCdeA (tarias Deeaater. Partte prioo dedfa^

tfaia gpring, wtea the uraH ii i^'Jiftno »»im 6dl»d to cutqaooa tom—tprojocted

deslioM in aeotjoA-^mtat demand. However, dw dec&» laatad exactly tfai«e days

befoxe tzadan condaded ths wodd mnksa w«re andemipjrfied. In tlis

robaa({Qeat two mondu, pzioM ]jh.rt umeaacd by $3 to $4 perfaanvl despxtotfas

OFEC Bunsten' fUUn to malca ncaaseaded prodociion can.

Three futon cxpteiD ths luddaa spring ioaeaae in prtnfit! 1) econonsc yiuwili

ratolHyeexBetdedgrpegtatloiu.giviagaameapwrtrdboo«ctopetrolwm

consumption; 2} oil prodoetiaD and/a expora banw bean coRafled feoffl several

pTodQcen, easisg wodd rappiy iligfady bdow projected levelr, and 3) prieea

lave been poshed Mgber by maMiv« baying on tbe pait of specolatora.

Highor EconomJo Qrewih Rai9a

Growth rate projectiois iisve been icpastadly xeviiad iipwaid over the last two to

tkce qossn. In Novtmfaer, the acenomiiti surveyed by CoBienitii Economica

pTojecsd 1994 growtii rates of 2.9 paoeac for North Amerka. IJperoeatftr

Snzope, and 3.1 percent £ar die Aaii^aoifie legioii. Moio reesotly, tfcda aac

gronp of foiecauen ttu bacome toodestly motebolfiah concennsg 1994,

piojectiag growth zatea of 3.6 peceat for NaftbAmeBea, UpetoestforSarope,
tad 2 percear Sot the AjoaVPaafio legioo. Howevec. tfaa eooaeasTU ptojcctknu for

1995 call for moch sttoager growHL with the leil GOP ezpedad to increaae by

3.6 perceac in Nonh Anvirtm. 2J pauaoi in Borops. and 2S peteeoi in Aaie/

Paonc

Oil consumptioo wiS obvioualy cantaw to lacteaaa ill 1995 if Theae foeacaoB ara

iealize± Total osage in 1995 eoold teaoh 69 xaQSm batrdi p«r day, a 1.8 sdUlon

baoala per day incxeeaa from lis yev*! levela.
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Tlttiafimse in. consqapdOP bu OCCOIiedC a timfl wfaea oil»e!eponiug coaatriw

IB ezpenendng iaaaadng opvadtaal dUBoItiM. As ancnit fta^
Icrveu 818 less p-*^*'ti

• Tfi t«
having r4{flW«nlty wiainrttmog >«iyt»

«»^ l*timl
p>m4tf».i hy

4*.
p.>-

7te fivrgy Con^pon lepoKti diM Itamin eiqMn^m 2^ anllifm bsi«U per

day reeenny, a (keUn* of 300.000 tamic per diy fiam«idi«r Ivveis. Th* drop
in expcAB is aftcibaaBd to a ptodaetioa dMj2ao «aMd by wMer«iuBoac^^
ia q1<W fields. Ibe CiwvBn wiifen and cifaeit soQciC that piodiKtian win
&11 fimfacr ia tte fatato.

• TIm oil sector in ^Gccria is repamdly "*{*T(^'K'-wy fiBCJQAnt bnakdowna.
Pomical qpiMt la the Delta and Btvtt Stawa baa caas»d pctodio ^

auduaiutt

iflseoaptiaaa. AtthasamBthao&lafikofhiidcaizaKjrisiiaidLagQp
ifiVtsmmi i& uma ofl flekb becaaaa tiM gowaoefli ^aaet xnake tis

psyiBcstt so iti ptttDcs cBtpozBa Dy pfodttstioB*aliarinK auciuiiBnts.

• Pradne&onmYexDenisdffeattsedbytbe'dvilwarladttteodBtry.

• Expuiui fiuui Rosiia wt iififloc to be dlsrupiad by 4)i bxmkdowB of ocb&oxoxc
onior bahmd the fbfThBf ItCttCartaiP.

• ftodocAon and stpotts fcoin bcMh Alpn* and Bgypt gwnatw nncettaia as

Maaae foadamenadistt coadaae to Uncatca tbt fespective govenunena.

TakBi togctber. thsaa luki auke (atoB pndsenoa farvels qoite "irrr"**.

Supplies vill be atiegoata in 1994 if evtxytfaing {Oea xi^it. Howvvar. disniptians

is one or two cunnrriiw conki craaie mbstssdal tigjiHxm ad nise prices.

TTis Spsoilativs Push

SpBcalcbos is tno dufld Cifflv coBtributing to U^barprioaa. Between Apiu 1 and

Miy 24, iniicaman<dal and lusvepomaf oadan Bhtfisd their positinn ia US

pecnfeam ftouica frgm bdzig act kss 10.000 ooattacs to btiss net loot 100,000

coctracts (see Figure 2). As a eenseciBeiioei these Uadtcs iiad iSs lafsosc Ions

position (and eonuoefeial uaileis tfae lacijBst sbcfC position) crcr recorded.

wOflOB of T&C3C puxctuuas ffiay ba acttibABd to investBMSts by tba ^aaw flossBsodiiy

iii^Mimi" daaafibod ia iMt report Qgae awBtfas agD> but other pnfi*1mes 'weea

fCDbably stade by cosuiBdlty ftands, For the fticseeti>le ftitan, the npward piMh
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to prices impaned \fy dne loiig*(eciiiayatOR ifaoQid cgnrtnoB to tfa» «icaBatthat

-MMWII

Th« Outlook for i

Th> bnpnjving erwnoinic oodoakftr 1995 is cemiolx oos of tbs pdDB fKton

dhvingiiienseiBiBdiiiBiilcoiBiBodttjrpncesadtbtiiiei&aUprioBs. StniDger

ecoaoimc growth wiU desfy boott ail caamnipdaa aDd,m cfaa ahiiCT of an end

to ifas Ins anbarfa, will >—<»• ''THiiiily i

Tbs iibpact of the itraafer eeaoai^ em b« Mca tern TaUe 1* whieh preacBtit

pxojttSon of (juAiusly oil iiiHUDiuptiuond pcodnctiaii tcv 199^ This totBCtiti

wfaidi B based innudly OK tliB IB/IU liiv mtlook, ihowi nedHt inoMBBi fi^
19931evqlim coBaunptiflB «dafla'OraCpwdnafaa.AbalMc> bBt«—n

o(MiitUDptloa and piodBciioB iBMlvtfae ciBnocOPBC ^nottis activ^

nczaaaca in invcBtanet in ilio HMad and tirixd (JOBXEZ, nOowcd by 1TCQT i8r|B

dzaiwdowA is iba fuuxth (jnaiiK.
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W« «^Mt n^pt^ aid deioaDd to be btlflieed ty prioB iaoeasM aad iser^^

aoffmttamOS'BC.OQtqasaa-^'^fmntiaacagtt^ 1995

(SCOTbm Z) —"""— vot pfwiucftoD 11 iBCTBuad by non dusam '*"^^^'?p

m thfi tbtmcfi ofASQitMd tfcpoctt feoBn Ira^ tho inemM in OFEC cipuiis is

Ilkdy to be accooonnicd by UgfaerpicM, rvidi te OfBC 'iMdoBir nsx^
to S20 per bmai. aidWn ilsmg D) betwea S21 aad $25 per beocL
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ia cantiB airpQaottOB "^Dfoa-ittuacalf ngiiai is JioBacy 1995. Under tbe ralM

inued by ttiB SPA. cKhteflinr iinqond ID dtv)^ ft 1990 biseQM to nmnra
tte qaaOitf ctf it! nftanadoBdpk£k Non»Q5 nflam BOW h*ve tl» opd^

or esafaUcidae ttoir own batdisa. «lile& tiMBPA is panailtBd tove^
seanaofy bttdisa is «ei7 ffiiGb iiMM nflaen im likBly ID enabUih ibn
baariinM.

Tha yiogcaiu bta cteatBd a giMt daal dfcoBUuveuy* BPA'i utidil resoUtdoni

wovid lunre Rsjoind fonlfiB IBfiosi to ngat tnaaaw aii i iiynt
**
lUH uioty

baaalliiia." ITS lafbKO. OAte ocfaerbaol wen lOeved tD eataidiah Otair own

haaaiine uiingthBtt 1990 prodnaMa. Arfon1lt>fWteBPA. the lew hardaoaoma

«d lew expeaaife aegnlarioa waa impaaed onPS refincii becaaaa tag ageney

eonld aiu& daxa dwy aobflilBn. PsngB laflBflfB Wttc aiajcotad to > hmhTTi

aiwtnry naadard beeaoM tfas aieaey (fid HOC bdiBTe it had tha aadwcitj to aadt

titer datL^

lbs EPA w» ftaeed to ntO(Biy ill BgnlatioBi, bowever, ivfaea Veoeaida

tfateaaned to sua tha UaiiBd Stataa irndK QATT pnzvisiaoa jcgaidiaf die

uspoiitiaB ofd Qufidr ooxdea oalbaignfflffniw. Subaaqoiiirfy^ dM SPA
^np^j^flBd \tr T*3q>«rf««<

ta peemk fi»eigB tbAmm to artaMhh ttaar QWtt baafKnm

fbr 1990, as loag aa tiiB BPA was srvcn tfae ngtat CO aiidit dxar data. Ib anancs, d»

fbrei^ eoQBtries flgiee to nbjea dnr iBflBCrtet ID t&e BPA's eidzflttoitniai

tavtew in Oldera comedy wjifa ttandanis fiff acpiBttaig saaoiine to the UoitBd

Slates.

Thr '•*'«ng*
- **^ *'

^[flArror
'««•'« tTnf«i-r« in «^ Mtfumw l prwrnmi- Aaaawfinf ta

forogn mfiaeti face an axtzaactinaiy probiam becsBsa, mider the pitiposedSPA

regnladoxa, dMy tnU be taeld tcvncdvdy aRoontafate for inporied eargoas if tfac

EPA deteimfaica doc a acB-US refioer has vidBiBd is 1990 baaaBsa. fathenxxBe,

ti]B pedtid ofletraaotvity is fl^a yeata. Itau. for «uuDpK XYZ Tiadmg

Coinpany can be flacd In 1999 ftr cKfoes purdased hi 199S fiom tfae StBopeaa

ItfiaarABClBfiBttgiftlMBFAdetBcaioBithKABCviolisedita 1990b«adinB.

Tb» ^/ff'cdiion ragpit thstt jnaay trading eoa^aniaa may be QowiDlnf to

'gAbdie*«igii»tbBibtowatdMnii<h]fliiiaiii»iiiliiiiii'i1byi• myuwi cyjg^ ax^wcipwcg—iwfcxnwiy^i'iiiwi* •••••^"•^ **^"*•/ »* **•

<:^' 10
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porcfaase impcaed tefononlaiBd giwilinc 'oaless it vobbs dio sincier "mntoty
biMlma* Tbcse tnito imy aocoant ftr tt aaiefa tt oiB tfaird CD oae ludf ofds
jSIOliae Tolunies inponad into dio Unind StttOl.

TheS?A'« xBguknonifelatiiit tDRfiBnnlaiBd gaioIiM wiEIavttwo in rpm^n
ia^iietsaathavQiBmMof t>MJiBBinipaiKdiiUDtta8Ui)illd&tlM,lnx8tr thf

Mfhrnmlariri g—flHaa mlaa ^rill Mtfaifla «he vnhmiw w»
g«y»Hfl« ftw^Ayi <wflnm

ca
ifaip to tfaii eounry. Second, some tmpoxtm pmbably wiS be tawaiing to

accept the Soaadai xiak ib^osmI by ±9 zegoiitxoBS and dna 'Win. stop or

substtttiaUy ledoca die amount offaaoliM btoogbt ittte d» Uaited Siaice. SgiKi
pf<w>»

viXl Mitt ^nm A* WMtoeiMJ
tftipttra

nwlaca ttf iWwiiwwtiiirf
*'Tr>r» "ffiuTt

by addidotial domestic prodoodon.^

TbB impaa on geaoUoe pdcea will depead, cpiite obviously, os ttie EPA
ftguletians' ijiqaet la gisoUne sorely. TliB levBity of the pdee inaeeae will be

affected by how gaeottae demtid teipende wben tiM coat goei op. In 1993, die

UniiBd States coumaed 7.483 mbd of gtfoUoe. Of ttdi sBonat, 97 peiveac (7J43
mbd) wu ptcdueed by dopvinci resoerice ad 3 pcjuifU (3^ ndxl) wai imponBd.
lo 199^ it sppevs that eooiumptjoa villiacreae by t pecccat to7^ abd, wbll0

doaecQo predootion might die by 0.2 percent. Ai acoaNqaeaoe. liopam wlQ

hive 09 iaaease to 3^ mbd. Ib 199S, eoaswBpdoB ahould ianeaee fbrtber by

pctbaps Iperooit wfaikdotoe<tte piodi»jicminayieqatoooManL*AMBniag
doontic ptodianJon remeiBt the sani6« inpoiti will haive ts iacnaae to 440 (ubd

is 1995.

Tte qnesaoa ia what win happoi TO ptioes if theee velmnei ofimpom are not

s'vailabic? Tim obvious soswer ia thai pxioei wiU iaoeaae. The nTnni*"'*T of itae

^aqnlred price iscresse can ba pnjed from^ poee elasticity of desBoid and

(oppty for {Bflofine and die vdamo of tedoeed impoitL Bete we aMosie diet US
icflaen win oaxizaiae ptsoHae oorpnt, esceadaOy nekiBythe ebstiaity of repidy

zero, at least in 1995. Under then dreomtaiicBi, a givn cat in the vQlnne of

iznpofta win have only a modest innwot on coasampdon if the psloe claalfltty of

donaed ia large; on the other hand, it win heve a la|e impact oa pticee if die

U3 itQuBi lava BSle wu til
ni iBfiniiigrywty. Hfleewe. ib>y ceuld faoeio jmgBbb pw i Im ijaa by

DM sttfttnt USD dUdlliB aaedB«iiinafte wiSBb Ib Rcb cBcgsM
te diioUato wooid he««B ba 8Btby eodfts oEpstt oftfaii£!« i

Toft ufQSipcioQ flooeanifi^ donHOO ^fodaflttde is a ne aflttSBa^r* DssMrovtsBBisalucvv

(Mm fOBB^vf B preoBAa lanBflOiaMllaMOMnd doBHieB Meawy HaMM I

Nndity o«v (he Ia« ssTcnl Tan. HowMtz, Hmr aa todtoadau ttai xaw sdacn aa
loped a? TTftiTca it>t>l gainirn^ uu4Mi in grtat to ooBpiiy wttfc tta vety ooHpltoBeU Tpaei

<^ ti
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price elaitieity ofdemmd ia muiU. In tac caiQ of gMftii^ff Qjgst stiufiei have

found d)tt Tfae pnce aiasdcity (tf (faaand ii noaS, in tfaD xas^ of -0.1 to •0^'

Gives tfaeift assQsiptiaai« it ^ipem docaredoctian i& in^xxts of 100 mbd win
bo(m leoil gasoline ptioes ti7 benvwB 7 aad 12 peteeitt, wfaik a ledBcdQQ a{

IsponiofZOOnibdwiUnRilcanloaeaMo/MtailFncesaftMtwees is and 29

peresit («cc TaUe 3). Id OBons of ipot pciOBi. aiedacdoa o£ impoio of 100 mbd
cooid add at mndi as 14 cans par pfloa to piofiaa.

The i«8ioa of dK United Stsea raoit espoaed to dna inczBWBe U ttie But Coast

CPADO D> TTdf ragioQ will bo a latge oooniDBr of leftannolattd janCnfl.

FmdicsBiQfa. soft us jft**^f** iopocia today oono to tfais iocatlon> In 1993> 98

pecceuof the gasolmBinponBdisBQthD United StaMflowsdiotbB East CoasL

The East Coast'j SRtter dapenriancr on gaaoUna inpoiii rnggaas tfas tfae pnee
izKreaaca is PAOD I nay bo oiBch largerttm la Odwr nglona. In fKt, than cooU

be esacadaUy no phot inereaies on t&e Wett Com, modeac prioa inaeaaei in (he

MidwMt aad vBiy larsB iaenaeet en ifae Eaat CoaM. Ovor tiffla dMo increaiee

would even OOt as arbitrage oowmed. Howwar. ttao midal East Cjerngt price

ioooaces conld bo vocy, very lafge.

A Inee phce incmsa on tfas Bnt Coast tfaadd nWniifty ^Atggt soaa type of

aibioBge amonc US and fio^sn zeflnen. Poseiyi rafiBan win Sad a way to

QigauuctusB i iii r"' ' » iihuaea of g**^"~ nsatiag SPA apecificatiaia ifprices

in New York xisa saffideBtty. US laflnan toeatad oo (be Golf Coast will eenaiBly

aasmpt ti} okB idrauags ofUgbar prioas by tbipplns AfbomiJaaBd {asoUne to

*FareaBevk.KeCMlDiM
3««cy." flw^iy EoMMMra >fa. a. liay 1991, ni 2D9-2ia

12
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(be Sast Coaa Howevs, oviBm logistied coawniaa any impede i&eir eflbtOL

SpecjfieaQy, (he apid^ <tf the Colomai Pipeiine if ^'^^t^. m is dw nsmte of

Jooe* Act sfaipi svaiiable.^ As 4 cofMcqaeoce, eottt of sbip^Off xncnaDeoal

pxodoct from the Golf to tfas EaseCmk any nse sharply.

XJitiaiatdy, iha titBaian created l»y It* EPA'J (tfiannalatBd (Sfoiii^

asd the lequiienEnis of the Joae* Att win pnbafaljr lead to ana or onse oftte

foilowiag absurd types of arbitia^

« Gulf Gnat refinan will ajyottjegormwhiBrigaioQaa to aadea ill aojM

offriwie Carihtacan natiott en. fatajgwaaggad ttakew, Tlwaa wmien will afca

dattvaryofthagaaoBaaintbeirtgBBaalandtten ininirirtiaiwIyrB aapott itto

the US Saat Cmat. again oslfig fi9RdgB.flaa;ed tBtbers.

Golf Coast Kfisats win rsdooB difliDate produetioa and sbipmeBta of diAlllafii

oa the Colonial Pf{Mlififl 10 they eatt OBxin&esan aad afaip itteisaaed Totetnaa

of nfbtmaiatBd gasoUnn to the Noitlieait. Tbe ixKZ«Bxatal supplies of diaaal

snd Tvwfinfi oil required by cooanojetl in diat xagion win be aiqiplied from

abroad at a hither ptiee.

The ptlce piennam uf refonimlated gaaeline In 4ia Nonfaeaat wiQ xcadi

rousiily twice the leval tiatf would exist ia tBe aoaeoee ofxegolatiaaa.

BnfbnmilaiBd g«"<<iTi* wiU txade it a ptenmun of 10 to 20 eesta a gaOott

above tbc cost of noorefoimulBisd {BtoOoe, wbntfae dUSBreaii^ migfat

nennally be axcamad to be nmghly 5 cooia par gaflon.

Refiacn aod oadoa seaing the high pneia oealad by legolationa in 199S wtS

qmcldy mvwt in espactty to take advantage ofthe atbttiage oppaxtmity,

^ituoaaly »n^w^»«*i>g it and aoy OHmtnuity to lacever the faigfaar eon of

predociag refonoolaiBd gasoline.

^»v«d or « US-flja>d dlip ooBsmaidla t tIS paaiedfl>Bairi br™(u IteaBate of

pw^gatam uMiing tttftiMflWnlfflW 1

d opetsiB9 US-flasfsd dapi ii smell 1

13
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a. SEASONAL BACKWAROATION?

T1» maics farVest TteM Uennediatt QQdo (W7Z) bai iDpyed ifflo 01^
bidcwBdagon*A»nayb<obMfftd ftomHtiB»5,fl»oonaHgocf<>apcha»
$0.90 per bnnd ofiM Oacembahn facBB nplieed Iqr « faKkwiidadoa of)^^
per biixelb«w«n tte fim aad tKDod CQUZiai.b ttao iKOGMb tfac WIT flUMket

his (wtmiw
"
rfiinnnnruid* i

i«iniGtuM«fwn

All the m^ef ptmlwim lyatia^ sanriflcs iiive nqnuPPOQCri 08 thcift

dsvsiopaexui. PeireUumArfUt (Ml? 9, 1994) tplthwri cm&Uy thst mgioiisl

(IffTimtfi for ciude oil fton Midweit icuDussre csssiBf ^^n {iuu.i to be lad op

teapcnsily, ?Ar (Miy 23, 199f) cj^laiaBd {is HoGiibed pbonoena in da US
an bkasomin^ iom a WTI sqnMM in th« i^dcaiinasac legioa" sad sons tetber

eott when tfai pnca qaoadte

u
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that "maoy of ibB coinpoiiBia of pist aqneazes that hsve texnpofinly
dueofaiee»dwn fioa woiid outfkflti oe fiUUnc into plaee."

£i onr view, the iBtm ''sqawze'* U Mceenve. Aiwe have iMBd in the i»8t. tbe

WIT iMtkst can gcsnouay beeonv ditecxiaeeted fiem atfaer naifestt ondar

c»tMB eaegmwaaccfc indeed, tiw that CRAf^on on ibeairiiieet in Ji^ 1987

inrodueed t tBim tfatt 11 saw widely \ued la tbe tilde. "Tbe Cistaios OafauBL*^

Under aoixad eoBdlthxn, the WTL piice muft fiDeoxcB «for te^own ac^BSted

phee ofBreat (ti» pace of Biait ptos tbe coit oftxaa^ecttog BjBBt to the

Mklwest pltu uy qoeiity difEBeetiais).wn m«y sell for len xfaaa dne pdee
wfaca world instoi fair lifia cnde ate tiftst (becsiseWn eensot be expotied),

bqc tlie WTI price geaendly ifaaald aotaie tbove ttdt g*n'my, Howewec, ftree

COnriitiflM gn»« xiM to die '^Caalmg Cuhton," or da 'M'™^"" t&K oeCQtl Wtett

WneaceededdspQce: I)8&angMidwe9taiidctnnifDrpc8oIeiimpnidnBie.
2) luaMcd cepaaty to trampot onide ofl to tiw >fidwMC from tfae Oidf Coei^ and

3) fiaited oepedty to xDovc pradwii from tte GolfCoaK to the Midwest la odxr

woidi:

• Growth iSL produst caosmBpttoB SBUt be to sbtn^ tBB xefinsict etc foiced to

nm at Timfiniif"' mes of udUzafioo.

• Grade pipellxies mast be M. which pieweotser^encnuiea^dieafinn
flowing to ^fidwaatan feflaen from the Golf.

•
PredaapipBlliieaffliist he fttlLwfaiehpBeveatstefiBen located OB the Gulf

Coast from taking advantage of the atfaitnp becweea ngioos.

Sfceaay, all thna ct>2i£cloQi faavi pnvsilcd in the ninfeet Tlie Midwest has

cxpeheoced the fiutest ccoaemic srowth ofany US legioni and irflncB ss

nniriing ix nMLxiimiHi Rtes to Gncct piojectBd womnptiaBi Cxtide pqiBliosi blVB

been opcnnng at capacity. Tte exeeat deaood far peDdnei baa resohcd in

infTiwaod demand for product iaporta from other tetBiBa,partlntiariy the Qatf

Coea. Wbcn produa pipeltaaa leKfaed capacity, spot pricat ctjtodaex in

PADO mhegan co da* teteive to d» Oalf andhi^arpndua paces spaned
Tefiaei to bid 19 local emde pricaa.

'
Tha Cothbc GsaUee oecBS w&ea ae ipsid benpeoa W11 ad wcddOBda (panteulaitjr

Bicct) facreMWpt» mt^jamfiediy iffwTMinH ariqcritty UtBuuidaU. It

cnly vhea BSHeemdee e^aoiy brvDvinipmteea art ofl^temteOoK (!oat(n
PADD m U isadequaie.

15
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PIW (May 23, 1994) itponed tfaa "a Jcay WUIlains piodnct pipdise link boai-dao

Gulf Coa.<ct CO the Midcaodnem imea is dowo fo; hydcbstaoc iMQaa. redndag

supplies ofld IccBping e—"Mn* pius at a steep premiom to Onif Coast kveis."

Tbe effea luts been to mcrease :be snead between pricn of pioduco tradus; on

tbe Golf Caaa and piodntts told ia ilia Midwest. Meoaal scrsads beeweea

maleets have ovtraf^ Icm tbu two cents per galloa ever the Itst five y«an .

Horamvw. danag May ths spreads baive almost doiAled (aee Table 4), For

ftxampie.

• The normaf ipmH »—«>— *^ pr-" "f r"C"!T MnlffH'** g«n"»w^
m rn* f ;it>f

aad spot zesulw gssolise a dthar PADD in temanals or Cncago is 1.7 ceas

pa- galloiL Dadfig May, bowever. te spread reached 2.7 cnxti per gailoa in

tfa* PADD ud 2^ eeas per^oa in Chicaen.

Tbe nonoal apicad between dinillMe £ial oQ oQ tbe Gulf aad distillate ia

PAl)D in '*ww^'»^« is U ceoB pw s^''^^ ^''^B^ ^^ aofoal spread betwoea

Chiif Coast lefineneB axui CSdcago is osily <X4 OBstB p« galloii. Daring Mar*

however, spreads iacmsed te 3<9 ceoB per galbm la Its Qroup and 2.8 csus

per gailoa la Qicaga

T>n Tnf--paic#tfi YzluB of ptodocis in hffidwestcxB rvf^^rp** pej iiiiU lefiaea located

then m atTer ai rencfa la SO.SO to $0.75 per band bmsc for ligbc etudes tbaa tbeir

couoiErpans oa the GulfCouL Tliey win cooilttue «9 be able to ofiEbr tbBM

picmiums. ud WTI will continue te tiada at 30 absenaal preialtun to orlicr erodes

nnri] Saianr>» jj icstcced 03 ptodsct loaxkBts. Bssod on oar ixiiiie iit asicsstscob it

BppcftQ
rtigf tijB im^***""* niay last mtril the &11.

(ScYcn vcan a^ wc suggested in the July 1987 CJIA Pevoletan Ee&wmief

J^cncft^ that the pexiodic pcoUeea aeaiBd by inadeqoat* produce txsQspsrtatiaa

capacity CO cltt Midwest nude WTI inteiar to odier iatemotiaaal cndea as «

{ndgms InstrunwiL Tbe iBOccnaeaco of the Caafains Coahion this year is a

m 16
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leosader ttutWH is a fundamenally £law«d ccmzoo^t/ for hnifing
iotenuuioBal salc3. Nui surpriaingly, xoaen with loag-term ooacntcxs for

iiBssadcBaUy tndad cnides lialttd to WTI Are sow haviag saeoi^

tbeadviiabilityof tbefonmiiaseledecL Uadei loost azcoBBiancei. 3rent wonid
secA to be ft &r nipenor crade {or faedgiag tzaimctioiu ia fiSTope and on tbe Golf

Couc)

III. A CURIOU9 COINCIDENCE?

Open iatereet ia pcaoleus fucoiea hu dropped atuiply on t&e New Ymk
Meeantiis Bxrfaroge. BeRtreen December 1^ 1993, and May 24. 1994, ite

Qomber of epea contzacts dmlined by 19U15. Of 23.4 paosat (om TaUc 5).

While opea iazetm hu dcoiined betwaea Decen&crmd May ia dw past (see

Table 6), tfaa decUae over the last Sve-plnt atenths baa bees amdilaxseria both

absoloia aad peaueotage teems tbaa the ^"Tlnr* noted dmiag cttailtf periods in

pilar years. The sMS ta a aat ttttm potidoa auty iacreHie ths aaikm's estpoture to

upward pnce moveeienu if ipendaton poor fuRher Amds into ail famtei. This

will aac occur if eomzoeidal tiaden azB wiUiaf to ificitaac their shon poiitioaa

fortixr.

CatoffOn

heating oil

3aso4ine

Total

492,488

207,774

818.786

399475
134J08

,627,573

(32.794)

(72.988)

(191.215^

Source: CrrC
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Tte duBtiiift ia open i&icrescmy be observed from rigure 6. -veisa zaowt the

tread ia long opeaiatttonfinua 1986 dmnigiiMfty 19V4. "nie oec^ae that tiM

oeeonod nince Dooembor snads out as tbs ia^cK leoncnan recorded la the receoc

Ustocy ofthe NTVMBX.

Tbe dccllTur la total open inierast CTCTgdt by aspnuomaiBly 30 iaillion barrels

MetillgEidlKfaaft'i lepoxted total pcamoQ in oil Sasxes and tw^ nf lfiO fuQioB

bcids (lee CJiA Fexroleum Ecanomici Monthty, FcbroKV 1994). Sines the

llqoidatkm in NYMEX eoanca baa essaadaUy paraUelod tbe penod donnf
whichMQ waa itpanadto have been donng caotncts, «ie trngbt assotse that d)»

decHoB m opea iiiicitat was auociiiffri wnh tha doting ofMO's poaitlanx on itae

NYMHX aiBi die ]iqaidaaca of>rYMEX poittioBi asaooated widiMC Awapa.

However, w« tasy sever kOOfv the tnxh beeaiua the data needed to eonfixm swk
u iMumytioa tn aot available to the ptiblic.

TbB dzop ia Opea istcres in pamdaom foforea, vbatever tte eaxua. has importaat

iaqdicatigiis for tbe oil iodoatry. A icdocaoa in open imefes of i&ofe tfaaa 20

pvGou cosstraiac tbe naifeei's capacity to abaoib iaoeased purchaaea or Balea

18
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and cooaequaaiy maeaacs tte elastjuiy gf pnccs wiih raped to volwne. Put

another w<Qr, 3. f^^^?'*)^ is tnskec size nuy make pncei more volaulc.

The poBodid me io pdc« sUsticity it fiiritaer iocrnnd today by tht v«y
BggreniTc pondOD lAicea towatd tts suotet by oommodity ftmds and odier oil

naacket epecolaton. TiMM participaBts baire ben luge piBcbaMn offiKT^

Apnl 1 and seem to """rm^ for anich of the isoeue is prices thtt hu omjiiged

this spnsg.

TIm Urse long posinan ofspeeohnn ii ofiec by « roeori sboit posidos heid by
coausercial tzados. as may be obsenred ItOfll TftUd 7. The data pmeated in di*

cabk sbow dffi the receu swing in the net potiiba of coaiBBRuls of 125,000

eomct* from ffiid^Deccmber to the eod ofMay is by fiu the larsest ehange in tla

last fligfac yaati. Once apin. out aay T«^iiiir that the shift m the commKcial

positioa tesoited in Isxeb pait fiom MQ's atniagy ehmge.

Wbetiier this '"'^"''"^ betwoMi spcnladva loBgi Md COtOttetcial ihocti has ay
inpect on pncea will depenl on the desres and vilUngsua ofeach group of

panidpflDts to expand or eomxact tfaeir idative petitions. Largs pxice izcieaaes or

docicaaea winoocnrlf otMgTOiipaBsinptliobrlditapeMavwtailetbBediertnea
to expand or liquidate.

Dec. ISM
Dec 1867

Oecigea
Dae. 1988
Dec 10SO
DK.lOei
Dec. 1802
PBciaaa

tolMyl887
«>Mavi8S8
to May 1969

toM«ri9eo
19 May 1891

ts May 1902
to May 1993
ta May 199*

30874

07.4901
IMIT
16.198

39,678
_ 2S.ag4

(I8j6e)
(1.8B9)

(8,867)

27375
(23,852)

(33^)11)

34381
(iro.72y)

7,806

(32.503)

(1.790)

48.006

(40.738)

(40.177)
S,2S3

128JS1
9oiiroa:CFTC
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State of Michigan
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

LANSING

June 21, 1994

The Honorable John D. Dingell, Chairman
House Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee
United States Con;ireas
2328 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Dingell:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments regarding issues the

State of Michigan is facing as it implements the Clean Air Act Amendments of

1990. I appreciate any assistance that you and the House Oversight and

Investigations Subcommittee can provide.

My number one concern is for the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) to make as timely a decision as possible regarding Michigan's
application to redesignate seven counties in southeastern Michigan to an
attainment area for ozone. Michigan submitted the application, complete with
three years of data demonstrating compliance, on November 13, 1994. It is critical

to the economic health of the dty of Detroit and the surrounding area that the EPA
Headquarters follow the recommendations of EPA Region V and approve the

application as soon as possible. I have enclosed two letters to the President and
one letter to Administrator Browner that elaborate on the issue.

Ottawa, Kent, and Muskegon Counties in west Michigan are designated as

a 'moderate" nonattainment area for ozone. Governors EdgJir, Bayh, Thompson,
and I signed the Lake Michigan Memorandum of Agreement for the Development
of Interstate Ozone Control Strategies in 1991. The agreement resulted in three

years of extensive data collection and computer modeling. The study
demonstrates that 1>ut for" pollution originating outside of Michigan, the three

counties would be able to demonstrate attainment with the federal ozone
standard.
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Notwithstanding the impossibility of compliance, the federal act requires
businesses and citizens within the three counties to implement costly

requirements to reduce the emission of ozone-forming volatile organic

compounds. The cost of compliance with the act is high. The sanctions for not

complying with the act are draconian. Michigan has applied for the three
counties to be designated an attainment area for ozone and, in the alternative,
asked for the area to be reclassified a rural transport region. The EPA has denied
both requests.

Micliigan will continue to work with other interested states, the National

Governors Association, and the EPA to craft a fair resolution for areas that are
faced with pollution problems that are not of their own making. One potential
solution is a bill introduced by Congressmen Ehlers and Hoekstra. H.R. 3902
wotild require the EPA to reclassify a nonattainment area to a niral transport

region if it could be demonstrated that the area contributed to no more than 35

percent of the ozone measured there.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you would like to discuss

these issues further, please feel free to contact Chad Mcintosh, my environmental

policy advisor, at (517) 373-7949.

Sincerely

JE/wcm/kh

Enclosures

cc: Congressional Delegation
The Honorable Carol Browner
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State of Michigan
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOH

LANSING

JOHN ENGLEB ^, ,„ .„^,
GOVERNOR May 19. 1994

The President

The White House

Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

The City of Detroit and the surrounding region of Michigan are currently designated
a moderate non-attainment area for ozone under the federal Clean Air Act. The effect of

such a designation has been to discourage economic expansion and growth in Detroit

and the surrounding region. Companies interested in expanding their facilities or

building new ones look elsewhere to 'attainment' areas.

Due in large part to the installation of air pollution control equipment, the

development of iimovative technologies to reduce air pollution at its source, and the fact

that more Michiganders are driving newer and cleamer automobiles, there has been
substantial improvement in the quality of Detroit's air in recent years. Monitors in

Detroit and the surrounding region have shown compliance with the national ambient
air quzility standards for ozone for the last three years.

The Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) has submitted an
application to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region V office for the

Eirea to be redesignated to an attainment area for ozone. We understand that Region V
has reviewed the application and has recommended to EPA headquarters that the

application be approved. We are dismayed to hear that, although EPA headquarters is

leaning favorably toward approving the application, it may be as late as November before

a decision is forthcoming. This is particularly frustrating due to the fact that the

application was submitted on November 13, 1993.

We are now joining together to request your assistance in releasing the City of Detroit

and its surrounding region from the economic restraint of the federal Clean Air Act's

offset policy. Rapid relief from the offset policy is a concrete example of something that

government can and should do to give the private sector the tools necessary for job
creation. A favorable decision will have a very positive impact on Detroit's anr'. the

surrounding region's ability to attract new businesses and allow expansion of existing
businesses. Businesses will no longer be subject to the offset requirement of reducing
emissions from existing facilities in order to construct new facilities or expand existing
facilities. In a very real sense, the sooner a favorable decision is made, the sooner more

Michig£Lnders will find jobs.

Amendments to the Michigan Clean Air Act, signed into law on November 13, 1993,
include contingency measures which will insure that there will be no degradation of air

quality in the event of the area's redesignation. As you have stated, it is possible to

POLICY OFFICE

MAY 2 1994

flft /17Q nc
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May 19, 1994

protect the environmeat while promoting the economy. Businesses will continue to

operate in the environmentally responsible manner which has brought us to this point.

Please join with us in our efTorts to revitalize the City of Detroit and its surrounding
region. We request your assistance in obtaining an expedited and fair review of the

redesignatioQ application. With your help, Detroit and the surrounding region will

become the largest metropolitan area in the United States that is in attainment with the
ozone standards. The word will spread throughout the continent of North America that

southeastern Michigan is open for business.

On behalf of the people of the City of Detroit, Wayne, Oakland, and Macomb Counties
and the entire southeastern region of Michigan, thank you for your help.

.^
Dennis Archer

Mayor of Detroit

:M-rr.-r//, './/
'^.-r.A-y^

Ed McNamara
Wayne County ExecutiviWayne U)unty

L. Brooks Pat^
Oakland County Executive

Mark Steenbergh
'

Chair of Mac0mb County Conunitsioa

JE/wcm '

cc: Thomas F. McLarty, III
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State of Michigan
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

LANSING

JOHN ENGLER
GOVERNOR June 15, 1994

The Honorable Carol M. Browner, Administrator

Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Ms.^Bfowny^;^/^
Thank you for taking the time to talk with me on Tuesday, June 7. To

reiterate, I requested that you approve Michigan's application to redesignate the

southeastern region of the state as an attainment area for federal ozone standards

as soon as possible.

The Michigan Department of Natural Resources has provided all the data and
information necessary for the application to be approved. Region V has
recommended that the application be approved. Collecting data for one more
summer is not a requirement for approval.

Recently enacted amendments to Michigan's clean air laws will insure that

there will be no degradation of air quality in the event of the area's redesignatioa.
Businesses will continue to operate in the same environmentally responsible
manner which has brought us to this point. The automobile manufacturers will

continue to build the cleaner-operating automobiles that have contributed so

significantly to the improvement in the quality of the air,

I am also very pleased to inform you that there is a significant effort imderway
by the citizens and businesses located'in southeastern Michigan to volimtarily
reduce emissions of ozone-forming yi^tile organic compounds in order to

continue to improve the quality of the region's air. All of this is occurring in

anticipation Ol your decision. I expect even more significant voluntary efforts

once your decision is announced.

As we discussed, I am eager to arrange a joint announcement with President

Clinton, Vice President Gore, Congressman Dingell, and the rest of the

southeastern Michigan congressional delegation. Dennis Archer, Mayor of

Detroit; Edward McNamara, Wayne County Executive; L. Brooks Patterson,
Oakland County Executive; and Mark Steenbergh, Chairman of the Macomb
County Board of Commission, would also join us in announcing the redesignation
of southeast Michigan. The greater Detroit area will be the largest metropolitan
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area in the United States that does not exceed the federal ozone standards. The
announcement will herald an era of economic growth and new jobs for the Detroit
area.

I also appreciated our disctissions regarding the reauthorization of the Clean
Water Act and your interest in looking at incentives to allow permitting on a
watershed basis. Please have your technical people contact Chad Mcintosh, my
environmental policy advisor, at (517) 373-7949.

In addition, I understand that the EPA has known that carcinogens and other
hazardous substances have existed in the drinking water supply of the City of
Petoskey since 1983. In April 1992, Michigan's Congressional delegation and I

requested that Region V use its authority under Superfund to resolve the problem.
I wrote Mr. Adeunkus in January and March of this year, as well. The Michigan
Departments of Public Health (DPH) and Natural Resources (DNR) have informed
me that the EPA-preferred air stripping remedy is not adequate to protect the
public health. I ask that EPA meet with the MDPH and the MD^fR to develop a
mutually agreeable remedy that does protect the public health.

Thanks again for your time. I look forward to seeing you in Michigan soon.

JE/cm

cc: Michigan Congressional Delegation
L. Brooks Patterson

'

;, ^J.
Mark Steenbergh .";«;
Ed McNamara
Mayor Dennis Archer
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State of Michigan
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOn

LANSING

JOHN EiNGLES

G0V63NOB March 21. 1994

The President

The White House

Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

It was a pleasure to participate with you in the G-7 Jobs Conference in

Detroit. I appreciated the opportunity you afforded to provide an international

showcase for the City of Detroit and the State of Michigan as hosts of the

conference.

In your remarks on Monday you spoke of the riddle of job creation. You
mentioned that we should ". . . recognize that there are things that government
can and should do [to] give our private sector the tools to grow . . ." You also

stated, ''We now know for sure it is possible to protect the environment and

promote the economy." I am writing to you to request your assistance in

providing the private sector of the City of Detroit and its surrounding counties

with the tools that will create jobs while at the same time protecting the

environment.

Seven counties in southeastern Michigan are oirrently designated a

moderate non-attainment area for ozone under the federal Clean Air Act. This

designation has had a chilling effect on economic expansion and growth in

Detroit amd the surrounding region.

As I mentioned to you, there has been substantial improvement in the

quality of Detroit's air in recent years. In fact, over the last three years monitors

in Detroit and the surrounding region have shown compliance with the national

ambient air quality standards for ozone. The Michigan Department of NaturaJ

Resources has submitted an application to the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) Region V ofBce for the area to be redesignated to an attainment

area for ozone.

I understand that Region V has reviewed the application and has

recommended to EPA headquau-ters that the application be approved. This would

be very good news for the Detroit area and is proof positive of your observations

regarding economic and environmental policy. I am asking your assistance in

expediting EPA headquarters' review.
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A favorable decision will have a very positive impact on Detroit's and the

surrounding region's ability to attract new businesses and allow expansion of

existing businesses. Businesses will no longer be subject to the offset requirement
of reducing emissions from existing facilities in order to construct new facilities
or expand existing facilities. A favorable decision is one of the tools that

government can give the private sector to grow and create jobs.

It is important to note that a favorable decision will not degrade the air

quality in the region. It is possible to protect the environment and promote the
economy. The State of Michigam remains committed to insuring that air quality
continues to improve. In fact, the businesses in Detroit will still be required to

install strict air pollution control equipment to protect the air. Amendments to

Michigan's Clean Air Act, which were signed into law on November 13, 1993,
include contingency measiires that will insure there is no backsliding in the

region's air quality in the event it is redesignated as an attainment area.

Please assist me in obtaining an expedited amd fair review of the

redesignation application. Detroit and the sxirrounding region will become the

largest metropolitan area in the United States that is in attainment with the ozone
standards. Your help will assist the region in its economic renaissance while

continuing to improve air quality. Thank you for your help and thank you for the
time you spent in Detroit. Under separate cover, I am sending you the charter
schools information you requested.

JE/wcm

cc: Thomas F. McLarty, III
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United Sutes Department of State

Washington. DC. 20520

JSnyini

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We are responding to your June 28 letter containing
additional questions regarding the Clean Air Act (CAA)

Implementation Hearing of June 22, 1994.

One of your questions. Question Number 3., was directed to

Ms. Nichols of the EPA and Mr. Watson. The question is a

technical one related to the EPA's proposed foreign refiner
rule. We have consulted with EPA and agree with the EPA's

response to your question.

We appreciate your continued interest in this issue. We
will continue to work cooperatively with you on this matter.

Sincerely,

'

(-Cyit-^ y ... .->'/^'i ^v- ,

Wendy R. Sherman
'

Assistant Secretary
Legislative Affairs

The Honorable
John D. Dingell, Chairman,

Committee on Energy and Commerce,
House of Representatives.

io^ ->;
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July 26, 1994

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Administrator Browner:

Thank you for your June 24, 1994 reply to the Subcommittee
on Oversight and Investigations' letter of March 25, 1994 con-
cerning implementation by the states of the vehicle inspection
and maintenance (I/M) program required by the 1990 amendments to
the Clean Air Act and the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA)
November 1992 rule. It is quite helpful and relevant to the
Subcommittee's hearing of June 22. I particularly appreciate
your providing EPA's most recent quarterly update of I/M imple-
mentation, and hope that you will provide copies of each future
update when available.

The EPA letter encloses a one-page document entitled "Recent
EPA Efforts to Put the 'M' Back in I/M" which identifies sevei:al
grants and a contract. Please provide the results achieved to
date under each such financial aid instrument.

The EPA letter also notes that news of the California I/M
proposal generated interest in other states and requests for
information on the California proposal. However, you state that
the EPA has not entered into formal negotiations with any other
state. As you know, the Subcommittee is concerned that EPA is

treating different states differently with respect to their
respective I/M programs without sound underlying factual or
policy rationales for such distinctions. It now appears that
even within EPA a single state may be subjected to inconsistent
treatment .

At our June 22, 1994 hearing. Congressman Thomas J. Bliley
asked the EPA witness, Ms. Mary Nichols, about Virginia's I/M
program. Ms. Nichols indicated that there is a "good deal of
room for individual programs" and appeared to disavow the state-
ment of Region 3's Regional Administrator in the Washington Post
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suggesting a contrary view. Your letter seems to support that
view which, I think, is reasonable.

In this regard, I understand that Virginia has exchanged
correspondence with the EPA concerning I/M. On June 15, Virginia
requested that the EPA review a proposal to revise its state
implementation plan regarding I/M. However, the news media
reports that the EPA has rejected that proposal in a very short
period of time apparently without any evidence of trying to work
with the state. This rather quick action seems inconsistent with
the colloquy between Congressman Bliley and Ms. Nichols. Please

explain in greater detail the actions by the EPA regarding
Virginia's I/M program and the reasons for rejection of the
latest proposal.

The Virginia proposal requires that private fleets and local

government fleets be tested at official public inspection sta-
tions or apply for a fleet inspection license. Does the Virginia
program also cover federal vehicles operated in the northern
Virginia area by the various federal agencies, including those

operated on military installations? If not, are they subject to
the Maryland or District of Columbia I/M requirements? What is

the number of such vehicles in the I/M area? Do these agencies
pay inspection fees? If so, what is the annual cost? What are
the repair costs?

Finally, enclosed is an article from the July 10, 1994
edition of the Boston Globe . The article indicates that the
Maine I/M program is being used by the state to gain clean air
credits to benefit the firm of Louisiana-Pacific so it can expand
its operations in Maine, apparently without paying for off -set
credits. The article states the firm will emit 200 tons of addi-
tional nitrogen oxide (NOx) . Is this true and is it in accord
with the statute? Does the I/M program actually off-set this
increase, particularly taking into consideration the large influx
of tourists to Maine whose vehicles may not be covered by an I/M

program? What is the pollution record of this firm? Has the EPA
and/or the state imposed penalties? What is their status?

Why should motor
the cost of emissions
Maine has not adopted
sanctions for Maine) ?

vehicle manufacturers
states should off-set
stationary sources in

explain that proposal

vehicles and their operators be charged for

by stationary sources, particularly when
RACT controls for NOx (see EPA status of
I understand that some are suggesting that

selling vehicles in the 13 northeastern
emission costs of utilities and other
that area. Is that correct? Please
and EPA' s views .

Pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of the House of

Representatives, I request your response by August 12, 1994.
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With every good wish

John D. Dingell
Chairman

Subcommittee on Oversight and
and Investigations

Enclosure

cc : The Honorable Dan Schaefer, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
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Car owners want to put brakes
on company's air pollution break
MAINE

Contuiued from Page 29

did laM Wednesday minutes before

her 1984 Oldsmobfle fiailed the test

in Rockland.

"Environmentally, I think it's a

good idea," said Gamroo. "Financial-

ly, for people like myself; I think it's

a lousy idea. I work two jobs and Fm
basically just making it"

On Wednesday, Conrad
Schneider, a staff lawyer for the

Natural Resources Councfl of Maine,
which has lobbied hard for the test

program, made what he said was a

painful revelation.

According to a notice in the Fed-
eral Register, Schneider said, the

state Department of Environmental

Protection (DEP) proposes to give
some air pollution credits earned by
the vehicle testing program to Lou-

I

isiana-Padfic to expand its wafer-

;

board plant in New Lamerick.

Air-quality credit trade-offs are

;
not new, Schneider said, but usually

.an industry seeking to increase
emissions must buy credits from an-

other that has reduced its own emis-
sions by production cutbacks or im-

proved technology.
In this case, Schneider charged,

"State ofBcials have proposed to give

away air-quality gains squeezed
from the wallets of Maine people
without charging companies a pen-
ny."

DEP oCBdals and their critics

agree on some things.

Maine faced losing $70 million in

federal highway funds if it failed to

comply with the Clean Air Act by in-

stituting vehicle testing in three

counties to reduce ground-level
ozone. But the most inexpensive way
to meet other requirements to re-

duce volatile organic compounds was
to extend the tests to four other

counties, resulting in an overall

2,000-ton reduction in nitrogen oxide

emissions. Since the law requires

only an 800-ton reduction in Maine,

1,200 might be available to o£&et in-

"State officials

have proposed to

give away air-

quality gains

squeezed from the

wallets of Maine

people.'
CONRAD SCHNEIDER

Lawyer

dustty expansion.

Dennis Keschle, director of
Maine's Air Quality Bureau, said

that in preliminary talks with Louisi-

ana-Pacific, "we're not asking them
to pay anything" for credits allowing
an expanded plant to emit 200 tons

of additional nitrogen oxide. That's

because the one-time gift would keep
the company in Maine "when it could

easily move across the border (to

Canada)," he said.

But Richard Pushard, public af-

fairs and marketing director for the

235,000-member American Auto-
mobile Association-Maine, said,

"Many Maine motorists feel they
are, in effect, subsidizing Maine
businesses by virtue of the $24 they
are paying."

Others say industry should pay
for the credits with proceeds going
to help low-income vehicle owners

pay for required repairs.

John DeVillars, New England re-

gional administrator of the federal

Environmental Protection Agencj',
said that such trade-offs "are an en-

vironmentally and economically
sound approach if implemented cor-

rectly." But, DeVillars said, emission

credits have "significant economic

value" which, in this case, "ought to

accrue substantially to those who
created them, namely the motorists

of southern Maine."

Even before the credit give-away

proposal was revealed, Dutremble
and Gwadosky appointed a select

committee to oversee the test

program, examine a rash of com-

\plaints - such as long lines at test

fadlitieB and computer glitches that

gave false faihire readings - and re-

port back to the Legislature early
next year.

Gwadosky and Dutremble an- .

nounced an accelerated timetable

Friday, directing the committee to

hold public hearings in the seven im-

pacted counties soon and to examine

not only the credit give-away plan,

but other issues such as extending
tests to large trucks and the rest of

the state.

And if McKeman does not with-

draw the air-.quality credit proposal,

they said, they will consider calling
the Legislature back to consider air-

quality policy changes.
McKeman will review their re-

quest, but probably vrill not change
his mind.

The governor sees this as "a fair-

ly good tradeoff" that will provide
50 new Maine jobs and keep hun-

dreds more from leaving the state if

the waferboard firm were to relocate

to Canada, according to Dan Austin,

McKeman's press secretary.
Dutremble disagreed.

"While the speaker and I strong-

ly believe in the need to create jobs
for Maine people, we do not believe

Maine motorists should be asked to

foot the bill . . .," he said. "TTie Legis-
lature did not agree to allow indus-

try to pollute more as car owners

were asked to pollute less."
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STATUS OF SANCTIONS

Region: State : Maine

Nonattainment Area: Portland; Lewiston-Auburn Area; Knox &
Lincoln Counties; Hancock S Waldo Counties;
& Rest of State (attainment)

State Implementation Plan Element: Failure to Submit Reasonably
Available Control Technology
Requirements for Nitrogen Oxides

Date Sanction Clock Expires: 7/15/94

Date Correction is Expected
(best estimate) :

Late August 1994

Detailed Explanation of Why State Implementation Plan
Submittal is Outstanding and When Correction is Expected:

Maine's plan to include reasonably available coni-rol technology requirements
for industrial sources that emit nitrogen oxides (NOx) was due by November
15, 1992. As part of the statutorily established Ozone Transport Region (12
northeastern States and Washington, D.C.)f Maine was required to submit
state-wide control regulations for NOx sources.

Maine has had difficulty adopting a rule due to pressures from industry and
indecision on the State's part. Because much of Maine is classified as
"attainment," industry has pressured the State to either opt-out of the
Ozone Transport Region, or petition for an exemption from the required NOx
controls. Either option would likely require complex modeling to support
the decision — modeling is not expected to be available until late 1994 .

In December 1993, EPA issued guidance to allow commitments for rules
(committals) rather than actual rules for relevant areas. This would have
given Maine time to perform complex modeling to determine whether NOx
controls were needed to reach attainment. In January 1994, Maine {>roposed a

committal plan to adopt rules in non-moderate areas, and proposed actual
rules for moderate areas. As a result of a recent court decision against
EPA's use of committal plans in this situation, Maine decided not to move
forward with the committal.

Maine recently decided to move forward with a state-wide rule and sent it
out for public conunent on June 15, 1994. Maine is expected to adopt the
rule by July 18, 1994. Formal submittal to EPA to correct the deficiency is

expected no sooner than August 1994.

DRAFT - FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY
7/11/94
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Wanted: 60,000 more v

auto repair technicians
The Associated Press

The crowded waiting rooms at

automotive repair shops may
soon get even busier.

The nation is facing a shortage
of about 60,000 technicians to

work on cars, which have evolved
in recent years into highly com-
puterized items. The problem is

expected to worsen when new
Clean Air Act requirements that

enhance emissions inspections in

many cities take effect in Janu-

ary.

"Many, many vehicles are ex-

pected to fail these tests and re-

quire repairs to emission control

systems," said Geoff Sundstrom,
a spokesman for the American
Automobile Association.

"AAA is very concerned that
motorists have access to techni-
cians with the ability to fix these

problems the first time. Right
now we are not confident that

enough trained personnel are
available to service these vehi-
cles."

The Environmental Protection

Agency, which administers the
Clean Air requirements, said
60,000 more technicians are
needed to meet the demand.
Chuck Groves, special training

programs manager for the Cus-
tomer Service Division of Ford
Motor Co., said the problem is

unquestionably due to the grow-
ing complexity of automobiles.

In 1990 models, just 18 percent
of a car's functional pieces were
controlled by computer. Just four
model years later, that has in-

creased to about 83 percent.
Groves said.

"We have gone from what was
a mechanical fix to now a diag-
nostic fix, and the one will not

supplant the other," he said.

"There is a very disciplined ap-
proach today for computer-based
skills and math skills. The ap-
proach to repair is radically dif-

ferent."

In addition to the shortage of

people, many of the technicians

already on the job just don't have
the skills needed to fix advanced
electronics — such as brakes and
transmissions — and other tech-

nical components.
The EPA says the average tech-

nician is six to eight years behind
in training.
Groves said technicians with

unique expertise will be needed
to handle alternative-fuel vehi-
cles and "smart car" technology.
The good news is this creates a

readily identifiable industry that

job seekers can enter.

A technician typically needs a

two-year degree from a technical

school. Starting salaries are
about $25,000 to $35,000 a year,
and more skilled technicians can
earn as much as $75,000.

"You can no longer these days
be an auto mechanic without be-

ing a qualified technician, an en-

gineer," Labor Secretary Robert
Reich told aspiring technicians at

a recent contest.

Added Reich, "These are tough
jobs, these are high-skill jobs,
these are good paying jobs."EEI
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Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for yoxir letter of March 25, 1994 regarding
vehicle inspection and maintenance (I/M) programs. Responses to

your specific questions are enclosed. Also enclosed are copies
of our latest quarterly update of enhanced I/M implementation
status, as well as copies of my correspondence with Governor
Cuomo, per your request.

I hope this information is useful. Please contact us if you
have any further questions.

Sincerely,

Carol M. Bro%mer

Enclosures TT^ V|VkV^
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Responses to Questions on Inspection and Maintenance Programs

Question:

I would appreciate your providing us with an up to date
analysis of the status of the I/M program in those States
required to institute by November 15, 1993 an enhanced I/M
program and of the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA)
efforts to impose sanctions on some States.

Response;

Enclosed with this response is a copy of EPA's most recent
quarterly status update for those states required to implement
enhanced I/M programs, beginning in 1995. Per EPA's I/M rule,
November 15, 1993 was the states' deadline for submitting a fully
adopted I/M State Implementation Plan (SIP) , which was to include
authorizing legislation, implementing regulations, modeling
demonstrations showing that the proposed program meets the I/M
performance standard by the relevant milestone dates, and
assorted other pieces of support documentation. As of April 1,

1994, 7 enhanced I/M states have submitted SIPs which were found
complete; EPA is currently reviewing those SIPs to determine
whether or not they are also approvable. Sixteen enhanced I/M
states have either not submitted SIPs or have submitted SIPs
which were judged incomplete; findings that started the 18-month
clock leading to mandatory sanctions (absent corrective state
action) have been made in all such states.

On January 7, 1994, EPA announced that it would propose
discretionary sanctions in the states of Illinois, Indiana, and
California, due to their failure to secure the necessary legal
authority to implement enhanced I/M programs. This proposal was
published in the Federal Register on January 24, 1994. Since
that time, all three states have passed legislation which should
allow them to meet EPA's performance standard for enhanced I/M,
and the threat of discretionary sanctions has been lifted.

Question;

In the case of California, I understand that you issued a
Federal Register notice of sanctions and on January 24, 1994 you
canceled, by letter to Governor Pete Wilson, the accelerated
deadline for imposing those sanctions. Please explain the effect
of that cancellation on the Federal Register notice.
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Response :

Given the disruption caused by the January 17, 1994
earthquake, EPA wrote to Governor Wilson on January 24, 1994,
announcing the intention to postpone the accelerated deadline for
imposing sanctions in California. This was not a cancellation
of discretionary sanctions, nor was it a removal of the threat of
mandatory sanctions under the Clean Air Act (a fact clearly
indicated in the letter cited) . Since the Federal Register
notice of proposed, discretionary sanctions included a specific
date by which sanctions might be imposed (i.e.. May 15, 1994),
the effect of the letter was to indefinitely postpone that
specific deadline. The notice also included public hearing dates
for the notice, which were subsequently canceled by way of a
second notice, published in the Federal Register on March 2,
1994.

Question;

Please also explain the status of I/M negotiations with the
State [California], including the issues involved. An article in
the March 14, 1994 edition of the Washington Post suggests that
you have reached a compromise with California. What are the
differences between California's program and the federal rule,
and what are the cost differences?

Response;

In the January 24, 1994 letter to Governor Wilson, EPA also
indicated its willingness to continue to work toward reaching a

mutually acceptable agreement between EPA and California on the
enhanced I/M issue. Such work was completed with the signing of
a Memorandum of Agreement between the U.S. EPA and California EPA
on March 21, 1994, and the subsequent signing of amendatory
legislation by Governor Wilson on March 30, 1994.

EPA cannot accept a program from any state, including
California that does not meet the requirements of the I/M rule.
ERA'S I/M rule was specifically designed to allow states
flexibility in their I/M programs by including not a mandatory
program design but rather a performance standard. The
performance standard addresses a range of possible program
parameters, such as inspection frequency, network type, test
types, vehicle coverage, and pass/fail outpoints. States need
not implement the performance standard program element for
element - rather, they must demonstrate that the program they
propose to implement instead will achieve the same or
greater emission reductions than would be achieved by the
performance standard program under the same local conditions of
vehicle mix, average speed, average temperature and fuel
characteristics. The program agreed to by California aiid EPA
meets the enhanced I/M performance standard required by
the I/M rule.
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To the extent that the two program designs do differ, the
California proposal ie actually more complex and difficult to
administer and considerably more costly to motorists. EPA has
estimated that its model biennial enhanced I/M program design
would cost motorists approximately $18-$20 per test, payable once
every other year. The California program, on the other hand, is
estimated to cost approximately $50-$75 per test for vehicles 2
and 4 years old, and roughly $30-$40 per test for vehicles 6

years old and older. The California program will fail more cars,
due to the proposal's wider vehicle type and model year coverage,
and its much stricter pass-fail criteria. Average repair costs
will also be higher in California, given the State's decision to
deny waivers to vehicles identified as chronic gross polluters.

Given the State's proposed tightening of most program
parameters, it is possible for California to weaken some other
parameters and still meet the minimum performance standard. In
the case of the California proposal, the State has decided to
allow vehicles less than 6 years old to go to test-and-repair
stations, where they will receive some alternative to the IM24
test (i.e., either the repair grade 240, or a 4-mode steady-state
test) . All other vehicles would be required to go to a test-
only, IM240-based test site.

As part of its agreement with California, EPA will also
consider the results of a $12 million pilot study to be conducted
and funded by the State to determine the effectiveness of various
alternative vehicle targeting and testing strategies.

Question:

An article in the press indicates that Virginia seeks
similar treatment [to that applied to California]. Are you
having similar discussions with other States?

Response;

News of the California proposal has generated interest in
some of the other, enhanced I/M states, including Virginia,
Nevada, Pennsylvania, New York, Georgia, and Louisiana. While
EPA has received many requests for additional information on the
California proposal, the Agency has not entered into formal
negotiations with any other state, nor has any other state chosen
to adopt the California proposal. To the extent that EPA has
entered into I/M-related discussions with other states, it has
simply been to clarify pre-existing policy.
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Question:
___

The February 28, 1994 edition of Automotive Hews reports
that the State of New York wrote in January to the EPA seeking
approval of alternatives to a centralized I/M program. That is

surprising, because the former head of the State Department's
Office of Environmental Conservation, who resigned on March 7 to

join the International Paper Company, was an ardenc supporter of
the enhanced I/M program. Please advise me of your response to
New York.

Response:

Enclosed with this response are copies of the letter
received from Governor Cuomo, and the February 25, 1994 reply.
In short, Governor Cuomo wrote to ask whether a test-and-repair,
BAR90-based I/M program with increased enforcement would be

cheaper and just as effective as a centralized, test-only, high-
tech I/M program. The answer was (and is) no. Assuming that the
Governor's question was inspired by a misunderstanding of the

negotiations in California, the letter clarified that California
was leaning toward a hybrid program which allowed a subset of
motorists owning vehicles only less than 6 years old to decide
whether they wanted to go to a test-and-repair or test-only
station. This is distinctly different from the 100% test-and-

repair design about which Governor Cuomo inquired.

Question:

Also enclosed is an Automotive News article of February 28,
1994 about the need to encourage drivers to maintain their
vehicles and about the need for qualified technicians in the
aftermarket area. The article states that EPA's

original estimate of up to 11,600 new technicians is out-of-date
and that the average technician is "six to eight years behind in

training." Please explain when EPA made this estimate, the basis
for it, and how it could be so far off the mark, less than two

years after the rulemaking.

Response;

EPA's original estimate of the net job increases due to I/M
was between 3,800 and 11,600 full-time equivalents (FTE) and was
discussed in the preamble to the I/M rule. This range was based

upon assumptions concerning the number of inspector positions
lost as a result of program shifts from test-and-repair networks
to test-only networks and the degree to which these are offset by
job increases associated with new or expanding test areas,
increased levels of repair work resulting from more accurate
vehicle emission measurement, better vehicle diagnosis and higher
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waiver limits, increased demand for aftermarket parts due to
increased repairs, and increased construction work due to new
site construction. The nvimber of actual jobs created could vary
greatly, depending upon the decisions individual states make
concerning vehicle coverage, inspection frequency, network
design, and test type. At the time of the original estimate, EPA
was purposely conservative, and did not account for the
possibility of program expansion beyond minimum geographic
coverage requirements, the opting up of some basic I/M areas to
enhanced I/M testing, or the possibility that many enhanced I/M
areas would opt for decentralized, test-only systems (such as
Texas and Nevada) or hybrid test -only auid test -and- repair
programs (such as California) . EPA has not attempted to update
the original projections, which EPA still considers to be an
accurate estimate of the net job increases due to enhancement of
I/M programs.

The statement about a shortfall of 60,000 qualified repair
technicians attributed to EPA in the article actually comes from
a 1992 issue of Intune . a GM/AC Delco publication. The number is
therefore an industry estimate and not EPA's. The EPA employee
cited in the article merely quoted the industry figure during a

presentation before the National Automotive Dealers Association -

a fact which the article does not make clear. The 60,000
technician shortfall is, appears to be, independent of any impact
caused by I/M programs.

Question:

Finally, the State and local air administrators, in an
August 17, 1992 letter to the EPA, expressed concern that the
proposed I/M requirement "does not include a federal mandate for
mechanic training and certification." They did not explain how
such a program would be funded. They said that without such a
mandate, the maintenance portion of the I/M program "is

meciningless and the performance standard is vastly diminished."
How has the EPA responded to this concern? What are EPA's plans?
Please also provide EPA's latest estimate of I/M repair costs for
the enhanced programs for pre-model year 1980 and 1990 vehicles
and for post -1990 vehicles, taking into consideration warranties
and the new sophisticated equipment.

RespQQgg ;

While it is true that the I/M rule does not include a "mauidate
for mechanic. . .certification, " the rule does require states to
make sure that adequate service technician training is available.
States do not have to pay for the training; the technicians or
their employers would likely do that. The states just need to do
what they can to encourage the availability of quality training.
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This might include such efforts as coordinating with their
departments of educa^tbn and technician licensing to make them
aware of the greater demands of the enhanced I/M programs and the

potential that more technicians will be needing training than
otherwise. EPA has gone to considerable lengths to make sure the
automotive service industry (including the educational aspects of
the industry) are fully aware of the requirements of the
regulations and solicited their informed input as to what
specific types of training will be necessary or helpful. A
partial list of recent EPA activities aimed at strengthening the
"M" side of I/M is enclosed.

Lastly, EPA's most current estimates of average I/M
repair costs are the seune as they were at the time of the I/M
rulemaking and cjm be found in the November 1992 technical
support dociament for that rule, entitled "I/M Costs, Benefits,
and Impacts .

" Repair costs are divided into two categories :

repairs resulting from tailpipe failures, and those due to the
failure of a component check (whether evaporative system check or
a visual, antitampering inspection) . For 1981 and newer vehicles
failing a two-speed idle test, the average repair cost is

approximately $75. For vehicles failing the IM240, the average
repair cost is approximately $150. This higher repair cost
accounts for the additional and more thorough diagnosis needed to
identify the causes of IM240 failures, as well as the possibility
of the need for more expensive parts. For failure of the
component checks, the following cost assumptions hold:

Component
Air Pump
Catalyst Replacement
Misfueled Catalyst Replacement
Evaporative System Repair
PCV System Repair
Gas Cap Replacement

Pr^-1983.
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Recent EPA Efforts to Put the "M" Back in I/M

NATEF Grant ($700,000) - A three year grant (1992-1995) from EPA to the National
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation to upgrade secondary and post-secondary auto

technician training programs in ceitain CO and ozone non-attainment areas.

NATEF Grant ($250,00^) - A one year grant from EPA to die National Automotive
Technicians Education Foundation to administer the formalizadon of the Coordinating
Committee for Automotive Repair (CCAR), a national organization formed through a

partnership with EPA, industry, lab»or, and education to address auto technician training issues

on a national basis. Within CCAR, EPA has been particularly supportive of subcommittees

addressing training and education; issues of employee recruitment, and retention in the auto

service field; and measures to assure proper availability of service infoimation, diagnostic

equipment and repair parts.

EPA awarded a $25,000 contract to the National Association of State Directors of Vocational

Education (NASDVE) to develop a needs assessment for automotive programs in secondary
and post-secondary institutions. The surveys have been distributed and will be conpiled by
Mitchell, Delmar and Aspire.

EPA awarded a grant to the California Bureau of Automotive Repair to study the feasibility of a

nationwide interactive satellite training program for practicing technicians. The study will be

completed by June at which time a pilot satellite program will begin.

ASE Diagnostic Test - The National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) has

developed an additional test category for its automobile test services. The new test, the

Advanced Engine Perfomiance Specialist test, is an advanced level exam that is begin designed
to measure the technicians' knowledge of the diagnostic skills necessary for sophisticated
emissions and engine performance problems. EPA particqjated in the development of this test

and is encouraging qualified technicians to take the test.

EPA Guidance on Maintenance Issues - EPA has released several guidance documents

pertaining to maintenance issues. The documents discuss performance monitoring, hotline

services and technician training will be incorporated into a revision of the Office of Mobile
Sources document titled "Supplemental Guidance for I/M Programs: Vehicle Repair,
Technician Training and Certification, and Repair Shop Tracldng."

Service Information Rulemaking - EPA is currently developing regulations which will assure

that all service information necessary to adequately maintain and repair vehicles for emission

performance is available to the independent service technician as well as to new car dealer

technicians. This rulemaking will be finalized by the end of the year.

Diagnostic Procedures - EPA is exploring specific improvements in diagnostic procedures to

assure proper problem diagnosis and vehicle repair at minimum consumer cost.

lyM Workshop - EPA is holding a two day woikshop on April 27 and 28 to assist state and
local officials in preparing to meet the specific maintenance requirements for I/M 140, including

logistics of technician training, estabUshing repair hotline, performance tracking of repair
faciUties as well as other initiatives.
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UNrTB>-STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY"
WASmOTOHO-a 20480

FEB 2 5 1994

nCiOMnruTOR

Honorable Mario M. Cuoao
Governor, State of Mev York
Executive Osaaber
Albany, H.Y. 12224

Dear Ooversor cuome^

I appreciate the opportunity to raapond to your letter of
January 31, 1994 regarding the enhanced vehicle Inspeotion and
aaintenance (I/)f) prograa. Z hope this letter vill address any
questions you say have about ZPA's position regarding enhanced
l/M progress.

As you know, assuring that emissions froa cars renain at the
low levels to vhioh they were designed and sanufactored is one of
the aost cost effective vays to improve air quality. This is
especially true in New York where the California low enission
vehicle program and enhanoed l/M vill together play an important
role in meeting the clean air goals set forth by Congress in
1990.

- V - I

In your letter you asked whether a test-and>repair Z/M
program employing upgraded BAR 90 analyzers in conjunction with
increased enforcement would be less costly, more convenient and
equally effective in reducing emissions in comparison to a
centralized test-only system. Th* answer is no on all counts.

Z am sure questions arose in Vew York because of
misconceptions about' ongoing discussions . between KPA and
California concerning the design of an enhanced I/N prisgram in
that state. We are not discussing with California the type of
program which you have described (i**** one based on a test-and-
repair network utilizing BAR 90 analyzers) , and Z can assure you
that such a program would not comply with the Z/M performance
requirements of the^ Clean Air Act and EPA regulations and could
result in sanctions being imposed. While no agreement has yet
been reached with California, EPA vill not agree to a program
which fails to neet the enhanced Z/M performance standards
established In EPA regulations.
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-2-

Th« najor diff«r«nc« b«tvecn the prograa which California is
contearplating and Hew York's prograa is that California would
exempt new vehicles fron testing at its test-only 1)1240
facilities for the first two test cycles, allowing thea to be
tested in a test-and-repair station using a dynanoneter test
system that employs an enhanced analyzer. California would
effectively have two parallel testing programs for several years,
and the state would incorporate a number of additional elements
to bring the program up to aqaivalenoe with ainlmia Federal
standards. The program beiiig discussed with California would
also add significant dollar and personnel requirements and coiald
affect motorist convenience. Tbe additional elements Include i

* elimination of all waivers for cars which fall;

stringent test standards whldt will lead to
significantly higher vehicle failure rates;

extensive and expensive monitoring aad enforeement
action than would be required under the type of pirogram
Mew York Is pursolng.

If adopted, California's program would be signifioantly more
ea^enslve than Rev York's. Dynamometer test systeos with an
enhanced analyser would cost at least $30,000 more, limiting the
stations which will be able to afford this investaent. Since
California would e^loy two Z/M systems, the cost to motorists
would be higher. We estimate that the cost per test in the
test-and-repalr portion of the program oould be $50 or more, vith
the test-^mly program and associated administrative costs
significantly in excess of New York's prograa.

Given the severity of the air quality problems in Mew York,
I encourage yon to move forward expeditiously to implement the
very cost-effective and consumer-oriented program that Mev York
has. carefully developed over the past eighteen months.

Sincerely,

Carol Ml* Browner
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CALIFORNIA . Basic Areas

Areas

Cluco

Davis

FaiifKld

Hemec-Sui Jacinto

Hespena-Apple Valley

Lompoc
Lancaster-Palmdale

Lodi

Mooed

Modesu]

Palm Spnngs
Salinas

San Fiancuco-Oaklaod

Trpe
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CALIFORNIA - Enhanced Areas

Areas

Bakenfield

Fresno

Los Angeles-Long Beach

Oxnard-Ventura- 1000 Oak

Riverside-San Bernardino

Sacramento

San Diego

Type

Enhanced

Enhanced
— Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

CO Class

Attainment

Moderate < 12.7

Senous

Serious

Serious

Serious

Moderate <I2.7

Ozooe

Serious

Serious

Extreme

Extreme

Extreme

Serious

Serious

Status

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operabng

Operating

Operating

Start Date

3/84

3/84

3/84

3/84

3/84

3/84

3/84
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COLORADO
Arest
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CONNECTICUT

Areas

Bridgepon-Milford

Bristol

Danbury

Hanfofd

New Britain

New Haven-Meridien

New London-Norwich

Norwalk

Stamford

Waterbury

Type

Enhanced

Basic

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

CO Class

Modsaie

Moderate < 12.7

Moderate >12.7

Moderate < 12.7

Moderate < 12.7

Not Qassified

Moderate <12.7

Moderate >12.7

Moderate <12.7

Not Qassified

OZODC

Severe

Serious

Severe

Serious

Serious

Serious

Serious

Severe

Senous

Serious

Status

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operaung

Operating

Operating

CURRENT PROGRAM

Sunset Date December 1993

Start Date January 1983

Network Type Test-Only

Test Fee $10

Test Frequency Annual Testing

Enforcement Type Windshield Sticker

Weight Classes 10.000 lbs.

Waiver Type Cost: $40

Emission Tests Idle Test 19e-3*

Visual Checks On waiver only

FUTURE PROGRAM

July 2002

January 1995

Test-Only

$20

Biennial

Registration Suspension

10.000 lbs.

Cost: $450

Two Speed

IM240

Pressure

Purge

1968+

1981+

1971+

1981+

Start Date

1/83

1/83

1/83

1/83

1/83

1/83

1/83

1/83

1/83

1/83

STATUS
Required Program Enhanced

Legislation Signed June 1993

1994 Session February 9-May 4

SIP Finding Made 1/26/94

Rule Status Dnfied

RFP SUge Awarded 12/3/93

Air Agency Departmeni ofEnvironmental Protection

I/M Agency Departmeni ofMotor Vehicles

OVERVIEW
On December 3. 1993. the State selected Envirotest to run the

I/M program. The State is still developing program regulations.

Once they are finished the State will be able to submit its SIP.

Page 7 April 1994
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DELAWARE
Areas

Wilmington. DENJ-MD
Type

Enhanced

CO Class

Atuinment

Ozone

Severe

Status

Operating

Start I

1/8;-

CURREN1.-TROGRAM

Snnscl Date None'

SUrt Date January 1983

Network Type Test-Only

Teat Fee None

Test Frequency Annual

Enforcement Type Registranon Denial

Weight Classes 8.500 lbs.

Waiver Type 1968-81: S75. 1981*: $200

Emission Tests Idle Test 1968-y

Visoal Checks None

STATUS
Required Profram Enhanced

Lefislatlon Passed 11/«93

1994 Session January II June 30

SIP Finding Made 1/14/94

Rale Sutos Unknown

RFP SUge Unknown

Air Agency Natural Resources and Consenaxion

I/M Agency Deparvnent Motor Vehicles

FUTURE PROGRAM
None

Unknown

Test-Only

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

OVERVIEW
Funding authority was passed dunng a special legislative ses

on November 4, 1993. The Govemor has indicated thai he r

has all necessary legal authority to iinpletnent an enhanced L

pcognm meeting Oean Air Act requiretnents. although it

appean that the funding authority recently passed upues at i

end of the fiscal year and would have to be renewed annually
The State has not submitied a SIP or developed regulauons.

pilot study on using remote sensing in the test lane as a

screening prior to IM240 testing is planned.

Page 8 Apnl 1994
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Areas
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GEORGIA

Areas

Atlanta

Type

Eohancod

CO Class

Attainment

Ozone

Seiious

Status

Operating

Start Dale

4/82
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Areas

Aunxa

Alion

Chicago. II - NW Indiana

Cryscal Lake

Easi St. Louis. MO-IL

Elgin

Joliei

Round Lake Be^h-Mc Henry. ILW1
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INDIANA

Areas Type CO Class Ozone

Chicago Area: Lake & Poner County Enhanced Actainmeni Severe

Louisville Area: Clark & Floyd County Basic Attainment Moderate

Status

Operating

Operating

Start Date

6/84

6/84
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KENTUCKY
Areis

Cincinnau. OH-KY

Hunangton-Ashland

Typt

Basic

Basic

CO Class

Adainmeni

Attaiiuneni

Ozone

Modoaie

Moderac

Status

Not Operaung
Noi Operaung

Sun Da

na
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KENTUCKY
Areas

Louisville

Type

Basic

CO Class

Attainment

Ozone

Modetaie

Status

Operaung

Start Date

1/84
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LOUISIANA

Areas

Baton Rouge

Type

Enhanced

CO Clau

Aoainment

Ozone

Seiious

Stilus

Opeiazing

Sun Dttt

9/85

CURRENT PROGRAM

Sunset Date None

Surt Dale September 1985

Network Type Test-and-Repeur

Test Fee SIO

Test Frequency Annual Testing

Enforcement Type Windshield Sticker

Weight Classes 8.500 lbs.

Waiver Type None

Emission Tests None

Visual
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Areas

Lewiston-Aubuni

Portland

Type CO Cl«$$ Oione

Basic Attainineni Modaau
Enhanced Attainment Modeme

Status

Noi Operaung
Noi Operaung

Start Date

CURRENT TROGRAM
Sunset Date

SUrt Date

Network Type

Test Fee

Test Frequency

Enforcement Type

Weight Classes

Wal»er Type

Emission Tests

Visual Checks

FUTURE PROGRAM

Contract expires July 200J

July 1994

Test-Only

S20

Bienjiuil

Registration Denial/Suspension

10.000 lbs.

Cost: S450

IU240 1968+

Pftom
1981*

1971*

STATUS

Required Program Enhaiced

Legislation Signed

1994 Scwion January 5 -
April 20

SIP Submitted/Complete

Rule Statiu Pmnudgaud

RFP SUge ContraaAvoided

Air Agency Department <tfEnvironmental Protection

I/M Agency Departmetu ofEnvironmental Protection

OVERVIEW
A conmct lo operate the program was awanied to Systems
Connol on April IS. 1993. Legislation passed in 1993

contained an exemption for vehicles driven less than S.OOO miles

per year. Testing is scheduled to begin in July 1994.

Page 17 April 1994
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MARYLAND

Areas
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MASSACHUSETTS

Arcat
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Areis

Ann Arbor

Oeaoii

Grand R^ids
Holland

Muskegon
Pon Huron
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MINNESOTA

Areas

Minneapolis-St. Paul

Type

Basic

CO Class

Moderate < 1 2.7

Ozone

Anaiiuneni

Status

Operaan;

Start Date

7/91
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NEVADA

Areas

Las Vegas

Reno

Type

EnhaiKsd

Basic

CO Class

Modenie >12.7

Moderate < 12.7

Ozone Status

Attainment Operating

Marginal Operating

Start Date

10/83

10/83

Sunset Date

Suit Date

Network Type

Test Fee

Test Frequency

Enrorcement Type

Weight Classes

Waiver Type

Emiiiion Tests

CURRENT PROGRAM

None

October 1983

Test-and-Repair

$16.00-18.00

Annual Testing

Registration Denial

All vehicles

Pre-81: $100. 1981*: $200

Two Speed 1968+

Visual Checks Catalyst 1981*

Inlet mi*
Air Pump 1981*

STATUS

Required Prograin Basic/Enhanced

Legislation Signed

1994 ScsiloD No regular session

SIP Finding Needed

Rule Status Dn^
RFP SUge NotDrcfied

Air Agency Departmen: ofEnvironmental Protection

I/M Agency Motor Vehicles ard Public Sttfety

FUTURE PROGRAM

None

September 1995

Decentralized test-only

Eiamased at S45

Mixed

Registration Denial

All vehicles

Cost. $450

IdU Test 1968-1985

IM240 1986*

Catalyst 1981*

Inlet 1981*

Air Pump 1981*

1

OVERVIEW
Bioad legislative authority for enhanced I/M has been passed. A

temporary hold placed on regulatory development has been lifted

by the Governor, in light of the agreement in California. The

State plans to proceed with development of a test-only program

but postpone the decision on test type until completion of the

California pilot study. Program implementation is scheduled to

begin around September 199S. with enhanced testing of the

phase-in portion of the fleet to be conducted from that time

through the end of the year.

Page 23 April 1994
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NEW HAMPSfflRE

Areas
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NEW JERSEY

Areas

Atlantic City

Bergen-Passaic

Monmouth-Ocean

Newark

Trenton

Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton

Jersey City

Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon. NJ

Type

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

Enhanced

CO Clus

Not Oassified

Moderate <12.7

Moderate <I2.7

Moderate <I2.7

Not Classified

Moderate <12.7

Moderate <12.7

Moderate

Ozone

Moderate

Severe

Seven

Severe

Severe

Severe

Severe

Severe

Status

Operating

Operating

Operaung

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operanng

Operaimg

Start Dale

in-i

in*

:/74

2/74

2/74

2/74

2/74

2/74
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NEW MEXICO

Arcis
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NEW YORK
Areas

Albany-Schenectady-Troy

Binghamion

Buffalo

Glen Falls

Jamestown-Dunkirk

Niagara Falls

New York

Orange County

Poughkeepsie

Rochester

Syracuse

Utica-Rome

Type
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NORTH CAROLINA

Areai

Charlone

Durham

Castorua

Grccttsboro

High Point

Raleigh

Wiosion-Salem

Type

Basic

Basic

Basic

Basic

Basic

Basic

Basic

CO Class

Aoauuneni

Moderate < 12.7

Anainment

Moderaie<12.7

Moderate < 12.7

Moderate <12.7

Moderate <12.7

OZODC

Modsaie

Mcxleraie

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Modoaie

Modenc

Status

Operaung

Operaung

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operating

Operating

STATUS

Required Profran Sane

Lc(islatlon Nontwtded

1994 ScssloD May 24-JIlly

SIP FindattMatUI/IS/93

Role Sums Pnmuilgauda>anfalWlaHd7W

RFP SUgc NoiApplicabU

Air A|CDC7 EitmviuiKtaalHtalA A SatuTOl Raoiirces

I/M AftncT Dtparvnau ofMotor Vehicles

Start Dai

12/82

11/86

7/92

7/91

1/92

11/86

1/92
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omo
Areas

Akron

Cincinnati

Qeveland

Dayton

Hamilton

Lx)rain-Elyna

Middletown

Springfield

Toledo. OH-MI

Type
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PENNSYLVANIA

Areas
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RHODE ISLAND

Areas

Providence

Newport

Trpc CO Clau Ozone

Eohanocd Anainmeni Senotu

Basic Anauunent Senous

Status

Not Operaung

NolOpenung

Start Da;
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TENNESSEE

Areas
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TENNESSEE

Areas
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TEXAS

Areas

Houston

Denton

Galveston

Texas City

Type

Enhanced

Basic

Basic

Basic

CO Class

Attainment

Attaiiunent

Attainment

Anainment

Ozone

Severe

Modente

Severe

Severe

Status

Operating

Not Operating

Not Operating

Not Operating

Start Date

7/84

CURRENT PROGRAM

Sanset Dale None

SUrt Date July 1984/January 1986

Network Type Tai-ond-Repair

Test Fee iS.50 S17.25

Test Frequency Annual

Enforcement Type Windshield Sticker

Wei|ht Classes 8.500 lbs.

Waiver Type Cost: S20O/I2S0

Emission TesU Idle Test 1968*

Visual Checks Catalyst
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TEXAS

Areas
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Areas

Beaumoni

DaUas-Fon Worth

Pon Anhur

TEXAS- Basic Areas

Type CO Class Ozone

Basic Attainment Serious

Basic Attainmeni Modoate

Basic Attainment Serious

Status Suit Date

Not Operatmg na

Operating 1/86

Not Operating na
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UTAH
Areas
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VERMONT

Areas

Buriington

Type

Enhanced

CO Class

Anainmeni

Ozone

Altainmeni

Status

Not Operating

Start Date
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Areas

Washington. DC-MD-VA

Peiersburg-Colomal Heights

Richmond

VIRGINIA

Typ* CO Class Oione

Enhanced Moderaie Serious

Basic Attainment Modaaie

Basic Attainment Moderate

Status

Operating

Not Operating

Not Operaung

Start Daf

1:1/81
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Areas

Seattle

Spokane

Tacoma

Portland-VancouvCT. OR-WA

WASHINGTON

Type CO Cl«ss Ozone Status Start Date

Enhanced Moderate >12.7 Marginal Operaung 1/82

Enhanced Moderate >12.7 Attainment Operating 7/85

Enhanced Moderate >12.7 Marginal Operating 6/93

Basic Moderate Marginal Operating 6/93
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WEST VIRGINIA

Areas
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WISCONSIN

Areas
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October 6, 1994

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Administrator Browner:

Enclosed, pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, is a copy of a letter from Governor
John Engler to the Attorney General of Michigan requesting that
the Attorney General pursue legal remedies regarding three /'
counties in western Michigan that are in nonattainment under the
Clean Air Act (CAA) . Also enclosed are two letters from Muskegon
County regarding this matter and a related letter that was sent
to several members of the Michigan legislature.

We request your reply to the following:

1. We understand that in 1991 and 1992 Michigan requested
and properly received from the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) a downward classification from "severe" to
"serious" and then to "moderate" for the Muskegon ozone
nonattainment area. As noted in the enclosed
correspondence, Michigan requested a further
classification of Muskegon, Kent, and Ottawa counties
which was denied by the EPA. The Muskegon letter asks
the Michigan Department of Natural Resources to seek
reconsideration of that denial. We understand that the
DNR has not sought reconsideration and instead supports
litigation and a legislative remedy. Is there any
basis under the statute for reclassification? Please
comment on the legislative remedies. What, if any,
alternatives exist?

2. Please explain when and how Muskegon was first declared
in nonattainment. What was the basis for the
declaration? Was transport considered?
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3. As we understand the matter, Michigan is properly
concerned that the ozone problem in Muskegon and Grand
Rapids is overwhelmingly caused by transport from
Chicago and northern Indiana. Does the EPA disagree?
When and how did the EPA and Michigan first recognize
the transport problem? When it was identified, what
actions did the EPA take to address the issue and to
inform the Congress about the matter? If Michigan is
right, what is the scientific, environmental, and legal
basis for the EPA continuing to classify these areas in
nonattainment? The Clean Air Act provides that the EPA
determine the design value based on a process issued
prior to October 1990. What is the date of that
process and was the transport issue considered at that
time? Please explain.

4. The Muskegon letter contends that, based on the 1990
census, it "was not within the Kent MSA" and that if
considered separately, "there will be no basis for
asserting that transport from Muskegon county
significantly impacts other areas." Do you agree with
these contentions? If not, please explain why not.

5. We are aware that the EPA has helped fund the $15
million Lake Michigan Ozone Modeling study. Please
explain the purpose of the study and explain when the
study will be completed and the results made public.
What is the legal importance of the study on these
issues of nonattainment, classification, and transport?

6. The EPA advises that, based on the preliminary results
of the study (based on actual violation days) , when the
wind blows from Chicago to Michigan, even the
elimination of all emissions from western Michigan
still does not bring the areas into attainment. At the
same time, the EPA reports that when the wind blows
from western Michigan to northern Indiana, a 3 0%
reduction in western Michigan emissions may be needed
for downwind areas to reach attainment. It is our
understanding that on most days of the year, the wind
blows toward Michigan. How many days in each of the
last four years has it not blown toward Michigan and
how many days has it blown toward northern Indiana?
Please explain the wind patterns, based on actual
violation days in both areas. Please explain how the
Act requires Michigan, based on this wind phenomenon,
to undertake costly controls to address an emission
problem beyond the state's boundaries. What is the
nature, source, and extent of emissions of western
Michigan? What portion of emissions problems (in terms
of actual violation days) in northern Indiana are
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attributed to western Michigan? Is there evidence to

suggest that Muskegon is a more polluted area than
Chicago or northern Indiana?

Governor Engler states:

Ottawa, Kent, and Muskegon Counties are
designated as a "moderate" nonattainment area
for ozone. Since the enactment of the state
laws, scientific data have become available
that prove the impossibility of complying
with the federal ozone standard within the
area. In fact, the data demonstrate that
"but for" pollution originating outside of
Michigan, the three counties would be able to
demonstrate attainment with the federal ozone
standard.

We request your comments on this contention.

7. We are pleased to see that, as Assistant Administrator
Mary Nichols promised at our Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations' hearing of June 22, 1994, the EPA
has issued a September 1, 1994 memorandum entitled
"Ozone Attainment Dates for Areas Affected by
Overwhelming Transport." As the memorandum states, a

reasonable reading of the law is one that avoids
"absurd or odd results." The document, however,
requires that affected states meet a number of
conditions, while stating that the "memorandum
describes current policy and does not constitute final
action. Final action will be taken in the context of
notice-and-comment rulemaking on the relevant SIP
submittals .

"

As you know, our Committee has expressed concern about
the EPA' s extensive use of guidance documents that are
not rulemaking and enforceable or subject to notice and
comment. In this case, we are concerned that even

though Michigan and other states meet all the
conditions, relief could be denied because the EPA
might change its interpretation as part of the

rulemaking on various State Implementation Plans (SIPs)
or the state does not have sufficient time to meet the
conditions. The EPA has not afforded much time to meet
the conditions in the document that on its face is not
final and may be changed. We request an explanation as
to why the EPA choose this method to announce this

interpretation and pol-icy. Can Michigan rely on the

September 1 document? Please explain what is

contemplated by the EPA in deferring to individual SIP
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rules a final decision in this matter. Could different
results occur, depending on the SIP? Is the state able
to meet the conditions in a timely manner?

8. Please identify other states where this transport issue
is significant and explain the nature of the problem in
those states.

9. As a moderate area, we understand that Muskegon must
implement a "basic" vehicle inspection and maintenance
(I/M) program and a 15 percent reduction in volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) by 1996. Michigan, however,
has installed an enhanced I/M program to address the
VOC requirement. What are the differences in costs to
the state and drivers, and what are the benefits? If
the enhanced I/M program was not adopted, would
stationary sources be required to do more? Please
explain.

With every good wish.

Sincerely,

JOHN
CHAI

^i a
FRED UPTON
MEMBER

fanjA^^

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Carlos J. Moorhead, Ranking Republican Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce

The Honorable John Engler, Governor
State of Michigan

The Honorable Frank J. Kelley, Attorney General
State of Michigan

Mr. Roland Harmes, Director
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
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State of Michigan
OFFICE OF THE GOVEBNOB

LANSING

JOHN ENGLER
GOVERNOR

August 8, 1994

The Honorable Frank J. Kelley

Attorney General of the State of Michigan
Law Building, Seventh Floor
525 West Ottawa
P.O. Box 30212

Lansing, Michigan 48909

Dear Attorney General Kellejr:

On November 13, 1994, 1 signed into law seven bills which implement the

federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. The new laws are the result of the

legislature's and my best efforts to fuUy and completely comply with the federal

mandates.

Ottawa, Kent, and Musl^egon Counties are designated as a "moderate"
nonattainment area for ozone. Since the enactment of the state laws, scientific

data have become available that prove the imnossibilitv of complying with the

federal ozone standard within the area. In fact, the data demonstrate that "but
for" pollution originating outside of Michigan, the three counties would be able to

demonstrate attainment with the federal ozone standard.

Notwithstanding the impossibility of compliance, the federal act requires
businesses and citizens within the three counties to implement costly

requirements to reduce the emission of ozone-forming volatile organic

compounds. The cost of compliance with the act is high. The sanctions for not

complying with the act are draconian. Even with full implementation of the

requirements of the act, the area will still be in violation of federal ozone
standards.

Based on the above, I am requesting that you pursue any and all legal
recourse that is available to obtain relief for the citizens and businesses of

Muskegon, Ottawa, and Kent Counties from having to implement a costly and
(useless) plan to control pollution that originates outside of Michigan. Other states

surroiuiding Lake Michigan are experiencing similar frustrations and may be
interested in joining with Michigan in pursuing legal recourse.

o*
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August 8, 1994

I understand that your staff and mine have ah-eady engaged in preliminary
disoissions on this issue. I look forward to working with you to obtain a fair and
reasonable result for the businesses and citizens of west Michigan. If you or yovir
sta£f would like to discuss this further, please contact Chad Mcintosh, my
environmental policy advisor, or me.

Sincerely,

JE/wcm/kh

cc: Congressional Delegation
Senator Arthurhulz
Senator Posthumus
Senator Van Regenmorter
Representative Agee
Representative Baade
Representative Bandstra

Representative Dalman
Representative De Lange
Representative Horton

Representative Mathieu
Representative Sikkema
Representative Stille

Representative Voorhees
Lucille Taylor

oi
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Governor John Engler
State Capitol
Lansing, Michigan 48909

July 19, 1994 ^m -^S^

RE: MUSKEGON COUNTY OZONE

Dear Governor Engler:

I am writing on behalf of the Muskegon County Board of
Commission, both to thank you for your efforts to assist Muskegon
County in obtaining relief under the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990, and to solicit your further efforts in that area.

Mr. Governor, we were extremely gratified to read that you had
instructed MDNR Director Harmes to request the USEPA for an ozone
redetermination of Muskegon/Kent/Ottawa Counties, threatening
litigation if necessary. Until recently, we anxiously awaited the
EPA ' s response, confident that federal officials would be convinced
as you now are, that it would be a manifest injustice for area
residents to be subjected to costly and unnecessary emission
testing, when it is apparent that "but for" pollution originating
outside of Michigan, our three counties would be able to
demonstrate attainment with the federal ozone standard.

Unfortunately, our hopes in such regard have diminished, first
upon learning that the State of Michigan has a contract for the
construction of seven emission centers and, second, upon receipt of
Carol Browner ' s letter of June 20, 1994, denying your request for
redesignation.

From all indications, the USEPA, while paying lip service to
our plight, does not appear disposed toward providing measurable
relief to our victimized community. Nor does it appear reasonable
to expect that Congress will amend the Clean Air Act as sought by
Congressmen Ehlers and Hoekstra. Consequently, it appears that we
must look to the State of Michigan, or to ourselves, for help in
obtaining justice against an unmerciful, unwise law, which looks to
victims of pollution for remediation.

recycled paper
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Mr. Governor, you were reported to have indicated that the
State would sue, if necessary, to obtain relief in the event the
redesignation request failed. The November 12, 1993 Ganger News
Service stated:

"And, Mr. Engler said that the State would
sue, if necessary, to prevent Western Michigan
from being penalized because of airborne
pollution brought across Lake Michigan from
Chicago, Wisconsin and western Indiana.

Now that the USEPA has denied the request, and now that the
Lake Michigan Ozone Study categorically confirms that airborne
pollution is the cause of our non-attainment, we believe that the
time is ripe for the State of Michigan to file suit to prevent
Western Michigan from being penalized because of airborne
pollution.

We also believe that it would be extremely imprudent, if not
ironic, for the State of Michigan, while pursuing legal relief for
its West Michigan citizens, to invest millions of dollars in the
construction of emission testing centers which would have as their
sole purpose the penalizing of automobile owners in
Muskegon/Ottawa/Kent Counties. To our way of thinking, it makes no
sense to proceed with such an expenditure while at the same time
filing a legal action which seeks to avoid the need for emission
testing.

The Muskegon County Board of Commission adopted the attached
Resolution in March, 1993, contemporaneous with its submission of
a report to the State prepared by the West Michigan Shoreline
Regional Development Commission, as provided for under the Clean
Air Act Amendment. (Attachments).

In that Report, recommendations were made to defer the State
SIP, pending completion of the LMOS Study. That recommendation was
not accepted by the State.

In the Board's Resolution, our Staff was authorized to pursue
legal or administrative challenges. To date, no such action has
been filed by our Staff, based upon their recommendation that the
State of Michigan would be better equipped to pursue the needed
relief.

The Muskegon County Board of Commission still feels that the
State of Michigan is better equipped to pursue relief on our
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behalf. Should the State decline, however, to provide such
assistance, then we must look to our own resources.

From our perspective, it is wrong for a community such as ours
to be stigmatized as non-attainment when this status is
attributable to pollution caused by others who need not reach
attainment for another decade; it is wrong for our economic
expansion to be limited beyond that in other communities where
locally generated pollution is greater; it is wrong for our
citizens to be subjected to significant auto testing and repair
costs when these costs will not result in appreciable improvement
of the air; and yes, it is wrong for our health to be potentially
harmed by pollution transported from interstate sources.

In closing, Mr. Governor, we would request that the State file
suit to prevent West Michigan from being penalized because of
airborne pollution, and that the construction of testing centers be
suspended pending the outcome of such legal action.

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely yours, /

rab

Kenneth J. Hulka, Chairman
Muskegon County Board of Commission

Roland Harmes, Director, MDNR
Frank Kelley, Attorney General
Congressman Vern Ehlers
Congressman Peter Hoekstra
Senator Carl Levin
Senator Donald W. Riegle, Jr.

Congressman DingeXl
Carol Browner, EPA
Senator Philip Arthurhultz
Representative Paul Baade
Representative James Agee
Members, Muskegon County Board of Commission
Chairperson, Kent County Board of Commission
Chairperson, Ottawa County Board of Commission
Frank Bednarek, Muskegon County Administrator/Controller
Stephen C. Corwln, Muskegon County Corporate Counsel
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MUSKEGON COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSION
RESOLUTION

IN SUPPORT OF ATTAINMENT
OF CLEAN AIR ACT STANDARDS

FOR OZONE

WHEREAS, the Clean Air Act (CAA) amendments of 1990

established ambient air standards for ozone and directed the EPA

Administrator to review and approve or disapprove State

implementation plans for attaining such standard; and,

WHEREAS, the Muskegon County Board of Commission (Board)

strongly supports the establishment and attainment of such

standards ; and

WHEREAS, the Lake Michigan Ozone Study (LMOS) , performed on

behalf of the State of Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and possibly

Wisconsin has gathered valuable data with regard to the transport

of ozone across the four state region bounded by Lake Michigan,

which study, soon to be published in final form, is expected to

demonstrate that large amounts of ozone causing precursors are

generated in Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin and transported into

West Michigan air across Lake Michigan; and,

WHEREIAS, this Board is informed and believes, based on

provisional reports issued by the LMOS that "but for'« this

transport of ozone causing precursors, Muskegon would

unquestionably be an attainment area for purposes of ozone; and,

WHEREAS, this Board is furthermore informed and believes that

attainment of the air quality standard for ozone in Muskegon County

cannot be achieved by the imposition of CAA mandated controls upon

sources in Muskegon County but that such attainment can only be
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achieved through a radical reduction or abatement of those ozone

causing precursors generated In Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin;

and,

VfHEREAS, the Clean Air Act amendments require states, such as

Michigan, to submit ozone implementation plans containing

demonstration that attainment can be achieved under the plan and

that the plan will not result in significant interference with the

ability of an impacted area to achieve attainment, and

WHEREAS, this Board is informed and believes that the State of

Michigan intends to submit a plan providing for imposition of

controls upon Muskegon County, but not upon interstate ozone

sources, thus, in the opinion of Board, resulting in a plan that

cannot demonstrate attainment, and is therefore defective under the

CAA ; and

WHEREAS, this Board is furthermore informed and believes that

the States of Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin are contemplating the

submission of plans which will not address "ozone transport** which

is significantly Impacting upon Muskegon County's attainment of

standard; and thus, in the opinion of this Board, are defective

under the Act; and

WHEREAS, the CAA provides for local elected official input in

regard to State implementation plans and administrative action by

political subdivisions such as Muskegon, Which have been impacted

by interstate transport sources; and,

WHEREAS, inasmuch as substantial expenditure of monies, and

potential curtailment of industrial development, as well as
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sanctions will result, or potentially could result, from imposition

of controls locally, which controls and limits will prove futile in

achieving attainment for ozone, given the fact that the problem is

caused by transport from interstate sources, and which controls and

limits are furthermore deemed fundamentally unfair by this Board,

given that non-attainment has not been caused by area residents,

this Board deems it to be in the public interest to pursue such

actions as may be necessary to effect attainment by interstate

source polluters and relief for the citizens of Muskegon County as

may be just and appropriate;

NOW, THEREFORE, THIS BOARD DOES HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:

1. THAT the implementation proposal prepared by the West

Michigan Regional Shoreline Development Commission, calling for

deferral of the State implementation plan until such time as the

LMOS study is completed, or in the alternative, abatement or

curtailment of interstate transport sources as may be necessary and

appropriate to effect local attainment, be and the same is hereby

approved for submission to the State.

2 . THAT staff be authorized to undertake any and all actions

which might be deemed by Staff to be necessary and advisable in

order to achieve State of Michigan and/or U.S. EPA Administrator

approval of an appropriate plan for achieving attainment of the

Clean Air Act standards for ozone, including but not limited to,

(a) legal or administrative challenge to implementation plans

proposed by Michigan, Illinois, Indiana or Wisconsin, by the EPA

Administrator insofar as such plans do not adequately address
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attainment of the standard through reduction or curtailment of

ozone causing pollutants into Muskegon; (b) legal or administrative

challenge under the Clean Air Act against interstate sources of

ozone causing pollutants, and (c) legal or administrative challenge

to any Michigan or United States plan which would subject Muskegon

County residents to controls or limits not imposed upon residents

of other similarly situated communities.

3. THAT Staff be directed to communicate with other non-

attainment areas, or potential non-attainment areas to solicit

support or participation from such of these areas as are non-

attainment as a consequence of interstate transport of pollutants.

4. THAT Staff notify appropriate State and federal

representatives of the area and seek their assistance in obtaining

legislative, administrative or such other relief as may be deemed

appropriate and advisable.

DATED:

Kenneth J. Hulka, Chairman

Ruth Stevens, Clerk
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279

March Meeting March 16. 1993
Recessed Meeting 3:30 P.M.

Honorable Kenneth Hulka, Presiding

The recessed March 9. 1993 meeting of the Muskegon County Board of
Coonlss loners was called to order at 3:30 by Chairman Kenneth Hulka.

Roll Call

Present: Babcock, Falrchild, Frye, Funkhouser, Gill, McMurray.
Start. Hulka

Absent: Cutler

A presentation on the ozone level In Muskegon County was made by the

West Michigan Shoreline Regional Development Commission.

93-105 IMMEDIATE INJUNCTIVE RELIEF SOUGHT UNTIL THE DNR AND THE
EPA PROVE THAT MUSKEGON COUNTY AMBIENT AIR IS POSSlBL^T
UNTIL INTERSTATE SOURCES ARE CLEANSED. AND ALL MttHlGAN"
COUNTIES ARE PROPERLY AND ACCURATELY MONITflRgt) TO AVOlD
JtttHb Class STATUS rOft muSKCGOn MUnTy

Moved by Funkhouser support by Gill to seek innedlate Injunctive. relief
until the DNR and the EPA prove that Muskegon County ambient air Is

possible, until interstate sources are cleansed, and all Michigan counties
are properly and accurately monitored to avoid second class status for

Muskegon County.

Roll Call

Ayes: Funkhouser

Nays: Babcock, Falrchild. Frye. Funkhouser, McMurray. Start,
Huka

Motion Defeated

93-106 RESOLUTION REGARDING STATE IMPROVEMENT PLAN (SIP) FOR
OZONE ATTAINMENT

Moved by Babcock support by Falrchild to concur with Muskegon County's
Respone to VOC Reductions Required Under the Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1992. and to adopt a resolution in support of Clean Air Act Standards

for Ozone.

Roll Call

Ayes: Babcock, Falrchild. Frye, Funkhouser, McMurray,

Start, Hulka

Nays: G111

Motion Carried

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

Marian Schroeder. 3825 Harbor Point Rd., feels Muskegon County
should try to comply with Clean Air Act.

Meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

^^^€?*r^
Ruth S'. Stevens. Muskegon County Clerk
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MUSKEGON COUNTY'S RESPONSS

rc vcc REDUcnoifs hzquised under the

CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1990

The policy identified in this
dociunent represents the Joint
position of the West Michigan
Shoreline Regional Development
Coflunission, the Muskegon Countj
SLAKG, and the Muskegon County
Board of Commissioners , as stipu-
lated by the Memorandum of Under-
standing between the WHSRDC, the
Michigan Department of Transporta-
tion and the Michigan Department of
Natural Resources signed May 22,
1992.

Prepared by:.

The West Michigan Shoreline Regional Development Coininlssion

P.O. Box 387; Muskegon, MI 49443-0387
March 11, 1993
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Background

Congress first recognised clean air as a national health pricrit? over 20 years
ago, when the 1S70 Clean Air Act was parsed. The Act estailiahed reqiiire-Dents ?cr reducing emissions from vehicles, factories and other sources. As a
result cf these actions, new cars emit about 60 to 30 percent less pollution
during their lifatiines than those that were built in 1S70. la 1977 the act was
sL=:er.ded tc require further reductions in emissions from both sutionary
(industries, etc.) and mobile sources (primarily autonsobilss).

Although cc.nsidsrablc progress has been made, the attainment of clean and
healthy air continues to be a problem throughout cost of the United States.
Unhealthy air pollution levels still plague more than 100 U.S. cities. This can
largely be attributed to urban sprawl and development which have led to a
doubling of vehicle travel since 1970 and created new pollution. In addition,
previously unreccgnized threats such as acid rain and air tojdns are now
regarded with concern by scientists iad the public. In 1930, Congress enact-
ed and the President signed amendments to the Clean Air Act that set out to
address what was missed by the original Act and its sucseque.it amendments.
The ISSC Clean .Air Act Amendments (CAAA) sig.iificantly tightens the sanctions
that cculd be imposed for non-compliance and allow^cd citizens' suits to be
filed against private industry and agencies that do not comply. The 1990
CAA-n directed the Environment Protection Agency (EPAj to develop reg'ilations

through the rule maldng process.

Muskegon County

A major provision of the law applied to metropolitan areas that do not meet
the £?A's standard for ambient air quality. Thsae "non-attairjient areas," as

they are referred to, received a ranking according to severity (marginal to

extreme). Muskegon County is currently classified as moderate.

The designztsd non-attainment areas were classified according to the severity

of their pollution problem bas«d on a "design value." The design value for

ozone is the 4th highest violation of the standard during the preceding three

year period. Muskegon was initially classified as Severe. This classification

was bumped down to serious using the 5% adjustment allowed in Section 181 of

the CAAA. A classification adjustment was made again In 1992 when the State

submitted a boundary study for the Muskegon noncttainnent area. Muskegon
was reclassiTied as Moderate when the design values for the past eleven years
were averaged and found to be .152 ppm which falls within the Moderate

range of .138 to .160 ppffl.

As reflected by the reclassifications, Muskegon's extremely high design value

was questioned almost immediately. The initial classification put Muskegon in

the company of Los Angeles, California. One of the properties of ozone pollu-

tion ia that it ^-^" be transported by the wind for many miles. Officials

suspected the larger metropolitan and industrial areas of Chicago and Gary as

culprits. As will be discussed later, this theory is widely recognized and will

be justified.
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Requirsmeata under the Act

On Mar 22, 1992, the West Michigan Shoreline Regional Development Ccmnissicn
(WMSRDC) sijned a iMexcrandum of Understandinj (MOU) with the Michigzn
Department of Transportation (MDOT) and the Michigan Department of Nar^ral
Resources (MDNR) resardin* responsibilities pursuant to sections 121 and 174
of the Clean Air Act for state implementation plan revisions for the Muske;gon
Area- This MOU maJces W>1SRDC the a^encr responsible for air quallt/ slan-
r.ir.g and rc-i^g the area towards ccsspliance with air quailtv guidelines.

'

The
CAA.\ requires a significant amount of local input In the policy develooment
process. The agency must work with a Stats and Local Agencr Review Croup
(SLArtC) and represent the SLARG's interests in formulating a local action
plan.

The air qualit- issue has been weighing heavy on the minds of local officials
for seme tiae now. Over the past tiiree years, several dialogues have taken
place on several levels regarding how Musfcejon shall deal with its situation.
The EPA has granted some relief in lowering our classification from severe to
moderate. Under the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTZA)
special funds were set aside to aid noc-attainment areaa in reducing emis-
sions. The area has appreciated this respite while it attempts to resolve the

unacceptable ozone levels.

The CAAA requires of moderate nonattaiament areas:

1. The area (SLARC} develop a set of local control measures to be included
in the State Implementation Plan (SIP).

2. A reduction in emissions from volatile organic compounds (VOCs) by 15%
net of growth from a 1990 baseline.

3. Obtain reductions to offset any increase in eaiissions resulting from
increases in industrial economic activity.

Though Iccalities were given some freedom in choosing how to achieve the 15X

reduction, the following means were mandated:
1. Stage n Vapor Recovery to capture emissions from fueling vehicles.

2. A Basic Inspection/Maintenance (I/M) Program
3. Reasonably .^^vailable Control Technology (RACT) for source categories

where the EPA has issued Control Technique Guidelines) --
V."-'

4. RACT for major sources
-

^j--

Should the area fail to meet the requireaenta, the following sanctions may be

taken: —:-

1/ Highway funding in the affected nonattainment area may be cut-- except
_

where the purpose of the grant is to improve a demonstrated safety -

problem.
' - ••- -' ;~-7>-V.-vi--=-^ i-."-->-

2. The emissions offset requirement for inda&trj would be doubled from
the current ratio of 1:1 to 2:1.

-
.

- ^_
3. All or parts of grants that support air pollution planning and control

programs may be withheld. ".. .''-~— - '-^^-^^f^r^ .T-v'-f--

4. Permits for new or modified major sources in the-.nonr-attaiiimeatiar^-
would be banned.
Construction or modification of specific major stationary- aowrees' in- all

areas, including attainment areas, may be banned.
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Transport

The t&ski outlined by the CAAA are enormous. Exacerbatdas the problem is
the e.uesc:on of vhera the production of the emissions lias. It is not the first
time the subject of the consequences of the interstate transport of poUutantshas been viaited. The most appUcable case was in 1987 when the state of
Visccnsia fCed suit against the EPA and the States of IllLnois and Indiar.2seesing an order of abatement of transport of poUution from those offendin*
states, and seekLng a moratorium on the construction of major osene scure-s
The case «as ul:=r:alsly settled under an agreement previdlr.

major osene sources.

, ,
. ^. ^. . .

- prevising for interim
contrcis anc the financing of a study to assess the transport problem, f—
State of Michigan, though not a party to the suit, elected to contribute to the
Lake Michigan Czane Study (LMOS). LMOS Is scheduled for completion Li
June, 19S3, and wUl provide Information about air flow and ozcne formation in
the four states that border Lake Michigan.

In the meantime, other preliminary studies have taken place- During the
summer of 1390, weather balloons released from the three areas met over the
Muskdgon area, confirming suspicions.

Further, ofricials suspect that the "West Michigan" counties of Muskegon, Kent,
and Cttava (as well as the Detroit area) are not the only counties with high
readings. In fact, it is believed that high ozone levels exist in all the Michi-
ga.n counties bordering Lake Michigan, as well as across all of the southern
lower portion of the state. The classified counties are where the official

readings were taken. Had monitoring stations been placed in other counties,
they would likely have been nonattainment areas also-

Local Accountability

Hu.-.dreds of consultatic'.s have occurred on many differently levels, and have
all arcu.-.tsd to the inherent issue: how can .Muskegon reduce ozone when the
e.r.issicns ar^ produced in Chicago? As the public is prepared for the re-

quired Inspection/Mainte.nance program, the taxpayers au:e asking why they
should pay to fix a problem that isn't theirs. As the WMSRDC prepared tiiis

paper, the members asked how were they to explain to their constituents the
fact t-Hat millions of dollars would be spent in the area in an attempt to

reduce local emissions, which are extremely low in comparison to the actual

pollution levels, a task that might not be achievable under the standards of

the law.

Each time this issue was raised, MOOT, the DNR, and the EPA have responded
in virtually the same manner: the law says you must. The above agencies
have acknowledged on several occasions that the problem is not that of

Muskegon's but one of transport across Lake Michigan. Unfortunately, the lav
made few provisions for circumstances such as Muskegon's. Thus agency
officials have repeatedly claimed that the law is law, the area must abide by it

and fvilfill its requirements no matter bow futile, and that is aU there is to It.

Implementation . .

- -. -:r-'.~--.;Ic :'!'V^.^5^"-- -"2--"-\C"'----~ •'. .
" -

The Muskegon County SLARG set out to develop a . policy that would put the

area in conformity with CAAA requirements and eventually bring the area into

attainment of clean air standards- The area supports the objectives of the

Clean Air Act Amendments and the pursuit of a cleaner and healthier environ-
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ment- It ia the araa'a belief tint the controls outlined v-ill greatly reduce
emissions of VOCs at their sources. However, it is the County's contention
chat the situation locally vas not the intent of the CAAA, and that a greater
effort needs to be made to accommodate transpcrt issues. With that In mind,
Muskegon County respectfully submits the following for consideration in the
development of the Statewide Implementation Plan (SIPJ.

Recommendatioa 1: Delay for LMOS

First of aU, Muskegon County officially requests that development of the
SI? is delayed until final results of the L.XCS study are made available.
The LMOS will provide infarxatlon intrinsic to the contention that
Muskegon, as well as other Michigan counties, is the victim of the inter-
state transport of pollutants. The transport of such ^^t^n^ threatens
the county and it citizens ia their economy and way of life, under the
CAAA. Humanistically, it endangers the health and weU being of citizens

throughout a large portion of the Lower Peninsula. The purpose of the
CAAA was to reduce harmful pollutions, not punish the recipient of
source winds alcwing ia from Indla-na and lUinoia.

Muskegon cannot, even through the reductions requirements mandated,
reach attainment by the date fisad, if ever, owing to the fact that most
of the ozone measured locally is caused by transport. Ultjmately, a local

reduction ia reading will not materialize until there is a reduction in the

source. In addition, it will be near impossible to produce the reduction
in locally produced emissions as mandated by the law. There simply ia

not the Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) or the industry to reduce. The
proverbial "blood from a turnip," comes to mind.

RecommendiiCioa 2: Request for Relief

Secondly, should the LMOS conclude, as it is expected to, that Muskegon
id indeed a victim, the County submits what it characterizes as a
"comjson sense" appeal for relief. The county maintains that it is

fundamentally unfair and futile to subject it, and its citizens, to meas-
ures designed to effect attainment, when it is a foregone conclusion that

since Muskegon has not caused the problem. It can do little to solve th^
problem. This appeal is encompassed in a series of counts based upon
the statute, common law and the Constitution.

In devising the SIP, the State is informing the federal government as to

its plan for implementing the Clean Air Act requirements. The submis-
sion must demonstrate enforcement authority and the probability that

the SIP will result in "attainment"

In «•><'< case, assuming for the sake of discussion, that upwards of 80%
of Muskegon's ozone is casisoi by .transpoct» It. is. apparent that a ISS

reduction in the 20X locallr^ generated_ozone would result in a net three

percent reduction of- ozone 'levels In Muskegon County; Therefore, it

would seem clear that Michigan's plAn, calling for a IS percent Muskegon
reduction, would fail. It abould be noted that some estimates of Muske-
gon's contribution to local ozone levels have been as low as 5S.
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Theoreticallri the State could seek to eradicate e.id outlaw ail czene
contributions in Muskegon, thereby allowing the area potentially to

achieve attainaent. To compel Muskegon to literally revert to the stone
ag: in order to achieve tliis bene/icenc result is a scenario too ludicrous
to aerit discussion.

The Act requires that baseline inventory enissions not increase. There-
fore, absent reductions in ozone, no new industry emitting ozone-caus-
ing precursors could relocate to this econcdically depressed are. And,
since .M'-3ks^cn alone cannoi effect reducuen, a ccratorius '--ill essen-
tially be imposed on Muskegon County growth through permit denials by
Stace or federal authorities. It seema unfair to impose economic burdens
upon an area which is "nonattainaenc" by sheer virtue of the fact that
it lies downwind from major industrial interstate sources. In effect,
local residents in the community as a whole, are being told to solve a
problem they did not cause. Faced with these prcbleas, the county
seeks relief.

Recommendaticn 3: Equality in Application

Should no relief be granted, the County demands that official readings
be taken in aH counties so as to provide designation end classi^catlon.
Citizens of Muskegon County are being asked to forfeit or fix their cars,
pay higher amounts for their gasoline, subject themselves possibly to

industry reduction and/or moratorium on growth, simply because, as a
matter of fortuity, a monitoring station was positioned within Muskegon
County. The Federal Register cor.firms that of the 83 Michigan counties,
all but ten bear the designation "unclassified/non-attainment.'' The
reason they do so, quite obviously, is because no modeling has been
dcie as to whether these communities are or are net in attainment, and
more importantly, these communities did net have the bad luck of having
an monitoring station in their back yard.

The WMSRDC has been instructed that other counties will not be classi-

fied. MDOT and the DNR oppose this because they do not have the

resources to manage the numerous counties that could be added.

Muskegon County does not have the resources to sacrifice economic

growth due to a competitive edge lost in the conformity process.

Should the LMOS prove that Muskegon is a significant contributor to

emissions, then the County will look to adopt the requirements under
the law and work towards conformity and attainment. It would expect
other significant producers, who so far may be unclassified, to be

required to do the same.

Recommendation 4: Abatement In the SIP

The County- INSISTS that the State take aggressive action in the aubmit-
tal of its SIP and in regard to other administrative requests, to impose
moratoriums and other relief, as may be necessary and appropriate, to

enable Muskegon County to achieve attainment. In the County's support
of environmental issues, as well as the health and well being of its

citizens, the State must demand relief from the source winds. It must
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force the transporting states to reduce ozone to such aa appreciable
degree as to result in Muskegon's attsinment. The SIP should, at the

very least, contain some provision whereunder request or action is

taken as against the source states to put them either on an expedited
schedule for reductions and/or an elevated level or reductlocsi whatever

mi^ht be required in order to effect said result.

Recommendation 5: Attainment Efforts

In working towards attainment, the Countv is required to be in ceoform-
ity with the CAAA by reducing locally produced emissions by 15X. The
County seriously questions the possibility of this being accomplished.
The Act requires certain reductions measured to be taken, such as the
I/M program and Stage U Vapor Recovery. It also requires that the
area reduce local emissions by 15S to be in conforaity. Although there
is supposedly freedom locally to choose the path to conformity and
ultimately to attainment, in reality the Muskegon area will need to use

every possible reduction measure conceived of and then some to come

up with 157i. The modeling process seems to show that this is possible,
but local officials and industry experts take exception to these conclu-

sions. Currently the SLARG is wrestling w-Ith what actions to take,

since OS reduction, 6.3S reduction (that estimated by I/M program), and
14.5s reduction all mean the some thing: nonconformity. And, until

emissions are greatly reduced on the other side of Lake Michigan,
conformity will not mean the road to Attainment.

The SLARG will develop Its ifflplemectation efforts simultaneously as it

cooperates with the State in working towards Objectives 1 through 4.

Recommendation 6: Interstate Cooperation

Finally, in the interest of a better environne.it, Muskegon County would
like to work with the source states. If need be, we would like to put
some of our funds, intended to work towards emusions reductions, to

use in Illinois and Indiana. Reductions efforts there would, be more

productive and move the County towairds Attainment, the ultimate goal of

the Clean Air Act Amendments.

Conclusion

While Muskegon County acknowledges area ozone measurements exceed accept-
able levels, it dees not accept the fact that it is the significant contributor
the those levels. The County does not feel tt is possible to have a significant
effect on those levels by reducing emissions locally, nor is it fair to ask the

citize.is to endure the hardships required under this designation, especially
when others in the same situation have been passed by. Muskegon County
looks to work with the State of Michigan, the States of Illinois and Indiana,
the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Federal Covenuaent to resolve

applicable issues regarding air quality, designation, classification, and trans-

port in a fair and equitable manner.
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MUSKEGON COUNTY (V\|

M C H G A N
990 TERRACE STREET. MUSKEGON. MICWGAN 49442 • 616-724-6211

FAX • 616-724-6673

ADMINISTRATOR/CONTROOER
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July 19, 1994

i>»-Roland Harmes, Director
Department of Hatural Resources
530 West Allegan
P.O. Box 30028
Lansing, Michigan 48909

RE: MUSKEGON COUNTY OZONE,

Dear Mr. Harmes:

We have recently received a copy of Carol Browner 's June,
1994, denial of your request for reclassification of Muskegon, Kent
and Ottawa Counties. As I understand, your request was denied
based on failure to satisfy either Section 182(h) (i) and 182(h)(2)
of the CAA. Based upon my review of Ms. Browner's letter, I would
respectfully request that you aslc for reconsideration of your
request.

From a review of Ms. Browner's letter, it appears that the EPA
is lumping Muskegon/Kent/Ottawa Counties together for purposes of

evaluating availability of a rural transport zone redesignation.

As you know, Muskegon was not within the Kent MSA under the
1390 cer.sus report, and it is my belief that if Muskegon is
considered separately, there will be no basis for asserting that
transport from Muskegon Countw^^ignifiQantly ^impacts other areas.

i

rab

irek

ninistyator/Controller
iuskegon Coxinty

^

recycled paper

I
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R. Harmes
July 19, 1994

Page 2

c:
Frank Kelley, Attorney General
Congressman Vern Ehlers
Congressman Peter Hoekstra
Senator Carl Levin
Senator Donald W. Riegle, Jr.

Congressman John Dingell
Carol Browner, EPA
Senator Philip Arthurhultz
Representative Paul Baade
Representative James Agee
Members, Muskegon County Board of Commission
Chairperson, Kent County Boeurd of Commission
Chairperson, Ottawa County Boeurd of Commission

Stephen C. Corwin, Muskegon County Corporate Counsel
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ftlCMARO H LEHMAN CALtfORNtA
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LVNN SCN(NK C'U.IFORNIA
Sn£MOO brown ONtO
MiKf iRIiDLfR WASHINGTON
MAKJORif MARCOirES-MUVINSKV ^NNSriVAMIA
LANCmI M utMSfRT ARKANSAS

The Honorable Dick Posthumus
Senace Majority Leader

The Honorable Arthur Miller
Senate Minority Leader

The Honorable Paul Hillegonds
Co-Speaker of the House

The Honorable Curtis Hertel
Co-Speaker of the House
State of Michigan
State Capitol
Lansing, Michigan 48913

lear Representatives Posthumus, Miller, Hillegonds, and Hertel:

I appreciate receiving your jointly signed letter of June 2,

:'f'-'A concerning Michigan's request for redesignation under the
Ciiar. A:r Act (CAA) of three western counties, and your expres-
s:cr. of support for an amendment to section 182(h) of the CAA as

provided in H.R. 3902.

I received the enclosed Environmental Protection Agency
;EPA) letter to the Michigan Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) denying Michigan's request for redesignation on the basis
that the "request does not satisfy the Agency's completeness
requirements." In this regard, the EPA lists four specific
requirements and states that the EPA "is not required to go
through notice and comment rulemaking to make a finding of

completeness." The EPA also states that the "request does not
meet a fundamental criterion of an approveable redesignation re-

quest
"

:

Specifically, the submittal is not supported by
showing that the Muskegon and Grand Rapids nonattain-
ment areas are attaining the NAAQS [National Ambient
Air Quality Standards] . To be eligible for redesigna-
tion to attainment, an ozone nonattainment area must

i

I
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provide ambient air quality monitoring data showing no
violations of the NAAQS for the last 3 years. Without
such a demonstration, a redesignation request to at-
tainment can not be approved. Available ambient air
quality monitoring data for the Muskegon and Grand
Rapids nonattainment areas, however, show violations of
the NAAQS for ozone over the past 3 years.

In addition, currently available Urban Airshed
Modeling provided by the Lake Michigan Air Directors
Consortium predicts ozone concentrations that are
greater than the NAAQS in both Muskegon and Grand
Rapids nonattainment areas. Further, the modeling
results also indicate that Muskegon and Grand Rapids
contribute to predict ozone concentrations in other
areas that are greater than the NAAQS. Therefore,
apart from finding the State's redesignation request
incomplete, the USEPA does not believe it would be
approveable .

If the DNR believes it has met the completeness criteria and
has supportable evidence to counter the EPA' s claims, I urge the
DNR to provide that information quickly to the EPA and to me. I

want to insure that the EPA is right in applying the law.

I also received the enclosed preliminary findings regarding
the Lake Michigan Ozone Control Program. After reading these
findings and receiving a briefing from the EPA, I asked the EPA,
m the enclosed Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee letter
on Implementation of the CAA, to address the issue of "bump up"
for these and other moderate areas that are heavily affected by
transported pollutants. I believe an early resolution of this
matter by the EPA is important for Michigan and other states. At
the hearing. Representative Fred Upton asked the EPA witness upon
his behalf and mine about this matter and was assured that the
EPA will act this summer.

I do not favor amending the CAA. Once we start down that
road, even if the initial approach is narrow, it is likely that
our Committee and the Congress could face a broad range of

proposals that might undermine the law's purposes or impose more
stringent requirements that may not be kindly viewed by regulated
industries, their workers, or the states. In fact, several bills
to amend the CAA are now pending before the Committee and I am
certain that if it became clear that we were even contemplating
amendments, the flood gates would open. Many would likely be

germane to any effort, like H.R. 39132, to amend Title I of the
CAA, and could be germane to other titles of the CAA. > I recently
had to oppose two attempts to indirectly amend the law through
the appropriations process, (see enclosed letters) .
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H.R. 3902 is pending before the Subcommittee on Health and
the Environment, chaired by Representative Henry A. Waxman. He
too has indicated an unwillingness to undertake amending the CAA,

especially while the Committee must consider health care reform,
safe drinking water legislation, and a number of other matters.

As to the subscance of H.R. 3902, it is not clear to me that

merely redesignating these counties as a rural transport area
will achieve the objective of providing exemptions from inspec-
tion and maintenance (I/M) requirements. Section 182(h), which
H.R. 3902 would amend, still requires that the area meet the

requirements of section 182 (a) for marginal areas which appear to
include I/M, if previously required. Further, as a policy, I

believe our Committee would have difficulty justifying an amend-
ment that had an objective of providing exemptions to I/M. Many
believe that such a requirement is an important complement to the
emission standards for new vehicles. Unfortunately, the highways
continue to have poorly maintained vehicles that contribute to

pollution and poor air quality.

I hope this information is helpful.

With every good wish

JOHN D. DINGELL
CHAIRMAN

cc : The Honorable Fred Upton, Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce
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1
} UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCV

REGION 5
77 WEST JACKSON aOULEVARO

CHICAGO. IL 60604-3590

MAY It 19N*

(R-19J)

Roland HarsBB, Dlrectcor

Michigan o^artaent of Natural Kesources
P.O. BOX 3002S

LBncin9« Hiefaigan 48909

Dear Kr. Hartias:

This latter is in nyfiponsa to your Moiwoabar 13/ 1993, lattar raquasting
to redcsignat* tha Kuskegon and Grand Ra^ds nonattainaant areas fros
nodarata nonattainsent for ozena to attaimant, aa providad for in
section 107(d)(3)(D) Of tha Claan Air Act (CM).

Iha Unitad-'statss ^Tvironaental Protactlon Agancy (USEPA) has parfomod
a coq^lateness review on your tubaittal with ra^>ect to ttw raquireiBents
of the US£7A coaplatanaM raviefw procaduraa (40 CFIt 51 Appendix V) and
the requirenents of asctien 110 (k) off the CAA. Based oa thesa criteria
the USEPA has determined that this radaaignation request does noit

satisfy the Agency's conpleteness requireaents.

In particular, the sulaaittal does net aeet the following requirenents of
40 cm 51 Appendix V. xt does not include:

• a SIP revision to provide for naintananea of the NAAQS (i.e., a
"Daintenanee plan") (sec 3.2(d)};

• evidence that this suhnittal will protect the National Ambient Air

Quality Standards (NAAQS) in the Moalcegen and Grand Rapids
nonattairtnent areas (i.e. , specifically, the State has not provided
docua«ntation that tha areas 's air quality will be nointainad in the

years follcwing redesignation) (sac. 2.2(.d));
• evidence that the required maintenance plan has been adopttd (i.e.,

rules to be iapleaented to assure the NAAQS will be aaintainad in the

future) (sec. 2.1(b)); and
• evidence that the Balntenance plan vas subject to a public hearing

and that all or the procedural requirvnents were followed (USEPA
further netae that the State 'e salntananee plan submittal is not

eligible for parallel processing because draft rules were not
included in the State's sulanittal) (sec. a.l(e) ,(f) , (g) . (h)) .

For the reasons ei^lained at SS Fed. Reg. 51272 (October 1, 1993) , the
USEPA is not required to go through notice and oontant rul«aa)dng to
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nak* a finding of Ineooplatanasfi. Aa cxplairwd ther* in mora detail,
thaca rsasons include ^ingressional intant luiderXying ttta provisions of
tha CAA and tha aatisfaction of ttaa good cause exception of the
Adninistrative Proeodvures Ace (sec. S53(b)(B}).

In addition to finding that the State's redasigration raquast as it
eurrantly stands it inconplats, a preliainary analysis by the VSEPA
indicates that the request does not neet a fundanental criterion of an
appcovable redesiqnatien rBguasitJtpeoificallv. the sujsmittial is not
supported fay a showing that the Kusleeqon and Grand Rapids nonattalnnent
areas are attaining tha HAAQ5. To be eligible for redesignation to
att:ainnent, an otona nonattainnent area oust provide ambient air guality
monitoring data shoving no violations of tha HAAPS for the last 3 years.
without such a demonstration, a redesignation request to attainment can
not be approved. Available aabient air quality nonitoring data for the
Muskegon and Grand Sapids nonattainsent areas, however, show violations
of the HAAQS for ozone over the past 3 years.

In addition^ currently available Urban Airshed Kodeling provided by tha
Lake Michigan Air Directors CensortiuB predicts ezona concentrations
that are greater than the NAAQS in both the Muskegon and Grand Rapids
nenattainoent areas. Further, the nodeling results also indicate that
Muskegon and Grand Rapids contribute to predicted ozone concentrations
in other aj^ftas that are greater than the HAAQS.

liierarore, ^art fnoa finding the State's redesignation request
incoi^letc, the USPA does not b^l^^m* <» tjmilti ^w-Jnyi muKh)^ 2f you
have any qu^tldns or need additional information, pieees-feel free to
contact me.

Sincerely youra,

/a/ erl^lnBl ti^ntl b7

fallM ».. lAankuB

Regional Adainistrator
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LAKE MICHIGAN OZONE CONTROL PROGRAM

IMPACT OF MODERATE NONATTAINMENT AREAS
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

Thraa counties in wastem Michigan and three counties in northeast Wisconsin are

dassrfied as modentte nonattainment areas for ozone. Given that ozone precursor
emissions from tfieee countiesv a small fraction (La., less man 5 • 10%) of total regional

emissions, there has t»een concern about how much these counties contribute to their

own noneitalnment problem. In panicuiar, it has been suggested that these counties are

the recipient of ozone produced by emissiens from the upwind severe rionattainment

areas in Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin. To determine the impact of the moderate
nonattainment areas, a series of modelng analyeee ware performed The purpose of this

document is to summarize these analyses end to provide some observations on the effect

of reducing emiseions in these areas.

OVERVIEW OF MODEUNG

The modeling analyses fbcused on the ozene precursor emissions from two areas:

Michigan: Kent, Ottawa, and Muskegon Counties

Wisconsin: Sheboygsr\ Manttowoc, and Kewaunee Counties

Within ti^ese areas, the following amission reductions were examined:

(1 } 100% reduction in NOx and anthropogenic VOC emissions: to quantify the

total contribution of emissions from the moderate nonattainment areas in

western Michigan and northeast Wisconsin

(2) 30% reduction in NOk or arnhropogenicVOC emissions: to approximate the

effea of the controls mandated by the Clean Air Aa Amendments of 1990

(CAAA)

Three otone episcdas from 1 991 were modeled: lete June (southerly winds}, and mia>Juiy

(southwesterty winds), and mid^June (northeasterty winds). The late June and mid-July

episodes ere represeotacrvei of most historleei ozone episodes in the region. For both

of these episodes, tiie Michigan and Wisconsin moderate nonettainment areas were

located downwind of the severe nonattainment areas and were likety receptors of the high

ozena concentrations. The mid-June episode, while less frequent in occurrence 0-e..

about 10 • 15% of the historical episode days ere associated wMi these conditions),

presants a Cerent tource-receptor relationship. For tiiis episode, the Michigan
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moderate nonattainment area is upwind and is. thus, a likely a sourea of tha high azona
eoncantrations in tha region.

It should ba noted that ma nvsdeling results raflact base year (1991) conditions. Future
year changaa in the mix and relative amount of local and transpoited precursor emissions
will be the aubjea of mora refined medeiir^.

FINDINGS

Based on tha modeling analyses, several important coneiuaions can be made:

MiCHiGAN IMODERATE MONATTAINMENT AREA
* Tha maximum impacts frtsm VOC and NOx emissions from this U9Z ara on

the order of15to25ppbfbrthelate June and mid-July episodes, and are
on the order of 40 to 70 ppb for tha-irtd-Juna episode. These maximum
impacts from this area ganarally occur outside of thasa three counties. For
the lata June and micKluly episodea, tha maximum impacts from this area
occur to tha north and northeast in areas with pradictad oxona
concentrations that are lesa thanl20 ppb. tha National Ambient Air Quality

. Standard (NAAQS) for ozone. For tha mid>/une episode, the maximum
'

impact fnsm thia area occurs to tfie southwest over the Lake In an area with

pradictad ozone concentrationa that are greater than the NAAQS.

* The maximum impacts vrithin tha three enuntfft« from emlasiona from tNs
area are generally on tha order oTiO to 20 ppb. Thasa local emissions
contributa less than 5 ppb to NAAQS axceedancaa wttich occur in these
three counties.

* NOx emissions in Kent County (Grand Rapids) and. to a lassar degree.
Muskegon County suppress azona eoncantrations locaily within these
counties, and increase ozone concentreHons fatther downwind.

* A 30% reduction in NOx emissions wl increase ozone concantration locally

by about 5 to 10 ppb, but wiH decreese ozone concentrations downwind
also by about S to 10 ppb. The ozone concantration incraesea occur

primarily within about 25 milaa of Orand Rapida, and the ozone
concentration decreases occur beyond this tfstanca.

* A 30% reduction in VOC emissions wl decrease ozone eoncantrations
downwind by about 3 to 5 ppb fOr the mid>Juiy episode, and by about 10
to IS ppb for tha mid-Juna episode. F6r tha mid>June epteode. these
emission raductiona appear to ba necessary to lower the predicted ozone
ooneentrations to the NAAQS.
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A combined 30% reduction In VOC and NOx efnissions (comparable to

adoption of the mandatory CAAA eontrots) for tne midOune episode wf
Increase ozone conctntratksn bcaily by less than 5 ppb, but wiU decrease

ozone concentrations downwind by about 10 to 15 ppb.

WISCONSIN M0D6RATI NONATTAINMENT AREA
* The maximum impacts from VOC and NOx amissions from this area are on

the order of 5 to 1S ppb and occur outside of ttiase three counties. For all

three episodes, the maximum impacts occur in areas with predicted ozone
concentrationa that tn less tr^an the NAAQS.

* The maximum impacts wlgyn pe three qountias from emissiorts from this

area less than 5 ppb. These looal errtesions comnbute less than 1 to 2 ppb
to NAAQS axeaedances which occur in these three countiea.

* A 30% reduction in NOx emissions will increase ozone concentration locally

by about 5 to 10 ppb, but w4ll decrease ozone eonoentrattons downwind by
about 3 ppb.

* A 30% reduction in VOC emissions will decrease ozone concentrations

/downwind by about 2 ppb.

* A combined 30% reduction In VOC and NOx emissions for the mid-July

episode wOl increase ozone eonoentraton locally by 5 to 10 ppb. but win

decrease ozorw concentrations downwind by about S ppb.

SUMIMARY

Ttm Michigan and Wisconsin moderate nonattainmem areas generally contribute

as much as 15 to 25 ppb and S to 15 ppb. respectively, to ozone eoncantratiorts

in the Lake Michigan region. (Note, for some conditions, such as the mid-June

ep^ode^ the impact of the Michigan modenus nonattainmem area can be

conaiderab^ greater.) Thia email contribution is not surprising given the relatively

low emissions in these countlas, and the high incoming ozone concentrations at

the upwirvl bour^ary- For the most frequent ozone episodes (e.g., late June and

mtd-Jktfy epiaode conditions), it H expected that emission reducdons in these

counties wiO not have much effect, if any, on reducing ozone exceedancas in the

region. For another. occasionaJ ozone episode (e.g.. mid-June episode

condrtjons), however. It appears that eminion reductions m waetam Michigan win

be necessary to provide (or attainment
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The Honoreible David R. Obey
Chairman
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairmaui:

I understand that the Committee on ^propriations this week
will consider the fiscal year (FY) 1995 appropriations bill
reported by .your Subconniittee on Transportation. While I have
not seen the Subcommittee's reported mark in its entirety, I
understand that it includes at least two provisions which relate
CO matters within the jurisdiction of the Committee on Energy and
Corrmerce.

First, the Subcommittee adopted the following provision at
the request of Representative Ralph Regula:

None of the funds made available in this Act may
be used to implement, administer, or enforce the provi-
sions of Sec. 51.438 of the final rule Criteria &
Procedures ; interim period reductions in ozone and CO
flregg (TIP) published in the Federal Register on Novem-
ber 24, 1993.

The reference in the provision is to regulations promulgated
in November 1993 by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
under section 176 of the Clean Air Act (CAA) . To my knowledge,
the Transportation appropriations bill includes no funds for
implementation of the regulations by the EPA.

In adopting the rule referenced in the Regula amendment, the
EPA concluded, based on "significant public comments," that the
CAA does require the demonstration of nitrogen oxide (NOx)
reductions in ozone nonattainment areas because of a reference to
another section of the Act. The EPA said:
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"Therefore, the final rule requires the build/no-
build test in ozone nonattainment areas to be satisfied

• for both VOC and NOx, unless the Administrator deter-
mines under S 182(f) of the Clean Air Act that addi-
tional reductions of NOx would not contribute to
attainment in any area."

The Regula amendment will not change the application of the
regulation to Ohio or any other state. Such states and the other
entities subject to the rule must still comply. To the extent
the Department of Transportation (DOT) might have an advisory
role prior to EPA's determination , the Regula amendment could
preclude DOT in fiscal year 1995 from helping the EPA make that
determination and coald preclude DOT from making conformity
determinations, which would be detrimental to the states, the
highway program, and employment in the construction industry. If
DOT is unable to determine conformity of a highway activity with
the state implementation plan, section 176(c) of the CAA pre-
cludes DOT from providing federal funds. The amendment would
also appear to preclude the use of funds under the appropriations
bill to enforce this section of the rule, but, as noted, would
not lessen the obligation of the states to comply.

I strongly urge that your Committee not adopt this or any
other provision that would undermine the CAA or the implementa-
tion of that Act and potentially have an adverse affect on
highway programs. I urge that the Regula amendment be deleted
from this bill.

Second, it is my understanding that the Transportation
Subcommittee has recommended that your Committee direct the DOT
to transfer responsibility for conducting odometer fraud investi-
gations to the DOT Inspector General's office. The Subcommittee
bill apparently does not provide the funds necessary for the
Inspector General to continue the statutory. obligation of the
Secretary of Transportation to conduct odometer fraud investiga-
tions.

While I recognize that such a recommendation has no legal
effect on the DOT, I strongly urge that your Committee not adopt
such a recommendation and that, consistent with applicable law,
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
continue to conduct these investigations with full funding.

I fully recognize that Subcommittee Chairman Bob Carr and
his Subcommittee did not initiate this matter. The DOT, in its
budget request to the Congress, cut the funds needed to carry out
the odometer fraud program. The ^Subcommittee addresr.ed this
matter at its hearing on the DOT budget and too)c note of my
letter of January 6, 1994 criticizing this proposed cut. En-
closed is the DOT'S May 18, 1994 reply, which sets forth a very
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strong argument for this important program (which has collected
nearly $7 million in fines since 1985) and its continued opera-
tion by NHTSA.

I believe that Congress, in enacting the Inspector General
Act of 1978, did not intend that Inspectors General would carry
out program investigations of this kind. Moreover, Congress in
establishing the NHTSA clearly intended that all motor vehicle
safety matters be carried out by NHTSA. Additionally, the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Authorization Act
of 1991 authorized in fiscal year 1995 $7,252,739 for NHTSA to
carry out the Motor Vehicle Information auid Cost Savings Act .

Title IV of that Act establishes the odometer fraud duties of the
Secretary, which he is obligated to carry out fully. No funds
were authorized for any other DOT agency for this purpose.

In light of this, our Committee would strongly oppose any
effort by the DOT to transfer this function from NHTSA to any
other DOT office, including the Inspector General. I therefore
urge that your Committee refrain from adopting the Transportation
Subcommittee's recommendation and, despite DOT'S efforts to cut
funding for odometer fraud, that your Committee restore such
funding. The cut does not relieve the DOT of its statutory
obligations. I consider this to be a very important consumer
protection matter and want to work with your Committee to restore
this cut.

with every good wish.

JOHN D. DINGELL
CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Bob Carr, Chairman
Subcommittee on Transportation
Committee on Appropriations

The Honorable Ralph Regula, Member
U.S. House of Representatives
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The Honorable John D. Dingell

Chainnan. Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation:

of the Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Washington. DC 20515
'

ni^SMMM.
Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of January 6, 1994, concerning odometer requirements in Title IV
of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act (the Act) and the administration of

the title by this Department and the states. You ask that we provide you with a report on the

status of the effons of the Department and the states to curb or halt violations. Specifically,

you request a detailed summary of enforcement actions by the Department and the states

smce 1985; an annual breakdown of civil and criminal actions and sums collected; an

assessment of the effectiveness of private civil actions; and the role of the Department, the

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), tne Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI), and the U.S. Attorneys. You also request that we provide details as to

the extent to which violations continue and the reasons for any continued violations. Finally,

you request. that we respond to allegations that the Department plans to disband NHTSA's
Odometer Fraud Staff as part of the 1995 fiscal year budget planning.

First. I would like to address this Department's enforcement of the title. The enforcement

responsibiliiy lies within NHTSA which has an Odometer Fraud Staff of eight people. The

Staff Chief and an Odometer Fraud Staff Assistant work at NHTSA Headquarters in

Washington. DC. Four enforcement offices, located in Washington. Atlanta. Kansas City,

and Denver, are each staffed with a Criminal Investigator responsible for enforcement in

approximately one-fourth of the country. The offices in Kansas City and Denver each have

an adminisirative support person. In addition to conducting investigations of large-scale

odometer fraud schemes for criminal prosecution by the Department of Justice, the

investigators encourage and assist state enforcement effons, train state motor vehicle titling

personnel in the detection of fraudulent odometer readings, and assist Federal agencies

during other investigations, such as those involving mail fraud and bank fraud, that also

include odometer fraud schemes. From 1985 to 1993, the staff completed 314 investigations

that substantiated odometer fraud, referring 164 cases to the Department of Justice. These

cases resulted in 123 cnminal convictions totaling $1,960,500 in fines. Enclosure 1 provides

annual information for these activities. In addition, the staff has trained more than 2,000

sute motor vehicle titling personnel since 1985.

In 1989. NHTSA initiated a State Odometer Enforcement Support Program. This program

provides contract funds of $25,000 to each of four states annually. The funds are used by
the states to investigate odometer fraud for prosecution, recover damages for defrauded
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consumers, hold interstate tnining for state personnel responsible for odometer fraud

investigations, and conduct public awareness programs. The funds provide 'seed money* for

the states to initiate and maintain aggressive programs to deter odometer fraud. From 1989

to 1992, a total of $400,000 was provided to 16 states. These states, while under contract,

conducted a total of 1.807 investigations, recovering $419,020 for defrauded consumers.

There were also seven statewide public awareness programs completed. Enclosure 2

provides the results of the program for each year. Results for 1993 are not yet available as

these contracts are still in progress. Congress chose not to continue funding for this program
in FY 1994.

In response to your question about the role of the FBI and the U.S. Attorneys in enforcing
the odometer laws, Enclosure 3 contains a yearly total of nationwide Federal criminal

convictions involving odometer fraud violations, compiled by the Office of Consumer

Litigation. U.S. Depanment of Justice. From 1985 to 1993, there were a total of 678
criminal convictions, totaling $6,893,300 in fines. NHTSA was involved in 296 of the I

convictions, which resulted in fines totaling $5,307,800. either by independently conducting
or directly controlling the investigations, or by providing assistance to the lead agencies in

acquiring evidence and providing testimony. The remainder of the convictions were the

result of investigations independently conducted by other agencies, such as the FBI. the U.S.
Postal Service, and the U.S. Attorneys. NHTSA was involved in 44 percent of all Federal

convictions, and these convictions accounted for 77 percent of the total fines. This can be

attributed to the expertise that NHTSA investigators have in odometer fraud investigations.

Odometer fraud investigations are very complex, requiring extensive review of thousands of

documents and tracing the avenue of monies through several bank accounts to establish

evidsncc necessary to prove conspiracies.

Wiih regard lo the role of the states in deterring odometer fraud, two principal issues relate

to state enforcement. First, the interstate nature of the used car industry hampers
enforcement at the sute level. Very few odometer fraud schemes stay within a particular
state, and those persons involved in odometer fraud are aware that interstate activity makes
detection and prosecution more difficult. Also, sute courts do not have the power to require

appearance by witnesses residing and doing business in another state. Second, the amount of

attention given to odomrter fraud in state agencies is based on many factors, such as the

availability of funding and personnel, the effectiveness of state odometer fraud laws, the

amount of pressure or infiuence by the media, the public or the used car industry, and the

priorities of sute officials. Moreover, odometer fraud enforcement is only one of many
responsibilities of sute enforcement agencies. Odometer fraud enforcement must be

considered with other enforcement priorities in each sute. The "seed money" provided to

the sutes by NHTSA's Sute Odometer Enforcement Suppon Contract Program has. in some
insiances. directed attention to the problem such that higher priority is now given to

odometer fraud enforcement in those sutes.

Although the private course of action provided for in the Act may serve as a means for

recovery of damages for a defrauded consumer, it docs not necessarily serve as a deterrent to

I
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odometer fraud. The Act allows a defrauded consumer to bring an action against a violator

of the law to recover treble damages or $1,500, whichever is greater, plus reasonable

attorney's fees. This action can be brought through a State Attorney General or a private

attorney. State Attorneys General are more inclined to sue for the statutory minimum rather

than treble damages to preclude a challenge on the computation of actual damages, which can

be difficult to assess. Those consumers who choose to pursue their cases through private

attorneys experience difficulty retaining an attorney because of the limited amount of money

that can be recovered. Because of these conditions, consumers are willing lo accept the

statutory minimum or allow the violator to settle the case by merely refunding their money in

return for the vehicle. In these cases, the losses by violators are minimal compared to the

profits they have realized through their fraudulent practices. The loss as the result of a

refund is normally recovered because the violator sells the vehicle back into the used car

market, representing the odometer reading as the actual mileage. The loss created by paying

the consumer the statutory minimum is recovered through profits acquired in the many illegal

transactions that are not detected. Either way, violators consider any loss a "cost of doing

business." In most instances, persons involved in odometer fraud will readily make these

types of settlement rather than risk being reported to a law enforcement agency. It should be

noted that the statutory minimum has remained at $1,500, since 1972, when the law was first

enacted, although the wholesale profit gained through turning back the mileage of a vehicle

has more than tripled since 1979.

You ask whether violations continue and the reasons for their continuance. As the data in

Enclosures 4*. 2. and 3 indicate, violations continue. While these sutistics represent

enforcement parameters, they demonstrate that odometer fraud is ongoing. As part of its

1994 program. NHTSA plans to conduct an evaluation of the odometer fraud program. The

evaluation will include a nationwide assessment of odometer fraud, including the extent of

siaie enforcement of odometer laws and an assessment of used car dealer compliance with

odometer disclosure requirements. Violations are continuing because odometer fraud is very

profiublc. The wholesale profit in 1991 for turning back the odometer of a vehicle more

than tnpled compared to 1979. when NHTSA first began compiling profit statistics. The

data arc taken from evidence obtained during criminal investigations conducted by NHTSA.

Enclosure 4 presents the average wholesale profit for each year. The increase in wholesale

profit can be attributed to two factors: the rise in prices of automobiles, both new and used;

and the enforcement efforts throughout the country which have reduced the number of "low

miltagc' vehicles in the used car market. While this reduction has caused the used car

industry to find ways to market higher mileage vehicles, low mileage used cars are still in

great demand, causing reuil automobile dealers to pay more for them.

Finally, you asked about the Department's FY 1995 plans for NHTSA's Odometer Fraud

Suff. As we developed the Department's FY 1995 budget, all departmenul programs were

reviewed. Two principal factors in this review were the need to reduce the deficit and the

relationship of each program to the mission of the Department and the modal administrations.
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As this effort began, it was dear that prognms were competing for linuted resources and

that some difficult decisions would be necessary. Based on the review, we concluded that

the Department would not seek funding for the Odometer Fraud Program in FY 199S.

My staff is currently undertaking conversations with the Dqortment of Justice on appropriate

placement of odometer enforcement activities.

If I can be of further assistance, please contact me or Mr. Steven Palmer, Assistant Secretary

for Governmental Af^rs. at (202) 366-4573.

Sincerely,

Federico Pena

4 Enclosures

cc: The Honorable Dan Schaefer, Ranking Rqniblican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

I
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The Honorable David R. Obey
Chairman
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I understand that when the full Committee on Appropriations
considers the bill reported by the Subcommittee on VA, HUD, and
Independent Agencies to make appropriations for the Veterans'
Administration, the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
and Independent Agencies for fiscal year 1995, Representative
Dean A. Gallo may offer the enclosed amendment.

I strongly urge that your Committee not adopt this attempt
CO indirectly amend the Clean Air Act (CAA) and to affect imple-
mentation of the reformulated gasoline (RFG) rule adopted last
December by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) . As you
know, the CAA and the RFG rule require significant changes in the
production and marketing of gasoline in the U.S. to meet air
quality requirements. The law requires that RFG be available by
January 1, 1995. Because the EPA delayed final promulgation of
the rule for more than one year, refiners, pipelines, and others
are struggling to meet this deadline. Failure to do so could
cause national or regional shortages and/or price spikes, with
resultant economic disruptions. The Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce has
scheduled a hearing on these matters for June 22, 1994.

The Gallo amendment seeks to preclude the use of funds in
fiscal year 1995 to implement, staff, or enforce a requirement
that renewable oxygenates provide a specified percentage of the
oxygen content of RFG. The RFG rule promulgated last December
does not include such a requirement. However, the EPA has
proposed a rule change which relates to the oxygen content of the
RFG chat is scheduled to be completed in this fiscal year. If
the ethanol mandate is adopted in this fiscal year, it will be
applicable by its terms to refiners, pipelines, etc., who must
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comply whether or not the Gallo Amendment is adopted. The fact
that the EPA Ceumot enforce the rule is not an excuse and should
give them little comfort. More troubling is the fact that such
an amendment could be harmful to the industry and others because
it could be construed as preventing the EPA from giving guidance
or interpretations to those subject to the rule change. Since
last December the American Petroleum Institute and others have
sought from the EPA many guidances and interpretations .of the RFG
rule. The EPA is responding and a similar need can be anticipat-
ed for an ethanol rule if it is adopted. The EPA's inability to

respond could have serious consequences.

I urge rejection of the amendment.

With every good wish. ^--"^ N

/ Sincerely,

^-^^au.
JOHN D. DINGEUi

CHAIRMAN

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Louis Stokes, Chairman
Subcommittee on VA, HUD, and Independent Agencies
Committee on Appropriations

The Honorable Dean A. Gallo
Member of Congress
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Congressman Dean A. Callo

Proposed Language to the VA, HUD and Independent Agencies
Appropriations Act

Renewable Oxygenate Standard
Liaitation Language

No funding shall be available for inplenentation, staffing,
or enforcement of any requirement that a specifisd percentage of
the oxygen content of reforaulated gasoline (as required at 42
U.S.C. s 7^45 (k) ) come from renewable oxygenates, such as that
requirement proposed as "Regulation of Fuels and Fuel Additives:
Renewable Oxygenate Requirement for Reformulated Gasoline" at
volume 58 of the Federal Register at pages 68343 through 68353.
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October 28, 1994

The Honorable Carol M. Browner
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Administrator Browner:

Since writing to you on July 26, 1994 concerning additional
questions relative to the Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations' June 22 hearing on the Clean Air Act and the
inspection and maintenance (I/M) program, the Subcommittee
received the enclosed supplemental report {B-258410) of September
28, 1994 from the General Accounting Office regarding
implementation by the states of the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) enhanced I/M rule. A reply to the Subcommittee's
July letter is overdue.

The GAO report found:

• A court ruled last April that EPA's attempt to
postpone the deadline for State Implementation
Plan (SIP) revisions for I/M programs was illegal.

The court established September 15, 1994 as the
deadline for final EPA approval or disapproval of
all enhanced I/M SIPs that the EPA had received,
with the sanction clock running from that date.

States with disapproved SIPs or incomplete SIPs as
of November 15, 1993 face a sanction clock that

began running from that date .

As of August 24, 1994, only 1 of the 23 states
charged with conducting I/M programs had received
EPA approval of their SIP revision.

Fifteen states had not yet submitted complete SIP
revisions, and 10 of these states told the GAO
that it will be November 1994 or later before they
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submit an I/M SIP for EPA' s review. Some, like
New York, may be as late as August 1995.

• The EPA has proposed conditional approval of SIPs
for five states; namely, Colorado, Maine, New
Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

• The EPA has a model program which establishes the

performance standard that all other programs are
measured against. It assumes annual, centralized
tailpipe emissions testing for all 1968 and newer
vehicles.

• Some states, like California and Georgia, have

hybrid programs which use both test-only and test-

and-repair facilities.

My earlier letter raised questions about the Maine I/M

program. The GAO states that the EPA has granted conditional

approval to Maine and four other states "on the basis of the
state's commitment to adopt specified enforceable measures by a

certain date." What is the legal basis for this approval? How
and when did each state make this commitment? When does the one

year begin to run? . What is the status of the conditional

approval?

What states are now under sanction notice? What is the date
of the notice and when will the first sanction be effective? Are
all subject to an 18-month clock?

Please explain how long it takes the EPA to act on a

completed SIP that is (a) test only or (b) hybrid. Has the EPA
missed the September 15, 1994 deadline for any state? If yes,

please explain why.

I request your reply to these matters by November 30, 1994.

With every good wish^^

Enclosure

The Honorable Dan Schaefer, Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher, Comptroller General
General Accounting Office
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GAO Uniled Stalf.s

General Arcountinf! OfPice

Wa-shinKlon, DC. 20548

Resources. C"onimunity, and
ICconomir Development Division

B-258410

September 28, 1994

The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations
Committee on Energy and Commerce
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At your request, we are providing you with information on
the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) rulemaking for
enhanced inspection and maintenance (I&M) programs under
the Clean Air Act,' which we discussed before your
Committee on October 29, 1993. As agreed with your
office, we examined the current status of the rule's
implementation and EPA's rationale for a change between
the proposed and final rule that deleted the option of

allowing states a 2-1/2-year period to demonstrate that
their test-and-repair programs can be equally effective in

reducing motor vehicle emissions as programs in which
tests are performed independently of the repairs. In

summary, we found that:

-- The adoption of enhanced I&M programs has progressed
more slowly than required by the act. Had the act's
schedule been followed, EPA would have approved or
disapproved all state implementation plan (SIP)
revisions for enhanced I&M programs by May 15, 1994.
However, as of August 24, 1994, only 1 of 23 states
charged with conducting enhanced I&M programs had
received EPA approval of its enhanced I&M SIP. EPA has

Inspection/Maintenance Program Requirements; Final Rule,
40 C.F.R. Part 51, Federal Register . 52950-53014 (Nov. 5,
1992) .

GAO/R(;kD-94-292R, I&N Program Kol low-up
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proposed conditional approval' for 5 states and was
reviewing recent SIP submissions for 2 others; however,
15 states have not yet submitted complete SIP
revisions, and over half of these states told us that
it will be November 1994 or later before they can do
so.

-- EPA deleted the provisional equivalency option from its
final I&M rule that would have given states the
opportunity to demonstrate that enhanced test-and-
repair programs could be equally effective in reducing
emissions as test-only programs.^ EPA cited, among
other things, statements from selected state program
administrators that they knew of no solution to the
problem of test-and-repair ineffectiveness.' EPA
concluded that allowing states to pursue this option
would delay the implementation of effective I&M
programs, be inordinately expensive to attempt, and
create more confusion and hardship than promptly
transitioning to test-only networks.

BACKGROUND

The Clean Air Act requires that states with areas
classified as serious, severe, or extreme ozone
nonattainment areas, as well as certain areas with carbon
monoxide problems, implement enhanced I&M programs in
selected urban areas as part of their strategy to reach

'Section 110(k)(4) of the Clean Air Act allows EPA to

grant conditional approval if a state commits to adding
specific enforceable measures to its SIP within a

specified time frame, not to exceed 1 year.

'EPA's July 13, 1992, proposed rule included a provision
known as provisional equivalency that would have allowed
states a 2-1/2-year period to demonstrate that their test-
and-repair programs can be as effective as programs in
which tests are performed independently of the repair
function .

'Test-and-repair programs, according to EPA, have an
inherent conflict of interest in that inspectors may pass
a noncomplying vehicle if the motorist is a regular
customer or if prior emissions-control repairs were done
at the site.

2 GAO/RCED-94-292R. l&M Program Follow-up
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attainment.^ I&M programs are intended to reduce vehicle
emissions by requiring better maintenance of in-use
vehicles. According to EPA, enhanced I&M programs in the
most polluted cities around the country could cut overall
vehicle emissions by about one-third.

To ensure timely attainment of these goals, the act
required EPA to issue final I&M guidance by November 15,
1991, after which state and local agencies were to prepare
SIP revisions by November 15, 1992, in accordance with
EPA's guidance. EPA proposed nonbinding I&M guidance in

April 1991 that was the subject of some controversy and
never finalized. Instead, the agency issued binding rules
on November 5, 1992, that attempted to extend the SIP
deadline for states by 1 year (to Nov. 15, 1993). A court
ruled in April 1994 that EPA's attempt to postpone the
deadline for SIP revisions was illegal in that it had
improperly delayed SIP submissions beyond the statutory
deadline. However, in order not to penalize the states
for EPA's delay in issuing regulations, the court ruled
that the agency's action could be sustained as necessary
and appropriate under the circumstances. Thus, the remedy
decreed by the court was to establish September 15, 1994,
as the deadline for final EPA approval or disapproval of
all enhanced I&M SIPs that the agency had received, with
the statutory sanction clock running from that date.
States that have enhanced I&M SIPs disapproved or that did
not submit complete SIPs by EPA's revised submission
deadline of November 15, 1993, in the court's view would
also be subject to sanctions, with the sanction clock

running from the date that EPA finds the SIP deficient.
The final enhanced I&M rule requires that states inspect
30 percent of their vehicle fleet in test-only facilities
beginning January 1, 1995; full test-only operations would
begin January 1, 1996.

STATES' ADOPTION OF I&M PROGRAMS IS SLOW

As of August 24, 1994, only 1 of the 23 states charged
with conducting enhanced I&M programs had received EPA

"In addition, section 184 requires an enhanced I&M program
in any metropolitan statistical area with a population of

100,000 or more located in the ozone transport region,
consisting of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, and the District of
Columbia .

3 GA0/RCED-9«-292R, I&M Program Follow-up
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approval of its enhanced I&M SIP (EPA approved Texas' SIP
on Aug. 22, 1994). EPA has proposed conditional approval
for five states (Colorado, Maine, New Hampshire,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin) and was reviewing recent ^IP
submissions from two other states (Connecticut's SIP met
EPA's completeness criteria, and Nevada's SIP was being
reviewed for completeness). However, 15 states had not
yet submitted complete SIP revisions, and 10 of these
states told us that it will be November 1994 or later
before they submit an enhanced I&M SIP for EPA's review. '"

EPA has notified these states that they will be subject to

mandatory sanctions, according to the I&M Section Chief in
EPA's Office of Mobile Sources, unless they submit
complete Sips within 18 months of the agency's
notification. According to state representatives, almost
all states expect to submit a completed SIP before the
date that sanctions would be imposed. (Enc. I provides
updated information on the enhanced I&M plans for each
state. )

Some Progress Made, but
Much Work Remains

Although state submission and EPA approval of I&M SIPs
have not progressed as envisioned, progress is being made.
For example, even though its SIP has not received final

approval, Maine began an enhanced I&M program on July 1,

1994. Similarly, other states are not waiting for
official approval of their SIPs to begin working with
potential contractors that might operate test-only
facilities. For example, Connecticut and Maryland have
not received final or conditional approval from EPA to

begin their programs; however, state air agency officials
told us that Connecticut expects to begin test-only
operations on January 1, 1995, and Maryland has 17 test-
only facilities under construction.

According to EPA's I&M Section Chief, none of the states
are designing I&M programs that are exactly the same as

*0f the 15 states that have not submitted complete SIP
revisions, 11 have not submitted an enhanced I&M SIP for
EPA's review and 4 had their submissions returned as

incomplete.

4 GA0/RCED-94-292R, l&N Program FoUow-up
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EPA's model program,' which can lengthen the agency's
evaluation of states' plans. For example, California has
an agreement with EPA whereby the state and EPA will
evaluate alternatives to the IM-240 test," as well as
evaluate the potential for reducing the number of vehicles
that must be inspected at test-only facilities.
Alternatives being studied in the California demonstration
project include various accelerated simulation mode (ASM)
tests," as well as the effectiveness of an enhanced RG-
240'° test for assessing the adequacy of vehicle repairs.
Additionally, this project will assess the emissions-
reduction effectiveness of these tests in combination with
other actions, such as using remote sensing devices,"
and whether these combined actions may reduce the number
of vehicles that must be tested at test-only facilities.
According to the March 1994 agreement, California is

'EPA's model program establishes the performance standard
that all other programs are measured against. Among other
things, the model program assumes annual, centralized,
tailpipe emissions testing for all 1968 and newer
vehicles; 1986 and newer vehicles are tested using high-
tech, computer-controlled emissions analyzers, combined
with purge, pressure, and other tests.

"lM-240 is a high-tech, computer-controlled emissions
analyzer that measures tailpipe emissions under a 240-
second simulated driving cycle while the vehicle is driven
on a treadmill-like device, called a dynamometer, that
simulates vehicle load, including acceleration and
deceleration .

''asm tests also measure tailpipe emissions while the
vehicle is driven on a dynamometer, but vehicle load is
constant and the tests do not simulate acceleration and
deceleration in the driving cycle.

'°RG-240 is repair grade tailpipe test equipment, similar
to IM-240, that also simulates a 240-second driving cycle
but, according to EPA, costs less and does not offer the
variability in driving conditions that the IM-240 offers.

"Remote sensing devices typically use an infrared beam to
measure vehicle emissions in actual traffic conditions.
Unlike the IM-240, RG-240, and ASM tests, remote sensing
devices measure only carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbon
tailpipe emissions and do not measure nitrogen oxide
tailpipe emissions.

5 GAO/RCED-94-292R, l&M Program Kollow-iip
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supposed to complete the study by December 31, 1994, and
use the results to design the state's subsequent SIP
submission to EPA. California's current plans are to
implement a hybrid I&M program. Hybrid I&M programs use
both test-only and test-and-repair facilities to conduct
inspections. For example, depending on the results of the
study, California may implement a hybrid program that
requires certain categories of vehicles- -such as older
passenger cars and light duty trucks--to be inspected at
test-only sites. According to the I&M Section Chief,
hybrid programs usually allow newer vehicles to be
inspected--at the owner's option--at either facility,
while older vehicles must be tested at test-only sites
because they require greater maintenance.

Some other states are also proposing to implement hybrid
programs. For example, Georgia's initial SIP--which has
since been withdrawn--called for the state to implement a

centralized, contractor-operated, test-only network
employing IM-240 equipment. According to a state air
agency official, the state now plans to implement a hybrid
program, consisting of 200 to 300 test-and-repair stations
using RG-240 testing equipment and about 25 test-only
facilities using IM-240 equipment. Under Georgia's
current plan, only test-and-repair facilities would be in

operation in 1995; test-only facilities would begin
operations in January 1996.

For states choosing to implement EPA's model program, the
agency has developed the test equipment specifications,
quality control procedures, and associated emissions-
reductions benefits. However, states choosing to

implement hybrid programs that use test procedures other
than the performance standard model have to develop and
demonstrate their own test equipment specifications,
quality control procedures, and emissions-reduction
benefits. EPA's IS.M Section Chief believes chese SIPs may
be more time-consuming to review and approve. For
example, to obtain EPA approval of the RG-240 tailpipe
test, a state will have to develop its own RG-240 test
specifications and quality control procedures and
demonstrate the associated emissions-reduction benefits of
the RG-240 test to EPA. These factors are important in

reaching agreement with EPA on network design, vehicle
coverage, and other I&M program features. In addition to
California and Georgia, New Jersey and Virginia were also
considering hybrid I&M programs, although each state's
program differed from the others.

GAO/RCED-94-292R, I&M Program Follow-up
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Reasons for I&M Delays

According to EPA's I&M Section Chief, there are two key
reasons for the delays in implementing the enhanced I&M

programs in the 23 affected states:

-- First, EPA was nearly 1 year late in issuing; final
enhanced I&M rules, in part as a result of the agency's
decision not to finalize its controversial April 1991

proposed I&M guidance. Instead, the agency decided to
issue binding regulations, which took another 19

months. Also, the agency was sued by the Natural
Resources Defense Council for missing the November 15,

1991, statutory mandate, and the court subsequently
ordered EPA to take final action on I&M by November 6,

1992. The final I&M rule was issued on November 5,

1992.

-- Second, some groups have expressed considerable
opposition to a test-only program, including the

agency's preference for a centralized test-only network

design employing IM-240 tailpipe testing equipment.

Agency officials explained that, subsequent to issuing the

April 1991 draft guidance, EPA's Office of General Counsel
advised the Office of Mobile Sources ( OMS ) that it should

promulgate binding regulations through notice-and-comment
rulemaking in order to satisfy the act's mandate that
states comply in all respects with enhanced I&M
directives. In response, OMS officials said that they
abandoned their efforts to issue nonbinding guidance and

began the more lengthy process of issuing a regulation.
Although much of OMS' work was transferable, this mid-
course change contributed significantly to EPA's delay in

issuing the final rule.

Opposition to EPA's model program also translated into a

lawsuit concerning the agency's enhanced I&M rule. Among
other things, opponents challenged the agency's support
for applying a 50-percent tailpipe emissions credit
reduction to test-and-repair programs and asserted that
the agency arbitrarily disregarded the virtues of various
alternatives to the IM-240 tailpipe emissions test

equipment. However, in May 1994 the court ruled that
EPA's actions in establishing a performance standard based
on a model program employing IM-240 equipment in

centralized test-only facilities were reasonable and well
within the agency's statutory authority.

7 GA0/RCED-9'i-292R, ISM Program Follow-up
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EPA'S RATIONALE FOR DELETING THE
PROVISIONAL EQUIVALENCY OPTION

EPA had proposed to include in its enhanced I&M rule an
option allowinq states, through an evaluation program, to
demonstrate that their test-and-repair programs could
achieve emissions reductions equivalent to those achieved
by test-only programs. This option was known as

"provisional equivalency" because EPA was temporarily and
conditionally allowing states the opportunity to continue
their test-and-repair programs while collecting data in

support of their belief that test-and-repair programs can
be equally effective as test-only programs. The states
choosing to attempt this option also were required to
submit a backup plan, including all necessary legislative
authority, to switch to a test-only system if the program
evaluation showed that the performance standard was not

being met.

In its proposed I&M rule, EPA stated that, on the basis of
over 15 years' experience with improper testing,
inadequate oversight, and poor quality controls, the

agency knew of no way to make test-and-repair programs as

effective as test-only programs. Nonetheless, because EPA
believed that test-and-repair proponents deserved an

opportunity to present their views, the agency proposed
the provisional equivalency option.

During the public comment period, EPA received over 300
written comments on its proposed I&M rule; some were for
and others were against test-and-repair programs. Over
two-thirds of the commenters expressed an opinion on I&M
network design; most responded according to their apparent
vested interest in the outcome of the rule. For example,
private garages and service station owners and operators
generally favored the opportunity to continue test-and-
repair programs in their states, whereas existing
centralized contractors believed that test-only networks
would have lower costs and provide more objective testing.

Some commenters expressed concern about EPA's stated

predisposition in the proposed rule's preamble that the

agency knew of no way that test-and-repair programs can be
made equally effective as test-only programs. Others said
that EPA was, in essence, planning to prolong I&M programs
doomed to inevitably fail. After considering all the
comments, EPA eventually eliminated this option from its
final enhanced I&M rule, citing, among other things, the
statements from selected state program administrators that

8 GAO/RCED-9<i-292R. I&M Program Follow-up
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they still knew of no solution to the problem of test-and-
repair ineffectiveness. Test-and-repair programs,
according to EPA, have an inherent conflict of interest in

that inspectors may pass a noncomplying vehicle if the
motorist is a regular customer or if prior emissions-
control repairs were done at the site. The agency was
also influenced by comments concerning the legality of

provisional equivalency. For example, some commenters
asserted that the statute requires an up-front
demonstration of equivalency rather than allowing the

option proposed by EPA. The agency concluded that

pursuing the provisional equivalency option would delay
the implementation of effective I&M programs, be

inordinately expensive to attempt, and create more
confusion and hardship than promptly transitioning to a

test-only network. Consequently, the agency deleted this

option from its final rule."'

For this review, we examined the Clean Air Act's I&M

provisions; EPA's proposed and final I&M rules; the

complete I&M docket and EPA's official response to

comments; court cases pertaining to I&M issues; and
relevant EPA, state, and other documents regarding the
status of states' implementation activities. We discussed
these issues with representatives of EPA's Office of
Mobile Sources and each of the 23 states charged with
conducting enhanced I&M programs. Our work was conducted
from January to August 1994 in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards.

Unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan
no further distribution of this correspondence until 30

days after the date of this correspondence. At that time,
we will send copies to the Administrator, EPA, and make
copies available to others upon request.

Although the provisional equivalency option was deleted,
the agency's final rule retained an option in accordance
with the statute allowing a state to make a case-by-case
demonstration in its SIP that its test-and-repair program
will be as effective as a test-only program.

9 GA0/RCED-9'i-292R. I&M Program Follow-up
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This work was performed under the direction of William F.

McGee, Assistant Director, who can be reached at (919)
829-3500 if you or your staff have any questions.

Peter" F. KJuerrero
Director, Environmental

Protection Issues

Enclosure

10 GAO/RCED-9'i-292R, l&M Program Follow-up
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

STATUS OF SIP SUBMISSIONS FOR STATES REQUIRED

TO CONDUCT ENHANCED I&M PROGRAMS

State

Complete
Enhanced
IfcM SIP
submitted*

Planned Planned
submission Current Planned test
date" network" network" equipment"

,i 1 i f orn i.i No 2/95 - 3/95 Test h

repair
Hybrid IM-240 and

pilot study
alternates

I'lilorailo
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State

Complete
Enhanced
liM SIP
submitted'

Planned Planned
submission Current Planned test
date" network'" network" equipment"

Rhode Island
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-SI .lie submiiird ,ui ciiliaiupd I&M SIP. but EPA determined thai the SIP was incomplete and
ri'turiipd it lor rovisioti. (See tiote "a.")

''i;i'oini.i sulimiiti'd a SIP liefore the November 15. 1993. deadlitie. but withdrew its SIP in

ordor til piirsiu' ,i livbrid nihanred I&M program. Unlike the state's planned program.
lU'orgi.is provitms livbrid program, according to EPA. did not restrict the vehicle model
vears that i ou 1 d t^o to t es t-,uui-repai r sites.

'N'pv.id.i submitted .ni enhanced If»M SIP in August 1994 llial was undergoing EPA's
c ompli't I iiess ii'viow .is of August 1994; it is uncertain whether the SIP will he adjudged
lompleii' or ret urtied as incomplete. (See note "a.")

As nl August 24. 1094. Trxas was the only state that had been granted full approval of

i I s . nhan. . d l>,M SIP bv KPA.

"Vi rgiii i.i
'

s lunc -''^ iMihanced l>.M SIP was returned as iticompletr liv KPA on July I'', 1994.

As I'f S.pt .-iitb.i 2. I'i')4. the slate air .Tgencv contact had no estimate .is to when the stale

wuulil .ubiiiit III . iih.iui eil If.M SIP. The type of liM network the stale planned lo implement
w.is .1 I so iini.riain. ( Sei- note ".i.")

{ 160247)

13 CAO/RCED-94-292R. l&M Program KoUow-up
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The Secretary of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

June 20, 1994

'r,-

I

D6P

The Honorable John D. Dingell

Chairman

Subcommittee on Energy, Power and Investigations

Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of April 21, 1994, to Administrator Browner and

myself conceming the reformulated gasoline program and, more specifically,

two proposed rules issued by the Environmental Protection Agency on

December 15, 1993, and April 21, 1994, conceming renewable oxygenates and

refiner baselines.

The Department of Energy has worked with the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) to assist in the implementation of a cost-effective reformulated

gasoline program. I have identified many of our activities in the attached

answer to question 1 of your letter. Although the Department has been

involved in many aspects of this important EPA rule, the reformulated gasoline

program is administered by EPA and, as such, the Department of Energy is

unable to answer some of your questions and must defer to EPA for those

answers. The enclosed answers, therefore, reflect the varying degrees of

involvement we have had in the different issues raised by your questions.

In particular, I want to call your attention to the materials we have provided
from the Department's files in response to questions 3 and 5 of your letter.

These include the draft and final versions of the analysis of the impacts of the

proposed renewable oxygenate standard on U.S. oil use, fossil energy use and

greenhouse gas emissions, as well as copies of correspondence and internal

agency memoranda conceming this analysis.

The draft analysis was provided to the Environmental Protection Agency and

the Department of Agriculture on March 17, 1994, and was also distributed to

a number of experts outside the government as part of a peer review process.

These experts are identified in the enclosure. This review process was

completed in May and the final repon prepared in early June 1994.

Oi? A~lr\ r\c
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The Honorable John D. Dingell

Page 2

Copies of the final analysis were provided to the Environmental Protection

Agency and the Department of Agriculture on June 9, 1994.

Sincerely,

Hazel R. O'Leary

Enclosures ^O r*i»\y»

cc:

The Honorable Dan Schaefer, RanJdng Minority Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chaimian

Subcommittee on Health and the Environnoent

The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

The Honorable Philip R. Sharp, Chairman

Subcommittee on Energy and Power

The Honorable Michael Bilirakis, Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Energy and Power

The Honorable Jack Fields

Committee on Energy and Commerce

The Honorable Sherrod Brown

Committee on Energy and Commerce

The Honorable Maijorie Margolies-Mezvinsky
Committee on Energy and Commerce
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The Honorable John D. Dingell

Page 3

The Honorable Carol Browner, Administrator

The Environmental Protection Agency

Mr. Roben E. Rubin

Assistant to the President for Economic Policy

Ms. Mary Nichols, Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation

The Environmental Protection Agency, 1994
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Question 1: At the October 29, 1993, hearing by the Subcommittee on Oversight and

Investigations on implementation of the CAA, I expressed concern that the delay
in promulgating regulations might cause a delay in implementation by those

subject to the regulations, resulting in a shortage of conventional and reformulated

gasoline and higher prices. Any such shortage, whether local, regional, or

national, would seriously affect the U.S. economy and general transportation
needs.

The EPA and the Department of Energy (DOE) at that hearing assured me that tiie

Administration does not expect shortages. However, the EPA and California did

not expect problems when the low-sulfur diesel rule was implemented last year.

Thus, 1 remain concerned. That concern is exacerbated by the Administration's

decision to propose a change mandating a renewable oxygenate requirement and
to change the February 16 rule to satisfy Venezuela. Both actions create

uncertainty and raise difficult legal issues.

(a) Please describe the actions each of your agencies have taken or plan to

monitor timely compliance with the regulations and to ensure that there will be

no shortages of gasoline of any kind beginning on January 1, 1995, under the

regulations as finalized on February 16.

(b) To comply with Uiese regulations, the gasoline will likely have to be delivered

and stored long before January 1 . What situations could arise that might disrupt

supplies of either conventional or reformulated gasoline or fiiels for other uses,

taking into consideration contracts for supplies, changes in contracts to

accommodate ethanol changes, permits, tank capacity, transportation, lead time,

blending, and other factors? Based on the latest information available to your
agencies since the hearing, do you anticipate any shortages or pricing problems?

(c) To what extent will these two proposals affect compliance by January 1,

1995? What pricing issues could arise under the RFC rule, with or witiiout these

two proposals?

Answer: (a) The Department of Energy (DOE) staff has been working and will continue

to work with the responsible offices within the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to identify and address possible implementation problems. These efforts

have ranged from participation in the regulatory negotiation and the filing of
detailed comments on EPA's notices of proposed rulemaking to analysis of

specific issues raised by EPA staff These specific actions or products include:

- technical assistance to EPA in developing the "complex" reformulated gasoline
certification model.

cost effectiveness analysis of alternative year-20(X) NO, reduction standards,

identification of current ethanol supply and demand patterns with implications

I

I
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for necessary ethanol movements,

-
analysis of implications of the switch from JP-4 to JP-8 for specific refiners,

and

-
analysis of the ability to move refined product to PADD IV in the event of

refinery closures.

In addition to these specific DOE efforts, the National Petroleum Council

performed a detailed multi-year study, at the request of the Department of Energy,

addressing a wide range of issues related to the reformulated gasoline rules. This

study was published in October 1993 and directly addresses questions of

reformulated gasoline availability in 1995. A copy of this study is enclosed.

(b) Compliance with the reformulated gasoline rules could be affected by a large

number of factors including EPA's proposed renewable oxygenate standard. To
meet the reformulated gasoline requirements refineries must have available

additional equipment needed to achieve vapor pressure, oxygenate and benzene

requirements. In addition, additional tankage to accommodate the increased

number of segregated fuel components and terminal blending will be required.

Finally, an adequate supply of oxygenates will be needed, especially ethanol, if

the EPA proposed ROS is finalized.

Based on the results of the National Petroleum Council study and recent contacts

we have had with the refinery industry, we do not anticipate any significant

shortages or pricing problems as a result of the reformulated gasoline

requirements. However, we intend to work closely with industry, EPA and DOE's

Energy Information Administration to identify, as early as possible, any potential

problems. We will work with EPA to monitor refiners' capacity to produce
reformulated gasoline and the capability of the logistics systems to handle the

required gasolines and oxygenates. We will also monitor production and

inventory trends. This should enable us to spot any potential trouble spots and

allow the industry to take action to avoid product shortages.

(c) Of the two proposals, the renewable oxygenate requirement has the greater

potential to affect reformulated gasoline prices and supply. DOE has not analyzed

the potential impacts but has encouraged EPA to consider ways to implement the

proposal that would minimize the possibility of a disruption, including options to

phase-in the percentage renewable oxygenate requirement over a longer period of

time.
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Question 2: EPA staff tells us that Venezuela was not a party to the regulatory negotiation for

this rule. Did anyone represent foreign interests, including Venezuela's interests,

such as the seller of Venezuelan gasoline in the U.S.? If not, why not? To \vhat
extent were the proponents of the ethanol proposal participants in the regulatory

negotiation (Reg. Neg.) and signers to the "Agreement in Principle" of August
1991? Please explain to what extent, if at all, this proposal differs vyith that

agreement

Answer: We defer to the Environmental Protection Agency for an answer to this question.

Question 3: With regard to the new ethanol proposal, the EPA preamble to the new regulations
discusses a February 26, 1992, ethanol proposal made by the EPA pursuant to

former President Bush's announcement that he wanted ethanol to effectively

compete in the RFC program. As a supporter of the use of ethanol, I share that

view. However, the preamble indicates that the EPA had a number of "concerns
with respect to its legality, energy benefits, and environmental neutrality" and that

since then the "concerns have been enhanced." The preamble then concludes:

While EPA maintains that the program would have provided an

economic incentive for the use of renewable oxygenates in reformulated

gasoline up to a 30% market share, EPA acknowledges that the proposal
would have intruded into the efficient operation of the marketplace,

impacting the cost of the reformulated gasoline program. As a result, after

taking into account the cost, non-air quality and environmental impacts,
and energy impacts, EPA has found itself with no choice but to back away
from the renewable oxygenate provisions of the February 26, 1993

proposal.

Answer:

Representatives Sherrod Brown and Jack Fields, in a February 22 letter to the

EPA, state that the EPA "is on record as saying it is without legal authority to

issue an ethanol mandate." They refer to EPA's final Regulatory Impact Analysis
in support of this statement.

Did the DOE have concerns similar to those mentioned in the preamble by the

EPA? Please provide all internal and interagency letters, memoranda, and other

documents in DOE's and EPA's files about those ethanol-related concerns.

Please explain how this new proposal overcomes each of the above concerns.

Please provide the statutory authority for such a mandate, taking into consideration

the policy of section 250(b) of the CAA.

DOE provided formal comments on the February 26, 1992, proposal in which we
opposed the ethanol related element of that rule and expressed concerns consistent

with those cited in the preamble to the December 15, 1993 proposal.

The requested material is contained in the enclosures.
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The Department defers to EPA for an answer to the other parts of this question.

Question 4: Please explain the origin of the new ethanol proposal and the decision to propose
it in December. Was this decision made by the EPA or others? Please provide

all internal and interagency memoranda and other documents in EPA's files

concerning the making of the decision to propose a new ethanol rule.

Answer: We defer to the Environmental Protection Agency for an answer to this question.

Question 5: The enclosed March 7, 1994 article in New Fuels Report alleges that the DOE is

considering whether to release a new "controversial" analysis. Please provide a

copy of all versions of the analysis to the Subcommittee and include them in the

rulemaking record. What is the status of the analysis and is the DOE planning to

withhold or delay its release?

Answer: The draft analysis was provided to EPA on March 18, 1994 and to other peer

reviewers in April 1994. All versions of the analyds are included in the

enclosures. The materials provided make it quite clear that the Department did not

withhold or delay the release of our draft analysis. After circulating the analysis

for peer review, we responded to all comments that we received in preparing the

enclosed revised and final analysis. The final analysis has been submitted to EPA
for inclusion in the rulemaking record.

Question 6: Please explain the effect of the ethanol mandate on energy use and greenhouse gas

emissions from the gathering of the new material through the consumption of the

final fuel. Is the effect significant and of concern to the DOE or the EPA or

both?

Answer: Our analysis of the impact of the renewable oxygenate standard on energy use and

greenhouse gases indicates that, under all likely cases using current technology,

fossil energy use decreases slightly, oil use increases slightiy and greenhouse gas

emissions are essentially unchanged. In the longer run, when advanced DOE
technology is used to produce ethanol, fossil energy use and greenhouse gas

emissions would be substantially reduced.

Question 7: (a and b) Does the ethanol proposal achieve the primary regulatory objective of

the RFC and does it include specific performance criteria to qualify oxygenates

as renewable?

Answer:

(c) Does it violate the principle of fuel neutraUty under the CAA and the Energy

Policy Act of 1992?

(d) What are the benefits of the proposal?

(a) EPA has received numerous comments on the proposal, many of which

address the relationship between Clean Air Act objectives and the renewable
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oxygenate standard. EPA will be considering these comments, its own analysis
and the analysis prepared by DOE in arriving at an answer to this question.

(b) The proposal does not contain specific performance criteria to qualify

oxygenates as renewable but does request comments on whether such criteria

should or can be developed and applied. The Department has not reached any
conclusions on whether such criteria should be included.

(c) We believe that the proposed ROS will function much like the alternative fuel

use requirements of the Energy Policy Act (EPACT). These alternative fuel

requirements assure competition among oil and non-oil fuels in the market place.

Similarly, the proposed ROS assures that etiianol and MTBE will compete
throughout the year in the reformulated gasoline program. Both the proposed
ROS and the EPACT alternative fuel requirements are steps on the road to a

competitive and fuel-neutral marketplace.

(d) If the proposal is finalized, renewable oxygenates such as com ethanol,

cellulosic ethanol and bio-methanol will be assured a role in the growing

oxygenate market. This creates the potential for significant long term reductions

in fossil energy use and greenhouse gas emissions as technology developments
increase the competitiveness of renewable fuels that use waste or cellulosic

feedstocks.

Question 8: If the ethanol proposal is not adopted by the EPA, will ethanol be able to compete
effectively in the RFC program? If not, why not?

Answer: If the proposal is not adopted by the Environmental Protection Agency, it is likely

that ethanol will be competitive in reformulated gasoline primarily during the

winter season. There also may be a number of area- and refiner-specific

circumstances where ethanol will be competitive during the summer in the first

4 years of the program (Phase I). During Phase II (2000 and after), when even

greater vapor pressure reductions are required, ethanol in the form of ETBE may
be competitive with MTBE during the summer because of ETBE's relatively low

vapor pressure.
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ENERGY AND CRUDE OIL INPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF REFORMULATED GASOLINES

by

M. Singh and B. McNutt

ABSTRACT

The energy and crude oil requirements for the production of

reformulated gasoline (RFG) are estimated. The scope of the study includes

both the energy and crude oil embodied in the final product and the process

energy required to manufacture the RFG and its components. The effects

on energy and crude oil use of employing various oxygenates to meet the

minimum oxygen-content level required by the Clean Air Act Amendments
are evaluated. The analysis shows that production of RFG reqtiires more
total energy, but uses less crude oil, than that of conventional gasoline. The

energy and crude oil use requirements of the different RFGs vary
considerably. For the same emissions performance level, RFG with ethanol

requires substantisdly more total energy and crude oil than does RFG with

methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) or ethyl tertiary butyl ether. A specific

proposal by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, designed to allow

the use of ethanol in RFG, would increase the total energy required to

produce RFG by 2% and the total crude oU required by 2.0 to 2.5% over the

corresponding values for the base RFG with MTBE.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990 require that, beginning in 1995,

reformulated gasoline (RFG) replace conventional gasoline in the nine worst ozone

nonattainment areas in the United States with a 1980 population of 250,000 or more

(Section 211(k)). Other ozone nonattainment areas may also require the use of RFG as an

element of their states' State Implementation Plans. The CAAA establish general

requirements to be met by RFG (nitrogen oxide emissions and oxygen, benzene, and heavy

metals content), and they also require that RFG meet the more stringent of either a formula

or a performance standard for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and toxic air pollutants.

The performance standards are more stringent for 2000 than for 1995. The

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible for promulgating the regulations

implementing the RFG program.

The CAAA state that in developing the RFG regulations, the EPA should require the

greatest reductions achievable in ozone-forming VOCs and toxic air-poUutant emissions.
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taking into consideration the cost of achieving the emission reductions, any nonair-quality-
and other air-qualitjr-related health and environmental impacts, and energy requirements
(Section 211(kXl)). This report provides an analysis of the energy and crude oil input
requirements associated with the production of various RFGs that would meet the EPA RFG
program requirements. Differences in energy and crude oil use among RFGs meeting the

same performance standards exist for a ntmiber of reasons. In particidar, the oxygenates
used to provide the required oxygen content for RFG vary in volume, energy content,

volatility, and energy required to produce them. Hie oxygenates, in turn, affect the volume
and composition of the hydrocarbon (HC) portion of the RFG.

The specific stimulus for the analysis presented in t>ii«» report is the February 1993
EPA Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) on RFG, which would allow RFG blended with

ethanol to meet a lesser VOCs reduction standard (Phases I and II) or a lesser Reid vapor
pressure (RVP) standard (Phase I) than RFGs produced with other oxygenates (FR Vol. 58,

No. 37). (Phase I RFG is required from 1995 through 1999, and Phase II RFG is required

beginning in 2000.) The EPA appears to have considered energy requirements as a basis for

this proposal The preamble of the EPA NPRM makes reference to the possibility of energy
or oil savings and associated energy security benefits with implementation of the proposal.

However, neither the NPRM nor the Draft Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) (February 5,

1993) presents any data or analysis to document such benefits. Tlie analysis presented in

this report etssesses these presumed savings.

While the stimulus for the analysis presented here is EPA's specific proposal, the

results of the analysis are applicable more generally than to the proposal alone. Alternative

forms of using ethanol in RFG other than that proposed are considered in this analysis (e.g.,

ethanol in ethyl tertiary butyl ether [ETBE]). This report also provides estimates of energy
and crude oil requirements associated with RFG with methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) as

oxygenate, as well as of such requirements associated with the production of conventional

gasoline and gasoline oxygenated for use in programs aimed at controlling carbon monoxide

(CO) emissions.
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2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

The overall firamework for the analysis considered in this report is reflected in

Figure 1. For each type of RFG, the volume and type of feedstock (e.g., hydroceirbon, alcohol,

and isobutylene) required for the gasoline and oxygenate components are estimated. The

process energies are also estimated, by amount and type, for refining the hydrocarbons and

producing the alcohols, the isobutylene, said the ethers. Together, these process energies and

feedstocks define the composite energy and oil requirements ofRFG with MTBE, ethanol, and
ETBE as oxygenates. The various RFGs are evaluated on the basis of their delivering equal

energy for constant vehicle miles traveled (VMT).

The analysis focuses on the production ofyear 2000 (summer), VOC-controUed RFGs.
The RFGs contain 2.1% oxygen by weight' and are produced in a modeled, typical Petroleum

Administration Defense District (PADD) II (Chicago area) complex refinery. The Chicago
area is one of the nine areas required to use RFG and is a key market for fuel ethanol sales.

Although RFG production will vary among PADDs, we believe the general trend indicated

in the results presented below would be the same for other PADDs.

The baseline fuel in this analysis is RFG with MTBE, the oxygenate most likely to

be used in the production of RFG. This RFG produces a VOCs reduction, relative to the

CAAA baseline conventional gasoline, of 27 to 4 1%, depending on whether the February 1993

or April 1992 version of the proposed EPA complex model is used. The EPA is developing
this model for use in implementing the RFG program. The characteristics of RFG with

MTBE are indicated in Table 1. The refmery-related energy and oil inputs needed to produce
this gasoline were caloilated by Turner, Mason, and Company (TM), by using the TM
refinery linear programming (LP) model, for the National Petroleum Council (NPC) Refinery

Study (1993).

The constraints on the refmery LP model were changed to reflect a mixed RFG pool,

with 70% of the RFG using MTBE as the oxygenate and 30% using ethanol, both at the 2.1%

oxygen content level consistent with the requirements of the February 1993 EPA NPRM. The

characteristics of this mixed RFG pool are described in Table 1. The VCXJs performance of

the mixed RFG pool was held to the original 41% per the April 1992 version of the EPA
complex model. The total energy content of the total volume of RFG produced daily (i.e.,

volume X specific energy content) and other key product characteristics and product volumes

(e.g., diesel fuel) were held constant. The refinery model was allowed, within these

constraints, to optimize on the basis of cost. Energy and crude oil input requirements were

then recalculated.

The CAAA require that the oxygen content of RFG be a minimum of 2.0% by weight. The oxygen
content of 2.1% used in this analysis reflects the estimated compliance margin specified in a study

(the NPC Refining Study) conducted by the National Petroleum Council (1993) of the implications

of the CAAA for the refinery industry.
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The NPC Refining Study did not include a separate LP model run of ethanol use in

the pool at the 2.7% level. The EPA proposal allows the ethanol content in the pool to be as

much as 2.7% oxygen content by weight. This level of use is evaluated in this report, but

only in terms of changes in the component volumes required.

Ethanol may be used in RFG in other ways than that proposed by EPA. This

analysis examined two such additional uses: (1) production of all the RFG with ethanol only

and (2) production of all the RFG with ETBE only. As with the other RFGs analyzed in this

report, these two RFGs comply with the EPA's RFG performance standard requirements (e.g.,

the VOCs performance standard). The NPC Refining Study did not include separate runs for

either of these RFGs. However, data from the LP model runs just presented and other

available LP model runs (which evaluated the energy and oil impacts of changes in the RVP
of the hydrocarbon portion of the RFG) have been used to approximate the changes in the

RFG HC energy and oil input requirements for these two cases. The NPC Refining Study
also provided an LP model run for conventional gasoline produced in PADD IL

Argonne National Laboratory (AND has developed a spreadsheet model

incorporating (1) the above computations of energy and oil use in the refinery production of

RFG and (2) other estimates of the energy required to produce the various oxygenates outside

the refinery. The model also normalizes both sets of estimates to the delivery of equal energy

content. Finally, the spreadsheet model is used to derive estimates of the energy and oil

needed to produce a variety of fuels with the 2.7% oxygen content required for control of

carbon monoxide (CO) emissions in various areas of the country.

2^ KEY ASSUMPTIONS AND INPUTS

The key assumptions and inputs for this analysis include the following:

• The production of 100% RFG in the PADD II Complex Refinery Model

is representative of the gasoline refining situation that would exist if the

regulations were to be imposed as proposed.

• The VOCs standard for 2(X)0 is such that the refinery must operate at

the "knee" in the VOCs/cost curve, with a cost-effectiveness vsdue of

about $10,000 per (summer) ton of VOCs reduced.

• All marginal chEinges in isobutylene demaind for ether production in

merchant ether plants eire derived from natural gas liquids (NGLs).

• Ethanol, methanol, and ether production are as described in the sources

cited below.
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of Selected RFGs
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ENERGY AND CRUDE OEL REQIHRED TO PRODUCE
RFG AT 2.1% OXYGEN CONTENT

Reformulated gasoline will oiake use of various oxygenates (MTBE, ETBE, and

ethanol), and the energy content of each oxygenate differs. Moreover, the various oxygenates

replace different volumes of gasoUne in achieving the same oxygen level In the RFG. As a

result, the type of oxygenate used and its volumetric proportion in the RFG will affect the

energy delivered for vehicle propulsion. The following analysis provides estimates of the

volumes of RFG of different formulations required to deUver equal energy for propulsion, as

well as the crude oil content of each fuel.

The energy required to produce the various RFGs and the crude oil required in the

process also vary by RFG type. This analysis presents estimates of the energy and crude oil

requirements for the production of various RFGs. Tables 2 emd 3 present the conclusions of

the full analysis. The following discussion walks the reader through Table 2 and discusses

the assumptions and data used to derive the estimates.

3.1 VOLUME OF RFG REQUIRED TO DELIVER EQUAL ENERGY CONTENT

Five RFGs or RFG product mixes are compared in Table 2: RFG with MTBE, RFG
with ETBE, RFG with ethanol, and two mixed RFG pools (containing both MTBE and

ethanol) that would satisfy the recent EPA proposal that up to 30% of the RFG sold in

northern nonattainment areas contain ethanol. These five RFGs are designed to satisfy

year 2000 (Phase U) RFG requirements in PADD II.

Also represented are two conventional gasolines (CCJs). One of these gasolines is

assumed to contain no ether. The other is a conventional gasoline sold or likely to be sold

in PADD II in the absence of regulations requiring RFG; it contains 2% MTBE. Each tjrpe

of gasoline is Usted in Column 1.

Column 2 of Table 2 lists the components of each gasoline that are of particular

interest in this analysis: hydrocarbons, ethers, and ethanol. Column 3 presents the share

of each of these components in a gallon of each g£tsoline type. This share is based on the

volume of ether or ethanol required to meet the minimum 2.1% oxygen-content level required

of the RFG (2.7% with ethanol is assumed in one case); the source of these volume estimates

is presented in Table 4. Column 4 of Table 2 presents the total energy content of each

gasoline type. The total energy content is based on the share of each component in a gallon

of gasoline (Column 3) and the energy content (lower heating value) of each component, as

presented in Table 4. Although the energy content of HCs used in the RFCls varies slightly

from one RFG to another, as demonstrated by the refinery LP runs, we have held this energy

content constant here.'

A sensitivity analysis was run to determine the effect of varying the HC energy content. We found

the effect not to be significant with respect to the conclusions of the overall analysis reported here.
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TABLE 3 Relative RFC Volumes and
Energy Content*

Total Total

Energy Oil

Fuel Type Use" Use*

RFG with MTBE 1.000 1.000

at 2.1% O,

RFG with ETBE 1.013 0.982

at 2.1% 0,

RFG with Ethanol 1.060 1.094

at 2.1% O,

RFG Mix No. 1 1.018 1.025

(70% RFG with MTBE
at 2.1% O,; 30% RFG
with ET0Hat2.1%0,)

RFG Mix No. 2

(70% RFG with MTBE
at 2.a% 0,; 30% RFG
with ETOH at 2.7% 0,)
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TABLE 4 Oxygen, Alcohol, and Energy Content of

Oxygenates and Hydrocarbons
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TABLE 5 Crude Oil Content of Oxygenates (Crude Oil Feedstock)*
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TABLE 6 RefLaery Products, Fuels Usage, and MTBE Raw
Materials for PADD 11 Gasoline: 2000

Item

Base Case,
NoCAAA
(Case Q9)

100% RFG,
MTBE Only
(Case S6)

100% RFXJ.
30% ETOH
(CaseSl3H)

Products (Bbl/d)

Gasoline

(% ether or ethanol)

Diesel

Jet fuel

Subtotal

Plant fuel burned
Other
Total

Fuels Used for Production

(Bbl/d FOE*)
Plant fuel burned
Natural gas purchased

Electricity

(kWh/d)
Total (FOE)

Raw Materials for MTBE
MTBE
Methanol
Total MTBE used

1.682E-f06

2

6.820E+05
2.050E+05
2.569E+06
2.306E+05
3.620E-t-05

3.162E+06

2.306E+05
3.290E+04
4.021E+04
2.490E+07
3.037E+05

l.OOOE+04
8.000E+03
3.400E+04

1.713E+06
12

6.820E+05
2.050E+05
2.600E+06
1.855E+05
3.775E+05
3.163E+06

1.855E+05
6.820E+04
3.763E+04
2.330E+07
2.913E+05

1.840E+05
5.000E+03
1.990E+05

1.717E+06
10

6.820E+05
2.050E+05
2.604E-t-06

2.007E+05
4.293E+05
3.234E-»'06

2.007E+05
7.090E+04
4.183E+04
2.590E+07
3.134E+05

1.390E+05
l.OOOE+03
1.420E+05

" FOE: fuel oil equivalent.

Sources; Turner, Mason, and Co. (Table F-3, Jan. 8, 1993, draft; Table
Y-1, March 30, 1993, draft) and unpublished information.

containing 30% RFG with ethanol, the TM estimates suggest that just 2% of the ether and

isobutylene are produced within the refinery. These levels of internal ether production may
appear lower than expected, but they are consistent with other process changes within the

refinery related to the production of severely reformulated gasoline. Most important is the

demand for C4S for alkylation, which might otherwise have been used for ether production.
As the hydrocarbon portion of the RFG is even more severely reformulated to achieve

additional VCKIs reductions to offset the higher RVP of ethanol-blended RFG, the refinery

shifls farther away from internal ether production. Finally, we estimate that 71% of the

smaller volume ofMTBE produced for use with conventional gasoline in PADD II is produced

internally.

No separate runs were performed by TM for the RFG made with ETBE. In this

analysis, we assume that the crude oil feedstock for isobutylene used in the production of
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ETBE is the same as that for MTBE only. Because the alcohol contents of ETBE and MTBE
differ, the crude oil contents of the ethers themselves will diiTer, as shown in Table 5.

The lowest crude oil content of all the fuels delivering equal energy is calculated to

be that of RFG with ETBE, and the next-lowest is that of RFG with MTBE only. The two

product mixes that include ethanol use more crude oil feedstock, and the RFG with ethanol

only uses the most crude oil feedstock. All five RFGs, of course, reduce crude oil use when

compared with that of conventional gasoline.

3J PROCESS ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

Estimates of the energy and crude oil required to produce the components of the

various gasolines were derived from several sources. This section addresses the production

of the individual components first and then discusses the total energy required to produce the

final fuels.

3^.1 Energy and Crude Oil Required to Produce Hydrocarbons

As indicated above, TM refinery LP model runs were used to determine the energy

and materials that would be used in the production of various fuels (see Tables A.1 and A,2

in the Appendix). Table 6 provides a summary of the key results. The estimates were used

to determine the amounts of energy and oil required to produce HCs. In all the runs for RFG
and conventional gasolines, it was assumed that ail the plant fuel, natural gas, and electricity

used in the refinery were used to produce the HCs for motor gasoline, diesel fuels, and jet

fuel; these three fuels represent more than 75% of the products of the refinery. The diesel

and jet fuel product volumes were held constant between the various RFG and conventional

fuel runs, and all the runs resulted in the production of equal amounts of gasoline energy for

vehicular propulsion. Any differences in the energy and oil required per gallon of HCs

produced are attributed to the different processing requirements of the various RFGs. The

results of the analysis of these runs are presented in Table 7. Some very small shifts in other

products occurred, but these are not accounted for in this analysis.

The energy required to produce the HCs used in the mixed RFG pool is greater than

for those used in the RFG with MTBE only, because the HCs must be more severely

processed to achieve the incremental VOCs reductions needed to offiset the VOCs increase

associated with ethanol use. Ethanol has a higher blending RVP than MTBE, which, if no

other adjustments £ure made, increases the VOCs level of the final fuel. Additional processing

of the HC components is required to achieve a lower RVP level and maintain the same

overall VOCs level.

No separate runs for RFG with ethanol only were made. The HCs in this RFG would

have to be even more severely processed than those in the mixed RFG pool, and additional

measures taken as well, to produce an RFG that maintained the required VOCs reduction.
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TABLE 7 Calctilation of Refinery Fuel Used to Produce HCs
(LP Runs Only)
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We assume that the increased energy required to produce such HCs (over the HCs for the

base RFG with MTBE) would be approximately three times the difference between the energy

production requirements of the pool (which is 30% ethanol) and the base RFG. The results

obtained when this assumption is made are shown in Table 8. We make the same

assumption for the plant fuel share of the total energy production requirements.

Alternatively, the use of ETBE in RFG allows the refiner to use higher-RVP HCs

(approximately 0.5 higher RVP), because ETBE has a substantially lower blending RVP than

does MTBE. Use of these higher-RVP HCs should, at a minimum, result in lower plant fuel

requirements, because the lighter (higher-RVP) components can be used rather than

requiring additional processing to obtain lower-RVP components. No refinery LP model runs

for RFG with any ETBE mix were made, but an estimate of the energy required to produce
HCs for RFG with ETBE was derived by examining the energy required to produce two RFGs
with a 0.4-RVP delta in their gasoline pool properties; the RVPs of the gasolines examined

are 7.2 and 6.8. The energy required to produce these RVPs may be greater than needed for

this analysis, but the focus is on the difference between the two. We estimate a difference

of 250 Btu per gallon of HC produced. The TM runs examined were Case VLiQ40 V. Low
and Case LQ40 Low (see Tables A.3 and A.4 in the Appendix). PADD HI runs were used in

this analysis because similar runs were not made for PADD IT. Use of a 0.4-RVP delta rather

than 0.5 RVP slightly understates this potential benefit of the use of ETBE.

Table 8 presents summary estimates for all four RFCis, plus conventional gasoline.

It shows that more total energy is required, in general, to produce each HC used in RFGs.

There is considerable variation among the RFGs, the energy requirement for RFG made with

ethanol being much higher than that for RFG made with ethers.

TABLE 8 Plant Fuel Burned and Other Purchased Fuels to Produce HCs

Energy in Plant Fuel

Burned, Natural (jas, and Energy in Plant Fuel

Electricity to Produce HCs Burned to Produce HCs
Fuels (Btu/Btu HC produced) (Btu/Btu HC produced)

0.118

0.090

0.100

0.087

0.125

Base Case
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Some energy and crude oil will be required to make the isobutylene for ether

produced within the refinery. We have implicitly included that energy requirement in this

calculation of energy needed to produce HCs for RFG. To avoid doublecounting in the

estimate of the energy required to produce ethers for RFG (which includes ether production,
both internal and external to the refinery), we subtract an estimate of that internal energy
use.

3JJ2 Energy and Crude Oil Reqiiired to Produce MTBE

Table 9 presents estimates of the energy and crude oil required to produce MTBE.
These estimates are based on a report by Chem Systems, Inc. (1992), which provides
estimates of the amount of plant energy required for various MTBE production processes.

We assume use of the process in which MTBE is produced from field butanes (see Table A.5

in the Appendix). Feedstock for the plant energy and feedstock for the butanes and methanol
are estimated on the basis of the Chem Systems report and a report on greenhouse gas
emissions by DeLuchi (1991).

We assume that the energy ratio of natural gas feedstock to methanol produced is

1.5:1. The Chem Systems report suggests a lower ratio, but the one we are using is

consistent with sources dted by DeLuchi. We assign all the ether plant energy use to the

production of the ether; we do not account for the fuel-gas by-products that are also produced.

Finally, we assume that the energy required to produce the field butanes and natural gas

used in the system is negligible.

As indicated above, some MTBE will be produced within the oil refinery. Table 10

presents the final energy requirements to produce MTBE, as a weighting of the energy

required to produce MTBE within the refinery (and thus, without MTBE plant energy) and

the energy required to produce MTBE in the MTBE plant.

3J3^ Energy and Crude Oil Required to Produce Ethanol

The energy requirements for com and ethanol production are derived from a paper

by Marland and Tuxhollow (1991) that provides estimates of the energy and crude oil

required to produce ethanol without accounting for by-products of the ethanol production

process. However, Marland and Turhollow also provide estimates of the CO, emissions

associated with ethanol production that do account for by-products. We examined the latter

estimates in order to account for by-products in this analysis of the energy and crude oil

associated with ethanol production. Turhollow (1993) has indicated that the proportion of

gross CO, emissions that Marland and Turhollow (1991) had assigned to by-products could

also be applied to the energy and crude oil use associated with the production of ethanol.
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TABLE 10 Weighted Energy
Requirements for Ether Production
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TABLE 11 Energy Required to Produce Ethanol Only, Higher Heating Value
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Factoring thu increase in the energy andcrude oil required to produce HCa into our

calculationa of total energy and crude oil required to produce the mixed RFG pool, we found

that the pool would require 0.8% more total energy to deliver equal VMT and 2.0% more total

crude oil than the RFG with MTBE only. These impacts are slightly less than for the same
mixed RFG pool in 2000, which is consistent with the additional severity of the reformulation

required in 2000.

4 ENERGY AND CRUDE OIL REQUffiED TO PRODUCE
GASOLINE OXYGENATED AT 2,7% LEVEL

Tables 13 and 14 provide estimates of the energy and crude oil required to produce

gasoline with a 2.7% oxygen content by weight This oxygen-content level is required in CO
nonattainment areas for a portion of the year (typically four to five months). Areas requiring

the use of RFG year-round will require that the oxygen-content level of the RFG be raised

during these months (CO control program RFG). Areas not using RFG will simply require

CO control program oxygenated gasoline (OG). Averaging of gasolines with higher and lower

oxygen-content levels is permitted, so long as the 2.7% level is maintained.

The estimates presented in Tables 13 and 14 are derived from the estimates for

gasolines produced with a 2.1% oxygen content level, which are discussed in Section 3. No

separate refinery LP model runs were conducted to develop these estimates. The only

difference assumed between the RFCJs with 2.1% oxygen content and those with 2.7% oxygen

content is the proportion of the oxygenates and HCs in the final fuel. The energy required

to produce each "HC Btu" and "oxygenate Btu" is assumed to be the same as for the RFG
with 2.1% oxygen content.

For a given oxygenate, the volume of oxygenate required to achieve the 2.7% oxygen-

content level is the same whether the gaisoline is an RFG or an OG. The energy required to

produce the HC portion differs, however. We assume that the energy required to produce the

HCs in OG is not significantly different than that required to produce HCs in conventional

gasoline, as estimated in Tables 7 and 8. In reahty, the HCs in OG tend to be 2-3 octane

numbers lower than the HCs in conventional gasoline, to take advantage of the high blending

octane of the oxygenates. Thus, there should be some effect on the energy required to

produce these lower-octane HCs, but we have not accounted for that effect

Tables 13 and 14 indicate that OGs have lower energy requirements than do their

counterpart CO control program RF(Jrs, but the former also use more crude oil. RFG or OG
made with ethanol has greater energy and crude oil use requirements than has RFG or OG
made with either ether. Ethanol blends currently used (e.g., 10% ethanol) increase total

energy use by 3.2% and total crude oil use by 5.8% with respect to CO control program RFG
with MTBE. As before, all the fuels presented require more total energy but less crude oil for

their production than does conventional gasoline.
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TABLE 14 Relative RFG and OG
Volumes and Energy Content'

Total

Energy Total Oil

Fuel Type Use" Use**

RFG with MTBE 1.001 0.970

at 2.7% Oj

RFG with ETBE at 1.018 0.947

2.7% Oj

RFG with Ethanol 1.066 1.082

at 2.7% O,

OG with MTBE 0.998 0.995

at 2.7% Oj

OG with ETBE 1.017 0.973

at 2.7% Oj

OG with Ethanol 1.023 1.075

at 2.7% Oj

OG with Ethanol 1.032 1.058

at 3.5% Oj

Based on last two columns of Table 13.

^
Compared with RFG with MTBE at

2.1% Oj (base case).
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The analysis discussed in this report indicates that RFG requires more energy but

less crude oil for its production than does conventional gasoline. The least energy-intensive

of the RFG options is RFG with MTBE only. If RFG with MTBE is taken as the base fuel,

RFG with ETBE and the mixed RFG pools with MTBE and ethanol (which would fulfill the

EPA's February 1993 RFG NPRM) require approximately 1.3-2.0% more total energy than

does the base. RFG with ethanol requires nearly 6% more total energy.

RFG with ETBE uses the least crude oil to deliver equal energy for propulsion: 1.8%

less than that for the base RFG. The mixed RFG pools increase the use of crude oil over the

base by 2.1-2.5%. Production ofRFG with ethanol alone increases crude oil use by more than

9%.

Use of oxygenates at a 2.7% level in the CO control programs does not alter the

direction of these results. CO control program OGs have lower total energy requirements
thnn their counterp{irt CO control program RFGs, but the former also use more crude oiL

The specific impetus for this report was an EPA proposal that would allow RFG
blended with ethanol to meet a lesser VOCs reduction standard than RFGs with other

oxygenates. If implemented, the proposal would cause increased energy use of 1.8 to 2.0%,

depending on the oxygen level (2. 1% or 2.7%) achieved with the ethanol portion of the mixed

RFG pool. Crude oil use would increase by 2.1 to 2.5%.

The resvdts reported here are based on a number of assimiptions and are focxised on

RFGs produced in one area of the country. Clearly, making changes in the assumptions

would change the specific estimates calculated. However, we believe that the general trend

of the results is likely to remain the same across regions and with all but drastic changes in

production process assumptions.
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APPENDIX:

Selected Reference Materials Used in the Analysis
of the Energy Requirements for RFG Production

TABLE A.1 Refining Raw Material and Product Rate — MBPCD
mC — Summer 1995/2000 F2 — SF and 4/92 CF Case Results NPC 1991-92
Study of U^. Refining Industry
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TABLE A^ Energy Balance Impacts of Ethanol at Constant AVOC — PADD n
Summer 2000 Casea S13H vs S6[l] NPC 1991 — 93 Study of VS. Refining
Industry
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TABLE AJ Run Basis and Reformulated Gasoline Pool Properties mC — Summer
2000 F2 — 4/92 CF Case Results NPC 1991-92 Study of U.S. Refining Industry

-. .,'.',
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TABLE A-4 Refiaing Raw Material and Product Rates — MBPCD lUC — Summer
2000 F2 — 4/92 CF Case Results NFC 1991-92 Study of U.S. Refining Industry

Bar
MatarUto
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TABLE A^ Cost of Production Estimate for MTBE
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
955 L'ENFANT PLAZA. SW. SUITE 6000 Talaphona 202/488-2440
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 FAX 202/488-2444

( \

"K^

June 8, 1 994

Mr. Barry McNutt
U.S. Department of Energy
PO-50
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C.

Dear Barry:

As requested, I am submitting revisions, based on comments made by peer
reviewers, to two draft analyses of the use of ethanol in reformulated gasoline:

1 ) Energy Requirements and C02-Equivalent Emissions of RFC
and
2) The Impact of the Renewable Oxygenate Proposal on Ethanol Availability for

Use as an Oxygenate in RFG, Oxygenated Gasoline and Gasohol.

In the first analysis, I have addressed comments made on the March 17, 1994

analysis and provide revised estimates of the energy, oil use, and C02-equivalent
emissions implications of the EPA proposal to require renewable sources for 30%
of the oxygenates in RFG. In the second analysis, Kevin Stork has also addressed

reviewers' comments on his January 1 994 analysis. In particular, he has revised

the analysis to focus on the effects of a likely RFG opt-in case and has added
seasonal and regional analyses. Each attached memo discusses the revisions

made.

As we have discussed, we will eventually provide you with a formal ANL technical

report incorporating both of the above analyses. That report will contain a more

complete documentation of the assumptions used to develop the energy
requirements and C02-equivalent emissions estimates.

Margaret Singh

Transportation Energy Analyst

U.S. OEPARrMENT Of ENERGY THE UNIVERSITr OF CHICAGO
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Maragret Singh

Argonne National Laboratory
June 6, 1994

Analysis Memorandum: Energy Requirements and C02-Equivalent Emissions of RFG

The attached tables (Tables 1-9) present the key results of the revisions made to the

original (3/17/94) draft analysis of the total energy, fossil energy, and oil required to

deliver equal energy content reformulated gasolines (RFGs), as well as the C02-

equivalent (C02) emissions associated with the production and use of these RFGs.

The revisions address the Icey comments made on the analysis during peer review.

The main comments made by reviewers can be summarized as follows:

1) The analysis of the energy and oil input requirements of ethanol and of

ethanol C02 emissions are based on inconsistent assumptions about ethanol

industry practices. For consistency, the same assumptions should be used for

the energy, oil and 1)02 estimates.

2) Opinions vary over what efficiency should be assumed for ethanol

production plants as well as over whether marginal acreage for corn production

should be assumed.

3) Certain process inefficiencies in the production of MTBE and ETBE are not

accounted for.

4) Several small technical errors or inconsistencies were identified.

5) The methodology and assumptions are not clearly explained.

6) The analysis does not account for the impact on energy, oil and C02 of the

transport of ethanol from the midwest to RFG markets outside the midwest.

7) The study does not account for the energy required to construct new ethanol

plants.

The revisions presented in this draft address comments #1 - #4. With respect to

comment #5, we will attempt to more clearly and completely explain the methodology
and assumptions used when we write the full report of this analysis. With respect to

comments #6 and #7, we acknowledge that there are effects on energy, oil and C02
from transport of ethanol and the construction of new ethanol production plants.

However, evaluating the implications of these factors is generally beyond the scope
of this study. Distribution of all fuels to the final consumer is included in the C02
analysis.
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Revision to address comment # 1

In the original analysis, we used a report by Marland and Turhollow to develop
estimates of the energy and oil use required in the production of ethanol (1 ). Marland
and Turhollow characterized their base case as current industry "best" practice. We
used Delucchi's base case to derive the C02 estimates (2). Delucchi characterized

his base case as current industry "average" practice. In this revised analysis, we use

Delucchi's base case throughout. We do so in part because we use Delucchi's

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions model to generate the C02-equivalent emissions

estimates (3). The estimates derived using Delucchi's ethanol estimates are identified

in the attached table as the "MAD" estimates (for Mark A. Delucchi).

Revisions to address comment # 2

In order to demonstrate the effect of using alternative estimates of the energy required

to produce ethanol, we input into our RFG spreadsheet model and the Delucchi GHG
model two alternative sets of estimates of ethanol energy production requirements.

First, we input the estimates developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of the

energy required to manufacture ethanol from corn (4). Delucchi compared his

estimates with those of Agriculture and identified where assumptions differed (5).

Assumptions differ with respect to the estimated energy requirements for fertilizer,

farming, corn transport, and corn-ethanol conversion efficiency. We estimate that the

Agriculture estimate of the total energy required to produce ethanol is about 25%
lower than Delucchi's. The estimates derived using the Agriculture ethanol estimates

are identified in the attached tables as the "AG" estimates .

Second, we used estimates developed by Ho of Amoco (6). Our analysis indicates

that the Ho energy production estimates are approximately 22% higher than

Delucchi's. We identified the differences in assumptions between the two analyses.

Assumptions differ with respect to the energy required for fertilizer, farming, and corn-

ethanol conversion. Ho did not include a specific estimate of corn transport energy.
We used Delucchi's estimate for that component. The estimates derived using Ho's

ethanol estimates are identified in the attached tables as the "HO" estimates.

Revisions to address comment # 3

The Department of Agriculture pointed out that we had not accounted for process
losses in the conversion of field butanes to isobutylene and then into ether (7). We
have now accounted for the fact that there are inefficiencies in the process and also

that fuel gas is created as a byproduct. We estimate an 1 1 % process loss.
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Revisions to address comment # 4

In the original analysis, we used both 5.7% ethanol and 6.0% ethanol in our

calculation of the amount of ethanol required to achieve a 2. 1 % oxygen content. In

this analysis we use one value only: 6.0%.

We revised the GHG emission factors to account for the fact that Delucchi's model
estimates these factors on the basis of the higher heating values of fuels while this

analysis uses lower heating values.

We corrected the mathematical error identified by both Agriculture and the American
Biofuels Association in the fossil energy content of ETBE in the "summer fuels existing

ethanol" case. Note that the correct value was used in the "summer fuels new
ethanol" case in the original analysis.

EPA pointed out that we have slightly different estimates of the oil required to

produce ethanol for use in ETBE vs. for use as neat ethanol. We have not been able

to completely resolve that difference. Our estimates of the energy and oil required to

produce ETBE are derived from an adaptation of the MTBE production process. Our

adaptation could be somewhat inaccurate. There may be other explanations. We will

try to resolve this difference before the full report is complete. In any event, the

difference is small. Arbitrarily setting the values to be the same does not change the

relationships shown in Table 9.

Results

Tables 1-6 contain revisions of the complete set of tables originally presented in the

3/1 7/94 analysis. These tables incorporate all the changes discussed above. They
assume Delucchi's estimates of the energy and oil required to produce ethanol.

Tables 7 and 8 present estimates comparable to Table 1 but assume Agriculture's

(Table 7) and Ho's (Table 8) estimates of the energy and oil required to produce
ethanol. Table 9 compares the relative program-wide impacts of various scenarios of

ethanol use as estimated using Delucchi's, Agriculture's and Ho's estimates of the

energy to produce ethanol. The relative impacts estimated in the 3/1 7/94 analysis are

also presented for comparison's sake.

The original analysis (when corrected for the mathematical error referred to above)

estimated that fossil energy use would always be lower with the renewable oxygenate
standard (ROS) mandate than with the year round use of MTBE. The same conclusion

is derived from all three analyses (Delucchi, Agriculture, and Ho) used here. The

greatest decrease estimated is 0.9% using Agriculture's estimates.

The original analysis estimated that oil use would always be higher (0.9% to 3.3%)
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with the ROS mandate than with year round use of MTBE. The results are virtually

the same whether Delucchi's, Agriculture's, or Ho's estimates of the oil required to

produce ethanol are used.

The original analysis estimated that C02-equivalent emissions under the ROS mandate
would range anywhere from being equal to being 0.4% higher than with year round

use of MTBE. The estimates using Delucchi and Ho analysis suggest that the increase

could be as high as 0.6%. When the Agriculture analysis of the energy required to

produce ethanol is assumed, the greatest possible increase is 0.2%. In no case are

the C02-equivalent emissions lower (on a relative program-wide basis) than with year-

round use of MTBE.

Conclusions

The significance of these results varies with the parameter evaluated. One reviewer

made the comment that the few percentage point differences estimated in this

analysis do not mean that the impacts of alternative scenarios are really different.

Another reviewer essentially termed impacts of less than 1 % as trivial. This point,

that the analysis has generated estimates of very small differences in the impact of

the different oxygenates, is particularly true for the C02-equivalent emissions

analysis. There are large uncertainties in estimating the C02-equivalent emissions of

various fuels. This analysis only generates differences on the order of about one-half

of one percent or less. From this we have to conclude that there are essentially no

differences between the RFGs using various oxygenates in terms of their C02-

equivalent emissions.

The uncertainty associated with the estimates of oil use and fossil energy is less than

that for C02. Because the oil use increases associated with the use of ethanol and

ETBE are higher than the C02 increases (about one to three percent) and because the

uncertainty associated with their estimation is less, we attach more significance to the

oil use estimates. It is clear that there will be increases in oil use associated with the

ROS.

The significance associated with the decrease in fossil energy use is somewhere

between the significance associated with the C02 results and the oil use results. The

uncertainty associated with these results is similar to that for oil, but the percentage

decreases associated with the use of ethanol and ETBE only range from about one half

to one percent. From this we conclude that there will be a small decrease in fossil

energy use with the ROS.

Alternative estimates of the energy and oil required to produce ethanol (e.g..

Agriculture and Ho) have small effects on fossil energy use and C02-equivalent

emissions. However, given the uncertainty issue mentioned above, the impacts of

using these alternative estimates in this analysis are very small. These alternative
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estimates had no effect on the total oil use estimates.

Finally, based on the analysis of ethanol supply and demand attached (8) and the
current absence of ETBE production, it would appear that some combination of
scenarios 4 and 5 in Table 9 would represent the most likely use of ethanol in the
near-future under a ROS mandate. If this is true, then, where RFG is used, the ROS
would increase oil use between 2% and 3.3% and decrease fossil energy use between
0.5 and 0.9%. While Table 9 indicates a 0.1 to 0.6% increase in C02 for these

scenarios, given the uncertainty discussed above, we simply conclude that there
would be no change in the C02 emissions.
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Kevin Stork

Argonne National Laboratory
June 6, 1994

Analysis Memorandum: The Impact of the Renewable Oxygenate Proposal on
Ethanol Availability For Use as an Oxygenate in RFG,

Oxygenated Gasoline and Gasohol

Notation:

CG Conventional gasoline
RFG Reformulated gasoline
OG Oxygenated gasoline for CO control

RFG/OG RFG with 2.7% wt. oxygen (except in CA where oxygen is fixed at

2.0% year round)

gasohol CG with 10% vol. ethanol

Introduction:

This is a revised analysis of the implications for ethanol supply and demand of the

December 15, 1993, EPA renewable oxygenate proposal (ROS). If adopted, the

ROS will effectively mandate the use of corn-based ethanol (or the ethanol-derived

ether ETBE) as an oxygenate for 30% of the reformulated gasoline pool until such

time as other renewable oxygenates are economically competitive.

The analysis is cast to represent possible situations at the beginning of the

program in 1995, but may also be applicable to a mature program. It is not yet
known whether the ROS, if adopted, will apply as early as 1995. In this analysis it

is assumed that it will apply. This analysis also assumes that initially ETBE will be

unavailable for use in the summer (taken to be five months, including

approximately two weeks lead and lag time between seasons). Three seasonal

cases are considered and credit trading is accommodated.

A 1 2-month case represents total demand for fuel ethanol in 1 995. Though ETBE
is not expected to be used extensively in 1995, the 12-month case represents the

ethanol utilization rates which would resulMf it were possible to oxygenate year-
round with renewables.
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A 7-month case represents the use of the volume of ethanol required annually

during a reasonable estimate of the length of the winter RFG season^ The winter

season would be a split season during a calendar year. The first part of the season
is assumed to run from January through April in this analysis. The second runs

from October through December.

Finally, a 4-month, or "front-loaded", case represents a possible first-year scenario

in which lack of experience with the program among refiners contributes to

uncertainty in the markets for ethanol and renewable-oxygenate credits. The front-

loaded case represents an extreme in monthly demand for ethanol which could

arise as a result of refiners' attempts to bring their renewable oxygenate
obligations into balance during the beginning of the bipartite winter season. While

it is unlikely that all refiners would attempt to fulfill the requirement for renewable

oxygenate use during the first part of the winter, individual refiners, particularly

those outside of the ethanol producing regions, could attempt to satisfy the ROS
requirement during the first part' of the winter season to avoid being short credits

later in the year.

The result of a front-loaded scenario is increased demand for ethanol in RFG
destined for retail sale from January through April or, equivalently, increased

demand for ethanol credits. In addition to a first-year scenario, the front-loaded

case may also be a reasonable model of the mature program facing disruptions in

the ethanol market.

Credit trading is analyzed by distinguishing between those states likely to be net

credit sellers (called producer states) and net credit buyers (non-producer states).

An analysis of the maximum generation and sale of credits follows the seasonal

analysis.

Revisions to the orioinal analysis:

The original analysis has been expanded to address comments from reviewers.

Revisions based on the comments are as follows:

• Fuel demand has been estimated for 1995 by scaling the data used in the

original analysis, FHWA 1992 gasoline and gasohol sales data. The scaling

' The winter season may be somewhat shorter in practice for some refiners. In particular, for

Gulf Coast refiners serving markets in the northeast, seven months may be an overestimate of the

useable winter season.
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factor (4.80%) is the increase in gasoline demand over the period^.

The current analysis is based on an opt-in scenario currently considered

likely rather than on the nine-city and full opt-in cases considered originally.^

A full opt-in case could still be considered to be the most extreme limit on

analysis, though it has not been presented here (due to the other revisions in

the analysis, the results of the original full opt-in case would not be

appropriate for comparison with the current analysis). As in the original

analysis, population serves as the measure of gasoline demand.

The demand for fuel ethanol due to the oxygenated gasoline program for CO
non-attainment areas has been included in this revision. According to EIA,

about 30% of oxygenated gasoline for CO control (OG) is oxygenated using

ethanol. This figure was applied to expected demand for OG in the analysis.

Fuel ethanol production capacity has been adjusted to 85% of the nameplate

capacity reported in the original analysis. The expected ethanol capacity, as

in the original analysis, includes currently operable capacity and capacity

under construction which should be available by the start of the program.*

Key Assumptions:

• 1992 motor fuel use patterns hold for future years. For example, a state

which used 15% gasohol, 5% OG and 8370 CG (where some of the gasohol
serves as OG) in 1 992, it is assumed that the same proportions would hold

for subsequent years in the absence of RFG and the ROS.

• Seasonal variation in gasoline consumption was ignored.

^ Mr. David Chien, of the U.S. Energy Information Administration, provided the data for the

scaling factor from model runs for ElA's Annual Energy Outlook 1994.

^ Data on opt-in are from the list of Opt-lns available from the EPA OMS computer bulletin board

in January, 1994. A current list may be used for a subsequent revision of this report if it is

significantly different.

*
Dr. John McClelland, of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, provided ethanol capacity data

and interpretive assistance on ethanol capacity figures. From those data, it appears that

approximately 6% additional ethanol capacity may be^available from idle facilities which are too

small to be competitive currently but which could brought on-line by 1995 if the price of ethanol

rises sufficiently. The results of this analysis indicate that the additional capacity would not change
the outcome for the cases under which there is an insufficient supply of ethanol.
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Gasohol and OG account for total fuel ethanol use outside of the RFG
program.*

Ethanol is used to oxygenate 30% of OG absent the ROS.®

Renewable oxygenate credits can not be carried over between different

calendar years. Also, credits can not be accumulated prior to the beginning
of manufacture of gasoline for retail sale in January, 1 995.^

Volume of fuel consumed is proportional to population (i.e., if 60% of a

state's population is in a non-attainment area then 60% of it's gasoline
demand is assumed to be met with RFG and 40% with either conventional

gasoline, oxygenated gasoline or gasohol according to proportions of CG,
OG and gasohol in the remaining pool).

Gasohol sales are evenly distributed within a state. Absent RFG, attainment
areas and non-attainment areas are assumed to use gasohol in proportion to

their populations.

Results:

Seasonal Analysis Results:

Table 1 summarizes the net national supply (demand) for fuel ethanol under two
ethanol utilization scenarios for each of the seasonal cases. Net supply implies
ethanol production capacity in excess of demand.

' Gasohol and gasoline sales volume data were collected by the Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA). The data for 1992 are the latest available from FHWA, which no longer collects gasohol
data. These values understate actual gasohol use because they are based on tax revenue data.

States which tax gasoline and gasohol at the same rate have commingled data.

' The CAA-mandated use of oxygenates during the winter in thirty-nine CO non-attainment

areas went into effect on November 1, 1992. That requirement (oxygen at 2.7% wt) can be met
with gasohol (oxygen at 3.5% wt). At most, two months of the 1 992 gasohol data include

gasohol sold specifically to satisfy this mandate.

'
Credit generation for renewable oxygenate use will begin in 1994 when gasoline for January,

1 995, delivery begins. However, the one-time credit roll over from calendar-year 1 994 to 1 995 is

ignored.
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Table 1 .

Summary of Seasonal Results

(MM gal)
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7-month Analysis:

• There will be demand for ethanol in excess of capacity over the period of

461 MM gal, given expected ethanol capacity and an unchanged level of

ethanol demand in areas not using RFC

• If demand for ethanol in the gasohol and OG markets is not met, there is

excess supply of fuel ethanol of 93 MM gal.

• Meeting RFG demand requires an 83% reduction in use of ethanol for OG
and gasohol during the period.

4-month Analysis:

• There will be demand for ethanol in excess of capacity over the period of

565 MM gal, given expected ethanol capacity and an unchanged level of

ethanol demand in areas not using RFG.

• Even if demand for ethanol in the gasohol and OG markets is not met, there

is excess demand for fuel ethanol of 249 MM gal.

• Meeting RFG demand requires the elimination of all use of ethanol for OG
and gasohol during the period and an increase in expected production

capacity of approximately 55%.

The 7-month seasonal case, which represents the likely longer-term operation of

the ROS during Phase I of the RFG program, requires approximately 88% capacity
utilization to satisfy the ROS alone.

'°
This suggests that a full- winter season

would be sufficient to accommodate annual fuel ethanol demand under the ROS
only if essentially all fuel ethanol which would otherwise be used in gasohol and
OG is diverted to the RFG pool during the period.

If ethanol demand outside of areas requiring RFG (i.e., gasohol and OG) is to be

met, demand during the 7-month period would be 1,259 MM gal. This is greater
than the domestic production capacity for ethanol and so would require drawdown

'°
Assuming the ethanol capacities have been adjusted property (i.e., that 85% of nameplate is

correct), average ethanol capacity utilization was 85% for Jan. -Apr., 1993, and 93% for Jan. -Mar.

1994.
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of inventory. Ethanol inventory as reported by EIA'^ ranged from 75-120 MM gal

during 1 993. This suggests a working inventory of approximately 50 MM gal
available for draw down. Meeting the demands due to both the ROS and the

gasohol/OG markets would require inventory levels or ethanol production capacity
to be increased in the future.

Regional Analysis Results (Credit Trading/Ethanol Movement):

Primary ethanol producing states are those PADD II states with at least 30 MM
gal/year fuel ethanol capacity. These include: IL, IN, lA, KS, MN, NE, ND, OH and
TN. Collectively, they contain more than 97% of existing ethanol capacity. These
ethanol producer states are the most likely net credit sellers. The maximum use of

credits is considered below to establish the minimum necessary level of additional,

incremental ethanol movement.

Blending renewable oxygenates into more than 30% of RFG galionage or at oxygen
levels above 2.1% wt. (up to 3.5% maximum) generates credit for trading.

Maximum credit generation was considered under the three seasonal scenarios by

assuming 90% of the RFG consumed in ethanol producing regions to be

oxygenated with ethanol to 3.5%.'^ For credit-trading analysis, the non-producer
states (all RFG-consuming states which are not among the primary ethanol

producers listed above) are assumed to use the minimum required level of ethanol

in RFG and RFG/OG and to use no ethanol outside of the RFG pool. The results are

summarized in Tables 2 and 3:

"
Weekly Petroleum Status Report, Table B2.

'^ The 90% figure allows for outstanding MTBE contracts and other constraints on refiners'

ability to oxygenate with ethanol. If 100% of RFG in the producer regions is oxygenated with

ethanol to the 3.5% level, in each case approximately 14% additional credit would be generated.

7
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Table 2.

Maximum Generation of Credits

MIVI Gal.

Period of

Credit

Generation
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Table 3.

Net Ethanol Movement
MM Gal.
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requirement can be satisfied.
'^

The use of ethanol to oxygenate RFG during a seven-month winter season would

require essentially all available fuel ethanol capacity during the 1995 winter

season. This could severely limit the availability of ethanol for traditional gasoline

blending into gasohol and OG. Increases in ethanol capacity beyond those

estimated or use of stocks could mitigate shortages.

The front-loaded case (a four-month season for ethanol use under the ROS) would

produce monthly demand in excess of supply even if ethanol is used only in RFG
and RFG/OG and no ethanol is available for gasohol or OG blending during the

period.

Assuming no use of ethanol outside of the RFG pool and maximum use of credit

trading, flow of ethanol to the states requiring RFG would have to increase over

current levels in the 7-month case by approximately 80%. Substantial change in

the distribution of ethanol within states would also be required. Total interstate

transportation of ethanol would have to increase by 46%.

Even with increased production capacity and inventory drawdown, total interstate

transportation of ethanol would have to increase by 157% to satisfy the ROS in

the 4-month scenario and would also require the elimination of all gasohol and non-

RFG OG. Transportation to non-producer states would have to increase by 276%.

- "
If midwestern refiners blend ethanol into low-RVP blendstock, ethanol could be used directly

during the summer season. Presumably, refining such blendstock would be economical at some
value of oxygenate credit, but it is beyond the scope of this paper to speculate on what value

would be required.

10
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Appendix: Ethanol Distribution Spreadsheet

3 0% RPG requires ethanol:

1995 1995
Fuel EtOH Potential
Operational Additional
Production Fuel EtOH
Capacity Capacity
(85% of {85% of

VOLUMES IN MILLIONS OP GALLONS
ANNUALLY:

FHWA
Gasohol
Sales
1995

FHWA
Gasoline
Sales
1995

State Nameplate)
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State

Surplus (Shortage) of Fuel
BtOH assiiining no change In
gasohol use patterns outside
of areas using RFG.
{•95 OPBR.CAP) ('95 MAX. CAP)

Surplus (Shortage) of Fuel
BtOH assuming ALL BtOH IS
USED IN RFG (i.e., no OG
out of RFG areas & no gasohol)
{•95 OPBR.CAP) (^95 MAX. CAP.)

AlaUsam
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State

Annualized Equivalent Volume EtOH for
EtOH only during winter season in RFG.
(i.e., no EtOH is used in gasohol;
EtOH used in OG only if RFG required;
no summer ETBE)

Jan. -Apr.
Full Winter (First Year
(7 Months) of Program)

Alabama
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state

Annualized Equivalent Volume EtOH for
EtOH only during winter season in RFG
but keeping demand for gasohol & OG
unchanged outside of RFG areas.

Jan. -Apr.
Full Winter (First Year
(7 Months) of Program)

Alabama
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DRAFT

Kevin Stork
DOE Energy Demand Policy, PO-50

Analysis Memorandum: A Comparison of Fuel Ethanol Supply And
Demand Due To RFG And Gasohol

Abstract

Adoption of EPA's renewable oxygenate proposal would
increase demand for ethanol by 200 to 800 million gallon per
year nationally, depending on the level of opt- in and on
California's status under the proposal. Ethanol production
capacity may be inadequate to meet demand if California is

subject to the requirements of the renewable oxygenate
proposal along with the other states.

Introduction :

This is an analysis of the implications for the supply and demand
for ethanol of the December 15, 1993, EPA proposal to mandate the
use of ethanol in reformulated gasoline. The analysis focuses on
a comparison of volumes of fuel ethanol use in non-attainment
areas (NAAs) under the current regime and under the renewable

oxygenate proposal. The focus on non-attainment areas is

dictated by uncertainty about the effect of the proposal on the
ethanol content of gasoline in areas not receiving RFG.

Preliminary analysis indicated that California, because of its

large gasoline consumption, will have a major impact on ethanol
market under the renewable oxygenate proposal if it is included.
For that reason two parallel cases were analyzed: a Base Case
which includes the fifty states and the District of Columbia and
an ex-California Case excluding California from the ethanol

proposal while accounting for gasoline and gasohol in the state.

An excess of supply or demand for ethanol is calculated by state
for both the Base Case and the ex-California Case for 9 city and
Full Opt- In scenarios. The excess supply or demand in a state
was calculated as the difference between the ethanol production
capacity in the state and the ethanol demand in the state. The
difference in demand for ethanol in non-attainment areas

currently and under the proposal was also calculated.

January 15, 1994
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Key Assumptions:

• 1992 motor fuel use patterns hold for future years.

• 1992 gasohol sales account for total fuel ethanol use.^

• Ethanol demand due to oxygenated gasoline (OG) for winter CO
control is ignored.^

• Volume of fuel consumed is proportional to population (i.e.,
if 60% of a state's population is in a non-attainment area
then 60% of it's gasoline demand is assumed to be met with
RFG and 40% with either conventional gasoline or gasohol ) .

• Gasohol sales are evenly distributed within a state.
Attainment areas and non-attainment areas are assumed to use
gasohol in proportion to their populations.

• Use of gasohol outside of non-attainment areas will not
change as a result of the renewable oxygenate proposal .

This implies that excess demand will be met from production
capacity.

• For RFG, the averaging standard for renewable oxygenates
(2.1% by wt in 30% of RFG) is used; the every-gallon
standard is 2.0% wt.

• 1995 fuel ethanol production capacity figures were derived
as follows^: all currently operable capacity (1.393 MMM
gal/yr) was considered to be available for 1995 as was
capacity now under construction (0.216 MMM gal/yr) for a

* Gasohol sales volume data are from the Federal Highway
Administration. The data for 1992 are the latest available from
FHA, which no longer publishes gasohol data. These values
understate gasohol use because they are based on tax data.
States which tax gasoline and gasohol at the same rate have
commingled data. Information Resources, Inc. ( IRI ) may have
current data on ethanol use in fuels available for purchase.

^ The CAA mandated use of oxygenates during the winter in
thirty-nine CO non-attainment areas went into effect on November
1, 1992. That requirement (oxygen at 2.7% wt) can be met with
gasohol (oxygen at 3.5% wt). At most, two months of the 1992
gasohol data include gasohol sold specifically to satisfy this
mandate .

* These capacities, from IRI data, appear to be nameplate
capacities and, if so, should be adjusted for downtime. This has
not been done in the spreadsheet because I do not know the
magnitude of the appropriate adjustment factor.

January 15, 1994
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total of 1.609 billion gallons/year. This is referred to as

the Operable Capacity in the spreadsheet and below.*

Some of the largest ethanol facilities are wet-mill

processing facilities which presumably currently divert some
of their ethanol production capacity to other uses (e.g.,
corn syrup). This implies that there is significant ethanol

capacity not currently used for fuels which could quickly
become available to the fuel market.

Results:

Only Illinois, Indiana and Ohio use more ethanol currently
in non-attainment areas than they would under the proposal.

Southern and East Coast states and California would use more
ethanol in non-attainment areas under the proposal than they
do currently.

Additional NA Area Demand For Fuel Ethanol Under
Renewable Oxygenate Proposal -- Top 5 States

(MM gal/yr)

State
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Total ethanol demand within non-attainment areas will
Increase by between 300 and 800 million gal/yr relative to
current use under the proposal in the Base Case, depending,,_,
on level of opt-in.* (ex-CA Case: 200 to 560 MM gal/yr.)

Total mandated ethanol use is 460 million to 1.1 billion
gal/yr under the proposal in the Base Case, depending on
level of opt-in. (ex-CA Case: 320 to 920 MM gal/yr.)

California's inclusion or exclusion in the analysis has a

major effect on the results in the aggregate. Under full
ODt-in with expected capacity there is a net shortage of
ethanol when California is included in the analysis. Under
the maximum capacity scenario there is no net shortage. The
following tables show the sensitivity of the aggregate
values to California RFC.

Aggregate Supply
Base Case Results

(MM gal/yr)
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Fuel Etjianol Usage Spreadsheet:

ASSUMPTIONS:
Fuel use is distributed through states in proportion to population.
Population fraction = fuel fraction.

BASE CASE : Assumes all CA uses RFG only In non-attainment areas .

Volumes in millions of gallons.

State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Co
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachuset
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshi
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carol
North Dakot
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvani
Rhode Islan
South Carol
South Dakot
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virgin
Wisconsin
Wyoming

1995 1995 EtOH FHA
Fuel EtOH Potenti 1992
Operatic Add' 1 Gasohol
Capacity Capacity Sales

FHA Popul. based
EtOH 1992 RFG Fraction
in Gasoline gasoline pool

Gasohol Sales 9 city Full

RFG sales with 1992
fuel volume (fract*
(gas' 1+gas' hi) )

9 citv Full opt-in

0.0
0.0
5.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

7.
702.
75.

374.
34.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

58.
0.

0.

2.

183.5
0.0
0.

0.

12.
0.

0.

39.
65.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.
6.

40.
0.

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
4.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

76,
0,

0,

0.

0.

0,

0,

0,

0,

0.0
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0,

0,

0,

25,
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

280

24
59

142
50

86
23.0
0.0

44.0
,567.1
642.3
514.4
63.0

364.8
83.6
0.0
0.0
0.0

514.8
651

253
5

371
71

108

29.3
55.8

,249

191

159
194
247.8

2.5
0.0

103.4
422.8
42.0

160.0
51.7

28.
0.

0.

2.

5.

14.
5,

0,

0,

8,

2,

0,

4,

156,
64,
51,
6,

36,
8

0,

51
65

25

37
7

10

2

5

124

19

15
19
24

10
42
4

16
5

2,195
273

1,796
1,286

13,642
1,557
1,411

353
176

6,262
3,616.

398
519

4,620
2,752
1,391
1,221
1,909
1, 950

612

2,126
2,413
4,419
2,167
1,336
2,844

465
786
702
527

3,369
857

5,653
3,371

360
4,737
1,744
1,380
4,701

382
1,872

410
2,562
8,695

782
299

2,093
2,413

857
2,170

321

0.57

0.625
0.659

0.641
0.11

0.522

0.948

0.642

0.317

0.216

0.349

0.298

0.021
0.935

0.625
0.829

1

0.405
0.432

0.693
0.459

0.244
0.494
0.161
0.411
0.888
0.847
0.589

0.027
0.551

0.562
1

0.778
0.439

0.748

0.828
0.9

0.216

0.496
0.496
0.53

0.612

0.283
0.391

,810

913
232

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.

0.

3,966.
373.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0,

1,110.
0.

0,

0,

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3,194

3,629

1,490
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1,931.8
0.0
0.0

813

737.9
0.0
0.0

27.5
12,811.2

0.0
913.5
292.
176.

2,571.
1,572.

0.

0.

4,287.
1,558.

0.

313.5
1,123.6

327.4
251.7

1,888.4
2,043.9
2,906.1

0.0
36.1

1,706.8
0.

0.

0.

296.

3,369.
0.

4,398.
1,492.

0.0
4,477.7

0.0
0.0

3,893.2
344.3
404.

0.

1,367.
4,436.

416.
0.

1,956.
0.0

254.6
911.2

0.0

Total 1,609 101 8,831 683 115-) 774 25,465 63,566
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Fuel Ethanol Usage Spreadsheet (cont'd) :

Ba«« Cas«.

State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Californi
Colorado
Connect ib
Delaware
Dist . of
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachus
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississip
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hamps
New Jerse
New Mexic
New York
North Car
North Dak
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylva
Rhode Isl
South Car
South Dak
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washingto
West Virg
Wisconsin
Wyoming

AT '95 OPER. EtOH CAP AT '95 MAX CAP.
Supply (Demand) of Supply (Demand) of

Current Fuel EtOH Difference EtOH assuming use EtOH assuming use
EtOH in RFC EtOH use in in RFC areas of gasohol at 1992 of gasohol at 1992

under mandate RFC areas (Current-RFG) level out of RFC ar level out of RFC areas
9 city Full o 9 city Full 9 city Full opt 9 city Full opt-in 9 city Full opt-in

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

140.6
0.0

16.4
4.

0.

0.

0.

0.

71
6.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

20.0
0.0
0,

0,

0.

0,

0,

0,

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.c

0.0
0.0

57.5
0.0

65.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

26.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

34.6
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

14.
0.

13.

0.

0.

0.
230.

0.

16.

5.

3.

46.
28.
0.

0,

77.
28.
0,

5,

20,
5,

4.

34,

36,
52,

0,

0,

30,

3

5

6

4

3

2

3

3

2

6

2

9

5

8

3

6

7

0.0
O.C
0.0
5.3

60

79
26

80

70
6
7

24
79.8
7.5

35

4

16

0.

0.

0.

0.

3.

0.

3.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0,

IOC.
7.

0.

0.

0,

0,

0,

0,

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

e

5

3

3

1

0.0
108.6
29.5
0.0
1.5

18.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

30.3
0.0
0.0

13

1

93

9

12

6

1

6

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(137.2)
0.0

(13.3)
(4.2)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.

0.

29.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

(20.
0.

0.
0.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

(57.5)
0.0

(65.3)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(26.8)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(29.4)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
(9.1)
0.0

.0

.0

.1

.3

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0)

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

(4.9)
0.0
0.0
(0.4)

(225.0)
0.0

(13.3)
(5.3)
(3.2)

(42.8)
(27.3)
0.0
0.0

31.4
1.4
0.0
(4.1)
(2.2)
(4.5)
(4.5)

(34.0)
(36.8)
(22.0)
0.0
(0.6)

(16.8)
0.0
0.0
0.0
(5.3)

(60.7)
0.0

(79.2)
(25.6)
0.0

12.8
0.0
0.0

(70.1)
(6.2)
(7.3)
0.0

(15.0)
(67.6)
(7.4)
0.0

(28.9)
0.0
(3.4)

(10.1)
0.0

(28.1)
0.0
0.0
(2.5)

(137.8)
(14.2)
(18.3)
(4.2)
0.0
(8.6)
(2.3)
0.0
2.

574.
11.

322.
28.
(36.5)
(8.4)
0.0

(20.0)
0.0

(51.5)
(6.2)
0.0

(25.3)
1.5

146.3
(7.2)
0.0

(57.5)
1.1

(65.3)
(2.9)
33.4
(59.9)
0.0

(19.1)
(26.8)
0.0
0.0
(9.9)
20.6
(54.2)
(0.3)
0.0

(10.3)
(38.1)
(4.2)

(25.1)
(5.2)

(33.0)
0.0
0.0
(2.9)

(225.7)
(14.2)
(18.3)
(5.3)
(3.2)

(51.4)
(29.6)

0.
2.

577.
12.

322.
24.
(38.7)
(12.9)
(4.5)

(34.0)
(36.8)
(73.5)
(6.2)
(0.6)

(42.1)
1.5

146.3
(7.2)
(5.3)

(60.7)
1.1

(79.2)
(28.5)
33.4
(47.1)
0.0

(19.1)
(70.1)
(6.2)
(7.3)
(9.9)
5.6

(92.3)
(7.6)
0.0

(39.2)
(38.1)
(7.6)

(26.1)
(5.2)

(28.1)
0.0
0.0
(2.5)

(137.8)
(14.2)
(18.3)
(4.2)
0.0
(8.6)
(2.3)
0.0
2.6

574.9
11.1

322.6
28.6
(36.5)
67.6
0.0

(20.0)
0.0

(51.5)
(6.2)
0.0

(25.3)
1.5

146.3
(7.2)
0.0

(57.5)
1.1

(65.3)
(2.9)
33.4
(59.9)
0.0

(19.1)
(26.8)
0.0
0.0
(9.9)
45.6
(54.2)
(0.3)
0.0

(10.3)
(38.1)
(4.2)

(25.1)
(5.2)

(33.0)
0.0
0.0
(2.9)

(225.7)
(14.2)
(18.3)
(5.3)
(3.2)

(51.4)
(29.6)
0.0
2.6

577.2
12.2

322.6
24.5
(38.7)
63.1
(4.5)

(34.0)
(36.8)
(73.5)
(6.2)
(0.6)

(42.1)
1.5

146.3
(7.2)
(5.3)

(60.7)
1.1

(79.2)
(28.5)
33.4
(47.1)
0.0

(19.1)
(70.1)
(6.2)
(7.3)
(9.9)
30.6
(92.3)
(7.6)
0.0

(39.2)
(38.1)
(7.6)

(26.1)
(5.2)

Total 458 1,144 125 355 (333) (789) 393 (63) 494 38
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Fuel Ethanol Usage Spreadsheet;

ASSUMPTIONS:
Fuel use is distributed through states in proportion to population.
Population fraction = fuel fraction.

EX-CA CASE: Aasumea CA uses no RFG.

Voluines in millions of gallons.

State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Co
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachuset
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshi
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carol
North Dakot
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvani
Rhode I 3 Ian
South Carol
South Dakot
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West virgin
Wisconsin
Wyoming

1995 1995 EtOH FHA
Fuel EtOH Potenti 1992
Operatic Add' 1 Gasohol
CapacityCapacity Sales

FHA Popul. based
EtOH 1992 RFG Fraction
in Gasoline gasoline pool

Gasohol Sales 9 city Full op

RFG sales with 1992
fuel volume (fract*
(gas' 1+gas'hl) )

9 city Full opt-in

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.

7.

702.
75.

374.
34.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

58.
0.0
0.0
2

183

12

0.0
39.0
65.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

e

40

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

76.
0.

0.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.

0.

0.

25.
0.

0.

0.

4.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

280

24
59

142
50

66.3
23.0
0.0

44.0
1,567.1

642.3
514.4
63.0

364.8
83.6
0.0

514
651

253
5.0

371.8
71.7

108

29
55.8

1,249.0
0.0

191.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

159.5
194.3
247.8

2.5
0.0

103.4
422.8
42.0

160.0
51.7

28.1
0.0
0.0
2.5
5

14
5

8

2

0.0
4.4

156.7
64.2
51.4
6.3

36.5
8.4

51
65

25
0.5

37.2
7.2

10

2
5

124
0.0

19.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

15.9
19.4
24.8

10
42
4

16.0
5.2

2,195
273

1,796
1,286

13,642.
1,557
1,411.

353
176

6,262.
3,616.

398.
519.

4,620.
2,752.
1,391
1,221.
1,909
1,950.

612.
2,126
2,413
4,419
2,167
1,336
2,844

465
786
702
527

3,369
857

5,653
3,371

360
4,737
1,744
1,380
4,701

382
1,872

410
2,562
8,695

782
299

3,093
2,413

857
2,170

321

0.625
0.659

0.641
0.11

0.522

0.948

0.642

0.317

0.216

0.349

0.298

0.021

0.625
0.829

1

0.405
0.432

0.693
0.459

0.244
0.494
0.161
0.411
0.888

847
589

0.027
0.551

0.562
1

0.778
0.439

0.748

0.828
0.9

0.216

0.496
0.496
0.53

0.612

0.283
0.391

0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

913.
232.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.
0.

3,966.
373.

0.

0.
0.0
0.0
0.0

1,110.1
0.0
0.0
CO
0.
0.

0.

0.

0.
0.

3,194.
0.0

3,629.4
0.0
0.0
0.
0.

0.

1,490.
0.
0.

0.

0.

1,931.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

813.3
0.0

737.
0.

0.

27.
0.
0.

913.5
2 92.7
176.4

2,571.2
1,572.3

0.0
0.0

4,287.8
1,558.1

0.0
313.5

1,123.6
327.
251.

1,888.
2,043.
2,906.

0.

36.

1,706.8
0.0
0.0
0.0

296.6
3,369.9

0.

4,398.
1,492.

0.

4,477.
0.

0.

3,893.2
344.3
404.4

0.0
1,367.6
4,436.0

416.0
0.0

1,956.7
0.0

254.6
911.2

0.0

Total 1,609 101 8,831 883 115,774 17,655 50,754
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Fuel Ethanol Usage Spreadsheet (cont'd):

Bx-CA Case.

State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Californi
Colorado
Connectic
Delaware
Dist. of
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachus
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississip
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hamps
New Jerse
New Mexic
New York
North Car
North Dak
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylva
Rhode Isl
South Car
South Dak
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washingto
West Virg
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total

AT '95 OPER. EtOH CAP AT '95 MAX CAP.
Supply (Demand) of Supply (Demand) of

Current Fuel EtOH Difference EtOH assuming use EtOH assuming use
EtOH in RFG EtOH use in in RFC areas of gasohol at 1992 of gasohol at 1992

under mandate RFG areas (Current-RFG) level outside RFG ar level out of RFG areas
9 city Full op 9 cit Full 9 city Full opt 9 city Full opt-in 9 city Full opt-in

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

16.
4.

0.

0.

0.

0,

0,

71.

6.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.

20.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

57.
0.

65.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

26.8
0.0
0.0
0.

0.

34.
0.

0.

0.

0.
0.

14.
0.

13.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

16.

5.

3.

46.
28.
0.

0.0
77.2
28.0
0.0
5.6

20
5.

4

34
36.
52.
0.

0.

30.
0.

0.

0.

5.

60.7
0.0

79.2
26.9
0.0

80.6
0.0
0.0

70,
6

7,

0,

24
79
7

35

4

16

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

100.
7,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0,

0.

8

3

0.0
0.0
3.5
1.0
0.0
0.0

108.6
29

1

18
1

30

13

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.

0.

1.

0.

93.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

9.

12.
0.

0.

6.

0.

1.

6.

0.

318 914 122 350

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(13.3)
(4.2)

29

o.c
0.0
0.0

(20.0)
0.0
0.0
0.0

(57.5)
0.0

(65.3)

(26.8)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(29.4)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
(9.1)
0.0

(196)

(4.9)
0.0
0.0
(0.4)
0.0
0.0

(13.3)
(5.3)
(3.2)

(42.8)
(27.3)
0.0
0.0

31.4
1.4
0.0
(4.1)
(2.2)
(4.5)
(4.5)

(34.0)
(36.8)
(22.0)
0.0
(0.6)

(16.8)
0.0
0.0
0.0
(5.3)

(60.7)
0.0

(79.2)
(25.6)
0.0

12.8
0.0
0.0

(70.1)
(6.2)
(7.3)
0.0

(15.0)
(67.6)
(7.4)
0.0

(28.9)
0.0
(3.4)

(10.1)
0.0

(564)

(28.1)
0.0
0.0
(2.5)
(0.6)

(14.2)
(18.3)
(4.2)
0.0
(6.6)
(2.3)
0.0
2.

574.
11.

322.
28.

(36.5)
(f .4)

.00.

(20.0)
0.0

(51.5)
(6.2)
0.0

(25.3)
1.5

146.3
(7.2)
0.0

(57.5)
1.1

(65.3)
(2.9)
33.4
(59.9)
0.0

(19.1)
(26.8)
0.0
0.0
(9.9)
20.6
(54.2)
(0.3)
0.0

(10.3)
(38.1)
(4.2)

(25.1)
(5.2)

530

(33.0)
0.0
0.0
(2.9)
(0.6)

(14.2)
(18.3)
(5.3)
(3.2)

(51.4)
(29.6)
0.0
2.6

577.2
12.2

322.6
24.5
(38.7)
(12.9)
(4.5)

(34.0)
(36.8)
(73.5)
(6.2)
(0.6)

(42.1)
1.5

146.3
(7.2)
(5.3)

(60.7)
1.1

(79.2)
(28.5)
33.4
(47.1)
0.0

(19.1)
(70.1)
(6.2)
(7.3)
(9.9)
5.6

(92.3)
(7.6)
0.0

(39.2)
(38.1)
(7.6)

(26.1)
(5.2)

162

(28.1)
0.0
0.0
(2.5)
(0.6)

(14.2)
(18.3)
(4.2)
0.

(6

.0

.6)

(2.3)
0.0
2.6

574.9
11.1

322.6
28.6
(36.5)
67.6
0.0

(20.0)
0.0

(51.5)
(6.2)
0.0

(25.3)
1.5

146.3
(7.2)
0.0

(57.5)
1.1

(65.3)
(2.9)
33.4
(59.9)
0.0

(19.1)
(26.8)
0.0
0.0
(9.9)
45.6
(54.2)
(0.3)
0.0

(10.3)
(38.1)
(4.2)

(25.1)
(5.2)

631

(33.0)
0.0
0.0
(2.9)
(0.6)

(14.2)
(18.3)
(5.3)
(3.2)

(51.4)
(29.6)
0.0
2.6

577.2
12.2

322.6
24.5
(38.7)
63.1
(4.5)

(34.0)
(36.8)
(73.5)
(6.2)
(0.6)

(42.1)
1.5

146.3
(7.2)
(5.3)

(60.7)
1.1

(79.2)
(28.5)
33.4
(47.1)
0.0

(19.1)
(70.1)
(6.2)
(7.3)
(9.9)
30.6
(92.3)
(7.6)
0.0

(39.2)
(38.1)
(7.6)

(26.1)
(5.2)

263
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
955 L'ENFANT PLAZA, SW, SUITE 6000 Talaphona 202/488-2440

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 FAX 202/488-2444

/'/A\^

Jan. 25, 1994

Mr. Barry McNutt
U.S. Department of Energy
PO-50
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Barry:

Attached are three tables (Tables l-lll) which present estimates of the total energy,
fossil energy, and oil required to deliver equal Btu reformulated gasolines (RFGs),

as well as the C02-equivalent emissions associated with the production and use of

these RFGs. RFGs produced with MTBE, ETBE, and ethanol for summer and winter

use are included, as is conventional gasoline (CO).

The energy and oil use estimates for the summer fuels with MTBE, ETBE with

"new ethanol", and ethanol with "new ethanol' have been documented in prior

analysis (e.g., in a paper appearing in Fuels Reformulation , in a paper presented at

the ISAF conference, and in an ANL formal report). Use of the term "new ethanol"

indicates that the estimate to which it applies assumes that the ethanol used in the

RFG will be produced incrementally to that ethanol now being produced in the

country.

The energy and oil estimates for the summer fuels with "old ethanol" are new.
The estimates are based on the "new ethanol" estimates but assume that the

ethanol used in the RFG is diverted from current use. Since this ethanol is already

being produced, the energy required to produce it is ooi included. However, the

energy required to supply CG to replace ethanol in areas of the country from which

it is diverted is accounted for in the RFG analysis. Thus, sufficient CG to replace

the ethanol energy in the RFG with ethanol or RFG with ETBE is included in the

estimates of RFGs made with "old ethanol".

The energy and oil estimates for the winter fuels are also new. They are derived

from energy balances for the production of RFG vs. CG in the winter for PADD II

refineries. These balances were derived by Turner Mason (TM) using the same
model and assumptions as were used to derive the energy balances for our

summer fuels analysis. However TM did not include RFG produced with ethanol in

its winter analysis. ORNL developed estimates for RFG with MTBE and RFG with

ethanol for PADD III using a different model. We applied the increment that ORNL

U.S. OEPARTICirr Of ENERGY THE UMIWRSITY Of CHICAGO
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estimated between RFG with MTBE and RFG with ethanol to the RFG with MTBE
estimates derived from TM to develop the RFG with ethanol estimates presented
here. The "new ethanol" vs. "old ethanol" rationale described above also applies

to the winter RFGs.

The fossil energy requirements are also new. We have simply subtracted the

ethanol energy in the revised fuel volumes (including the ethanol in ETBE) from the

total energy estimate in order to develop these estimates.

The C02-equivalent emissions are also new. These estimates are derived using
Mark DeLuchi's GHG emissions model. DeLuchi's model can be used to develop a

series of estimates. In this analysis, we developed individual estimates of the

C02-equivalent emissions associated with HCs, ethanol, ETBE, and MTBE. We
vary the C02-equivalent emissions estimates associated with HC production since

the energy required to produce the HCs for various RFGs and CG varies. All the

estimates are derived in terms of gram C02-equivalent emissions/Btu of fuel and

thus are applied to the energy content of the revised fuel volume required to deliver

equal Btu. The estimates do not include C02-equivalent emissions associated with

vehicle production, but do include emissions associated with vehicle operation.

In Table III, we have annualized the effects of use of the individual summer and

winter fuels by assuming that the summer fuels are used for five months and the

winter fuels for the remainder of the year. The results indicate that if all the

ethanol is "new", EPA's proposal would result in greater total energy use (1.6%),

greater oil use (3.2%), and higher C02-equivalent emissions (1.0%). If all the

ethanol is "old", energy use is lower (0.6%) as is C02 (0.1% lower), but oil use is

higher (7.3%). In order for the C02-equivalent emissions to be equal or better

under the "new ethanol" estimates, ethanol's C02-equivalent emissions would

have to be lower by 18.2%.

Margaret Singh

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EMERGT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAQO
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
955 L'ENFANT PLAZA. SW, SUITE 6000 Telephone 202/488 2440

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 FAX 202/488-2444

,>>«»<<

February 15, 1994

Mr. Barry McNutt
U.S. Department of Energy
PO-50
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Barry:

As requested, I am resubmitting several tables which present estimates of the total

energy, fossil energy, and oil use required to deliver equal energy content RFGs as

\Ne\\ as the C02-equivalent emissions associated with the production and use of

these RFGs. The tables were originally sent to you on January 25, 1994. I have
modified table and column headings, but have not revised any of the estimates

originally submitted.

In Tables 5 and 6, I have added an evaluation of the implications of the EPA

proposal to require that 30% of the RFGs ht oxygenated with renewables

(ethanol). The results indicate that there is no advantage with respect to C02-

equivalent emissions and in fact C02-equivalent emissions could be 0.3%-0.4%
higher than with year-round use of MTBE. Oil use is always higher (from 0.9% to

3.3%) under the proposal than with year-round use of MTBE.

If you have any questions, please call me.

A^
Margaret Singh

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

MEMORA^fDUM FOR WILLIAM WHITE
ROBERT NORDHAUS ^

FROM: Susan F. Tiemey
Assistant Secretary

Office of Policy, Planning, and

Program Evaluation

SUBJECT: Energy, Oil and Greenhouse Gas Impacu of EPA's Ethanol Proposal

Summary

Please find attached a summary of an analysis of EPA's recent ethanol proposal. As

indicated, the EPA proposal would not reduce oil use or greenhouse gas emissions, but

could reduce fossil energy use. Since these results will be controversial and could

undercut the legal basis for the proposal, I wanted to alert you to these findings and seek

any comments you may have before releasing the analysis upon which the attached

summary is based.

Because of the complicated nature of the analysis, we are planning to send it as a staff

draft for peer review. It would be sent to selected experts in:

o EE's Office of Transportation Technologies
o Environmental Protection Agency
o Department of Agriculture

o American Petroleum Institute

o Congressional Research Service

Because of the ongoing rulemaking, it is possible that EPA, or others, will place the staff

draft in the rulemaking docket. If you have any comments on either the analysis summary
or our plans for releasing the analysis, please let me know by March 4, 1994.

Background

On December 15, 1993, the Environmental Protection Agency finalized reformulated

gasoline requirements. At the same time, it issued a notice of proposed rulemaking that

would require edianol in reformulated gasoline (30% of the oxygenate requirement must be

met by domestic renewable sources). The proposal's legal basis rests on the assertion that

ethanol will reduce oil use and cut emissions of greenhouse gases. However, the proposal

admits there is substantial uncertainty about the impacts of ethanol use on oil use and

greenhouse gas emissions and asks for comments.

^§q l>rtr«d •» toy r* e
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On January 14, 1994, a public hearing was held on the proposal with 47 witnesses

testifying. The testimony split along predictable lines. Ethanol and agriculture interests

supported the proposal and claimed oil and greenhouse gas emissions benefits. Refiners

and MTBE producers opposed it as illegal and claimed it would increase energy use and

greenhouse gas emissions.

Estimated Impacts of Ethanol I*roix)sal

The EPA ethanol proposal is estimated to increase ethanol use by between 30% and 90%.

Under the most likely scenario, oil use and greenhouse gas emissions would increase (3%
and 1% respectively) and fossil energy use would decrease (2%). Achieving positive

greenhouse gas impacts would require that at least 25% of the ethanol used in reformulated

gasoline be derived from cellulosic feedstocks. This is unlikely to occur until after the

year 2000. There are no likely circumstances under which the proposal would reduce oil

use.

Attachment
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IMPACT OF EPA RENEWABLE OXYGENATE PROPOSAL ON
ETHANOL DEMAND, ENERGY AND OIL USE, AND

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

OFFICE OF ENERGY DEMAND POLICY
OFFICE OF POLICY, PLANNING AND PROGRAM EVALUATION

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
FEBRUARY 1994
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Background:

As a follow-up to earlier analysis' conducted by this office and in response to EPA's use of

DOE's work^ to support the current proposal, we revisited the questions of the impacts of

ethanol use as an oxygenate in reformulated gasoline. This analysis''' uses the same

methodology as previously developed^ but expands it to include greenhouse gas impacts and

fossil energy use. The results are presented in terms of (1) increased annual demand for

ethanol, (2) changes in fossil energy and oil use, and (3) changes in greenhouse gas emissions

that would result from ethanol (and ETBE) use in lieu of MTBE in reformulated gasoline.

EPA Proposal:

EPA has proposed that 30% of the oxygenate used in reformulated gasoline must come from

renewable sources.* It is possible, in the long term, that methanol and ethanol produced from

biomass resources or cellulosic feedstocks could be used to meet this requirement. However,

it is not likely that significant quantities of biomass-based methanol or cellulosic ethanol will

be produced until after 2000. Currently, the only renewable oxygenate is ethanol produced
from com and other food crops.

The EPA proposal further requires that, to satisfy this requirement during the summer, ethanol

be used in the form of ETBE. During the winter, ethanol can be used directly without being

converted to an ether. All reformulated gasoline must meet applicable performance

requirements, i.e., no emissions waiver is proposed.

The proposal covers all federal reformulated gasoline but allows credits and trading among
refiners, areas and seasons. With credit trading, it is possible that most of the ethanol used

to meet the requirements could be used in one part of the country (e.g., the mid-west) or

during one season (e.g., the winter).

EPA bases the proposal on Section 211k(l) of the Clean Air Act which allows EPA to

consider "energy requirements" and other "nonair-quality environmental impacts" in setting

reformulated gasoline requirements. EPA's technical support document concludes that the use

of ethanol and ETBE in lieu of MTBE will reduce oil imports and COj emissions. The

technical support document and proposal, however, noted that these findings were uncertain

and requested comments on the potential effect of the ethanol mandate on energy and oil use

and greenhouse gas emissions.

DOE Analysis:

Issues Addressed - This analysis makes estimates of the impact of the EPA proposal on

ethanol use, oil use, fossil energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. It also shows how
different assumptions concerning the source of the ethanol (i.e., new ethanol production

versus existing production) and use of the ethanol (i.e., annual versus winter only blending)

affect these resuhs.
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Resuits -

1) (a) If the market responds to the mandate as EPA expects, annual ethanol demand

could almost double under the Renewable Oxygenate Requirement (for year 2000,

assuming full opt in to Federal reformulated gasoline program):

Current (1992) Use t

in Conventional Total Incremental

Gasoline Demand RFG-Related Demand RFG-Related Demand* Change

883 miUion gal. 1,144 miUion gal. 789 miUion gal. +89%

(b) However, if the market responds to the mandate by diverting ethanol firom the

existing conventional gasoline market, ethanol demand will be substantially less:

Current (1992) Use
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Fossil Energy

(thousand BTU/gge) 128.4 128.5 126.2 -18%

CO2 Equivalent

Emissions

(thousand gms/gge) 10.65 10.60 10.71 +1.0%

These results are driven by three primary factors:

Ethanol in winter RFG displaces far less gasoline that MTBE (5.5% ethanol versus

11% MTBE). In the summer, use of ETBE displaces slightly more gasoline than

MTBE (13% vs. 11%).

o Ethanol use decreases fossil energy use because ethanol has a large solar (non-fossil)

imput embodied in the com feedstock). However, the high energy requirement in crop

production, fertilizers and ethanol production offset much of this embodied solar

energy.

Ethanol use increases CO2 equivilent emissions despite the fossil energy gains because

fertilizer production and use results in high greenhouse gas emissions and ethanol

production uses coal, a high COj fuel, as its main energy input.

3) If the market responds to the mandate by diverting ethanol from the existing gasohol

market, fossil energy and oil use will increase and greenhouse gas emissions will remain

essentially unchanged:

Conventional

Gasoline
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Key Assumptions - In addition to assumptions outlined in the earlier DOE analysis several new

assumptions were required to conduct the analysis. TTie first of these is that the proposed renewable

oxygenate program will result in the ethanol production and use as EPA's expects, i.e., ETBE is

used in the summer and no trading of credits from winter ethanol use to meet summer renewable

oxygenate requirements occurs. We also assumed that no additional transportation energy is used

for moving ethanol to new RFG markets, i.e., area credit trading takes place so that ethanol can be

used near its current markets or production sources. If these conditions are not met the impacts of

the mandate will vary substantially from those reported above.

A second important assumption, affecting estimates of greenhouse gas emissions, is that com and

ethanol production techniques used to produce the incremental ethanol consumed under this

program are consistent with current industry-average practices. This means, for example, that

neither marginal crop land nor above average efficiency ethanol production facilities are used. It

also implies that the by-products, which may nearly double in volume, will continue to have ready

markets, displacing the demand for other agricultural production (e.g., soy beans) and thereby

reducing greenhouse gas emissions that would have otherwise resulted.

A number of additional less crirical assumptions regarding gasoline and ethanol use pattems at the

state level, refining production practices for conventional gasoline and other light products, and

oxygenate utilization practices by refiners and blenders were made and are detailed in the

supporting analysis memoranda.

Data and Methodology - A previously developed methodology'* for assessing energy and oil

impacts of ethanol use in reformulated gasoline was modified and expanded' to estimate oil, fossil

energy, and greenhouse gas impacts of the current proposal. Because this proposal also covered

winter reformulated gasoline new data concerning refinery energy use in the production of winter

fuels was required and obtained from Turner Mason and Company' based on a recently completed

National Petroleum Council study, and from Oak Ridge National Laboratory.' Because greenhouse

gas emissions had not been evaluated previously, the methodology was modified to account for this

and data was used from work performed by Mark DeLuchi for Argonne National Laboratory.' In

order to address the question of likely volumes and sources of ethanol to be used under this

proposal a new methodology was developed'" and new data sources on current ethanol use, potential

RFG demand, and current and potential ethanol production used.

References

1. Singh, M. and B. McNutt, Energy and Oil Input Requirements for the Production of

Reformulated Gasolines , May 12, 1993. Enclosure 1 of DOE comments to EPA Public Docket No.
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The ethanol indusoy cleaily benefits fhxn the summer and winter mandates since they

guarantee a market and can inflate edianol prices. However, if dte ethanol industry only

S
received die summer ETBE mandate, they would effectively be getting what they originally

wanted, i.e., the 1 psi vapor pressure waiver. The vapor pressure waiver only affected die

K^^ summer use of ethanol, not die winter use. The industry originally was content to compete
with MTBE so long as gasoline did not need a lower vapor pressure in oider to use edianol

during the summer. A summertime ETBE mandate effectively provides the industry more
benefits than a 1 psi waiver since ethanol must be used, reganlless of its market price. Even
with the 1 psi waiver, it is unlikely that ethanol would have captured more than 30 percent of

the oxygenate market, and it could have been less.

We will have an opportunity this Friday, March 1 1, to discuss our findings with Dick Wilson

and, if you agree, to suggest this alternative to the full year mandate. Please let me know
before 1 :00pm on Friday if you want us to suggest the summer-only ETBE maiidate.
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ir®s

Vour faH number Vour telephone number

*7e,1 202 586 4447 202 586 4448

From:

Mark A. Delucchi

Research Scientist

Institute of Transportation Studies

University of California

Davis, California 95616
USA

Our fax number Our telephone number

(916)752 6572 (916)967-1915

Date and time
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Dear Margaret and Barry:
Here are my comments on An Analysis of the Total Energy Requirements for

Ethanol Manufacture from Corn, by Conway et al. (1994). I have organized my
comments around their tables, and have refered to pages and tables in my ANL
report, and to addresses in the spreadsheet model that 1 gave (SHEET:COLUMN
ROW). (Some of the spreadsheet references might be off a bit, because 1 might have

changed the model since 1 gave it to you, but the differences should be not be great.)

Table 1, Properties of Fuels.

Their assumptions are consistent with my assimiptions, shown in Table C.l

(spreadsheet D:row 70).

Tables 2 and 3, Efficiency of Producing and Transporting Process Fuels .

For the most part their assumptions are OK. My calculated fuelcyde energy-
use data are shown in Table 3 of Volume 1 (page 21). If you calculate production
efficiencies from my data, you wiU see that they are slightly higher than what they

assumed; that is, 1 estimated that fuel production and transport takes slightly less

energy than they assumed. However, this is a minor effect.

Table 4, Fertilizer Requirements
The following table compares their fertilizer assumptions to my fertilizer

estimates.
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Table 5, Farm Energy Requirements
This table can be compared directly with my Table K.6. If you subtract

chemicals, seeds, and fertilizer from their total (my Table K.6 numbers do not

include them; 1 handle them elsewhere in the analysis ), you get 18,985 BTU /bushel

(the proper comparison here is to their direct energy requirements). My Table K.6

shows that farming energy ranged from 19,4(K) BTU/bushel to 31,100 BTU/bushel
between 1980 and 1986. In my analysis 1 assimied 22,000 (spreadsheet O: 110.) As
Table K.7 shows, my assumption was lower than nealy all others published (the

same as Marland and Tiarhollow's). Thus, their estimate again is very low. And,

again, 1 believe that my estimate is accurate for average practice. Their estimate

might be reasonable for best practice.

My estimate of energy in seeds and chemicals (mentioned on page K-10) is

about 7,000 BTU/bushel (20% of my fertilizer estimate), which again is higher than

theirs.

Table 9. Ethanol Production and Distribution Energy Data

They estimated about 800 BTU/gallon for com deliver)': I estimated about

2,200 (Table K.7). Interestingly, their input assumptions (2000 BTU-diesel/ truck-ton-

mile; 50 miles) appear to be similar to mine (2,144 and 40 miles, plus some tiain

transport; page K-11; spreadsheet O: 111). The difference in the results is due to the

fact that they counted 25% of the transport energy as farming energy, and, I think,

forgot that trucks have to make a round trip. 1 assumed that the energy of the return

trip must be attributed to the com. They apparentiy either forgot about this, or

assumed that the energy could be attributed elsewhere. (On the other hand, they

might be right about farming energy including some tiansport energy; I do not recall

if my data did or not).

They assumed 2,500 BTU-diesel /gallon-ethanol for ethanol distribution; I

estimated 2,300 (see Table E.l, spreadsheet N: column I). Thus, we are consistent in

this case.

Tables 7, 8, 10, and 11 Com-to-Ethanol Conversion Efficiency.

(Note that their Table 6 shows thermal input requirements as steam, not

thermal requirements as coal.) In Tables 7, 8, 10, and 11 they calculate the amount of

coal required to raise the steam needed for distillation and for in-house power
production (i.e., they assume cogeneration of heat and power). The result is 47,424

BTU /gallon (0.565 BTU-coal/BTU-ethanol) for the dry milling process, and 36,343

for the wet milling process, net of the drying energy used for otiier products (see

below) (0.433 BTU-coal/BTU-ethanol). My Table K.7 shows that assumptions in the

literatiare have ranged from 0.28 BTU-coal/BTU-ethanol to 0.90 BTU-coal/BTU-

ethanol, with up to an additional 0.1 BTU-power/BTU-ethanol required (p)Ower
counted at 3412 BTU/kWh). In my analysis I considered a range of 0.35 to 0.60 BTU-

coal/BTU-ethanol, with a base case of 0.53 BTU<oal/BTU-ethanol, and an

additional 0.05 BTU-power/BTU-electridty (spreadsheet O: 113 for energy use; H:H51

and down for energy breakdown). If you assume, as they did, that the power
requirement can be cogenerated from the heat supplied by the coal, with almost no
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energy cost, then you should ignore the power requirement If you want to count it

as an additioi\al energy cost, you shovild multiply the 0.05 BTU-power/BTU-ethanol

by about 3, to account for generation losses, and tiien add the resultant 0.15 to the

coal-heat figures.

In any case, overall, I think that their assumptions are reasonable for state-of-

art Their coal-consumption estimates are within the range dted in the literature,

and within my range. Their argument in favor of co-generation seems reasoiuble to

me.

Byproduct credits

Interestingly, they do not give any byproduct credits, although they do deduct

the 7000 BTU/ gallon that in the wet-milling process is used to dry the byproducts. 1

handle byproducts in two different ways. In the base case, 1 give productAay-product
credits, which result in a credit of nearly 12,000 BTU/gaUon. In the second case, I

simply assume that 45% of the farming and conversion energy is attributable to

non-ethanol byproducts (pages K-16 to K-18; Table K.8; spreadsheet, sheet O, A56
and down). The second case results in a particularly large byproduct credit, on the

order of 20,000 BTU / gallon.

Tables 10 and 11 ethanol Energy Summary
They estimate that the dry milling process requires a total of 0.86 BTU-direct

energy /BTU-ethanol, and the wet milling 0.74. (I use their direct energy figures

because all my figvires are direct energy; I account for "indirect" energy use

differently than ti\ey do). My total estimated ratio, which is the sum of the stage-by-

stage ratios shown in Table 3 of Volume 1, is 0.95, excluding aU byproduct credits,

but including 0.05 BTU-power/BTU-ethanol (at 3412 BTU/kWh). If you convert the

power to its thermal equivalent, my ratio is 1.05; if you ignore it, on account of co-

generation, my ratio becomes 0.90. (You will note that the subratios in Table 3 total

to 0.93, not 0.95; here I have removed the one byproduct credit given in that table

[see note g to Table 3].)

Thus, ignoring byproduct credits and allowing for cogeneration of electricity, I

estimate somewhat higher energy consumption than they do. Of course, this follows

from the step-by-step comparison above. Overall, 1 think that their analysis is

reasonable as a "best case" analysis. Indeed, my "best for ethanol/com+coal,"

scenario 27-t of Table 12 Volume 1, is much more favorable then their case.

1 hope you are able to run the model to generate the results that you need. If

you have problems, or really REALLY wjmt me to run the model, please give me a

caU.

Sincerely,

Mark
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United Statn
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Mr. Bany McNutt
j

average yield. According to FCRS, some of the fuels that Deluchi included in his estimates
such as coal, kerosene, wood, and other fuels are not used in com production,

• More than 25 percent of the com used for ethanol production is delivered by
farmers by truck to the plant. The FCRS includes the fuel cost for transporting
com from the farm to the first point of sale or storage (including return trip).

• About 75 percent of the com grown for ethanol production is not delivered by
the fanner. Our analysis assumes that this com is transported by truck to an
ethanol plant.

• Inland waterways are the most efficient system for transporting goods long
distances -- one gallon of diesel fuel for 500 ton-miles. Transportation costs

for inputs such as fuels and fer^lizers are based on a combination of truck and

barge use.

If either you or Dr. Deluchi have questions regarding the data or assumptions, please
contact Hosein Shapouri or James Duf^eld at (202) 219-1941.

Sincerely,

'^^
Roger K. Conway, Director
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
955 L'ENFANT PLAZA, SW, SUITE 6000 Telephone 202/488-2440

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 FAX 202/488 2444

m
March 17, 1994

Mr. Barry McNutt
U.S. Department of Energy
PO-50
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C.

Dear Barry:

As requested, I am submitting two analyses related to the use of ethanol in

reformulated gasoline:

1) Energy Requirements and C02-Equivalent Emissions of RFG
and

2) A Comparison of Fuel Ethanol Supply Demand due to RFG and Gasohol.

In the first analysis, I have merged the discussion and tables contained in two
letters sent by me to you on January 25 and February 15 of this year. The results

presented here are the same as those presented in the two letters. I have added a

brief discussion of the EPA proposal, discussion of two key assumptions, and
references. The second analysis, prepared by an ANL STA, is unchanged from the

version submitted to you in January.

As we have discussed, I will eventually provide you with a more complete
documentation of the analysis used to develop the energy requirements and C02-
equivalent emissions estimates. I look forward to technical peer review of this

analysis similar to that which was provided of our prior RFG study.

//lu^klU// -^AaL
Margaret Singh

Transportation Energy Analyst

U.S. DEPARTMENT Or ENERGY THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
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Energy Requirements and C02-Equivalent Emissions of RFG
(Draft)

(3/17/94)

This analysis presents an assessment of the total energy, fossil energy, and oil

required to deliver equal energy content reformulated gasolines (RFGs), as well as the

C02-equivalent emissions associated with the production and use of these RFGs. It

expands upon an earlier analysis conducted for DOE's Office of Energy Demand Policy

(1-2). EPA used that analysis to support its current proposal to require renewable

sources for 30% of the oxygenates in RFG (3). In this paper, we revisit our past

analysis and the questions of the impacts of ethanol use as an oxygenate in RFG.

This analysis uses the same methodology as previously developed but expands it to

include C02-equivalent emissions impacts and fossil energy use. The results are

presented in terms of (a) changes in total energy, fossil energy and oil use and (b)

changes in C02-equivaient emissions that would result from ethanol and (ETBE) use

in lieu of MTBE in RFG.

EPA Proposal: Summary

EPA has proposed that 30% of the oxygenate in RFG must come from renewable

sources (4). It is possible that methanol and ethanol produced from biomass

resources or cellulosic feedstocks could be used to meet this requirement. However,

it is considered unlikely that significant quantities of biomass-based methanol or

cellulosic ethanol will be produced until after 2000. Currently the only renewable

oxygenate is ethanol produced from corn and other food crops. Therefore the analysis

presented below assumes the use of corn to produce ethanol.

The EPA proposal further requires that, to satisfy this requirement during the summer,
ethanol must be used in the form of ETBE. During the winter, ethanol can be used

directly without being converted to an ether. All RFG must meet applicable

performance requirements, i.e., no emissions waiver is proposed.

The proposal covers all federal RFG but allows credits and trading among refiners,

areas and seasons. With credit trading, it is possible that most of the ethanol used

to meet the requirements could be used in one part of the country (e.g., the midwest)

or during one season (e.g., the winter).

Energy Requirements and C02 Equivalent Emissions: Methodoloov

Estimates of the total energy, fossil energy, and oil required to deliver equal Btu RFGs,

as well as the C02-equivalent emissions associated with the production and use of

these RFGs are provided in Tables 1-6. RFGs produced with MTBE, ETBE, and

ethanol for summer and winter use are included, as is conventional gasoline (CG).

The energy and oil use estimates for the summer fuels with MTBE, ETBE with "new
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ethanol", and ethanol with "new ethanol" have been documented in an ANL formal

report, as well as other papers (2, 5-6). Use of the term "new ethanol" indicates that

the estimate to which it applies assumes that the ethanol used in the RFG will be

produced incrementally to that ethanol now being produced in the country.

The energy and oil estimates for the summer fuels with "old ethanol" are new. The
estimates are based on the "new ethanol" estimates but assume that the ethanol used
in the RFG is diverted from current use. Since this ethanol is already being produced,
the energy required to produce it is not included. However, the energy required to

supply CG to replace ethanol in areas of the country from which it is diverted is

accounted for in the RFG analysis. Thus, sufficient CG to replace the ethanol energy
in the RFG with ethanol or RFG with ETBE is included in the estimates of RFGs made
with "old ethanol".

The energy and oil estimates for the winter fuels are also new. They are derived from

energy balances for the production of RFG vs. CG in the winter for PADD II refineries.

These balances were derived by Turner Mason (TM) using the same model and

assumptions as were used to derive the energy balances for our summer fuels analysis
(7). However TM did not include RFG produced with ethanol in its winter analysis.
ORNL developed estimates for RFG with MTBE and RFG with ethanol for PADD III

using a different model (8). We applied the increment that ORNL estimated between
RFG with MTBE and RFG with ethanol to the RFG witl. MTBE estimates derived from
TM to develop the RFG with ethanol estimates presented here. The "new ethanol"

vs. "old ethanol" rationale described above also applies to the winter RFGs.

The fossil energy requirements are also new. We have simply subtracted the energy
content of the ethanol in each RFG (including the ethanol in ETBE) from the total

energy required to deliver RFG in order to develop these estimates.

The C02-equivalent emissions are also new. These estimates are derived using Mark
DeLuchi's GHG emissions model (9). DeLuchi's model can be used to develop a series

of estimates. In this analysis, we developed individual estimates of the C02-
equivalent emissions associated with HCs, ethanol, ETBE, and MTBE. We vary the

C02-equivalent emissions estimates associated with HC production since the energy
required to produce the HCs for various RFGs and CG varies. All the estimates are

derived in terms of gram C02-equivalent emissions/Btu of fuel and thus are applied
to the energy content of the revised fuel volume required to deliver equal Btu. The
estimates do not include C02-equivalent emissions associated with vehicle

production, but do include emissions associated with vehicle operation.

Key Assumptions

In addition to the assumptions outlined in the prior analysis, a number of new
assumptions were required to conduct this analysis. Two deserve to be highlighted.
The first is that the proposed renewable oxygenate program will result in ethanol

production and use as EPA expects. In other words, ETBE will be used in the summer
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and no trading of credits from winter ethanol use to meet summer renewable

oxygenate requirements will occur.

The second assumption affects the C02-equivalent emissions estimates. This analysis

uses DeLuchi's base case ethanol estimates which assume the use of current industry

average corn and ethanol production practices. We will be evaluating the C02-

equivalent implications of improved ethanol industry practices provided in a paper by
the US Department of Agriculture (10). Our analysis of these implications will be

provided in the final draft of this paper.

Energy Requirements and C02 Equivalent Emissions: Results

Tables 1 and 2 present the analysis of the individual RFGs which could be used in

summer and winter. These winter and summer RFGs are combined in Tables 3 and

4 so that use of RFG with ethanol (including ETBE) on an annual per gallon basis can

be compared with that of RFG with MTBE. We have annualized the effects of use of

the individual summer and winter fuels by assuming that the summer fuels are used

for five months and the winter fuels for the remainder of the year. The results

indicate that if all the ethanol is "new", an annual gallon of RFG oxygenated with

ethanol (winter) and ETBE (summer) would result in greater total energy use (1 .6%),

greater oil use (3.2%), and higher C02-equivalent emissions (1 .0%). If all the ethanol

is "old", energy use is lower (0.6%) as is C02 (0.1% lower), but oil use is higher

(7.3%). In order for the C02-equivalent emissions to be equal or better under the

"new ethanol" estimates, ethanol's C02-equivalent emissions would have to be lower

by 18.2%.

In Tables 5 and 6, the program-wide impacts of requiring that 30% of the RFGs be

oxygenated with renewables (ethanol) are evaluated. The results indicate that C02-

equivalent emissions could be equivalent to 0.3%-0.4% higher than with year-round

use of MTBE. Oil use is always higher (from 0.9% to 3.3%) under the program than

with year-round use of MTBE. Fossil energy use ranges from 0.5% lower to 0.2%

higher.
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585 __

CONflDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR SUSAN TIERNEY

FROM: Robert R. NorWaus
General Counse

SUBJECT: Energy, Oil, and Greenhouse Gas Impacts of EPA's Ethanol
Proposal

Suimnarv

In response to your memorandum of February 28, 1994, I have
reviewed the summary of DOE's technical analysis of EPA's renewable
oxygenate proposal for the Clean Air Act's ("Act") reformulated
gasoline ("RFG") program. For the reasons stated below, I

generally concur with your plan to send out the analysis as a staff
draft for peer review by selected experts at various agencies and
organizations. Overall, I believe that your plan represents a

judicious step in light of the significant implications of DOE's
preliminary findings and the tight time constraints governing this
rulemaking action.

Substantive Comments

DOE'S technical analysis raises significant legal and policy
considerations. Assuming the validity of the analysis, the
Department's preliminary findings could end up providing a basis
for other parties challenging EPA's rulemaking as being arbitrary
and capricious. In the preamble, EPA asserts that its proposal is
based on the Agency's general authority under Section 211(k)(l) of
the Act to establish requirements for RFG and the specific
directive in that section to consider environmental, energy, and
economic impacts in structuring the emission reduction requirements
for the RFG program. EPA contends that, by expanding the use of
renewable fuels, such as ethanol, its proposal would reduce
significantly our dependence on foreign oil and. lower emissions of
harmful greenhouse gases. However, to the extent that DOE's
analysis shows that the proposal would not result in those energy
and environmental benefits, the DOE analysis would undermine the
Agency's primary statutory justification for its proposal.

Moreover, if DOE's analysis is validated through peer review, EPA
will have to determine its next course of action. I understand
that your office is evaluating whether to recommend that the Agency
modify its rule to require that 30% of the specified oxygenate
content of RFG manufactured during the summer months be met by
domestically-produced ETBE. In anticipation of receiving such a

proposal from you, my staff is researching the legal merits of this
alternative.

® PnnMd wlh toy r* on ••cycled p«p«r
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CONFIDENTIAL

Procedural Comments

The Department is not under any legal obligation to comment on
EPA's proposal.^ Moreover, under the circumstances, it is legally
permissible for DOE to confer with interested third parties on the
validity of its preliminary findings before determining whether or
not to file comments. I would recommend adding to the list of peer
reviewers a representative of the ethanol industry in order to
elicit input from the broadest spectrum of stakeholders.

Most importantly, I agree with your plan to share the Department's
analysis with EPA without delay. However, because it is likely
that EPA will place this document in the rulemaking docket, it is
advisable to indicate clearly on the document that it is a draft
staff technical analysis. Also, the cover letter should state that
DOE'S preliminary findings have been distributed for peer review
and the parties who are reviewing the analysis. Finally, I would
recommend that the draft technical analysis be presented
objectively, without any policy evaluations. Given the controversy
surrounding this rulemaking action and the time constraints under
which EPA is operating, it is certainly prudent to release these
preliminary findings now for peer review, rather than waiting until
the draft final rule is submitted to 0MB for interagency
clearance.

cc: Sam Bradley
Dirk Forrister
Abe Haspel
Doug Smith
Mary Anne Sullivan
William White

^ While the public comment period for EPA's proposal expired
on February 14, 1994, EPA has the discretion to review comments
submitted after the deadline date.
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Coomenta or Questions^n the March 17, 1994 Draft Energy Analysis
of the Renewable Oxygenate Proposal

Why does the oilXcontent of MTBE chang«
' b«tw««n 'Ui« mtbe

baaecase and the ycase which assumes that MTBE is blended with
PADD 2 gasoline/ and why does the MTB£- jw .ittL case in which
MTBE is blended with PADD 2 gasoldLne use different amoxints of
oil depending on the season? woW.^

-wvV » ^A»o "i
•e^>-«-r»*.~

»

2. why is the ethanol production energy lower in this euialysis
them the previous analysis (78% versus 87% energy input per
ethanol energy) ? If you are aasuming increased efficiently/
please explain the basis behind the change. Is the energy to
transport ethamol to markets considered?

3. Even after considering the reduced energy to produce ethanol,
why is the energy to produce ETBE lower than your previous
analysis (32.6 vs 34,7%)?

5. Why does it take less energy to produce MTBE in thia analysis
compared to your previous analysis, and why does the figure
diange (17% - 19% vs 21% in your previous analysis) ?

6. Why does ETBE have a slightly lower oil demand for its
production thaui ethcinol (303 va 319) and why does ethanol
production for the winter season demand more oil (319 vs 339) ?

7. Why does the conventional gasoline produced for PADD 2 demand
more energy to produce than that for reformulated gasoline
(15,294/110,216 -= 0.1388 vs 14,232/107,516 = 0.1324; about
4 . 6% difference) ?

8. Considering that the overall energy efficiency of refineries
l8 in the order of 85 - 90% and that gasoline is the most
energy intensive product produced, is the estimate correct
that only 13 - 14% o£ the energy content of gasoline will be
required for its production?

9. For the summeirtime "new ethcuiol" ETBE case, shouldn't the full
energy of the ethanol, including the 4273 BTDs in the ethemol
itself, be subtracted out of the "total fossil energy required
to produce" colximn?

10. Why is the total oil required to deliver RF(« higher for the
conventional gasoline in PADD 2 case compared to the existing
ethzmol case, considering that the CG in PADD 2 contains MTbk?

OTTONM. KMt W (7-m

FAX TRANSMITTAL

tS5DWiS»

'^^ /u^

SrJbof^-^T-T -UtVoT' SSSOTsSRvicErASSBTOTBN
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ISSUE SUMMARY
EPA'S PROPOSED RENEWABLE OXYGENATE STANDARD

On December 15, 1993, EPA announced a proposed modification to
its reformulated gasoline regulations.

o This proposed rule would require that 30% of the oxygen
required in reformulated gasoline be provided from renewable
sources (ethanol is currently the only renewable oxygenate in
the market) .

o In summer months, when volatile gasoline emissions are
controlled, the renewable oxygenate must be used in the form
of an ether (ETBE) .

o Credits and trading are provided.

EPA's legal justification for this proposal rests on claimed
reductions in U.S. oil use and emissions of greenhouse gases
resulting from the use of renewable oxygenates.

DOE is participating in interagency meetings on this proposal. A
final rule is expected in June. Major issues include:

o The Department of Agriculture has proposed to bar trading
between the summer and winter program. This would insure
that ETBE is used during the summer. DOE staff has opposed
this proposed change.

o EPA is considering phasing in the program: 15% in 1995 then
30% in 1996 and thereafter. DOE staff has supported this
proposed change since significant logistical obstacles would
make it difficult for refiners to respond to a 30% mandate in
less than 6 months .

o EPA is considering adding a "shoulder season" to prevent
commingling of ethanol-blended reformulated gasoline with
ether-blended reformulated gasoline. This would be achieved
by lengthening the summer season so that commingled gasoline
does not get used during the summer ozone season. DOE has
not had an opportunity to comment on this proposal but
intends to oppose such a change.

o EPA staff has acknowledged that it has no capability of its
own to provide an assessment of the proposal's impacts on oil
use or greenhouse gas emissions and is relying on DOE to help
them do so. DOE provided an analysis of these impacts to EPA
and the Department of Agriculture. We are answering their
technical questions and responding to their requests to
modify assumptions and input data.
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ARGONNE
NATIONAL Center for Transportation Research

LABORATORY Memorandum

To: Barry McNutt

From: Margaret Singh

Subject: Responses to EPA Questions of 3/25/94 on Draft RFG Energy Analysis

Date: April 7, 1994

It appears that a number of EPA's questions are based on a comparison of Table 1 from the

3/1 5/B4 analysis with the estimates submitted as part of DOE comments on the EPA RFG

rulemaking last May. The May 12, 1993 estimates have since been peer reviewed and

revised tu accuunt fur peer reviewer comments. The revised estiniates have been published

in a formal report (ANL/ESD-19, October 1993). Ihe estimates shown in Table 1 of the

3/1 b/94 analysis reflect the methodology and results discussed in this formal report. EPA
should use the estimates presented in the formal report for its analyses. I will attempt to

explain below the changes that I made between the May 1 893 estimates and those presented
in the formal report. I will also refer EPA to the sections of thai report which explain the

estimates in greater detail.

Questions

Q ^^^. a) The proportion of MTBE produced within the refinery vs. the proportion produced

externally varied between the Turner Mason (1 M) refinery linear programming (LP) runs for

these two cases. The LP model runs indicate a much higher share (on the order of a factor

of 10) of internal MTBE production for tl)e CO base case. The isobutylenes used within the

refinery to produce MTBE are treated as oil derived: the isobutylenes that are produced
outside the re.'inery are assumed tu l>e deiived fruin natural gas sourueK. For further

discussion of those points see Sec 3.2 of ANL/ESD-19.

b) The TM LP model run for winter RFG with MTBE suggests that all the MTBE used in this

fuel is produced externally. This is consistent with the fact that refineries are net butane

consumers in the winter reflecting the higher RVP of winter gasolines. I will document that

assumption in a coming report.

c) The analysis was never intended to be a comprehensive analysis of the production of RFG
in ail areas of the country. We chose PADD II because it includes the Chicago area. This area

is one of the nine areas required to use RFG and is a key market for fuel ethanol sales.

Q »2. a) ANL/ESD-19 uses 78% energy input per ethanol produced (See 1able 11). It

accounts for by-product credits. The 87% figure is from the May 1993 report and does not

account for by-product credits.

b) The energy to transport ethanol to markets is not considered in the analyais. but ttten

r>either is the energy to transport MTBE, ETBE or gasoline.
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#3. Again the 'previous analysis' EPA refers to refers to the May 1993 analysis. The

derivation of the energy and crude oil to produce ETBE is described in Sec 3.3.4 of ANL/ESD-
19.1 bolieve the only difference between the two estimates of the energy required to produco
ETBE is because the final estimate accounts for by-product credits.

Q #4. There is no question ftA.

Q #5. I don't believe that the estimates of the energy required to produce MTBE for use in

summer fuels have changed from the previous analysis. The estimates for RFG with MTBE
and CG with MTBE in Table 1 of the 3/1 5/94 memo arc the same as those in Table 2 of the

May 1 993 memo. The estimates vary from fuel to fuel because the LP model runs each have

different proportions of refinery production of MTBE. When MTBE is produced within the

refinery we do not account for the MTBE plant energy separately from the total refinery

energy consumption. See Sec. 3.3.2 of the ANL\ESD-19 report.

tfQ. The differences that EPA notes are due to a) round off errors in our input ositurfiptions

regarding the volume of etrianol in ETBE required to achieve a 2.1 % oxygen content and the

volume of ethanol alone in RFG required to achieve this oxygen level and b) differences in

conversion factors used to convert from metric tons to gallons in the calculation of the energy

required for ETBE production. We will correct these errors or differences in the final report.

Note that the differences in oil requirements for ethanol production are very small. For

example, arbitrarily setting each of the three estimates that EPA refers to at 3 1 9 BTU had no
effect on the Table 6 of the 3/1 5/94 energy analysis.

O t>7. This question actually refers to the energy required to produce hydrocarbons for winter

RFGs. The TM LP model runs show a decrease in the energy required to produce each unit

of hydrocarbon in a mix of RFG and CC in the winter vs. such energy for winter CG. This Is

conslstont with the fact that lower octane levels (less refining) is required in the RFG /CG pool
than in CO alone because of the addition of MTBE to the pool.

Q t/6. I do not know from where the 85%-90% efficiency figure comes from, but it appears
that It may be an old 'rule of thumb' that is now out of date. This analysis make use of up-

to-date refinery LP modeling and input data.

Q *^9. Only the energy content of the ethanol in the ETBE should be subtracted from the total

energy column to derive the fossil enargy requirenitsnts. Fossil energy (e.g., coal) is used to

produce the ethanol and natural gas is used to produce the isobutylenes and those should

remain in the calculation.

Q ff^O. I don't understand this question. It needs to be clarified.
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

APR 8 1994

Mr. Richard Wilson

Director

Office of Mobile Sources

Environmental Protection Agency
ANR455, 901 West Tower

401 7th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590

Dear Mr. Wilson:

I am wilting this lener concerning material provided by the Department of Energy to Paul

Machiele on March 18, 1994. This was a draft analysis of the impact of the EPA renewable

oxygenate proposal on ethanol demand, energy and oil use and greenhouse gas emissions.

We requested comments on the analysis as part of a peer review process. Since this

information appears to be of use in preparing your response to comments received concerning

the proposal, we have no objections to your including this information in the rulemaking

docket and your taking it into account in preparing the final rule. However, I want to

emphasize that this analysis is a draft and that we will be responding to comments from

knowledgable parties concerning input data and analytic assumptions. Therefore, it would

seem appropriate to docket fumre versions of this analysis that are made available soon

enough to affect your deliberations.

Sincerely,

}^'—r

Abraham E. Haspel

Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Economic and Environmental Policy

® Pr¥«ad wtfi toy t* on mCiOmO pipvr
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INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE RECEIVED
COPIES OF ETHANOL ANALYSIS AS
PART OF PEER REVIEW PROCESS

On March 18, 1994:

1. Paul Machiele. EPA
2. John McCleUand, DOA
3. Richard Moorcr, DOE

On April 7, 1994:

4. Mark Deluchi, UC DAVIS, 916-752-6572

Energy analyst who provided input on GHG analysis.

5. Richard Long, Ashland OU Co. 606-329-3504

Major mid-continent refiner, ethanol user and ethanol producer.

6. John Coleman, Marathon OU Co., 419-421-3837

Mid-continent refiner and largest oil co-retailer of gasoline with ethanol.

7. David Gushee, Congressional Research Service, 202-707-3342

Energy analyst who reviewed earlier analysis and has done similar analysis

8. Bob Cunningham, Turner, Mason & Co., 214-754-5915

Refinery modeler who provided refinery energy use data for this analysis.

9. Bill Peil, ARCO Chemical Co., 215-359-2581

ETBE producer and author of similar energy/oil analysis.

10. Bob Grecko, American Petroleum Institute, 202-682-8270

Analyst for oil trade association.

11. Eric Vaughn, Renewable Fuels Association, 202-289-8270

Head of ethanol trade association.

12. Doug Durante, Clean Fuels Development Coalition, 301-913-2896

On April 18, 1994:

13. Tom Geiger, Commercial Director for Ethanol, Cargill, Inc. 612-742-7440
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John R. OolMaan
Manag«; Fuete Tbchnology

/JU|V Marathon
•^'*> OBCompany

I

539 South Main Street

Rndlay, Ohio 45840
DIrvct No. 418/421-2406
Main No. 419/422-2121
FAX 419/421^837

April 22, 1994

Fax No. 202-586-4447

l«fe. Bany McNutt
U.S. D^artment of Energy
1000 Independence Ave^ S.W.

Washington, DC 20585

DearBany: I

«

We appreciate the opportunity to conunent on tiie two DOE studies

concerned with the Renewabk Oxygenate Requirement We certainly agree with.

the overall conclusion that replacing MTBE -with ethanol will increase energy use,

oil use and CXXj emissions.

Some aspects of

the ^proach talceiL

already-produced etha

}f^c
Itpsi
aiK)l <

e first (Singh) stuij^ are confusing
-
probabfy as a result of

nndear, for example, wl^ the "existing ethanol" case treats

difEcrently than alreaity-prodnced gasoline. If ethanol is

moved from an
attainmei^t

area to become RFG in a non-attainment area, the study

accounts for the gasoline which r^Iaces the ethanol in die attaimnent area. On the

other hand, the study does not count the (equal) volume of gasohne displaced from

the non-attainment area. It would seem to us that there is a parallel "existing

gasohne" case which yields a net zero for everything. Perhaps we don't realty

understand tibe case assumptions
- in which case, more e^lanation would be

j^rpredated.

As an alternative and more straightforward approadi, we looked at a simple
trade-off of ethanol for MTBE which, depending on the season and final form (Le^
ethanol or £TB£) displaces more or less MTBE and requires blending of more or

less gasoline. Hds approach incidental^ reaches the same condnsions.

We note in Table 1 hat ethanol appears to yield a gignTfirant energy gain.

The "new ethanol" line for wmter fiiels^
indic^es

diat 3,531 BTLTs are required to

produce the ethanol whidi in turn yields 4,52B BTLTb. We suspect this energy gain

appears because the anatysis excludes non5>^polemn energy use (largely coal). If

this is the case, dien the cofairrm haaiting "Total Fossil Energy Required to Delrver

RFG" is misleading. We suggest it be renamed Total Non-Coal Energy Required
to Dehver RFG*. Tbc san e comments apply to the "Total Energy Required to

Delrver RFG". On the otfa er hand, since exdnsion of coal obscures the major
reason ethanol provides no net energy, we suggest that the cohimn headings remain

A sutaicteiy of USX Corporation
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Mr. Bany McNutt

April 22» 1994

Page 2

as diey are and that coal be taken into aoooimtl Uns would add about 1,000 FIXTs

per gallon to the energy re^mrdmans of the etbanol blends.

Tbere are two otlier eneigy factors irfncb need to be mentioned if not dealt

with explicit^. First, there win be additional transportation energy reqinremenls to

meet the renewable o^cnale rcqoiremenL Here, logistical dislocations caused by
forcing edianol into markets not natnralfy supplied will increase energy usage.

Second, the capital costs and, in particulai; the energy reqiiiremenis fior new ethanol

plant construction is not addressed.

As a final thnnght on fte Sin^ study, we are concerned that ignoring some

energy ii^ats and ooncentratrng on othexs yisi trivialize the real economic costs of

fiardng eihanol use. In real tenns^ ethanol costs at least twice as much as MIBE in

large part because of energy inputs required. We would suggest that the BTlTs be

priced out at market prices ignoring subsidies. Then the real disastrous economic

consequences of substituting edianol for MTBE would become apparent

^^^th r^ard to the second (Stork) stody, we certainty agree with its

cnncfasifTn: there is some level of opt-bas fbat win create a short&U against siqipty.

It m^ be appropriate to mention (as a footnote, say, on Page 4) the opt-in delao^

provision of die CAA which is supposed to handle this eveatuality.

We have studied the siq>pty/deniand question but with «<TffiMTng assunqrtions.
Here die nudn assumption "fUddi is critical to Storlifs cnndusions is that use of

gasohni ootside of nan-attarmnent areas win not change. We bdieve it wiU shrink

but win persist in states like minois and Ohio vrtiere state subsidies are the hi^iest
We are not sure vibzt the assumption about holding *motor hid use pattem^
entails. If this means no growth for gasoline demand, it woold bias the results

downward.

Pbpulalion k not neoegmty a. good fndifator of iub-stalie demand level, bat

if freqaeotfy used becBise it is rcadity available^ We use a lervioe statioQ sales

wgvqr that appears to better pick vp demand in trauipartaiion corridow.

Ftyulatian <fata wifl bias attiaiates inward for metcopdiian areas, f^wyiaHy on the

One last oonoem is that tiiB study appears to tflooce die wimw GO pcofpam.
IIiciBe ef flie wiotet pmyam and ifae iiitimkifltiOQ of sMUKttHc omemfe cradds

widi 'ivatiictioiis oncdmaliBe in the sumnier mooHis wiD s^gnnicaiitqr inpAGt
nthinol tnawnni] iitir p"**—

— Ilicar nay pteaeat other comtraints againtf limited
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Mr. Bany McNutt

April 22, 1994

Pag&3

If you have any questions r^ar&ig the above cammenls or would like to

discuss 4ese issues further, please gjvc me a cal

Very truty yours.

J4/

JRC/ab/Baiiy.wp
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. April 22, 1994

Dear Barry:
Enclosed are my few mmor comments on Margaret's draft of "Energy

Reqiiirements and C02-Eqmvalent Emissions of RFC, dated 3/17/94.

p. 2, para. 2, discussion of "old" ethanol. Are you saying that some gasoline in effect

will be downgraded from oxygenated to conventional gasoline? That is, that

someone will divert ethanol from currently reformulated gasoline to currently
conventional gasoline, to make the currently conventional into reformulated, and
the currently reformulated into conventional? That seems strange. What is the

point?

p. 2, para. 4. The explanation seems incomplete. Presumably you do estimate the

energy requirements for the ethanol, but separately from the estimate of the energy

requirement of the RFG-less-ethanol.

p. 3, para. 2. A minor point my "base-case" assumptions are probably slightly more

favorable than industry average practice as of 1990.

Well, it seems like a good analysis to me, and I am sure that the oil industry
will like it, but of course the ethanol guys and perhaps even the EPA will blast it.

Actually, I think the brouhaha is really silly: after all, we are talking about less than

1% changes in most cases for most measures. Who could possibly ccire about such

trivial effects? Is the world going to live or die because of an 0.5% change in GHG
emissions from the US. motor-vehicle sector? Geez. What ever happened to the big

picture? In the parallel universe that I often yearn to habitat, people use your nice

analysis to show that the 30% rule ultimately is uninteresting with respect to energy
use and GHGs, and they make the decision on other grounds

- such as cost, on
which shoal the whole idiotic program founders. Obviously, ethanol from com is a

stupid transportation fuel, no matter how you cut it, uiUess you care about com
farmers, which you shouldn't Hmmph Enough Take care.
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Congressional Research Service

The Library of Congress

Washington, D.C. 20540

April 27, 1994

Mr. Barry McNutt
Mail Stop PE-50
Department of Energy Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Barry,

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft analyses of

energy requirements and COj-equivalent emissions which might result
from the EPA ROS proposal. The documents in question are (1) by
Kevin Stork, dated January 15, 1994, and (2) by Margaret Singh,
dated March 17, 1994.

Although this work is considerably more detailed than any I

have done, the assumptions used all seem reasonable to me, in
particular the use of current industry average corn and ethanol
production practices and the comparison of gasolines on an equal
Btu basis. I have not yet reviewed DeLuchi's latest estimates of
CO2 equivalent emissions and do not know how they differ from his
earlier estimates. I respect his work. I also carry the
perception from it that, for a given fuel from a given starting
material, one can get results that differ by 10 to 20% from case to
case by making different, equally-defensible, assumptions about
various input factors. Thus, cases differing by percentages in
this range do not necessarily mean that the impacts are really
different .

In other words, differences in energy consumption or GHG
emissions of only a few percent are "soft" differences, reflecting
at best the directional effects of the differences between the
cases.

The proposal would cause the replacement of some MTBE with
some ethanol and some ETBE. The ethanol would displace less
gasoline than the MTBE it replaces, because it has a higher oxygen
content, while the ETBE would displace more gasoline than MTBE,
because it has a lower oxygen content. The ratio of ethanol to
ETBE ultimately used thus will affect the amount of gasoline
displaced. The amount of ethanol currently used in gasohol which
would be diverted to RFG will affect the result in proportion to
whether it is used as ethanol or as ETBE. The amount of "new"
ethanol produced in response to the mandate will affect the average
energy intensity and GHG emissions of the total ethanol used (in a
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CRS-2

manner not currently predictable because it will depend on, among
other things, whether the etheuiol is produced by large, efficient

producers or small, independent producers not benefiting from
economies of scale) .

So, although the assunptions used in the draft emalyses are
all defensible, I feel that there should be em overall conclusion
that any claim that the proposal is energy-beneficial,
environmentally beneficial, or GHG beneficial (or alternatively
that the effects are detrimental) is unwarramted, because the
differences are smaller them the uncertainties inherent in a future
in which individual actors have a wide range of options on whether
or not to participate and, if participating, how they will do so.

Given such an overall conclusion, the results presented can be
described as directional, and will be more or less in the estimated
directions as a function of, for example, diversion of gasohol ,

ratio of ethanol to ETBE, and the like.

I hope these few comments are helpful. Thanks for giving me
the opportunity to make them.

Sincerely,

David E. Gushee
Senior Fellow in
Environmental Policy
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American Petroleum Institute

1220 L Street, Northwest

Washington. DC 20005
202-682-6000 ^

May 2, 1994

Mr. Barry McNutt

U.S. Dcpartmcm of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, DC 20585

Dear Mr. McNutt:

The American
Petrolcurtj

Institute (API) appreciates the opportunity to commcnl on the

two DOIi/Argonne National Laboratory analyses of ethanol in reformulated gasoline (RFG).'

Our comments are listed below for each report. Overall, DOB's well-reasoned studies clearly

.show the lack of any energy security benefit or greenhouse gas emission reductions from the

proposed mandate.

.Sinch Draft Study

o An executive summary/absljact would be helpful.

The study appears to make unrealistic assumptions regarding ethanol movement, stating:

"Witli credit trading, it is possible that most of the cihanol used to

meet the requirements could be used in one part of the country

(e.g., the midwest) or during one season (e.g., tlic winter)"

API's February 1994 comments on EPA's proposed ethanol inandate clearly refute tlicsc

assumptions:

"...Oiicago and Milwaukee comprise only 12% of the RFG market.

Even if ethanol and ETBE comprised 100% of the oxygenate used

in these markets, over 247 million gallons of cihanol in the summer
and 307 million gallons of ethanol in the winter would still need

to Ixi shipped to either other RFG markets directly (for winter

ethanol blending) or to MTBIVETBE facilities for the manufacture

of ETBE."

API comments at 16.

'"Enajiy Rixiuiromems and CX),-Equiva)ciil Emissions of RFG", Margaret Singli. March 17, 1994, antl "A

Compariiioii of Fuel Eihanol Supply and Demand Due to RFG and Gasoliol", Kevin Stoil, January 15. 1994.
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DOE needs (o incuiporatt the impact of transporting etlianol from the midwest on oil use,

fossil energy use, and greenhouse gas emissions.

The draft study does not address the poor toxics performance of elhanol and H'lJili

relative to MTBH. Since refiners must adhere to the toxics reduction requirements, the

mandated use of ethano)/ETBH will cause refiners to adjust the refining process to

produce complying RFG. For example, non-summer RFG blended with 2. 1 wt% oxygen
as ethanol provides roughly seven percent less toxics reduction than a comparable RPG
blended with MTBE. Similarly, ETBE provides roughly three percent less toxics

reduction than MTBE in both sutnmer and non-summer RFCJs. The draft study does not

appear to recognize the additional refinery energy use and greenhouse gas emissions that

would result from this additional burden.

The draft study appears to base its energy and oil use analyses on the ethanol industry's

best practices, while the CO, emissions estimates are based on average practice. At a

minimum, DOE should base the energy and greenhouse gas emission impacts on the

same, more realistic assumptions.

We recommend that DOE identify the incrennental com yield from the lowest 25% of

annual production. This would more accurately reflect the fact that increased corn

production would come from cultivating marginal acreage (with inCTeased energy usage

requirements).

I

I'he energy efficiency assumed to be associated with incremental ethanol production

appears to be consistent with the proposed ethanol mandate and deserves to be update.d.

EPA stated in the technical support document to the proposed mandate:

"...the DOE study assumes that ethanol will be produced using

current
indust^

best practice. While no new technology is

assumed, the Hest technology of all existing plants is essentially

combined into B single plant."

Yet this basis is not supported by the ethanol industry's owoi estimates. Roger Burken

of the Clean Fuels Development Coalition testified at the January 14 EPA hearing that

"current ethanol production capacity in the U.S. of 1.3 billion gallons is sufficient to meet

the production levels that would be required in this rule." Qearly, this indicates that

much incremenul ethanol will be produced from existing facilities, which EI'A has

acknowledged are less efficient that "the best technology". We urge DOE lo update 'tis

efficiency assumptions for ethanol plants in recognition of currently underutilized ethanol

plant capacity.

The draft study spears to ignore the significant impact of fertilizer on incremental

acreage planted to supply the additional com that will be grown under the proposed

mandate. A September 1993 DOE rqx>rt shows that the contribution of fertilizers to
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greenhouse gas emissions is very sigiiificant' DOE's study should clearly refleci ihc

impact of increased acreage and increased fertilizer use in its energy use and greenhouse

gas analysis.

I

'l"he comparison of "old" to "new" ethanol leads to some conclusions that need additional

explanation. For example, the new ethanol results in lower fossil energy use than old

ethanol, but higher total energy use. Also, new ethanol results in higher greenhouse gas
emigsions than old ethanol. It is not clear what assumptions went into these balances.

It is not clear what assumptions are used in Ae cases labeled "RFG with EtOH (winter)

and MTBE (year round)(new EtOH)" and "RFG with EtOH (winter) and MTBli (year

round)(cxiKiing EtOH)" in Table VI. Has DOE assumed thai more than 50% of RKi
would contain ethanol ^uring the seven month winter period, to provide an annual average
of 30% ethanol blend use?

Stork Draft Study

o In addition to the full opt-in scenario, the analysis should include a scenario tliat

represents the actual level of opt-in for 1995. This could be accomplished by adding the

known opt-ins to the "9 City" case, since the "9 City" case is no longer relevant.

The analysi<i ignores oxygenate demand due to the winter oxygenated gasoline

requirements. The data exists to account for ethanol u.sagc during the 1992-93 season,

and the study should incorporate this data.

o The impact of California on ethanol demand is probably overstate<l. The program only

applies to Los Angeles and San Diego in 1995. (Statewide use of oxygenate will be

required under Phase 11 California RFC beginning in March, 1 996, but this program docs

not include any inandates for specific oxygenate use.)

The column denoting RFG fraction of total gasoline sales for Connecticut, Delaware,

Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Rhode Island all should be 1.0 (i.e.. 1(X)% R1""G). 'litis

is consistent with the current opt-in status of these states.

The footnote on page 4 seems to be in error. It should probably read "...use oui.sidc of

nonattainment areas will not change ...."

We hope you find these comments useful. API urges DOIi to finali?* these reports as

soon as possible so they can be considered as part of the current rulemaking. Both the draft and

final versions of each report should be made part of the administrative record in this important

rulemaking.

I

''Emissions of Greenhouse Gases in the Uniicd Stties 1985-1990". Energy Inrunnaiioii Adiniiiisiniiioi),

September, 1993.
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Please send me a copy of the final versions of these studies when available. If you have

any questions, call me at (202) 682-8565.

Sincotdy,

Robert Greco

Senior Regulatory Analyst

cc: Paul Machiclc, EPA
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

APR -
1 m'i

THE /ffiMUJISTlWrORo J-

t,-', *" ~

Honorable John D. Dingell ^r^ 3 r
Chairman, Committee on Energy ^^r i £]

and Commerce ^."^
'^ —

U.S. House of Representatives rr ^ .» jX

Washington, DC 20515 £;'J
^

c
j^ri CO

Dear Mr. Chairman: j^ ^
Thank you for your letter of December 16, 1993, in which you

request a response to certain questions regarding the low- sulfur
diesel fuel requirements of the Clean Air Act (Act) , and the
diesel dye requirement of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1993 (OBRA) , including certain concerns raised by Senator
Ted Stevens about application of the OBRA dye requirements in the
State of Alaska.

In response to your questions, I have enclosed information
about the low- sulfur diesel requirements as they apply to Alaska,
Alaska's request for a waiver from these requirements, and issues
which have arisen regarding the use of low-sulfur diesel fuel and
how the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has dealt with
these issues. I have also enclosed information regarding EPA
coordination with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to ensure
consistency between EPA's and OBRA's dyeing requirements.
However, I understand that the Department of Treasury has

provided you with a more detailed explanation of the OBRA dyeing
requirement and how it relates to Alaska.

EPA's Office of Mobile Sources will continue to work closely
with industry, the State of Alaska, and the Internal Revenue
Service to resolve these concerns and any others that may arise.
If you have any additional questions, please contact me or
Richard D. Wilson, Director, Office of Mobile Sources, at

(202) 260-7645.

Sincerely,

Carol M. Browner

Enclosure

r5^- Pnnted on Recycled Paper
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STATUS REPORT ON DIESEL SULFUR REQUIREMENTS
EPA Office of Mobile Sources

Alaska's Petition to be Exenpted from the Low-Sulfur Requirements

On February 12, 1993, the Governor of Alaska submitted a

petition to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requesting
that communities in Alaska served by the Federal Aid Highway
System (FAHS) be exempted from the low-sulfur diesel fuel

requirement of section 211 (i) of the Clean Air Act (Act) for
three years (until October 1, 1996) . In addition, the Governor
requested that remote communities in Alaska, not accessible by
the FAHS, be permanently exen^jted from the low- sulfur diesel fuel

recjuirement . The petition was submitted pursuant to section
211 (i) (4) of the Act and is based on geographical, meteorological
and economic factors unique to Alaska, including the high costs
associated with producing arctic-grade, low-sulfur diesel fuel in
Alaska, the availability of low-sulfur diesel from out-of-state
refiners, the costs associated with in?)orting the fuel, and the
costs of storing smd distributing the fuel. In addition, given
Alaska's current air quality status, the environmental benefits
of using low-sulfur diesel fuel in Alaska would be minimal. In

response to this petition, the Agency published a notice in the
Federal Register (58 FR 45307, August 27, 1993) , proposing to

grant the exemptions as they were requested in the petition. The
notice of final decision for this petition was published in the
Federal Register on March 22, 1994.

In the petition, the Governor indicated that during the
three year exemption period for areas served by the FAHS, the
State of Alaska plans to esteiblish a task force to evaluate
further the feasibility of using low- sulfur diesel fuel in areas
on the highway system. Among the members of the Task Force will
be representatives from the Alaska Department of Environmental
Quality, Alaska diesel fuel refiners, and the EPA. If the
results of the evaluation show that it is not economically
feasible to produce or import an arctic -grade diesel fuel that
meets the 0.05% sulfur requirement, and that it would not be
feasible for EPA to impose an intermediate sulfur content
standard for motor vehicle diesel fuel used in areas served by
the FAHS, and no other alternatives are discovered, the State
will have adequate time to prepare and submit another exemption
request .

One refiner in Alaska has discovered a relatively low- cost

approach to producing a diesel fuel that meets the low- sulfur

requirement. Although the low-sulfur diesel produced by this
refiner does not meet the American Society of Testing and
Materials (ASTM) viscosity specifications for No. 1 diesel, the

Agency believes it is possible that over the next few years,
other refiners in Alaska may find low- cost approaches to produce

a marketaa>le, low-sulfur diesel fuel. Hence, EPA proposed to
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a marketable, low-sulfur diesel fuel. Hence, EPA proposed to
grant the three-year exemption as requested by the Governor of
Alaska.

OBRA Dyeing Requirements

The Agency has worked closely with the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) to ensure consistency between dyeing requirements
of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA) for
diesel fuel and EPA's requirements. While Alaska's exemption
from the sulfur requirement of the Clean Air Act means that
diesel fuel in Alaska will not have to be dyed on the basis of
sulfur content, the IRS has informed us that OBRA does not
provide for an exemption or delay in meeting its dyeing
requirements. The Department of Treasury will be providing you
with a more detailed explanation of the OBRA dyeing requiiement
and how it relates to Alaska.

Issues Regarding Low-Sulfur Diesel Implementation

During October and November, 1993, EPA received
approximately 2 50 phone calls from consumers, complaining that
they were experiencing problems with fuel pumps in their diesel
powered motor vehicles. In October, EPA staff began collecting
all information being reported and a dialogue was begun among the
engine manufacturers, state and local agencies, the oil industry
and the general public. The goal was to identify the cause of
the reported problems and to find a solution. To that end, on
November 22, 1993, EPA held a meeting with the California Air
Resources Board (CARB) , the American Petroleum Institute, the
Engine Manufacturers Association, the American Trucking
Association, and several independent entities to share
information and work together to resolve the issue.

We have determined that the problems are predominantly
occurring in older vehicles that a'-e equipped with nitrile rubber
seals which, over time, have apparently lost sealing ability. We
have received no reports of repeat failures once the seal is

replaced with a new, nitrile rubber seal. Furthermore, by the
end of November, the number of complaints reported to EPA had
diminished significantly.

Subsequently, a second issue arose which prompted
additional, more recent phone calls by individuals who fear that
the low-sulfur diesel fuel has insufficient lubricating
properties. However, in spite of some reports of driveability
problems and accelerated fuel pump wear, and suspicions that
these problems are related to low-sulfur diesel fuel, the
evidence to date indicates that the vast majority of low-sulfur
fuels have adequate lubricity. The Agency is currently planning
meetings with diesel fuel marketers to insure that all diesel
fuels are adequately additized for lubricity.
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Despite the apparent abatement of the reported problems, EPA
continues to actively work with industry representatives and CARB
toward identifying the cause of the reported problems. Please be
assured that my staff will continue to monitor the situation and
take appropriate action as circumstances warrant and authority
exists.

California Air Resources Board (CARB) Actions

While EPA is unable to fully relay to you the actions CARB
has taken in response to the problems that arose in the
implementation of their low-sulfur, low aromatics dlesel fuel
program, we are aware that Governor Wilson asked CARB to hold a
meeting on October 15, 1993, in response to complaints about the
program. The Governor then convened the Diesel Fuel Advisory
Committee to look at all aspects of the problems being reported.
This committee submitted a report to Governor Wilson, dated
November 15, 1993, detailing the effects of the dlesel fuel
program on California since October 1, 1993, including
recommendations on how best to proceed with implementing the
program. (The report is attached.) Subsequently, the Governor
directed a task force to Identify the cause and extent of
mechanical problems which have been reported since the dlesel
fuel requirements were Implemented. The Governor has requested
the task force to report its findings by February 19, 1994.
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Diesel Fuel Advisory Committee Report November 15, 1993

November 15, 1993

TO: The Honorable Pete Wilson

Governor of California

FROM: Diesel Fuel Advisory Committee

Report And Recommendations

Introduction: Your letter of October 15 to Chairwoman Sharpless aptly

framed the policy dilemma which faces California. On the one hand we have a

regulation on the reformulation of diesel fuel which seeks to attain critical

public health benefits for our citizens with related air quality improvements.
On the other, the implementation to date has produced high prices, allegations

of fuel shortages in the midst of a harvest, a reduction in the number of refiners

seeking to supply the California market, and widespread, but not yet fully

documented, reports of equipment failure attributed to the new fuel. In the

some six hours of public hearings conducted on November 8, your committee

heard extensively from the trucking and agricultural witnesses who affirmed

their position that the regulation should be suspended for at least six months.

Competing views expressed at prior hearings indicate continued commitment to

the regulation from small and large business interests, refiners,

environmentalists, and local governments.

In the report which follows we will address the factors which have

combined to produce these conditions, provide preliminary data on the

dimension and nature of economic and mechanical problems, frame the policy

1
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choices which you now confront, and make recommendations as to what we
believe are the most appropriate corrective steps. While we must frequently
underscore the incomplete nature of our data, the efforts of the member

agencies, industry sources and diesel fuel users permit us to dispel many myths
and to scale back some of the fiction in the direction of fact.

I. The current market for diesel fuel in California is marked by
unacceptable retail prices and unresolved fear of mechanical

consequences of utilizing the CARB reformulated fuel. The
combination of these factors has led to alarmingly lower sales of

diesel fuel in California owing to "fuel lifting" from neighboring
states with a consequent loss of business receipts, tax revenues

and jobs.

A. Price:

No one disputes the fact that in the wake of the October 1 implementation
date for the sale of the CARB reformulated fuel prices shot up to unanticipated
and intolerable heights reaching a peak around the middle of October. Since

that date they seem to have been drifting down. The retail price trend is in the

right direction but the pace is unacceptable and at war with the current

abundance of supply. The California experience was parallelled in the other

states which were adjusting to the introduction on the same date of diesel fuel

reformulated to meet federal Environmental Protection Agency mandates.'

'October 1 was selected as the introduction date for two reformulated diesel fuels each

designed to improve air quality impacts. The federal, or "EPA fuel" is designed to lower the

sulfur content of the fuel. A similar fuel has been deployed by the Air Resources Board as

early as 1985 in the greater Los Angeles area. In 1988 the Board adopted diesel fuel

regulations, with a 1993 statewide implementation date, to limit both aromatic hydrocarbons
as well as sulfur content. The goal of the "CARB fuel" was to achieve significant reductions

in emissions which daily exacerbate the ozone content while spewing particulate matter into

our air. There was a second significant difference between the federal and California

regulations. The EPA regulations applied to on-road vehicles only. Off-road use, primarily

agncultural consumption, was exempted. The California regulations applied to both on-road
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Our survey data shows that, while prices rose in non-California markets, the

magnitude of the rise was significantly smaller.^ Some price increase had

been anticipated by both federal and state officials. Predicated upon data

supplied by refiners, it was estimated that the additional cost of producing a

gallon of fuel compliant with EPA regulations would be from two to five cents.

Fuel formulated to comply with CARB regulations would cost an additional two

to eight cents per gallon.^ In addition to these new cost factors, diesel prices

would escalate on October 1 reflecting the imposition of the Clinton

Administration's excise tax. In the immediate aftermath of the attempted

implementation the price consequences bore no relationship to these projections.

By mid-October the pump price of a gallon of diesel fuel in Northern California

had risen 24i from $1.28 to 51.52. In Southern California the price rose from

$1.27 on August 22nd to $1.45 on October 15. Nearly a month later, prices

have retreated modestly and stood at $1.41 in both the north and south.

There are two ways of accounting for these abrupt and now sustained

price increases. The first view, embraced in an interagency staff report to your
Committee, suggests that it is the net consequence of a series of unfortunate

events and circumstances. We are told that:

During September 1993, there was an unanticipated

and off-road consumption of diesel fuel. California adopted the October 1 implementation
date m response to the federal schedule so as to avoid a double disruption of the diesel fuel

market.

'a comparison of the Chicago, New York and Houston markets is reflected in the c.iart

attached as Appendix A to this report.

'The range of additional cost for individual refiners was from two to five cents for EPA
diesel and from two to eight cents for CARB formulated fuel. The range can be explained

by the fact that the governments mandated emission reductions not specific fuel formulas.

Thus the industry was left to its own devices in selecting refining techniques and

formulations which would achieve the emission reductions. Also note that California fuel

would exceed the EPA regulations and thus the net cost difference was anticipated to range

from a low of one cent to a high of five cents.
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heavy demand for diesel, well above the normal seasonal

increases. For example, during late August and early

September 1993, Chevron reported a 35 percent increase in

demand for diesel fuel. Three major refiners, Chevron, Unocal,

and Texaco, experienced longer than expected "turnaround"* or

mmor equipment failures, causing a temporary loss in

production. ... In addition, the increase in federal taxes

encouraged many users to top off their tanks in late September
to avoid the increase in costs. Some industry participants repon
that the Air Resources Board requirement that fuel tanks be

emptied of non-complying fuels prior to October 1 also

encouraged "topping-ofP, and prompted refiners and others to

"sell ofr their inventories at reduced rates. There were

reported, though yet to be documented, "runs on the racks"

which may have depleted refinery inventories and may have lead

to spot shortages. With depleted inventories, refiners had

difficulty keeping up with demand.

During September and early October 1993, distribution

problems were also occurring, especially in Northern California.

Overall, the distribution system was adjusting to accommodate
fewer suppliers of motor vehicle diesel fuel. Some independent
marketers, for example, had to find new suppliers of diesel fuel.

ARCO pulled back from its historic distribution points in the

Central Valley; Unocal did not supply the volumes allowed

under the CARB vanance.

There is an alternative explanation rooted in accusations of greed turned

to desperation. Proponents of this thesis suggest that refiners saw the CARB
regulations as imposing significant up front costs which they sought to quickly

recover through high prices. Refinery prices substantially enhanced beyond the

industi7 cost addition estimates were passed onto distributors who further

escalated them in their transactions with retail sellers. If the assumption was
that these dramatically increased prices would be accepted by a public with little

*Tumaround is the time it takes to change over production from one fuel to another.

4
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capacity for fuel substitution, it overlooked the possibility of fuel lifting.*

Once these prices hit the retail market, some sellers began to see a dramatic

decrease in demand. This was especially true for volume sellers dependent

upon the interstate truck and bus trade. Their customers availed themselves of

opportunities to purchase non-CARB fuel from cheaper out of state sources. It

is not difficult to imagine that a retailer with significant volume decreases

would be reluctant to reduce the per gallon price of remaining sales. The
Committee has been informed by staff that retail prices in Nevada, Arizona and

Oregon may now have risen to a point which nullifies the economic advantage
of fuel lifting. If this is true the two owners of large truck stops do not report

any evidence of sales recovery.'

A composite reconstruction of events may be most accurate. Under this

perspective one can accept the unfortunate circumstances of the above normal

seasonal demand for fuel, the longer than anticipated "turnaround" and the

equipment failures. Standing alone these factors would account for an

imbalance in supply and demand but they would not result in the panic run up

'The captive nature of the transportation and agricultural owners of diesel equipment is

rooted in the inability of the engines to consume any other type of fuel. "Fuel lifting" is a

term describing a change in purchasing patterns. In the case of a bus or truck owner with

access to fuel supplies in neighboring states there is opportunity to switch refueling patterns

to take advantage of lower prices or a fuel formulation deemed to be less hazardous to

equipment. Fuel lifting did not emerge for the first time in the wake of the October 1

implementation. The Air Resources Board estimates that the practice amounted to a

manipulation of 10% of the demand prior to the end of September due to price competition

and tax structure differences between California and surrounding states.

' What seems to be perpetuating the fuel lifting practice is the fear of mechanical damage
which will be addressed more extensively later in the report.

It should be noted that virtually all of the fuel supplied to Nevada and Arizona retail

outlets is refined in California. Thus we should take little comfort from price rises reported

in those jurisdictions, it merely constitutes further evidence that inflated wholesale prices

translate into inflated prices in the course of distribution and, ultimately, retail outlets. Fuels

supplied at wholesale in Oregon, Idaho, Utah and New Mexico come from non-California

refineries, and prices bear little relationship to California conditions.
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of the price. According to witnesses, one industry practice to mitigate the

consequences of supply and demand imbalance is for refiners to limit customers

to historical levels of purchase so as to prevent hoarding and opportunistic

attempts to "corner the supply." For reasons which have not been explained,

the refiners elected not to follow this practice and instead to sell their

inventories to the highest bidder. In this manner the wholesale price shot up
eleven to fifteen cents per gallon during the last week in September in Northern

California. It was not until prices had reached unprecedented heights that

refiners began to enforce historic purchase limitations.

B. Availability:

On the date you acted to appoint the Committee there was widespread
fear that fuel shortages would idle farm equipment during the height of our

annual harvest. This did not happen. Agricultural users were confronted by

higher prices and in Northern California distributors had to engage in some

near heroic efforts to ensure ongoing fuel availability. The Air Resources

Board is to be credited with several steps designed to relieve supply shortages.

In August, the Board issued variances to several refiners deemed unable to

comply with the October 1 implementation date.' Further variances were

issued in September. As a result of your intervention on October 15, the

^These variance permits came at a pnce. The Air Resources Board acted upon the

condition that the refiner agree to a six cents per gallon "mitigation fee." Funds generated

by these agreements range from several millions for one refiner to multiples of thousands for

others. It is your Committee's understanding that in each case the ultimate disposition of the

funds are subject to agreement between the refiner and the ARB. Sums equalling the

vanance fees are in the custody of the refiners on interest bearing deposits. Dunng the

course of the hearing several members of your Committee noted that these monies were

ultimately paid by California consumers not the refiners. Accordingly, there were

complaints that the refiners should have any voice in determining how those funds were to be

used. Those who have suffered mechanical bre?Jcdowns and loss which they attribute to the

use of the CARB fuel strongly contend that they should be reimbursed for their out of pocket

loss from these vanance funds.

Staff estimates predict that the total deposits in variance fee accounts from all sources

will total ten million dollars.
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Board held a public hearing and suspended the off-road application of its

regulations until December 4, 1993.* Through these combined efforts, fuel

was available albeit at exorbitant prices, during the harvest. Supply shortages

are now corrected and, as we shall note, there is no shortage of diesel fuel in

California for any use and refineries have been able to replenish their

inventories.'

C. Effect on vehicle performance:

Shortly after the introduction of the CARB fuel in California and EPA
fuel throughout the United States, reports began to circulate of fuel system
failures and leaks associated with the fuels. The staff report to your Committee

suggests that the such problems are not centered in California but are being

experienced across the nation. Data supplied by Chevron Research and

Technology Corporation to the Air Resources Board suggests that the engine

performance problems are geographically widespread but that the number of

vehicles affected is small, amounting to less than one percent of the diesel

'The Board has clarified that fuel purchased prior to the 4th of December may be legally

used through February 17, 1994.

'The inter-agency staff reports that:

[d]uring the final week of October, the daily production of diesel exceeded the

demand for diesel fuel by about ten percent above the seasonal demand,

thereby allowing refineries to replenish their inventories. Since the beginning

of October 1993, the refiners have increased their production and were

operating at their maximum capacity. By October 26, 1993, refiners were

producing CARB and variance diesel at approximately 220,000 barrels per

day, well above the historical statewide average use of 155-175,000 barrels per

day by the diesel vehicle market.

[As of November 5], the previous condition of tight supply of both

U.S. EPA and CARB diesels has eased to the degree that overall refinery

production has begun to decline. A telephone survey of California refiners on

Monday, November 1 indicated that a production rate of approximately

209,000 barrels per day. At this level, refiners are continuing to rebuild their

inventories and reserves of diesel fuel.

Staff report, page 6.
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powered units in the United States.
'°

Industry users, particularly members of

the California Trucking Association, contend that there is a dramatic increase

in the reported incidence of such problems in California and have submitted

data to substantiate their charges. While we acknowledge that mechanical

problems exist, the following questions remain:

1) Are the mechanical problems related to the introduction of the new fuels?

2) Are the mechanical problems related to the levels of allowed sulfur?

3) Are the mechanical problems related to the levels of allowed aromatics?

4) Or are the mechanical problems related to a combination of the above?

Your Committee readily admits to being unable to resolve these conflicting

claims. We have discovered that the pre-introduction testing of fuels

formulated to meet the CARB emission targets centered on air quality

improvements rather than mechanical consequences. It would be the essence of

understatement to suggest that users are dissatisfied with such a discovery. We
have asked ail segments of the industry, users, equipment suppliers and repair

facilities, and refiners to continually update our information. We have been

particularly concerned to narrow the reported incidents to particular types of

diesel engines or common factors such as patterns of use or total mileage.

We can offer a critical conclusion and two warnings.

1. The fear of adverse mechanical consequences dramatically

outstrips the factual evidence of harm. It is clear to us that irrespective of

the actual extent of mechanical failure there is widespread fear that use of

'"A factor which adds mystery to an already confused picture is that the low sulfur fuel

in use m greater Los Angeles since 1985 has not led to significant reports of increased fuel

leaks or engine wear. This fact is panicularly difficult to reconcile with the claim that EPA
formulated fuel, which we believe to be very similar to that which has had nearly eight years

of use in the greater Los Angeles area, is responsible for a rash of fuel lealcs in other states.

8
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CARB fuel will harm equipment. This factor may be of greater influence than

price considerations in explaining the devastating incidence of fuel lifting by
inter-state trucks and busses." Farmers complain of an inability to rely upon
equipment such as water pumps and freeze protection air movers if they are

forced to use CARB fuel. This is true notwithstanding a remarkably low
incidence of any documented evidence of farm equipment failure. Until these

fears can be displaced by facts there will be no acceptance of this fuel.'^

2. Warning: current data on mechanical problems may not be
reliable in indicating short-term consequences of using CARB fuel. We say
this because the presence of lifted fuel from other jurisdictions and "variance

fuel" which is still being manufactured and consumed in California befuddle our

ability to link such mechanical problems as can be substantiated to the CARB
reformulation.

3. Warning: in addition to fuel system leaks and failures, users fear

that in the long term low aromatic fuel may increase engine wear owing to

a decrease in "lubricity." Evidence from Sweden which has nearly two

years of on road experience with fuel formulated to much more stringent
reductions in both sulfur and aromatic hydrocarbons suggests that these

fears are unfounded. As we have noted, the principal difference between the

CARB and EPA reformulations lie in California's ambition to go beyond sulfur

reduction to attacking the particle content of diesel emissions. The technique is

"The most recently compiled staff material focuses on the survey results of truck stop
facilities i.i California by the Air Resources Board. The statistics deal with data supplied by
fourteen respondents. They show a volume sales reduction ranging from a high of a 43%
loss to a low of one entity which reports a 2% gain in sales. On average, the figures report
a 21 % decline in sales volumes since the first of October.

"The Air Resources Board has begun an aggressive effort to collect and study data on
user experiences. A toll free *800" hotline has been established, fleets and repair facilities

surveyed, roadside checks implemented, and communications established with engine
manufacturers and refmers. Fuel samples are being collected in an effort to link mechanical

problems or failures to specific patterns of consumption. These efforts are detailed at pages
1 1-14 of the attached staff repon.
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to mandate emission levels which are currently pursued through refining

techniques designed to dramatically lower the incidence of aromatic

hydrocarbons in the reformulated fuel. There is substantial evidence that a

secondary consequence of such formulation is a decrease in the degree to which

the fuel lubricates engine parts in the course of combustion. Large California

refiners who face the more stringent aromatic requirement of ten percent,

however, report that lubricity additives have already been included in their

compliance fuel formulations.

At the hearing Committee members repeatedly inquired as to the

information or tests upon which the Air Resources Board relied in concluding

that fuel formulated to meet its emission criteria could be consumed without

adverse consequences to the on and off road equipment in California. We were

referred to "the Swedish experience" and the introduction there of diesel fuel

formulated to attain ultra-low levels of both sulfur and aromatic hydrocarbon
emissions. We heard little concrete evidence of the experience within the

grasp of either the Air Resources Board staff or their contract advisors.

On our own motion, we have made extensive contact with both

government and industry sectors in Sweden. The evidence is very conclusive

with respect to Swedish fuel formulations and the ability of both on and off

road diesel equipment to utilize low sulphur and aromatic hydrocarbon
formulated fuels without increased wear or incidence of mechanical failure."

As of January 1, 1992, following a year of testing in city transit buses, Sweden

implemented emission standards for diesel fuel which are significantly more

ambitious than any pursued in the United States. Whereas CARB fuel tolerates

sulphur at the rate of 500 parts per million, Sweden caps the allowable presence

at 10 parts per million for "city diesel" and 50 parts per million for other uses.

California regulations permit aromatic hydrocarbons to range from 10% for

"Reports suggest that the initial Swedish experience revealed a high incidence of

mechanical problems in those vehicles using rotary-style injectors (primarily light duty

vehicles and automobiles) owing to lubricity issues. Refiner injected additives have now
corrected this problem without apparent adverse impacts on air emissions. This issue should

be funher explored by the investigatory group as recommended in section IV.

10
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major refiners to 20% for small refiners. In Sweden city diesel is capped at

5% with 20% being the maximum allowed for other uses.

Repeated telephone inquiries to major domestic manufacturers of diesel

engines failed to elicit cooperation in evaluating this Swedish data. Contrary to

the representations by manufacturer witnesses at our hearing that they had

significant numbers of units in use in Sweden, our Swedish sources report an

overwhelming dominance of Volvo and Saab products (80% of the market) with

the balance being dominated by other European manufacturers. The major
unresolved question for California given the Swedish experience is whether it is

fair to conclude that the on and off road equipment being used without adverse

incident in Sweden compares to the basic design and operating characteristics of

equipment in use in California.'^

n. The effects on the California economy:

It is difficult to quantify a response to your direction that we determine

the impact on our state's economy of the price escalations and performance

problems associated with the introduction of CARB fuel. Clearly it has been

negative. Any industrial, agricultural or commercial pursuit which is dependent

upon transportation has suffered direct or indirect negative effects. To the

extent that providers have been able to pass these costs onto customers the

impact has been direct. Customers who, for one reason or another, have been

spared a direct pass through suffer indirectly through the weakening of the

transportation infrastructure upon which they are dependent. Both truckers and

bus operators assert that they operate on very slim margins which are

'*It is interesting to contrast the attitude and cooperation of a foreign government and

representatives of foreign commerce with that of domestic manufacturers. On Friday,

November 12, telephone and FAX inquiries were made by the California Public Utilities

Commission. Within hours detailed information on both fuel formulation and the

composition of on and off road equq>ment had been received from Sweden. When
Commission representatives contacted the very manufacturers who had promised data on

Monday. November 8, they were met with claims of "proprietary* knowledge, fear of

liability, or an inability to make a timely response.

11
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dramatically eroded by increased fiiel costs. We note that California's schools

fall into both categories of victims. Those which have been forced to absorb

these enhanced fuel costs are spending money which would otherwise be

directed toward classroom support. A feared consequence is an exacerbation of

the current trend to further reduce bus transportation from school district

services. The consequent shift of the student population to non-public

transportation increases traffic congestion and adds to mobile source air

pollution.

The diesel fuel industry has not escaped damage. The most prominent

evidence at our hearing was of a dramatic downturn in sales volumes by diesel

fuel retailers. Two major truck stop owners, one in Redding the other in West

Sacramento, testified to a 40% drop in business since the introduction of the

CARB fuels.'* Fuel lifting is blamed with the fear of mechanical damage

running neck and neck with the issue of price. The secondary consequences of

reduced business receipts is a lo:s of sales tax revenue to government and

increased unemployment owing to staff layoffs. Equally worrisome is the

altered structure of the refining component of California's economy. There is

evidence that a large number of refiners have simply declined to manufacture

CARB fuel. Rather than lay out the cost of the equipment modifications and

altered production techniques, they have elected to exit from this aspect of the

business. The result is that our diesel fuel infrastructure is dependent upon a

reduced number of suppliers with concentrated market shares. One need not

center on the fear of conscious price manipulation of unconscious parallelism to

see in this smaller number of sellers a threat to the stability of this industry."

"As noted, staff surveys reveal an average decTcase in sales volume of 21% since

October 1 . The experience of individual retailers seems to be heavily influenced by the

nature of their historic customer base and the degree to which it is dependent upon interstate

buses and trucks. The greater the relative dependence and the closer the retailer is to the

boarder with a state which offers non-CARB formulated fuel for sale, the greater the

incidence of fuel lifting and corresponding loss of sales by the California seller.

"The situation may be open to self-correction. In the wake of the 1985 reformulation of

fuel in the Los Angeles basin a number of refiners elected to exit the market. In time some

12
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A major equipment outage could well produce local supply disruptions and

price volatility.

These arguments notwithstanding, several sectors of the California

economy stand to benefit from this least cost strategy for emissions reductions.

Without these regulations, the Air Resources Board and local air districts would
be required to adopt potentially more costly control measures in order to meet
health and clean air standards mandated by the Federal and State Clean Air

Acts.

III. Options:

The Advisory Committee considered the following points and contentions

regarding the possible rescission, suspension or modification of the CARB
diesel fuel regulations.

la. Rescission:

Arguments favoring rescission: Significant air quality benefits can

be attained by simply coordinating California's policy on diesel fuel

formulation with federal EPA standards. Sulfur content would be

reduced for on-road users with no disruption or burden imposed upon off-

road users which include critical agricultural applications. Fuel lifting

arising from real or fanciful fears of mechanical damage would be ended.

Distribution patterns could return to normal with no distinction being
drawn between fuel formulated for use in California and surrounding
states. The image of California as a market besieged by regulation would

be refuted.

Arguments against rescission: Recognize that the CARB fuel

standards sought legitimate and attainable improvements in air quality and

corresponding health benefits. Market forces can be expected to

eventually drive prices to a lower level. Rescission will penalize those

returned while new entrants established a competitive presence.

13
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refiners who made good faith efforts and undertook significant

investments to comply with the CARB regulations. Not only will that

investment be stranded (and likely passed onto consumers over a range of

products), but the private sector will have learned a critical lesson that

the State caimot be trusted to stay the course. The negative ramifications

for further clean fuel regulations will be substantial and the State's policy
on low and zero emission vehicles will be placed in serious jeopardy.

In the final analysis defeating the diesel fuel regulations and

sabotaging the stage for implementation of the reformulated gasoline and

low and zero emission vehicles will significantly damag:; California's

economy and business climate. This is because the federal deadlines for

attaining minimum air quality standards loom as a fact. Already we have

imposed heavy burdens on stationary sources in order to make the

incremental progress realized to date. Eighty per cent of the remaining

pollution comes from mobile sources. To refuse to address this problem
and impose further burdens on stationary sources is neither practicable
nor is it fair. In the final analysis, Californians must have safe and

affordable transportation but it will matter little if they do not have

commercial and industrial jobs.

lb. Suspension:

Arguments in favor of suspension: With the exception of refinery

representatives, there was virtual unanimity from the agricultural and

trucking witnesses at our hearing that the CARB regulations should

immediately be suspended for at least six months. The singular argument
was the fear of mechanical damage associated with the use of a low
aromatic hydrocarbon formulated fuel. Proponents of suspension argue
that the State should use a six month suspension period to test extensively
for mechanical consequences. Such tests should involve the active

participation of equipment manufacturers and intended users. It was

suggested that state vehicles be used as guinea pigs for out of the

laboratory experiments.

14
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Arguments against suspension: All of the "California blinked and

is not to be trusted" arguments mounted against rescission were repeated

here in a slightly muted tone. Further, at the expiration of the suspension

period the state would be forced into another period of transition. If the

mechanical problems are the result of the introduction of a new fuel, a

second round of fuel pump seal related leakage may result. The

replication of the pain that has already been sustained is unacceptable.

Ic. Modification:

Arguments in favor of modification: Here the major suggestion is

that the CARB rules be limited to on-road applications. The modification

would satisfy agricultural complaints and fears.

Arguments against modification: This solution would give

California the worst of all possible outcomes. We would still

demand the production and distribution of low aromatic formulation

but, in addition, would continue the production and distribution of

a high sulfur fuel. Distribution costs would rise and production

economies of scale would not be realized with inevitable upward

pressure on end user prices whether the customer be in

transportation or an off-road user.

IV. Recommendations:

Our first recommendation: Continue to endorse the clean fuels

health and environmental strategy.

We have attempted to provide you with a fair and factual

summary of the arguments in favor of rescission, suspension and

modification. They have merit, but in the final analysis they are

outweighed in our Judgment by the simple fact that California has no

choice but to clean up the air emissions from mobile sources.

Further restrictions on stationary sources such as factories and

commercial centers are neither practicable nor fair.

15
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We also provide a number of suggestions to meet both the fear

and facts of mechanical problems associated with the consumption of

reformulated fuel.

2. Utilize an independent investigatory group, to report back to
THE Secretary of Cal-EPA within 90 days, to assess the extent
of mechanical problems and WHETHER THEY ARE ATTRIBUTABLE TO
THE CARB AND/OR US-EPA FUEL LUBRICITY AND AROMATIC
HYDROCARBON CONTENTS. THE INVESTIGATORY GROUP SHOULD
INCLUDE AVAILABLE EXPERTISE FROM THE BUREAU OF AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR. THE AIR RESOUkCES BOARD, PRIVATE INDUSTRY AND
ACADEMIA.

3. AS THE STUDY WARRANTS, THE SECRETARY OF CaL-EPA SHOULD
develop criteria and procedures, in conjunction with the
Bureau of Automotive Repair, to reimburse user claims of

mechanical damage using, to the extent that they are

adequate, the variant mitigation fees to recompense legitimate

clal.ms for repair costs.

4. Further evaluation as to the appropriateness of establishing a

FLOOR aromatic HYDROCARBON CONTENT AND CETANE LEVEL SHOULD
also be conducted by the investigatory group, with emphasis on
building upon the swedish experience with low aromatic fuels

leading to mechanical damage.

5. Direct an interagency task force, chaired by the Secretary of

Cal-EPA, to review imple.mentation of the CARB reformulated
gasoline regulation in light of the experience gained from the

diesel rule, and to adopt such contingencies as are necessary

to avoid a repetition of the current experience.

16
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6. Direct the Department of Finance to determine the losses

experienced by school districts resulting from the fuel price

escalations.

7. Direct the Public Utiuties Commission to expeditiously review

THE applications NOW BEFORE IT TO INCREASE THE MINIMUM RATE
Tariff.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/Daniel Wm. Fessler, President, Public Utilities Commission

Chairman of the Committee

/s/Maureen DiMarco, Secretary, Office of Child Development and Education

/s/Matthew K. Fong, Member, Board of Equalization
/s/Russell Gould, Director, Department of Finance

/s/Charles Imbrecht, Chairman, Energy Commission
/s/Jananne Sharpless, Chair, Air Resources Board

/s/James Strock, Secretary, Environmental Protection Agency

/s/Henry J. Voss, Director, Department of Food and Agriculture
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^r% \ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

I 522^ ^ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

APR ? I IOC,"

Honorable John D. Dingell the administrator
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Dingell:

Today I have signed a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking seeking
comment on the appropriate environmental regulations for the
importation of foreign reformulated gasoline. Enclosed please
find a copy for your review. Through discussions with your
staff, I am fully aware of your interest in EPA's approach to
this portion of its reformulated gasoline program.

I want to assure you that I am strongly committed to a fair
and open process. To this end, the proposal seeks broad and
comprehensive public comment on the concerns you have posed,
including the extent of air quality impacts of allowing foreign
refiners to petition for an individual baseline, any alternative
solutions to the disparate treatment of foreign nations, and any
of the factual assumptions underlying the proposal.

As with all rulemakings, we will fully consider all comments
and information received before determining whether to issue a
final rule and the content of any final rule. As I am sure you
are well aware, in no way does a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
guarantee that I will ultimately decide to either sign a final
rule at the conclusion of the rulemaking process or that a final
rule would be identical to that which was proposed. The fairness
and integrity of EPA's rulemaking process has been among my
highest priorities as the Administrator of EPA, and we will not

vary from those high standards.

As always, my greatest responsibility is protecting our
nation's health and environment. I look forward to continuing
consultations with you on this matter. I also look forward to

working with you to achieve our common environmental agenda.
Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions
concerning this or any other matter.

Carol M. Browner

^^^ Recycled/Recyclable'^ ^^
PTintsd with Soy/Canola Ink on pap«r that

conulni at lant 90% ncyclM flMr
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON. DC. 20460

APR 2/ 1994

Honorable Max Baucus the administrator
Chairman
Committee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Baucus:

Today I have signed a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking seeking
comment on the appropriate environmental regulations for the
importation of foreign reformulated gasoline. Enclosed please
find a copy for your review. Before signing this proposal, my
staff and I consulted extensively with you euid your Committee
staff over EPA's approach to this portion of its reformulated
gasoline program.

I want to assure you that I am strongly committed to a fair
and open process. To this end, the proposal seeks broad emd
comprehensive public cc»nment on the concerns you have posed,
including the extent of air quality impacts of allowing foreign
refiners to petition for an individual baseline, any alternative
solutions to the disparate treatment of foreign nations, cuid any
of the factual assumptions underlying the proposal .

As with all rulemakings, we will fully consider all comments
and information received before determining whether to issue a
final rule and the content of any final rule. As I am sure you
are well aware, in no way does a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
guarantee that I will ultimately decide to either sign a final
rule at the conclusion of the rulemaking process or that a final
rule would be identical to that which was proposed. The fairness
and integrity of EPA's rulemaking process has been among my
highest priorities as the Administrator of EPA, and we will not
vary from those high standards.

As always, my greatest responsibility is protecting our
nation's health and environment. I look forward to continuing
consultations with you on this matter. I also look forward to
working with you to achieve our conmon environmental agenda.
Please feel free to contact me should you have amy questions
concerning this or any other matter.

Sinperely,

Carol M. Broker
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WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

APR 2 8 \201

OFFICE OF
GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. David B. Finnegan
Counsel
Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6115

Dear Mr. Finnegan:

Enclosed are the documents identified to date by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in response to Chairman
John Dingell's letter of March 25, 1994 to Administrator Carol
Browner. These documents concern reformulated gasoline produced
by foreign oil refiners, including those located in Venezuela.
Our goal has been to provide a prompt and complete response to
the request of the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

For your convenience, the attached list describes the
various categories of documents provided by EPA. We request that
the documents in categories 1, 2, 4, 9, 12, and 13 preliminarily
be treated as confidential by the Committee, to avoid any
potential prejudice to the United States due to the possibility
of a Venezuela GATT challenge on this issue. However, we will
work over the next few days to identify only those portions of
the documents in these categories that raise confidentiality
concerns, and we will provide you with this detailed information
as soon as possible. In addition, we request that the Committee
consider two other documents as confidential because these
documents contain information that might be regarded as
confidential business information under EPA's regulations. These
documents are the single document in category 14, and a document
marked as confidential in category 3.

Finally, EPA is not now forwarding certain documents
received from the Department of State. We understand that the
Department of State has received a similar document request from
Chaimman Dingell, and will make appropriate arrangements
concerning the production of materials responsive to the
Committee's request, as was done for a similar request for
documents from the Senate Committee on the Environment and Public
Works.

Primed on Recycled Paper
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I will continue to serve as EPA's contact for information
requests from the Committee on this issue. Please feel free to
contact me should you have any questions or require any
additional information. I may be reached at (202) 260-8040.

Sincerely,

Gary S. Guzy

Enclosure

86-479 95-r^C5
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CATEGORIES OF DOCUMENTS

I. EPA GENERATED OPTIONS PAPERS.

II. NOTES OF EPA PERSONNEL, INCLUDING NOTES OF MEETINGS WITH
OUTSIDE PERSONS.

III. EPA GENERATED TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS.

IV. NOTES OF EPA PERSONNEL, INCLUDING NOTES OF MEETINGS WITH
OUTSIDE PERSONS.

V. LETTERS RECEIVED BY EPA.

VI. LETTERS PREPARED BY EPA, INCLUDING DRAFTS.

VII. COMMENTS TO THE REFORMULATED GASOLINE RULEMAKING DOCKET.

VI I I. RULEMAKING DOCUMENTS, INCLUDING DRAFTS OF REGULATIONS AND
PREAMBLES .

IX. EPA GENERATED PRESS MATERIALS AND TALKING POINT DOCUMENTS.

X. COPIES OF PRESS COVERAGE.

XI. ANALYSIS OF ISSUE BY OUTSIDE PARTIES.

XII. MATERIALS RELATED TO GATT CHALLENGE.

XIII. OPTIONS PAPER ISSUED BY NEC, AND ALL PRIOR DRAFTS OF THIS
DOCUMENT (INCLUDING DRAFT COPIES WITH COMMENTS BY EPA, USTR,
AND STATE) .

XIV. CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENT GENERATED BY DOE.

XV. DOCUMENTS GENERATED BY OTHER FEDERAL ORGANIZATIONS.
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UNfTED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 ! -wtlvhL)

MAY 12 1994
^'* ^^^ '^ P" ^= '0

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman
Conimittee on Energy and Commerce
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Your letters of March 21 and 25, 1994 concerned EPA's Clean
Air Act rules for reformulated gasoline as they apply to foreign
refiners and requested information on several issues. EPA has
already provided the documents requested to the Committee. The
majority of the issues raised in your letters are addressed in
the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking regarding individual baselines
for foreign refiners (a copy of which was provided with my letter
of April 21, 1994) . The remaining issues you raised are
addressed below.

First, you requested information on how individual baselines
for reformulated gasoline from foreign refiners would impact
Northeast states that adopt California motor vehiple standards.
EPA is not aware at this time of any foreign refiner other than
Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA) that would petition for an
individual baseline. Therefore, our analysis focuses on gasoline
produced by PDVSA.

Based on several factors - their market share in the

Northeast, the fungible nature of the gasoline distribution

system, the quality of PDVSA' s gasoline, and their

representations to date concerning the characteristics of the

gasoline they would market in 1995 and later years - EPA would

expect that use of an individual baseline by PDVSA would only
marginally change the average levels for sulfur, olefins, and T90

parameters in the total pool of gasoline marketed in the
Northeast states, compared to what would occur under EPA's
current final rule. EPA expects that under either the current
final rule or the proposal for individual baselines for foreign
refiners, the average level for these parameters would

approximate the 1990 average for this market.

J^ Printed on Recycled Paper
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In addition, the use of individual baselines in reformulated
gasoline is limited to 1995 through 1997, the first three years
of the program. During that time period, EPA does not expect
that a significant number of California standard vehicles will be
sold in the Northeast. Of the ones that are sold, most would
probeibly be transitional low emission vehicles, amd not low
emission vehicles. Based on all of the 2ibove, allowing
individual baselines for foreign refiners should not affect the
use of California cars in the Northeast states, as compared to
EPA's current final rule.

Second, you requested a chronological list of meetings held
with representatives of the Venezueleui Government since September
of 1993. That information is enclosed. Finally, the documents
requested in your letter have been provided to the Committee by
my staff.

The issues raised by the reformulated gasoline rule are
complex and challenging, and EPA is committed to working with you
on this issue. If you have further questions on any of these
matters, please feel free to contact myself or Mary Nichols,
Assistant Administrator for Air and radiation.

Sincerely,

Carol M. Browner

Enclosure
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EPA Meetings with Representatives of Venezuela and Petroleos de
Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA) Since September 1, 1993

October 27, 1993

December 3, 1993

Telephone conversation between Mike Sherman,
counsel to PDVSA, and Mary Smith, EPA.

Meeting between Bill Scott and Mike Sherman,
counsel for PDVSA, and Mary Nichols, Dick
Wilson, Mary Smith, George Lawrence, and John
Hannon of EPA.

December 10, 1993

December 21, 1993

December 29, 1993

January 18, 1994

January 20, 1994

January 25, 1994

January 27, 1994

February 2, 1994

February 7, 1994

February 14, 1994

February 7, 1994

February 16, 1994

Meeting between Venezuelan Minister of Energy
and Mines; Mike Sherman, counsel for PDVSA;
and Mary Nichols, Dick Wilson, Mary Smith,
George Lawrence, and John Hannon of EPA.

Telephone conversation between Mike Sherman,
counsel to PDVSA, and John Hannon, EPA.

Meeting between Mike Sherman, counsel to
PDVSA; Luis Grisanti, Venezuelan Minister
Counselor; and Mary Smith, George Lawrence and
Chip Lamason of EPA.

Meeting between Mike Sherman, counsel to
PDVSA, and Mary Smith and Chip Lamason of EPA.

Meeting between Mike Sherman, counsel to
PDVSA, and Mary Smith and Chip Lamason of EPA.

Meeting between Mike Sherman, counsel to
PDVSA, and Mary Smith and Chip Lamason of EPA.

Telephone conversation between Mike Sherman,
counsel to PDVSA, and Mary Smith, EPA.

Telephone conversation between Mike Sherman,
counsel to PDVSA, and Mary Smith, EPA.

Telephone conversation between Mike Sherman,
counsel to PDVSA, and Mary Smith, EPA.

GATT consultation with various Venezuela
government representatives. EPA attendees
were Chip Lamason and John Hannon.

Telephone conversation between Mike Sherman,
counsel to PDVSA, and John Hannon, EPA.

Telephone conversation between Michael
Sherman, counsel to PDVSA, and John Hannon,
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EPA.

February 17, 1994 Telephone conversation between Mike Sherman,
counsel to PDVSA, and Mary Smith, EPA.

April 13, 1994 Telephone conversation between Mike Sherman,
counsel to PDVSA, and Mary Smith, EPA.

April 15, 1994 Telephone conversation between Mike Sherman,
counsel to PDVSA, and Mary Smith, EPA.
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i ^£^4 \ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

^^IMt/ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

JUW I ^ km^ OFFICE OF
' I99i GENERAL COUNSEL

David Finnegan, Esq.
Counsel
Committee on Energy and Commerce
House of Representatives
Room 212 3 Rayburn
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Finnegan,

Chairman Dingell's letter of April 21, 1994 requested that
EPA produce various documents concerning a prior EPA proposal,
under former President Bush's administration, on the use of
ethanol in reformulated gasoline, as well as documents concerning
the recent EPA proposal to require the use of renewable
oxygenates in reformulated gasoline. Enclosed is EPA's response
to this document request.

The vast bulk of the documents are not considered
confidential by EPA. However, as we discussed, EPA does consider
certain of the documents to be confidential and privileged under
the deliberative process, attorney client, or attorney-work
product doctrine. EPA does not intend to waive the protection of
these privileges by releasing these documents to the Committee.
These privileged and confidential documents have been segregated
from other documents.

As we have discussed, EPA has been coordinating the
treatment of certain documents with the White House. Based on a

communication from Lloyd N. Cutler, Special Counsel to the
President, certain responsive documents are being produced that
reflect deliberations within the White House, or communications
between and among the White House '

and executive departments and

agencies. These documents are being provided to the Subcommittee
in a spirit of accommodation. Any applicable claims of executive
privilege are not waived, and the right to assert such claims in
the future are reserved. These documents are identified
separately in the production.

Certain other documents are not being produced at this
time, as the Special Counsel to the President is continuing to
examine them to determine whether they are subject to executive

privilege. Mr. Cutler notes that he expects to discuss with you
and the Subcommittee whether a mutueblly satisfactory
accommodation can be reached that will take account both

Congress' interest in obtaining information and the privilege
accorded to deliberations within the Executive Branch.

Prinitd on RicycUd Paptr
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With respect to EPA documents previously produced relating
to foreign refiners, we at that time asserted several broad
categories of privilege. We will refine this aspect of our
request on Monday. Finally, a few offices are still reviewing
their files to locate any responsive documents. I will promptly
forward any additional documents that are obtained based on this
search.

If you have any questions on this response to the Chairman's
request for certain documents, please feel free to contact me at
(202) 260-8040, or contact John Hannon of my staff at (202) 260-
7634.

Sincerely,

Gary S. Guzy
Deputy General Counsel

enclosure
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

JUN21 1994

WFICEOf
GENERAL COUNSEL

David Finnegan, Esq.
Counsel
Committee on Energy and commerce
House of Representatives
Room 2123 Rayburn
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Finnegan,

Chairman Din^ell's letter of June 13, 1994 requested that
EPA explain in writing which doouments provided to the
subcoaanittee regarding the issue of foreign refiner baseline
require confidential treatment and why. When EPA provided the
documents to the Subcommittee, we identified that documents in
categories I, II, IV, IX, XII, XIII and XIV should be afforded
confidential treatment, as well an individual document identified
in category III. EPA considers the various documents in these
categories to be confidential and privileged under the
deliberative process, attorney client, or attorney-work product
doctrine, with the exception of category XIV and the single
document in category II. These latter documents contain
information claimed as confidential business information. EPA
does not intend to waive the protection of any of these
privileges by releasing these documents to the Committee.

In addition to the above general assertion of privilege as
to these documents, EPA is concerned about potential prejudice to
the position of the United States if the government of any
country, including Venezuela, were to institute a challenge to
the final reformulated gasoline regulations under the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The documents in categories xil
and XIII would appear to be more sensitive in this regard, and we
request that the Committee treat these documents in a
confidential fashion.

If you have any questions on these matters, please feel free
to contact me at (202) 260-8040, or contact John Hannon of my
staff at (202) 260-7634.

sincerely,

Gary S. Guzy
Deputy Genera 5^Counsel

triutd on RtcyeM Paper
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHMOTON. O.C. 20460

JUN 21 1994

THE AOMINISTRATOn

Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations
Committee on Enercfy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of April 21, 1994 concerning two
separate proposals the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is

considering following promulgation of the reformulated gasoline
rulemaking; the proposed regulations regarding treatment of
Venezuelan gasoline, and the proposed recjuirements for the use of
renewable oxygenates in reformulated gasoline.

The enclosed discussion responds to the questions raised in

your letter that were directed to EPA. I understand the
Department of Energy will respond separately to those questions
directed to them. Your request for information in EPA files
related to various ethanol issues is also being handled through a

separate process.

Thank you for your interest in this matter. Please contact
us if we can provide further assistance.

Sine

Carol M. Browner

Enclosures

Printed on Recycled Paper
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ENCLOSURE

QUESTION 1:

At the October 29, 1993 hearing by the Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations on implementation of the CAA, I expressed
concern that the delay in promulgating regulations might cause a

delay in implementation by those subject to the regulations,
resulting a shortage of conventional and reformulated gasoline
and higher prices. Any such shortage, whether local, regional,
or national, would seriously affect the U.S. economy and general
transportation needs.

The EPA and the Department of Energy (DOE) at that hearing
assured me that the Administration does not expect shortages.
However, the EPA and California did not expect problems when the
low-sulfur diesel rule was implemented last year. Thus, I remain
concerned. That concern is exacerbated by the Administration's
decision to propose a change mandating a renewable oxygenate
requirement and to change the February 16 rule to satisfy
Venezuela. Both actions create uncertainty and raise difficult
legal issues.

Please describe the actions each of your agencies have taken or

plan to monitor timely compliance with the regulations and to
ensure that there will be no shortages of gasoline of any kind
beginning on January 1, 1995, under the regulations as finalized
on February 16. To comply with these regulations, the gasoline
will likely have to be delivered and stored long, before January
1. What situations could arise that might disrupt supplies of
either conventional or reformulated gasoline or fuels for other
uses, taking into consideration contracts for supplies, changes
in contracts to accommodate ethanol changes, permits, tank
capacity, transportation, lead time, blending, and other factors?
Based on the latest information available to your agencies since
the hearing, do you anticipate any shortages or pricing problems?
To what extent will these two proposals affect compliance by
January 1, 1995? What pricing issues could arise under the RFG
rule, with or without these two proposals?

RESPONSE:

Most of the factors present when the diesel desulfurization
program was implemented in 1993, and which resulted in some

supply problems primarily in the Midwest, are not relevant to
reformulated gasoline (RFG) implementation. The diesel
desulfurization program did not have any lead time between the
date the requirements began at the terminal level versus at the
retail level. Another significant factor that hurt diesel

supplies were the unprecedented floods in the midwest last
fall/winter, that stopped barge shipments on rivers in the
midwest and caused a major midwest pipeline to close. In
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addition, the initial demand for low sulfur diesel was much
larger than anticipated, which is explained in part because,

•

prior to last Fall, there had been no diesel fuel produced
separately for motor vehicle use only.

EPA does not anticipate similar supply problems for RFG for
several reasons. First, the supplies necessary for the RFG
program are more identifiable. Second, the RFG program is
focused primarily in the Northeast U.S., which makes the supply
issue more manageable by industry. Third, the RFG requirements
apply at terminals that serve RFG covered areas beginning on
December 1, 1994, and at the retail outlet beginning on January
1, 1995. This one-month lead time should allow for an orderly
period for retailers to turn over their storage tanks in advance
of the January 1, 1995 deadline. A similar one month lead time
has been successfully used under the gasoline volatility control
program each Spring.

EPA expects the RFG implementation to resemble implementation of
the volatility and winter time oxygenated fuels program, instead
of implementation of the diesel desulfurization program. Both
the volatility and oxy fuels programs were initiated with little
impact on gasoline supplies.

In terms of RFG production capacity, the Department of Energy has
stated that there is sufficient U.S. refining capacity to produce
adequate supplies of RFG, particularly in light of the new
gasoline volume that is created by the oxygen requirement for
RFG.

Since the RFG final rules have been promulgated, EPA has taken a
number of steps to facilitate its smooth implementation and to
assure no conflict with the continued distribution of
conventional gasoline to non-RFG areas. We have held three
workshops to discuss implementation issues with fuel providers
and another is scheduled for July. Also at the beginning of
July, EPA will be releasing an extensive guidance document with
answers to hundreds of implementation and enforcement questions
submitted, at the Agency's request, by refiners, terminal and
pipeline operators, gasoline marketers and others. Further, EPA
and the Department of Energy have begun an analysis of RFG
supplies over the next year that will take into account RFG
refining and import volume projections, pipeline and terminal
capacities, and RFG demand. This analysis will particularly
focus on the Northeast U.S. market, which will be the largest RFG
market. In addition, EPA intends to establish a task force
comprised of members from the petroleum industry, state and
consumer groups, and other Federal agencies to further evaluate
the supply issue and any other potential implementation issues.
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EPA has stated the costs of producing RFG will be about 3 to 5

cents per gallon. If supplies of RFG are sufficient, which we
believe they will be, the costs to consumers of RFG should be
approximately at this level.

If the foreign refinery baseline proposal were adopted as a final
rule, the volumes of imported RFG should increase. As a result,
adoption of this proposal should, directionally, result in
greater supplies and lower prices for RFG.

With respect to the renewable oxygenate proposal, comments
received by EPA from the ethanol industry state that there are
adequate supplies of ethanol available for meeting the proposed
renewable oxygenate requirements .

Nevertheless, concerns have been expressed by other commenters
with regard to the adequacy of renewable oxygenate supply,
storage, and blending capacity for compliance with the December
1, 1994 startup of the program. To allow the market to work as
efficiently as possible and avoid market disruptions EPA has
built considerable flexibility into the program by allowing year-
round averaging and trading. As a result, refiners need not
comply on December 1st as long as they make up any shortfall
later in the year and they need not blend renewable oxygenates at
all if they can purchase credits from another refiner. In
addition, EPA is currently evaluating the need for a phase-in for
the program, as suggested by some commenters, which would further
alleviate concerns over any market disruptions that could result
from a shortfall in renewable oxygenate availability.

QUESTION 2:

EPA's staff tells us that Venezuela was not a party to the
regulatory negotiation for this rule. Did anyone represent
foreign interests, including Venezuela's interests, such as the
seller of Venezuelan gasoline in the U.S.? If not, why not? To
what extent were the proponents of the ethanol proposal
participants in the regulatory negotiation (Reg. Neg.) and
signers to the "Agreement in Principle" of August 1991? Please
explain to what extent, if at all, this proposal differs with
that agreement .

RESPONSE:

Petroleos de Venezula, S.A. (PDVSA) was not a party to the RFG
regulatory negotiation. Although no party specifically
represented foreign interests in the Reg Neg, many domestic
refiners are also importers and operate foreign refineries. In
addition, CITGO, a US oil company that was represented in the
regulatory negotiation through its" membership in industry
associations, is wholly owned by PDVSA.
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The Renewable Fuels Association and the National Corn Growers
Association, who are proponents of the use of ethanol or ethanol
based ethers, participated in and were signatories to the RFG

regulatory negotiation.

The issue of foreign refinery baselines was not discussed during
the regulatory negotiation, and is not addressed in the

regulatory negotiation agreement. Similarly, the issue of
whether or not to require the use of renewable oxygenates in
reformulated gasoline was not discussed during the regulatory
negotiation and is not addressed in the "Agreement in Principle."

QUESTION 3 :

With regard to the new ethanol proposal, the EPA preamble to the
new regulations discusses a February 26, 1992, ethanol proposal
made by the EPA pursuant to former President Bush's announcement
that he wanted ethanol to effectively compete in the RFG program.
As a supporter of the use of ethanol, I share that view.
However, the preamble indicates that the EPA had a number of
"concerns with respect to its legality, energy benefits, and
environmental neutrality" and that since then the "concerns have
been enhanced." The preamble then concludes:

While EPA maintains that the program would
have provided an economic incentive for the
use of renewable oxygenates in reformulated
gasoline up to a 30% market share, EPA
acknowledges that the proposal would have
intruded into the efficient operation of the
marketplace, impacting the cost of the
reformulated gasoline program. As a result,
after taking into account the cost, non-air
quality and environmental impacts, and energy
impacts, EPA has found itself with no choice
but to back away from the renewable oxygenate
provisions of the February 26, 1993 proposal.

Representatives Sherrod Brown and Jack Fields, in a February 22
letter to the EPA, state that the EPA "is on record as saying it
is without legal authority to issue an ethanol mandate." They
refer to EPA's final Regulatory Impact Analysis in support of
this statement.

Did the DOE have concerns similar to those mentioned in the
preamble by the EPA? Please provide all internal and inter-
agency letters, memoranda, and other documents in DOE's and EPA's
files about those ethanol related concerns.
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Please explain how this new proposal overcomes each of the above
concerns . Please provide the statutory authority for such a
mandate, taking into consideration the policy of section 250(b)
of the CAA.

RESPONSE :

EPA believes that the renewable oxygenate program is a reasonable
exercise of the discretionary authority granted the agency under
section 211 (k) (1) of the Clean Air Act. EPA interprets the first
sentence of section 211 (k) (1) as broad authority to adopt
reasonable requirements for reformulated gasoline, unless
otherwise prohibited by the Clean Air Act or other statutory
provision. EPA interprets the second sentence of section
211 (k) (1) as authorizing EPA to adopt regulations for the
reformulated gasoline program that result in the greatest
emission reductions achievable, and at the same time tend to
optimize the resulting impacts on cost, energy requirements, and
other health and environmental impacts. In effect, EPA has full
authority to adopt emission reduction standards and other
requirements that achieve this result.

Section 250(b) of the Clean Air Act addresses EPA's authority to
regulate marketing or pricing practices, policies or strategies
for fuels under the Clean Fuel Vehicle provisions of Title II,
Part C of the CAA. It does not apply to recfulations issued under
section 211 of the CAA.

As discussed below in the response to question 7, EPA believes
that the proposed renewable oxygenate program would achieve these
objectives while avoiding the various concerns noted regarding
Che 1992 proposal.

EPA rejected the "Bush" proposal which would have required RFG
non-ethanol blends to obtain greater emissions reductions to
offset the emissions increases from ethanol blends. This would
have the same effect as giving ethanol blends a one psi waiver
for 30% of RFG, and for this reason, was rejected as not being
environmentally neutral. The current renewable oxygenate i

proposal is, therefore, clearly different from the Bush proposal.

QUESTION 4 :

Please explain the origin of the new ethanol proposal and the
decision to propose it in December. Was this decision made by
the EPA or others? Please provide all internal and interagency
memoranda and other documents in EPA's files concerning the
making of the decision to propose a new ethanol rule.
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RESPONSE :

In response to EPA's April 1992 publication of the Supplemental
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (SNPRM) (57 FR 13416, April 16,
1992) for reformulated gasoline, members of the ethanol industry
submitted comments to EPA which expressed their concern that the
proposed rulemakii^g would effectively exclude ethanol from the
reformulated gasoline market. In an attempt to address the role
of ethanol, the Agency proposed a renewable oxygenate program
(ROP) (58 FR 11722, February 26, 1993) to provide an incentive
for the use of ethanol and other renewable oxygenates in
reformulated gasoline, consistent with former President George
Bush's announced plan to allow ethanol to compete effectively in
RFC. The objective of the ROP was to stimulate a summer market
for renewable oxygenates in the reformulated gasoline program
while maintaining the overall level of emissions control proposed
in April 1992 .

The comments received regarding the ROP were almost uniformly
negative. Commenters ranging from ethanol interests to the oil
industry to state regulators argued that the ROP was unworkable.
In addition, all commenters with the exception of the ethanol and
agricultural interests argued that the ROP was legally flawed and
would have resulted in significant adverse air quality impacts.
EPA also had a nun±>er of concerns with respect to the ROP
proposal. The proposal created an incentive for the use of
renewables but in no way assured their use. In addition, despite
the constraints on the Reid vapor pressure (RVP, a measure of
gasoline's volatility) of the gasoline refiners produced, EPA
estimated that other volatility related effects of blending
ethanol with gasoline could sacrifice as much as 40 to 50 percent
of the minimum VOC control required under section 211 (k) (3) for
reformulated gasoline during the summer. Thus, EPA's analysis
indicated that the proposal would not maintain the environmental
benefits of reformulated gasoline.

The final rule for reformulated gasoline signed by Administrator
Carol Browner in December 1993 did not include additional
provisions to promote the use of renewable oxygenates. However,
in a separate action EPA proposed a new set of renewable >

oxygenate requirements for reformulated gasoline, designed to '

provide an incentive for the use of renewable oxygenates and
avoid the problems raised by the prior proposal. The
Administrator, upon the recommendation of the Assistant
Administrator for Air and Radiation, determined to seek public
comment on whether the long-standing goal of promoting renewable
fuels could be accommodated with the goals of environmental
protection in a manner consistent with EPA's underlying legal
authority. EPA believed it had identified the best proposal to
meet those goals, and EPA made this decision after consulting
within the current Administration, among staff and at the Cabinet
level, including with the Departments of Energy and Agriculture.
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QUESTION 5:

The enclosed March 7, 1994 article in New Fuels Report alleges
that the DOE is considering whether to release a new
"controversial" analysis. Please provide a copy of all the
versions of the analysis to the Subcommittee and include them in
the rulemaking record. What is the status of the analysis and is
the DOE planning to withhold or delay its release?

RESPONSE :

The DOE analysis, "Energy Requirements and C02 -Equivalent
Emissions of RFG", is a draft report sent out for peer review and
was provided to us by DOE for inclusion in the rulemaking docket
in early April of 1994. We defer to DOE to provide you with a

response to your questions regarding its current status. EPA has
docketed in the rulemaking record, the draft report.

QUESTION 6:

Please explain the effect of the ethanol mandate on energy use
and greenhouse gas emissions from the gathering of new material
through the consumption of the final fuel. Is the effect
significant and of concern to the DOE, or the EPA, or both?

RESPONSE:

Based on the draft DOE report, we would not expect a net change
in greenhouse gas emissions (within the bounds of scientific
uncertainty) if corn-based ethanol produced from existing ethanol
plants were used to meet the 30% requirement. Uncertainties in
the state of scientific knowledge regarding the emissions and
global warming potential of different greenhouse gases make such

comparisons difficult. However, the renewable oxygenate program
would reduce the fossil fuel energy consumed by the RFG program
by approximately 0.7% in the short term. In the long term the
renewable oxygenate program is expected to stimulate the

development of new more efficient renewable oxygenate production
processes which would lead to even greater reductions in fossil
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

Our understanding is that the DOE study included the energy
needed to plant, fertilize, harvest, transport, and process corn
feedstocks, as well as the energy needed to transport and blend
ethanol into gasoline.
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QUESTION 7:

Does the ethanol proposal achieve the primary regulatory
objective of the RFG and does it include specific performance
criteria to qualify oxygenates as renewable? Does it violate the
principle of fuel neutrality under the CAA and the Energy Policy
Act of 1992? What are the benefits of the proposal?

RESPONSE :

The primary regulatory objective of the RFG program is to obtain
significant reductions of harmful motor vehicle emissions in
areas with air pollution problems. The renewable oxygenate
proposal is designed to obtain various other benefits, and at the
same time maintain and not interfere with obtaining these
environmental benefits. The proposal would not change the VOC,
NOx, or toxics emission performance standards set forth in EPA' s

final rule for reformulated gasoline, and under certain
circumstances could lead to greater VOC reduction.

The renewable oxygenate proposal would require that refiners
which claim credit for the use of renewable oxygenates
demonstrate the renewable nature of oxygenates through documents
which certify that the oxygenate feedstock is renewable. In the
proposal, EPA also asked for comment on whether or not to set
performance standards for renewable oxygenates . EPA is currently
considering, however, whether energy and greenhouse gas
performance standards are possible at the present time due to the
state of the science in quantifying global warming impacts, and
the burden associated with tracking the energy and greenhouse gas
emissions through every stage in the production of renewable
oxygenates .

The intent of the proposal would be to encourage the use of
renewable sources of transportation energy. EPA would not be
mandating the use of a specific oxygenate, just requiring that a
minimum level of the required oxygen content be derived from
renewable resources. Refiners would have the option to choose
among several renewable oxygenates, such as ethanol, ETBE, and
oxygenates such as MTBE and TAME based on renewable methanol, to
comply with the requirements of the proposal. Given the range of
potential renewable oxygenates, and the lack of any renewable
oxygenate requirement for the large majority of RFG, EPA believes
the proposal is a reasonable balance of various policies, and
does not violate either the spirit or the intent of the CAA and
Energy Policy Act of 1992.
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As mentioned above, EPA expects the primary benefit of the
renewable oxygenate proposal would be fossil energy benefits. In
addition to the fossil energy benefits EPA believes that the
program will stimulate the development of new more efficient
renewable oxygenate production processes which will provide
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions in the future. Next-
generation ethanol plants are projected to be more energy-
efficient and hence would offer the potential for reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions as ethanol is substituted for MTBE
produced from fossil fuels. Future ethanol plants may also be
able to process cellulosic materials, which would further enhance
the greenhouse gas benefits of corn-based ethanol . USDA expects
improvements in fertilizer utilization to reduce emissions of
nitrogen dioxide, another greenhouse gas.

QUESTION 8:

If the ethanol proposal is not adopted by the EPA, will ethanol
be able to compete effectively in the RFG program? If not, why
not?

RESPONSE:

Past and present Administrations and the Congress have long
promoted the use of renewable fuels through a variety of
mechanisms, including extensive research at USDA and DOE, the 54
cents per gallon tax credit for renewable fuels, the RVP waiver
for conventional gasoline provided in the Clean Air Act, and the
oxygenate requirements for winter oxygenated fuel and
reformulated gasoline. EPA recognizes that some of the
provisions of the RFG program have caused new investments in
renewable fuels to be uncertain. EPA' s renewable oxygenate
proposal represents an effort by the Agency to support and obtain
the benefits from the long-term goal of increased renewable fuels
use and at the same time reduce emissions of ozone -forming and
toxic air pollutants. The proposal would affect less than one
percent of total U.S. gasoline volume but could affect as much as
60% of total U.S. renewable fuels volume.

Without the renewable oxygenate program, EPA, DOE, USDA, and
others have expected ethanol to be able to compete in at least
some reformulated gasoline markets. In addition, ETBE, an ether
produced from ethanol, offers a number of advantages in meeting
the long term. Phase II reformulated gasoline requirements.
However, EPA recognizes that ethanol' s ability to compete in the
RFG market may be hampered given the effect of splash blending
ethanol on gasoline volatility.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

MAY 2 3 1--H
Honorable John D. Dlngell _

Chairman, Subcommittee on ;— jr-

Oversight and Investigations iHtAPMiNisiRATQR
Committee on Energy and Commerce ..;: ^
House of Representatives ~,7- ro
Washington, DC 20515 ;. .2 e-

Dear Mr. Chairman: 3^ ^

Thank you for your correspondence of January 13, 1M4, tn

regarding contractor involvement in the development of the lS:id
Rain Nitrogen Oxides (NO,) Reduction Rule, and the Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA) procedures for answering Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) requests.

As you are aware, EPA uses contractors for their technical
expertise in areas where EPA's expertise is not available, as was
the case in this instance. The contractors in question performed
technical studies and analyses for EPA without involvement in the
policymaking process. All information relied on by EPA in
finalizing the Acid Rain NO, rule is included in the rulemaking
docket (A-92-15) .

Although you are correct in stating that contractors are not
a part of EPA, the courts have recognized that materials
generated by contractors may be withheld if the requirements of
Exemption 5 of FOIA are met. In the instant case, the FOIA
request was received by the Agency before the contractor reports
had been reviewed for accuracy by the Office of Air and
Radiation. If the reports had been found to be inaccurate, their
release could have created public confusion. The prevention of
such confusion has been consistently held to be a basis for
exempting information from release pursuant to the deliberative
process privilege of Exemption 5. Only when the process of
reviewing these records was complete and the accuracy of the
reports had been verified by the Office of Air and Radiation
could the Agency determine the releasability of the records under
the FOIA.

In the future, EPA will continue to make non-exempt
information available to the public as quickly as possible and
encourage discretionary disclosure by program offices. If
materials responsive to a request include unvalidated data, we
will communicate this fact to the requester, which may obviate
the need for an appeal prior to the office's validation of the
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data. In the present case the progriuB office's review of the
contractor information was not completed until after the FOZA
appeal was filed. Had the accuracy of the reports been verified
by the time of receipt of the request, the reports would have
been released at that time.

Thank you again for your interest in this matter. He
welcome any further comments you or your constituents may have on
this or other issues.

Sincerely,

Carol H. Browner
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS H I N GTO N

June 17, 1994

Honorable Jean C. Nelson
General Counsel
Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C.

Dear Ms, Nelson:

On April 24, 19^4, Adxiini^tr^tor Browner received a letter
from Chairman John Dinc,-Jll req-uesting that the t-nvircruner-al
Protection Agency produce to the Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce certain
documents and information relating to the implementation of the
reformulated gasoline (RFG) requirements of the Clean Air Act.

Your office ha& advised us that certain documents responsive
to the Subcommittee's request reflect deliberations within the
White House, or coiiimunications between and among the White House
and executive departments and agencies. Because such documents
are subject to a potential claim of executive privilege, you
have, pursuant to our request, delivered copies of these
documents to our office for review.

Upon review, we have determined that it is appropriate to
provide immediately to the Subcommittee the following documents:

(1) letter to the President, dated November 22, 1993, from
various members of Congress;

(2) letter to Bruce Lindsey, dated November 24, 1993, from
Representative Richard J, Durbin;

(3) i/eekly Repot c fcr Dscemier 9, 1993, from Carol M.
Browner to Mack McLarty;

(4) Report for December 16, 1993 to January 7, 1993, from
Carol M. Browner to Mack McLarty;

(5) information on reformulated gasoline transmitted by
facsimile from Mike Vandenbergh to Carol Browner c/o
Beth Pritchard-Alpert;

(6) information on reformulated gasoline transmitted by
facsimile from office of Caroi Browner to Carol Browner
c/o Beth Pritchard-Alpert;
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(7) memorandum from Pete Rouse to Bill Burton, dated
December 9, 1993, transmitted by facsimile from Bill
Burton to Carol Browner; and

(8) memorandum from Carol Browner to the Vice President on
Reformulated Gasoline and Ethanol, delivered by
facsimile on December 15, 1994.

These documents are being provided to the Subcommittefi in a

spirit of accommodation. Please advise the Subcommittee that in
providing these documents, we do not waive any applicable claims
of executive privilege and reserve the right to assert such
claims in the future. We are continuing to examine the remainder
ot the dw, -.-ents you have provided to us to determine whether
they are subject to executive privilege.

With respect to these remaining documents, we plan to
discuss with you and the Subcommittee whether a mutually
satisfactory accommodation can be reached that will take account
both of Congress' interest in obtaining information and the
privilege accorded to deliberations within the Executive Branch.
In these circumstances, "each branch should take cognizance of an
implicit constitutional mandate to seek optimal accommodation
through a realistic evaluation of the needs of the conflicting
branches in the particular fact situation." United States v.
American Tel. & Tel. Co. . 567 F.2d 121, 130 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

Please contact me or Stephen Neuwirth, Associate Counsel to
the President, to discuss any questions relating to this matter.

Sincerely,

Ay{
Lloyd N. Cutler
Special Counsel to the President
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1. U3DA Draft analysis of commingling effects in reformulated
gasoline, faxed by USDA on 11/16/93 to David Doniger, Office of
Environmental Policy.

2. USDA analysis of n^formulated gasoline policy options,
delivered to White House, copy faxed by USDA on 11/17/93 to
Charles Gray, EPA.

3. Draft legal analysis of ethanol-blend incentives delivered
by EPA General Counsel's Office to White House during Fall 1992.

A. White House drafts of press release/fact sheets on promotion
:

•» h^nc L tc help achieve the environmental goals of the Clean
Arr Act, -: -)2 ,

5. 12/3/93 Memo from Hannon (EPA) to Eckert (EPA) describing
White House meeting on reformulated gasoline/i-enewabie
oxygenates.

6. 12/9/93 Memo from Eckert (EPA) to Nelson (EPA) describing
White House meeting on reformulated gasoline/renewable
oxygenates.

7. 11/29/93 Briefing Book for Jean Nelson on ethanol issue and
the reformulated gasoline program. (For use in White House meeting)

8. 11/23/93 draft letter from Jean Nelson and Mary Nichols on
reformulated gasoline. (For delivery to White House)

9. 11/22/93 draft memo from John Hannon on EPA Authority to
Mandate the Use of Domestic Renewable Oxygenates in Reformulated
Gasoline. (For delivery to White House)

10. 12/1/93 draft Justice Department memo on proposals to
enhance the role of ETBE in EPA's RFG program; faxed to Jean
Nelson on 12/2/93.

11. 12/9/93 draft CEA rofemo en =L.I.ari,^l and reformulated gasoline
regulation.

12. 11/3/93 OSTP memo on pending decision on ethanol and Clean
Air Act.

13. 10/4/93 memo from Katie McGinty and Sally Katzen on briefing
on EPA RFG rule.

14. 12/9/93 briefing document for Carol Browner on RFG program.
(For use in White House meeting)
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$ ^% \ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PRdTECnON AGENCY

I 2EZ ^ WASHINGTON. C9Q. 2046O1 7 F" 2 5."

Z/^"

^WCK*"
"'., ;!S

JUN 16 B94 OFFICE OF
AIR AND RADIATION

Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

'

.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am responding to your concerns regarding the allocation of
FY 1994 resources to two activities to which we in the Environ-
mental Protection Agency attach the highest importance:
implementation of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments and
implementation of the President's Climate Change Action Plan.

Congress did not give EPA all the resources we initially
requested for FY 1994. Within these constraints, in developing
our FY 1994 operating plan, we sought to meet both the Adminis-
tration's highest environmental priorities (including but not
limited to the President's climate initiative) and our
obligations under the Clean Air Act and other laws.

I believe we can effectively meet both objectives. Our
resource constraints will not prevent us from meeting any near-
term court-ordered deadlines. For the long-term, we are
developing more streamlined and efficient ways of meeting the
requirements of the Clean Air Act.

As an example, we are developing ways to involve states,
industry, and environmentalists in setting Maximum Achievable
Control Technology (MACT) standards. Our new standards
development procedures for MACT will enable us to identify the
best available data and resolve critical issues earlier in the
standard-setting process and to reduce the resources required for
each standard.

I would note also that the final FY 1994 operating plan
reprogrammings that we sent to Congress for approval reduced
funding levels for Clean Air Act activities by less than the
amounts shown in your letter. In response to your comment
regarding resource assistance to states, although some Agency
technical support to states is reduced, we did maintain state

grants at the FY 1993 level, about $176 million.

O^ RecyclcdmMyclabI*
Prtnud w«th SoyA^AnoU Irk on papar tf«
comana m tool box i«cy4«d tt>«r
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I would like to emphasize that the resources that we devote
to implementing the Climate Change Action Plan bring direct clean
air benefits. Our voluntary energy efficiency programs reduce
emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and air toxics
(e.g., heavy metals, such as beryllium, cadmium, copper,
chromium, manganese, mercury, nickel and silver) , as well as

greenhouse gases. These reductions will help states meet their
Clean Air Act implementation plan obligations as well as their
toxic air pollution control objectives. Our energy efficiency
programs also reduce other forms of pollution associated with
electricity generation: boiler ash, scrubber waste, acidic
drainage, coal mining waste, radioactive waste, and natural gas
leakage.

In addition. Climate Change Action Plan activities directly
fulfill requirements of the Clean Air Act:

Section 612 requires that chlorofluorocarbon substitutes not
adversely effect human health or the environment if
alternatives that reduce overall risk are available. We
will use the section 612 authority to narrow the scope of
allowable uses for hydrofluorocarbons (MFCs) with high
global warming potential. We are working with chemical
manufacturers to limit by-product emissions of MFCs by 50

percent.

»- Section 103(g) requires EPA to conduct a research and
technology program to develop, evaluate, and demonstrate
non-regulatory strategies and technologies for air pollution
prevention. Our key voluntary programs (e.g.. Green Lights,
Energy Star Transformers, and Energy Star Building programs)
help meet this requirement and will serve as prototypes for

programs to meet other Act requirements.

EPA proposed rules in May 1991 to meet Clean Air Act
requirements to limit emissions of volatile organic
compounds from landfills. Consistent with the Climate
Change Action Plan, the final rules are expected to increase
the amount of valuable methane that will be recovered,
reducing overall costs where energy recovery is implemented
and significantly reducing emissions. Methane is a

greenhouse gas 22 times more potent than carbon dioxide.
EPA also will assist other landfills to undertake
additional, profitable steps to capture and use methane,
beyond those they would be motivated to take by the rule
itself.

Our FY 1994 budget for the President's Climate Change Action
Plan, as submitted to the Congress, totals about $27 million. I

have enclosed the contracts information that you requested.
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In response to your questions about EPA's Environmental
Technology Initiative (ETI) , I am pleased to provide copies of
our Technology Innovation Strategy and FY 1994 program plan,
prepared to focus the Agency's technology innovation policies and
provide a spending plan for EPA-sponsored projects. President
Clinton outlined a new technology initiative in his February 17,
1993 State of the Union speech. We developed the ETI using the
same statutory authorities (the Clean Water Act, the Safe
Drinking Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the Pollution Prevention
Act, etc.) that govern EPA's basic technology research and
development and technical assistance programs.

We are coordinating ETI in several ways with other federal
agencies, including the Department of Energy and the Department
of Commerce. More than 3 of the 74 projects described in the FY
1994 program plan have other federal agencies as partners. Other
federal agencies also have representatives serving on committees
of our Innovative Technology Council, formed to plan FY 1995
projects. In addition, as co-chair of the Environmental
Technology Working Group of the Trade Promotion Coordinating
Committee (TPCC) , EPA is helping implement the Administration's
Environmental Technology Export Strategy with the other TPCC
members such as the Department of Commerce, the Department of
Energy, the Agency for International Development, the Small
Business Administration, the Export-Import Bank, and the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation.

With regard to the legislation now pending in the Congress,
EPA and the Administration have been working closely with the
Committees sponsoring S. 978 and H.R. 3870, not because the
Agency lacks legislative authority in this area, but because the
proposed bills would greatly clarify EPA's roles in: a)

developing public-private technology development and
commercialization partnerships; b) extending technical
assistance; and, c) verifying or certifying technology
performance. Because EPA and state environmental control
policies help drive the demand for environmental technologies and
heavily influence the rate at which they can be developed, I feel
that it is essential to clearly define our roles in these areas.
EPA and other federal agencies and project partners are
developing a clean car with the Agency's role to provide
technical assistance for meeting emissions requirements clearly
defined. Our rol<j in supporting the development and
commercialization of cleaner technologies may not be as well
defined.

Finally, EPA's FY 1995 budget request includes $6.6 million
for the clean car initiative, designed to demonstrate the
pollution prevention potential of automotive propulsion systems
with low carbon emissions, while preserving current vehicle
performance, utility, and safety.^ Of the total funding
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requested, $4.1 million is new funding. The clean car initiative
is described on page 2-57 of EPA's FY 1995 Justification of
Appropriation Estimates for Committee on Appropriations .

call.
If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to

't(l>l-^
Mary/D. Nichols
Assi'stant Administrator

for Air and Radiation

Enclosures " '^^ ^^^
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GLOBAL CHANGE DIVISION
OFFICE OF ATMOSPHERIC PROTECTION

CURRENT CONTRACTS

ICF CONTRACT 68D20178

Duration: three years (10/1/92 - 9/30/95)

Base Year
(10/1/92-
9/30/93)

Option I **

(10/1/93-
9/30/94)

Option II

(10/1/94-
9/30/95)

Hours

130,910

163,637

196,364

Cost + Fee

$ 9,043,572

$11,671,947

$14,495,428

**Current contract period

2. ENVIRO-MANAGEMENT & RESEARCH INC. 68D20136

Duration: three years (8/1/92 - 9/30/93)

Hours

9,090
+4,500*

15,950

18,181

Base Year
(8/1/92-
9/30/93)

Option I **

(10/1/93-
9/30/94

Option II

(10/1/94-
9/30/95)

* Option available for increased quantity
**Current contract period

Cost + Fee

$ 550,491
+310,580*

$ 985,540

$1,172,041
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GLOBAL CHANGE DIVISION

CURRENT CONTRACTS

SCIENTIFIC & COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS CORP. 68D30087

Duration: three years (10/1/93 - 9/30/96)

Hours Cost + Fee

Base Year** 10,200 $ 565,529
(9/28/93- +5,000* +277,220*
9/30/94)

Option I 10,200 $ 589,584
(10/1/94- +5,000* +289,010*
9/30/95

Option II 10,200 $ 614,842
(10/1/95- +5,000* +301,400*
9/30/96

* Option available for increased quantity
••Current contract period

4. ENVIRO-MANAGEMENT & RESEARCH INC. 68D20147

Duration: 9/23/92 - 9/30/95

Hours Cost + Fee

Base Year 13,590 $ 707,094
(9/23/92-
9/30/93)

Option I ** 18,181 $ 989,640
(10/1/93-
9/30/94)

Option I 21,818 $1,280,188
(10/1/94-
9/30/95

**Current contract period
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ATTACHMENT A

STATEMENT OF WORK

Energy Productivity and Pollution Prevention

This scope of work is organized into the following sections

I). Background and purpose- This section provides a brief
description of the scientific, policy and international
background of the issue and the specific nature of the
work required.

II). Statement of Work/Specifications- This section
provides a description of the work areas covered under
this scope of work. There are 8 specific work areas,
the areas for which the contractor shall be responsible
are as follows:

1. Technological Assessment and Engineering Analysis.

2. Regulatory Assessment and Analyses.

3. Energy Markets and Modeling.

4. Communications and Marketing.

5. DataJsase Design and Implementation, Management
Models, Computer and Geographic Information
Systems.

6. Program Development and Implementation

7. Literature Search and Retrieval Services.

8. Greenhouse Gases.

I ) . BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

A variety of trace gas emissions from various man made
sources and natural sources are changing the composition of the

global atmosphere. These gases threaten to deplete the ozone
layer la the stratosphere, change global climate and alter the
chemical balance of the lower atmosphere. It will be necessary
to evaluate and analyze projections, measurements, databases for
nitrous oxide, methane, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, non-
-"ethpjie hydrocarbons and other gases .

In order to reduce the damage from global atmospheric change
to the world's environments, economies and health, the
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£nvlrozusental Protection Agency's Global Change Division
Initiates prograj&s to support development and mass market
implementation of technologies that cost-effectively reduce
combustion-related pollution through Improved productivity and
use of less polluting and/or renewable resources.

The Global Change Division analyzes the pollution prevention
opportunities of various technologies and develops partnerships
to encourage growth of technologies with significant potential.
Market enhancement mechanisms are identified and explored to
increase investment in environmentally favorable technologies.

A variety of options exist to define and limit the changes
In the atmosphere due to Increases in atmospheric concentrations
of gases. A major part of the work described under this scope of
work deals with identifying and analyzing conservation and demand
side management technologies in the residential, commercial,
industrial , transportation and utility sectors, technologies
using renewable resources of energy, pollution expertise, utility
regulation and ratebase analysis, and analysis of greenhouse gas
emissions and reduction options. The analysis is defined in ways
to identify market enhancement options to ensure appropriate
technologies are used on a large scale.

II) SCOPE OF WORK

The contractor shall furnish the necessary personnel,
material, equipment, services and facilities (except as otherwise

specified) to perform the Statement of Work/ Specifications as
follows:

The contractor shall perform work under this contract only
as directed in work assignments issued by the Contracting
Officer.

SPECIFIC WORK AREAS:

EPA requires technical and analytical support in the

following areas and will issue work assignments In accordance
with Section B of this contract.

1. Technological Assessment and Engineering Analysis

Analytic and technical support may be required in areas
related to energy and environmental technologies. The areas
of concern are listed below; however, this list is not meant
to be all inclusive. Technological assessment, engineering
analysis, evaluation and analysis in support of EPA programs
and in support of standard setting are required.

lA. Conservation auad Demand Side Management Technologies
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lA.l Residential Sector Technologies

IA.1.1 Appliances
Analysis of sales, stock, vintage and

distribution data for all appliances ajid all
relevant fuel types particularly
refrigerators/freezers, heat pumps and water
heaters.

a. Refrigerators/Freezers
Determination of various designs to

Incorporate energy efficiency Improvements
and the use of 'alternative refrigerants.
Evaluation of technological possibilities
focusing annual energy consumption.

b. Heat Pumps
Evaluation of heat pump technologies

especially variable speed, alr-to-alr and
geothermal types. Focus on Integrated end-
uses for heat pumps (I.e. water heating and
close drying In addition to space
conditioning).

c. Vater Heaters
Evaluation of water heater technologies

focusing both on the energy and water saving
potential from Improvements.

d. Heating and Cooling
Evaluation of heating and cooling

technologies and HVAC systems. Such
technologies would Include boilers, furnaces
and air conditioners. Analysis of district
heating and cooling possibilities Is also of
interest .

e. Other
Evaluation of other energy consuming

appliance technologies In the residential
sector that would include but not be limited
to clothes washers, clothes dryers, cooking
ranges and residential lighting technologies.

IA.1.2 Building Envelopes
Analysis and evaluation of overall building

design In terms of energy efficiency
opportunities. Such examinations would Include
heat loss analyses. Insulation, glazing. HVAC and
lighting control technologies. Determination of
Indoor air quality ramifications and use of non-
CFC products would be Important.

1A.2 Commercial Sector Technologies
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IA.2.1 Equipment

a. Lighting
Analysis of energy efficient lighting

equipment Including fixtures, ballasts, bulbs
and lighting systems. Technological support
for ongoing Green Lights program.

• b. Chillers
-Analysis of existing electric and

absorption systems and refrigerants, service
and maintenance practices, emission patterns
redesign, optimization for adaption to
alternative refrigerants, technological
possibilities for energy efficiency.

c. Beat, Pumps
Evaluation of heat pump technologies

especially variable speed, air-to-air and
geothermal types. Focus on Integrated end-
uses for heat pumps (i.e. water heating and
clothes drying in addition to space
conditioning).

d. Water Heating
Evaluation of water heater technologies

for the commercial sector focusing both on
the energy and water saving potential from
Improvements.

e. Heating and Cooling
Evaluation of heating and cooling

technologies and HVAC systems for commercial
applications. Such technologies would
Include boilers, furnaces, packaged heating
units, baseboard heaters and packaged air
conditioner units. Analysis of district
heating and cooling possibilities is also of
interest .

f. Energy Management 'Systems
Determination of appropriate energy

management controls, operations and systems
that would allow commercial users to use
energy more productively.

IA.2.2. Building Envelopes
Analysis and evaluation of overall building

design in terms of energy efficiency
opportunities. Such examinations would include
heat loss analyses, insulation, glazing, HVAC and
lighting control technologies. Determination of
Indoor air quality ramifications and use of non-
CFC products would be Important .
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1A.3 Industrial Sector Technologies

1A . 3 . 1 Equipment

a. Air Pollution Control Equipment
Analysis and evaluation of the control

of industrial processes that emit long lived
compounds from other than combustion
processes.

b. Motors
Technical evaluation and assessments of

energy savings technologies and controls for
industrial motors. Attention should be paid
as to hov motors relate to the industrial
process as a whole and the potential costs of
installation delays.

o. Process Related Technologies
Determination and evaluation of

technologies specific to process industries
that would result in energy savings.

d. Waste Heat Capture/Cogeneration
Evaluation and analysis of technologies

that allow industries to reclaim their waste
heat and/or cogenerate electricity and steam.

e. Lighting
Technical analysis and evaluation of

energy efficient lighting technologies
applicable to industrial facilities.

f. Energy Management Systems
Determination of appropriate energy

management controls, operations and systems
that would allow industrial users to use
energy more productively.

IA.3.2 Building Envelopes
Analysis and evaluation of overall building

design in terms of energy efficiency
opportunities. Such examinations would include
heat loss analyses, insulation, glazing. HVAC and
lighting oontrol technologies. Determination of

' indoor air quality ramifications and use of non-
CFC products would, be important .

1A.4 Transportation Sector Technologies

IA.4.1 Meohaaioal Design Technologies
Evaluation of power train technologies.

aerodjmamio drag, ceramic engines and other
mechamical design features for vehicles.
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IA.4.2 Alternative Fuels
Analysis and evaluation of alternative fuels

and automotive power train designs Including
methanol, ethanol, hydrogen, natural gas and
external combustion engines. Analysis of resource
availability and markets and emissions
contributions of various fuels Important.

IA.4.3 Electric Vehicles
Analysis and evaluation of electric vehicle

design i battery technologies and required
Infrastructure Including energy and demand growth
expectations (load factors and potential valley
filling) for utility systems.

1A.5 Utility Sector Technologies

IA.5.1 Power Generation Technologies
Analysis of power generation technologies and

operating characteristics focusing on fuel use,
efficiencies ajid emissions. Technological
assessment for ongoing developments In power
engineering. Interest In all types of plants,
fuels and co-flrlng combinations Including fossil .

steam plants, high efficiency gas turbines, IGCC's
and fuel cells.

IA.5.2 Transmission and Distribution
Analysis and evaluation of technologies that

transmit and distribute power over the nation's
power grid. Technical evaluation would include a
look at transformers and energy storage
technologies as well as the environmental and
human health ramifications of the transmission and
distribution grid Including line losses and EMF
radiation.

IA.5.3 Air Pollution Control Equipment
Analysis and evaluation of the control of

utility power plant emissions.

IA.5.4 Metering and Submeterlng Equipment
Determination and evaluation of technologies

used for metering and submeterlng applications
especially In residential and commercial multi-
unit buildings.

1A.6 Other Technologies
Evaluation and assessment of other technologies

used by the electric power Industry In providing
electric energy to end-users.

IB. Technologies Using Renewable Sources of Energy
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IB.l Renewable Supply Side Teclinologies

IB. 1.1 Blomass
Evaluation of blomass technologies including

solid blomass combustion, municipal solid waste,
landfill and digester gas and ethanol. Such
analyses would include fuel supply and transport
analyses and other issues related to the entire
blomass fuel cycle.

IB. 1.2 Geothermal
Evaluation of geothermal technologies

applicable to hydrothermal. geopressurized and hot
dry rock resources. Examination of resource base
and potential markets.

IB. 1.3 Hydropower
Evaluation of hydropower including

refurbishments/upgrades, pumped storage plants and
run of river plants.

IB. 1.4 Photovoltaic
Evaluation of photovoltaic technologies for

central station and off-grid applications.
Examination of backup and/or storage systems to be
used with such technologies.

IB. 1.5 Solar Thermal Electric
Evaluation of solar thermal electric systems

including systems with storage and systems used
for peaking purposes.

IB. 1.6 Wind
Evaluation of wind technologies in the U.S.

and elsewhere. Examination of seasonal power
production and uses of wind power in an integrated
system.

IB. 1.7 Hydrogen
Evaluation of technologies using hydrogen

including PV based productioh and fuel cej.1 use.

IB. 2 Renewable End-Use Technologies
Evaluation of opportunities for renewables in end-

use sectors including solar water heaters and biomass
space heating.

IB. 3 Waste Gas Supply Side Technologies

IB. 3.1 Coal Mine Methane
Evaluation of technologies available to

produce and use methane liberated in coal mining.
Examination of resource base and potential
markets.
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IB. 3. 2 Natural Gas Systens
Evaluation of teolmologles to minimize and/or

use methane escaping from natural gas systems.

IC. Technology Market Assessments and Evaluation

Evaluation of markets In which these technologies
compete. Such evaluation would Include examination of
manufacturing estimates including cost, volume and
production parameters: the economics of the technologyboth now and projected into the* future: various
barriers to market penetration: and examination of the
present and potential role utilities might have in
creating incentives (disincentives) for such
technologies.

ID. Pollution Expertise

ID.l. Air Pollution
Evaluation of emissions from Combustion or
Industrial Sources. Assessment would include but
not be liirited to the following gases: nitrous
oxides, methane, C02, nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide, sulfur dioxide, ohlorofluorocarbons ,

ECFCs, HFCs. halons and other emissions.

Regulatory Assessment aind Analyses

Anal3rtic support may be recpiired in areas related to
energy and environmental regulation at the international,
federal, state and local levels. The areas of concern are
listed below; however, this list is not meant to be all
inclusive. Evaluation and analytic support will foous on
laws, regulations, regulatory and legal decisions as well
as industry standards and codes.

2A. Utility Regulation

2A.1 Utility Ratebase Analysis

2A.1.1 Internalizing Pollution Costs on Society
Examine impacts on rates of various

'

regulatory options on utilities including
emissions limits and emission taxes.

2A.1.2 Treatment of Conservation Relative to*
the Ratebase

Examine state by state treatment of
conservation Investments. Explore the
ramifications of such treatment vis a vis the
incentives to utilities to pursue conservation
strategies.

2A.1.3 Treatment of Investment Risk
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Evaluate the contribution of changes In fuel
prices, environmental protocols/laws. Independent
power markets, and bidding programs, and how such
factors would alter utilities' resource plans and
Investment strategies.

2A.1.4 Treatment of Environmental Externalities
Evaluate state by state treatment of

environmental externalities In Investment
decisions. Examine methodologies used for such
treatment and scope.

2A.1.5 Treatment of Independent Power Producers
(IPPs) and Qualifying Facilities (QFs)

Evaluate the Impact of IPPs and QFs on
utility resource decisions and the regulatory
review of these decisions. Explore the regulatory
environment In which IPPs and Qfs must operate and
the incentives/disincentives In the marketplace.

2A.2 Pipeline and Gas Supply Regulation
Evaluation of supply, rate and pipeline

regulations as pertains to the natural gas Industry.

2B. Energy Tax Analyses
Examine Impacts of energy taxes on fuel choice,

power plant utilization, etc. Analytic frameworks
should include economic efficiency, behavior
modification and revenue stability/neutrality.

Energy Markets and Modeling

Analytic and technical support may be required in areas
related to energy markets and modeling. The areas of -

concern are listed below; however, this list is not meant to
be all inclusive. Petroleum, gas. coal, nuclear and
renewable markets are of special Interest. Evaluation and
analysis of extraction, transport and distribution of these

primary and secondary sources of energy may be required as
well.

Modeling of energy markets In support of EPA studies,

programs and regulatory analyses may be required and
determination of the best modeling systems and environments
will be expected. The tsrpes of modeling listed below are of
concern; however, this list la, not meant to be all
Inclusive.

3A. Energy Markets

3A.1 Petroleum

3A.1.1 Petroleum Supply and Demand
Evaluate and examine sources of petroleum and

its uses In the U.S. economy. Evaluate both
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conventional aoid unconventional sources, on-shore
and off-shore as veil as donestlc and Imported.
Evaluate national security Implication of
petroleum sources.

3A.1.2 Alternatives to Petroleum by Harket
Niche

Evaluate opportunities for substitution of
petroleum based products with non-petroleum based
ones. Ezaunlne this potential not only for the
transportation sector, but also explore specific
m&rlcet niches within the Industrial, commercial
and residential sectors.

3A.2 Natural Gas

3A.2.1 Natural Gas Supply and Geology
Evaluate conventional, unconventional, deep

gas resources. LNG potential, potential of
methanol conversions, cost of
exploration/development and uncertainties for
Canada. U.S., Mexico, Europe and elsewhere.

3A.2.2 Natural Gas Production. Transmission and
Distribution Systems

Evaluate the natural gas distribution systems
In the U.S. with particular emphasis on access to
pipeline and natural gas markets, pipeline
technology and controls, and emissions from
pipelines, gas production facilities and other
energy production facilities. Examine
technologies, operating possibilities and other
options for promoting emissions control.

3A.3 Coal

3A. 3.1 Coal Mines and Mining
Examine current coal supply in the U.S. and

elsewhere. Explore international supply and trade
especially Imports and exports to/from the U.S.
Evaluate mining types and technologies, coal
characteristics and geology.

3A.3.2 Pollution from Coal Mines and Mining
Evaluate sources of pollution from coal mines

with special focus on sulfur, ash and methane
contents as well as methane releases from mining
activities. Explore various barriers and
solutions for controlling such pollution including
the property rights associated with mines, et. al.

3A.3.3 Coal Mining Regulations
Evaluate national and international

regulations and operating practices in coal mines
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— both surface and underground.

3A.5 Nuclear
Evaluate nuclear power plants currently operating

in the U.S. and the potential for future development of
this technology.

3A.4 Renewable

3A.4.1 Biomass
Determine resource base for biomass in the

U.S. and elsewhere and potential markets for
biomass combustion. Examine the farming of
biomass as an energy source as well as a

greenhouse gas stabilization strategy. Explore
various barriers and solutions for reducing
emissions of greenhouse gases from biomass
sources.

3B. Modeling

3B.1 Supply Side Modeling
Model supplies of different forms of energy,

especially binding constraints over time.

3B.2 End Use Modeling
Determine the end use demands on desegregated

levels of vintages and equipment cohorts, sources of
variation in end-use demands, etc.

3B.3 Simulation
Perform model simulations,

especially in the areas of physical systems and
industrial organization. Maintain the system on site
for quick turn-around analyses in support of ongoing
policy analyses.

3B.4 Vintaging
Model stocks and flows of capital equipment over

time in a vintaging framework.

3B.5 Econometrics
Perform statistics and

econometrics with substantial background in theory to
develop novel approaches and solutions to statistical
problems.

3B.6 Economic and Regulatory Analysis Modeling
Develop models that explore the implications of

regulatory actions, particularly resulting economic
impacts and incentives.

Communications and Marketing
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The conmiunlcatlon, promotion and organization of EPA
progrejus. workshops and conferences may be required. In
addition, graphical and editorial support may be required.
The areas listed below are specific skills of concern;
however, this list is not meant to be all inclusive.

4A. Communications

4A.1 Conference Planning Capabilities
Organize and sponsor conferences of varying size

and scale: from small workshops or focus groups to
large scale national and/or international meetings.
This organization involves all phases of conferencing
including fulfilling the planning and logistical
preparations associated with such meetings as well as
providing the necessary and comprehensive on site
support to insure the smooth functioning of the
meetings, (see Clause H.17 entitled "EPA Sponsored
Meetings, Workshops. Conferences.")

4A.2 Graphics and Editing
Produce high quality graphics illustrating

complicated technical information. This work involves
the rapid production of graphics as well as the
alterations and corrections under tight deadlines. The
ability to :;uccessfully edit and make high caliber
products with quick turnaround time is essential.

4A.3 Educational Material Production
Organize, produce and complete a variety of

educational materials. These materials include, but
are not limited to: pamphlets, slides, graphs,
presentation materials, floppy disks and tapes. These
materials will be used as educational tools to convey
technical information to a lay audience. This work
also involves the translation of complicated ideas into
concrete examples or images, (see Clause H.l entitled
•Printing. ")

4A.4 Questionnaire Design and Polling
Develop survey designs which will yield

statistically significant results. Evaluate the nature
and purpose of the needed information eind frame the
appropriate questions for the survey. Provide the
necessary personnel to complete the survey and evaluate
the results, (see Clause H.15 entitled "Paperwork Reduction
Act .

•
)

4S. Marketing Assistance and Analysis

4B.1 List Analyses and Mailings
Design, develop, implement and maintain lists of

people involved in program activities. Organize and
prepare mailings associated with program activities.
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5. Database Design and Implementation, Management Models.
Computer and Geographic Information Systems

Analytic and technical support may be required in areas
related to databases and computer models and systems. The
areas of concern are listed below; however, this list is not
meant to be all inclusive. Design, development,
.implementation, maintenance, de-bugging and overall support
for these systems may be required.

5A. Database Design and Implementation
Design, develop, implement and maintain databases

relating to EPA program support as well as energy and
environmental information. Retain the ability to create
custom programs to manipulate such databases as well as the
ability to design, develop, implement and medntain user
interfaces for such databases that could be used by EPA
staff.

5B. Management Systems
Design, develop, implement and maintain management

information systems. Design a system that would be user
friendly and could be used by EPA staff on a day to day
basis.

5C. Computer Systems
Design, evaluate and support computer and information

systems used by EPA staff. Develop, implement and maintain
computer programs that support program development and

implementation.

5D. Geographic Information Systems (CIS)
Design, evaluate and support GIS systems used by EPA

staff. Support the digitizing of boundary layer files,

manipulation of data in various formats including magnetic
tape and floppy dists. Retain the ability to interface with
various database applications and formats. Retain the

availability of high quality griphics output Including both
color slides and hard copy.

6. Program Development and Implementation

6A. Energy Efficiency Program Design and Implementation

6A.1 Development of Program Materials
Develop program materials such as guidance

booklets, report formats," confidential business
information procedures, and standardized oorrespondenoe
which will assist In the implementation of regulatory
programs. Work with government staff in dealing with

industry and public interest groups to operate the

program successfully.

6A.2 Tracking of Other Government Programs
Analyze and keep current on the programimatio
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details of other EPA programs and related programs in
the Department of Energy, the Department of Interior,
the Department of Commerce and other federal, state and
local government agencies.

Literature Search and Retrieval Services

7A. Literature Search Capabilities
Access to multiple on-line services that offer indexing

of pertinent literature to the energy and environmental
fields.
7B. Expert Network

Ability to locate and involve experts in fields
relating to energy supply, energy conservation and the
environment .

Greenhouse Gases

Analysis and evaluation of projections, measurements,
databases for nitrous oxide, methane, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, non-methane hydrocarbons; both terrestrial and
acjuatic.

SA. Methane

8A.1 Methane Science and Atmospheric Chemistry
Evaluate methane's role in the troposphere and

stratosphere, chemical reactions and other
interactions.

8A.2 Methane Sources
Evaluate methane emissions from various sources,

both man-made and natural, including mechanisms of
methane generation and emissions, emission estimates
and options for mitigation. Sources evaluated should
include, but not be limited to coal mine methane;
natural gas leakage, landfill gas, animal waste
methane, ruminant animal emissions, rice paddy
emissions and natural sources.

88. Carbon Dioxide
Evaluation of emissions from various sources and

options for mitigation. Exploration of technological
alternatives to reducing carbon dioxide emissions.
Evaluation of carbon dioxide's contributions to
greenhouse warming.

8C. Climate Change and its Effect on Air Pollution
Assessment of the effects of UV-B, temperature

inversions, changes in emissions on oxidants, etc. on
air pollution.

8D. Ozone Depleting Substances
Evaluation of emissions and technological

alternatives to ozone depleting substances. Analyses
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Blight Include: evaluation of health and environmental

Impacts of short and long term technological options;
atmospheric Impacts of ozone depleting substances as

well as possible substitutes; and Institutional
obstacles to eliminating use.

Provide analytic support for activities to

Implement Title VI of the Clean Air Act. Such support
would Include: Regulatory Impact Analyses, evaluation
of program options, evaluation of safe alternatives,
other regulatory and document siipport as well as

analyses of implementation Issues.
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ATTACHMENT A

STATEMENT OF VORK

BACEGROOND

In recent years, eleotrlo utilities in the 0.S. have steadily
Increased the amount of conservation and load management services
they offer to their customers. To date, over SOO eleotrlo
utilities have offered over 1000 "demand-side management* (DSM)
programs. Hovever, despite this trend, utility conservation
programs are not targeting and exploiting all of the opportunities
that exist. By and large, conservaticn incentives such as
lighting rebates are designed for the short-term, promoting the
most efficient appliances already on the market. They have not
provided strong enough inducements or sufficient time for
manufactures to shift their longer-term production priorities
toward more advanced, super-efficient technologies. In conservation
procurement strategies that are much on the same footing in terms of
lead time are planning, permitting and constructing new supply-side
resources.

Opportunities for conservation and efficiency improvements exist
in many areas (e.g., appliances, lighting, heating, air condi-
tioning, ventilation and service water heating). Converting
to energy-efficient equipment la the residential, oomaeroial and
industrial sectors not only reduces energy consumption .but also
prevents the emission of air pollutants such as COa, S02 and NOZ.
Energy efficiency further reduces the environmental damage caused by
the ffliniag and transportation of fuels (strip mine damage, acid mine
drainage, natural gas leakage, etc.) and the disposal of utility
vastes (boiler ash, scrubber waste, spent nuclear fuels, etc.).
Estimates indicates that the full implementation of BPA's Green
Lights Program alone can reduce energy consumption by SO percent of
the national total) 1.7 million tons of S02 (7 percent of the
national total) and 900,000 tons of MOZ (4 percent of the national
total).

OBJECTXVB

The overall objective of this project is to provide technical
support services on lighting technology research, development and
assessment: eoonomio evaluation and modeling: regulatory assessment
and marketing and communications to the BPA's Green Lights Prograa.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMSMTS

The contractor shall perform the services under this contract
as directed la work assignments issued by the Contracting Officer.
Technical services are required in the following areas.

Research, Development and Demonstration
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The contractor shall perforci the following:
- Surveys of manufactures, utilities, building owners and others
- Development of an understanding of specific industries in U.S. and
aboard

- Literature/database searches
- Development of prototypes
- Research of institutional barriers and constraints
- Scoping of advanced technologies
- Collection of technical and economic information on state-of-the

art technologies
- Collection of information on Federal and state regulations,

standards, and codes
- Energy audits/environmental assessments
- Testing and demonstration of technologies, product and instruments

Technology Assessment

The contractor shall perform the following:
- Technical and economic assessment of various technologies
- Development of energy-efficient equipment profiles
- Cost/benefits analysis
- Evaluation of institutional barriers and oonstraints that
restrict market penetration

- Assessment of demand-side management programs and options
- Evaluation of least-cost and integrated resource technologies

and methods
- Assessment of environmental impacts of techologies, systems
and equipment .

Product Financing and Economic

The contractor shall perform the following:
- Evaluation of third-party financing mechanisms
- AEsessment of shared energy savings and leasing options for
retrofit of efficient equipment.

- Evaluation of manufacturing capabilities and funding mechanisms
~ in O.S. and abroad for energy-ef f ioient technologies
- Survey and database development on financing options
- Development of financing guidebooks, handbooks and other materials
- Economic/feasibility studies
- Life cycle cost evaluations of systems and equipment

Assessment of Codes, Standards and Regulations

The contractor shall perform the following:
- Monitoring and evaluation of national energy efficiency codes and
standards

- Monitoring and evaluation of International energy effloienoy
codes and standards

- Development of guideline for disposal of systems and produce
oontaining hazardous materials

Computer Modeling and Information Processing
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The contractor shall perform the following:
- OevelopBBnt of planning and technology assessfflent fflodels
- DevelopDent of computerized decision support systems
- Development of computerized databases
- Perform coat /benefit analysis using public and/or proprietary
computer models

- Processing of text and graphics for information materials
- Technical and economic assessment of currently available computer

models for energy system analysis

Computer Software Development

The contraotor shall perform the following:

- Development of software for interactive computer training programs
- Development of software for new relational databases on energy and

the environment

Marlceting and Communications

The contractor shall perform the following:
- Market research and assessment of specific technologies, end-uses,

applications and sectors
- Development of audio/visuals materials
- Market surveys
- Supply/demand assessment and forecast
- Development of stragtegies for reform and institutional restructuring

/
- Development of success stories
- Pobllo/ Industry relations assistance
- Development and placement of advertising/promotional materials

(articles, news releases, etc.)
- Development of marlceting/comfflunications materials (brochures, fact

sheets, oompendiums. ect.)
- Netvorking with industry and others- for program implementation and

proaotion

Inforsatlon Dissemination/Technology Transfer

The contract shall perform the following:
- Development of user guides
- Development of handbooks and fact sheets on energy-efficient
technologies

- Development of monographs and brochures
- Development of computerized information management and dissemination

services
- Development of market kits
- Development of presentation materials
- Development of audio/video materials
- Planning, establishment and management of technology and information
dissemination centers

- Establishment of public information support mechanisms
- Provision of information to private compemies on environmental
protection

V
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Educ&tlOB and Training

The contractor shall perform the following:

- Development of computerized training methods
- Planning and management of seminars/workshops- Development of instructor/student texts and other support materials
- Development of curriculum for educational courses
- Presentation at various seminars /workshops

Conference Technical and Administrative Support

The contractor shall perform the following:
- Planning and cordinate agendas
" Providing logistic, coordination and technical support
- Make arrangements for or prepare conference documents such as case

studies, speeches and reports
- Arranging for conference facilities including travel and hotel

arrangements, support services, printing and distribution of
program materials

Other Technical Support

The contractor shall perform the following:
- Development and implementation of local area networks
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ATTACHMENT A

STATEMENT OF WORK

• BACKGROUND

The Environmental Protection Agency's Global Change Division
initiates programs to support development and mass market
implementation of technologies that cost-effectively reduce
combilstion-related pollution through improved productivity and use
of less polluting and/or renewable resources.

The Global Change Division -analyzes the pollution prevention
opportunities of various technologies and develops partnerships to
encourage growth of technologies with significant potential. The
Division identifies and explores market enhancement mechanisms to
increase investment in environmentally favorable technologies.

The contractor shall furnish all necessary personnel, equipment,
office space, transportation, supplies, materials and services
(unless otherwise specified herein) , .needed to analyze, design,
develop, deliver, and support implementation of activities to be
carried out under this contract. Work will be initiated by the
issuance of work assignments signed by the contracting officer.

SPECIFICATIONS

The contractor shall provide the EPA with a weekly report of the
status of all graphics projects. See Attachment B for details on
reporting requirements.

A. Graphics Support

The contractor shall provide graphics support to the Global Change
Division in support of program goals including, but not limited to
the list in background section above. The contractor shall develop,
prepare, and revise graphics including, but not limited to slides,
transparencies, text charts, line charts, bar charts, graphs,
schematic drawings, brochures, and reports. It is anticipated that
most of the work to be carried out under this task will be for
materials needed by the EPA for briefings or information meetings.
In instances identified by work assignments the contractor shall '

provide graphics support on a quick-turnaround basis, (Example:
Work shall be returned to the Work Assignment Manager within (1)
hour after the contractor receives comments from the Work Assignment
Manager on an initial draft) .

B. Multi-Media Support

In addition to normal graphics capability, the Global Change
Division requires graphics support for multi-media presentations.
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The- contractor shall prepare graphical business presentations that
use traditional slides, as well as audio sound (both recorded and
synthesized on system) , full motion video, and animation.

'The contractor shall prepare outlines, storyboards, draft and final
versions of multi-media presentations which may include slides,
animation, video, or other media, alone or in any cotnbination as
determined by work assignments. Often, presentations will be fully'
composed of edited video. Consequently, the support team should
-have experience in filming and editing video. The contractor shall
use a computer system compatible vith the EPA's haroware, multi-
media devices and software, including but not limited to:

Hardware: 48 6 computer, with all performance enhancements and a 19"
SVGA monitor

Multi-media Devices: Microsoft multi-mediaPC (^IPC)

Standard Equipment:

CD-ROM
Audio-video input and output (includes digital
sound synthesizer, speakers and microphone)
Stereo- VCR player
TV-Link box that allows the presentation to be
saved to videocassette for viewing on a TV.

Software: HSC InterActive
Macromind Action and/or Director
Proprietary software for TV-Link box
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Energy Productivity and Pollution Prevention

TM.8 sooiie of work Is organJzed Into the following seotlons

I). Background and purpose- This section provides a brief
description of the scientific, policy and International
background of the Issue and the speolfio nature of the
work reqpilred. .

II). Statement of Vork/Speclfloatlons- This section
provides a descrlptlca of the work areas covered under
this scope of work. There are T specific work areas.
The areas for which the contractor shall be responsible
are as follows:

1. Technological Assessoent and Engineering Analysis.

2. Regulatory Assessment and Analyses.

3. Energy Markets and Modeling.

. 4. Communications and Marketing.

5. Program Development and Ifflplementatlon

6. Literature Search and Retrieval Services.

7. Greenhouse Gases.

I). BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

A variety of trace gas emissions frcm various nan made
souroas and natural sources are changing the composition of the
global atmoEpbere. These gases threaten to deplete the ozone
layer In the stratosphere, change global olloate and alter the
chemical balance of the lower atmosphere. It will be necessary
to evaluate eind analyze projections, seasurements. databases for
nitrous ozlde. methane, carbon dioxide, oarbon aonoxlde, aon-
methane hydrocarbons and other gases.

In order to reduce the damage from global ataospherio change
to the world's environments, economies and health, the
En\lro&mental Protection Agency's Global Change Division
liltlates programs to support development and mass market
''jsplementatlon of technologies that cost-effectively reduce
' oabustlon-related pollution through improved productivity and
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< of less polluting and/or renewable resouTces.

Th& Global Change Division analyzes the pollution prevention
opportunities of various technologies and develops partnerships
to encourage growth of technologies with significant potential.
Mar::et enhancement mechanisms are identified and explored to -

increase investment in environmentally favorable technologies.

A variety of options exist to define and limit the changes
in the atmosphere due to Increases in atmospherio concentrations
of gases- A major part of the work described under this scope of
work deals with identifying and analyzing conservation aad demand
side management technologies in the residential, comjnerclal.
industrial, transportation and utility sectors, technologies
using renewable resources of energy, pollution expertise, utility
regulation and ratebase analysis, and analysis of greenhouse gas
emissions and reduction options. The analysis is defined in ways'
to identify market enhancement options to ensure app:7Qpriate
technologies are used on a large scale.

II) SCOPB OP WORK

The contractor shall furnish the necessary personnel,
erial. equipment, services and facilities (except as otherwise
jcified) to perform the Statement of Vork/Speoifioations as

follows:

The contractor shall perform work under this contract only
as directed in work assignments issued by the Contracting
Officer.

SPECIFIC WORT AREAS:

EPA requires technical and analytical support in the
following areas and will issue work assignments in accordance
with Section B of this contract.

1. Technological Assessment and Engineering Analysis

Analytic and technical silpport may be required In areaa
related to energy and environmental technologies. The areaa
of concern are listed below; however, this list la not meant
to be all inclusive. Technological assessment, engineering
analysis, evaluation and analysis in support of BPA programs
and in support of standard setting aire required.

lA. Conservation and Demand Side Management Teohnologiea

lA.l Residential Sector Teohnologiea

IA.1.1 Appliances
Analysis of sales, stock, vintage and
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distribution data for all appliances and all
relevant fuel types particularly
refrigerators/freezers, heat pumps and water
heaters.

a. Refrigerators/Freezers _
Determination of various designs to

Incorporate energy qfflolenoy ImprovementP
and the use of alternative refrigerants.
Evaluation of technological possibilities
focusing annual energy consumption.

b. Heat Puaps
Evaluation of heat ^ump. technologies

especially variable speed, alr-to-alr and
geothermal types. Focus on Integrated end-
uses for ^at pumps (I.e. water heating and
close drying In addition to space
conditioning).

o. Vater Beaters
Evaluation of water heater technologies

focusing both on the energy and water saving
potential from Improvements.

d. Heating and Cooling
Evaluation of heating and cooling

technologies and HVAC systems. Such
technologies would Include boilers, furnaces
and air conditioners. Analysis of district
heating and cooling possibilities Is also of
Interest.

e. Other
Evaluation of other energy consuming

appliance technologies In the residential
sector that would Include but not be limited
to clothes washers, clothes dryers, cooking
ranges and residential lighting technologies.

IA.1.2 Building Envelopes
Analysis and evaluation of overall building

design In terms of energy efficiency
opportunities. Such examinations would include
heat loss analyses, Insulation, glazing, EVAC and
lighting control technologies. Determination of
Indoor eilr quality ramifications and use of non-
CFC products would be important.

1A.2 Commercial Sector Technologies

IA.2.1 Equipment

a. Lighting
Analysis of energy efficient lighting
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equipment Including fixtures, ballasts, bulbs
and llgliting systems. Technological support
for ongoing Green Lights prograLm. - •

b. Chillers
~

Analysis of existing electric and
absorption systems and refrigerants, service
and maintenance practices, emission patterns
redesign, optimization for adaption to -

alternative refrigerants, technological
possibilities for energy efficiency.

o. Heat Pumps
Evaluation of heat pump technologies

especially variable speed, alr-to-alr and
geothermal types. Focus on Integrated end-
uses for heat pumps (I.e. water heating and
'Clothes drying In addition to space
conditioning).

d. Water Heating
Evaluation of water heater technologies

for the commercial sector focusing both on
the energy and water saving potential from
Improvements.

e. Heating and Cooling
Evaluation of heating and cooling

technologies and HVAC systems for commercial
applications. Such technologies would
Include boilers, furnaces, packaged heating .

units, baseboard heaters and packaged air
conditioner units. Analysis of district
heating and cooling possibilities Is also of
Interest.

f . Energy Management Systems
Determination of appropriate energy

management controls, operations and systems
that would allow oomrerdal users to use
energy more productively.

lA.2.a. Building Envelopes
Analysis and evaluation of overall building

design In terms of energy efficiency
-opportunities. Such examinations would Include
heat loss analyses. Itisulatlon. glazing. HVAC and
lighting control technologies. Determination of
Indoor air qpiallty ramifications and use of non-
C?C products would be Important.

1A.3 Industrial Sector Technologies

IA.3.1 Equipment
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a. Air Pollution Control Equipment
Analysis atd evaluation of the control

of Industrial processes that emit long lived
compounds from other than oomhustlon
processes.

h. Motors
Technical- evaluation and assessments of

energy savings technologies and controls for
Industrial motors. Attention should be paidas to how motors relate to the Industrial
process as a whole and the potential costs of
Installation delays.

o. Process Related Technologies
Determination and evaluation of

technologies specific to process Industries
that would result In energy savings.

d. Waste Heat Capture/Cogeneratlon
Evaluation and analysis of technologiesthat allow Industries to reclaim their waste

heat and/or oogenerate electricity and steam.

e. Lighting
Technical analysis and evaluation of

energy efficient lighting technoj-ogles
applicable to Industrial facilities,

f . Energy Management Systems
Determination of appropriate energy

management controls, operations and systems
that would allow Industrial users to use
energy more productively.

IA.3.2 Building Envelopes
Analysis and evaluation of overall building

design in terms of energy efficiency
opportunities. Such examinations would Include
heat loss analyses, insulation, glazing, HVAC and
lighting control technologies. . Determination of
indoor air quality ramifications and use of non-
CFC products would' be laportant.

1A.4 Transportation Sector Technologies.

IA.4.1 Mechanical Design Technologies
Evaluation of power train technologies,

aerodynamic drag, ceramlo engines and other
mechanical design features for vehicles.

lA.4.a Alternative Fuels
Analysis and evaluation of alternative fuels

and automotive power train designs including
methanol, ethanol, hydrogen, natural gas and
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external coDtoustlon engines. Analysis of resource
availability and markets and emissions
oontributions of various fuels important.

IA.4.3 Eleotrio Vehicles
Analysis and evaluation of eleotrio vehiole

design,- battery technologies and required
infrastruotura including energy and demand growth -

expeotations (load factors and potentiail valley
filling) for utility systems.

1A.5 Utility Sector TechnqlogieB

lA.S.l Power Generation Technologies
Analysis of power generation technologies and

operating characteristics focusing on fuel use,
efficiencies and emissions. Technological
assessment for ongoing 'developments in power
engineering. Interest in all types of plants,
fuels and co-firing combinations including fossil
steam plants, high efficiency gas turbines, IGCC's
and fuel cells.

IA.5.2 Transmission and Distribution
Analysis and evaluation of technologies that

transmit and distribute power over the nation's
power grid. Technical evaluation would include a
look at transformers and energy storage
technologies as well as the environmental and
human health ramifications of the transmission and
distribution grid including line losses and EM?
radiation.

1A.S.3 Air Pollution Control Equipment
Analysis and evaluation of the control of

utility power plaint emissions.

1A.B.4 Metering and Submetering Equipment
Determination and evaluation of technologies

used for metering and submetering applications
especially in residential and oommeroial multi-
unit buildings.

lA.Q Other Technologies
Evaluation and assessment of other technologies

used by the eleotrio power industry in providing
eleotrio energy to end-users.

IB. Technologies Using Renewable Sources of Energy

IB.l Renewable Supply Side Technologies.

IB. 1.1 Biomass
Evaluation of biomass technologies including
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solid Momass coabuEtlon, nunlclpal solid waste,
landfill and digester gas. and ethanol. Such
analyses would Include fuel supply and transport
anal>:;es and other Issues related to the entire
Mosass fuel cycle.

IB. 1.2 Geotheroal
Evaluation of geothermal technologies

applicable to hydrotheraal . geopressurlzed and hot
dry rook resources. Ezamlikatlon of resource base
and potential markets.

IB. 1.3 Hydropower
Evaluation of hydropower Including

refurblshments/upgrades. pumped storage plants and
run of river plants.

IB. 1.4 Photovoltaic
Evaluation of photovoltaic technologies for

central station and off-grid applications.
Ezamination of backup and/or storage systems to be
used with such technologies.

IE. 1.5 Solar Thermal Electric
Evaluation of solar thermal electric systems

including systems with storage and systems user^.
for peaking purposes.

IB. 1.6 Wind
Evaluation of wind technologies in the U.S.

and elsewhere. Examination of seasonal power
production and uses of wind power in an integrated
system.

IB. 1.7 Hydrogen
Evaluation of technologies using hydrogen

including PV based production and fuel cell use.

IB. 2 Renewable End-Use Technologies
Evaluation of opportiinities for renewables in end-

use sectors including solar water heaters and blomass
space heating.

IB. 3 Vaste Gas Supply Side Technologies

IB. 3.1 Coal Mine Methane
Evaluation of technologies available to

produce and use methane liberated In coal mining.
Examination of resource base and potential
markets.

IB. 3. 2 Natural Gas Systems
Evaluation of technologies to minimize and/or

use methane escaping from natural gas systems.
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IC. Teclinology H&rket Assessments &nd Evaluation

Evaluation of markets In which these technologies
compete. Such evaluation would Include examination of
manufacturing estimates Including cost, volume and
production parameters: the economics of the techaolegy
both now and projected Into the future; various
barriers to mairket penetration; and ezamlnatloc of the
•present and potential role utilities might have In
creating Incentives (disincentives) for such

, technologies.

ID. Pollution Expertise

10.1. Air Pollution
Evaluation of emissions from Combustion or

T Industrial Sources. Assessment would.Include but
not be limited to the following gases: nitrous
oxides, methane. C02. nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide, sulfur dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons,
HCFCs. HFCs. halons and other emissions.

Regulatory Assessment and Analyses

Analytic support may be required in areas related to
energy and environmental regulatioa at the international,
federal, state and local levels. The areas of concern are
listed below; however, this list is not meant to be all
inclusive. Evaluation and analytic support will focus on
laws, regulations, regulatory and legal decisions as well
as industry standards and codes.

2A. Utility Regulatioa

2A.1 Utility Ratebase Analysis

2A.1.1 Internalizing Pollution Costs on Society
Examine impacts on rates of various

regulatory options on utilities including
emissions llalta and emission taxes.

aA.l.a Treatment of Conservation Relative to
the Ratebase

Bxaalae state by state treatment of
oonservatlon Investments. Explore the
raolfioatlons of such treatment vis a vis the
iaoeatlves to utilities to pursa* oonservatlon
strategies.

aA.1.8 Treatment of Investment Risk
Bvaluat* the oontrlbutioa of ohanges la fuel

prices, environmental protocols/lava. Independent
power markets, and bidding programs, and how such
faotors would alter utilities' resouro* plans and
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Investment strategies.

2A.1.4 Treatment of Environmental Externalities
Evaluate state by state. treatment of

environmental externalities In Investment
decisions. Exeimlne methodologies used for such
treatment and soope. —

-
';

~
- ,^

2A.1.6 Treatment of Independent Power Producers
(IPPs) and Qualifying Paolllties (Q7s)

Evaluate the Impact of IPPs and QPs on
utility resource decisions and the regulatory
review of these decisions. Explore the regulatory
environment In which IPPs and Qfs' must operate and
the Incentives/disincentives In the marketplace.

2A.2 Pipeline and Gas Supply Regulation
Evaluation of supply, rate and pipeline

regulations as pertains to the natural gas Industry.

2B. Energy Tax Analyses
Exaunlne Impacts of energy taxes on fuel choice,

power plant utilization, etc. Analytic frameworks
should Include economic efficiency, behavior
modification and revenue stability/neutrality.

Energy Markets and Modeling

Analytic and technical support may be required In areas
related to energy markets and modeling. The areas of
concern are listed below; however, this list is cot meajit to
be all inclusive. Petroleum, gas, coal, nuclear and
renewable markets are of special Interest. Evaluation and
analysis of extraction, transport and distribution of these
primary and secondary sources of energy may be required as
well.

Modeling of energy markets in support of EPA studies,
programs and regulatory analyses may be required and
determination of the best modeling systems and environments
will be expected. The types of modeling listed below are oi
concern: however, this list is not meant to be all
inclusive.

3A. Energy Markets

-3A.1 Petroleum

3A.1.1 Petroleum Supply and Demand
Evaluate and examine sources of petroleum and

its uses in the U.S. economy. Evaluate both
oonventional and unconventional sources, on-shore
and off-shore as well as domestic and imported.
Evaluate national security implication of

petroleum sources.
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3A.1.2 Alternatives to Fetroleua by Market
Niche

Evaluate opportunities for substitution of
petroleum based products with non-petroleum based
ones. Examine this potential not only for the
transportation sector, but also explore speciflo
market niches within the industrial, commercial
and residential sectors.

3A.2 Natural Gas

3A.2.1 Natural Gas Supply and Geology
Evaluate conventional, unconventional, deep

gas resources. LNG potential, potential of
meth>\nol conversions, cost of
exploration/development and uncertainties for
Canada. U.S., Mexico, Europe and elsewhere.

3A.2.2 Natural Gas Production. Transmission and
Distribution Systems

Evaluate the natural gas distribution systems
in the U.S. with particular emphasis on access to
pipeline and natural gas markets, pipeline
technology and controls, and emissions from
pipelines, gas production facilities and other
energy production facilities. Examine
technologies, operating possibilities and other
options for promoting emissions control.

3A.3 Coal

3A.3.1 Coal Mines and Mining
Examine current coal supply in the U.S. and

elsewhere. Explore international supply and trade
especially imports and exports to/from the U.S.
Evaluate mining types and technologies, coal
characterietics and geology.

3A.3.2 Pollution from Coal Mines and Mining
Evaluate sources of pollution from coail mines

with special focus on sulfur, ash and methane
contents as well as methane releases from mining
activities. Explore various barriers and
solutions for controlling such pollution including
the property rights ^associated with mines, et. ol.

3A.3.3 Coal Mining Regulations
Evaluate national and international

regulations and operating practices in coal mines— both surface and underground.

3A.S Nuclear
Evaluate nuclear power plants currently operating
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in the U.S. and the potential for future development of
this technology.

3A.4 ilenevable

3A.4.1 Biomass
Determine' reEOurce base for bibmass in the

U.S. and elsewhere and potential markets for
bionasB combustion. Examine the farming of
biomass as an energy source as veil as a
greenhouse gas stabilization strategy. Explore
various barriers and solutions for reducing
emissicns of greenhouse gases from biomass
sources.

SB. Modeling

•' 3B.1 Supply Side Modeling
Model supplies of different forms of energy,

especially binding constraints over time.

' 3B.2 End Use Modeling
Determine the end use demands on desegregated

levels of vintages and equipment cohorts, sources of
variation in end-use demands, etc.

SB. 3 Simulation
Perform model simulations,

especially in the areas of physical systems and
industrial organization. Maintain the system on site
for quick turn-around analyses in support of ongoing
policy analyses.

SB. 4 Vintaging
Model stocks and flows of capital equipment over

time in a vintaging framework.

3B.B Econometrics
Perfoza statistics and

econometrics with substantial background in theory to

develop novel approaches and solutions to statistical

problems.

3B.e Economic and Regulatory Analysis Modeling
Develop models that explore the implications of

regulatory actions, particularly resulting economic
impacts and incentives.

Communications and Marketing

The communication, promc
programs, workshops and conft —^ — __.» —
addition, graphical and editorial support may be required.
The areas listed below are specific skills of concern:

The communication, promotion and organization of EPA

programs, workshops and conferences nay be required. In
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hovever. this list Is not meant to be all inclusive.

4A. Communications

4A.1 Conference Planning Capabilities
Organize and sponsor conferences of varying size

and scale: from small workshops or focus groups to
large scale national and/or International meetings.
This organization involves all phases of conferencing
Including fulfilling the planning and logistical
preparations associated wit:, such meetings as well as
providi-2g the necessary and comprehensive on site
support to Insure the smoot>. functioning of the
meetings, (see Clause H.17 entitled "EPA Sponsored
Meetings, Workshops, Conferences.')

4A.2 Graphics and Editing
Produce high cpiallty graphics illustrating

complicated technical information. This work involves
the rapid production of graphics as well as the
alterations and corrections under tight deadlines. The
ability to successfully edit and make high caliber
products with (pilck turnaround time is essential.

4A.3 Educational Material Production
Organize, produce and complete a variety of

educational materials. These materials include, but
are not limited to: pamphlets, slides, graphs,
presentation materials, floppy disks and tapes. These
materials will be used as educational tools to convey
technical information to & lay audience. This work
also involves the translation of complicated ideas into
concrete examples or images, (see Clause E.l entitled
•Printing.")

4A.4 Questionnaire Design and Polling
Develop survey designs which will yield

statistically significant results. Evaluate the nature
and purpose of the needed information and frame the
appropriate questions for the survey. Provide the
necessary personnel to complete the survey and evaluate
the results, (see Clause E.18 entitled 'Paperwork Reduction
Act .

•
)

43. Marketing Assistance and Analysis

43. 1 List Analyses and Mailings
Design, develop, implement 8Ad maintain lists of

people involved in pr. gran aotlvities. Organize and
prepare mailings associated with program aotlvities.

Program Development and Implementation

5A. Energy Effioienoy Program Design and Implementation
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5A.1 Development of Program Materials
Develop program materials such as guidance

booklets, report formats, confidential business
Informatloc procedures, and standardized correspondence
which will assist In the implementation of regulatory
programs. Work with government staff in dealing with
Industry and public Interest groups to operate the
program successfully.

BA.2 Tracking of Other Government Programs,
Analyze and keep current on the programmatlo

details of other EPA programs and related programs In
the Department of Ene^y. the Department of Interior,
the Department of Commerce and other federal, state and
local government agencies.

Literature Search and Retrieval Services

6A. Literature Search Capabilities
Access to multiple on-line services that offer Indexing

of pertinent literature to the energy and environmental
fields.
6B. Expert Network

Ability to locate and involve experts In fields
relating to energy supply, energy conservation and the
environment.

Greenhouse Gases

Analysis and evaluation of projections, measurements,
databases for nitrous oxide, methane, carbon dioxide , carbon
monoxide, non-methane hydrocarbons: both terrestrial and
aquatic.

7A. Methane

7A.1 Methane Science and Atmospheric Chemistry
Evaluate methane's role in the troposphsre and

Btrato&phere, chemical reactions and other
interactions.

7A.a Methane Sources
Evaluate methane emissions from various sources,

both man-made and natural, including mechanisms of
methane generation and emissions, emission estimates
and options for mitigation. Sources evaluated should
Include, but not be limited to ooal mine methane,
natural gas leakage, landfill gas. animal waste
methane, ruminant animal emissions, rice paddy
emissions and natural sources.

7B. Carbon Dioxide
Evaluation of emissions from various sources and

options for mitigation. Exploration of technological
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alternatives to reducing carbon dioxide emissions.
Evaluation of carbon dioxide's contributions to
greenhouse warming.

7C. Climate Change and Its Effeot on Air Pollution
Assessment of the effects of UV-B, temperature-

Inverslous, changes In emissions on oxidants, etc. on
air pollution. .

>
.

7D. Ozone Depleting 'Substances
Eve-luatlon of emissions and techriologloal

alternatives to ozone depleting substances^ Analyses
might Include: evaluation of health and environmental
Impacts of short and long term technological options;
atmospherlo Impacts of ozone depleting substsLnces as
veil as possible substitutes; and Institutional
obstacles to eliminating use.

Provide analytic support for «ctlvltl3S to
Implement Title VI of the Clean Air Act. Such support
would Include: Regulatory Impact Analyses, evaluation
of program options, evaluation of safe alternatives,
other regulatory and document support as well as
analyses of Implementation Issues.
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ATTACHMENT B

REPORTS 07 WORK

MONTHLY PROGPESS REP0RT~C6ST TYPE CONTRACT
(EPAAR 1552.210-72) (SEP 1690)

The oontr&ctor shall furnish two (2) copies of a oomblned nonthly
technical and financial progress report briefly stating the progress
nade. including the percentage of the project completed during the
reporting period. If work is ordered u'sing'Work assignments include
the percentage of work ordered and completed during the reporting
period. Specific discussions shall include difficulties encountered
and remedial action taken' during the reporting period and
anticipated activity during the subsequent reporting period. In
addition, the report shall specify contract financial status as
follows:

(a) For term form contracts, provide:

Ca)(l) Cumulative totals for the contract amounts obligated,
amounts claimed, and remaining available funds. Available funds are
defined as the total obligated amount less total amounts claimed.

(a)(2) Cumulative labor hours and dollars, broken out by prime and
subcontractor labor category, expended from the effective date of
the contract through the last day of the current reporting month.

(a)(3)' Actual costs and direct labor hours expended during the
current reporting month.

(a)(4) Estimated costs and direct labor hours to be expended
during the next reporting period.

(a)(5) Actual costs and direct labor hours incurred for each work
asEigument issued and estimates of costs and man hours required to

complete each work assignment.

(b) For completion form contracts, provide a graph using a
vertical axis for dollars and a horizontal axis for time increments
that shows the actual aAd projected rate of expenditures against the
total estimated cost of the contract.

(o) This submission does sot change the notification requirements
of the 'Limitation of Cost* or 'Limitation of Funds' clauses
requiring separate written notice to the Contracting Officer.

(d) The reports shall be submitted to the following addressees on
or before the 20th of each month following the first complete
calendar month of the contract .

o
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